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Manure— 
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©. Dwieut, A. B. CuAwson, and Hapiercn MArsn, bulletin on 
“Stagger grass (Chrosperma muscactovicum) as a poisonous 
DIAG oe Pee aa ote ok oo COMME ~~ oo 2 oe ee 710 

Hapieien, ©. Dwicnt Marsu, and A. B. Crawson, bulletin on 
“Stagger grass (Chrosperma muscactoxicum) as a poisonous 
BOVE ene ie OI ee ae. eo 2 oe ee 710 

Massachusetts, experiments in prevention of cranberry spoilage 
from field to Constimerl.. 2... 2 NAR. - oo ER eS. 8 714 

McAtze, W. L., bulletin on— , 
ieee act birds to public and semipublic reservations’... .. - 715 
“ood habits of the mallard ducks of the United States” _...-- 720 
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Mosquitoes, destruction by mallard ducks. _............-.-.....-- 720 9 
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Marion County. See Oregon, Willamette Valley. 
Polk County. See Oregon, Willamette Valley. 
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OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION. 

At present great interest is manifested in the subject of bread, 
as well as the various kinds of flour from which it can be made. 
Methods of making several varieties of bread, together with the 
place in the dietary occupied by bread, have been studied by the 
department and the results have been published. This bulletin 
gives the results of the analyses of more than 30 part substitutes for 
wheat flour and the bread made from them. As very few authentic 
analyses of American bread materials and breads made with wheat- 
flour substitutes have been published, the results given here undoubt- 
edly will be of value to millers, bakers, and housewives throughout 
the country. 

ANALYTICAL WORK. 

CHARACTER OF FLOURS AND BREADS ANALYZED. 

Bread, as the unqualified term is understood generally in the 
United States, is the product made from wheat flour, salt, and water 
(with or without the addition of sugar, milk, etc.), leavened with 
yeast. The many other kinds of bread, such as rye bread, corn 
bread, salt-rising, and hot or baking-powder bread, usually are 
known by qualifying names to distinguish them from bread made 
entirely of wheat flour with yeast. 

1U.S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Buls. 807 and 955. 

59826°—18—Bull. 701 
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Wheat flour always has been held in high favor as the principal 
ingredient of bread, because in the presence of water the protein of 
wheat yields a tenacious and elastic substance, called gluten, which 
has the property of expanding during fermentation, thus forming a 
network of cellular air spaces throughout the dough. During the 
baking process the gluten is so altered, or “‘set,’’ that the cellular 
structure is retained, as a result of which there comes from the oven 

a light, porous loaf, unlike that produced from any other cereal flour. 

FLOUR. 

Standard flour.—As the experiments herein reported were carried 
on intermittently over a period of three years, it was impossible to 
obtain the same standard wheat flour for the entire series. Conse- 
quently the standard flour, which formed three-fourths of the flour 
content of the breads analyzed, varied in its composition. The flour 
used in making the loaf here designated as the standard contained 
12.50 per cent protein (N x6.25), while the protein content of the 
bread of this standard loaf as analyzed was 8.74 per cent. Other 
wheat flours used in admixture with the substitutes considered in the 
course of this work varied in their protein content from 11.38 to 
12.63 per cent, the breads naturally showing a corresponding varia- 
tion in the protein content. This accounts for some apparent dis- 
crepancies in the protein content of the breads made with 3 parts of 
wheat flour to 1 part of substitute. 

The substitutes used in these experiments may be classified as 
follows: 

Group 1: Substitutes of low protein content or high carbohydrate 
content. They include the starches from different sources; fruits, 
such as the banana; roots, such as the cassava; tubers, such as the 

potato and the dasheen; and nuts rich in carbohydrates, such as 

the chestnut. 
Group 2: Substitutes obtained from grains and cereals. Among 

these are the common cereals, as well as buckwheat, grain sorghums, 
and millet. 

Group 3: Substitutes obtained from the legumes, including the 

peanut. : 
Group 4: Substitutes obtained from certain by-products, like 

bran, wheat germ, cotton seed, peanut oil cake, and soy-bean oil 

cake. Most of these flours or meals were obtained from the trade. 

A few of the experimental flours were prepared in the Fruit and 

Vegetable Utilization Laboratory of the Bureau of Chemistry in this 

way: For Irish potato flour, the potatoes were pared, sliced, cooked 

in steam for about five minutes, then dried, and finely ground. 

The sweet potato flour was prepared by cutting the roots into long 

thin slices, spreading them on trays to dry in a current of warm air 

i 
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until thoroughly dry and brittle, and then passing the dried product 
through a small hand-power mill. For the banana flour, large 
green fruit was used. It was peeled by hand, sliced, dried, and 
ground into a flour. 

Of those prepared in the Plant Chemical Laboratory the chestnut, 
dasheen (peeled and unpeeled), rice (polished and brown), millet, 
bean, pea, chick-pea, and soy bean were first thoroughly cleansed and 
then ground in a hand mill, while rye, feterita, kafir, milo, and 
kaoliang were scoured and then ground in an experimental mill 
to give the desired flours. To obtain the peanut meal, roasted 
peanuts were crushed with a rolling pin. 

The potato flakes employed in these experiments were obtained 
from Germany several years ago. The boiled potatoes were prepared 
in the laboratory by boiling potatoes in their skins, after which 
they were cooled, peeled, and mashed. 

BREAD. 

All the breads analyzed in this investigation were made from 
mixtures of flour, in the proportion of 25 per cent of substitute to 
75 per cent of standard wheat flour.* 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS. 

The methods for the analysis of cereal foods adopted by the 
- Association of Official Agricultural Chemists ? were used for all the 

determinations made, with the exception of the fat determination. 
As it is impossible to obtain accurate results for the estimation of 
fat in bread by the usual method of extraction, the Polenski method 3 
was employed for this determination. The carbohydrates were 
obtained by difference. The calories per pound were calculated by 
multiplying the sum of the carbohydrates and protein by 1,860, and 
the fat by 4,220, and then adding the two results thus obtained.* 

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS. 

Table 1 gives the composition of the standard flour and of the 
substitutes. The composition of the breads, as analyzed on the 
air-dry basis, is given in Table 2, and, as calculated on the basis of 
an assumed average moisture content of 35 per cent, in Table 3. In 
a general way, the data in these three tables have been arranged in 
the order of the protein content of the flour. Those showing a low 
protein content come first, being followed in turn by those pre- 
pared from grains and cereals, then by those made from legumes, 
and, finally, by those from certain by-products. Besides giving 
the composition of the various flours and breads studied, the tables 

1 The bread was made according to the directions given in U. S. Dept. Agr. Farmers’ Bul. 955. 

2jJour. A. O. A.C., Aug. 15, 1916, Vol. II, No. 2, part 2: 187. 

3 Zt. Anal. Chem. 1911, 40: 655. 

4 The calories were calculated by Rubner’s factors. 
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show the nutritive value, in terms of calculated calories per pound, 
the color and texture of the loaf, and the amount of salt-free ash in 

the bread. Plates I to VIL show very accurately the color and 
texture of the loaves of the different kinds of bread. 

TABLE 1.—Analysis of flour. 

Variety of flour. P. C. No. | Water. 

Group 1 (low protein con- Per 
tent): cent, 
Chestnnit-s22. 2s. 2/5.-5. 13461 6. 05 
Gassawnet Aree ie. cases 10582 8.21 
Banana: 

Wnripes 222-2 2s<244 17259 7.85 
IRE G ee. 2 aac 13174 2.35 

Dasheen: 
Unpeeled : : -.- 222.2 13244 6. 53 
jeter (ot a eee 13245 7.48 

Potato: 
Dried: .<.-202satenc 14659 6. 82 
HA eS 2 va oe ae 14667 7. 63 
Bove =. 22a 18086 80. 72 
Starch pes :+ <setes 10608 13. 69 

Sweet potato. ....-.....- 14671 5.98 
Group 2 (grains and cereals): 

Spring wheat. .-.--.....-. Standard.| 12.00 
“Yellow corn: 

RAW 22-5 s2sSesccceee 12883 6. 96 
Rarched 2 22540 eel see oe == Sel aa ese 
Steamed =. -kessecsoc| sess - 005 cleaeesee = 

White corn 
Baw. sees ee 12884 7.21 
Parched se = 22a joes oc joe os Ree 
SteaMied Jiocesse Fase ees < nce’ ses Se tenees 

Rice: 
Polished =: 732. --2a2- 13485 9. 65 
Browne iSs2-20- shee 13603 10. 20 

Buckwheat 222.2655 5- 13311 9.25 
Rye (1.1 basis)........-- 13495 | 8. 67 
Oatmeal. J12s26<620 tee (2) 8.00 
Feterita: 

Clear: 2b4 2232 64 14664 Maney 
Patent. 2-622) eee 14663 8. 02 

Millettt2 2S ee «ee 13625 11.19 
Kaha: ..; 2+ -ooe.cshsn2" 12291 11.38 
Milos 22 Sot ee eet 12293 11. 54 
Kaoliang. 12292 | 11.41 
Barley 17554 | 11.47 

Group 3 (legumes): 
Bean, white. .........-.- 13459 8. 53 
Pea, ordinary-=-2 22-22. 13460 8.29 
Chick-pea ...- -si-p2e- 5 14658 | 7. 64 
IROANNG 2 22 2 scam eee 15325 2. 82 
Soy: beat. 2-252 o4see = 5 13341 6.14 

Group 4 (by-products): 
STAM oSpitss sa see 13306 7. 86 
WHeareerm ... cscs 13755 6. 92 
Cotton seed, treated. -.-.. 12606 4. 57 
Peanut oil cake......... 18296 8. 01 
Soy-bean oil cake..---..|--..2--200.| 6.25 

Fiber. 

fat ats ale 

CI ET COST SURO INS NIC tna eerie re ed 

Per 
cent. 
4.35 
.29 

- 56 
1.03 

= 

ES enn Raat 

Per 
cent. 
1.94 
2.01 

- 87 
- 87 

rater Carbo- | Calories 

(NX6.25).| 2Y- ber 
, “7 drates. | pound. 

Per cent.| Per cent. 
7.38 77. 83 1, 768 
1.44 86. 45 1, 628 

4. 04 84. 03 1, 661 
4,22 88. 57 1, 769 

8.25 77.98 1,629 
8. 00 77. 80 1,615 

12. 25 74. 80 1, 636 
5. 70 81.32 1, 630 
2.16 15. 87 341 
235 82. 83 eae 

4.68 83. 06 1, 665 

12.50 73. 83 1, 647 

7.88 80. 83 1,768 

8.25 80. 07 1,758 

8. 81 80. 74 1, 676 
8. 94 ent. 1,674 
8. 12 80. 10 1, 679 

15. 60 71.10 1, 686 
16. 80 64. 90 1,815 

15. 87 72. 57 1, 736 
9.94 77. 83 1,725 

14.94 72. 03 1, 683 
14.12 69. 48 1, 664 
13.37 70. 05 1, 667 
13.31 69. 64 1,671 
8. 69 77.18 1, 636 

25. 06 59. 85 1, 646 
25. 94 60. 91 1, 666 
20. 44 63. 16 1, 767 
29. 31 14. 75 2,905 
39. 56 26. 63 2,105 

18. 00 59. 76 1,550 
32. 63 42. 22 1, 859 
50. 56 24.75 1,818 
56. 06 18.21 1,811 
45.45 32. 03 1,691 

i The average composition of oatmeal as given by Konig, et al. 
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TaBLE 2.—Analysis of bread, on the air-dry basis. 

. Calories | Moisture 
* P.C. . Protein | Carbo- : 

Variety of flour. Water.| Ash. Fat. | Fiber. per in fresh No. (N X6.25).| hydrates. pound. | bread. 

Group 1 (low protein 
content): Per ct. | Perct. | Perct.| Perct.| Perct. | Per ct. Per ct. 

Chestnut.......- 13492 6. 47 2.38 2. 26 0.58 11.75 76. 56 Olu eoe eee 
Cassava..-.----- 13352 6. 72 2. 23 2. 28 -58 10. 50 77. 69 1,729 37. 29 
Banana: 

Unripe.....- 13347 6. 20 2.57 2.02 41 10. 56 78. 24 1,740 38. 22 
Ripe......-- 13348 7.81 2.34 1.71 42 10. 62 77.10 p Gea oy Se aareye hs Whe 

Dasheen ; 
Unpeeled....| 13343 7.37 2. 83 1.60 a titl 11. 87 75. 56 EDF Ay a eye ai ees 
Peeled..-..--. 13344 7.38 2.85 1.72 12 11. 69 75. 64 ies seas 

Potato: 
Dried.....-..| 14816 6. 73 2. 80 1.93 -57 13.19 74. 78 1,724 36. 08 
Flakes..-...- 14819 3. 27 2.42 2.34 . 62 11.17 80. 18 1,798 40. 80 
Boiled..--..- 14870 5. 25 2. 82 1.98 - 50 12. 40 77.15 1,749 42. 01 
Starches...) 13354 7.13 1.92 2.15 - 20 9. 81 78.79 1, 700 34. 60 

Sweet potato..-..] 13355 5.12 2. 61 2.17 - 64 10. 69 79. 06 DETO2 tH Mecca 
Group 2 (grains and 

cereals): 
Spring wheat....} 13096 7.17 1. 86 2.97 19 12. 63 75. 18 1,759 38. 29 
Yellow corn: 

Rawls. 3. 13100 6. 96 2.01 2.90 -30 11. 49 76. 34 1, 756 35. 60 
Parched..... 13098 6. 74 1.94 2. 88 46 11.75 76. 23 BEAN Seess6ecc 
Steamed..... 13102 6. 06 1.94 3. 59 -38 11. 69 76. 34 1489) jl gaepioaclo cs 

White corn: 
Raw..-..----| 138099 7.31 2.01 2. 70 mo, 11.75 75. 91 1,744 36. 10 
Parched....- 13097 6. 99 2. 00 3. 08 ~44 11. 69 75. 80 LE OBR Rep ete dod 

_ Steamed....- 13101 6. 08 1. 86 38. 43 -30 11. 87 76. 41 SOs eee ates 
ice: 

Polished.....| 13487 7.47 1.86 1. 84 21 12.00 76. 62 L260 |e see ae 
Brown 13809 6. 87 2. 00 2. 84 ~25 12. 00 74. 66 NEOS) eee ece 

Buckwheat 13488 Male 1.95 1.73 27 11.75 76. 58 UCAS eae ee 
Rye (1.1 basis)..} 13542 9. 31 1.99 1.89 44 13. 25 73.12 PTG4, eee. eee 
Oatmeal.....-..- 13350 6. 93 enlia 4.11 - 48 14.00 73.31 1,797 35. 29 
Feterita: 

Clears. - 14823 6.35 1.96 2. 00 43 14.12 75. 14 1,745 34. 89 
Patent..-....| 14822 7.11 1.93 1.98 -30 12. 49 76. 19 1, 733 36. 57 

Maller es ee 13657 6.16 2. 03 2.78 SPH) 13. 25 76. 60 1,789 34. 90 
Cea fies ess Sk 12302 2.08 2.33 2.14 51 13. 69 79. 25 TESTO eye eer 
IMT ORE ye us. 12304 1.73 2.18 1.98 Atal 13. 53 80. 07 1S 235 | Beene cece 
Kaoliang.......- 12303 1.71 2.19 1.97 - 46 13. 66 80. 01 1,826 35. 63 
Isehd Gyrsdae seasick 18076 6.17 2. 08 3. 26 -30 11.50 76. 69 SC aaeeaesece 

Group 3 (legumes): 
Bean, white. ...- 13490 7. 74 2.70 1.69 249 15. 87 71. 51 TS GSS ee eee 
Pea, ordinary....} 13491 8.13 2.35 1.70 cet) 16.12 71. 35 TAGnISS as SeoedG 
Chick-pea ..-.--- 14821 eo 2. 43 2. 34 41 15.75 71. 76 1, 726 39. 24 
Peanut....----...] 15519 7.78 2.29 | 13.43 59 17. 38 68. 53 2 NGS ie ct ie . 
Soy bean .....-.-. 13351 7.33 3. 10 7.57 12 19. 50 61.78 SGV) Noo geass coy 

Group 4 (by-prod- 
ucts): 
HB TAT lea sis =) 13349 7.51 2. 83 2.33 1.96 14.12 71. 29 1, 687 37. 94 
Wheat germ..... 14824 5. 73 3. 03 4.70 5 18. 00 70. 49 1, 842 36. 86 
Cotton seed, 
treated.......- 13346 Heois 3. 07 3.76 il, 4) 22. 62 61. 63 Le 2OM eee neni eae 
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TaBLE 3.—Analysis of bread, on the 35 per cent water basis. 

Ash. 
Protein| Car- 

Variety of flour. ee Fat. | Fiber. oe Poe 
alt- 6.25 ates. Total. ico 

Group 1 (low protein | Per | Per | Per | Per Per Per 
content): cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. cent. cent. 

Choesthuteecec. sack 1.65 | 0.67 | 1.57 | 0.40 8.16 53. 22 
Cassavetes te-2 222 1.55} .52] 1.59 - 40 7.33 54.13 

Banana: 
Unripes...--..- 1.78 | .71] 1.40 28 7.33 54. 21 
RAD Oe n ee 1.65} .76] 1.20 29 7.49 54, 37 

Dasheen: 
Unpeeled..-.... 1.98 | 1.00 | 1.12 54 8.33 53. 03 
Peeled.......-- 2.00} .97| 1.21 -50 8. 25 53. 04 

Potato: 4 , 
Dred’ 2). .o62 28 1.95 -95 | 1.34 - 40 9.19 52.12 
Flakes......... 1.62 ~82 | 1.57 . 42 7.51 53. 88 
Boiled...-...-- 1.92 -92 | 1.36 . 29 8. 50 52. 93 

Stareb..-.--22- 1.45 | .28] 1.50 14 6. 86 55. 06 
Sweet potato...... 1.57 | .84) 1.49 44 7.33 54.17 

Group 2 (grains and 
cereals): 

Spring wheat...... 1.28 | .31 | 2.08 -13 8. 74 52. 77 
Yellow corn: 

Wawra. cohae 1.40} .38] 2.06 21 8.02 53.31 
Parched....... 1.35 | .40] 2.01 32 8.19 53. 13 

Steamed....... 1.34 | .40 | 2.48 . 26 8.09 52. 83 
avait corn: 

RawWiecres oe! 1.41 -40 | 1.89 Aye 8. 24 53. 24 
Parched’,-) No: 1.39] .40] 2.15 31 8.17 52. 98 

_ Steamed....... 128) |) 40))|' 2537 24 8. 22 52. 89 
ice: 

Polished....... 1.31 .29 | 1.29 15 8. 43 53. 82 
Browns. 1.39} .42] 1.98 a l?/ 8.37 53. 09 

Buckwheat........ 1.36 -40 | 1.21 -19 8. 22 54. 02 
Rye (1.1 basis). ..-| 1.42 -49 | 1.35 ool 9. 50 52. 42 
Oatmealie. 25 08: 1.51 | .57| 2.87 33 9. 78 50. 51 
Feterita: 

Clear.... 1.36 | .42] 1.38 30 9.79 52.17 
_ Patent... 1.35 | .41] 1.38 -21 8. 74 SRL SE 

Millet. eyes 1. 40 -39 | 1.92 -19 9.18 52.31 

Oh Pea Tiy ue eyey rcee 1.55 | .48 | 1.42 34 9.09 52. 60 
Milgsac tes) yes 1. 44 -48 | 1.31 . 34 8.94 52.97 
Kaolang a... Soene 1. 45 -d1 | 1.30 -ol 9.03 52. 91 
Barley's\ sda. = toe 1.44] .42] 2.25 21 7.97 53.13 

Group 3 (legumes): 
Bean, white....... 1.90 -86 | 1.19 34 11.09 50. 48 
Pea, ordinary...-..| 1.66 | .67 | 1.20 25 11. 40 50. 49 
Chick-pea ......... 1.70 .72 | 1.64 29 11.05 50. 32 
Peanuts occ ees cea laOe -62 | 9.45 - 42 12. 25 41. 26 
Soy Dean eae 2.17 | 1.17 | 5.31 50 13.70 43.32 

Group 4( by-products): 
STATS s eiereia os =. eta 1.96 | 1.17 | 1.64 1.38 9. 92 50. 10 
Wheat germ 2. ee 2.08 | 1.20 | 3.24 - 40 12. 41 46. 87 
Cottonseed,treated} 2.15 | 1.23 | 2.64] 1.08 15. 87 43. 26 
Soy-bean oil cake..]} 2.19 | 1.32 | 3.84 slapd 14.90 42.25 

TOTAL ASH. 

Calories 
per 

pound. 

Tex- 
ture. 

co io) 

Color. 

Gray brown. 
Light 
brown. 

Gray brown. 
Yellow brown. 

yellow 

Gray brown. 
Light gray. 

Light yellow gray. 
Yellow gray. 
Very | slightly 

grayish. 
White. 
Gray brown. 

Creamy. 

Yellow. 
Dark yellow 
brown. 

Yellow. 

Gray tint. 
Light yellow 
brown. 

White. 

Grayish. 
Pale yellow brown. 
cae gray. 
Shenbly grayish. 

low gray. 

Brown. 
Gray. 
Lig Bs t yellow 
= Drawn. 
rownish gra; 

Yellow gray. if 
Red brown. 
Gray. 

Yellow. 
Yellowish. 
Pale yellow. 
Yellow brown. 
Rich yellow. 

Gray brown. 
Yellow brown. 
Dark brown. 

The breads show a wide variation in the total ash content, from 
1.28 to 2.19 per cent, on the basis of 35 per cent moisture. The 

samples having a total ash content lower than 1.50 per cent include 
bread made from wheat flour alone, and that from potato starch, 
as well as the bread from corn, rice, buckwheat, rye, barley, millet, 
and grain sorghums. Among the breads with an ash content above 
1.75 per cent are those made from unripe bananas, dried and boiled 
potato, dasheen, soy bean, bran, and wheat germ. The lowest total 
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CHESTNUT. CASSAVA. 

BANANA, UNRIPE. BANANA, RIPE. 

DASHEEN, UNPEELED. DASHEEN, PEELED. 

BREADS FROM WHEAT-FLOUR SUBSTITUTES OF LOW PROTEIN CONTENT (GROUP 1). 
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POTATO, DRIED. POTATO FLAKES. ~ 

POTATO, BOILED. POTATO STARCH. 

SWEET POTATO FLOUR. 

BREADS FROM WHEAT-FLOUR SUBSTITUTES OF LOW PROTEIN CONTENT (GROUP 1). 
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SPRING WHEAT. YELLOW CORN MEAL, 

WHITE CORN MEAL. RICE, POLISHED. 

RICE, NATURAL BROWN. 

BREADS FROM GRAINS AND CEREALS (GROUP 2). 
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BUCKWHEAT. Res 

OATMEAL. FETERITA (CLEAR). 

FETERITA (PATENT). 

BREADS FROM GRAINS AND CEREALS (GROUP 2). 
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MILLET. KAFIR. 

MILO. KAOLIANG. 

BARLEY. 

BREADS FROM GRAINS AND CEREALS (GROUP 2), 
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BEAN, WHITE. ; PEA, ORDINARY. 

CHICK-PEA. PEANUT MEAL. 

SOY BEAN. 

BREADS FROM LEGUMES (GROUP 3). 

PLATE VI. 
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WHEAT GERM. BRAN. 

COTTONSEED. 

BREADS FROM By-PRODUCTS (GROUP 4). 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF WHEAT-FLOUR SUBSTITUTES. a 

ash content is found in wheat bread and in bread containing polished 
rice or starch as an admixture. The breads made from soy bean, 
wheat germ, and bran had the highest ash content. 

SALT-FREE ASH. 

In making all of the breads, salt, equivalent to 1.5 per cent of the 
total flour, was added. If only the total ash content, which includes 
the added salt, were considered, it might seem that little difference 
exists in the ash contents of the various breads. For example, the 
total ash content of the bread made from polished rice flour is ap- 
proximately the same as that of bread from the brown rice flour, 
being 1.31 and 1.39 per cent, respectively. Quite different results 
are given, however, when the ash content is calculated on the salt- 
free basis. In that case, it is apparent that the polished rice bread 
could not have more than 0.30 per cent salt-free mineral constitu- 
ents, while the bread from the natural brown rice would have not 
less than 0.42 per cent. It is seen also that while wheat-flour bread 
contains about 0.31 per cent of salt-free ash, bran bread contaims 
1.17 per cent, almost four times as much. 
With the exception of that made from starch, the breads of group 

1 are fairly high in salt-free ash. With the exception of that made 
from barley, rye, oatmeal, and the grain sorghums, the breads of 

group 2 are generally low in salt-free ash. The breads of group 3 
have about the same salt-free ash content as those of group 1. The 
breads of group 4 and bread from soy-bean flour (group 3) have a 
very high salt-free ash content, containing about four times as much 
as the wheat-flour bread, an increase of approximately 300 per cent. 

FAT. 

The fat content varies from about 1.1 per cent to over 9 per cent. 
None of the breads of group 1 (those of low protein content) con- 

tams much fat. The bread from oatmeal contains almost 3 per 
cent of fat; that made from wheat-germ flour, a little over 3 per cent; 
that from soy-bean flour, almost 4 per cent; and that from crushed 
peanuts (roasted, but not previously pressed), almost 9.5 per cent. 
The apparent discrepancy in the fat contents of the various breads is 
due to the fact that, although no fat or shortening was added to 
the dough, a small amount of shortening was always used on the 
hands in handling the dough. The amount of shortening thus added 
to the bread was indefinite, depending upon the character of each 
individual dough. 

FIBER. 

The fiber content is very high in the bread made from bran, while 
in breads made from soy-bean, dasheen, potato, cassava, chestnut, 
wheat-germ, and peanut flours it is moderately high. In all other 
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breads it is comparatively low. The fiber content is much higher in 
bran than in any of the other substitutes used. 

PROTEIN. 

The average protein content (NX 6.25) of the breads belonging to 
group 1 is less than 8 per cent; of breads belonging to group 2, it is 
about 8.8 per cent; of those belonging to group 3, it is about 11.9 
per cent; while for breads belonging to group 4, it is 12.7 per cent. 
This protein content varies from less than 7 per cent, in the case of 
potato-starch bread, to over 15.8 per cent in the case of cottonseed 
bread. Other breads showing a high protem content are those made 
from legumes and wheat germ. Breads made with rye, feterita 
(clear grade), and oatmeal flours are appreciably richer in protem than 
standard wheat bread. All the breads in groups 3 and 4 are much 
richer in proteim than is the wheat bread. Of group 1, only the 
bread made from potato flour is richer in protein than all-wheat 
bread. This, however, was due to the fact that the potatoes used 
for this experiment happened to be particularly low in starch and 
high in protein, which would not necessarily be true with potatoes 
grown in every section of the country. 

CALCULATED CALORIC VALUE. 

The average number of calories per pound does not differ very much 
in the various groups of bread. Because of their comparatively high 
fat content, breads made from peanut and soy-bean flours show a 
relatively large number of calories per pound, being 1,394 and 1,283, 
respectively. The bread from oatmeal flour contains 1,242 calories, 
and that from wheat germ, 1,238 calories per pound. The lowest 
figures for the caloric value are found among the samples of group 
1, and in the case of the bran bread. Bran bread owes its low caloric 
value to its high fiber or cellulose content. With the possible excep- 
tion of bread made from peanut, oatmeal, wheat-germ, and soy-bean 
flours, all of which substitutes contain a large amount of fat, the 
caloric value of all the breads analyzed is about the same. 

TEXTURE, TASTE, AND GENERAL APPEARANCE OF BREAD. 

Several of the breads of group 1 have a remarkably fine texture 
and general appearance. They comprise those made from potato 
starch, boiled potato, unripe banana, and cassava flour. Those which 
deserve special attention for their fine flavor are the breads made 
from chestnut flour, which is rich, nutty, and very agreeable, and 
from boiled potatoes. The potato bread has the further merit of 
lending itself well to reheating several days after it has been baked, 
because it remains moist longer than most other breads. The sweet- 
potato bread, when made with the usual proportion of sugar, has a 
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very agreeable, slightly sweetish flavor. Bread made from ripe 
banana flour also has a sweetish, agreeable, and very characteristic 

taste, and requires no sugar in its preparation. That made from 
dried potato flour has a decided potato taste, which makes it much 
less appetizing than that made from the boiled potato. 

Practically all of the breads of group 2 have a very good flavor, 
although not so marked or characteristic a one as in the case of some 
of the breads of group 1. The most pronounced flavor was noted 
in the bread made from rye, from buckwheat, from yellow corn meal 

and from the sorghum grains. In all other cases the flavor was 
good, without being too pronounced. The texture of the breads of 
eroup 2 ranks very high, several reaching a grade of 95 or over on a 
standard of 100 for a perfect loaf. 

In group 3, the peanut bread easily ranks first both in flavor and 
in texture. The bread from chick-pea flour is very attractive, 
being remarkable for its volume and texture, while in taste it is not 
noticeably different from good wheat bread. Bread made from the 
Mammoth yellow variety of soy bean has a characteristic beanlike 
and agreeable flavor, but is not especially good in texture. The 
bread made from the ordinary dried bean also possesses a charac- 
teristic beanlike flavor, which is less marked when the meal is cooked 

before being used. Bread from dried pea flour has a very agreeable 
taste. 

Every bread of group 4 has a marked flavor peculiar to itself. 
Bran bread naturally has a characteristic ‘‘branny” flavor, which 
to many is very agreeable. Its color is dark, and its texture fair. 
The flavor of the wheat-germ bread, while decidedly characteristic, 
isnot unpleasant. It also is dark in color, and does not have a very 
good texture. Cottonseed-meal bread, even though it contains but 
15 per cent of cottonseed meal, has a decided flavor and dark color, 
although its texture is fairly good. 

SUMMARY. 

From the salt-free ash determinations it is apparent that all breads 
containing wheat-flour substitutes (except when starch and rice 
flour are used) are richer in mineral matter than is wheat-flour bread. 

The differences in the fat content of the various breads analyzed 
are significant only when materials such as the soy-bean or peanut 
meal (unpressed) are used. The calculated caloric value of the 

various breads is also so nearly the same that, in general, it will 
make comparatively little difference, in computing a day’s ration 
on the basis of calories, which bread is taken. 

Far more significant is the difference in the protein content. 
From a value of less than 7 per cent (where starch was used) to one 

closely approaching 15 per cent (soy-bean bread) is a wide range. 
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The ideal color of the crumb of wheat-flour bread is creamy. With 
the exception of breads made with cooked Irish potatoes, polished rice, 
white corn meal or corn flour, and the pure starches, the color of the 
mixed breads partakes more or less of the color characteristic of the 
substitute. Sweet potato and soy-bean meal yield a yellow loaf; 
banana flour, dasheen, milo, ordinary dried beans, etc., a gray; 
while many others produce a bread more or less gray brown. 
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PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION. 

It is common knowledge among those buying and selling eggs 
that grading by the candle is not an absolutely dependable method 
for the separation of good and bad eggs. As it is the best method 
known for determining the quality of eggs in the shell, however, it 
is Important to learn its degree of efficiency. This bulletin aims to 
show the effectiveness of commercial candling in detecting different 
kinds of good and bad eggs, as well as the variations in efficiency of 
different candling forces. In a previous publication,’ prepared as 
a guide to beginners wishing to learn how to candle eggs, detailed 
descriptions, accompanied in many instances by illustrations, are 
given of the different types of good and bad eggs of common occur- 
rence. The classifications and descriptive terms given there are used 
in this publication. 

The purpose of the investigation here reported, then, may be sum- 
marized as follows: To find (1) the relative error in the candling of 
different types of good and bad eggs; (2) the relation of the quality 

1U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 565. 
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of eggs to accuracy in candling; (3) the relative occurrence of bad 
eggs not to be found by candling; (4) the comparative degree of 
accuracy of skilled and unskilled candling crews. 

PLAN AND SCOPE OF INVESTIGATION. 

The investigation was carried on in commercial packing houses 
located in the Middle West and in distributing houses in the East. 
During warm weather the eggs under observation were kept in chill- 
rooms, according to commercial practice, at a temperature of 32° to 
40° F., from the time of receipt until the time of candling. This 
chilling serves to check deterioration and to restore to some extent 
the natural firmness of the egg substance. For grading, the eggs 
were removed to candling rooms which were refrigerated to a tem- 
perature of 50° to 55° F. 

After the eggs had been candled they were opened and graded in 
accordance with the standards for the preparation of frozen and 
dried eggs. The number of bad eggs not detected by candling was 
determined by observing the appearance and odor when opened in 
glass cups. The conclusions reached in this study were drawn from 
eggs so handled, which had been graded by commercial candlers ac- 
cording to trade routine. It was the endeavor to grade as edible all 
eggs with whole yolks which were not seeping, not heavily mottled, 
nor stuck to the shell, and which contained neither blood nor visible 
mold infection. Out of the shell an egg was graded as edible if the 
yolk was whole, the white clear and not colored, and the odor good. 
If the yolk membrane did not break until the egg was dropped in the 
grading cup, it was considered edible. The usual speed of candling 
was not changed, because it was desired to determine the accuracy of 
the process under commercial conditions. 

The eggs rejected by the candlers as unfit for food purposes were 
critically recandled to find any good eggs that might be present and 
the reason for their not being found on the first candling. In cases 
of doubt the eggs were opened. It was not considered necessary or 
desirable to check the candling of the unquestionably bad eggs by 

breaking. 
The studies reported were made on 187 cases (30 dozen each) of 

storage-packed eggs, 170.2 cases of refrigerator or cold-storage eggs, 
174.4 cases of breaking stock, and 1,521.7 cases of rejected eggs, that 
is, “rots and spots.” The observations on the storage-packed and re- 
frigerator or cold-storage eggs were made from samples having a com- 
parable history. On arrival in the East of carload shipments of com- 
mercial storage-packed eggs, from 8 to 20 cases were examined within 
a comparatively short period after receipt. About the same number 
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from each lot were transferred to a commercial cold-storage ware- 
house, and withdrawn for candling between the early part of Novem- 
ber and the latter part of March. The eggs used for these experiments 
varied in quality from spring firsts and dirty eggs to summer firsts, 
seconds, and dirty eggs. These eggs were candled by skilled opera- 
tors in two large concentrating centers in the East. The storage- 
packed eggs were, therefore, a very fair representation of the various 
grades of fresh-gathered market eggs.‘ The accuracy of the candling 
of the breaking stock was observed in several plants in the Middle 
West and in two in the East. The candling crews varied widely in 
efficiency. The rejected eggs studied were from both experienced 
and inexperienced candlers. 

RELATION OF QUALITY OF EGGS TO ACCURACY IN CANDLING. 

An analysis of the bad eggs found in eggs candled as edible showed 
the presence of two distinct groups—one consisting of eggs which are 
commonly recognized by candling, and the other of types which can 
be detected only out of the shell. The proportion of the first group 
in eggs candled as edible may, therefore, be used as an index to the 
accuracy of candling. The ideal to be attained in candling is the 
elimination of all errors in the grading of those types of eggs which 
can be identified before the candle. 

The accuracy of skilled candlers depends upon the quality and 
condition of the stock. Generally speaking, the more bad eggs there 
are present, the greater will be the number missed. This is 
not always the case, however, because the type of deterioration in- 
fluences the accuracy of candling. For example, the black and 
white rots, moldy eggs, and heavily stuck yolks, characteristic of 
the bad eggs occurring in dirty eggs, are much more readily detected 
by candling than the lght-blood rings, shghtly stuck yolks, and 
partially disintegrated yolks, common in summer stock (Tables 1 
and 11). 

1Jn this publication the terms ‘“ fresh-gathered’’ and ‘“‘ fresh-marketed ’’ eggs refer to 

eggs which are marketed without the intervention of cold storage. 
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TABLE 1.—Hjffect of quality of eggs upon accuracy of candling. 

Grade. 

FRESH-MARKETED EGGS. 

1914 firsts. 

COLD-STORAGE EGGS. 

1914 firsts. 

Number 
of cases 
candled. 

Bad eggs per case. 

Total 
number. 

Missed by candling. 

Detected 
by can- | Distin- Not 

10.17 
13. 80 

9. 57 
14.15 
4,41 

23. 89 
33. 56 

16. 60 
28. 38 
23.73 
28. 86 

36. 20 

~ 14.75 
32.18 

: f distin- 
dling. | euispaple| guishable 

° can- 

dling. ling. 

0.20 0.20 0.45 
2.39 21 26 
4.32 26 10 

3. 43 2.01 1.66 
13.11 3.06 1.34 

2.65 91 2.39 
9.02 92 2.10 

17. 62 1.01 95 
23.11 2.24 38 

5.91 1.16 14 

10.81 4.99 5.10 
17.15 | - 4.69 4.88 

6.59 1.30 1.68 
10. 53 2.98 1.34 
3.59 21 61 

13. 43 7.12 3.34 
19.89 | 10.11 3.56 

13. 28 1.41 1.91 
22. 55 2.98 2.85 
20.78 "99 1.96 
27.30 1. 56 00 

19.09 | 10.77 6.34 

10. 61 3. 93 21 
15. 65 9.60 6.98 

Comparative observations on similar grades of eggs before and 
after storage showed that the cold-storage or refrigerator eggs were 
not candled as accurately as the corresponding fresh-gathered eggs 
(Tables 1 and 11 and fig. 1). As summarized in Table 2, 19.67 per 
cent of the bad eggs present in the refrigerator eggs were miscandled, 
as compared with 12.34 per cent in the fresh-gathered eggs. The 
changes which had taken place in the eggs during holding in cold 
storage no doubt account for these findings. As an egg ages in cold 
storage, the opalescent tinge characteristic of the white changes to a 
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cloudy yellow, and the yolk membrane becomes gradually weaker. 
The contrast between the white and yolk is thereby reduced, and de- 
tection of the condi- 

} 2456 BAD LOGS /V 
tion of the egg by 62.330 /RESYY MARKETED LEGS EXAMINED 
candling is rendered 7 a ccs (ae eenacenn 00% 

more difficult. 

It was observed in 
DETECTED LY CANOLN 

the different lots of 2ayreea? RB 222 ~ 
LY CANOLIN 

eggs candied that the | wsweareum 
number of bad eggs &r canning Wlias 67° 
not distinguishable 

by candling varied 3829 BAD EGGS IV 
to practically the : 64,257 COLD STORAGE LOGS LAAPTINED 

TOIL BAD ECCS as Oe ee em (00% 
same extent as the 

bad eggs miscandled aeann scan 
(Table 1). As WS ey oie vcr) 
tioned in connection § “A Caan 
with the miscandled noraosrmneuswaacgm 

SF CANDLIVG 

group, the number . 
present depends very Fig. 1.—Observations on similar grades of eggs candled 

before and after storage. 
largely upon the 
original quality of the eggs. Green-white and sour eggs, two of the 
important members of this group, are frequently found among eggs 
with soiled, wet, or broken shells. These two types of bad eggs are 
caused by bacteria which enter the eggs through the shells. 

69.23% 

TABLE 2.—Hfficiency of candling in detecting bad eggs. 

Types missed by candling. 

Types detected 
fe by candling. piste. ; a one 

c um- guishable by guishable by 
Kind. ber. candling. candling. 

Num- Per | Num- Per Num- Per 
ber. cent. ber. cent. ber. cent. 

Bad eggs from 187 cases (67,330 eggs) com- 
mercial storage packed eggs: 

IBIACKROUS HE Hs AML NEE TY Petes EB So 340 340 | 100 0 Osean ese eae se 
Heavily stuck yolks.............: ease 122 122 | 100 0 (0) sa I Se 
Moldiviesosie ys ss losses Fe yes ae 232 226) 97.41 6 PESO MERE a | aye es ee 
IDES Gaal DAyOS 5G o5asus se seueuosoooeoe seer 35 33 | 94.29 2 EPICA | pea eS eS a 
WihiGemocSeey eee Ne Naa eae es 505 453 | 89.71 52e e129) eels aaah ey 
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Leilloraye cao tS) Oe eyes NU ete cae tee ee 30 23 | 76.67 EN ZS Bon fete ae a [ee sata 
Mixedrots e025. coke peed yee ogee See 450 302] 67.12 TE CPS EE Se ee 
Blood yawinitess 2 Jenene are eens cee 20 alee) Mena) Stee Vesey ed ee Te are i 
Cheon Vea sae aaa auade see sng so odone tS | eee SSE E ee] GEE AGMabl eae see 188 | 100 
Eggs with bad odor and normal appear- 

aniGe epee Le Se Cs hes mS ie are rey es Cay || sees el Fao a Aa fa saa alte 65] 100 

Popa eros ey a RR eh td 2,156) te637,\-2- 5-22. 288 | nce 253 [ae UL 
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TABLE 2.—E# ficiency of candling in detecting bad eggs—Continued. 

Types missed by candling. 

Types detected 
= by candling. re Not distin- 

. um- guishable by guishable by 
Kind. ber. candling. candling. 

Num-| Per | Num-| Per | Num-| Per 
ber. cent. ber. cent, ber. cent. 

Bad eggs from 170.2 cases (61,257 eggs) refriger- 
ator or cold storage eggs: 

Black: rots!-2- 32 --eeee 431 431 | 100 0 0 
Heavily stuck yolks... 130 130 | 100 0 0 |}. 
Moldy eggs.......---- 810 767 | 94.69 43 5.31 
WihiterotsS- <2 oee- snes. en -peeeee sche > - 355 328 | 92.39 27 7.61 
Slightly stuck yolks,.........2...2...-.-- 525 213 | 40.57 312 | 59.43 
Mixed irots>))- f-s23a see ae eee oe 704 453 | 64.34 251 | 35.66 
BlOpG yp WRILCS 2 asatiro sees eee apse 21 3 2) 66.67 TE B33) 
Crusted yolks -:. Si e2 yon ae set ie cies 443 324 | 73.14 119 | 26.86 
FET OZER VOUS orice seen ae oe eee eco a < 3 3 | 100 0 0 
Green wites ooops sepa peta Po ee EAS eeser| later 2 peel easc Se 
Eggs with bad odor and normal appear- 

ANCO. sue osc nt see eee ee ener Seep FON 2 ise 32 | ate ae | kin eee ees 131 | 100 

Totals os 2.422 cia sae eee oe 378283): 23 651s eos ees | boul eee | men ere ea 
Per cent.. o<.0 cs epee ce cee case canoe ore | se -- ee deeeeee 695233 |en eee TONG Ae. ee 11.10 

EFFICIENCY OF CANDLING BAD EGGS IN RECEIPTS. 

An analysis was made of the varieties of bad eggs found in the 
several lots of fresh-gathered and refrigerator eggs given in Table 1. 
The different kinds of bad eggs detected by candling, the kinds which 
were miscandled, and those which could be found only when the 
shell was broken were noted. These observations, covering approxi- 
mately 357.2 cases candled by experienced candlers in accordance 
with trade routine, are summarized in Tabie 2, and given in detail 
in Table 11. A second series of observations was made on summer 
breaking stock which included seconds, cracked and dirty eggs, and 
current receipts. The eggs were candled by the regular candlers, 
some of whom were experienced and some of whom were not. The 
types of bad eggs miscandled and the types of bad eggs which could 
not be found by candling were noted as the eggs were opened in the 
breaking room (Table 3). At the time that these results were 
obtained the number of bad eggs, as determined by candling, ranged 
approximately from 18 to 42 per case. Thirteen types of bad eggs 
were found, of which all but two could be distinguished by candling, 
though sometimes they were not. 

BAD EGGS DISTINGUISHABLE BY CANDLING. 

BLACK ROTS, MOLDY EGGS, AND HEAVILY STUCK YOLKS. 

Black rots, eggs having mold spots, and eggs with yolks heavily 
stuck to the shell are, with few exceptions, readily seen before the 
candle. Errors in grading these eggs are usually an evidence of care- 
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lessness. Mold growths may escape notice if the egg is not com- 
pletely turned before the candle, or if it is covered with the fingers. 
Tf the candler does not concentrate his entire attention upon his work 
he may make the mistake of putting a black rot or some other bad 
egg in the case for good eggs, or vice versa. The holding of more 
than two eggs in each hand increases the likelihood of such mistakes. 
To reduce the chances for these errors the foreman should instruct 
the new candlers in the proper manipulation of the eggs, and should 
not permit talking, except about the work, or any other form of dis- 
traction during working hours. 

In these studies no errors were noted in the placing of black rots 
or eggs with heavily stuck yolks in the wrong case. That such an 
error does sometimes happen is proved by observations in egg-break- 
ing rooms where large numbers of eggs are opened. It happens very 
infrequently, however, in well-regulated candling rooms where the 
candlers give their entire attention to their work, and do not talk 
and joke with their neighbors. 

TABLE 3.—ZH ficiency of candling in detecting bad eggs in breaking stock. 

(96.73 per cent good 
eggs. 1.44 per cent eggs with adherent yolks. 

hee per cent blood rings. 
62,799 eggs (174.4 2.51 per cent types f au per cent white rots. 

cases) candled as er cent mixed rots. 
good. : Sage by can 0.06 per cent moldy eggs. 

8: 0.03 per cent bloody whites, heavily 
3.27 per cent bad mottled yolks, and eggs with large 

eggs. embryos. 

0.52 per cent eggs with bad odors. 
not detectable by 0.24 per cent eggs with green whites. 

0.76 per cent types 

_ candling. 

In Tables 2, 3, and 11 it will be seen that few moldy eggs were mis- 
graded. The six that were miscandled as given in the first part of 
Table 2 had moldy, free-moving yolks, an unusual form of mold in- 
fection. The 43 eggs reported in the last part of Table 2 contained 
inside the shell small, watery, gelatinous mold spots which were not 
always distinguishable or seen only indistinctly through the shell 
before the candle. Those mentioned in Table 3 were cracked eggs 
with moldy shells and normal contents which are more readily seen 
by ordinary inspection than by candling. The darkness of the 
candling room was the probable cause of this mistake. An opening 
in the lower part of the candle to throw light on the eggs in the cases 
below helps to reduce such errors. 

MIXED AND WHITE ROTS. 

Mixed and white rots are common types of bad eggs. Mixed 
rots, which are an early stage of white rots, are caused by the dis- 
integration of the yolk. In this study of the accuracy of candling 
extremely weak eggs, eggs with seeping yolks, with or without mot- 
tled areas, and eggs with broken yolks will be considered in the 
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mixed rot class, since all represent the first stages of yolk deteriora- 
tion. The color before the candle of mixed and white rots, like that 
of fresh eggs, depends on the color of both the shell and the yolk. 
A light yellow yolk in a white shell has a pale yellow appearance 
before the candle, and a brown shell or a dark yellow yolk in a white 
shell gives a reddish color. Brown shells or pale yolks in white shells 
are factors which reduce the contrast between white and yolk. The 
candler may very easily confuse the general yellow or pinkish celor 
of good eggs with that of a mixed or white rot if he does not study 
the condition of the yolk and allow for the color of the shell. Even 
with close examination it may not be possible always to distinguish 
between a whole and a broken yolk. In some instances the entire 
yolk membrane may be so weak that the outline of the yolk changes 
when the egg is turned, making it difficult to determine whether it is 
whole or not. In other cases the presence of the yolk in the white, 
due to seepage, can not be detected because of the opacity of the 
shell. Again the white may be so firm that it tends to prevent the 
spreading of the yolk material, even though the yolk sac may be rup- 
tured, These different forms of yolk deterioration are readily rec- 
ognized when the egg is opened. 

Table 2 shows that out of 187 cases of eggs 505 white rots and 
450 mixed rots were found, of which 89.71 per cent and 67.12 per 
cent, respectively, were detected by commercial candling. The pro- 
portion of these eggs miscandled in refrigerator eggs was practically 
the same (Table 2). As white rots are an advanced form of mixed | 
rots, and present more distinctive characteristics before the candle, it 
is to be expected that the error in candling would be less. The data 
given in Table 3 further confirm these findings. 

EGGS WITH SLIGHTLY STUCK YOLKS. 

The egg with the slightly stuck yolk, representing one of the 
most common types of deterioration in summer, is very frequently 
miscandled. A pale yolk or a brown shell increases the difficulty 
of detection. In addition, when the yolk is stuck by a small area 
only it may sway back and forth so readily that it is difficult to 
determine whether it is free or adherent. If the turning during the 
candling tears the yolk from the shell it may be so slightly broken 
and the white so firm that it is almost impossible to determine 
whether the yolk is whole or broken. The yellow stain on the shell 
marking the place where the yolk was stuck and which is charac- 
teristic of this egg when out of the shall is not always visible before 
the candle. 

Checking the decision made by candling with the appearance of 
the egg out of the shell is one of the most effective means of becom- 
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ing skilled in the grading of eggs with stuck yolks. When they are 
the prevailing type of bad eggs present judgment of grade should 
be made as far as possible with the first turning of the egg before 
the candle, because further rotation often serves to make detection 
more difficult. The distinguishing feature to be looked for is the 
adhering portion of the yolk. 

In the lots of eggs reported in Table 2 from 40.57 to 78.70 per cent 
of the eggs with slightly adherent yolks were found by candling. In 
the summer breaking stock and refrigerator eggs it was the leading 
type of eggs miscandled (Tables 2 and 3). 

BLOOD RINGS AND LARGE EMBRYOS. 

Fertile eggs containing blood rings occur most frequently when 
the weather is sufficiently warm to cause development of the germ 
spots. In the early stages when there is but a mere trace of blood 
present, it is not always easy to find them by candling, especially if 
they happen to be inclosed in a brown shell. In the later stages 
when the yolk is weak, the blood ring may be covered with a fold 
in the yolk, and thus escape detection. The blood ring is best seen 
if the ege is turned gradually before the candle so that the yolk 
revolves slowly, allowing the germinal spot and the surrounding 
area which has a rosy appearance to float near the shell. When the 
yolk is near the shell a darkened area should be looked for, and, if 
this is present, it should be examined carefully for dark or red streaks 
or aring. A candle with a bright, light is absolutely necessary if 
small blood: rings are to be found. When the blood-veined area has 
developed to the size of a 5-cent piece or larger its detection is 
ordinarily a simple matter. 

The ease with which serious errors in failing to find blood-ring eggs 
may occur. was well illustrated in one house under observation where 
careless candlers working with dimly lighted candles put 3.4 per- cent 
of such eggs into seconds intended to be edible. In the summer 
breaking stock as many blood rings as white rots were misgraded 
(Table 3). The use of a candle with a weak light or with an open- 
ing which is too large results in failure to detect these eggs. 

EGGS WITH BLOODY WHITES.. 

Eggs with bloody whites are caused by the rupture of the blood 
vessels during the passage of the egg down: the oviduct. Their 
occurrence is comparatively rare, for out of 357.2 cases of eggs 
studied but 23 were found. Of these 7 were found by candling and 
the balance by breaking. These eggs are not readily seen in the 
shell because the pinkish tint due to the presence of blood is very 
nearly the same as that given by a brown shell or a white shell con- 

58079° —_18—Bull. 702 2 
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taining a dark-yellow yolk. When blood clots are present, as is fre- 
quently the case, they serve to make identification easier. If eggs 
with diffused blood occurred more frequently, candlers would become 
more familiar with their characteristics, and a larger percentage 
would no doubt be recognized by candling. 

BAD EGGS NOT DISTINGUISHABLE BY CANDLING. 

EGGS WITH ABNORMAL ODORS. 

Eggs with abnormal odors, including sour and musty eggs, consti- 
tuted a large proportion of the inedible eggs which could not be de- 
tected by candling (Tables 2 and 3). The well-known musty egg in 
many instances presents an exceptionally fresh appearance before 
the candle and out of the shell. Only. occasionally is the odor so 
strong that it can be noticed before the egg is opened. 

The egg with the sour odor frequently shows such extensive physi- 
cal deterioration that it can be recognized as a white or mixed rot 
on candling. If, however, disintegration has not progressed to such 
an extent, it can not be detected except by the sense of smell when 
the egg is broken. Bacteriological studies show that the character- 
istic odor is not produced. until the bacteria have developed in large 
numbers.t Eggs having ammoniacal or fishy odors due to- bacterial 
deterioration are not uncommon, and, as in the case of sour eggs, 
physical changes may not be apparent until an enormous number of 
bacteria have accumulated. These, too, are identified by the abnor- 
mal or: characteristic odor apparent when the eggshell is removed. 

Because their shells are porous, eggs absorb odors easily from sur- 
rounding materials. Very frequently eggs have the odor of moth 
balls, kerosene, carbolic acid, mold, and damp fillers and flats. Some 
of the absorbed odors disappear after the egg has been opened, but 
others remain permanently. Eggs which retain abnormal odors 
are rejected, and, since the odor is such an important factor in grad- 
ing eggs out of the shell, great care must be exercised in grading 
when an odor is present. 

EGGS WITH GREEN WHITES. 

Eggs with green whites constituted a large proportion of the bad 
eggs not discernible by candling. They are recognized by the green 
color of the white when the egg is opened. This color is not present 
until the specific organisms which produce it have multiplied enor- 
mously. Because these eggs are so heavily infected and are chem- 
ically decomposed, care should be taken to eliminate them from food 
products. ; 

1U. S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 51, page 61. 
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EFFICIENCY OF CANDLING REJECTS. 

Just as the bad eggs found in egos candled as good were studied 
to determine the reason for their not being discovered, the good eggs 
found in eggs candled as bad were pubjected to orsign tests to find 
out why they were miscandled. In this work attention was directed 
more to the characteristic appearance before the candle, than to the 
condition found when breaking the egg out of the shell. The latter 
method was resorted to only when there was doubt concerning the 
quality of the egg as ascertained by candling. 

To determine how many good eggs were placed with the bad eggs 
and what the characteristics of these eggs were, 12,024 rejected eggs, 
mostly from inexperienced candlers, were critically recandled. 
Among the bad eggs were found 19.9 per cent good eggs, divided be- 
tween six main groups, namely, brown eggs, hatch-spot and weak 
eggs, eggs with the yolk floating near the shell, eggs with olive-green 
yolks, good eggs with broken air cells, and good eggs included be- 
cause of carelessness (Table 4). As the causes of error for the six 
types of eggs are different, each will be discussed separately. 

TaBLe 4.—Kinds of good eggs in eggs candled as bad and doubtful (determined 
by recandling). 

80. 1 per cent bad eggs. 
per cent eggs with brown shells. 

12,024 eggs (33.4 cases) per cent heated eggs, including hatch-spot and weak 
eandled as bad and 
oubtfi BBS. 

33) 
6 
e 

-1 per cent eggs with the yolk floating near the shell. 
19.9 per cent good eggs. .; 2.1 per cent eggs with olive-green yolks. 

.4 per cent good eggs, probably due oo ‘carelessness. 

.2 per cent eggs with movable air c 
ee per cent eggs with dirty nelle diguble yolks, and 
eakers. 

Srrewoew Sacer) 

GOOD EGGS IN REJECTS. 

BROWN EGGS. 

Brown eggs constituted about one-third of the good eggs not de- 
tected by candling (Table 4). The brown shell, in giving the egg 
a general reddish color before the candle, reduces the contrast be- 
tween the white and yolk. This difference is due to a, lesser degree 
of transparency in the case of the eggs with brown shells. The 
darker the color of the shell, the more difficult it is to Judge the 
condition of the contents. The bad eggs with which good eggs in 
brown shells may be confused are mainly mixed and white rots, eggs 
with slightly stuck yolks, blood rings, and eggs with blood A the 
whites. A candle with a bright light and with an opening of the 
proper size, so that no rays of light escape around the egg, is a pre- 
requisite for the satisfactory grading of these eggs. With a little 
study and experience there should be small difficulty in detecting 
any except those with extremely dark shells. An egg with a stained 
shell is sometimes miscandled because the appearance before the 
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candle gives a false impression of the condition of the contents. The 
inspection of the egg without the aid of the candle is usually sufh- 
cient to correct this delusion. 

HEATED EGGS INCLUDING HATCH-SPOT EGGS AND WEAK EGGS. 

Weak eggs and hatch-spot eggs are characteristic of summer 
seconds. They formed over 5 per cent of the good eggs found in the 
rejects. The warmth of the summer weather enables the native 
enzymes to weaken the structure of the egg, and, if the egg happens 
to be fertile, a partial development of the embryo also occurs. Be- 
cause the yolk of an egg with a weak vitelline membrane flattens out 
with each turn before the candle, it is not always easy to determine 
whether or not the yolk is intact. If the yolk besides being weak 
shows signs of incubation, it is necessary to determine whether 
blood is present. A dark shell or a white shell inclosing a light- 
colored yolk also makes for inaccuracy. If new candlers are not in- 
structed they invariably throw away hatch-spot eggs because of the 
darkened area on the yolk. 

EGGS WITH YOLKS FLOATING NEAR SHELLS. 

Eggs with the yolk floating near the shell are frequently mistaken 
for eggs with slightly adherent yolks, if the candler does not invert 
each egg to see whether the yolk will move away from the shell. It 
sometimes happens that the jar of placing an egg with a slightly 
stuck yolk in the case dislodges the yolk so that upon recandling 
it has the appearance of a good egg. About 3 per cent of the good 
eggs found on recandling rejects were eggs with yolks resting near 
the shell. 

TABLE 5.—Accuracy of recandling rejects. 

Total bad eggs found. 

Number . 
House. a oBss ik 

broken. verage 
per case. Per cent. 

Bad Cees found on breaking good eggs recandled from rejects: 
Hee ES es Nee ERED aaa... - Mes SEE 281 33.2 9.24 

L (period 1) 1, 473 33.7 9.36 
I (period 2) 971 77.85 21.63 
1) SP ee Se eee Coe. aaa ee ee... - 52 Speers 1, 152 Byes) 10.41 

OLAS aa Ear eee Ree os SRE seen eee sie +--+. See eela am wie j0 Oy OM eae tone Serle se == 
PIVELAEG tes Uh fei to2 estos ee BOSS SEE: o-  e Aen ee apen) oi): 45.9 12.75 

Good d eggs left in rejects after recandling: 
De BE Pe i Pe etre ee 2) Se... peed ait 720 13 BED 

RS Ce GAT Ee Oe | CRT | 3, 600 24.9 6.9 
INGORTION My meee ee. sree ede mee nna c.s - «one oh rien 3, 600 2.5 i 
Garey els 07) See re Se OAS eS) nee aS) 3, 600 2.2 -6 
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PV OTASG oe a soar ee eee ee start apie #0: <\~ = « «amma ayare seis lle | nie en eicen ane 11.8 3.3 
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EGGS WITH OLIVE-COLORED YOLKS. 

Eggs with: olive-colored yolks, caused probably by the character 
of the food eaten by the hen, are discarded by inexpert candlers 
because of the yellowish-green appearance of the yolk before the 
light. This egg is normal in taste, odor, and appearance except for 
the greenish tinge in the yolk. It contains no bacteria and shows 
no chemical deterioration. Such eggs formed 2.1 per cent of the 
rejects. 

EGGS WITH MOVABLE AIR CELLS. 

Eggs in which the two shell membranes have been separated or 
broken so that the air cell changes its location as the egg is turned 
before the candle are frequently graded as bad because of the 
difficulty of seeing the condition of the yolk. This difficulty is in- 
creased if the yolk is weak or the shell is brown. A quick twirl of 
the egg before the candle to throw the yolk near the shell aids in 
identification. Eggs with movable air cells constituted 1.2 per cent 
of the rejects studied. 

ACCURACY IN RECANDLING REJECTS. 

In order to test the accuracy of the recandling of the rejects both 
eggs salvaged as good and eggs rejected as bad were broken and 
their condition noted. 

TABLE 6.—Kinds of bad eggs found on breaking eggs recandled from rejects 
as good. 

{421 good eggs. 
13 mixed rots. 

525 eggs candled from rejects . fe white rots. 
as good. 33 eggs miscandled........ 7 ens sie slightly stuck yolks, 

104 bad eggs... gs. 
71 eggs not distinguishable fife ie ee green whites. 
by candling. 24 eggs with bad odors. 

The percentage of bad eggs found in 3,877 eggs recandled from 
rejects as good averaged 12.75 per cent, and showed wide variations 
for the different lots of eggs observed (Tables 5 and 8). These num- 
bers are markedly higher than those found in better grades of eggs 
after candling (Table 1). This difference is to be expected, because 
the higher the percentage of bad eggs present, the greater are the 
chances for errors in candling. Besides this factor, there is the in- 
creased difficulty of detecting the good eggs mixed with the rejects as 
compared with better grades of eggs, because they consist of types of 
eggs set aside by the original candlers as puzzling or impossible to 
grade. The types of bad eggs rejected during the breaking of 525 
eggs recandled from rejects as good are given in Table 6. In plants 
having an egg-breaking department the eggs salvaged from rejects 
are broken, the bad eggs eliminated, and the good eggs used for 
freezing or drying. 
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On breaking 32 cases of rejects from which the good eggs had been 
. salvaged by recandling, an average of 11.8 good eggs per case were 
found, and a variation of 2.2 to 24.9 per case for different houses 
(Table 5). Is it worth while to break the rejects without recandling 
in order to save any good eggs which may be among them? This 
question must be answered in the negative for the following reasons: 
First, the senses of the breakers become so blunted and bewildered 
by the bad eggs incurred, that it is impossible, even under competent 
supervision, to accurately separate the good from the bad eggs. Sec- 
ondly, the heavy contamination resulting from the preponderance 
of bad eggs precludes the preparation of a wholesome, clean product. 
Thirdly, the cost of the time consumed in changing and sterilizing 
apparatus after bad eggs (which operation can not be omitted) 
would overbalance the value of the good eggs saved. 

ACCURACY OF CANDLING CREWS. 

The accuracy of the work of different candling crews is influenced 
by the following factors: 

1. The quality of the eggs to be candled. 
2. The skill of the individual candlers. 
3. The ability of the foreman to grade eggs and to direct a can- 

dling force. 
4. The enforcement of a system of checking the work of individual 

candlers. 
The accuracy of the candling of seven different crews was deter- 

mined from the percentage of bad eggs found on breaking summer 
seconds candled as good, and from the percentage of good eggs re- 
candled by the foreman or inspector from eggs rejected by indi- 
vidual candlers as bad or difficult to grade. 

EXPERIENCED CANDLERS YS. INEXPERIENCED CANDLERS UNDER GOOD. 
MANAGEMENT. : 

Skilled candling is characteristic of crews in the consuming cen- 
ters, because work is afforded the whole year and because from them 
the eggs go to the consumer. When the season of production has 
passed eggs are withdrawn from storage and candled before being 
placed on the market. Unskilled candling is typical of the produc- 
ing districts, as the grading of eggs is carried on only during the 
commercial laying season, which generally lasts about 5 months. The 
candlers employed in the spring drift into other occupations in the 
fall and others take their places the following season. The foremen 
of candling crews in the producing districts are usually experts who 
have gained their experience through several seasons of candling, 
either in the producing districts or in the consuming centers. 
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TaBLE 7.—Accuracy of candling crews. 

Eggs candled as edible. Hees Canad oe bad 

Bad eggs found on reas 

breaking. recandling. 
Sea- 
son 
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On. ob- candling. | ob- | Num 

served. served.} per | Per 
per | cent. 

Num Num- case. 
ber | Per | ber | Per 
per |cent.} per | cent. 
case. case. 

Skilled crew; good management. 
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GHD! es Consuming center...| Men...... Ph. sy eee el ee L NORE Aee SA ea le eerssnlseames 
Te 974 |....- do. Gea ets. |. SAMO NIE pee Tea re 226. 25 7.9 2G, 
WAT 1914 Producing section...|-- kd ome = 6OZooN tT Geol LSh 229) OLS a 7ason le Oss 3.0 

Unskilled crew; good management 

Deis. Bie Producing section.-.| Men Pei (58) || Poe) | OR We |) Oe 7.15 | 66.6} 18.5 
Ie Asal he ea Gee ee seeoreces Women 11.40 | 10 2.8) 8.6] 2.4} 373 59.4 | 16.5 
Hee: 1913 Paiaaie 0 ROE Bee AEE ae BAe Maneee 50} 4 Ae eae 2 Onl ion) 39.6] 11 

Unskilled crew; poor management. 

De eo 1912 | Producing section...) Men......| 7.27 | 25.9} 7.2} 4.3] 1.2) 30 30. 2 8.4 
Use soaee 1914 }..... Goseesee cea Men and | 34.19] 17.6) 4.9} 2.2 -6 |154.9 132.5 | 36.8 

women. 

Where a system of checking the work of unskilled individual can- 
dlers was enforced, the number of bad eggs graded by them as 
good was ordinarily no greater than that found with skilled labor 
(Table 7 and fig. 2). To accomplish this result with untrained labor 
the individual candlers were instructed to place all eggs which were 
difficult to grade with the rejects or in a container by themselves. 
The rejected eggs from the unskilled crews were recandled by the 
foreman or another expert, and a record kept of the good eggs thus 
reclaimed. If an undue number of edible eggs were found, the in- 
spector called the attention of the individual candler to the fact, and 
gave him the instruction necessary to enable him to avoid fu- 
ture mistakes. The same routine may frequently be followed in the 
case of skilled labor in order to maintain a high standard of accu- 
racy, and to locate a lack of knowledge on the part of any individual. 
By this procedure some good eggs were found to be present always 
in the rejects, especially in those from inexperienced candlers. The 
reverse should be avoided. From 39.6 to 66.6 eggs per case were 
salvaged by recandling the rejects from inexperienced candlers thus 
instructed. If 10 per cent of these eggs were found to be bad on 
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breaking, the number of good eggs saved would still greatly over- 
balance the cost of recandling. On the other hand, the results of the 
recandling of the rejects from experienced candlers showed that 

KZAGAD EGGS MISCANDLED 
[6000 ECCS /USCANDLED 

a LAPLAVENCLD CREWS —COOD SOUNMACLSULNI 
TF 

/ z9 

OS 
x 108 

INEXPERLENCED CREW —GOOD MANACEMENT 
‘ ET 

6606 

IDG 

Fic. 2.—Accuracy of candling crews. Data reported 
as eggs per case. 

the value of the good 
eggs saved did not al- 
ways pay the cost of the 
salvaging (Table 8). 
It will be noted in the 
table that a larger pro- 
portion of the eggs were 
candled at a profit dur- 
ing the last than during 
the first period, which 
fact is accounted for not 
only by a larger percent- 
age of good eggs, but 
also by their increased 
commercial value. In 
August the wholesale 
price of eggs was 16 
cents, and in November 
20 cents per dozen. 

Taste 8.—Comparison of cost of recandling rejects of experienced candlers 
with value of good eggs salvaged. 

Cases aay Bad eggs 

Date, 1915. Pees found on eed 
a recand- | Uuuteak: candled. ling. ing. 

Period 1: Dozen. Dozen. 
DRY Bice beter sehen Ee 20 13x55 4 
August 3....-.-- oe 20 64 2 
FAVIPTISG \finininin e «= Be 20 % 23 
August 11 ue 31 14 1 
ATISUSE AG. Sain cen emerson 37 23 1 
RO SUSHI Re ee seen ee 19% 8 4 

DO oon inept voce 15. 4 14 y 

Motel. 6 5-2 aie me oie 162.9 88355 8 
AVerage Per CASE. - Jeo oc] one wo 6.5 eggs. | 0.5 eggs 

Period 2: 
NOVEMIDeCr 4 6. cies ceane cle ose | 84 19% 3 
November’ 222 posse | 3h 8% u 
NoveutberG . 92 tic = 35h 4} 5 rs 
November 9245205. .Sots cde 9 14 2Qy5 
NOVEMDER 10 foo 25 0.5 sa 6 7 3 
November dl iss. 2 2 8 10% 3 
November 16.......- 64 5g & 
November 17.......- 54 62 H 
INDVeNIDeL LS oe canons es s.46 6 34 1} 
INOVEMIDEF19 sc ioe 2252. 3 2 ly 

Ota ss Pepe Sooke 604 8229 17} 
AV@TS80 TOM CASCs @ oie zene d\|> ae eee mae 16.5 eggs. | 3.5 eggs. 

Labor of man 
Good eggs salvaged.| __—- recandling. 

Dozen. Value Hours Cost. 
3 ik i $1. 65 

5 - 91 4 1.20 
(ES 1.15 54 1.65 

13 2.08 8 2.40 
22 3. 52 10 3.00 
7 1. 23 6 1. 80 

12% 2.03 5 1.50 

7944 12.80 13. 20 
6 eggs 0.08 | 16 min 0.08 

164 SHOE 3 .90 
Tt 1.55 13 ~45 
4g 93 1h 245 
113; 2.28 2 . 60 
4 . 80 24 . 68 
78 1.57 3k 1.05 
5 1.00 i .38 
Bay 1.08 res 45 
2 . 40 4 45 
set 18 15 

654 13. 06 184 5. 56 
13 eggs. . 22 |18.42min. 09 
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TABLE 9.—Accuracy of individual inexperienced candlers at H House, determined 
by recandling breaking stock and rejects. 

peer OF Number of 
cases 0 cases of | Good eggs | Bad eggsin 

Candler No. rejects | good eggs | in rejects. | good ceee 
candled. | recandled. ; 

Per cent. Per cent. 
16 20.4 8.7 0.5 
8 16.4 9.3 4 

29 24.0 11.1 ail 
19 22.8 11.8 alt 
15 20.8 13.9 nid) 
28 22.4 15.1 12 
18 22.0 15.4 .9 
26 16.4 16.6 .8 
5 5.8 16.7 oe 

40 22.8 17.3 .6 
38 21.6 17.7 9 
19 12.4 18.0 aH 
37 22.8 18.9 3 
30 10.8 19.4 .8 
15 10.8 2123 nil 
30 16.8 34.0 1.0 

TOES ies eatin ees pete ey ecto te ee et el ee 373 PSS Pata pA ot aes se ea SES 
LLORES) 6S Sap ee Se eae SE aa bis SORE OOOO. CAO EEES «| sis CARRS GEE He ACEe aero e 16.5 7 

Even though the rejects from experienced candlers may some- 
times be recandled at a loss, it is worth while occasionally to disci- 
pline the candlers to accurate work. For example, on November 4 
an average of 3 dozen good eggs per case was found by recandling 
the rejects of an experienced force. After the results were made 
known to the crew the number of good eggs miscandled was markedly 
reduced (Table 8). Variations in the accuracy of inexperienced 
candlers working under the direction of a skilled foreman are given 
in Tables 9 and 10. 

INEXPERIENCED CREWS UNDER POOR MANAGEMENT. 

The results given in Table 7 and figure 2 show what may be ex- 
pected when inexperienced workers are allowed to grade eggs with- 
out intelligent supervision. 

The candling crew of D House in 1912 was governed by an in- 
complete system of inspection. The rejects were recandled by the 
foreman to save the good eggs, but the pails of goods eggs going to 
the breaking room were not identified, so that errors in candling 
could be traced to the original candlers. The candlers, knowing 
that their rejects only were being examined, became so cautious about 
discarding good eggs that they erred in the other direction, and put 
an undue number of bad eggs into the pails of eggs for the breaking 
room. As no discipline was enforced the employees continually 
talked with each other instead of concentrating their attention upon 
their work. 
A combination of factors led to inaccurate work in J House. No 

foreman was in direct charge of the work; the candlers were inex- 
perienced; the eggs were of low quality; and practically no system 
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of checking the work of individual candlers was in operation. The 
one expert in the force was delegated to recandle the rejects, to re- 
claim any good eggs which might be present. He did not instruct 
the candlers regarding their mistakes in grading. Consequently their 
work did not improve with added experience. 

ESSENTIALS OF GOOD MANAGEMENT. 

From the foregoing it may be concluded that for the preparation 
of standard grades of food eggs a rigid system of inspection of the 
work of individual candlers must be enforced, particularly when a 
force of inexperienced candlers is employed. This system should 
include not only the recandling of the rejects, but also daily represen- 
tative portions of the eggs graded as good. If the plant is equipped 
with an egg-breaking room, the accuracy of the candling of the 
breaking stock can be easily checked as the eggs are opened. To 
carry out such an inspection system each candler should be instructed 
to place a tag bearing his initials or his number in each case or pail 
of eggs candled by him, so that when mistakes are found they can 
be traced and corrected. Each candler should direct his entire at- 
tention to his work and such distractions as conversation should not 
be permitted. A foreman versed in the handling of eggs and having 
executive ability is a prerequisite. 

TABLE 10.—Accuracy of individual inexperienced candlers at D house as deter- 
mined by recandling rejects by candling-room foreman. 

Kinds of good eggs. 

exam- eggs. eggs. - Good Olive- . 
ined. oe Heated. | Watery. Ce oa soy one easels 

Per cent.) Per cent.| Per eet, Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.) Per ake 
94.4 5.6 7 

FIORE 111 92.0 8.0 3.9 0.6| ° 0.6 Loz 6 Ne Te 
3 aaa 132 87.0 13.0 7.40 1.9 OME asa iees 1.9 ati) Ieee cape 
Le ee aa 108 82.1 17.9| 15.5 TOS | Oe alm ok Se (DS DE TIO) || See igi I 7 5 
Fo By ae 84 80.9 18.9 6.3 5014 do aaa 2.7 TF |B 2 eee 0 lal 
Pe a 180 78.0 22.0 15.2 1.5 .8 1.5 1.5 1.5 | SoS EE 

SUMMARY. 

In bad eggs graded commercially by the candle as fit for food pur- 
poses there was found one group composed of eggs which could have 
been detected before the candle and another for which the present 
system is inadequate. The proportion of the first group in edible 
grades can, therefore, be taken as one measure of the efficiency of 

grading eggs by the candle. 
The accuracy of candling depends upon the quality of the eggs and 

the skill of the candlers. With experienced workers the number of 
bad eggs found in high-grade eggs after candling is negligible. On 
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the other hand, when a large percentage of the good eggs in the sup- 
ply have weak whites and yolks and the percentage of bad eggs runs 
high, the difficulty of distinguishing between edible and inedible eggs 
is increased, and the number of bad eggs miscandled is greater. In 
the studies with skilled candlers the average number of bad eggs mis- 
candled in a case of 30 dozen varied from 0.20 in spring firsts to 10.77 
in very low-grade refrigerator or cold-storage eggs. The number of 
bad eggs which could not be found by candling ranged from none to 
6.93 per case, depending upon the grade of eggs examined. The data, 
as summarized from another point of view, show that out of 5,985 
bad eggs present in 128,587 eggs, 71.65 per cent were detected by 
candling, 17.02 per cent were missed by candling, and 11.33 per cent 
were not distinguishable by candling. 

Black rots, eggs with moldy spots, and eggs with heavily adherent 
yolks present such distinctive characteristics before the candle that 
their presence in edible grades is an evidence of carelessness. White 
rots, but more particularly mixed rots, eggs with yolks slightly stuck 
to the shell, blood rings, and eggs with bloody whites do not always 
show such striking features before the candle. These are the eggs 
which are found chiefly in the miscandled group of bad eggs. A 
brown shell or a light colored yolk is a factor which reduces the con- 
trast between white and yolk, making differentiation between good 
and bad eggs more difficult. 

' Eggs with green whites and eggs with normal appearance. but 
having bad odors constituted the group not recognizable by candling. 

The good eggs which were frequently miscandled, especially by 
inexperienced candlers, were those with brown shells, hatch-spot eggs, 
weak eggs, eggs with the yolk floating near the shell, eggs with olive- 
colored yolks, and eggs with movable air cells. The average number 
of bad eggs found in the rejects by recandling was a dozen to the 
case, or less, with experienced candlers, and from 3 to 6 dozen with 
inexperienced candlers under good management. In the latter in- 
stance the candlers were directed to put all doubtful eggs with the 
rejects, which were then recandled by an expert. In plants having 
poor management and poor candlers the number of good eggs in the 
discards sometimes reached 11 dozen to the case. 

The enforcement of a system of checking the work of individual 
candlers, particularly in plants employing inexperienced help, was 
found to be the best way to maintain high efficiency in a candling 
force. 
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MISCELLANEOUS TRUCK-CROP INSECTS IN 
LOUISIANA. | 

I.—INSECTS INJURIOUS TO THE GLOBE ARTICHOKE IN 
LOUISIANA. 

By TxHos. H. JONES, 

Entomological Assistant, Truck-Crop Insect Investigations. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Insect injury to the globe or burr artichoke (Cynara scolymus) 
apparently has received little attention from American economic 
entomologists. While the artichoke has not as yet attained the rank 
of an important food plant in the United States, the demand for the 
edible heads is increasing in the markets. The crop is grown in 
Louisiana, and since the fall of 1914, when the writer was assigned 
for work on truck-crop insects, in cooperation with the Louisiana 
Experiment Stations, many growers have complained of insect in- 
jury to the plants. 

The most serious damage to the globe artichoke in Louisiana is 
caused by two species of plant-lice, or aphids, Myzus braggii Gil- 
lette and Aphis rumicis Linnaeus, both usually occurring in the same 
field and being most numerous during the late winter and in the 
spring. 

INJURY CAUSED BY THE ARTICHOKE APHIS, MYZUS BRAGGII. 

The artichoke aphis is the most common and, generally speaking, 
the most injurious insect enemy of the globe artichoke in Louisiana. 
It occurs in great abundance on the under sides of the leaves and 
its green color harmonizes with that of the leaf. In cases of severe 
infestation its presence brings about a condition such as that de- 
scribed in the following letter sent in by a correspondent in Rapides 
Parish: “ Please let me know what to do for burr artichoke plants 
attacked by a dark smut which attracts large flies and bees. I had 

1 
58681°—18—Bull. 7031 
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the same disease attack my plants last year about the same time. 
Most of the plants recovered, but seem to have lost vitality and did 
not bear fruit as early or as plentifully as in former years.” The 
presence of the “dark smut,” the flies, and the bees referred to is 
accounted for by the “honeydew” from the aphids, and in fields 
where the Argentine ant (Jridomyrmex humilis Mayr) is present, 
this obnoxious pest attends the aphids. Besides this complaint from 
Rapides Parish, there are also at hand records of Myzus braggtt 
injuring globe artichoke in East Baton Rouge, Ascension, Iberville, 
Terrebonne, and Plaquemines Parishes.t 
Myzus braggii also infests the yellow thistle (Cirsiwm horridulum) 

which is a common weed in Louisiana. (See Pl. I,fig.1.) This plant 
is closely related, botanically, to the globe artichoke, so that the pres- 
ence of the same species of insects on the two plants is to be ex- 
pected. Prof. C. P. Gillette, who described Myzus braggii? from 
Colorado in 1908, and who has determined material sent to him from 
Louisiana, states that at Fort Collins, Colo., it is found on Canada 
thistle (Cirsium arvense) during the latter part of the summer and 
early fall, and that “the winter hosts are the Russian olive, Hip- 
pohaes rhamnoides, and Shepherdia arvensis.” * 

ENEMIES OF THE ARTICHOKE APHIS. 

While no internal parasite has been found attacking this aphis, a 
number of predacious insect enemies have been observed. These in- 
clude the larve of the syrphid flies Allograpta obliqua Say and Syr- 
phus americanus Weidemann, the larve and adults of the coccinellid 
or ladybird beetles Scymnus puncticollis LeConte, Scymnus termi- 
natus Say, Hippodamia convergens Guérin, and Cycloneda sanguinea 
Linnaeus, as well as the larve of a chrysopid and a hemerobiid, both 
undetermined. The coccinellid beetle Alegilla maculata DeGeer and 

the predacious bug 7 riphleps insidiosus Say have been taken on 
globe artichoke infested with Myzus braggi and probably feed upon 
this aphis. The aphid is attacked by a fungus, which Dr. A. T. 
Speare, Bureau of Entomology, has determined as Entomophthora 
fresenii Nowakowski. At Baton Rouge Scymnus puncticollis ap- 
pears to be its most efficient enemy. 

INJURY CAUSED BY THE BEAN APHIS, APHIS RUMICIS. 

While not as common on globe artichoke in Louisiana as Myzus 

braggti, this aphis is more difficult to control by spraying than is 

the latter species, largely because of the fact that infested leaves 

1Dr. F. H. Chittenden states that he has collected the species on globe artichoke at 

Washington, D. C. 

2GILLETTE, C. P. New SPECIES OF COLORADO APHIDIDAE, WITH NOTES UPON THEIR 

Lire Hapirs. In Can. Ent., v. 40, no. 1, p. 17-20, pl. 1. 1908. 

8GiLLeTTH, C. P. CoNnFUSION OF RHOPALOSIPHUM HIPPOHAES KOCH, AND Myzus 

BRAGGIL GILLETTE. Jn Jour. Econ. Ent., v. 8, no. 3, p. 875-379, pl. 17, 18. 1915. 
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become distorted in such a manner that the aphids can be reached 
only with difficulty with a contact insecticide. (See Pl. II, figs. 1 
and 2.) 

CONTROL OF THE APHIDS ATTACKING ARTICHOKE. 

During 1917 Myzus braggii and Aphis rwmicis were controlled sat- 
isfactorily at Baton Rouge by spraying with 1 part, by weight, of 
nicotine solution (containing 40 per cent of nicotine as sulphate) to 
1,000 parts of water, with laundry soap (standard, noncaustic type) 
added at the rate of 1 pound to 25 gallons of water. (See Pl. I, fig. 2, 
and Pl. III.) Because the plants in some rows in the field where the 
experiments were conducted were never sprayed, these plants served 
as a constant source of infestation for the sprayed plants, especially 
those near the untreated plants. The Argentine ant apparently was 
responsible in part for the spread of the aphids. More frequent 
sprayings were necessary, therefore, than would have been the case 
had all the plants in the field been sprayed. The plants were sprayed 
seven times, January 31, March 2, March 14, March 29, April 19, 
April 26, and May 26, respectively. The material was applied with a 
compressed-air sprayer holding about 3 gallons. The first picking of 
edible heads from the sprayed and unsprayed rows was made on May 
11 and at frequent intervals thereafter until June 29. From 65 
plants in the sprayed rows 310 heads or burrs were obtained and 
from 39 plants in the unsprayed rows 39 heads, an average of nearly 

_ 5 heads from each sprayed plant and an average of 1 from each un- 
sprayed plant. The difference in growth made by the sprayed and 
unsprayed plants was very noticeable and if the weather had not been 
dry there is little doubt that the increase in the crop from the 
sprayed plants would have been still greater than that from the un- 
sprayed plants. 

It is especially advisable to begin spraying globe artichokes when 
the aphids first appear on the plants, which is usually when they 
are small. One reason for this is that after Aphis rumicis has be- 
come abundant the leaves are so badly distorted as a result of feeding 
that it is very difficult to reach them with the spray. Another reason 
for timely spraying is that if delayed until the aphids have reached 
their maximum abundance, much of the injury for which they are 
responsible already has been done, and as the period of maximum 
abundance under such conditions often comes when the plants have 
developed a heavy growth of leaves, a larger amount of spray mate- 
rial and more time for its application are required than when the 
spraying is done early. Some growers who spray for the control of 
the aphids, but who do not begin until the plants are large and 
heavily infested, find it advisable first to cut off and destroy the older 
and badly distorted leaves. 
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It is interesting to note that a company which grows each year 
from 10 to 15 acres of globe artichokes in Plaquemines Parish, 
Louisiana, has found that the aphids can be killed successfully by 
a nicotine-sulphate spray. Mr. E. P. Barrios, county agent of the 
parish, at whose suggestion the spraying was begun, has furnished 
the writer with the following information regarding the methods 
followed. The spray mixture, which is applied with knapsack spray- 
ers equipped with angled nozzles, is made up as follows: 

Tobacco extract containing 40 per cent nicotine as sulphate_ounces__ §& 

HUSh-O1l soap et.) Ls we iy! otaGe fp ile ee noi eeaelt pounds.__ 3 

Wratten ye fee igre eo Pee cioe rey pe cee alee AR ae es lp gallons__ 50 

This mixture contains 1 part of nicotine sulphate to 800 parts of 
water. As an additional aid in controlling the aphids, the method 
of planting followed makes it possible to utilize the same ground for 
artichokes during successive years. The young shoots are trans- 
planted each fall in rows between the rows of old plants. Since the 
old rows are placed 8 feet apart there is ample space between rows to 
make this practical. When the young sets have taken root the old 
plants are plowed under and, as they are well covered with dirt, the 
aphids present on them are killed. The aphids on the young plants 
now may be more readily controlled by spraying, because of the 
smaller amount of foliage they present. 

It is possible that aphids on globe artichokes could be economi- 
cally killed by fumigation, especially when only a few are grown, 
and for this purpose nicotine paper might be utilized, a cover to 
confine the fumes being placed over each plant as it is fumigated. 

OTHER INSECTS ATTACKING THE GLOBE ARTICHOKE IN 
: LOUISIANA. 

The banded leaf-footed plant-bug, Leptoglossus phyllopus Lin- 
naeus, feeds on the globe artichoke. Its normal food plant, as has 
been noted by Chittenden,! is the yellow thistle, Carduus spinosissi- 

mus (=Cirsium horridulum). The adults and nymphs are often 
numerous upon both plants, the adults being especially common on 
the thistle during late winter and early spring. 
Larve of the corn earworm (Chloridea obsoleta Fabricius) have 

been found boring into the edible heads, and a plant-bug, Thyrco- 
coris pulicarius Germar, has been observed clustered upon them. 
Nymphs of NVezara viridula Linneaus have been found on the heads, 
and a scarabaeid beetle, Luphoria sepulchralis Fabricius, has been 

captured under conditions indicating that it was injuring them. 

1 CHITTENDEN, F. H. Somn Insuncrs INJURIOUS TO GARDEN AND ORCHARD Crops. U. 8. 

Dept. Agr. Bur. Ent. Bul. 19, n. s., 1899. See p. 47. 
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Fila. 1.—YELLOW THISTLE (CIRSIUM HORRIDULUM), A COMMON WEED.IN UNCULTIVATED 
FIELDS IN LOUISIANA. 

It is closely related to the globe artichoke, and some of the aphids which attack the latter feed 
: on the thistle. 

Fic. 2.—GLOBE ARTICHOKES ON WHICH APHIDS, MYZUS BRAQGII, HAVE BEEN CON- 
TROLLED BY SPRAYING. 

WILD AND CULTIVATED FOOD PLANTS OF MYZUS BRAGGII. 



Bul. 703, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. PLATE II. 

Fic. 1.—YOUNG PLANT INJURED BY THE BEAN APHIS (APHIS RUMICIS). 

Fic. 2.—HEALTHY YOUNG PLANT, SHOWING BENEFITS OF SPRAYING. 

THE GLOBE ARTICHOKE AND APHIDS. 
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SPRAYED AND UNSPRAYED ROWS OF GLOBE ARTICHOKE. 

The aphids Myzus braggit and Aphis rumicis have been controlled in the row at left by spraying 
With nicotine sulphate. The plants in the row at right have not been sprayed. 
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Cutworms, the predominating species apparently being Feltia 
annexa Treitschke and Agrotis ypsilon Rottemburg, cause some in- 
jury, especially during the cooler months of the year when only the 
smaller developing leaves are present on the plants. 
Larve of two agromyzid flies, Agromyza platyptera Thomson var. 

jucunda Van der Wulp, and Agromyza sp.,1 have been found min- 
ing in the leaves and the membracid E’'ntylia sinuata Fabricius 
breeds on them. The leaves are also fed upon to some extent by 
various other insects, among them the larva of the cabbage looper 
(Autographa brassicae Riley) and the adult of the southern corn 
rootworm (Diabrotica duodecimpunctata Olivier). 

1 Determined by F. R. Cole. In 1914 Mr. I. J. Condit found larve of Phytomyza (Napo- 

myza) lateralis Wallén working as leaf miners on globe artichokes at Berkeley, Cal. 

The reared adults were determined by Mr. Frederick Knab, Bureau of Entomology. 





II.—THE GRANULATED CUTWORM,' AN IMPORTANT 
ENEMY OF VEGETABLE CROPS IN LOUISIANA. 

By THos. H. Jongs, 

Entomological Assistant, Truck-Crop Insect Investigations. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Cutworms periodically cause serious damage to vegetable crops 
in Louisiana and adjacent territory and it is seldom that they do not 
occur, at least in small numbers, in land planted to such crops. 
Complaints of injury are 
often made by people who 
have small gardens as well 
as by those who make the 
growing of truck crops 
their livelihood. 

Observations made in the 
State from 1914 to 1917, 
inclusive, indicate that the 
granulated cutworm (/el- 
tia annexa Treitschke) (fig. 
1) is the principal species 
attacking vegetables.? 

Of 1,481 cutworms, rep- 
resenting collections made 
from about injured plants at Baton Rouge during the months of 
April, June, July, August, October, November, and December, of 
1915, 1916, and 1917, 1,345, practically 94 per cent, were identified 
as Meltia anneaa. The proportion of this species, in one collection, 
was as low as 76 per cent, but at other times it exceeded 90 per cent. 
The remainder of the collections noted was composed of 47 larve of 
Agrotis ypsilon Rottemburg (3.2 per cent), 35 larve of Feltia male- 

_ fida Guenée (2.5 per cent), and 4 larvee of undetermined species. 

Fig, 1.—The granulated cutworm: Moth above, 

larva below. Somewhat enlarged. (Chittenden.) 

1feltia annera Treitschke. 
2Messrs. C. H Smith, J. L. EH. Lauderdale, and M. R. Smith, who were stationed at 

Baton Rouge, La., for the Bureau of Hntomology during this period, rendered vaiuable 

assistance in the investigations upon which this paper is based. 

7 
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NATURE OF DAMAGE. 

As is true with other cutworms, the most serious damage done by 
the granulated cutworm is due to its habit of cutting off small plants 
near the surface of the ground. Two other types of injury have 
been noted. Where the plant is too large to be severed near the sur- 
face the larva ascends the plant and feeds on the foliage. (See PI. 
IV, A, B.) Since feeding is done at night the cause of the damage 
often is not known to the grower. Irish potatoes, beets, and Brussels 
sprouts have been observed that were defoliated in this way, exami- 
nation revealing numerous larve secreted in the soil beneath. 

The other type of injury is to the fruit of certain plants, princi- 
pally when it rests on the ground. The fruit of tomato and egg- 
plant, if so located, is sometimes bored into and made unsalable. 
(PL. IV, C.) 

DESCRIPTION OF STAGES. 

THE MOTH. 

The moth (fig. 1) is one of the somber-colored species of the fam- 
ily Noctuidae. The fore-wings are covered above with brown, gray, 
and black scales, among which a few white ones are often present. 
These scales are so arranged that portions of the wings are brown or 
gray, or a mixture of the two colors, with black markings. The fore- 
wings of certain individuals may in general be darker or lighter 
than those of others of the same sex, but those of the female usually 
are darker than those of the male. The hind wings are white, more 
or less dusky along the margins and veins. The antenne of the male 
are pectinate, those of the female not pectinate. Ten mounted males 
averaged 37 mm. in width from tip to tip of the fore-wings, the 
width ranging from 31 to 40 mm. Ten females averaged 40.4 mm., 
the widths ranging from 37 to 43 mm. The following is the descrip- 
tion by Hampson: * 

é [Male]. Head and thorax red-brown slightly mixed with fuscous; tegulae 

with slight black medial line; legs black and brown; abdomen pale red-brown, 

the ventral surface whitish. Fore wing pale red-brown, with some fuscous 

suffusion below base of cell and on costal area before apex; an indistinct double, 

waved, black subbasal line from costa to vein 1; the antemedial line double, very 

strongly dentate outwards below costa, in cell and above inner margin, and 

angled outwards in submedian fold; the claviform defined by black, narrow 

and elongate; the orbicular and reniform small, defined by black, the former 

oblique elliptical, open above, and with a black streak in the cell between it 

and the reniform ; the postmedial line indistinct, strongly dentate, bent outwards 

below costa, and oblique below vein 4; the subterminal line represented by a 

series of pale and fuscous dentate marks; the veins of terminal area streaked 

with black, and with a terminal series of black points. Hind wing semihyaline 

white, the costa and cilia at apex slightly tinged with brown. 

9 [Female]. Fore wing suffused with fuscous, leaving the costal area to 

end of cell and the terminal area brown. 

1 HAMPSON, GEoRGE I. CaTALOGUD OF THE NOCTUIDA® IN THE COLLECTION OF THE 

British MusrumM. Jn Catalogue of the Lepidoptera Phalaenae in the British Museum, 

vy. 4, p. 854-355. London, 1903. 
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THE EGG. 

The egg approaches a hemisphere in shape, the smooth lower sur- 
face being at most only slightly convex. About 38 small ridges or 
ribs originate at the base and converge toward the apex, to which not 
all of them persist. Crossing between these ribs are numerous 
smaller ones. A minute “button” is present at the apex. The egg 
when first laid is yellowish white, becoming darker before hatching. 
The diameters of 15 eggs gave an average of 0.64 mm., ranging from 
0.60 to 0.69 mm. 

THE LARVA. 

The following description of the larva, by Dr. H. G. Dyar, is taken 
from Hampson :? 
Head 3.5 millim., pale brown, pale reticulate, vertical band dark brown, 

strongly angled at top of clypeus, which is brown filled. Cervical shield well 

cornified, shining brown, cut by a pale dorsal line and traces of a subdorsal one. 

Dorsal space broadly pale, faintly brown, clouded on the centres of the segments, 

heaviest next the obscure, pale, dorsal line. Skin rather thin, smooth. Lateral 

space brown with faint pale subdorsal and lateral lines. Substigmatal band 

broad, distinctly but not brightly or very uniformly white-pigmented, the sub- 

vertical area becoming translucent. Tubercles dark brown, rather large and 

distinctly cornified ; anal plate brown. 

THE PUPA. 

Riley has already given a very good description of the pupa and the 
following is taken in part from his notes:? 

General color brown ochre, the surface smooth and glistening, except for im- 

pressions. In specimens from;which the adult is about to issue the color be- 

comes of a darker brown, the eyes black. Head small, with front slightly pro- 

longed. Posterior lateral angle of prothorax with a dark brown transverse 

swelling, which closes the first spiracle. Abdomen with dorsal surface of seg- 

ments 4-7 anteriorly with a transverse, rounded, darker brown ridge, marked 

with quite a number of very coarse and deep impressions. On segments 5-7 

these ridges encircle the segments, though on the ventral surface they are not 

dark brown and the impressions are not as prominent. Stigmata black. ‘Tip 

of last segment dark brown, ending. in two stout teeth, each terminating in a 

very fine spine, which is curved downward. . Hach side, just before the tip, is a 

small blackish tubercle, and, dorsally, a little in front of this is a short spine. 

Ten pupe averaged 18.6 mm. in length and 5.9 mm. in lateral width 
across the third abdominal segment, ranging in length from 17 to 20.5 
mm., and in width from 5 to 6 mm. 

FOOD PLANTS. 

The larve are very general feeders and probably attack practically 
all vegetable crops. We have found them injuring bean, beet, 

1Qp. cit., p. 355. 
2RILEY, C. V. THE GRANULATED CUTWORM (LARVA OF AGROTIS ANNEXA TREITSCHKE). 

In Report of the Entomologist, Ann. Rpt. U.S. Commr. Agr. f. 1884, p. 291, 292, PI. II, 

fig. 1. 1885. i} 

58681°—18—Bull. 703——2 
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Brussels sprouts, cabbage, cauliflower, eggplant, Irish potato, pepper, 
tomato, and turnip. 

LIFE HISTORY AND HABITS. 

HABITS OF THE MOTH. 

In the insectary the moths remain inactive during the day. In the 
field their activities probably take place at night, the moths secreting 
themselves during the day in places that are at most only poorly 
lighted. Specimens either have been collected in the field or have 
issued in a well-ventilated insectary during all months-of the year 
except April and June. 

OVIPOSITION. 

No eggs have been collected in the field. In the insectary they 
were deposited at night singly over objects to which the moths had 
access, with the flattened side of the egg adhering to the surface 
upon which it rested. Riley has stated that moths which he had 
under observation scattered their eggs irregularly and singly on 
grass, though he considered this habit exceptional and probably 
abnormal, as a result of confinement. 

NUMBER OF EGGS DEPOSITED. 

During 1917 females were confined in the insectary and records 
kept of the number of eggs deposited by each. They were fed 
sweetened water and, once egg-laying had begun, eggs usually were 
deposited every noe during the period of oviposition. The num- 
ber of eggs deposited by different moths, the number of well-de- 
veloped eggs in the ovaries at death, and the number of eggs de- 
posited daily by a single moth, eal greatly. The highest number 
deposited during a single night was 807. During December eggs 
were deposited on a night when the thermograph registered as low 
as 19° F. The confinement of males with females apparently had no 
bearing on the number of eggs deposited. Males kept alone and 
with females lived as long as did the females. Table I gives data 
concerning the female moths. i 

TABLE I.—Egg-laying records of Feltia anneza, Baton Rouge, La., 1917. ° 

Number of 
Hees Totalnum- Total 

Female moth issued. ere ea Last obs Moth ber er OBS oe mumpber 

death. Sees: 

1 Confined with male. 
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HABITS OF THE LARVA. 

The larve feed at night, and during the day usually are found in 
the soil near the plants upon which they have fed the previous night. 
At Baton Rouge larve have been taken in the field during all months 
except March, May, and September, and it is believed that they 
may be found throughout the year. There are apparently five and 
possibly six generations a year in this locality, and these so overlap 
that, at certain times, all stages are present in the field simultaneously. 

There has been considerable variation in the number of times 
larve have molted in confinement. Some were observed to have 5, 
some 6, and others 7 larval instars. Larvee from the same lot of eggs 
varied in this respect, though usually there was a variation of only 
one instar. Generally the individuals that spent the longest time in 
the larva stage underwent the least number of molts. 

LENGTH OF EGG, LARVA, AND PUPA STAGES. 

The length of time spent in the egg, larva, and pupa stages is 
governed apparently by the temperatures to which these stages are 
exposed. Table II, collated from notes, gives data on eggs, larve, 
and pupze under observation at different seasons of the year in the 
insectary at Baton Rouge. The minimum period for the egg, larva, 
and pupa stages combined was as low as 38 days during July and 
August, while a period of 54 days was spent in the egg stage alone 
during December, 1917, and January, 1918. At this time tempera- 
tures below 30° F. were several times recorded on a near-by thermo- 
graph and during this period 8° F. and 11° F. were registered. 
These low temperatures prevailed during a period of weather un- 
usually cool for Baton Rouge and were apparently the cause of the 
failure of many of the eggs to hatch. Some larve that issued on 
January 6 also were killed, apparently by these temperatures, 
although others survived. 

TABLE II.—Lengths of egg, larva, and pupa stages of Feltia annexa, Baton 
Rouge, La., 1917. 

mae Number Nua bet 
ggs de- : A arvee posited. Eggs hatched.| days in Larvee issued. — Larvee pupated. hinderance 

egg Stage. vation. 

July 14,1917 | July 18,1917 4| July 18, 1917........... Aug. 10-14, 19171......-. 12 
Aug. 25,1916 | Aug. 31,1916 6 | Aug. 31,1916... Sept. 24-Oct. 6, 1916..--. 19 
Oct. 22,1916 | Nov. 3,1916 12 | Nov. 10, 1915... Jan. 13-29, 1916.......... 11 
Dec. 6,1917 | Jan. 29,1918 54 | Mar. 13, 1917........... Apr. 25-30, 1917......... 19 

Number : Number | Number 

gays it Larvee pupated. Adults emerged. ee pela ir 
stage. : ; vation. stage. 

23-27 | Aug. 10-14, 19171................ Aug. 21-26, 1917........22222.--- 12 11-14 
24-36 | Sept. 24-Oct. 6, 1916............- Oct. 12-26, 1916...) 352-5. - 19 18-20 
64-80 |. Jan. 13-29, 1916.........-..-....- Mar. 6-20, 1916.......-.---..---- il 45-53 
43-48; | Apr. 25-30, 1917...........--2--- May, 1222019171055 19 19-21 

| 
1 Larve stopped feeding and entered soil Aug. 8-12 and it is assumed that they pupated two days later. 
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ENEMIES. 

A tachina fly, Linnaemyia comta Fall., identified by W. R. Walton, 
and an ichneumon fly, Enicospilus purgatus Say, identified by 
A. B. Gahan, have been reared from larve collected at Baton Rouge. 
A sarcophagid fly, determined by J. M. Aldrich as Sarcophaga heli- 
cis Townsend, issued from a rearing jar containing larve of Felita 
annexa and may have been parasitic on them. Déad larvee, invested 
with fungus, have been found also in rearing cages. The fungus has. 
been identified by Dr. A. T. Speare as Entomophthora virescens 
Thaxter. 

METHODS OF CONTROL. 

Experiments indicate that, of the four methods of control follow- 
ing, only the use of poisoned baits and the treatment of attacked 
plants with arsenicals will prove satisfactory. The latter method is 
especially applicable when large plants are being injured and in 
certain instances, especially where severe injury to foliage is being 
done, both methods might be used simultaneously to advantage. 

HAND PICKING. 

One control measure is suggested by the fact that larve are found. 
during the day in soil about plants on which they have fed during 

. the previous night. This method is sometimes followed in Louisiana. 
Vegetable fields, usually fields where transplanting has been recently 
done, are examined and when cutworm injury is noted, search for 
the larva is made in the soil about the base of the damaged plant. 
If the larva is discovered it is killed. This work can be done best. 
in the early morning. Later in the day wilting of the severed part 
of the plant makes it more difficult to locate the injury, and the larva. 
may move from the injured plant or bury itself deeper in the soil as. 
the day advances. 

This method of control, even if practiced for several days and care- 
fully done, is expensive and by no means satisfactory. It is impossi- 
ble to discover all the larve in a field by following such a method and 
the plan furthermore rests on the unsatisfactory basis that some in- 
jury must be done before the larva is killed. If larve are abun- 
dant, a large number of young plants are often cut off during the 
first night after they have been set out. 

BARRIERS AROUND PLANTS. 

Experiments made in cages and in the field indicate that in setting 
out plants injury may be reduced, to a certain degree, by wrapping 
the stems with newspaper or oiled paper, or placing cylinders of 
wrapping paper or metal about them. Such practices do not entirely 
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THE GRANULATED CUTWORM. 13 

prevent injury and besides the expense of placing these barriers 
around the plants, their presence may retard the growth of the plants. 
In the experiments larve sometimes ascended the barriers, either 
when the stems were wrapped with the material or when the barrier 
was at some little distance from the stem. If food plants, unpro- 
tected by barriers, are present there is less damage to the protected 
plants than is the case when only protected plants can be reached. 
This is shown in Plate IV, A, B, D. The plants protected by the 
cans, containers such as canned goods are sold in, with the tops and 
bottoms removed, show no injury, while the unprotected plants have 
been seriously fed upon. 

POISONED BAITS. 

Satisfactory results have been obtained in destroying the larve 
in cages and in the field with poisoned bran mash. A mixture made 

up in the following proportions has given good results: 

DASNY cao Ses 50 RRR ee Eg oe ete pounds__ 10 

BEY TEU ARGS SS pea SP I Nl a quart__ 1 

FASS ART TSS pOSTG CL Tiga rege etree soceb 2s ol URC) A pound__ #4 

VV feline te ence re Od 2 le Aad CO rie quarts__ 7 

Juice and finely chopped rind and pulp of 2 oranges. 

In cages where young cabbage plants were growing larve were 
observed to feed upon this poisoned mash after it had been scattered 
thinly over the soil. No damage to the plants was noted and larvee 
were dead on the following day. Of 202 larve collected from the 
soil 88 per cent were dead within three days after the mixture had 
been scattered over a field of Brussels sprouts that were being in- 
jured. A portion of the remainder apparently were not killed be- 
cause they had completed their growth and stopped feeding before 
the poisoned mash was put out. 
A mixture of 20 pounds of bran, 2 meands of powdered arsenate 

of lead, $ gallon of molasses, and about 14 quarts of water has also 
given good results in killing larvee in the field. 
When the larve are found to occur in abundance in a field at plow- 

ing time and this field is to be immediately planted, it would seem 
advisable to apply poisoned baits before the field is planted rather 
than to wait until the crop shows injury. 

TREATING PLANTS WITH ARSENICALS. 

When the larve are feeding upon the leaves of plants it is pos- 
sible to reduce their numbers by applying arsenicals to the foliage. 
This method is especially applicable in the case of plants that have 
reached a considerable size, and under certain conditions the ar- 

senical may at the same time prevent injury by other leaf-eating 
insects. Plate V shows two boxes of cabbage plants. The plants in 
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one box were sprayed with powdered arsenate of lead at the rate of 
2 pounds to 50 gallons of water, with 2 pounds of yellow laundry 
soap added. The plants in the other box were left untreated. 
Larve were then confined in both boxes. The appearance of the 
sprayed plants 23 days later is shown in Plate V, A, and that of the 
unsprayed plants in Plate V, B. The larve in the box containing 
the foliage to which poison was applied fed but little before being 
killed, while those in the other box continued to feed until their 
larval growth was completed. 



IlI.—EXPERIMENTS IN CONTROLLING THE TOMATO 
FRUITWORM WITH ARSENICALS. 

By TuHos. H. JoNEs, 

Entomological Assistant, Truck-Crop Insect Investigations. 

Spraying and dusting experiments for the control of the tomato 
fruitworm (CAloridea obsoleta Fabricius) were conducted during 
1916 and 1917 at the Louisiana Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, 
La. This work was carried on in cooperation with Dr. C. W. Edger- 
ton, plant pathologist of the station, who was especially interested 
in the fungicidal value of some of the materials used. 

In 1916 a spring and a fall crop of tomatoes were used in the ex- 
periments. In the case of the fall crop a heavy frost occurred be- 
fore much fruit had matured. The next day all fruit was gathered 
and weighings and counts made. In 1917 only a spring crop was 
used in the experiments. 

_ The sprays were applied by means of small compressed-air spray- 
ers of about 23 gailons capacity. The materials were carefully ap- 
plied. On the spring crop of 1916 about 10 gallons of spray were 
used on an average in spraying eight times a row of 54 plants, set 
2 feet apart in the row. On the fall crop of 1916 approximately 4% 
gallons were used in spraying the same number of plants seven 
times. For spraying the same number of plants five times in the 
spring of 1917 about 7 gallons were used. 

The dusting was done with a dust gun. In dusting the spring 
crop of 1916 approximately 17 ounces of undiluted powdered ar- 
senate of lead were used in making eight applications to an aver- 
age row of 54 plants, set 2 feet apart in the rows. In dusting the 
same number of plants of the spring crop of 1917 five times, ap- 
proximately -124 ounces were used. For the dusting a specially 
prepared, light, finely powdered arsenate of lead was used, as was 
also used in spraying the spring crop of 1916. 

In Tables J-III “wormy” refers to fruit that was apparently 
injured by the larva of Chloridea obsoleta. Without doubt the in- 
jury to a small percentage of this fruit was due to other causes, 
principally the hornworms, Phlegethontius spp. and larve of the 
granulated cutworm: Peltia annexa Treitschke. 

15 
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TasLe I.—Tomatoes set out in field Apr. 11, 1916. Applications of sprays and 
dusts made Apr. 25, May 5, May 15, May 24, June 2, June 12, June 22, July 8, 

No. 4 not sprayed after 
June 12. Nos. 5, 6, and 7 not sprayed; and No. 9 not dusted, after July 8. 
Harvesting began June 14, ended Aug. 3. 

EARLIANA VARIETY. 

and July 18. No. 8 not sprayed after May 24. 

Material used. 

1 
2 | Bordeaux mixture, 44-50 
3 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 

lead, 14 pounds to 50 galions 44— 
50 Bordeaux mixture. 5 

Same a8 WOrBageneeses 

Damracrent Bordeaux and arse- 
nate of lead mixture, 1 pound 
to 6 gallons water_....-..-.-..... 

7 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 
lead, 14 pounds to 50 gallons 
waters). -i22 1 seeps ieee = 22 ces - 

8 | Dusted with 9 parts powdered sul- 
DBE and 1 part commercial pow- 
ered arsenate of lead, by weight - 

9 | Dusted with commercial powdered 
arsenate of lead, undiluted...... 

DOr 

Commercial cepacia arsenate of 
lead, 14 pounds to 50 gallons 4— 
4-50 Bordeaux mixture........- 

5ylSamie astNo; Bi... sea Rs sete ee - 
6 | Commereial Bordeaux and arse- 

nate of lead mixture, 1 pound 

wWNre 

ise} 2) 5 Qa 3 = Nal 

7 

@ 

eet 

S 

to 6 gallons water.......--...... 
7 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 

lead, 14 pounds to 50 gallons wa- 

8 | Dusted with 9 parts powdered sul- 
phur and 1 part commercial pow- 
dered arsenate of lead, by weight. 

9 | Dusted with commercial powdered 
arsenate of lead, undiluted 

Vapte I1.—Tomatoes set out in field Aug. 14 and 15, 1916. 
sprays made Sept. 2, Sept. 12, 

OD 

GLOBE VARIETY. 

203. 8 
236. 8 

190.6 
221.4 

317.5 

254. 2 

275. 2 

249. 6 

Harvesting began Oct. 24, ended Nov. 15. 

EARLIANA VARIETY. 

Material used. 

Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50.......-.. 
Commercial powdered arsenate of 

lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons 4—4- 
50 Bordeaux mixture.....-....- 

4 | Commercial powdered arsenite of 
zine, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water. 

5| Commercial Bordeaux and arse- 
nate of lead mixture, 1 pound 
to 6 gallons water.........-.----- 

6 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 
lead, 3 poundsto 50 gallons water. 

i al 

19.2 

16.8 

16.8 

10.9 

6.6 

6.1 

4.3 

Per 
cent 

weight t 
wormy. 

1,180 
1,252 

1,120 
1,073 

1,468 

1,318 

1,331 

1,474 

Total 
number 
omatoes. 

Num- 

5.6 

5.6 

3.1 

Applications of 
Sept. 22, Oct. 2, Oct. 12, Oct. 28, and Nov, 2. 

Pounds. 

109. 5 

113.9 

108.7 

80.5 

Pounds. 

27.8 

16.9 

19.3 

15.5 

11.3 

14.2 

14.0 

139 

112 
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TasLE I1.—Tomatoes set out in ficld Aug. 14 and 15, 1916—Continued. 

HYBRID VARIETY.1 

i |) Gin@elics Seated, Tirta el eee Sea 69.2 9.3 13.4 694 93 13.4 
2 | Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50......... 7 66.9 13.3 19.8 546 94 17.2 
3 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 

lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons 44— 
50 Bordeaux mixture.........-.- a 82.3 11.1 13.4 724 73 10.0 

4 | Commercial powdered arsenite of 
zinc, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water. 7 107.3 12.7 11.8 852 88 10.3 

5 | Commercial Bordeaux and arse- 
nate of lead mixture, 1 pound 
to 6 gallons water..........--..-- 7 95.9 11.3 inl 7 856 78 9.1 

6 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 
lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water. i 57.7 | - 3.8 6.5 597 33 Dap 

1 Hybrid selected by Dr. Edgerton, the parents being the Earliana and a wilt-resistant hybrid. 

TABLE III.—Tomatoes set out in field Apr. 4 and 6, 1917. Applications of sprays 
and dust made May 3, May 12, May 22, June 1, and June 12. Harvesting 
began June 11, ended Aug. 11. f 

EARLIANA VARIETY. 

Num- Per Total 
1 Total | wei Num-| Per 

No. Material used. Saat weight wees coo } SIE bar tlelebat 

cations.| Lomatoes. wormy| toes. |WrMy-|wormy. 

Pounds. | Pounds. 
11) CUT dC BOS OB ee Ee Be ee 247.1 47.9 19.3 1,747 398 2257 
2 | Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50....--..-. 5 216.7 41.5 19.1 1,682 370 21.9 
3 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 

lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water 5 303. 1 37.4 12.3 2,102). -362 17.2 
4 | Commercial Bordeaux and arse- 

nate of lead mixture, 1 pound 
to 6 gallons water....-..-.------ 5 261.8 31.8 12.1 1,850 317 17.1 

5 | Commercial powdered arsenate of : 
lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons 4—-4— 
50 Bordeaux mixture.......-...- 5 297.0 38.8 13.0 1,929 313 16.2 

6 | Commercial powdered arsenite of 
zinc, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water. 5 265. 5 27.8 10. 4 1, 856 270 14.5 

7 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 
calcium, 3 pounds to 50 gallons 
WAT CD ierasb eis cisriie a isiareerevelciete sreterarerais 5 298. 2 31.8 10.6 1,936 270 13.9 

GLOBE VARIETY. 

iL |) Claes Cag JARS B Et aSe CREE BOT ereEe eee 211.7 24,2 11.4 1,473 207 14.0 
2 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 

calcium, 3 pounds to 50 gallons 
VOC AC Ses ASB se eee ey as gare 5 248.5 28.0 11.2 1,695 247 14.5 

3 | Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50....-...- 5 194.8 22.5 11.5 1,240 175 14.1 
4 | Commercial powdered arsenite of 

zinc, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water. 5 227.5 22.1 9.7 1,597 200 12.5 
5 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 

lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons 4-4— 
50 Bordeaux mixture.........-- oO e (>) bo = (=) _ im i) rary . iw) ee co i oO oO — bo (vs) 

6 | Commercial powdered arsenate of 
lead, 3 pounds to 50 gallons water. 5 247. 4 20.7 8.3 1,701 180 10.5 

Commercial Bordeaux and arse- 
nate of lead mixture, 1 pound 
to 6 gallons water...........-.-- 5 205. 1 19.5 9.5 1,570 159 10.1 

THIRTEEN VARIETIES. 

I GUC aye on SA tee See eo ee at ee 228.0 43.2 18.9 1, 438 335 23.2 
2 | Dusted with commercial powdered 

arsenate oflead, undiluted....-. 5 159.3 11.9 7.4 1,199 124 10.3 

The results of the two years’ work show considerable variation. 
None of the treatments can be considered to have reduced the injury 
profitably. Arsenate of lead, applied undiluted as a dust, gave the 
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best results. It was to be expected that the sprays and dusts used on 

the spring crop of 1916 would show better results than those used 
on the spring crop of 1917, as in 1916 their application was con- 
tinued longer after harvesting began. On the fall crop of 1916, 
however, where harvesting was completed 13 days after the last 
spraying, the spraying apparently had little or no effect in some in- 
stances in reducing injury. In this connection it should be stated, 
however, that the ments used as checks produced but a small amount 
of fruit, partly because they were badly injured by Phlegethontius 
larvee when small. Comparisons of results from sprayed and check 
plants may, therefore, not be indicative of the true value of the 
sprays. 

It is to be noted that the Earliana variety of tomato showed a 
higher percentage of injured fruit than did either the Globe or the 
hybrid. 

The diagrams (figs. 2-5) show the number of tomatoes produced 
each week by Earliana and Globe plants set out in the springs of 
1916 and 1917, part of these being sprayed with arsenate of lead 
and the others serving as a check. The percentage of the number 
of fruit showing injury is also given. The diagrams show that the 
Earliana produced the greater portion of its crop sooner than did 
the Globe and that in 1916 both varieties produced their crops within 
a shorter period of time than in 1917, there being a pronounced 
“second crop” during 1917. 

500 
or 100% 

Fic. 2.—Diagram, prepared from weekly totals during harvesting season, showing number 

of tomatoes of the Earliana variety and percentage apparently injured by the tomato 

fruitworm in 1916. Spaces between horizontal lines represent 100 in case of total 

number of tomatoes, and 20 in case of percentage wormy. Vertical lines represent 

weeks. The solid line represents the total number of tomatoes from the unsprayed 

check; the dotted line, the percentage of check wormy; the line of dashes, the total 

number of tomatoes from plants sprayed with arsenate of lead; the line of dots and 

dashes, the percentage of sprayed tomatoes wormy. 
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Fig. 3.—Diagram, prepared from weekly totals during harvesting season, showing number 

of tomatoes of the Earliana variety and percentage apparently injured by the tomato 

fruitworm in 1917. Spaces between horizontal lines represent 100 in case of total 

number of tomatoes, and 20 in case of percentage wormy. Vertical lines represent weeks. 

The solid line represents the total number of tomatoes from the unsprayed check; the 

dotted line, the percentage of check wormy; the line of dashes, the total number of 

tomatoes from plants sprayed with arsenate of lead; the line of dots and dashes, the 

percentage of sprayed tomatoes wormy. 

400 1 2 8 4 _5 6 7 8 
or 80% 

300 or 

Fic. 4.—Diagram, prepared from weekly totals during harvesting season, showing number 

of tomatoes of the Globe variety and percentage apparently injured by the tomato 

fruitworm in 1916. Spaces between horizontal lines represent 100 in case of total 

number of tomatoes, and 20 in case of percentage wormy. Vertical lines represent 

weeks. The solid line represents the total number of tomatoes from the unsprayed check ; 

the dotted line, the percentage of check wormy ; the line of dashes, the total number of 

tomatoes from plants sprayed with arsenate of lead; the line of dots and dashes, the 

percentage of sprayed tomatoes wormy. 

Fic. 5.—Diagram, prepared from weekly totals during harvesting season, showing number 

of tomatoes of the Globe variety and percentage apparently injured by the tomato 

fruitworm in 1917. Spaces between horizontal lines represent 100 in case of total 

number of tomatoes, and 20 in case of percentage wormy. Vertical lines represent 

weeks. The solid line represents the total number of tomatoes from the unsprayed 

check ; the dotted line, the percentage of check wormy; the line of dashes, the total 

number of tomatoes from plants sprayed with arsenate of lead; the line of dots and 

ashes, the percentage of sprayed tomatoes wormy. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

This publication should be considered as a companion bulletin to 
“Typical Specifications for Bituminous Road Materials.”1 In it 
are given a number of typical specifications for the more common 

_nonbituminous materials used in the construction and maintenance 
of various types of highways. These are grouped mainly according 
to type of road. In so far as practicable materials of the same class 

have also been kept together. When a single type of road requires 
more than one class of nonbituminous material peculiarly suited to 
that class, all of the materials are treated in the same specification 
under appropriate subheadings. Thus in specification RC-2, where 
the requirements for coarse aggregate for concrete base are the same 
for broken stone or gravel, these materials have been specified to- 
gether. Also in specifications such as RBC-2, for bituminous con- 
crete, all of the nonbituminous constituents, including broken stone, 
sand, and filler, are included. 
During the summer of 1917 a survey was made of stone quarries 

in certain sections of the country? with the primary object of ob- 

taining data relating to the commercial sizes of broken stone, which 

would enable the Bureau of Public Roads to recommend a minimum 

1U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 691. 
2“ Public Roads,” vol. 1, No. 2, June, 1918. 
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number of standard sizes necessary for the various types of roads in 
which broken stone is used. It was found that, within a very re- 
stricted area, revolving screens, with as many as 28 different size 

openings, were being used to produce broken stone for a compara- 
tively few types of roads. As a rule, the exact size of product for 
any one type of road is selected by the individual engineer without 
reference to other products which the crushing plant may be called 
upon to supply, also without reference to what size or sizes the en- 
gineer himself will select for other types of roads. Moreover, great 
lack of uniformity in the method of specifying sizes of broken stone 
was found to exist so that the entire subject of broken stone specifi- 
cations is at present in an almost chaotic condition. 

Following the very logical recommendations of the First Confer- 
ence of State Highway Testing Engineers and Chemists,! the speci- 
fications for sizes of broken stone, as given in this bulletin, are based 
upon laboratory screen tests, rather than upon the size of openings 

in the commercial screen which produces the material. Based upon 
data secured in the survey previously mentioned, a limited number of 
sizes has been selected. It is believed that for the commercial produc- 
tion of each size sufficient tolerance has been allowed in the specifi- 
cations to make practicable the use of revolving screens with the 
same openings as the maximum and minimum laboratory screens 
specified for that size. In most cases, the amount passing an inter- 
mediate laboratory screen has also been specified with limits (from 
25 to 75 per cent) sufficiently wide to include all acceptable commer- 
cial products between the maximum and minimum size but reject 
most products which would be unacceptable. 

The different size broken stone products which may be used satis- 
factorily in constructing various types of road are given in Table I. 
It will be seen that not more than five different size openings in re- 
volving screens are required for any one type. In order to meet 
reasonable working conditions, a general tolerance of not less than 5 
per cent retained on the maximum screen, and 15 per cent passing 
the minimum screen, has been allowed. In the case of screenings, 
when only the maximum size revolving screen would be required 
ordinarily, as the product would include dust and all other smaller 
material, from 40 to 80 per cent of material passing the 4-inch screen 
is specified. The only other exception is the broken stone for Topeka 
type bituminous concrete, where at least 20 per cent of material is 
required to be retained on the 4-inch screen. 
It is realized that just as satisfactory roads may be constructed 

with sizes of broken stone varying considerably from these specifi- 
cations. It is believed, however, that the sizes here covered repre- 
sent average practice and they are recommended for general use as 
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a means toward standardizing not only specifications for broken stone 
but also plant practice in the production of broken stone for highway 
work. ; 

The forms of specification adopted for broken stone as well as other 
nonbituminous road materials are, in general, those recommended 
by the First Conference of State Highway Testing Engineers and 
Chemists.t Following each specification is a brief descriptive para- 
graph, stating the general conditions governing its uses and what 
modifications may in certain instances be made. More detailed in- 
formation and advice relative to methods of construction may be 
obtained upon application to the Bureau of Public Roads. 

Tt is realized that all classes and types of nonbituminous road ma- 
terials have not been covered, and it is intended to add to the num- 
ber of these specifications from time to time. For the convenience of 
engineers, and in order to make this bulletin complete in itself, the 
methods of test to which reference is made in the specifications, and 
directions for sampling, are given in an appendix. 

TABLE I.—Relation of commercial revolving screens to laboratory screen 
requirements for broken stone. 

Revolving screens. 

Type of road. 3-inch. | 2-inch. | 1-inch. | $-inch. | 4-inch. 

Per cent passing laboratory screen of 
same size. 

‘Water-bound: 
IBOLLOMMCOUTSES ae tee crac mem seen aemtec- cee elsne cls a tare 95+ SSIES BESS eG a rere tee 
LAND} GOIN) < 6 gsc co sdaseeboaede da ees ese eponsogc Soae so onsseclacoceecs 95+ US lbodocadalbeosedas 

» SIGIOSWHMNES. ceo cen soosscsocoe co oseneodenmenasssoscosnesecec)ocscedcdioousouac GBP |eosccses 40-80 
or 

BASCOM DOUMCOUTSCS eee ee ees le nisis eno oes La clase wae 95+ |-------- Wer lie ceye coer | ye ar oan 
Screenings Gaara Hissar 40-80 

Cover for bituminous surface treatment: 
(OWERSS GNIS so oct ascooncoeponoeopgsdseseoodseesssossec00s||s0s00nce||bosdo00e tog EA eee 15— 

or 
INGE Ca} OS. soo soo co seo anosesascos soaeosesesossessesensscflesooscealeceseosa|sconscos 8+ |} 15— 

Bituminous macadam: 
HOtCONNECOUTSCssee eect gece er emines neo e aoe = eae mee sry 95-- 1G een ees eis | eee 
INOiD COBUSEs corer cnnaseseoseosscbodsekce sees oobosaascooce ou tessacos 95+ WS" eb eaccas|4cosagae 
(QHMIGS.- 2 ne ocoscoteo ee owbessccsoccousocnaeae as sonnaseased caso 2000-)>eognbane CE ereeaaes 15— 
SENEE IMIR Samra ecco trets es ay seer cictave ts] o oats n clecin wi cnet nee aro eeeeeeee ya lay yD 95+ |.....--- 40-80 

Bituminous macadam: 
\W@RIAOS GOUNSD. -oocosssocnesgecc on sound os seceeansasescoses|sescccue 95-++ Ib alle ase aoa leansaeaes 
(Chat S wood obec so bas eee dese oeeds ben Se poeeEeeeec be Genusner Sol 4caubqeu lSoseE ee 95+ |..------ 15 == 

Bituminous concrete: 
OTeeSIZO SLO Me sara ys ee aioe te raterera sie Shad nam ole cicrein/sisicinistereyyatcts [ee eer (ela enyele a2 EBAE |j-csogoce 15— 
CMOS. omen Coe bebeneeneatess has boHuesHeEdespe rocco sbeco|sn~ cesde Seb baaaA edocs sere 95+ 5a 

Graded bituminous concrete: 
Woarseyarerer alee acne ne se eseia ei lelta cle sinners afaeite iota meal [erer aye otal by 2 Eales Oey | ameeeee 15— 

HOS Lolo Saco HaseOs 6 TUCOC Or One eto ae BESS REE EM EECDOn De SESE ro a Gor 5 Me erie es eerie 95+ 15— 
Bituminous concrete (Topeka): 

IBYROU Re ROT ae ACG Site Ga alo eee > Hoe ARE Ree a SE Cicit cic| Sab Sere al [Hee eae see eae 95+ 30— 

Sheet asphalt: 
IS INTCeTS FON Gb ac cect erie ce ie tein ooo 2 teense Seems eioe Geek LU: QED a Mee ysayeiel| ara eee 

Cement concrete pavement: 
(CITES GE EICEEY IEEE pee oes Bee Me Soe Gaane Eee brC ache Lat alle ac semen ofall deat sol ea rey ara 15— 

Cement concrete base: 
Woarseiareresatesasc neces ne le tcs Sree sc tle dale tele seae aR etic easter aller aes eas 15— 

1. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555. 
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General. 

Physical 
Properties. 

Screenings. 

Top Course 
Stone. 

Bottom Course 
Stone. 

Methods of 
Testing. 

SPECIFICATION RW-1. 

Broken Stone for Water-bound Macadam. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding 

granite, gneiss, sandstone, quartzite, schist, shale, and slate, of uniform 

quality throughout, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or disinte- 

grated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter. 

The stone shall meet the following requirement: 

French coefficient of wear, not less than__--_-______ se ¢ 

That portion of the product of the crusher, including the dust of frac- 

ture, which when tested by means of laboratory screens will meet the 

following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing: 1-inch ‘screen 2-22 ts See ee ee ee 100 

Total passing +-inch, Screens == ss ee ee eee 40 to 80 

That portion of the product of the crusher which when tested by means 

of laboratory screens will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passine 2-ineh screen, not Jessithanee 22522 2 eee eee 95 

Total passing 14-inch’ screen’ J22u22e See 2 ee eee 25 to 75 

Retained on 1-inch screen, not less than ________-__________ 85 

That portion of the product of the crusher which when tested by means 

of laboratory screens will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing 3-inch screen, not less) thanse252) > 95 

Total passing :24-inchs screens Se eee eee 25 to (5 

Retained on 2-inch screen, not less than-___________________ 85 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the sizes of broken- 

stone products shall be made in accordance with the following methods: 

1. French coefficient of wear, U.S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

347, p. 5. 

2. Size, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification is intended to cover stone to be used in the 

construction of a broken-stone road by the usual water-bound 

macadam methods. In certain instances the use of granite, gneiss, 

sandstone, or quartzite may be allowed in the bottom course, pro- 

vided the material otherwise meets the specification. These types 

would be excluded from the wearing course, owing to lack of bind- 

ing qualities found in materials of this nature. The French co- 

efficient of wear of 7.0 is to be considered here in the light of a 

minimum requirement under rather light trafilic conditions, unless 

the road is to be maintained with a bituminous wearing mat or 

carpet. The exact value to be inserted should be governed by the 

character of available material and estimated traffic conditions. 

For an ordinary water-bound road subjected to moderate traffic, a 

coefficient of from 9 to 15 would be more satisfactory, while for 

heavy traffic a value as high as 16.0 might be required. A coeffi- 

cient of wear of not less than 7.0 is satisfactory when the road 

surface is to be maintained with a bituminous material. 

It is estimated that for an average rock a bottom course 5 inches 

and a wearing course 3 inches in thickness, before consolidation, 

will utilize practically the entire product of an ordinary portable 

crushing outfit and provide sufficient screenings to properly bind 

the surface, with a slight excess of screenings in the case of the 

softer grades of rock, which may be used if desired in filling the 

bottom course. 



SPECIFICATIONS FOR NONBITUMINOUS ROAD MATERIALS. 

SPECIFICATION RW-2. 

Broken Stone for Water-bound Base, 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding General. 

granite, gneiss, sandstone, quartzite, schist, shale, and slate, of uniform 

quality throughout, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or disin- 

tegrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter. 

The stone shall meet the following requirement : Physical 
Properties. 

French coefficient of wear, not less than_-______________-__-__- by 

That portion of the product of the crusher, including the dust of frac- Screenings. 

ture, which, when tested by means of laboratory screens, will. meet the 

following requirements: 
Per cent. 

Passing) a-ineh sereen, not less’ than 22-- 52-2 Pe eee 95 

NOMA SSL TCH SCTE Gms a he ae eS 40 to 80 

That portion of the product of the crusher which, when 
: . : : Coarse 

tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet the following Stone. 
requirements : 

Passing 3-inch screen, not less than______________________ 95 

Ota Assi  2-lnGhy SCreenks sues coke NE ee ee 2) tito: 

Retained on 1-inch sereen, not less than-_________________ 85 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the sizes of broken- Methods of 

stone products shall be made in accordance with the following methods: Testing. 

1. French coefficient of wear, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

347, p. 5. 

2. Size, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification provides primarily for stone to be used in the 

construction of water-bound base upon which some higher type 

of wearing course will be placed, preferably after the base has 

been finally compacted by traffic. For the softer grades of rock 

it may also serve for both foundation and wearing courses, pro- 

vided the thickness of each is not less than 4 inches. In ease 

the broken-stone base is not to be water bound, granite, gneiss, 

sandstone, and quartzite may be allowed. 

SPECIFICATION RS-—1. 

Coarse Broken Stone for Bituminous Surface Treatment. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of clean, hard, General. 
tough, durable rock of uniform quality throughout, free from soft or 

disintegrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter. 

It shall be that product of the crusher, which when tested by means Size. 

of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

assinem-ineh Screen, mot lessithanl ssi ee oe eee ee ae 95 

Rerinedwony inch) screen, not less than= 2222 2s. eee eee 85 

Tests of the size of broken stone shall be made in accordance with the Method of 
following method: Testing. 

Size, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification provides for a broken-stone product which 

may be used as cover for a bituminous material applied hot to a 

road surface. For this purpose it should be evenly spread at the 

rate of 1 cubic yard to every 50 to 75 square yards of treated 

road surface, depending upon the amount of bituminous material 

which has been applied per square yard. Under traffic, prefer- 

ably preceded by rolling, it is expected to produce, in combination 

with the bituminous material, a wearing mat or carpet. When the 

treatment of bituminous material is less than 4 gallon per square 

yard a product meeting Specification RS-2 is to be preferred. 
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SPECIFICATION RS—2. 

Fine Broken Stone or Gravel for Bituminous Surface Treatment. 

The broken stone or gravel shall consist of clean hard tough durable 

stone, free from soft or disintegrated particles, dirt, or other objectionable 

matter. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens it shall meet the following 

requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing 34-inch screen, not Jess) thane. = {5 ee ee 85 

Retained on 34-inch screen, not less than_________~_-____________ 85 

Tests of the size of broken stone or gravel shall be made in accord- 

ance with the following method: 

Size, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification provides for a product to be used as cover for 

a bituminous material applied to a road surface. For this pur- 

pose 1 cubic yard should cover from 50 to 150 square yards of 

treated road surface, depending upon the amount of bituminous 

material which has been applied per square yard. Under traffic 

it is expected to produce, in combination with the bituminous ma- 

terial, a thin wearing mat or carpet. It may be considered as an 

alternate for Specification RS—-1 and preferable to the latter when 

the treatment of bituminous material is less than 4 gallon per 

square yard. 

SPECIFICATION RB-1. 

Broken Stone for Bituminous Macadam. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding 

granite, gneiss, sandstone, quartzite, schist, shale, and slate, of uniform 

quality throughout, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or disinte- 

grated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, occurring either free or 

as a coating on the stone. 

The stone shall meet the following requirements : 

French coefficient of wear, not less thanl-_=-2==+_ 27-22 eee 7 

That portion of the product of the crusher, including the dust of 

fracture, which, when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet 

the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing l-inch sereen,/10b Wess iit a= eee eee ree 95 

Total passing 34-inch. screens_-'—— = eee eee 40 to 80 

That portion of the product of the crusher which, when tested by 

means of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing i1-inch screen, not Jess thani2--2--—--22222"= pana k ne A ea 95 

Retained’ on 4-inch ‘screen,’ ‘not’ less than=—- =.=" 222) se 85 

That portion of the product of the crusher which, when tested by 

means of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing, 2-inch screen, not less!than’-2> === =S eee ee eee 95 

Total passing 13-inch screen_..____-_~_ So ad ee Ro ae 25 to 75 

Retained on i1-inch screen, not less than_______=___________ 85 



SPECIFICATIONS FOR NONBITUMINOUS BROAD MATERIALS. 

That portion of the product of the crusher which, when tested by Bottom Course 

means of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 
RaAssingg3inchuscreen,; not less tham—-——__- 5 yee ee 3 es 95 
OTA sine) 24-inch) (Sereens oss yt Ons 

Retained on 2-inch screen, not less than ________-~__________ 85 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the sizes of broken- 

stone products shall be made in accordance with the following methods: 

1. French coefficient of wear, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

BAe Ds Oo. 

2. Size, U, S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification is intended to cover stone to be used in the 

construction of a water-bound broken-stone base, and a pitumi- 

nous broken-stone wearing course constructed by the penetration 

method. If the base is not to be water bound, the use of granite, 

gneiss, sandstone, or quartzite may be allowed, provided the ma- 

terial otherwise meets the specifications. Practically the entire 

output of an ordinary portable crushing outfit will be utilized if 

a bottom course filled with screenings is constructed 5 inches 

thick and a top course from 24 to 3 inches thick. The chips should 

be used to fill the surface voids in the top course after the first 

application of bituminous material has been made and also as a 

cover for the second application or seal coat. Such roads may be 

maintained with surface treatments of bituminous material, cov- 

ered with material conforming to Specification RS-1 or RS-2. 

SPECIFICATION RB—2. 

Broken Stone for Bituminous Macadam Wearing Course. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding 

schist, Shale, and slate, of uniform quality throughout, free from thin or 

elongated pieces, soft or disintegrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable 

matter, occurring either free or as a coating on the stone. 

The stone shall meet the following requirement: 

Hrenchwcociecienior: weir not less than 22s ea ee 1 

That portion of the product of the crusher which, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passimemicinen sereens not lessiithan=— = = eee ee ee 95 

Retaimeduon inch screen, not less*than=) = eet eee eee 85 

That portion of the product of the crusher which, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

iPassine: )2-inch Screen, not less thans—-—==+ =~ = 95 

Moraleapassime;whs-ingch (Sereen so...) o = ee ee 25 to 75 

Retained on 1-inch screen, not less than-_________________~ 85 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the sizes of broken 

stone products shall be made in accordance with the following methods: 

1. French coefficient of wear, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

3847, p. 5. 

2. Size, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification covers stone to be used in the construction of 

a bituminous broken-stone wearing course in which the bituminous 

material is applied by the penetration method. The maximum size 
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of 2 inches specified for the wearing course is on the basis of a 

course 23 to 3 inches in thickness after consolidation. The chips 

should be used to fill the surface voids after the first application of 

bituminous material has been made and also as a cover for the sec- 

ond application or seal coat. Roads of this type may be maintained 

with surface treatments of bituminous material, covered with ma- 

terial conforming to Specification RS-1 or RS-2. 

SPECIFICATION RBC-1. 

Broken Stone for One-size Stone Bituminous Concrete Wearing Course. 

foaeeat The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding 

schist, shale, and slate, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or dis- 

integrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, occurring either 

Physical free or as a coating on the stone. 
Properties. The stone shall meet the following requirements: 

French coefficient of wear, not less than.—_______ =~. -_ = 8 

Toaghness, not less than!) 322) So 2a ee ee 8 

Chips. That portion of the product of the crusher, which, when tested by 
means of laboratory screens will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing. 24-inch ‘screen; not less|thane 22 ss ee eee 95 

Retained on 3-inch screen, not less than__-—____________-_______ 85 

Aggregate. That portion of the product of the crusher which, when tested by 

means of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing i-inch sereen, not Jess than==_ = 3 eee 95 

Total-passinge 2-inch screen=— === eee 25 to Td 

Retained on 34-inch screen, not less than-__________________ 85 

nee of Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the sizes of 
broken-stone products shall be made in accordance with the following 

methods : 

1. French coefiicient of wear, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

347, p. 5. 

2. Toughness, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 347, p. 15. 

8. Size, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

This specification is intended to cover stone to be used in the 

construction of a bituminous concrete wearing course and seal 

coat. The broken stone aggregate for the concrete proper is a 

single size of crusher product with no exact grading limitations. 

It may therefore produce what is commonly known as an open 

mix, and will carry from 5 to 7 per cent bitumen. Such mixture 

may be placed on a well-compacted broken stone or gravel founda- 

tion or a cement-concrete foundation so as to produce after rolling 

a wearing course 2 inches in depth. A seal coat of bituminous 

material should then be applied and covered with chips in 

sufficient quantity to take up all excess of bitumen. Such roads 

may be maintained with surface treatments of bituminous mate- 

rials, covered with material conforming to Specification RS-2, 



SPECIFICATIONS FOR NONBITUMINOUS ROAD MATERIALS. 

SPECIFICATION RBC—2. 

Broken Stone, Sand, and Filler for Coarse Aggregate Bituminous Concrete 

Wearing Course. 

BROKEN STONE. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding 

schist, shale, and slate, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or dis- 

integrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, occurring either free 

or aS a coating on the stone. 

The stone shall meet the following requirements : 

French coefficient of wear, not less than -____________._-_________ 8 

PROFESS TO GIIESS sb R am stamie lanai eee AUN Ae aT Ue 8 

That portion of the product of the crusher, which, when tested by 

means of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing 4-inch screen, not less than_--_____-_______~_=-__--____ 95 

Retained on 3-inch screen, not less than ____________________--__ 85 

That portion of the product of the crusher, which, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing 1-inch screen, not less than -______________________ 95 

Motalspassins” s-Inch screen = Se ee ee ee ae 25 to 75 

Retained on 34-inch screen, not less than-___________-____~-_ 85 

SAND. 

The sand for fine aggregate shall be composed of sound, durable stone 

particles, free from a coating of clay or loam. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens the sand shall meet the 

following requirements : 

Per cent. 

PAS SUS TCH SCTOGT sce SE Oi he UD 100 

Total passing 40-mesh sieve___________________-_-_______- 30 to 70 

Retained on 200-mesh sieve, not less than_-_________________ 90 

MINERAL FILLER. 

The mineral filler shall consist of limestone dust, dolomite dust, Port- 

land cement, or natural cement. It shall be free from foreign or other 

objectionable material. 

When tested by means of laboratory sieves, the mineral filler shall meet 

the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

PERSE STA Ogre (Os 0NG IED SIL Gy Seat a NE Ey NU a eke VEL 100 

Total passing 200-mesh sieve, not less than_-____-_______________ 65 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the size or mechan- 

ical analysis of broken stone, sand, and mineral filler shall be made in 

accordance with the following methods: 

1. French coefficient of wear, U. S. Department of ‘Agriculture Bulletin 

347, p. 5. 

2. Toughness, U. S Department of Agriculture Bulletin 347, p. 15. 

. Size of broken stone, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, 

Daoee 

4, Mechanical analysis of sand and mineral filler, U. S. Department of 

Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 338. 

co 

This specification is intended to cover the mineral constituents of 

a roughly proportioned bituminous concrete consisting of from 45 

to 60 per cent broken stone coarse aggregate, from 30 to 45 per cent 

sand (fine aggregate), from 3 to 5 per cent mineral filler, and from 

5 to 8 per cent bitumen. Such a concrete is similar in character 

to that described under Specification RBC-1, but is a closer mix. 

_It should preferably be placed upon a cement concrete foundation 

58683°—18—Bull. 704-—2 
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so as to produce, after rolling, a wearing course 2 inches in depth. 

A seal coat of bituminous material should then be applied and cov- 

ered with chips in sufficient quantity to take up all excess of bitu- 

men. Such roads may be maintained with surface treatments of 

bituminous material, covered with material conforming to Speci- 

fication RS-2. 

SPECIFICATION RBC-3. 

Broken Stone, Sand, and Filler for Fine Aggregate Bituminous Concrete 

Wearing Course. 

BROKEN STONE. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding 

schist, shale, and slate, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or dis- 

integrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, occurring either free 

or as a coating on the stone, 

It shall be that product of the crusher which, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing 2-Inch screen, not less than= ==. ae eee ee 95 

Retained on 34-inch screen, mot less Pian eee a 20 

SAND. 

The sand shall be composed of sound durable-stone particles, free 

from a coating of clay or loam. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens the sand shall meet the 

following requirements: 

Per cent. 

PHssing’ )4-Inch. . Screen. 2s a a ee ee eee 100 

Retained on 200-mesh sieve, not less than -___~~-________~_______ 90 

MINERAL FILLER. 

The mineral filler shall consist of limestone, dust, dolomite dust, 

Portland cement, or natural cement. It shall be free from foreign or 

other objectionable material. ; 

When tested by means of laboratory sieves, the mineral filler shall 

meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 
Passing, 30-mesh, sieve..— 222-2 52.15 Se eae ieee are a eee 100 

Total passing 200-mesh sieve; mot less) than2=== 92222 552_ se sere ae 65 

TOTAL MINERAL AGGREGATE. 

The total mineral aggregate shal! consist of a uniform mixture of 

the broken stone, sand, and mineral filler, the required grading of each 

being such as to produce, when properly proportioned, a mixture con- 

forming to the following limitations for grading. The exact propor- 

tion of each constituent producing a total mineral aggregate within 

these limitations shall be as directed by the engineer. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens and sieves the total 

mineral aggregate shall meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing 34-inch and retained on 4-inch secreen____________u__ 5 to 10 

Passing }-inch screen and retained on 10-mesh sieve________ 11 to 25 

Passing 10-mesh and retained on 40-mesh sieve___-_-_______ i tO 25 

Passing 40-mesh and retained on 80-mesh sieve_____~-______ 11 to 36 

Passing 80-mesh and retained on 200-mesh sieve___-________ 10 to 25 

Passing. 200-megh : sieven s2 ei 2234-4 52s eS ee eee 5 to 11 
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Tests of the size or mechanical analysis of broken stone, sand, and Methods of 

mineral filler shall be made in accordance with the following methods: Testing. 
1. Size of broken stone, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, 

p. 32. 

2. Mechanical analysis of sand and mineral filler, U. 8. Department of 

Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 33. i 

8. Grading of total mineral aggregate, U. S. Department of Agricul- 

ture Bulletin 555, pp. 32 and 33. 

This specification is intended to cover the mineral constituents 

and grading for bituminous concrete of a modified Topeka, or 

stone-filled, sheet asphalt type. It is so drawn that from 10 to 50 

per cent of broken stone will be required and the mixture of very 

fine broken stone and sand will possess a satisfactory sheet asphalt 

grading. Such an aggregate will carry from 7 to 11 per cent of 

bitumen. It should preferably be placed upon a cement concrete 

foundation to a compacted depth of 2 inches. No seal coat will 

ordinarily be required, and maintenance should consist only in 

patching with bituminous concrete until it is necessary to replace 

the entire wearing course. 

SPECIFICATION RBC-4. 

Broken Stone, Sand, and Filler for Binder Course and Sheet Asphalt 
Wearing Course. 

BROKEN STONE FOR BINDER COURSE. 

The broken stone shall consist of angular fragments of rock, excluding General. 

schist, Shale, and slate, free from thin or elongated pieces, soft or dis- 

integrated stone, dirt, or other objectionable matter, occurring either free 

or as a coating on the stone, and when tested all of the broken stone shall 

pass a i-inch laboratory screen. 

The stone shall meet the following requirement: 

Toughness, MOT WLESS Wine eh a ee Se 

Physical 
Properties. 

SAND FOR BINDER COURSE. 

The sand shall be composed of sound durable stone particles, free from General. 

a coating of ciay and loam, which when tested shall all pass a 4:inch 

laboratory screen. 

TOTAL MINERAL AGGREGATE FOR BINDER COURSE. 

The total mineral aggregate shall consist of a uniform mixture of the General. 

broken stone and sand, the required grading of each being such as to pro- 

duce, when properly proportioned, a mixture conforming to the following 

limitations for grading. The exact proportion of each constituent pro- 

ducing a mineral aggregate within these limitations shall be as directed 

by the engineer. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens and sieves the total min- Grading, 
eral aggregate shall meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing 1-inch and retained on 34-inch screen_______________ 15 to 65 

Passing 34-inch screen and retained on 10-mesh sieve_________ 20 to 50 

assim. NO -meshy (Sieve s S288 ae bat Se De ee oe ee ee 15 to 35 
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SAND FOR SHEET-ASPHALT WEHARING COURSE. 

The sand shall be composed of sound, durable, angular stone particles, 
free from a coating of clay or loam. 

When tested by means of laboratory sieves the sand shall meet the 

following requirements: 

Per cent. 
Raseing 10-mesh sieve.2i2222- 22h ben Ce Ue eee 100 

Total passing 10-mesh and retained on 40-mesh sievye_______ 12) to: 50 

Passing 10-mesh and retained on 20-mesh sieve____________ 2 to 15 

Passing 20-mesh and retained on 30-mesh sieve____________ Sy Kay alls 

Passing 30-mesh and retained on 40-mesh sieve____________ 5 to 25 

Passing 40-mesh and retained on 50-mesh sieve____________ 5 to 30 

Passing 50-mesh and retained on 80-mesh sieye____________ 5 to 40 

Total passing 80-mesh and retained on 200-mesh sieve______ 20 to 40 

Passing 80-mesh and retained on 100-mesh sieve___________ 6 to 20 
Passing 100-mesh and retained on 200-mesh sieve__________ 10 to 25 

‘Passing. 200-mesh \sieves2e ss os Sie a On Oy yon 

MINERAL FILLER FOR SHEET-ASPHALT WEARING COURSE. 

The mineral filler shall consist of limestone dust, dolomite dust, 

Portland cement, or natural cement. It shall be free from foreign or 

other objectionable material. 

When tested by means of laboratory sieves, the mineral filler shall 

meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

lebisfpnites “BU Rengs)i) GMO ea ee 100 

Total passing 200-mesh sieve, not less than-__________________--_ 65 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock and of the size, mechani- 

cal analysis, or grading of broken stone, sand, and mineral filler shall be 

made in accordance with the following methods: 

1. Toughness, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 347, p. 15. 

2. Size of broken stone, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, 

p. 32. j 

3. Mechanical analysis or grading of sand and mineral filler, U. S. 

Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 33. 

This specification is intended to cover the mineral constituents 

and rough grading of the mineral aggregate of a binder course 

and the sand and mineral filler for a sheet-asphalt wearing course. 

The gradings are essentially those included in Specifications for 

Sheet Asphalt Paving adopted by the American Society of Munici- 

pal Improvements in 1915. The aggregate for binder course will 

carry from 4 to 7 per cent bitumen. It should be laid upon a con- 

crete base so as to produce a thickness after compaction of about 

14 inches. 

In order to secure the specified sand grading for the wearing 

course it may be necessary to combine two or more sands in pre- 

determined proportions. The surface mixture should be com- 

posed of sand, mineral filler, and asphalt cement. It should carry 

from 6 to 20 per cent filler and from 94 to 184 per cent bitumen. 

It should be laid upon the binder course so as to produce a com- 

pacted wearing course 14 or 2 inches thick as desired. Mainte- 

nance of the wearing course should consist only in patching with 

sheet asphalt topping until it is necessary to replace the entire 

course, 
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SPECIFICATION RC-1. 

Broken Stone and Sand for One-course Portland Oement Concrete 

Pavement. 

BROKEN STONE FOR COARSE AGGREGATE. 

The broken stone shall consist of fragments of clean durable crushed 

rock, free from soft, thin, elongated or laminated pieces, disintegrated 

stone, vegetable, or other deleterious matter. 

The stone shall meet the following requirements: 

Hrenconcoeticient of wear not less than] es 2 le. sae eee 

PIUoT CORNED S SommtT () cel CSS) rG MM NTN as a ee ea 00 OO 

When tested by means of laboratory screens the broken stone for coarse 

aggregate Shall meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

RaAssimoe2-inem screen, not less than! ==) ee ee 95 

FRocalmpassine st -inehiscreeny: 22 2 ie 2 ha ee ee 40 to 75 

Retained on 34-inch sereen, not less than___________________ 85 

SAND FOR FINE AGGREGATE. 

The sand shall consist of clean, hard, durable, uncoated stone particles, 

preferably siliceous, free from lumps of clay, soft or flakey particles, loam, 

and all organic matter. 

It shall be well graded from coarse to fine, and when tested by means 

of laboratory screens and sieves shall meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

IEASSinomaein CDE SCEGENE fe eee yee 92 i eee 100 

Motalanassing . 20-mesh. sievessa22 45222 bee 2 50 to 80 

Total passing 50-mesh sieve, not more than________________ 20 

Passing 100-mesh sieve, not more than_____________________ 5 

Not more than 3 per cent by weight shall be removed by the elutriation 

test. : 

When the sand is mixed with Portland cement in the proportion of 1 

part of cement to 3 parts of sand, by weight, according to standard meth- 

ods of making 1:3 mortar briquets, the resulting mortar at the age of 7 

and 28 days shall have a tensile strength of at least 100 per cent of that 

developed in the same time by mortar of the same proportions and con- 

sistency, made of the same cement and Ottawa sand. 

Preliminary acceptance samples shall be subjected to both 7 and 28 day 

tests, and acceptance based thereupon. Samples tested during the progress 

of the work will be accepted on the basis of the 7-day test. 

Tests of the physical properties of the rock, the grading or mechanical 

analysis of broken stone and sand, and of the mortar tensile strength of 

sand shall be made in accordance with the following methods: 

1. Toughness: U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 347, page 15. 

2. Grading of Broken Stone: U. 8S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

555, page 32. 

3. Mechanical Analysis of Sand: U. S. Department of Agriculture Bul- 

letin 555, page 33. . 

4. Hlutriation Test for Sand: U. 8. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

555, page 32. 

5. Mortar Tensile Strength Test for Sand: A. S. T. M. Standard Test 

C9-17. 

This specification provides for coarse and fine aggregate to be 

used in the construction of a one-course Portland cement concrete 

pavement. While a coefficient of hardness of not less than 16 for 

the stone for coarse aggregate might well be included under physi- 

eal properties, a requirement for French coefficient of wear has 

been used instead, owing to the fact that few laboratories are 

equipped with a Dorry hardness machine. 

The 15 per cent of coarse aggregate passing the {-inch screen, 

which is allowed, is permissible only upon the assumption that 

General. 
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General. 

Grading. 

General. 

Grading. 
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Test. 

construction specifications will be based upon a fixed proportion of 

cement to combined coarse and fine aggregate and that the rela- 

tive amounts of broken stone and sand will be varied as directed 

by the engineer so as to approximate definite proportions of coarse 

and fine aggregate. Thus the concrete should be composed of 1 

part of Portland cement and 44 parts of fine and coarse aggregate, 

each measured separtely and accurately by volume. The concrete 

should approximate a 1:14:3 mix, but the engineer should vary 

the relative proportions of fine and coarse aggregate, depending 

upon their exact grading so as to obtain a concrete of maximum 

density. 

The concrete should be mixed in a batch mixer for not less than 

4+ minutes and the water should be reasonably clear, free from 

oil, acid, alkali, or vegetable substance, and neither brackish nor 

salt. Sufficient water should be used to produce a concrete which 

will flatten out and quake when deposited in place, but not enough 

to cause it to flow or to separate mortar and coarse aggregate. 

SPECIFICATION RC-2. 

Broken Stone or Gravel, and Sand for Portland Cement Concrete Base. 

BROKEN STONE OR GRAVEL FOR COARSE AGGREGATE. 

The broken stone or gravel for coarse aggregate shall consist of clean, 

hard, tough, durable stone. It shall be free from soft, thin, elongated, 

or laminated pieces, disintegrated stone, vegetable, or other deleterious 

matter. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens the coarse aggregate 

shall meet the following requirements : J 

Per cent. 

Passing 38-inch screen, not less than--_____________________ 95 

Total passing | \1s-inch*sereenS_ iki hew we ee eee a ae 40 to 75 

Retained on 34-inch sereen, not less than ___________________ 85 

SAND FOR FINE AGGREGATE, 

The sand shall consist of clean, hard, durable, uncoated stone particles, 

preferably siliceous, free from lumps of clay, soft or flakey particles, loam, 

and all organic matter. 

It shall be well graded from coarse to fine, and when tested by medns 

of laboratory screens and sieves shall meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing. '4-inch screen. 2 22 = Se ee ere ee re 100 

Total passing 20-mesh sieve, not less than ----_________________ 20 

Total passing 50 mesh sieve, not more than--____-________________ 50 

Passing 100 mesh’ sieve, not.more’ than 2-2-2285 3 2 eee 10 

Not more than 5 per cent by weight shall be removed by the elutriation 

test. 

When the sand is mixed with Portland cement in the proportion of 1 

part of cement to 38 parts of sand, by weight, according to standard 

methods of making 1:3 mortar briquets, the resulting mortar at the 

age of 7 and 28 days shall have a tensile strength of at least 75 per cent 

of that developed in the same time by mortar of the same proportions 

and consistency, made of the same cement and Ottawa sand. 

Preliminary acceptance samples shall be subjected to both 7 and 28 

day tests, and acceptance based thereupon. Samples tested during the 

progress of the work will be accepted on the basis of the 7-day test, 
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Tests of the grading or mechanical analysis of broken stone or gravel, Methods of 

and sand, and of the mortar tensile strength of sand shall be made in Testing. 
accordance with the following methods: 

1. Grading of broken stone or gravel, U. 8. Department of Agriculture 

Bulletin 555, p. 32. (8) 

Mechanical analysis of sand, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulle- i) 
tin 555, p. 33. 

3. Elutriation test for sand, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

55D, DP. 2: 
4, Mortar tensile strength test for sand, A. 8S. T. M., Standard Test 

C9-17., 

This specification provides for coarse and fine aggregate to be 

used in the construction of a Portland cement concrete base. 

The 15 per cent of coarse aggregate passing the 4-inch screen 

which is allowed is only permissible upon the assumption that con- 

struction specifications will be based upon a fixed proportion of 

cement to combined coarse and fine aggregate and that the relative 

amounts of broken stone or gravel and sand will be varied as 

directed by the enginer so as to approximate definite proportions 

of coarse and fine aggregate. Thus the concrete should be com- 

posed of 1 part of Portland cement and 9 parts of fine and coarse 

aggregate, each measured separately and accurately by volume. 

The concrete should approximate a 1:3:6 mix, but the engineer 

should vary the relative proportions of fine and coarse aggregate 

depending upon their exact grading, so as to obtain a concrete of 

maximum density, 

The concrete should be mixed in a batch mixer for not less than 

1 minute and the water should be reasonably clear, free from oil, 

acid, alkali, or vegetable substance, and neither brackish nor salt. 

Sufficient water should be used to produce a concrete which will 

flatten out and quake when deposited in place, but not enough to 

eause it to flow or to Separate mortar and coarse aggregate. 

15 
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SPECIFICATION GW-1. 

Gravel for Water-bound Gravel Roads. 

General. The gravel shall be composed of fragments of hard, durable rock, of 
high resistance to abrasion, together with sand and clay or other binding 

material, and shall be free from thin or elongated pieces. 

Per cent. 
Quality. Cementing value of material under 34-inch mesh shall be not 

fess" than _ 2.2 8s 2 os eke ei Ee Ei ee A a oe 50 

1. For base course: 

(a) The gravel, when tested by means of laboratory screens, 

shall meet the following requirements: 

Passing a 38-inch screen, not less than___________ 95 

Total retained on 34-inch screen _________________ 50 to 75 

(6) The material retained on the j-inch screen is known as 

coarse aggregate. The coarse aggregate, when tested 

by means of a laboratory screen, shall meet the fol- 

lowing requirement: 

Total retained on 13-inch screen_______________. 25 to 75 

(c) The material passing the 3-inch screen is known as fine 

aggregate. The fine aggregate, when tested by means 

of a laboratory sieve, shall meet the following re- 

quirement : 

Total passing 200-mesh sieve___________________ 15 to 35 

2. For wearing course: 

(a) The gravel, when tested by means of laboratory screens, 

shall meet the following requirements: 

Passing a 2-inch sereen, not less than____________ 95 

Total retained on 34-inch screen_________________ 50 to 75 

(6) The material retained on the 34-inch screen is known as 

coarse aggregate. The coarse aggregate, when tested 

by means of a laboratory screen, shall meet the fol- 

lowing requirement : 

Total retained on 1-inch screen_________________ 25 to 75 

(c) The material passing the 34-inch screen is known as fine 

aggregate. The fine aggregate, when tested by means 

of a laboratory sieve, shall meet the following require- 

ment: 

Total passing 200-mesh sieve___________________ 15 to 35 

Method of Tests of the quality and grading of the gravel shall be made in accord- 

Testing. ance with the folowing methods: 
Cementing value, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 345, p. 19. 

Grading, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32 (9). 

This specification covers the quality and grading of a sand- 

clay-gravel suitable for use in the construction of a water-bound 

gravel road. It applies to gravels composed mainly of fragments 

of quartz or other nonbinding rock types. In cases where the 

gravel is composed essentially of limestone or other materials 

which will bond under traffic, considerably less material under 

200-mesh may be allowed. The sizes specified contemplate a base 

course of at least 4 inches, and a wearing course of at least 3 

inches in thickness after consolidation. The relative proportions 

of the various intermediate sizes have been drawn so as to exclude 

only gravels of manifestly poor grading. In cases where the 

gravel, although otherwise acceptable, is deficient in sand or 

clay, such materials, if available, and of a suitable character, 

may be added in sufficient quantities to bring the grading and 

cementing value of the gravel to within the limits specified. This 

should be done by spreading the sand or clay uniformly over the 

loose gravel surface and thoroughly harrowing with a spike-tooth 

harrow, after which the surface is consolidated. 
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In maintaining roads of this type, material as nearly the same 

as that composing the road surface should be used. In patching, 

care should be taken that the finished surface after consolidation 

is smooth and continuous. 

SPECIFICATION GBC-2. 

Gravel, Sand, and Filler for Coarse Aggregate Bituminous Concrete 

Wearing Course. 

GRAVEL. 

The gravel shall be composed of sound, hard, durable fragments of General. 

rock of high resistance to abrasion and shall contain no particles of 

shale, slate, coal, or other materials which easily disintegrate. It shall 

be free from vegetable or other deleterious matter, and shall contain no 

soft, thin, or elongated pieces. 

The pea gravel, when tested by means of laboratory screens, shall Pea Gravel. 

_ meet the following requirements : 

Per cent, 

Passing 34-inch screen, not less than-________________----__--_-- 95 

Retained on 34-inch screen, not less than--____________--_--_-__- 85 

The coarse aggregate, when tested by means of laboratory screens, Coarse 

shall meet the following requirements : Aggregate. 
Per cent. 

Passing i-inch screen, not less than--_______________-__-___- 95 

Total passing #-inch screen___________-_______-_-__---_-__ 25 to 75 

Retained on 43-inch screen, not less than-____-_______-__-__ 85 

SAND. 

The sand for fine aggregate shall be composed of sound, durable stone General. 

particles, free from a coating of clay or loam. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens and sieves, the sand shall Grading. 

meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

IBASSIng ss -INGhu Screen. Sui Rises tak Se a ee 100 

Total passing 40-mesh sieve_____________________- eet cores 30 to 70 

Retained on 200 mesh sieve, not less than --___________-____ 90 

MINERAL FILLER. 

The mineral filler shall consist of limestone dust, dolomite dust, Port- General. 
land cement, or natural cement. It shall be free from foreign or other 

objectionable material. 

When tested by means of laboratory sieves, the mineral filler shall pineness, 
meet the following requirements: ; 

: Per cent. 
PAS Samos Ory CSI STC Vie aes ek Ne 100 

Total passing 200 mesh sieve, not less than-____________________ 65 

Tests of the grading of the gravel, sand, and filler shall be made in Methods of 

accordance with the following methods: Testing. 

Grading of Gravel, U. 8S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32. 

Grading of Sand and Mineral Filler, U. S. Department of Agriculture 

Bulletin 555, p. 33. 

This specification is intended to cover the mineral constituents 

of a roughly proportioned bituminous concrete consisting of from 

45 to 60 per cent gravel or coarse aggregate, from 30 to 45 per 

cent sand or fine aggregate, from 3 to 5 per cent mineral filler, and 

from 5 to 8 per cent bitumen. This mixture should preferably be 

58683°—18—Bull. 7043 
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placed upon a cement concrete foundation so as to produce, after 

rolling, a wearing course 2 inches in depth. A seal coat of bitu- 

minous material should then be applied and covered with pea 

gravel in sufficient quantity to take up all excess of bitumen. 

Such roads may be maintained with surface treatments of bitu- 

minous material, covered with material conforming to Specifica- 

tion RS-2. i 

SPECIFICATION SgW 2. 

Slag for Water-Bound Base. 

The broken slag shall consist of angular fragments, reasonably uniform 

in density and quality, free from metallic iron, thin or elongated pieces, 

dirt, or other objecticnable matter. 

The slag shall meet the following requirements : 

Weight in pounds per cubic foot, each size specified, not less than. 70 

Brench coefficient of wear, not less than ene iy 

That portion of the product of the crusher, including the dust of 

fracture, which, when tested by means of laboratory screens, will meet 

the following requirements: 

Per cent. 
Passing 1-inchy screen), not) lessi hae eee 95 

Total” passing 4-inch screen==22 = eee 40 to 80 

That portion of the product of the crusher, which, when tested by 

means of laboratory screens, will meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing 3-inch Screens MO) Less ete ee ee ee 95 

Total passing: 22-inch Screens == ee 25 to 75 

Retained on 1-inch screen, not less than-__-_-______________ 85 

The tests of the physical properties and sizes of the slag shall be made 

in accordance with the following methods: 

1. Weight per Cubic Foot, U. 8S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

555, p. 32 (6). 
2. French Coefficient of Wear, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

347, p. 5. , 

3. Grading, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 32 (8). 

This specification provides primarily for slag to be used in the 

construction of a water-bound base upon which some higher type 

of wearing course will be placed, preferably after the base has 

been finally compacted by traffic. For a light traffic road it may 

also serve for both foundation and wearing course, provided the 

thickness of each is not less than 4 inches. 
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SPECIFICATION Sd-1. 

Natural Sand Clay or Topsoil Mixtures for Road Surfacing. 

The sand clay or topsoil shall be composed of a uniform mixture of General. 

hard durable fragments of sand, together with silt and clay, and may 

advantageously carry a considerable amount of gravel. The mixture 

should be free from an excess of feldspar or mica. 

Cementing value of material under 4 inch shall be not less than-__ 35 Quality. 

The material which will pass a 10-mesh sieve when tested by means of Grading. 

laboratory sieves shall meet the following requirement for grading: 

Per cent. 

(Otte ee Se ee a 10 to 25 

PSE, corer Be cele 10 to 25 

Teta seig laa ee ee Se ha 50 to 80 

Tests of the cementing value and grading of the sand clay or topsoil Wethods of 

shall be made in accordance with the following methods: Testing. 

Cementing value, U. 8S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 347, p. 19. 

Grading, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 33. 

This specification is intended to cover the quality and approxi- 

mate grading of natural sand clay and topsoil mixtures for use 

particularly in the South Atlantic States. 

The limits of sizes are drawn so as to exclude only sand clay 

and topsoil of manifestly inferior grading. Where heavy traffic is 

to be expected, and likewise in cases where the available mate- 

rial warrants, the minimum allowable percentage of sand should 

be increased and the corresponding maximum allowable per 

centage of both clay and silt decreased. In cases where it is de- 

sired to construct a sand-clay road by admixing sand and clay in 

place, the amounts of each to be incorporated should be so 

gauged that the combined material, after thorough mixing, will 

grade approximately within the limits here shown. 

The maintenance of a Sand-clay road should be continuous. 

Patching should be done with material as nearly like that used 

in the original surface as possible. 

19 
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SPECIFICATION Ct-1. 

Portland Cement. 

(1) Portland cement is the product obtained by finely pulverizing 

clinker produced by calcining to incipient fusion an intimate and prop- 

erly proportioned mixture of argillaceous and calcareous materials, with 

no additions subsequent to calcination except water and calcined or un- 

ealcined gypsum. 

I. CHEMICAL PROPERTIES. 

(2) The following limits shall not be exceeded: 

Per cent. 

oss© on. ignition..~-=-—.— 26 4.00 

msoluble residue 22-4322 2 SS . 85 

Sulphuric anhydride. (SQ;) == = eee 2. 00 

Magnesia (MgQ), 2-22 5. 00 

II, PHYSICAL PROPERTIBS. 

(3) The specific gravity of cement shall be not less than 3.10. Should 

the test of cement as received fall below this requirement, a second test 

may be made upon an ignited sample. The Sspecific-gravity test will not 

be made unless specifically ordered. 

(4) The residue on a standard 200 mesh Sieve Shall not exceed 22 per 

cent by weight. 

(5) A pat of neat cement shall remain firm and hard, and show no > 

signs of distortion, cracking, checking, or disintegration in the steam 

test for soundness. 

(6) The cement shall not develop initial set in less than 45 minutes 

when the Vicat needle is used, or 60 minutes when the Gillmore needle 

is used. Final set shall be attained within 10 hours. 

(7) The average tensile strength in pounds per square inch of not less 

than three standard mortar briquets composed of 1 part cement and 3 

parts standard sand, by weight, shall be equal to or higher than the 

following: 

Tensile 
Age strength 
at Storage of briquets. rs per 

test square 
inch 

Days. Pounds. 
7 | Uday in moist'air, 6 days in water 222 s-neeese- oa see eee eee eer 200 

28 | I day in moist air, 27 daysiin water. .---22----0=---e=se=--e- ema eerls 300 

(8) The average tensile-strength of standard mortar at 28 days shall 

be higher than the strength at 7 days. 

Ill. PACKAGES, MARKING, AND STORAGE. 

(9) The cement shall be delivered in suitable bags or barrels with the 

brand and name of the manufacturer plainly marked thereon, unless 

shipped in bulk. A bag shall contain 94 pounds net. A barrel shall 

contain 376 pounds net. 

(10) The cement shall be stored in such a manner as to permit easy 

access for proper inspection and identification of each shipment, and in a 

suitable weather-tight building which will protect the cement from 

dampness. 

IV. INSPECTION. 

(11) Every facility.shall be provided the purchaser for careful sam- 

pling and inspection either at the mill or at the site of the work, aS may 

ed 
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be specified by the purchaser. At least 10 days from the time of sam- 

pling shall be allowed for the completion of the 7-day test; and at least 

31 days shall be allowed for the completion of the 28-day test. The 28-day 

test shall be waived only when specifically ordered. 

VY. REJECTION. 
Bejection. 

(12) The cement may be rejected if it fails to meet any of the re- 

quirements of these specifications. 

(13) Cement shall not be rejected on account of failure to meet the 

fineness requirement if, upon retest after drying at 100° C. (212° F.) 

for one hour it meets this requirement. 

(14) Cement failing to meet the test for soundness in steam may be 

accepted if it passes a retest using a new sample at any time within 28 

days thereafter. 
(15) Packages varying more than 5 per cent from the specified weight 

May be rejected; and if the average weight of packages in any ship- 

ment, as shown by weighing 50 packages taken at random, is less than 

that specified, the entire shipment may be rejected. 

The cement shall be tested in accordance with the following methods: Methods of 

Tests for Portland cement, A. S. T. M. Standard, C9-17. Testing. 

This is the United States Government specification for Portland 

cement, aS described in Bureau of Standards Circular No. 33. It 

is also Standard Specification C9-17 of the American Society for 

Testing Materials. It is intended to apply wherever Portland 

cement is used. 

SPECIFICATION Br-1. 

Vitrified Paving Brick, Cushion Sand, and Grouting Sand for Brick 

Pavement. i 

VETRIFIED PAVING BRICK. 

All brick shall be of a size commercially known as four-inch brick. General. 
They shall be thoroughly annealed, tough and durable, regular in size and 

shape, and evenly burned. When broken, the brick shall show a dense, 

stonelike body, free from lime, air pockets, cracks, or marked laminations. 

Kiln marks shall not exceed #, of an inch, and the wearing surface shall 

show but slight kiln marks. 

Representative samples of the brick shall meet the following require- Rattler Test. 

ments when subjected to the rattler test: 

Average loss by abrasion on one or more samples, not more than 22 per 

cent. 

Maximum difference in per cent loss by abrasion when more than one 

representative sample is tested, not more than 8 per cent, provided, 

however, that no sample shall show more than 24 per cent loss. 

A maximum of three tests may be used as a basis for rejection. 

The brick shall meet the following requirements: Dimensions. 

Inches. 

Wen oC obey SE ee ein Sas Ass hy ee Pa Bo a | 84 to 94 

RV lites ae ch iy OR ie lp ale Bak TI a ER PN dao 2 he 34 to 32 
LOPES OED a a Np ea Ne Ee, Se 3z to 43 

Variations among brick from a single plant shall not exceed the fol- 

lowing limits: 

Inch, 
WANE atoning en ob Ne a es ee ee 3 

Warricionein widths > 2228 sie 2 sie oe ee ee es Z 

Wariationviny depth. 22202 22-2 2 ee UG 
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If the edges of the brick are rounded, the radius shall not exceed #; of 

an inch. ~ 
Only bricks with lugs or projections on one side, raised not less than 3 

of an inch, nor more than 3 of an inch, shall be used. 

The ends of the brick shall have either a semicircular groove with a 

radius of not less than 4 of an inch nor more than 3 of an inch, or a 

bulge of at least 7s of an inch, 

The name or trade-mark of the manufacturer, if shown on the brick, 

shall be recessed and not raised. 

The brick shall be subjected to inspection subsequent to delivery at 

the place of use, prior to and during laying, in order to cull out and 

reject upon variations from the general and dimensions clauses and 

upon the following grounds: 

All brick which are broken through, or chipped in such manner that 

neither wearing surface remains substantially intact, or in such manner 

that the lower or bearing surface is reduced in area by more than one- 

eighth. 

All brick which are cracked to a depth greater than % inch on any 

Surface, or which are cracked on the wearing surface. 

All brick which are so offsize or so misshaped, ‘bent, twisted, or kiln 

marked that they will not form a proper surface or align properly with 

other brick. 

All brick which are obviously too soft and too poorly vitrified to en- 

dure street wear. 

SAND FOR CUSHION, 

The sand shall pass a 34-inch laboratory screen and shall be well 

graded from coarse to fine. The material removed by the elutriation 
test, consisting chiefly of clay and loam, shall not exceed 5 per cent by 

weight. 

SAND FOR GROUTING. 

The sand shall consist of clean, hard, durable, uncoated stone particles, 

preferably siliceous, and free from lumps of clay and all organic matter. 

It shall be well graded from coarse to fine and, when tested by means 

of laboratory sieves, shal] meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

Passing 10-mesh sievesi=s2- 222432232. 100 
Passing 20-mesh sieve, not less than-___-________--____________ 80 

Passing 100 mesh sieve, not more than___-~_~__________~-_____ 10 

Not more than 5 per cent by weight shall be removed by the elutriation 

test. 

When the sand is mixed with Portland cement in the proportion of 1 

part of cement to 3 parts of sand by weight, according to standard 

methods of making 1:3 mortar briquets, the resulting mortar at the 

age of 7 and 28 days shall have a tensile strength of at least 75 per cent 

of that developed in the same time by mortar of the Same proportions 

and consistency, made of the same cement and Ottawa sand. 

Preliminary acceptance samples shall be subjected to both 7 and 28 

day tests, and acceptance based thereupon. Samples tested during the 

progress of the work will be accepted on the basis of the 7-day test. 

Tests of the physical properties of the brick and sand shall be made 

in accordance with the following methods: 

1. Rattler Test, A. S. T. M. Standard, C7-15. 
2. Grading of Sand, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 33. 

8. Elutriation Test for Sand, U. 8S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

555, p. 32. 
4. Mortar Tensile Strength Test for Sand, A. 8, T. M, Standard, C9-17. 

>. 
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SPECIFICATION Br-—2. 

Vitrified Paving Brick, Cushion Sand, and Grouting Sand for Brick 

Pavement. 

VITRIFIED PAVING BRICK. 

All brick shall be of a size commercially known as “38-inch brick.’’ 

They shall be thoroughly annealed, tough and durable, regular in size 

and shape, and evenly burned. When broken, the bricks shall show a 

dense, stonelike body, free from lime, air pockets, cracks, or marked 

laminations. Kiln marks shall not exceed ~; of an inch, and the wearing 

surface shall show but slight kiln marks. fe 

Representative samples of the brick shall meet the following require- 

ments when subjected to the rattler test: 

Average loss by abrasion on one or more samples, not more than 26 

per cent. 

Maximum difference in per cent loss by abrasion when more than one 

representative sample is tested, not more than 8 per cent, provided, 

however, that no sample shall show more than 28 per cent loss. 

A maximum of three tests will be used as a basis for rejection. 

The brick shall meet the following requirements : 

Inches. 

NNT iene ese EU eo et en ES ee 8 to 9 
AV ay Clty neat a em Beat BE B28 5 7 Kian 8k EAI eR TREE a os ok a ee 34 to 4 

Mepvhiweee soe ee eS EIS ooh Lb OS 2% to 34 

Variations among brick from a single plant shall not exceed the follow- 

ing limits: 
Inch, 

Wariationein lengths 2es e222 ae eee eee es 3 

AV fcasTS LCA teL OTD mee Tons Wp Clb Ene ee a le ee ee Ps 

Wariatlonwil depths. ee Sines ue ee Ee ae ee 3 

Only brick with lugs on one side, raised not less than 4 of an inch 

and not more than 4 of an inch, shall be used. 3 

The ends of the brick shall have either a semicircular groove with a 

radius of not less than % of an inch or more than 4% of an inch, or a bulge 

of at least 7; of an inch. 

The name or trade-mark of the manufacturer, if shown on the brick, 

shall be recessed and not raised. 

The bricks shall be subjected to inspection subsequent to delivery at 

the place of use, prior to and during laying, in order to cull out and 

reject upon variations from the general and dimensions clauses and 

upon the following grounds: 

All bricks which are broken through, or chipped in such manner that 

neither wearing surface remains substantially intact, or in such manner 

that the lower or bearing surface is reduced in area by more than one- 

eighth. 

All bricks which are cracked to a depth greater than % inch on any 

surface, or which are cracked on the wearing surface. 

All bricks which are so offsize or so misshaped, bent, twisted, or kiln 

marked that they will not form a proper surface or align properly with 

other bricks. 

All bricks which are obviously too soft and too poorly vitrified to en- 

dure street wear. 

SAND FOR CUSHION. 

The sand shall pass a 34-inch laboratory screen and shall be well 

graded from coarse to fine. ‘The material removed by the elutriation 

test, consisting chiefly of clay and loam, shall not exceed 5 per cent by 

weight. 

General. 

Rattler Test. 

Dimensions. 

Visual 
Inspection. 

General. 
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SAND FOR GROUTING. 

The sand shall consist of clean, hard, durable, uncoated-stone particles, 

preferably siliceous, free from lumps of clay and all organic matter. 

It shall be well graded from coarse to fine and, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens and sieves, shall meet the following requirements: 

Per cent. 

Passing a 10-mesh ‘sieve.282225 Sse OS Re an ee ee 2 100 

Passing a 20-mesh sieve, not less than-__-__.__-________________ 80 

Passing a 100-mesh sieve, not more than_-__~--__-______________ 10 

Not more than 5 per cent by weight shall be removed by the elutri- 

ation test. 

When the sand is mixed with Portland cement in the proportion of 1 

part of cement to 3 parts of sand by weight, according to standard meth- 

ods of making 1:3 mortar briquets, the resulting mortar at the age of 7 

and 28 days shall have a tensile strength of at least 75 per cent of that 

developed in the same time by mortar of the same proportions and con- 

sistency, made of the same cement and Ottawa sand. 

Preliminary acceptance samples shall be subjected to both 7 and 28 

day tests, and acceptance based thereupon. Samples tested during the 

progress of the work will be accepted on the basis of the 7-day test. 

Tests of the physical properties of the brick and sand shall be made in 

accordance with the following methods: 

1. Rattler Test, A. 8. T. M. Standard, C7—15. 
2. Grading of Sand, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, p. 33. 

8. Elutriation Test for Sand, U. S. Depuartment of Agriculture Bulle- 

tin 555, p. 32. 

4, Mortar Tensile Strength Test for Sand, A. S. T. M. Standard C9-17. 

These specifications cover vitrified paving brick, cushion sand, 

and grouting sand for brick wearing course, and sand cushion for 

two sizes of brick. 

The sand cushion or sand cement cushion should preferably be 

placed upon a concrete foundation to a depth after rolling of not 

over 14 inches. This cushion should be shaped to the desired cross 

section of the finished wearing course before placing the brick. 

After laying and rolling the brick, the joints are filled with a grout 

composed of equal parts of cement and grouting sand reduced with 

water to a creamy consistency. If desired, a bituminous mastic or 

a bituminous filler may be poured het into the joints. In the lat- 

ter case, the requirement for grouting sand and all reference there- 

to should be eliminated from the specifications. 
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SPECIFICATION R-1. 

Granite Block, Gravel, and Sand for Stone-Block Pavement. 

STONE BLOCK. 

The stone block shall be of granite of medium-sized grain, showing an 

even distribution of constituent minerals. They shall be of uniform qual- 

ity and texture throughout, and free from seams, scales, or disintegrated 

material. 

Sample blocks shall meet the following requirement: 

French coefficient of wear, not less than____________________-__~ 8 

MOUSHMESS Nn OcHLeSS') thane sats i ete, a ey ty Sy yee "% 

The blocks shall meet the following requirements: 

; Inches. 

META OTD LOI) ee ets Se Oe I ee ee 8 to 12 

SUV ATAT Us FT MRC TIO Ls COD sees ee ese te ne NaS LIS Le I ee 33 to 4% 

DC ikipsee eso Me ety de Lei Se Je ON ee a a 4% to 5% 

The stone block shall be subjected to inspection subsequent to delivery 

at the place of use, prior to and during laying, in order to cull out and 

reject those which fail to conform with the general and dimension clauses 

and the following requirements of this specification : 

The blocks shall be so dressed that when laid as specified measurement 

of any joint shall show a width of not more than 3 inch for a depth of 1 

inch, or a width of not more than 1 inch in any part of the joint. 

The wearing surface of the hlocks shall show no depressions more than 

8 inch deep, and the edges and corners shall be unchipped and unbroken. 

SAND FOR CUSHION. 

The sand shall pass a 44-inch laboratory screen, and shall be well 

graded from coarse to fine. The material removed by the elutriation test, 

consisting chiefly of clay and loam, shall not exceed 5 per cent by weight. 

SAND FOR GROUTING. 

The sand shall consist of clean, hard, durable, uncoated stone particles, 

preferably siliceous, free from lumps of clay and all organic matter. 

It shall be well graded from coarse to fine and, when tested by means 

of laboratory screens, shall meet the following requirements : 

Per cent. 

TES SPSH Gy ES TIC D EI Ta VEYP aU ESBS 9a ee ge sR ne cL A 100 

Passing 20-mesh sieve, not less than_______________-___--_____- 80 

Passing 100-mesh sieve, not more than _________________________ 10 

Not more than 5 per cent by weight shall be removed by the elutriation 

test. 

When the sand is mixed with Portland cement in the proportions of 1 

part of cement to 3 parts of sand by weight, according to standard meth- 

ods of making 1:3 mortar briquets, the resulting mortar at the age of 7 

and 28 days shall have a tensile strength of at least 75 per cent of that 

developed in the same time by mortar of the same proportions and con- 

sistency, made of the same cement and Ottawa sand. 

Preliminary acceptance samples shall be subjected to both 7 and 28 

day tests, and acceptance based thereupon. Samples tested during the 

progress of the work will be accepted on the basis of the 7-day test. 

GRAVEL FOR FILLER. 

The gravel shall be composed of clean, hard, durable fragments of rock. 

When tested by means of laboratory screens it shall meet the following 

requirements : 

Per cent. 

Rassime: inchs screen. not less) than _ = Seo eee ee 95 

ReramedmoneeInehyynOt ess thames eee ee 85 

Tests of the physical properties of the block, gravel, and sand shall be 

made in accordance with the following methods: 

1. French coefficient of wear, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 

347, p. 4. 

2. Toughness, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 347, p. 15. 

General. 
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Visual 
Inspection. 

Grading. 
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Grading. 
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Methods of 
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8. Grading of gravel and sand, U. 8. Department of Agriculture Bulle- 

fin) Hop Desa. 

4. Strength test of sand, U. S. Department of Agriculture Bulletin 555, 
p. 32. 

5. Blutriation test of sand, A. S. T. M. Standard, C9—-17. 

This specification covers granite block, cushion sand, grouting 

sand, and gravel filler to be used in the construction of a stone- 

block wearing course and sand cushion. 

The requirements for quality of block here given are on the 

basis of a pavement subjected to comparatively moderate traffic. 

For yery heavy traffic, a French coefficient of wear of 10.0 or 11.0 

and a toughness of 9 or 10 may reasonably be required. While a 

coefficient of hardness of not less than 16 might well be included 

under physical properties, a requirement for French coefficient of 

wear has been used instead, owing to the fact that but few 

laboratories are equipped with a Dorry hardness machine. 

The sand cushion, or sand cement cushion, should be placed 

‘upon a concrete foundation to a depth of from 1 to 13 inches and 

should be carefully shaped to the cross section of the finished 

pavement at such a height that the blocks after consolidation 

are at grade. The blocks are usually laid in straight rows at 

right angles to the curb, with joints broken at least 3 inches, and 

are rammed to a solid bearing before filling. Joints in block 

pavements may be filled with either a cement grout, bituminous 

mastic, or gravel with a poured bituminous filler. Grouting sand 

as called for in this specification may be used with either Port- 

land cement to form the sand-cement grout, or a bituminous ma- 

terial to form a bituminous mastic. If a gravel and bituminous 

filler is to be used the requirements for grouting sand and all 

reference thereto should be eliminated from the specifications. 



APPENDIX I. 

METHODS OF TESTING. 

The following methods of testing are those to which reference is made in the 

foregoing specifications. In some cases the descriptions from the original 

references have been condensed, but not changed in any essential particular. 

French Coefficient of Wear of Rock or Slag. (Bulletin 347, page 5.)—The 

determination of the French coefficient of wear is made in an apparatus known 

as the Deval abrasion machine, shown in figure 1. This machine consists 

essentially of a number of cast-iron cylinders 20 cm. in diameter and 34 cm. 

deep inside, which are mounted upon a frame in such a manner that the axes 

of the cylinders are inclined at an angle of 30 degrees with the axis of revo- 

lution of the frame. The following method is essentially the American Society 

for Testing Materials Standard Test D2-08. 

The material to be tested is broken into pieces as nearly of the same size 

and shape as practicable, so that approximately 50 pieces shall weight, after 

thorough drying, to within 1 gram of 5,000 grams. In no case should the num- 

ber of pieces exceed 60 or be less than 40. Care should be taken to use only 

freshly broken fragments, as pieces with rounded edges greatly affect the 

results. The pieces may be so broken as to average from 2 to 2% inches in 

diameter with the assurance of ordinarily obtaining a properly sized sample. 

After weighing, the sample is placed in one of the cylinders of the Deval 

machine, the cover bolted on, and the machine given 10,000 revolutions at the 

rate of 30 per minute. At the conclusion of the test the sample is screened 

over a laboratory screen having ys-inch square openings, the material retained 

thoroughly washed free from dust, dried in an oven, and again weighed. The 

difference between this weight and that first obtained represents the wear as 

determined by test. 

The following formula, in which “a” represents the final weight of the 

washed and dried stone, may be used to calculate the French coefficient of wear: 

2000 
5000—a 

Toughness of Rock. (Bulletin 347, page 15.)—The following test for tough- 

hess is essentially the same as the American Society for Testing Materials 

tentative Standard Test D3-17T. It is made on a cylinder 25 mm. long 

and from 24 to 25 mm. in diameter, cut from the sample of rock to be tested 

by means of a diamond drill. In cases where any evidences of lamination or 

foliation exists, two sets of cores are prepared, one set at right angles to and 

the other set parallel to the foliations. Specimens a little over 25 millimeters 

long are next cut from the rock cores by means of a diamond saw. The ends 

are then ground plane on a grinding lap until they are exactly 25 millimeters 

long. Although it is not necessary that the two ends of the specimens be 

exactly parallel, one surface of each at least should be as nearly perpendicular 

27 
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Fic, 1.—Abrasion machine—Deval type (front view). 
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to the axis of the cylinder as it is pos- 

sible to make it. After drying and cool- 

ing, a specimen to be tested is placed on 

the anvil (W) of a Page impact ma- 

chine, shown in figure 2, taking extreme 

care that when in position the specimen 

rests with a perfect bearing on the anvil 

and that the spherical end of the plunger 

is tangent to the specimen exactly in the 

center of its upper surface. The small 

thumbscrew used for separating the 

clips which hold the specimen in place 

should be so adjusted that the clips hold 

the test piece firmly without any undue 

pressure on the spring. Attention to 

these details is very important if accu- 

rate results are to be obtained. When 

the specimen is in position the current 

is turned on the magnet and the upper 

cross-head is lowered until the rod pro- 

jecting from it just comes in contact 

with the rod projecting from the lower 

cross-head (M). This occurs at the in- 

stant the pilot lamp, in series with the 

magnet circuit, flashes out. The dial 

(Q) is then adjusted to O, the upper 

cross-head raised 1 centimeter, and the 

motor started. After each blow the fall 

of the hammer is increased 1 centi- 

meter until failure of the test piece 

occurs. 

The height in centimeters of the blow 

at failure is recorded as the toughness of 

the material, using for the final value 

the average of three determinations. In 

the case of foliated rock the average of 

three determinations in each direction is 

taken as the toughness of the sample. 

Weight per Cubic Foot of Broken 

Slag.—The weight per cubic foot should 

be determined by shaking the dried slag 

to refusal in a cubic foot cylindrical 

measure. About 4 of the total amount 

of slag necessary to fill the measure is 

first introduced in such a manner as to 

avoid any separation of sizes. This ma- 

terial is then shaken down by rocking 

the measure from side to side until no 

further settlement takes place. This 

process is repeated until the measure 

has been filled to overflowing, after 

which it is struck off level with the top 
with a straight edge and weighed. 
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A | A 
Concrere foundarior Concrere fourdarare 

FRONT ELEWATION WIDE ELEVATION 

Fic. 2.—Details of Page impact testing machine. 
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Size, Grading, or Mechanical Analysis of Broken Stone, Broken Slag, or 

Gravel. (Bulletin 555, page 32 (8).)—A sample of the material weighing not 

less than fifty (50) times the weight of the largest size stone present is used. 

After drying at not over 110° GC. (230° F.) to constant weight, the sample is 

passed through such of the following size screens, having circular openings, 

as are required or called for by the specifications, screens to be used in the 

order named: 33-inch, 3-inch, 23-inch, 2-inch, 14-inch, 1-inch, #-inch, 4-inch, and 

4-inch. 

The percentage by weight, retained on each screen, is determined and the 

mechanical analysis is recorded in the following manner: 

Per cent. 

Passing 33-inch screen and retained on 3-inch screen 

Passing 3-inch screen and retained on 23-inch screen 

Passing 23-inch screen and retained on 2-inch screen 

Passing 34-inch screen and retained on 4-inch screen... ... 22.22.22 bet ee eee een eee eee eee 

PASSING F-INCHSCrEeM eRe = ok ste de Saree Src ravelele erste le easter Cre ae ates Seat er a en 

Elutriation Test of Sand. (Bulletin 555, page 32.)—The entire sample is 

moistened and thoroughly mixed, and a sample weighing approximately 1057 

grams is obtained for elutriation and grading by quartering or by selecting 

small portions from various parts of a flat pile. The sample is then dried at 

not over 110° C. (230° F.). This dried sample is accurately weighed and placed 

in a 500-ce.* beaker, and about 350 ec.’ of water is added and agitated in such 

manner that no whirling results. After settling for 20 seconds, the water is 

poured off through a 200-mesh sieve, and the operation of agitation, sedimen- 

tation, and decantation repeated until the wash water is approximately clear. 

Particles caught on the 200-mesh sieve are then washed back into the washed 

sample remaining in the beaker. The entire washed sample is dried to con- 

stant weight and accurately weighed, and the 

Original weight — Final weight 
Per cent by elutriation ='— on LOO! 

Original weight : 

Mechanical Analysis or Grading of Sand or, Fine Aggregate. (Bulletin 

555, page 33.)—AIl of the dried sample remaining after the elutrition test, if 

such is required, is passed successively through the desired screens and sieves, 

beginning with either the largest or smallest as may be convenient. Where an 

elutriation test is not required, a dried sample of the original material weighing 

about 100 grams is used. 

The percentage, by weight, of the unwashed sample retained on each screen 

is determined, and the mechanical analysis is recorded according to one or 

both of the following methods. A screen with 4-inch circular openings is used, 

together with square-mesh sieves as specified in A. 8S. T. M. Standard Methods 

D7-16. 
Per cent, 

otal retained .on't-inch''screen. 3. 025.2. ai Seas sis eee ee reb es -<leie doen Meee eee eee 
Passing }-inch screen and retained on 10-mesh sieve......-....---.--5---2+2s-----2--2s0se--e 

Passing 10-mesh sieve and retained on 20-mesh sieve....-.....--.--------12----------+-------- 

Passing 20-mesh sieve and retained on 30-mesh sieve..-...-...-.--------2-2---¢--+2+-- 2-2-2 es 

Passing 30-mesh sieve and retained on 40-mesh sieve.........--.---------------+-------+--0---- 

Passing 40-mesh sieve and retained on 50-mesh Sieve..........------ 2522-0202 --n eee eee nese 

Passing 50-mesh sieve and retained on 80-mesh Sieve......-.---------------+---------++- eee: 

Passing 80-mesh sieve and retained on 100-mesh sieve........-.-----------------+------+------ 

Passing 100-mesh sieve and retained on 200-mesh sieve.......-.-.----------------------+------ 

Passing 200-meSH SiO VE wna abn os a wieikin in ajose sain a mle nine o eyareiape ete eel arain tele fa me eles alee fee ee a 

Total. sees fre sess ee od acl soe So OTe ee ee ce eee eee eee 100 

1 Tf the sand is so coarse that a 100-gram sample is not sufficient, the size of the sample, the container, 

and the amount of water used may be proportionately increased, 
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Per cent. 

MGA MaSsiee Alm CHYSCLEC Mas re tye SELL IL MY SIAN APSR Ae Ie faa 2: NUR ay = <)2\ 2) hey raya ete Mala fare ees 
BOCA PASSIT Sel O-MOSHESLO WC yeti AU Es sete blu) Sid iatya ew Rte Nadal Aadays SCE eM eA ee ety Ce 

RaEhovalpassine 20-meshisievencace seven cots UN UN ys ieee 2. alesis eae ae issn 
UO te INPASSUICTOO-MeESHISI EVO site nay ea sctee etcre aratecia lea siete eae erences reteictete se ns Uc ee yar ashe utp 

MoOpalgnassime 40-mMeshisieviej sets 4h 2c cava Ws LNs sl RS eae UE ee. NU ao slaty Sane 

RoOtaEpassimeysO-mMeSh' Stevie nese eae c/n N Ns yay aly at leas La ep TO) PE aM iar eek Us 

MODs Slot SO-mMeSMISICVe yee mere Maas eee se Wau unite al apa 2/2 ve yy Sank 

Total passing 100-mesh sievo 

pepe PASS ooA00IMOESMISION Git sleee ete els 2) = eee rte cere Sey 2) OE Vee 2 Utes 

rassiies200-mesh sieve elutriatiomes. £20.52 aN ee yes AA eh) tS) Sep ee yeas 

Washing Test and Grading or Mechanical Analysis of Road Gravel. (Bul- 

letin 555, page 382 (9).—A sample of the material weighing not less than 50 

times the weight of the largest size stone present is used. After thoroughly 

arying at 100° C. (212° F.) in a hot-air bath, the sample is cooled, weighed, 

and placed in a shallow pan, covered with water, and thoroughly agitated by 

means of a trowel for 15 seconds. After 15 seconds sedimentation the water is 

poured off through a 200-mesh sieve, and the operation of agitation, sedimenta- 

tion, and decantation repeated until the wash water iS approximately clear 

after 15 seconds. The washed material, together with any residue retained on 

the 200-mesh sieve, is then dried to constant weight, cooled and weighed and 

passed through such of the following size screens and sieves as are called for 

in the specification, using them in the order named: 5 

Sereens (circular openings ) : 38-inch, 23-inch, 2-inch, 13-inch, 1-inch, #-inch, 

4-inch, and i-inch. . 

Sieves, A. S. T. M. Standard Method (square mesh) : 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 80, 

100, and 200 meshes per linear inch. 

The percentage by weight retained on each screen or sieve and based on the 

weight of the original sample is calculated, using for the determination of the 

percentage of material passing the 200-mesh sieve the sum of the weights of 

material passing this sieve by analysis and by washing. 

Cementing Value of Gravel, Top Soil, or Sand Clay. (Bulletin 347, page 

15).—A 500-gram sample of that portion of the material which will pass a 

4-inch screen is placed in a ball mill with 18 per cent water, and the machine 

given 5,000 revolutions at the rate of 30 per minute. After grinding the re- 

sulting dough is removed and molded in a hydraulic briquetting machine into 

briquettes 25 mm. in diameter and 25 mm. high, under a pressure of 132 kg. 

per sq. cm. Six briquettes should be made from each sample. They are al- 

lowed to dry in the air at ordinary room temperature for 20 hours after mak- 

ing, and are then dried at a temperature of 100° C. for four hours, cooled for 

20 minutes in a desiccator, and immediately tested. In making the test the 

briquette is held in position on the anvil of a Page cementing-value-impact 

testing machine (fig. 3) by means of a drop of thick shellac, extreme care being 

taken to see that there is perfect contact between the upper surface of the 

briquette and the plunger, as well as between its lower surface and the anvil. 

With the briquette in position, the plunger resting on it, and the cam in the 

position shown in figure 3, the end of the pin (F) is brought into contact with 

the surface of the cam and the locknut tightened. This will give an effective 

drop of 1 em. to the hammer. The brass pencil is so adjusted that on revolving 

the drum a horizontal line will be traced on a piece of sensitized paper which 

has been wrapped around it. On starting the motor, each blow of the hammer 

will then be recorded in a short vertical line above the base line. The number 

of blows required to destroy the resilience of the briquette will equal the num- 

ber of vertical lines showing on the record above the base line. In counting 

the number of vertical lines showing on the record, no attention should be paid 
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to the fact that the short horizontal lines gradually drop below the original 

base line. Each vertical line which shows above the corresponding horizontal 

base line on its right should be counted as part of the record. 

FFP OM 7 

Fic. 3.—Details of Page impact machine for testing cementing value. 

The number of blows required to destroy the specimen is called its cementing 

value. An average of five determinations is taken. 
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Washing Test and Grading, or Mechanical Analysis of Sand-Clay or Top- 

Soil. (Bulletin 555, page 35.)—A 500-gram sample of the material is dried 

at a temperature below 350° F. (176.6° C.) to constant weight, and is gently 

pulverized to break down soft clods or masses, but not so as to grind or break 

hard material. The sample is then passed through a 10-mesh sieve, the coarse 

residue weighed and recorded as “ coarse material.” The material passing the 

10-mesh sieve is then used as the starting point of a percentage analysis as 

follows: 

Two samples of 50 grams each of this material are weighed out for duplicate 

analysis. Hach is placed in a wide-mouth bottle (5 to 6 cm. diameter and 

about 12 to 15 em, high), and about 5c. « of dilute ammonia water and about 

200 ¢. ec. of water is added. After thoroughly shaking ror about 20 minutes, 

the sample is allowed to settle 8 minutes and the supernatant liquid de- 

eanted. ‘The process is repeated until the supernatant liquid is clear. ‘The 

washings drawn off may be collected and evaporated to dryness for direct re- 

covery of the fine sediment classed as “ clay.’”’ Ordinarily the sediment loss is 

computed as difference. 

The content of the bottle is washed into a porcelain evaporating dish and 

carried to dryness on a water bath. The dried residue is then passed through 

a nest consisting of a 20, 60, 100, and 200 mesh sieve. The residue retained on 

each sieve is weighed and recorded as sand of the respective size. Their sum 

constitutes the “total sand.” The residue passing the 200-mesh sieve and 

caught in the pan is weighed and recorded as “ silt.” Duplicate samples should 

cheek within 1 per cent. 

Tests for Portland Cement. (A. S. T. M. Standard Test C9-17.)—The gen- 

erally adopted standard methods of testing Portland cement have been so 

widely circulated through Bureau of Standards Circular No. 33, and publica- 

tions of the American Society for Testing Materials, that it is thought unneces- 

sary to include them in this bulletin. These tests cover chemical analysis, 

specific gravity, fineness, soundness, time of setting, and tensile strength. 

Mortar Tensile Strength Test for Sand. (Based on A. 8. T. M. Standard 

Test C9-17.)—This test is preferably made with the same brand of cement 

that will be used in construction, but any Portland cement which meets the 

standard specifications will serve. Briquets composed of three parts of the 

sand, which has first been passed through a -inch laboratory screen, to one 

of cement are made of as near as possible the same consistency as ordinary 

standard mortar briquets, a set of which should be made at the same time. 

Such consistency can only be obtained by trial. In general, slightly more 

water will be required for an ordinary concrete sand than for the standard 

Ottawa sand. The mortar should be of such consistency after thorough mix- 

ing that after squeezing in the hand it will stick together and still retain its 

shape. If the consistency is other than this, a fresh batch of mortar should 

be made with more or less water as indicated and the trial repeated until the 

proper consistency is secured. This is preferable to adding water to a batch 

of mortar which may have been found to be too dry. 

Immediately after mixing, the mortar is placed in the standard molds, 

pressed in firmly with the thumbs and smoothed off with a trowel without 

ramming. Additional mortar should be heaped above the mold and smoothed off 

with a trowel, which should be drawn over the mold in such 3 manner as to 

exert a moderate pressure on the material. The mold should then be turned 

over and the operation of heaping, thumbing, and smoothing off repeated. 

The briquets must be kept in molds on glass plates in a moist closet for 
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at least 20 hours. After 24 hours in moist air, the briquets are immersed 

in clean water in storage tanks of non-corroding material. The air and water 

should be maintained as nearly as practicable at a temperature of 21° C. 

(70° F.). The moist closet may consist of a soapstone, slat, or concrete box, 

or a wooden box lined: with metal. If a wooden box is used, the interior 

should be covered with felt or broad wicking kept wet. The bottom of the 

moist closet should be covered with water. The interior of the closet should 

be provided with nonabsorbant shelves on which to place the test pieces, the 

shelves being so arranged that they may be withdrawn readily. Tests may 

be made with any standard machine. The briquets are tested as soon as they 

are removed from the water. The bearing surfaces of the clips and briquets 

must be carefully centered and the load applied continuously at the rate of 

600 pounds per minute. Testing machines should be frequently calibrated in 

order to determine their accuracy. Briquets that are manifestly faulty, or 

which give strengths differing more than 15 per cent from the average value 

of all test pieces made from the same sample and broken at the same period, 

should not be considered in determining the tensile strength. The average 

tensile strength in pounds per square inch of not less than three briquets is 

compared with the average tensile strength of not less than three standard mor- 

tar briquets made at the same time and by the same operator wtih the same 

cement and Ottawa sand. : 

Rattler Test for Paving Brick. (A. S. T. M. Standard Test C7-15.)— 

Following is a brief description of the rattler test. For a detailed description 

reference should be made to the book of A. 8. T. M. Standards, 1916. 

The standard rattler test is used for the purpose of determining the resistance 

to wear of vitrified paving brick. The machine should conform in every re- 

spect to the standard requirements covering the construction of the rattler. 

The abrasive charge consists of 10 cast-iron spheres, weighing when new 74 

pounds each, and a sufficient number of small spheres, weighing when new 

0.95 pounds each, to bring the collective total weight of the charge to as 

nearly 300 pounds as possible. Both small and large spheres should be 

standardized from time to time, as called for in the detail specification. ‘The 

brick charge consists of 10 brick, none of which would be rejected on visual 

inspection. They should be thoroughly dried previous to testing. The test 

consists of subjecting the brick to 1800 revolutions of the rattler at the rate of 

not less than 294 nor more than 304 revolutions per minute. At the conclusion 

of the test, the brick are reweighed, rejecting any piece weighing less than 1 

pound. The percentage of wear is calculated from the following formula: 

Original weight—final weight 
Original weight 

Per cent wear= «100. 
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METHODS OF SELECTING AND SHIPPING SAMPLES. 

The following directions for selecting and shipping samples of nonbituminous 

materials should be followed in connection with materials which are to be 

tested in the laboratory for conformity with the foregoing specifications. It 

should be noted that most of the tests for size or grading of broken stone, slag, 

gravel, sand, etc., may and showld be made frequently in the field or at the 

plant with a set of screens or sieves and a rough balance. 

General Directions.—(1) Samples should be taken so as to represent as 

nearly as possible an average of the bulk of material sampled, and in case of 

principal materials for the higher types of roads, they should also be selected 

with a view to ascertaining the maximum variation in characteristics which the 

materal may possess. (2) Samples should be packed in such manner as to 

withstand rough shipment, and special precautions should be taken to prevent 

the obliteration or removal in transit of tags or identification marks. (3) Noti- 

fication of shipment of samples, with statement of identification marks and 

such other descriptive information as may be necessary should be promptly 

forwarded to the laboratory. 

Information Accompanying Samples—Whenever possible, the following 

information should be furnished the laboratory in connection with each sample 

submitted : 

1. Identification mark. 8. Date sample taken. 

2. Name of material. ; 9. Place sample taken. 

8. Name and address of producer, or |10. Sample taken from (quarry, crusher, 

owner of deposit. bin, pit, plant, car, storage pile, or 

4. Location of plant or deposit. mixer). 

5. To be examined for conformity with | 11. Quantity represented by sample. 

specification. 12. Material shipped in car No. 

6. Name and location of road where ma- | 13. Date material shipped. 

terial is to be used. 14. Date material received at destination. 

7. Proposed use and type of construction | 15. Date used or to be used if satisfactory. 

in which material is to be used. : 

Time and Plant of Sampling.—(1) Whenever practicable, nonbituminous 

materials Should be sampled at the place of occurrence or manufacture at such 

time as to allow the test controlling acceptance or rejection to be made in 

advance of shipment. (2) When impracticable to take samples as above met- 

tioned, they should be taken from the shipment immediately upon delivery. (3) 

Samples should always be taken when the appearance or quality of the material 

changes. 

BROKEN STONE. 

Sampling for Quality.—When tests for physical properties are required, a 

preliminary sample should be taken from each proposed source of supply at 

least two weeks before final acceptance. The preliminary sample may, however, 

35 
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be omitted in cases where material from a well-known source of supply has 

been tested within one year previous to the date of acceptance or rejection. In 

such case the report of the last previous test may be used as the basis of ac- 

ceptance or rejection. Mixed samples may be taken when deemed necessary. 

Each sample should weigh at least 25 pounds and be composed only of sound 

interior rock strictly representative of that which it proposed to use. ‘The 

fragments should be 2 inches in size or larger. In addition, one piece which 

should measure at least 3 by 4 by 6 inches will be required if a toughness test 

is to be made. This piece should be free from seams and cracks, and should 

have the bedding plane marked if practicable. Samples should be shipped in 

tight boxes or heavy burlap bags. 

Sampling for Size or Grading.—Broken stone may be sampled for size at 

the crusher, from bins, cars, or storage piles on the job. A composite sample 

composed of-samples from different parts of the supply is advisable. Samples 

should weigh not less than 10 pounds for material containing fragments # 

inch in diameter. Samples of larger aggregates should increase in size up to 

about 60 pounds, depending upon the diameter and weight of the largest frag- 

ments present. When laboratory tests for size are required, samples should be 

shipped in tight boxes or heavy close canvas bags. 

BROKEN SLAG. 

Sampling for Quality.—Slag should be sampled from the crusher or that por- 

tion of the dump which it is proposed to use, at least two weeks and not more 

than one month before final acceptance. Additional samples should be taken 

during progress of the work, whenever the quality or appearance of the slag 

changes, and at such other times as may be directed. For the French co- 

efficient of wear determination, each sample should weigh at least 25 pounds 

and be composed of fragments 2 inches in size or larger. Samples of approxi- 

mately 100 pounds of each size will be needed for determinations of weight per 

cubie foot, but such test should ordinarily be made at the crusher or on the job. 

Tight boxes or heavy burlap bags should be used as containers when shipping 

samples of slag. 

Sampling for Size or Grading.—The same directions given under broken 

stone apply to broken slag. 

GRAVEL. 

Samples of pit run gravel proposed for use in water-bound gravel road con- 

struction should be taken at least 10 days and not more than 6 months prior 

to the date of acceptance or rejection, and, if from an accepted source of supply, 

whenever, during the progress of the work, the gravel appears to change 

markedly in either quality or grading. Great care should always be exercised 

in sampling a gravel pit to insure obtaining material for test which is strictly 

representative of that which it is proposed to use. A number of samples may: 

be taken from a single pit if necessary to cover the probable range in grading 

of the available material. Samples of pit run gravel should weigh from 50 to 

75 pounds. 

Samples of screened gravel may be taken at the plant, from bins, storage 

piles, barges, or cars. A composite sample composed of samples from different 

parts of the supply is advisable in order to determine the average composi- 

tion of the material. Every shipment of gravel for bituminous ‘concrete or 

Portland cement conerete should be sampled, in which ease no single sample 

should represent over 100 cubic yards. Samples should weigh from not less 
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than 10 pounds, for material containing fragments up to #-inech in diameter, 

up to 60 pounds, depending on the size of the largest fragments present. 

Shipment of samples should be made in tight boxes or close-woven cloth bags. 

SAND. 

Before approving a source of supply, samples of sand should be taken at 

least 10 days prior to the date of acceptance or rejection. Pit samples should 

be taken only from freshly exposed surfaces, and the number of samples from 

any given deposit should be sufficient to cover the extreme range in quality of 

that portion of the deposit which it is proposed to use. Hvery shipment of 

sand for bituminous concrete, Portland cement concrete, or grouting should be 

sampled, and no single composite sample should represent over 100 cubic yards. 

Additional samples should be taken whenever the appearance of the sand 

changes. In the case of sand for sheet asphalt, frequent samples should be 

taken daily at the plant from the drum or bin. 

Samples of sand should weigh approximately 10 pounds. They should be 

shipped in tight boxes, case, or close-woven cloth bags. 

MINERAL FILLER. 

Each shipment of mineral filler should be sampled. When shipped in bags 

a composite sample should be prepared from one sample taken from each 20 

bags in the shipment. A 1-pound sample may be submitted for examination 

shipped in a tight box or can. 

TOTAL MINERAL AGGREGATES. 

When the grading of the total mineral aggregate for bituminous concrete 

or binder course is specified frequent samples shouid be taken daily at the 

plant from the drum or bin. Such samples should weigh approximately 10 

pounds and if shipped should be placed in tight boxes or cans. 

SAND-CLAY OR TOP SOIL. 

Before approving a source of supply samples of natural sand-clay mixtures, 

top soil, sand, or clay should be taken at least 10 days prior to the date of 

acceptance or rejection. The number of samples from any given deposit should 

be sufficient to cover the extreme range in quality of that portion of the 

deposit which it is proposed to use. Additional samples should be taken 

whenever the appearance of the material changes. When an artificial mixture 

is made on the road fragment samples of the finished mix should be taken. 

Samples should weigh approximately 10 pounds and if shipped should be 

placed in tight boxes or cans. 

PORTLAND CEMENT. 

Hither individual or composite samples of cement may be submitted. 

Samples should be taken either at the mill or from cars. Individual samples 

from cars should represent not more than 50 barrels. If taken from bins, 

each sample should represent not more than 100 barrels. Composite samples 

taken from cars should be made up of a sample from 1 sack in each 40 

sacks, or 10 barrels combined to form one sample. Composite samples taken 

at the mill may be either from the conveyor delivering to the bin, in which case 

one sample of 8 pounds should be taken from each 100 barrels passing over; 
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from the bins themselves by means of proper sampling tubes, provided samples 

are taken from points well distributed over the face of the bins; or from the 

bins at the point of discharge, provided sufficient material is drawn from each 

discharge to obtain samples representative of the material in the bins. In no 

ease should a single composite sample represent over 200 barrels. Samples 

should be shipped and stored in air-tight containers. Before testing, they 

should be passed through a 20-mesh sieve in order to thoroughly mix the 

sample, break up lumps, and remove foreign material. 

PAVING BRICK. 

Samples of vitrified paving brick may be taken at the point of manufacture 

or from cars at the point of delivery. Samples from the plant should preferably 

be taken from the kiln at the time of emptying. One or more sets of tests, de- 

pending upon the size of the kiln, each set consisting of three separate tests, 

should be made on each kiln. Each test in a set of three should represent 

approximately a single degree of burning (based on the position of the brick 

in the kiln), and all 10 of the brick in a single test should be of the same 

approximate degree of burning. In general, samples selected from piles at the 

plant should be as nearly as possible representative of the entire run of the 

brick. Samples from piles should be taken from as many different points corre- 

sponding to the length, breadth, and depth of the pile as possible. In no case 

should they be confined to the upper or outer few layers. Where controversy 

arises regarding the admissibility of certain types or portions of the lot, en- 

tire test samples may be selected from such types or portions having a char- 

acteristic appearance in common. When sampled at the point of delivery, a 

representative sample should be taken from each carload received. Consid- 

erations covered under sampling from piles at the plant apply equally to sam- 

pling from cars. No bricks should be included in the test lot which would be 

rejected on the basis of cracks, chips, or other defects covered by the specifica- 

tion clauses for visual inspection. Samples should be shipped in stout boxes or 

crates in lots of 12, put up in 2 rows of 6 bricks each, separated by a wood 

partition. 
STONE BLOCK. 

Stone block may be sampled for quality and size either at the quarry or from 

cars. A preliminary sample for quality consisting of at least four standard 

blocks should be submitted from each proposed source of supply at least two 

weeks prior to the date of acceptance or rejection. Additional samples of 

blocks may be taken from time to time during the progress of the work, when- 

ever the quality or appearance of the blocks varies, and at such other times as 

may be directed. No sample should include blocks which would be rejected on 

visual inspection. Preliminary samples may be omitted in cases where material 

from the proposed source of supply has been tested within one year prior to the 

date of acceptance or rejection, in which cases the report of such tests may be 

used as the basis for acceptance or rejection. Samples of stone blocks should 

be shipped in stout boxes or crates, 
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SCOPE OF THE BULLETIN.! 

This bulletin is based on information secured from the analysis 
of a year’s business (1912) on 212 general farms in Marion and Polk 

Counties, Oreg., and a general farm practice study in the Willamette 
Valley covering a period of several years. It presents some of the 
more important factors which influence the profits on the farms 
studied, shows why the ‘‘valley” or silt loam farms are operated 
more efficiently than the ‘‘red hill” or clay farms, and makes recom- 
mendations that should materially increase the profitableness of 
general farming throughout the Willamette Valley. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Of the 212 farms embraced in this study 68 are located on the clay 
soil and 144 on the silt loam soil. 

1 The figures presented in this bulletin are those secured in a typical year before the war, 1912. It would 

be impracticable to offer recent figures, because of the unstable conditions prevailing the last few years. 

The prime emphasis is not to be placed on the presentation of comparative profits for one year, but on the 

lessons which these figures set forth. In short, it is the desire merely to indicate some of the fundamentals 

of farming success in the Willamette Valley, drawing upon one typical year for practical illustrations and 

showing the relationship between the various factors in farming. 

59107°—18—Bull. 705——1 
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Some of the factors which tend to influence efficiency on these 

farms are: (1) The area of land in summer fallow; (2) the income 

per productive animal unit; (3) crop yields; and (4) the percentage 

of the field-crop area devoted to clover and other legumes. 
Clover seed was a profitable crop in 1912. During that year over 

10 per cent of the total receipts of the silt loam farms were derived 
from the sale of clover seed, though the crop occupied only 4.5 per 
cent of the rotation area. 

Comparative yields and values of the cereal crops per acre strongly 
indicate that the area devoted to oats on both the clay and silt loam 
farms should be reduced, with a view to growing more profitable 
crops. 

The farm income of the clay farms was 4.35 per cent of the capital 
invested, as compared with 6.64 per cent for the silt loam farms. 
In other words, the silt loam farms were a half more profitable 
than the clay farms. The clay farms grow less clover and other 
legumes than the silt loam farms, had a greater acreage and lower 
yield of oats, and had a much larger percentage of the rotation area 
lying idle as summer fallow. ‘ 

Crop yields may be increased materially on most of the farms 
studied by devoting more of the tillable land to clover and other 
lecumes. A few of the silt loam farms were probably devoting 
sufficient area to these crops. 

That clover can be grown successfully on the clay farms is shown 
by the 53 trials, covering over 1,000 acres, on 83.8 per cent of which 
successful stands were obtained. 

AGRICULTURAL HISTORY OF THE VALLEY. 

Between 1850 and 1860 most of the prairie lands of the Willamette 
Valley were brought under cultivation. Even as early as 1844 
there was a surplus wheat crop of 10,000 bushels. In the very be- 
ginning of the agricultural development of the valley, wheat became 
the leading crop. Oats were also an important crop, and corn was 
grown in a limited way. Timothy and cheat’ were the principal 
hay crops. Clover was tried superficially and pronounced a failure 
because the first trials failed to give satisfactory stands. From the 
most reliable information available it appears that wheat in those 
early days yielded from 30 to 40 bushels per acre and oats from 50 
to 75 bushels. 

For a number of years the land produced a crop each year. How- 
ever, the soil soon became infested with wild oats, and about 1865 
the farmers began to summer fallow; that is, the land was clean 
cultivated once in every three or four years. Under this system of 

1 Bromus secalinus. 
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farming crop yields gradually declined. ‘The average yield of wheat 
for the Willamette Valley during the early eighties was not far from 
17 bushels per acre. The United States Census report shows that the 
average yield of wheat for Benton, Clackamas, Lane, Linn, Marion, 
Multnomah, Polk, Washington, and Yamhill Counties for the year 
1880 was 14.9 bushels per acre. 

The practice of summer fallowing from one-fourth to one-third of 
the land each year and the production of wheat and oats to the 
exclusion of almost all other field crops has prevailed on the red hill 
or clay type of soil to the present time. On the silt loam or ‘‘val- 
ley”’ soil, on the other hand, radical changes in the type of farming 
have taken place. Clover and vetch were introduced during the 
eighties and early nineties, and the practice of summer fallowing 
has practically been abandoned on this type of soil. The influence 
of these leguminous crops on crop yields and the efficient management 
of these farms will be shown in the tables which follow. 

TYPES OF SOIL. 

The 212 farms which constitute the basis of this study are located 
on two distinct types of soil, Salem silt loam and Salem clay.1 The 
Salem silt loam is locally known as ‘‘valley”’ or ‘‘prairie”’ soil. It 
occupies the level and gently rolling valley lands. The soil is a brown 
to black silt loam, 18 to 24 inches deep. The subsoil is a yellowish 
to red clay loam which becomes heavier with the depth. The Salem 
clay type is locally known as ‘‘red hill’”’ soul. It occupies a series 
of ro'ling hills on either side of the ‘‘valley”’ or silt loam soil. The 
Salem clay soil consists of 12 to 15 inches of red clay, which is under- 
lain by a clay of much the same color and texture as the surface 
soil. ; 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED. 

Definitions of some of the terms used in this discussion may be 
found helpful in studying the tables which follow: 

Improved land.—The usable portion of the farm. It includes the 
tillable area and any portion of the farm that has been improved 
sufficiently to furnish fairly good pasturage. 

Rotation area.—That portion of the farm upon which field crops 
are changed about from year to year. It includes the areas in field 
crops, summer fallow, and pasture in rotation. It does not include 
the area in fruit and garden. 

Field-crop area.—That portion of the farm occupied by the field 
crops. 

1 Salem silt loam and Salem clay are terms applied to these soils by the Bureau of Soils, U. S. Depart- 

ment of Agriculture, when making a soil survey in Marion and Polk Counties, 1903. 
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Crop indea.—The yielding power of the soil of a given farm or 
group of farms expressed as a percentage of the average yielding 
power of the soil of all farms in the community. 

Animal unit.—A mature horse or cow, or as many smaller animals 
as require the feed of a horse or cow, namely, 2 head of young cattle, 
2 colts, 5 hogs, 10 pigs, 7 sheep, 14 lambs, 7 goats, 14 kids, or 100 hens. 

Productive anvmal unit.—Includes all animal units except work 
horses. 

Receipts.—The gross income of the farms from all sources. 
Expenses.—The total amount necessary to conduct the farm busi- 

ness during the year. It includes, besides all cash outlay, deprecia- 
tion of equipment and buildings and all unpaid family labor (excepting 
that of the operator) used in conducting the farm business. 

Farm income.—The difference between the gross receipts and the 
expenses.. It is the amount available to the farm family for living, 
saving, and paying debts after the expenses of conducting the farm 
business during the year have been paid. It does not include what 
the farm furnished directly toward the family living. 

Percentage farm wncome is of capital invested.—Farm income does 
not include the amount the farm furnishes the family in the way of 
food, fuel, and the use of the farm dwelling. Neither do the expenses 
include the value of the operator’s labor and the cost of his board. 
These two amounts, that is, what the farm furnished the family and the 
value of the operator’s labor and the cost of his board, were so nearly 
equal on the farms studied that percentage farm income is of capital 
invested is used in this discussion to measure the efficiency of farming. 

average crop yields of all the farms in the community. It is found as in the following example: 
A particular farm produces— 

2,000 bushels of cornon 40 acres, 

1,200 bushels of wheat on 40 acres, 

' 900 bushels of oats on 30 acres, and 
120 tons of hay on 80 acres. 

The average yields of the above crops in the community are: Corn, 60 bushels; wheat, 32 bushels; oats, 

40 bushels; and hay, 1? tons per acre. Hence, on the average, the areas required to produce the above 

quantities of the products mentioned are— 

2,000+60= 33.3 acres of corn, 

1,200+32= 37.5 acres of wheat, 

900+40= 22.5 acres of oats, and 

120+-1%= 68.6 acres of hay. 

Total=161.9 

Thus, it requires 190 acres on the farm in question to produce what 161.9 acres produces on the average. 

Hence, 1 acre produces on this farm 161.9+190, or 85.3 per cent as much as the average acre of the com- 

munity. 
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USE AND VALUE OF LAND. 

The comparative size of farm, value of real estate per acre, and the 
use made of the farm area on the two types of soil are shown in Table I. 

TasLe I.—Relation of type of soil to use and value of land on 212 farms in Marion 
and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Salem 
Use and value of land. Polen silt 

y- loam 

SATOAA MS MCE MLSS TEUL GING erst mOMeayrey. aan EDA NL ates Nasco ou UN emcee Ne ae ere atta) ose Sia a\a Slavs 68 144 
PARVOLACO SIZE Olfarna (ACKES) os Raye tae FA RS) od Bay RE RR Bk Cee 260 175 
WIE OUTeaNeSLAtONPeTIACTe! © ems sem Mune 6. OU a Ju ae ea). Se eeeerloelse alae = ays aloe $89 $112 
Percentage of farm area in— 

ItmnprovedilandyssS hen Sb esa kk oe ame oy as AME ae Ri tS or era 71.2 73. 6 
Millaplelandes = asses. ee. sl heyecte) hah N a, ie sl RN ee ESR 2 aden a ote ot 67.9 70.9 
TRG 55 Bs BE Ae A RES UY Se ole ee Pate eae ee eae Seer Gt ae CW Rb oe ee 63.7 65. 3 
IRHGIG! GOES a eae ob as Gag Ace Aer OMS ie aes RP ea eae eR ees ai Ce 46.7 62. 2 
LER SUID = mh SRE OB CE eI ee ieee CR Le os a Tg AGES yey aN 26.7 27.8 
Ste wtalll oweserst ert tess eee eerie ss fete ere ee sites ered 15. 6 1.8 
IEvRbun eave | opens (rae Seer «Mee oe er an eae Ean Se, re ete ea rs Ua ER A 5 1.0 
Vi ava Gleave) = Sere ie ARTES alls ee Se et mann cr a MeMMRRIENE NTs Te /vere, 1 Dp BONIECSu 8 ay rs 24.9 22.7 
SVVFE1S LONE EAT) Cl pate yee pepe espe le eters ehrcyepsiieea tera aiayaial al Hike eeprameie eae IO i lsat 22 3.9 Bh 7/ 

It will be seen that the 68 clay farms averaged 85 acres larger and 
had a real-estate value $23 per acre less than the silt loam farms. 
There was 2.4-per cent more of the farm area in improved or usable 
land and 13.8 per cent less of the farm area lying idle as summer 
fallow on the silt loam farms than on the clay farms. The relation 
of these differences to the comparative efficiency of farming on the 
two types of soil will be indicated elsewhere. 

USE OF CAPITAL. 

The average investment and the use made of capital on the 212 
farms are shown in Table II. The clay farms had an average of 
$3,873 more capital than the silt loam farms, and the silt loam farms 
had 0.6 per cent more of the total capital invested in working capital 
than the clay farms. 

TaBLe I1.—Use of capital on 212 farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

F Salem Salem 
Use of capital. clay. |siltloam. 

ENCUITMID ETON ATS es syle Saale athe SEN ia Bre hee ess beeen ay 2 68 144 
AV eSUIME Ht AOU a RUd seen ses). oe emmeec eee ney nioy,. Uma Meaney Oia en en S AUEE R VEEL $25, 330 $21, 457 
Percentage of investment on— 
LG STBNIOY Se sae Pic IANA 5 ces Set Ge TN Aoi cay ae les 4 St fe 91.6 91.0 
mniplementstanadumra Chinerype as see esses is cians See eee Slee eine iat Sanne ees 1.9 2) 
HELV CISLOC Keane y= SRS SET em oe aL cana SSR Se mea ee iss: tem CRIA 5.9 6.2 
HeCHrAnGismppliessy eat = Meee ctere sete ea cteioie ane teeta eos ela ius ceue en eae ose oil ml 
(Chaysle. (i@ rabea Seay cree YUN OC OS A ey Ae UO ee ee ee a a Rl 6 ao) 
MOLI ONCADILale tne sath pemeoe cae sea SS )h OU 2k Se ee D eRe ae 8.4 9.0 
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TYPES OF FARMING. 

The number of farm, records obtained in the survey made in 
Marion and Polk Counties in 1912 is not sufficient to justify com- 
parisons of the many types of farming to be found in the Willamette 
Valley. For this reason all of the records of the survey except 212, 
those representing general or mixed farming, were discarded. The 
types of farming practiced on these 212 farms will be considered 
from the standpoint of the use made of the rotation area, the live 
stock kept, and the sources of income. 

RELATION OF THE ROTATION AREA TO TYPE OF FARMING. 

Figure 1 represents graphically the use made of the rotation area 
on the two types of soil. Oats, it will be seen, were the most promi- 

POTATOES 

PAST URE 

MISC. CROPS 

SUMMER FALLOW 

144 SALEM SILT LOAM FARMS 

OATS 

WHEAT 

| HAY 

CLOVER SEED 

POTATOES 

PAST URE 

MISC. CROPS 

SUMMER FALLow 

Fic. 1.—Utilization of rotation area on 212 farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

nent crop grown, and oats and wheat occupy relatively about the 
same percentage of the rotation area on the clay farms as on the 
silt loam farms. The types of farming followed on the two soils 
differ materially in the percentage of the rotation area devoted to 
clover seed, hay, and summer fallow. The prominence of the oat 
crop and the difference in the uses made of the rotation, it will be 
seen later, have considerable influence on the comparative profit- 
ableness of farming on the two soils. 

RELATION OF LIVE STOCK TO TYPE OF FARMING. 

Figure 2 shows the number of animal units kept per 100 acres of 
improved land, and the number of animals of each kind kept per 
farm. It will be seen that dairy cows were the most important 
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productive animals kept on these farms. Work horses, it must be 
remembered, are not considered productive animals. Sheep stood 
second in importance on the clay farms, and hogs on the silt loam 
farms. The clay farms kept relatively less stock than the silt loam 

KIND OF ria roan at 144 SALEM 
"ANIMAL ours] SALEM CLAY FARMS rARM SILT LOAM FARMS 

DAIRY COWS 

BULLS 

YOUNG CATTLE 

| STEERS 

Fig. 2.—_Number of animal units per 100 acres of improved land and number of animals per farm on 212 

farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

farms. ‘The total animal units kept per 100 acres of improved land 
on the clay farms were 10.02, as compared with 13.77 on the silt 
loam farms. These are very low complements of live stock. In 
other words, live stock on these farms was kept as a side line to cash- 
crop farming. 

68 
SALEM CLAY FARMS 

144 SALEM 
SILT LOAM FARMS 

RECEIPTS AVERAGE RECEIPTS PERCENTACE) 

OF 

RECEIPTS 

OATS 

WHE AT 
POTATOES 
HAY 

FRUIT 
CLOVER SEED 
MISC. CROPS 

DAIRY CATTLE 
HORSES 

POULTRY 

SHEEP 

HOGS 
STEERS 

| GOATS 

INCREASE FEED 
AND SUPPLIES 

MISC. RECEIPTS 

Fic. 3.—Percentage of receipts and amounts received from different sources on 212 farms in Marion and 

Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

RELATION OF SOURCES OF INCOME TO TYPE OF FARMING. 

The percentage of receipts from different sources for the two types 
of soil are shown in figure 3. The clay farms received 58.2 per cent 
of their receipts from the wile of crops, and the silt loam farms 58.1 
per cent. The clay farms, it will be observed, received practically 
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all of their crop receipts from the sale of oats and wheat. While 
oats and wheat lead on the silt loam farms also, 10.1 per cent of the 
total receipts were from clover seed, 7.6 per cent from hay, and 7.4 
per cent from potatoes. It will thus be seen that the silt loam farms 
had receipts from a much greater variety of crops. 

The total percentage of receipts derived from all kinds of live 
stock was 36.2 on the clay farms, and 33.6 on silt loam farms. 
Obviously these farms were not dealing extensively in live stock. 
As a source of direct income the dairy cow was the most important 
animal kept on both kinds of soil. On the clay farms horses stood 
second, poultry third, sheep fourth, and hogs fifth. On the silt loam 
farms hogs were second, poultry third, horses fourth, and sheep fifth. 

CLAY AND SILT LOAM TYPES OF FARMING CONTRASTED. 

It will be seen, therefore, that the type of farming practiced on the 
68 clay farms during the year 1912 was that of grain farming under 
a system of summer fallowing approximately one-fourth of the 
rotation area each year. Oats occupied more than twice as much 
land as wheat, and oats, wheat, and summer fallow occupied 87.3 
per cent of the rotation area. General live stock were kept as a 
side line, dairy cows being the most important productive animals. 

The type of farming practiced on the 144 silt loam farms was more 
general and diversified than that practiced on the clay farms. While 
oats and wheat were still the leading crops, hay and potatoes were 
given much more prominence. Clover-seed production was also a 
very important minor farm enterprise, and only 2.7 per cent of the 
rotation area lay idle as summer fallow, as compared with 24.5 per 
cent on the clay farms. General live-stock production was also 
carried as a side line, and dairy cows were slightly more prominent 
than on the clay farms. 

SOME FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE EFFICIENCY. 

Many factors influence efficiency on general farms in the Wil- 
lamette Valley. Some of these are of minor importance and make 
little difference in the financial results. Others are very important 
and largely determine success or failure on most farms. In discuss- 
ing this topic only those factors are considered which are largely 
within the control of the farmer and which stand out prominently 
as contributing to the profit or loss of these farms. 

SUMMER FALLOW. 

From 40 to 50 years ago the practice of summer fallowing the land 
once every three or four years was universally followed in the Wil- 
lamette Valley. While the practice still prevails on the clay farms, 
it has practically disappeared on the silt loam farms. 
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TasLe III.—Relation of summer fallow to percentage farm income is of capital on 212 
farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Rotation area in summer fallow. 

On Salem clay. On Salem silt loam. 
Item. 

25 per | Over 25 50 per 
None. cent or per None. cent or 

less. cent. less. 

NAD COI ATINS min cle les Pore loc ni tee e See See eS nelobee se 11 28 127 17 
Average percentage ofrotation area in summer fallow. 0 17.6 33.9 0 18.8 
PARTE RAC CICADA D = oe ao me ey fsiciats Tee <oysdoe on Seige ote $11,783 | $27,030 | $28,891 | $20,936 $25, 5382 
PMVELACG AlMMNINGOMO LL -.8t eee eee. 2s $68 $1, 375 $985 $1, 471 $1, 081 
Percentage farm income is of capital.............-.-. 5. 83 5.09 3. 41 7.02 4,23 

In Table III the farms are divided according to the percentage 
of the rotation area that was in summer fallow. Of the 68 clay 
farms, 11 had no summer fallow, 29 had 25 per cent or less, and 28 
had over 25 per cent of the rotation area in summer fallow. Of the 
144 silt loam farms, 127 had no summer fallow and 17 had more or 
less summer fallow. Using as a measure the percentage farm in- 
come is of the capital, it will be seen that the groups of farms having 
no summer fallow were operated most efficiently. By dividing 5.83 
by 3.41 it will be seen that the clay farms having no summer fallow 
were 1.71 times as efficient as those having over 25 per cent of the 
rotation area in summer fallow. Likewise the silt loam farms having 
no summer fallow were 1.66 times as efficient as the farms having 
summer fallow. Hence, efficiency on these farms may be increased 
by adopting cropping systems and rotations which will decrease the 
acreage in summer fallow. 

INCOME PER PRODUCTIVE ANIMAL UNIT. 

Where crops are grown and fed to live stock on the farm, few 
factors have as great an influence as income per productive animal 
unit. Although a farm produces excellent crops, it may still be low 
in efficiency if the crops produced are fed to live stock of inferior 
quality or if poor judgment is used in marketing live stock and live- 
stock products. 

TaBLE 1V.—Relation of income per productive animal unit to percentage farm income 
is of capital on 212 farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

[Farms on the two types of soil divided into three groups, according to income per productive animal unit.] 

Income per productive animal unit. 

Tisan. On Salem clay. On Salem silt loam. 

Less $44 to Over Less $44 to Over 
than $44. $62. $62. than $44. $62. $62. 

INmibeniotfarms.. 255.552. Beeen oeee ese 26 20 22 47 47 50 
Average income per productive animal unit $29 $50 $77 $2 $53 $82 
PAVELOLe CApIlal j-).- 54-555: = «cepa we west $25,739 | $27,841 | $22,564 | $21,090 | $20,118 $23, 060 
Average farm income........-.-.---------- $738 $1, 154 $1, 488 $931 $1, 248 $2, 056 
Percentage farm income is of capital-...... 2. 87 4.15 6. 60 4,41 6. 21 8.92 
Crop index..... eoveceecceaeeesscotuscagerc 96 102 102 89 106 110 

59107°—18—Bull. 705——2 
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From Table IV it will be seen that farm income was 6.6 per cent of 
the capital invested in the group of clay farms having an income of 

. $77 per productive animal unit as compared with 2.87 per cent in 
_ the group of farms haying but $29 income per productive animal 
unit. Likewise the group of silt loam farms having an average 
income of $82 per productive animal unit made 8.92 per cent as 
compared with 4.41 per cent for the group having but $29 income 
per productive animal unit. Evidently, farm efficiency on both the 
clay and silt loam soils was greater where the income per productive 
animal unit was greater. 

Securing a high income per productive animal unit in the main 
involves (1) the use of farm animals as scavengers to consume all 
feed that would otherwise go to waste; (2) economical and efficient 

feeding; (8) the breeding up of animals which will sell well and use 
feed economically; and (4) the use of good business judgment in 
marketing. 

The variation in the percentage farm income is of capital in the 
different groups of farms in Table IV was partly due to a variation 
in crop yields, for it will be seen that the groups of farms haying the 
highest income per productive animal unit also had the highest cropin- 
dex. LEspeciallyis this true with the groups of siltloam farms where the 
crop index varies from 89 in the group of farms receiving $29 per 
productive animal unit to 110 in the group receiving $82 per pro- 
ductive animal unit. On the clay soil the influence of crop yields 
was not so prominent, since the variation in crop index only ranged 
from 96 in the group of farms receiving $29 per productive animal 
unit to 102 in the group receiving $77 per productive animal unit. 

CROP YIELDS. 

In Table V the farms are divided into groups according to crop 
index. The crop index of the clay farms is based entirely upon the 
68 clay farm records. Likewise, the crop index of the silt loam 
farms is based only upon the 144 silt loam farm records. 

Taste V.—Relation of crop yields to percentage farm income is of capital on 212 farms 
in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Salem clay. Silt loam. 

Item. Crop Crop Crop Crop Crop Crop 
index 91 | index 92 |index 107 | index 89 | index 90 | index 110 
and less.) to106. |andover.|andless.| to109. |and over. 

Nomber OMannns.223-b oe. eet io 0) - 23 23 22 43 50 51 
Average cropindex.. 20225. j= see == 79 99 118 76 101 124 
Income per productive animal unit........ 340 $55 $59 $43 $55 $66 
Capital taveteoe) Oe Aes SEs Xi $24,764 | $22,021 | $28,472 | $21,630 | $21,798 $20,975 
Farm income (average)......--.---------- | $653 $1,085 $1, 596 $746 we Peas 
Percentage farm income is of capital....... | 2. 64 4.93 5. 61 3. 44 
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The crop indexes of the three groups of clay farms were 79, 99, and 
118. The percentage that farm income was of the capital for these 
three groups of farms was 2.64, 4.93, and 5.61, respectively. It will 
be observed that the percentage for the group of 22 farms with an 
average crop index of 118 was 2.12 times as great as that for the 
group of 23 farms whose crop index averaged 79. The influence of 
crop yield on efficiency was even more pronounced on the silt loam 
farms. The crop indexes of the three groups of silt loam farms were 
76, 101, and 124, while the percentage that farm income was of capital 
for these three groups was 3.44, 6.81, and 9.25, respectively. In other 
words, the group of 51 farms with an average crop index of 124 was 
2.69 times as efficient as the group of 43 farms with an average crop 
index of 76. 

The difference in the percentage farm income is of capital in the 
different groups of farms in Table V is the result of the combined 
influence of crop yield and income per animal unit; for, as the table 
shows, those farmers whose yields were highest also obtained, on the 
average, the highest income per animal unit. Tabulations not given 
here show that of the difference between the farm incomes of the 
lowest and those of the highest groups, from $250 to $300 is due to 
difference in income per animal unit. Most of the remainder is due 
to difference in yield. 

PERCENTAGE OF FIELD-CROP AREA IN LEGUMES. 

The field-crop area is that portion of the farm upon which crops 
were grown during 1912, the year the farm survey was made. During 
that year a very limited area was devoted to leguminous crops on the 
clay farms. For that reason Tables VI, VII, and VIII deal only 
with the 144 silt-loam farms. In Table VI the farms are divided 
according to the percentage of the field-crop area in legumes—i. e., in 
clover, alfalfa, peas, and beans. 

Taste V1.—Relation of percentage of field-crop area in legumes to percentage farm income 
1s of capital on 144 silt loam farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Per cent of field crop area in legumes— 

Item. 

None. |Under 18.) 18 to 33. | Over 33. 

Num benOffarms: sees.) lek eee see Nees eee eee 35 37 37 35 
Average percentage of field-crop area in legumes...........-----|.--------- 12.0 26.0 44.8 
Average improved land (acres).....-.--..------------+---+-----+- 112 133 139 121 
PACT ERAS OCA Ub aleve ei eis Ne epee ie 8s tS eM 2 PRR aie $19,821 | $23,368 | $23,272 $19, 181 
Average farmuUnCOMes 2/4205: see acmc aves sce cles ce sceeen scl $770 $1, 425 $1. 834 $1, 648 
Percentage farm income is of capital............-.-...---------- 3. 89 6. 10 7. 88 8. 60 

Of.the 144 farms in Table VI, 35 grew no legumes. There were 
37 farms with an average of 12 per cent, 31 with an average of 26 per 
cent, and 35 with an average of 44.8 per cent of the field-crop area in 
legumes. The percentage farm income is of capital for these groups 
of farms was 3.89, 6.10, 7.88, and 8.60, respectively. It will be seen 
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that the group of farms having an average of 44.8 per cent of the field- 
crop area in legumes was operated 2.21 times as efficiently as the 
group of farms that grew no legumes. 

PERCENTAGE OF FIELD-CROP AREA IN CLOVER. 

Table VI shows the influence of all legumes collectively on the 
returns of the silt-loam farms. Table VII is confined to a single 
legume—clover. Of the legumes grown on these farms, clover is by 
far the most important, with vetch occupying second place. 

Taste VII.—Relation of percentage of field-crop area in clover to percentage farm income 
is of capital on 144 silt loam farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Per cent of field- 
crop area in clover— 

Item. Allfarms.| None. 

Lessthan| 20or 
20. more. 

Nim berortarms: 5.5 se toe oa neoe nen pase nee eee 144 61 45 38 
Average per cent of field-crop area in clover.........-----..-.-- 12:0 .|aeeneciem 3 11.1 32.7 
AVEFARECADILAL: oreo cea misn cis aan asi eee Sanne <i> eRe erEeee $21,457 | $20,228 | $23, 192 $21, 372 
Av erdre farmyINCOM Cs PPE aoe ce = eee eee ee p= ae eee $1, 425 $1, 026 $1,614 $1, 843 
Percentage farm income is of capital..................-.-------- 6. 64 5.06 6.96 8.63 

The ifnportance of the clover crop is shown in Table VII. Of the 
144 farms, 61 grew no clover in 1912. Forty-five farms had an 
average of 11.1 per cent, and 38 farms had an average of 32.7 per 
cent of the field-crop area in clover. The average farm incomes of 
these three groups of farms were 5.06, 6.96, and 8.63 per cent, respec- 
tively, of the capital invested. The 38 farms having an average of 
32.7 per cent of the field-crop area in clover were 1.71 times as 
efficient as those having no clover. 

CLOVER-SEED PRODUCTION. 

Table VIII shows that clover seed was a very profitable crop in the 
Willamette Valley in 1912. The average yield per acre on the 54 
farms that produced clover seed was 286 pounds for the first crop 
and 108 pounds for the second crop. The average price received for 
clover seed was 14.67 cents. The yields and prices are averages for 
both red and alsike clover for the year 1912. 

Tasie VIII.—Relation of clover-seed production to percentage farm income is of capital 
on 144 silt loam farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Per cent of receipts 
from clover seed— 

Item. None. 

Lessthan| 14or 
‘ 14, more. 

INIINDOHOLIATINS 3.22. case e acces onc m ann hc oe aoe eta ee ania eta 90 28 26 
Average percentage of receipts from clover seed......-.----------+--------|---------- 6.8 32.4 
AVOTAUGCADIUAL. oc sccm secs te one eens ir ob niet nsic.n/ nm mieten erie ai mel $19,900 | $21,971 $26, 291 
ALY erage farsn Cincom 6 M5. y=5 =o. a. O52 2. Sane = ecm eeo yma ese Sia $1,075 $1, 709 $2, 332 
Percentage farm income is of capital......---.--.-----------+e--eeee eee 5. 40 7.78 8. 87 
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There were 90 farms on which no clover seed was sold. On 28 
farms 6.8 per cent, and on 26 farms 32.4 per cent, of the receipts 
were from the sale of clover seed. The average farm incomes of 
these three groups were, respectively, 5.40, 7.78, and 8.87 of the capital 
invested. Thus 26 farms which received an average of 32.4 per 
cent of their receipts from the sale of clover seed were 1.64 times as 
efficient as the 90 farms that sold no clover seed. 

CHOICE OF CEREAL CROPS. 

Table IX shows the comparative value and yield of oats, wheat, 
barley, and corn per acre in the Willamette Valley. The yields per 
acre are averages computed from the United States Census Reports 
for the years 1880, 1890, 1899, and 1909. The values per acre are 
based upon the average prices of these crops at Portland, Oreg., for 
the 10-year period, 1906 to 1915,inclusive. The price of barley is used 
in computing the value of corn, it being assumed that these two crops 
are approximately equal in value, pound for pound. 

TasLe I1X.—Comparative value and yield of oats, wheat, barley, and corn per acre for the 
nine counties of the Willamette Valley, Oreg. (U.S. Census Reports 1880, 1890, 1899, 
1909). 

Yield and value per acre. Oats. Wheat. | Barley. Corn. 

Yield per acre: 
Bushell seesee paca ae sade acs ceiicioee sine Betetetols scans elopieeeere 28.5 te 9 26.8 26.9 
IPQ BING. - cadassodesseogessacoasnossaccdeoccueSrEesseaocacs 912 1, 134 1, 286 1,506 

Walle DOF BOI. cé .3c6ek pdeoseer a cecapeo ose cc odoBEeeeEesaaaonno-e $12. 14 $16.53 $16. 15 $18. 92 

From the standpoint of value as stock feed, 912 pounds of oats 
are not to be compared with 1,134 pounds of wheat, 1,286 pounds of 
barley, or 1,506 pounds of corn. It will also be seen that there is a 
marked difference in the cash value of these crops, oats being worth 
$12.14, wheat $16.53, barley $16.15, and corn $18.92 per acre. 

TABLE X.—Comparative value and yield of oats, wheat, and barley per acre on 212 farms 
in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (): 

ae (68 Salem silt loam (144 farms). 

Yield and value per acre. 

Oats. Wheat. Oats. Wheat. | Barley. 

Yield per acre: 
BUG es CSE See ey Mee ae ne cle est ae meena 30.8 Done 37.7 22.0 36.6 
12 CDC Bi i.6 See ese ae SOE IEE UAC HEE So ae ees 986 1,512 1, 206 1,320 1, 757 

WEIS TOSIR EYOIO S Sark Ber ae Oe SISO Se See ae $13.12 $22. 02 $16. 05 $19. 23 $22. 06 

Table X shows the comparative value and yield per acre of oats 
and wheat on the 68 clay farms, and of oats, wheat, and barley on 
the 144 silt loam farms for the year 1912. The values per acre in 
this table are also based on the average prices at Portland, Oreg., 
for 10 years. Of the 68 clay farms, only one reported barley, and 
barley is therefore not considered under the clay type of soil. 
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It will be seen that the average yield of wheat on the clay farms 
was 526 pounds per acre greater than the yield of oats; also that the 
wheat crop was worth $8.90 per acre more than the oat crop. Differ- 
ently stated, the wheat crop was worth 1.68 times as much per acre 
as the oat crop. On the silt loam farms, according to Table X, the 
yield of oats per acre was 114 pounds and 551 pounds, respectively, 
below the yield of wheat and barley. Likewise, the cash value of 
the oat crop per acre was $3.18 and $6.01, respectively, below the 
value of the wheat and barley crops. 

If Tables [IX and X represent even approximately the comparative 
values and yields per acre of oats, wheat, barley, and corn, the profit- 
ableness of general farming in the Willamette Valley may be increased 
ereatly by a readjustment of the acreage devoted to these crops. 
Since oats occupied 43 per cent and wheat but 19.8 per cent of the 
rotation area on the clay farms, it would appear from a study of 
Table X that oats should largely be replaced by wheat or some other 
more profitable crop. It should be remembered, however, that most 
of the wheat crop of the clay farms was grown upon land that had 
been summer fallowed the previous year, while little or none of the 
oat crop was grown on summer-fallowed land. 
On the silt loam farms studied in 1912 oats occupied 38.8 per cent 

of the rotation area. This was nearly twice the area occupied by any 
other crop. A study of Tables [IX and X seems to indicate also that 
much of the oat crop on the silt loam farms can be replaced profitably 
by other crops. While Table IX shows that corn is the most profit- 
able of the cereal crops, the moist fall and winter climatic conditions 
of the Willamette Valley practically limit its production to what can 
be used on the farm. Owing to its superior yield corn should be 
grown much more extensively, especially for silage and fall and early 
winter feeding. It will be claimed by some that much of the oat 
crop is produced on land that will not raise good barley. While there 
may be some merit to this claim, most Willamette Valley soils pro- 
duce good yields of barley. Since barley is the equal of oats, pound 
for pound, as a general stock feed, and since our present knowledge 
indicates that there is a marked difference in the yield of the two 
crops, it appears that the acreage of oats should be cut down and that 
barley should be grown more extensively. 

SOME FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE CROP YIELDS. 

Table V shows that the percentage farm income of capital was 
highest in the group of farms having the highest average crop yields. 
Any means whereby crop yields may be increased, therefore, should 
be highly important. The following discussion deals with a few of 
the more practical ways of increasing crop yields. 
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RELATION OF LEGUMINOUS CROPS TO CROP YIELDS. 

Table VI shows that the group of silt loam farms having the 
greatest percentage of the field crop area in legumes was operated 
most efficiently. Apparently, therefore, the legumes were profitable 
crops... Aside from being profitable crops themselves, legumes also 
affect the yields of other crops. Table XI shows the influence of 
lecuminous crops on the yields of potatoes, wheat, oats, and hay on 
the 144 silt loam farms in 1912. 

Taste XI.—Relation of percentage of field-crop area in legumes to crop yrelds on 144 
farms on silt loam soil, Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Per cent ey field crop area in 
es. ee All No ae 

i farms. | legumes. 

Under 18.) 18 to 33. | Over 33. 

INGO? OL RTS co cee SSeS ASEH EL ease SEERA males 144 35 37 37 35 
Average percentage of field-crop area in legumes..... 20.4 cle ease 12.0 26.0 44.8 
Crop yields per acre 

Potatoes (bushels) Ly ES SE Tees 2 a Be 150. 2 132.8 145.5 172.0 183.5 
Wiheaindousinels)) saya) Mae ed oe 22.0 18.8 21.5 23.8 230K 
OAaTSH(oUSHElS eee oo eT a Se ee cree 37.7 28.5 38.3 40.9 44.5 
TEA? GDS) jee See TDN OE 1.94 1.82 2.00 1. 86 2.07 

(CHOYS) (IAG Obs ets a ee nes ene ae 100 83 100 105 111 

There were 35 farms that grew no legumes, 37 that had an average 
of 12 per cent, 37 that had an average of 26 per cent, and 35 that had 
an average of 44.8 per cent of the field-crop area in leguminous crops. 
The yields of potatoes and oats increased steadily, though not in the 
same ratio, as the percentage of the field-crop area in legumes in- 
creased; the yield of wheat of each of the three groups of farms 
erowing legumes was considerably higher than that of the 35 farms 
having no legumes; and the groups of farms growing legumes had 
slightly higher yields of hay than did the group having no legumes. 
Crop index, it will be observed, varied from 83 for the group of farms 
having no legumes to 111 for the group having an average of 44.8 
per cent of the field-crop area in legumes. 

Figure 4 is a graphical representation of the percentage of increase 
in the yields of potatoes, wheat, and oats for the three groups of 
farms of Table XI which grew legumes, as compared with the yields 
of these crops for the group of farms having no legumes. It will be 
seen that the percentage of increase in the yields of potatoes and oats 
advanced steadily from group to group, although not proportionally, 
as the percentage of field-crop area in legumes increased; and that the 
percentage of increase in the yield of wheat advanced in the two 
groups of farms having an average of 12 and 26 per cent of the field- 
crop area in legumes and then declined one-half per cent in the next 
group. The yields of wheat, potatoes, and oats for the group of 

farms having an average of 44.8 per cent of the field-crop area in 
legumes were 26, 38, and 56 per cent greater, respectively, than the 

yields of these crops for the group of farms that grew no legumes. 
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RELATION OF CLOVER TO CROP YIELDS. 

Of the leeuminous crops grown on the silt loam farms, clover was 
by far the most important, with vetch second. In Table XIT the 
farms are arranged in groups according to the percentage of the field- 
crop area devoted to clover. 
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AVERAGE PERCENTAGE OF FIELD CROPS IN LEGUMES 

Fig. 4.—Percentage of increase in crop yields with increase in percentage of field crop 

area in legumes on 144 silt loam farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

TaBLE XII.—Relation of percentage of field-crop area in clover to crop yields on 144 silt 
loam soi farms, Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1212). 

Per cent of field-crop area 
in clover. 

All 
Item. farms. 

No Less 20 or 
clover. | than 20. | more. 

Numiberjofifarms:*: sapc ec ce cee ee 32 3 <'o ss oi5cq . ee 144 61 45 38 
Average per cent of field-crop areain clover............---.---- 1250 | Saeeeee 11.1 32.7 
Crop yields per acre: 

Potatoes (bushels) 150. 2 140. 4 159. 0 163. 7 
Wheat (bushels)... . 2 22.0 20. 5 22.1 24.9 
Oats (bushels)... - 37.7 34.1 38. 2 45. 5 
Hay (tons)...... 1. 94 1. 82 2. 00 2.05 

Cropinicior ss foe, sore ee ae ee maen oa = Glo us as0 ale SORE 100 92 102 113. 
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On 61 farms no clover was grown; 45 farms devoted less than 20 
per cent and 38 farms over 20 per cent of the field-crop area to clover. 
It will be observed from this table that the yields of potatoes, wheat, 
and oats steadily increased when the percentage of the field-crop area 
in clover increased. The yield of hay, also, was approximately one- 
fourth of a ton per acre greater on farms growing clover than on those 
having no clover. The crop index ranged from 92 for the group of 

PERCENTAGE OF INCREASE IN YIELOS 

327 
PERCENTAGE OF FIELD CROP AREA IN CLOVER 

Fig. 5.—Percentage of increase in crop yields with increase in field-crop area in 

clover on 144 silt loam farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

farms that grew no clover to 113 for the group having over 20 per cent 
of the field-crop area in clover. 

Figure 5 shows the percentage of increase in the yields of potatoes, 
wheat, and oats for the two groups of farms in Table XIT which grew 
clover, as compared with the yields of these crops for the group of 61 
farms having no clover. The average yields of wheat, potatoes, and 
oats for the group of 45 farms having 11.1 per cent of the field-crop 
area in clover were 8 per cent, 13 per cent, and 12 per cent higher, 
respectively, than the yields of these crops for the group of 61 farms 
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having no clover. Likewise the average yields of potatoes, wheat, 
and oats for the group of 38 farms having an average of 32.7 per cent 
of the field-crop area in clover were 17 per cent, 21 per cent, and 33 
per cent higher than the yields of these crops for the group having 
no clover. 

RELATION OF SUMMER FALLOW TO CROP YIELDS. 

In considering the influence of summer fallow on crop yields, it 
must be remembered that 40 to 50 years ago the practice of summer 
fallowmg the land once every three or four years was extensively 
followed in the Willamette Valley on both the clay and silt loam types 
of soil; that this practice is still generally followed on the clay soil, 
but has almost disappeared on the silt loam soil. Table XIII shows 
the comparative yields of potatoes, wheat, oats, and hay on both the 
clay and silt loam farms with and without summer fallow. 

TaBLE XIII.—Relation of swmmer fallow to crop yields on 212 farms in Marion and 
Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Salem clay. Salem silt loam. 

Item. Without | With | Without] With 
summer | Summer | SUumMmMer | SUMmer 

fallow. fallow. fallow. fallow. 

INumiperofiarmsiee esa 24 os Sees od oo ne a Eee eee 11 57 127 17 
Crop yields per acre: 

potatoes! Gbusuels)). = 42-5: =.= - P= tac ..30 eee ee eee 177.8 192.6 155.9 98. 4 
Wiheati(bushels)- 22-252 3.- 0-222 ee Oe ee ane 23.9 25. 3 21.9 23.5 
@ats (bushels) Fe os. 22. oes occ 5 See eee ae ee 27.0 31.2 37.9 36.5 
[ELI (WOES) noob tee on oe a SUB osleeen: Bot sadasocos 22 ~ 1. 87 2. 04 1.94 1.76 

Croppndox ees) oe ae neces = ee 22 6 ae CeCe eee 90 101 101 96 

From Table XIII it will be noted that 57 of the 68 clay farms had 
more or less tillable land lying idle as summer fallow, and that only 
17 of the 144 silt-loam farms were still practicing the summer-fallow 
method. The clay farms having summer fallow had higher crop 
yields than the clay farms having no summer fallow, the relative 
crop index of the.groups with and without summer fallow being 101 
and 90, respectively. On the other hand, the silt loam farms having 
no summer fallow had higher crop yields, for all crops except wheat, 
than the few farms practicing summer fallowing.. Because wheat 
follows summer fallow, its yield should be affected by summer fallow 
more than the yield of any other crop. The crop index of the silt 
loam farms having no summer fallow was 101, whereas that of the 
17 farms with summer fallow was 96. 

It appears, therefore, that on the silt loam farms having no sum- 
mer fallow, cropping systems have been adopted that give higher 
crop yields than are secured on the 17 farms still practicing summer 
fallowing. This has been accomplished, it is safe to say, by the in- 
troduction of the leguminous crops. It is reasonably certain that 
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clover and other legumes would do as much for the clay-soil farms; 
for farmers who have been growing clover for a number of years on 

the clay soil claim that they are getting increased yields. 

BARNYARD MANURE AND DRAINAGE. 

There are other ways of increasing crop yields besides those 
brought out by the survey data, among which may be mentioned the 
use of barnyard manure and drainage. It is a well-recognized. prin- 
ciple in agriculture that crop yields on almost any type of soil may 
be increased by a more liberal use of barnyard manure. LHspecially 
is this method of increasing crop yields applicable where the soil 
has been receiving little animal or vegetable manure. The farmer 
who adopts this method must see to it that the live stock kept are 
high-producing animals. He must also use good judgment in mar- 
keting his live stock and live-stock products. If this is not done, he 
may increase his crop yields without increasing his profits. 
Much of the agricultural land of the Willamette Valley is so low 

and level that it is water-logged during much of the time in winter. 
There probably is no other way by which crop yields on such land 
can be increased as easily as by drainage. In some localities the 
individual farm can be drained independently. In other localities the 
land is so level that it will be necessary to organize drainage districts 
and work cooperatively in order to get an outlet for the water. 

RELATION OF SOIL TYPE TO PERCENTAGE FARM INCOME IS OF 
CAPITAL. 

_ Table XIV shows the comparative percentages farm income is of 
capital on the two major types of soil found in the valley. On the 
68 clay farms, it will be seen, farm income was 4.35 per cent of the 
capital invested, as compared with 6.64 per cent on the 144 silt loam 
farms. That is to say, the silt loam farms were operated 1.52 times 
as efficiently as the clay farms. The question naturally arises as to 
the cause of this difference. 

Taste XIV.—Relation of type of soil to percentage farm income is of capital, on 212 
farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Salem Salem 
Item. clay. | silt loam. 

INDE Offarmsiys 655. 2 sae eee ventas. 4 snaint isi oee eee Seema rear aes eK uy 68 144 
PCRS ALea ONLIMPLOVed LAN Gere jeans Aes 3 == = see eae meee oe cele tee 185 128.5 
PA OLAC OCA DULALALTUVES UCC =|-2 sae te = See aes eye icy sie = = inset eeise Te de ysis pee eee lable $25, 330 $21, 457 
PAM CRAPO MAEM COMO <eeias-(- (seep aes eee we oa es = OME ee ee ee er OEE $1, 103 $1, 425 
Rereentage farm income is OfGapitalicc 32.25: 522 --- eee cease see sede eee bi. 6. 64 

From Table XIV it will be observed that the clay farms had 56.5 
more acres of improved land and $3,873 more capital to use than 
had the silt loam farms. Therefore, the difference in the efficiency 
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of these farms was not due to the lack of capital or usable land on 
the part of the clay farms. Neither was it due to the difference in 
the valuation of real estate on the two types of soil, for Table I 
shows land was worth $89 per acre on the clay farms and $112 on 
the silt loam farms. 

CAUSES OF THE DIFFERENCE IN EFFICIENCY. 

(1) An average of 73.6 per cent of the farm area of the silt loam 

farm, as shown by Table I, was improved land, as compared with 
71.2 per cent for the clay farms. Thus the silt loam farms have 
available a slightly higher percentage of improved land. 

(2) The silt loam farms produced clover seed, whereas the clay 
farms produced none. As shown in Table VIII, clover seed in 1912 
was a very profitable crop. This contributed materially to the dif- 
ference in the efficiency of the farms on the two types of soil. 

TaBLeE XV.—Relation of types of soil to income per productive animal unit and to crop 
yield on 212 farms in Marion and Polk Counties, Oreg. (1912). 

Salem Salem 
Item. clay. | silt loam, 

Number offarmsy 2c cscnciss sss -ct-ce 22 eo ce ons ace eee Renee ee 2. 68 144 
Average income per productive anima] unit per farm,.....-.....-..------..--------- $51 $55 
Average productive animal units per farm. |... 5. 2cee ence ace see eee: eee 13. 87 13.19 
Crop yields per acre: 

‘Potatoes\(pushels)\s%22 ccs. -osecs cee eee sce eee ne Ree eae = oe eee a ees 187. 7 150. 2 
Oats((oushels) 27) te: o's ec eal cles bo Ack bois ee nn Soe 2 30.8 37.7 
Wiheat\(bushels)aos52- oe se. o6 - 9-6 seem ceeds - 4-p 4 seep eee -- oo aes 25. 2 22.0 
PVayA(GOMS) jeoec sce sheets lee c ce seo ae eee eens Se ee ante ae ne. ee See 2.0 1.9 

|G) 0) oS 8 (0 (>.< Ce See a eee ee a is oe Ss A 3 A SE RN alot 96 102 

a Crop index of this table is based upon the 212 records. 

(3) Table XV shows the number of productive animal units per 
farm, the income per productive animal, and the crop yields on the 
two types of soil. It will be seen that the clay farms had an average 
of 13.87 productive animal units per farm, as compared with 13.19 
for the silt loam farms; and that the income per productive animal 
unit was $4 greater on the silt loam farms than on the clay farms. 
This would give the silt loam farms an income approximately $55 
per farm greater than that of the clay farms. 

(4) rene Table XY it will also be seen that potatoes, wheat, and 

hay,, three of the four leading crops upon which crop index in this 
table is based, gave higher Hlde on the clay farms than on the silt 
loam farms. Oats, on the other hand, gave the highest yield on the 
silt loam farms. However, the crop index of the clay farms was 96 
as compared with 102 for the silt loam farms. The difference in 
the yield of oats on the two types of soil and the large percentage of 
the rotation area devoted to that crop (see fig. 1) are the causes of 
the clay farms having the lower crop index. Hence, the difference 
in the percentage farm income is of capital on the two types of soil 
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may be attributed, at least in part, to the low yield and large acreage 
of the oat crop on the clay farms. . 

(5) Perhaps the greatest cause of the lower efficiency of the clay 
farms is the practice of summer fallowing approximately one-fourth 
of the rotation area each year. During the year 1912, 24.5 per cent 
of the rotation area on the clay farms lay idle as summer fallow, as 
compared with 2.7 per cent on the silt loam farms (see fig. 1). The 
practice of summer fallowing diminishes net receipts in two ways. 
In the first place, the land being summer fallowed represents idle 
capital from which there is no return. Secondly, the cultivation of 
the idle land during the summer-fallow year materially increases the 
operating expenses. On the clay farms 46.1 per cent of the gross 
receipts were required for operating expenses as against 37.7 per 
cent on the silt loam farms. The work of cultivating the summer 
fallow is very largely responsible for this difference. 

STARTING CLOVER ON THE CLAY SOIL. 

From what has been said in this discussion it should be evident 
that the profitableness of farming on the clay soil can be greatly 
increased by adopting cropping systems or rotations that will do 
away with the summer-fallow practice, and in which clover and other 
leguminous crops will have a prominent place. Until very recently 
a very large percentage of the farmers on the clay soil thought this 
was not feasible. During the last few years, however, many attempts 
have been made to grow clover on the clay soil. During the season 
of 1916 a detailed study of 53 trials of growing clover was made in 
order to determine (1) whether clover can be successfully grown on 

this type of soil and (2) the most practical ways of getting a stand. 
The success of the 53 trials, which included 1,111 acres, is shown in 
Table XVI. 

TaBLE XVI.—Results of seeding clover alone and with different nurse crops on Salem 
clay soil, Marion County, Oreg. 

Percentage of cases in which 
f : a Num- | Total the stand was— 

Nurse crop. Panaesot cle et | ber of | acres 
oh trials. | seeded. 

Good. Poor. Failure. 

- ———EE 

| 
fSyouitale? ORS OS Se Wee aie te Feb., Mar., Apr... 19 392 81.9 10.5 7.6 
SpPLineibanleye st. Soke Ue Sse SE es Gow y! 26 eae 1 18 LOOM fa) eS eR 2) pale 
DUEMSAWN eA ay Seen oe ee ele eee COs Sepebeaeee. 4 87 TOCA SR is ot Pa 
WAIEferAWihedte 8 Peat ee Ske pe ass Gost. - ae 13 202 5.7 11.4 3.0 

OP selector o ew eels <2 ee OF et ee 2 70 1 Be a ee ee 85.7 
VIMEET OATSE ACP AEE by os cay Marchibey ys jee 5 107 81.8 (5 10.7 
No nurse crop, clover sown alone. .| May-June........- SNe 235 1000S backeec esse cee 

KNOL a Mee Scenic 3 Mam Kear ROU! ACU GB ||) asibin 83. 8 6.5 9.7 

It will be noted that a good stand was secured on 931 acres of the 
1,111 acres seeded. In other words, 83.8 per cent of the area seeded 
gave satisfactory results. A good stand was secured on 100 per cent 
of the area seeded alone late in May or early in June. A good stand 
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was also secured on 100 per cent of the area seeded with spring 
barley and spring wheat. While the number of trials with these 
two crops is too small to draw very reliable conclusions, studies of 
starting clover elsewhere show that barley is one of the most satis- 
factory nurse crops. 

The results secured by seeding clover in the spring with spring oats, 
winter oats, and winter wheat are all that should be expected. The 
two trials of seeding clover in the fall with winter wheat strongly 
indicate that that method is unsatisfactory. 

METHODS. 

From a study of Table XVI three practical methods of starting 
clover on the clay soil are suggested: (1) Sown alone late in May or 

early in June; (2) sown with spring grain in the early spring; and 
(3) sown with winter wheat in the early spring. . 

1. Seeding clover alone.—For seeding clover alone in the late spring 
the land is plowed quite deep during the winter and kept thoroughly 
cultivated from early spring until seeding time. About 8 pounds of 
red-clover seed per acre are sown alone as soon after the 15th of May 
as weather conditions will permit. The seed is sown broadcast and 
covered with a harrow or corrugated roller. This is probably the 
surest method of getting a stand. It should be used only on land 
that never grew clover before, because the use of the land is practi- 
cally lost during the year the clover is seeded. Some farmers sow 
about 5 pounds of rape seed per acre with the clover. The rape makes 
good sheep, hog, or calf pasture in about six weeks after seeding. 

2. Seeding clover with spring grain.—When clover is seeded in the 
early spring with barley, wheat, or oats the land is plowed during 
the fall or winter and a good, firm, mellow seed bed prepared in the 
early spring. Eight pounds of red-clover seed per acre are sown late 
in February or early in March immediately after the grain. The seed 
is covered with the harrow or corrugated roller, preferably with the 
roller, as it packs the soil. 

3. Seeding clover in the spring with winter wheat.—When starting 
clover with winter wheat about 8 to LO pounds of seed per acre are 
sown broadcast late in February or early in March. If wheat has 
made sufficient growth it is an excellent plan to pasture the field off 
quickly with sheep. The tramping of the sheep covers the clover 
seed and packs the ground. After removing the sheep, the field is 
harrowed to loosen the surface. If no sheep are available, the seed 
is covered with the harrow. 

In starting clover by either of the above methods on land that 
never produced the crop before, the soil should be as free as possible 
from weeds. For this reason winter wheat grown on land that was 
well summer fallowed the previous season makes a good nurse crop. 
Clover requires a firm, compact seed bed. The corrugated roller is 
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an excellent implement with which to prepare the seed bed when 
seeding clover with spring grain. The application of barnyard 
manure practically insures a stand of clover. The manure should be 
applied in the fall or winter and plowed under or worked into the 
soil with a disk harrow. 

Inoculation.—The nodule-forming bacteria, that is, the organisms 
which enable the clover to utilize atmospheric nitrogen, are so essen- 
tial to the success of clover that land which has never produced this 
crop should be inoculated. The land to be seeded may be inoculated 
in two ways; by using a pure culture, or by using soil from a field 
that successfully produced clover the previous year. The pure cul- 
ture may be obtained in limited quantities from the United States 
Department of Agriculture or bought in large quantities from com- 
mercial concerns. Directions for use are sent with the cultures. 

Inoculation by the soil method should be performed as follows: 
Locate a patch of clover that grew thriftily the previous year. It 
may be necessary to go to some farm on the silt loam soil to find it. 
Collect soil from about plants which bear nodules on their roots. 
About 1 quart of this soil is placed in a bucket of water and thor- 
oughly stirred. The clover seed is placed upon a tight floor, damp- 
ened with the muddy water, using about 2 quarts to each bushel of 
seed, and shoveled over several times to be sure that each seed is 
dampened. After the seed has been allowed to dry in the shade 
(sunlight kills the bacteria) itis ready for seeding. The addition of 

one-fourth of a pound of glue to each gallon of water will cause the 
soil to stick to the clover seed.* 
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Method of Analyzing Farm Business. (Farmers’ Bulletin 661.) 

Economic Study of Farm Tractor in Corn Belt. (Farmers’ Bulletin 719.) 

Waste Land and Wasted Land on Farms. (Farmers’ Bulletin 745.) 
The Farmer’s Income. (Farmers’ Bulletin 746.) 

The Use of a Diary for Farm Accounts. (Farmers’ Bulletin 782.) 

The Windbreak asa Farm Asset. (Farmers’ Bulletin 788.) 

How the Federal Farm Loan Act+Benefits the Farmer. (Farmers’ Bulletin 792.) 
Minor Articles of Farm Equipment. (Farmers’ Bulletin 816.) 
Farm Reservoirs. (Farmers’ Bulletin 828.) 

Surface Irrigation for Eastern Farm. (Farmers’ Bulletin 899.) 
Farm Home Conveniences. (Farmers’ Bulletin 927.) 

1 Very similar methods of seeding clover in the Willamette Valley, Oreg., have been published in Farm- 

ers’ Bulletin 271, “Forage Crop Practices in Western Oregon and Western Washington,” and in Bureau of 

Plant Industry Circular 28, “Clover Seed Production in the Willamette Valley, Oregon.” 
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Care and Repair of Farm Implements: III. Plows and Harrows. (Farmers’ Bulle- 
tin 946.) 

Care and Repair of Farm Implements: IV. Mowers, Reapers, and Binders. (Farmers’ 
Bulletin 947.) 

Example of Successful Farm Management in Southern New York. (Department 
Bulletin 32.) 

Farm-Management Survey of 3 Representative Areas in Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa. 
(Department Bulletin 41.) 

Profitable Farming on Irrigated Areas in Utah Lake Valley. (Department Bulletin 
117.) . 

Farm-Management Practice of Chester County, Pennsylvania. (Department Bulle- 
tin 341.) 

Farming in Blue Grass Region, Study of Organization and Management of 178 Farms 
in Central Kentucky. (Department Bulletin 482.) 

Validity of Survey Method of Research in Farm Management. (Department Bulletin 
529.) 

Farm Practice in the Production of Hay in Steuben County, New York. (Department 
Bulletin 641.) 

Profitable Management of General Farms in the Willamette Valley, Oregon. Depart- 
ment Bulletin 705.) 

FOR SALE BY THE SUPERINTENDENT OF DOCUMENTS, GOVERNMENT PRINTING 

OFFICE, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Forage-Crop Practices in Western Oregon and Western Washington. (Farmers, 
Bulletin 271.) Price 5 cents. 

Farm Practices in Columbia Basin Uplands. (Farmers’ Bulletin 294.) Price 5 cents. 
A Successful Alabama Diversification Farm. (Farmers’ Bulletin 310.) Price 5 

cents. 

Replanning a Farm for Profit. (Farmers’ Bulletin 370.) Price 5 cents. 

How a City Family Managed a Farm. (Farmers’ Bulletin 432.) Price 5 cents. 

A System of Tenant Farming and Its Results. (Farmers’ Bulletin 437.) Price 5 
cents. 

Farm Bookkeeping. (Farmers’ Bulletin 511.) Price 5 cents. 

A System of Farm Cost Accounting. (Farmers’ Bulletin 572.) Price 5 cents. 
How to Use Farm Credit. (Farmers’ Bulletin 593.) Price 5 cents. 

Pasture and Grain Crops for Hogs in Pacific Northwest. (Farmers’ Bulletin 599.) 
Price 5 cents. 

How Farmers May Improve Their Personal Credit. (Farmers’ Bulletin 654.) Price 
5 cents. 

Management of Sheep on the Farm. (Department Bulletin 20.) Price 10 cents. 

Machinery Cost of Farm Operations in Western New York. (Department Bulletin 

338.) Price 5 cents. 

Costs and Sources of Farm Mortgage Loans in United States. (Department Bulletin 

384.) Price 10 cents. 

Farm Practice with Forage Crops in Western Oregon and Western Washington. (Bu- 

reau of Plant Industry Bulletin 94.) Price 10 cents. 

Farm Management, Organization of Research and Teaching. (Bureau of Plant In- 

dustry Bulletin 236.) Price 20 cents. 

Whatis Farm Management? (Bureau of Plant Industry Bulletin 259.) Price 10 cents. 

Farm Methods of Applying Land Plaster in Western Oregon and Wesiern Washington. 
(Bureau of Plant Industry Circular 22.) Price 5 cents. 

Factors of Efficiency in Farming. (Separate 617, Yearbook 1913.) Price 5 cents. 

O 
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INTRODUCTION. 

Sumac grows wild on uncultivated lands in a large -part-of the 
United States, and is especially abundant and accessible east of the 
Mississippi River, from Maine to central Georgia and Mississippi. 
(See Pl. I.) Plentiful stands are found on cut-over land, in old 
fields, in pastures, on mountain sides, in waste places, and on the 
edges of swamps in the Appalachian region. [Immense quantities of 
this valuable tanning and dyeing material, which costs nothing to 
raise, remain ungathered in this country every year, while vegetable 
tanning materials to the value of more than $5,000,000? are im- 
ported annually. If the sumac industry were well organized, the 
large quantities of this native tanning and dyeing material now 
wasted could be utilized in making leather and as a substitute for 
other dyes wherever practicable. This would serve to check the 
rising cost of similar tanning and dyeing materials, tc lessen our 
dependence on foreign Bonnin. and to give the countiy people in 
certain sections an aiiional source of employment. 

- Sumac has long been used in the tanning of leather and in dyeing 
fabrics. Its value for tanning depends chiefly upon the fact that it 

_ yields durable, light-colored or white leathers, and, consequently, it 
is used largely in the tanning of bookbinding, glove, and hat band 
leathers, and for removing darker-colored tanning materials from 
the surface of bag, case, and fair harness leathers. Sumac-tanned 
leathers have been found to be most durable and suitable for book- 

1 The writers wish to acknowledge the assistance of R. W. Frey of the Bureau of Chemistry in the 

chemical work connected with this investigation. 
2 Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States, 1916, U. S. Dept. of Commerce. 
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bindings and other purposes, where the leather must last indefinitely. 
The greater part of the gathered American sumac, however, is used 
for dyeing cotton goods. 

The sumac industry in the United States is of direct imterest to 
the country people of certain sections. It is largely a farm industry, 
since the sumac is harvested and cured by the country people, and 
is sold through country dealers for grinding or for the BLE Ug 
of sumac extract. 

In recent years the quantity of sumac harvested has been rela- 
tively much smaller than formerly. Cheaper materials for making 
light-colored leathers are in use, while the demands of dyers have 
not been large. American sumac, owing to careless gathering and 
curing, yields a darker-colored leather than the sumac imported from ° 
Sicily, and, smce sumac is used for tanning light-colored leathers, 
this quality renders the American product less desirable for this pur- 
pose and decreases the demand for it. Another reason for the small 
amount collected is that the gatherers often earned less than could 
be made at other kinds of work. 

Investigations with a view to the betterment of the conditions of 
collection and the improvement of the quality of American sumac 
indicate that the reestablishment of the sumac industry in this 
country on a firmer basis is entirely possible, and is especially desir- 
able at this time, when the importation of Sicilian sumac is restricted 
by difficulties of transportation. 

American sumac, if properly handled, will make an aedeesallteiit ante 
stitute for Sicilian sumac. Consumers of sumac must realize, however, 
that the first step necessary for the production of a high-grade sumac 
similar to the foreign article is proper gathering and proper curing 
which can be accomplished only by offering as an incentive to wih 
country people a price commensurate with ake quality. The better 
the sumac the better should be the price. In this way mutual benefit 
will be gained, and much will be done toward materially developing 
the domestic sumac industry. 

Statistics probably do not indicate accurately the quantity of 
sumac gathered in the United States, because careful records are not 
kept by gatherers and dealers of the amounts collected and used. 
The figures for domestic production given in Table 1 were compiled 
from the Census reports, and the figures for the imports on the 
reports on commerce and navigation of the United States, issued by 
the U. S. Department of Commerce. 

TaBie 1.—Production of sumac in the United States. 

Sumac extract. Ground sumac, 

Year. 
Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. 

: Pounds. Pounds. 
TODS pee sees ee 3,349,742 | $103,085 | 9,284,000 | $114,660 
LOD A Sere ee me cian ere 4,093, 619 95,958 5,061, 333 65, 190 
LOO Soe caesar 3, 148, 790 107, 486\)|.. 2-2. 223 | eee 
GLAS ONE Gsauee dee 4,512,361 DET i eae |-veeeeeeeees 
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TABLE 2.—Importation of sumac into the United States. 

Sumac extract (im- re d sumac (ge 
ported for consump- | “0UNC sumac (gen- 

Year. tion), eral importation). 

Quantity. Value. Quantity. Value. 

Pounds. Pounds. 
1, 277, 609 $54,535 | 8,383,570 | $192,647 
1, 266, 542 48,309 | 12,975,970 183, 136 
1, 356, 020 50,681 | 18,604, 6/4 276, 891 
1, 232; 830 54,171 | 10,974, 613 293, 229 
1,461, 373 54,899 | 13, 632, 861 299, 170 

987, 348 SONOZOM Meeps traces aa tote 
1, 389, 733 46,551 | 12,498,376 235, 154 
1, 270, 825, 44,568 | 14,489,776 297, 506 
1,029,792 42,973 | 10,770,400 | 258,738 

727,449 35,066 | 13,165, 182 323,448 
mS 36, 003 | 4,108 | 21, 542,3¢0 555, 276 

TI) Zee gets Belle ees oe Le ae aa Pete 2 Seo 11, 637, 023 365, 173 

Information. in the possession of the Bureau of Chemistry shows 
clearly that the consumption of domestic sumac during the two or 
three years prior to 1917 has been more than 10,000,000 pounds 
annually. Early in 1910 domestic sumac was quoted at $55 per 
ton. Sicilian sumac is now (May, 1918) worth from $102 to $105 per 

ton at the chief Atlantic ports. Domestic sumac recently (May, 1918) 
was quoted at $60 per ton. 

SPECIES OF AMERICAN SUMAC. 

Important species of sumac growing in North America are:: Dwarf 
sumac (Rhus copallina L.), white sumac (Rhus glabra L.), staghorn 
sumac (Rhus hirta (l.) Sudw.).. Other species which contain tannin 

are: Fragrant sumac (Rhus aromatica Ait.), American smoke tree 

(Rhus cotinoides Nutt.), coral or Jamaica sumac (hus metopium L.). 

Two species of sumac are poisonous, namely: Poison sumac, or 
poison elder (Rhus vernix L.), and poison or three-leaf ivy (Rhus 

radicans L.). 

Descriptions of the characteristics, together with the geographic 
distribution, of the more important species follow. 
DWARF SUMAC, sometimes called Brack or MounTarn sumac (Rhus 

copallina).—A shrub or sometimes a small tree with maximum height 
of 30 feet and trunk diameter of 10 inches. The leaflets are dark 
green, smooth on top, paler and often hairy underneath, with edges 
smooth or few-toothed toward the apex. The fruit grows in dense 
terminal clusters, is crimson in color, and is covered with fine hairs. 
The unmistakable characteristic of this species is the peculiar winged 
growth along the leaf stem between the leaflets (Pl. II, A). Dwarg 
sumac grows in dry soil, and may be found from Maine and southern 
Ontario to Florida and Texas, and west to Minnesota and Nebraska. 

WHITE sUMAC, sometimes called Smoorn, Upianp, or SCARLET 
sumac (Rhus glabra).—A shrub, or rarely a small tree, 2 to 20 feet 
high. The leaflets are dark green on top and whitish underneath, with 
edges sharply saw-toothed. The fruit grows in dense terminal 
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clusters, and is covered with short reddish hairs. The distinguishing 
characteristics of this species are the smoothness of the stalks and 
leaf stems, together with a bluish white bloom, a powdery film similar 
in appearance to that found on plums, which covers them and the 
under side of the leaflets (Pl. III). White sumac grows in dry soil 
from Nova Scotia to British Columbia, and south to o lorida, Missis- 
sippi, and Arizona. 
STAGHORN SUMAC, sometimes called Harry sumac (Rhus hirta, 

L.).—A shrub, or small tree, with maximum height of 40 feet and 
trunk diameter of 9 inches. Leaflets, dark green and nearly smooth 
on top, pale, and more or less hairy underneath, with edges sharply 
saw-toothed. The fruit, which grows in dense terminal clusters, is 
thickly covered with bright crimson hairs. The distinguishing 
characteristic of this species is the hairy growth along the stalks and 
leaf stems (PI.IV). Staghorn sumac is found in dry and rocky soils 
from Nova Scotia to Georgia, especially among the mountains, and 
as far west as southern Ontario, Minnesota, Missouri, and Mississippi. 

Since poison sumac sometimes is mistaken for the more common 
species, and its poisonous effects are usually very severe, it seems de- 
sirable to describe it as an aid in distmguishing poison sumac from 
the other species. 

Porson SUMAC, sometimes called Porson ELDER (Rhus verniz, L.).— 

A shrub, or small tree, with maximum height of 28 feet and trunk 
diameter of 6 inches. The leaflets are green on top and underneath, 
with edges smooth. The fruit, which grows in loose, open clusters, 
consists of smooth white or light gray berries. It should be noted 
that poison sumac differs decidedly from the important species in 
the color and cluster formation of its fruit. Furthermore, it may be 
easily distinguished from the dwarf sumac by the absence of the 
winged ecowbh along the leaf stems, and from the white and stag- 
bo sumac by its “smnoathe aed leaflets (Pi. V). Poison sumac 
almost invariably is found in swamps. It grows from southern 
Ontario and near the eastern coast in the Eastern and Middle States, 
south to Florida, and west to Minnesota, Missouri, and Louisiana. 

PRESENT METHODS OF GATHERING AND CURING AMERICAN SUMAC. 

COMMON NAMES USED BY GATHERERS. 

Sumac is commonly termed by the gatherers either “black” or 
“white.” ‘Black’? sumac refers to dwarf sumac (hus copallina), 
and ‘‘white’” sumac usually means white sumac (hus glabra), al- 
though it is believed that this term is sometimes applied also to stag- 
horn sumac (Rhus hirta). Rhus hirta is not so extensively gathered 
as Rhus glabra. In some sections, as in eastern Virginia, only the 
dwarf sumac is collected, while in others, such as the western part of 
Virginia and in West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania, both 
dwarf and white sumac are gathered. 
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KINDS AND CONDITION OF SUMAC DESIRED BY EXTRACT MANUFACTURERS. 

In eastern Virginia the dwarf sumac only is accepted, other species 
being positively refused. All contracts with gatherers specify that 
the sumac shall be of the dwarf species only. The leaves, leaf stems, 
and new growth of stalks if broken immediately below the lerpest 
leaf stem are acceptable. The reason given in eastern Virginia for 
not receiving the white species is that it contains a much baa: pro- 
portion, of pithy, milky stalks, and yields less extract. 

In western Maryland, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, and, in 
fact, generally in the sections which.supply northern mills, the leaves 
and leaf stems of all varieties, mixed or unmixed, are equally 
acceptable. 

PROPER TIME TO GATHER. 

Extract makers are opposed to the early gathering of sumac, even 
though the leaves apparently are mature. They state that the leaves 
gathered in May and June are light weight, do not yield as much ex- 
tract, and can not be handled as well in the extracting process. From 
the viewpoint of both gatherers and extract makers, the best time 
to gather sumac is in July, August, and September. Gathering may 
be continued until frost. The dropping off of the leaves, however, 
constitutes a loss, while the color of the extract made from red or 

poorly cured leaves is darker and less desirable than that made from 
light-colored, well-cured leaves. 

YIELDS PER ACRE. 

_ While sumac is very plentiful, especially in the eastern United 
States, it rarely covers thickly an area of any extent, but, inter- 
mingled with other vegetation, grows rather scattered in patches 
along old fence rows, and on cut-over and burned-over woodland. 
Reports have been received that in certaim sections it grows thickly, 
unmixed with other growth, and in sufficient areas to permit cutting 
with a mowing machine. Several cases of clean stand have been 
reported, but they have not come directly to the attention of the 
Bureau of Chemistry. A report has been received from: eastern 
Virginia of a tract of from 10 to 15 acres of burned-over and cut-over | 
land from which 5 tons of dwarf sumac (leaves, leaf stems, and cur- 

_ rent year’s stalk) were gathered. An estimate by the bureau, based 
on the material gathered from a measured area 20 by 30 feet of white 
sumac, gave a calculated yield of 4,864 pounds (green weight) per. 
acre. ‘This would give about 1,621 pounds of cured sumac. 

QUANTITY A MAN CAN GATHER IN ONE DAY. 

Many factors may influence the quantity a man can gather. Some 
of these are the experience and alacrity of the gatherer, availability 
or lack of teams for hauling, growth of sumac—whether dense or 
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scattermg—species of sumac collected, and whether leaves, leaf 
stems, and stalks, or only leaves and leaf stems are desired. The 
amount of sumac collected by one man in one day may weigh from 
150 to 600 pounds when dried, but averages between 200 and 300 
pounds. From experiments conducted by the bureau, in which the 
sumac was collected by an experienced gatherer, it has been esti- 
mated that the following amounts of sumac (leaves, leaf stems, and 
stalks combined) can be gathered in one eight-hour day by an energetic 

man, provided the stand is good, so that little time is lost in going 
from one patch to another: 

Dwari—728 pounds green; loss of water in curing, 54 per cent; cured sumac, 335 

pounds.! 

White—1,744 pounds green; lossof water in curing, 67 per cent; cured sumac 576 

pounds. 

Staghorn—952 pounds green; loss of water in curing, 58 per cent; cured sumac, 400 
pounds. 

Where the stand is scattering or the gatherer is slow, the quantity 
gathered will be less, but in no case should an able-bodied man be 
satisfied with less than 200 pounds of cured sumac (leaves and stalks) 
from his day’s work 

GATHERING AND CURING. 

The general practice followed in gathering is to break or cut (only 
the black can be broken readily) the new-growth stalk just below the 
lowest leaf stem. The sumac is then allowed to wilt in the sun for a 
few hours or a day, and hauled to a barn, where it is spread on the 

barn floor in a layer of from 1 to 3 feet in depth, or on racks which 
permit the circulation of air underneath. The sumac is then turned 
once or twice each day for a week to aid in the drying and to prevent 
the leaves from molding. Some gatherers do not let the sumac wilt 
in the sun, but spread it at once on racks in the barn or under cover. 
This method aids materially in producing sumac of the lightest and 
best color. * 

LOSS IN CURING AND HANDLING. 

Experienced gatherers estimate that the green sumac loses from 
50 to 60 per cent in weight during curmg. There is still further loss 
in weight between the time of purchase by: the dealer and the time 
of sale, due largely to loss of moisture, still present because of incom- 
plete drying, to falling of leaves, and- to the removal of adhering 
dirt. This loss between the purchase and sale by the dealer varies 
in amount from 5 to 15 per cent, thus making a total loss in weight 
from the original green sumac of from 60 to 75 per cent. 

Results of laboratory experiments on the curing of sumac (leaves, 
leaf stems, and stalks) given in Table 3 show losses while curing 
which agree well with those estimated by gatherers. 

1 The dwarf sumae was more scattered than the other two varieties. This may account for the com- 

paratively low figures for this species. 
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TABLE 3.—Loss of moisture in curing sumac (collected Sept. 28, 1916). 

Species. Duration] Loss of 
jof drying.) moisture. 

Days. | Per cent. 
ID WRI. sc cpaag eb ecBeec ets boSGe EEC a ees Bees aa a= See nee omer See eee kee 5 50.5 

25 53.2 
49 53.6 

ROA CREE ee ee Me eee hs TERE SON s Kole doa wis loonie J edie ene th eiete eke win tle ee 5 63.9 
25 66.1 
49 66.6 

SiPSIOHI ls jancdd Seddsaaseta cao Ee eo aaee CO aS ee Reeth 4s Shas Se oe ee aes 5 55.5 
: 25 57.3 

49 57.8 

There is reason to believe that the loss in curing on the farm is not 
so great as the loss observed in the bureau’s experiments, where the 
sumac dried out very thoroughly. The total loss in weight of the 
mixed leaf and stalks from gathering until it reaches the extract 
maker probably averages very close to 60 per cent. 

PREPARATION FOR TRANSPORTATION. 

Sumac received by the dealers from the farmers usually comes in 
bags, or is handled loose in wagonloads like hay, and in many in- 
stances may have been hauled as far as 20 miles. Many farmers pre- 
fer to deliver the sumac in wagonloads, as they claim that too much 
time is consumed by putting it up in bags. Since the sumac becomes 
very brittle when dried and the leaflets are easily broken from the 
leaf stems, much loss occurs in handling it loose. Dealers, therefore, 
as a rule, prefer to have the sumac delivered in bags. These bags 
cost the dealers 8 to 9 cents each, but are usually furnished without 
cost to the gatherers. Some gatherers, after drying the sumac, flail 
off the leaves and pack them in bags for shipment. Seventy-five 
pounds should be packed into a 4-bushel bag, but the average quan- 
tity put into them is about 40 pounds. 

From the small dealers to the extract manufacturers the sumac is 
usually handled in bags or bales. The cost of baling is about 10 
cents per hundredweight. : . 

PRICES PAID GATHERERS AND DEALERS. 

During the seasons of 1916 and 1917 in eastern Virginia the 
gatherers received from 90 cents to $1 per 100 pounds in trade from 
the dealers. ‘he extract manufacturers furnished bags for use in 
hauling and shipping the cured sumac. The dealers received from 
the extract makers $1.10 per 100 pounds for the bagged or baled 
material, which in this region includes the new-growth stalks as well 
as the leaves and leaf stems. In northern West Virginia and western 

. Maryland the gatherers received in 1916 for the leaves and leaf stems 
alone (no stalks) from 80 cents to $1 per hundred pounds in trade 

from the dealers, who in turn received $1.10 to $1.15 from the extract 
makers. In 1917 these prices were about 5 cents per hundred higher, 
In this section all varieties of sumac are mixed and well packed for 

shipment in bags furnished free of charge by dealers. 
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TANNIN CONTENT OF AMERICAN SUMAC. 

The leaves and leaf stems together of the three most important 
American sumacs—dwarf, white, and staghorn—when air-dried, 
contain approximately the same amount of tannin—that is, from 25 
to 35 per cent.! The leaves of fragrant sumac are said to contain 13 
per cent tannin, of American smoke-tree 21 per cent, and of coral 
sumac 8 per cent. Usually the quantity of tannin appears to be 
somewhat greater later in the season than in June and early July. 
The leaves contain the highest percentage of tannin after they are 
fully grown and before they begin to turn yellow or red. 

Analyses made in the Leather and Paper Laboratory of the Bureau 
of Chemistry of various samples of sumac gathered in Virginia, West 
Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania gave the following results: 

a i 

TaBLeE 4.—Tannin content of samples of dwarf, white, and staghorn sumac. 

Tannin panes and leaf Bini tei: 

Species. 

FA Maxi- Mini- 2 Maxi- Mini- 
Average. mum, mum. Average. mum. mum. 

Per cent.| Per cent. | Per cent. | Fer cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
Dwarts: 322 2 See eee 2 28 ee 8.95 35. 03 19. 46 Talal 9.94 5.09 
Witte ee ee ee eet 25.14 28.08 21.35 | 6.84 7.30 6.19 
Stashorn= 222 aoe cee else te eee ee 27.66 30.59 21.53 7.07 8.09 6.45 

Dwarf sumac, it will be seen, contains somewhat more tannin than 

staghorn or white sumac. ‘This bears out in a general way the state- 
ment of buyers in eastern Virginia, though this difference is of itself 
not great enough to justify the refusal of the white. The sumac 
samples analyzed were found to average 73.3 per cent leaves and 
leaf stems and 26.7 per cent stalks. The vari: on, however, was 
marked, extending, in the case of the leaves a 1 leaf stems, from 
54 to 89 per cent, and, for the stalks, from 11” +6 per cent. The 

large proportion’of stalks indicated by the percentage last given 
should never be permitted. Gatherers must be careful to break the 
stalk close to the lowest leaf stem, and not to gather the long stalk 
bare of leaves. If the stalks are broken close to the leaf stems, the 
sumac will usually meet the buyers’ demands. Dealers and extract 
makers very properly insist that the sumac as delivered shall not 
contain on an average more than 25 per cent of stalks. 

The portions of the plant usually considered of value for tanning 
and dyeing purposes are the leaves and leaf stems, although, as 
shown in Table 4, the stalks contain from 5 to 10 per cent tannin, an 

amount entirely too large to discard after the trouble and expense 
of collecting and hauling to market has been incurred. This tannin 
should be recovered, as an extract could be made from the stalks 

1 These figures apply more particularly to Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania sumacs. 
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DWARF SUMAC. 
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STAGHORN SUMAC. 
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and. off-colored leaves that would be satisfactory for tanning and 
dyeing purposes when color is not the primary consideration. 

Some extracts made from American sumac show the same results 
upon analysis as those made from the best Sicilian sumac, and con- 
tain coloring matter not more than 20 per cent in excess of that 
found in Sicilian sumac extracts. They can be bought at about 
three-fifths the price paid for extracts made from Sicilian sumac. 

SUMAC EXTRACT. 

Formerly the users of domestic sumac bought the leaves or ground 
sumac, which is the sumac leaf ground to a coarse powder, and made 
their own liquors for tanning or dyeing from these materials. In 
recent years: the grinding of sumac has decreased, and users have 
bought sumac extracts instead. The price of domestic sumac 
extract, which contains usually about 25 per cent of tannin and is 
sold on the basis of its tannin content, has increased materially in 
the past three years. In 1914 the quoted price per pound was about 
32 cents; in 1915, from 3? to 9 cents; in 1916, from 54 to 10 cents; in 

1917, from 4% to 5 cents; and at present (May, 1918), the price is 

44 to 5 cents per pound. A pound of extract contains approximately 
the same amount of tannin as a pound of sumac leaf, if anything 
somewhat less than a pound of the properly gathered and cured leaf. 

In making sumac extract the tannin is extracted with large 
quantities of water which must be evaporated in expensive copper 
pans under skilled supervision and at some expense for fuel. When 
the extract is to be used, as much or more water than was evaporated 

in making it is added to secure a tanning or dyeing solution of the 
desired strength. 

DISPOSAL OF EXTRACTED MATERIAL. 

So far as can be learned, no really useful method of disposing of 
the extracted leaves is in general use. The material is placed in 
large piles or ricks, or used to fill in waste places. A small quantity 
is used on farm land as a top-dressing to be plowed under. Analyses 
of the commercially extracted material given in Table 5 show its 
fertilizing value. 

TABLE 5.—Fertilizing value of commercially extracted sumac leaves and leaf stems and 
stalks. 

Ash. 

j : Phos- 
P Cal- Potas- 3 

eee Part of plant. pee cium | sium ee Gals |-Rotas- | Phos: 

oad: oxid™ toxid. | Total. | cium sium pews 
oxid. oxid. toxide 

iSDA Queene Leaves and leaf |Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent.|Per cent. 
Stems sean 5. 70 1. 66 0.11 0. 23 5213 32. 36 2.14 4.48 

DIASO Pee aes oc GC eR ele 5.33 1.95 09 ny) KB 36. 65 1.69 3.76 
B24 1G eae 5 = Stallkceasesee eae 4.59 1.31 .39 ~ 155 3.43 38.19 11.37 4.37 
Beau eecin|nsieeid GOeee ecco cs 4.59 1.44 alle 11 3. 24 41.36 5. 24 3.39 
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pee of a number of unextracted sumac samples gave: Ash, 
4 to 7.5 per cent; potassium oxid, 1.18 to 2.15 per cent. The ash of 
these pmples perieaned from 25 to 30 per cent of potassium oxid. 

Comparison of the percentage of potassium oxid (K,O) in the origi- 
nal material and in the water extract, as obtained for the tannin 
analysis, shows that although the unextracted sumac contains rather 
high percentages of potassium oxid, as is to be expected, this is almost 
entirely removed on extraction. These experiments were made on 
finely ground sumac leaves and leaf stems, whereas in commercial 
practice the extraction generally is made on the unground leaves 
and stalks, and consequently is not so thorough, especiaily in the 
case of the large stalks. This practice of arlene extraction on 
the unground leaves andl stalks undoubtedly accounts for the com- 
senate a high percentages of potassium oxid in the samples of 
commercially extracted stalks, analyses of which are given in Table 5. 

Except for the organic matter which it contains, extracted sumac 
has comparatively little value for the. farmer. However, in sections 
where sumac is gathered, where the land is usually dahon in organic 
matter, the extracted material can be profitably hauled a mile or two, 
especially if before scattering on the land it can be mixed and rotted 
with barnyard manure. 

CAUSES OF POOR QUALITY IN SUMAC. 

Lack of care and attention to details in gathering and curing 
results in sumac of inferior quality. Undue exposure to the sun 
or any exposure to dew or rain while green, and heating and molding 
resulting from too deep layers and insufficient turning during curing, 

cause a decided darkening of the leaves and materially reduce the 
percentage of tannin. The presence of stalks and red leaves in cured 
sumac is objectionable, because they produce an undesirable color 
on leather. Furthermore, since the stalks contain only about one- 
fourth as much tannin as the leaves, their presence. gives the mixture 
a lower tannin content. The presence of dirt or sand in cured sumac 
also is objectionable, for it increases the weight without increasing 
the tannin content, and leathers tanned with such sumac will darken 
because of the iron present. 

COOPERATION FOR BETTER SUMAC. 

One of the objects of this bulletin is to point out the necessity for 
helpful cooperation between gatherers, dealers, and extract makers, 
with a view to the production of higher-grade sumac and sumac 
extracts and the payment of higher prices to the gatherers for better 
sumac. This cooperation can be successfully maintained only if it: 
is mutually beneficial. The initiative and success rest with the final 
buyers, the extract makers, who, by offering a bonus for ‘“ extra”’ 
quality sumac, can encourage the gatherers to make special efforts 
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to produce a high-grade, bright, clean product. It is suggested 
that dealers and buyers keep on hand suitable samples, one to be 
known as “Standard,” for which they will pay the regular price, 
and another as “Extra,” for which a bonus of 15 to 30 cents per hun- 
dred will be ‘paid, for the information and guidance of gatherers. 
Sumac materially below “Standard” in color or quality should be 
bought only at a reduction. If the directions for gathering and 
curing given in this bulletin are carefully followed, no sumac below 
“Standard” will be produced, while much of it will be of ‘ Extra” 
quality. 

DIRECTIONS FOR THE PROPER GATHERING AND CURING OF SUMAC. 

Tn order to obtain sumac of the best quality, both as to color and 
percentage of tannin, carefully follow these directions: 

Gather only dwarf, white, and staghorn sumacs (Pls. I, H, and ITI). 
Break the stalk bearing the leaves and leaf stems just below the lowest 
leaf stem; or, better, gather only the leaves and leaf stems. Harvest 
during June, July, August, and September, and avoid the collection 
of red or yellow leaves. As soon as gathered, place the sumac in the 
shade or under a canvas cover, which permits the air to get to it, 
and avoids undue exposure to the sun. Do not allow it to be wet by 
dew or rain, and at the end of each day haul the gathered sumac to a 
barn or open shed, where it should be spread in layers not: over 14 
feet deep upon a clean floor, or upon open racks which will permit 
ready access of air. Turn the layers over once or twice daily for 
from one to two weeks, or until thoroughly dry. In case the leaves 
have been gathered with stalks, separate these from the leaves and 
leaf stems by flailing and forking out. Do not allow the gathered 
sumac to come in contact with the bare ground at any time, as dirt 

injures the quality. The leaves thus prepared should be of a uni- 
formly light green color. Pack tightly in bags and keep in a well- 
aired, dry loft until sold. 

BUYERS OF SUMAC. 

Sumac, when properly cured, usually can be sold to merchants in 
towns or cities near the place where it has been gathered, or it can be 
sold directly to manufacturers who buy sumac for grinding or for 

_ the preparation of sumac extract. Before starting to gather, how- 
ever, the gatherer should have a definite understanding and contract 
with the dealer as to the quantity which he will buy from him; the 
price which will be paid; how the sumac is to be delivered; arrange- 
ments for a supply of bags, if it is to be delivered in bags; and especi- 

ally as to the extra price to be paid for exceptionally bright, well- 
cured sumac. If the names of dealers are not obtained by inquiry 
of merchants, hide dealers, or others in near-by towns or cities, this 
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information can be obtained from the various State agricultural 
experiment stations or from the Bureau of Chemistry, United States 
Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. 

SUMMARY. . 

Sumac grows wild and abundantly on uncultivated lands, particu- 
larly east of the Mississippi River. Country people, especially the 
elderly and women and children, can make good wages from June 
to September by gathering and curing sumac. Imported sumac is: 
scarce and high priced. Domestic sumac, if properly gathered and. 
cured, can be largely substituted for imported, and should bring 
better prices than domestic sumac as now cured. 

Before beginning to gather sumac be sure to arrange fully and 
clearly with the dealers as to: (1) The quantity which they will buy 
from you; (2) a supply of bags; (3) the price per hundred pounds; 
and especially (4) an-extra price for well-cured sumac leaf. 

Practically the only kinds of sumac gathered in this country are 
dwarf (Rhus copallina L.), white (Rhus glabra L.), and staghorn (Rhus © 

hirta (.) Sudw.). 

Domestic sumac as now prepared for market contains less tannin, 
and is much inferior in color to imported Sicilian sumac. 

Properly gathered and cured domestic sumac leaf contains from 
25 to 30 per cent of tannin, practically as much as Sicilian sumac leaf. 

Owing chiefly to low quality, due to careless gathering and curing, 
the gatherer has received in recent years a low price for sumac, from 
60 cents to $1.10 per 100 pounds. Carefully gathered and properly 
cured Sicilian sumac leaf sells in this country at from $2.50 to $4 per 

100 pounds. . 
A better product, both in colt and tannin content, is obtained by 

proper gathering and curing and by the separation of the stalks. 
Domestic sumac extract, Beene ene 25 per cent of tannin, in 1914 

sold at about 32 cents; 1915, from 32 to 9 cents; 1916, from 54 to 

10 cents; 1917, from 44 to 5 cents; May, 1918, 44 to 5 cents per 

pound. 
The development of the American sumac industry and the pro- 

duction of bright, uniformly and properly cured domestic sumac can 
be accomplished only through the earnest and whole-hearted cooper- 
ation of the buyers and the gatherers.’ The buyers must make every 
effort to stimulate the proper gathering and curing by offering better 
prices and through careful instructions in proper methods of ‘Pather- 
ing, curing, and packine: The gatherers must respond by follmine 
exactly the directions set forth af this bulletin and the instructions 
and advice given by the buyers. 

Gatherers should consult their State experiment station for the 
names and addresses of buyers of sumac and of sumac extract makers. 

WASHINGTON : GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICH : 1918 
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INTRODUCTION. 

In connection with the enforcement of the insecticide act of 1910, 
numerous substances entering into the composition of proprietary 
insecticides have been tested against many different insects, resulting 
in the accumulation of a large amount of data relative to the efficacy 
of such substances. This work is conducted at the Insecticide Board’s 
Testing Laboratory, located at Vienna, Va.,and directed by Dr. A. L. 
Quaintance, of the Bureau of Entomology. 
This paper, the first of several to be published on the results of 

such tests, presents data on the efficacy of various substances, used 
alone and in combination, against bedbugs, cockroaches, clothes 
moths, and carpet beetles. 

1 
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BEDBUGS. 

METHODS OF TESTING. 

The tests of various materials, in many cases of previously unde- 
termined insecticidal value, against the bedbug (Cimea lectularius 
L.), are of two general types, (1) jar tests and (2) room tests. In the 
former 20 bedbugs were confined in a pint jar with paper scraps or 

excelsior to furnish hiding-places, and thoroughly dusted or sprayed 
with the material to be tested, after which the jars were covered 
with cheesecloth. At least two of these jars were used in each test. 
Records were taken at the end of 24 hours, and as often thereafter 
as was considered necessary. With each series of tests two similar 

jars, each containing 20 bedbugs and paper scraps or excelsior, were 

used as a check. If the mortality in these checks ran above 35 per 
cent the whole series was discarded, except in those cases where the 
mortality in the treated jars was 10 per cent or less. No food was 
furnished in any of these tests, but it should be noted that in many 
cases the experiments were continued for two weeks with a mor- 
tality of less than 10 per cent in the checks. 

This method of testing, although admittedly very severe on the 
bugs, and not simulating natural conditions, was used primarily to 
ascertain whether the given insecticide material would kill the in- 
sects and was not intended to determine its exact value under prac- 
tical conditions. 

Experiments on a practical scale were made by thoroughly dust- 
ing badly infested rooms or beds with the material to be tested. In 
these experiments the room or bed was examined only once, usually 
four or seven days after treatment. 

KILLING EFFECTS OF LIQUIDS AGAINST BEDBUGS. 

HYDROCARBON OILS. 

Twenty-seven different hydrocarbon-oil preparations, composed 
largely of oils of the nature of kerosene and gasoline mixed with 

varying amounts of nitrobenzene, phenols, essential oils, etc., were 
tested. All of these were found to be very effective, most of them 
killing 100 per cent of the treated insects within 24 hours. 

As remedies against bedbugs, the oil sprays possess one very great 

advantage over other insecticides—their power of penetration. With 
powders and most liquids it is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
reach the bugs, which are generally hidden during the day in 

cracks and holes in the beds, behind wall paper and moldings, or 

in the bedding itself, and in these places they are readily reached by 
the heavier oils. These sprays possess the added advantage of de- 
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stroying the eggs whenever they come in contact with them, and 
here, also, their powers of penetration greatly increase their prac- 
tical effectiveness. 

The preparations composed largely of oils of the nature of gaso- 
line were found, in jar tests, to be as effective as the kerosene sprays, 
but because of very rapid evaporation they are not as valuable under 
practical conditions as are those composed of a heavier oi], and it 
has heen, found that gasoline, at least under certain conditions, is 
not effective against bedbug eggs. (See p. 7.) 

COAL-TAR CREOSOTE EMULSIONS. 

Numerous tests with coal-tar creosote emulsions indicate roughly 
that the effectiveness of this class of materials depends on two fac- 

tors: (1) The dilution, and (2) the amount of water present in the 
original emulsion. When used undiluted, these emulsions killed from 
95 to 100 per cent in 24 hours, but when diluted 1 to 30 or more, in 
no case were all of the insects killed, although many of the tests 
were continued fer seven days. 

MERCURIC CHLORID. 

Table I gives the results of tests with mercuric chlorid against 
bedbugs. 

Taste I.—Results of tests with mercuric chlorid used as spray against 
bedbugs confined in jars. 

Tes Per cent P . Number | Duration | Per cent ea 
ISG || eaeenarens ChB Mngeeabens. used. | oftest. | dead. | percent chlorid. 

dead 

Days. 
a (05933 "|| ANGUS 3S eee aeoecScecooe ean oEEeeeeeemnrioscacas 40 4 10 10 
Qe 5205 56) liscoce GOS ee as eae cose ist 5 eee 80 8 39 15 
Boos SOM | eaece GO eeee aha a Saciecciecseesceisce ssc + +t. eeeeeee 120 48 20-53 7.5 
pea as AROOA PAT Con Ole = Se Bi: Petre o o.oo satcis sec ssi scceeeeee 120 5 70 30 
ee eae i B3) || Autoien, SENN. WEN eos co ooucooeusodogEaatoocoosd 65 12 75-100 23 
Gere erie 22000 |Watlerin. oss osc sseise eects. + + -c/tceeeee 80 8 58 15 
Caos 4.00 |...-- Oe ae eee cianie oe cies sos eee 80 8 77 0 
Bo 62s 5.72 | Water, alcohol, phenol 1.44 per cent...-....-. 40 6 45-95 13 
Sees 6. 00 PRS Paid ace ob odeo Don Se eS ECE eer odace 40 1 100 35 

Table I shows that mercuric chlorid, even in a 2 per cent solution, 
is somewhat effective, and that a 6 per cent solution killed 100 per 
cent of the treated bugs within 24 hours. 

As mercuric chlorid is a very violent poison, its use ordinarily 
would be attended with considerable danger, but in solution a small 
amount can be used effectively without serious danger of accidental 
poisoning. In solution it also can be more thoroughly applied and 
forced into cracks and holes, so that, on drying, it leaves a thin film 
of poison which will remain to kill any bugs not hit by the spray. 
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EXPERIMENTS WITH POWDERS AND OTHER MATERIALS. 

PYRETHRUM.* 

Tests with 28 different samples of pyrethrum have been made and 
all samples were found to be very effective against bedbugs in jar 
tests. 

These tests also show that there is no practical difference in ef- 

fectiveness between powder made from the buds, half-open flowers, 
half-closed flowers, and closed flowers, or between the cultivated and 
wild flowers. Tests made during 1912 with powders made from 
1908, 1909, and 1910 crops of flowers showed no practical difference 
in their efficiency, which indicates that pyrethrum does not deteriorate 
materially in four years. 

The actual effect of pyrethrum on bedbugs is to render the insects 
inactive almost at once, and, although slight movements of the legs 
and antenne may continue for several days, the insects do not re- 

cover. 
Under the conditions of jar tests five samples, eonsisting wholly 

or largely of pyrethrum stems, were found to be of comparatively 
little value. In the one-room test made with powdered stems they 
appeared to be absolutely ineffective. In this test a grossly infested 
bed was thoroughly dusted, and four days after treatment careful 
search failed to locate a single dead bug, either in the bed or on the 
floor. Many living bugs were found in cracks where the powder was 
still plainly visible, and some were seen crawling about with their 
backs still covered with it. 

TOBACCO POWDERS. 

A number of tests were made with tobacco powders against bed- 
bugs dusted in jars, and it was found that powders containing as 
high as 3.41 per cent, 3.73 per cent, and 5.26 per cent nicotine did 
not kill all of the treated insects in 12 days. 

HELLEBORE. 

Not one of the seven different lots of hellebore tested was of value 
against bedbugs. 

This would appear to indicate that hellebore is of no value as a 
contact insecticide, and this conclusion is greatly strengthened by the 
fact that it was found to be ineffective against 12 different species 
of other sucking insects. 

1A powder made by grinding to an impalpable powder the flower heads of a chrys- 

anthemum, Pyrethrum cinerariaefolium and P. rosewm. Tne manufactured product has 

been sold also as “‘ bubach,” Persian insect powder, and Dalmatian insect powder. 
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POWDERED MIXTURES CONTAINING MORE THAN ONE ACTIVE INGREDIENT, 

A number of jar tests have been made with 20 miscellaneous pow- 
ders containing small amounts of nicotine, naphthalene, pyrethrum, 
and various oils as active ingredients. These powders were more or 

less effective, depending on the amount of the active ingredients 
present. 

MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS. 

The following materials were found to be more or less effective 
against bedbugs, killing from 80 to 100 per cent in jar tests: 

Miscellaneous materials more or less effective against bedbugs. 

Material. Form of preparation. Killed. 

Per cent. 
PMCOLICIICIO SE Pe aPr atten bts sae ces cir eek os 50 per cent solution 100 
Ammonia water........-- , Undiluted Bee ie aisha 80 
Coml-tawochlorinatede ass. 22222-2252 sol) e. COE HOE. 365: 100 
Cottonseed oil..-......... 10 per cent mixture 92 
Gly cenolep eet setts 21-fta ae o2 2 GES = = onic Undilutede ease ssa ess Sues yee 106 
KOT OSCNC sae este ea lave tin cede Sows Dalat nals we LO per centemixcuneses ae eee ees eee eee 100 
EMSC EM) OEE S52 2b ssa eicek to gge 2 besieki EEO Os HC. A6 SENS CHC ACUUBE CB EP GEAre aaa AGHaEe 94 
Nicotine (40 per cent, as sulphate)...........- AOD. . SAR eee ee ee eee ae oe SS ne Se occeeee 80-90 

1D Os poo DO Re Arse GEee oi eenee Se aeearsee ser 64. . ae ORS ee ete eS eae Parsee 80-95 
EIT OPHECGICS MOM OLe arses eicz vlcitleeaisie ic cintee cc 10 per CenipmIiRbUTe Rape eee see EEE Eee ene 100 
apidillnisceds 1) lula sece lesen wel eie IDUSE:. . SaeaR eee eerie Seer oe ree eee 100 
Turpentine, crude wood....-./-2..1....2.2222. WU ndilutedes eek rae harap eee ee 100 

TASC . OR errcree creat sie ein clare elstoarse ets Giaaeaee 100 Mercuric chlorid....... joceudacvosesconossasecs 

These data show little of interest, except the efficiency of sabadilla 

seeds (Sabadilla officinalis Brandt). These seeds or extracts are 
largely used in remedies for vermin on the human body, especially 
in the hair, but their use against bedbugs is rather unusual. In five 
tests they proved to be very as killing from 95 to 100 per cent 
in 48 hours. 

Mercuric chlorid, used as a dust, killed all of the treated insects, 
but this material is too poisonous for general use in houses. 

The following is a list of various materials which were found to be 
ineffective against bedbugs. The method of testing is indicated in 
parentheses. 

Materials found ineffective against bedbugs. 

Allspice (jar). 

Alum (jar). 

Angelica root (jar and room). 

Arsenious acid (jar). 

Borax (jar). 

Boracie acid (jar). 

Chamomile flowers (Jar). 

Colocynth pulp (jar). 

Eucalyptus leaves (jar and room). 

Formaldehyde (room, 8.87 per cent so- 

lution, sprayed twice, 1 part to 14 

parts water). 

Lead acetate (jar). 

Paris green (jar). 

Pepper, red (jar). 

Quassia chips (jar and room). 

Sodium bicarbonate (jar). 

Sodium fluorid (jar and room). 
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The principal fact of interest in these data is that such violent 
stomach poisons as arsenious oxid and Paris green were found to be 
ineffective, as were also the milder sodium fluorid, lead acetate, 
borax, and boracic acid. These results show conclusively that bed- 
bugs can be controlled only by an insecticide which acts directly on 
aie body, and that none of the materials with which the insect comes 
in contact is taken into the stomach. 
Although, in a few cases, these materials appeared to have some 

slight effect on the insects, the number killed was so small that they 
would be of no value under practical conditions. 

PHOSPHORUS PASTES. 

Two tests were made with pastes formed of sugar, water, and 
starchy material, and containing, in one case, 1.91 per cent and, in 
the other, 2.21. per cent of phosphorus. The first test was made in 
a room badly infested with bedbugs, and the paste was liberally 
smeared in the corners of the bedstead and in the cracks around the 
baseboards and moldings. Observations were made several days 
after treatment, and it was then evident that this material was of no 
value. Hundreds of living bugs were present, and the only dead 

ones seen were a very few that had become entangled in the paste and 
stuck fast. 

In the second test the paste was smeared on pieces of paper and 
placed in a box containing 50 bedbugs. One week later examination 
showed that 90 per cent of the insects were still living and active. 

FUMIGATION AGAINST BEDBUGS. 

Results obtained in a limited number of tests made with sulphur 
as a fumigant show that it will kill bedbugs, and indicate that 
the necessary amount for effective use is at least 1 pound to 1,000 
cubic feet of room space. 

Not only is sulphur fumigation effective against the bedbugs 
themselves, but it has been found by several workers to kill the eggs 
also, which makes it a very satisfactory method of fighting this in- 
sect. This effectiveness against the eggs is of particular importance, 
since they are often deposited in inaccessible cracks and holes, or 
behind wall paper, where it is very difficult, or even impossible, to 
reach them with a dust or spray. 

The following materials were found to be ineffective as fumigants 
against bedbugs when used at the rate indicated: 

Paradichlorobenzene (8.5 pounds to 1,000 cubic feet). 

Paraformaldehyde (2.25 pounds to 1,000 cubic feet). 

Charcoal (1.64 pounds to 1,000 cubic feet), 
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TESTS AGAINST BEDBUG EGGS. 

The eggs used in these experiments had been deposited on pieces 
of paper or cloth. These were thoroughly sprayed or dusted with the 
materials to be tested and then placed in jars covered with cheese- 
cloth. Kerosene oil was the only material used which was found to be 

completely effective, not one of the eggs sprayed with this material 

hatching. The fact that the eggs sprayed with gasoline apparently 
hatched in a perfectly normal manner indicates that this material, 

although effective against bedbugs, vaporizes so rapidly that it does 
not penetrate the eggshell and reach the embryo, and that the 
evaporation is so complete that not enough oil remains, at the end of 
six days, to kill the newly hatched insects. 

Mercuric chlorid, either as a dust or in a 1.85 per cent spray, ap- 
peared to have no effect on the eggs, as the young bugs emerged at 
approximately the same time as those from the untreated eggs. 
Where this material was applied as a dust, enough was present to 

kill all of the insects as soon as they had left the eggs, but the amount 

left by the 1.35 per cent solution apparently was not great enough to 

kill them. 
SUMMARY. 

1. The hydrocarbon oil sprays were found to be very effective 
against bedbugs, killing, in most cases, 100 per cent within 48 hours. 

2. Coal-tar creosote emulsions were effective, when used undiluted, 
but their effectiveness fell very rapidly when they were diluted. 

3. Mercuric chlorid, as a dust and in a 6 per cent water solution, 
was found to kill 100 per cent of the treated insects. 

4, Pyrethrum was found to be very effective against bedbugs, while 
pyrethrum stems were of little or no practical value. 

5. Tobacco powders, containing as high as 5.26 per cent of nicotine, 
were found to be of little or no value. 

6. Hellebore was found to be absolutely ineffective against bedbugs. 
7. Twenty miscellaneous powdered mixtures containing more than 

one active ingredient were tested and found to be more or less effec- 
tive, depending on the amount of the active ingredients present. 

8. Acetic acid, ammonia water, coal-tar oil (chlorinated), cotton- 
seed oil, glycerol, kerosene, linseed oil, nicotine, oil of pine needles,— 
sabadilla seeds, turpentine and mercuric chlorid were found to be 
effective. 

9. Twenty miscellaneous materials were found to be ineffective. 
10. Sulphur fumigation, at the rate of 0.97 pound to 1,000 cubic feet 

of room space, was found to kill 100 per cent of the treated insects. 
11. Three miscellaneous fumigants were found to be ineffective. 
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12. Phosphorus pastes proved to be of no value against bedbugs. 
13. Kerosene was found to be effective, and gasoline and mercuric 

chlorid ineffective, against bedbug eggs. 

COCKROACHES. 

METHODS OF TESTING. 

Two methods were employed in testing various materials against 
the common roach (Blattella germanica L.): (1) Badly infested 
rooms or kitchens were dusted or sprayed, and (2) cages were dusted 
or sprayed. The latter tests were made in wooden cages 114 inches 
long, 94 inches wide, and 2? inches deep, with top and bottom 
made of fine-mesh screen wire. For each test the entire interior 
of two or more of these cages was thoroughly dusted or sprayed 
with the substance to be tested. Twenty roaches, together with a 

small amount: of bread for food and a few paper scraps to fur- 
nish hiding-places, were then added. At least two untreated cages, 
each containing 20 roaches with food and paper scraps, were used 
as a check with each set of tests. If the check: showed a mor- 
tality of more than 20 per cent at the close of any series of tests, the 

experiment was discarded. However, it was rarely necessary to dis- 
card tests on this account, since the mortality of roaches confined in 
cages is almost negligible. Records were taken at the end of 24 
hours, and as often afterwards as was considered necessary. The 
tests generally were closed at the end of one week, but in some cases 
observations were continued for longer periods. 

It is considered that this method of testing, 1. e., dusting or spray- 
ing the cage before inclosing the roaches, approximates the condi- 
tions that are met with in treating rooms, where only a very small 
proportion of the insects can actually be hit with a spray or powder, 
and therefore it is assumed that the real value of a given substance 
is determined by the number killed through coming in contact with it 
after it has been applied, rather than by the number killed through 

direct application. These cage tests, of course, are open to the ob- 
jection that they are much more severe on the roaches than are the 
conditions which obtained in the room tests, since every part of the 
cage can be thoroughly treated, while many parts of a room will not 
be thoroughly sprayed or powdered, and many of the insects may not 
come in contact with the substance applied. 
A limited number of fumigation tests were made in rooms or boxes. 

For the purpose of closely comparing the rapidity of the killing 
properties of two or more powders, tests were made by dipping the 
insects into the powder and placing them in empty vials where the 
effect of the substance could be noted. 
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ACTION OF MATERIALS ON ROACHES. 

Upon careful study of the habits of roaches it has been found that 
these insects frequently cleanse their legs and antenne. When any 
dirt or powder comes in contact with the appendages, these are at 

once drawn through the mouth parts of the insects and in this way 
cleaned. As a result, a certain amount of any powdered substance 

applied directly to a roach, or through which it may crawl, is thus 
taken into the mouth. In this way any poison, whether distasteful 
or not, finds its way into the stomach. Therefore it is not necessary 
to mix a stomach poison, in powdered form, with an attractive bait, 
since the chances are much greater that the poison will reach the 
stomach of the roach through its habit of cleansing itself than 
through the eating of the poisoned bait. 

True contact poisons, as, for example, mineral-oil sprays, kill 
by coming in contact with the body. This may result (1) through 
direct application or (2) by coming in contact with the roach after 
it has been applied. 

Certain substances, such as sodium fluorid, will act both as contact 
and as stomach poisons. 

Substances also may kill through gases given off, as in the fumi- | 
gation tests. 

KILLING EFFECT OF POWDERED SUBSTANCES USED AS DUSTS AGAINST 
ROACHES. 

SODIUM FLUORID. 

In Table II are given the results of tests with sodium fluorid in 
kitchens and lunch rooms. 

TABLE II.—Resulis of tests with sodium fluorid against roaches in badly in- 
fested kitchens, bakeries, lunchrooms, milk-bottle exchanges, eic. 

Test Per cent Number | Duration | Per cent 
No sai Other ingredients. used. oftest. | killed, 

1 MOON | Seaiseccteis wie oo sincere oe oes ces- + scoceeeecieniaecetect Many...-- 48 hours... 
2 100 2-2/5. TAA EST hs a =n SEE a AE doysstin |e doi... 100 
3 1 Seencesossc ops occsdectecoossscndeaesSs = ssecnssSccseed|ese go occcee|--- ae 256000 100 
Ae LOOM eto Selatan ey nierelaictotievetstevinc sjoicie's i= = = ieee a aeeette all ii O. seece|--- Weddcod 
5 50 Wikeab foun SOMpenCettinn ==. 22-2 =eeeeeteee eee sae ao sccoodk ie ao Pree 100 
Glee ae OO erere ate ORE ees Se eleitse  tlee s coo ace shee cess eae Ose ciece ays 98 
7 50 Ground Hint SOMDCT CCM Ustsls\s\c0 -= <-Pemeeeeeae see aes dosareeee 24 hours 100 
Bl.) SGT REA SRG) Se AeRobcrace SARS OeseCeEEEEnococccsoceRCerstea) ed Okeodoec 48 hours 95 

As will be noted in Table II, sodium fluorid, when used undiluted 

in badly infested kitchens and lunchrooms, kills practically every 
roach within 48 hours, and there is almost no reduction of this 
efficiency when it is used with equal parts of some inert substance, 
as flour or ground flint. The substitution of ground flint for wheat 

59108°—18—Bull. 707——2 
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flour did not decrease the effectiveness of sodium fluorid, and it is 
apparent also that the addition of a bait for the purpose of tempting 
the roach to eat the poison is not necessary. The insects are killed 
just as quickly through talking the fluorid into the system while 
cleansing the appendages as though eating poisoned bait. 

In addition to the foregoing room tests, many cage tests were 
made in which sodium fluorid was mixed with lime or some other 
inert substance in varying proportions, ranging from 1 to 100 per 
cent. Under these conditions it was found that a mixture contain- 

ing as low as 18 per cent of sodium fluorid killed all of the insects 
within 24 hours. Such low percentages as 5, 3, and 1 per cent were 

effective, but failed to kill 100 per cent, even when the tests were 
continued for 7 days. 

Sodium fluorid proved the most effective of all the materials 
tested. While it acts primarily as a stomach poison, it may act 
also as a contact poison to a slight degree. 

PYRETHRUM POWDER. 

In tests of 22 different samples of pyrethrum powder (powdered 
flowerheads of P. cinerariaefoliwm and P. rosewm) all were found 
to be very effective against roaches treated in cages, and no prac- 
tical difference in value was found between the powders made from 
open, half-open, and closed flowers, or between the wild and culti- 
vated flowers. Tests made during the winter of 1912 with pyrethrum 
powder from the crops of 1908, 1909, and 1910 showed no practical 
difference in their efficiency, thus indicating that this powder does 
not deteriorate materially in four years. 

Pyrethrum stems, ground, were found to have no insecticidal value, 
and their addition to pyrethrum powder is certain to reduce its 
effectiveness. 

The general effect of pyrethrum powder on roaches is to paralyze 
them and render them inactive almost at once, and, although slight 
movements of the legs and antennz may continue for as long as 48 
hours, a roach that has been thoroughly dusted will not recover. 

Pyrethrum powder is not nearly as active against roaches as is 
sodium fluorid. Sodium fluorid may be diluted greatly and yet kill 
quickly, whereas pyrethrum powder when mixed with only a small 
percentage of inert matter kills very slowly. Therefore, in practice, it 
appears necessary to use unadulterated pyrethrum powder for effec- 
tive results. 

BORAX. 

Borax, when used under average room conditions, was found to 
be partially effective, but can not be relied upon in cases of gross 
infestation. 
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Under the severe conditions attending the cage tests borax killed 
all of the treated roaches in from 4 to 7 days, when the amount of 
borax was not less than 12 per cent. With 10 per cent of borax or 
less, all were not killed in 7 days. 

Borax as an insecticide acts very slowly, and satisfactory results 
against roaches, in most cases, can be obtained only when the material 
is repeatedly and persistently used. 

Tests were made also to determine whether borax acts against 
roaches as a stomach poison or as a contact poison. In two tests 
bread which had been soaked in a saturated solution of borax was al- 
lowed to dry, and was then placed in the regular roach cages in large 
pieces, no other food being added. In the first of these tests all 
of the insects were dead at the end of 11 days, and in the other 
70 per cent were killed in 16 days. In another test a mixture of 50 
per cent borax and 50 per cent corn meal was moistened and allowed 
to dry in firm cakes, which were placed in the roach cage. In this 
test 75 per cent were killed in 16 days. In the untreated cages only 
5 per cent were dead at the close of the experiment. Since, in these 
tests, there was very little opportunity for the borax to affect the 
roaches, except when taken internally with food, it would appear 
that the action of borax is primarily that of a stomach poison. This 
view is strengthened by the fact that borax was found to be ineffective - 
against 8 species of sucking insects and effective against 7 species of 
chewing insects. 

TOBACCO POWDERS. 

Tn tests with nine different tobacco powders, in which the nicotine 
content ranged from 0.025 to 5.26 per cent, it was found that they 

were of no value against roaches. While nicotine is a stomach poison, 
it is evident that the roaches did not get enough of the powder, which 
carries only a small percentage of nicotine, to cause death. 

PLASTER OF PARIS AND FLOUR. 

Thorough tests were made of the method of Inlling roaches that 
has been quoted so often, namely, feeding the roaches a mixture of 
plaster of Paris and flour and furnishing them water to drink. The 
supposed effectiveness of this method is based upon the theory that 

_the roach eats the mixture and then drinks the water, the plaster of 
Paris “ setting ” in the intestines and killing the roach. 
A mixture of 25 per cent plaster of Paris and 75 per cent flour 

was fed to about 100 roaches on a table surrounded by a trough of 
water, the water being accessible to the roaches. Observations for 
nine days showed that none had been killed. This mixture was re- 
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placed with a mixture of 50 per cent plaster of Paris and 50 per 
cent flour, the roaches being allowed to remain on the table. Observa- 
tions for 30 days showed that none had been killed, and they ap- 
peared as lively and healthy as when placed on the table. The pres- 
ence on the table of innumerable roach droppings in the form of elon- 

gated white pellets of hardened plaster of Paris is conclusive evidence 
that the mixture was freely eaten, but that the plaster of Paris did 
not “set ” until after it had left the intestines. 

These tests demonstrate that the “ plaster of Paris and flour treat- 

ment” is of no value against the common roach or “Croton bug,” 
and would throw grave doubts upon its effectiveness against any 
other species of roaches. 3 

MISCELLANEOUS POWDERS PARTIALLY EFFECTIVE AGAINST COCKROACHES. 

Table III gives the results of tests with miscellaneous powders. 

TasiE III.—Results of tests with miscellaneous materials which were found to 
be effective against roaches. 

poe : : ; Kind of | Number |D i oe Active ingredients. Inert ingredients. Tae Sagat, ee ae 

Days 
iL) Aberin Toft Critic oi sgqdecscoa| hasonanesosssss5odegs¢ Cage.... 80 7 60-80 
2 Arsenious oxid, 8.98 per cent.....| Sodium oxid and |...do.... 40 7 60-80 

paper. 
3 | Arsenious oxid, 61.01 per cent....| Sucrose, 35.28 per |...do..-. 15 7 100 

cent. 

4 | Arsenious oxid, 86.93 per cent....|} Talc, 13.07 per cent..|... GOES. 3 40 4-7 95-100 
5 | Arsenious oxid, 76.14 per cent, |..... do site: aes 5 eae Telos ae 15 3 100 

and barium carbonate, 22.89 per 
cent, mixture. 

6 Barium carbonate, 100 per cent..-/..... G0 sees cee ae Osea e 40 3 100 
7 | Barium fluorid, 100 DEMCENb eee esa aeae GO. aera see 5 aed Ober 40 10-14 ! 100 
8 ) BY eeu nocaee donee astoneacanes| Hoare do: 4ehiee eS. e8a Room...| Many. 14 98-100 
OUP OLaciC AC dense ee eee =| al do. Ses asses -2-G0....] Many! 7 50-60 

10 Paley fluorid, 100 per cent.....|..-.. dos: Saeeeee sick Cage.... 20 7 95 
iii) GIDC hese enec ces sconce SonocSbese Aenee Glee no Saaseesas Room Many 14 95 
12 oe sulphate, 100 per cent.. sobs 45 .ocsenses Cage...- 40 8 80-90 
13 ellebore ( Veratrum sp.), 100 per sonics dott eee crac se pee Onan 120 7-14 85-100 

pea 
14 Mercury bichlorid, 1.09 per cent... Hihy) aud methyl |...do.... 140 7 30-65 

alcohol. 
15 | Mercury bichlorid, 100 per cent...|..... Ol so cocone=cor = eGOnvaets 20 1 100 
16 | Mercury bichlorid, 5. 72 pericent, | Watersenitesce soe sed Ob eee 40 8-14 100 

and phenol, 1. 44" per cent, mix- 
ture. 

17 Paradichlorobenzene, 100 percent.|..... CEA S BoC eEnaG Oe OES & 6 40 2-7 100 
118 DO nt acs. Sees sere see Pete ee erin do.. ssonee|) ROONIEEE 40 2 48 
219 | Sabadilla seeds, powdered, 10 per | Corn meal, “90 per | Cage.... - 80 19-34 70-100 

cent. cen 
20 | Sodium silicofluorid, 100 per cent.|..... ($ls8e so daecscaae 202.24 100 5-7 75-100 
21 D024. sosch oe Seeeent coerce | Bere dobaiikscoses sae “Room...| Many. 14 67 

1Fumigation. 2 Furnished as food. 

All of the materials given in Table III were active in varying 
degrees, killing from 48 to 100 per cent. 

Although it would appear that several of these materials were sat- 
isfactorily effective, the fact that in the cage tests, in most cases, 
they required from 4 to 14 days to kill all of the treated roaches in 
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a given cage, shows that they act too slowly to commend themselves 
for general use. Barium carbonate and mercuric chlorid are the 

only materials that would appear to warrant further tests, and there 
is no indication that they will approach the effectiveness of sodium 
fluorid. : 

As only one of these mixtures (test No. 3) contained any sub- 
stance that might serve as a bait, it is evident that their efficiency 
must be due to their being taken into the mouth by the roach when 
the appendages are cleaned. This conclusion is strengthened by the 
results of dipping tests, where roaches dipped in arsenic trioxid or 
sodium arsenite died in less than 48 hours. 

It should be emphasized that arsenious oxid and mercury bichlorid 

are far too poisonous to human beings to be generally used as roach 
remedies under average dwelling conditions. 

Hellebore, while poisonous to insects when taken internally, acts 
so very slowly that it can not be classed as a roach remedy. 

- In the test of paradichlorobenzene 83 pounds of this material were 
exposed for 44 hours at a temperature of about 80° F. in a room the 
capacity of which was 846.5 cubic feet. The roaches were placed on 
the floor in two cages, and even this heavy fumigation, with the in- 
sects fully exposed, failed to kill 50 per cent. 

MISCELLANEOUS POWDERS INEFFECTIVE. 

The following list of various powdered materials tested, unadulter- 
ated, was found to be ineffective against roaches. Not less than 40 

roaches were used in the cage tests, and the experiments were con- 

tinued for at least a week. The room tests were made in badly in- 
fested rooms or kitchens and were generally continued for seven 
days. The method of testing is indicated in parentheses after the 
name of the material. 

Miscellaneous powders ineffective against cockroaches. 

Allspice (cage). Colocynth pulp (cage and room). 

Angelica root (cage). Cornstarch (room). 

Anise seed (cage). Corn meal (room). 

Barium sulphate (cage). Dolomitic lime (cage). 

Calcium carbonate (cage and room). Eucalyptus leaves (cage). 

Calcium hydroxid (room). Ferric oxid (room). 

Calcium oxid (cage and room). Ferrous oxid (room). 

Calcium sulphate (cage and room). Flint, ground (cage). 

Camphor (cage and room). Fuller’s earth (room). 

Cassia (cage). Gypsum (cage and room). 

Chamomile flowers (cage). Lead carbonate (cage and room). 

Charcoal (room). Lime, air-slaked (cage and room). 

Cloves (cage). Magnesium carbonate (room). 
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Miscellaneous powders ineffective against cockroaches—-Continued. 

‘Magnesium oxid (room). Silica (room), 

Pepper, cayenne (cage). Sodium biearbonate (cage and toom), 

Potato starch (room). Sodium carbonate (cage and room). 

Quassia (cage and room). : Sulphur, refined (room). 

Road dust (cage and room). Sulphur sublimated (cage and room). 

Rosin (cage). Wheat flour (room), 

EXPERIMENTS WITH LIQUIDS AND PASTES. 

KILLING EFFECT OF PHOSPHORUS PASTES. 

Ten phosphorus pastes (proprietary), ranging from 0.14 per cent 
to 2.33 per cent, were tested against roaches in cages, but none of 
them proved effective. Several of them did kill from 50 to 90 per 
cent, but since, in most cases, the tests were continued for at least 
seven days, and in no case were all roaches killed in this time, it can 
be seen that these pastes, even under the most severe conditions and 
when no other food was available, were not effective to the extent 
that would be considered satisfactory. 

In addition to the cage tests, two of the pastes were tested in 
badly infested kitchens, and were still less effective. A few dead 
roaches were found in the kitchens 24 hours after the application of 
the pastes, but in no case did it appear that more than 10 per cent 
had been killed, nor was the infestation greatly reduced. The pastes 
used in the kitchen tests, however, contained only #.01 per cent and 
1.34 per cent of phosphorus. 
Under certain conditions, where all food can be kept from the 

roaches for several days and the phosphorus paste used liberally, it 
may give satisfaction. The senior writer observed the use of phos- 
phorus paste against roaches, which, in the absence of other food, 
fed on certain of the young, tender plants in a greenhouse of the 
War Department. Two or three roaches were seen eating the paste, 
and the manager of the greenhouse claimed to get entirely satisfac- 
tory results from the use of this substance against this insect. This 
material, however, can not be relied upon for general use under aver- 
age conditions. 

HYDROCARBON OILS. 

Numerous hydrocarbon-oil preparations, consisting essentially of 
oils of the nature of gasoline or kerosene, or some heavier oil, to 
which, in certain cases, had been added small amounts of nitro- 
benzene or phenols, were tested against roaches in cages. All of 
these sprays were found to be effective. 

In considering the effectiveness of these oil sprays, due weight must 

be given to the fact that in cage tests the roaches are placed in the 
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sprayed cages before the oil has dried and that they are obliged to 
-remain on, or near, surfaces that are well wet with the oil. Under 

room conditions many of the insects are hiding in cracks and 
crevices, and often escape being hit by the oil at the time of applica- 
tion. If they remain in hiding until the oil has dried, which may 
be from one to several hours, they escape death, but those venturing 
cut before the oil has dried are killed by contact with it. Owing 
to the chance that many may escape contact with the oil, such sprays, 
while effective, are less satisfactory than sodium fluorid. 

The addition of nitrobenzene or phenols does not appear to in- 
crease the effectiveness of the mineral oil. 

e 
= COAL-TAR CREOSOTE EMULSIONS, 

Tests were made with many coal-tar creosote emulsion prepara- 
_ tions, undiluted, and in dilutions ranging from 1 part of the emul- 

sion in 10 parts of water to 1 part of the emulsion in 100 parts of 
water. When applied undiluted the emulsion killed all of the 
roaches within 24 hours, but as the dilution was increased the ef- 
fectiveness decreased rapidly, so that when the dilution was greater 

than 1 part emulsion to 20 parts of water the material proved only 
slightly effective, or ineffective. 

Both cage and kitchen tests indicate that such emulsions should 

not be diluted more than 1 part in from 20 to 25 parts of water. 

FUMIGATION AGAINST ROACHES. 

SULPHUR. 

Five tests were made with sulphur as a fumigant, the dosage 
ranging from 4 ounces to 55 ounces per 1,000 cubic feet. The num- 
ber of tests was so small that no definite conclusions as to the ef- 
fective strength are drawn. The tests showed, however, that roaches 
can be killed by sulphur fumigation, and indicate that the minimum 
amount of sulphur to be used for 1,000 cubic feet (10’ by 10’ by 10’) is 
about 9 ounces. 

x ° NICOTINE. 

Nicotine, when used as a fumigant, was found to be of no value 
against roaches. A dosage of as much as 8 ounces of tobacco extract 
(40 per cent nicotine, as sulphate) to 1,000 cubic feet failed to kill 
them. A much greater strength than this would probably be efgec- 
tive, but the cost would be prohibitive. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Sodium fluorid was found to be the most rapid killer of roaches 
of all the substances tested. Only 24 hours were required to kill 100 
per cent in cage tests, even when the material was diluted down to 
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18 per cent content. Practically 100 per cent were killed in treated 
kitchens by the use of a mixture containing 50 per cent of sodium 

fluorid. 
‘2. Pyrethrum powder, pure, killed practically all of the roaches~- 

within 48 hours in cage tests. Its effectiveness was greatly reduced 
when slightly diluted. 

3. Borax, unadulterated, and in combination with inert matter 
wherein there was less than 12 per cent borax, required from three 
to seven days to kill all of the roaches in:cage tests, proving it to 
be very slow. Borax, used alone, was only partially effective in 
kitchen tests. 

4. Phosphorus pastes were partially effective in cage tests and only 
slightly effective in room tests. 

5. The various hydrocarbon-oil sprays, undiluted, killed from 80 
to 100 per cent in treated cages. 

6. Coal-tar creosote emulsions, undiluted, killed all in cage tests, 
but their effectiveness fell very rapidly when even slightly diluted 
with water. 

7. Tobacco powders containing as high as 5.26 per cent of nicotine 
were found to be ineffective in cage tests. 

8. The plaster of Paris and flour mixture was ineffective against 
roaches. : ; 

9. Alum, arsenious oxid, barium carbonate, barium fluorid, boracic 
acid, calcium fluorid, copper sulphate, hellebore, mercury bichlorid, 
paradichlorobenzene, sabadilla seeds, and sodium silicofluorid were 
found to be more or less active against roaches. 

10. Thirty-eight miscellaneous materials were found to be ineffec- 
tive. 

11. Sulphur fumigation, at the rate of 9 ounces of sulphur to 1,000 
cubic feet, was effective. 

12. Nicotine fumigation, at the rate of 8 ounces of tobacco extract 
(40 per cent nicotine, as sulphate) to 1,000 cubic feet, was ineffective. 

CLOTHES MOTHS. 

SPECIES USED IN EXPERIMENTS. 

There are two important species of clothes ‘moths occurring in the 
United States, the webbing or southern clothes moth (ZV%neola bisel- 
liella Hum.) and the case-making clothes moth (Z%inea pellionella 
L.). The former species was used exclusively in the experimental 
work on account of its abundance in Washington, D. C., its larger 
size, and the fact that it readily leaves its case when disturbed. 

-METHODS OF TESTING. 

Against the adults—Many cage tests were made against the adults 
in the laboratory, as follows: Twenty large, well-ventilated cages 
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were maintained, allowing 20 separate tests to be carried on at one 
time. Each cage was made of tulip, or what is commercially known 
as “whitewood,” which, on account of its almost complete lack of 

odor and volatile oils, should be unobjectionable to moths. The 
inside dimensions of the cages were: Length, 3 feet; width, 24 feet; 
depth, 10 inches. In the top a door, 3 feet by 14 feet, covered with 
fine-mesh copper wire, provided means of entrance and ventilation, 
and at the back and at one side were screened apertures as further 
means of ventilation. 

In each cage at the beginning of a test were placed three white- 
wood boxes, each 10 by 10 by 8 inches, fitted with sliding covers. A 
quantity of all-wool flannel, in pieces about 6 by 12 inches, was placed 
in each box. Flannel in two boxes was treated with the material 
being tested, while that in the third box was untreated and served 
as a check. The boxes containing the treated flannel were kept on 
one side of the cage; the untreated box on the other side, in order to 

minimize any chance of odors from the treated flannel affecting the 
untreated. The shding covers were about three-fourths closed to ex- 
clude light and, at the same time, leave ample room for entrance 
of moths. 

Finally, from 10 to 20 adult moths were placed in the large cage, 
the decor quickly fastened, and the whole left in a quiet room. After 
a week or so more moths were often added to the cage, depending 
upon the available supply. The cage was fairly light; boxes fairly 

dark; and, as moths have a decided aversion to light, this condition 
tended to attract them to the boxes. The tests ran at least a month, 

sometimes longer, the purpose being to secure a maximum number of 
eggs hatched into larve large enough to be accurately counted. At 

the time results were recorded the number of dead moths, of living 
and dead larve, and of unhatched eggs was noted. The number of 

live larve found on the treated flannel, compared with the number 
found on the untreated flannel used as a check, determined the pro- 
tective! value of the substance against moth infestation. 

Tn addition to the cage tests, several room and trunk tests were 

made against the adults to approach more nearly practical conditions. 
Against the larve.—The substance being tested was applied to the 

infested flannel in trunks, boxes, open battery jars, and closed bat- 

1The word ‘protective,’ used in connection with these tests, is a rather broad term 

and is purposely used as such. At the time of testing the object was to determine 
whether materials used against moths as “repellents” had any so-called ‘“ repellent” 

effect upon the adult moth. Observations showed that, in the majority of cases where 
the effective remedies were used, adults were found to have entered boxes containing 
treated flannel, and often the number of dead ones there present, at the time of exami- 

nation, equaled the number dead in boxes containing untreated flannel. It would appear, 

then, that the substances used did not act as repellents, but that moths entered boxes 

containing treated flannel and were either killed by the fumes or remained there until 
death occurred from other causes. 
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tery jars. Two lots of larvee, treated, and one lot, untreated, made 
up each test. The usual duration of each test was one week, it being 
assumed that if the material used did not kill in that time it would 
be of no practical value. 

Against the eggs—tLarge pieces of flannel were placed in a jar 

containing many adult moths, and when the moths had deposited 
numerous eggs on the flannel it was taken out and cut into pieces in 
such a manner that each piece contained 10 or more eggs. The ma- 
terial to be tested was thoroughly applied to the pieces of flannel 
containing the eggs, and the treated flannel was then placed in open 
jars. An untreated lot, serving as a check, was used in each test. 
Observations were made at the end of 10 days to 2 weeks. 

EXPERIMENTS AGAINST CLOTHES MOTHS. 

NAPHTHALENE: EFFECT ON CLOTHES-MOTH ADULTS. 

Tn two cage tests, as described, the fiannel in the treated boxes was 
dusted with naphthalene flakes, and 10 adult moths were liberated in 
each cage. Examination made four weeks after treatment showed 
that the flannel in the treated boxes was entirely free from infestation 

by clothes-moth larvae, whereas the flannel in the untreated boxes was 
badly infested. Two other cage tests were made, in which naph- 
thalene in the form of cakes or “bricks” was used, with the same 

result. 

A room approximating 1,000 cubic feet was used for a “ protective 
test ” with naphthalene ona largescale. Three of the above-described 

small whitewood boxes containing flannel were placed in opposite 
corners of theroom. About one-half pound of naphthalene flakes was 
placed in box No. 1; about one-fourth pound of naphthalene flakes in 
box No. 2; and one-fourth pound of naphthalene balls in box No. 3. 
Two boxes containing untreated flannel were used as checks. One 
hundred and forty adult moths were liberated in the room, which 
was made sufficiently tight to prevent their escape. At the end of 
24 months all of the treated boxes were entirely free from infestation, 
while the untreated boxes contained many living larvee. 

A duplicate room test was made, one lot of treated flannel being 
placed in a closet in the room, and the closet door being allowed to 
remain open. Again, all treated flannel remained free from infesta- 
tion, while on the untreated flannel 80 live larve were counted. 

Several trunk tests were made. In the first series flannel, to which 

was added naphthalene flakes at the rate of one-fourth pound to 5 
cubic feet, was placed in a trunk of average size. Forty adult moths 
were liberated in the trunk, and the lid closed. Examination at the 

end of eight weeks disclosed no larve on the flannel, and all of the 
adults dead. In an untreated trunk serving as a check, in which the 
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same number of adults were liberated, the flannel was badly eaten by 
larvee, and a large number of live larvee were present. In a duplicate 
test, in which naphthalene balls were used at about the same rate, 
the results were identical. 

A second series of trunk tests was made, in which three trunks of 

average size were used, and adult moths were liberated in the trunks 
from time to time during the course of the experiments. In trunk 
No. 1 three-fourths pound of naphthalene flakes was scattered over 
the flannel and over the bottom of the trunk. Ten moths were added 
every two weeks, from May 7 to July 21, making a total of 70 moths 

used. Two months later (Sept. 20) examination developed that 
the flannel was unhurt, and no living adults, no larve, or eggs 

were found. In trunk No. 2 one pound of naphthalene balls was 
used, and moths were added as in trunk No. 1. The results were 
the same as obtained with the flake naphthalene. In the check (un- 
treated) trunk the flannel was badly eaten at the close of the ex- 

periment, hundreds of live larve and 7 live adults being present. 
To determine the rapidity with which adults are killed by confined 

fumes of naphthalene, a third series of trunk tests was conducted. 
Ten moths were placed in each of three tight trunks containing flan- 
nel and in each case a reasonable amount of naphthalene flakes was 

added. In from two to six days, all of the moths were dead. 

NAPHTHALENE: EFFECT ON CLOTHES-MOTH LARVA. 

Battery jars and trunks were used to test the effect of naphthalene 
on the larve. In the battery-jar tests jars of 216 cubic-inch content 
were used. From 10 to 20 larve, one-half to three-fourths grown, 

were placed upon a piece of all-wool flannel in each jar, and a liberal 
amount of naphthalene was applied to the entire piece of flannel. 
Two lots of larve, treated, and one lot, untreated, made up each test. 

The forms of naphthalene so tested were (1) one test of coarse 

flakes, (2) four tests of fine flakes, (8) one test of balis, and (4) 
one test of cake or brick. In each test the jars remained open. At 
the end of 7 days each of these substances was found to have killed 
from 85 to 100 per cent of the larve, and of the few remaining ~ 

‘alive some were inactive. The flannel, in all cases, was undamaged. 

In a second series of jar tests 10 half-grown larvee were placed on 
flannel in each of five battery jars, which were tightly covered with 

heavy paper. To the 5 jars naphthalene flakes were added at the 
rate of 2,4, 8, 20, and 40 grams, respectively, per cubic foot. At the 
end of one week the 2 and 4 gram applications had killed 90 per cent, 
and in every case all larve had been killed by the heavier dosages. In 
the untreated jars, serving as checks, only 5 per cent of the larve 
were dead. From observations on the effect of naphthalene on the 
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larve in these jar tests it was concluded that the naphthalene killed 
much more effectively and rapidly when the fumes were confined by 
covering the jars. 

In trunk tests against larve fresh flannel and 25 larvae, half- 
grown, were placed in a lantern globe, the two ends of which were 
covered with cheesecloth. This lantern globe was placed in a trunk 
of average size, in which naphthalene flakes at the rate of one-fourth 
pound to 5 cubic feet were sprinkled, and the lid closed. The use of 
the lantern globe was to prevent the naphthalene from coming in con- 
tact with the larvae, so that any action noted on the larve ald be 
from the effects of the fumes. [Examination at the end of 32 days 
showed that all the larve were dead. The flannel was found to be 
very slightly eaten, showing that some of the larger larve had, no 

doubt, survived long enough to feed slightly. A duplicate test was 

made, in which naphthalene balls were used at about the same rate, 
with identical results. In an untreated trunk, serving as a check, to 
which the same number of larve had been added, were found many 

adult moths and more than a hundred larve, and the flannel was 
badly eaten. 

The results of these tests indicate that the killing effect of the 
naphthalene is due principally to the fumes. 

A second series of trunk tests was made, using three trunks of 
average size, in which larve were added at intervals during the 

course of the experiment. In trunk No. 1 three-fourths pound of 
naphthalene flakes was scattered over the flannel and the bottom of 
the trunk. Ten larve, half to full grown, were added every 2 weeks 
for 10 weeks, making a total of 50 larve used. Two months after 
the last lot of larvee was added examination showed that none had 
pupated, there had been only very slight feeding on the ae and 
all had been killed. 

In trunk No. 2 one pound of naphthalene balls was used, and larvee 
were added from time to time as in the test with trunk No. 1. The 
results were the same as those obtained in the use of naphthalene 
flakes, except that there was no feeding on the flannel, which was due, 
no doubt, to the fact that a larger quantity of balls than flakes was 
used. 

In the check trunk (trunk No. 3), at the close of the experiment, 

numerous moths and Jarve were found and the flannel was badly 
eaten. 

ra 

NAPHTHALENE: EFFECT ON CLOTHES-MOTH. EGGS. 

Pieces of flannel about 1 inch square, containing 10 or more clothes- 
moth eggs, were thoroughly dusted with naphthalene flakes and 
placed in two open battery jars. Observations made 10 days later 
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showed that none of the eggs had hatched, while in an untreated 
jar 16 young larve and 2 unhatched eggs were found. 

In a duplicate test, in which naphthalene balls were placed on the 

flannel, the results were identical. 
From the results of the foregoing experiments it will be seen that 

naphthalene kills all stages of the clothes moth very effectively. 

CAMPHOR. 

Effect on clothes-moth adults—Gum camphor, broken into small 
pieces, was used at the rate of about 5 ounces to 5 cubic feet, in a 
trunk containing flannel. Thirty moths were liberated in the trunk, 
and the lid closed. Examination made 32 days later showed no 
living adults and no larvee, and the flannel had not been fed upon. 
Cage tests with this substance showed a variation in efficacy from 65 
to 100 per cent as compared with the untreated flannel. 

Effect on larve—Twenty-five half-grown larvee were placed on 
clean flannel in a trunk, and gum camphor was added at the rate of 
about 5 ounces to 5 cubic feet and the lid closed. Thirty-two days 
after treatment all of the larvae were found to be dead, and the flan- 
nel had been slightly damaged from feeding. 

Gum camphor scattered on infested flannel in an open jar killed 
60 to 67 per cent of the larvee in about 7 days. 

Effect on eggs.—In two tests in open battery jars gum camphor 
killed all of the eggs, when sprinkled on pieces of flannel containing 
10 or more eggs. — 

While camphor proved effective in varying degrees against the va- 

rious stages of the clothes moth, close observations made during the 

course of the experiments show that it is much less active than the 
different forms of naphthalene. 

RED-CEDAR CHEST. 

Effect on clothes-moth adults—A red-cedar chest of 10 cubic feet 
capacity was utilized. No record of the date of manufacture of the 
chest could be obtained. On May 6, 1915, 10 adult moths and a 
supply of flannel were placed in the chest. Ten more moths were 
added every two weeks until a total of 70 was reached. Two months 
after the last moths were added examination showed that all had 
been killed and that no eggs or larvee were present. 
Two years later (1917) 30 moths and a supply of flannel were 

added to the same chest. Observations made nine weeks after the ex- 
periment was started revealed no living adults, no eggs, and no 
larve. In a trunk, serving as a check, to which the same number 
of adults were added at the same time, more than 50 live larvee were 
counted on the flannel at the close of the experiment. 
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Effect on larve—rThe cedar chest above described was used also 
for a test against larve. In 1915 flannel] was placed in this chest, and 

10 one-half to three-fourths grown larve were added every two 
weeks until a total of 60 was reached. Examination made two 
months after the last addition of larve showed seven live larve; 
36 larve had died and 17 had pupated. Of the 17 pupe 2 died in 
the pupa stage and 15 emerged as moths, but died before any eggs 
were laid. The flannel had been fed upon considerably, but was not 

badly eaten. 
Two years later (1917) this experiment was duplicated by adding 

25 one-half to three-fourths grown larvee at ene time and allowing 
the experiment to run 33 days. The results were almost identical 
with those of the first experiment. 

Effect on eggs.—A small piece of flannel containing many clothes- 
moth eggs was placed in the cedar chest described above. At the 
end of 23 days practically all of the eggs had hatched, but all of the 
resulting larvee died almost immediately. A duplicate test was made, 
with identical results. The check flannel placed in a battery jar 
showed many eggs hatched and all larve alive. 

The results of the foregoing tests indicate that adult clothes moths 
and young clothes-moth larve are killed when placed in a cedar chest, 
but that the larva: one-half to full grown may live for a considerable 
length of time, and even, in some cases, reach the pupa stage and 

emerge as moths. It was observed in all tests that very little feeding 
was done. 

RED CEDAR SHAVINGS AND CHIPS, 

Effect of red-cedar shavings and chips on clothes-moth adults, 
larve, and eggs.—In cage tests cedar shavings and chips did not 
entirely prevent the moths from laying eggs on the treated flannel, 
yet they showed an apparent protective power when the treated 
flannel was compared with the untreated. 

When cedar shavings and chips were thoroughly applied to larva 
more than one-fourth grown, they had no killing effect, but were 
somewhat effective against very young larve. Cedar chips burned 
in a fumigating box, at the rate of 24 grams to 18 cubic feet, were not 
effective against eee 

Cedar chips proved ineffective in peeve the hatching of eggs. 
Red-cedar leaves were entirely ineffective in killing larve and pre- 

venting moth infestation. The oil of cedar leaves, bwense proved 
very effective for both purposes. 

In addition to the above forms of cedar, very small boxes having 
an approximate content of 432 cubic inches (4 cubic foot), made of 
freshly cut red-cedar lumber, were used for certain tests. Adult 
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moths were killed in from three to four days when confined in these 
boxes. From 18 to 25 days were required to kill 85 to 90 per cent of 
the half-grown larvee when placed in the boxes. 

PARADICHLOROBENZENE, 

Effect on clothes-moth adults and larvw.—Paradichlorobenzene 
killed only 30 per cent of the adult moths and none of the larve 
placed in a room of 846 cubic feet capacity. Eight and one-half 
pounds of paradichlorobenzene was exposed in 6 dishes for 21 hours, 
and during this time one-half pound of the material evaporated. A 
liberal amount of paradichlorobenzene scattered on infested flannel 
in an open jar killed all of the exposed larvee in 20 hours. 

In boxes, trunks, or closets this substance would, no doubt, be very 
effective, when used liberally, as indicated by its rapid killing effect 
against clothes-moth larve when confined in a small space; but owing 
to rapid evaporation its effectiveness would not last nearly as long 

as that of naphthalene. 

PYRETHRUM POWDER. 

Effect on clothes-moth larve and eggs.—Pyrethrum powder was 

found to kill 100 per cent of larve on infested flannel, even when 
used in proportions as low as 4 parts of pyrethrum powder to 96 
parts of flour. 

_ Two tests were made with pyrethrum powder against clothes-moth 
eggs. Whether or not the eggs were prevented from hatching has not 
been determined definitely. If any hatched, however, the resulting 
larve died immediately, since 16 days after treatment no larvee were 
found and the flannel was not damaged. 

While no test with pyrethrum powder was made against adult 
clothes moths, it is safe to say that the powder would kill the adults. 
Clothing thoroughly dusted with pyrethrum powder would be pro- 
tected from larve resulting from any eggs that might be present. 

HYDROCARBON OILS AND OIL EMULSIONS. 

Effect on clothes-moth adults—Various oils of the nature of 
kerosene have proved very effective in preventing infestation of 
larvee, resulting from moths liberated in cages, as described on pages 
16 and 17. However, flannels treated with oil emulsions at dilutions 
varying from 1 part of emulsion in 65 parts of water to 1 part of 
emulsion in 250 parts of water were not protected from infestation. 
Tt is necessary to use such emulsions either undiluted or only 
slightly diluted if satisfactory control is to be expected. 

The vapors evolved from kerosene in a closed jar killed adult 
moths in 24 hours, the experiment being so arranged that the moths 

were not in contact with the oil. 
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Commercial crude carbolic acid, used at the rate of 1 part of the 
acid to 10 parts of water, proved effective in protecting flannel from 
moth infestation. 

Effect on larve—Experiments: with three different oils of the na- 
ture of kerosene, and one experiment with gasoline sprayed on pieces 
of flannel infested with larve, resulted in the killing of all larvee in 
each case. Oil emulsions proved of little value, when diluted as 
much as 1 part of the emulsion to 65 parts of water, against larve, 

as well as against adults. Oil emulsions should be used either un- 

diluted or only slightly diluted. - 
Commercial crude carbolic acid, used at the rate of 1 part of the 

acid to 10 parts of water, killed 85 per cent of the larve on badly 
infested flannel. 

The vapors evolved by kerosene in a closed jar killed larve in 
41 hours, the experiment being so arranged that the larve were not 
in contact with the oil. 

Effect on eggs.—Two pieces of flannel, each containing 10 or more 
clothes-moth eggs, were sprayed with gasoline, with the result that 
all of the eggs were killed. Also, 3 and 5 per cent solutions of com- 
mercial crude carbolic acid killed all eggs in similar tests. 

SOAP. 

Effect on clothes-moth larve.—Fish-oil soap, used at the rate of 
1 pound of the soap to 12, 25, and 40 gallons of water, killed all of 
the larvee when sprayed on infested flannel. Laundry soap in two 
tests, in which it was used at the rate of 1 pound to 10 gallons of 
water, killed all of the larve. 

Effect on eggs.—Laundry soap was sprayed on eggs on flannel, the 

strengths used being 1 pound of soap to 10, 20, and 40 gallons of 
water. The strongest solution killed most of the eggs, but the two 
weaker solutions were entirely ineffective. 

The above results with soap indicate that spraying or washing 
clothing with strong soap solution will free it from larve and eggs 
of the clothes moth. 

NICOTINE EXTRACTS AND TOBACCO POWDER. 

Effect on clothes-moth adults—Flannel dusted with powdered 
tobacco leaves containing 4.56 per cent nicotine remained free from 
moth infestation in a single cage test, the untreated flannel, under 
the same conditions, becoming infested with 12 larve. Tobacco pow- 
ders containing 0.4 per cent and 0.8 per cent of nicotine were not 
effective in preventing infestation in cage tests. Since the average 
tobacco powder found on the market contains a great deal less than 
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4 per cent of nicotine, this substance should not be depended upon 
for protection of divine against moth attack. 

No tests with nicotine extract were made to determine its value 
in protecting clothing from moth infestation in the presence of 
adults. . 

Effect on larve.—tiIn Table IV are shown the results of 18 tests 
with several forms of nicotine in varying dilutions. 

TABLE 1Y.—Tests of the killing effect of nicotine solutions and tobacco powders 
against clothes-moth larve. 

Treated. Untreated. 

Test aes repay eth 
ae Nicotine, amount and form. Dilution in water. Number Per cent | Number aN eng 

oflarve dead oflarvee dead 
used. ° used. 

1 | 13 DEE cent as extract..........-..-. 20 e 10 20 
Y loosecQ Ok meqeshoassoaseuaeodoceaocnde 10 4 10 10 
3 | 12 es aoeae asiextract.5-----.--.--- z0 20 10 20 
Ais oe Ogee ree ee en oa sateneceminests 2 2 10 10 10 
yd Ree On 4 eve Se eeecccssedesade 20 5 10 40 
ele 40 yeas cent as sulphate-..-.- 20 130 0 20 

Qe = seeecossstecccecceetces 1 Penoeenaae 1 10 
clase COM isae sess ciceiesinie ss ciseste ss 20 15 10 20 
Waeacee Gz Ss Secseesnoeceopnecrarcasees 10 20 10 30 

LO) \So2e OD n.c ecooccotceccoceeocsesosooce 20 30 10 30 
Tell eae Onesie se este cee cm ise <a in 10 30 10 20 
TO a GW cde sebs cegdaquEseeeeonseeene 10 50 10 40 
11654 eee Olt)s Sea domme neon ce oe SeeneEer 20 55 10 30 
14 | 0. 41 per cent in tobacco dust.....-- 20 5 10 
15 | 0.8 per cent in powdered stalks....- PAV) | Renocceose 56 6 
16 | 3.14 per cent in powdered plant -. 20) |bstecccces 50 8 
17 | 3.38 per centin powdered leaves.... 20 10 10 
18 | 4.56 per cent in powdered leaves. 20 20 50 6 

1 Of those dead, 25 per cent probably drowned, as water was found in the jar. 

It is seen that every form of nicotine, at the dilutions used, failed 
to kill an appreciable number of larve, and since the greatest 
strength used was 1 part of tobacco extract (40 per cent nicotine, as 
sulphate) to 25 parts of water, it is apparent that to kill a higher 
percentage the preparation would have to be used very slightly 
diluted or undiluted. This evidently would not be practical on ac- 
count of the comparative cost and the danger of staining woolens. 

Effect on eggs.—A nicotine-water solution (40 per cent nicotine), 
used at the rates of 1 part of the mixture to 25 and to 50 parts of 
water, killed all of the eggs on sprayed flannel. When the propor- 
tion of water was increased to 75 parts, 2 eggs hatched in one test and 

none in the other. The two larve resulting from the hatched eggs 
died almost immediately. When a dilution of 1 to 100 was used in 

2 tests, one egg hatched in one test and two in the other, the resulting 
larve dying almost immediately. No greater dilutions were used, 
but the results indicate that when used at a much greater dilution 
than 1 to 100, the material would not be effective against the eggs. 
Owing to the expense of such a substance its use would be prohibitive. 
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MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS. 

Effect on clothes-moth adults——lsavender flowers, cayenne pepper, 
and allspice are of no value in preventing moth infestation. 

Cloves and oil of lavender were effective in protecting flannel from 
moth infestation. - 

Effect cn larve.—Miscellaneous substances found to be effective 
against larve are as follows: 

Alcohol (ethyl), 95 per cent solution used as a spray. Cloves, used as a dust. 

Sodium fiuorid, used as a dust. 

Miscellaneous substances found to be ineffective against clothes- 
moth larvee are as follows: 

Allspice (dusted). Lead carbonate (dusted). 
Angelica root (dusted). Lead oxide (dusted). 
Borax (dusted). Lime [air-slaked] (dusted). 
Colocynth pulp (dusted). Pyrethrum stems (dusted). 
Eucalyptus leaves (dusted). Quassia chips (dusted). 
Formaldehyde (sprayed 1 to 10). Sodium bicarbonate (dusted). 
Hellebore, white (dusted). Sodium carbonate (dusted). 
Lavender flowers (scattered on). 

Effect on eggs.—Sulphur, salt, and borax were of no value in pre- 
venting hatching of clothes-moth eggs, when thoroughly sprinkled on 
infested flannel. 

Formaldehyde killed the eggs when used undiluted and when 
diluted with 5 parts of water, but when used at the rate of 1 part to 
10 parts of water eggs were not killed. 

At 50 and at 70 per cent a solution of ethyl alcohol destroyed the 
viability of eggs, but at 30 per cent a solution was ineffective. 

FUMIGANTS. 

Effect on clothes-moth adults and larve—In Table V are recorded 
the results of fumigation tests with miscellaneous materials. 

TasLe V.—Results of fumigation tests with miscellaneous materials against 
adults and larve of the clothes moth. Tests made in a fwmigating house 
containing 360 cubic feet of space. 

; Percentage Number used. cilled? 

Test Name of material. Amount.| Method of application. : 
0. 

Adults.) Larve. | Adults.| Larvee. 

Grams. 
t| Charcoalss. 2 -9.ccbasc-aee=e 265 | Burned with forced draft|........ On| eee ce 3 0 
2 | Formaldehyde.... wel 65 | Evaporated over lamp. . 10 10 0 0 
3 | Paraformaldehyde ores Pea es oe dO Sabeerasetsovaaaane 20 20 0 0 
Ait |e ae fo a ee ae RNC eae (sa) oar COW = <1-s,--1 genes 20 20 30 5 
6) Sulphurste.. 2e. -Fecsssae2 208 | Burned with wick...... 15 10 100 20 
Cease fa fe nr ere en eet eae 243 | Burnedimretort.......-|.cccccos TOS ee ecse 100 
7 | Sulphur and carbon, equal 

DANS Ss.d6 sue sem ouee en eeae 228 |-00- ogame rans Sccsseae 20 20 50 0 

seas 
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As will be noted, sulphur burned in the form of a candle, at the 
rate of 208 grams to 360 cubic feet, killed all adults in 18 hours. The 
combination of sulphur and carbon in equal parts, when burned at 

the rate of 228 grams to 360 cubic feet, killed 50 per cent of the 
adults in 18 hours. Sulphur fumes killed larve in house fumigation 
when used at the rate of 243 grams to 360 cubic feet, but was in- 
effective at weaker strengths. 

Formaldehyde in solution and in crystalline form (paraformal- 
dehyde) failed to kill a majority of the adults and was of no value 
against larvee. 

HEAT. 

Lffect on clothes-moth larve.—The effect of heat on larvee was 
tested by placing the infested flannel in an incubator. Ten larvee 
were used in each case, with the results shown in Table VI. 

Tapir VI.—Hffect of heat on clothes-moth larve. 

Length of | Degree of 4 
exposure. heat. Result. 

Minutes. O18, 
6 128 All killed. 

11 120 Do. 
31 110 Do. 
11 110 30 per cent killed. 
31 105 20 per cent killed. 

A single test made by exposing a piece of flannel containing many 
larvee in the sun for six hours, the developing temperature ranging 
from 80° F. to 105° F., resulted in the death of all larve. 

Effect on eggs.—The effect of heat on clothes-moth eggs was tested 
in the same manner as described above for larvee, 10 or more eggs 
being present on each piece of flannel. See Table VII. 

TasLeE VII.—Hffect of heat on clothes-moth eggs. 

Length of | Degree of 
exposure. heat. Result. 

Minutes. oe 
6 128 All killed. 
6 125 Do. 

11 120 Do. 
31 110 Do. 
11 110 None killed. 
31 105 Do. 

A single test made by exposing for six hours a piece of flannel con- 
taining many clothes-moth eggs to the sun in the same manner as 

described for larve resulted in the killing of the eggs. The tem- 
perature of the flannel during the exposure rose from 80° F, to 

105° F, 
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HOT WATER. 

Effect on clothes-moth larve and eggs.—Both larve and eggs of 
the clothes moth were killed by dipping infested flannel for 10 sec- 
onds in water at a temperature of 140° F. When dipped for the 
same length of time in water at a temperature of 122° F., however, 
neither the larve nor the eggs were killed. 

SUMMARY. 

1. Naphthalene was uniformly effective in protecting woolens 
from clothes-moth infestation and in killing all stages of the insect. 

2. Camphor, though more or less effective against all stages of 
the clothes moth, proved considerably less active than did naphtha- 
lene. 

3. A red-cedar chest readily killed all adult moths and showed con- 
siderable killing effect upon young larve. It did not prevent the 
hatching of eggs, but killed all the resulting larvee almost imme- 

diately. : 
4, Red-cedar chips and shavings, while not entirely effective in 

keeping the adult moths from laying eggs on the flannel treated, ap- 
peared to protect it from appreciable injury when used liberally. 
The chips and shavings showed practically no killing effect against 
eggs, or against the larve when over one-fourth grown. 

5. Paradichlorobenzene was not effective against adults and larve 
in a room fumigation test of 21 hours duration, but killed larve 
effectively in battery-jar tests. 

6. Pyrethrum powder readily killed clothes-moth larve. 
7. Various mixtures of oils were effective in protecting clothing 

from infestation, when used undiluted or but slightly diluted, and 
killed 100 per cent of the larvee when used undiluted. 

8. Laundry soap killed both larve and eggs when used in strong 
solution. 

9. Various tobacco extracts containing hicotine and tobacco pow- 
ders, when used at reasonable strengths, proved of no value against 
this insect. 

10. Lavender flowers, cayenne pepper, and allspice were ineffect- 
ive and cloves and oil of lavender effective in protecting flannel 
from moth infestation. 

11. Powdered cloves, sodium fluorid, and 95 per cent alcohol, un- 
diluted, killed larvee. 

12. Allspice, angelica root, black pepper, borax, cayenne pepper, 
colocynth pulp, eucalyptus leaves, formaldehyde, hellebore, lead car- 
bonate, lead oxid, lime, quassia chips, sodium bicarbonate, and sodium 
carbonate were of no value in killing clothes-moth larvee, 
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13. Borax, salt, and sulphur did not kill clothes-moth eggs; 50 
per cent and 70 per cent solutions of ethyl alcohol and a 16 per cent 
solution of formaldehyde killed the eggs. 

14. Fumigation with sulphur proved effective in killing both adults 
* and larve. 

-15. Heat killed both larve and eggs when they were exposed in 
an oven for 31 minutes at 110° F., and in less time at higher tempera- 
tures. 

16. Hot water killed both larve and eggs when infested flannel 
was dipped for 10 seconds in water at a temperature of 140° I. 

CARPET BEETLES. 

SPECIES USED IN EXPERIMENTS. 

There are two well-known species of carpet beetles in the United 
States, both injurious to woolen fabrics, but, in contrast to the clothes 
moths, generally attacking the heavier fabrics, such as carpets and 
blankets. One species is known as the “carpet beetle” or “ black 
carpet beetle” (Attagenus piceus Oliv.) and the other as the “ carpet 
beetle” or “buffalo bug” (Anthrenus scrophulariae l.). The 
former species, on account of its greater abundance in Washington, 
D. C., was used in the experimental work. 

METHODS OF TESTING. 

The methods used in testing the insecticide materials against the 
carpet beetle were essentially the same as used in the clothes-moth 
tests described on pages 16 and 18. 

EXPERIMENTS AGAINST CARPET BEETLES. 

NAPHTHALENE. 

Effect on carpet-beetle adults—Two cage tests with naphthalene 
flakes and two with naphthalene balls, 30 adult beetles being used in 
each test, resulted in complete protection of the treated flannel in 
all cases, while the untreated flannel was infested with from 5 to 138 
living larvee. 
Two trunks containing flannel were used in tests against the adult 

beetles. In one trunk naphthalene flakes were applied at the rate 
of one-half pound to 13 cubic feet, and 40 beetles were added; in the 
other naphthalene balls were applied at the rate of one-half pound 

to 10 cubic feet, and 30 beetles were added. Four weeks after treat- 
ment all of the beetles were dead and no larvee were present in the 
trunk treated with naphthalene flakes. No live adults, but 3 live and 
2 dead larvee, were found in the trunk treated with naphthalene balls, 
8 weeks after treatment, and the flannel was not damaged. In an 
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untreated trunk there were several live larvee, and the flannel was 
slightly damaged at the close of the experiment. 

In 5 closed battery-jar tests, in which the adults were tightly con- 
fined with a small amount of naphthalene, they were killed in from 2 — 
to 5 days. 

Effect on larve.—cCoarse naphthalene flakes, fine naphthalene 
flakes, and finely powdered naphthalene, dusted on larve infesting 
flannel, killed 90 to 95 per cent in open-jar tests. 

In a closed trunk naphthalene flakes sprinkled on the bottom, at 
the rate of one-half pound to 13 cubic feet, killed, in 32 days, all of 
25 larvee placed on flannel in a lantern globe, the two ends of which 
were covered with cheesecloth to prevent the larve from coming m 
direct contact with the naphthalene. The flannel had not been notice- 
ably injured. Naphthalene balls used against larve in the same man- 
ner, at the rate of one-half pound to 10 cubic feet, gave the same re- 
sults. The check trunk showed 8 per cent of the larvee dead and the 
flannel badly eaten. 

These results indicate, as in the case of clothes moths, that the kill- 
ing effect of naphthalene is due principally to the fumes liberated. 

Effect on eggs—In two open battery-jar tests with naphthalene 

flakes, applied to small pieces of flannel containing 10 or more eggs 
each, no eggs were found to have hatched at the end of 11 days. An 
average of 13 live larve was found on the untreated pieces of flannel. 

In two similar tests, in which naphthalene balls were used, the re- 
sults were identical. 

Naphthalene was found to be very effective in protecting flannel 
from infestation by carpet beetles and in killing adults, larve, and 

eggs. 
CAMPHOR. 

Effect upon carpet-beetle adults—In a cage test with gum camphor, 
in which 35 adults were used, no larve were found upon the treated 
flannel at the end of about one month, while 22 live larve were found 

upon the untreated flannel. In a duplicate test, in which 30 adults 
were used, 1 live and 2 dead larvee were found at the end of 380 days. 

Thirty adult beetles confined in a tight trunk containing one-half 
pound of camphor to 9 cubic feet were dead at the end of 30 days, and 

no larve were found to be present. In an untreated trunk 10 live 
larvee were found at the end of 30 days, and the flannel had been 

slightly eaten. 
Five closed battery-jar tests, in each of which 5 to 10 beetles were 

tightly confined with flannel treated with a small amount of camphor, 

resulted in the killing of 80 to 100 per cent in from 4 to 7 days. 
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Effect on larve—aA_ trunk test against larve was made, using 
camphor at the rate of one-half pound to 9 cubic feet. Twenty-five 
larve on flannel in a lantern globe were added. Observations 
showed, at the end of one month, that 72 per cent of the larve had 

been killed. In an untreated trunk only 8 per cent were dead in one 
month. 

Camphor sprinkled over larve on flannel in open battery jars 
killed only a small percentage. In tests with the jars sealed, all the 
larve were killed in from 15 to 29 days, but none were killed in seven 
days. Only 15 per cent died in the untreated jars in 29 days. 

Effect on eggs—In two tests with camphor scattered on flannel 
containing 10 or more eggs, no larve were found to have hatched in 
11 days, while an average of 13 live larvee was found on the un- 
treated pieces of flannel used as a check. 

Camphor, although effective against the various stages of the car- 
pet beetle, was not as uniformly efficient as was naphthalene. Since 

camphor kills more slowly and volatilizes much more rapidly than 
does naphthalene, its use is not recommended when naphthalene is 
available. 

RED-CEDAR CHEST. 

Killing effect on carpet-beetle adults, larve, and eggs.—Thirty 
adults and a large piece of fiannel were confined in a red-cedar chest 
of 10 cubic feet capacity. At the end of 60 days examination showed 
that all adults were dead and that one live and more than 100 small 
dead larve were present. No noticeable injury had been done to the 
flannel. 

Twenty-five half to full-grown larve, placed upon flannel, were 
confined in the chest for 60 days. At the end of that time none were 
found dead, and the flannel had been slightly eaten. 

Two pieces of flannel, each containing 10 or more eggs, were in- 
closed in the chest for 23 days. At the end of that time examination 

showed 14 small dead larve on each piece of flannel. The flannel 
was not damaged. Although the cedar chest failed to kill the eggs, 
the newly hatched larvee died almost immediately. 

The cedar chest readily killed newly hatched larve, but failed to 
kill adults before eggs were laid and also did not kill one-half to 

full-grown larve. This cedar chest was the same one used in the 
clothes-moth test. 

CEDAR CHIPS. 

Effect on carpet-beetle adults —Cedar chips were employed in three 
cage tests, about 30 adult beetles being used in each. Examination of 

the three tests 30 days later showed an average of 10 live larve on 
the treated flannel and an average of 16 live larve on the untreated. 
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Thirty adults, with a large piece of flannel, were inclosed in a 
trunk, to which had been added cedar chips at the rate of one-half 
pound to 9 cubic feet. At the end of 8 weeks all the adults were 
dead and no larve were present. The check trunk showed 10 live 
larvee and the flannel slightly eaten. 

Adults placed in closed battery jars with flannel treated with 

cedar chips resulted in the killing of 80 to 100 per cent in 7 days. 
Effect on larve—Red-cedar chips were placed in a trunk at the 

rate of one-half pound to 9 cubic feet. Twenty-five half to full- 
grown larve were added and the trunk closed immediately. At the 
end of 56 days no larvee were dead, and the flannel was considerably 
eaten. 

Effect on eggs.—Red-cedar chips were used in open battery jars 
against the eggs. After 9 days larve were observed on ane flannel, 
but were not counted. 

Apparently red-cedar chips were not very effective against the 
different stages of the carpet beetle. Clothing would be protected 
by the use of cedar chips only when used very liberally. 

PYRETHRUM POWDER. 

Effect on larve and eggs. —Pyrethrum powder was used in four 
tests against larve on flannel in open battery Jars. An average of 
27.5 per cent was killed in about a week. 

Two tests were conducted with pyrethrum powder against larvee 

on flannel in large-stoppered bottles. Of a total of 20 larve used, 
90 per cent were killed in about one week. Fifteen per cent of the 
larvee on untreated flannel in stoppered bottles died in the same time. 

Two pieces of flannel, each containing 10 or more eggs, were 
placed in battery jars and dusted with the powder. At the end 
of 26 days no larve were found on the treated flannel, although the 
eggs may have hatched and the young larve have been killed almost 
immediately. An average of 13 live larve was found on the un- 
treated pieces of flannel. 

Pyrethrum powder proved considerably less effective against car- 
pet-beetle larve than against clothes-moth larve. 

ce Se te 
” po | Raameeltl 

HYDROCARBON OILS AND OIL EMULSIONS. 

Effect on carpet-beetle adults, larve, and eggs.—A 10 per cent 
solution of carbolic acid showed moderate protective value against 
carpet-beetle adults in cage tests, while a 5 per cent solution proved 
ineffective. 

Mineral oils and oil emulsions of the nature of kerosene killed all 
the larve when used undiluted. The oil emulsions proved effective 
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when diluted not more than 1 part to 10 parts of water. Against 
eggs, in two tests each, a 3, 5, and 10 per cent solution of crude car- 
bolic acid appeared to prevent hatching. 

SOAP. 

Effect on carpet-beetle larve and eggs.—Fish-oil soap, used at the 
rate of 1 pound to 4 and 8 gallons of water, killed 100 per cent of 
the larve. When used at the rates of 1 pound to 10, 16, and 25 gal- 
lons, from 75 to 90 per cent were killed, while weaker solutions 
proved ineffective. Practically the same results were obtained by 
the use of laundry soap. 
Laundry soap, used at the rate of 1 pound to 10 gallons of water, 

appeared to kill all carpet-beetle eggs in two tests. When used at 
the rates of 1 pound to 20 and 40 gallons of water it was not effective 
against the eggs. 

NICOTINE SOLUTIONS AND TOBACCO POWDERS, 

Effect on carpet-beetle larve——Table VIII shows the results of 
tests with nicotine in various forms against the carpet-beetle larve. 

TasLeE VIII.—Tests of the killing effect of nicotine solutions and tobacco 
powders upon carpet-beetle larve. - 

Un- Treated. ecentds 

ma Dilut Numb eri- santt ilution in umber 
eat Nicotine, amount and form. water. oftests.| Total x 
NO. number | Verage| Average 

of larvee | Pe cent | per cent Be GEG dead. dead. 

1 | 40 per cent nicotine as sulphate-...........- UO WU coctats 2 20 100 6 
Qiieseee (0) 55 GAR BB ES AE eae nso scab o aaepeeesere UK) 24). Cao oaee 2 20 60 6 
Or bease GMs oS bnbasaus SoC LOD SEE COnE Our Boon aneeae 1 to 50........ 2 20 20 6 
4 | 40 per cent nicotine as extract in nicotine- | 1 to 25.......- 2 20 (Ser inne BARS 

water solution. 
Beene ORES Seater acmenas ach ccm iic te 2. IWiKO) GUS so oonee 4 40 Lu aya eee a 
(| ees COmege sceosesobeeee cesesdedeeees see ae 1 tos00se 52. 2 20 By AS eee eee 
7 | 12.5 per cent nicotine in nicotine-water solu- | 1 to 125....-... 3 30 70 10 

ion. 
8 | 11.6 per cent nicotine in nicotine-water solu- | 1 to 32......--. 8 80 72.5 4 

tion. 
9 | 4.56 per cent nicotine in tobacco dust.....-. Undiluted..... 2 20 OM Eee 

10 | 0.41 per cent nicotine in tobacco dust.......|...-- C@@sccocéor 2 20 Geet Se eeaseoe 

As will be noted, it was necessary to use a tobacco extract (40 per 
cent nicotine, as sulphate) diluted at the rate of 1 part to 10 parts of 
water to kill all the larve. AIl weaker dilutions used failed to Ill 
more than 75 per cent. It is therefore apparent that nicotine sprays 
are not to be recommended for carpet-beetle larve. 

Powdered tobacco, containing 4.56 per cent of nicotine, which is 

considerably above the average percentage of nicotine content for 
such powders, was ineffective against the larve when used as a dust. 
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In addition to the foregoing tests tobacco powder containing 0.85 
per cent nicotine was burned in a box at the rate of 6 ounces to 360 
cubic feet. None of the 15 larve used in this box fumigation were 
killed in 19 hours. The strength was increased to 26 ounces to 360 

cubic feet with the result that 20 per cent of the larvee were killed. 
Effect on eggs.—A solution containing 40 per cent nicotine extract, 

used at dilutions of 1 part mixture to 25 and 1 to 50, killed nearly 
all the eggs, while dilutions of 1 to 75 and 1 to 100 were not effective. 

It appears from these tests that the various forms of nicotine are 
of no practical value against carpet beetles. 

MISCELLANEOUS SUBSTANCES. 

Effect on carpet-beetle adults—Ouil of cedar leaves effectively pro- 
tected flannel from carpet-beetle infestation in laboratory-cage tests. 
Lavender flowers were ineffective in such tests. Formaldehyde fumi- 
gation (24 ounces to 360 cubic feet) proved ineffective against adults. 

Effect on larve—RMiscellaneous substances tested against carpet- 
beetle larve and found to be more or less effective are as follows: 

Alcohol (ethyl), 50-95 per cent solutions. 

Cloves (powdered). 

Gasoline (undiluted). 

Mercuric chlorid (1 pound to 50 gallons of water). 

Sulphur (burned), 83 ounces to 360 cubic feet. 

Miscellaneous substances found to be ineffective against larve are 
as follows: 

Alcohol (ethyl) 20 to 40 per cent solu- | Hellebore (dust). 

tions (sprayed). Lavender flowers (dust). 

Allspice (dust). Lime (dust). — 

Arsenious acid (dust). Pepper, black (dust). 

Borax (dust). Sodium fluorid (dust). 

Formaldehyde (fumigation). Sulphur (dust). 

Effect on eggs.—Solutions of ethyl alcohol at 30, 50, 70, and 100 
per cent appeared to prevent the hatching of carpet-beetle eggs. A 
20 per cent solution, however, was of no value. 

Borax, gasoline, mercuric chlorid (1 pound to 50 gallons of water), 
and sulphur failed to prevent hatching of eggs. 

HEAT. 

Effect on carpet-beetle larve.—tTests of the effect of heat were 
conducted by placing 10 larve on flannel in an incubator for varying 
lengths of time. The results are shown in Table IX. 
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TABLE IX.—Hffect of heat on carpet-beetle larva. 

Length of | Degree of 
exposure. heat. Results. 

Minutes. °F. Per cent killed. e 
10 128 100 
15 125 100 
30 120 100 
10 120 30 
30 110 0 
10 110 0 
30 105 0 

Effect on eggs.—Ten or more eggs on a piece of flannel were placed 
in an incubator for varying lengths of time. The results are shown 
in Table X. 

TABLE X.—Hffect of heat on carpet-beetle eggs. 

Length of | Degree of 
exposure. heat. Result. 

Minutes. it. Per cent killed. 
11 130 100 

11 128 50 

19 125 100 

16 125 100 

31 120 0 
11 120 0 
31 110 0 
11 110 0 

31 105 0 

To kill all larvee, a temperature of 120° F. maintained for 30 
minutes was required. Higher temperatures for less time were 

equally efficient. To prevent all eggs from hatching, it would ap- 
pear, from these limited tests, that the length of exposure is more 
important than the temperature. A temperature of 125° F. for 
16 minutes killed the eggs, while an exposure of 128° F. for 11 
minutes failed to kill all the eggs. 
Two pieces of flannel, each containing 10 or more eggs, were placed 

in the hot sun for three hours. The temperature on the flannel 
ranged from 109° F. to 120° F. Observations showed that none of 
the eggs so exposed hatched, while practically all the eggs on the un-_ 
exposed flannel hatched. 

HOT WATER. 

Effect on carpet-beetle larve and eggs——Flannel dipped for five 
seconds in water at a temperature of 140° F. resulted in the killing 
of both larvee and eggs, while water at a temperature of 122° F. failed 
to kill either larvee or eggs. 
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SUMMARY. 

1. Naphthalene, against carpet beetles, as against clothes moths, 
proved effective in preventing infestation of clothing and in killing 
all stages of the insect. 

2. Camphor was effective against the various stages of the carpet 
beetle, but killed much more slowly than did naphthalene. 

3. A red-cedar chest killed adults and newly hatched larvee, but 
had no effect on larve half grown or larger. 

4. Red-cedar chips proved only moderately effective against carpet 
beetles. 

5. Pyrethrum powder proved considerably less effective against 
carpet-beetle larve than it did against clothes-moth larve. 

6. Various mixtures of mineral oils killed carpet-beetle larve, 
when used undiluted or but slightly diluted. 

7. Laundry soap killed both larve and eggs when used in strong 
solutions. 

8. Nicotine solutions and tobacco powders proved of no practical 
value against this insect. 

9. Oil of cedar leaves was effective, and lavender flowers ineffec- 
tive, in protecting flannel from carpet-beetle infestation. 

10. Ethyl alcohol (50-95 per cent solutions), powdered cloves, 
gasoline, mecuric chlorid, and fumigation with sulphur (83 ounces 
to 360 eoie feet) killed ie larvee effectively. 

11. Ethyl alcohol (20 to 40 per cent solutions), allspice, arseni- 
ous acid, borax, formaldehyde fumigation, hellebore, lavender 
flowers, lime, black pepper, sodium fluorid, and sulphur were in- 
effective against the larve. 

12. Ethyl alcohol (80, 50, 70, and 100 per cent solutions) killed 
carpet-beetle eggs, while borax, gasoline, mercuric chlorid, and - 
sulphur failed to kill the eggs. 

13. Heat Inlled the larvee, when exposed in an incubator for 30 
minutes at 120° F. A higher temperature was required to kill the 

eggs. : 
14. Hot water killed both larve and eggs, when the infested flannel 

was dipped for five seconds at a temperature of 140° F. 
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INTRODUCTION.- 

_ Most corn growers fail to realize that by improving the shuck cov- 
ering on their corn by selection they may reduce the amount of 
damage done to the grain. Growers generally consider nothing but 
the ears and kernels when selecting seed. In weevil-infested -sec- 
tions in particular, variation in the damage of: ears is frequently 
observed, but if the matter is considered the cause is usually attributed 
to variation in the hardness of the grain. Weevils attack corn of all 
degrees of hardness, and their progress in consuming the hard corn 
is only slower than that in the soft corn. Some observers have con- 
cluded that since weevils are able to eat the hardest corn, they would 
also cut their way through the most resistant shucks in order to feed 
upon the grain, if sufficiently urged by hunger. Others have observed 
that earworms may cut holes through a large percentage of the pro- 
tecting shucks and that weevils will enter through these holes, and 
they have concluded from this that shuck covering can not be 
made a practicable means of protection. Then, too, there is a senti- 
ment on the part of some against a large amount of shuck. 

With such a formidable array of misconceptions and real diffi- 
culties as these and others, it is not surprising that little or no action 

59563°—18—Bull. 708 
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is being taken in the matter to bring about practical results. This 
is especially true in view of the fact that very little experimental 
work has been done to determine the relationship that really 
exists between shucks and the corn inclosed by them. However, 
some reassuring observations in this connection have been recorded 
by W. E. Hinds, entomologist of the Alabama Argicultural Experi- 
ment Station. Below are given certain significant quotations: 

The earliest maturing corn—almost regardless of variety—attracts them [weevils] - 

in greatest.number and naturally the ears that have exposed tips and loose, open 

husks are then the first and most heavily attacked. * * * But naturally the corn 

from the outer edges of the field and the poorly covered ears throughout the field 

will always contain more weevils than any other equal number of ears. * * * 

The two most important factors in producing this [weevil infestation] variation [of 

varieties] are generally comparative rapidity of development to maturity of the grain 

and the relative length and tightness of the husk covering. * * * From our 

study of these varieties, we have become convinced that weevil resistance depends 

first of all upon the length and tightness of the husk covering upon the maturing ear. 

* * * Long husks can be bred by seléction in any variety. * * * Good husk 

covering and proper storage methods may entirely prevent the necessity for fumigation 
treatment. 

In the following pages are given the results of investigations whage 
object has been to establish definitely by positive means some of the 
more important facts regarding the merits of shucks as a means of 
preventing ear damage. 

RELATION OF SHUCK CHARACTERS TO INSECT INFESTATION. 

FIELD INVESTIGATIONS. 

The field investigations described in this bulletin were conducted 
during the period from September 27 to October 4, 1915. The 
experimental corn had been planted on March 22 and 23 at Thomas- — 
ville, Ga., and was among the first planted in the community that 
year. At the time the data were collected the moisture in the grain 
varied with the variety from 12.5 to 15 per cent. 

Fourteen native southern varieties were included in the investiga- 
tions, They were grown in adjacent rows and harvested and studied 
separately, but for the purposes of this bulletin the results are con- 
sidered collectively. 

The ears were harvested with all of the shucks in place. They 
were then separated into three classes, termed ‘poor shucks,” 
“good shucks without wormholes,” and “good shucks with worm- 
holes.” $ 

Ears were classified as having poor shucks if the shucks failed to 
extend beyond the tip of the ear or if extending beyond the tip 
they did not close tightly and seemed to offer opportunity for insects ~~ 
to enter along the passage used by the silks. 

1 Hinds, W.E. Reducing insect injury to seed corn, Ala. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 176, p. 49-68, 4 pl. 1914, 
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Ears were classified as having good shucks if the shucks extended 
beyond the tip of the ear and closed more or less tightly about the 
silks. Most of the so-called good shucks were not ideal or such 
as would be the breeder’s aim, but were only better than those 
classed as poor shucks. 

If a hole or holes had been cut through a good shuck by.a 
worm, the ear was put in the class of good shucks with worm- 
holes; if no such openings had been made, the ear was classified 
as good shucks without wormholes. Only such wormholes as 
were cut through the shucks were considered. It was found, after 
removing the shucks, that some of the ears in the class good shucks 
without wormholes had been attacked by worms, too. They had 
entered through the silk channel and had either left through the © 
same channel or died. | 

While the shucks were being removed an examination was made 
for the work of the earworm and for insect infestation, mold, and 
discoloration. The number of ears infested with insects or damaged 
by molds and discoloration was thus determined for each class of 
shuck covering. 

At the time the notes were taken the earworms (/eliothis obsoleta 
Fab.) had completed their work. The black weevils (fig. 1) anda - 
group composed of two or more species of small reddish brown beetles 
(fig. 2) were practically all the insects which infested the ears at that 
time. In this bulletin the black weevils are therefore termed 

“weevils’’ and the small reddish brown beetles are termed “beetles.” 
In making counts an ear was considered infested when only a 

single insect was found inside the shuck covering. 
Practically without exception ears infested with weevils were also 

infested with beetles. For this reason the number of ears infested 
with beetles is the same as the total number of ears infested with 
insects. 

The results of the investigations of the relation of the shuck cover- 
ing to insect infestation are summarized in Table I. 

TaB.eE I.—Relation of the shuck covering of corn to insect infestation in the field. 

_ Percentage of ears— 

Kind of shuck covering. Ineach | Infested with— 

Weevils. | Beetles. 

HAO Olena yee saiseis fa classe ae cee ae csnice Soy jeje ne - « sae ne eee ae eee eleictcle 48 52 96 
(OOO av LhaWiOrMbOleSetan se se ae aee seer iacis <5 > - Ha eee ae ee oe Sees 28 38 93 
Good awiuloutaw Orman olest cases eseense 5 --- -snacee te ee ee eee eae 25 Oi 56 
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The total number of ears examined was 1,949. Of these, 48 per 
cent were in poor shucks, 28 per cent in good shucks with wormholes, 
and 25 per cent in good shucks without wormholes. 

Of the ears in poor shucks, 52 per cent were infested with weevils 
and 96 per cent with beetles. Of the ears in good shucks with worm- 
holes, 38 per cent were infested with weevils and 93 per cent with 
beetles. Of the ears in good shucks without wormholes, 9 per cent 
were infested with weevils and 56 per cent with beetles. 

Fic. 2.—Species of small reddish brown 

insects, termed “‘ beetles”? in this bul- 

letin. é 

A comparison of the classes 
with different shuck coverings 
shows 43 per cent more weevil 

Fic. 1.—Black weevils ( Calandra oryza), termed infestation and 40 per cent more 

“weevils” in this bulletin. : 5 F 
beetle infestation in poorshucks 

than in good shucks without wormholes. The wormholes through 
what was otherwise good shuck coverings permitted increased in- 
festation amounting to 29 per cent for weevils and 37 per cent for 
beetles. 

Thirty-eight per cent of all the ears examined were infested with 
weevils and 85 per cent with beetles. From the standpoint of 
infestation the beetles were the most serious of the two classes of 
insects; however, close examination failed to discover any damage 
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that could be definitely attributed to them. As there was abundant 
evidence of damage due to the weevils, it was concluded that so far 
as these two classes of insects were concerned the weevils, though 
greatly outnumbered by the beetles, had undoubtedly done most 
of the actual damage to the grain. 

STORAGE INVESTIGATIONS. 

Representative ears in their shucks were taken from the plat in 
which the field investigations were made and stored in a tight 
galvanized-iron bin. In August, 1916, or about 10 months after the 

corn was first stored, the ears were classified in accordance with the 
kind of shuck covering found.and then carefully examined for insect 

- infestation. 

Table IT shows the relation of the shuck covering to the Dee 
of ears infested with weevils and beetles. ; 

Taste II.—Relation of the shuck covering of corn to insect infestation after 10 months 
in storage. 

Percentage of ears— 

Kind of shuck covering. Infested with— 

Not 
infested. 

Weevils. | Beetles. 

TOC esoodentindsosddewec cna sees cece ee ote ee ae eeueP See anole ae ee oer eee 97 100}| eeete eae 
Roel: Walia WoL aaa gee Pee as Sas sce ae Es ha ele eg te 55 LOOp| See emetense 
OOM THOU b Wormholes 2c ce- 22 2. Sedat -----2 -Geemeee ee ae sae see c= 4 77 23 

Mopaleeeeae == SS aS i ee 66 95 5 

A total of 206 ears was examined. Of the ears in poor shucks, 97 
per cent were infested with weevils (Pl. I) and 100 per cent with 
beetles, none being free from infestation. Of the ears in good shucks 

with wormholes, 55 per cent were infested with weevils and 100 per 
cent with beetles, while none was free from infestation. Of the ears 
in good shucks without wormholes, 4 per cent were infested with 
weevils and 77 per cent with beetles, 23 per cent being free from all 
infestation (PI. II). 

A comparison of the classes with different shuck coverings showed 
93 per cent more weevil infestation and 23 per cent more beetle 

infestation in poor shucks than in good shucks without wormholes. 
The wormholes through what was otherwise good shuck coverings 
permitted increased infestation amounting to 51 per cent for weevils 
and 23 per cent for beetles. 

In this, as in the field investigations, it was found that beetles 
infested many more ears than the weevils. If they were a factor in 
damaging ear corn of adapted varieties, the shuck covering would be 
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much less important as a means of protection. Fortunately, this 
did not appear to be the case, as is shown by the date given in 
Table III. . - 

Tasie III.—Relative amount of damage done to corn by weevils and by beetles. 

’ Percentage of— 

Total 
Infestation. number * 

of ears, |2tS With! namaged 
damaged kernels 
kernels. | ~ re 

Weevils.and beetles‘together™: 2222-2522. 05.-..- 4 SER eee 135 100 60 to 75 
Beotles alone). giio0- scaccort seas saxs Secececosiss 25 ees s eeeeaeeeees 60 5 Trace. 

From 60 to 75 per cent of all the kernels on the 135 ears infested 
with weevils and beetles together were seriously damaged. Of the 
60 ears infested with beetles alone, 5 per cent were damaged by 
something. It is possible that worms or other insects not present 
at the time of the examination might have been the cause of this 
damage. At any rate the damage amounted to a mere trace on 11 
kernels. It is evident, therefore, that the beetles when alone were of 
no practical importance in the corn studied. The 11 kernels whose 
damage is in question were softer than most of those in the varieties 
used in these studies. If the beetles did this damage, then it is 
probable that they did so because the comparative softness made it 
possible. Other investigations have shown that some of the com- 
paratively soft-grain varieties of corn from outside the areas that are 
badly infested with grain insects may be directly damaged by beetles. 
This again suggests that kernel density may determine whether 
direct damage fon beetles is possible, and emphasizes the importance 
of using adapted corn which may involve protective factors that 
have not yet been clearly recognized. Because of the importance 
of adapted varieties for practical purposes this publication is confined 
to the results with such varieties, and since the beetles were not an 
important damaging factor in this connection, these insects are not 
further considered here. 

The lots of corn considered in Tables I and II were grown in the 
same plat and harvested at the same time, and were as comparable 
as it is possible for two lots of ears to be under similar circumstances. 
As the lot considered in Table I was examined for infestation at 
harvest time (October, 1915), and the lot considered in Table II was 
examined for infestation after about 10 months in storage (August, 
1916), the differences between the percentages of infestation found at 

the time of examination should represent the gain in infestation 
during storage. The percentages of weevil infestation shown in 
Tables I and II are compared in Table IV. 
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Tasie IV.—Relation of the shuck covering of corn to the increase in weevil infestation 
during storage. 

Percentage of ears 
infested. Increase 

or 
Kind of shuck covering. decrease 

October, | August, | @Uting 
1915. | 1916, ’ | Storage. 

a Olen eee aisiocte see Ci Sarco cscs ciemeciseins- ~~. Sa eeeeereiiare s yemne 52 | 97 45 
(COL, Wall (Onan no) CSE Be aA eRe ecee ono ero oonteseeepee —-occe=pbaeeeneoE 38 | 55 17 
CeoO mau OMODINN Ole See. = cian oei mec = <i = - eee nee are tae 9 | 4 — 9 

Of the ears in poor shucks, 52 per cent were infested in 1915 and 97 
per cent in 1916. The infestation in 1916 was 45 per cent greater ~ 
than m 1915. Of the ears in good shucks with wormholes, 38 per 
cent were infested in 1915 and 55 per cent in 1916. The infestation 
in 1916 was 17 per cent greater than in 1915. Of the ears in good 
shucks without wormholes, 9 per cent were infested in 1915 and 4 per 
cent in 1916. The infestation in 1916. was 5 per cent less than in 
1915. 

It seems a significant fact that during the period of storage the per- 
centage of weevil-infested ears increased decidedly in poor shucks 
and in good shucks with wormholes, but there was no increase in the 
percentage of ears infested in good shucks without wormholes. These 
data, coupled with the fact that no evidence could be found showing 
that weevils attempt to cut the shucks, indicate that the right kind 
of shuck covering is an effective barrier to this class of insects. 

LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS. 

It is probable that the insects in seeking their food follow the line of 
least resistence. Under ordinary field and storage conditions they 
naturally attack the ears with least protection first and successively 
attack those with greater protection as the demand for food increases. 
While the investigations discussed on the preceding pages show that 
the better class of shuck protection successfully resisted insect damage 
under existing conditions, it is natural to suppose that insects which 
can eat the hardest kernels (fig. 3) of corn would also cut their way 

through the protecting shucks if sufficiently urged by hunger. With 
ordinary field and storage conditions it has always been possible 
‘for weevils to find some food, and for this reason it was not necessary 
to force a way to the corn in the best shucks in order that they might 
avoid extinction. With complete success in the breeding of ideal 
shuck coverings this last condition might arise, and it is desirable to 
know whether the acquired shuck coverings would prevent infestation - 
under such conditions. To determine this point a number of weevils 
were confined in properly ventilated jars with ears of corn in good 
shuck coverings, but with no other source of food. The test was 
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begun in August, while the temperature was high and the weevils 
very active. By the following December all the weevils were dead 
and dry, none had reached the grain, and no evidence could be 

found that they had 
attempted to force 
their way through 
the shuck protection 
to. the grain. 

As a logical part of 
this test, some wee- 
vils were confined in 
jars with ears of corn 
from which theshucks 
had been removed. 
This part of the test 
was identical with 
the first, with the ex- 

ception that in this 
case there was no 
shuck protection. 
With four or five ex- 
ceptions, the wee- 
vils were alive at 
the finalexamination 

and had done a very 
serious amount of 
damage to all the 
ears. 

This test makes it 
evident that while it 
seems that these in- 
sects should be quite 

Fic. 3.—White Rice pop corn damaged by weevils. These insects can able to cut through 
eat the hardest corn. ar on thie Sano 

covering that corn may have, they, in fact, will not do so, 
even though they must starve if they do not. 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS IN 1916. 

On October 6, 1916, at Thomasville, Ga., a quantity of corn was 
selected from a field and examined for ear damage. The variety in 
this case was one of those used in the 1915 investigations. As may 

-be gathered from the data, it had a wide range of protective adapta- 
tion. As the field was located about one-fourth of a mile from places 
where old infested corn was stored, the opportunity for weevil in- 
festation was very good. The worm damage is believed to have been 
exceptionally severe. 
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The ears examined were of three classes. The first class had shucks 
extending from 4 to 6 inches and the second class from 2 to 3 inches 
beyond the tips of the ears; the third class had practically no shucks 
extending beyond the tips of the ears. The relation of shuck cover- 
ing to infestation as it was found in these classes is shown in Table V. 

TaBLe V.—Relation of the shuck covering of corn to. insect infestation in 1916. 

Percentage of ears— 

Number |= 
4 of ears 

Kind of shuck covering. fsaaniae || Atiimetzagl|| Tnaitasties! slected 

: ined. by with aan 
worms. | weevils. moral 

Extending 4 to 6 inches beyond tips of ears..............-...--- 111 72 9 64 
Extending 2 to 3inches beyond tips of ears..............-. esate ~ 102 87 22 77 
nacticalliyen O}eXteCNSION os .o-/-painis oe Se = ose ee 5 =)-)s- = eee 100 96 100 91 

Of the 111 ears with shucks extending from 4 to 6 inches beyond 
the tips of the ears, 72 per cent had been attacked by worms, 9 per 
cent had been infested by weevils, and 64 per cent had been affected 
with worm mold. Of the 102 ears with shucks extending from 2 to 3 
inches beyond the tips of the ears, 87 per cent had been attacked by 
worms, 22 per cent had been infested with weevils, and 77 per cent 

had been affected with worm mold. Of the 100 ears with practically 
no shuck extension beyond the tips of the ears, 96 per cent had been 
attacked by worms, 100 per cent had been infested by weevils, and 
91 per cent had been affected with worm mold. 

In the case of worms, 15 per cent fewer ears were attacked in the 
4 to 6 inch extension shucks than in those having 2 to 3 inch exten- 
sions, and 24 per cent fewer than where there was practically no exten- 
sion. There were 13 per cent fewer ears infested with weevils in the 
4 to 6 inch than in the 2 to 3 inch extension shucks and 91 per cent 
fewer than in the shucks having practically no extension, while 13 per 

~ cent fewer ears were affected with worm mold in the 4 to 6 inch ex- 

tension shucks than in the 2 to 3 inch extension shucks, and 27 per 
cent fewer than in those having practically no extension. 

These figures make it clear that length of shuck extension is a 
controlling factor in the matter of ear damage. In addition, the 
relationship between the length of shuck extension and the percentage 
of ears attacked by worms is of special interest because, in connection 
with the following evidence, it suggests a possible means of over- 
coming the most serious obstacle in the way of making a perfectly 
effective shuck protection for practically all of the ears. : 

SHUCK EXTENSION AS A PREVENTIVE OF WORM DAMAGE. 

The foregoing discussion has made it clear that earworms may be 
responsible (directly and indirectly) for much damage to corn. The 
fact that earworms can and sometimes do cut holes through a 
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large percentage of the protecting shucks would seem to be an 
insurmountable barrier to those who would breed for shuck protec- 
tion against weevils. It has been shown (Table V), however, that 
the proportion of ears attacked by worms tends to decrease as the 
shuck extension is increased. 

The earworms usually enter the shuck coverings through the silk 
channels, feeding on the silk as they go, the holes through the shucks 
being made when they are leaving. If while feeding on the silks and 
with its hunger not yet satisfied a worm reaches an ear which is 
sufficiently tender to be attractive, it may feed upon the kernels and 
cob for a time before cutting out. If, however, during its progress 
along the silk channel the silks become unpalatable on account of 
age or the worm reaches maturity, it. may abandon its course before 
reaching the ear. Reasoning along this line, one naturally concludes 
that the longer the shuck extension or silk channel the more likely 
it is that worms will leave the shucks before they reach the grain. 
This conclusion is supported by the data presented in Table VI. 
The ears examined for this information were a part of those examined 
to obtain the information given in Table V. 

TaBLe VI.—Relation of the length of shuck extension of ears of corn to the worm damage. 

Percentage 
of ears not 

Total num. | &2ten because 

Kind of shuck coyering. ber of ears | “oms cut 
examined. rom silk 

channels be- 
fore reaching 
the grain. 

Extending 4 to'6 inches beyond tips/ot Cars:-.-- >... 955 eee eee eee 111 14 
Extending 2to 3 inches beyond tips of ears...-...--.-.--2--------------....- 102 7 

Advantage due to the longer shuck extension... . ease Sone See = soe SIE cote e 7 

It may be seen that of the 111 ears with shucks extending from 4 
to 6 inches beyond the tips of the ears, 14 per cent had escaped 
damage because the worms had cut from the silk channels before 
reaching them. It may also be seen that of the 102 ears with shucks 
extending from 2 to 3 inches beyond the tips of the ears, 7 per cent 
had escaped damage because the worms had cut from the silk channels 
before reaching them. 
By comparison it may be seen that the longer shuck extension 

afforded 7 per cent more protection than the shorter shuck extension. 
These investigations, in part at least, show why shuck extension 

reduces the amount of worm damage. In addition, they suggest the 
possibility of breeding a shuck extension long enough to be entirely 
effective against earworms. The extent to which the earworms can 
be eliminated by the means suggested can only be determined by 
other investigations. 
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RELATION OF SHUCK COVERING TO MOLD AND DISCOLORATION. 

The relation of shuck covering to the mold and discoloration of 
corn was studied in the field in connection With the investigations 
in 1915 of the relation of shuck covering to insect infestation. The 
affected ears were classed as rotten, discolored, or worm moldy. 

Those ears termed ‘‘rotten” were extensively affected by molds 
and would have been rejected by anyone culling to improve the grade 
of the corn. 

Those ears termed “discolored” had some kernels slightly affected 
by molds, stained by the shucks, checked by small cracks, or they were 
tarnished as though they had been soaked in water. Most of this 
discoloration would not have been given serious consideration by the 
average observer. 

The ears termed ‘“‘worm moldy” were such as were affected by 
mold that seemed to have been made possible by the attacks of 
earworms. These ears, because of their large number and the slight 
damage done, would not have been discarded by the most fastidious 
in an attempt to improve the grade. 

As this corn was examined comparatively early in the fall, a large 
percentage of the stalks standing erect and the ears not Bhaded by 
vines, weeds, or other growth, and as the seasonal conditions for 
drying the mature ears were favorable, the proportion of damaged 
corn was much less than may often be seen in the section covered by 
these investigations. 

For these investigations the ears were separated into classes with 
poor shucks and with good shucks. The class with good shucks 
includes both those with and without wormholes. In other respects — 
the classification is the same as that for the investigations involving 
insects. The results of the investigations of the relation of the shuck 
covering to rotten, discolored, and worm-moldy ears are summarized 
in Table VII. 

Taste VII.—Relation of shuck covering to the percentage of ears of corn found to be 
rotten, discolored, or having worm molds. : 

Percentage of cars— 

Kind of shuck covering. 
| Discol- | Worm 
HeGiiieia ored. moldy. 

IECAR a8 Le ae SSR ES Sa SAE Ee ey SRE Se etre Ee I EL Te ini ge | 4 34 58 
COOG ss eos eS EE Se ee ane A al a eT a ee | 1 18 40 

NETS Sree ae, ek eA i a oo SIC a eee ea | 3 27 | 50 

A total of 1,157 ears was examined. Of the ears in poor shucks, 4 
per cent were rotten, 34 per cent were discolored, and 58 per cent 
were affected with worm mold: Of the ears in good shucks, 1 per cent 
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were rotten, while 18 per cent were discolored and 40 per cent were 
worm moldy. . 
A comparison of the classes with different shuck coverings shows 

that 3 per cent more ears in poor shucks than in good shucks were 
rotten, 16 per cent more were discolored, and 18 per cent more were 
affected with worm mold. 

GENERAL VALUE OF A GOOD SHUCK COVERING. 

Of all the ears of corn produced in the United States each year, com- 
paratively few entirely escape damage. Most of them lose only a few 
kernels because of earworms or other insects or are more or less 
reduced in value by molds or discoloration. This damage is usually 
passed without concern, but when it is considered that a loss of only 
one kernel per ear amounts to an annual loss for the United States of 
at least 5,000,000 bushels and that this amount must be multiplied 

several times to represent the total annual loss, it becomes apparent 
that these losses are worthy of attention. Itseems that by improving 
the shuck protection ear damage in any section can be considerably 
reduced, but such protection can be made of the greatest value in 
sections infested with weevils. Some special advantages of shuck 
protection in a weevil-infested section are mentioned below. 

ADVANTAGES IN THE FIELD. 

The relation of the shuck covering to the percentage of damaged 
kernels is illustrated by the figures presented in Table VIII. These 
data were obtained on October 6, 1916, from two of the lots of ears — 
considered in Table V. 

Tasie VIII.—Relation of the shuck covering of corn to the percentage of damaged kernels. 

Percentage of kernels dam: ; oe ge ofkernels damaged 

Kind of shuck covering. oes Total. 
aed By By ear- | By worm) 

5 weevils. | worms. mold. 

With practically no extension! <—---=2--2---f-----.2- 100 14 6 a4 20 
With an extension of 4 to 6 inches beyond the tips of | ; 

ENO CATSied eo no seen won Semaceecemraeet we scien = + ae | 111 0 1 al 1 

Advantage in favor of shuck extension.-....... | - 5 eee 14 Oy Maecenas 19 

a These figures are included in those for worm-eaten kernels. 

With practically no shuck extension, 14 per cent of the kernels 
were damaged by weevils, 6 per cent by worms, and 4 per cent by 
worm mold. No kernels with shuck extensions of 4 to 6 inches were 
damaged by weevils, 1 per cent were damaged by worms, and 1 per 
cent by worm mold. The ears in shucks with practically no extension 
had a total of 20 per cent of their kernels damaged, while in the ears 
with shuck extensions only 1 per cent were damaged. It is evident, 
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therefore, that the long shuck extension effected a saving of 19 per 
cent in the field. This saving could not have been effected by earlier 
harvesting and fumigation, because the corn was taken from the field 
as soon as it was sufficiently dry to permit storage. 

' ADVANTAGES IN STORAGE. 

There is some conflict of opinion regarding the matter of storing 
corn in the shuck. Some believe that corn stored in the shuck is 
more or less protected from weevils because of the shucks. Others 

- reason that these insects enter the shucks in the field and then, being 
carried with the ears put in storage, they are able to continue their 

_work of destruction. They further reason that if the shucks were 
removed in the field many of the insects would be left behind, and to 
that extent the damage would be lessened. The facts presented on 
the foregoing pages have shown that the right kind of shuck covering 
is not entered by weevils, but that poor or defective shucks may be en- 
tered. It is evident, therefore, that so far as weevil damage is con- 
cerned, the advantage or. disadvantage of the method of storing corn 
in the shuck is determined by the kind of shuck covering on the 
corn stored. A certain number of ears in all varieties are exposed in 
the field. To store such ears in their shucks after the grain has become 
infested is to make conditions most favorable for the insects. To 
shuck them in the field is to leave a part of the insects behind, but 
as these ears still contain adults, larve, and eggs, destruction will 
continue, and they will remain a source from which uninfested and 
exposed corn may become infested. 

On the other hand, there are usually some ears in varicties 
native to weevil-infested sections that because of their effective shuck 

coverings do not become infested with weevils. To store such ears _ 
in their unopened shucks is to afford them continued protection. To 
shuck such ears is to expose them to the attacks of insects, including 
the Angoumois grain moth, unless they are protected by other means. 
The average farmer does not use other effective means of protection, 
because they involve additional cost and, in the case of fumigation 
with carbon bisulphid, extra fire risk. Shuck protection involves no 
additional cost and no extra fire risk. It seems, therefore, that a 

storage method that utilizes shuck protection will very greatly in- 
crease the practice of holding and feeding corn on farms in weevil- 
infested areas. Such a method is outlined as follows: Grow the best 
shuck-protected corn, store the shuck-protected ears in their shucks, 
and feed or sell the unprotected ears as early as possible. 

If there igs a considerable percentage of unprotected ears, as 1s 
always the case at present, and these ears are known to be infested, 
they should be shucked as early as possible and kept away from 
uninfested corn. The shucking should be done in such a way that 
the dislodged insects may be swept together and burned. 
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ADVANTAGES IN MARKET QUALITY. 

The price of corn is governed in part by its commercial grade. In 
order to improve the grade of corn offered on the market, growers 
are sometimes advised to cull the damaged ears. It is practicable to 
cull only such as are extensively damaged. After culling, there may 
be as much or more damaged corn remaining as was removed, because 
it is scattered through a large percentage of the ears in the form of 
discolored and worm-moldy kernels. It has been shown (Table VII) 
that shuck protection reduces both of these kinds of damage. For 
this reason it also makes possible a higher grade of corn than can 
otherwise be secured. 

RELATION OF INCREASED SHUCK PROTECTION TO THE COST OF 
SHUCKING. 

There is a noticeable variation in the amount and kind of shucks 
on corn grown in different sections of the United States. Whenever 
unshucked corn is subjected to weevil attack, the ears with poor 
shuck protection are more or less damaged and to that extent are 
eliminated from the corn to be used for seed. ‘This, then, leaves a 
higher proportion of the sound corn on ears with good shuck protec- 
tion. For this reason, the natural tendency, with other circum- 
stances favorable, has been toward the use of seed from ears with 
good shuck protection. So, as a general rule, varieties native to 
weevil-infested sections have a heavier and longer shuck than those 
native to sections without weevils. Notwithstanding the overpower- 
ing influence of natural circumstances in weeyil-infested sections and 
its weaker influence in other sections, there has been a general tend- 
ency on the part of corn growers toward a lighter and shorter shuck. 
The chief reason for this preference has been the desire to reduce the 
amount of hand labor required to shuck the ears. 

In some varieties commonly grown in weeyil-infested sections, 
the shuck. protection can be greatly improved without producing 
a greater amount of shuck. This can be done by improving the 
shape of the present shucks by means of selection, having in view 
longer and closer fitting coverings. Then, too, improved machinery 
is now available which may be made to meet any objection to the 
increased quantity of shuck that is necessary to protect the ears. 
These machines are known as ‘‘shuck shellers” and are now commonly 
used by the larger grain and feed dealers in the South. Either the 
shucked or unshucked ears, after having been broken from the stalks, 
are handled by these machines. In the case of ears in the shucks, the 
shelled grain, the cobs, and the shucks are separated. The shucks are 
usually baled and sold for feed, but occasionally mattress and other 
factories take a part of the output. Some of the companies have 
received inquiries from paper manufacturers regarding the quantity 
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of shucks they could supply, but up to the present time there has 
been an insufficient quantity available to justify the paper com- 
panies in entering the market for them. Wherever such data could 
be obtained it was found that the amount obtained from the sale of 
shucks fully covered the cost of shelling and separation, and there 
seems to be no chance.of an overproduction. It appears, therefore, 
that increased shuck protection need not increase the present cost 
of shucking. 

THE PRODUCTION OF BETTER SHUCK PROTECTION. 

There is abundant evidence to indicate that shuck covering re- 
sponds to selection. Some of this evidence is summarized as follows: 
(1) Varieties native to weevil-infested sections usually have a higher 
percentage of ears in good shucks than do those native to sections 
where no weevils are found. (2) Varieties native to sections with 

comparatively few weevils and with poorshuck covering, after having 
been grown for a number of years in sections very seriously infested 
with weevils, were found to have as good shuck coverings and as much 
resistance to weevils as the average native variety. (3) The per- — 

centage of ears in good shucks has been increased by systematic 
selection. 

All the known efforts in this line of selection have been of short 
duration, but they indicate that with similar methods and equal 
effort progress will be as rapid as that in other lines of selection. 

Further investigations are required to determine all the points to 
be desired in the ideal shuck covering, but it is certain that the por- 
tion of the shucks that extends beyond the tips of the ears should 
be very long and that it should fit tightly about the silks. 

The shuck covering can probably be improved in any variety, but 
some varieties have a greater range of shuck variation than others, 
and, with other qualities equally good, it would be desirable to start 
systematic breeding with one of these. Even in those varieties 
offering the greatest opportunities the ears with ideal shuck exten- 
sions are exceptionally rare. With varieties in this low state of 
selection it will necessarily require several years of the most exacting 
selection to attain uniform success. The breeder, however, should be 

encouraged in his efforts by the thought that while he must begin with 
exceptionally little, the advantage resulting from complete success 
will be exceptionally pronounced. Certainly the man who has’ 
labored to produce higher yields by selection should be attracted by 
this promising opportunity to save a part of the corn crop. It is 
usually impossible to prove that the breeder has increased the 
yielding power of his variety by selection, but the results of selection 
for better shuck protection are apparent to the eye. 
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SUMMARY. 

The investigations reported upon in this bulletin had for their 
object the establishment by positive means of some of the most 
important facts regarding the merits of shucks as a means of pre- 
venting damage to ear corn. 

Field investigations showed 4; per cent more weevil infestation in 
corn with poor shucks than in that having good shucks without 
wormholes. 

Storage investigations showed 9+ per cent more weevil infestation 
in corn with poor shucks than in that with good shucks without 
wormbholes. 

Laboratory investigations showed that aes would starve rather 
than force their way “ha ough good shuck covering. 

These investigations showed per cent more rotten, 16 per cent 
more discolored, and 18 per cent more worm-moldy ears in poor 
shucks than in good shucks. 

The so-called good shucks of these investigations were oo ideal, 
but only better than the so-called poor Sine ce The later inves- 
tigations made it clear that the longer the shuck extension beyond 
the tips of the ears, the more effective is the protection against causes 
of damage, including earworms. This suggests the possibility of 
breeding a shuck extension long enough to be entirely effective 
against ear damage. 

Increased shuck protection need not increase the cost of shucking 
if proper use is made of shuck-shelling machinery. 

These investigations appear to justify the followmg recommenda- 
tions: 

(1) Breed corn with a very long shuck extension that fits tightly about the silks. 

(2) To better protect ear corn in the fields from weevils, earworms, molds, and dis- 
coloration, grow the best shuck-protected corn. 

(3) To make practicable the more general holding and feeding of corn on farms in 

the weevil-infested areas, store shuck-protected ears in their shucks and feed or sell 

the unprotected ears as early as possible. 

WASHINGTON : GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICH : 1918 
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INTRODUCTION. 

The storing of food supphes during the season of production or in 
times of plenty for use in the season of nonproduction or in times of 
scarcity is as old as civilization itself. In fact, this custom, not un- 
known among savage races, is in a sense but the counterpart of the 
instinctive action of certain provident species of insects and other 
lower animals in the storing of their particular foods. Among human 
beings little if any progress could have been made along the road of 
civilization without intelligent action in the storing of certain non- 
perishable products, at least, and this custom is one of the first essen- 
tials in the development of wealth and power in any race or nation. 

The storing of grains and other nonperishable preducts requires 
protection merely from moisture and from the greater extremes of 
temperature. The storing of fresh fruits and vegetables requires the 
arresting of life processes, and the storing of all perishable products, 
vegetable or animal, requires control of the development of bacteria. 
Until quite modern times the preservation of such products was prin- 
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cipally by the use of salt and other preservatives and by protection 
from the air, and it was only for limited periods and in moderate 
quantities that they were preserved in the fresh state by holding 
them at reduced temperatures. The more palatable and more nutri- 
tious character of these products when preserved in the fresh state 
has given such encouragement to further use of this method of preser- 
vation that a complete transformation has resulted in the character 
and economic importance of the storage industry. Since the year 
1890 mechanical refrigeration has assumed great importance in the - 
preservation and marketing of perishable and semiperishable prod- 
ucts, and the present importance of the storage industry is in large 
measure due to the adoption and development of this process. 

Aside from the carrying over of perishable and semiperishable 
foods in household economy from the season of production to the sea- 
son of nonproduction, there is in the business world a sufficient motive 
for such preservation in the profit to be gained by buying at lower 
prices in times of plenty for sale at higher prices in times of scarcity. 
The commercial motive has been an incentive in the business of stor- 
ing and preservation of foods at all times, and it exerts an equal 
force in the work of the cold-storage industry. The consequences, 
however, are not entirely commercial. Just as in the household the 
family in the season of nonproduction has the use and enjoyment 
of the food saved from the season of production, so in the commer- 
cial world the preservation of foods for seasons and years of scarcity 
is provided for by the accumulation of a surplus in times of plenty. 
The development of the cold-storage industry has made possible the 
holding of perishable foods in substantially the same condition as 
that in which they were first produced; and the quantities that will 
be held in the future under mechanical refrigeration need be limited 
only by the powers of production of foods and of providing. such 
means of storage and by the prospective demand. Accordingly there 
have already resulted, and in the future there may be expected to 
result in even greater degree, economic consequences of the utmost 
importance. 

The preservation of these articles in the fresh state from the season 
of greatest production to the seasons of scarcity tends to greater uni- 
formity of prices throughout the year. On the one hand it tends to 
relieve a glutted market, and on the other hand it not only provides 
a supply in the season of nonproduction of commodities which could 
not be had at such times in the fresh state at all, but also provides a 
larger supply, consequently at lower prices, of such products as 
butter and eggs, which otherwise could be had only in smaller quan- 
tities.. Of still greater consequence than the equalization of prices is 
the conservation and avoidance of waste in the season of large supply 
and the larger consumption because of less excessive prices in the 
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season of scarcity. Perhaps the greatest advantage of all lies in the 
widening of the market, the production of foods both in seasons best 
suited and in regions best adapted to their development, and the 
placing of them on the market in seasons of scarcity and in com- 
munities far remote from the localities of production. 
Asa result, the interests of producer, middleman, and consumer are 

brought more closely into harmony. With the assurance that waste 
will be avoided and that the entire product can be marketed, the pro- 
ducer will be encouraged to increase his output and can afford to sell 
his product at a lower price per unit. The consumer will inevitably 
buy on more favorable terms, since the providing of a large supply 
in seasons of scarcity must lower the extreme prices demanded at 
such times, and the increase of the total annual supply must result 
in placing the product on the market upon more favorable terms. 
The avoidance of waste for the middleman, owing to the holding of 

. perishable products under favorable conditions of temperature dur- 
ing the marketing process, and the moving of such commodities in 
larger quantities through the markets, must result under conditions 
of reasonable competition in a smaller margin of profit per unit of 
the article handled, with corresponding advantage to producer and 
consumer. While in many instances there may be abuses in the com- 
mercial operations of the cold-storage industry, its general economic 
effects are highly advantageous and under present conditions of life 
almost indispensable, and its general operations should ordinarily 

prove commercially advantageous to all parties concerned. 
One serious obstacle at present to further growth of this industry 

is an undue prejudice against commodities that have been held in 
cold storage. While it is true that in many instances goods held for 
the usual season in storage are somewhat less palatable than fresh 
stock, the difference in the price is ordinarily greater than is war- 
ranted by the difference in the quality of the goods. When the pub- 
lic has learned to purchase fresh and cold-storage products according 
to quality, a further increase in the use of cold-storage facilities, and 
accordingly in economic gain, will undoubtedly follow. 

The dealer’s success, however, is dependent upon so many factors 
that the most comprehensive information concerning market con- 
ditions is essential to such stability of the industry as will result 
from conducting cold-storage operations at reasonable and steady 
profits rather than at alternating excessive profits and losses. The 
industry can not attain complete success except by reducing the 
speculative element of the transactions to a minimum. ; 

To this end it is necessary that in the storing season producers 
and dealers be supplied with information showing how much of each 
article is being stored, whether the quantity is more or less than 
usual, and whether under all the circumstances it is going into stor- 
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age at fair prices. When the stock is moving out of storage it is 
important to know how fast it is being disposed of, in order that 
on the one hand the dealer from previous experience or from records 
may be able to judge how quickly it must be moved to prevent com- 
petition with the product of the next season, and on the other hand 
the consumer may be able to determine whether under all the cir- 
cumstances the existing supply is being offered at fair prices. 

Tt is apparent that this information has a cumulative value. It is 
useful when comparisons are made between the current holdings 
and movements and those of the previous year, but it is more valu- 
able when comparisons are made for a series of years, and its value 
increases with the completeness of the returns as inclusive of all 
holdings. 

COLD-STORAGE REPORTS OF COMMERCIAL ORGANIZATIONS. 

Many trade papers make monthly estimates of the quantities of 
certain products held in cold storage in various cities on the first of 

each month. Their sources of information are confidential, but it 
is well known that they are not based on actual knowledge, as they 
do not have the cooperation of all operators of warehouses. The. 
data they publish are valuable but are confined to the holdings of 
a few of the great distributing centers. . 

For more than 10 years the American Warehousemen’s Association 
has obtained such data from about 54 of the more important storages, 
regarding their holdings of creamery butter and eggs. The figures- 
they have collected are especially valuable in that they cover a series 
of years and are based on the business of the same firms for almost 
the entire period. 

The accompanying diagram (fig. 1) shows the average percentage 
of the creamery-butter holdin | in storage on the first of each month 

of the year as reported to this organization. It is based on the 
average monthly holdings for a period of 10 years, from 1907 to 
1916, inclusive, the average holdings on the 1st of September for the 
10 years being 64,378,898 pounds. 

Tt will be Fie ed that more than three- ‘canine of the holdings 
in these warehouses are stored during the months of June and J nie 
while most of the distribution is within the months of October to 
March, inclusive, about one-fourth of the total holdings being with- 
drawn during December. It appears from these figures that on 
an average only 6.9 per cent is carried over into the next season. 

Figure 2 is a diagram showing the average monthly holdings of 
case eggs for the same date. The maximum holdings are shown to 
be in storage on August 1. During April, May, and June 84.5 
per cent of all the eggs stored were placed in these warehouses. The 
deliveries extended over the months of August to February, inclusive, 
one-fourth of the stock being sold out in December. On the aver- 
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age, only four-tenths of 1 per cent of the holdings are carried 
through the month of February. It is the general custom to remove 

COLO STOR MemA HOLD Tes 

OF 

COREE ACM Een Yoeoeveer fH 

Compiled from the reports of the associated warehouses. 

Based on the average holdings of the years 

1907 to 1916 inclusive. 

Wig, 1. 

first from storage the eggs stored in July. It will be observed that 
4.4 per cent of the total is stored during July and 4 per cent removed 
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during August, thus almost cleaning up the July eggs. The April 
eggs are the choicest storage stock and comprise 38.4 per cent of 

* 

COLBR 2S TOR AGE oO Lt mes 

OF 

CASE EGGS 

Compiled from the reports of the associated warehouses: 

Based on the average holdings of the years 

to 1916 inclusive. 

Hie. 2. 

the total quantity stored. The average amount in storage on the 
first of August during the 10 years was 2,913,591 cases. 
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STORAGE REPORTS OF THE BUREAU OF MARKETS. 

The reports of the Bureau of Markets of the United States De- 
partment of Agriculture showing the storage holdings of food- 
stuffs have so far been limited almost entirely to showing the hold- 
ings of certain commodities in cold storage. The only exceptions 
are data showing the quantities of cured beef, dry salt pork, sweet 
pickled pork either cured or in the process of curing, and lard. It 
was realized in the beginning that in order to make the information 
of the most value it should include all of the cold-storage holdings 

- of each article throughout the United States. This would give the 
dealer actual knowledge of the quantity that was stored and a more 
complete history of its movement. 

BEGINNING AND GROWTH OF THE WORK. 

The work was begun in October, 1914, by making preparations 
for reports covering the holdings of apples in cold storage. The 
reports for the first two seasons covered the period from December 
1 to June 1, inclusive, thus showing the movement from storage only. 
Since that time they have begun with a report on October 15. Semi- 
mcnthly reports are issued until December 1, as the apples are being 
placed in cold storage at that time and the movement is much more 
rapid than later. 

On August 1, 1916, the Bureau of Markets began reporting the 
cold-storage holdings of creamery butter and case eggs. American 
cheese was added to the list of commodities on September 1 of that 
year, and on December 1, 1916, the work was extended to include 
reports on seven varieties of meat products: Frozen beef, frozen 
pork, frozen lamb and mutton, dry salt Deus sweet pickled pork, 
cured beef, and lard. 

On May 1, 1917, the first reports showing the stocks of frozen eggs 
and frozen -aulnae were issued. The “isinllae was divided into four 
classes: Broilers, roasters, fowls, and turkeys. All other poultry, 
including the poultry that the warehousemen were unable to classify, 
was reported under the head of miscellaneous frozen poultry. Pack- 
ing-stock butter was added to the list on September 1, 1917. On Octo- 
ber 15, 1917, the first report showing holdings of frozen fish, cured 
herring, and mild-cured salmon was issued. The report covers 22 
varieties of frozen fish, and other varieties are grouped under the 
heading of miscellaneous frozen fish. The following are the different 
classifications: 

Bluefish. Halibut. 

Butterfish. Herring (including alewives, blue- 

Ciscoes. backs, ete.) 

Cod, hake, pollack, haddock. Herring, cured. 

Croakers. : Lake trout. 
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Mackerel (excepting Spanish). Shad, 

Rock fishes (including grey and red | Shad roe. 

cod). Smelts, eulachon, ete. 

Sablefish (black cod). Squid. 

Salmon, fall. Weakfish. 

Salmon, silver. Whitefish. 

Salmon, others. Whiting. 

Sea bass. 

In order to relieve the congestion of work on compilations at the 
first of the month, incidental to the preparation of other storage re- 
ports, and thus enable the bureau to handle its work more economic- 
ally, the reports for fish are obtained for the 15th of each month. 

METHODS OF SECURING INFORMATION. 

In securing the information two methods were available, one being 
to obtain reports from the owners of the goods, and the other to ob- 
tain the data from the cold-storage warehouses. Obviously one or the 
other of the methods had to be rigidly adhered to in order to prevent 
duplications. 

The latter method was adopted, as it required a much smaller list 
of reports with less chance of error, and it was believed that co- 
operation could be secured more readily from the warehousemen 
than from the owners of the products. The principal difficulty en- 
countered in the beginning of the work was the lack of any complete 

list of cold-storage warehouses. Various lists were consulted, but 
none proved complete. The first apple report was based on the hold- 
ings as reported by 289 cold storages. That the list was very incom- 
plete is shown by the fact that the report of June 1, 1917, showed the 
apple holdings of 569 warehouses. | 

In June, 1916, the work of compiling a complete list of cold- 
storage warehouses was begun. Circulars were sent out to a list of 
more than 3,000 firms compiled from various sources. They were 
sent to all firms listed in any available records which, judging from 
their advertisements and descriptions of their business or equipment 
in trade publications and journals, might be conducting cold-storage 
plants. In addition, one cooperating firm in each city was asked to 
furnish a list of all cold-storage plants in that town. The returns 
were classified and resulted in increasing the list of known cold- 
storage warehouses to more than 1,000. Since that time many names 
and addresses have been secured from various sources, and the list 
has been extended to include packing-house plants having refrigerat- 
ing apparatus. There were 1,450 names on the list of the Bureau 
of Markets on January 1, and it is believed it included practically all 
of the cold-storage plants in the country. ; 

Blank forms are furnished to the cold-storage firms on which to 

submit their reports. These forms are mailed on the 8th and the 24th 
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of each month, the form mailed on the 8th being for the reports of the 
15th, and those on the 24th to be used for the 1st of the following 
month. Warehouses in the States of Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, 
New Mexico, and west thereof are requested to telegraph their 

reports in addition to submitting the regular form by mail. 
Prior to September 1, 1917, the success of the work was dependent 

upon the voluntary cooperation of the cold-storage warehouses. 

Naturally in such a large list of firms there were a few delinquents, 
some of which reported irregularly, and there were a few who abso- 

lutely refused their cooperation. Although the reports were not 
then entirely complete, the statements compiled from them gave a 

very clear idea as to the quantities stored and the percentage of 
movement. 

After the entrance of the United States into the war the Sixty-fifth 

Congress passed legislation by which these reports may be required 
by the Secretary of Agriculture. Section 2 of Public No. 40, ap- 

proved August 10, 1917, provides as follows: 

That the Secretary of Agticulture, with the approval of the President, is 

authorized to investigate and ascertain the demand for, the supply, consump- 

tion, costs, and prices of, and the basic facts, relating to the ownership, pro- 

duction, transportation, manufacture, storage, and distribution of, foods, food 

materials, feeds, seeds, fertilizers, agricultural implements and machinery, and 

any article required in connection with the production, distribution, or utiliza- 

tion of food. ‘It shall be the duty of any person, when requested by the Secre- 

tary of Agriculture, or any agent acting under his instructions, to answer 

correctly, to the best of his knowledge, under oath or otherwise, all questions 

touching his knowiedge of any matter authorized to be investigated under 

this section, or to produce all books, letters, papers, or documents in his 

possession, or under his control, relating to such matter. Any person who shall, 

within a reasonable time, to be prescribed by the Secretary of Agriculture, 

not exceeding 30 days from the date of the request, willfully fail or refuse to 

answer such questions or to produce such books, letters, papers, or documents, 

or who shall willfully give any answer that is false or misleading, shall be 

guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be punished by a 

fine not exceeding $1,000 or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or both. 

On August 17, 1917, the Secretary ef Agriculture authorized and 
instructed the Chief of the Bureau of Markets to take such steps as 
might be necessary to acquire authorative information for the pur- 
poses of the act. As cold storage is an important factor in the 
conservation of food, information such as that covered by the monthly 
storage reports was considered essential to a thorough investigation 
under the act. Under the provisions of the Act three business days 
after the 1st or the 15th of each month are allowed by the Secretary 
for the preparation of the returns, and they must be mailed or tele- 
graphed not later than the fourth business day. 

60188°—18—Bull. 709 2 
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COLD-STORAGE DEFINITIONS. 

For the purpose of licensing and regulating cold-storage plants the 

following definitions were promulgated by the President. They are 

used by the Food Administration and by the Department of Agri- 
culture: 

1. Cold-storage warehouse.—A cold-storage warehouse shall mean any place 

artificially or mechanically cooled to or below a temperature of 45 degrees above 

zero Fahrenheit in which food products are placed and held for thirty days 

or more. 

2. Public cold-storage warehouwsemen.—Any individual, firm, corporation, or 

association engaged in the business of maintaining and operating cold-storage 

warehouses in which food products are stored for hire or compensation, shall be 

called a public cold-storage warehouseman. : 

3. Private cold-storage warehousemen.—Any individual, firm, corporation, 

or association that maintains and operates as any adjunct to their business, 

cold-storage warehouses for the storage of food products exclusively owned or 

dealt in by them, shall be called a private cold-storage warehouseman. 

4, Combined public and private cold-storage warehousemen.—Any individual, 

firm, corporation, or association which combines a public cold-storage ware- 

house business with a storage of commodities which directly or indirectly it 

owns, deals in, or otherwise has an interest in shall be called a combined public 

and private cold-storage warehouseman. 

COMPILING THE REPORTS. 

In addition to showing the actual quantities of the different com- 

modities as reported from the warehouses, certain comparisons are 
made with the reports of other months, in order to show the relative 
amount in storage compared with previous dates and the relative 
increase or. decrease in holdings during the month. In preparing 
the first reports showing the cold-storage holdings of apples for the 
season 1914-15, the comparison was made with the holdings of the 
season 1912-13, as it was believed that the holdings of that season 
were more nearly normal than those of the season 1913-14. Except 
for the first season, the holdings of the current year were compared 
with the holdings on the same date of the previous year. For the 
first season only, the total holdings of the United States were used in 
the comparison; but at the beginning of the season of 1915-16, the re- 
ports showed the holdings in each State. Later in that season it was 
decided to adopt a more convenient and probably more valuable 
grouping, and the reports are now issued showing the holdings of 
sections. The sectional grouping as finally adopted is shown in the 
accompanying map (fig. 3). 

Besides comparing the reports of the current ye with those of 
thé same month in the preceding year, a comparison is made between 
the holdings of the current month and the holdings on December 1. 
This is to show the percentage of the amount stored for the season 

Be 
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that still remains in the warehouses. The same comparison is also 

made for the previous year, which shows the relative movement from 

storage during the two years. 

CENITRAL 
Fig. 3. 

United States Department of Agriculture 

Bureau of Markets 
Sectional Divibions 

as used in Storage Reports 

When the reports were extended to include the holdings of cream- 
ery butter, American cheese, and case eggs, the latter comparison 

was modified somewhat for these commodities. Instead of compar- 
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ing the holdings of the current month with the holdings of the maxi- 
mum month, they are compared with the holdings of the preceding 
month, and the same comparison is made for the previous year. 
The comparison of the holdings of the current with the same month 
in the previous year is made for each section, while the comparison 
with the preceding month is made for the whole United States only. 
In comparing the holdings of any two months, the holdings of all 
firms not reporting for both months are eliminated from the com- 
parisons. The reports of all commodities except fish show these com- 
parisons and sectional divisions. The fish holdings are segregated 
into three sections only. The Atlantic section includes the New Eng- 
land, Middle, and South Atlantic States; the Western section in- 
cludes Western North and Western South; all other States are in- 
cluded in the Central section. This seems to be the most logical 
grouping for reporting the storage of fish. It covers the three most 
important producing sections of the Atlantic coast, Pacific coast, and 
the Great Lakes. It does not differentiate between the Great Lake 
section and the Gulf of Mexico section, but as few fish are stored in 
the South Central States, this subdivision is considered unnecessary. 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE INFORMATION. 

A brief summary of the storage reports is furnished to the press 
through the Office of Information of the Department of Agriculture 
as soon as the returns are tabulated. Before it is released it is sent 
over the leased wires of the Bureau of Markets to its branch offices 
which are established in numerous cities throughout the United 
States. It is published in these offices at the same time that it is fur- 
nished to the press and press representatives in Washington. The 
value that the trade attaches to these reports is shown by the great 
demand for them and the prominence with which they are featured 
in the trade publications. Any person or firm not located in Wash- 
ington or the cities in which branch offices are located may, upon 
application, receive the summaries or any part of them by telegraph, 
charges collect. Every effort is made to have these data reach all the 
interested parties at the same time. 

As soon as possible after the information is compiled, the detailed 
reports are mimeographed and mailed. A copy of every report on all 
commodities is sertt to each storage house on the mailing list. In 
addition to these firms, copies of any or all of the reports are sent to 
any person or firm requesting them. 
When the first reports showing the holdings of apples in cold stor- 

age were issued, they were sent to a list, compiled from all available 
sources, of apple growers and dealers, and all of them were advised 

that the reports would be mailed to them regularly upon request. 
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Copies were also sent to a selected list of trade papers and other 
publications. 

As the work was extended to include other commodities, every 

effort was made to let the public know that the reports were available, 
free of cost, to anyone requesting them. Copies were sent to all deal- 
ers in these commodities in towns with a population of 25,000 or 
more and to a large list of producers. With the exception of the cold- 
storage warehouses, newspapers, trade publications, and certain Gov- 
ernment officials, no reports are sent except upon request. 
Approximately 75,000 copies of the reports for December, 1917, 

were mimeographed and mailed. Table 1 shows how they were 
distributed. 

TABLE 1.—Distribution of the storage reports of the Bureau of Markets on 
Dec Leto 

C dities News, | gpbuiaes. | “saat (NB t.| Total Jommodities. s os. en Byrequest. otal. 
papers: officials. 

2.47) 0) i er ee SS ae SUSE OBAC oe 3, 500 1, 444 600 3, 401 8,985 
Greamery butters. she 3,500 1, 444 _ 600 3, 485 9, 029 
MMEVICAN: CHECSO ==) aps Bowes eee eee 3, 500 1, 444 600 2, 707 8,251 
Gao ee es s2n 52s sc beeen eee eset eet 3,500 1, 444 600 3, 832 9,376 
HOTT OF ES 525/252 ake. seer eae ere eee 3, 500 1, 444 600 3, 832 9,376 
Frozen and cured meats........- Geseeeizaes 3, 500 1, 444 600 2, 262 7,306 
ENDED POUL Ye ccs oseei< a sadeee eee aie oe 3, 500 1, 444 600 1, 705 7, 249 
Packing-stock waits SER DCR ene ae 3, 500 1,444 600 3, 485 9, 029 
Frozen and cured fish.....----.- Reser ecae 3, 500 1,444) 600 18 5, 562 

Motel. .< lok 2258s sears sees eee 31,500 12, 996 5, 400 24,727 74, 623 

REVIEW OF THE 1916-17 STORAGE SEASON FOR APPLES. 

This season’s reports began with a tabulation of the holdings in 352 
storages on October 15, 1916. They showed a stock ve 949,147 
hoi and 1,062,564 boxes. This was 47.8 per cent less than was 
stored on October 15 of the previous season. Most of these hold- 
ings were probably stored after October 1 and amounted to more 
than one-third of the total quantity placed in storage during the 
season. By November 1 almost three-fourths of the holdings of 
the season had been stored. The balance of the holdings, with 
the exception of about 7 per cent, were stored before the 15th of 
November. 

The holdings of December 1 represented practically all the apples 
stored for the season. In the 450 storages reporting they amounted 
to 2,603,584 barrels and 3,913,290 boxes. Three boxes are equivalent 
to about one barrel in quantity, so these storages held approximately 
3,908,000 barrels. The boxed apples therefore represented one-third 
of the total holdings. In 1915 the boxed apples comprised one-fifth, 
and in 1914 one-fourth, of the total holdings. 
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TABLE 2.—Cold-storage holdings of apples as reported on Dee, 1, 1916. 

Percentage 
Section. sStoree 5 Barrels. Boxes. |Combined.} in en 

19) g- section. 

New wngland® st 22.2 se Pee eee aces 13 112,177 94,418 143, 650 3.9 
Middle sAtlanticso.0 255 sos cee ree 88 | 1,018, 620 523,526 | 1,193, 129 32.5 
South Atlantic 2. oss2502 Sees see oe 31 180, 809 22,174 188, 200 Sil 
Worth Certral (east). 2.7.22 sssties;- need. 80 594, 800 284, 723 689, 708 18.8 
North Central (west) 59 364, 328 560, 140 551, 041 15.0 
soutun Central. .2.. 45-42. ere 40 151, 208 209, 388 221, 004 6.0 
Western (north).........-...- 24.) 22. Sees 1,119, 996 373, 332 10.2 
Wrestern:(south) 2.268 cesses eee eat cae 32 12 929, 797 309, 944 8.5 

0.0 Lith pga ERS” Sine be Sein ae | 367 | 2,421,954 | 3,744,162 | 3,670, 008 100. 

Table 2 shows the holdings of each section, the number of storages 
reporting, and the percentage relation of each section’s holdings to the 

total amount stored on December 1. Figure 4 shows the distribution 
of the holdings graphically. The report shows that the distribution 
of the barreled apples was radically different from that of the boxed 

apples. Except for the great distributing centers of New York and 
Chicago, the holdings of boxed apples were generally confined to the 

Western States, 
where apples are 

packed almost en- 
tirely in boxes. The 
great producing dis- 
trict of western New 
York stored an excep- 
tionally large quan- 
tity of barreled apples 
locally. The propor- 
tionate quantity 
placed in cold storage 
there greatly exceeded 
that-of the other pro- 
ducing sections. 

The total quantity 
stored for this season 
was approximately 

Fic. 6.—Comparative monthly holdings of apples in cold one-third less than 
storage for the seasons of 1914-15, 1915-16, and was stored the previ- 
1916-17. 

ous year, but the 
boxed-apple holdings showed a slight increase. The season’s holdings 
were also one-fifth less than in the season of 1914-15. The relative 
holdings and movement from storage of those three years are shown 
in figures 5. Figure 6 shows the comparative holdings on the 1st day 
of each month during the season, the hatched portion of the diagram 
showing the relative holdings on the 15th of the month. More apples 
were distributed during February and March than in any other 
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month. The holdings were reduced 44.6 per cent in those months. 

The distribution of the barreled-apple stock began earlier in the sea- 

son than that of the boxed apples. The month of December showed 

a movement of 15 per cent of the former compared with one-tenth of 

1 per cent of the latter, a reduction of 10 per cent in the total holdings. 

By June 1 the holdings had been reduced to 168,806 barrels and 

991,122 boxes, or about 5 per cent of the total quantity stored. The 

oa of the barreled apples remaining in storage was approxi- 

mately the same as the percentage of the boxed apples still held. 

There was a larger percentage left in storage on June 1 than in the 

previous two seasons. June 1, 1916, showed 4.3 per cent left in storage 
and June 1, 1915, 1. 9 per cent. 

REVIEW OF THE 1916-17 COLD-STORAGE SEASON FOR BUTTER. 

The largest holdings of creamery butter for this season were re- 

ported on September 1, 1916. The quantity in storage at that time. 
represented practically the entire amount stored for the season by the 
warehouses reporting. The report covered 268 storages and showed 
a stock of 105,806,003 pounds. This was approximately the same 
quantity as was stored in the previous season, there being only a 
difference of two-thirds of 1 per cent. The accompanying tabulation 
(Table 3) shows the holdings on September 1, segregated by sections. 
Only a very small proportion, nprapeuneitcle, 10 per cent, was stored 
outside of the New England, Middle Atlantic, and North Central 
States. Of the 29.4 per cent stored in the North Central section, east 
of the Mississippi River, 22.4 per cent was stored in the city of 
Chicago. 

TABLE 3.—Oold-storage holdings of creamery butter as reported on Sept. 1, 1916. 

; Percentage 
Storages 8 

Section. Pounds. in each sec- reporting. ea. 

Wane IBIBO 8 Gos bose Souscesedoocces Heeb ponenloosmsesebccodns 19 25, 908, 623 24.5 
WirgollerAtlantie. 2/220. Uses fo. Bee Bc a. =. Gee ee chee oe 55 30, 263, 797 28. 6 
OPIEW ANTI AINGIC re hoe i ees sik RNS She ce i 24 1, 429, 666 1.4 
North Central (east).....2-22--2 mee tr Be RENEE 3° BD be Sn ea 46 31, 133, 057 29. 4 
Nortni@entral (west)... 6.2.2 be oan IESE C2 ao) 9-7 Sear aie 50 9, 132, 755 8.6 
moony @entralines ves As See. eS eRee Re Us) Rae eee ee 25 1,345, 638 1.2 
WHESbOrmy (HOTTIE. sores Se eee ae RE 0 ep ee ae 22 2, 112,308 2.0 
NieSterm (SOUT) A556 5 Le ee SE Ee Bee co: Op ae 27 4,510, 159 4.3 

PMO Ueales eee ae see SLES Re SEE ERIE? <0. 5 a. eR iat pe iS ANI o/s 268 | 105, 836, 603 100. 0 

Figure 7 shows the comparative holdings on the 1st of each month 
threughout the season. At the beginning of the season, on May 1, 
there were a little more than a million pounds already in storage. 
This may be considered the carry-over from the preceding season 
and amounted to a little more than 1 per cent of the holdings of 
September 1. All but 5 per cent of the season’s total holdings were 

60188°—18—Bull. 7093 
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placed in the warehouses during the months of June and July. Re- 
ports were issued showing the holdings on June 15 and July 15. The 

COL D S10 Bok Gig) On teh slew vGans 

OF 

Cone AM ES Rove Baie eGR 

Season 1916 = 1917 

On September 1, 1916, 251 storages reported 105,285,506 pounds. 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 

ei 

te ere 

cent & 
100 

Fic. 7. 

Eo 

solid sections of the diagram indicate the relative holdings on the 1st. 
of each month, while the hatched portions represent the relative in- 
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crease from the 1st to the 15th of that month. The distribution is 
quite evenly divided among the months of September to May, inclu- 
sive. It ranged from 18.6 per cent in November to 3.2 per cent in 
April. At the end of the season, on May 1, 1917, about 24 per cent 
of the season’s holdings still remained in storage, making a carry- 
over of twice the amount of the previous season. 

TABLE 4.—Monthly cold-storage holdings of creamery butter during the season 
of 1916 and 1917, and comparisons with holdings of preceding months. 

Comparative holdings. 

Storages 
Date. g Increase or decrease. 

reporting. Current Preceding 
month, month, 

Pounds. Per cent. 
June 1, 1916....... Se Sepa sonelae esc 173 6, 760,071 1,064, 464 | + 5,695, 607 +535. 1 
grea pA ONG ere cee ins ie ae a im 173 52,576, 210 6,782,641 | +45, 793, 569 +675. 2 
DMGPORISETOMGY «tect Sassen = ceten- sens 184 98, 132, 744 52,816,057 | +45,316, 687 + 85.8 
SiO. UIDs hee cea eos seseeseesases= 233 | 104,950,786 | 101,606,527 | + 3,344,259 + 3.3 
(CCEA TMOG See Se ee ee 251 97,092,876 | 105,285,506 | — 8,192,630 — 7.8 
Morente OIG s am cook Sete Soe ce 303 | 83, 248, 135 98,758, 024 | —15, 509, 889 — 15.7 
ToS USS) aa ee ee 293 64, 632, 056 83, 687, 857 | —19, 055, 801 — 22.8 
amp ON 2 ee a. oop es sp ele eee 248 | 42, 787, 367 60,377,710 | —17,590, 343 — 29.1 
Pa LOA Oe bi ce once ceceesecescbe 249 29, 982, 089 45,753,022 | —15,770, 933 — 34.5 
Nira Oe cic cine et Bs cs cere 257 15, 467, 475 29, 808,296 | —14, 340, 821 — 48.1 
Spe tOl/ ose beatae snc voseces 265 6, 208, 763 15,679,464 | — 9,470,701 — 60.4 
WE LS 71 ee eae a ee ae 252 2,553, 912 6,046,958 | — 3,498,046 — 57.8 

The cold-storage holdings of packing-stock butter for December 
1, 1917, are shown in Table No. 5, which also shows the relative 
amounts stored in each section. The distribution of this class of 
butter was radically different from that of creamery butter. The 
New England storages, which held almost one-fourth of the creamery 
butter, carried practically no packing-stock butter. The South At- 
lantic section, having only 14 per cent of the creamery butter, carried 
almost one-fifth of the packing stock. The holdings of December 1, 
1917, amounted to about three-fourths of the holdings of the previous 
year. The amount in storage on December 1 was approximately 
one-third of the total amount stored for the season. 

Tarim 5.—Cold-storage holdings of packing-stock butter as reported on 
DeCat, SIOITe 

Total holdings Dec. 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section. Percent- 
Storages : F Storages Tnerease 
report- | Pounds. | *S° "| report- Pee Dees or 
ing. = ing. 5 decrease. section. 

Pounds. Pounds. | Per cent. 
New England..........-- 2 360 0.0 1 50 360 +620. 0 
Middie Atlantic........-. 17 302, 934 13.0 12 550, 5138 290, 363 — 47.3 
South Atlantic: ........-2 12 423, 575 18. 2 9 141, 687 368, 301 +159. 9 
North Central (east)...... 34 690, 856 29.8 27 541, 664 463, 918 — 14.4 
North Central (west). .--- 38 598, 112 25.7 33 973, 667 275, 273 — 71.7 
South Central. .........-: 18 161, 238 6.9 i1 17, 555 146, 131 +732. 4 
Western at Saae fa ee 8 55, 674 2.4 4 12, 670 46, 326 +265. 6 
Western (south).......... 6 93, 174 4.0 4 46,171 81, 226 + 75.9 

PPotals sate. 3 $.4 503% 135 | 2,325,923 100. 0 101 | 2,283,977] 1,671,898| — 26.8 
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REVIEW OF THE 1916-17 COLD-STORAGE SEASON FOR AMERICAN 

CHEESE. 

The Bureau of Markets began issuing reports on American cheese 
on September 1, 1916. This month’s holdings represented practically 
the total quantities stored by the 290 storages which reported. They | 
showed a total stock of 45,069,014 pounds, which was about 3 per cent 
Jess than the quantity stored in the previous season. However, this 
was the first report issued by the bureau,regarding the stocks of this 
product, and the cooperation of all the cold-storage warehouses had 
not yet been secured; therefore this percentage may not be as accurate 
as the percentages secured in later reports.. 

The accompanying tabulation (Table 6) shows the holdings of 
September 1, segregated by sections, and the percentage of the hold- 
ings that were stored in each section. It will be observed that the 
Middle Atlantic States held 33.5 per cent of the total holdings. This 
section includes the great producing district of New York State and 
the holdings of the great distributing center of New York City. The 
producing district in the States of Wisconsin and Minnesota is divided 
between the sections of North Central east of the Mississippi River 
and North Central west of the Mississippi. The great difference 
between the holdings of these two sections is accounted for by the 
quantity held in Chicago, as the warehouses in that city held 16.7 per 
cent of the total holdings. 

TABLE 6.—Cold-storage holdings of American cheese as reported on Sept. 7, 1916. 

Percent- 
Section. Bisieis S Pounds. |age in each 

: section. 

Wow Pnegland ooo oe ec ane eee oe eee nee = ee 14 5, 368, 958 11.9 
Mid dlevAtlanhiCpienc ==. a---eee ee ee ee 66 19, 619, 664 43.5 
Sant AHANtIC§ sence = =n ee eee eee eee ee eee ee 24 2, 090, 844 4.6 
North Central (east) >. - 2 Se oan aioe ae ee a 68 9,348, 859 20.8 
North Central (west) << - = 2S cae seen = oleae = 2 =o = = ae 39 3, 111, 458 6.9 
South Central. 2525. -2se 5s, pee ee eee .--: Gee ee 33 523, 411 1:2 
‘Western (north)... 32. <-2s sce Seq t= e = aes =2 52 oe 19 917, 671 2.0 
Western (sonth) 202 osc eae oe perenne bee. 27 4,088, 149 9.1 

Dota 25 2cnisn n/a aeee aee ee aee a OP = ee ae 290 | 45, 069, 014 100. 0 

The accompanying chart (fig. 8) shows the relative holdings on the 
first of each month during the season, using 100 per cent as the base 
representing the holdings of September 1. It shows that the cheese 
was placed in storage during the months of May, June, July, and 
August. More was stored during July than in any other month, 
about 40 per cent of the season’s total holdings being placed in storage 
during that month. One-fourth of the holdings was stored during 
June and one-eighth during the month of August. The distribution 
of the stock extended over the months of September to April, inclusive, 
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varying from 3 to 23 per cent monthly. The month of April showed 
the most deliveries and the month of January the fewest. 

COU D .(S:1,0, R Mesa mOD Dit es 
OF 

APUVE R 1 CoN teen BS. £ 
Season 1916 - 1917 

On September 1, 1916, 273 storages reported 46,776,039 pounds 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram., 

Per 
2 a ee : = 

cent. 8 2 2 
hc tsee 100 3 100 

\ 90 

Fie. 8. 

By April 1, the holdings had been reduced to 8,768,185 pounds, as 
reported by 347 firms. This was approximately 18} per cent of the 
season’s total holdings. An additional decrease of 8 per cent occurred 
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during the month of April, leaving 15 per cent in storage on May 1. 
The percentages of decrease, however, in the latter part of the season 
do not represent actual delwveries. The reports as published by the 

Bureau of Markets showed the holdings on the 1st of each month, and 
at this time some of the new stock was no doubt being placed in storage 
before all of the old stock was removed. The percentages, therefore, 
merely show the net decrease during those months. Table 7 shows the 
holdings of each month compared with those of the preceding month 
throughout the season, as published in the monthly reports of the 
bureau. 

TABLE 7.—Monthly cold-storage holdings of American cheese during the season 
of 1916 and 1917 and comparisons with holdings of preceding months. 

Comparative holdings. 

Storages, |— _—_. =a a Month. f Increase or decrease. 
reporting. | Current Preceding 

month. month. 

Pounds. Per cent 
Hig 1916-2522 Pasa he. Soe He eee 196 6, 968, 252 5,993,157 | + 975,095 + 16.3 
Pile a1 91G. oe cocoon sen ee hee eee 171 14, 663, 283 6, 207, 065 | + 8, 456, 218 +136. 2 
Ame AOUG: frou 32} eee ee ees ee ae 183 30, 512, 859 16, 432° 758 +14, 0380, 101 + 85.7 
Reps 1916.22. hee 198 33, 545, 179 29) 421; 708 + 4) 123° 471 + 14.0 
(ord: 3 Cy ee, eee ee oe eee 273 44,308, 627 46,776,039 | — 2. 467, 412 — 5.3 
Nog. 1916s 22.205 eoe naeeeee are oe 347 44, 694, 020 48, 362,759 | — a 668, 739 — 7.6 
Dee 1916s.2 jen 5b een ee aaa cts 212 31, 833, 373 37, 569, 742) — 5, 736, 369 — 15.3 
SUPT e 56 IS (Uy Geri, = i gee ae na ae 291 28, 831, 149 33, 565, 749 | — 4,734, 600 — 14.1 
=) TC) by ee ge er aR 282 19, 789, 865 29) 934, 336 —10) 144} 471 — 33.9 
10 Es La ly (ae ae rey Ste en See 289 12,422,176 19, 185, 047 | — 6, 762, 871 — 35.3 
Apr. 1, 1917... : 321 8, 506, 087 13; 329° 133 | — 4 823, 046 — 36.2 
Meiy MRO Ua cee sect es ee ener 309 6,969, 562 8, 411/022 | — 1,441’ 460 — 17.1 

REVIEW OF THE 1916-17 COLD-STORAGE SEASON FOR EGGS. 

The cold-storage holdings of eggs reached their highest point on 
August 1. The 312 cold storages that reported held 6,060,129 cases 
of eggs on that date. The seasoh’s holdings were comparatively 
small, being only three-fourths as great as in the previous season. 
It should be considered, however, that an exceptionally large quantity 
was stored during the season of 1915-16. The distribution of the 
holdings is shown in Table 8. The warehouses in the Middle Atlantic 
and North Central sections held more than 80 per cent of the total. 
The major portion was held in the cities of New York, Philadelphia, 

and Chicago. 

TABLE 8.—Cold-storage holdings of case eggs as reported on Aug. 1, 1916. 

Percentage 
Section. re Cases. in each 

section. 

Fm 

NGG Win glAn oo. 6 oo oats ain ta nionsc sie 5 aa oan 50 on’ 0\e 2 oo vs oe oe 15 569, 542 9.4 
pe ES POOR CRSED SER ESOE >. TSE EEeeIPS ae 1, is ee) za 4 
South Atlantic. <-...----....-- 3 ) fA 
North Central (east)....... by 62} 1,943,574 32.1 
North Central (west)... -. or 70 | 1,082,026 17.8 
Soup Centralegs.. sos. saw op sank nider ede ses 205c08=slo- eee 38 133, 744 2.2 
PRCUUGLER(SEDYD a0 oes ane pom er ae reese ee oe = aoe a 22 79, 262 1.3 
WERE EIIL SOUCY oc ines ese ob oe SNS oe ee este lee <a eb lel ovis 34 288, 320 4.8 

Ot A AP Se ROBE Ie EE one cOmeene see SOP Mee FeLi: - o20 312 | 6,060,129 100.0 
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“PARLE §.—__Monthly cold-storage holdings of case eggs during the season 1916 
and 1917, and comparison with holdings of preceding month. 

Comparative holdings. 

Storares | Seater Month. . Increase or decrease. 
reporting. | Current Preceding 

month. month. 

Cases. Per cent. 
ATi], TOG oc nese ees Sesser anmerrar 212 182, 706 34,439 | + 148,267 +430. 5 
IME Te OG A Ras Seo eee See ape 233 2,269, 851 261,257 | +2, 008, 594 +768. 8 
die ahs UCNGE SS 2 cao eaees se sesesorones 236 4, 493, 350 2,353,332 | +2,140,018 + 90.9 
Jiu iy TOG Ae oe Sena oe Se aoe 224 5, 440, 704 4,485,255 | + 955,449 + 21.3 
UAT PMIE MONG A sae a5 clare clam cis soci ein a= 235 5, 652, 571 5,370,530 | + 282,041 + 5.3 
Sie ofas dl WOM. Ao ee Se oscadeuseccoccodds 296 5, 437, 412 6,064,623 | — 627,211 — 10.3 
OC irs Thy TOUS SS Se eae ie reer one a 325 4,751, 788 5,607,562 | — 855,774 — 15.3 
Nov. 1, TCH eS ea A Re eee 364 3, 577, 956 4,789,945 | —1, 211,989 — 25.3 
1D @ 51. IOI ee eee hesaoeepedee ss soses 374 2, 108, 969 3,543,636 | —1, 434, 667 — 40.5 
Aer aie The TRE UPA ee ee es ee 272 896, 826 2,089,344 | —1,192,518 — 57.4 
LNG [05 TEMG (ae mr tegen I 264 146, 141 897,642 | — 751,501 — 13.7 
Migr LON (a os ae seh eo wae ae co 260 4,100 144,257 | — 140,157 — 97.2 

Table 9 shows the monthly increase and decrease throughout the 
season, and figure 9 shows graphically the relative holdings on the 
first of each month, from April 1, 1916, to March 1, 1917. ‘The solid 
portions of the diagram show the holdings on the first of the month, 
while the hatehed portions under May and June show the increase 

from the Ist to the 15th of these months. All but about 10 per cent 
of the holdings were stored during April, May, and June, and prac- 
tically all that were stored after June 15 were removed from storage 
before the lst of September. Five per cent of the total holdings was 
already in storage-on April 1. The monthly decreases of the season’s 
total holdings were as follows: 

Per cent. : Per cent. 

AiO RUS Ce ee ee ip) Sea! eho enmrivens. Saat a 1952 
SEDUCING 13.4% || Janwary — hed. SEI Beast 5. 

(Ol GROVE Ta oS ial alae os On| MEDIA y oe is ces ale 

ING YQ YS RS ee Be ee 2%. 

A little more than one-tenth of 1 per cent still remained in storage 
on March 1, 1917. 

Taster 10.—Cold-storage holdings of frozen eggs as reported on Sept. ile MILT 

Potal holdings, Sept. 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section. | Percent- 
Storages a Storages Increase 

| report- Pounds. Bee 7 report- Sept 1, Sept. 1, or de- 
ing. es ing. ae Tel crease 

Section. . 

Pounds. Pounds. |Per cent. 
New England. ..........- 7 102, 066 0.6 ||. Ge bs 59; 116) |) =ae ies 
Middle Atlantic. ......... 28 | 7,899,779 46.4 12} 1,481,083) 7,365,836 | — 397.3 
‘South Atlantic. -..- gS OL a 148, 162 Oeste eietercieates tetas siete, Ste I eae telira erate aan yl reo a 
North Central (east)...... 36 | 4,137,173 24.3 24 | 2,372,730] 3,178,399 — 34.0 
North Central (west) .-..- 40] 3,787,404" 22.3 30 999,437 | 3,436,913 +243.9 
Soph’ Centrale. 227 es t 12 122,176 at 8 14, 083 50, 866 +271.2 
Western (morth)ps2s 252s 9 266, 672 1.6 6 140, 059 90,176 — 35.6 
Western (South).......... 9 545, 143 3.2 6 160, 499 527, 045 +228. 4 

Rota: bes eb 148 | 17,008,575 100.0 91 | 5,223,486 | 14,708,351 +181.6 
eee ee eee 

e 

aH 
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The bureau began issuing reports showing the holdings of frozen 
eggs on May 1, and the holdings of September 1 were larger than for 

COLD STORAGE HOLDINGS 
oF | SS 

CASE EGGS. 
Season 1916 = 1917. 

On August 1, 1916, 235 storages reported 5,652,571 cases. 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 

4 - Con) on | 
e 

o s a 
pesos 

Fig. 9. 

any other month during the season. Table 10 shows the holdings for 

that date, segregated by sections and compared with those on the 
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same date in the previous season. This comparison, based on the 
holdings of 91 cold-storage plants, showed an increase of more than- 
180 per cent over the previous year’s stocks. ‘Two-thirds of the stock 
were stored in the Middle Atlantic and North Central sections. The 
holdings decreased during the months of September, October, and 
November, but increased during December. The monthly decreases 
as indicated in the reports showed a very slow movement. As this 
product is largely used by bakeries and confectioners, its use was 
probably curtailed by the shortage of sugar. ; 

REVIEW OF THE 1917 COLD-STORAGE HOLDINGS OF FROZEN AND 
CURED MEATS AND LARD. 

The reports of the Bureau of Markets for the year 1917 showed the 
holdings and movement of approximately a billion pounds of frozen 
and cured meats and of lard. The commodities reported were frozen 
beef, pork, and lamb and mutton, cured beef, dry salt and sweet 
pickled pork, and lard. The maximum holdings during the year of 
the different commodities were as follows: 

Pounds. 

Frozen beef, December 1_____ Lek pale Tee ae ee ee es eas | 277, 284, 941 

Cured beef, January 1_--—_-___ gs ee NR eee eae 87, 301, 283 

EO ZC TOE PATIO UGE, less Sees o_O oe 94, 119, 901 

Meyesaltepork, March 12 _ BE HE SR Ea Ree OS ca NE 249, 218, 917 

Seucctepickled pork, July 1-2 __ =e ee Bes Se ee ete IO OS GSS. 

eed Aueust, Teac He aes Bees! tee peste eases iE 945. 308 

tamb and mutton, frozen, January 1--=se 5) = eet es eS 4. BSD NiGIS 

TABLE 11.—Cold-storage holdings of frozen beef as reported on Dee. 1, 1917- 

Total holdings, Dec. 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section. Fork Percent- ges . Storages Increase 
report- |* Pounds. | “8°30 | report- Dee ee or de- 
ing. section. ing. < i crease. 

; Pounds. Pounds. |\Per cent. 
New. England. ..........- 37 | 18, 228, 689 6.6 26 | 2,681,058 | 5,886, 771 +119.6 
Middle Atlantic. ......--- 79 | 41,229,183 14.9 63 | 34, 407,083 | 36 866, 293 + 7.1 
South Atlantic. .......... 30 | 1,516,723 .6 25 | 1,215;160| 1,194,098| — 1.7 
North Central (east)...... 75 |147, 036, 771 53.0 : 64 Sy 213, 567 |141, 837, 668 + 70.5 
North Central (west) --.-.- 52 | 52, 053, 458 18.8 46 28, 926, 292 | 47, 884, 209 + 65.5 
HonpmO@entral - 205 2. -- 29 | 6,281, 454 2.2 21 | 4,014,663 | 5,901,801 + 47.0 
Western (north).........- 25 | 6,420, 835 2.3 22 | 1,780,058] 4,383,245 +146.2 
Western (south).......... 34 | 4,517,828 1.6 30 L 910,123 | . 4, 469, 464 +134.0 

Total wanes ek, 7) 361 |2777284, 941 | 100.0 _ 297 |158,148, 004 |248, 423,549 | + 57.1 
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TABLE 12.—Storage holdings of cured beef as reported on Dee. 1, 1917. 

Total holdings, Dec. 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section Percent si] ection. - 
Storages é Storages Increase 
report- Pounds. rei report- Dee mee | or do- 
ing. section ing. 2 crease. 

Pounds. Pounds. | Percent. 
New England ............ j 30] 1,754,432 4.3 28 997,211 | 1,698,632 + 70.3 
Middle Atlantic. ......... | 103 | 5,431,904 13.8 85 | 5,052,737} 5,098,148 + 0.9 
Sonth Atlantic: 2220220 | 29 586, 049 5 27 224, 830 579,299 +157. 7. 
North Central (east)...... 95 | 17, 700, 741 44.9 85 | 18,379,308 | 17,571, 28 aa 
North Central (west). .... 40 | 12,393, 969 31.4 38 | 12,552, 700 | 12,296,694] — 2.0 
South Central. ........... | 17 545, 597 1.4 13 238, 213 513, 433 +115. 5 
Western (north).......... | 23 458, 888 a4 19 151, 156 393, 604 +160. 4 
Western (south).......... 24 588, 175 1.5 23 361, 431 578,175 | + 60.0 

Total..... ng the | 361 | 39, 459, 755 100..0 318 | 37,957,586 | 38,729,271] + 2.0 ‘ 

It will be observed that more than half of the frozen beef was 
stored in the North Central East section. Approximately 15 per cent 
was stored in the Middle Atlantic section and 19 per cent in the North 
Central West section. The sections of New England, South Atlan- 
tic, South Central, and Western North and South held only 13.3 
per cent of the total holdings. These latter sections held approxi- 
mately 10 per cent of the holdings of cured beef, approximately 45 

H per cent being stored in the North Central East and 3.4 in the North 
Central West section. Approximately 14 per cent was stored in the 
Middle Atlantic section. 

TABLE 13.—Cold-storage holdings of frozen pork as reported on Aug. 1, 1917. 

Total holdings Aug. 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916, 

Section. Percent- Increase Storages agein | Storages 
reporting. Pounds. each sec- |reporting. Aug. 1,1916./ Aug, 1,1917. par ce = ase, 

tion. 

| | | | 

Pounds. Pounds. | Per cent. 
New England ..........-.- 25 | 10, 403, 625 11.1 12 | 6,223,914 | 7,442,782 +19. 6 

6.5}, 30] 4,911,019 | 3,901,849 —20.5 
South Atlantic............ 17 95, 712 Fy | 7 2, 000 16, 000 +700. 0 
North ‘Central (east).....- ; 56 | 30,983, 387 33. 0 35 | 33,050,916 | 28, 067, 758 — 15.1 
North Central (west). --..-. 46 | 37,355, 361 39.9 38 | 32,414,257 | 34,065,783 |. + 5.1 
South Central..........-. 20 | 2,759, 438 2.9 13 | 3,446,281 | 2,203'379| — 36.1 
Western (north)........ 13} (2, 779, 515 3.0 10 | 4,175,049 | 2,274,346 — 45.5 
‘Western (south)_......... 22 | 3,248,013 3.5 15| 1,621,745 | 2,047,658! + 26.3 

Ue i de ee 253 | 93, 684, 410 100. 0 160 | 85,845,181 | 80,019,555 | — 6.8 

) Middle Atlantic.......... 54 | 6,059,359 

; 

Ee 



TABLE 14.—Storage holdings of dry salt pork as reported on Mar. 1, 1917. 

Total holdings Mar. 1, 1917. | a Comparison with 1916. 

Section. Percent- Tncrease Storages in |S reporting, Pounds. | 28° 20. |reporting. [Mar 1,1916. |Mar.1,1917.| "or de- each sec- |reporting Guikr 
tion, 

Pounds, Pounds. | Per cent. 
New England........---- 8, 694, 867 3.5 9] 7,577,496 | 7,487,092 — 1.2 
Middle Atlantic.......... 7, 830, 407 BEP4 38} 5,020,292 | 6,611,520 +31.7 
South Atlantic.........-- 3,631, 022 1.5 20 | 3,220,101 | 3,203,254 — 0.5 
North Central (east).....- 120, 156, 384 48.8 75 |107, 449, 792 |117, 256, 613 +91 
North Central (west). .... 92,345, 743 37.5 61 | 88,036,420 | 92,136, 180 + 4.6 
South Central. -...._..- 10, 257, 985 4.2 18 | 10,545,524 | 8,971, 482 —14.9 
Western (north).......-.- 1, 216, 750 5 19 | 2,306,014 | 1,216,078 —47.2 
Western (south).......... 2, 058, 024. as 19 | 2,704,139 | 2,057,564 —23.9 

Baralecetcs cere 322 |246, 191, 182 100.0 259 |226, 909,778 |238, 939, 783 | + 5.3 
\ 

Taste 15.—Storage holdings of sweet pickled pork as reported on July 1, 1917. 

REPORTS OF STORAGE HOLDINGS. oF 

Freee Re Se 

Total holdings July 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section. 7 Percent- sé Increase 
Storages agein | Storages - 
reporting. Pounds. cde reporting. July 1,1916.) July 1,1917.| or de- 

Han. erease. 

: Pounds. Pounds. | Per ceni. 
New England......::---- 29 | 28,920,655 7.3 20 | 17,718,955 | 25,127,365. +41.8 
Middle Atlantic......-- 24 94 | 21,996, 996 5.5 61 | 18, 438,123 | 17,872,346 — 3.1 
South Atlantic........--- 35 | 5,302,610 Be} 24} 5,384,016 | 4,666,784 —13.3 
North Central (east)... .-- 119 |142, 934,579 35.9 90 |132,676,127 |132, 669,253 |.....-.... 
North Central (west)...-- 64 1162, 468,814 40.8 55 |152, 083,076 |157, 841,343 + 3.8 
South Central.........-.. 25 | 17, 487, 454 4.4 15 | 16,652,798 | 16,633, 909 = Oi 
Western (north)........-.. 33 | 7,284,811 1.8 24) 8,788,283 | 5,607,954 —36.2 
‘Western (South).........- 31 | 11,985,003 3.0 24] 7,558,808 | 10,273,067 +35.9 

0 313 |359, 300,186 |370, 692, 021 + 3.2 Mota we... 23 430 9s: 380, 922 | 100. 

TABLE 16.—Cold-storage holdings of lard as reported on July 1, 1917. 

Total holdings July 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section. Percent- : 1 z Tnerease 
Storages agein | Storages 4 e reporting. Pounds. each sec- |reporting. July 1, 1916.|July 1, 1917. ee 

tion. Z 

Pounds. Pounds. | Per cent. 
New England.........-.- ' 27 | 10,800,930 12.6 15| 7,996,173 | 9,484,948 +18.6 
Middle Atlantic........-. 86 | 6,013,098 7.0 58 | 3,184,877} 5,006,562 +57. 2 
South Atlantic.........-. 42} 2,091,989 2.5 30 | 1,133,634] 1,941,973 +71.3 
North Central (east). ..... 112 | 38,504,135 45.0 82 | 51,814,861 | 35,926,976 —30.7 
North Central (west)....- 67 | 19,334,157 22.6 55 | 15,372,207 | 17, 466,132 +13.6 

Bypomth Central. ....-.--... ; 2,342, 484 Qo 19} 2,359,834 | 2,095,273 —11.2 
Western (north).......... 2,654,212 336d! 3} 2,552,013 | 2,006,149 —21.4 
Western (south).......... 3, 826, 563 4.5 25 2,713,776 3,776, 078 +39.1 

85,587,568 100. i=) ww i=) a ie) ca bo on wo et | ot Sy <i J i) ait oS Leo} ra be i=) [e') 

_ The holdings of frozen pork differed from the holdings of beef 
' in that a much larger percentage was stored in the New England 
q States. The North Central sections held almost 73 per cent of the | 
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total holdings, the South Atlantic section having only one-tenth 
of 1 per cent. Only 18.7 per cent of the holdings of dry salt pork 
was stored outside of the North Central sections, nearly half of the 
total holdings being stored in the North Central East section. The 
holdings of sweet pickled pork were distributed in approximately 
the same proportions, a little more being stored in the New England 
and the Middle Atlantic sections. Approximately 73 per cent of 
the lard was stored in the North Central sections and 12.6 per cent 
in the New England section. The balance of the holdings was 
very evenly distributed among the other sections excepting the 
Middle Atlantic section, which held 7 per cent. A much larger 
proportion, 24.2 per cent, of the holdings of frozen lamb and mutton 
was held in the Middle Atlantic States; 60 per cent was stored in 
the North Central States, 6.3 per cent in the New England States, 
and 7.3 per cent in the South Central States. No firms in the South 
Atlantic States reported any holdings of frozen lamb and mutton 
on January 1, either for 1916 or 1917. 

TABLE 17.—Cold-storage holdings of frozen lamb and mutton as reported on 
January 1, 1917. 

Total holdings, Jan. 1, 1917. Comparison with 1916. 

Section. : Percent- 2 = 
terages age in orages crease 

‘reporting. Pounds. | ooch sec- reporting. Jan.1, 1916.) Jan. 1, 1917. Si ee 

tion. crease. 

Pounds. Pounds. | Percent. 
New England.......-..... 8 346, 497 6.3 5] 284,611 300, 497 + 5.6 
Middle Atlantic..........- 34] 1,329, 754 24.2 26 | 1,748,499} 1,184,460] — 32.3 
Soith Atiantic.. 5 ac oleae anes. EPEC P errr Berio. - = --)|-Saaesesee sence so baa5 jagtoscoodsncl|Sewaeeenes 
North Central (East).....| 18 | 2,214, 763- 40. 2 16 | 2,237,492] 2,088,763] + 6.6 
North Central (West)..... 19 | 1,089,515 19.8 18 408,166 | 1,089,465 +166. 9 
South Central.......-...-. 8 399, 271 7.3 i 118, 833 398, 821 +235. 6 
‘Western (North).......--- = 77, 464 1.4 2 s 75, 529 +122.1 
Western (South)... ..-..-.} il | 47, 993 8 10 143, 927 47,697 — 66.9 

Total? 2) See 102 | 5,505,257 100.0 84| 4,975,528] 5,185,232| + 4.2 

Figures 10 to 16, inclusive, show the relative holdings on the Ist 
of each month during the year of 1917, and figures 17 to 23, inclusive, 
show the comparative holdings of the years 1916 and 1917. 

The division between the holdings of each season is not nearly so 
clearly defined in the meat-storage reports as it is in the reports of 
the other commodities. The holdings of frozen beef reached their 
lowest point on June 1, when 39.8 per cent of the December 1 hold- 
ings were stored. On August 1, 63.9 per cent of the January 1 hold- 
ings were still in storage. The holdings of frozen pork reached a 
lower point than any of the other meat products, 27.5 per cent of 
the holdings of August 1 being held on December 1. Dry salt pork 
dropped down to 45.9 per cent and sweet pickled pork to 47.2 per 
cent on November 1. The lard holdings had a very rapid movement 
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in the latter part of the year. The maximum holdings of the year, 
; which occurred on August 1, were decreased by two-thirds by Novem- 

COLD SPORAG ER POLDIVGs 
OF 

4 FROZEN BEEF, 
| * 187 { 

On December 1, 1917, 361 storages reported 277,284,941 pounds. 

That amount is taken as 100 ner cent in this diagram. | 

Per 

100 

90 

Fie. 10. 

ber 1. The holdings of lamb and mutton, frozen, decreased from the 
4 maximum on January 1 to 37.1 per cent on June 1 and increased to 
_ 96.3 per cent on December 1. 
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SLlORAGE -f Giie Pmes 

OF 

CURED BEEF 

1917 

On January 1, 1917, 290 storages reported 37,301,233 pounds. 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 
CI 

ae < a 

cent @ © 

Fie, 11, 
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On August 1, 1917, 264 storages reported 94,119,901 pounds. 
That. amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 

Per 

cent 

100 

90 

Fig. 12, 
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STORAGE HOLDINGS 

OF 
DRY SALT PORK 

1917 

On March 1, 1917, 233 storages reported 60,775,078 pounds. 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 

Fic. 13, 
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SRORAGE -hhbied eee Ss 
OF 

SWEET PICKmEED PLO.R.K 

é 1917 

On July 1, 1917, 499 storages reported 412,328,689 pounds. 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 
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C30 Le VS TO: RA Gai ea T= iG TS 

OF 

LARD 

1917 

On August 1, 1917 500 storages reported 111,943, 363 pounds. 

That amount 1S taken as 100 per cent in this diagram. 

- 

a 
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== 

Fia. 15, 
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On January 1, 1917, 147 storages reported 4,885,678 pounds. 

That amount is taken as 100 per cent in this diagran. 
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Fig. 16. 
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Tables 18 to 24 show the monthly holdings compared with the 
preceding months. - 

Tas_E 18.—Monthly cold-storage holdings of frozen beef during 1917, and com- 
parison with holdings of preceding months, 

Comparative holdings. 

Month. Storages Increase or decrease. 
reporting. Current Preceding 

month. month. 

Pounds. Per cent. 
Ea ie Doe by ee ee SOS Sees 156 162, 081, 360 125, 594,410 | +36, 486, 950 +29.1 
oe EAE IS OIC Be errs Se Bets Se oie 155 | 157,103,183 | 155,013,457 | + 2,089, 726 Sues 
Mar. 1, SL OUT as sani ee Sah ad a 220 157, 201, 985 188, 482,010 | —31, 280,025 —16.6 
Agar 1, 1917. ees eg 230 | 126,360,301 | 146,457,651 | —20, 097,350 Bia 7 
May 1,1917....... Be 230 |  92°879,934 | 121,081,394 | —28° 201’ 460 —23.3 
June 151917... ¥ 230 | 88,715,445 | 107,968,163 | —19, 252, 718 —17.8 
July 1, 1917. 221 | 104870,548 | 100,228,187] + 4) 642/361 +46 
‘Aug. 1, 1917... 244} 112/112,800] 105,797,385 | -+ 6,315,415 + 6.0 
Sept. 1, 1917... ae 235 | 116,136,428 | 112/523, 410 | + 3,613,018 + 3.2 
Oet. 1, 4017: re a EN ete reo me nes 244 136, 716, 841 116, 355,167 | +20,361, 674 +17.5 

MAL ny tHOU7 cee hee Ns 270 | 205,824°640 | 137,772,543 | +68,052; 097 449. 4 
Dec. i 71917 aie aps lela Ae ies eae ces 307 266,126,640 | 210,224,765 | +55, 901,875 +26. 6 

110 1110 

tae (eee oe, 
«| | Ea | | ar ee 
o| eee | ae 
70 i ee 70 

60 60 

Fic. 17.—Relative monthly holdings of frozen beef during 1916 and 1917. Base, 100— 

holdings on December 1, 1917. 
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TasLEe 19.—Monthly storage holdings of cured beef during 1917, and comparison 
with holdings of preceding months. 

Comparative holdings. 

ie SHOVES) | a 
Month. 5 Increase or decrease. 

reporting. Current Preceding 
month. month. 

Pounds. Per cent. 
=e. TO Ag ore eae eee ieee 181 38, 439, 174 47, 428,995 | —8, 989, 821 —19.0 
Feb. i OCs Pena Sethe Sia tes A Se ee 202 33, 575, 449 36, 349, 490 ig 774, 041 — 7.6 
Mar. its OI ASSES aoe ae Hs she eh 8 233 36, 728, 363 39, 062, 781 29% 334, 418 — 6.0 
Apr. i BLU (a ea eats ah ES oe oe 246 29° 263, 529 35, 139, 360 es 925, 831 —16.8 
May i SLO / Pe Rete he YAK pag UN Mk 267 27, 552, 608 29, 843, 367 oe 290, 759 — 7.7 
June 1, PROT r aa ON TEN 2) 2 AR ER ATOPY 8 248 29; 437, 163 28, 550, 662 + "886, 501 + 3.1 
July 1, "1917 OCB OBE SOE BOO ea Cees 239 33, 773, 382 31, 082; 534 +2, 690, 848 + 8.7 
Aug. ch FOU ee meat eee eh Sik LS PHS 243 25, 060; 046 28) 420, 259 —3, 360, 213 —11.8 
Sept. i, TG H (eG ee ache Ae av Sy SC ae 270 aie 408; 758 32) 014) 437 605, 679 — 1.9 
Oct. 1, 1917 RO Spe Me AI elt PSY | Ne 276 32, 364, 729 30, 954, 458 ae, 410, 271 + 4.6 
Nov. if LOL ese 308 33, 568, 320 31, 630, 141 +1, 938, 184 + 6.1 
Deroy eases A aL: 320 | 38,276,227 | 33,465,310 | +4,810,917 +14.4 

. Na eae ae ee 
Se 
ee 90 a 90 

 & Pee re | Bee ie hd Fo) 

= AS ee Sy a oa A oh 
| VA | a 

“50 50 

4o LO. 

30 Se 0: 

1916 
Q 

20 1917 
20 

Fig. 18 —Relative monthly holdings of cured beef during 1916 and 1917. Base, 100—= 

holdings on January 1, 191%, 
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Taste 20—Monthly cold-storage holdings of frozen pork during 1917, and com- 
parison with holdings of preceding months. 

Storages 
Month. reporting. 

Wa ih, 191-7 se oes a eee 120 
Feb. 1. BE) by (See eee = 121 
Mar. i aA) Uy fe eR a Ge se Se, 153 
Apr. “ aD We Bee SE EEE 213 
May 1, 1917. 218 
June 1, 1917. 209 
July 1, 1917. 206 
Aug. 1, 1917. 237 
Sept. 1, 1917 221 
Oct. 1, 1917.. 241 
Nov. 1, 1917 249 
DEC HE 19M To datsteeenia oa eintawmee aie 274 

Comparative holdings. 

Current 
month. 

45, 648, 436 
52, 833, 715 
49, 948, 393 
58, 550, 569 
60, 392, 987 
75, 616, 850 
89, 491, 716 
93, 408, 245 
74, 634, 527 
45, 285,742 
28) 735,326 
25, 497,926 

Preceding 
month. 

29, 075, 909 
42, 408, 647 
55, 888, 174 
58,193, 351 
54) 732, 728 
64, 229, 455 
76, 590, 121 
91, 689, 280 
93, 388, 898 
75, 029, 920 
44’ 309, 260 
297 005, 340 

Increase or decrease. 

Pounds. 
+16, 572, 527 
+10, 425, 068 
— 5,939, 781 
+ 357, 218 
+ 5, 660, 259 
+11) 387, 395 
+12) 901;595 
+ 1,718,965 
—18, 754,371 
—29° 744,178 
itty 573, 934 
— 3, 507, 414 

Per cent. 
+57.0 

Po) OE eee 
| tl | ee 
anaes SS 
SA eR 
Beas ewe 
£4 Sa e e. 
Sem 
P| ee 

| |) ee 
re oe 

Fic. 19.—Relative monthly holdings of frozen pork during 1916 and 1917. Base, 100—= 

holdings on August 1, 1917, 
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Taste 21.—Monthly storage holdings of dry salt pork during 1917, and com- 
. parison with holdings of preceding months. 

Month. 

SPER LOL //atstmrarate: viaikta whsian|«/acaisin\s </niayni= (= 
feb. 1, 1917.....- eae uae sonst eaames 
Meal i O78 oe ie ai ate cia) anie ih Sales «ele 
BMC ar LOM ae setae take cists ns oletald oie a= 
BRUM ROY, ities Sats nis elojcn cme bos mn 2 
June 1, 1917 
July 1, 1917 

SSS ao ee 

SMEG. Tis TOI CRP SE Se Sees BBS En ee eae) 
POR LON Te Coe case Soeinclee ees clos 
Oct. 1, 1917 

Storages 
reporting. 

Comparative holdings. 

Current 
month. 

184, 690, 987 
214; 604, 063 
243, 788, 560 
217) 594, 215 
193, 164, 545 
190, 630, 435 
211, 466, 840 
229? 173, 475 
197, 079; 394 
141) 623, 635 
111, 429) 361 
142; 046; 548 

Preceding 
month. 

129, 344, 996 
196, 247, 587 
218, 534, 515 
261, 736, 543 
215,792, 160 
198, 483, 381 
197, 421, 385 
213, 607, 748 
227) 454, 392 
194, 386, 290 
141; 960, 556 
107, 784, 221 

Increase or decrease. 

Pounds. 
+55, 345, 991 
+18, 356, 476 
+25, 254, 045 
—44, 142, 328 
—22, 627, 615 
— 7, 852, 946 
+14, 045, 455 
+ 8, 565, 727 
—30, 374, 998 
—52, 762, 655 
aay: 538, 195 
+34) 262 327 

Per cent. 

Fic. 20.—Relative monthly holdings of dry salt pork during 1916 and 1917. Base, 100=—= 

holdings on March 1, 1917. 
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TABLE 22.—Monthly storage holdings of sweet pickled pork during 1917, and 
4 comparison with holdings of preceding months. 

Comparative holdings. 

Storages_ |————________ 
Month. : Increase or decrease. 

reporting. | Current Preceding 
month. month. 

Pounds. Per cent. 
Jan! 1917. > ee ees Rees 301 | 270,354,895 | 206,484,558 | +63, 870, 337 +30.9 
Hop 19175 oe ee ee gee ae 325 | 316,264,836 | 277,434,589 | +38, 830,247 +14.0 
Mar 051907 2 cei ee ee ae ee ee 365 | 346,799,810 | 326,884,602 | +19, 915, 208 + 6.1 
Mipre 1, 1917.4 ee oo ge 388 | 322,128,168 | 333, 329,204 | —11, 201, 036 — 3.4 
Mayol) 1907.0 ce ee rik ere barra 394 | 325,396,220 | 322,993,115 | + 2, 403, 105 Paria] 
Ps yt Bes C2 My Re SED le aia 386 | 356,299,671 | 322,101,701 | +34, 197,970 +10.6 
Tall O07. eee aOR ON 408 | 397,423,620 | 382,978,998 | +14, 444, 622 + 3.8 
Ge! AQT] seen ets ees Onn oe 439 |, 385,653,657 | 401,956,728 | —16, 303, 071 San 
Seni. 1.1917) eels ese Mae a) 453 | 315,792,117 | 395,811,819 | —80,019, 702 —20.2 
OGES 1917 | BOS R cee Se 468 | 249,373,004 | 314,401,861 | —65, 028, 857 —20.7 
Way. 1G17. shee te eet wee 9 480 | 194,188,681 | 249,914,993 | —55, 726,312 —22.3 
SD LCC); UA 18 by (ang eek yg 3 ee 8 oe a Lee 482 | 194,995, 871 188, 178,419 | + 6,817,452 + 3.6 

&0 80 

70 Be 70 

60 ee 60 

ee Sl) Le : 

i3i7 | Een ee ea eee ee 76, TSR: 
Fic. 21.—Relative monthly holdings of pickled pork during 1916 and 1917. Base, 100= 

holdings on July i, 1917. 

a. ete Ce 
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- "Taste 23.—Monthly cold-storage holdings of lard during 1917, and comparison 
& with holdings of preceding months. 

Comparative holdings. = 

Storages 
Month. : Increase or decrease. 

reporting. Current Preceding 
month. month. 

2 

Pounds. Per cent. 
ARUIV apr OL are teicts fe lciaieicies wiaio sivas nic eise 263 77, 140, 438 52,140, 708 | +24, 999, 730 +47.9 
Piel). TL SIS 7p EA ee Cs een ne 299 | 86,211,628 | 81, 235,587 | + 4,976,041 4+ 6.1 
Wiles Es CSS es eae eee et See 343 79,394,281 | 89,448,583 | —10, 054, 302 SA 
PANTOT opt LON (ioe Pie ee isicrsic aan h weiane se 351 60, 066, 401 77, 592, 709 | —17, 526,308 —22.6 
IR TLS Tie eS oe ee de 355 55, 185, 864 59, 600, 542 | — 4, 414, 678 = 7/57! 

= QTErey 11s NE) 7s ee 340 62, 026, 824 52, 861, 556 | + 9,165, 268 +17.3 
“SO N71 OY eS SS I ee 382 84, 281, 922 69, 375, 077 | +14, 906, 845 +21.5 
JOGOS OUTER eS eS ACO eee ae 433 | 104,126, 736 86, 003, 992 | +18, 122,744 +21.1 
Sept. 1, 1917 450 96,609,408 | 110,603,562 | —13, 994, 154 —12.7 
Ochs 1, 197 ci. - 458 67, 841, 468 96, 520, 048 | —28, 678, 580 —29.7 
Nov. 1, 1917 477 | 37,133,757 | 68, 051,027 | —30, 917, 270 —45.4 
Mec lOl 7. sme See oe Sunnie cae mess 42, 810, 675 36, 767,313 | + 6,043, 362 

Fig, 22.—Relative monthly holdings of lard during 1916 and 1917. Base, 100—holdings 
on August 1, 1917, 
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Taste 24.—Monthly coid-storage holdings of frozen lamb and mutton during 
1917, and comparison with holdings of preceding months. 

Comparative holdings. 

stores 
Month. : Increase or decrease. 

reporting- | Current Preceding 
month. month. 

fr 

Pounds. Per cent. 
Pant 1917... Se Bee Cece eeeeee ane 87 4, 926, 526 4,716,108 | + 210,418 + 4.5 
Bob. 1917... 223 tee ke eee 96 4, 103, 243 5,529,321 | —1, 426, 078 = 2518 
Mars E. L917 ck. Re esiseaea sae 112 4, 685, 029 5, 926, 100 2G 241) 071 —20.9 
Mpeed, 1917. PBS CER. See 128 4,533, 649. 4,833,390 | — ° 299) 741 = 16!2 
Mavi: 1917. kee ee eeeen eee 134 4 298) 097 4,729,732] — 431, 635 Sti 
SEITEN 191722 C8. soe ee Bee ee 111 3! 331, 608 4,503,674 | —1, 172; 066 —26.0 
Suiby 1917. Fee ee eae eS 107 3) 992) 684 3,262,198 | + "730, 486 422.4 
Uber ie 1907 2 eee ee ee eee 127 3, 560, 485 3,977,137 | — 416, 652 —10.5 
Sapper, 19172 2 ee ee ae 129 2, 892, 120 3, 598, 77 — 704, 651 —19.6 
Sette 1017.1 NR a ee AT: 137 3, 152, 313 2°918,215 | + 234 098 + 8.0 
Ae ee by Gp cy Sars ed eee \/ 153 4,609, 309 3,315, 776 +1, 293, *533 +39.0 
REE Te 1OLT.  aeeN ee ae ea ase ce | 158 6, 072, 665 4,661,257 | +1, 411, 408 +30.3 
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Fic. 23.—Relative monthly holdings of lamb and mutton, frozen, during 1916 and 1917. 

Base, 100—holdings on January 1, 1917. 

Considerable difficulty was encountered in obtaining reports of the 
1916 holdings of frozen and cured meats. In asking for data show- 
ing the holdings of each month during 1917, the storages were also 
requested to report amounts held: on the same date in the previous 

year. Some of the figures reported were estimates, and the curve on 
the charts showing the holdings of 1916 should be considered as show- 
ing the general trend of the movement and not exact percentages. 
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STORAGE HOLDINGS OF FISH, DECEMBER 15, 1917. 

_ Table 25 shows the holdings of fish as reported on December 15, 
_ 1917, segregated into the different sections. These reports have not 
h been received for a sufficient number of months to indicate the move- 

ment into and out of storage. : 

TABLE 25.—Holdings of fish reported Dec. 15, 1917. 

Atlantic. Central. | Western. Total. 

Varieties. a a a af 
or- or: or- or: 

ages Pounds. ages Pounds. ages Pounds. ages Pounds. 
4 

Bluefishe.. 2 s2.-.2.2. 15 156, 192 23 20, 652 LUMA ae 39 176, 844 
Butterfish.....0..--- 42] 1,129,367 10 4,044 RIE Cea at 53 | 1,133, 411 
Wiccosste ee 30 | 6, 431, 335 28 | 2,449 448 AEs ae 59 | 8,873, 783 
Cod, hake, pollack.. . 40 | 4,001, 193 42 248, 917 il 403, 443 93 | 4,653, 553 
OROAKETS oo os 16 450, 404 2 210 2 240 20 450, 854 
ali napeee! Gil 26 984, 052 50 920, 775 23] 5,139, 715 99 | 7,044, 542 
PROUT ae ee 46 | 4,109, 796 48 | 3,745, 902 7 101, 612 101 7,957, 310 
Herring, cured....... 21 | 4,610, 891 36 | 1,621,627 66 | 6, 793, 202 
Lake-trout....-.2.,..-. 13 207, 948 47 806, 360 63 1, 014, 607 
Wiickerele sss sn00.. 2). 43 | 2,977,388 32 111, 252 841 . 3,329, 324 
foek-fishes. ..0. 2... 3 16, 898 4 61, 520 13 109, 170 
Sablefish............. 4 4,207 21 196, 485 41} 1,851,356 
Salmon, mild cured. . 12| 1,240, 122 16 502, 461. 50] 1,947, 231 
Salmon, fall_......... 18 313,244 38 157,120 74 4,285, 568. 
Salmon, silver........ 13 192, 732 29 51, 485 60 1, 082, 421 
Salmon, other........ 16 190, 968 24 122, 718 62 1, 308, 881 
Sea bass...... i 22 327, 645 11 20, 190 38 361, 134 
Shad...... . 35 285, 478 16 173, 851 62 516, 465 
Shad roe... 16 33, 349 22 17,021 48 116, 277 
Smelts, etc. 18 178, 261 33 323, 960 65] 1,001, 895 
Squid..... 26.| 2,375, 444 6 12, 328 34| 2,387,814 
Weakfish Dae esi S OMIA bum 0 3] eee ees 25 | 1,132,214 
Whitefish... : 16 328, 289 57 | 1,281, 796 75 | 1,610, 085 
hihi Soe. 45 | 10, 602, 850 36 260, 976 92 83 | 10, 863,918 
Miscellaneous.......- 53 | 3,945, 706 66 | 4,823, 326 23) 1,024,640 142) 9, 793, 672 

Maraleeas se 69 | 46, 225, 953 83 | 17,927, 424 33 | 15,642,154| 185 | 79, 795,531 
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SELECTED LIST OF PUBLICATIONS ON COMMERCIAL HOLDINGS. 

The following is a list of statistical publications issued by the United 

States Department of Agriculture on the commercial holdings of the food 

‘ products discussed in this bulletin. The. Bureau of Markets has continued to 

issue detailed monthly reports in mimeographed form covering the storage 

holdings since the close of the 1916-17 season. (See p. 12.) The holdings 

for May 1, 1918, and subsequent months have been given in summary form in 

the publication entitled “ Food Surveys.” 

Bureau of Statistics. Bulletin 93: Cold-Storage Business Features. Reports 

of Warehouses. 1913. ; 

Bureau of Statistics. Bulletin 101: Cold Storage and Prices. 1913. 

Office of the Secretary. Circular 97: The Supply of Lard in the United 

States: Its Extent and Distribution on August 31, 1917. 1918. ’ 

Office of the Secretary. Circular 101: Commercial Stocks of Miscellaneous 

Animal Food Products in the United States on August 31, 1917: Hams, Bacon 

and Shoulders, Salt Pork, Salt Beef, Salt Fish, and Condensed Milk. 1918. 

Bureau of Markets. Food Surveys—Vol. 1, no. 4: Commercial Stocks of 

Lard (January 1, 1918) ; Vol. 1, no. 7: Commercial Stocks of Dairy and Related 

Products (January 1, 1918); Vol. 1, no. 9: Commercial Stocks of Meat and 

Meat Products (January 1, 1918); Vol. 1, no. 10: Commercial Stocks of Fish 

(January 1, 1918); Vol. 2, no. 3: Commercial Stocks of Dairy and Related 

Products, Not Including Retail Stocks (July 1, 1918) ; Vol. 2, no. 6: Commercial 

Stocks of Lard, Not Including Retail Stocks (July 1, 1918); Vol. 2, no. 9: Com- 

mercial Stocks of Cured Meat and Fish, Not Including Retail Stocks (July 1, 

1918). 1918. 
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DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS. 

_ Chrosperma muscetoxicum, commonly known as “stagger grass,” 
“fly poison,” “crow poison,” or “ fall poison,” shown in figures 1 
and 2, belongs to the lily family. It grows from a coated bulb, and 
reaches a height of from 14 to 4 feet. The leaves are narrow and 
erasslike, those of the stem being few and short. The stem is much 
longer than the leaves and bears a dense raceme of flowers, which 
turn greenish with age. The fruit is red. The plant is found in sandy 
woods from Long Island to Florida and west as far as Arkansas. It 
is said to grow at an altitude of 4,000 feet in Virginia. 

The plant was first brought to the attention of this department 
by Mr. F. L. Huggins, of Wilmington, N. C., in March, 1911. He sent 
specimens of the plant and reported that the people of that neigh- 
borhood knew it as “stagger grass,” and said that it was fatal to 
sheep in 24 hours. He said also that many cattle had been sick and 
that some had died from its effects.. The matter was deemed of sufli- 
cient importance to make an investigation of the locality where the 
losses had occurred. The locality is a typical plains region of*eastern 

60420°—18 
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North Carolina, with very sandy soil. The country is nearly flat and 
has numerous swamps, at a slightly lower level, which are known as 
bays. The soil of the swamps, of course, is more largely composed of 
decayed vegetable material than is true of the more elevated land. 
Locally such soil is known as sand-rock soil, by which apparently is 
meant a more or less ferruginous sand, which is somewhat compact. 
The Chrosperma in this neighborhood seemed.to be mostly confined to 

Fic. 1.—Chrosperma muscetozicum ; young plants in bud. 

the sand-rock soil and was found most abundantly on the slopes of the 
bays. It did not appear to grow upon either the more elevated land 
or the wet land, but in the region intermediate between the two. It 
was found in patches, sometimes several square rods being covered 
very thickly with it. At the time of the first visit, April 2, 1911, it 
looked very much like grass, was from 4 to 6 inches in height, and was 
the most conspicuous green vegetation upon the surface. The bulbs 
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are only 2 or 8 inches below the surface, but it does not seem probable 
that any animal in grazing would pull them up. Inquiry of Mr. 
Huggins and other people developed a good many interesting facts in 

{ 
S aR 

ie 

¥ 
\ 
\ . 

Fic. 2.—Chrosperma muscetozicum ; mature plant in blossom. 

regard to the losses of animals in the locality. It appeared that the 

losses were almost entirely confined to cattle, although it was said that 

sheep were also affected by it, and that mules and horses might be 
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poisoned. Asa matter of fact, cattle run wild throughout the region, 
but horses are never turned loose and perhaps would not have an 
opportunity for getting hold of the plant. Pigs also run about wild, 
but are never known to be poisoned. 

All the cases of poisoning occur early in the spring, doubtless 
owing to the fact that at that time the Chrosperma is the only green 
plant and consequently is attractive to. a grazing animal. Just how 
extensive the losses were it was impossible to find out, but it ap- 
peared that some occurred every year and that the plant was recog- 
nized by the people of the neighborhood as particularly destructive 
to cattle. The subject was deemed of sufficient importance to demand 
a careful investigation, inasmuch as the plant grows somewhat widely 
and may be the cause of losses not only in North Carolina but in 
other States. Queries in regard to the poisonous properties of 
Chrosperma have come from other localities, but the only definite 
reports of losses of live stock have been from North Carolina. 

HISTORICAL SUMMARY. 

The original description of the plant under the name Melanthium 
muscetoxicum was by Walter,t in the Flora Caroliniana, in 1788. 
The plant has received a large number of names, the discussion of 
which belongs to the systematic botanist. By many botanists it is 
placed in the genus Amianthium. The name used in this paper is 
the one recognized by Britton and Brown in “ Illustrated Flora of 
Northeastern North America.” 

Apparently very little has been published concerning the poisonous 
properties of this plant. 

Elhott, 1817, says: 

This plant is a narcotic poison, and is employed in some families for destroy- 

ing the housefly. The bulbs are triturated and mixed with molasses or honey 

and the preparation is spread upon plates and placed in parts of the house 

most effected. The flies are soon attracted, and the poison takes effect while 

they are sipping it. They are perceived to stand unsteadily, totter, and fall 

supine. The flies, unless swept into a fire or otherwise destroyed, revive in 

the course of 24 hours. 

This appears to be the earliest mention of the poisonous properties 
of the plant, although it is to be presumed from the specific name 
given that Walter knew of this use of the plant. 

Mohr, 1890, states that the root is poisonous. 
Chesnut, 1898, says that it “is sometimes eaten by cattle with 

fatal results. The hulls, when mashed up with molasses, are used 

to stupefy flies.” 
In the National Standard Dispensatory, second edition, 1909. 

page 914, is the statement that it “is the fly, crow, or fall poison of 
the United States Atlantic coast region. It is used as an insecticide, 
and is poisonous to birds.” 

1A list of literature cited appears at the end of this paper. 
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Alsberg, 1912, writing of “ The Toxic Action of Améiamthium mus- 
catoxicum,” says: 

This liliaceous plant contains a solid alkaloid which has not been obtained 

in crystalline form. The alkaloid is of extreme toxicity, producing death from 

respiratory paralysis. The effect on the circulation is less prominent than that 

om the respiratory center. Striped muscle is affected in such a way that fatigue, 

both by direct and indirect stimulation, is very much more rapid than nor- 

mally. Relaxation is somewhat delayed, but no distinct veratrine effect was 

obtained, though the alkaloid in some respects resembles veratrine chemically. 

Alsberg, 1914, says: “ From a member of a closely related genus 
Amianthium muscetoxicum, a similar active principle was obtained 
in an impure state. Apparently many of the species of this group of 
lilies contain ‘ veratrine’ alkaloids or alkaloids related to it.” 

While the plant is mentioned by other authors as “ fly poison” or 
“ crow poison,” the few statements given above seem to comprise all 
‘that has been written of its poisonous properties. 

EXPERIMENTAL FEEDING OF THE PLANT. 

A number of experiments of feeding the plant to both cattle and 

sheep were made, a summary of which is given in the following table. 
The plant material used was obtained from Wilmington, N. C. 

TABLE 1.—Summary of feeding experiments with Chrosperma muscetoxricum. 

Animal. Experimental feeding. 

q |B 
3 ey Severity of 
& ; 3 ea TRS. Remedy. Result. 

Designation. : Date. | 9 | 79H] Part of plant fed. 
=i BS |ged 
By Se ess 
S) >) 520 

= = ey 
e 

Per 
1,000 

Lbs 1911. Lbs. | lbs. 
Cattle No. 122..) 108 | Apr. 13..)0.1540|1. 43 Sea VieSmeemee eee INOLSI CK Ages seceneaaceces 

IDO AAS Sees 108 | Apr. 14..) .0990) .91564)-.--. hoy. Bcoceone Sin@lke TOs || Went ooeaac Recovery. 
some hours 

WWOsse ceoae 108 | Apr. 18 0880) .814 | Roots.----....... INOS Berea pecaaedoses 
DOM ee Ss 108 | Apr. 19 0220) 2024 |-.-..-. 6 ceri Slightly sick] None....... Do 
DG ees Sane 108 | May 4...! .0836) .77 Weaviesheeper seco = ein O--es tale (@cacocc Do. 
De sesueeae 108 | May 5..-| .191411.77  |_-..- GO teeeecsna =e Slightly sick | Caffeine so- Do. 

: May 6. dio ben- 
zoate 

1914. 
Cattle No. 663..| 240 | Mar. 23..) .545 |2.261 |..... dOsfepeiccs--- Very sick....|. None....... Do. 

DOS se sc 240 | Apr.3...| .220 | .917 | Bulbs; fed in | Salivated....|..... domes 
grain. 

Per 
100 
lbs. 

Sheep No. 228.-| 72 Mar. 24..| .044 | .061 | Leaves;fedinrye.| Symptoms..|..... Gossseee Do. 
WOreas-cees 72 .| Mar. 25..| .066 | .092 Leaves forced | Verysick....|..-.. GClsccoce Do. 

eeding, 
WORE see ei 72 Apr. 3,4.| -331 | .460 (|..--- COT se sa2-c|oos- 2 osnerece lees Goteeese Do. 

Sheep No. 277..| 98.5 | May 26..) .110 | .112 | Leaves, stems, | Notsck.....]..-.. dorsi: 
and flowers; 
drench. 

Sheep No. 280. .} 99 May 26.-| .055 | .056 |..--. Gotereen-s2c|sesce ClO) erie eerie dozeaee 
Sheep No. 261..| 76 May 27.-.| .251 | .330 | Leaves; drench...| Death.......|..... doses 

78.5 . Raw oiland 
Sheep No. 283. - Ho) |paiteny 27/1 ail) || Seni) eens doses. ch Symptoms.. | turpen- Do. 

76. 5 tine. 
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TYPICAL CASES. 

CatTTLE No. 122. 

The experimental work with calf No. 122 may be considered as giv- 
ing typical results of the poisoning of cattle. The calf was somewhat 
undersized and poor, and weighed 108 pounds. 

The feeding of the Chrosperma was commenced April 13, 1914. 
On this date 70 grams of the leaves of the plant were fed without any 
resulting symptoms. The plant material was received about April 
11, and had been kept in cold storage. On April 14 the calf ate 45 
grams of the leaves. This feeding was commenced at 10.25 a. m., 

Fic. 3.—Sheep No. 228 at 1.14 p. m., March 25, 1914. 

and at 11.40 the animal showed distinct signs of feeling ill. Her 
back was arched, she vomited, refusing to eat any more, and moaned. 
This condition continued until 12.06, and during this time the animal 
was quite sick. While lying down she threw her head sometimes 
from side to side and gave evidence of abdominal pain. After that 
there was less evidence of pain, but still much discomfort. The tem- 
perature was about normal. The animal appeared to be recovering 

and the observer left at 1.30 p. m. During the following night she 
was seen at intervals by the watchman, who reported that she vomited 
repeatedly. She staggered when walking, appearing to be especially 
weak in the hind parts. She did not recover her appetite until about 

noon, April 16. The effect of the poison apparently continued from 
April 14 to noon of April 16, or about 48 hours. 
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On April 18, at 11.30 a. m., experimental feeding was commenced 
again with the same animal. On that date she ate 40 grams of 
ground roots without any distinct symptoms of illness, and on April 
19 she ate 10 grams. Between 12 and 2 p. m. on April 19 it was 
evident that she felt very uncomfortable. There was some constipa- 
tion, although there was none on the preceding day. She was nau- 
seated, but did not vomit, and would eat nothing. After 1 o’clock 
there was slight salivation. 

On the succeeding day, April 20, she had entirely recovered, was 
eating grass, and the constipation had been relieved. 

Fic. 4.—Sheep No. 228 at 4.30 p. m., April 4, 1914. 

On May 4 feeding was commenced again, after 24 hours without 
feed. She ate 38 grams of leaves, the feeding commencing at 11.15 
a.m. Between 3 and 4 p. m. there was distinct evidence of discom- 
fort, and she ceased to eat, but there were no further symptoms of 

poisoning. The feeding was continued on May 5, when she ate 87 
grams of the leaves. No symptoms appeared on that day, but on 
May 6, at 11 a. m., she was found to be breathing as if in discom- 
fort and staggered when upon her feet. At 12 o’clock she groaned 
as if in pain, was constipated, and stopped eating entirely. There 
was some salivation. At 1.19 p. m. she was given 5 grains of caffeine 
sodiobenzoate. At 2 o’clock she appeared to be in good condition. 

SHEEP No. 228. 

The experiments with sheep No. 228 may be considered as typical 
of the effects of the plant upon sheep. 
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This sheep, a healthy ewe, weighing 72 pounds, was deprived of 
food on March 21 and 22, 1914, and on March 23 an attempt was 
made to make her eat the Chrosperma, which had been sent from 

North Carolina and had been kept in cold storage. As she would 
not take it, food was withheld for 24 hours longer. March 24, at 
11.35 a. m., 10 grams of Chrosperma tops in green rye were given. 

At 11.41 a.m. another 10 grams mixed with rye were given. All this 
material was eaten in the course of the afternoon. On the morning 

Fic. 5.—Sheep No. 228 at 10.25 a. m., April 5, 1914. 

of March 25 the watchman reported that the sheep had been sali- 
vated during the night. She refused that morning to eat rye, but 
otherwise seemed to be all right. 

At 10.25 a. m., March 25, 10 grams of the plant cut up fine 
and mixed with corn, oats, and wheat was offered, but very little 
was eaten, so that the material was fed by putting it directly 
into the sheep’s mouth. Another 10 grams was given at 11.05 a. m., 
and a third 10 grams at 11.45 a.m. At 11.43 the ewe held her head 

low and shook it from side to side as if nauseated. At 11.45 there 
was distinct salivation, and at 12.05 vomiting. This condition of 

illness, representing nausea, extreme discomfort, and weakness, con- 
tinued until between 2 and 2.30 p. m., at which time the sheep seemed 
to be very much better. Figure 3 shows the condition at 1.15 p. m. 

March 26, 9.40 a. m., the sheep was lying down, but when made to 
get up staggered, licked her lips, and ground her teeth. She was 
weak and very much depressed but was able to stand. When walking 
the sheep was so weak that a slight pull upon a rope around the 
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horns caused her to fall over, and she would then not get up volun- 
tarily, but if helped up would remain standing. The sheep was re- 
ported as having been very sick during the night. This condition 
of weakness continued during the day. On March 27 she was much 
better but still weak, and was eating nothing, but on March 28 she 
had practically recovered, and was in a normal condition. 

April 3 the sheep, which had entirely recovered from the previous 
feeding, after having been deprived of food for 24 hours, was fed 

Hig. 6.—Sheep No. 228 at 9.85 a. m., April 6, 1914. 

between 10.50 and 11.10 a. m. 100 grams of leaves of the Chrosperma. 
This material was from the same collection as that used in the earlier 
experiments; it had been kept in cold storage and was in good condi- 
tion. In this case the plant was fed by placing it, after it was cut 
up, directly into the back of the sheep’s mouth, thus forcing the 
animal to swallow it, as she would not do so voluntarily. At 11.10 
a. m. she was distinctly nauseated, and this condition continued 
marked for perhaps an hour, when the sheep seemed to be better, but 
was sleepy and listless. No marked symptoms were noticed until 
about 3 p. m., when vomiting commenced. 
April 4, 9.30 a. m., the animal, lying down and apparently resting 

easily, was made to get up and walk about, when she showed that 
she was very weak, for she staggered when walking, and groaned. 
Figure 4 shows quite clearly an attitude indicating great weakness. 
As it was deemed best to carry the experiment farther, 50 grams of 
leaves, fed in the same way as before, were given between 10.50 and 
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10.55a.m. During the remainder of the day there were no more pro- 
nounced symptoms, although the animal continued weak and evi- 
dently was in pain, as indicated by occasional groaning. 

April 5, 10.25 a. m., the sheep was lying quietly in the pen, but 
when taken out proved to be very weak. She frothed at the mouth, 

grated the teeth, and while breathing groaned as though in pain. 
Figure 5 shows an attitude assumed at that time. There was no 
marked change in the condition of the animal during the day. 

April 6, 9.35 a. m., the sheep appeared better and when taken out 
walked about but soon became weak and fell down with labored 
respiration, having great difficulty in getting her breath. Figure 6 
shows the condition of the animal at the time. She was frothing at 

Fic. 7.—Sheep No. 228 at 10.35 a. m., April 6, 1914. 

the mouth and panting with very rapid respiration—about 200 a 
minute. Figure 7 shows the sheep an hour later, 10.35 a.m. The 
condition of the animal did not materially change during the day. 

On April 7 when taken out of the pen the sheep staggered in 
attempting to walk, the legs being very weak. She breathed with 

gasps, was frothing at the mouth, pulse was 140, temperature 102. 
The illness was much more pronounced than on the preceding day. 

On April 8 the sheep was very much better but still weak. Figure 
8 shows very clearly the weak condition -as it existed at 10.09 a. m. 
The animal was not frothing at the mouth, however, and showed -a 
desire to eat. It was evident that she was recovering and that the 
trouble was mainly weakness. In order to get a complete record of 
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the case the sheep was killed and an autopsy made which showed noth- 

ing abnormal in the internal structures. Material of the liver, lung, 
kidney, and spleen was turned over to Dr. A. R. Ward, of the Patho- 
logical Division, Bureau of Animal Industry, who made the follow- 
ing report: 

AUTOPSY ON SHEEP No. 228. 

Liver.—The organ is normal to all intents and purposes.- The hepatic cells 

took the staining well, and a good contact between the cytoplasm and karyo- 

plasm is present in the well-marked lobules. There is no congestion, no inflam- 

mation, nor any cell proliferation of any kind. However, if we wish to be 

hypercritical, there appears a very slight, cloudy swelling with minute areas 

of serous fluid in the hepatic cells nearest to the capsule of Glisson. 

Fig. 8.—Sheep No. 228 at 10.09 a. m., April 8, 1914. 

Lung.—Pleura thickened. Subendothelial capillaries prominent but empty. 

The air cells, infundibula, and pulmonary epithelium show no deviation from 

the normal. The smaller bronchial tubes are normal, but the larger ones show 

a slight peribronchial cell infiltration but no catarrh. 

Kidney.—Capsule normal. Renal capillaries show no alteration except those 

constituting the glomeruli, which appear to be distended. There is a moderate 

number of red blood corpuscles which have passed into the capsule of Bow- 

man. No parenchymatous and no interstitial changes are present. 

Spleen.—Neither the splenic pulp nor the splenic corpuscles show any altera- 

tion. There is a small excess of hematogenous pigment, indicating that a num- 

ber of red blood corpuscles have been disintegrated in the spleen. 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 

TOXIC DOSE. 

The only animals used for experimental purposes were cattle and 
sheep, and the number of experiments was too small to determine the 

dosage with any exactness. The fact that the symptoms sometimes 
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occur after a considerable delay also adds a doubtful factor to the 
determination of the dosage. The experiments with calf No. 122 in 
1911 indicated that the toxic dose was Teeth FoR, from 1 gram, or 
0.0022 pound, per pound of animal weight; or; ‘put’ in another way, 
a 1,000-pound bovine would probably be poisoned by 2.2 pounds 
of the plant. The experiments with cattle in 1912 and 1914 served 
to confirm this general conclusion, and it seems probable that the 
toxic dose for a bovine weighing 1,000 pounds is not far from 2 
pounds. . 

In the case of the sheep, symptoms were produced by 0.061 pound 
per 100 pounds of animal, and death was produced by 0.330 pound. 
Inasmuch as sheep No. 283 was sick and recovered from 0.219 pound, 
the lethal dose is somewhere between that figure and 0.330 pound. 
The large dosage received by sheep No. 228 on April 3 and 4 was 
distributed over two days with consequently less effect. In general, 
while too much reliance must not be placed on the results of a few 
experiments, it may be said that sheep may be poisoned by 0.06 
pound, and fatal results may occur from a quantity between one- 
quarter and one-half of a pound. It will be noticed that, in terms 
of a ratio to body weight, the dosage for cattle and on is ey 
nearly the same. 

While the number of cases is small and there are a number of fac- 
tors that throw doubt on the results, such as the varying conditions 
of the animals, the varying length of time in the feedings, etc., never- 
theless the results may be considered as indicating approximately 
both the toxic and the lethal dose. 

It appears to be probable from these experiments that Chrosperma 
is much more poisonous than the Zygadenus which causes such heavy 
losses of sheep in the West. 

SYMPTOMS. 

Salivation.—This is the first symptom noticed. The animal ceases 
eating and there is frothing at the mouth in a marked degree. 
Nausca.—There are pronounced symptoms of nausea, which is fol- 

lowed in severe cases by profuse vomiting. 
Pulse.—The pulse during most of the Sinaee is nearly normal, al- 

though it may be somewhat rapid in the more acute stages on the 

intoxication. 

R espir ation.—The respiration is rather more rapid than nor ial 
and is frequently labored and irregular. 

Temperature —There is not much change in temperature, but it is 
liable to be slightly lower than normal. 

Weakness —The animal becomes very weak and staggers when it 
attempts to walk. When walking it moves in a stiff-legged manner. 
Autopsy.—The autopsy findings indicate that in the organs there 

is little change which can be considered typical of the disease. 
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POISON CUMULATIVE. 

The toxic effect of Chrosperma in the drenched cases appeared 
very quickly; in the fatal case death occurred in one hour. Jn the 
fed cases, however, even when the feeding was done by hand and 
consequently took but a short period of time, the symptoms ap- 
peared after several hours. When the feeding was done in the 
forenoon the most pronounced symptoms did not appear until the 
latter part of the afternoon or in the night. They persisted, too, for 
a long time. In the cattle they continued for two days, and one of 
the sheep was not completely recovered at the end of six days. 

From this persistence of the toxic effect it seems that the poison 
is somewhat cumulative. In the cases in which feeding was con- 
tinued on the second day it is pretty clear that its effect was added 
to that of the first day’s feeding. 

It seems probable that the long-continued illness resulting from 
eating the Chrosperma is due not so much to the severity of the 
toxic effect as to the fact that probably the active principle is ex- 
tracted and absorbed somewhat slowly. It is to be presumed that 
in the drenched cases, inasmuch as the leaves were ground up and 
mixed with water, the poisonous principle is partly extracted at the 
time of the feeding. Moreover, the material of which a drench is 
composed goes in large part directly to the fourth stomach and 
consequently is quickly absorbed. 

ANIMALS SUSCEPTIBLE. 

The experimental work was with cattle and sheep, both of which 
were shown to be susceptible to the poisonous effect of the plant. 
As is stated earlier in the paper it is said in North Carolina that 
horses and mules, but not swine, are poisoned. The plant is shown 
to be so very poisonous that it seems probable that most animals are 
affected if they eat it. 

One case of a child eating it and barely surviving has been re- 
ported to the writers. It seems rather strange that no more human 
cases have been known, for it seems certain that it is a very danger- 
ous plant. 

REMEDIAL MEASURES. 

Not much can be done in the way of medicinal remedies. Doubt- 
less a purgative would aid in eliminating the toxic substances. Ex- 
perimental work on the related plant, Zygadenus, indicates that lit- 
tle can be expected from strictly antidotal treatment. Almost all 
that can be done is to keep the animals quiet and wait for the effects 
of the poison to pass off. Inasmuch as the effects of the toxic sub- 
stance may continue for 2 or 8 days, or even longer, rapid recovery 
must not be expected. . 
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SUMMARY. 

Chrosperma muscetoxicum has been recognized as poisonous, but 
has not previously been reported as a stock-poisoning plant. 

The plant has been known locally, in parts of North Carolina, as 
dangerous to cattle and sheep. 

Experimental work has confirmed the opinion of its ae 
properties, and has shown that it is an extremely toxic plant. 

Inasmuch as the plant occurs from Long Island to Florida and 
as far west as Arkansas, it seems probable that it may cause losses 
of stock in many places besides those reported. 
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OBJECT. 

To bring together in systematic and usable form the bulk of the 
information dealing with Douglas fir logging costs thus far acquired, 
so as to make it accessible, is the object of this publication. The 
subject is broad in scope and only the more important features of the 
Douglas fir sawlog operation, as a rule, are covered. Greatest 
emphasis is laid on costs,1 especially costs about which not much 
written material is available.” 

1 Costs and wages throughout the bulletin are based on conditions prior to April, 1917. 

2JIn preparing the publication the writer consulted freely many of the lumber trade 

journals, especially those of Oregon and Washington; the proceedings of the Pacific Log- 

ging Congress, which were particularly helpful; “‘ Logging,” by Bryant; ‘‘ Logging and 

. Lumbering,” by Schenck; ‘ Earth Work and Its Cost,’ by Gillette; and unpublished 

manuscripts. 

Few of the drawings are original, most of them being taken from dainieaes and lumber 

trade journals, especially the Timberman. 

The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to all who have aided in any way in 

the preparation of this work, particularly the following, who reviewed portions or all of 

the manuscript: J. D. Young, J. S. O’Gorman, Fred MacFarlane, J. P. Van Orsdel, James 

O’Hearn, H. W. Sessoms, and R. V. Vinnedge, managers or superintendents of logging 

operations ; F. M. Duggan and BH. I. Karr, managers of log scaling and grading bureaus ; 

C. S. Martin, C. P. Cronk, S. A. Stamm, and R. H. Shotwell, logging engineers, operating 

companies; W. T. Andrews, C. H. Woodcock, L. A. Nelson, Austin Cary, and H. C. 

Erickson, timber sales, Forest Service. 
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THE REGION. 

The Douglas fir region includes practically all of Oregon and 
Washington west of the Cascade Mountains and a large part of 
British Columbia. The portion included in the west of Oregon and 
Washington, which is the part particularly referred to in this pub- 
lication, has a width of from 70 to 170 miles and a length of 500 
miles, embracing approximately 54,000 square miles, or an area as 
large as the New England States with New Jersey added. 

The region varies greatly in its topographical makeup. In every 
part of it there are valleys, rolling hills, high tablelands, rivers, lakes, 
and mountains. A considerable proportion is mountainous, espe- 
cially the timbered areas. 

While great diversity is found in topographic features, similarity 
in the timber, as to size and volume of stand, has Poculred! speaking 

generally, in ine use of uniform logging methods. For this reason 
it has not been necessary to any considerable extent to consider spe- 
cial methods in connection with particular sections. 

Mild winters are characteristic, and logging may be continued 
throughout ‘practically the entire year. 

COMMERCIAL SPECIES. 
Douglas fir, the principal tree, is one of the most important Ameri- 

can woods. It was early shipped to different parts of the world 
for masts and spars, and was the first tree in the region to be manu- 
factured into lumber on a large scale. It ranks second in the United 
States in point of production, being very extensively used in the 
building trades by the railroads in the form of car and bridge 
material, ties, and piling, and by many manufacturing plants. As 
a structural timber it is not surpassed, and for a long time it was 
most widely used and known in this capacity. Originally covering, 
in forests of great density and almost absolute purity, the greater 
part of the foothills and lower slopes of the Cascade Mountains and 
the Coast Range, it now comprises about 70 per cent of the standing 
timber in the region. It is a gigantic tree, under favorable condi- 
tions having a diameter of from 3 to 6 feet. Trees 8 or 10 feet in 
diameter are to be found. 

Western red cedar is one of the most durable ane grown in this 
country. It was first utilized for shingles about 30 years ago, and now 
supplies the bulk of the shingles Hot te | in the United States. 
In addition, it is extensively used for poles, piling, posts, and sid- 
ing. Its commercial range in this region is roughly confined to 
western Washington and northwestern Oregon. It forms about 
10 per cent of the stand in the Puget Sound country and about 
2 per cent in northwestern Oregon. In the region of its greatest 
abundance and best growth it has a higher stumpage value than any 
of the species with which it is commonly associated. 
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Sitka spruce, being used extensively in the manufacture of aero- 
planes, is attracting more than ordinary attention at present. Its 
chief assets are strength and lightness, and lack of color and odor. 
For these reasons it is of great value in box and cooperage manu- 
facture. It ranks with cottonwood as the best pulpwood in the 
region. Spruce confines itself to the vicinity of the coast, extend- 
ing only along arms of the ocean and the courses of streams. 

Western hemlock ranks next to Douglas fir in point of quantity, 
comprising about 10 per cent of the timber in the region. It is not 
confined to the forests of any one portion. On the west slope of the 
Cascade Mountains and the east slope of the Olympics and Coast 
Range it occurs most commonly in stands in whieh Douglas fir is 
the principal species. Here the percentage of hemlock varies from 
5 to 60 per cent of the stand. On the western slopes of the Olympic 
Mountains and the Coast Range it is found with Sitka spruce, west- 
ern red cedar, and Douglas fir, at times forming more than half 
of the stand. 

After a thorough trial, hemlock wood has been found to be of 
excellent character. Unfortunately, its merits are too little appre- 
ciated as yet, the result being a weak demand for hemlock lumber 
and relatively: poor utilization of hemlock in the woods. Western 
hemlock is utilized for rough lumber, all the principal planing-mill 
products, many of the manufactured products, pulpwood, ‘piles, 
posts, and ties. It ranks fourth in the region in point of production. 
As time goes on this species will be in increasing demand for pulp- 
wood. 

There are several other trees in the region that will ultimately 
prove of great commercial importance. Noble fir, for example, has 
been utilized to a small extent within the last few years. It isa 
mountain tree, which has long, clear boles that yield a high per- 
centage of clear lumber.. 

AMOUNT AND OWNERSHIP OF TIMBER. 

Though more than 90 per cent of the region is potential timber- 
land, no such area was timbered when white men started to utilize 
the land in 1850. Insects, winds, and fires set by lightning had 
denuded a perceptible area, and the Indians kept a small portion 
burned over. At present, about 70 per cent of the productive area 
in Oregon and Washington is timbered. This timber, with that 
in parts of British Columbia, constitutes the finest body of general- 
purpose timber known to exist. Large trees rise to a height of from 
175 to 250 feet, or even more, and form very dense forests, which 
yield from 25,000 to 60,000 board feet per acre, and occasionally as 
much as 100,000 feet. Small tracts frequently cut out more than 
this. 
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The ownership, acreage, and volume of the timber in western 
Oregon and Washington are given approximately in Table 1. 

TABLE 1.—Ownership, acreage, and volume of timber in western Oregon and 

Washington. 

. Percent of} Stand, | Percent of 
Ownership. Area. total tim- | billions of al 

bered area.} feet b. m. stand. 

Acres. 
Nagtional forests - ooo ee eerste be = -- seee eine 10, 816, 000 48— 162 22— 
Privately OQWneG se. cee non sae octet ee ence ae ee eee eee 8,991, 000 40+ 450 61+ 
State and other Government land........-...-...-...-- 1,000, 000 4+ 40 5+ 
Fivliti¢ations +i £2: Soe Ne eS toe ae 1, 700, 000 — 85 ies 

Total! 3j4/2 cise aie ae eat ec aaa 22, 507, 000 100 737 100 

LOGGING IN GENERAL. 

INDEPENDENT LOGGERS. 

To the general rule that logging and lumber manufacture are 
conducted as one business the condition in the Douglas fir region 
is a striking exception. Not far from 50 per cent of the timber is 
logged by operators engaged solely in logging, who cut their own 
timber and sell their logs in the open market. The independent 
logger gets out most of the timber delivered to the waters of Puget 
Sound and the Columbia River; and he is an important factor at 
Grays Harbor, but plays a relatively small part at Willapa Harbor. 
Whether he has a permanent place in the lumber industry of the 
region no one can confidently predict. 

So far, independent logging has seemingly worked out well, both 
from the standpoint of the capital invested and from that of the 
service performed. The independent logger, devoting his entire time 
and talents to logging, finds it easier to be efficient. As he disposes 
of his logs in the open market, the size of his operation is not limited 
by the capacity of a mill. As soon as business conditions make 
operating unprofitable, the independent logger, as a rule, can shut 
down. With the possible exception of difficulty in disposing of low- 
grade logs, he is not at a disadvantage in any respect at present. 
The opening up of new tracts of timber on a large scale, however, 
would probably change conditions. 

The percentage of timber logged by contract is small. 

SIZE OF OPERATIONS. 

Logging operations vary in size, their daily output ranging from 
40,000 to 500,000 feet. 

An operation may consist of one or several camps. In any case, 
however, the camps are near each other, have a common ownership, 

and are supervised by the same head. 
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A camp may be made up of one or more sides, a side consisting of 
the crew and machinery necessary to handle the logs from one yard- 
ing engine. Where a number of engines are found at a side, each 
side may constitute a camp. A camp may include as many as four 
sides when only one or two engines are used at a side. It is difficult 
to generalize regarding this matter. 

The output of a side, varying as it does with the yarding output, 
ranges generally from 40,000 to 80,000 feet per day. 

STEPS IN AN OPERATION, 

Powerful steam machinery is the most prominent feature of the 
logging operations of the Douglas fir region. The timber is large, 
the ground rough, rugged, and covered with bushes, so that some 
form of power logging is necessary. Logging with animals is con- 
fined. for the most part to the logging of ties, bolts, piles, and poles. 

The investments in logging plants are strikingly large. At pres- 
ent more capital is invested for improvements and equipment in 
Pacific coast logging operations than in similar operations In any 
other region of the United States, taking output into consideration. 
Therefore operators have to plan their work a long time in advance 
and be conversant with the most approved methods, not to mention 
mastering the maze of details in any enterprise conducted on a large 
scale. 
The work in every department is specialized, each requiring a few 

technically trained men and a large percentage of skilled workmen. 
This is made necessary by the size of the operations, the complexity 
of the methods and equipment used, and the timber-utilization prob- 
lems encountered. Trees 6, 8, or 10 feet in diameter, standing on 
rough, steep ground, are felled and converted into logs in such a way 
that a minimum of waste results; and logs, some of them scaling 
10,000 board feet and weighing 30 tons, are dragged with great 
dispatch over the ground or swung down steep slopes and over deep 
canyons on overhead cables. 

_ The term “logging,” as commonly used, covers all the work of 
handling logs from standing timber to the sawmill. It can be 
divided into several steps. These, as well as the methods and equip- 
ment used, are not always distinctive, so that the subject is very 
involved and a classified treatment is essential. In this bulletin each 
step is treated separately in the order in which it occurs, which is as 
follows: 

1. Felling and bucking. 

2. Yarding, swinging, and roading. 

3. Loading. 

4, Railroad transportation. 
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ORGANIZATION OF THE PERSONNEL. 

In the large operations a manager or logging superintendent, who 
spends all or a part of his time in the woods, is responsible for the 
logging and, if the operation is an independent one, for the sale of 
the logs. The camp foreman is next in responsibility. He may 
supervise directly all the different departments of the operation or 
just the work of delivering the logs to the landings. In some cases a 
logging engineer, responsible to the superintendent only, plans and 
constructs the railroads. 

The usual division of responsibility is shown in the following 
diagram : 
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LABOR. 

The success of logging operations in this region depends in a large 
measure on the character, supply, and efficiency of the workmen; for 
the work is done under changing conditions, standardization of meth- 
ods and output being to a great extent out of the question. Even 
under the most favorable conditions the skill, initiative, and reli- 
ability of most of the workmen count largely in the cost of logging. 
On the other hand, the character and duration of the work and the 

conditions under which it is performed are not such as to attract, 
develop, and hold the type of workmen that logging operators hope 

_ to secure. The camps are in the woods; they usually afford very 
little opportunity for leading a normal life; and, with few exceptions, 
they do not satisfy certain normal and wholesome desires. The 
industry has to depend on a woods force composed in large part of 
restless, dissatisfied bachelors—old and young—largely foreign born, 
a large portion of whom constantly shift from camp to camp via 
the larger centers of population—men who are not in the way of 
doing the best for themselves or their employers. 

This state of affairs, which is largely the logical consequence of 
our industrial and social development, is by no means confined to the 
logging industry. And the logging industry has not been slower than 
most industries to see that it does not pay; that even enlightened 
selfishness urges the bringing about of better conditions. 
How to impress on the minds of the workmen the necessity and 

desirability of constant application and how to make the conditions 
as to hours, pay, and surroundings such as to induce the better work- 

men to continue with the industry, to attract desirable workmen from , 
other fields, and the like, are difficult questions. A number of com- 

panies have attracted wide notice within the industry by remarkable 
and far-reaching provisions for the comfort, instruction, and recrea- 
tion of their workmen, and by a mode and scale of payment enabling 
the employee to realize the largest earnings possible to his individual 
capacity. Most operators have modified former methods in some re- 
spects. 

LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT. 

The length of time woods workers are required each year is gov- 
erned by the methods of logging and the demand for logs or lumber. 
In the Douglas fir region many operators can continue logging 
throughout practically the entire year, and in no case for Jess than 
nine months. In recent years, however, the demand for forest prod- 
ucts has been so weak that forest laborers in the region are fortu- 
nate when they secure seven or eight months’ employment in a year. 
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No result of the depressed condition of the lumber industry is more 
deplorable than this. The short employment period each year and ~ 
the peculiar social conditions are doubtless largely responsible for 
the fact that woods laborers of the region as a class are not as steady 
and efficient as they might be. 

METHODS OF EMPLOYMENT AND PAYMENT. 

There are three principal methods of hiring those of the men who 
are not hired directly by the camp foreman. ‘The most common, per- 
haps, is through the regular employment agencies. Some of the 
larger operators employ their own agents. When a company uses 
enough men to justify the expense of a private agent, this usually 
proves the most satisfactory arrangement. In some instances several 
companies join in maintaining an agent, but that plan has often 
proved unsatisfactory because of a feeling that one company was 
favored more than another. In other cases the crews are kept up 
almost entirely from men who apply for work either at the camps or 
at the city offices. 

So far labor unions have played only a small part in the logging 
industry of the region, and that in an indirect way. The natural 
independence of the woods worker and the fact that strong or normal 
demand for woods labor over long periods is unusual are probably 
the principal reasons why he has not affiliated with labor unions. 
Furthermore, living conditions in the camps are improving and rela- 
tively good wages are the rule. However, stronger efforts for the 
organization of a loggers’ union are made each year. 
Most of the men are paid by the day, the operators charging them 

for board. The monthly men, such as foreman, bookkeepers, cooks, 
and locomotive crews, as a rule, have their board in addition to their 
monthly wages. 

Comparatively little contract work is done. In a few cases felling 
and bucking and railroad grading are contracted, and, less often, 
the delivery of the logs from the stump to the landing in the case 

_ of an out-of-the-way chance. 
A system of bonuses, a modification of the wage system, is being 

tried out by a number of operators. 

The men are usually paid once a month or on the termination of 
their work. Either bank or time checks are used. In most cases the 
time checks are taken at their face value by the merchants of the 
surrounding towns, the exception usually being in the town or city 
where the company has its offices and where the men may exchange 
the time or bank checks for cash. 
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WAGES. 

The following is a list of the wages—average, high, and low— 
paid by logging companies on the west side of the Cascades in 
Oregon and Washington during the last six or eight years. The 
wages designated high and low do not represent extremes. For 
example, the wages paid at times during 1914 and 1915 averaged 
lower than those given in the list. Wages have remained at the same 
general level, rising or falling with fluctuations in the demand for 
labor. If there was any change, skilled labor received a little less 

toward the close of this period, common labor a little more. During 
slack times the wages of common labor are cut more heavily in pro- 
portion than those of skilled labor. 

TABLE 2.—Average wages paid during the six years ending in 1916. 

Wages per day. Wages per day. 

Position. Position. fe 
Aver- Po ver- . age. High. | Low. age. High. | Low. 

Head bucker or timber Master mechanic.......-- $4.50 | $5.00 $3. 00 
ANSPCCtOL = seen. eee $3.50 | $3.75 $3. 25 || Carpenter. -...-.2--2----- 3. 50 5. 00 3. 00 

Head faller: 4229. 7'.\...2: 3. 50 3.75 3.25) |i¢Cartinkerergss. eee eee 3.00 8.25 2.75 
Second faller.=.--.---.--- 3. 25 3. 50 3.00 || Pole road construction 

nickers.c:. oh ..-< es 3.25 3. 50 3.00 foremanr=2 ese 4.50 5. 25 4.00 
101 (=) ae gan Se aE 3.75 4.00 3.50 || Pole road construction 
Hooktender..-....-.--.--- 5. 25 6. 00 4.50 MONE .s3f3e es ELS 2.75 3.00 2. 50 
Rigging slinger.........-. 3. 50 3.75 3.25 || Landing construction 
Chokerman -......-.----- 3. 25 3. 50 3.00 foreman. *ee hes 445 se 4.00 4. 50 3. 50 
Chasen sj. scnee ee see ses Sho 3.50 3.00 |} Landing construction 
Swamper: --4.234221. 204: 3. 00 3. 25 2.75 CNS =e ap aaa eee eee 2.75 3.00 2. 50 
PNIPCE Ss. eee eee 3. 00 3. 25 2.75 |, Locomotive engineer... - 4.00 4.50 3.75 
Signal man...-.....------ 2.75 3.00 2:50 || Locomotive fireman......] 3.00 3. 25 2.75 
Yarding and road engine Conductor or head brake- 

engineer. 2. tes 62242522 3. 50 3.75 3. 25 MAM te 3522 Fo eee: Sees 3. 50 4.00 3.25 
Yarding and road euEe Brakemanece seer eee nee 3. 25 3.50 3. 00 
fireman. . -| 2.50 2.75 2.25 || Section foreman.......-.- 3. 25 3. 50 3. 00 

Wood buck. . 2. 50 2.75 2.25 || Section men...........-.- 2. 50 2.75 2. 25 
Head loader-... 4.25 4.75 3.50 || Railroad » construction 
Second loader... -| 3:50 3.75 3. 25 fONCMANG sh eeeee- eee 4.50 5. 50 3. 50 
Gypsy, or spool, tender..| 3.00 3. 25 aed Hallie construction 
Loading engine engineer.| 3.25 3. 50 3:00]; omens Scan seos ener 2.50 2.75 2.25 
Loading engine fireman..| 2.50 2.75 2. 25 Rafting, or boom, fore- 
Pump ynane2].en esses 2.75 3. 00 2. 50 Man tess hs. cae eee 3.50 4.00 3. 25 
Blacksmiths cesses eee 3.75 4.00 3.50 || Rafting, or boom, man. Sn25 3.50 3.00 

1 

Certain employees who, as a rule, are paid by the month are not 
included in the above list. The monthly salaries of these men are 
about as follows, plus board: 

Moreman? “Oe 76 eet ty 1 Tey ee eee $125 to $250 

300kkeepers22 2 3e eee TD Loved 2d 

THING GOD E Ty so = Re aa LT 75 to 100 

NLOTeKeeper =~ we OE RS eee eee eee 75. to - 125 

Logging engineer_____ AE RS eee oes wees TS tO” Saw 

Hewes ie Sled ae A eee 75 to 125 

BOARD. 

Operators in the region feel that a well-fed man gives better service 
and is more likely to be satisfied with his work, so that a well-con- 
ducted boarding department is one of the features of most operations. 
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The quality and variety of the food are of a high order. Fresh meats, 
vegetables in season, and canned fruits and vegetables of a good 
quality are to be found in practically all the camps. Wherever pos- 

sible the men come in to all meals. A lunch in the woods occasions 

much grumbling. 
Boarding departments, as a rule, are self-supporting, the weekly 

charge in 1916 amounting to $5 or more. Cooks are paid from $50 

to $150 per month, depending on the size of the crew. Camps of 60 
men or more usually have an assistant cook, the kitchen help being 
figured on the basis of 1 man in the kitchen for each 30 men in 
the crew. 

CAMPS. 

It is good to be able to record that no greater advance has been 
made in any of the departments of the operation than in the housing 
and care of the workmen, and that the progressive loggers of the 
Pacific Northwest have been leaders in the industry of the whole 
country in providing model camps. 
A few years ago camp buildings were crude structures, having few, 

if any, conveniences. Unfortunately, in many camps here is still 
much room for improvement. Fairly satisfactory living quarters, 
however, are the rule, the best camps being well constructed of dressed 
lumber and equipped with individual beds or bunks, private lockers 
for clothing, hot and cold water, steam heat, and like accommodations. 
Furthermore, camps of the latter class have a pleasing appearance, 
due regard being given to the design and arrangement of the build- 
ings and the color of the paint used. Operators as a class do not seem 
to have given sufficient attention to camp sanitation. 

Three types of camps are used, the portable camp on wheels, the 
portable camp on skids, and the stationary camp. All three prove 
satisfactory, and each is adapted to certain. conditions. 

(1) Camp on wheels—Mr. C. S. Martin, who is employed as a 
logging engineer by one of the largest operators on the Pacific coast 
and who has had an opportunity to study the different methods of 
housing the men, discusses the modern complete camp on wheels 
as follows: 

The advantages of camps on wheels are coming to be widely recognized. 

The first cost may be greater, but when one takes into consideration the fol- 

lowing arguments in their favor it will be found that they prove cheaper in 

the long run, giving the camps a life of from 10 to 20 years, which is, I believe, 

conservative. 

(a) Insurance.—In case of fire the camps can be moved at a few minutes’ 

notice. 

(0) Depreciation.—Ten per cent should cover both depreciation and upkeep, 

a much smaller percentage than had to be charged to the old shack camps, 

which cost nearly as much to tear down and rebuild as to abandon. 
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(c) Wages and time saved in moving.—We moved Camp No. 3 this spring; 

yarded 249,000 feet the day before moving, 269,000 feet the day we moved, and 

257,000 feet the day following the move. The move was about 4 miles. The_ 

men took dinner in the old camp and supper in the new without losing time in 

the yarding. As the camp carries its own 1,000-gallon water tank, it could 

give the men their usual accommodations on a switch or siding if necessary. 

This was a camp of 160 men. I have known of instances where such a move 

would keep most of the crew busy for several days or at least one day. A- 

camp of this size costs about $350 per day to operate, so a little time saved 

makes quite a showing. 

(d) Class of men attached to a camp of this sort—A good many men in the 

woods would rather work in a camp where the living and working conditions 

are right than in another camp where the wages may be a little higher but the 

living conditions poor. We do not give the camps all the credit for this by any 

means. A large part of it is due to the foreman and his ability to handle the 

better class of men. The fact remains that in Camp 38 during the time it 

has been operated [1914 and 1915], we have had more “top” men (who were 

foremen and booktenders in normal times) than in any other camp of which I 

have knowledge. And it shows up in the work. Operating in a scattering 

“show,” we got from two to four cars more per day than we had counted on, 

which was due very largely to the class of men we had in our rigging crews. 

(e) Distance from work.—As the camp can be moved more cheaply than a 

more permanently located camp, we can move oftener and keep the men 

nearer their work. There are often small, more or less isolated pieces of timber 

to be picked up now and then, and a camp on wheels is very handy in such 

instances. 

(f) Cost of clearing site—Requires a smaller camp ground, and less clearing. 

A space 60 feet wide by 400 feet long will serve for a three-side camp. 

(9g) Cost—Such a camp costs from $9,000 to $12,000, depending on the ma- 

terial put into it. In terms of a one-side camp this amounts to from $3,000 to 

$4,000 a side, which is reasonable even when considering the cost of the old- 

time board shack camps. One-side camps on wheels have been built in our 

country at a cost of $4,000 to $7,000, everything except the bunk cars and 

possibly the blacksmith shop being the same for a small as for a large camp. 

The camp referred to by Mr. Martin as:Camp 3 consists of 12 cars 
set in 2 rows, 6 on each side, with a walk between. Movable steps 
connect this walk with the various compartments. The whole camp, 
inside and out, is well lighted with electricity. The cars are set close 
to the railroad track, ‘so that they can be steamed out when the need 
arises, the steam being furnished by a locomotive. 
The cars are mounted on trucks rated at 60,000 pounds capacity 

and having 33-inch journals. The framework on which the floor 
joists rest consists of six 6 by 12 inch longitudinal sills surmounted 
by 10 by 14 inch body bolsters and 10 by 12 inch end sills. These are 
reinforced by six 14-inch truss rods extending the length of the car. 
All cars but one are 14 feet wide and 60 feet long. The other car, 
the cook house, is 14 feet wide and 36 feet long. The cars are sided 
with 6-inch drop siding and painted yellow with white trimmings. 
The cook house, dining cars, and all cars used as living quarters are 
ceiled on the inside with beaded ceiling, painted and varnished. 
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Windows and doors are sliding. A cupola roof raised about 3 feet 
above the main roof gives room for ventilating transoms. The main 
roof is shingled, and the cupola roof is covered with corrugated 
roofing. 

The kitchen is modern in every respect. Many hotels do not have 
the modern cooking equipment which is to be found in it. It has 
a triple range with hood, two double-deck, zinc-covered serving . 
tables on casters, built-in drawers and bins, a raising closet, hot-water 
tank, etc. Coal is used for fuel. 
Two of the cars are used for diners, one at each end of the kitchen 

ear. This arrangement simplifies the handling of food. These 
cars have a seating capacity of 175, with sleeping accommodations 
for the cookhouse crew in the end of one. Heavy crockery dishes 
are used because they are easy to clean and have no enameled surface 

- to chip off into the food. 
A car stationed immediately opposite the cookhouse and connected 

by means of a bridge is used for a warehouse and meat shop. . This 
arrangement places the supphes needed in the kitchen close at hand. 
On the top of this car is a water tank, which supplies water by a 
gravity system to all parts of the camp. The meat room is in one 
end of the storeroom and just under the water tank. It is zinc lined 
and has sawdust-filled walls. 

Five of the cars are used for sleeping quarters, each being divided 
into three compartments, accommodating 10 men each, or 30 men 

to a car. Each compartment is equipped with five double iron 
bunks with springs and mattresses, a sink with hot and cold water, 
shelves and hooks for clothes, steam heat, electric lights, and in- 
dividual soap dishes. This division of the sleeping cars makes it 
possible for the men to form congenial groups. 

One of the cars is used for a bath, dressing, and drying room. 
The bath room is equipped with six shower baths and a dressing 
room. The operator furnishes the soap. At the other end of the 
car is a drying room for the men’s clothes. Batteries of steam coils 
laid on the floor under racks furnish sufficient steam to dry gar- 
ments thoroughly in one and a half hours. 
A reading and writing room 144 by 22 feet is paved at one end of 

the warehouse, where daily papers, magazines, and writing material 
are kept. 
Another car, besides furnishing sleeping rooms for the office force, 

is used as a general camp office and commissary. A portion of this 
car is used for the company’s civil engineer. The engineer’s room, 
which has skylights, is fitted with a drafting table, map racks, an 
instrument closet, and a double bunk for the engineer and his assist- 
ant. 
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The blacksmith and machine shop is installed in another car. The 

electric light, power, and heating plants are also located in the same 
car. Steam heat is furnished by a 35-horsepower internal-fire-return 
tubular boiler. Electric light is generated with a 4$-kilowatt, 200- 
light dynamo. Oil, stored in a 1,000-gallon tank, is used for fuel. 

The toilet is as well built as the rest of tne camp, also as well 
lighted. It has screened ventilators and covered seats so. arranged 
that they close automatically when not in use. 

The hog pens are situated at the headquarters camp, all the swill 
being hauled from the camp in sanitary covered cans. 

(2) Portable camp on skids —The buildings of a portable camp 
on skids are moved from one location to another on logging cars or 
by means of donkey engines. They must be of a size that can be 
loaded readily on the cars. Strength in construction is an impor- 
tant factor, because of the frequent handling to which they are sub- 
jected. This type of camp has proved more satisfactory than the 
ordinary permanent camp. With the exception of the initial cost, 
it has no advantage over the camp on wheels, and it has some funda- 

mental disadvantages. 
In the case of one company, the living quarters are 10 by 14 by 

74 feet, with a 3-foot gable. These cabins are substantially con- 
structed, are sided with dressed and matched lumber, and have a 
rubberoid roof. There is a door in front and two sliding windows 
at the rear. For convenience in moving, the cabins are set on run- 
ners. The interior of each is furnished with three single iron bunks, 
a stove, and like accommodations. The approximate cost of each 
cabin was $50. Iron bunks, mattresses, a stove, etc., raise this fig- 
ure to $75. At this rate, the living quarters for 99 men cost $2,475. 
The efficient life of these cabins ranges from 7 to 10 years. Twenty- 
three cabins, all logging tools, equipment, etc., were loaded and 
hauled a distance of 34 miles in 18 hours. Im another case similar 
cabins 14 by 30 feet and accommodating eight men were constructed 
for $100. To furnish one of these cabins with double iron bunks, 
mattresses, a stove, etc., cost about $50. At this rate accommodations 
for 96 men cost $1,800. 

The cost of the dining room and kitchen varies, depending on the 
type and size of building, also on whether it is of permanent or 
take-down construction. One stationary dining room and kitchen, 
large enough for 90 men, cost $900; another, large enough for 200 
men, cost $1,500. These figures include tables of all kinds, bins, etc. 
The dining room and kitchen equipment—range, cooking utensils, 
dishes, ete.—cost $600. 

(3) Stationary camps—Some of the most ably managed com- 
panies prefer large camps, not constructed to be moved, in which 
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from 150 to 300 men are accommodated, the men being taken to and 
from their work by train when working at a distance. The labor 
policy of the operator usually has something to do with the type of 
camp adopted. Where the policy is to encourage married men who 
want their families near them large and more permanent camps are 

used. Superintendents who do not permit families in or near the 
- camps most often favor portable camps. 

In one operation the permanent camp for single men consists of 
two large two-story buildings of modern design. One of the build- 
ings is used for a bunk house for 100 men. This is plastered and 
painted and kept clean and sanitary. It is well ventilated, electric 
lighted, and has hot and cold water and a modern sewerage system. 

In each of the rooms there are four single iron beds, four lockers, 
four chairs, a table, and a droplight. The washroom at the rear of 
the building has a concrete floor. It is large enough to accommodate 
10 men at one time. 
The cookhouse, which is on the first floor of the other building, 

consists of a well-equipped kitchen and a large well-lighted dining 
room with a seating capacity of 125. Above the cookhouse is the 
recreation hall, fitted with two pool tables, card tables, Tunaca and 
writing tables, a barber shop, and a bathroom. 

The camp has graded streets, lined with neat cottages. There is a 
church, school, meat market, and some other shops besides the 
company store. : 

This is the ideal type of camp, supplying, as it does, pleasing and 
sanitary living quarters and surroundings for both single and mar- 
ried men. Unfortunately there are few camps of this type in the 
region, 

Of course it would be impossible to have such a camp in connection 
with all logging operations. In the camp referred to the company 
has a 15-year supply of timber within a 15-minute ride on the log- 
ging road from the camp. The camp runs steadily, only shut- 
ting down for a few days at the Fourth of July and a week or so at 

Christmas. 

WORKMEN’S COMPENSATION ACTS. 

Until recently the responsibility of compensating injured laborers 
was regulated by employers’ liability laws. These held the employer 
liable for accidents when he did not conform to the law. The em- 
ployers protected their interests through lability insurance com- 
panies. This arrangement proved unsatisfactory. Lawsuits were 
common and proved a cumbersome method for determining whether 
compensation was due an injured workman or his dependents. 
Liability insurance was seemingly too expensive. On the other hand, 
injured workmen expended large sums of money for attorney’s fees. 
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In addition compensation through liability laws tended to create an 
antagonistic feeling between employer and employee. 
About one-half the States have passed workmen’s compensation 

acts which provide for the payment by the State of specified sums to 
workmen for injuries received in the course of their employment, 
without the necessity of expense or delay. Both Washington and 
Oregon have workmen’s compensation acts. In Washington the pro- 
visions of the act are obligatory on both the employer and the em- 

ployee, the employers being required to pay monthly to the State a ~ 
percentage of their pay rolls, the rate varying according to the hazard 
of the various occupations. In Oregon the act is of the presumptive 
elective type. While employers have the right to elect not to become 

subject to the act, they automatically come under its provisions if 
they do not serve written notice of rejection on the State. Employees 

in Oregon are also required to pay 1 cent for each day or part of day — 
employed, the employers being authorized to make the collections. 

In Washington the maximum rates have proved higher than was 
necessary, making it unnecessary for the operators to contribute 
toward the fund each month. The basic and assessed rates for the 
different departments of the logging operation for 1912, 19138, and 
1914 were as follows: 

TABLE 3.—Rates of the Washington workmen’s compensation act. 

Assessed rate. 

Average 

1913 1914 net . 1912 equiva- 
Class of work. Basle lent rate 

> en[ "ar sp soe are | pa aa | COLE OL: 
1913 

Months ALT Months | , ae ,- | Months | , ae a : 191 ae 

called lent rate. called. lent rate. called. lentrate. 

Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 
Railroad construction......-- 5 6 20 4 - 67 10 4.16 2.78 
Railroad operation.........-. 5 6 2.5 4 1. 67 10 4.16 2.78 
Railroad maintenance....-...- 5 6 2.5 4 1. 67 10 4.16 2.78 
Logging proper....-...---.--- 2.5 8 J. 67 11 2. 29 18 1. 667 1. 875 

In Oregon the basic rates for the classes of work performed in log- 
ging are: 

Per cent. 

Railroad’ construction 2220231 Se ee ee ee 5 

Railroad operation): es) 2 ey MERE See eee ey eee eee 5 

Railroad! maintenance: 22¢ 22.225 2 eee a ee aS 

Logging propers..2-— 48 2 a he ee Se ee een eee 34 

The Oregon act makes provision for the assessment of lower rates. 
Where the accidents in the case of a given employer during the first 
year he is operating under the act do not require the State to pay 
out an amount in excess of 50 per cent of the employer’s payments 
during that period, the employer’s rate during the second year is 
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reduced by 10 per cent. With a like experience during the second 
year the rate for the following year is reduced by a similar amount. 
This act resembles that of Washington in that employees are exempt 
from assessments whenever the surplus in the fund has assumed 
certain proportions. The act has been in force for such a short 
period that it is not possible to state what it will cost the employers 
on the average. 

TAXATION. 

The general property tax system is in vogue in Oregon and 
Washington, and, with few exceptions, all property, both real and 
personal, is taxed for State and local purposes. The levy varies con- 
siderably by districts in a given year, and in a given district from 
year to year, ranging from 20 to 30 mills in the suburban districts 
where logging operations are located. 

The tax on logging operations, exclusive of their standing timber, 
amounts to from 8 to 5 cents per thousand feet of output. 

SCALING AND GRADING. 

In Oregon and Washington the Scribner and Spaulding log rules 
are in general use, the former being the preferred rule in Wash- 
ington, the latter being almost universally used in Oregon. The 
Scribner rule is used by the Puget Sound Log Scaling and Grading 
Bureau, the Spaulding rule is the standard rule of the Columbia 
River Log Scaling and Grading Bureau. The Forest Service in 

national forest timber sales uses the Scribner Decimal C rule, which 
is a slight modification of the old Scribner rule. 

In Oregon and Washington logs are always measured at the small 
end inside the bark, unless some other arrangement is agreed to by 
both parties to the sale. Logs are usually cut from 2 to 9 inches 
longer than standard lengths of boards, to allow for waste in handling 
and manufacture. This additional length is disregarded in scaling. 
Log rules give the number of board feet in logs which are straight 

and sound. If logs are unsound, or otherwise defective, a certain 
allowance must be made by the scaler and the determination of the 
amount in board feet requires great skill. 

FOREST SERVICE SCALING. 

In a general way, Forest Service scaling practice is the same as 
that of the log scaling and grading bureaus and independent scalers 
of the region. It differs, however, in some particulars, which should 
be thoroughly understood by applicants for national forest timber ; 
for the scale resulting from Forest Service practice, as a rule, is 
larger than that resulting from commercial scaling. 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——2 
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Briefly, scaling, as practiced by the Forest Service, is the measure- 
ment of sound material in the log and relates to quantity rather than 
quality. National forest timber, therefore, is scaled in accordance 
with the defect in the log and not in relation to any particular grade 
of lumber it will produce. On the national forests in Alaska and 
west of the summit of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon and Wash- 
ington, logs up to and including 32 feet in length are scaled as one 
log; lengths from 34 to 64, inclusive, are scaled as two logs as 
nearly equal in length as possible in even feet, and increasing the 
diameter of the second log according to the taper of the first. 
Greater lengths than 64 feet are scaled as three logs, making the 
division as nearly equal as possible in even feet. 

Timber sale contracts specify a definite overlength aa trimming. 
This allowance is adapted to different logging conditions and to 
large and small timber. Three inches overlength may prove suffi- 

- cient in small timber where danger from brooming is slight, while 
9 inches or more may be reasonable in sales of large timber or where 
the danger of brooming in driving or chuting is great. 

All diameters are measured inside the bark at the top end of the 
log, being rounded off to the nearest inch above or below the actual 
diameter. Logs which have a diameter exactly halfway between 
inches are thrown to the next lower inch. If logs are not round, 

- they are scaled on the average diameter. Several diameters may be 
measured where necessary to obtain a fair average. 

The Forest Service has formulated a number of rules for siti 
discounts for defects, realizing that the effect of rot and other de- 
fects upon logs of different species and in different regions varies 
so greatly that no rule for making deductions can be applied in- 
flexibly, and that the constant exercise of good judgment by scalers, 
based upon an accurate knowledge of local timber secured by seeing 
defective logs opened up under the saw, is essential. 
Every timber-sale contract defines exactly the material to be classed 

as merchantable under its terms. 
The methods of manufacture of particular purchasers are not. 

taken into account by scalers. No attempt is made to adjust the 
scale to losses due to poor equipment or inefficient methods, to match © 
up gains from exceptionally close utilization, or so modify the scale 
as to eliminate losses resulting from selling the log product on a 
different scale. The function of a Forest Service scaler is to deter- 
mine the amount of sound material in the log as uniformly as pos- 
sible, whatever the mill tally or the selling scale may be. The For- 
est Service gives no assurance or promises on the amount of the over- 
run. Systematic checks on the local scale are made by more experi- 
enced scalers of special competence. In case of a serious complaint 
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the Service makes special check scales by the best men in its or- 
ganization. 

LOG SCALE THE BASIS IN LOGGING COST CALCULATIONS. 

Loggers and lumber manufacturers uniformly think of logging 
costs in connection with the 1,000-foot unit. Loggers invariably 
prorate the logging costs on the basis of the log scale. Lumber 
manufacturers do not adhere to a uniform practice, sometimes pro- 
rating the logging costs on the mill tally, sometimes on both the | 
mill tally and log scale. These two standards seldom agree, and 
it is necessary in a given case to know what standard has been used 
if one would avoid confusion. The product of the mill ordinarily 
overruns the log scale from 4 to 30 per cent, depending on the size, 
taper, and soundness of the timber, the thickness of the saws and 
other matters of mill equipment, the exact dimensions to which 
lumber is sawed, the class of material manufactured, and the loss 
in finishing and seasoning. 

In this bulletin logging costs are uniformly based on the 1,000- 
foot log-scale unit unless an exception is noted. Logging-cost state- 
ments are based on the selling scale and not on a camp or Forest 
Service scale. 

COST. 

The bulk of the logs sold in the log markets of the Columbia 
River and Puget Sound regions are scaled by two log scaling and 
grading bureaus, corporations owned by independent loggers. In 
the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor regions scaling is done by 
independent scalers and costs about 5 cents per thousand feet. 

Most logging operators who keep detailed cost accounts find it 
necessary to employ a camp scaler. A camp scaler is necessary in 
connection with practically all forms of bonus systems. Some camps 
get along without a camp scaler, keeping track of the output of the 
camp or the several units of production through a log or car count. 
A camp scale is not ordinarily considered as accurate as a selling 
scale. The camp scalers are paid from $75 to $125 per month. © 

Scaling in national forest timber sales is done by men regularly 
employed and paid by the Forest Service, which makes it possible 
for purchasers of national forest timber to get along without camp 
scalers. Purchasers who sell in the log markets, however, have to 
pay for a selling scale, as the Forest Service scale is not accepted by 
lumber manufacturers. 

~ 

GRADING RULES. 

As a general thing logs are sold by grades and species, so that it 
is desirable in most cases to sort the logs in rafting, each raft being 
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made up of logs of one grade or species. The grading rules used 
by the Columbia River Log Scaling and Grading Bureau are as 
follows: 

No. 1 logs. 

No. 1 logs shall be 30 inches or over in diameter inside the bark at the small 

end, reasonably straight grained, and not less than 16 feet long, and shall be 

logs which, in the judgment of the scaler, will contain at least 50 per cent of 

their scaled contents in lumber in the grades of No. 1 and 2 clear. 

In a general way a pitch ring is not a serious grade defect in a No. 1 log, pro- 

vided its location and size do not prevent the logs cutting the required amount 

of clears. ‘The same applies to rot. 

Pitch pockets, seams, knots, etc., are defects which impair the grades in pro- 

portion to their effect on the amount of clears the log contains. A No. 1 log 

will admit of a few small knots, but must be surface clear for at least four- 

fifths of its length; a few pitch pockets, aS permitted in the grade of clear 

lumber, but no combination of defects which will prevent the required percentage 

of clears. 

No. 2 logs. 

No. 2 logs shall be 16 inches or over in diameter inside the bark at the small 

end, not less than 16 feet long, and having defects which prevent its grading 

No. 1, but which will, in the judgment of the scaler, be suitable for the manu- 

facture of lumber principally in grades of merchantable and better.. 

No. 3 logs. 

No. 3 logs shall be 12 inches or over in diameter inside the bark at the small 

end, not less than 16 feet long, having defects which prevent its grading No. 2, 

and, in the judgment of the scaler, be suitable for the manufacture of the in- 

ferior grades of lumber. 

Cull logs. 

Cull logs shall be any logs which do not contain 50 per cent of sound lumber. 

All logs to be scaled by the Spaulding Rule. 

The grading rules used by the Puget Sound Log Scaling and Grad- 
ing Bureau are as follows: 

No. 1 logs. 

‘No. 1 logs shall be logs in the lengths of 16 to 32 feet and 30 inches inside the 

bark at the small end, and logs 34 to 40 feet and 28 inches in diameter at the 

small end, and shall be logs that, in the judgment of the scaler, contain at 

least 50 per cent of their scaled contents in lumber in the grades of No. 2 clear 

and better. 

No. 2 logs. 

No. 2 logs shall not be less than 16 feet long and having defects which prevent 

their grading No. 1, but which, in the judgment of the scaler, will be suitable 

for the manufacture of lumber principally in the grades of merchantable and 

better. 

No. 3 logs. 

No. 3 logs shall not be less than 16 feet long and having defects which prevent 

their grading No. 2, but which, in the judgment of the scaler, will be suitable 

for the manufacture of common lumber. 
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Cull logs. 

Cull logs shall be any logs which, in the judgment of the scaler, will not cut 

334 per cent of sound lumber. 

‘Rules for the grading of cedar, Douglas fir, spruce, and hemlock 

logs or shingle bolts were put in force in British Columbia not very 
long ago by the Forest Branch. The rules follow: 

GRADING RULES FOR CEDAR LOGS. 

No. 1 logs. 

Logs 12 feet and over in length, 20 inches and over in diameter, that will cut 

out 50 per cent or over of their scaled contents in clear lumber. In cases of 

split timber above diameters will not be considered. 

No. 2 logs. 
e 

Logs 12 feet and over in length, 14 inches and over in diameter, that will cut 

out merchantable or better, but which will not cut out to grade No. 1. This 

grade will also admit of a good grade of shingle log. 

No. 8 logs. 

Rough logs that. are only fit for a low grade of shingles, shiplap, or dimension 

timbers. 

Culls. 

Logs lower in grade than No. 3 will be classed culls. 

GRADING RULES FOR DOUGLAS FIR. 

Flooring logs. 

Logs suitable for flooring, reasonably straight, not less than 20 feet long, not 

less than 30 inches in diameter, clear, free from such defects as would impair 

their value for clear lumber. 

Merchantable logs. 

Logs not less than 14 inches in diameter, sound, reasonably straight, free 

from rotten knots; the grain straight enough to insure strength. 

Rough logs. 

Logs having visible defects such as crooks, bad knots, or defects that would 

impair the value and lower the grade of lumber below merchantable. 

Cull logs. 

Logs which will not produce 50 per cent of their contents in salable lumber 

Shall be classed as culls. 

ee 

_——— 
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GRADING RULES FOR SPRUCE, PINE, AND HEMLOCK. 

No. 1 logs. 

Logs 12 feet or over in length, 30 inches in diameter and over, up to 32 feet 

long; 28 inches if over 32 feet long; reasonably straight, clear, free from such 

defects as would impair their value for clear lumber. 

No. 2 logs. 

Logs not less than 14 inches in diameter, sound, reasonably straight, free from 

rotten knots or bunch knots; the grain straight enough to insure strength. 

No. 3 logs. 

Logs having visible defects such as crooks, bad knots, or other defects that 

would lower the grade below merchantable or No. 2. 

Culls. 

Logs which will not cut 50 per cent of their contents in salable lumber shall 

be classed as culls. 

= : GRADING RULES FOR SHINGLE BOLTS. 

Bolts to be measured in the following manner: To be as closely piled as 

possible, 4 feet high, 8 feet long, and the average number of pieces taken in 

the piles; the quantity to be obtained by dividnig the number of pieces by the 

average contained in the piles. If piled loosely, sufficient allowance to be made 

to make up a cord of closely piled bolts. 

No. 1 bolts. 

(a) To be of first-class timber of an average of not more than 30 bolts to the 

cord, 52 to 54 inches in length, straight, well made, hearted, and barked. 

(6b) Seventy per cent of the bolts to be clear; balance to allow of two small 

knots in each bolt, 1 inch in diameter. 

(c) To be free from rot, shakes, and knot holes and other defects. 

No. 2 bolts. 

(a) To be well made, hearted, and barked, and of @n average of not more 

than 36 bolts to the cord, 52 to 54 inches in length. 

(6) To be free from rot, shakes, and worm holes. 

No. $8 bolts. 

(a) To be hearted and barked, not more than 40 bolts to the cord, 52 to 54 

inches in length. 

(b) Twenty-five per cent to be clear; balance to allow any bolt which has 

two cuts, with one knot 2 inches in diameter in each cut. 

(c) To be free from rot, shakes, and worm holes; any bolts not up to stand- 

ard of the grades to be considered culls. 
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PLANS. 

The planning of the operation has received more attention in the 
Douglas fir region than elsewhere, largely because of the character 
of the country and the logging methods. Some operators, however, 
still cling to old methods. 
All operations in the region are cruised, and usually some aun of 

report is made and a map of some character submitted. The reports 
are usually conservative, and in many cases the maps are little more 
than sketches showing the more striking features of the area. Many 
operators have found it desirable to check their cruises and prepare 
topographic maps, on which are shown the following: The holdings 
of the company; the distribution of the stand by species, quality, and 
quantity; the location of streams, ridges, roads, trails, and tentative 
camp sites; the location of main logging railroads; and the division 
of the area into logging units. As to the question of accuracy, oper- 
ators are governed by the character of their country and the uses to 
which the map is to be put. Where the map is to be used for the loca- 
tion of railroads and the estimation of logging costs, the field work is 
done intensively. The practice is still followed, however, by some 
operators of allowing certain woods employees to carry very valuable 
information regarding the timberlands in their heads, instead of hav- 

ing it on paper in the office. 

RECORDS. 

Operators as a class have not regarded the preparation of records 
as of much value, except in the case of operating costs. There are few 
operators who keep carefully written records of the achievements of 
past years and study them to weed out weak points in their manage- 
ment and methods. The most that is done is to ponder over the gen- 
eral experience of the past and, in a rather unsystematic manner, 
attempt to increase the efficiency of the work. This is remarkable in 
view of the fact that the managers in many cases are stockholders, 
and that cost figures, in connection with written records, provide the 
only sound basis on which new methods and principles may be 
founded. It should be understood that all operators do not neglect 
this means of improving their methods. Some are following modern 
business methods in this respect and to their advantage. 

ACCOUNTS. 

At present (1916) there are differences in the accounting methods 
of loggers because of the peculiarities of individual operations and be- 
cause of a lack of understanding of the principles underlying proper 
accounting. Differences in logging methods, in the items which enter 

into the cost-keeping statements, in the methods of handling deprecia- 
_ tion and the like, make it impossible for operators, even in the same 
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region, to discuss intelligently their costs of production, especially the 
details. As a result, a feeling has arisen within and without the 
industry that a profitable field of endeavor would be the investigation 
of the basic principles which underlie costs and cost keeping and the 
preparation of a uniform cost sheet. Few question that a standard- 
ized cost-keeping system is practicable and would be of lasting value 
to the logging industry. 

DEPRECIATION. 

Until recently many operators followed the unwise and danger- 
ous practice of taking no account of depreciation. The method of 
handling this account is optional with the operatérs, no provision 

for depreciation being prescribed by law; but the passage of the 
Federal income tax law has made it desirable for all operators to 
write off on their books a certain amount. 

Depreciation is the shrinkage in value of an asset that results 
from its use. Lessening of the value of assets may be due to ordinary 
wear and tear, to physical deterioration, to inadequacy for the cur- 
rent needs of an operation, or to the exhaustion of available timber. 
The amount of such deterioration is charged against the operating 
profits, and so can be considered as an amount paid out of the pro- 
ceeds of the business. The best concrete illustration is a sinking 
fund withdrawn from the proceeds of the business at regular inter- © 
vals, deposited in a special account, and used to pay off bonds as they 
become due. In National Forest stumpage appraisals depreciation 
is reckoned as if charged off and withdrawn from the business at the 
end of the year. It is a sum, prorated over every thousand feet of 
timber cut, which in the course of the operation pays back the re- 
duction in value of the fixed investments. 

The rate of depreciation varies widely with the nature of the 
investment. Improvements are stationary, and so can be used only 
where they are built. They include all buildings, wagon and pole 
roads, railroad grades, bridges, splash dams, etc. The rate of de- 
preciation on each improvement depends primarily upon the amount 
of timber which it can properly be used to log. When all of the 
tributary timber is removed, the improvements have no residual 
value. Improvements located with reference to large supplies of 
timber, like logging railroads, may have a very long life. Their 
rate of depreciation is correspondingly low. Equipment can be 
moved from place to place; so its depreciation depends primarily 
upon wear and tear, or the length of the ordinary working life. It 

includes tools, steam logging machinery, cables, railroad steel, rolling 
stock, etc. The working life given to different equipment in this 
publication is intended to represent current industrial experience in 

the region. 
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In times past some logging operators wrote off an arbitrary 
amount for depreciation. This was done to equalize profits, a large 
amount being charged off at the end of a prosperous year. Most 
operators charge off annually a certain percentage of the original 
cost, the amount being determined from an estimate of the life of 
the equipment. For example, a logging engine with an estimated 
life of eight years and no value at the end of that time is reckoned 
as depreciating 122 per cent of its first cost each year. This method 

is used in making national forest timber appraisals. 

AVERAGE TOTAL LOGGING COSTS. 

The cost of logging in the region varies greatly; in 1913 it ranged 
from $4 to $7.50 per thousand feet. An average logging cost figure 
for a large region is rather indeterminate. In a given case the cost 
of logging may be lowest the first year or as soon as the business 
hits its stride, and increase gradually from year to year, the books 
showing the highest cost the last year, when the operator is clean- 
ing up. This is due for the most part to the way the area is opened 
up, the operator pursuing the logical method of logging first the 
more accessible areas, which, as a rule, constitute the best logging 
chances. Methods of accounting can be devised which will tend 
to equalize the annual profits; but they can not change the fixed con- 
ditions which cause the actual cost of logging to be lower during 
the early life of the operation. The conclusion to be drawn is that 

an operator does not know what his average logging cost is until 
the last log has been hauled. Such being the case in a given opera- 
tion, any statement purporting to represent the average logging cost 
for a region, even though it is based on sufficient accurate data 
and correct mathematical principles, is nothing more than a close 
approximation. 

Table 4 gives the average cost per thousand feet log scale for 
delivering logs from the tree to the cargo mills of Puget Sound, 
the Columbia River, Grays Harbor, and Willapa Harbor in 1913. 
The average cost for the Puget Sound region is based on the output 
of 20 large camps, or about 900,000,000 feet, this output representing 
75 per cent of the total output of the camps that dump into the 
Sound. The average cost for the Columbia River region is based 
on an output of 10 large camps, or about 385,000,000 feet. In the 
case of Gray’s Harbor and Willapa Harbor regions the average cost 
is based on a smaller output, which makes the chance for error 
greater. 

While it is reasonable to suppose that the average cost of logging 
in these four regions is approximately the same, too much stress 
should not be laid on the fact that this statement shows such to be 
the case. These costs are based on the selling log scale, and lack of 

4 
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standardization in scaling methods would indicate that this unit 
of measure varies somewhat by regions. Furthermore, the outputs 
on which these figures are based, with the exception of the Puget 
Sound region, are not large enough to give nicely accurate results. 
This is particularly true of the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor 
regions. 

The statement does not include the cost of stumpage, interest of 
any kind, discounts on logs sold, or taxes on the standing timber. 
It includes only the cost of transforming and sorting the logs and 
taking them to the point at which they are manufactured into lumber. 
The manufacturers, as a rule, pay the cost of towing in the Puget 
Sound and Columbia River regions; in the Grays Harbor and Wil- 
lapa Harbor regions the logger usually pays it. é 

The classification of costs given in the statement is not ideal. It 
is in fact an expedient. Operators use different classifications. In 
collecting the data the classifications of operators were followed, 
and later the classified costs were distributed in the best possible 
manner. 

Taste’ 4.—Average cost per thousand feet in 19138 for delivering logs from the 
tree to the cargo mills of the Puget Sound, Columbia River, Grays Harbor, and 
Willapa Bay regions. 

Region. 

Item. j 
Puget |Columbia] Grays | Willapa 
Sound. | River. | Harbor. | Harbor. 

1. -Kellinsandibucking (labor) seo. phase. ecccote cee ee eee eee $0. 683 $0. 70 $0. 62 $0. 62 
238Wioods to cari (labor) Ease. 225. oa ee eee ae 1. 259 1.31 1.81 1.81 
3. Railroad (spur) and pole road construction (labor)..-..-...- - 586 - 46 - 50 . 64 
43;Drain crews (labor)... i322 53545 . Les. deo NE Be eee . 206 . 24 -14 .09 
5. Dumping and rafting (includes contract work) (labor)... . . SPALL 16 24 .20 
6. Supplies and maintenance (labor and material) of railroad, 

UMP; and: Poomzsan-asiee ee acece ee ee ne eee eae 177 -25 14 - 06 
7. Supplies and maintenance (labor and material) of equip- 

ment, ,oois, buildings ete gases esse eee eee eee . 307 45 ~32 .32 
8. Fuel for locomotives, logging engines, shops, etc...-........ . 239 23 -16 .14 
9. Wire TOpes<--.5- 425 EN ara ae sc ely Fo se A . 137 15 19 . 20 

10, Depreciation, equipmient: 22! fo85) 6 ties eee ee ee ~24 -28 .30 -30 
11. Depreciation, main line railroad grade, boom, and buildings. . 066 Ale) .07 . 06 
12 Scaling ey S Heep a Pe eae . 049 -05 -05 -05 
13. Return of boom sticks...... ae - 046 CA) Gel Ses oes ea i 
14eog treightss feet a7 tad . 882 ' 43 59 Arf) 
15. Salaries and commissions soe . 139 14 -15 v15 
16:Paxesac rs ieee a ees ot ee . 029 -05 . 035 . 035 
17. Industrial insurance............ . 096 il -08 . 08 
18. Sundry expenmses................- . 076 .05 -10 .10 
19; DYLVING 6 2 occ oe cic cles me oo ees cocoa ne coe eee enn eee eee eee | eee .14 .10 

5. 428 5.30 5. 635 5.705 
ZOSVDOWING «20. Paey sot hoes EM eee be. Sal eee Bea .35 - 50 ~12 . 080 

Totals 33s ed cece Seb Ee eee SS 5. 778 5. 80 5. 755 5. 785 

Item 2 includes the labor cost of yarding, swinging, roading, landing construction, and loading. The 
average cost of this work in any one of the four regions is higher than its average cost in camps that yard 
the logs direct to the track. The higher cost in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor regions is due to 
the fact that a larger percentage of the timber is roaded relatively long distances to the railroads and 
drivable streams. ’ 

Item 3 includes the labor cost of spur railroad and pole road construction. Practically no pole roads 
are used in the Puget Sound and Columbia River regions, while in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor 
regions they are necessary in many cases. The figures indicate that the cost per thousand feet for pole 
road construction may run as high as for railroad construction. 
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Item 4 includes the labor cost of train crews. Common carrier railroads are used more in the Puget 
Sound region than in the Columbia River region, which explains the lower cost in the former case. The 
loggers in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor regions do not use the railroad so extensively as the 
loggers in the Puget Sound and Columbia River regions, the two former relying more on roading and river 
driving, which explains the lower cost ; 
Ttem 5 is an average of the labor cost at those camps which do this work by day labor, also those that 

do it by contract; the contract rates in some cases only include labor, in others the total cost of the work. 
The cost in the Puget Sound, Grays Harbor, and Willapa Harbor regions includes more contract work 
than in the Columbia River region, which explains the lower cost in the latter case. _ 
Ttem 6 includes the cost of supplies and maintenance (labor and material) of the railroad, dump, and 

boom. The cost is highest in the Columbia River region. This is because railroads owned by operators 
are longer in this region than in the other three. Also less contract dumping, sorting, and rafting is done 
there. The next higher cost is found in the Puget Sound region. This is largely because the loggers 
operate railroads much more extensively in this region than in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor 
regions. 
4 pai 7, 8, 9,and 14. Reasons for seeming discrepancies are brought out in the notes on items 2, 3, 4, 

, and 6. 
Item 15 includes the salaries of superintendents or managers, bookkeepers, etc., at the main office, 

which is detached from the woods; also fixed sums paid to individuals or companies for selling the logs. 
The cost of camp foremen, bookkeepers, timekeepers, scalers, etc., is prorated against the major steps in 
the logging operation proper. 

The camps of the Puget Sound and Columbia River regions group 
by total logging costs as follows: : 

PUGET SOUND REGION. 

Total yearly 
output of 

Cost per thousand feet.1 aN ue se eras in- 
DS. | cluded in 

statement. 

Fect. 
AN ML ONS AsO pero ae tts oilers islssiate ala (cit =) <inrevo ei erejelay= ds wie'a icin aiatelwnieiclaleints oe Soceseegeocsos 4 177, 000, 000 
Ce FEET THe) CALI) cies ea ee De ea eg ea ae ct 2] 100,000, 000 
PEARL OG RS Oy PN eh re MN NS OAS OL eA a Maia ta Ce 5 | 220,000,000 
ise DI SL Opene OO epente Sema ete et ere tele ei eisicle tee ste aie = nino le les eleiajaceintein e Slteteretsions fatnr= ers icialayeler= cts 3 180, 000, 000 
SHOU TOM MOO seen ee ee kas So ae a meg st: CO Leia ame ain ae 3 | 135, 000, 000 
ei ULL 10) (7B RobeubeecdRendeuee Saou d seco seSEcoenenoreasoge so cocsopAeSerescoss 3 84, 000, 000 

Motel ee 5s esse! boc obapesedgadddonedooudsonSSscadsecsusesbsnodaeus 20 896, 000, 000 

1 Does not include towing. 

COLUMBIA RIVER REGION. 

$4.00 to $4.50 2 0 Obi i OAS aM 3 Mee Ln ae ip eee Ee oa ey ae ae eh Bo 90, 000, 000 
“URES LO os 2S eS a Nas OAT a2 a ae 2| — 80,0007 000 
Budh HO ORGDS 3 SUSE ASO ES CoN Rd Aes See SLI id SRT A De 3 80, 000, 000 
PEL AE EOD. | iy gues NI a i a ae ey A CL aera 1 55,000, 000 
FRU GOEL. (Oke wont Reyna en REE sa Ry Mane UB RNa aaa 2 Gan EA ee Le 2 80, 000, 000 

Total... ---.. 2222 ee ee eee b eee ee cence erence tence e cece 10 | 385,000, 000 

The average cost of logging in connection with 19 inland mills in 
Oregon and Washington, as worked out by Mr. Austin Cary‘ on the 
basis of the lumber produced and sold, amounted to $4.42 per thou- 

sand feet. The yearly output of the operations included in this state- 
ment ranged from seven to thirty-seven million feet. The difference 
between this average cost and the costs given in Table 4 can largely 
be explained on the ground that they are based on different units of 
measure; also by the fact that the average railroad haul is not so 
long in the case of the inland mills as of the cargo mills. 

1 Logging engineer, Forest Service. 
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FIXED INVESTMENT. 

The capital required for equipment and improvements varies 
greatly, depending for the most part on the output of the camp and 
the length of the railroad haul. In the case of going concerns, it 
depends on the age of the operation or the amount that has been 
written off for depreciation. For example, in the case of the 20 Puget 
Sound camps which have been referred to—camps of varying ages— 
the fixed investment at each camp ranged from $50,000 to $750,000; 
in the 10 Columbia River camps, from $75,000 to $750,000. 

The following tabulation shows the approximate amounts invested 
for equipment and improvements in the 20 Puget Sound camps, to- 
gether with their approximate daily output: 

Approximate 
Ra Re Number < Fixed investment for camps. of camps. da da 

Thousand 
feel. 

$50/000 to'S100 000 scfoas2 2. oo Sosi ee celnce ein ee ae Dae ee oe eee EE ROE eee 4 80 to 200 
$1005001 Co'S150 000 panties Sh. ba hoses eee one ce see teen e eee eee eee eee 8 150 to 350 
$1500 0 T05200, 000... 2s sec dase o-oaeia cise sie > SS sacle se On eee eee ee eee 3 200 to 250 
$200/00FFC0S300,000 =. = 5-2 Sonos Bh ca Se sce en 2 saa ee Ee eee eee Bee eee 2 200 to 250 
$300,001 F0:$400 000 2's a2 a8 Seine em nee oe en ae ieee ee eee ee ae 1 500 
$400,000 t0'$500,000.. o2:. 2 iesk cleo ee ees hres l AIG ie ae ean a 1 150 
$700,001-¢0'$800,000 — -.s522 2 face secs Sos bee Rae eede Saeee eee Eee eeeee 1 300 

LOG PRICES. 

From the log prices, shown in Table 5, which gives the prevailing 
prices paid for different grades of Douglas fir logs (the bulk of the 
output) for each month from January, 1909, to September, 1916, it is 
apparent that the prices fluctuate considerably, but that the spread 
between No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 grades is practically uniform. The 
normal prices are $6, $9, and $12, and only when lumber prices are 
good do the log prices advance to $7, $10, and $18. The prices shown 
in the table are based on log scale and are considerably higher than 
the net cost per thousand feet of lumber produced, because of the 

surplus or overrun of the lumber tally over the log scale. In accord- 
ance with the usual practice of the region, the buyer may, at his 
option, take a 2 per cent discount by paying cash. 

The prices of cedar, spruce, and hemlock logs are less susceptible 
of discussion; because, for the most part, they are not based to any 
extent on standard grades. The following log prices, taken from a 
trade journal, of March, 1917, will illustrate this and will give a 
general idea of log values: 

The stock of logs in the Columbia River district is not very heavy at this 

time, but ample for all demands. Present prices are: Yellow fir (large, old- 

growth Douglas fir), $6, $9, $12, with some sales at $5, $8, $11; camp-run, 

red fir (relatively small Douglas fir), $8.50; hemlock, $7; spruce, $12; cedar, $11. 

There is a normal supply of logs on Puget Scund. Prices for fir on grade, 

are $7, $10, and $13, respectively, with hemlock in demand at $7. Cedar is in 

good demand and is bringing from $10.50 to $12, according to quality. No 

spruce is being offered, 
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There is no surplus of logs on Grays Harbor. Prices on fir are $6, $9, and 

$12; hemlock, $6 to $7; spruce, $7 to $20. 

Log prices in British Columbia are firm, with the supply very light. Fir is 

selling at $7, $10, and $13; hemlock, $7.50; cedar, $11.50 to $18; and spruce 

around $12. 

TABLE 5.—Prices of Douglas fir logs per thousand feet, by regions, 1909-1916. 

No. 1 LOGS. 

Year. Region. Jan. | Feb. | Mar. | Apr. | May.| June.| July. | Aug.| Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

1909 | Puget Sound....... |g13. 00/$12. 00/$12. 00|$12. 00}$12. 00/$12. 00/$12. 00)$12. 00)$12. 00}$12. 00/$12. 00/$12. 00 
Grays Harbor...... 12. 50} 12.00) 12.00) 12.00) 12.00} 12.00) 12.00) 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 12.00 
Columbia River ..--| 12.50} 12.50) 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00] 12.00} 12.00) 12.00 

1910 | Puget Sound.......}. 12.00} 12.00) 13.00) 13.00) 13.00] 13.00} 13.00} 13.00} 18.00) 13.00} 13.00} 13.00 
Grays Harbor...... 12.00) 12.00} 13.00) 13.00) 13.00} 13.00} 13.00) 13.00} 138.00) 13.00} 13.00) 13.00 
Columbia River .-.--| 12.00} 12.00) 13.00] 13.00} 13.00) 13.00} 13.00] 13.00) 13.00) 13.00) 13.00} 13.00 

1911 | Puget Sound.-..... 12.00) 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 12.00) 12.00) 12.00} 11.00) 11.00) 11.00 
Grays Harbor.......} 13.00] 12.00] 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 12.00) 12.00) 12.00) 12.00) 11.00 
Columbia River ...-} 13.00) 13.00} 18.00} 13.00) 12.00} 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 12.00} 12.00) 11.00 

1912 Puget Sound ....... 11.00} 11.00) 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 12.00} 12.00) 13.00) 13.00} 13.00) 13.00) 13.00 
Grays Harbor....-- 11.00} 11.00) 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 12.00} 12.00) 13.00) 13.00} 13.00} 13.00) 13.00 
Columbia River ..-.-| 12.00} 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00} 12.00} 12.00] 13.00) 13.00} 13.00] 13.00} 13.00 

1913 | Puget Sound........ 13.00! 13.00} 13. 50! 13. 50) 14.00! 14. 00} 14.00! 14.00] 13.00! 12.00] 12.00! 12,00 
Grays Harbor...... 13. 00} 13.00} 13.50) 13.50) 14.00) 14.00} 14.00} 14.00) 13.00) 11.00} 11.00) 11.00 
Columbia River ..-.} 13.00) 13.00) 13.50} 13.50) 14.00} 14.00] 14.00) 13.00} 11.00) 11.00) 11.50} 11.50 

1914 | Puget Sound....... 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 12.00} 11.00] 11.00} 11.00) 12.00} 11.50} 11.00) 11.00} 11.00 
Grays Harbor ......} 12.00] 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 11.10} 12.00) 12.00) 12.00} 11.00) 11.00) 11.50) 11.00 
Columbia River -.-..| 12.00) 12.00} 12.00} 12.00) 11.10} 11.00] 11.00} 11.00] 11.00) 11.00) 11.50) 11.50 | 

. 
1915 | Puget Sound.......| 11.00] 11.00) 11.00) 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 11.00) 11.00) 11.00) 11.00) 11.00 | 

Grays Harbor...... 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 11.00} 11.00) 11.00) 11.00} 11.00} 11.00) 11.00 i 
Columbia River ..--] 11.50) 11.00) 11.50} 11.50) 11.00} 11.00) 11.00) 11.00] 11.00) 11.00) 11.00} 11.50 j 

; 

1916 | Puget Sound....... 12.00] 12.00] 13.00] 13.00} 13.00] 13.00] 13.00] 12.00]......].-....]....-.]...--. 
Grays Harbor.......} 12.00] 12.00) 13.00} 12.00) 13.00} 13.00] 13.00) 13.00)......]......]....2-)..---- | 
Columbia River --.-| 13.00} 13.00) 12.00) 13.00} 13.00} 12.00} 12.00] 12.00)......]......|...-2./.-.2-- 

No. 2 LOGS. 

Year. Region. Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May. | June. | July. ; Aug. | Sept. Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

1909 | Puget Sound .......| $9.00) $9.00} $9.00) $9.00) $8.50} $8.00} $8.00) $9.00} $9.00) $9.00} $9.00) $9.00 i 
Grays Harbor ...... 8.50} 9.00} 8.00) 9.00) 8.00} 8.00) 8.00) 9.00} 9.00) 9.00) 9.00) 9.00 
Columbia River--..| 8.50) 8.50) 8.00) 9.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00) 9.00) 9.00] 9.00) 9.00) 9.00. 

1910 | Puget Sound....._. 10. 00} 10.00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00) 10.00} 10.00) 10.00) 10.00}. 9.50) 10.00) 10.00 | 
Grays Harbor...._. 9.00} 9.00} 10.00) 10.00} 10.00; 10.00) 10.00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00) 10.00} 10.00 
Columbia River --..| 9.00) 9.00) 10.00) 10.00} 10.00} 10.00} 10.00} 10.00; 10.00) 10.00} 10.00) 10.00 

1911 | Puget Sound....... 10.00} 9.00} 9.00) 9.00 ~ 9.00] 9.00 9.00} 9.00} 9.00} 9.00} 9.00} 9.00 | 
Grays Harbor...-.. 10.00} 9.00} 9:00) 9.00] 9.00} 9.00] 9.00! 9.00) 9.00) 9.00] 9.00] 8.50 | 
Columbia River -.--| 10.00) 10.00) 10.00) 10.00) 9.00; 9.00) 9.00) 9.00! 9.00) 9.00) 9.00; 8.50 

1912 | Puget Sound ?...... 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 9.00) 9.00) 10.00} 10.00) 10.00} 10.00} 10.00 | 
Grays Harbor...... 8.00) 8.00) 8.00} 8.00} 8.00) 9.00) 9.00) 10.00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00) 10.00 | 
Columbia River....} 9.00) 9.00} 9.00) 9.00} 9.00) 9.00} 9.00) 10.00] 10.00) 10.00} 10.00) 10.00 | 

1913 | Puget Sound....... 10.00! 10.00) 10.00! 10.00} 10.00! 10.00} 10.00! 10.00) 10.00! 9.00) 9.00! 9.00 | 
Grays Harbor.....- 10. 00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00; 10.00) 10.00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00} 9.00} 9.00] 9.00 
Columbia River-..-.| 10.00} 10.00] 10.00} 10.00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00) 9.00) 8.00] 8.00} 8.50} 8.50 

1914 | Puget Sound...._.. 9.00} 9.00} 9.00} 9.00} 8.00} 8.00) 8.00] 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00 
Grays Harbor-...._. 9.00} 9.00) 9.00} 9.00) 8.00) 9.00} 8.00) 8.00} 8.00} 8.00) 8.50) 8.00 
Columbia River-..-| 9.00} 9.00) 9.00) 9.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00] 8.00) 8.00) 8.00} 8.50} 8.50 

1915 | Puget Sound....... 8.00) 8.00) 8.00) 8.50} 8.50) 8.50! 8.00) 8.00} 8.00} 8.00) 8.00} 8.00 
Grays Harbor...-.. 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00) 8.00) 8.00) 8.00} 8.00} 8.00} 8.00 
Columbia River...-| 8.50} 8.00} 8.50) 8.50} 8.00) 8.00} 8.00) 8.00] 8.00] 8.00} 8.00) 8.50 

1916 | Puget Sound....... 9.00} 10.00} 10.00} 10.00} 10.00] 10.00] 10.00] 9.00|......|......|......|.-.--- 
Grays Harbor...-.. 10.00} 10.00) 10.00} 10.00; 10.00} 10.00} 10.00) 10.00)......)......)..22../.2.2.. 
Columbia River ...-| 10.00) 10.00) 9.00] 10.00) 10.00} 9.00} 9.00) 9.00|......|......]....-.|....-- 
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TABLE 5.—Prices of Douglas fir logs per thousand feet, by regions, 1909-1916— 
Continued. 
No. 3 LOGS. 

| | Year. | Region. Jan. | Feb. | Mar.| Apr. | May. | June. | July.) Aug.| Sept.| Oct. | Nov.| Dec. 

1909 | Puget Sound-....... $6. 00} $6.00) $6.00) $6.00] $5.50) $5.50) $5. 50] $5. 50) $6.00) $6.00) $6.00) $6.00 
Grays Harbor.-..... 5.50) 6.00) 5.00} 6.00; 5.00} 5.00} 5.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00 
Columbia River..-.| 5.50} 6.00) 5.00} 6.00) 5.00} 5.00) 5.00} 6.00) 6.00) 6.00} 6.00) 6.00 

1910 | Puget Sound....... 6.50| 7.00} 7.00} 7.00} 7.00] 7.00| 7.00} 7.00] 7.00] 7.00) 7.00] 7.00 
Grays Harbor....-... 6.00] 6.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00} 7.00} 7.00) 7.00 
Columbia River..--| 6.00} 6.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00} 7.00) 7.00 

1911 | Puget Sound......- 6.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 5.50 
Grays Harbor.....- 7.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 5.50 
Columbia River.-.--] 7.00} 7.00) 7.00} - 7.00} 6.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 5.50 

1912 | Puget Sound..-.... 5.50} 5.50) 5.50) 5.50! 5.50) €.00} 6.00) 6.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00 
Grays Harbor...-.. 5.50} 5.50) 5.50) 5.50) 5.50) 6.00} 6.00) 7.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00 
Columbia River----| 6.00} 6.00} 6.00} 6.00, 6.00) 6.00} 6.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00 

1913 | Puget Sound......- 7.00! 7.00) 7.00! 7.00) 7.00! 7.00) 7.00! 7.00} 7:00! 6.00} 6.00! 6.00 
Grays Harbor.-.-... 7.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00; 7.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00; 6.00 
Columbia River----| 7.00} 7.00) 7.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00) 5.00) 5.00) 5.50) 5.50 

1914 | Puget Sound......- 6.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00) 5. 50 5.50) 5.00} 5.00) 6.00) 5.00) 5.50} 5.50 
Grays Harbor...-..- 6.00} 6.00} 6.00) 6.00} 5.50) 6.00) 5.00) 5.00) 5.00) 5.00) 5.50) 5.00 
Columbia River..-.| 6.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00} 5.50} 5.00} 5.00} 5.00) 5.00} 5.00) 5.50) 5.50 

1915 | Puget Sound....... 5.50) 5.00) 5.50) 5.50) 5.50} 5.50) 5.00} 5.00) 5.00) 5.00} 8.00) 8.00 
Grays Harbor.....-. 5.00) 5.00) 5.50) 6.00) 5.00} 5.00} 5.00; 5.00} 5.00} 6.00} 8.00) 8.00 
Columbia River...-) 5.50) 5.00) 5.50) 5.50) 5.00) 5.00) 5. 09) 5.00} 5.00] 5.00) 8.00} 5.50 

-1916 | Puget Sound ....__. 6.00; 7.00) 7.00} 7.00) ©7..00) 7.00) 7-00) 6.00)... -. [eee cf ee 
Grays Harbor...... 7.00) 7.00; 7.00) 7.00) 7.00} 7.00) 7.00) 7.00)....-.)..-.-.)......|...... 
Columbia River--.-.| 7.00} 7.00} 6.00} 7.00} 7.00) 6.00) 6.00) 6.00)......|......|-...--|-.---- 

FELLING AND BUCKING. 

ORGANIZATION OF CREWS. 

Laying aside the question of direct supervision, undercutting, 
felling, and bucking are sometimes performed by three crews. An 
undercutter, or notcher, selects the trees to be felled, determines the 
direction they are to be thrown, and makes the undercut... Two 
fallers, sawing together as a second crew, then finish the second step 
in felling. The undercutter, or head bucker, next marks off the log 
lengths for the guidance of the buckers, who work singly with cross- 
cut saws and cut the bole into lengths. As a rule, however, only two 

- crews are used, the undercutting being done by the fallers. This is 
considered the fee method. 

In most of the large and better managed camps, a head bucker, 
working under the camp foreman, directs the work of felling and 
bucking, and marks off the log lengths. Occasionally in large timber 
and badly broken ground, the head bucker has an assistant to help 
mark off the log lengths, the resultant timber economies justifying 
the additional labor cost. In a few camps having a resident superin- 
tendent, the head bucker works under the superintendent rather than 
under the camp foreman, and only directs the work of the felling 
and bucking department, the marking of the log lengths being done | 
by the buckers. A head bucker of the first class seldom has authority 
to hire his assistants, while one of the second generally has authority 
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both to hire and to discharge. There are a number of rather large 
and efficiently managed camps in which the camp foreman has direct 
charge of the felling and bucking, the activity of the man, or the 
character of the logging operation as a whole, making it possible 
for him to keep a close check on the felling and bucking work, make 
assignments, specify the log lengths, and see that waste does not 
occur. | 

The head fallers and, generally, each bucker are held responsible H 

to the head bucker or camp foreman for the quantity and quality of 

the work done. In a few cases, however, the buckers work in crews of 
three or four, and one of their number, besides doing the regular work 
‘of a bucker, acts as a strawboss, marks off the log lengths, and reports 
at stated periods the number of logs of different lengths cut. If the 
fallers and buckerg are working under a bonus system, or if the 
management is keeping a close check on the amount of work done by | 
each worker, a competent scaler is necessary. | 

_ METHODS. 

THE DIRECTION OF FALL, 

The first step in the felling of a tree is the selection of the direc- 
tion in which it is to be thrown. This is governed by a number of 

factors, of which the following are the most important: 
(1) The lean of the tree. By the use of wedges, a tree standing 

perpendicularly may be sawed to fall in any direction. <A heavily 
leaning tree may be thrown by the same _ 
means in any one of three directions, 
namely, as it leans, or to either side. If 
the lean is not too great, the tree may be 
thrown in any one of four directions. Fic. 1,—Falling wedge. 
However, with present standard equip- 
ment, that is, with the falling wedge (fig. 1), it costs too much to 
fell trees with other than a shght lean in a direction opposite to the 
lean, except to prevent excessive breakage and to avoid doing damage 

to “nantes equipment, etc. 
(2) The simplification of the first step in transportation. Timber 

cut for power yarding as a general thing should be thrown away 
from or toward the direction of haul, so that it can be moved with 

the least trouble, especially where the logs are cut into long lengths. 

_Where short logs are cut, this is not essential. 
_ (8) The protection of workers and timber. Trees which are felled 
up steep slopes are less likely to break because the distance of fall 

is less. As a rule, however, this method is not used, because it is 
costly and dangerous. On such ground the trees are thrown down 
or along the side of the hill. On slopes where the timber will lie 
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where felled, it is felled upgrade and, as in the case of 
level ground, into the green timber as far as practical. 
The aim at all times is to select a spot, or bed, where 
the bole of the tree will not be broken by the fall and 
will do no damage to other timber. It is occasionally 
necessary to make a bed for the large trees by swamp- 
ing and leveling the ground, or by felling small, inferior 
species. 

(4) The simplification of the work of cutting the 
trees into logs. 

(5) The avoidance of lodging one tree in another. 

THE UNDERCUT. 

A wedge-shaped notch, or undercut, with a horizontal 
base in most cases, is cut in the trunk of the tree in the 
direction of fall, to guide the tree and to prevent the 
bole from splitting before it is completely severed from 
the stump. The depth of the undercut varies with the 
size and lean of the tree and the direction it is to be 
thrown, ranging from one-fifth to one-fourth of the 
diameter. It is deeper proportionately in small than in 
large timber. The undercut in trees that lean heavily 
in the felling direction is made deeper than usual in 
order to insure a clean break. For example, the under- 
cut of a perpendicular tree 60 inches in diameter is 
about 15 inches deep; of a tree of the same size leaning 
5 feet, about 24 inches deep; leaning 10 feet, about 30 
inches deep. In trees that lean away from the felling 
direction and require heavy wedging, a smaller under- 
cut is made in order to increase the power of the 
wedges. Under the latter condition the undercut may 
not be made until the felling cut is well in and the 
wedges started. The undercut is placed from 2 to 4 
inches below the point at which the felling cut is to be 
started on the opposite side of the tree. The horizontal 
cut in most cases is made with a falling saw (fig. 2), 
the undercut being completed with a falling ax (fig. 3). 
In relatively small timber both faces of the undercut 
may be made with an.ax. Not infrequently the height 
of the stumps cut makes the use of springboards (fig. 4), 
or some sort of scaffold, necessary when undercutting. 
Then, too, the fallers prefer to stand on springboards, 
even when the size of the roots does not make such a 
contrivance necessary. The ground around trees in the 
woods is more or less soft and does not give a firm foot= 
hold. If the ground is sloping, the tendency is for the 
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feet of the fallers to slip downhill. The springboard, together with 
calked shoes, prevents this. Furthermore, there is a certain spring 
in the boards when the fallers are working that makes it easier for 
them to pull the saw. 

THE FELLING CUT. 

The undercut completed, the next step is the making of the felling 
cut. This is done with a falling saw. Prior to about 1880 the 
felling cut. was made with an ax but not so satisfactory. Wedges 
can not be used when felling with an ax, so 
that it is difficult to throw a tree in any 
direction except that in which it leans. 
Furthermore, the output of a set of fallers | y 

is considerably less when working only Fig, 3.—Falling ax. 
with an ax than when working with saw 
and ax. Then, too, the loss of wood is larger when the ax is used 

exclusively. 
The felling cut is started slightly above and opposite the under- 

cut. When the saw has buried itself in the wood, steel wedges and 
plates are driven in behind it to prevent binding. In small, second- 
erowth timber, the fallers may saw in a direction parallel to the 
undercut. As a rule, however, they change the direction of the cut 
so as to be continually sawing across a corner. If a tree leans heavily 
in the direction it is to be thrown, a different method is used. Such 

Fig. 4.—Spring or chopping board. 

a tree will naturally break off while there is still considerable wood 
holding it to the stump; and, if any of this wood is on the outside 
of the tree, there is a likelihood of its splitting up the side of the 
butt log. To prevent this, the fallers make side cuts, so that there 
is nothing to break when the tree falls except the wood on the 
inside of the stump. Much the same method is used with a tree 
that is rotten about the heart. 
When it is desired to draw a tree slightly to one side of the direc- 

tion in which it leans, the greatest thickness of wood between the 
felling cut and undercut is left on the side toward which it is desired 
to draw the tree. Wedges are also employed with this latter method. 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——3 
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oo 

Fic. . 5.—Buck- 
ing saw. 

Here, as in the case of undercutting, springboards are 
generally used. 

BUCKING, 

In bucking, the men work singly with bucking saws 
(fig. 5), the size of the trees and the way they lie mak- 
ing this, as a rule, the cheapest and most practical 

method. This crew cuts no limbs from the trees other 
than those that hinder the work’ of bucking. The 
limbing is left to a man called a swamper, knotter, or 
limber, who works with the initial transportation or 
yarding crew. A swamping ax (fig. 6) is used for this 
purpose. 

In this region, where the timber is large and the 
ground steep and badly broken, bucking is difficult and 
dangerous work, requiring a high degree of skill. 

The buckers are usually confronted with one of 
four situations, depending on the position of the felled 
tree: 

(1) When the bole is lying flat on the ground, the 
bucker’s work is simple, for after removing the bark. 
earth, etc., from the line of cut, he can easily saw 
through from the upper side, or if need be, from the 
lower. Before the saw begins to bind, bucking wedges 

(fig. 7) are driven into the kerf. 
(2) When the bole is supported at both ends, the cut 

is started on the upper side and continued for about 
one-third of the distance through the log, or as far as 
the bind will permit. A cut is then started on the 
under side and continued until the log is severed. The 
bole, as a rule, is supported by heavy props placed 
under one or both sides of the cut. If the tree is not 
hung badly, the cut may be made from the upper side 
by using side wedges; that is, ordinary wedges driven 
in with the grain across the cut to prevent the log from 
rolling, binding, slabbing, or splitting. 

(5) When the tree is supported at one end, care must 
be exercised to avoid splitting slabs from the under 
side. This is avoided by sawing on the under side of 
the bole until the saw starts to bind. In addition, the 
log, as a rule, has its free end supported by a heavy 
prop. The cut is continued, on the upper side, until 
the log breaks off from its own weight. 

(4) When the bole is sprung between stumps, or 

side bound, it will spring back when sawed; and the 
general practice is to chop a deep kerf on the concave 
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side and then to saw on a slant, taking as much wood as possible on 
the convex side. . 

STUMP HEIGHTS. 

Frazier Curtis, writing on stump heights in 1900, implies that 
the height of stumps in this region at that time ranged from 8 to 

Fie. 6.—Swamping ax. Fic. 7.—Bucking wedge. 

5 feet, but that in times past it was customary to cut. much higher 
_ stumps, some of them running as high as 20 feet. He speaks of one 
160-acre tract where 2,000,000 feet of sound material had been left 
in high stumps. 

The practice at the present time is to reduce the height of stumps 
to the lowest point practicable. The fact that most companies 
practice long butting rather than cut high stumps in ques- 
tionable timber, which means an extra cut, indicates that they prefer 
to err on the side of labor rather than wood waste. Not all com- 
panies are so careful, since operations can be found where the 
stumps are higher than strict economy seems to require. 

As to the average height of the stumps cut in this region, it is 
difficult to generalize. Taking it straight through, they probably 

range between 38 and 5 feet. Small, second-growth Douglas fir 
stumps are cut as low as 2 feet. Old hemlock stumps are frequently 
cut at seemingly wasteful heights, especially when the company does 
not follow the practice of long butting. It is not unusual to see 
old-growth cedar cut higher than 5 feet from the ground. 
‘The stump heights on timber sales in the national forests of the 

region are a little lower than those in private cuttings of a like 
- character. The clause relating to stump heights in a contract deal- 
- ing with a recent sale of a body of timber in the Olympic National 
f Forest reads: 

f Stumps will be cut so as to cause the least possible waste, and not: higher 

than 24 inches on the side adjacent to the highest ground, except in unusual 

cases, when, in the discretion of the forest officer in charge, this height is not 

considered practical. 

LOG LENGTHS. 

4 Douglas fir is well adapted to the manufacture of long timbers, 
_and supplies a large share of the demand for such material. This 
4 
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has resulted in a type of mill designed to handle long logs economi- 
cally. The methods of logging make it possible to handle relatively 
long logs more cheaply than short lengths, where the volume of such 
logs does not tax the equipment. The general tendency is to increase 
the length of the logs cut. 

Logs, like lumber, are cut into even lengths, ranging from 16 to 
60 feet and sometimes longer. The customary lengths range from 
24. to 40 feet. Laying aside the factors of volume, grade, and utiliza- 
tion—woods and mill—logs as a rule should be cut about 40 feet 
in length, which is probably the most economical length to log and 
manufacture. Not infrequently the economical handling of timber 
of large diameter makes it necessary to cut some logs 24 feet in 
length. In cutting timber so that logs of the highest grade: will 
result or so that the logs will contain the minimum amount of defec- 
tive or broken material, it is necessary to vary the lengths, some of 
‘them running as short as 16 feet. On the other hand, logs up to 
90 feet or more in length may be utilized in the aeeuie of long 
timbers. ; 

Logs longer than 40 feet bring special prices in the log market, 
because timber adapted for long logs of a certain grade is relatively 
less plentiful, and the seller may sacrifice grade and scale in addi- 
tion in some cases to the extra expense of logging them. One manu- 
facturer on the Columbia River, when paying $9 per 1,000 feet 
for No. 2 Douglas fir logs of the usual lengths, paid the following 
prices per 1,000 feet by lengths for No. 2 Douglas fir logs 26 inches 
in diameter: Fifty to sixty feet, $11; 62 to 70 feet, a 72 to 80 feet, 

$15; 82 to 90 feet, $17. 

It has been Pane’ out that it sometimes costs more:to log long 
logs. For example, in one case a logging contractor was receiving in 
1916 the following prices per 1,000 feet by lengths from a timber com- 
pany for delivering logs from the stump to the raft: Forty-eight 
feet and under, $6.52; 48 to 60 feet, $7; 62 to 70 feet, $8.50; 72 to 80 

feet, $9.50. The railroad haul from the landing to tidewater is 

35 miles, the greater part of which is over a common-carrier railroad. 
While some companies find it more expensive to handle logs 50, 

60, 70, and 80 feet in length than logs of the usual lengths, largely 
because of the broken character of the ground they are operating in 
and the fact that the logs must be transported over a common-carrier 
railroad, some companies that own and operate all the railroad used 
in the transportation of their logs can handle long logs more eco- 
nomically than short ones (see “Ground Yarding Output”). These 
companies yard logs from 60 to 80 feet or more in length, or the entire 
bole of the tree to a top diameter of from 6 to 8 inches. The average 

length of the logs handled in a year by one company, operating in 
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good ground and sécond-growth timber along the Columbia River, 
was 60 feet. 
Long logs can be cut into shorter lengths at the landing, boom, or 

mill with a power machine more economically than in the woods with 
a crosscut saw, and special orders for unusal lengths can more readily 
be filled. 

LONG BUTTING. 

Some trees are defective at the base, the defect consisting of rot, 
shake, and pitchy material extending 6 feet or more up the tree. © 
These defective ends will make little lumber, so little or no scale is 
given them. To include them with the butt logs would be poor 
economy, since it costs practically as much to log and saw defective 
as sound material,, particularly in the case of operators who haul 
over a common-carrier railroad. This has resulted in the practice 
of bucking off that portion of the tree which in the judgment of the 
log marker is defective. The practice is known as long butting. 

Old hemlock trees frequently need to be long butted, the defect 
at the base—rot, shakes, and checks—destroying the utility of the 
butt logs, though these defects are not so common or so injurious in | 

western hemlock as in the eastern species. The operator can not 
afford to take any chances in the utilization of hemlock. Sound 
hemlock logs sold in 1916 from $5.50 to $6.50, in rare cases $7, per 
thousand feet, a price that about equals the price of the lowest grade 
of Douglas fir; so there is a comparatively small margin of profit, 
sometimes no margin. Then, too, if hemlock that has not been long 
butted is dumped into the water, driven, rafted, and towed some dis- 
tance, or stays in the water any length of time, a portion of the butt 
logs will be lost through sinking or straying. The loss because of 
hemlock “sinkers” will vary. If no preventive measures are taken, 
such as long butting, cutting long-butt logs, “swinging” the butt 
logs in the raft, etc., the loss may amount to 10 or 15 per cent. 

BREAKAGE. 

With the felling of the first tree the logger was confronted with a 
problem of breakage, which was to remain to a great extent unsolved 

_to the present and reach its most aggravated form on the Pacific — 
coast. 

No comprehensive study of breakage as it relates to this region has 
been made. Few companies have seen fit to study the losses that 
result. Different men have different ideas as to what the percentage 
is in the region as a whole or ina given camp. One head bucker puts 
the loss at 30 per cent of the timber felled, taking it straight through, 
60 per cent of this loss being due to carelessness. Others estimate 
the breakage at from 5 to 15 per cent of the total merchantable stand. 
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The truth is, no one knows; no one has sufficient data on which to 
base a judgment. In some cases, because of the character of the 
ground and the size of the timber, the amount of breakage is.so small 
that one may safely estimate it at 2 or 3 per cent; in others, where 
the slopes are rocky or broken up, it is so large that one feels justified 
in guessing it at 40 or 50 per cent. At one camp, where the timber 
is large and the ground is rough, in felling 1,000 thousand feet of 
timber, the breakage amounted to 9 per cent. At another camp the 
breakage on a 40-acre tract was 37 per cent. Taking it straight 
through the region, breakage probably runs from 10 to 15 per cent of 
the merchantable stand, being higher than this where the timber is 
large and defective or fire killed, or where the ground is particularly 
steep, rough, or rocky. Whatever the amount is, it will probably 
increase as operations are extended into the steeper places, unless dif- 
ferent methods are used. 
Waste resulting from breakage may be divided into three classes: 
(1) That which can not be helped. 
(2) That which is necessary to save more valuable timber. 
(3) That which is preventable. 
Just how much of the present breakage is preventable, no one is in 

a position to estimate confidently. Furthermore, it is not an easy 
matter to get at. Some men, however, think the amount in the aggre: 
gate is large. 

It should not be inferred from anything that has been said that 
operators are not aware of this condition, and that they are not doing 
what they think should be done to reduce breakage to the minimum. 
Most of them aim to employ experienced head buckers and fallers; 
have the windfalls bucked ahead of the felling; have no timber felled 
across unbucked timber; have the fallers resort to wedging when it is 
necessary and practical; have two or three fellings made in dense 
stands when the logs are bucked in short lengths; have the larger and 
more valuable species felled first; have a bed made for the large 
timber when it is necessary and practical; and, when there is danger 
of a tree.landing on a stump, have the stump bowled off on one side, 
or have poles laid against the stump, so that the tree landing on the 
stump will be sheered off and the force of the fall broken. 

Fallers, however, often become careless, especially under a bonus 
system. Here, as in every other line of work, a check made occa- 
sionally is conducive to higher efficiency. A casual inspection, de- 
sirable as it may be, is not sufficient. An intensive inspection could 
be made by a head bucker and scaler working together to keep a 
check on the fallers and buckers and to collect data as a basis for. 
comparing the breakage under different conditions. 

The cost of unusual care may more than offset the gain resulting 
from reduced breakage. Generally speaking, there should be a rela- 
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tion between the loss through breakage and the value of the stump- 
age; loss through breakage should decrease as stumpage increases in 
value. In this connection it should be remembered that as a rule 
it is the top log or logs that are broken, and that these logs are rela- 
tively less valuable. On the other hand, breakage increases the cost 
of felling and bucking, also the cost of several other departments of 
the logging operation. 

Tf it is true that operators who have purchased their timber out- 
right not infrequently lose money through careless felling, it would 
seem that the Forest Service in basing the selling price of a block of 
timber on the amount logged and scaled should make sure that 
purchasers of National Forest timber exercise reasonable care in fell- 
ing it. Forest Service timber sale contracts deal in a general way 
with the matter of felling, and on some features of the work state 
specifically what shall or shall not be done. Where the contract is 
not specific, the assumption is that the purchaser will do the work in 
accordance with the practice of progressive operators who are work- 

ing in similar shows and own the timber. 

WASTE IN BUCKING. 

IMPROPER TRIMMING LENGTHS. 

_It is necessary to cut logs a few inches longer than the standard: 
(1). Because it is not possible for buckers to cut exactly at right 
angles, especially in large timber and on rough ground; (2) because 
logs are often damaged on the ends when being yarded, roaded, 
chuted, or driven, particularly in the last two methods of transpor- 
tation; (3) to facilitate the work of the trimmer man at the mill, and 
to allow for the kerf cut by the trimmer saws. As a rule, the fol- 
lowing allowances for trimming should be ample: Logs up to 32 
feet in length, 5 inches; 32 to 48 feet, 7 inches; 48 feet and upward, 
® inches. In general, the allowance may be less in small than in 
large timber, less on good than on bad ground. 

' Workmen frequently become careless and cut the logs into im- 
proper lengths. This is due, for the most part, to the use of a meas- 
uring pole of the wrong length, the careless use of the pole, and the 
use in some places of a pole instead of a tape. Where less than 
2 inches is left for trimming, 2: feet of log length may be lost at the 
mill; while on logs that are several inches too long, the loss is also 
considerable. Though no systematic study of this matter has been 
made, there are good reasons for thinking that the loss to the indus- 
try is worth considering. The measuring of 523 Douglas-fir logs at 
a mill‘on Puget Sound showed that only 139 logs were of the proper 
length, that 24 were too short, and that 360 were from 4 to 18 
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inches too long. The loss on these logs because of improper lengths 
is estimated at 13,230 feet, or 1.7 per cent of the scale. Assuming 
that the average value of the logs per thousand feet was $9, the total 
loss on the basis of 523 logs was $119, or $0.15 per thousand feet. 

Employing an efficient head bucker undoubtedly results in a 
saving. Often a bucker has a measuring stick of the proper length, 
but, finding it takes more work to clear the brush away from a log 
or to do some extra wedging or undercutting, cuts the log longer or 
shorter than it should be. One of the most progressive operators of 
the region, finding that his company was sustaining considerable loss 
because of improper lengths, gave his head bucker an assistant, so 
that the log lengths could be marked off with a tape line. It was a 
very difficult bucking show. 

DISREGARD OF QUALITY. 

The buckers should exercise care in apportioning the boles of the 
trees, so that logs of the highest grade, or logs that will yield the 
largest amount of high-grade lumber with the minimum of trimming 
waste, will be obtained. It is no uncommon sight to see logs graded 
and sold as No. 2, or merchantable, which would have been graded 
as No. 1 logs had they been cut a few feet shorter. As No. 1 logs 
may be worth $12 per thousand feet when No. 2’s are worth $9, it is 
clear that too much attention can not be given the matter of bucking 
for quality. 

Proper supervision will help out greatly. Most buckers have good 
intentions, but are not well informed about log grades. 

MISCELLANEOUS CAUSES. 

Considerable waste not infrequently results from not utilizing as 
much of the tops as is practical. The bucking of crooked trees in 
the*wrong place also results in waste, but in this region, where the 
trees are large, the amount is small. The same thing is true of the 
waste that results from cutting too far above or below the crotch 
of forked trees. Sawing too far below the break in broken timber 
may result in a small loss. The major portion of waste in bucking 
is probably due to inefficient or careless buckers. In large timber 
and rough ground failure to take out the bind of trees through a 
properly located initial cut, indifferent wedging, and carelessness 
in putting in props results in a comparatively heavy loss, logs not 
infrequently being slabbed or split for a considerable length. Split- 
ting in hollow-butted cedar logs not infrequently results from cut- 
ting them too short or from not providing sufficient sound material 
to hold them intact. 
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OUTPUT. 

An analysis of a number of felling and bucking cost statements 
indicates that the output of a set of fallers, as a general thing, ranges 
between 25,000 and 30,000 feet net scale per day. Some companies 

are averaging as high as 35,000 feet per day to a set of fallers; a few, 
40,000 feet or more. Other companies are not averaging as much as 
20,000 feet. 
Two or three buckers are generally required with a set of fallers. 

It is not unusual to find three. If there are very few windfalls and 
the slope of the ground is fairly regular, so that little undercutting 
is necessary, two will be able to do the work. In good ground, where 
exceptionally long logs are cut, one bucker may be enough. The 
output of buckers ranges between 10,000 and 15,000 feet net scale per 
day, averaging about 12,000 feet. It would seem, judging from an 
analysis of cost statements, that the output in many cases is less 
than 10,000 feet. In one large camp, where the logs averaged about 

36 feet in length and 1,800 feet in volume, and the ground was badly 
broken up, the average output per bucker per day over a period of 
2 years was 9,500 feet. 

TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT. 

SAWS. 

Two falling saws are required for each set of fallers, one for use 
while the other is being filed. The lengths range from 73 to 10 
feet, depending on the size of the timber. Hight feet is probably 
the most common length. Of course it is necessary in many cases to 
have a few 10 or 12 foot saws on hand for the larger trees. Two 

bucking saws are required for each bucker, their length varying with 
the size of the timber, 74 feet being the common length. There 
must be some extra falling and bucking saws on hand, the number 
depending on the size of the operation. 

The net prices in March, 1915, of a grade and pattern of falling 
and bucking saws used by a lana number of Pacific coast logging 
operators were as follows: 

Length of saw, feet. Net price, each. 
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These prices are a little high, which is due to present economic 
conditions. The falling saws are 13 gauge on teeth, 17 gauge on 

back; the bucking saws are 13 gauge on teeth, 
18 gauge on back. Detachable wooden handles 
(fig. 8) are used. The reversible Pacific coast 
type costs about $0.65 per pair; the common 
type, $0.85 per pair. 

AXES. 

One falling ax is required for each faller; 
one swamping ax (fig. 6) for each bucker. The 
head of the axe used in the region is double- 
bitted; that is, has two cutting edges. Falling- 
ax heads vary in weight from 34 to 44 pounds; 
swamping- ax heads from 4 to 5 pounds, accord- 
ing to the character of work and the personal 
ideas of the workmen. The handles, which are 
made of straight-grained second-growth hickory, 
are straight and from 38 to 42 inches in length. 
The net price of the best quality of falling ax 
ranges from $11 to $12 per dozen; of the swamp- 

ing ax, from $10 to $11 per dozen. ‘The handles cost from $2.50 to 

$3.50 per dozen. 

Fic. 8.—Saw handle. 

STEEL SLEDGES. 

A steel sledge is used by each faller and bucker for driving wedges. 
The heads of those used by the fallers weigh about 10 pounds; those 
used by the buckers, 8 pounds. The cost of the heads ranges from 
$0.25 to $0.30 per pound; of the handles, from $2 to $2.50 per dozen. 

STEEL WEDGES. 

In well-equipped camps, each set of fallers has 4 or 5 steel falling 
wedges, and each bucker 4 or 5 bucking wedges, weighing from 6 
to 8 pounds each. The cost of the best steel wedges is about $0.25 
per pound. 

SPRINGBOARDS, 

In cther than small second-growth timber and good ground each 
set of fallers is equipped with two spring, or chopping, boards which 
serve as platforms for them to stand on when undercutting and 
sawing. These boards are 4 or 5 feet long and 8 inches wide, taper- 
ing from 1 inch in thickness to 2 inches at the end, which is fitted 
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with an iron spur. The springboard, with the spur uppermost, is 
thrust into a horizontally based notch cut into the tree. When the 

faller’s weight is applied to the outer end of the board the spur is 
- forced into the wood, preventing 

the board from slipping, keep- 
ing it level, and allowing it to be 
swung around with the iron spur 
serving as a hinge. The boards 
are made in the camps, generally 
by the blacksmith or filer, of ma- 
ple or Douglas fir, generally the 
former. The irons or spurs (fig. 
9), as a rule, are made by the camp blacksmith, although they may 
be purchased for about $1.25 per set. 

Fig. 9.—Chopping board iron. 

UNDERCUTTERS. 

It has been pointed out that in cutting trees into log lengths it is 
not inirequently necessary to put a cut in on the underside. To 

assist in holding the saw against the wood while 
undercutting is in progress, an undercutter may 
be used. There are several types on the market, 
one of which is shown in figure 10. ‘The commonest 
practice is to insert the bit of an ax in the tree in 
such a way that the spring in the handle can be 
utilized to hold the saw to the cut. 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT. 

TREE FALLER. 

Among the recent innovations in logging equip- 
ment is the tree faller or jack. . Its primary object 
is to enable timber fallers to throw trees. in any 
direction regardless of the lean, thus making it 
possible to save considerable timber from breakage. 
Furthermore, if the machine is adapted to ordi- 

Fie.10—Under-, ary conditions, and the company manufacturing 
‘hem and selling it claims that it is, it will do way with 

wedging, which is a time and energy consuming operation. 
As is shown in figures 11 and 12, the device embodies the simple 

principle of arms working on a fulcrum and spread through the 
agency of a slow-moving screw operated by a hand lever. It is made 
of special alloy steel, the required lifting power being enormous. 
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A roller thrust bearing reduces the friction. Separate oscillating 
plates are used to increase the compression surface. The opening 
between the jaws when the screw is fully extended is 7 inches. 

The device complete, including the lever, weighs 166 pounds. 
However, it is of a take-down design, so that this weight can be 
divided about equally between the two fallers. Figure 13 shows the 
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Fic. 11.—Method of inserting tree Fig. 12.—Cut opened about 7 inches 
faller in notch. with tree faller. 

special pack boards used in carrying the parts in the woods. The 
amount of time consumed in taking down or assembling the machine 
is insignificant. . 

Figure 11 shows the method of inserting the jack in place on the 
oscillating plates, also the jack ready for operation, with the roller 
on the jaws nearest the fulcrum set in the third cavity of the plate. 

At this point of the opera- 
tion the strain is greatest. 
Figure 12 shows the cut 
opened 7% inches with the 
end roller (the one farthest 
away from the fulcrum) set 
in the third roller cavity of 
the plate. At this point 
the strain is least. 

The manufacturers of 
this device have spent sev- 

Fig. 13.—Method of carrying tree faller in eral years in experimental 
the woods. Bese c 

work, building several dif- 
ferent types with several different kinds of steel. They now feel 
that the machine has passed the experimental stage. The principal 
difficulty has been in finding a steel that would stand the very trying 
service demanded of it. Jacks built of other steels than the kind now 
used stood the test for a while, and then broke under strains seem- 

ingly no more severe than those they had successfully withstood. It 
is to be hoped that the jack as now constructed will measure up to 
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the expectations of the manufacturer; for, if it does, it will make a 
great saving in timber and human energy, also a reduction in logging. 

costs. 

The possibilities of the device were demonstrated before the mem- 
bers of the Pacific Logging Congress at Eureka, Cal. An 8-foot 
redwood, having an adverse lean of 5 feet, was thrown by the jack 
in a direction opposite to the lean in 13 minutes, notwithstanding 
the fact that 10 inches of “ wood” was left uncut, and had to be 
broken by the power of the jack before the tree could fall. Other 
demonstrations have been made with equal success. One operator, 
working in a hard show, has used an earlier model for about 2 
years with very satisfactory results. It is said that in a competi- 
tive test one set of fallers, aided by a jack, felled a 64-foot tree hav- 
ing a lean of 6 feet in 34 hours, while another set, working with 
wedges, required 134 hours to fall a 54-foot tree having a lean of 
5 feet. 

PORTABLE DRAG SAWS. 

The portable drag saw is operated with either steam or gasoline, 
and is adapted for cutting saw logs, shingle bolts, cordwood, fuel 
for logging engines, etc. It can be operated by one man. A num- 
ber of operators find its use profitable in bucking up fuel wood for 
logging engines. One machine may be used for two engines where 
they are located near one another. Where the ground is not too 
rough and the timber not too large, it may be used to advantage 
in bucking up trees into log lengths at the landings, especially where 
the timber is roaded to the landing. 

Some think that the gasoline drag saw is not so well adapted for 
use by loggers as the steam saw, since it has not the capacity of the 

steam saw of the same weight and is more complicated in its make-up. 
However, improvement in gasoline drag saws has reduced the weight 
and increased the capacity so that they are now being universally 
installed, replacing cutting of fuel by man power. A gasoline saw 
is easily portable and can be taken anywhere by two men; it is not 
dependent upon a separate power plant and does not have to have 
the log moved to it for each cut. One man operates the saw and 
moves it to the log. 

One steam saw has a 34-inch cylinder and a 30-inch stroke, running 
225 strokes per minute. This machine is intended for use with a 6- 
horsepower vertical boiler and may be carried on a sled or low-wheel 
truck. The steam is conveyed in a #-inch pipe, joined in 8 or 10 foot 

_ lengths with flexible couplings. Steam may be conveyed successfully 
in this way for 300 feet. One hundred pounds steam pressure is 
ample for successful operation. Steam may also be taken from log- 
ging engines or other boilers through a similar system of piping. 

: A hand rope gives the operator complete control of the saw when it 
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is entering a log or when making the final light strokes in finishing a 
cut. When running at a normal speed the machine will cut a 30-inch 
leg in 2 minutes, a 72-inch log in 14 minutes. 

The price of this steam saw in 1916 was $200 f. o. b. Portland, in- 
cluding one 6-foot saw, but not the boiler.. It weighs from 235 to 
250 pounds. The shipping weight is 350 pounds. 

One gasoline drag saw cut off logs in the water at the following 
rates: 

Diameter of 
logs, inches. Minutes. 
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AVERAGE INVESTMENT IN EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIXS. 

The investment in regular felling and bucking equipment, as shown 
by the inventory, at one operation cutting about 450,000 feet per day 

amounted to $1,442. This was the depreciated value of the equipment 
at the time the inventory was made, so that the first cost must have 
been considerably higher. Furthermore, the fallers filed their own 
saws, making it possible for the company to get along on less equip- 
ment than otherwise would be the case. 

Table 6 gives the estimated average fixed investment in edtiihe and 
bucking equipment and supphes at camps of different capacities. 
Freight is not included. 

TasLte 6.—Average investment in felling and bucking equipment and supplies. 

Capacity of camp per day. 

50,000 75,000 100,000 125,000 150,000 .} 175,000 200,000 
feet. feet. -| feet. feet. feet. feet. feet. 

Item. 
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Total weight (Ibs.)..|...| 1,500|-..| 2,000]...} 2,500/...} 3,000|...| 3,500/....| 4,000....| 4,500 
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COST. 

The cost of felling and bucking in the region ranges from $0.45 
to $1 per thousand feet, averaging about $0.65. Cost data dealing 

with 40 large camps indicate that the average costs per thousand 
feet by districts are as follows: 

Puget Sound ______ i a A ee eee EN ETS a RS a $0. 68 
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Willapa Harbor ______ pute Ble eI sag sp al a eae Ue 762 

Columbia River __________ NE: OMEN BE RA NEVES SR ARs NS . 70 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE COST. 

Considering how much the cost of felling and bucking varies in 
different camps, to estimate it in a given case is no simple matter. 
Furthermore, it varies in the same camp at different times. At one 
camp it decreased steadily from $1.10 to $0.50 per thousand feet in 
five years, presumably because of increasing efficiency in the man- 
agement; at another, it increased more or less steadily from $0.55 
to $0.82 per thousand feet, largely because of the changing character 
of the show. 

In a general way the following factors influence the cost of felling 
and bucking: 

(1) Efficiency of labor and management. 
(2) Scale of wages. 
(3) Weather conditions: There is no doubt that the output of 

fallers and buckers varies with the weather and the length of the 
working day as fixed by light conditions. In timber appraisal not 
much weight need be given this factor. In collecting cost data 
and in making studies to arrive at standards to be used with bonus 
systems or systems for checking up the daily output of the workers 
considerable weight should be given it where the studies cover a 
relatively short period of time. 

(4) The size of timber. It would seem, other factors being 
excluded, that the output of a set of fallers and buckers should, 
within certain limits, increase with the size of timber, both in height 
and diameter. Obviously, the output will be larger where the 

_ timber is relatively tall than where the opposite is the case. Then, 

_ too, the diameter seems to affect the output, fallers feeling that they 
‘secure the best results in timber that runs from 30 to 40 inches in 
diameter at breast height. If the factors of breakage and defect 
could be eliminated, they would probably do their best work in 

- slightly larger timber. 
_ (5) The percentage of breakage, the density of the stand, and the 
_ Species of timber. Of these three factors, breakage is by far the most 
2 important. It is obvious that the output will be less where the per- 
- centage of breakage amounts to 40 per cent than where it amounts to 
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only 3 percent. It would seem that the cutput should be less in light 
stands than dense ones, since more time is lost because of travel in a 
light stand than in a dense one, especially where the ground is steep 
and brushy. Of course, the opposite may be true when, because of the 
density or mixed character of the stand, two or more fellings are 
made. The difference in the output because of different species 
amounts to little or nothing, except as different species of the same 
diameter vary in volume, percentage of breakage, or percentage of 
defect. For example, the output of a set of fallers when working in 
western red cedar will be from 15 to 20 per cent less than when work- 

ing in Douglas fir of the same diameter, because the volume of the 
trees will be less, breakage will be Tien and the percentage of 

merchantable fineee will be less. 
(6) The percentage of defect. Defect in timber increases the costs 

in the same way as breakage. This factor has been growing more 
important, and it will continue to grow in importance as utilization 
in the woods increases. Its effect in pushing up the cost is shown by 
the following case, which is exceptional: The fallers were paid 
(contract work) for 6,210,000 feet, gross scale; the buckers (contract 
work) for 4,773,000 eh gross rae while Ts logs hauled and util- 
ized scaled 2,498,000 fet net scale. 

(7) The length of the logs. As a rule, the output of ae is 
larger when long lengths are cut. 

' (8) The amount of windfalls. It has been pointed out that in 
order to keep the percentage of breakage as small as possible, it is 
necessary to buck the windfalls before the timber is felled. As a 
general thing, the merchantable material obtained from this class of 
timber is small, hence the cost of bucking varies with the character 
and number of windfalls. 

(9) The steepness and roughness of the ground. As the ground 
becomes steeper and rougher, the percentage of breakage, the time 
lost in traveling from one tree to another, and the hazards of the 
work, also the amount of wedging, undercutting, and propping, in- 
crease. All these tend to reduce the output. 

(10) The amount of brush. At times the brush is so thick that 
the fallers have to swamp out a trail in going from one tree to the 
other. 

(11) The distance of the work from the camp. Time consumed 

and energy expended in getting to and from the work have an effect 
on the output. 

EMPLOYMENT AND PAYMENT OF LABOR. 

The basis of employment and payment of labor in this region is 
generally a 10-hour day, with a charge for board. Head buckers are 

sometimes paid by the month. 
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The wages paid the different members of the felling and bucking 
crew vary. During certain years, or parts of years, wages are higher 
than in others. At a given time some camps pay 8 to 10 per cent 
more per man than others. ‘Then in the same camp some of the men, 
because of special fitness, receive a larger compensation than the 

others: For these reasons it is difficult to state the average wages 
paid the- different members of these crews during the past several 
years. 

The following list is intended to approximate the wages—average, 
high, and low—paid the members of the felling and bucking crews 
by the logging companies in the region during the six years ending 
1916: : 

Wages per day. 
Position. g 

Average. High. Low. 

TERS GL [OU eV) ee et A A AR a ed Se $3. 50 $3. 75 $3. 25 
Teer L TeINGirS = EET Ee ReSeAeN TEN tt ep EO 9 Re rev int Al 3. 3.75 3. 25 
SOCOMG! BIN co 5e con aode dass bo kecnescocescuoedeHserseouabanscossEas 3. 25 3.50 3. 00 
BEST Ke Tae re ences ee Sa els sai is eal a a SN las I a a 3. 25 3. 50 3. 00 
TOTO 5 Se eee BU ears I Ba Me ae oS 3.75 4.00 3. 50 

The wages given in the column headed “Low” do not represent 
the lowest wages that have been paid. Camps that have paid the 
wages included in column headed “ Average” paid the following 
wages in October, 1915: 

Per day 

PRET ES AC ome 10 UL Toe tA NT ane LOAN LT COIN a 3. 00 

edd tallenze ss ses 2 ah DAES AEN AI BE OO 

SECON Mallets seueh te Rin wet Ss eS eee. Wet ers 2.75 

SEA CUS eg aa ae a i ee) ASN Py wen GE 2. 50 

AEA UN Tepes ses a Na eg ae LN le 3. 00 

The scale of wages for head buckers and filers is less standard 
than for the other members of the crews, hence the wages listed for 
them are more or less deceptive. Then, too, head buckers are paid 
more now than they were two or three years ago, some of them now 
being paid $5 or more per day. A good head bucker can easily earn 

_ thisamount. Filers are paid from $3.50 to $5.50 per day, depending 
on their ability, the character and amount of work, and whether 
they are working as head or second filers. 
A small percentage of the operators do the felling and bucking by 

contract, payment being made on the basis of the thousand feet net 
or gross log scale. The contract may be let to one man who employs 
labor by the day to do the work, or directly to the workers. Contract 
felling and bucking has not been popular in this region, chiefly for 
the following reasons: (1) The character of the work varies so much 

61361°—Bull, 711—18——-4 
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that it is difficult for the contracting parties to get together on terms 
with sufficient security; (2) breakage of timber in felling and buck- 
ing is likely to increase; (3) disputes may arise because of the way 
and time logs are scaled; (4) it does not work well to have two crews 
in a camp under different heads, which may result in a disparity in 
the wages paid or the hours worked, and thus breed discontent; (5) 
there are phases of the work that the contractor may not look after 
so well as an employee of the company. 
A few camps use bonus or profit-sharing systems in connection with 

the felling and bucking. Two systems are in use. One consists of 
setting output standards for the fallers and buckers, and allowing 
each faller and bucker who has been in the employ of the company a 
certain length of time a certain amount per thousand feet in addition 
to the regular wage for every thousand feet felled and bucked in ex- 
cess of the standard in a certain length of time, generally a month. 
One company that uses this system in three large camps, feels that it 
is a success, since it has enabled them to reduce their felling and 
bucking costs materially and to secure a knowledge of what fallers 
and buckers can and should do. Another company used this system 
for three months and went back to the straight wage system. The 
results obtained in the way of increased output were not disappoint- 
ing. The trouble was that the workmen paid too much attention to 
the quantity and not enough to the quality of the work. 

The other bonus system consists of setting a labor cost per thousand 
feet, and allowing each faller and bucker who has been in the employ 
of the company a certain length of time—say, 60 days—a portion of 
the difference between the actual and standard labor cost per thousand 
feet, on the basis of the number of days each has worked. In other 
words, if the total wages paid give an actual average cost per thou- 
sand feet of $0.55 and the standard cost per thousand feet is $0.65, 
the difference is divided between the fallers and buckers on the basis 
of the number of davs they have worked. 

One of the objections to bonus systems is that they tend to increase 
breakage. It would seem, however, that with proper supervision this 
objectionable feature could be practically eliminated. 

SUPPLIES AND REPLACEMENTS, 

It is impossible to say with any degree of certainty how much it 
costs per thousand feet for supplies and the replacement of equip- 
ment. The amount, however, is small and few logging companies 
have deemed it advisable to classify their logging costs in such a man- 
ner as to make this information available. It is close to $0.03 per 
thousand feet. The writer has seen annual segregated cost statements 
that indicate it to be as low as $0.01 per thousand feet; others as high 
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as $0.04 per thousand feet. To get a correct figure, one would have 
to keep a careful record for three or four years. By. no other means 
would it be possible to brush out the errors that creep into inventories 
of used equipment. Even a figure secured in this way would not fit 
all conditions. The above figure is intended to take care of the oil 
used in connection with the operation of felling and bucking and the 
supplies used by the filer, as well as the saws, axes, sledges, wedges, 
etc., used by the fallers and buckers. 

The following statement which gives the estimated cost of equip- 
ment and supplies worn out, lost, or consumed in connection with the 
work of one set of fallers and three buckers in a season, indicates the 
probable life of the different kinds of equipment used. The following 
assumptions were made: (1) That one set of fallers, working 25 days 
per month for a season of 8 months, will fell 5,000,000 feet of timber; 
(2) that three buckers will be necessary to buck 5,000,000 feet of tim- 
ber in addition to the down timber in the same period. 

Equipment and supplies used up in @ season. 

Cost. 

Ttem. 
Unit. Total. 

4 HWS SE\WS—. oo sacesis soeeue cos odes Debe peor seer one cian ee oat ays eS. Be 7420 $14.40 
4 CIS SOS coc osoatonee pessteScbnees eenarisabdeidedsorodsopceatiosne se Aaa eee 6. 60 26. 40 
BS IeTiGles CSO SU ae Bie Als 2 ee Se WSR acne Se ee aps nor eae eet eee 65 4 
PLANIR SAKES sche lcne see Tee = teedc opnesemocen yobs seduce sede ccoseoneHaEMnooheMeas 1.00 2.00 
3 SWSTL GS CES + ce ee cee ee eee ee Hoe esos eee Sco ss eosceee sacs cee cee lene ss eee 1.00 ; 3.00 
(0 LSD Tana ie NE: SCG Pee ea me Gate BEBE eric Beem Een ae eee 25 10.00 
URE NOtiaeaCkine: Wedges! | ole reek i ee Lae ie See Se ola 225 15.00 
5 CES A eae a ada zeesce 3.00 3.00 
38 pound bucking sledges..--..-....--.--.-..--.--.-----.-.. 2 oeececgesecesesice 2. 40 7.20 
2 dozen axe and sledge Tnadies pYeeeacss DociScnacepornSs: oteeceL USE a teEcnaecnaHeeBe 3. 60 7. 20 
2 iron shoes (springboard)..-.....-----:------------ ryobersccacced reece orsere- Ei oar - 60 1.20 
Dib GHG. SUPP OUES cee coc tee ossasocesereee steeds acccedecorconicesecesnonesnseaeeon| Seooeenrdsece 50. 00 

OG): COS occse cto sesdcecpe odes cebkc ore eesnmes se Lomaccdsdenmceinaseeebeeeente beaaceeenene 142. 65 

GS PE TOMS AT OtiCe (ae meena te ns Renan od tata Se ee ee eee na cm eae ee Pie ipgae 

FILING. 

In times past, the fitting of the saws was done by the fallers and 
buckers. Now it is ordinarily done by filers who are regularly em- 
ployed at this work. All camps employ one filer; the larger camps, 
two. If the operation is large and scattered, three filers are some- 

_ times necessary. In a general way, one filer can do the work in a 
camp having an output of 150,000 feet per day or less; two are neces- 
sary if the output exceeds this figure. 

The number of saws that a filer should sharpen in a day varies with 
the ability of the filer, the character of the chance, and the length of 
time the saws are used before they are filed. Taking it straight 

through, a filer sharpens from 10 to 12 saws per day. The number 
is frequently as high as 16 saws per day. 
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There is no rule governing the length of time a saw, falling or 
bucking, should be used before it is refitted. The time depends to a 
great extent on those using the saw, also the chance it is used in. 
‘Sometimes it is filed every day. Possibly both classes of saws are 
filed every one and one-half days on the average. 
_ In addition to fitting the saws used by the regular fallers and buck- 
ers, the filer fits the saws used by the wood buckers employed with the 
yarding, loading, chunking-out, and scraper donkey crews. 

COST OF SPECIFIC CASES. 

The following gives the cost of felling and bucking at several 
camps. They are typical of most of the conditions in the region. 

(1) Cost of felling and bucking on the west foothills of the Cas- 
cades in Oregon in 1911. 

The topography was rather rough, both in major and in minor 
features. Slopes of from 30 to 70 per cent were not uncommon. 
Much of the area would be considered a fair chance. 

The timber consisted of a heavy stand of very defective Douglas 
fir in mixture with a small percentage of hemlock and cedar. Out of 
a gross stand of 80,000 feet or more per acre only about 50,000 was 
hauled out. The logs averaged about 1,400 feet in volume. 

For a long time the company allowed the foreman or fallers to 
decide, from their general appearance, what trees it would pay to 
fell. This resulted in a large proportion of the stands being left 
unfelled, the amount ranging from practically nothing on some 
acres to 30,000 feet or more on others. The leaving of so much tim- 
ber seemed like waste to some of the members of the company, and 
cleaner cutting was tried. Some areas were cut over the second time, 
and the timber proved to be nearly as sound as that secured at the 
first cutting. The management now feels that it is impossible to 
determine which of the timber should be utilized without felling and 
bucking practically all of it, and this is the policy they are now 
following. | 
The cost per thousand feet in the year 1911, when practically every- 

thing was felled, was as follows: 

Welling, . labor22%< 3 ee ate) 

SUCKING LADOL. wee a .499 

Supplies dnd ‘equipment222 1.4 _ Sse eS a eee . 030 

Total tcostyee . a i i a eee . 966 

This cost is based on the mill scale, which was close to the lumber 
tally. It includes the wages of the filer, scaler, and marker. The 
fallers were paid from $0.15 to $0.17 per thousand feet for felling, 
the bucker from $0.15 to $0.21 per thousand feet for bucking, regard- 
less of whether the logs were sound or not. 
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It cost about $0.25 more per thousand feet when practically every- 
thing was cut than it did. when a large proportion of the stand was 
left as presumably worthless. 

(2) The labor cost per thousand feet, selling scale, for felling and 
bucking at a camp on the flat to the west of the Cascades in Wash- 
ington, based on a period of six months in 1912 and an output of 
25,000,000 feet. 

The ground was practically level and quite free of brush and down 
timber. Kew hummocks, pot holes, or troublesome ravines were 
encountered. 

While the timber was relatively small, the stand was dense, cutting 
out from 85,000 to 90,000 feet per acre. It averaged about 30 inches 
in diameter, breast high, and was of good height. The logs averaged 
550 feet in volume and ranged from 32 to 40 feet in length. The 
timber was practically sound, the breakage amounting to not more 
than 5 per cent. 

Five sets of fallers worked with the three sides, averaging about 
| 98,000 feet per set per day. Approximately three buckers worked 
with a set of fallers, bucking both the down and felled timber. 
The average cost per thousand feet for labor amounted to $0.49. 

One filer was employed. The camp foreman was directly in charge 
of the work, but none of his salary is included in this cost. The fol- 
lowing daily wages were paid: Head fallers, $3.25 to $3.50; second 
fallers, $3 to $3.25; buckers, $3; filer, $3.75. 

. (8) Cost of felling and bucking at a camp along the Columbia 
River in Washington in the years 1910, 1911, 1912, and 1915. 

The tract was mountainous, rough, and broken up, the slopes gen- 

erally being quite steep. No rock outcrops or cliffs were encountered. 
There was a considerable amount of down timber and an average 
amount of brush. 
The timber was large old-growth fir, which was cutting out from 

80,000 to 100,000 feet to the acre, with about 20,000 feet of hemlock 
left. It was the policy of the management to cut no hemlock under 
28 inches in diameter, breast high. Little fir, cedar, or spruce was left. 
Breakage amounted to 10 or 15 per cent. The logs averaged about 
36 feet in length and 1,900 feet in volume. 
The average labor cost per thousand feet in 1912, which was based 

on an output of 38,000,000 feet, was as follows: 
Bee ites eran ee ee ee ee $0. 168 

PRES U1 @ Weal 0) oP ae enc te ee ree INE RB) eZ LEE aD © ET EAS. 92) . 382 

1 ONES CE Re Re ee a ee 0 ae ee eee ae ee ee . 550 

The felling cost includes the wages of the fallers and one-half the 
wages of the filer; the bucking cost includes the wages of the buckers, 
head bucker, assistant head bucker, and one-half the wages of the 
saw filer. The following daily wages were paid. Head fallers, $3,75; 
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second fallers, $3.40 to $3.50; head bucker, $3.75; assistant head 
bucker, $3; buckers, $3.25. 

The labor cost per thousand feet in other years was as follows: 
1911, felling $0.31, bucking $0.46; 1910, felling and bucking, $1.10; 

1915, felling and badiiee: $0.49. ‘a 1915 the company used a Boni 
system in connection with the felling and bucking. 

The head bucker supervised the felling and bucking work and, with 

an assistant, marked the log lengths. The logs were measured with 
a tape. Prior to the adoption of this method the management ex- 
perienced great difficulty in getting the logs bucked square off and 
of the desired length. 

During the year the company averaged about 3 sets of fallers 
and about 16 buckers per day. This is 5 buckers to a set of fallers, 
and seems high. However, we have noted that there was a con- 
siderable amount of down timber, and that the size of the timber and 
the character of the ground made it a difficult and dangerous bucking 
chance. 

(4) Labor cost per thousand feet for felling and bucking at a camp 
along the Columbia River in Oregon in 1911 and 1912. 

The area was quite level, the surface regular, being considered one 
of the best ground chances in this region. 

It was a second-growth forest which was cutting out about 80,000: 

feet per acre, the trees averaging about 28 inches in diameter breast 
high. From 90 to 95 per cent of the stand was Douglas fir, the rest 
hemlock. The timber was practically sound, and breakage did not 
amount to 5 per cent. The logs averaged about 60 feet in length and 
800 feet in volume. 

The labor cost per thousand feet in 1911 was $0. 295 for felling and 
$0.227 for bucking. The felling cost includes one-half the wages 
of the filer; the bucking cost, the wages of the head bucker and 
one-half the wages of the filer. Approximately two buckers worked 
with a set of fallers. The following daily wages were paid: Head 
fallers, $3.75; second fallers, $3.50; buckers, $3. 25; head bucker, 

$3.75 ; Ale $3, 50. 

Ais iy ean cost per thousand feet in 1912 was $0.298 for felling and 
$0.308 for bucking. 

(5) Labor cost per thousand feet for felling and bucking at a 
camp on the western foothills of the Cascades in Washington in 
1911 and 1912. 

The area covered during these two years was of mixed topog- 
raphy, there being good and bad chances. Some parts of the ground 
were quite level, with a relatively smooth surface; other parts, while 
quite level in general, were badly broken up by small hummocks 

and pot holes. Slopes of from 30 to 60 per cent were not uncom- 

mon, their surfaces varying in smoothness like the level land. 
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As to size, the timber could be classified as a mixture of old and’ 
second-growth stands. It was cutting out about 50,000 feet per 
acre, as follows: Douglas fir, 50 per cent; cedar, 45 per cent; hem- 
lock, 5 per cent. 
if 000 feet in volume. 

The labor cost per thousand feet was $0.717 for felling and Bele 
ing in 1912 and $0.644 for felling and bucking in 1911. 

The logs averaged Avore 36 Pt in lene ih and 

The lower 

cost in 1911 was no doubt largely due to the fact that in this year 
the ground was more level and the percentage of cedar a little less. 

In Table 7 are given the costs of felling and bucking at several 
camps in the region. 

for a year or more. 
For the most part they represent averages 

TABLE 7.—Costs of felling and bucking. 

Cost per 
Camp. | thousand 

Ah feet. 

WeeGsseeeee $0. 60 
erat ieee aril 
SER ease .58 
Aber Te Berea - 69 
Sees es eee 41 
Giger steee . 67 
Ue apenas . 67 
Fa geet ete - 68 

Quasi te tie 89 

NOES SS. cece =i 

Milenio 80 
De aa - 80 
WB pase gee te 75 
a Sr ee .72 
TG eisai sa . 64 
NGSeEe cas. . 52 

sees eSeinist: . 58 

Te Sees ae 98 

TO eee ee . 64 

EMA R RA. - 60 
levy a ulate . 60 
POS pA ie 49 

Daas ane: . 68 

Dae. eee ee - 69 

Be Sete aes - 68 
OLN ac es eae - 69 

7A tees aero . 70 

ONE HO. ses Shs . 65 

DO ete ye Me. . 68 
.49 
9 fae 

S10 a oe lil 
1.10 
81 
. 64 
aby! 

Sse ceea ae - 64 
. 67 
- 50 
.58 

ees oie pa fois nae, 
RO tee 72 
Se eee = 92 

-61 
- 80 
fl 
-99 

Period. Year. General location of camp. 

Gimionths= o.)-22.45-2 1913 | Washington, west slope of Cascade Mountains. 
I WeihaeHs She SHS BeBe 1911 Do. 
ee (CKO Bae ee veces alare LS)iba) Do. 
Be COs essa saseces pda Sill Do. 
Ree ih GIOE Bag BOH eS Coal auCalaL Do. 
aia Choy See areas sepa iD Do. 
URE LOE Sectors Sueteps el OIE Do. 
Peeisc KG M0 a ts ea aaa Do. 

913- 
DV EATS vcs Mass s kos 1914 Do. 

a 1913- 
eta do....-----------}) 4014 Do. 

T Weeieseasoeoensobeee 1914 Do. 
aS G ClO geo ea ae ohoe seule algile Do. 
Eee s do.....-.--------| 1914 | Washington, west foothills of Cascade Mountains. 
sy eee dO es aeee eee esl) LOL? Do. Md 
Bee COR Ce ae eG TT! Do. 
AS Os Se URE ROA EE Heal Do. 

19 Oyearspsss- Jeet seie2 1914 Do. 

air uae WE lio Be 
A ae agen” 1914 2: 

ABV OAD 2 Sas ce aa ct ee 1913 Do. 
Brees OlO esas esoece sacl lige! Do. 
Gmatonthses- sss Te Weskis ton; Sound region. 

1907- 0. 
UpViCANS mere eee 1914 ‘. 

1912— 0. 
Sane i teens sec naer 1914 

iby eehnee eb became sees 1913 Do. 
SAN 6 do..............-| 1914 | Washington, slopes and foothills Olympic Moun- 

tains. 
eS Covet s: 2 coal TOT a 

1908— 0. 
DUETS ooo noes { 1914 \ Do. 
ICE os Aaa Rerae 1914 
ee WO: ey: eee ASTI, 

dossier dy GCA saant paste along Columbia River. 
Beers Gone ween oO) 
SE ML OL SHEL SN OR 1913 
Daee ClO scoseee se Seseal)! ele 
Biden Gowers Nea eae OU 
Beer Gor eae ee TOTO Do. 
pe a Moret josey es) 1909 
see Gove Saeed G08 
25 aan Gore Sees ee) 907 
ear GOR ss ales OU Do. 
DIMOnbnSeee sss ee oe 1913 | Oregon, along Columbia River. 
diviear oe soho. 1912 Do. 
ape COPE e ask ole |e OTe Do. 
pipes Gossees Se so 35|| AL O12: Do. 
Beara Gly tenccecosaaral |) alk = ADO). 
Bese do......-...--.--| 1912 | Oregon, west slope Cascade Mountains. 
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PRIMARY LOG TRANSPORTATION. 

TYPES OF POWER USED. 

HANDWORK, 

In the early history of the industry in the region hand logging 
was common. The timber was felled on slopes close to tidewater or 

some drivable stream, the logs were driven if need be, made into 

rafts, and towed to the mills. In British Columbia and Alaska hand 
logging is still practiced to a limited extent. 

ANIMALS. 

For many years animals constituted the only draft power used 
in logging in this region—first, oxen; later, horses. As long as the 
haul was short the ox was preferred, because it could live on coarse 
feed, draw heavier loads, stand rougher treatment, and required an 
inexpensive harness which could be made in camp. The ox does 
not mire so badly as the smaller-footed horse and is not excitable in 
difficult situations. When the hauls became long, the horse was 
used because it is more active than the ox. ‘The ox, however, con- 
tinued to divide the labor of transportation with the horse, the 
former being used to deliver the logs from the stump to the skid 
road, the latter to haul the logs without the use of a vehicle over 
the skid road to the mill, drivable stream, or railroad. Horses were 
introduced at about the same time as logging engines, and are still 
used to a very limited extent in second-growth timber. Extensive 
cutting will undoubtedly increase the use of horses. 

The logs were first dragged out over trails, from which only such 
obstructions had been removed as were necessary to make the method 
feasible. So that it would not be necessary to move the logs over 
the ground for a distance greater than 300 feet, skid roads were 
brought close to the timber. This, however, was not practical at 
all times, and frequently logs were dragged over the ground for 
1,000 feet or more on hand skids. 

The second step was to drag the logs over skid roads, either with 
oxen or horses, for distances ranging up to a mile or more. The 
skid roads were carefully located, stumps were removed, cuts and 
fills made, and the roadbed leveled to give the best possible grade. 
Skids about 10 feet long and from 10 to 14 inches in diameter were 
laid across the completed grade at 10-foot intervals, and partly 
buried in the ground. A “saddle” was cut out of the center of 
each skid for the logs to ride in. On curves the outer ends were 
elevated slightly. On level stretches the saddles were greased to 

reduce friction. The logs were fastened together by means of grabs 
or dogs into long turns, each averaging about 1,000 feet board meas- 
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ure per horse. A team on a road of this character consisted of from 
5 to 10 yoke of oxen or from 4 to 14 horses. 

ENGINES. 

The first patent on power skidding machinery in the United States 
was granted in 1883, and covered an overhead cableway system to 

get logs out of potholes and swampy places. It was tried out in the 
cypress forests of North Carolina, with the machines mounted on 
scows and floated in the bayous and sloughs. It did not completely 
solve the problem, since its range was limited to 700 or 800 feet. 
A ground yarding system was operated in a Louisiana swamp in 
1889. It consisted of two large drums and an engine and boiler 
mounted on a scow, from which what in effect was an endless cable 
passed out into the forest for a distance of half a mile. This later 
developed into the system used on pull boats. 

ss 2 
et ery R Te MSupsyrets ihe) est Sah Sense A erat canny Bae mse heey i MARU UW ZEN) NU ome MVS r 

Fig. 14.—Yarding engine and sled. 

Power yarding was first used in the Douglas fir forests of the 
Pacific coast in 1890, or one or two years before, in connection with 
a ground rope system. One vertical-windlass and one link-motion 
vertical engine, attached to an upright boiler was mounted on a sled, 

from which a single line was passed into the woods by horsepower. 
The spool was driven directly by a pinion and wheel, both of which 
were bevel cored. This system was first used in California about 
1885. 

Power yarding was superior to animal yarding from the begin- 
ning, and its popularity resulted in comparatively few horses or oxen 
being used in the Douglas fir region by 1900. The gradual evolu- 
tion of logging engines has given the industry the compound-geared, 
ground-yarding engine and the long-range, high-speed roading 
engine, both of which seem to have reached perfection, also fairly 
satisfactory overhead and high-lead logging engines, which without 
doubt are susceptible of further improvement. 
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The present ground logging engine consists of an upright boiler, 
two horizontal engines, two main drums, and usually a third small 
drum, mounted on a steel frame, all of which, in turn, are mounted 
on a wooden sled. (Fig. 14.) The large drums may be placed tan- 
dem, one carrying the hauling line and the other the return line. 
The third drum carries the straw line, which is used to run out 
the return or trip line, either when a new setting is being made or 
when roads are being changed. The engines are classified as simple 
and compound geared. They are further classified as yarding, swing- 
ing, or roading engines. An engine having the gears compounded is 
always classed as a yarding engine. One of the simple geared type 
is known as a yarding, swinging, or roading engine. The roading 

Fic. 15.—Location of improvements and equipment in ground logging. 

engine has a larger drum capacity than the yarding or swinging 
engine. In effect, the swinging engine, an intermediate type, is a 
roading engine, except that it does not have such a large drum 
capacity. 

The ground type of logging engine is brought to the site on a 
flat car and unloaded by means of cables and blocks, power for the 
latter step being furnished by the engine itself. High-lead and 
overhead engines, as a rule, are mounted on cars instead of sleds, 
and are transported from one setting to another by their own power 
or by a locomotive. Where railroads are not used in connection with 
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the logging operation, or where the yarding engines are hauling in 
conjunction with roading or swinging engines, yarding engines are 
dragged over the ground by their own lines attached to stumps along 
the way. © 

The method of operation is dependent largely on the topography 
of the region. ‘The more common practice in the case of ground 
logging is to build a landing at a suitable spot along a railroad and 

_ to install a yarding engine at one end of it. (Fig. 15.) When the 
area tributary to this location is logged, the yarding engine is 
shifted to the opposite end of the landing. In some cases a roading 

engine is installed at a landing or on the bank of a drivable stream 
from which a pole road extends into the timber. The timber is then 
transported to the pole road by a yarding engine in the same man- 
ner as in the case of a railroad. It may happen that a pole road is 
not advisable, in which event the logs are dragged over the ground 
from the yarder to the landing by a swinging engine. If.it is not 
economical to single haul the logs from the yarder to the pole road, 
a swing engine is used to transport them over the ground. In times 
past the logs were hauled over the ground to a railroad, made into 
turns, and dragged over the ties to the mill or water by a locomotive. 
This latter, however, was an unusual method. 

STEPS IN THE OPERATION. 

The initial step in the transportation of a log from the stump to 
the mill is generally known on the Pacific coast as yarding. Skid- 
ding is a term that is coming into use to designate this operation, 
especially where certain overhead systems do the work. It consists 
of assembling the logs at common points for some other method 
of transportation. This common point in the case of power yard- 
ing is at the yarding engine, at a distance ranging from 500 to more 
than 2,500 feet from the farthermost tree that is to be yarded at 
that setting. The yarding engine is set at a drivable stream, rail- 
road, pole road, chute, flume, or “swinging” road, depending on the 
next step in the transportation of the log. Yarding and the second 
step in transportation can go on simultaneously when the second 
step is not driving. Where driving follows yarding, conditions may 
be such that the second step is delayed. 

The above seems to indicate that yarding consists of that transpor- 
tation accomplished by but one logging engine, which, strictly speak- 
ing, is true. The term, however, is applied more broadly to the work 
done by two or more engines working tandem, provided no costly 

_ structure with considerable life, like a pole road, is employed. In 
_ that case the long haul over the prepared road’is called “ roading.” 
The term “yarding” is frequently applied to the whole process— 

_ “single,” “double,” or “triple yarding” being more accurately de- 
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scriptive terms; or the second and third hauls may be denominated 
“swinging.” The terms are loosely used by the industry, however, so 
that for clear and accurate discussion, definition of terms is neces- 
sary, which in the very nature of the case must be more or less ar- 
bitrary. 

The term “yarding” in this bulletin is confined to the first at 
which takes the log at the stump. Swinging is considered as trans- 
portation that delivers the log from the yarding engine to a pole 
road, chute, railroad, or drivable stream. One or more engines, of 
either ground or overhead type, may do the work, but always in con- 
nection with very temporary improvements. Roading is considered 
as the transportation of logs by a logging engine or engines in con-. 
nection with improvements that are to some extent permanent in 
character, such improvements consisting of pole roads, chutes, over- 
head cables, etc. 

YARDING. 

METHODS. 

Power yarding is done in three ways: First, with the log dragging 
on the ground and the haul-in or main yarding line leading along 
the surface of the ground from the yarding engine to the log; sec- 
ond, with the log dragging on the ground and the main yarding line 
leading from the yarding engine to a large lead block suspended 
near the top of a spar tree standing close by and thence out to the 
log; third, with the log riding suspended, or partly suspended, from 
an overhead cable. The first system is known as ground yarding; the 
second, as high-lead yarding; and the third, as overhead yarding. 
In addition to these three yarding systems, there are a great num- 
ber of methods and a great variety of labor, equipment, and supplies 
used in yarding; more than in any other step in the logging opera- 
tion. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE OUTPUT. 

Yarding output, the chief element determining cost, is of utmost 
concern to both the operator and the timber appraiser. Influenced 
as it is by a great variety of factors, it is hard to estimate. Com- 
panies that use a bonus system have proved that abundantly, and 
they possess every advantage in the shape of records and time, aside 
from the inducement to make an intensive examination of the terri- 
tory. The appraiser, who must estimate yarding output at whole- 
sale and after a far less thorough examination, is at a great disad- 
vantage. Following are the factors to be considered. No attempt is 
made to present them in the order of their importance. They are 
treated in more detail under the specific methods. . 
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(1) Methods—As will be shown later, each of the different 
methods is adapted to specific sets of conditions. As a practical 
logging question, however, it is not always clear which method 
should be employed. For example, one operator may be securing 
as good results with the ground method as another operator is se- 
curing with the high-lead or overhead method, under practically the 
same conditions. In some cases, the use of the best method may be 
out of the question because a machine adapted for it is not at hand, 
and the amount of timber to be moved does not justify the purchase 
of new equipment. 

(2) Yarding direction as it relates to the slope of the ground.— 
With any method the yarding output is largest on level ground, or 
on ground sloping moderately toward the yarding engine. The 
drawback to yarding logs downhill with a ground method is that as 
soon as gravity carries the low forward faster than the haul-in or 
main line is traveling, the tendency is for the log or logs to run out 
of their chokers or to run behind stumps or débris on the side oppo- 
site to that on which the line is leading. Asa general thing the out- 
put with a ground method is from 30 to 50 per cent higher when 
the logs are moved uphill than when they are moved downhill; as- 
suming, of course, that the ground in question is steep enough in 
places to cause the logs to run when being yarded downhill, and that 
the equipment is powerful enough to handle the logs uphill with 
dispatch. Overhead yarding methods, taking them straight through, 
work better downhill than uphill. In fact, this method is especially 
adapted for yarding logs down long, steep slopes. 

(3) Size of timber—With the same conditions and within certain 
limits, the yarding output is less and the load that can be yarded at 
one trip is less in small timber than in large. A certain amount of 
time is consumed in making a yarding trip regardless of the number 
of logs or the volume of timber hauled, since in any event approxi- 
mately the same amount of time is lost in hooking up, starting, un- 
hooking, and returning the trip line to the woods. Logs of large 
diameter, assuming that the motive power is ample, are less likely 
to hang up than small ones. In ground yarding there is special 
advantage in large timber because it is ordinarily not practical to 
handle as many logs at a trip as with the overhead, or even with 
the high-lead method. Under certain conditions, particularly with 
the overhead and high-lead methods, the effect of small timber on 
the output may be to some extent offset by cutting long logs. Of 
course, with fast machinery and relatively larger crews, the yarding 
output in small timber can be made to approach that in large. 

(4) Yarding distance—The general principle is clear and in- 
dubitable that the longer the distance over which timber must be 

4 conveyed, the less will be the output. It is not directly in propor- 
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tion to the distance, however, as a large part of the time is consumed 
in hooking, starting, unhooking, and the like, vs is the same 
whatever the distance. 
The economic range, of course, varies with the style of yarding. 

The high lead affords its peculiar advantages only when confined 
to a distance of from 500 to 700 feet; ground yarding is generally 
worked on a maximum of from 600 to 900 feet; while the overhead 
systems are worked to best advantage on longer reaches, say from 
900 to 1,500 feet. Of course, it is sometimes necessary and advisable 
to use these systems, particularly the latter, at greater distances. 

The less of the total burden of transportation assigned to the rail- 

road, the more comes on the yarding, increasing the distance and 
lowering the output. So the topography of the country has a great 
deal to do with fixing the yarding distance. While it is possible to 
build railroads nearly everywhere, it is not always practical to do so 
because of the high cost of grading and maintaining the track, the 
large investment, and the danger and high cost of operating trains 
on heavy grades. The volume of the stand affects the yarding dis- 
tance in much the same way, as more miles of spur railroad can 
economically be built where the stand is heavy than where it is light. 

(5) Size of crew. —Up to a certain point the output increases as 
the size of the crew is increased. On the other hand, a relatively 
large output due to a large crew is not necessarily the most economi- 
cal. Too much can be made of this factor, since, with any system of 
yarding, the bulk of the crew is largely fixed. For example, in the 
case of ground yarding, the crew, as a rule, consists of 11 men. 
This type of crew is more or less elastic in its makeup, however, as 
ground yarding crews consisting of as many as Ut are used; orien 
contain as few as nine men. 

(6) Condition and care of equipment.—The output varies with the 
condition of the equipment, the way it is used, and the length of life 
expected of it. It is larger when up-to-date machines of the proper 
size rather than old machines of the wrong size are used, when 
machines are driven at practically their maximum speed instead of 
slowly for the purpose of prolonging their life and reducing the cost 
of maintaining them, and when lines, rigging, etc., are replaced as 
soon as the signs of wear indicate that they may break, instead of 
waiting for them to break a number of times before being replaced. 
There must, of course, be a nice balance between the output and the 
labor, equipment—maintenance and depreciation—and supply costs 
per thousand feet. Most operators, no doubt, get as close to this 
balance as is possible. There are some, however, who could reduce 
the total cost per thousand feet for yarding by taking better care of : 
the equipment; others who could reduce the cost by speeding up the 
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engines, if possible, or by securing engines that would stand harder 

- work. 
(7) Loss of time—There is of necessity considerable Jost. time in 

yarding. Yarding engines have to be moved from one landing to 
‘another and from one end of a given landing to the other. Lines have 
to be run out, and, as the work progresses, changed from one yarding 
trail to another. These and other delays are necessary. Loss of time 
results from other causes, such as the inability of the loading depart- 
ment, or the next step in transportation, to handle the yarding output 
at all times. The aim of camp foremen is to reduce to the minimum 
the loss of time because of necessary delays and to eliminate unnec- 
essary delays entirely. 
A few operators in their endeavor to take care of this factor prop- 

erly keep a record of lost time. The following is a summary of one of 

these records for three donkey engines, based on a logging period of 
six months: 

Record of lost time in yarding. 

Waiting for trucks, 40 hours Bare OOS LE Malia ean Sa aeeNe, days__ 4 

Movinenvearders: 240Rhours 4) 230 uo Te ee (Oe 24 

Changing ends, 90 hours________ ne pil ah nO Winn se doses 9 

PROTAlgMosss STOMOUnS= 522 ue Ts a eee Ok CO BT 

STE ore TO Mut TVS) Te CO fe MU ENT CL UIT SEIN I TS SS a a Pat 

Average time lost im moving a yarder from one landing to 

BTC SAPs Ss i UY AOS UIA ey Papa PO al hours__ 8.9 

Average time lost in changing ends_________ 2 MN Aer y Sed ewan LN Be 

Average amount of timber yarded to a landing______ Silat as Vag feet__ 830, 000 

ENUM CT Ont VEU OTN CLA YS wr 8 Sa Ue ny eae 383 

Number of productive yarding days____________ US es AO 346 

(8) Amount of defect in timber—The craic output. is affected 
in much the same way by rot as by the size of the timber. It takes 
as much time to yard a rotten log as a sound one of the same size, and 
yet the rotten log may not scale more than half as much as the sound 
one. Much yarding time is lost in disentangling the logs that should 
by utilized from those that are worthless. The operator has to fell 
and buck the defective timber—sometimes half the stand—to make 
sure that no merchantable timber is left. Few factors, either as re- 
lated to the cost of yarding or the operation as a whole, are so im- 
portant or so often overlooked as this one. 

(9) Surface of the ground—The output with the ground-yarding 
method is less where the ground is broken up with “ potholes,” hum- 
mocks, small ravines, and the like, than where the ground is relatively 

tle on hen es tas ele a ae 7 ie oN : and overhead methods is not so apparent, particularly with the over- 
_ head method. 

smooth. The effect o this ee on the output with the high-lead | 
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GROUND YARDING. 

Up to within the last year cr so the bulk of the timber was yarded 
by the ground system. Available information does not indicate how _ 
much is handled by this system at present. That it has been replaced 

Fig, 16.—Yarding chance in exceptionally good ground. 

to a considerable extent by the high-lead and overhead systems is 
clear. This system of yarding was long the one standard system, 
and it is the system which present-day operators know best. For 
this reason it is here treated at greater length than the other systems; 
indeed, the discussion of ground yarding is made to serve as a basis 
for the discussion of high-lead and overhead systems. 
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SHAPE AND SIZE OF YARDING CHANCE. 

¢ 

_ The shape of yarding chances, or the timber yarded to one point 
by one yarding engine, depends on the topography of the land. If 

_ the land is practically level, making it possible to gridiron the tract 
with railroads rather regularly laid out, the yarding chances are 

rectangular in shape, with the side berets on the railroad about 
twice the length of the ends. This results in a square tract being 
yarded to each end of the landing. Seldom, however, does the to- 

pography permit the blocking of yarding chances in this manner. 
As a rule they are very irregular in shape, being bounded by divides, 
gulches, or the range of practical yarding distance. Figure 16 shows 

the shape of yarding chances in exceptionally good ground, while 
figure 17 illustrates the usual irregularity. The chances in the latter 
case are larger than ordinary. 

YARDING DISTANCE. 

Tt is not practical in the abstract to say anything that will indi- 
cate the economical maximum yarding distance. Judging from the 
practice, the distance with the ground-yarding method ranges, under 
favorable conditions, between 600 and 900 feet, being generally about 
800 feet. If conditions are particularly favorable from the stand- 
point of the volume of the stand and the cost of railroad construc- 
tion and operation, the distance may be reduced to 500 feet. Too 
often, as has been pointed out, the topography of the country, by 
fixing the railroad location, fixes the distance that the timber must 
be transported by logging engines. In a given case it may be too 
long to constitute an economical yarding distance and not long 
enough to justify double hauling. It is then good practice to yard 
a distance greater than 900 feet. 
An important factor influencing the yarding distance, from the 

standpoint of both railroad and yarding costs, is the average stand 
of timber per acre. The following distances have been recommended 
as a general basis of calculation: 

(1) Twenty to forty thousand feet of timber per acre, 1,200 feet 
maximum yarding distance. 

(2) Forty to sixty thousand feet of timber per acre, 1,100 feet 
maximum yarding distance. 

(3) Sixty to eighty thousand feet of timber per acre, 1,000 feet 
maximum yarding distance. 

(4) Eighty to one hundred thousand feet of timber per acre, 
900 feet maximum yarding distance. 

61361°—Bull, 711—18——5 
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LOCATION OF YARDING ENGINE SETTING. 

The location of the landing or yarding engine setting may be de- 
termined by the hook tender, the camp foreman, or jointly by the 
camp foreman and superintendent. In certain cases the hook tender 
may shift the settings made by the foreman or superintendent. 
Where this is permitted, the hook tender is held responsible for any 
reduction in the output because of an improper setting. In many 
cases the settings are selected by either the superintendent or fore- 
man, the exigencies of the situation making a conference impractical. 
Where possible, the superintendent and foreman together should 
make:the selections. f 

There are logging superintendents and foremen who feel that their 
success in securing large yarding outputs is largely due to the fact 
that they exercise the utmost care in blocking out yarding chances 
and locating settings. When ground conditions permit, the best 
settings are selected and the railroad is then located in relation to 
them, instead of the railroad being located first and the chance taken 
that satisfactory settings can be found along it. In other words, 
what should be the best railroad location from the standpoint of 
cheapness of construction and operation would not necessarily be 
the best location from the standpoint of the total cost of the com- 
bined yarding and railroad hauls. Cases can be found where the 
cost of a piece of spur railroad was excessive because of a location 
of this kind, the more expensive location being made seemingly for 
the purpose of securing the best yarding setting, which in turn en- 
abled the yarding crew to get at least the standard output expected 
of them. Of course, aside from this, any additional output result- 
ing from special railroad construction had the effect of decreasing 
the cost per thousand feet of succeeding steps in the logging opera- 
tion. : 
Where logs are yarded direct to a railroad, the settings, in addition 

to being where the largest average yarding output can be secured, 
should be where the logs can be loaded to the cars with dispatch. 

MOVING GROUND YARDING ENGINES. 

The time lost in moving engines reduces the actual yarding time, 
and any saving in time in making the engine moves has the effect 
of increasing the yarding output. It generally takes from 5 to 10 
hours to move a logging engine from one setting to another, de- 
pending for the most part on whether it is transported on a flat car 
or dragged over the ground. In one camp the average time, when 
based on an operating period of six months, amounted to nine hours. 
The work included moving the engines, raising gin poles for load- 
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ing purposes, and setting lines. A yarding crew in a camp along 
the Columbia River loaded the engine on a flat car, moved to a new 
landing, set the lines, and yarded 54 logs in one day. A hook tender 
in a camp on the west slope of the Cascades moved a yarding engine 
over the ground a distance of 2,500 feet in 10 hours with a yarding 
crew of 11 men. Half the move was made up a grade of 40 per cent. 
The ground was practically clear of chunks of trees. i 

From two to four hours’ time is consumed in moving the engine 
from one end of the landing to the other. In one camp in Wash- 
ington where the ground was practically level the average time, when 
based on a six months’ operating period, was three and one-third 

hours. This included running out the lines. A crew in a camp along 
the Columbia River changed ends and ran the trip line around a 
week’s yarding in 2 hours and 10 minutes. The ground conditions 
were favorable. Another crew in the same region changed ends and 
‘van the trip line out in 1 hour and 25 minutes. The ground was 
exceptionally good. Another hook tender in the same region changed 
ends and yarded 78,000 feet in a day, two and one-half hours being 
consumed in changing ends. ) 

The actual cost of moving engines is not so large where the work 
is performed by the crew that clears the right of way and constructs 
landings, cr by a special crew. With the ability to move logging 

engines as one of the qualifications of the hook tender in charge of 
the logging engine moving crew, the move is made more quickly. 
The daily cost of this crew is not so large as that of a regular yard- 
ing crew. 

One method of reducing the loss of time is the use of an extra 
yarding engine and, if the motive power for loading is furnished by 
a separate engine, an extra loading engine, so that Al a crew has to 

do when it has completed the yarding of the timber tributary to a 
landing is to move the small equipment to the new landing where 
the extra equipment has been put in place. The move by this method 
should take about 30 minutes. At a convenient time the crew that is 
engaged in clearing rights of way and building landings, or a small 

special crew, moves the extra equipment to the new landing and runs 
out the lines. The hook tender, who is to yard the timber, may super- 
vise the work of placing the lines. Just before the move is made the: 
fireman of the yarding crew goes ahead to raise steam in the extra 

. machines and have everything in readiness so that yarding can pro- 
ceed as soon as the rest of the yarding crew arrive. 

There are other reasons than the increased yarding output for 
using extra equipment. The daily cost of the operations following 
yarding is to a great extent fixed. When a yarding crew is moving 
from one side to another the output from the camp is curtailed. The 
longer it takes to make the move the greater the curtailment. This 
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curtailment has the effect of increasing the unit cost of succeeding 
steps in the operation. In the case of a two-side camp the output is 
cut in two during the time the move is being made, so that the unit 
cost of succeeding steps is practically doubled. Extra yarding equip- 
ment also gives the man who looks after the machinery an oppor- 
tunity to examine the idle machinery and see that everything is in 
good running condition, thus adding to the safety of the operation 
and reducing to a minimum the chance of tying up a yarding crew 
because of a breakdown, or,if breakdowns occur, the crew can change 
to a machine already set so as to lose no time in waiting for repairs 
to be made. 

The practice of using an extra yarder in the above-mentioned man- 
ner is not common, and no operator running less than three sides 
would consider it desirable. 

SETTING THE LINES. 

With the boundaries of the yarding chance known and the yarding 
engine placed in position at one end of the landing, the yarding 
crew sets about running out the main and return lines. The first step 
is to locate the first yarding road. If all the timber on the chance is 
felled, and it usually is, the usual practice is to locate the first road, 
which is really not a road but the route the logs will follow to the 
landing, on the side bordering the railroad, succeeding roads follow- 
ing each other right around the chance. These roads radiate in a half 
circle from the center to the border of the chance. Since the roads 
lead directly to the landing, it is not necessary to locate them in ad- 
vance, except in a general way. Figure 18 shows the location of tne 
yarding roads. 

After the first road is located the straw line is dragged by hand 
over the road from the yarding engine and passed through a block, 
which is adjusted to a tail tree at the far end of the road. From 
there it is taken 300 feet or more to the right or left, depending on 
the direction the chance is being worked, along the back boundary 
of the chance and through another block, and then on to the yarder. 
At the yarding engine, the end of the straw line which has just been 
dragged in is attached to the trip line and the other end is reeled in 
on the small drum. This drags the trip line out to and through the 
blocks and back over the road to the yarder. The straw line is then 
detached and the end of the main line attached to the trip line by . 
means of a clevis. The yarder is now ready for operation. 

In changing from one road to another the method in general is the 
same. Before the crew gets ready to change to a new road the hook 
tender may, with the aid of one of the choker setters and the sniper, 
run out the straw line on the new road and hang the extra head block. 

4 
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Then, as soon as the last log is on the old road, the chaser unhooks 
the trip lime from the main line and sends it back. When it reaches 
the new tail tree the hook tender is there to attach it to the straw line 

and send it in over the new road to the yarder, where it is attached 
to the main line. By the time the crew has moved up to the front 
of the new road the butt chain has arrived, thus enabling them to 
start hauling logs again with practically no loss of time. 

Until quite recently the trip line was run out and changed from 
one road to another by hand, and in some camps this method is still 
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Fig. 18.—Logging cllance showing location of ground yarding roads. 

used because of the character of the yarding engines. All operators 
that have used a straw line, which should consist of 2-inch plow-steel 
cable, are convinced that it is a valuable piece of equipment, espe- 
cially in rough, steep ground. It has been estimated that it increases 
the yarding output from 10 to 15 per cent. 

In addition to the two head trip blocks (fig. 19), which are hung 
to the tail trees by means of straps made from short pieces of cable, 
it may be necessary to reduce wear and tear on the trip line, to use 
two or three other trip-line side blocks (fig. 20), either between the 
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tail trees or between the second tail tree and the yarder. The placing 
of the trip line several roads distant from that being logged obviates 

Trip line head Fic, 20.—Trip line side 

block. block. 
ETE. 19: 

frequent change in its position and also keeps it out of the way of 

the logs as they are hauled in. 
The set-up described above has the main line leading straight from 

the main drum, through the main-line fairleader (fig. 21), across 

Fig. 22,—Butt chain lead 
Fic. 21.—Main-line fairleader. block. 

the landing, and out along the road to the timber. Only a small 
percentage of the timber can be yarded with the lines leading in this 
way. Most of the roads will form an angle with an imaginary line 
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run from the main-line drum across the middle of the landing, some 
of the angles formed being a little larger than a right angle. This 
difficulty is generally 
overcome by leading the 
main line through a butt- 
chain block (fig. 22) hung 
to a stump standing in 
line with the yarder and 

Ire. 238.—Butt chain. 

landing and 50 feet or 
more from the approach end of the landing. In operation the log is 
yarded to the butt-chain block, the chokers are all unhooked from 

Fic. 24.—Choker with 
socket. 

the butt chain, permitting the butt chain to 
be passed through the block. The chokers 
are again hooked to the butt chain and the 

log continues on its way to the landing. 

OPERATION. 

After the ground around the landing has 
been freed of large chunks of waste mate- 
rial, the butt chain (fig. 23) attached to the 
main line is run out to the first log on the 
new road. The choker men put the chokers 

(figs. 24 and 25) around the end of the logs. 
After the load has been connected to the 

butt chain, the hook tender or head-rigging 

slinger signals for the engineer to haul in 
on the cable and the load starts down the 
road. When it reaches the butt-chain block, 

as it will in most cases, the chaser signals 

for the engine to stop, unhooks the chokers from the butt chain, pulls 
the butt chain through the butt-chain block, rehocks the chokers to 
the butt chain, and signals 
for the engineer to go ahead. 
The load is then dragged 
to the landing, where it is 
disconnected by the chaser, 
or in rare cases, by one of 
the loaders. 

Where the logs are large, 
only one is hauled at a trip. 
In other cases it may be 
practical to yard as many 
as six. In general, the number depends on the volume of the logs, 
the size of the equipment, and the ground conditions. 
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As a rule, one choker is used with each log. ‘One, two, and 
occasionally three, chokers are attached to a butt chaim. Where 

more than one butt chain is re- 
quired, a rigging plate (fig. 26), 
to which a second butt chain is 
attached, is inserted in the main 
line about 50 or 60 feet from 
the end of the main line or the 
point to which the usual butt 
chain is attached, the distance de- 

pending on the length of the longest logs hauled. 
Occasionally, it is necessary to use a yarding block (fig. 27) to 

side line the logs around stumps or other obstruc- 
tions, or to pull them backwards until they are clear. 
In the case of exceptionally large logs it is sometimes 
necessary to increase the power of the yarding engine 
by the use of a yarding block. When this is done, 
the end of the main line is attached to a tree along the 
road at some distance from the log in the direction of 
‘the yarding engine, a yarding block is hung in the bight 
of the line, and the shackle of the block is attached to 
the log. After the log has been moved up to the point 
where the line is attached to a tree, a new “tail-hold” 

is taken on another tree nearer the yarder. 
The butt chain lead block, or bull block, has been re- 

placed to some extent by yarding or stump rollers (fig. 
28). This device allows the same speed with less fric- 
tion, and does away with the services of one man. By placing three 
rollers on the arc of a circle, it is possible and practical to log 

directly back of the landing without the 
use of a lead block. It has been estimated 
by an operator that the use of these rollers 
instead of lead blocks increases the output 
of a yarding crew between 9 and 10 logs 
per day, not taking into account the fact 
that the crew is reduced by one man. Of 
course, there are many chances where the 
use of a stump roller would not be prac- 
tical. 

Ly 

Tic. 26.—Rigging plate. 

Fic. 27.—Yard- 
ing block. 

ORGANIZATION OF CREW. 
Fic. 28.—Yarding or stump 

roller. 
The number of men in a ground-yard- 

ing crew varies by camps and in the same camp by chances. The 
usual crew consists of the following men: 
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1 hook tender. 1 chaser. 

iswamper. 1signal man. 

1 sniper, 1 engineer. 

2 rigging slingers. 1 fireman. 

2 choker men. 1 wood buck. 

In some cases only one rigging slinger is used. Where the haul is 

long and the ground particularly rough, an additional choker man 

may be necessary. Sometimes two wood bucks are required. If oil 

Fic. 29.—Combination road and yarding engine. 

is used as a fuel, a wood buck and, in some cases, a fireman are not 
needed. 

The division of labor in a yarding crew is not always clear. The 
different members of the crew do what the situation demands. The 
hook tender is in charge of the crew, and the amount of work done 
depends largely on his ability. He plans the work, locates the roads, 
instructs the crew as to the character of the timber that should be 
hauled, designates the order in which the logs are to be taken, and 
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assists the rigging Singers with their work. The swamper works 
just ahead of the rigging men. knots the logs, fells small timber that 
may be a source of ES to the crew, chops out the brush, and im- 
proves the roads, so that the logs can be brought out without being 
hung up. When necessary. the sniper rounds off the under side of 
the front end of the logs, so that they will slide over obstructions. 
In rough country, where the logs are apt to roll and to be dragged 
first on one side and then on the other, they are usually sniped all the 
way around. The depth of the snipe depends partly on the size of 

the log and’ partly on the ground conditions, ranging from little or 
nothing to 9 inches. The head rigging slinger is the hook tender’s 
assistant. Working alone or assisted by another rigging slinger, 
sometimes two others, he unhooks the chokers from the butt chain 
when the main line is returned, hooks up the new load of logs, and 
starts it toward the landing. The principal duty of the choker men 
is to put the chokers around the logs. The chaser, standing near the 
butt chain block, signals to the engineer in ease there is need for 
stopping the engine. His principal work is to pass the load of logs 
by the butt-chain block. The signal man, by means of signals, usually 
given by pulling on a wire attached to the whistle of the yarder or 
by an electrical device, transmits the order of the hook tender, rigging 
slinger, or chaser to the engineer. | 

EQUIPMENT. 

Ground logging engines.—Engines used in swinging and roading 
on the ground, as well as ground yarding engines, are dealt with in 
this section. While their inclusion here is not exactly logical, clear- 
ness and convenience of discussion make it advisable. 

Figures 29 and 30 show the compound-geared and tandem-drum 
logging engines, the two standard types used for ground logging. 
As a rule, the narrow-drum, compound-geared engine is used, the 
compounding of the gears having proved the best method of securing 
the proper relation between the two drums in pepane to speed and 
pulling power. 

The wide-drum, simple-geared engine is also used, but principally 

for swinging and roading, where high speed in the lines and large 
drum capacity are of major importance. Wide-drum engines bear 
special trade names, depending on whether they are adapted for yard- 
ing and swinging or roading, the chief differences lying in the drum 
proportions and friction devices. The engines and boilers of a long- 
haul road engine are, of course, larger than those of an engine adapted 

to haul at relatively shorter distances. 
Probably no other class of machinery is called upon for such ex- 

tremely severe service as logging engines. The demands made upon 
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them are frequently far beyond their normal capacity. To see them 
hauling logs larger than 10 feet in diameter and 24 feet in length 
over rough ground on a “straight” line is to marvel that they are 
not wrecked in a short time. That they are not is due to the fact 
that they are simply, compactly, and powerfully built of the best 
adapted material. The frame or bed of the machine, on which the 
security of all fastenings and the permanency of alignments of all 
working parts depend, is strong and rigid, being made of the heaviest 
standard section of steel beams spaced by heavy crossbars of cast iron 
or steel. 

Fig. 30.—Compound-geared yarding engine. 

Logging engines are equipped with high-pressure boilers of the 
vertical type, built of 60,000-pound flange steel. They have a work- 
ing pressure of from 150 to 200 pounds (generally 200 pounds), and 
are guaranteed to pass Hartford inspection. They range in size from 
48 inches in diameter and 96 inches in height to 80 inches in diameter 
and 153 inches in. height. 

The extreme height and high working pressure of these boilers, the 
limits of which have been reached, is the result of constant increase 

in the cylinder sizes. The width of the engine frame, by limiting 
the diameter of the boiler, has restricted the dimensions of the round 
fire box, resulting in too small a proportion of grate to heating sur- 
face. To overcome the steaming difficulties resulting from insufli- 
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cient grate area, most new logging engines are equipped with a fire 
box which is oblong or elliptical in shape and extends about 2 feet 
beyond the cylindrical portion of the boiler on the front side. This 
design increases the grate area considerably without correspondingly 
increasing the width of the engine frame. 

All of the engines are double—that is, have two cylinders, Ordi- 
narily, logging engines are classified by the size of the cylinders, the 
diameter being given first. A glance at Table 7 shows the range of 
sizes. The engines are of the heavy-duty type, the valves and valve 
gear differing with the make. 

Standard drum engines have two drums, placed either tandem or 
opposite, or nearly so. These rotate upon their shafts and are held 
fast when pulling by means of frictions. Several types of frictions 
are used. They are operated either by hand or steam, the steam 
friction being particularly desirable on the larger engines. The 
main, or hauling, drum is made of steel; the trip drum, which car- 
ries the trip, or return line, is made of semisteel. These engines can 
be equipped with loading and straw-line drums, driven either by 
their own gear or pinions or by a chain drive. In the case of the 
simple-geared engine, the cut-steel gears of the main and trip drums 
are driven by a cut-steel pinion on the engine crank shaft. The trip 
drum of the compound-geared engine is driven ma similar way. The 
main drum in the latter type, however, is driyen through a compound 
train of gears by an internal or external gear, a second pinion keyed 
on the trip-drum shaft driving the gear of the main-drum shaft. 

The standardization committee on logging engmes of the Pacific 
Logging Congress recommended that the following definitions and 
tormulas be adopted as standard: 

(a) Right and left hand sides of a logging engine —When standing at the 

boiler end of the engine and facing out over the drum, that side of the machine 

to the right is termed the right-hand side and that to the left is termed the 

left-hand side. In general, the engine is operated from the right-hand side. 

This is frequently called the ‘‘ engineer’s side.” 

(b) Main and trip drums.—The main drum is the drum which is used to 

haul in the load. This is sometimes called the forward or the lower drum. 

The drum which is used to return the main hauling line is the trip drum, also 

called the haul-back drum. , 

(c) Rope capacity.—The rope capacity of the main drum and trip drum must 

bear a more or less definite relation. On road engines the trip-drum capacity 

should be not less than twice the capacity of the main drum, and so far as 

practicable there should be approximately six or seven hundred feet of addi- 

tional capacity on the trip drum. On yarding engines the capacity of the trip 

drum should be at least two and one-fourth times that of the main drum, and so 

far as practicable this ratio should be slightly increased. To find the drum 

capacity the following formula is used: 

Capacity=CXLx — x — 
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D equals diameter of flange, in inches. 

d equals diameter of barrel, in inches. 

L equals length between the flanges, in inches. 

’ C equals constant, varying for each size of line. 

Value of C. 

| Size of line. Constant. | Size of line. Constant. 

| 

4.16 Nl iol eee eee oe ate SAE Ea eee ene 0. 262 
2.67 14 inches . 207 
1.86 1+ inches . 167 
1.37 12 inches «138 
1.05 4: inches . 116 

. 828 || 1ginches . 099 

. 672 || 12inches - 085 
- 465 || 1ginches . 074 
342i |t2anCheshe sass epee enc s= 52sec 066 

‘Using the above formula, the drum capacity is obtained by multiplying the 

sum of one-half the diameter of the flanges and one-half the diameter of the 

barrel by the difference between one-half of the diameter of the flanges and one- 

half the diameter of the barrel by the length between the flanges and the con- 

stant for the size of the line required. Five-eighths inch line is almost uni- 

versally used for trip lines. The main line varies from 1 inch to 12 inches in 

diameter. 

In computing the proportion between the main drum and the trip-drum rope 

capacities it is assumed that the main line is 14 inches and the trip line 2 inch. 

(d@) As a matter of relative comparison only, the speed of any line is the speed 

of the line when the drum is one-half full of cable and engine is running at a 

piston speed of 600 feet per minute. 
(e) Standard logging engine.—What is known as @ standard logging engine 

is. a two-drum machine complete with boiler, hood, stack, spark arrester, and 

one gypsy head. Patented spark arresters, straw-line and loading drums, and 

the like, are additional equipment, and usually are furnished at extra cost. In 

the case of narrow drum yarders where a true lead is necessary on the drums, 

ene main line and one trip line fair-leader should be furnished with each engine. 

(f) Boilers.—The working pressure of boilers 48 inches or larger in diameter 

should not be less than 175 pounds. Boilers are rated by their inside diameters 

and the over-all length of effective shell. Any extension below the water leg 

for the ash pan or any extension above the tube sheet for the breeching is not 

considered part of the effective shell. 

(g) Pulling power.—The pulling power of any drum can be obtained by the 

following formula: 

_rxG@xPxa 

6 R 

W= Weight or pull on cable. 

P=Full boiler pressure. 

A=Area of one cylinder. 

r=Radius of crank. 

R=Radius of drum. 

G=Gear ratio drum. 

The size of yarding engines varies in different camps. An operator 
who has given more than the usual amount of attention to this 
question, and who has a reputation for consistently securing large 

_ yarding ‘outputs, made the following recommendations, based on 
uphill yarding: 
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(a) A 10 by 11 inch compound-geared, high-speed yarding engine of any 

standard make to be used in yarding timber on practically flat ground 

where the yarding distance does not exceed 1,000 feet, the difference in eleva- 

tion over the yarding area does not exceed 75 feet, and the volume of the 

largest logs does not exceed 1,000 feet. 

(b) An 11 by 13 inch compound-geared, high-speed yarding engine of any 

standard make to be used in yarding timber on rolling ground where the 

yarding distance does not exceed 1,000 feet, the difference in elevation over 

the yarding area does not exceed 150 feet, and the volume of the largest logs 

does not exceed 5,000 feet. 

(c) A 12 by 14 inch compound-geared yarding engine of any standard make 

to be used where conditions are more severe than those stated above. 
(d) The engines to be equipped with high-pressure boilers of large capacity 

and three drums. 

The following gives the sizes of engines used in several camps: 
(a) Compound-geared 11 by 13 inch yarding engines are used. 

They are new, and equipped with the extended fire box. The log- 
ging superintendent is considered one of the most efficient on the 
coast. The country is mountainous, rough, and badly broken up. 
The slopes in general are steep. Logs were moved both uphill and 
downhill; uphill when possible. They averaged about 2,000 feet 
in volume, and logs containing from 7,000 to 8,000 feet were not 
uncommon. 

(5) Compound-geared 10 by 11 inch yarding engines were used. 
They were new, and had extended fire boxes. The ground was quite 
flat, regular, and relatively free of brush and down timber. The 
logs averaged about 600 feet in volume. Never less than two, some- 
times three, and occassionally four logs were yarded at a trip. 

(c) Compound-geared 104 by 104 inch yarding engines were used. 
The timber was second growth, dense, and of fair height, averaging 
about 30 inches D. B. H. The logs averaged about 600 feet in vol- 
ume. The ground was practically level and quite free of ravines, 
pot holes, brush, and down timber. 

(¢2) Compound-geared 12 by 12 inch yarding engines were used. 
The country was mountainous and badly broken up, being considered 
a hard chance. The logs, including cedar slabs, averaged 1,200 feet 
in volume, but logs ranging from 5,000 to 7,000 feet in volume were 
not uncommon. . 

(¢) Smal] engines are being replaced by high-speed, 11 by 13 inch 
compound-geared engines. The country is rough, the logs averaging 
1,000 feet in volume. Some of the logs scale 5,000 feet. 

The prices of logging engines are given in the following tables. 
They are those of March, 1916. The prices given do not include 
fair-leaders, loading or straw-line drums, the extended fire box, or 
other special devices. 
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TABLE 8.—Prices of compound-geared yarding engines. 
— 

By DHE 
» O. D. 

. cia w Size of boilers Speed of a Portland, 
Size of engines. Capacity of drums. | (circular). ae Weight. Tacoma, 

| and 
Seattle. 

Size of line, | Feet per 
Inches. ae oh siicles. 7 | Tnehes. minute. Pounds. | 

4 ain be Rey pe : ain, 270....| | 3 TOvby, BOA. .88ssued (aera g |\o2 by 132 high......... {Tripe iio. f 34500 | $3,450 

Main, 1,700... 1k | ieeteee 
Tera ee Trip, 3,700. - g js by 125 high......... { BE 28a } 33, 500 3,350 

[Bees ts Bao ee iM é 
7 L 

TOE. alta Arey aed 4 es by 125 high......... (eater \59,000| 3,390 

Main, 1,400. re! een 
iki ae Trip, 3,500. & |les by 144 high......... { ain, 44,500 4,450 

{ister 3,375. is Trip, 1,210. I 3 ‘ 

Main, 1,500-. 14 259 
Miya a Trip, 4,050- - 5 jo by 125 high........- (iain, 40,000 4,000 

{iene ts Trip, 695... ; 

Main, 1,400... res i 
ib) si ane a Trip, 3,500... & |leg by 144 high....---.- Meter \ 46,000 4,600 

Straw, 3,375. ts | Tip, 1,210. -| 

Main, 1,500. -! 14 - 
537 ee i Sip? 3: 400. 5 le by 144 high......... Me =: \ 53,000 5,300 

|Straw, 3,375. ts p, 1, 7 

: ain, 1,760. - it | Main, 275...) 4s F (oii Ohi ahaa tae Od j |}os by 147 high......... tga 2 |y 455000 4, 580 

Main, 1,840. - 1 | . 
(Dit, 1c ee ee fii, 500: ate by 1443 high........ (Han Ge - -} 50,000 5,000 

Straw, 5,500- os if Doerr 

Main, 1,900... es Set Ne 
12 by 14 (special)... fii, 5,50. : § |p by 1443 high........ ae: 3 \ 50,000 5,000 

Straw, 5,500. ts | Meroe 

t ain, 1,500. -| 12 |\68 by 144 high, ex- |fMain, 275... 
To by 13-------- +22. ie peeanD i & if tended fire pox. Trip, 930. BS \ 49,000 7330 

: Main, 1,500... 14h F 
8 To et a {irip, 300: 8 ie by 144 high.........| arene 54,500 5, 450 

Straw, 3,375- ts | Lian | 

3 ain, 1,500. - 13 |\68 by 144 high, ex- |fMain, 275...|\ - hvley aueete 
18 by 13-----..-.... ep a: 3 I tended fire box. Trip, 930.... \ 51,000 ioe 

The capacity of the drums in Table 8 is for one size of rope. The 

following table shows the approximate capacity of the main drums 
of the engines given in ropes of other sizes that may be used. 
order is the same in both tables. 

The 

TABLE 9.—Length of rope for compound-gearing yarding engines. 

| 
Diameter of rope (inches). | Diameter of rope (inches). 

ate : | 

Engine. 1 | 14 | 1 le Engine. 1 | 1} | 11 | 12 
| 

Length of rope | Length of rope. 

Inches Feet. | Feet. | Feet. | Feet Inches Feet. | Feet. | Feet. | Feet. 
AOApiye IOs eke 222/012 S00 |: 1,470: |) 270 |o--- 2 see AD: Dye twee see Bees) oe ee ,840 | 1,500 | 1,225 
LOM Dad Heel. =. 3 2,100 | 1,700 | 1,350 |....---. PQEiby. 12ers yas ele sae. e 1,570} 1,250 |} 1,030 
Kian etch t.975 | 1-000 | 850 [eons TIA Toa AT I aha Se ei 2,750 | 2,220} 1,840 
ll by 12 Beee een lees 200) |e lirqaO | i. 400) \5 2 sacs 12 by 14 (special) -..|......- 2,370 | 1,900 1, 570 
Tle Tay 2 eet Wea 14730) 1504500) |Ret2 20) lamb vps eeee erate nen 1,840 | 1,500 | 1,225 
1S. Ton eae Re Ty 770 Nyde 400 ey T2O0N WTS yale ane: Baa 1,840 | 1,500 | 1,225 
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Tasrr 10.—Tandem drum logging engines. 

Capacity of drums, 

Dimensions. 

Inches. 

94 by 10 

9% by 10 

10 by 11 

ll by 13 

11 by 13 

11 by 14 

12 by 12 

12 by 12 

12 by 13 

13 by 13 

12 by 14 

12 by 14 

12 by 14 

13 by 14 

14 by 14 

14 by 15 

wee eww we 

Size of line. 

Feet. 
Main, 2,250. . 
Trip, 5,340... 
Main, 2; 950... 

\\Trip, 5, 300. gt 
'fMain, 3, 15Or 
Trip, 5, 340.- s 
Main, 2,900... 
Trip, 6, 500... 
(ae 3 ,000. - : 
|\Trip 6,900... 
| oe 3, 150... 
Trip, 7, 550.. 
Main, 4 000. . 
Trip, 10, 000. 
Main, aia i 
Trip, 8,200. . 
Main, 2 750... 
Main} 4 660. . 
Trip, 10, 100.. 
Hee 2; 00. - 
Trip, 7, 550... 
Main, 2, 100... 
Trip, 3 700. a5 

|fMain, a 700. . 
Trip, 8, 350... 
Main, 4, 080. - 
Main’ ay 7380... 
Trip, 10, 600. . 
Main, 5, 500. 
Main, 4 500... : 
Trip, 8,500. 
Main, 3,100. - E 
Trip, 6,400... 
eee 5,900... 
Trip, 11,300... 
ee 3, 000. - 
Trip, 7, 0n0.. 
Main, 4, 070... 
Main, 5, "400... 
Trip, 9, 850... 
Main, 4, 070... 
Main, 5 "400. - 
Trip "9, 850. 
faa, 6,500. - 
Trip, 14 400. . 
Main, 4, 380... 
Main, 5, 100.. 
Trip, 13, 850. . 
as 6, 900. - 
\\Trip 10,500... 
|fMain, 3, 300. - 
\Trip, 7 is 400. 
| Main, 6, 500. - 
Main; 8, 000. . 
Trip, 12, 800. . 
ieee 8, 100... 
Trip, 21. 400. . 

Nerreie 8,500. . 

| 
Trip, 21,500. 

working pre: 

working pre 

working pre: 

60 by 126 high: 

working pre 

66 by 120 high 

68 by 147 high 
SSS See Se ee 

working pre 

working pre 

66 by 125 high 

working pre 

\e6 by 120 high 

ze by 120 high 

working pre 

working pre 

54 by 106 high. 

54 by 125 high, 175-pound 

Size of boilers. 

Inches 
48 by 103 high, 175-pound 

ssure, 

ssure, 

56 by 124 high, 200-pound 
ssure. 

54 by 125 high, 175-pound 
ssure. 

66 by 125 high............- 

were cece wees 

ee by 135 high, 200-pound 
working pressure. 

LS by 135 high, 200-pound |{Mam, 390... 
working pressure. 

Ihe by 132 high, 200-pound 
ssure. 

68 by 147 high, 200-pound 
ssure. 

i by 144 high, 200-pound 
SSUre. 

ssure. 

ie by 147 high, 200-pound 

\(68 by 147 high, 200-pound 
working pressure. 

ie by 144 high, 200-pound 
if working pressure. 

72 by 147 high, 200-pound 
working pressure. 

\s8 be 144 high, 200-pound 
ssure. 
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Net price 
f..0. b. i ask of Weight. Portland, 

Feet per 
minute. 
ain, 400....|\ 

Trip, PATO ac 

Ha 350....|\ 
Trip, 470.... 
Main, 400.... 
Trip, 500"... 

Main, 422... 

Main, 357.. 
Trip, 445.22. 
Main, 430... 
Trip, 560.... 

aim, 380... . 
Trip, 51d2s-- 

hai 400... 
Trip, 490... 

(eas 377... 
Trip, 455.... 

Trip, 595.. 
aim, 430... 

Trip, 625.... 

{iam 430_... 
Trip, 500.... 

in, 395_... 
Trip, Gt ae 

(ri, 600. 

Trip,,825..-.. 

Main, 445... 
Trip, 496... 

(ene 445... 
Trip, 496.... 

Main, 565._.- 
Trip, 735.... 

Main, 452.... 
Trip, 567... 

Trip, 530.... 
Main, 558... 
Trip, 605.... 

 Loekie sets use (anys 500. . 
Trip, 550.. 

fae by 153 high, 200-pound 
working pressure. 

Main, 630. . 
Trip, 885-0, 

32, 500 

Ap 31, 500 

rit 32, 000 

| 36, 500 

\ 40,000 

\ 37,000 

\ 40, 000 

37, 000 

40, 000 

‘} 42, 000 

\ 45,000 

\ 50, 000 

\ 51, 000 

--|\ 50, 000 

}. 42, 000 

ali 43, 000 

60, 000 
\ 65, 000 

Tacoma, 
or Seattle. 

$2, 200 

2,000 

2,360 

2,725 

2, 800 

3, 130 

4, 000 

3, 420 

3,780 

3, 400 

3, 410 

3, 550 

4,410 

3,700 

4, 250 

4, 300 

4, 500 

4,725 

5, 200 

5, 250 

5, 250 

5, 000 

4,795 

5, 000 

6, 000 

6, 500 

Logging engine repair parts and materials.—Al\ operators find it 
desirable to carry in stock a few duplicates of the small parts of 
logging engines that are most likely to fail. The fixed investment in 
such parts varies with the ideas of the management and the distance 
the operation is from points where repair parts can be purchased. 

For the purpose of a timber appraisal, the capital invested in this 
way may be placed at $100 per yarding engine. 
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Logging engine sleds.—F or protection and convenience in moving, 
logging engines are mounted on well constructed sleds (Vig. 14). 
The more rigid and well secured such a sled is, the more aid it 

is in preserving the alignment and durability of parts. Sleds are 
equipped with heavy rings, chains, bolts, etc., for moving, snubbing, 
etc. They vary in length, ranging from 30 to 60 feet for both yard- 
ing and roading engines. 

The total cost of these sleds ranges from.$300 to $600. One 60-foot 
sled cost $600, $309 of which was expended for labor. It is esti- 
mated that 15,000 feet of No. 1 logs and 1 ton of iron were used in 

its construction. The runners were hewn on three sides. The total 
cost of building a 42-foot sled amounted to $293. This sled con- 
tained 11,000 feet of No. 1 logs, which were valued at ce The 
labor cost of building three 40-foot 
sleds amounted to $612, which is 

at the rate of $204 per sled. 
The life of sleds varies with the 

character of the sled and of the tig ae 

country, the way moving is ac- Ba 

complished, and the size of the ma- Ry OT ii =( Ong HTT chine. Asa general thing it ranges to mil 
between three and four years. 
Fair-leaders—In the case of 

narrow drum yarding engines, 
where a true lead is necessary on 
the drums, one main line and one 
trip line a leader are mounted 
en the front end of the logging engine sled. They are made in a 
number of different designs. Figure 21 shows a main line fair-leader 
which is adapted for extra heavy service. It weighs 1,220 pounds 
and is sold for $100. Figure 31 shows a trip line fair-leader which 
is adapted for a 32-inch line. It weighs 246 pounds*and costs $50. 
A larger fair-leader of this type may be used for the main line. 
One adapted for 1-inch or 14-inch line weighs 675 pounds and 
costs $100. 

Spark arresters—In the States of Oregon and Washington the 
use of spark arresters under certain conditions is compulsory from 
June 1 to October 1, the Oregon law, which is a the 
same as that of Wviashimerton: reading: 

SS all a lm <r OI = 

if 

Fic. 31.—Trip line fair-leader. 

From June 1 to October 1 of each year it shall be unlawful for any person, 

firm, or corporation, or employee thereof, to use or operate any locomotive, log- 

ging. engine, portable engine, traction engine, or stationary engine using fuel 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——6 
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other than oil, in or near forest or brush land, which is not provided with an 

adequate spark arrester kept in constant use and repair. Any person, firm, or 

corporation who shall willfully fail to comply with the foregéing provisions of 

this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall 

pay a fine for each engine or locomotive without such spark arrester of not 

less than twenty-five dollars ($25.00) nor more than one hundred dollars 

($100.00), and shall be enjoined from further use of such engine or locomo- 

tive until such spark arrester is provided. Escape of fire from an engine shall 

be prima facie evidence that such appliance has not been adequately maintained 

in compliance with this section. Under proof that any prosecution has been 

instituted under this section by any fire warden, any court of competent juris- 

diction shall enjoin the further use of the engine involved, unless equipped and 

maintained in compliance with this section to the satisfaction of said fire warden, 

until the defendant has been acquitted of the charge preferred. 

There are a number of different 

types of spark arresters used. The 
prices vary with the type of ar- 
rester and the size of the. engine 
stack. What is claimed to be a 
particularly effective arrester can 
be purchased for from $125 to 

$160. Prices in general range 
from $20 to $160. 

Extended fire boxes —Manutac- 
turers of logging engines are pre- 
pared to equip all logging engines 
having cylinders 10 inches or 
larger in diameter with extended 
fire boxes (fig. 32) at a cost of 
about $250. 

Logging-engine water tanks.— 
As a rule, either wooden or steel 
water tanks are mounted on the 

rear end of each logging-engine 
sled (fig. 14). The steel tanks, 

which fit on a saddle, give the best service and cost from $100 to $200, 

depending on their capacity. A 5 by 8 foot steel tank costs about 
$125, This tank is sometimes made in two compartments; one for 
oil, the other for water. 

Straw drums.—The drum used to operate the straw line may be 
located on an extension of the main or trip drum shaft, or on the 
main drum shaft inside the frame. The cost of equipping an engine 
with a straw drum amounts to about $150. 

Loading drums.—When separate engines are not used for iets 
purposes, it is necessary to have a third friction drum on the yarding 

engines. On compound-geared yarding engines this drum is located 
on the main drum shaft, either on the inside or outside of the frame. 

Fic. 52—Extended fire-box type of boiler. 
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On tandem-drum engines the most convenient location is on an exten- 

sion of the main drum shaft. It is a narrow drum of relatively large 

diameter, which, having its own friction and brake, can be operated 

independently of the main drum. The cost of equipping an engine. 

with this device amounts to about $150. 

Oil-burner equipment—The approximate cost of full equipment 

for burning crude oil on yarding and roading engines and skidders 

is about $450 for each machine; on loading engines, about $375. 

These prices include the tank on the sled, which is used for the 

storage of both oil and water. The cost of maintenance of this 

equipment is about $25 per year. 

The oil is hauled from the storage tank to the tank on the rear end 

of the sled in tank cars, which have a ey of about 7,000 gallons, 

and cost about $1,000. 

A large steel storage tank is erected at a convenient point on the 

logging railroad to receive oil in bulk. The 
cost of a 200,000-gallon steel storage tank, 
together with an 8-inch pipe and valves 
for filling, amounts to about $4,000. 

Electric signals—Until very recently 
signals were universally given by means of 
a light wire attached to the whistle lever, 
the wire, either solid or twisted, being 
strung taut along the outer edge of the run 
from the engine to the rear of the chance. 
A solid signal wire costs about $3; a twisted 

one, about $10. 

A large number of operators now use an 

electrical device which is connected with the 
lever of the whistle. The current is carried 
to the woods’ end through insulated wires, which can be laid upon 
the ground or carried upon supports, as desired. Relays of push 
buttons along the line make it possible to give the signals at any 
point. Power to operate the whistle is furnished by from 6 to 12 dry 
batteries. The signal itself is the same as with the old method, and 
can be heard by the yarding crew, who thus know that the proper 
signal has been given to the engineer. The device eliminates the 
trouble of keeping a taut signal wire. It is claimed that the signals 
are transmitted more promptly than by the old method. One man- 
ager who is using the electric signal and who has a reputation for 
conservatism considers the device a “safety-first” appliance. Un- 
doubtedly it will be universally used in the near future. The device 
complete for a yarding engine costs about $100. 

Blocks —Figures 19, 20, 22, 27, and 33 indicate the types of blocks 
used in general yarding. A number of companies manufacture 

Wig. 33.—Moving block. 
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blocks, so that there is a large assortment for operators to select 

from. 

Blocks of as large size as possible should be used. Wire-rope man- 
ufacturers recommend blocks with much larger sheaves than are 

practical in the woods. For 1-inch lines sheaves should not be less 
than 12 inches in diameter; and for 14 to 14 inch lines, from 14 to 

18 inches. The standardization committee of the Pacific Logging 
Congress in 1913 recommended that blocks having sheaves of the 
following sizes be adopted: 

Trip-line blocks: 

9 by 14 by 142% inches, hub length 3 inches, grooved for a §8-inch line. 

12 by 14 by 142% inches, hub length 3 inches, grooved for a #-inch line. 

14 by 11 by 21% inches, hub length 3 inches, grooved for a #-inch line. 

18 by 13 by 27% inches, hub length 4 inches, grooved for a #-inch line. 

24 by 2 by 3x6 inches, hub length 5 inches, grooved for a #-inch line. 

Yarding blocks: 

10 by 2 by 24 inches, hub length 3 inches, grooved for a 14-inch line. 

12 by 23 by 21% inches, hub length 34 inches, grooved for a 14-inch line. 

Butt-chain blocks: 

16 by 8 by 37% inches, hub length 8 inches, if grooved for a 14-inch line. 

20 by 8 by 3i% inches, hub length 8 inches, if grooved for a 14-inch line. 

24 by 8 by 32% inches, hub length 8 inches, if grooved for a 14-inch line. 

The cost of blocks varies because of differences in the type, size, 
and make and because different material is used in their construction. 
The following tabulations give the type, size, and weight of blocks 
that are more or less standard, also the selling prices f. 0. b. Port- 
land in March, 1916. The material used in the construction of these 
blocks is indicated in the list of extra parts. 

Butt-chain lead blocks (Fig. 25). 

No. | Sheave. | Shaft. Bearing. Weight. Net price. 

Inches. Inches. Inches. Pounds. 
24 by 8 34 10 820 $128. 00 

2 20 by 7 3h 10 650 102. 00 
3 16 by 7 3 10 475 72. 00 

Ezrtra parts. 

Net price. 

Items. 

No.1. | No. 2. | No. 3. 

Tool-steciishachleul Cee. o.5 eo Se ac Howe). de eee) eee $18.80 | $17.20} $15.25 
PAITIBLCOL ID ape BIG OO eae s eo can. oa cies a wine vind. dole eee eee eee 44.00 34.00 24. 00 
Casehardéned stealicenter shaftieu.. i... ell Ieee ee 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Oil'cup and nut withilock:washer,..:- 20.6.3. 5 521 De eee 1.40 1. 40 1.40 
rralf nut with lock washer. ....3.........8 Se Eee eee . 60 . 60 . 60 
STON Zea TISH MIO ere ree ieee seia.n hie cies tarde ele oe aie s Seon Eee Ben eee 7. 60 7.60 7.60 
Manganese-steel sheave, bronze bushed..........2. 2.20.22 2 eee ee cece eee eens 50. 09 38. 00 28.00 
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Moving blocks (Fig. 35). 

No. Sheave. Pin. Weight. Net price. 

Inches Inches. Pounds 
1 14 by 3 3 230 $45. 00 
2 16 by 3 3 270 49. 00 

Hetra parts. 

Net price. 

Items. 

No. 1 No. 2. 

Tool-steel shackle. ...............-- LETRA BROMLEY) ROE EN a OE $3. 60 $3. 69 
IS SiGe TROIS IG OS ea IR eee eee a chet ee ee etna), Jie Ss eased Sale ie ee as 22. 00 24, 00 
(CoP HE: TNROL EEN HET oy Ha Ss 8 Se ae ee ee 8 eal aD en) le ee ea 3. 60 3. 60 
VE Sly TaNoe, rev sian Thoye lke fy TERS TST) eee ae eR CES Ve a Sa pl nh Sats BR UY 65 - 65 
Te-Poye cass fav erstommnee ss LE Wk EN Riya ame ea Pe ee ana ppt lI yt iD E Sash ih Ta eA aR NA Me 2. 70 2.70 
Mancanese-steol Sheaves bronze pushed... 0.2 soo ae eee eae eee elle Ua 16.65 20. 00 

Yarding blocks (Fig. 30). 

No. Sheave. Pin. Diameter. | Weight. Net price. 

Inches. Inches. Inches. | Pounds. 
1 10 by 23 23 3 110 $22. 80 
2 12 by 24 4 3 145 26. 80 

Hetra parts. 

Net price 

Items. 

No. 1 No. 2 

‘Maaiesioell eta as Ae Fe ee NR eC ON Hi eT AN SOs ae $2. 80 $2. 80 
TEA AI SURED TOOTS CIOS Fe Ea SR eG FSA a a 7. 60 7. 60: 
Casehardened steel pin ...._.. OR aaa ° PI PM RL Ae) Pc wk Lhe es ts Cie Ea ee 2. 80 9. 60 
alimutandlock washer... sts h uth eer Mea eS UE ee a - 40 - 40 
IBTORZeNDUSHIN esc eens aan te ee PRR SEY. tL Bens TU oscil a Na ek ee 1.80 1.80 
Maneanese=steel sheave, bronzeivwushed.. 22.250 28 Yt ee ee ee 8. 80 11. 20 

- Trip-line side or corner block (Fig. 28). 

No. Size. Pin. Hub. Weight. Net price. 

Inches Inches Inches. Pounds 
1 9 by 14 13 2h 40 $8. 80 
2 12 by 14 2 3 55 12.00 

Hatra parts. 

Net price 

Items. 

No. 1 No. 2. 

Abert COMI alOneShaCkte wii eUar Glens | ie Obes oe Veal yee sae lee eee lel Ne Ue ali $0. 60 $0. 80 
[RAIS SEC IMDIOCK SIG eS ey eote um ieee Ny RINE a Se Le ae nae a Bite? oe ae a 4.00 6. 06 
CASCHATCENEGISLEe MITE es Were eee he ORE a NENT EE ARAN SER Se map eet eR te fh ve - 80 1.80: 
Onenipramaunite with lock washers 2) U5) eae a eee aR hea -40 45 
EP ST TaN LINL OCR ASHIOI eae. een Bef gah nhs hee AER RSE I epee eRe sare ERT By ~15 - 25 
TEEN OYSUA®) ULSI Oleg ai DEY A aR a mA need Seip a SHUR SO Se 9S) A Were le - 80 1.60 
iManeantese-stcelisheave, ibronzeibushed © \f02 6S) ee ee ee ee ae 3. 40 6. 40 
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Trip-line head blocks (Fig. 22). 

| No. | Sheave. Pin. Hub. Weight. Net price. 

fener og Ree 
Inches. Inches. Inches. Pounds. 

1 14 by 1} 2k 3 95 $17. 60 
2 18 by 18 2k 4 140 26.00 
3 24 by 2 3 5 235 | 44.00 

| 

Extra parts. 

Net price. 

Items. 

Nose eNioszeiUNOLS. 

Forged-steel shackle!.............----- daca k Sea eee ee sees See eee eee eer $1. 20 $1. 60 $2. 80 
Pairsteel block sides. -......--.---------- | 7.20 9.60 18. 80 
Casehardened Steel pin .........-------- 2.00 2.60 3. 20 
Oil cup and nut with lock washer... - 60 - 60 1. 40 
Half nut with lock washer....-.--.----- - 40 ~45 : 60 
Bronze bese ie eee ech cee atch St eeetes t 1.60 2.00 3. 60 
Manganese-steel sheave, bronze bushed aos : | 7. 60 12. 20 20.00 

1 No. 3 has tool-steel forged shackle. 

Table 11 gives the fixed investment in ground yarding blocks for 
one yarding engine. To allow for a proper range, the total cost and 
weight, including blocks of different sizes, is shown in three cases. 
The aim is to include a liberal amount of such equipment, taking into 

account the fact that the number of blocks needed for different yard- 
ing chances varies and that some blocks are undergoing repairs at 
times. This table can be easily modified to take care of a given set 
of conditions. 

TABLE 11.—Fired investment in blocks for one yarding engine. 

Case 1. Case 2. Case 3. 

5 Items. =a] § | ao! § Nis 
= ae) ">| a0 ta bog iy 
=| “5 = . baal | = e | =F 

eS g At) at g ©. Seas, g Seu aS 
A a |Be|-2 a |ES| z a |Eo| z 

2 Butt chain blocks..........-- 24 by 8 | 1,640)$256. 00} 20 by 7 | 1,300/$204.00) 16 by 7 950)$144. 00 
2 Movirie DIOCKS - so 5<5-2-- 22.) 16 by 3 540} 99.00] 14 by 3 460| 90.00) 14 by 3 460} 90.00 
2 Yarding DLOCKS:, 25 sss becnaas 12 by 24] 290) 53.60] 10 by 2: 220) 45.60) 10 by 24) 220] 45.60 
1 | Head trip block.............- 24by2| 235] 44.00] 18 by 13] 140] 26.00/14by 14] 95] 17.60 
1 | Corner or side block. 96] 17.60) 14 by 14) 95} 17.60) 14 by 14 95} 17.60 
8 | Side blocks........ 440} 96.00) 12by 14} 440) 96.00) 12 by 14 440} 96.00 

Extra parts 400) 100. 00|222-sseee S00], 75.00) o 62 -e eee 250} 50.00 

16 Al Tins) by Saee eas eas A Rie 3, 640) 666 | alaioeteralrere 2,955} 554.00,--.-.-... 2,510] 460. 00 

‘ Prices are those of March, 1916. 

Yarding rollers—F¥igure 28 shows a yarding or stump roller. 
The use of such rollers in connection with ground yarding is dis- 
cussed on page 72. The method is also shown in figure 15. They 
weigh from 210 to 325 pounds and cost from $45 to $60. 
Ground yarding lines—Ground yarding lines are all made of wire 

rope, without which modern methods of logging could not have 
developed. Wire rope consists of a group of strands laid sym- 
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metrically around a center core, the strands consisting of wires 

twisted together symmetrically according to a definite geometrical 
arrangement. The unit of construction is the strand. While a 
large number of geometrical combinations are possible, the ordinary 
practice is to use 1 wire in the center of the strand and to surround 
it with 6 wires, then sucessively with layers of 12, 18, 24, and 36 
wires, etc., the construction being known as the concentric strand. 
Six wires around a center wire produce a strand for a haulage rope. 
A supplementary layer of 12 wires makes a 19-wire strand for a 
hoisting rope. This strand in turn, when covered by a third layer 
of 18 wires, makes a 3/-wire strand that is used. in a special flexible 
hoisting rope. In strands of uniform diameter the greater the 
number of wires in the strand the more flexible the rope. The 
strands, usually 6 in number, are, as a rule, laid together around a 

’ hemp center. 
The “haulage rope,” 6 strands of 7 wires each, is a relatively 

stiff rope with large wires capable of resisting external wear. Its 
use is limited to conditions where there is much abrasion and little 
bending around sheaves. In the “hoisting rope,” 6 strands of 19 
wires each, the wires are smaller than those in a 6 by 7 rope, and 
are less able to resist abrasion, but can more easily be bent around 
sheaves and drums. The “special pliable rope,’ 6 strands of 37 
wires each, is composed of still smaller wires than the 6 by 19, 
possesses greater flexibility, and may be bent around fairly small 
sheaves. It should not be subjected to much external wear, par-- 
ticularly in the smaller sizes, as the wires will be worn off quickly. 
The “ extra pliable rope,” 8 strands of 19 wires each, is more flexible 
than the 6 by 19, and may be used over smaller sheaves than the 
latter. It is about as flexible as 6 by 37 construction, but not so 
strong, owing to its larger hemp center. 

The ropes so far referred to are of the one-size-wire construction. 
In the making of 6 by 19 rope certain features result from a slight 
modification of the strands and wires. In Seale construction the 
center wire of the strand is large, the next layer of 9 wires is 
small, and the outer layer of 9 wires large. These strands pro- 
duce a rope somewhat stiffer than ordinary 6 by 19 construction 
and having a limited number of uses. The strands of another con- 
struction consist of wires of three different sizes, 7 inside wires of 
uniform diameter surrounded by 12 wires which are alternately 
large and small. This combination increases the metallic area and 
strength by approximately 10 per cent. 
‘There are two general methods of laying up rope—the common 

type, known as regular lay, and Lang’s lay. In the former the wires 
are twisted in one direction and the strands are laid into the rope 
in the opposite direction. Most of the rope made in America is 
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made in this manner, and it has become standard for general work. 
In the latter, the wires in the strand and the strands in the ropes 
are twisted in the same direction. 
Wire ropes are made almost exclusively from iron or steel, and 

the materials used may be further grouped into three main divi- 
sions, viz, iron, crucible cast steel, and plow steel. The wire rope 
used for yarding lines is for the most part made from plow steel 
and special plow steel. These two classes of rope, besides being 
used for main, trip, and straw lines, are used for chokers and over- 
head yarding lines, the special plow steel being especially adapted 
for overhead work. For lines other than chokers a 6 by 19 con- 

struction with a hemp core is used. A small percentage of operators 
make their main yarding lines from rope that has a steel core. 

The diameter and length of lines is discussed under the heading 
“Wire rope cost.” 

The selling price of wire rope, besides varying with the grade and 
type of construction, fluctuates with economic conditions. The list 
prices of manufacturers for the same grade and construction are 
the same. On March 8, 1916, the discount quoted by one wire- 
rope agent was 374 per cent off the list prices. About two years 
ago the discount was about 60 per cent. Under normal conditions 
the discount is about 50 per cent. 

The following tables give the net prices on wire rope of the 
grade and type of construction ordinarily used in logging opera- 
tions. The prices are based on a discount of 50 per cent off the list. 

The strengths given are standard, being those adopted by the manu- 
facturers on May 1, 1910. 

TasLe 12.—Standard plow steel hoisting rope. 

[6 strands, 19 wires to the strand, 1 hemp core. ] 

- | Approxi- Proper 
f : i appre mate working 

Net price | Diameter ERE strength load in 
per foot. | in inches. valent | in tons of | tons of 

per foot in 0 2.000 
oi] ’ 

pounds. | jounds. pounds. 

$0. 06 4 0. 10 2.65 0. 53. 
06025 5, 215 3.8 176 
Fs 0625 % «22 5.75 1.15 

| 1065 ts :30 8 1.6 
07 4 .39 10 2 
x 08 Js . 50 12.3 2.4 
.095 8 . 62 ayes) 3.1 
13 4 . 89 23 4.6 
a. i 1.20 29 5.8 
.215 1 1.58 38 7.6 
127 i} 2 47 9.4 
+o20 i 2.45 58 12 
395 1; 3 72 14 
z 465 14 3.55 82 16 
. 54 lf 4.15 94 19 
165 if 4.85 | 112 22 

/ 4 73 1 5.55 | 127 25 
| -79 2 6.3 140 28 

} 

Note.—The net prices given are based on a discount of 50 per cent off the list prices. Add 10 per cent 
to the list prices for wire center. 
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TABLE 13.—Special plow steel hoisting rope. 

[6 strands, 19 wires to the strand, 1 hemp core. | 

Approxi- Approxi- Proper 
TRG mate working 

Net price | Diameter Soe strength load in 
per foot. | in inches. giv. | in tons of tons of 

per foot in 2,000 2,000 

pounds. | pounds. pounds. 

$0. 065 4 0. 10 3.15 0. 63 
. 065 Ps 15 4, 50 9 
. 0725 3 22 6.75 1.35 
. 0775 is 30 9.4 1.9 
. 085 4 39 12.1 2.4 
. 095 ts 50 14.5 2.9 

y 1125 B . 62 19 3.8 
. 155 4 89 26.3 5.3 
195 g 1.20 35 U 
25 1 1.58 45 9 
<ol 14 2 56 11 
.375 14 2.45 69 14 
45 13 3 84 17 
55 B 3. 55 98 20 
65 12 4,15 110 22 
. 80 14 4.85 133 27 
875 a4 5. 55 150 30 
- 925 2 6.30 166 33 

Note.—The net prices given are based on a discount of 50 per cent off the list prices. Add 10 per cent 
to the list prices for wire center. 

TABLE 14.—Heztra pliable plow steel hoisting rope. 

[8 strands, 19 wires to the strand, 1 hemp core.] 

. Approxi- Proper 
ADDONS mate working 

Net price | Diameter Sarai; strength load in 
per foot. | in inches. Sit | in tons of tons of 

per foov a | 5:00 2,000 
pounds. pounds. pounds. 

$0. 06625 4 0. 09 2.25 0. 45 
- 0675 as 13 3.35 . 67 
07 2 20 5.12 1.02 
075 te 27 6.90 1.38 
08 z 35 8.70 1.74 
-09 v5 45 11. 60 2.32 
105 5 56 14 2.8 
. 145 & . 80 20 4 
19 E 1.08 26 5.2 
24 1 1.42 33 6.6 
30 if 1.30 43 8.6 
- 36 14 2.20 52 10.4 
- 435 1s 2.70 64 12.8 
-515 15 3.19 74 14.8 

NotEe.—The net prices given are based on a discount of 50 per cent off the list prices. 

Table 15 indicates the fixed investment in ground yarding lines. 
To take care of different conditions, the total cost and weight is 
given for 24 cases, which include lines of different lengths, diameters, 
and grades. 
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Butt chains and butt hooks—A butt chain or line (fig. 23) is a 
short connection by which the chokers are attached to the main 
yarding line. It consists of the main connecting link, either a heavy 
steel chain with short links or a wire rope with eyes spliced in each 
end, with a hook or clevis on the end which is attached to the main 
line and a swivel, a link, and a butt hook on the other. The swivel 
in the connection allows the log to roll when being pulled in without 
twisting the main line. Butt chains are made in different weights, 
depending upon the personal ideas of the operator and the condi- 
tions of the chance. They range from 5 to 8 feet in length. Where 
they ere constructed of wire rope, sockets instead of splices may be 

used. 
Besides the plain heavy butt hook there are a number of patented 

.ones which are so constructed that the socket on the choker is locked 

in place and can not come out, as often happens with open hooks. 
This is an advantage which well repays for the extra cost. 

Although not actually a part of the butt chain, the trip-line con- 
nection is usually considered as a part. It is attached to the same 
clevis as the butt chain by means of a link, a swivel, and another 
clevis. A hook may be used instead of a second clevis. 
A butt chain without the hook costs about $13 and weighs about 

128 pounds.. Tag lines are considerably lighter. Butt hooks ordi- 
narily used cost from $6 to $15. Clevises cost from $2.50 to $3.50. 

Figure 26 shows one type of rigging plate which is used where two 
butt chains are used on connection with tag lines. This plate with- 

- out clevises costs about $4. The fixed investment in butt chains, butt 
hooks, and clevises used in connection with one yarding engine 
amounts to about $100. 

Chokers.—A choker (figs. 24 and 25) is a piece of wire rope which 
may be set on a log in such a way as to form a noose. There are two 
distinct forms, the flat-hook choker and the type with the hook 
runnizg loose on the line. The flat-hook type consists of a piece of 
wire rope with an eye in one end and a flat hook attached to the other. 
The line is passed around the log and the flat hook is hooked over 
the line, making a noose. The other type consists of a piece of wire 
rope with eyes spliced in each end and a hook which runs loose on the 
line. The hook is slid along until it will hook into the end of the 
line, thus forming a noose. On rough ground this type does not 
come loose so quickly as the flat hook. The flat hook is easier to 
handle. The flat hook works better in high-lead yarding than in 
ground yarding, the tension on the line being more even. Forged- 
steel sockets are used to a great extent on the ends of the choker 
instead of spliced eyes, as they save-time and some feet of line and 
are more durable. There are many styles of both flat and running 
hooks used. 
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- The length of a choker depends on the size of the timber; the 
range is from 15 to 30 feet or more. When chokers are made from 
new rope, 8 by 19 construction is generally used, the diameter of the 
rope ranging from 1} to 12 inches. Most chokers are made of 14- 
inch rope. Choker hooks for 14 to 14 inch line cost from $2.50 to 

$10. The type shown in figure 24 costs about $2.50 each. Sockets 

for 14 and 14 inch line cost about $2.25 each. On this basis a 30- 
foot 14-inch choker, with choker hook, costs about $23 and weighs 
about 70 pounds. 

The number of chokers in a set, or used In connection with one 
yarding engine, should vary with the character of the chance and 
the material from which they are made. For the purpose of this 
discussion eight chokers will be considered ample. It has been esti- 
mated that a 30-foot 14-inch choker, with sockets and hook, costs . 
about $23. The chokers in a set are not of uniform length, however, 
and a 30-foot choker is longer than the average. For the purpose of 
estimating the fixed investment in chokers and choker hooks neces- 
sary for one yarding engine, an average length of 25 feet is assumed. 
On this basis the fixed investment amounts to about $165. 

Woods water system—Two methods of supplying water for log- 

ging engines are used. The more common one is to convey the water 
to the engines in pipes; the other, in tank cars. Where water is 
plentiful it may be possible to supply all the engines through pipes 
by gravity at slight expense. Where the water is less plentiful it 
may be advisable to pump all the water used in the camp, in some 
cases by a central pumping station. Some operators haul the water 
in tank cars. At one three-side camp the water system, consisting 
of two steam pumps with boilers and 6 miles of pipe, cost $4,000. 
It would seem that a camp water system should never cost more than 

this. The selling price of black pipe is approximately as follows: 

Per 100 feet. 

#-inch pipe 2! i ee ee eee eee 

AF-inch: pipe = Lk a a ae a ee eee ae 6. 10 

1#-ineh pipe 22-22) 2 os) ee ee ee 7. 30 

Miscellaneous equipment.—In addition to the equipment listed 
above, a rather large amount of small equipment is necessary, such 
as splicing tools, saws, axes, sledges, wedges, clamps, swamp hooks, 
oil cans, wrenches, shovels, hoes, etc. The fixed investment in such 
equipment amounts to about $250 per engine where one engine is 
operated ; about $200 where more than one engine is operated. These 
amounts are intended to take care of the equipment in use as well 
as the stock on hand. 
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INVESTMENT IN EQUIPMENT. 

The following is a summary of the investment in yarding equip- 
ment in connection with one yarding engine in three cases. The 
cost does not include freight. 

Summary of equipment for one yarding engine. 

CASE 1. 

Equipment. Cost. 

10 by 11 inch standard compound-geared yarding engine_______________ £3, 350 

Repair parts and. materials for yarding engine*_______________________ 100 

SVEN eM OAM OS SLE Cais = 2a at SE eee 350 

TESTES SPC CSTR aa ae ee a NO eee oy Bae 150 

HixtenGedenre DOxe = see pa we pease dale ai cagsee ee eget aa 250 

SSA EVECR TI OMT ge a eA a ae A ae ee ater Re 150 

BNC CHIC MST ANS wale eas Ree Le EAN OA i Nar es La A 100 

Hel -onlsequipment and water thank=_ 2s eee ies set ee 450 

EROS AM GION UT MPD Se Sek sis fh Pan Da ofa ye eles a a 550 

BAAN GOTT em CO DL Te meta as ey a eae a LO ie 150 

Ground yarding lines; 1,200 feet of 14-inch main line; 3,000 feet of 7- 
inch trip line; and 3,000 feet of 23-inch straw line____________________ — 995 

Burimchains- Dutt HOOKS. and eleviSeg 2 aura Se ae 70 

ho KEES BANG CHOKERANOOKS: 20005 FLL.) NRE a we SUT Eas ee eh 165 

AVIS CEN ATO US COUT TPOTIN CT Gee ee eae a a te a 225 

Et env ctastee EMME ADEA Ti os Wes Crk BRS cite Hib pvt FU Aes laa 7, 055 
Noty.—Statement includes equipment in use and in stock. i 

CASE 2. 

Equipment. Cost. 

11 by 18 inch standard compound-geared yarding engine_______________ $4, 600 

Repaimypacts’ and materials for’ yardine engime.———- 4) 2 210 

YEE STEC MISS HOT WS) SITY 5 aA ne alt a ea 400 

1S GEV PA GOMES SSS et le alga ns I Sep ea en tek A NEI Neh cde aA Mee Re 150 

JERE TSG Ke! ime Oya gk AEN 1 DERN DS eS Le We Se 18 RN a a Se AR ee dee cee Oo 250 

SUPA WY: CER bane = Cee ey eS EN eee Re ove keene es ee ee es CeO 150 

TEOTSERETENC Sigseir LS pO 8S Lee gee Oe BS 100 

Huel-oilvequipment and) water tank2--=2252)_— 5 =e vee ee 450 

LBP CIES) CU" SDI NN PENT Se nha A coe aL 515 

VEGTEGUUTIE * TROUDN CTS A SN A Le eee ee a ie a ee, ese 150 

Ground yarding lines: 1,000 feet of 12-inch main line; 2,500 feet of 2- 

inch trip line; and 2,500 feet of #-inch straw line_-__________________ 955 

Bie chains wb Ute books) and ,cleyiseseees se sees ee ee 70 

Oro eT Siri Cie HO KET Wht OOS es Ts Ne a a Le 175 

Miscellaneous equipment___--_-_-___ eee eee pe pee Epi Siete Nps 250 

ANON SSIE CLOKSS rey Med EP Se 8 Te cee ae EL eae gee eee eect Bue ee Vey mt 8, 485 

Notr.—Statement includes equipment in use and in stock. 

.1 Every operator finds it necessary to carry certain repair parts and materials in stock. 

While the value of these parts varies, it is thought that the amount given in the table is 

ample in most cases. One operator, employing 5 yarders, carried parts and materials in 

stock to the amount of $1,700. This stock was made up of an extra guide and crank pin, 

brasses, valve stems, a steam gauge, gauge glasses, an extra cylinder head, a supply of 

valves for vulnerable parts of the engine, a small but complete set of pipe fittings and 

valves for water system, packing, etc. 
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CASE 3. 

Equipment. Cost. 

12 by 14 inch standard compound-geared yarding engine_______________ $5, 000 

Repair parts and materials for yarding engine___--~_=__+ 220 

Vardineencme (sled — ee eae 450 

Wair-leadersose es fees ee a ee ee ee 150 

Hxtendedmfimel pores keh 8 LAE SS A Se eee Seales 250 

SYED NG bt )00 eo ene Se On fe ESE Tee Sey Ee abaya) 

BIEChric signal aes 2 oo ee 100 

Huel-o1l equipment and water tank 9 W232 ee eee a 450 

Blocks and extra parts... eee ee 675 

Yarding rollers 2522 2 eS eae ar 150 

Ground yarding lines: 1,000 feet of 13-inch main line; 2,500 feet of #- 

inch trip line; and 2,500 feet of 3-inch straw line___+_______________ 1,161 

Butt chains, butt hooks, and’ clevises=2- 22222" see ee eee 70 

Chokers and’ choker hooks. 22 = 235 ee ce ee 185 

Miscellaneous equipment _— 2 --—- eee 275. 

Total coOst..-2s5 +202 ee eee 9, 286 

Norr.—Statement includes equipment in use and in stock. 

COST. 

Output—Vaking it straight through by camps, good and bad 
country, the ground yarding output, naturally the basic element in a 
cost computation, ranges between 40,000 and 80,000 feet per yarding 
engine per yarding day of 10 hours. A few camps average a little 
less than 40,000 feet, others average more than 80,000. For a short 
period the output may be considerably lower or higher. The largest 
volume of timber ever yarded in a day of 10 hours in this region 
amounted to 432,000 feet. The crew, on its mettle, was working in 
ideal natural conditions and with first-class equipment. A crew 
working in a particularly hard chance may get as little as 100,000 
feet in one week; in a particularly good chance, as much as 1,000,000 
feet in the same time. 

The estimating of the average output in a given chance or set of 
conditions is extremely difficult and liable to error. It has been esti- 
mated that a yarding engine carrying 900 feet of line should average 
45 logs, or from 67,500 to 90,000 feet per day in timber where the logs 
average from 1,500 to 2,000 feet to the log; 50 logs, or from 50,000 to 
75,000 feet per day in timber where the logs average from 1,000 to 
1,500 feet: 55 logs, or from 27,500 to 55,000 feet per day in timber 
where the logs average from 500 to 1,000 feet; and 65 logs, or about 
30,000 feet per day in timber where the logs average less than 500 

feet. These estimates were based on time records. One hour each 
day was allowed for moving yarding engines; four for the placing of 
chokers, unfastening of logs by the chaser, removing unmerchant- 
able timber from the roads, hauling wood logs, changing lines, ete. ; 
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two and one-half hours for the starts and stops to straighten the 
logs out in the roads; two and one-half hours hauling the main line 
in and out. Average’ ground conditions were assumed. 

It is obvious that estimates made in this way are artificial and of 
questionable value. Yarding records can be found which indicate 
that the above estimates are in error. In fact, the man who made 
this estimate has since exceeded it in small timber. 

Without doubt, experience of the right character is the best basis 
for estimating the yarding output with specific conditions. One can 
acquire a satisfactory basis for estimating yarding output through 
observation, including a careful examination of the different factors 
of each chance, together with an analysis of output records. In the 

following discussion of the labor cost, a body of such records is given, 
with the factors in the case stated as fully and accurately as possible. 

Labor cost—As a rule it is the labor cost only that is given under 
the heading “ Yarding cost” in the logging cost statements of opera- 
tors, for the labor constitutes the bulk of the yarding cost, though 
by no means all of it. Cost is largely determined by output, but 
the size of the crew and the wages paid also count. 

Statements giving the average labor cost per thousand feet, be- 
cause they vary so much and because it is so difficult to relate average 
costs to practical assumptions, are of little value. The following 
statements may afford some clew to this cost, but should not be taken 
too seriously : 

Labor cost per thousand feet (ground yarding). 

Average logs: 

BOG) THEVTE VSN Mose EES aa DS are Be $0. 44 

1,750 feet per log______- megs A OP Sea Metis tort REDE SIN Se oN cena ee) () 

HAO Re CEMDEE MOR seis ener ee eee etn alee MU ae iene Givi UE NER 

EOC Wer O Soe Oe Wo en ee eee Ae OSA T EY ACR 9 UE vas . 64 

1,000 feet per log_-__----___- ESGREN A / EGER SEAS LMS ah oe pe OO 

CODY EXEC 1 OY SN CN KO ex ede ae ee see ea EP ee ee HE a UIE Ms lene) . 87 

HOO CE Te MeIy NO Sites it a is a le PB ae breve eee LP Cie 1.15 

PASO) SSECGYEY ES 9] OES el Kf ANE A re eee ee ee su nee Ue cshee eree Ms 1. 50 

[Based on the assumption that the logs averaged 1,200 feet in yolume.] 

Stand per acre: 

AAO UIOND kay ASO OL Oper rately SiMe ag Ds es ee ee $0. 64 

SETAE): AAD AGUS eo sei i NAO a a ia Ne eL . 60 

TUL SSD y TW ESI OIG i ae aia Ea Pe Sk oT 

ESR Crra ts OREN COC) CHIC ieee Ee eats A gs a egg a NTI a) Na . 54 

The number of men in a yarding ¢rew is more or less fixed, but it 
can not be said that there is a standard crew. Foremen have differ- 
ent ideas of the proper size of a crew, and the members of the amount 
of work they should do. In addition, the size of the crew varies to 
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some extent in the same camp with the character of the chance; or 
the size of the timber, roughness and steepness of the ground, length 
of haul, amount of down timber, etc. When labor is scarce and hard» 

to handle, operators not infrequently find it desirable to carry extra‘ 
help in the rigging crew in order to provide for sudden vacancies. 

The basis of employment and payment of labor in this region is a 
10-hour day, with a charge for board. Hook tenders are sometimes 
paid by the month. 
During certain years, or parts of years, wages are higher than in 

others. Ata given time some camps pay 8 to 10 per cent more per 
day per man than others. In some camps some of the men, because 
of special fitness or length of service, receive a larger compensation 
than others for the same class of work. For these reasons it is diffi- 
cult to give the average wages paid the different members of the 
yarding crew. 

The following list is intended to approximate the wages—average, 
high, and low—paid the labor working in ground yarding crews 
by the logging companies in the region during the past six years: 

Approrimate wages of ground yarding crews. 

Wages per day. 

Position. 

Average.| High. Low. 

FIQOKIONGOLS 37.2032 2/=-5 = 22s 2s 2 eee tee e's -ecoeee eee ee  e $5. 25 $6. 00 $4. 50 
Ripoing *slin Pers). <2 622. sec be toe ds cbcis db ee se ee eee Oe eee eee 3. 50 3.75 3. 25 
Choker men 3. 25 3. 50 3. 00 

PIS Men sco sei deciles 222) Pos opis Seat Sock Pee Ce eee 3.25 3. 50 3. 00 
Swampers.....-.-.- 3.00 3. 25 2.75 
TEU ri ee eee ae 3.00 3.25 2.75 
Signalman 2.22... 2.75 3.00 2. 50 
RI PRIIP OL Sore cis 2 os wea ena Se ss oo ea ak Oe Bee eee eee 3. 50 3.75 3. 25 
WGTOWUST oo os abe Seti oes os Sap seg oe< eee dee oe ee ee Pe 2. 50 2.75 2. 25 
WY OUGIDMCK S52 562S52ss.22$ eee 25. 2 oe OE en ee 2. 50 2.75 2.25 

The wages given in the column headed “ Low” are not the lowest 
wages that have been paid. Camps that have paid the wages included 
in the column headed “Average” paid the following wages in Octo- 
ber, 1915: 

; Per day. 

Hook- tenders... ..4. ===. eee ee $3. 50 

Rigeing slingers 200 ee ee Zak) 

@hoker men 220000 ee eee 2. 50 

Chasers 222 Be ee 2. 50 

Swampers.— 2.25 

Snipers 2. 25 

Sipnatmanm 2) 2) eee 2. 00 

Husineer 2 oP ee A eee 3. 00 

Wireman = 2-2 ee eee 2. 00 
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A few operators find it economical now and then to run a side by 
contract, in which case the operator may furnish everything except 

_ the labor; or he may furnish only the large equipment, the contractor 
furnishing the labor, supplies, etc. 

A few camps use bonus or profit-sharing systems. As a rule, the 
system consists in setting a standard output and allowing all the 
members of the yarding crew, or certain members of the yarding 
crew who have been in the employ of the company a certain length of 
time, a certain amount per thousand feet in addition to their regular 
wages for every thousand feet yarded in excess of the standard. The 
regular wages may equal the wages the company would pay if they 
were not using a bonus system, or they may be less. 

The company pays a bonus to only those men who are directly 
connected with the handling of the logs from the stump to the car, 
such as hook tenders, chasers, rigging slingers, and signalmen, elimi- 
nating such men as wood bucks, swampers, snipers, etc. Wages com- 
parable with the wages paid in camps that are not using a bonus 
system are paid, regardless of whether the standard output is made 
or exceeded. Those members of the crew who are working under 
the bonus system are paid an additonal amount as bonus when the 
yarding output exceeds the standard output, as follows: For each 
1,000 feet of daily average output above the standard the wages of 
the men are increased 1 per cent. The standard is set by the logging 
superintendent for each chance monthly, or as often as conditions 
require. In establishing the standards, it is the stated aim of the 
company to put them where they can be made by an average crew 
without undue effort. 

Tt is unusual to find a camp where all the logs are yarded direct 
to the landing, as many operators find it necessary to do a little 
double hauling, others a great deal. For this reason it is difficult to 
secure specific costs for direct yarding. The following costs are 
given more for the purpose of illuminating the subject than to ya 
exact knowledge: 

(1) The labor cost-of transporting the logs from the ical to 
the landing, practically all single hauling, at a camp along the 
Columbia River in 1912, amounted to $0.69 per thousand feet. 

This cost includes a part of the wages of the camp foreman, one- 
half the wages of the timekeeper, and all the wages of the scaler. 
Tt does not include the cost of moving the yarders from one landing 
to another, the taking in and the setting of lines when moving, the 
grading of yarder settings, or any phase of the loading of the logs. 
The following men were employed: ; ; 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——7 
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Wages per day. 

TOOK CCH OCT ne 22 hes ST Re ARE ee ear eee $6. 00 

Riesine tslinger set Ws eee eee rae he Gk 2 eee 4.00 

RSIS Slinger sce ve sel ie alt hee. ha ens ey ee ee 3. 50 

Rieoms uslinger . -. 2. 2 as eer 5 Bh a5) 

DSU ee es 3. 00 

(iG LT IS 37 ai ek pi RR ar | RN Ct 3. 25-3. 50 
NiStigim yay see ae aE aE i AT ee PERE AS eke aa 2.50 

Butt chain: block tenderL. Va Pe ee ee ee Bg25 

HOTS Spe eee oe cee (ba Raise erces sythda eee! Bert’ sein beak 2.75 

Wood) buchos. 56 6 os a Ie B. 50 

W oodchopper_____ PSE po ea eu NW Dies Ny 1 oe ee i - 2.50 

Bnvineer. = ee 4.00 

og ibrander 202 Shee ee Eee Ee eR een eee 2. 50 

During a part of the year oil was burned in two of the three yard- 
ers, which reduced the crew of the oil-burning yarders by three 
men, viz, the fireman, wood buck, and woodchopper. The number 
and wages of the men, of course, varied some. 

The yarding chances from the standpoint of the ground were for 
the most part as good as can be found in this region, the average 
maximum yarding distance amounting to about 800 feet. Seldom, 
if ever, was the ground steep enough to cause the logs to run. Not 
less than two logs were yarded at a turn, sometimes three or four, 
and occasionally as many as five. 

The forest is about 150 years of age and is cutting about 80,000 
feet per acre, the trees averaging about 28 inches in diameter at 
breast height.. About 95 per cent of the stand is Douglas fir, the rest 
hemlock. 

The yarders were 10 by 11 inch, compound-geared engines, up-to- 
date in design, in good repair, and were driven at practically their 
maximum speed. 

Yarders Nos. 1 and 2 handled longer logs than yarders No. 3, 
which was due to different methods of marketing. Logs 90 feet 
or more in length were yarded by these two yarders, the average 
length amounting to 60 feet. The maximum lengths handled by 
yarder No. 3 were 40 feet, averaging about 36 feet. 

The effect of handling long logs is shown in the following sum- 
mary of the yarding output. It will be noted that the daily output 
of yarder No. 3, which handles short logs, was 15,000 feet less than 
that of yarder No. 2, and 17,000 feet less than yarder No. 1. While 
it can not be claimed that the difference in output was entirely due 
to differences in the log lengths, similarity in the logging chances, 
methods, equipment, and the like, suggest strongly that this is the 
reason. The three yarders were of the same size, make, and age. 
The chances from the standpoint of timber, ground, and yarding 
distances were practically the same, and the average daily outputs 
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of yarders Nos. 1 and 2 were practically the same, both from the 
standpoint of volume and the number of logs. 

Tasre 16.—Summary of yarding output. 

Number Average Necarel 
ge | Average 

Yarder. Number | ofma- | otal scale. | 2U@Per | Volume | daily of logs. chine of logs ailieets. | crshiart 
days. per day. gS. 1a 

Feet Feet Feet 
INOUE eraja's Bact ts ss os Fe Seba seine 27,912 2534] 19,664,124 118 705 83, 679 
Wa, a5 soacdbeteseteuseee Lae means 26, 062 2304 | 18,789, 422 113 721 81, 692 
INC) Be cee woos Soe eee era e a: ee er ee 25, 246 179 11, 848, 857 141 469 66, 220 

UNS Se 2 eee eee ae, eS aeeee 79, 220 6622 | 50,302, 403 372 620 231, 591 

Feet 
Aeracelenchhyologs. eas) eee sac hes 22. sd | ay See cise eee oe oe eiera ee heer 51 
Averatemimmberotlogsper yarderiper day. 22. 0s2c.<c ssc ces seec es ace oe < ce nce c are sms qcigee scene = 119 
PAVELALCOUEPUL PEL: VaLGen per Gay s7sss/f-): «asset Se. « See als lsd aes SS 52 2 oe elade seen cece see 77,197 

(2) The labor cost of transporting the logs from the stump to 
the cars, practically all single-hauling, at a camp on the flat to the 
west of the Cascades in Washington in 1912, amounted to $0.965 per 
thousand feet. It includes the cost of yarding, moving donkeys, 
changing lines, raising gin poles, loading, and laying and lifting 
spur railroad track. It is unusual to segregate the cost of laying 

and lifting track in this way. A gin pole was used in loading, the 
power being furnished by a drum on the yarder. The following 
gives the yarding and loading crew: 

Wages per day. 

HEN OS GTA Cra aa A ny a a ec $4.50 to $5.00 

RIS OMNES Sew, Ohl. el eae ene a NO 4.00 to 4.50 

2 choker -men__________-___ Bi eed es ee 3.00 to 3.25 

Siipeny he es sl ie UM Raton eh ude st 3.00 to 3.25 
Knotter _____ peg Ea aS RE i a 2.75 to 3.00 

Ba, SR ZIIO ON XESS i A 9 A 2.75 to 3.00 

Signalman_____ pe polatlle pee cl et NN gh ad als ei 2.50 to 2.75 

Chaser _____ LS pAOk ES (ERE S ety RES eee EE es OD 3.00 to 3.25 

eee ere ae SAEs eve Hye ee ee eee Sem FN 3.50 to 3.75 

TRNTTE¢2) a6) 0 Pee ee a ext oP 2 Ss ir OR 2.50 to 2.75 

Wood bueck_______- ition. ela ara inthe as 2:50 to 2.75 

Drum tender Sie Se Ne ae ee tere A Sr ae ED 3.00 to 3.25 

VES Sei SUC EEN 5 SN eh 0 nee e ep Ne ers 4.00 to 4.50 

RE SCC OMG, WORT sts ee Ee ee ee eC AU UEREE 3.00 to 3.25 

SeEChOn Mand Sosy stile Ue ao ee ese 2.50 to 2.75 

~The ground was practically level, never steep enough to cause the 
logs to run, quite free of ravines and pot holes, with little brush 
or down timber. It was seldom necessary to yard the logs more 
than 800 feet—the average maximum yarding distance being about 
650 feet. 

The timber, which was cutting out from 85,000 to 90,000 feet per 
acre, was second growth, dense, of good height, averaging about 30 
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inches in diameter at breast height. The logs averaged 550 feet 
in volume. ) 

The engines were 103 by 104 inch compound-geared yarders, 
equipped with loading drum. 

The average output per yarder per yarding day was 58,500 feet, 
selling scale. The time on which this average is based includes the 
time consumed in moving the yarders from one setting to another, 

changing ends, raising gin poles, changing lines, etc., as well as the 

time consumed in transporting logs from the stump to the landing. 
(3) The labor cost of transporting the logs from the stump to 

the landing, including single and double hauling, at a camp along 
the Columbia River in 1912, amounted to $0.746 per thousand feet. 

It is not possible to state exactly the proportion of timber double 
hauled. The amount, however, ranged from one-third to one-half 
of the total output. 

This cost includes a part of the wages of the camp foreman, time- 
keeper, and bookkeeper, and all the wages of the scaler. It does not 
include the cost of moving the logging yarders from one setting to 
another, loading, or the construction of pole roads and landings. 

The following crew was employed: 
Wages per day. 

Hook" tender "20 seu eee Nhe Fe eee $5. 00 to $6.00 

Head'rigging slingera..-/10_ 27) eee 3.75 to 4.25 

3 assistant rigging slingers___— 2's See ee 3.00 to 3.50 

SNIPE so 3.00 to 3.25 

Chaser... eee ee 38.00 to 3.25 

Sisnalman... et eee 2.50 

Hngineer 222.22. 21.) + i eee 3. 50 

At times it was necessary to use four instead of three rigging - 
slingers, besides the head rigging slinger, also an extra chaser and 
butt-chain-block man. Oil was burned in the machines at the land- 
ings. When double hauling, the following additional men were em- 
ployed: 

Wages per day. 

Bnigineer 2) pe 2 ee ee $3. 50 

@haser______ 2. 3. 25 

RC TIAT es a nn Seem Nero Sy Fat (3) 

Wood buck ___ = ee eee 2. 50 

The average output delivered at the landing per yarding day 
amounted to 70,000 feet. The fact that part of the timber was 
double hauled should be taken into consideration when analyzing 
this statement. While it is the aim in double hauling so to place 
the logging engines that the swinging crew can handle the output of 
the yarding crew without delaying them, such is not always the case. 
There is no question that the yarding record would have been higher 
if all the logs had been yarded direct to the landing. 
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The country is mountainous, very rough, and badly broken up. 
The slopes in general are steep. No rock outcrops or cliffs were 
encountered. 

About 100,000 feet of Douglas fir, spruce, cedar, and hemlock per 
acre were logged, 20,000 to 30,000 feet of hemlock being left standing. 
The logs averaged about 36 feet in length and 1,900 feet in volume 

when based on the camp scale, which was about 2 per cent lower 
than the selling scale. 

The three yarders used during the year were compound geared, 
new, and up to date. Two of them were 10 by 13 inch; the other, 11 
by 138 inch. 

TABLE 17.—Summary of yarding record. 

; : Number of| Volume of 
Species. Scale. logs. average log. 

Feet, b. m. Feet. 
ID GUEST BIS FB ests See th Aa TP a RL 32, 204, 222 14, 369 2,241 
SHOVE). Lee cel EE SS Agate ee Re en em OIG ee arCy ae a a a 829, 157 497 1, 667 
Ceciireeree rae t CTU PSN AEE one ee SOG EC Se eee E 2, 868, 684 2,665 1,076 
TESTE OC ROM eater Na rc i SS pet a Ne ee nL 1, 868, 065 2,301 819 

40) #2 KS oO SBS Cat eB SE EE or aeerre ar esac aele sat note 37, 770, 128 19, 832 1, 900 

INGIMADEMOMVArOINGGaySattens fhe ALG ee ANS eee eeepc ee es PL oa ae ta ees ddl 
Average scale per varding Lee ie pales ew ahr te MRE Rye Pa Leg eens ee Liat et nS feet. 151, 797 
‘Average SCUICHMEL AV AEGETy POLa Cay oes eo) 1 YN TE Sas a a PRCA DENG presage Ri EA do.. 71, 164 
Average number of logs per area DEL Gay ie Te pe rere eu ico. LUNs Miata ey 37 
PMVOLAPOISEAIONPET OMe setae t Seek ef Bee Tent eet eee aa fe aes sey ree cary fect. 1,904 
Culls and other ee TOO BLEED Ua Lip i aa ini a Ae SR i er rat 405 

(4) The average labor cost of transporting the logs from the 
stump to the landing at a camp along the Columbia River in 1912 
amounted to $1.189 per thousand feet. It is not possible to state 
the average distance from the stump to the landing. A large per- 
centage of the timber was double hauled; some of it was in 
hauled. 

The chance from the standpoint of the ground was see an 
average one, as the country is not particularly rough or badly 
broken up. From the standpoint of brush, rotten stumps, and down 
timber it was a bad one. The average minimum yarding distance 
was about 900 feet. 

About 45,000 feet per acre were cut, mostly hemlock. The trees 
averaged about 32 inches in diameter at breast height. On the 
average three 32-foot logs were cut from a tree. 

The average output per yarder per yarding day amounted to 
57,000 feet, the logs averaging about 650 feet in volume. The 
yarding time on which this output was based includes breakdowns, 
-moves, etc., which did not take more than five hours. 

The crew consisted of 1 hook tender, 2 rigging slingers, 2 choker 
men, 1 signalman, 1 sniper, 2 chasers, 1 engineer, 1 fireman, 1 
wood buck, and 1 branding man. 
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(5) The average labor cost for yarding and loading at a camp 
on the west foothills of the Cascades in Washington in 1912 was 
$1.379 per thousand feet. This includes the cost of raising gin poles, 
but not the cost of constructing landings. The yarding and loading 
crew was made up as follows: 

Wages per day. 

VOOR sen Gere ea Ne $5. 00 

TSS ASM Ser ee See UE aN RE ae ee oy 8. 50 

Two choker meni) 222. 8. {Nee eee eee 3.29 

Signalman 20). Ri 20s SUE) eee eee ae 3. 75 

Sniper ; goes $b ow tl ayo TO ALE Dey ee eee eeere ries 3. 09 

Swamper <= ==. So 8. 00 

Ghasery 222 re a ea ee al oe ee SURES pete EE S75) 

Butt-and-chain-block" ‘tenders! aaa ee ee 3. 25 

LD ake aVerey 2 ae tape eee ei ee pis 72 5 MAE bas ea Re 3.75 

I Nhe: 01¢: 6 | le Seen eeeeE eNEesTe vee SLE co Se 2. 50 

Drumtender =o bs Le ee eee 3. 00 

ead? load er ee ee 4. 50 

Se@comd Toader aS. 2 oa a Rep 3. 50 

A gin pole was used for loading, power for loading being furnished 
by a drum on the yarder. Oil was-used as fuel, but the services of a 
fireman were considered necessary. The fireman received one-fourth 
of a day’s wages for firing up. The average output per yarder per 
yarding day was 37,500 feet. 

The ground was both hilly and level. All the timber was yarded 
direct to the landing, that on the slopes being yarded downhill. 

Forty-five per cent of the timber. was cedar, the rest Douglas fir 
and hemlock. The logs averaged about 36 feet in length and 1,000 
feet in volume. 

Wire rope-——Most operators keep a wire-rope account, in which 
they include the cost of all wire rope used in the camp. A few camps 
classify this account into the headings “ Wire rope” and “ Rigging,” 
including the cost of the rope used for main yarding, trip, straw, and 
loading lines other than crotch lines, under the former heading, and 
chokers, together with tag, yarding, and crotch lines, ete., under the 
latter. One can not determine from their records the respective costs 
of yarding, roading, and loading lines. Furthermore, the average 
cost arrived at at the end of the year, or some other period, is of 
necessity based on the inventory, which may be high or low. In many 
cases the operators get out monthly cost statements, including an 
amount for wire rope which is based on an estimate rather than on an 
inventory made up at the end of the month. Other camps ignore the 
value of the rope on hand and base the costs on purchases. This does 
not represent the true cost, and is misleading when one is not ac-. 
quainted with the method used. At one camp where this latter 
method was used the wire-rope cost per thousand feet by months for 
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a period of five months was as follows: January, $0.882; February, 
-$0.276; March, $0.109; April, $0.053; May, $0.159. 

The average cost per thousand feet of the wire rope used in trans- 
porting and loading logs to operators that deliver their output to tide- 

water or the Columbia River amounts to about $0.15. The average 
cost by certain regions in accordance with the above is as follows: 

Per 1,000 feet. 

BuUeetie SOun date Fae) 25 23 1 Ah are a tes ATE SOI 

Columbia Rivers rls? fi 0 tnd we pee eho D, ates Vows tea pet vary . 15 

Gran Sie EL OTD Olps 2 WarY. e8t ba Re ei ee She .19 

A Valli cance eM caine [pO Tee 2 ae Ds Sy rae en Re ae a . 20 

The above figures are based on a large number of camps and in no 
case on less than a year’s time. The average cost for the Puget 
Sound region is based on 20 camps and an output of 896,000,000 feet. 
In this region the lowest cost for any camp was $0.07; the highest, 
$0.27. The cost at 7 camps ranged from $0.10 to $0.12; at 4 camps, 
from $0.13 to $0.15; and at 5 camps, from $0.16 to $0.19. The aver- 
age cost for the Columbia River is based on 10 camps and an output 
of 385,000,000 feet. In this region the lowest cost for any camp was 
$0.08; the highest, $0.23. The cost at 3 camps ranged from $0.10 to 
$0.12 ; at 2 camps, from $0.13 to $0.15; at 4 camps, from $0.16 to $0.25. 
In the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor regions a great deal of 
long-distance pole-road roading is done, which explains the rela- 
tively higher costs. In these regions the highest cost was $0.30; the 
lowest, $0.18. 

The cost of wire rope per thousand feet is a rather large item of 
expense, and varies considerably in different camps. The reasons for 
this variation are to be found in the following factors: 

(a) Life of lines——Generally speakmg, main yarding lines should 
handle three, four, or five million feet. If a line is defective or the 

yarding chance is particularly bad, it may not serve to yard 2,000,000 
feet. Not infrequently, because of defects, main yarding lines have 
to be discarded before they have handled as much as 1,000,000 feet. 
Occasionally, 10,000,000 feet or more are yarded with a main yarding 
line. Taking it straight through the region, in good and bad 
chances, main yarding lines possibly average 4,000,000 feet. They 
last longer as a rule in road (short haul on the ground) or swing > 
work than in yarding work. Trip lines last longer than yarding 
lines. Some logging superintendents estimate that they last no 
longer; others, that they last nearly twice as long. 

At one camp the main yarding lines used during one year aver- 
aged about 4,000,000 feet per line. Eight million feet were yarded 
with .one main yarding line. One main yarding line lasted three 
weeks, another only two days. They were 12-inch lines. The country 
is mountainous: and badly broken up, and the slopes for the most 

part are steep. The logs were moved both uphill and down. They 
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averaged about 2,000 feet and were yarded an average maximum dis- 
tance of 900 feet. At another camp the main yarding lines used 
during a year averaged 5,000,000 feet. They were 14-inch lines. The 
ground was practically level and quite free of down timber. The 
logs averaged about 550 feet in volume. At still another camp the 
14-inch main yarding lines used during a year averaged 4,500,000 
feet; the -inch trip lines, 5,500,000 feet. The ground was badly 
broken up by potholes, hummocks, small ravines, etc. The topog- 
raphy was mixed, the ground being both hilly and level; where it 
was hilly, the logs were moved downhill. The volume of the average 
log was about 1,000 feet, and the average output per engine per 
vardine day abut 40,000 ABE 

(6) Diameter of fee —The size of lines used determines to a 
great extent their total cost and their life. 

The following recommendations have been made: 

That a 13-inch main yarding and a 7e-inch trip line should be used on 10 by 

11 inch compound-geared yarding engines; a 13-inch main yarding and a 2-inch 

trip line on 11 by 13 inch compound-geared yarding engines; a 14-inch main 

yarding and a +$-inch or a #-inch trip line on 12 by 14 inch compound-geared 

yarding engines; and that a 3-inch straw line be used on all engines. 

It was assumed that a 10 by 11 inch engine would be used in com- 
paratively level country where the difference in elevation would not 
exceed 75 feet, the largest log would not exceed 1,000 feet, and the 
maximum haul would not exceed 950 feet; that a 11 by 13 inch en- 
gine would be used in rolling country where the difference in eleva- 
tion would not exceed 150 feet, the maximum log would not exceed 
5,000 feet, and the maximum haul would not exceed 1,000 feet; that 
a 12 by 14 inch yarding engine would be used where conditions were 
more severe; and that the yarding would be done uphill whenever 
possible. These sizes are larger than those generally used. It may 
be, however, that the increased output will more than offset the addi- 
tional cost for slightly larger cables. 

As a rule the size of main-yarding lines ranges from 14 to 12 
inches; of trip lines from 4 to $ inches. In one camp, where the 
logs yarded averaged about 2,000 feet, the country being mountain- 
ous and badly broken up, 12-inch main yarding and 4-inch trip lines 
were used. In another camp, where the logs yarded averaged about 
600 feet, the country being practically level, yarding lines were 14- 
inch and trip lines $ inch. In a third camp, where conditions were 
practically the same as those in the preceding camp, 14-inch main 
yarding and 32-inch trip lines were used. In another camp, where the 
logs rade averaged about 1,000 feet and the country was bad, the 
main yarding and trip lines were 14-inch and’ #2-inch, pespeetivaly’ 
In still another camp the following lines were used: A 14-inch main 
line and a 8-inch trip line with a compound-geared engine; a 14-inch 
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main line and a #-inch trip lne with a 11 by 13 inch compound- 
geared engine; and a 14-inch main line and a $-inch trip line with a 
scraping engine. 

(ce) Cost per foot—The cost of wire rope per foot varies consider- 
ably, depending on the type of construction, the grade of material 
used, and economic conditions. For selling prices see “ Ground yard- 
ing equipment.” 

(d) Length of lines.—It is obvious that the cost per thousand 
feet depends on the length of the lines; that it is larger where long 
lines rather than short ones are used. Main lines used in yarding 
range in length from 900 to 1,500 feet, averaging about 1,200 feet. 
Trip lines are about two and one-half times as long as the main 
yarding lines; straw lines, as long as trip lines. 

(e) Number of lines—If much of the timber has to be double 
hauled over the ground, the cost of wire rope per thousand feet is 
considerably higher than where it is all single hauled. If some of it 
has to be handled by three or more engines, the effect is to increase 
further the wire-rope cost. — 

(f) Ground conditions—The lay of the land and the character of 
the soil hag a direct bearing on the wire-rope cost. Steep, broken, 
rocky ground is harder on lines than comparatively level land with 
clay for the lines to work on. 

(g) Care of lines—tThe cost of wire rope depends to a great extent 
on the care given the lines. More attention is paid to the main yard- 
ing lines than to the others. There are few operators who do not keep 

' pretty close track of the main yarding lines. There are not many 
who-can tell if the other lines are giving good service, and yet the 
cost of the main yarding lines represents only about one-half of the 
wire-rope cost. All operators do not exercise as much care as pos- 
sible in stringing out the trip lines to the end that friction may be 
reduced to a minimum. Some operators prolong the life of the main 
yarding line through frequent splicing or by turning the line end for 
end on the drum. 

The effect of most of the factors mentioned above is shown by the 
following table and the accompanying discussions: 

TABLE 18.—Cost of wire rope. 

Cost per 
Camp. Time. thousand. 

feet. 

ere wee ORE UM ue BiITTONEHS ao jar SCR pee ee pe eth a $0. 072 
A Re an) Creu ene A Riyals Ayl eh Boe Tf yaar 2s ER Ee Ee oO eet age errno 108 
3 | (oy eee eS a SVL 5 Ya ay) reer ea 197 

ish Sakai a Ene Cine a orgy oh ielceya ase ais en DS Gans ht Wrote eee ey Ai ce by ee hoe oo 15 
Ch el Aer te SIL re So es ane SD LAV CBT ac ce. sepia peg a ie mcmprpine Sahara 142 

Hear sez) ple ean om Aor xt ol hia Pa sae ered ad OB ePAs) 
ee nae mR Me AM 2 D WeaBes. 28s ype ey eee SN Se ee Tae - 403 

year Shee Lae O ROI ER ae iene oy yer To - 495 
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The cost at camp 1 includes the wire rope used in yarding and 
loading, including the rope used for chokers, tag lines, straps, etc. 
Straw lines were not used. One and one-eighth-inch rope was used 
for the main yarding lines; one-half-inch rope for the trip lines. 
Logs were single hauled a maximum distance of about 900 feet. The 
ground was practically level, quite free of pot holes and down timber, 
and contained little rocky material. The logs averaged about 550 
feet in volume, and 10 by 11 inch yarding engines were used. A gin 
pole and crotch line were used in loading, the motive power being 
furnished by a drum on the engine. 

The cost at camp 2 includes the wire rope used for the main yard- 
ing, trip, and main loading lines. It does not include chokers and 
tag lines used in yarding, and the crotch lines used in loading, which 
cost $0.045 per thousand feet. One and one-fourth-inch rope was 
used for the main yarding lines, five-eighths-inch rope for the trip 
lines, 14-inch rope for the loading lines. All the timber was single 
hauled an average maximum distance of about 800 feet. The ground 
was practically level and contained no rocky material. Not less than 
two logs were yarded at a trip, sometimes three or four, and occasion- 
ally as many as five. The yarding engines were driven at practically 
their highest speed, so that, relatively speaking, the lines had hard 
usage. The logs averaged about 600 feet in volume. The yarding 
engines were 10 by 11 inch, compound-geared. 

The cost at camp 8 includes the wire rope used in yarding and 
loading, also chokers, tag lines, crotch lines, etc. All timber was 
yarded direct to the landing at an average maximum distance of 
about 800 feet. The ground was of mixed topography, being badly 
broken up as regards minor features. The logs, averaging 1,000 
feet in volume, were never moved uphill. 

The cost at camp 4 includes the wire rope used for main yarding, 
trip, and main loading lines. It does not include the cost of rope 
used for chokers, tag lines, etc., used in yarding, and crotch lines 

used in loading. The chance, from the standpoint of the ground, 
was an average one, as the country is not particularly rough or badly 
broken up. From the standpoint, of brush, rotten stumps, and down 
timber, it was much worse than the average. Part of the timber was 
double hauled, just how much is not known. The volume of the 
average log was about 675 feet. 

The cost, at camp 5 in 1912 includes the wire rope used for main 
varding, trip, ‘and main loading lines. It does not include the cost 
of chokers, tag lines, etc., used in yarding, and crotch lines ‘used in 
loading, which cost $0.064 per thousand feet. One and one-fourth 
and, 1%-inch rope were used for the main yarding lines; $-inch rope 
for the trip lines. The country is mountainous and badly broken 
up, the slopes being generally steep. Logs were moved both uphill 
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and downhill. No rock was encountered. The logs, averaging 1,800 
feet in volume, were yarded an average maximum distance of 900 
feet. About one-third of the timber was double hauled. The av- 
erage scale per engine per yarding day was 70,000 feet. The cost 
for 1911 included all the wire rope used in camp. It is not possible 
to state the average maximum distance from the stump to the land- 
ings. Most of the timber was moved 2,000 feet by logging engines, 
a considerable amount 4,000 feet and a small amount 7,500 feet. The 
cost for 1910 includes the same items as the cost for 1911. 

In estimating the cost of wire rope in connection with timber- 
appraisal work, two methods may be used. The first is to use the 

actual cost per thousand feet in a camp where conditions are approxi- 
mately the same as the case being dealt with. The second is to 
develop the average cost in a more or less hypothetical way. A third 
method would be to check the results given by the second against the 
first. The following tables illustrate the second method in connec- 
tion with single hauling. 

TABLE 19.—Hstimated cost by second method. 

CASE 1. 

Cost per 
Kind of line. Size. | Length. Cost Ber Soe Freight. le Output. eae 

Inches.| Feet. Cents. | Dollars. | Dollars. | Dollars. Feet. Dollars. 
Main yarding..............- u 1,200] 32.50} 390.00 7.35 | 397.35] 4,000,000] 0.093 
ADIOS basbbe a a eae vs | 2,500 8.00 | 170.00 3.00 | 173.00] 8,000,000] 0.0216 
SUEAWAL sp ae eases see etek 2 2, 500 6.25 | 156. 25 3.00] 159.25 | 25,000,000 } 0.006 

MCG Ha | Se 2 A) oe |e le ae 716. 25 ISLBw hs 77abGO Nesaseesocada 0. 1206 

CASE 2 

Main yarding........-...-.- 12 1, 200 40.00 | 480.00 9.00} 489.00} 4,000,000} 0.1220 
TMD) feces aa mel ne £| 2500] 10.00] 250.00 3.88 | 253.88] 8,000,000] 0.0317 
SUTAW Pr oeck sabes tess sock C 3 2,500 6.25} 156.25 3.00 159. 25 | 25,000,000 | 0.006 

CROP alemuae teeta see olla ee ccicla| ee a sbeebs ons eee 886. 25 SOS ie GODS Tea |becper eee se 0. 1597 

Rigging —While it is the practice of most operators to include in 

the wire-rope account all the wire rope used, a few operators keep 

a rigging account, in which they may include crotch lines used in 
loading, yarding (not main yarding), and tag lines used in yard- 
ing, chokers, and straps. 

It is not possible to discuss the cost of rigging per thousand feet 
except in a general way. largely because operators as a class have 
paid little attention to keeping records of this expense. 

The maintenance or replacement of chokers is the largest item of 
expense in a rigging account and varies with conditions the same 
as the cost of main yarding lines, and for the same reasons. The 
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cost is higher where practically all chokers are made from new rope 
than where one-half or more of the chokers are made from old main 
yarding lines. Taking it straight through the region, the cost per 
thousand feet for chokers used in connection with ground yarding 
probably ranges from $0.03 to $0.05, the cost in hard chances run- 
ning a little higher. The cost of tag and yarding lines, straps, etc., 
amounts to about $0.01 per thousand feet. Loading lines are dis- 
cussed under “ Loading.” 

The cost of rigging, including chokers, tag lines, yarding lines, 
etc., and not including the main loading line, at one camp amounted 
to $0.064 per thousand feet. It would seem that the cost should 
never be higher than this. The country was mountainous and badly 
broken up, the slopes for the most part being steep. Logs were 
moved both up and downhill. The yarding engines were powerful 
and output was not sacrificed to reduce the wear and tear on equip- 
ment. The logs averaged about 1,850 feet in volume. Most of the 
rigging was made from new wire rope. The cost of rigging, in- 
cluding chokers, tag lines, crotch lines, etc., und not including the 
main loading lines, at another camp amounted to $0.044 per thou- 
sand feet. The country was not particularly rough or badly broken 
up. The logs averaged about 700 feet in volume, one, two, three, 
or four logs being brought in at a trip, depending on conditions. 
The yarding engines were powerful and driven at high speed, most 
stress being laid on output. The rigging for the most part was made 
from new rope. At another camp the cost of rigging, including 
chokers, tag, yarding, and crotch lines, etc., and not including main 
loading lines, amounted to $0.057 per thousand feet. The country 
was practically level. Never less than two logs were yarded at a 
trip, sometimes three, four, or five. The logs averaged about 700 

feet in volume. The yarding engines were driven at high speed. 
Blocks, hooks, and rollers—Very few operators keep account of 

the replacement and maintenance cost of blocks, hooks, and rollers. 
It does not, however, amount to much, ranging from $0.02 to $0.03 

per thousand feet, including labor, repair parts, and materials. 
At one camp the replacement and maintenance cost of blocks, hooks, 

and rollers used in yarding and loading amounted to $0.024 per 
thousand feet. The country was mountainous and badly broken up, 
the slopes for the most part being steep. Logs were moved both up- 
hill and downhill. About one-third of the timber was double hauled. 
The logs, which averaged about 1,900 feet in volume, were yarded an 

average maximum distance of about 900 feet. ; 
Fuel_—Most operators use wood for fuel in ground yarding en- 

gines; a considerable number, fuel oil; and a very limited number, 

coal. The use of wood is about the same in other methods of yard- 
ing and in swinging and roading. 
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Until quite recently wood has been the common fuel for logging 
engines. It was close at hand, was seemingly cheap, easy on the 
flues, and gave sufficient steam. With the modern, high-speed, pow- 
erful logging engine, even with an enlarged fire box, it did not prove 
so satisfactory, and, with the advent of equipment that made the use 

of oil a practical matter, it began to give way to fuel oil. 

The amount of wood consumed in a logging, engine in a day de- 

pends on the amount of work done and the character of the wood, 
and varies considerably. This is also true of the cost, although it 
does not vary to such an extent, since certain costs are comparatively 

fixed. Regardless of the amount of wood consumed, a fireman’ and 
wood buck are needed at each yarding engine. One operator logging 
in large Douglas fir and using sound fir—most of it large—for fuel, 
kept a record and found that 1,650 feet of timber was consumed by 
each yarding engine per day. He was working the engines hard. 

- This same operator estimated that it cost $18.13 per day to supply 
steam for a yarding engine working under ordinary conditions when 
using wood, on the basis of the following assumptions: 

Average daily wood consumption, 1,650 feet. 

Average stumpage value, $3 per 1,000 feet. 

Average logging cost, $4 per 1,000 feet. 

Additional logging cost for wood logs, $0.50 per 1,000 feet. 

One fireman, $8 per day. 

One wood buck, $2.75 per day. 

Another operator estimated the fuel cost per yarding engine, per 
day, when using wood, at from $14 to $18. 
In some camps, cull logs are utilized as fuel. Where this is the 
case, it would not be proper to include an item for stumpage in esti- 
mating the cost of fuel. Most camps, however, find it necessary to 

‘use sound logs because there is not a sufficient number of cull logs, 
or because the desired head of steam can not be held when certain 

classes of cull logs are used. 
Several advantages are claimed for oil as fuel in logging engines. 

One is that it practically eliminates the fire hazard. Burning oil 
gives off few sparks, so that the danger always present in the dry 

season with wood or coal burning engines belching forth a cloud of 
fire-distributing sparks, is practically done away with. Under most 

conditions oil is cheaper. It is further claimed that the output per 
engine is from 15 to 25 per cent higher. This would be particularly 
true where large logs are moved uphill rather long distances. Until 
quite recently, however, loggers, as a class, have felt that oil was 
harder on the flues than wood, and there evidently were grounds for 
this belief. Through improvements in the burners, certain changes 
in the engines, devices for cleaning the flues, etc., this objectionable 

feature has seemingly been entirely or practically overcome, since 
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at the present time, 35 large operators are using oil in their logging 
engines—the total number of installations amounting to about 140. 
Oil has not met with much favor as a fuel for logging engines work- 
ing at points other than along railroads, particularly in the winter- 
time, since the oil has to be pumped out to these engines. Then,. 
there are camps located away from the railroads and away from 
deep water that can not use it for the simple reason that they can 
not secure it. The delivery cost in other cases no doubt precludes its 
economic use. In August, 1916, the price of oil in bulk at Tacoma, 
Seattle, and Portland, was $1.20 per barrel; in the winter of 1914, 
$0.80, per barrel—a barrel of oil contains 42 gallons and weighs 325 
pounds. 

The amount of oil burned in a logging engine varies with the 
amount of work done and the care exercised in firing. It varies from 
6 to 8 barrels per day with yarding engines, and is a little less in 
engines engaged in roading or swinging where the haul is relatively 

short and in overhead yarding. Probably not more than half this 
amount is consumed in loading engines. 
An operator using three yarding engines—two 104 by 104 inch and 

a 12 by 12 inch—stated that each engine consumed about 8 barrels 
of oil per yarding day. The average output of each engine per yard- 
ing day was about 80,000 feet, the maximum yarding distance 
amounting to 900 feet. Another operator working in rough country 
and using five 12 by 12 inch yarding engines stated that the fuel oil 
consumed averaged about 6 barrels per engine per yarding day. In 
another case four yarding engines, working a total of 533 machine 
days, consumed fuel oil at the rate of 7.8 barrels per engine per yard- 
ing day the first year oil was used as fuel. The next year with ex- 
perience and after various changes had been made in the engines— 
such as doing away with the blowers and increasing the height of — 
the stacks—the oil consumed averaged 6.1 barrels per engine per 
yarding day. 

The following is a more or less detailed record of the oil consumed 
in three yarding engines: 

(a) Logging engines, 11 by 13 inch; boiler, 66 by 120 inch, 200- 
pound working pressure, safety valve set at 185 pounds; time, 5 
months; average daily consumption, 9.6 barrels; chance, rough 
ground; average log, 1,975 feet; maximum yarding distance, 1,300 
feet; average yarding distance, 650 feet; average output per engine 
per yarding day, 80,500 feet. Cost of fuel oil per barrel delivered 
in tank on rear end of sled, $1.05, or $0.137 per thousand feet. It is 
estimated that had wood been used the fuel cost would have amounted 
to $0.225 per thousand feet, so that the burning of oil resulted in a 
saving of $0,088 per thousand feet. 
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(b) Logging engine, 11 by 13 inch; boiler, 66 by 120 inch, 200- 
pound working pressure, safety valve set at 175 pounds; time, 5 
months; average daily consumption, 7.8 barrels; chance, ground was 
extremely rough, requiring at times the use of two lead blocks and 
a stump roller; average log, 1,870 feet; maximum yarding distance, 
1,500 feet; average yarding distance, 750 feet; average output per 
engine per yarding day, 59,400 feet. Cost of fuel oil per barrel 
delivered in tank on rear end of sled, $1.05, or $0.138 per thousand 
feet. It is estimated that had wood been used the fuel cost would 
have amounted to $0.305 per thousand feet, so that $0.167 per thou- 

sand feet was saved by burning oil. 
(c) Logging engine, 11 by 13 inch; boiler, 66 by 120 inch, 200- 

pound working pressure, safety valve set at 185 pounds; time, 29} 
days; average daily consumption, 8.9 barrels; chance, up-hill yard- 
ing, the maximum lift amounting to 325 feet; maximum yarding dis- 
tance, 1,200 feet; average yarding distance, 609 feet; average output, 

98,700 feet. Cost of oil per barrel delivered in tank on rear end of 
sled, $1.05 per barrel, or $0.089 per thousand feet. It is estimated 
that had wood been used not more than 75,000 feet per day could 
have been yarded and the fuel cost would have amounted to $0.184 
per thousand feet, so that $0.095 per thousand feet was saved by 
burning oil. 

Those who have used coal in their logging engines feel that it has 

‘a decided advantage over wood. It does not, however, decrease the 
fire risk, neither is it a cheaper fuel than oil; so oil is preferred to 

coal, except in special cases where coal can be bought very cheaply. 
~The cost statements of operators do not show the cost of fuel con- 

sumed in logging engines as a Separate item, and where wood is used 

the value of the merchantable timber consumed in this way is not 
charged against the cost of the logging. Since purchasers of national 
forest timber pay the same prices for merchantable timber consumed 
as fuel as for timber removed from the sale area, it is obvious that 
the cost of such material should be provided for in timber appraisals. 
Of course, if the character of the timber is such that it is clear that 
ample and satisfactory fuel can be secured from cull logs, the ap- 
praising officer will not make any allowance in his estimate. While 

_it costs as much, or more, to deliver a wood log as a merchantable log 
alongside the logging engine, it may not be practicable for an ap- 
praising officer to take care of this cost under the heading “ Fuel cost,” 
since it can more easily be provided for in the estimated yarding 
output. The labor cost of preparing the wood for fuel can also be 
more easily taken care of under the heading “ Yarding cost, labor.” 

The amount of sound wood consumed in a yarding engine ranges 

from 1,000 to 1,500 feet per day, depending for the most part on the 
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size of the engine, the character of the country, and the amount of 
work done. Under ordinary conditions the amount consumed comes 

to about 20 feet per thousand feet of output. Figuring stumpage at 
$1.50 per thousand feet, the fuel cost of wood per thousand feet of 
output amounts to $0.03; stumpage at $2 per thousand feet, $0.04; 
stumpage at $2.50 per thousand feet, $0.05; stumpage at $3 per thou- 
sand feet, $0.06. 

The amount of fuel 011 consumed in a yarding engine ranges from 
6 to 8 barrels per day. Under ordinary conditions the amount con- 
sumed amounts to about 5 gallons per thousand feet of output. On 
this basis, with the delivery cost of oil at $1 per barrel, the fuel cost 
of oil per thousand feet amounts to $0.12; with the delivery cost at - 
$1.10 per barrel, $0.182; with the delivery cost at $1.20 per barrel, 
$0.144; with the delivery cost at $1.30 per barrel, $0.156. 

A yarding engine consumes about 14 tons of coal per day. On this 
basis, with a delivery cost of coal at $4.50 per ton, the cost of fuel per 
thousand feet amounts to about $0.1385. 

Lubricants, waste, and packing.—Few companies segregate the cost 
of lubricants, waste, and packing, and possibly no operator is in a 
position to say confidently what their cost amounts to per thousand 
feet yarded. The amount is small, about $0.01 per thousand feet. 
The fixed investment in the supplies is about $50 per yarding engine. 

Maintenance of yarding engines.—Regardless of the care given 
ground engines, there will be breakdowns through wear, latent de- 
fects, or accidents. It is impossible to do more than approximate 
the maintenance cost per year on this class of equipment. 

Seldom is the total cost of repairs on yarding engines, consisting 
in a general way of shop and miscellaneous labor, new parts, and 
repair materials, etc., segregated in such a way as to enable one to 
speak confidently of it. Besides, the maintenance cost varies with 
the size of the timber, character of ground, stability of sled. kind 
of settings, the speed at which the machines are driven, etc. 

At one camp the cost of repairs on three yarding engines for one 
year amounted to $1,836, or $612 per engine. During the year some 
improvements were made on the engines, the cost of which is included 
in the above figures. The engines handled about 27,000,000 feet of 
timber. At another camp the repairs on two yarding engines for 
one year cost $422, or $211 per engine. The engines handled about 
18,000,000 feet of timber. A year’s upkeep of another yarding 
engine which handled 11,000,000 feet of timber amounted to $682. 
The year’s repairs on two other yarding engines which handled 
21,000,000 feet of timber averaged $357 per engine. A year’s repairs 
on a yarding engine that handled 9,000,000 feet of timber amounted 
to $180. The above figures represent total costs, including labor, 
repair parts, material, etc. ) 
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Repair parts, materials, etc., other than labor, and iron and steel 
bars, for three 104 by 104 inch, compound-geared engines for six 
months cost $216, or $72 per engine. This is at the rate of $150 per 

engine per year. The engines were about 3 years old, working in 
better than average ground, and receiving good care. The repair 
parts, materials, etc., for six yarding engines for one year amounted 
to $1,200, which is at the rate of $200 per engine per year. The 
engines were about 5 years old and worked hard. 

The total cost of taking out old flues and putting new ones in a 
yarding engine amounts to about $420, as follows: 

(SOSH CO P22 2 ee a Eo A I EI $282. 00 

(CBSE OWE Sa yee A ge RN Nr rN le A 6. 00 

Costiomommeniator 1 daly Si weit EE ee 134. 00 

. 422.00 
The cost of putting in a main-drum shaft amounts to about $244, 

as follows: 

CGS fake EN Te NR a $106. 00 

GHOSE, (CES FO We a i a SE ee ae an 131. 00 

COLOPSTE VarE cher TC) yal eR ae ei eC Dg a he NS 7. 00 

244. 00 

Appraisers of National Forest timber estimate the annual cost of 
the upkeep of yarding engines at from 8 to 10 per cent of their orig- 
inal cost, the amount being equally divided between labor and ma- 

terial. 
Depreciation on yarding engines.—No class of equipment is called 

upon for such extremely severe service as ground yarding engines. 
The demands made upon them are frequently far beyond their normal 
capacity. In addition, it is difficult to give them the attention they 
should have to keep them in good running order. This results in a 
relatively short life. 

It is not possible to more than approximate the life of the ground 
yarding engines which are now being manufactured. There are 
several reasons why this is true: 

_ (1) Ground yarding engines have undergone many changes, and 

those on the market are stronger than those built even a few years ago. 
The only basis for estimating the life of the present-day engine is 
the length of service secured from engines that have been or should 
have been discarded, taking into consideration the period of efficient 
service and the question of obsolesence. There are yarding engines 
working in camps that are 12 or 14 years of age. It may be, however, 
that it would be profitable to replace them with new engines; that the 
increased cost of logging, because of obsolesence and high maintenance 
costs, more than offsets the effect of a lower depreciation charge and 
a lower fixed investment. 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——-8 
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(2) The life of yarding engines is frequently shortened through 
working them far beyond their efficient capacity, also through insufh- 
cient maintenance. 

(3) It is frequently prolonged through unprofitable care. 
(4) The industry has not kept cost records in such form as to 

enable one in a given case to say confidently when the efficient life 
has been passed. 

Most operators place the efficient life of ground yarding engines at 
eight years. One of the leading operators of the-region figures that 
it is economical to work his yarding engines hard for four years, sell 
them, and buy new ones. Possibly he works them harder than any 
other operator. If he can sell his engines at the end of four years 
for one-half of their original cost, which he hopes to do, it would 
seem that he figures on a life of about eight years. 

For the purpose of arriving at the amount that should be written 
off annually for depreciation on this class of equipment, in connection 
with the appraisal of national forest timber, the efficient life of 
yarding engines has been placed at eight years, with a scrap value of 
10 per cent of the original cost. 

ESTIMATING THE COST OF YARDING. 

The following hypothetical statement will serve to summarize the 
several items of expense in yarding and to show an estimated cost 
of yarding per thousand feet on the basis of an output of 60,000 feet 
per day per engine. It will also serve as a guide in estimating the 
total cost of yarding, including labor, supplies, repair parts and mate- 
rial, maintenance, depreciation, and supervision. 

TABLE 20.—Hstimated total cost of ground yarding. 

Total ay Cost per 
Items. cost. | 1,000 feet. 

Labor Cost..siscessc50c oie Se ase 3 oss Ee ta ee eee eee $39. 60 $0. 66 
ie a ww ode cinie wee sicine winin cle B's ainjninioln' osaw holm eln nie eon ole eof ae OES ae ee ee 136 

wn cies ek win sa pieteee SHG Seeks saree Ho set as are at bee ee ee ee - 03 
Bloke hooks} :and rollers... . S2f02220 305531. 924 REL. see Be ee | eee ee - 02 
Wuckoil. -<nes n send concen gee wie voces ape eee ieee ee a - 132 
ibubricants, waste, and packing 22 32522-22222 ees aak «ee sea eae eee te eerie U1 
Deprec jation on logging Cy full A Senn see erence Senna sect ee-dpedcnpeacdscote zl aoc2dfocssyot5. 6 . 06 
Maintenance oflogging engine: 3: 2.0.2. i. Loss eb Soe a ee eee . 04 
Woods water. System, 2: 22 2 joe Pas a 2 wk ~ se cewe tan uceviane's oso Gee ee E EEE Cee eee 02 
Foreman, scaler, timekeeper, and bookkeeper........--..----22--e0eeeeeeeeee eee [eee e eee ee ee 04 

Total 25-2222. 52202. 282k 2 RE ee SS See ee eee | ee 1.148 

The labor cost is based on an average daily output of 60,000 feet, 
which takes into account both productive and unproductive time. It 
is assumed that no extra yarding engine is used, which means that the 
regular yarding crew moves the engine from one setting to another. 
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The crew, wages, and total daily labor cost are shown in the follow- 
ing statement : 

Unit. Total. 

emMOOkaten Gere ees eos no bu ee ee D6; OO $6. 00 

Zi SoS SMSO Se 2 eS eee eee re) OU) 7. 20 

PeCHOKerAMen a2: eee) eS Lee eee ae coe ees, £5) 0) 7.00 

aneha Sere. tor hee EAS od EA A IUENE PRE aed ob 3. 40 3. 40 

1 swamper_____ BES Duets suet sy ee eee 3), PAT, 3. 25 

LEP SSL aT CYS) ie: 3 Tee Pek ne eee a Pe a Sep SU ne SIL eae 3. 25 3. 25 

SL Sees I wa a age any A eer Svan 3. 00 3. 00 

IL - GURSAT TRYST RES ES EE RE RM aN is el Oda Nat Ae ee el eh 3. 75 3. 75 

MBE @ TAP ees ees ee Oo EE SE ee eee ee OO 2G 

39. 60 

The wire-rope cost per thousand feet is based on the following 
assumptions: (1) The main line is 14 inches in diameter and 1,200 
feet long; the trip line, five-eighths inch in diameter and 2,500 feet 
long; the straw line, three-eighths inch in diameter and 2,500 feet 

long; (2) that the main line will handle 4,000,000 feet of timber; 
the trip line, 8,000,000 feet; and the straw line, 25,000,000 feet; (3) 
that the selling price of wire rope is 50 per cent off the lst price, 
and that the freight on a set of lines amounts to $13.35. 

The rigging cost per thousand feet includes chockers, tag, and 
yarding lines, straps, etc. 

The cost of fuel oil is based on the assumption that 5.04 gallons of 
oil will be burned per thousand feet of output and that the delivery 
price of oil is $1.10 per barrel (42 gallons). 
The depreciation on the yarding engine includes the depreciation 

on a standard 12 by 12 inch, compound-geared yarding engine valued 
at $4,725, an extended fire box, fair-leaders, water tank, and yarding 
engine sled. It was assumed that the efficient life of the logging 
engine is eight years, with a scrap value of 10 per cent of the original 
cost. It was further assumed that the equipment would be used 25 
days per month and 8 months per year, or to handle 12,000,000 feet 
per year. 

The maintenance of the yarding engine includes the cost of the 
labor and repair parts and materials for the up-keep of a standard 
12 by 12 inch, compound-geared yarding engine, together with an 

extended fire box, water tank, straw-line drum, and fair-leaders. 
One month of the salaries of the foreman, scaler, timekeeper, and 

bookkeeper is charged against the side. 

HIGH-LEAD YARDING. 

High-lead yarding involves no great modification of ground yard- 
ing; the lead block is simply attached to a spar tree as high as prac- 
tical from the ground instead of to a stump, so that the hauling line 
tends to lift the front end of the log from the ground. The introduc- 
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tion of high-lead yarding on a considerable scale is very recent, but 
has grown in popularity. It appears, in fact, to have followed the 
success of the overhead system, which does away with the necessity 
of constructing landings and has demonstrated advantages in log 
transportation. 

High-lead yarding has been employed in the East for many years. 
A number of operators on the Pacific coast have no doubt used this 
system in a modified form at different times for short periods for 
several years. As early as 1906 a logging company in British Colum- 
bia used a high-lead system of the type used in the East; that 1s, with 
the yarding and loading engine mounted on a swivel-truck car. 
This installation was not immediately followed up by others. About 
1912 another logging company in British Columbia started to use a 
high-lead yarding system that resembled those in use at present. It 
seems that the company’s major reason for trying the system was to 
get away from the construction of landings. They found that the 
system, in addition to obviating the necessity of using landings, in- 
creased their yarding output. In 1916 a large number of operators 
were using the high-lead yarding system, and it looks as though it 
would supersede the ground system to a great extent. 

The chief advantage of the high-lead system over the ground 
system is that there is a lift to the logs as they come in, so that 
they are not stopped so much by stumps and other obstructions, and 

travel faster. This advantage is greater the higher the lead block is 
fixed, but is lost in practice when the yarding distance exceeds 500 
to 600 feet. Within these limits the front end of the log is elevated 
sufficiently to prevent nosing in soft ground and to provide free 
movement past stumps and windfalls. In working across canyons 
the high lead reduces the time lost through logs nosing into the 
bottom of the canyon or plowing into the opposite slope. Another 
advantage is that the landing place is kept relatively free of chunks, 
tops, and other trash, a source of trouble and expense with the 
ground system. It has been indicated that the high-lead system does 
not require landings, the resultant saving just about offsetting the 
extra expense of preparing the spar tree and swinging the lead 
block. In addition, yarding may proceed more constantly because 
the logs delivered at the landing place may be piled one on top of the 
other for some time, regardless of whether loading is going on or 
not. 

When hauling down a steep slope the high-lead system probably 
is not so satisfactory as the ground system. In the case of side-hill 
work the logs have the same tendency to roll behind obstructions. 
It must be borne in mind also that much of the timber now being 
logged does not afford trees high and stiff enough for spar trees, 
and that it is expensive to maintain a rigging crew in some camps. 
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METHOD. 

The method of high-lead yarding is illustrated by figure 34. A 
suitable tree conveniently located near the track is used as a spar 
tree. This tree, with the top cut off at from 120 to 200 feet from the 
ground, is guyed with from six. to nine lines to give it rigidity. In 
the case of high spar trees there are usually six guys from the top 
and three,from a point near the middle. If a double-line system 

of loading is used, two additional guys are necessary. A high-lead 
block, with a sheave from 24 to 36 inches in diameter, is hung near 
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Fig. 34.—Location of equipment and improvements in high-lead yarding. 

the top of the spar tree below the guy-line fastenings. The hauling 
line is passed from the drum of the engine to and through this 
block, and on and out to the logs to be yarded, the power being 
furnished by the trip line, as in the case of ground yarding. As a 
rule, no landings are built; but, owing to the large output secured, 
a loading engine in addition to the yarding engine is necessary in 
all cases. The yarding engine may be set at the base of the tree, or 
from 150 to 250 feet from it. In some cases the yarding and load- 
ing engines are mounted on an ordinary flat car or a special steel 
car with swivel trucks. (See guy-line loading under “ Loading.”) 
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One company has found that the base of the spar tree should be 
from 14 to 20 feet from the center of the track. To insure the work- 
men against injury certain precautions are taken. The main-line 
lead block is hung in a 2-inch strap, the pins and shackles of these 
blocks being extra large. A “safety” guy is rigged under the bight 
of the main line in such a way that the main line will be deflected 
in case any of the rigging breaks. The bark on the spar tree is 
removed for several feet at the point where the lead block strap is 
attached, thus preventing it’ from being dislodged when yarding 
is In progress. 

The general method of using a saw or ax to cut off the tops of 
trees selected for spars is both tedious and dangerous work. One 
company is using dynamite instead. The head rigger puts on a pair 
of long-spurred climbing irons and ascends the tree to the desired 

height, taking several sticks of dynamite 
with him. The dynamite, which is tied to- 
gether end to end, like a string of sausages, 
is fastened securely around the tree at the 
point where he desires to remove the top. 
A detonating cap, to which a long piece 
of fuse is attached, is inserted in one of 
the sticks of dynamite. The rigger de- 
scends 20 feet or so, lights the fuse, and 
makes his way to a safe place on the 
eround some distance from the tree. After 
a few minutes the dynamite explodes, the 
tree top leaps into the air and comes 
crashing down. This way of removing the 
tops is only in the experimental stage at 
present. 

| 
l 

EQUIPMENT. 

The equipment used in high-lead yard- 
ing differs little from that used in ground 

Fig. 35.—Auto-lubricating yarding. 

Tea Late BE Yarding engines—Any kind of two- 
drum yarding engines may be used. To take full advantage of 
the system, however, an engine with higher drum speeds than that 
of standard yarding engines should be used. One company, work- 
ing on good ground and in second-growth timber where the logs 
average about 600 feet in volume, has purchased yarding engines 
designed especially for this system. These machines are simple 
geared, with 11 by 17 inch cylinders. Both main and trip drums 
are driven directly from pinions on the crank shaft without the 
interposition of counter shafts or idlers. The drums are narrow 
and of large capacity. The increased length of stroke compensates 
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for the gear ratio involved in abolishing compound gearing. This 
type of yarder is also manufactured with 13 by 18 inch cylinder. 
The 11 by 17 inch engines cost about $5,500 and weigh about 55,000 
pounds. Steel cars cost about $2,000; when they are equipped with 
air brakes, $2,200. 

_ Lines and chokers.—tULines and chokers are of the same grade and 
construction as those used with the ground yarding system. The 
hnes in both systems are of practically the same length, since the 
distances yarded are about the same. The main yarding line of the 
ground system is, of course, a little longer than that of the high-lead | 
system. It is claimed that it is practicable to use lines of a little 
smaller diameter with the high lead than with the ground yarding 
system. 

High-lead blocks—While the desirability of a large leadblock is 
clear, opinions differ as to the proper size. The sheaves of those in 
use range from 24 to 36 inches. One operator has found the smaller 
block satisfactory. There are several makes of high-lead blocks on 
the market. Figure 35 shows one of the autolubricating types. An 
crdinary butt-chain lead block was first used as a high-lead block, 
and some operators are still using the butt-chain lead block for this 
purpose. The size, weight, and net selling price of three sizes of 
autolubricating high-lead blocks are as follows: 

TasLte 21.—High-lead blocks. 

Size of <= Diameter Oil P Net sellin 
Number. sheaves. | Bearing ofpin. | capacity. | Weight. price. 

Inches Inches. Inches Gallons. Pounds. ; 
Ts oh hie als ele ae re sae eas 24 by 5... : 7 34 14 485 $104 
Dn AOR BESO EEO EE Ce nee 30 by 5 7 33 i 835 149 
8). 18 OCS SRS BBE IES aes 36 by 5 10 3 970 167 

EXTRA PARTS, 

Items. INGOs few eNOS een NOs Se 

Tool steel shackle walla clevis| Completers. ase sere eee eee nee $18.90 | $21.00 | $22.50 
Shack lercle viSiam Gk Pim ae. yok ie hee ae se Sel yee a at ea 6. 75 6. 75 6. 75 
Shackle pin with automatic lock.............--..---------22--2--e eee ee eee eee 2.00 2. 00 2.00 
ars ieenblockiSidesi = tess eo shen sk onan tee go Re ee eee ane ee wee) 38. 00 67. 00 72.00 
Hardened Rteelipiliceces ss crete eh | eT ONE DE PUR eR NER SOE Te 6. 00 8.00 8.00 
DEP ONZEyISUSENIT OS pee me) ee SN ec aa ae 5 ce ee ety era a wal en SN 2 Tes 7.00 11.70 11.70 
Manganese steel sheave, bronze bushed..._....._.....------------------------ 47.25 67.00 77.00 

The high-lead block is hung from 6 to 12 feet below the point 
where the guy cables are attached to the spar trees with a 14 to 2 inch 
plow steel strap, wrapped either once or twice around the spar tree. 
As a matter of safety an additional strap is placed through the yoke 
of the block and loosely around the spar or one of the guy lines. 
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This second strap is intended to hold or slide the lead block slowly 
to the ground in the event the main strap breaks. 

Trip-line blocks are the same as those used with the ground yard- 
ing system. 

COST. 

The high-lead method is the cheapest method of yarding under 
certain conditions. It has displaced the ground yarding system in 
many cases, and the overhead system in a few. It seems assured of a 
permanent field, but just how large can not be said at this writing. 

Labor cost—Yarding output, which, with all yarding systems, 
largely determines the labor cost, under proper conditions is from 
15 to 30 per cent higher with the high lead than with the ground 
system. 

The high-lead yarding crew 1s practically the same size as the 
ground yarding crew. A sniper is not necessary with the high-lead 
system, and the amount of powder used for clearing out yarding 
roads is negligible when compared with that used in connection with - 
the ground yarding system. And, roughly, the same wages are paid. 
Under the same conditions, the total labor cost per day, aside from 
the labor cost for preparing spar trees, is practically the same with 
both systems. 

The crew at one operation where the high-lead system was used 
in connection with practically level land and second-growth timber 
was as follows: 

1 hooktender. 

2 rigging men. 

3 choker men or hook-on men. 

1 swamper. 

1 signalman. 

1 chaser. 

1 engineer. 

2 wood buckers. 

The guy-line system of loading (see the discussion of guy-line 
under “ Loading”) with one loading line was used. The yarding 
and loading engines were mounted on a flat car set on a siding at the 
base of the spar tree, steam for the loading engine being furnished 
by the yarding engine boiler. The loading engine or lever man 
was paid $5 per day. The chaser unhooked the logs when they were 
yarded to the landing place and hooked the logs when loading was 
in progress. In most cases the chaser has all he can do to unhook the 
logs and another man is needed to hook the logs in loading. There 
are times, of course, when the chaser can help with the loading. 
This time is by no means lost, since not infrequently the loading op- 
eration holds up the yarding, the help of the chaser tending to re- 
heve this condition. 
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The company was averaging about 90,000 feet per yarder per yard- 
ing day with the high-lead system as against 60,000 feet with the 
ground- yarding system. 
Two riggers were employed in Re preparation of spar trees for 

two sides, the work taking about two-thirds of their time. In 
September, 1915, these men were paid as follows: Head rigger, $4 
per day; second rigger, $3.50. 

Another operator, working in large timber, has found that the 
labor cost for rigging a standing tree for a spar amounts to from 
$75 to $100. This includes the moving and setting of the loading 
engine and the taking down, bucking, and loading of spar trees that 
are not to be used again. Where the spar tree has to be raised— 
and this frequently has to be done to get the lead block in proper 
position for yarding—the labor cost for rigging runs from $100 to 
$200. In July, 1916, the riggers were paid as follows: Head rigger, 
$6 per day; second rigger, $4. 
Inasmuch as spar trees take the place of two landings occurring 

on opposite sides of the track, the cost of spar trees in this case was 
about equal to the cost of the landings that were used with the 
ground-yarding system. . 

Other items of cost.—The cost of other items per thousand feet 
is a little less with this system than with the ground-yarding system. 
There are no landings to be built, which in one of the cases referred 
to above meant a saving of about $0.10 per thousand feet. One spar 
tree being used to yard on both sides of the track, the number of 

yarding engine moves is reduced. It does not take so long to change 
ends. Thecost of the yarding lines isa little less, possibly 25 per cent. 
The cost of fuel and other supplies, the maintenance of equipment, 
as well as the amount written off for depreciation, is about the 
same with both systems. 

OVERHEAD YARDING. 

With the passing of the timber from the lower lands, logging oper- 
ators in the region are confronted with the problem of handling 
logs—in many cases smaller logs—on rougher and steeper ground 
‘and over greater distances from the spur railroads. To do this work 
at the cost of past logging or less another method was necessary. 
Resort is being made, therefore, to an overhead or tight-line system. 

While overhead logg ging methods have been employed for many 
years in the east, it is only within the last few years that they have 
been used to any extent by loggers of the Pacific Northwest. During 
a relatively short period they have reached the stage of dependable 
rigs, the output of which can be predicted with some degree of cer- 
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tainty, and the results secured so far give distinct promise of further 
improvement. 
One operator has come to certain tentative conclusions with regard 

to the use and adaptability of overhead systems in coast timber. 
which may be summarized as follows: 

(a) That overhead systems have little advantage over ground 
yarding systems in level or slightly sloping country and that they 
are not so satisfactory as the high-lead system on short hauls. 

(6) That overhead logging can be successfully and economically 
employed on almost any kind of ground, provided the quantity of 
timber justifies the necessary expenditure for proper equipment. 
Some rough mountain sides have .been logged from railroads at 
their base, and numerous other types of rough country have been 
logged at apbersie expense that could not have been logged at all 
with other systems, practically considered. 

(c) That the length of overhead line which can be successfully 
employed depends on the support which can be given the line, the 
weight of the load to be carried, the size of the line, the grade of 
the line in operation, and the deflection of the line. Wire rope is 
constructed to withstand certain pulls and stresses. The stress or 
tension on a cable suspended between two points is entirely different 
from that of any other type of rope application, and as a rule much 
greater than the stress expended by the suspended load. Too often 
conditions necessitate the use of an overhead cable with little sag 
or center deflection, and sag governs in a large measure the length 
of the cable. Putting it another way, the greater the deflection that 
can be secured the longer the cable that can be used. 

(d) That machinery designed and built for ground logging is 
not adapted for overhead logging. Ground logging machinery 
is built for power and to withstand strains. Furthermore, there is 
no elasticity in its make-up. Under certain stresses the engine or 
the line may break. Overhead logging engines, on the other hand, 
should have high-speed drums and be so constructed as to refuse 
to handle any load in excess of that allowed by the factor of safety 
in the overhead line. Under certain conditions excessive strains on 
the overhead cable can be prevented by the arrangement of the - 
other lines. Engines adapted for both ground yarding and over- 
head or high-lead yarding can now be purchased. These have two 
speeds—one for ground yarding, the other for overhead or high-lead 
yarding. The slow-speed pinion can be shifted in one-half hour’s 
time, the result being that a high-speed engine adapted for over- 
head logging is converted into a slow-speed engine for ground 
yarding. 

The bases of these conclusions are to be found in the peculiarities 
of the system. A wire hung between two supports along which the 
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log travels suspended from a trolley is the characteristic feature. 
This arrangement results in both advantages and limitations. The 
advantages in the main are the reduction of friction and the fact 
that with a structure that costs very little as compared with a rail- 
road or pole road logs can be yarded for long distances at a uniform 
speed. The limitations are fixed by the strength of the line as 
related to its own weight, the tension that has to be applied, and the 
service required of it. The load imposed by a turn of logs, great as 
it may be at times, is a small part of the normal burden. The tension 
necessary to keep it from sagging to the ground is greater on long 
reaches. That, combined with the weight of the line, in time 
exhausts its tensile powers. 

These considerations, well understood by makers of wire rope 

and machinery, weighed heavily on the layout of the first attempt 
with this system. A thousand feet was the longest reach attempted. 
Trial, however, chiefly inaugurated by loggers under the spur of 
necessity, has demonstrated the practicability of longer reaches. 
Difference in elevation of the two cable supports is the key to the 
matter. ‘This changes the forces on the line greatly, and as much 
of the ground to be logged compels just this arrangement the method 
has of late been successfully employed on two or three times the 
distance originally proposed. Not always, of course, does topog- 
raphy so lend itself. Intervening ridges may cut off the oppor- 
tunity to stretch a cable for a long distance, or at least prevent the 
line from taking the sag which safeguards it. 

_ Three methods which are used successfully are described. Two 
of these require special engines, and the other gives the best results 
when used in connection with a special engine. It should not be 
understood, however, that they are the only methods that have been 
used or that no other types of engines or line arrangements have 
been thought of. These methods have been used the most, have 
been given the most publicity, and probably represent the best 
principles so far evolved. The use of overhead logging methods 
for swinging or roading is dealt with under “ Swinging.” 

LIDGERWOOD OVERHEAD SYSTEM, 

The Lidgerwood overhead system consists of a standing wire 
cable suspended either between two trees, known as the head spar 
and the tail trees—the tree-rigged type (fig. 36)—or between a 
portable steel head spar and a tail tree—the portable spar type. 
In the tree-rigged type one end of the standing cable passes around 
the tail tree, being held in place by spikes, or over a tree shoe (fig. 
37) suspended on the tail tree, and then down to a stump, to which 
it is made fast. The other end of this cable may be connected to 
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a main cable extension (fig. 38) between the spar trees near the head 
spar by means of a block and fall tackle, the main cable being tight- 
ened with the aid of the engine; or the main cable may lead through 

Fic. 36.—Location of equipment and improvements, Lidgerwood overhead system. 

a jack on the head spar (fig. 39) and then down to a stump, where 

it is connected. The latter is generally used in this region. The 
method of tightening is the same in both cases. The steel-spar type 
is provided with a steel head spar built upon the skidding car and 

7 carried with it. This steel spar car- 

ries all the head blocks and rigging, 

with all the lines reeved and in place. 

A slack-pulling skidding or yard- 
ing carriage travels on the cable 

(fig. 40), being moved toward the 
head spar by the skidding or haul- 
ing line and toward the tail tree by 
the return or trip line. This car- 
riage also carries the slack-pulling 
line, which enables the engine to 
give out the length of skidding line 
necessary to reach the logs lying to 
one side or the other of the overhead 
cable. Lines other than the main 
standing cable lead from their re- 
spective drums on the skidding en- 
gine through blocks on the head 
spar, or both the head spar and tail 
tree, and thence through the skid- 

Fic. 37.—Tail tree, Lidgerwood over- ding carriage to their respective 

head system. positions. In operation the over- 
head cable is stationary. An auxiliary engine is used to load the logs. 

This system of yarding is a product of the East, having been used 
for a comparatively long time in the forests of the South and 
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Southeast. 
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The original machine was invented by Horace V. But- 
ters, of Ludington, Mich., in 1883. It was a crude device, which used 
manila rope for skidding lines; improvements made from time to 
time have brought it 
to its present state of 
efficiency. 

The first Lidger- 
wood overhead skid- 
der on the Pacific 
coast was introduced 
in 1904. It was of 
the tree-rigged type 
and was the largest 
machine of this de- 
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Fig. 38.—Block and fall outfit, Lidgerwood overhead system. 

sign built up to that time, having 10 by 12 inch skidding and 9 by 
10 inch loading engines. While it did fairly satisfactory work from 
the beginning, several changes had to be made to adapt it to the 
new conditions. For the last 10 or 11 years 
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Fic. 39.—Main line extension, Lidgerwood overhead 
system. 

it is said to have done 
satisfactory work. In 
1907 several 12 by 12 
inch overhead skidders 
were installed in the 

region. The following 
year a 12 by 12 inch 
skidder of a heavier 

type was introduced, 
and this is the type of 
machine that is now 
being used by a num- 
ber of operators. The 
manufacturers of the 
skidder are now build- 
ing a 134 by 16 inch 
tree-rigged machine, 
which they hope will 
successfully handle any 
log required by the 
conditions in this re- 
gion. During 1916 at 
least five coast opera- 

tors purchased steel- 
tower skidders. 

Machines:—The tree-rigged machine of the type that has been 
installed within the last few years is made up of two sets of double 
engines, one for skidding and one for loading. 

7 
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The main engine, or what is known as the skidding engine, has 
12 by 12 inch cylinders and three drums. The back drum, the one 
nextto the boilers, is known as the skidding line drum. This drum 
hauls the log in. The middle drum is known as the return or trip 
line drum. This is used not only to haul the carriage back to the 
woods but to hold the carriage in proper position when the log is being 
yarded under the carriage, also to regulate the speed of travel of the 
load when gravity carries it forward. The return line drum is pro- 
vided with an interlocking and reversing device, which permits the 
interlocking of the skidder and receding line drum after the ends of 
the logs have been elevated sufficiently to clear obstructions. By 
means of this device the return line is paid out automatically as the 
skidding line is drawn in. The third drum from the boiler is the 
slack-pulling drum, which enables the engineer to pay out from the 
carriage the length of skidding line that is necessary to reach the logs 
that lie to one side or the other of the overhead cable. The slack- 

ain CABLE 
: 

OUTHAUL ROPE 

Fic. 40.—Skidding carriage, Lidgerwood overhead system. 

pulling drum has a friction device set with a tension of about 500 
pounds, so that the line will not hang slack. 

The loading engine has double cylinders and four drums, two 
friction and two clutch drums. The friction drums are used in 
loading, but only one of them at a time. The two make it possible 
to shift the loading line from one side to the other, so that it is unnec- 
essary for the loading engineer to look over the machine when loading 
is in progress. The two clutch drums are used for raising the main 
cable, rigging, etc. 

The machine, as a rule, is mounted on a steel car, areeh is 22 by 8 
feet and is equipped with a jack at each corner and swivel trucks. 
With this equipment it is possible to jack up the car, turn the trucks, 

lay short pieces of steel rail under the car wheels at right angles to 
the track, and move the car from the track. 

The skidder may be mounted on a sled; in fact, some operators find 
it suits their purpose best to mount it this way. No other method 
could be used where it is necessary to place the skidder at some point 
other than along the track. 
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There are in use in the United States seven types of steel spar- 
skidders, each made in several different sizes. The one designed to 
handle timber of average size in this region is equipped with 12 by 12 
inch, double-cylinder, high-speed engines, with five drums. Then 
there is the utility engine with 10 by 10 inch cylinders and four 
drums. On the front of the machine there is a 12 by 12 inch swing- 
ing-boom loading engine, mounted on a turntable. This engine drives 
three friction drums. Up in the tower, underneath the steel spar, 
there is a four-drum, guy-tightening engine. The skidding engine 
has a hauling-line speed of from 500 to 800 feet per minute, and a 
return-line speed of from 1,800 to 3,000 feet per minute. The 
machine is mounted on a steel frame. This frame with its supporting 
legs is raised or lowered by hydraulic jacks, to allow empty cars to 
pass beneath it. 

The selling prices of the skidder and loading engine f. o. b. Port- 
land or Seattle, exclusive of blocks and JE, were approximately 
as follows in 1916: 

Prices of skidder and loading engine. 

TREE-RIGGED TYPE. 

(1) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 10 by 10 inch loading engine, mounted on 

B, SGET oie 7 rs a ee eS cae an, se $11, 500 
(2) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 10 by 12 inch loading engine, mounted on 

EIS CCH Tree seerayns wy ule caren oe 28 ea a 12, 500 

(3) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 12 by 12 inch loading engine, mounted on 

v= BL SUSE CE a a EE re eas ae 13, 000 

(4) 12 by 12 inch skidder adapted for mounting on a wooden sled_____ 9, 500 

(5) 138% by 16 inch skidder adapted for mounting on a wooden sled_____ 22, 000 

(6) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 10 by 10 inch loading engine, adapted for 

MOMMbIM SOM sal WwOOMeN SlCC- 8) a ee ee ee 9, 700 

(7) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 10 by 12 inch loading engine, adapted for 

mounting on a wooden sled_________ aE # Okra tee Beapbtrer erate 1 ETE MME TOLTOO 
(8) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 12 by 12 inch loading engine, adapted for 

mounting on, ai wooden Sleds 2-1 22 22 ae a ey Ee i ee 12, 500 

(9) 134 by 16 inch skidder, 10 by 10 inch loading engine, mounted on 

IS COC UCI te Se ee et he Pe earn Sere Pee Ea a a ene 23, 000 

(10) 134 by 16 inch skidder, 10 by 12 inch loading engine, mounted on 

CB, SHAE S TCT gh agi IRA A AL ye ae Mae 26, 000 

(11) 1384 by 16 inch skidder, 12 by 12 inch loading engine, mounted on 

BS SUETSHOY Che ts Eee SS oe a OR MA ee ree A 8 Re aoe eee URN 32, 000 

STEEL-SPAR TYPE. 

(1) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 10 by 12 inch loading engine, mounted on 

TMS ECC LC Ate mitoed reese tn Nee ries UREA 000 FAT ay DE oe Oper Brae eee Ee RL Ne Cee 7! 28, 000 

(2) 12 by 12 inch skidder, 12 by 12 inch loading engine, mounted on 

Fal Sere) (coche es ae Se ee eee ee eee eee alee ean eas oe OR 32, 000 
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Main cable supports.—In the case of the tree-rigged system trees 
support the main cable (fig. 36). The head spar, only one of which 
is required to log an entire setting, may be a tree that, as a result 
of accident or design, is located at the proper place; or it may be 
a pole erected there. The head spar is from 100 to 150 feet in height 
and about 30 inches in diameter at the top. If a tree is used, and 
such is usually the case, the top is cut off to protect the workers and 
the machine from falling limbs. The head spar is braced with from 
six to nine guys attached to the top of the spar or at both the top 
and middle. The tail trees are selected before felling begins and are 
left standing, although occasionally a top is cut off to avoid trouble. 
The tail trees are also guyed. 

The distance between the main cable supports (fig. 41) ordinarily 
ranges from 800 to 1,400 feet, which means that an area of from 40 
to 100 acres can be logged at one setting. Logs can be yarded as far 
as 200 feet behind the tail tree. On steep mountain sides, the skidder 
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Fig. 41.—Location of roads, Lidgerwood overhead. system. 

may be rigged to yard logs 2,000 feet or more; in rare cases, up to 
3,000 feet. 

It is necessary to use a new tail tree with every run. The distance 
between the runs depends on several factors, such as the character 
of the ground, size of timber, density of stand, location of suitable 
tail trees, etc. The tail trees are usually from 150 to 250 feet apart. 
The closer they are together, the easier it is for the tong men, and 
the more work it means for the rigging crew. The best results with 
this system are ordinarily obtained when the skidder is hauling 
about 1,000 feet and the tail trees are about 150 feet apart. 

Operation.—In operation, the return line draws the carriage out 
along the main cable. When the carriage reaches the place where 
the logs are to be picked up, the return line drum is thrown out of 
gear and the foot brake is applied, holding the carriage stationary. 
The tongs or chokers are then lowered to the ground by drawing in 
the slack-pulling line. After the slack is pulled, the tongs or chokers 
are carried out by the tong man, to the log or logs to be hauled and 
attached. The skidding rope is then drawn in, with the return line 
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held taut. This keeps the carriage stationary. When the logs are 
elevated sufficiently at one end to clear obstructions, the skidding 
and return-line drums are interlocked and the skidding line drawn 
in (the return line being simultaneously paid out) until the logs are 
brought to the landing places, where they are dropped ready to be 
loaded on the cars. The operation of the drum is then reversed and 
the carriage returned to the woods at high speed by the return line. 
The operation is then repeated. 

Changing lines—Two main cables are employed. While one is 
being used in yarding, the rigging crew is at work getting the other 
in place on the next run. When all the timber on one run has been 
logged, the-main cable is dropped by the lifting and lowering drum 
and taken out of the carriage. The other main cable, already 
brought to place by the riggers, is placed in the carriage, connected, 
and tightened up, the entire change of lines taking from 20 to 40 
minutes. The rigging crew then delivers the main cable from the 
old run to a new one. A light changing or straw line, provided for 
the purpose, is drawn out by hand from the head spar tree on the 

new run, up to and around the newly selected tail tree, and thence to 
the tail tree that has just been deserted. The changing line is there 
made fast to the main cable left lying on the ground on the run last 
logged, and then, by means of a drum, drawn back to the head spar 
tree, thus dragging the main cable entirely around the new tail tree 
to a position between the head spar and tail tree on the new run, 
ready to be connected up when required. 

- Changing settings—The manufacturers of the skidder state that 
the change from one setting to another with the tree-rigged type 
consumes from two to six hours. An operator who is using one of 
these machines stated that a change from one setting to another 
could be made in from one-half to three-fourths of a day, provided 
a double set of rigging is used; that where a single set of rigging is 
used, the time consumed in anes settings ranges from a day to 
a day and a quarter. 

The loss of time in moving from one sujsne to another is not 

considerable when compared with the loss of time in changing the 
' settings of ground yarding engines, since the skidder, as a rule, logs 
more than twice as large an area at a setting as the ground yarding 
engine. The skidding roads radiate around the head spar, and the 
timber on both sides of the track is yarded at one setting of the 
skidder. 

The time consumed in changing settings with the steel-spar type is, 
or course, considerably smaller, ranging, it is said, from an hour and 

a half to two hours. 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——9 
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Equipment.—The kind, size, length, and selling price of the lines, 
also the fixed investment in the lines, are discussed under “ Cost.” 

The number and type of blocks used with this system is indicated 
in Figures 87, 38, and 39. A complete set of these blocks f. o. b. 
Portland or Seattle costs from $1,500 to $2,000 and weighs from 

18,000 to 22,000 pounds. 
The type of carriage used is shown in Figure 40. These carriages 

f. o. b. Portland or Seattle cost from $400 to $500 and weigh from 

1,000 to 1,200 pounds. 
Output—tIn general, the output with this system ranges from 

50,000 to 100,000 feet per day. For short periods it may be greater 
or less than this. One skidder, where the maximum yarding distance 
was 1,000 feet, yarded 1,000,000 feet in five days. On steep mountain 
sides, where the yarding distance ranges from 2,000 to 2,500 feet, the 
output may range from 50,000 to 75,000 feet. 

The average output per skidder per skidding day, on the basis of 
a month’s time, in a camp where five skidders were used, was 80,000 
feet. The largest output of any of these skidders in a day during 
this period was 182,000 feet. In this camp, during the same month, 
four ground yarding engines were operated, the average output per 
engine per yarding day amounting to 40,000 feet. The maximum 
yarding distance in the case of the skidders was 1,200 feet; in the 
case of the ground yarding engines, 700 feet. The logs yarded with 
both systems averaged about 800 feet in volume. Another operator, 
working a skidder and a ground yarding engine in chances of the 
same character, was getting about 75,000 feet per day with the 
skidder and about 40,000 feet with the ground engine. The timber 
was small, second growth, and the ground practically level. Still 
another operator was getting an output of about 90,000 feet per day 
with a skidder. The maximum yarding: distance was 1,200 feet, the 
ground was practically level, and the logs averaged about 1,000 feet 
in volume. One operator who used the overhead skidder discussed 
the output as follows: 

As to the output, we are not in a position to say what the system will do 

in a good chance. We have used it in very rough, steep ground and in small 

timber. From May 1 to May 1 we worked 2273 days, being shut down during 
the month of July and having the usual Christmas shut down, and put in 
9,164,000 feet, or a daily average of a little over 40,000 feet. This is nota large 

average, but, owing to the conditions, think it is better than we could have 

done with the ground yarding system. Our largest day was 84,000 feet and our 
best monthly average was 53,000 feet per day. In these averages the time 
consumed in moving has been counted in as working days. 

Cost.—Nothing further than a general discussion of the elements 
of cost will be attempted. The factor of output, which has already 
been referred to, is of major importance. While the size of the crew 
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used, with this or any overhead system of yarding is much the same 
as in the case of a ground system, there is some difference in the 
character of the work performed and the wages paid some members 
of the crew. 

The crew used for skidding, loading, and rigging pha dig con- 
sists of from 16 to 18 men, made up as follows: 

Skidding crew: 

1 skidding engineer. 

1 fireman. 

1 wood buck. 

1 hook tender. 

2 or 83 choker men. 

1 unhooker. 

1 signalman. 

Rigging crew: 

1 head rigger. 

3 assistant riggers. 

Loading crew: 

1 loading engineer. 

3 loaders. 

This crew is used in connection with a wood-burning skidder. If 
oil or coal is burned, a wood buck is not necessary. Sometimes five 
riggers are necessary. A knotter should be added to this crew, unless 
knotting is considered a part of the operation of felling and bucking. 

The fireman, wood buck, hook tender, choker men, and signalman 
are paid approximately the same wages as in the case of the ground 
yarding system. For a discussion of the wages paid the loading engi- 
neer and loader, see the section headed “ Loading.” A skidding engi- 
neer, as a rule, is paid more than a ground yarding engineer, the 
wages of the former ranging from $4 to $5 per day. A head rigger is 
paid from $5 to $6 per day; the assistant riggers about the same as the 
choker men.- 

It is roughly estimated that a crew handling 40,000 feet per day 
costs about $50 per day; one handling 60,000 feet per day, about $55 
per day; one handling 70,000 feet per day, about $60 per day; one 
handling 80,000 feet, about $63 per day; one handling 90,000 feet per 
day, about $66 per Sea and one handling 100,000 feet per day, UPoL 
$66 per day. 

One crew, handling about 80,000 feet per day in large, second- 
growth timber on rolling ground, cost about $63 per day, as follows: 

Apes lal dbin oe (emo imei ni SL alo a a eB a ee eh hs $4. 50 

11 ARCO ee eS a a eR al RPI Me la NS D5) 

UL apOYOYO)~ | DAU hes til oat SI EEE so ee ee ee eee Des 

LL, Taye OES (HG TAVG (Eye 8 5B LS a eae ae a le Sale a SN BO 6. 00 

BRETT OKC Tey THe RMRE ce a PEG US ie EE an SE NE Sle ee 3. 50. 

Zichokemmencatybo:cos. =) 2 ke ee ee ee See a 6. 50 

TL SCHED VOY ON Eee e9 a To ara eee Sac ee a) pea 3. 50 
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2? sipnalman. =o 2 ees eee $2. 75 

a head riggers oA e t 2o So ee ee 5. 50 

®second ‘ rigrerls. 23 2) (esos eke AIEEE 2S Ae Es ee eo 3. 50 

Zassistentiriggersat $8i1_ 2422 Sees ee Seep ae eee ee 6. 00 

diloadines. elitineer =. se Se 5. 00 

A head loader - 22 2 eS Se eee 4, 50 

dd ASSTStAING Odden ss a a es 8. 50 

i Jassistanialondert=2 oo en eee SEN ees <8 ee al eo Eo et Cee 3. 25 

Total See oe ee ee ee 63. 40 

The labor cost per thousand feet on the basis of the above esti- 
mated total daily labor costs is approximately as follows: 

Labor cost per thousand feet. 

Output per day: 

40;000 feeti2s 2022 22 Ee eee eee ee eee ea) 

50,000 feet hee! it es oe eee 1. 00 
60; O00" fleets se ose Ph eh eee eye ea ae oo . 90 

40:000 fee@ts 2a ok, 2 ee ee ee . 85 

SN,000.feetsii8 5k os Lote 79 
90;000 Peete 2 — ee nicl 

100,000 feet: 2  S e  e . 66 

The cost of the maintenance or replacement of the lines depends, 
in the main, on the length of the span and the conditions under 
which the lines are used. ‘The main standing lines in use have either 
hemp or wire centers, with a tendency toward the latter as their 
length is increased, and range from 14 to 12 inches, or even larger, 
in diameter. The other lines are of the usual kind. The skidding 
lines are made of either { or 1 inch rope. The approximate size 
of the other lines used is given in the following table. The length 
of the lines employed in any given case varies of necessity with the 
length of the span. This may range from 700 feet on level ground, 
where the cost of constructing railroads is low, to 2,500 or 3,000 feet on 
mountain sides where the construction of railroads is practically out 
of the question. In Table 22 the estimated cost of lines per thousand 
feet of timber is shown for spans of three different lengths, the lines 
being the same size in each case. It will be noted that the estimated 
life of each line in million-foot units is given. The estimated life of 
each line is approximately correct in most cases, with the exception 
of the standing line, which can not be safely estimated. The output 
given for the main cable is too high for some cases and too low for 
others. Both hemp and wire-center rope are used for main cables, 
other lines being made of hemp-center rope. The main cables in- 
cluded in the estimates are made of wire-center rope. The price of 
wire rope is given under “ Ground yarding.” 
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TABLE 22.—Hstimated cost of lines, per thousand feet of timber, with the over- 
head skidder. 

9 3 Case 1 (900-foot Case 2 (1,200-foot Case 3 (1,500-foot 
Mit = span). span). , Span). 
q = 
= &, 

Type of line. q | 2 3 | = esl sot lie 
SEES) a WRI gueeN) of lS WORM hg ESO) BU 
Beisel || Oe ee imeene clied | Geta ee) ale a 
Se Wai lane, vi Se hein leer his | Vaemanae cane i keener 
A | A 4 a 'S) A ical Q 4 a 1S) 

Ins. Feet. Fect. Feet. 
1 main cable......... 12 15 |$0. 50 | 1,300 $650 $0. ae 1,600 |} $800 |$0.053 | 1,900 | $950 | $0.063 . 
1 skidding line-...... 1 10} .25 | 1,100} 275 1,400} 350} .035)1,700] 425 045 
1 return line...-....-- £ 20) .20)2,100} 420) . “Oo 2,600 | 520] .026) 3,200] 640 - 032 
1 slack pulling line £1! 10| .11/1,100| 121] .012]1,400| 154] .015] 1,700] 187 019 
1 straw line... - Oy 20 09 | 2,100} 189 Ol | 2,600 | 234 012 | 3,200] 288 014 
1 tightening line 1 10 20 800 | 160 016 800 | 160 016 800 | 160 016 
Loading guys. . 12] 30] .50| 800} 400] .014| 9800] 400] .014| 800] 400 014 
Loading line . KA 3/ .20| 250] 50! .016/ 250] 50] .016} 250] 50 016 
Guy lines. 2 eileeeee- -20),),25,200) || ,440 |2- 22-22 2,200 | 440 ]....-.. 2 200) 44.0) e a= 
1 main cable (extra).. T1319 (Seer 5D) |) SSN) |p GEO sesetos) Uo | oes ssexe 1, 900') 950 |2------ 

CFA Usoyaes S rlh e ee depePAD e 3 Bile Sil) eoane BAOOS nal SzA eee 4 490 2:9 

Both chokers and tongs are used to attach the logs to the skidding 
line. In some cases tongs furnish the sole attachment; in others, 
chokers. Both forms of attachment are sometimes used. Where 
only one tong is used it 1s attached to a ring on the end of the skid- 
ding line. Where more than one tong is used they are attached to 
the butt lines or chains, and the butt lines are attached to a ring on 
the end of the skidding line. Where chokers are used they are 
attached directly to the end of the skidding line, no butt chains 
being used. Sometimes one tong and one or more chokers are used, 
the tong being attached directly to the end of the skidding line. 

' The cost of chokers and butt lines per thousand feet does not 
amount to as much as in ground yarding (see discussion of rigging, 
cost under “ Ground yarding”), probably ranging from 1 to 3 cents. 

The cost of the replacement and maintenance of blocks, carriage, 
etc., no one is in a position to discuss confidently. The amount per 
thousand feet is small, ranging from I to 3 cents. 
It is conservative to say that the cost of the fuel used in yarding 

and loading with this system, when the steam for the skidding and 
loading engine is supplied by a common boiler, is just about equal to 
the cost of the fuel used in yarding with a ground system. 

The cost per thousand feet for lubricants, waste, and packing used 

in skidding and loading with this system ranges from 1 to 2 cents. 
(See “ Ground yarding.”) 
The cost of the upkeep of the skidder ranges from $30 to $40 per 

month. (See discussion of the maintenance cost of ground yarding 
engines under “ Ground yarding.”) 

The manufacturers of this machine estimate its efficient hfe at 

90 years. It may be that with proper maintenance this figure is not 

too high. However, it is no doubt too high to be used by a going 

concern or timber appraisers, at least in most cases. The factor of 
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obsolescence, also the time the skidder can be used by an operator . 
before it has to be disposed of, have a direct bearing on the amount 
that should be written off annually for depreciation. Conserva- 
tively, for the purpose of timber appraisal, the efficient life of a 
skidder should be placed at 10 years, with a scrap value of 10 per 
cent of the original cost. (See discussion of depreciation on ground 
yarding engines.) 

MACFARLANE SKY-LINE SYSTEM. 

The MacFarlane sky-line system differs from the Lidgerwood sys- 
tem in that no slack-pulling line is employed, the main cable upon 
which the carriage travels being raised or lowered when the system is 
in operation. The first step in the evolution of this system was taken 
in 1905. In that year Mr. C. E. MacFarlane was confronted with the | 
problem of moving logs about 900 feet down a steep slope to the 
Kalama River, the elevation of the bench above the river amounting 

to 600 feet, with the slope in places so steep that it was difficult for a 
man toclimbup. To move the logs down this slope on the ground was 

not practicable and there was not enough water in the river to permit 
the use of a chute. It was decided that some inexpensive overhead 
method would have to be used. The trip drum of an ordinary 8} by 
10 inch ground yarding engine, set at the top of the slope, was fitted 

with a double brake. A 1-inch plow steel cable was made fast to a 

stump on the opposite side of the river, led up the hill, and passed 
through a block suspended to a properly guyed tree about 60 feet 
from the ground. A #{-inch lne ran from the main drum, through 
a block attached to the end of the main or overhead cable, and thence 
back around a stump, thus providing a purchase for raising the main 
cable. A five-eighths-inch trip line was strung about 150 feet to one 
side of the overhead cable and led through a block to the carriage. 

In yarding a log, say, 150 feet from the main eable, the trip line 
pulled the carriage and main line over to the log, permitting the log 
to be hooked on; slack was then taken out of the main cable, thus ele- 
vating the log, by reeling in the §-inch purchase line on the main 
drum, and the log was lowered down the hill by letting out the trip 
line. When the log reached the river the main cable was lowered, 
permitting the load to be unhooked. The device constituted an over- 

head snubbing system, since it relied on gravity to pull the logs in. 
The cost of yarding logs by this system was considerably less than 

it would have been if a ground-yarding method had been used, the 
operator finding that the steep ground was logged as cheaply as some 

moderately level ground with the ground method. The logs ranged 
from 600 to 1,500 feet in volume. | 
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Five men made up the yarding crew—an engineer, fireman, hook- 
tender, rigging slinger, and unhooker. 

Fic. 42.—Location of equipment and improvements, MacFarlane sky-line system. 

The Lidgerwood overhead system has been dealt with in consid- 
erable detail, so that only the points wherein the MacFarlane sky- 

MD 

Fig. 43.—Head tree, MacFar- Fic. 44.—Tail tree, MacKar- 

lane system. lane system. 

line system differs from other overhead systems will be touched upon 
here. The location of equipment and improvements is shown in 

fig. 42. . 
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Rigging.—The rigging consists of a main cable suspended between 
a head tree (fig. 43) and a tail tree (fig. 44). Upon this line the car- 
riage travels. Two lines only are required to operate the carriage; - 
one to haul it in, the other to haul it back. The main cable, leading 
from a drum on the logging engine, passes through a block suspended 
near the top of the head tree, thence out to and over a tree shoe 
suspended on the tail tree, and then down to a stump, where it is 
made fast. The haul-in line, leading from a second drum on the en- 
gine, passes through a block on the head tree in the same way as the 
mnain cable, and thence to the front end of the carriage, where it is 
made fast. The haul-back or trip line, leading from a third drum 
on the engine, passes along one side of the run, then through a block 
on the tail tree, and thence to the back end of the carriage. 

_ The distance between the head and tail tree depends, of course, 
on the yarding distance, which in turn may be fixed by the practical 
range of the system. The system has been used successfully to yard 
logs a distance of 2,500 feet. The tail trees are from 150 to 300 feet 
apart, depending on conditions. 
Operation—The haul-back line hauls the carriage out along the 

main line to the point where the log is to be hooked on. Then the 
main cable is slackened sufficiently to lower the carriage to the ground, 
the haul-back line being used to pull the carriage to the log when 
the log lies to one side of the center of the run. When the choker or 
chokers have been attached to the carriage, the main cable is tightened 
until the front end of the load is raised far enough from the ground 
to clear obstructions. Powerful brakes on the main drum cable hold 
the main cable taut while the carriage with its load is pulled in. 
When the load is brought to the landing place, the main cable is 
lowered and then the load unhooked. The main cable is then tightened 
and the operation repeated. As logging on a run progresses, the cor- 
ner trip block has to be shifted. 

Logs can not be yarded from behind the tail tree, and it is difficult 
to yard logs on the outer edge of a wide strip near the tail tree. More 
power is required to raise the logs from the ground than with sys- 
tems having a taut overhead cable, since the engine has to raise the 
cable as well as the log. 

Changing lines——One head tree is all that is required at each set- 
ting of the engine. The tail tree is changed each time a strip is 
logged, the new, tail tree being selected and guyed before the old one 
is deserted. In changing lines, the lines are first drawn in to the 
head tree. The straw line, which is run before the change is started, 
is then used to run out the trip line. This operation takes from one 
to two hours. 

Equipment.—The equipment is much the same as that used with 
other systems of overhead logging. 
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In 1911 a logging engine with four drums was built especially for 
use with this system. The main drum is driven through a compound 
train of gears by an internal gear, which revolves it in the same direc- 
tion as the trip drum. The trip drum is a high-speed drum, which 
insures the quick return of the carriage. In front of these two drums 
are located the haul-in and straw-line drums. All the drums take 
the lead of the line on top. 

The operating levers are conveniently located. The three princi- 
pal drums are equipped with steam frictions, the throttles of which 
are banked in front of the engineer’s position, immediately below 
the main throttle. The brake operating levers are mounted on the 
frame, within easy reach of the engineer’s left hand. 

The main and trip drums are each provided with powerful steam- 
operated brakes. The enginer controls the pressure exerted by the 
brake through the valve of the brake cylinder. The operating lever 
is connected to both the valve stem and cross head. When the lever 
is moved to any position opening the valve, the travel of the cross- 
head automatically closes the valve when the desired tension is 
reached. This forms a flexible control. The engine is mounted on a 
sled. The cylinders are 11 by 13 inch. The boiler, which is of the 
oblong fire-box type, is 66 inches in diameter. This engine costs about 
$9,000 f. o. b. Portland: 

The length and diameter of the lines ned with this system depend 
on the distance between the main cable supports and the size of the 
timber. Asa rule the main cable ranges from 1} to 1} inches in diam- 

eter. The haul-in and haul-back cables are generally seven-eighths 
of an inch in diameter. When the main cable is 1} inches it generally 
leads direct to the main cable drum on the engine. If one of larger 
diameter is used it may be necessary to use a purchase line to in- 
crease the power of the engine. Under such conditions a block is at- 
tached to the main cable. The purchase line, leading from the main- 
line drum, passes through this block and then down to a stump be- 
tween the head tree and the engine, where it is fastened. 

One company hauling second-growth timber down a steep moun- 
tain side used the following lines: 

Type of Diame- Lines. construc- Length. 
tion. Jae 

Inch. Feet. 
WpeneAGKCsbICk [aoe Tel ei AE en oe ers eee ease ae eo -..| 6 by 19 14 1,800 
IPI MIHGD, ITINe, «Wa Geese soa See Nenaeceaopeessaeasebseanenas-odaodsescadeSe | 6by 19 z 2,000 
PERa i ajon Gis lm = paar hee Se cette eh ae eho coc ene tee OER eel acl ae | 6 by 19 Z 4,000 
NIURAUNYALIDLO irae Siem Reso ete tu OR ais sats ecco ces Soak enc emer e eee eanee 6 by 19 2 4,000 
(CVO ON EP EY SSS I ER A A a oe eet a ee Ee eye ae ee 8 by 19 abs 20 to 20 

YS coo de de seeedbecaes so cope ce eaeeBeO doc eMEsYesecat sos ana amssane 8 by 19 ik 4, 000 

1 Includes a set of guys for the tail tree. 

Notv.—The selling price of wire rope is discussed under ‘* Ground Yarding.” 
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The carriage has two sheaves, being light, simple, and strongly 
constructed. On the bottom is a large hook, to which the chokers are 

attached, and a small hook at each end, the haul-in line being attached 
to one, the haul-back line to the other. The carriage (fig. 45), with 
16 by 3 inch manganese-steel sheaves, costs about $120. 

The blocks are much the same as those used in high-lead yarding. 
The price of overhead blocks is given under “Loading.” The fol- 
lowing gives the number, types, and selling prices of blocks used 
with this system at one camp: 

Net selling price. 

Type and size: 

1°14-inch’ tree*jack. (fig, 46) 2278. eee ee $180 

3 Jarge“movine’ blocks Sh. “ees 202 3 SAS Ae ee eee 150 

2 Yardine blocks 22 SUAS See ES Ss Ee ee eres 50 

2 18-ineh: trip: orhawl-backs, blocks 2.4 sees tee 4k ee a ee 50 

6.14-inch trip or aaul-back blocks. 252.) oe ee eee 105 

2 tree shoes (fig, 47) 2) so Se 100 

YY y 

9 
Fic. 45.—Double-sheaye over- 3 < 

head carriage. Fig. 46.—Tree jack. Fig. 47.—Tree shoe. 

Output.—The output with this system ranges from 50,000 to 100,000 
feet per day. At one camp where the logs were moved 1,500 feet 
down a steep slope the output averaged about 60,000 feet per day, 
the logs averaging about 800 feet in volume. In the same camp 
the output »veraged from 85,000 to 100,000 feet per day on practically 
level ground, when the hauling distance did not exceed 1,000 feet. At 
another camp, where the logs were moved 2,000 feet down a steep 
mountain side, the output averaged about 50,000 feet per day, the logs 

averaging about 900 feet in volume. At-still another camp, where 
the logs were moved about 1,600 feet down a steep slope, the country 
being badly broken up, the output ranged from 60,000 to 80,000 feet 
per day. In this latter case the timber was large, the logs averaging 

2,000 feet in volume, and some of them containing 6,000 feet. 

1A tree shoe is used to support the overhead cable at the tail tree. Since the tighten- 

ing is generally done at the head tree, the outer end of this cable is stationary, making 

a hardwood shoe instead of sheaves practical. 
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Cost.—Output is the telling factor in all systems of yarding. With 
the same output the cost of yarding is practically the same for all 
systems. 

The following gives the crew and the wages paid per day at one 
operation : : 

Yarding crew. 

EN OO Ke HEM erl eater) veer creed re Neil ak? ee Uris te ee ha Ny coset: $4. 50 

PREMOKET MEN as: la Eei ha Hol Bye Neces Sie sheneia Payee Bude, 22, 6. 50 

1 unhooker ___ BP BS, Fi Fe IG Ua eel cae let gre a he Bh a Be AD 

1 signalman_ 2 AT ee a Bie eeu LS SNE Ny 3. 00 

iPenoineéer ==! Bir inoves_ 9y pinion ioe eaten 4. 00 

iifremans oo pie ea a pp tht ge pial! ei 3. 00 

Ll \yyeyOV Gh AONDKCI ee ee eR RS sD a ec ee 8 pe ee ee Rn As 8. 00 

2, BE 

Loading crew. 

IL sineeicne nal pasta gS) Bae, | ee ae eee dye ars) 

MEM SING CT 2 2a es AOU ey SOE NPE Ce a Mie aU TO 2 DD) 

1 head loader____ Be SS eRe A es SO SR LE en cama oy Ate 

1 second loader Ss wr feet Gee wr gba gol hie ar Daya Os BOO 

i thindvoadders = * De aS og ALINE Ns 1h 2 Sena chi ee A 3. 00 

17. 00 

Rigging crew. 

mheade climbers. 2) sree eee SE RE ea a tat 4. 00 

1 second climber ____.____ I a WE Po ie pe ate I ces ome RD) 

By TENT OY SY cfS) ae I a re rag ho Se eg cae OE? 11) 

16. 50 

Té will be noted that this crew is a little larger than the ordinary 
_crew that yards and loads logs with a ground yarding system, and 
that the size of the crew is practically the same as that used in con- 
nection with the Lidgerwood overhead system. A separate engine 
is used in loading. Under some conditions an additional choker man 
would be necessary. 

NORTH BEND SYSTEM. 

_ The evolving of the striking features of what is now known as the 
- North Bend system is credited to Mr. R. W. Vinnedge, of Edgewick, 
Wash. It is used by a number of operators in this region because of 

. its simplicity and the fact that it may be worked successfully with 
an ordinary ground yarding engine. 
Rigging—tThe carriage rides on a standing line. This standing 

line may be stretched from the tail tree to the head tree, and then 
anchored to stumps, as in the case of the tree-rigged Lidgerwood sys- 
tem; or it may lead from a drum on the engine as in the case of the 
MacFarlane sky-line system. The latter is the better method and 
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is always used when the engine makes it possible. To relieve the 
engine of as much of the load as possible, a block purchase is used 
in tightening the line. The standing cable, as suggested by its name, 
is not raised or lowered when the system is in operation. Obviously, 
however, this could be done if conditions warranted. The haul-in 
line is attached to the carriage. In the bight of this line, between 
the carriage and head tree, a butt chain lead block is hung. To this 
block the load is attached. The haul-back line is run out along the 
strip from 100 to 150 feet from the standing line, in the same man- 
ner as in ground yarding, and attached to the carriage. This line is 
used, in connection with a properly located lead block, to draw to any 
desired point. the block to which the load is to be attached. The 
layout is shown in figure 48. 
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Fig. 48.—Location of equipment and improvements, North Bend system. 

E quipment.—The equipment is practically the same as that used . 
in the MacFarlane sky-line system. 
An ordinary two-drum yarding engine may be used to furnish the 

power for this system. Mr. Vinnedge used a standard 11 by 13 inch 
compound-geared yarding engine with the first installation, securing 
very satisfactory results. To get the best results, however, an en- 
gine differing somewhat from the standard ground yarding engine 
should be used. An engine designed especially for use with the Mac- 
Farlane system fulfills the requirements nicely. 

One operator, after convincing himself that this system would log 
parts of his holdings cheaper than a ground machine, decided that 
the best results would be secured with a special engine. He thought, 
however, that this special engine could be so designed as to serve for 
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ground as well as overhead work. The basis of the resultant engine 
is one of the standard compound-geared yarding engines. It has 11 
by 18 inch cylinders, four drums, and an extended fire-box type of 
boiler. The gear ratio was changed so that a considerable portion 
of the power exerted by the main-line drum was sacrificed for in- 
creased speed. The four drums are all located within the frame 
and rotate in the same direction, taking the lead of the line on top. - 
The main and trip drums are located as in the case of an ordinary 
compound-geared yarding engine, the main drum being used to 
operate the standing line, the trip drum to return the carriage. 
Immediately in front of these two drums there is a shaft carrying 
the haul-in and straw-line drums. The gear on this shaft is driven 
through an intermediate gear, which meshes directly with the trip- 
drum gear. The haul-in drum has a capacity of 2,700 feet of 14-inch 
line and a speed of about 600 feet per minute. The trip drum has a 
capacity of about 3,500 feet of #-inch line and a speed of about 1,500 
feet per minute. This trip drum is equipped with a large steam- 
operated brake for the purpose of snubbing the load down steep 
slopes. The brake is so designed that a varying pressure is obtain- 
able, making it possible for the engineer to control the log under all 
conditions. The main drum is equipped with a ratchet and pawl 

for holding the standing line, since it is seldom necessary to raise or 
lower it. This drum is also provided with a large brake, so that, 
with the pawl released, the standing line may be slackened gradually. 
The net price of the engine f. o. b. Portland is approximately $6,500. 
The diameter and length of the standing line depend on the size 

of the timber, the length of the span, and the amount of deflection 
that can be secured. The standing lines used have ranged from 14 
to 14 inches in diameter. One operator who has had considerable 
experience with the system is of the opinion that a 11-inch cable 
is large enough for logs scaling 2,000 feet, and that 12-inch cable 
should be used when the logs average from 2,000 to 4,000 feet in 

-volume; that is, where the span does not exceed 1,500 feet. The sys- 
tem has given entire satisfaction when hauling as far as 1,600 feet. 

The haul-in or yarding line is generally 14 inches in diameter, 
the length depending on the distance between the head and tail tree, 
the distance logged on each side of the standing line, and the dis- 
tance the engine is from the head tree. It is economical to yard 
logs lying from 150 to 200 feet on either side of the standing line. 
To go farther results in too much strain on the equipment, also the 
danger of uprooting the tail tree. The wear on the yarding line 
when yarding downhill is almost negligible, except on that portion 
on which the yarding block rides. The records of one company that 
is using this system to haul downhill show that one 14-inch haul-in 
line was used to yard 9,0000,000 feet, the line retaining 50 per cent 
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of its life when it was discarded and used for chokers. The wear 
on this line is much greater when yarding uphill or on level ground. 
Still, in no case is its life as short. as the main yarding lines used 
for ground yarding. The haul-back lines in use range from nine- 
sixteenths to twelve-sixteenths inch in diameter. Straw lines are 
generally three-eighths inch in diameter. 

SWINGING. 

Among the loggers of the region it is generally considered good 
practice to build railroads within an economical yarding distance 
of the timber. It is not always possible, however, to do this. It 
may be cheaper, because of the cost of railroad construction or the 
quantity of the timber, to use two or more logging engines, with or 
without improvements, to transport the logs from the stump to the 
landing. The practice of using two or more engines to transport 
timber over the ground—that is, without improvements—from the 
stump to the landing is known both as swinging and roading. In 
this publication the operation will be referred to as swinging, the 
distance from the yarding engine to the landing or pole road being 
considered as the swinging distance. The use of overhead logging 
engines for the same purpose wili also be considered as swinging. 

The distance it pays to swing timber is governed largely by the 
topography and formation of the country and by the quantity of 
timber in the swinging unit that can not profitably be logged direct 
to the landing. Under most conditions timber can be swung farther 
with overhead than ground logging engines. 

Swinging decreases the cost of railroad construction, but it in- 
creases the cost of transporting the logs from the stump to the land- 
ing. Theoretically speaking, it is the comparison of the cost of the 
two methods, taking into consideration the fact that the yarding and 
swinging at times delay each other, that indicates whether swinging 
should be resorted to in a given case. 

GROUND SWINGING. 

Tt has at times been found profitable to swing logs three or four 
thousand feet over the ground. At times it may prove cheaper to 
single-haul the timber 1,200 feet or more—if the drum capacity of 
the yarding engine will permit—than to double-haul it. At other 
times it is cheaper to double-haul a shorter distance than this. Not 
infrequently two swing engines, in addition to the yarding engine, 
are used, and occasionally three swing engines are necessary. — 

The distance between the swing engines depends to a great extent 
on the topography of the country, the aim being to place them in 
such a way that they will not hold up the yarding engine. Under 
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ideal conditions the distance is a little greater than the maximum 
yarding distance. 

In swinging, the yarding crew is the same as when the logs are 
single hauled. The crew used with a swing engine depends for the 
most part on the character of the country and output. As a rule, it 
is approximately as follows: 

1 engineer, 

1 fireman. 

1 wood buck. 

1 hooker on. 

1 chaser. 

If the chance is bad, an additional chaser may be necessary. In 
some cases no wood-buck wages, or only half the wages of a wood 
buck, are charged against this crew. The wages paid this class of 
labor are discussed under “ Ground yarding.” 

The equipment, supplies, etc, used with a swing engine are prac- 
tically the same as those used with a ground yarding engine. Both 
simple and compound geared engines are used. If the swinging dis- 
tance is great, a simple-geared engine is used, since it has the larger 
drum capacity. Under most conditions the simple-geared engine is 
preferred. The maintenance, replacement, and depreciation of equip- 
ment, also the cost of supplies, in connection with swing engine are 
little less than with a ground yarding engine. (See “ Ground yard- 
ing.”’) 

OVERHEAD SWINGING. 

‘In mountainous country overhead logging systems are particularly 
adapted for swinging, since on steep mountain sides logs may be 
swung 2,000 feet or more at a very small cost for improvements. 
Any one of the three systems of “overhead yarding” may be used 
to swing logs this distance, provided, of course, the lay of the land 
is such that the necessary deflection in the line can be secured. 

In one case the operator was confronted with the problem of swing- 
ing timber 2,000 feet down a mountain side from a plateau to the 
railroad below. A ground yarding engine was set at the top of 
the hill, near the base of the tail tree, to assemble the logs to be 
swung. Highteen hundred feet down the mountain side the head 
tree was located, the rise of the land for about one-half of this dis- 
tance from the head tree being gentle, the rest being very abrupt, 
providing ample deflection for the standing lne. A wide-drum 
ground engine was set at the railroad. The logs were swung from 
the tail tree at the top of the slope to the head tree by the North Bend 
overhead system, an especially constructed engine being used. ‘They 
were hauled the remainder of the distance to the track by the ground 
engine, where they were loaded on cars with the gin pole and crotch 
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line method. About 4,000,000 feet of timber was hauled by the sky 
line at this setting. The overhead swing engine had no trouble in 
taking care of the output of the yarding engine, which averaged 
from 50,000 to 75,000 feet per day; in fact, it seemed it could have 
handled the output of two yarding engines. 

Fic. 49.—Nestos overhead snubbing system. 

Under some conditions an overhead snubbing method can be used 
to swing. logs to better advantage than any other method. This was 
true of the following case: 

An operator had a limited amount of timber, which stood on a 

Fic. 50.—Carriage, Nestos overhead snubbing system, 

bench 400 feet above the railroad, the slope between the bench and 
the railroad falling away so rapidly that the use of a pole road or 
chute was out of the question. It was decided to use an overhead 
snubbing system of the type shown in figure 49. 
A wire cable 12 inches in diameter and 2,000 feet long was used 

as a standing line. One end of this line was fastened to a stump 
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near the railroad and the other end was taken up the hill, passed 
through a block suspended to a guyed tree about 25 feet from the 
ground, and made fast toastump. Two stops (fig. 50) were clamped 
on the standing line, one at the top where the logs were picked up, 
the other at the foot where the logs were landed. 
A carriage of the design shown in figure 50 was used, the snubbing 

line leading through it to the load. 
A 10 by 12 inch wide-drum yarding engine, on which an extra 

wide brake had been installed, was set at the top of the slope and 
used to lower the logs. 
Any friction drum engine 
with braking power sufii- 
cient to hold the load can 
be used. A three-drum en- 
gine could be used both to 
yard and lower the logs. 
To get the full capacity 
out of the system, however, 
one should use a separate 

engine with a special brake 
~ drum. 

The load was hooked on 
the end of the snubbing 
line (fig. 51) and hoisted 
till a ball fixed on the 
snubbing line just above 
the hook engaged in a 

catch in the carriage. This 
catch held the load up. 
The snubbing-drum fric- 
tion was then thrown off 
und the load was snubbed to the landing place. At this point the 
carriage came in contact with the stop on the lower end of the line. 
This stop held the carriage and freed the snubbing line, allowing 
the load to be lowered to the ground. When the load was unhooked 
the signal was given to return the carriage to the woods. The bali 
on the snubbing line again came in contact with the catch of the - 
carriage, releasing the carriage from the stop. 

The following crew was used to operate the snubbing device: 

Fic. 51.—Method of hooking load, Nestos overhead 

snubbing system. 

1 engineer. 

_ 1 fireman. 
1 wood buck (half time). 

1 hooker on. 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——10 
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The loaders unhooked the loads at the landing. The chaser em- 
ployed in the yarding crew, besides unhooking the logs as they were 
delivered to the snubber, assisted the hooker on in making up the 
loads for the snubber. 

The operator was working in relatively small timber, and so was 
not in a position to say how large a log could be handled over the 
12-inch standing line. The largest loads handled did not exceed 
2,000 feet. 

The snubber handled the output of one yarding engine, about 
60,000 feet per day, when working at seemingly no more than one- 
half capacity. When working intermittently it made 50 trips per 
day, and it could have made 75 trips per day easily. 

In transporting large timber across canyons on a standing line, 
where conditions are such that the logs must be entirely suspended, 

Fie. 52.—Double sky-line system. 

some operators have found it necessary to use a double standing line. 
The rig used by one operator is shown in figure 52. The method of 
tightening the double standing line, which is made of 14-inch wire 
rope, 1s indicated in the figure, the power being furnished by the 
gypsy head on a standard wide-drum logging engine. The carriage, 
which is 3 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 6 inches, has five 14-inch sheaves. 
The tree jacks, through which the standing line leads, have three 
16-inch sheaves. The main line lead block has a 24-inch sheave. A 
1-inch main line and a 2-inch trip are used. 

The rig has worked successfully with a span of 2,200 feet, hauling 
logs scaling as high as 7,000 feet. 

ROADING. 

Under some conditions rather large bodies of timber are trans- 
ported for long distances with ground logging engines, necessitating 
and justifying the use of pole roads. This is known as roading. 
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In the past it was the common practice in this region to road 
logs long distances to mills, drivable or towable waters, or railroads. 
At the present, however, roading is used only to a limited extent 
by loggers who are in a position to use the best methods, most of it 
being done in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor regions. This 
is because the railroad, with the geared locomotive, has proved the 
better method. With railroad inclines and overhead logging methods 
perfected, long-haul ground logging will be used less as time goes on. 

In the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor districts more logs have 
been, and are, driven than in all the rest of the Douglas fir region 
taken together. In many cases a pole-road haul of a mile or two 
delivers all the logs to a drivable stream, making roading a more 
satisfactory method of transporting logs than the railroad. Then, 
too, material satisfactory for railroad ballast is not infrequently 
scarce in the Willapa Harbor district. This, in connection with the 
fact that the rainfall is very heavy, makes the cost of railroad main- 
tenance high and works in favor of the roading method in many — 
cases. 

METHOD. 

While it is sometimes economical to haul logs 2,000 feet or more 
- over a dirt road, as a general thing a fore-and-aft or pole road is 

built when the distance from the yarding engine to the railroad, 
stream, or mill equals or exceeds 2,000 feet. In the early days skid 
roads were used. This was the type of road used in connection 
with draft power, and it was natural for the logger to continue 
using it for a while with the logging engine. Some operators still 
build a part of the road of skids. 

The logs are yarded, or yarded and swung, to these pole roads in 
the same manner as to railroads. They are then made into turns 
ranging from 6,000 to 12,000 feet, and hauled to the railroad, stream, 

or mill by a roading engine. One road engine may be ample, since 
under ideal conditions such an engine can haul logs for a little more 
‘than a mile. Not infrequently, however, a battery of road engines 
is necessary to haul the logs out of the woods, the rear machine 
taking the logs from the yarding engine and delivering them to the 
tail block of the succeeding road engine, and so on to the landing. 
ft is seldom economical to employ more than two or three machines 
in a battery because of the cost for labor, wire rope, maintenance, etc. 
The general features of the road engine are the same as those of the 
simple-geared yarding engine, the striking difference being the rope 
capacity of the drums. 

The main, or hauling, line is operated on the slhelerape principle, 
or in the same way as in ground yarding, with the road engine 

located at the landing and a heavy tail block swung a short distance 
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above the yarding engine. The trip line, which is strung near the 
pole road in such a way that it will not interfere with the operation 
of the main cable, leads through trip blocks located at suitable points 
and then through the tail block, where it is attached to the woods- 
end of the main line. The main cable follows the road and is kept 
in place with blocks or rollers where turns are made. 
From six to eight logs, depending on their size and the character 

of the road, are fastened one behind the 
other by means of grabs or dogs (figs. 53 
and 54), forming turns, which are attached 
to the main cable. The turns are made up 
by a grab man. A chaser follows the logs 
to the landing, often riding in a rigging 
sled hollowed out of a log, which is attached 
to the rear log. He can signal to the road 
engineer at any point along the line by pull- 
ing on a wire which is stretched from the 
road engine. On arrival at the landing the 
chaser aids in placing the logs on the land- 
ing, removes the grabs from the logs, and, 
returns with the grabs in the rigging sled 

to the yarding engine. In some cases, especially where the pole road 
is so steep in places that gravity causes the logs to run faster than the 
lines travel, the logs in the turn are not dogged up and pulled to.the 
landing. Instead, they are pushed into the landing, a : 
hock attached to the main line being made ‘fast to the 
rear log. By this method several turns of logs of the 
ordinary size may be along the road at pena ea points 
at one time. — 

It is practically impossible to say ee far a road en- 
gine works on the average. Unless conditions are par- 
ticularly favorable cne machine will not be able to haul F'6. 54.—Log: 
farther than 3,000 feet; in many cases less than this. ~~ ae 
At this distance a road engine should generally be able to handle 
the output of two yarding engines. 

Fie. 538.—Coupling grabs. 

EQUIPMENT. 

Road engines —Simple-geared, wide-drum engines are used for 
roading, the size and drum capacities depending on the size of timber, 
character of road, and length of haul. They are mounted on sleds 
the same as gr ound yarding engines and moved over the ground from 
one setting to the other by their own power. 
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Lines.—The lines are the same size as those used in ground yard- 
ing, In some cases a little smaller. The trip line is roughly twice 
the length of the hauling line. 

Grabs, dogs, and hooks.—Many kinds of equipment and methods 
are used to fasten the logs together in a turn. Ordinarily the logs 
are connected one behind the other with 
grabs or dogs. The grabs are made in 
different forms and the methods of using 
them differ somewhat. Figure 53 shows a 
pair of grabs, the cost of which amounts 
to $6 or $7. A pair of grabs is inserted 

Fig. 55.—Road roller. 

adjoining logs being connected with a 
short piece of cable. Some operators fasten the logs together with 
dogs of the type shown in figure 54. Two dogs are inserted in the 
end of each log on opposite sides, the short pieces of cable con- 

necting the dogs of adjoining logs crossing each 
other in the form of an X. Dogs cost from $9 to $5 

per pair. In some cases only the last two logs are 
dogged together, and the outer end of the main line 
is attached to the next to the last log with double 
chain grab hooks. 
Blocks——The number and type of blocks used in 

roading depend on the character of the road and the 
length of haul. In a general way, the same blocks 
are used in roading as in ground yarding. No large 
butt-chain lead blocks, however, are necessary. 

Rollers —When there are turns in the road, rollers 
are placed vertically on stumps or posts to keep the 

Paes, f 5 line leading with the load, to prevent wear on the 
hook: cable, and to reduce friction. Rollers are also placed 

on the high points to prevent wear from downward 
pressure. Figure 55 shows one of the types of rollers used. The 
selling price in 1916 of this roller, smooth or corrugated, when made 
of manganese steel was as follows: 

Net selling price. 

Cae geeo mel, cwAth.A-ineh SWattssoe 20 uc ee ge SRD 

SU yel Grinch wit 2-imnch: shatt].. 5920) eee an an ee VE Eee ee 86 

cOpoyelopinel, wath, 2s-inch,shatts i920 ee eae sya ec) hor 40 

Where the logs are pushed or kicked over the pole road instead 
of being pulled, a hook taking the form of the one shown in figure 
56.is sometimes used. The guard lies back against the shank of the 
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hook when the hook is in use, and automatically drops over the point 
of the hook when the hook is run back by the trip line, thereby 
protecting the point and preventing the hook from catching or 
hanging up when the line is run back. This hook costs from $13 
to $17, depending on the size. 

Miscellaneous equipment.—Practically all the differences in equip- 
ment between roading and ground yarding will be suggested by the 
peculiarities of the two methods, making it unnecessary to enter 
into:a discussion of the miscellaneous equipment used in roading. 

Special equipment.—When the road iseso steep that the turn of 
logs runs, special devices are sometimes used. 

(a) One of these, the cable grip, is shown in figure 60. At one 
camp where the grip is used the operator had to contend with the 
following conditions: 

The topography of the country was such that the logs had to be 
hauled from one-half to 2 miles over pole roads by road engines. 

The aim was to secure a 
favorable grade of about 5 
per cent. Too often the to- 
pography of the country 
was such that the grade in 
places was much steeper 
than this, amounting to 50 
per cent at times. At one 

time two roads, each of which was from three-fourths to 1 mile in 
length, were see One of these had a rise of 150 feet in the first 
2,000 feet; from then on for a distance of 2,000 feet the rise was 550 
feet, giving an average grade of 274 per cent. A part of the road in 
the last stretch rose 350 feet in 1,000 feet, the grade for 300 amount- 
ing to 50 per cent. While the aim was to make the roads as straight 
as possible, it was necessary to put in curves to cheapen the con- 
struction cost. 

About 100,000 feet of timber per day was hauled over this pole 
road. This output, however, only indicated the possibilities of the 
method under these conditions; considerably more, without doubt, 

could have been handled. On another road, which was about 1% 
miles in length and had grades equally bad, a little more than six 
trips per day were made, 15 logs, netne an average volume of 1,200 
feet, being taken at a turn. 

The success of these long hauls was attributed to the cable grip 
(fig. 57), by means of which the turn of logs is attached to the haul- 
ing line. It consists of two jaws which have a gripping action when 
the strain of the load is brought to bear on it. This action auto- 
matically clamps the line between the jaws with sufficient force to 

Fig. 57.—Road cable grip. 
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haul the load. Whenever the load starts to travel faster than the 
line, the jaws are released, permitting the grip to slide along on the 
hauling line. Because of this the lines are not snarled and blocks 
are not torn down, neither is there the amount of line breakage that 

_ would occur under other conditions, since when the load slows down 
the grip takes hold gradually, the result being that the load does not 
stop. This continuous movement of the load could not be secured 
if the load were fixed rigidly to the line or if the load were attached. 
to the line with a sliding ring, which would be engaged by a “bull 
ring” on the end of the line when the load was picked up. 

(6) Another device (fig. 58) is 
used with an endless line to snub 
logs down steep chutes. The end- 
less line is wound around the two 
49-inch drums—one grooved for 
four turns, the other for five— 

four times in the form of a figure 
“8.” It is operated by means of 
one lever, which keeps the line 
from slipping and enables the two 
brakes to hold the line in control 
on any grade. Two rings are fas- 
tened to the snubbing line, which 
is strung along the road, one at 
the machine, the other at the tail block at the bottom of the hill. One 

company used this device to lower logs a drop of 500 feet in one-half 
mile, some of the grades being nearly 40 per cent. The logs were 
hauled over a pole road by a road engine for a distance of 1 mile, the 
turns averaging six logs. At the head of the sharp incline the turn 
was stopped opposite the snubbing machine and fastened to the snub- 
bing line. A man took his place at the brake of the snubbing ma- 
chine, the signal was given, and the road engine started the turn 
down the chute, the man at the machine regulating its speed down 
the hill and stopping it at the bottom. The machine costs about $600. 

Several other types of snubbing machine are used. Figure 59 
shows the method of using a compressed-air snubbing machine. 

Fic. 58.—Snubbing device. 

IMPROVEMENTS. 

The improvements in the main consist of pole roads or chutes, 
which, in short, are troughs formed by laying two or more strings 

_ of logs side by side on the ground or on sills. These require a right 
of way from 12 to 14 feet wide, which is swamped out carefully and 
graded to avoid abrupt changes. It is better to make cuts than 
fills, since a more solid foundation is thus secured. 
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Fore-and-aft roads may be constructed on almost any grades. The 
usual grade of a downhill road ranges from 5 to 25 per cent. Grades 
of 30 per cent or more, if of considerable length, are likely to lead 
to trouble through the logs running and jumping out of the road. 
Adverse grades may and do occur in these roads, although it is 
preferable to keep the adverse grades down to 10 or 15 per cent. 

Fig. 59.—Method of using compressed air snubbing machine, 

Roads having adverse grades of 40 or 50 per cent have been used. 
An engine is generally required at the top of any long or very steep 

adverse grade. 
The best results are obtained from straight roads, because curves 

increase the friction, reduce the hauling ability of the engine, cause 
greater wear on the cable, make it difficult to keep the logs in the 
road, increase the maintenance cost of the road, and curtail the 
output. Curves, however, are necessary in many cases to change the 
general direction of the road. Short curves or reverse curves are 
out of the question, and usually not more than two or three curves 
are practicable, even in the longest roads. A change of 90 degrees 
in the direction of a road may be made by means of two long and 
gradual curves. ; 

In constructing the roads the ends of the logs are joined together, 
the tops being placed in the direction in which the logs are hauled. 

In the case of a two-pole road the logs are placed from 6 to 8 inches 
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apart, the inner sides being hewed in such a way as to form a trough 
10 inches wide at the bottom and 30 inches wide at the top. Cross 
skids, placed at 10-foot intervals, are used to support the road across 
depressions, and braces are used to prevent spreading. Where the 
road is embedded in the ground skids and braces are not necessary 
except at the joints. Where possible inferior species are used as con- 
struction material, the logs being 60 or 70 feet long and from 14 to 30 
inches in diameter at the top. In some cases a wider road is neces- 
sary or preferred, making the use of three or more strings of logs 
necessary. Two logs are placed in much the same way as above, 

and a third log embedded in the ground between them. The outside 
logs are from 14 to 30 inches in diameter at the top, the bottom log 
a little smaller. . 
- The labor cost per linear foot for these improvements ranges trom 
$0.25 to $0.50 for a pole road, and from $0.50 to $0.75 for a chute 
road. One operator is of the opinion that pole roads can be con- 
structed at a labor cost of $0.30 per linear foot; chutes at a labor 
cost of $0.50 per linear foot. In one case the labor cost of building 

1,000 feet of pole road amounted to $250, which is at the rate of $0.25 
per linear foot. The road was constructed on steep, side-hill ground 
and consisted of two strings of logs. Two small canyons had to be 
crossed, which required two spans of 100 feet each. Two logging 
engines, working toward each other, were used, the time required to 
complete the stretch of road amounting to six days. 

COST. 

Tt is not practicable to deal with the cost of roading per thousand 
feet except in a very general way, since the work is carried on under 
so many different conditions. 

Labor cost.—A_ road-engine crew is usually made up of an engineer, 
fireman, wood buck, chaser, and grab man. When the roading engine 
is hauling from two yarding engines, an additional grab man is 
employed. The wages paid the crew are discussed under “ ground 
yarding.” ee 

The average operating labor cost per thousand feet ranges from 
10 to 50 cents, depending for the most part on the amount of timber 
transported over the road to the landing and on the number of road- 
ing engine crews used. To illustrate the effects of natural conditions 
on roading costs, the following hypothetical statement is given. It 
is based on the assumption that a road engine is hauling 3,000 feet, 
that the output of two yarding engines is hauled to the landing, and 
that the output of the yarding engines varies with the size of the 
timber. 
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Hypothetical statement showing the effect of output on the operating labor cost 

per thousand feet for roading. 

Labor 
Volume | Roading | cost per 
ofaver- | output thou- 
age log. | per day. sand. 

Feet. Feet. 
2,000} 180,000} $0.11 
1,750 | 155,00 1 
1, 500 135, 000 15 
1,250 | 125,000 16 
f 110,000 18 

750 | 90,000 22 

The labor cost per 1,000 feet would have been twice as high if it 
had been based on the output of one yarding engine instead of two. 
The same thing would have happened if the cost had been based on 
the use of two roading engines instead of one. If the cost had been 
based on the assumption that two roading engines, working tandem, 
would handle the output of one yarding engine, it would have been 
four times as high. 

Wire rope.—The cost of wire rope per 1,000 feet is rather heavy, 
nearly equaling in some cases the operating labor cost. An average 
cost would serve no practical purpose. From the standpoint of a 
timber appraisal, it is safe to figure that the hauling line will handle 
10,000,000 feet; the trip line, 15,000,000 feet. ‘The lines used vary 
somewhat in diameter. As a rule, however, the main or hauling line 
is made of 14-inch rope; the trip line of five-eighths inch, 

Maintenance and depreciation of roading engines—Roading en- 
gines are not subject to so much strain as ground yarding engines. 
And as they are of the simple-geared type, they are not so compli- 
cated in make-up, This results in a lower maintenance cost. It also 
tends to give roading engines a little longer life than the compound- 
geared yarding engines. The maintenance cost of logging engines, 
also the amount that should be written off annually for depreciation, 
is discussed under “ Ground yarding.” 
Improvements.—The cost of pole roads per thousand feet ranges 

from 20 to 50 cents, the amount in a specific case depending on the 
total cost of the road and the volume of timber hauled over it. 

Other costs—The cost of fuel, blocks, hooks, rollers, lubricants, 
waste, and packing for roading is practically the same as for ground 
yarding. 

LOADING. 

METHODS. 

A number of methods are used in loading logs on railroad cars or 
trucks. Here, as in other departments of the logging operation, 
personal ideas of operators conflict to some extent. A method that 
satisfies one superintendent under certain conditions might not satisfy 
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another. There is no disagreement, however, as to what in a general 

way constitutes a proper method, since all agree that it should be 
adapted to the conditions; that it should facilitate and not delay 
yarding; and that it should do the work at a minimum cost. 

PARBUCKLE METHOD. 

Logging jacks in connection with skids or landings were first used 
to load logs in the region. This method, being slow, was soon super- 
seded by the parbuckle 
method, which resembles 
the cross-haul method of 

_ the East. The parbuckle 
method is still extensive- 
ly used in the Grays Har- 
bor country. One hun- 
dred thousand feet of 
timber per day can be 
loaded satisfactorily with 
it where the logs average 
2 or 3 feet in diameter 
and 40 feet in length. It 
requires a more elaborate 
and costly landing than 
other loading methods. 
A gin pole is erected on the side of the track opposite to the land- 

ing, to which a single sheave loading block is attached about 30 
feet from the ground. The loading line, leading from the drum that 
furnishes the power, passes through the loading block, then around 
the logs to be loaded, and thence over the car to the base of the gin 
pole where it is hooked. When the power is exerted on the line the 
log is rolled from the landing to the car. 

Fig. 60.—Common type of deck landing. 

SINGLE GIN-POLE METHOD. 

In many cases the loading rig consists of a single gin pole about 
60 feet in height, a main loading line, crotch lines, and hooks, tongs, 
or slings, the power being furnished by a loading drum on the road- 
ing or yarding engine or by the main drum of a separate loading 
engine (fig. 60). The gin pole is erected on the side of the track 
opposite the landing and just far enough from the track to 
permit the passage of cars, and with the top, or the part to which 
the rigging is hung, over the center of the track. A 1-inch main load- 
ing line, leading from the engine, passes through a 14 by 2 inch 
corner block at the top of the gin pole, and then down to the log. 
Two lines, called crotch lines, from 25 to 30 feet in length, depending 

on the length of the logs and whether loading hooks or tongs are 
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used, are attached to the end of the main loading line. The crotch 
lines are attached to the logs by means of hooks, tongs, or slings 
(figs. 51, 61, and 62). Where more power is necessary: because of the 

size of the logs, a 14 by 2 inch fall block in addition to the corner 
block is used (fig. 60). In such cases, the main loading line, gen- 
erally seven-eighths inch in diameter, passes through the corner 
block, then through the fall block, and thence to the top of the gin 
pole, where a “tail hold ” is taken. | 

This method followed the parbuckle method, and was very gen- 
erally used. The last three or four years it has been giving way 

Fic. 61.—Overhead loading system. 

to overhead loading methods. It requires landings (of the type 
shown in fig. 60), which is its most objectionable feature. Landings 
adapted for this method must be made small because of their cost, 
and so afford insufficient storage space. This method is not so fast as 
overhead methods, neither does it allow the loaders the privilege at 
all times of deciding the order in which the logs shall be loaded. 

The fixed investment in equipment at one side with this method, 
where the power is furnished by a separate loading engine and no 
fall block is used, amounts to about $2,718, as follows: 

1 7 by 10 inch double-drum loading engine_______-~»_____________._____ $1, 625 

1 set. of guy limes:.2 2-2 en el ee 100 

Heriatn toa Cie Ani a Seen Se eee AR, Se RC 2 ET See 85 

1 apetting line) 200 2 a ite "Sa ee to bah. eS ag 45. 
3) 14 by 2) inch: loading: blocks_22 2. 2 42. Ses ee ee eee eee 63 

Loading-engine repair: parts, and .materialse. 2 ee eae 75 

Loadine-engine, sled i252). =. ee ae ee ee ee 250 

Oil-burner equipment, including oil and water tank___________________ 375 

Miscellaneous. equipment... a2 ee ee eee 100 
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The statement includes equipment in use as well as on hand. 

If a fall block is used, the fixed investment will amount to $2,739. 
If a fall block is used and the power is furnished by a loading 
drum rather than by a separate loading engine, the fixed investment 

will amount to about $500, the cost of the loading drum amounting 
to $150. 

\ 

LOADING SLOCAC. | 

Fig. 62.—Single guy-line loading system. 

OVERHEAD METHODS. 

In the last few years overhead loading systems have been adapted 
to coast timber. These systems, while varying considerably in de- 
tails, are based on two rather distinct principles: 

(1) One overhead loading system has no standing line (fig. 63). 
It has two wire-guyed gin poles, which are from 100 to 200 feet 
apart. The head pole is about 60 feet in height and erected on the 
side of the track opposite the landing. The tail pole is from one- 
fourth to one-third the height of the head pole and placed back of 
the landing. Occasionally it is possible to use a high stump for 
a tail tree. The {-inch main or hoisting line leading from the 
main drum of a separate loading engine is reeved through a double- 
sheave corner block suspended at the top of the head pole and a 
single-sheave fall block hung in the bight of the line, the tail hold 
being taken on the fall block. Another line, the trip line, about 
five-eighths inch in diameter, leading from another drum on the 
engine, passes through a 12 by 2 inch corner block at the top of the 
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head pole, then through another block of the same size on the tail 
pole, and thence to the fall block of the hoisting line, where it is 
attached. With crotch lines attached to the fall block, the largest 
logs can be lifted from the landing and moved toward or away from 
the car. 

In one case, the power is furnished by a 94 by 10 inch double cyl- 
inder engine, steam being supplied by a 50 by 120 inch vertical 

Fig. 63.—Overhead loading system. 

boiler, having a working pressure of 175 pounds. The upper or 
main drum carries the hoisting line. On the front shaft are two 
drums, one of which carries the trip line, the other the straw line. 
By means of the straw line, cars can be moved at the pleasure of the 

engineer, the power furnished being ample to “spot” six loaded 
cars on a 24 per cent grade. The three drums are operated by three 
separate friction devices, making them independent of each other. 
The car and the load are under the control of the loading engineer 
at all times. The load is lowered by means of a powerful steam 
brake, thus eliminating the danger of dropping a log, which might 
injure a loader or break a car. 

In some cases the g-inch hoisting line, leading from the main 
drum, passes through a 14 by 3 inch single-sheave corner block at 
the top of the head pole, then through a fall block of the same size, and 
thence to the gin pole, where a tail hold is taken. The scheme is 
shown in figure 61. In other cases, one of the trip-line corner blocks 
is hung on a 14 or 14 inch guy instead of a tail tree, the guy lie, 
which is called the front guy line, being strung from the top of the 
head pole to a stump at the back of the landing. The scheme is 
shown in figure 64. 

The fixed investment in equipment at one side with this method, 
when a double-sheave corner block is used, 1s about $4,193, as follows: 
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Pierce tnrce-dnum loading enpines=s= iS === See $2, 825 

SCE EO lm oUly MINES ech hist ti Se ND oe on eee ee ee ee 100 

AL Somes H tra UICape Co Wh wes" st ey eee ae Fan Se cee Vet ES Ue a es ee 140 

PERE OACIe GUNG. + hs Un eespreenieei mT PRI tyme 100 
CHOU LINS, Miner. 6 10H — eines | em gare Se aes 45 

PO OUDLe-SneAve WDlOCKS iso = 23 223 2 ee ee Less 120 

PeEsimele-csheave) DlOCKS 22 ee Tea et eee Caan Pale peters 1) Pee 63 

Korginesensine: repain parts, andsmaterials: 2 ees pase Sek 2h oe eee 15) 

TEC ita SUMMER AVY AS We U1 a iy pg ED Rs a ee ee 250 

Oil-burner equipment, including oil-and-water tank____________________ 375 

WESEOILAME OMS) COUNTING tee OL Ne an ay an peri ed kee ye ian a 100 

"TOE TE | 2a SE SIR cree en a ia a gs ce er 4,193 

Noty.—tThe statement includes operating equipment as well as equipment on hand. 

In many cases two sets of crotch lines, a spreader, and a set of load- 
ing lines (figs. 63 and 64) are used instead of one set of crotch lines, 

12. 1M AUTO-LUBRICATING CORNER BLOCK) 
i 

Ze 
HEIN AUTO LUBRICATING CORNER ALD 

at 
B 

I2FF5SPREADER >< NE : ALS 

TZIN. AUTO -LUBRICATING 
CORNER BLOCH 

Wig. 64.—Overhead loading system. 

the spreader giving the engineer much better control of the log 
when it is in the air than the unmodified crotch line device (fig. 61), 
because it checks the tendency of the log to swing back and forth 
several times before it can be lowered to its position on the car. The 
spreader is about 12 feet long and is made of 45-pound railroad iron. 
The crotch lines are attached to the ends of the spreader by means of 
14-inch clevises, the crotch of the upper or hoisting set being about 

8 feet from the spreader, the crotch of the trip set about 10 feet 
from the spreader. The loading lines are about 18 feet long, which 
is ample for logs up to 40 feet in length. Attachments are used for 
longer logs. This device increases the fixed investment about $50. 

With this system the landing place can be made very wide, some- 
times 150 or 200 feet, since few or no landing improvements are 
necessary. No yarding time is lost because of blocked-up landings; 
100,000 feet or more of logs can be stored, so that the yarding crew 
can continue at work after the loading crew has been forced to stop 
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Fic. 65.—Overhead loading system. 
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because of a breakdown in the loading or railroad department. 
The system enables the loaders at all times to select the most desir- 
able logs from the standpoint of making up a carload, which can 
not be done with the single gin-pole method. Furthermore, better 
settings can be secured for the yarding engines. In one instance 
the logs were yarded in on one side of a ravine, while the railroad 
and loading engine were operated on the other. The bottom of this 
ravine was about 30 feet below the level of the track, providing 
storage space for more than 600 logs. ‘The largest yarding output 
can easily be handled with this method. Landings may or may not 
be used. Some operators feel that they are essential because they 
protect the cars and facilitate ground yarding. In any case they 
are simple in construction (fig. 61). 

Z 

y—_/2 STANDING LINE ~ 14 IN.FOUR SHEAVE CARRIAGE _[\ rypee sHeAve TREE 
—<—<—<—<—$—<—<—<————————_ 

% 1M. LOADING LINE 72. 1N. AUTO LUBRICATING S| 
CORNER BLOCK 

by? IN YARO/NG BLOCK 

Fic. 66.—Overhead loading system. 

(2) A standing line is used with the other type of overhead sys- 
tem (fig. 65). Two well-guyed trees or gin poles are used, one on 
each side of the track. These can be anywhere from 200 to 800 feet 
apart, the distance depending on the chance, and so located as to per- 
mit the loading of logs from either side of the track at one setting. 
A 1$-inch standing line is stretched taut from one pole to the other 
at from 40 to 60 feet from the ground. A 14-inch four-sheave car- 
riage, riding the standing line, can be racked in either direction at a 
speed of about 800 feet per minute by two three-fourths inch trip lines. 
The. trip lines, leading from opposite ends of the carriage, pass 
through 14 by 2 inch corner blocks suspended at the top of the gin 
poles to the two upper drums of a three-drum, four-cylinder loading 
engine. The seven-eighths to 1 inch main or lifting line, leading 
from a tail hold on one of the gin poles, passing through the two 
lower sheaves of the carriage, looping down and supporting a 14 by 2 
inch fall block in the bight of line, then through a 14 by 2 inch 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——11 
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corner block on the other gin pole, and thence to the lower drum of 
the engine. The lifting line is handled independently of the trip 
lines, making it possible to raise or lower the load while the carriage 
is running on the standing line. 

The fixed investment with this method varies considerably, depend- 
ing for the most part on the distance between the spar trees. It 
would seem that it should never exceed $5,337 at one side, as follows: 

f Tour-drum loading ‘enginies=*2 "5 8 foe ee eee a eee $2, 700 

2 Sets' of uly Hnes. 3 So 208s 9h) £2 Oe Ie res 2 ee ee eee S 200 

Instanding Hine 421-2 ees ee Pi ed epee oa 2. oe VAL ie deel Pin 550 

1 14-inch four-sheave carriage —___ =F: Me hs Eran ea 8 OF Se 150 

2 LERip Lines = = tek ee sae a TS a ag ee aE 330 

Ti loa@ing Visas se se eS ee i ee ee 300 

"14 by 2.inch bloekss2 22282 Sek 8 2 ee ee ee ee ee 147 

Zetree ‘SHOCS 2 spe Se ye aaa ah pa ete 8 aera 60 

i spore line ==3s222—— a os ES ee relearn eae 100 

Loading-engine repair parts and materials_____-__ > 15 

Loading-engine Sleds:— - Se. 2 See Ne ee es 250 

Oil-burner equipment, including oil and water tank_______________=____ 375 

Miscellaneous equipment..=_ 2S. i). ws ee ee eee ee 100 

Total 225232302 eS a Se ee en oe 5, 387 

Where it is desired to load on only one side of the track at a 
setting, only one trip line is used. The scheme is shown in figure 66, 
Under such conditions the fixed investment should not exceed $4,900, 
since the cost of blocks and trip line is less. 

GUY-LINE METHOD. 

The guy-line method of loading is not infrequently employed with 
overhead and high-lead yarding methods, for which it is particularly 
adapted. As a rule, the head spar tree used with these yarding 
methods is guyed with from 6 to 11 lines, 2 of which can be so 
arranged as to permit the attachment of a loading block at a point 
directly over the center of the track and about 60 feet from the 
ground (fig. 62). The loading line, leading from its drum on 
the loading engine, passes through a block on the head spar tree, 
thence through the loading block suspended to one of the loading 
guy lines. In some cases the latter block is attached to a loading 
carriage, which in turn is supported by the loading guy line. A pair 
of tongs is attached to the loading line, the weight of which is suffi- 
cient to prevent the loading line from running back through the 
block. Where the yarding and loading engines are mounted on sep- 
arate sleds the location of the loading engine, as related to the loca- 
tion ot the yarding engine, depends on the chance. The yarding and 
loading engines may be placed side by side on the same side of the 
track, as near the foot of the head spar tree as possible, with the 
loading engine next to the track, the logs being loaded directly to 
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the cars from the point of delivery of the yarding engine. In many 
eases the loading engine is mounted on the same sled or car as the 
yarding engine, the combination machine being set as close to the 
head spar tree as possible. 
When the yarding output is large, this method is not entirely 

satisfactory, since the logs can not be loaded with it as fast as they 
are yarded. In an attempt to remedy this condition and still use 
practically the same method, some operators are using two loading 
lines instead of one (fig. 34). The two lines lead from the loading 
engine and pass through blocks suspended on guys immediately over 
the car to be loaded, in the same manner as in the case of the single 

- loading line method. One loading engine designed especially for this 
method consists primarily of two independent loading engines 
mounted on a common frame. The drums are fixed to the shaft and 
can be operated in the same direction or opposite directions at the 
same time, being controlled by two throttle levers. The cylinders are 
94 by 10 inches. The loading engine is mounted on a 125,000-pound 
capacity car, immediately in front of the yarding engine. The yard- 
ing and loading engines and car form a complete yarding and loading 
unit, somewhat similar to the tree-rigged Lidgerwood overhead 
skidder. It is not necessary, of course, to mount the loading and ~ 
yarding engines on a car. Certain advantages, however, result from 
this arrangement, such as the saving of time when moving, and the 
elimination of a loading fireman, the loading engine taking its steam 
from the same boiler as the yarding engine. When operators are 
properly equipped to get the most out of this equipment, the loading 

-and yarding engines are mounted on a steel car with swivel trucks, 
the swivel trucks making it possible to set the car to one side of the 

track without constructing a siding. 
The fixed investment in equipment with this method at one side, 

where two loading lines are used, amounts to about $4,420, as fol- 
lows: 

ioaby iOineh Duplex loading eneme: ©. Ut ey Pe $3, 000 

BS WO GUDR ER. TS WCl EAS aA IE Pec TEL SN i sh TE nS + le 120 

PNG LOC CULV Set eee 2s I EES pa ES A ae Ee ee ee Se phe Zo 

5, SCE Sa a seein Se ta te oe er ae EG le PAR Sool sos WAT 5) AO 
2 loading lines_____ rn ee Ae Le RS eae PAA nt NORE 120 

IS Oui ogp iC etree ee ee Lah ey I ea ee, ae 45 

ioadimeensine repair parts; and materialss2 02-2 e se ee TD 

Woadime;encines Sled 22s ee es 2 eee 3 Es SPE mld Ai 28 250 

Oil burner equipment, including oil and water tank ____ bys SLE 375 

Miscellaneous equipment___- La EES SAR em eee as NE aE fe 100 

‘TOUS ao 64 SU NIE Sega ORO R ELD Meee Eee) £31 Les es nt es ie Yes A ee 4, 420 

Notre.—The statement includes operating equipment as well as equipment on hand. 

Duplex loading engines without boiler cost from $2,200 to $2,400. A steel car costs about 

$2,000; with air brakes, $2,200. 
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SWINGING BOOM LOADING DEVICE. 

It has been found in handling medium to small-sized logs in 
heavy stands with the Lidgerwood tree-rigged skidder that not in- 
frequently more logs can be yarded than can be loaded with the guy- 

Vic. 67.—Swinging-boom loading system. 

line loading method. To remedy this defect some operators are using 
a swinging boom of the type shown in figure 67. 

The boom is about 50 feet Jong and made of a 16 by 16 inch timber, 
tapered down to 12 by 12 inches at each end. The end that is at- 
tached to the head spar tree is stepped-on the under side, and has a 
hole about 1 inch larger than the pin. It is fastened to the tree by 
two 2-inch eye bolts. 
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This method is used in connection with a six-drum loading engine. 
One of the two drums nearest the spar tree carries the heel block or 
tightening-up line; the other, the transfer line. One of the two: 
large middle drums carries the loading line; the other, the train or 
“spotting line.” The other two drums carry the swinging lines. 
The efficiency of the whole device depends largely on the proper rig- 
ging and handling of the last-mentioned line. When loading is being 
done from the left side, the line from the left swinging drum should 
lead through a deep sheaved block attached to the left side of the 
spar tree and somewhat above the peak of the boom, thence to a block 
attached to the left side of the outer end of the boom, and thence to 
a stump opposite the swinging drum and from 40 to 60 feet from the 
engine. The opposite line is rigged in a similar manner. 

It is claimed that thig rig will load logs averaging 700 feet in 
volume at the rate of one per minute or minute and a half, and that 
it is especially valuable for loading from steep ground. 

EQUIPMENT. 

LOADING ENGINES. 

The power used in loading may be furnished by a loading drum on’ 
the yarding or. roading engine, or by a separate loading engine. In 
times past it was the universal practice to use a spool or loading 
drum on the yarding or roading engine; that is, when power machin- 
ery was used in loading. For several years, however, a number of 
operators have used a separate engine in loading. With the single 

_ gin-pole loading method, it is difficult to load the logs as fast as they 
are yarded when the power is furnished by a loading drum on the 
yarding engine, or at least in such a way and at such times as not to 
interfere with the yarding work. The use of a separate loading 
engine is thought to be safer, since the engineer has only the loading 
to occupy his attention. It is not possible to use the loading drum 

on a yarding engine with overhead loading engines. 
The cylinders of loading engines range in size from 64 by 8 inches 

to 94 by 10 inches. The engines are built with one, two, three, or 
four drums. On most types there is a.gypsy on the extended drum 
shaft. All loading engines have steel frames, high or double high 
pressure boilers, and liberal friction drums with brakes, pawls, etc. 

The single-drum engine is adapted for use with the single gin-pole 
loading method. The double-drum engine is designed for use with 
overhead loading methods that do not require a standing line. The 
three-drum engine is used to operate the same sort of overhead sys- 
tem. When the third drum is not needed for loading purposes, it 
may be employed to good advantage in switching and spotting cars. 
The four-drum engine is adapted for operating a system of loading 
that uses a standing line upon which a carriage travels. 
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In connection with the following discussion of prices and weights, 
the sizes of most of the loading engines used in the region are given. 
Tt will be noted that there is no great range of sizes. The larger sizes 
are, of course, used in loading the larger timber. The tendency of 
the industry is to use large loading engines. The sizes used in connec- 
tion with different loading methods are suggested under “ Methods.” 

The selling prices of loading engines are given in Table 23. The 
prices are those of March, 1916, and it can not be said that they are 
more than substantially correct for that time, since they were fur- 
nished by manufacturers to be used in this publication and not for the 
purpose of trading. The prices are on standard engines and do 
not include any special parts. 

TABLE 23.—Sizes, weight, and prices of loading engines. 

Selling 
; price 

0. 
= { Size and working pres- Speed A Port- 
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64 by 9 pouble- ee 1,050 feet 3-inch line .|\36 by 84 inches high, ower, 300 

per, if ,050 feet inch line -|f 150 working pressure. Upper, 425 |p 91100 1,240 
7 by 10] Si in hee fi é3) fect'y 3 cee line BS eee ae by 84 inches high, 270 | 8,100 1,295 

rum. |\2 eet 8-inch line-....._-- working pressure. 
7 by10)S a ngle-| 2,580 feet 3-inch line-......-- a by. 10 inches high, 400 | 11,000 1, 250 

um. working pressure. 
7 by 10 Dawble fee 2, Pee aA Eaton A) J a4 by 106 inches high, fain, an \ig 300 1.625 

rum Tip, 2,080 feet j-ine e 5 working pressure.|\Trip ? ? 
7 by 10 hte. ree- ain, 2,580 feet 3-inch line. ..|\44 by 106 inches high, Main, 400 \16 400 1.800 

Hk 1,480 feet a inch line... 175 working pressure.|\Trip, 400 , ? 
Main. L Upper, 1,480 feet 5-inch 

Tp upper, 1,480 feet $-inch 
7 by 10 “5 oe r- 44 by 106 inches high, ain, 400 \47 99 1.900 

Main lower, 1,480 feet $-inch 175 working pressure.|\Trip, 400 , 2 

Tp ‘ower, 1,480 feet 8-inch 

74 by 10 | three sin, 1 tine ine. 2 by st inces hig, [Aimy 28 Dano | a, 74 
9 by 10 | Three- |fMain, 1,740 feet Z-inch line. -- [Ms by 103 inches high, |/Main, 376 Vos oq | 9 gos 

drum. pope o ae aout fe ~ 175 working pressure. Tenet; a ? 2 
ain, 1,100 feet 1-inch line... ain, 

94 by 10 oe Trip, 1,890 feet §-inch line. Aiete ectt Trip, 440 2,00 2, 675 
# {iri drum, 1,180 feet 5-inch Car, 440 

line. 

It was pointed out in the discussion of yarding that some oper- 
ators use an extra yarding engine for the purpose of reducing the 
time lost in moving from one setting to another. This means that 

such operators have an extra loading engine also if the power used 
in loading is furnished by a separate loading engine. 

LOADING ENGINE REPAIR PARTS AND MATERIALS, 

For the purpose of a timber appraisal the fixed investment in 
loading engine repair parts and materials in connection with one 
engine may be placed at about $75. 
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SPARK ARRESTERS, WATER TANKS, SLEDS. 

The selling prices of spark arresters are given under the heading 

“Ground yarding.” Steel tanks adapted for use in connection with 

loading engines cost about $100. Loading 
engine sleds cost about $200 and last from 

three to four years. Spark arresters, water 
tanks, and sleds are discussed under the 

heading “ Ground yarding.” 

OIL-BURNER EQUIPMENT, 

The approximate cost of the equipment 
used in burning crude oil on loading engines 
amounts to $375. This price includes the 
tank on the rear end of the sled, which is 
used for the storage of both oil and water. 
The cost of the maintenance of this equip- 
ment amounts to about $25 per year. 

Fic. 68.—Loading block. 

BLOCKS. 

Only such blocks as are used in loading are taken up here. Some 
of the blocks listed under this heading, however, are used in over- 

‘ head and high-lead yarding. 
Figures 68 and 69 show two of the types - 

of loading blocks. Several other types 
are used. The proper size of blocks was 
discussed in a general way under the 
heading “Ground yarding.” The size to 
be used with different methods of load- 
ing is suggested in the discussion headed 
“‘ Methods.” 

The cost of loading blocks varies be- 
cause of difference in the type, size, and 
make, and because different materials are 
used in their construction. The following 
gives the weight, size, and selling price 
of two types of loading blocks, f. o. b. 
Portland in March, 1916. It should be 

borne in mind that blocks are manufac- 
tured by several companies and that they 

can no doubt be purchased as satisfactorily at Tacoma, Seattle, and 

other points as at Portland. 

Fic. 69.—Overhead block. 

Net price. 

Want sheames..12) by 1s ieh, manganese Sheela = = en ee ee $18 

No. 2 sheaves, 14 by 13 inch manganese steel__—______-__________________ 22 
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This block is adapted for gin-pole or overhead loading. 
The blocks listed below are adapted for any work where blocks 

are hung in an overhead position and frequent oiling is impossible 
without great loss of time. They are of the auto-lubricating type. 
The sheaves are made of manganese steel. 

Prices of. blocks. 

No. Sheave. | Bearing. ie Weight. Net 

Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Pounds. 
2 24 115 fo SSRs FURS ee RE So RL Feet eA 12 by 3 $27.00 

2 y 3 2h 150 34.00 
one 44 3 230 50. 00 
4. 5 3h 410 81.00 
5 4 3 450 90. 00 
6 8 3h 750 144.00 

TREE JACK. 

Figure 46 is a cut of one of the types of tree jacks. They are 

designed for extremely heavy duty, such as is found in overhead 
loading and yarding. They are easy on the lines, since the strain 
is equally divided on the three sheaves, the same results being se- 
cured as with an extremely large sheave. The size and net selling 
prices f. o. b. Portland, Tacoma, or Seattle in March, 1916, were as 
follows: 

Tree jacks. 4 

Net sell- 
ing price 

No Size of with 
: sheaves. | manga- 

nese-steel 
sheaves. 

Inches. 
Ve lge all 5. beach Scents - 2. ORS SE EE ee 10 by 3 $67. 50 
eae ant ea a pS tS ee ae utr em er Ger heat A ast oy neengs yey es toe 14 by 3 78. 75 
Sopa t esemied cceeeciese satel. Zeeh Es ae Eee Be ee 16 by 3 90. 00 
Y beetle Ere PS yo ORI Sete aha oe ESR SOAS oc do sse- sQges 9 by 7 82. 50 
Ba di ninis cepa de a njojel seinen oe echo nie Bis Se ema ei el IS ne Rn ee l4by 64 93. 75 
Gis cedieks cis 5 cddie Ds ances saieaiateb hse Ja ee Sane cae eae ee eee eee 16 by 9 114. 00 

Spares 

Net price. 

Item. 

No.1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 

Rairforged:sides: 25. -2 3 fee Sees 28s $22. 50 $25. 50 $27. 00 $22. 50 $25. 50 $27.00 
Bronze bushed manganese-steel sheaves. . - 9.75 13. 50 15. 00 15. 00 18. 00 24. 00 
Shackle and pinsts see ase ed. 2- aes -P br2b 6. 00 6. 00 5. 25 6. 30 6. 80 
PBLOLDSVEC MINS sen ae ae eerie en a Me a 9 = 6. 80 6. 80 7.30 6. 80 8.00 9.00 
Bronze DUSRIng ee. sinc a5 cee sone es bee 2.65 2.65 2.65 3. 40 3.75 5, 25 

LOADING LINES. 

The selling price of wire rope is discussed under “ Ground yard- 
ing.” The length and size of lines used are dealt with under 
* Methods” in this section. 
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MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT, 

In addition to the equipment listed above, some small equipment 
is necessary in connection with loading, such as hooks, tongs, slings, 
straps, splicing tools, links, engine repair tools, clevises, etc. The 
fixed investment in such equipments amounts to about $100 per 
loading engine. 

COST. 

The cost of loading consists, in a general way, of operating labor, 
improvements, depreciation on loading engines, maintenance or re- 
placement of lines, blocks, etc., and supplies. Some operators con- 
sider it advisable to charge a portion of certain more or less fixed 
costs, such as the salaries of foreman, bookkeeper, timekeeper, etc., 
to loading. 

OPERATING LABOR. 

The operating labor constitutes the heaviest item of expense. It 
is this item which generally finds its way into cost statements of 
operators under the heading “Loading.” Needless to say such a 
segregation is misleading unless one is familiar with the practice. 

The total cost of a loading crew per day depends on the method 
used and the rate of pay. If the power is furnished by a spool on 
the yarding or roading engine, the loading crew is usually considered 
as being made up of a head loader, second loader, and spool tender. 
In theory, a part of the labor cost of the fireman and wood buck, 
necessary adjuncts of the yarding or roading crew, should be charged 
to loading. If the power is furnished by a separate loading engine, 
the loading crew consists of a head loader, second loader, engineer, 
and fireman. Of course, if oil is used as fuel in the loading engine, 
the services of a fireman are generally dispensed with. 

The following list is intended to approximate the average wages 
_ paid to members of the loading crew during the past six years. The 
wages designated “ High” and “ Low” do not represent extremes, 
but an average of high and low wages. 

Wages of loading crew. 

Position. Average.| High. Low. 

Headioader’ esos. c2 i. eS. See UA aad asad eR ee ee or Da ae $4. 25 $4. 75 $3. 50 
BEconaloadem eee ee eee ee con eee cae clan mei ee eh ee 2 Beat) 3.75 3.25 
Gipsy, or loading-drum, tender ..............--.--.-------------------+--- 3.25 3. 50 2.75 
Moadimppneinee ram seer ceeeini geese nem lon ec Ss 7 apiiscitncceisce me aaa 3.25 3. 50 3.00 
Woadmpfiremant. och ete he Chee SURE PEE. ey ae AE. 2. 50 Zio) 2. 25 

While this list of wages is substantially correct, taking it straight 
through the industry, it is to some extent misleading. Head loaders, 
where the output is large, are not infrequently paid $5 or more per 
day during what might be called normal times. Then, the engineer, 
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or lever man, used in connection with the guy-line loading method, is 
sometimes paid as high as $5 per day. The success of this loading 
method depends largely on the skill of the lever man, and the num- 
ber of really skillful lever men of this class is limited. 

The cost per thousand feet of operating labor depends to a great 
extent on the output. The method used and the wages paid also 
influence this cost. The total labor cost per day of a loading crew, 
however, is to a great extent fixed. A certain crew has to be em- 
ployed regardless of the output, and it follows that the operating- 
labor cost per thousand feet will be high or low in large measure as 
the output is high or low. This is illustrated in Table 24 and accom- 
panying discussion. 

TABLE 24.—Operating labor cost per thousand feet for loading. 

Cost per 
Case. Time. Year. | thousand Location. . 

feet 

| 

1 eas ARV Gaia see soe aac eee sisoicle 1912 $0. 217 | Columbia River district, Oregon. 

ay oie abies sib a eae a bhp rot ae \columbia River district, Washington. 
Ran oec baaoe Ce sor aan asOn 720250 3500- 1912 - 247 Do. 

Case 1.—The method of loadingis shownin Figure 61. The output per day averaged about 67,000 feet 

The timber was small, the logs averaging ab out 600 feetin volume. The crew and daily wages were as 

follows: Engineer, $3.50; fireman, $2.50; head loader, $5; second loader, $3.75. 

Case 2.—The method of loading is shownin Figure 61. The output per day averaged about 71,000 feet. 

The timber was large, the logs averaging about 1,900 feetin volume. At times the logs contained six, seven, 

or eight thousand feet, necessitating the use of slings instead of hooks, also the transference of the tail 

hold from the gin pole to the load. The crew and daily wages in 1912 were as follows: engineer, $3.25; 

fireman, $2.75; head loader, $3.75; second loader, $3.25 to $3.50. During part of this year oil was used as 
fuel, making a fireman unnecessary. Then at timesit was not necessary to employ a second loader, the 

regular chaser of the yarding crew doing the work whichis ordinarily done by a second loader. The out- 

put in 1911 averaged about 75,000 feet per day. 

Case 38.—The method of loading was the same as that used in the previous case. The average output 
per loading day was about 57,000 feet, the logs averaging about 600 feetin volume. The crew and daily 

wages were as follows: head loader, $4; second loader, $3.50; engineer, $3.25; fireman, $2.75. 

LANDINGS. 

As a general thing the cost of landings per thousand feet is not 
classified in cost statements of logging operators, being included in 

the cost of either yarding or loading. Sometimes, of course, the 
cost ef yarding and loading is segregated under one heading, the 
cost of landings being included in the cost of this combined step. 
Many operators, however, keep a landing account. 

Landings are necessary with ground yarding and with some 
systems of loading. In the past landings were more of a factor in 
loading than now, which resulted in landings being associated with 
loading rather than yarding, and this association still continues. 

In collecting and analyzing data dealing with the cost of landings 
care has to be exercised to determine what is included in the cost. 
It may include only the labor cost, or it may include the labor, ma- 
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terial, and supply costs, also a rental on the equipment used in their 
construction. In addition to the cost of the landings proper, it may 
include the cost of raising gin poles, swinging rigging on gin poles, 
a part or all of the extended water system, and digging engine set- 
tings. These costs are handled differently by different companies. 

The cost of landings per thousand feet of output varies with the 
type of landing, the character of the country, the number of landings 
per section, and the average stand per acre. The landings used 
with ground yarding are more elaborate than those used with high- 
lead or overhead yarding, especially in steep country, where consid- 
erable cribwork has to be done. The labor cost probably ranges 
between $50 and $300; in most cases from $75 to $150. The cost of 

landings in specific cases is given in Table 25 and accompanying 
discussions: 

TABLE 25.—Camparative costs of landings in specific cases. 

Number 
Case. of Region Year Type Average cost.1 

landings. 

Terie te 29 sColumibia River ys 4245228 a6 sage Pies oe 1912 | Fig. 64...- $155. 00 
PIE 5 ae HOOs RColumbiathiverseses-csec se oeteene cee eee eee eeee 1913 | Fig. 64...- 135. 00 
Stosse 75 | West foothills, Cascades........-.----------------- nk) Da Os Fp 100. 60 
eae Be Sale Columibiar inven zsmss een. san nee see amel ane ce 1912 | Fig. 64.... 208. 00 
cae SeEColumipia RIVer =. 525 ates yeast er eee a ye oe 1912 | Fig. 64.... 130. 00 
63425 Bn eblatrewestiCascadesse mors. os ssteeraee sees eres 1912 | Fig. 72....} $50.00- 70.00 
eee (ane Westislope; Cascades. 25.22: 5.2720. t.2 252225852248 1912 | Fig. 72....| 95.00-175. 00 
te ane SiS PeConimbpla Rivers. sacs see er ose ec nese an ee ean 1912 | Fig. 72....| 285. 00-340. 00 

1In no case does the cost include the timber used in the landings. 

Case 1.—The cost includes the labor used in clearing sites, building landings, raising gin poles, swinging 

loading rigging, digging engine settings (yarding and loading), etc.,in fact, everything except the moving 

of the yarding and loading engines. The country was practically level. 

Case 2.—The cost is based on the landings constructed at three camps, representing a great variety of 

conditions, and includes the same items of expense as in the previous case. 

Case 3.—The cost includes the labor and supplies used in building the landings and raising gin poles, 

the landings for the most part being constructed on relatively level ground. 

Case 4.—The cost includes the same items of expense as in the first case, the landings being constructed 

in a mountainous country with a great variety of conditions. 

Case 5.—Same as previous case. 

Case 6.—The cost includes the labor used in constructing landings on practically level ground. 

Case 7.—The cost includes the same items of expense as in the previous case, the landings being con- 

structed on sidehill country. Six were constructed on the lower sides of the track at an average labor” 

cost of $175; eight on the upper side, at an average labor cost of $95. Those on the lower side of the track 

contained 7,500 feet of timber on the average; those on the upper, 3,500 feet. 

Case 8.—The cost includes the labor used in building the landings, for the most part on sidehill country. 

The following shows the crew and wages paid per day: 
HOOKS temderntee mete. fra ocisi satsie ars/ae lave = Sostunnlelaie elo ciseae ste cee eeee i esislolatae)s seins eieinclog sats ae ces $4. 50 

2rigging Slingers... ------------2---- 20-2 e eee eee eee eee eee eee 6. 50 

MrT OMe SlimGens jee eset fe 2 temas © cei clatee ma eic oeimin meielele stein ease ie Seislsie awe aereie sinlaieinia loin eimai Same 3. 00 

fimgineers--------- soaSddpeootneueunonsSdscuD dacs cobodo nsec cboSceoebEadbesmaquboeeceaseEes 3. 25 

Ine MIAM eee SNS RIS! ee Ise aS. ae So Seth eens. oemnemimaisineeins aaa ecee eelne es Seertecic 2.75 

Rotaliperd averse seeps 5 5587 he cere reer eT Soe eet ae miata ts craj Sa )2 late ce) a ave 20. 00 

The number of landings depends on the character of the country. 
They are located along the spur railroads, and as the mileage of spur 
railroads per section increases the number of landings per section in- 
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creases. Putting it another way, the number of landings increases as 
the maximum transportation distance from the stump to the land- 
ings decreases. More landings are necessary where all the timber is 
yarded direct to the track than where a part of it is swung or roaded, 
especially where a large part of the timber finds its way to the land- 
ings over pole roads. The distance between landings on the same side 
of the track depends on the chance and what the management thinks 
is proper. At one camp, where the ground was practically level, the 
landings on one side of the spur tracks were about 850 feet apart; at 
another, where conditions were practically the same, they were not 
more 7 700 feet apart. It would seem that they should never be 
farther apart than 1,300 feet. One company operating in relatively 
level country is building about 50 landings per section; another, 
working in much the same character of country 24 per section; still 
another, working in mountainous country, where the logs have to 
be transported long distances by logging engines, 6 per section. 

The cost of landings per thousand feet is greater in light stands of 
timber than in heavy stands. While fewer landings are built under 
the former conditions than under the latter, the reduction in the total 
cost because of this is not sufficient to offset the effect of the average 
stand per acre. Table 26 and accompanying discussion give the cost 
of landings per thousand feet at four camps. 

TABLE 26.—Comparative cost of landings per thousand feet. 

Cost per 
Case. Time based on— Year. boner’ Location. 

eet. 

OO VO An omen cles nc a ee eee ee eee OL, $0.09 | Along the Columbia River, Oreg. 
9 |fl year...---.---------+-++--222-- 22-22 1913 - 09 Do 

IMEI Se SoS useepossSadateses Se Sse 1912 - 03 F 
BN Wl Vea ie aren micht ance Sach ae ee ect ea 1912 - 085 Do. 
AN PIRVOAT ete eee ne cee eee ost eee» 1912 -08 | Flat west of Cascades. 

Case 1.—The cost includes the labor used in clearing sites, building landings, raising gin poles, swinging 
loading rigging on gin poles, digging engine settings, etc., infact, everything except the moving of yarding 

and loading engines. Landings of the type shown in figure 61 were used. The ce HE was practically 

level. 
Case 2.—The cost includes the same items of expense as in the previous case. In 1913, because of the 

character of the country, a larger number of landings were constructed, which is largely reponsible for a 

higher cost than in 1912. The country logged in 1912 was very mountainous. 

Case 3.—The cost includes the same items of expense as in the first case. Landings of the type shown in 

figure 64 were used. Some of the timber was double hauled. 
Case 4.—The cost includes the labor used in constructing landings of the type shown in figure 60. Al 

the timber was single hauled. 

As a rule landings are constructed by the same crew that clears 
the right of way for the spur railroads. Table 27, which shows the 
cost of three landings, indicates the division of labor, also the 
character of work. It will also serve to indicate how the cost of 
landings can vary because of what is included. 
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ABLE 27,—Detailed cost of landings. 

Case 1. Case 2. Case 2. 

Class of labor. Num- Rate Total Num- Rate Total Num-/ Rate Total 
ber of | per dosien| Dee of | per eh ber of | per t 
hours. | hour ®U- | hours. | hour ev) | hours: ||) hour. | 1°95 

Mopktenden:... 32-25 4--4- 78 $0. 425 | $33.15 20 | $0.475 | $9.50 37 | $0.425 | $15.72 
inches te (Egan ey oe pee ee 108 ~32 34. 56 40 -325 | 13.00 56 -o2 17. §2 
Siftadh iva 117 Seeer Beene sOeeE 78 25 7. 50 20 25 5. 00 37 25 9. 25 
BAC ITIBRD At 4 aoe sees ek soe 58 40 23. 20 20 40 8.00 37 325 12. 02 
ier tas See: Cees eee 78 - 30 23. 40 20 30 6. 00 37 .30 11.00 
woud bucks! (ssa Stee sk oy 78 25 19. 50 20 ~20 5. 00 37 25 9.25 
Commonilabor.....-.:.--+--- 290 ~25 72. 50 100 25 25. 00 27 275 7. 42 
Labor: Swamping, digging 
engine settings, and build- 
Tits \e rata ee Lee? CS APE ee eee ee eee eee ee Pale ted Me ee eee eat TL. Oe. Sake SERIE at 82. 58 

WabOE Water SySteMl..5.----|---22---||-------- Bi BON Cee cera sre esi DAS OOK Has sear | Pee ca lee aries 

AV ba lL ADOUse cee aoc ach cea lec sctere PAU R OIG ep eroed Seeaasee QOnOON Ee se sare |Seee ee 82. 58 
PON OGIn Jos so bore jee te cone Se aeenae GEeemens BDO ee esl. cys cite SArOOH | peers che joel ee tarps 4. 50 
IReniavOMmenginessssec2-22-2-|se+sscee|esc-ocee TDS00N| Sec <crace|see see oe BOBO aeaeeeee easocaee 55. 50 

Bariicastamyye te wot ae SO LE VSG4r Sie lamas an. SOSONee Moe ees 142. 58 
| 

Case 1.—The cost includes the clearing of site, yarding of the material, excavating for brow skids, etc., 

preparing and raising gin poles, swinging loading rigging on poles, digging settings for yarding and loading 

engines, as wellas building the landing proper. The common labor in this case, as well as in the other two, 

did the pick-and-shovel work and such swamping as could be done by hand. 

Case 2.—The cost includes the same items of expense as the previous case, except that it does not include 
the cost of preparing and raising the gin pole and the swinging of the loading rigging. 

Case 3.—With the exception of the water system, this case includes the same items of expense as Case 2. 

Generally speaking, the same equipment is used in building land- 

ings aS in yarding, viz., a steam yarding engine, lines, blocks, 
chokers, etc. 

One company has used a gasoline logging engine successfully for 
two years in building landings. It resembles the steam logging en- 
gine in a general way, and is a 40-horsepower two-cylinder, opposed 
type of engine. The combination of gears, drum, and frictions 

. yields a high tractive efficiency, and gives, it is claimed, an engine 
that is capable of withstanding hard service. The drums and gears 
are erected on a built-up steel frame. The engine and 200-gallon 
water tank are independent of the drum mechanism, and are bolted 
securely to the sled. The power is transmitted by a No. 78 Griplock 
steel chain drive about 8 feet long, running from a 12-inch sprocket 
on the engine to an 18-inch sprocket on the countershaft, tha latter 
being fitted with a 9-inch pinion. The engine has three drums, the 
frictions being such as to require very little pressure to hold the 
heaviest strain. It weighs about 7 tons, and is mounted on a sled 
32 feet long and 44 feet wide. A compressed-air tank, charged from 
the cylinders, furnishes about 50 pounds pressure for the operation 
of the signal whistle. The main drum carries 1,500 feet of #-inch 
line; the trip drum, 3,000 feet of 4-inch line; the loading drum, 300 
feet of 2-inch line. The main yarding line can be made to travel 
500 feet per minute; the trip line, 800 feet per minute. The cost of 
fuel has been approximated at $2.70 per 10-hour day, consisting of 
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from 12 to 15 gallons of gasoline at a cost of 17 or 18 cents per 
gallon delivered at the engine. From 10 to 15 gallons of water are 
consumed per day. 

This type of engine is also used at one camp for yarding timber 
suitable for piling and boom sticks from areas that have been 
logged once. Yarding is successfully done at a distance of from 
1,000 to 1,500 feet. Three boom sticks, with 22-inch tops and 80 feet 

in length, can readily be handled at a trip. It is especially adapted 
for clearing rights of way and stump land, also pile-driver work. 
It was primarily designed for clearing stump land, for which pur- 
pose about 50 are in use. Engines of a smaller horsepower can be 
secured. 

WIRE ROPE. 

The cost of wire rope per thousand feet of loading output is dealt 
with in a general way under “Ground yarding.” Ordinarily, the 
amount is small. With the single gin-pole loading method, the 
cost of the main loading and spotting lines per thousand feet is about 
$0.01. In the case of an overhead loading method, where no stand- 
ing line is used, the cost of the main and trip (eae lines and the 
spotting line per thousand feet is about $0.03. Where a standing 
line loading method is used, the cost of the loading and spotting 
lines per thousand feet ranges from $0.03 to $0.06, depending on 
the distance between the spar trees. 

BLOCKS, HOOKS, TONGS, CARRIAGES, AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS LOADING 

EQUIPMENT. 

The maintenance and replacement cost of blocks, hooks, tongs, 
carriages, and other miscellaneous equipment per thousand feet de--: 
pends on the loading method used. It ranges from $0.01 to $0.08. 

FUEL. 

The cost of fuel for logging engines is discussed in a general way 
under “ Ground yarding.” A loading engine burns between six and 
seven hundred 2 of nat or about four barrels of fuel oil per day. 

LUBRICANTS. 

The cost of lubricants used in loading is about $0.006 per thousand 
feet of output. 

MAINTENANCE, 

The maintenance of a loading engine costs about $150 per year, 
this amount being about equally divided between labor and new 
parts, material, ete. 
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DEPRECIATION. 

The Forest Service in connection with timber-appraisal work has 
placed the life of loading engines at eight years, and has assumed that 
the engines at the end of that time will be worth about 10 per cent of 
the initial cost. The depreciation on a loading engine that cost 
$2,700, together with the fuel-oil-burner equipment, water and oil 
tank, sled, etc., amounts to about $425 per year, or about $0.035 per 

thousand feet. 

RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION. 

The -bulk of the timber logged in the region is conveyed over 
standard-gauge railroads to the mills or large bodies of water for dis- 
tances ranging from a mile or two to 30 miles or more. The entire 
length of line may be owned by the logging operator, or the logging 
road only be used to deliver the logs to some point on a common-car- 

rier railroad. 
Bryant, in “ Logging,” states that the successful use of steel-rail 

logging roads began in 1876. The number of logging railroads in- 
creased rapidly, and by 1881 there were 71 in operation in Michigan 
and 5 in Wisconsin. The first on the Pacific coast was operated about 

1885: Railroad transportation was used on the coast practically as 

soon as the length of haul made it the most economical method, so 
that it did not have to supplant other methods, except in a few cases. 
Now it is the preferred form of transportation, the Grays Harbor and 
Willapa Harbor districts being the only ones where it is not exclu- 
sively used. . 

Railroads have made accessible large bodies of timber which other- 
wise could not be logged, since the conditions in the region, for the 
most part, are not favorable for driving. This mode of transporta- 
tion has several other advantages over other forms. The logging op- 
erator does not have to wait for flood waters to float the logs to the 
mill or market, to anticipate market conditions in advance, to have | 
large sums of money tied up along the banks of streams, or to lose 
logs in transit. Furthermore, the railroad delivers clean logs to the 
mill, which results in an appreciable saving in cost of manufacture. 

COMMON-CARRIER RAILROADS. 

While some of the long hauls are made over railroads owned en- 
tirely by the logging companies or closely affiliated companies, most 

of them are made over common-carrier railroads. 

RATES. 

In Table 28 is given a list of specially quoted log rates charged by 
common-carrier railroads in Oregon and Washington in 1913. 
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At the time the above rates were in effect, the Northern Pacific Rail- 
road Co. quoted distance rates as follows, the special rates mentioned 
above to be applied when less than the distance rates. These distance 
rates deal with all main and branch line stations in the State of 
Washington west of and including Ellensburg, Wash., except the 
haul between Granite Falls and Robe, Wash., on the Monte Cristo 
Branch. 

TABLE 29.—Distance, freight tariffs. 

{[Minimum, 7,000 feet per car.] 

Rate in dollars 
Distance. ‘ per 1,000 feet. 

10 miles: or less_ ns eee $1. 00 

Over 10 miles, and -not over Wbemilesss eee wey Pea aera A 25) 

Over 15 miles and not over 20 miles___-____________ SAS 2 Se eS 1. 35 

Over 20 miles! and not ‘over 25 miles 22) ee ee eee 1. 40 

Over 25 milesand. not over 30) mille@si es eee ee eee 1.45 

Over 30 miles’ and not over 35 miles] se Se eee ee p50 

Over 35 miles and not over 40 miles__ eu Ap ee Pee ToL, Do) 

Over 40 miles and not over 45 miles___-___ ae pestle eer GO 

Over 45 miles and not over 50 miles=- "2" eae Lie - eS at be 09) 

Over 50: miles: and not) over oo miles: 2) ee eee 1. 70 

Over 55 miles and not. over 60) miles{2= >= 22.55 eer 1.75 

Over,60 milesand not over (65) miles22 eee 1. 80 

Over 65 miles and not over’ 70) miles Jes one Balls ELBE 

Over 70 miles ‘and not, over () miles]. eee 1. 90 

Over-75 miles and not over<80) miles] 2522 Ss ogee ee en As OF 

Over 80 miles’ and not over) 85) miles) 2.2 a a) 

Over 8d) miles and not over’ 90 miless{s) 2 ee eee 2.05 

Over 90 miles and not Over!9s miles= Ss) eee 2.10 

Over 95 miles and not over 100 miles_______________ cE 2 NB ieee 2.10 

Over 100 miles and not over-110 miles=2= == = ee eee Pep 1) 

Over 110 miles and not over 120 miles?== == eee 2. 20 

Over 120 miles:‘and not over 130 miles! 2 eee 2. 25 

Over 130 miles and not over 140 miles? 2252 3 aa ee eee 2. 80 

Over 140 miles and not over 150 miles!) 2) eee 2. 35 

It should be noted in connection with the special rates that the 

rates depend on the amount shipped; also that the rates are applied 
in connection with a carload minimum. Im a specific case it is easy 
to measure the effect of the former, while the latter is difficult to 

get at. If the logs are large and sound, the latter will have the effect 
of increasing the quoted rate but little, if any. Where the logs are 

small and extreme care is not used in loading, the actual rate per 
thousand feet may be 10 or 15 per cent higher than the quoted rate. 
One company, operating in small second-growth timber and paying 
a quoted rate of $1 per thousand feet, found at the end of a year that 
they had actually paid $1.15 per thousand feet, the increase being 
due to the fact that a large number of the cars did not contain the 
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minimum carload established by the railway company. The next 

year this company, through more careful loading, kept the actual 

rate equal to the quoted rate, This was not easy, however. The log- 

ging superintendent found that the loaders did not see or appreciate 

the effect of underloads on the actual rate and in turn on the cost of 
logging. The mere telling the loaders to be sure to put the minimum 

carload on a car did not remedy the evil, neither did discharging the 
loaders. It was only when the superintendent, with the scaler, 

worked with the loaders, pointing out the underloads on the ground 
and demonstrating by mathematics the increased cost of transporta- 

tion per thousand feet because of specific underloads, that the evil 

of the underload wss gotten away from. 
As a rule, logging operators pay for log transportation on the 

basis of the railroad company’s scale. This scale in most cases ap- 
proaches a gross scale, while the logging operator sells his logs and 
estimates his logging cost on the basis of a net scale. Where the logs 
are sound, the difference between the quoted and actual rate is small. 
In some cases, however, the difference amounts to considerable. One 
operator, shipping on a quoted rate of $1.25 per thousand feet, found 
that the cost actually amounted to $1.55; another company, shipping 
on a quoted rate of $1.50 per thousand feet, actually paid $1.85 per 
thousand feet. © 

LOGGING RAILROADS. 

LOCATION. 

The locating of the main-line railroad and primary spurs is the 
most important step in the logging operation. Failure to open up 

a tract of timber at the right point may spell failure. Mistakes in 
connection with other steps can be corrected. It is not so in the case 

of the railroad location. 
In general the location and character of a logging railroad depend 

on the amount of timber it is to handle and the time it is to be op- 
erated. The longer any railroad is to be used and the heavier the 
traffic, the better it should be constructed. In any case, the cost of 
construction should be the smallest amount consistent with reasonable 

eoperating and maintenance costs. Logging railroads are invariably 
constructed more cheaply than even branch trunk lines, a shorter 
operating period making heavier grades, sharper curves, and a poor 
roadbed practical. The amount of traffic that is to pass over the 
main line and each of the spurs, the total rise and fall which must be 
overcome (as indicated by a topographic map or a careful reconnais- 
sance), and the speed with which the timber is to be removed are 
guiding factors in deciding on the character of roadbed that should 
be built and the kind and amount of motive power that should be 

used, 
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Topography largely fixes the locations, but the general plan of 
logging determines whether the railroad lines, especially the spurs, 

shall follow valleys, ridge faces, or the tops of ridges. Spurs are - 
generally constructed wherever necessary to bring the timber within 
economic yarding, swinging, or roading distance of the track. 

In most cases the main line enters the tract at the lowest point, 
following water grade wherever possible, since this location usually 
gives the best grade out of the region and permits the logs to be 
hauled down grade. Obviously, this is not possible in all cases, 
especially where the topography of the country is such that the 
spur railroads are laid on ridges and the timber yarded up grade. 
The shortest possible route, naturally, is selected, unless heavy cuts, 
fills, bridge work, and trestle work can be avoided by a longer line. 
Switchbacks are frequently used to overcome sharp changes in the 
gerade. The same end may be gained more satisfactorily by doubling 
back with a curve. This latter method, however, often necessitates 
a heavier construction expense. Switchbacks often are the only 
practical means at hand for securing timber from elevations above 
or below the main line. When the rise in elevation is considerable, 
it may be advisable to put in an incline. 

Under “Ground yarding,” it was pointed out that where the 
ground is practically level the spur railroads are located so as to 
eridiron the tract, the distance between the spurs depending for 
the most part on the cost of the roadbed and the stand of timber 
per acre. Figures 16 and 17 show how the spur roads may be located 
in practice. In the first case the conditions from the standpoint of 
railroad construction approach the ideal. In the second case the 
ground conditions were harder than usual, which resulted in the 
timber being yarded and swung relatively long distances to the 
railroad. Spur railroads are located by the foreman or superin- 
tendent or by a logging engineer. 

Grades and curvature—The maximum grades and curvature 

allowed on any logging railroad vary with the character of the road 
and the type of locomotives used. Heavier loads must be hauled on 
the main lines than on the spurs, hence the grades and curvature, 
must be lighter. Ifa geared locomotive is used, they may be heavier 
in either case since a Said locomotive can anes heavier grades 
and sharper curves in a rod engine. 

The direction of the traffic and whether or not there are adverse 
grades must be considered in a discussion of grades and curvature. 
Traffic on logging railroads moves only one way, the general direc- 
tion, as a rule, being down grade. Not infrequently, however, ad- 

verse grades are found on these roads, and they limit the number 
of cars that can be hauled at a trip. The effect of grade on the num- 
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ber of cars, unloaded and loaded, that can be hauled at a trip is 
illustrated in Table 30. 

TABLE 30,—Lffect of grade on number of cars that can be hauled at a trip. 

TRAFFIC DOWN HILL. 

Gapaciy Capacity 
"4 é Number | 0: *2210 | of each welget | Res | Duet foemety| Whitr | Cae. [tah 

Fiore ou ds | motive | 27S Pet | measure | 1 feet ae v 
er 13) bare t Ay, train ofl board (tons) 

cent). per ton. } (tons). (uphill). eee GESTED S). 

: hill), of logs. 

1 30 60 62 | 310,000 5, 000 10 
2 50 60 36 | 180, 000 5, 000 10 
3 70 60 25 | 125,000 5, 000 10 
4 90 60 19 95, 000 5, 000 10 
5 110 60 15 75, 000 5, 000 10 

TRAFFIC UPHILL. 

| Capacity Capacity 
Number | of train | ofeach Weight 

Rate of | Resist- | Weight . ee of loaded] in feet car 
aioe ar as cree cars per | board in feet | °! jeadee 

E poun train | measure| board 
cent). | perton. | (tons). (uphill). | oflogs | measure (tons). 

(uphill). | of logs. 

1 26 60 19 | 95,000 | 5,000 27 
2 46 60 14 | 70,000 | 5,000 7 
3 66 60 9 | 45,000 5,000 27 
4 86 60 7 | 35,000 5,000 27 
5 106 60 5 | 25,000 5, 000 27 

1 From The Timberman. 

Except when topographic conditions forbid, long main-line log- 
ging railroads are usually constructed to permit the use of rod 
engines. When such engines are used, the grades should not exceed 
3 or 4 per cent where empty cars are moved up grade and 1 per cent 
in the case of loaded cars; and the sharpest curves should not exceed 
16 degrees. In the more mountainous region, the main lines can not 
be constructed for the use of rod engines except at a prohibitive cost, 
so that geared engines must be used. In such cases, the maximum 
grades do not ordinarily exceed 5 per cent when empty cars are to 
be hauled up them and 2 per cent in the case of loaded cars. The 
maximum curves used with a geared locomotive, as a rule, do not 

exceed 20 degrees. 
Logging spurs are usually constructed for the use of geared 

engines, since the grades and curves on these lines must be heavier 
than those required on the main lines. Ordinarily, the maximum 
grade for empty cars is 7. or 8 per cent; for loaded cars, 3 or 4 per 
cent. Most operators try to keep the maximum curvature of the 
spurs down to 20 degrees, although in extreme cases the curvature 

may run as high as 50 degrees, 
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Methods of location—The engineering steps preceding the build- 
ing of logging railroads, while not always so clearly defined or per- 
ye in the same way, are in general the same as those preceding 
the construction of a common carrier railroad. They are (a@) recon- 
naissance, (0) preliminary survey, and (c¢) location. 

The reconnaissance in the case of main-line logging railroads con- 
sists of a more or less rapid examination of possible routes, with the 
following objects in view: To determine the most feasible and eco- 
nomical line between the timbered area and the delivery point; to 
locate the controlling points, which consist of stream crossings, sum- 
mits of ridges, and other natural or artificial features of the territory 
through which the road must necessarily pass in order to make the 
largest amount of timber accessible; to determine the maximum grade 
and the maximum degree of curvature; to ascertain the kind of mate- 
rials likely to be encountered in the construction of the road to deter- . 
mine the effect of the materials on the cost of maintenance; and to 
obtain a general idea of the approximate cost per mile of the com- — 
pleted road. This constitutes in the main the field work performed 
by a timber appraiser. From the information so secured, together 
with information usually secured by a preliminary survey, he must 
estimate the approximate cost of the main line. 

For the purpose of determining relative elevations, maximum 
grades and curves, the directions of streams and roads, etc., the timber 
appraiser usually provides himself with an aneroid barometer, a 
pocket compass, and a hand level. With this equipment he person- 
ally investigates all important points involved and makes compre- 
hensive notes of all topographic features along the route, such as the 
size and direction of streams, together with their high-water marks; 
the slope of important waterways that must be crossed; and any other 
information concerning them that can be secured. Such information 
as can be secured regarding the character of the soil and the preva- 
lence of rock is carefully noted. In addition the appraiser notes the 
probable quantities of excavation, embankment, and bridging per 
mile; also any other data which will assist him in estimating the 
cost of the proposed railroad. 

The method in the case of spur railroad is in large measure the 
same as that used for the main line, in that some one determines, 
after making an examination of the tract to be logged, the Bar 
routes of the main spurs. 

Many operators in the region consider topographic maps an essen- 
tial part of their equipment. These are prepared in connection with 
the timber cruise, or by engineers before the tract is opened up, the 
contour intervals ranging from 10 to 50 feet, depending on the 
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accuracy required and the roughness of the country. Such a map 
furnishes a basis for the preliminary location. 

The reconnaissance of the main line having been completed and a 
route selected, the next thing is to make a preliminary survey of the 
main line for the following purposes: To determine the relative 
merits of alternative routes that have been examined on the recon- 
naissance ; to obtain the necessary information for making a map and 
a profile of the route; to furnish data from which to project the loca- 
tion; to determine the approximate amount of work to be done in the 

matter of clearing, grading, and bridging; and to furnish data for 
an approximate estimate of the cost of all materials and labor 
required for the proposed road. 

While most of the large companies employ a logging engineer to 
lay out their logging spurs, some have this work performed by the 
camp foremen. In the former case the engineer, in cooperation with 
the superintendent or foreman, roughly determines the routes of 
the spurs. This cooperation insures. the maintenance of the proper 
balance between the railroad and the logging. The preliminary sur- 
vey is then made. The engineer is aided by one or two rodmen and 
two or more axmen, depending on the density of the brush. Asa 
rule, the engineer uses a transit on preliminary work, because-of the 
accuracy demanded in the final results. The foreman generally uses 
a compass and a hand level of the Abney type. 

The line is fitted to the ground in such a manner as to secure the 
best adjustment of the alignment and grade consistent with an eco- 
nomical cost of construction. If no topographic map is available, 
the work of location is done directly on the ground. In many 
cases, however, a contour map is prepared from the data secured 
by the preliminary survey, on which the location is projected. 

Logging engineers may be employed by the month or year, at a — 
salary ranging from $100 to $150 per month. In either case they 
may devote much of their time to mapping. In some cases engineers 
are used only on particularly difficult locations, being paid by the 
day. Arrangements are sometimes made whereby an engineer di- 
vides his time between two or more camps. The cost of engineering 
ranges from $150 to $400 per mile. 

RIGHTS OF WAY. 

Not infrequently logging railroads have to be built across the 
land of others. Under such conditions the land may be bought at 
private sale or it may be leased for a period sufficient to permit the 
removal of the timber. The second is the more satisfactory method, 
since a narrow strip of land is of little value to the owner, and it 
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is difficult to sell at the conclusion of a logging operation. Of course, 
if the road is ultimately to become a common carrier, the former 
would be desirable. Should a right of way be refused, a line can 

be forced across foreign holdings by condemnation proceedings and 
the payment of just compensation to the owner, the operator, how- 
ever, forfeiting certain rights. For example, a logging operator 
acquiring a right of way by condemnation proceedings must agree to 
carry over such road any of the timber or other forest products of 
the lands through which such right of way passes, upon payment of a 
reasonable consideration, and failure to do so results in a forfeiture 
of the right of way. 

CLEARING THE RIGHT OF WAY. 

Before starting the grading of the right of way, it is necessary to 
cut and remove the standing timber, brush, and stumps which will 
interfere with the roadbed. This work is done by both contract and 
day labor. The right of way varies in width, seldom being wider 
than 50 feet. It is not possible to speak confidently of the cost of 
this work, since operators, as a rule, do not classify their accounts 
in such a way as to make it possible to secure data that are at all 
satisfactory. The average cost should not exceed $500 per mile, 
where the stumps are blasted and the timber is dragged from the 
road with a logging engine. The following piecemeal data will 
serve to indicate the method of performing this work, also what the 
total cost consists of. 

(a) In one case the cost of bucking the down timber on a mile of 
right of way ahead of the fallers amounted to $55. 

(6) The labor cost of felling the timber (13 trees) on 400 feet of 
right of way amounted to $3.75. One of the fallers was paid $4 per 
day, the other $3.50. The diameters of the trees were as follows: 

Number of trees (hemlock) : ea 

Qh ae RS er 16 

De ae EE Ve ee 17 

Des er IE EE eg RES AD ae, ee 18 

Dee ae eT) EE EE ER Se ae 20 

Dirates irs ts kp oA) orn sae es cepted neni gee ae eee 24 

De a 28 

Qaow ele a A Sa 30 

Wie ee te ee ee eee 32 

De ee oe oe Ue ee 60 

(c) The cost of blowing 24 stumps on 600 feet of right of way 
amounted to $40, as follows: 

& boxes of powder, at $0.12) per pound_J2_ 2 meee) Mes eee ee ee $27. 50 

imanyat $3.50 per:day.2 22. 22. a ee es eh be eee ey een 3. 50 

4-nienat $2:25 per day sa2ten 2/412 2) Be eh ee 9. 00 
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The diameters of the stumps were as follows: 

Number of stumps (hemlock) : Pismee 
EO ST SR) pen ae 16 

Dacca a St SIA PARLEY, HET EY =O PN SR ALT, 

Pipe neunrerente Fu Vriey ete eee A Bee lee ee ek esa eed A cee a Be Eee tN 24 

i ae SSS Se Sees nee 32 

oat ale a ee ee ee ene 42 

1 =i cn Tm i hts sapaileg 
nn eee eT eS NE AEE ee eee SARE NE ee Se mre ENE: BEML TATE = 60 

(d) The cost of blowing 8 stumps on 200 feet of right of way 
amounted to $31.25, as follows: 

MUOZeSOl DOWEL: ab pO.ld: per Pound. 2.9 se O§ 27.50 

410) GEC) ela eee aa eteen ep Bega he lls eR a Ks Sema SRE er 3 SO 55 

AOPCCEOL TUSe. = 2 Ene oe. ts 5 ZA ENE IMIR NO FOO RAR TE AD ROAED, ¢ 20 

etlaehipeener sess Fp pee ry Arete sere ee ed Payee yt) ESET. ANSE ee 

NOTED sh se ae eRe RO a NOS SIU Side Ol ANGIE SSL, lan: ol eer ene ene eee 31. 50 

This is at the rate of $836 per mile. If, however, there were fills, 
all the stumps would not have to be blown out. The diameters of 
the stumps were as follows: 
Number of stumps (hemlock) : pieter 

2 22 ee ee eS Be ee eee ae oe ee ae 16 

1. coe ee a Se ee ee eee ee oe ne ee als 

Doe LR A a cel eee see ee ee 

Se eae a ie ne a eB i i a a ee RR 32 

Le eee ene I ee 9 ee EL ae a eee Ema 42 

npeees ae SeESPEAUL CE VINE 0). EAGT E E98 7 tee Ue Se TE Be it 48 

Bb ee EE Se ae SO eee ee Tk ee ee ree See 60 

(e) The labor cost of swamping and blowing the stumps from 500 
feet of right of way amounted to $75.48. The cost of felling is not 
included in this, neither is the cost of moving the logging engine or 

extending the water system. Common labor dug the holes under the 
stumps and the chunking crew loaded and shot them. The size and 
wages of the chunking crew were as follows: 

Per day 

LEO OVE THEVA Beye ey a A ls re ee Sel Se Se Se ee ee Oe See $4. 50 

PRFIREA CC Tee ee ee ay ee NS SS es pits Sena epee EEE 3. 50 

LD TESST STO GE ag eA SS ee eee 3. 00 

SPD GL LOCC) at Pa al aN a ee 2.09 

ABISCIM MME MAb poo es ol ee od ee eee Ea) 13. 00 

STNG et pee eerie cnn) petty Sens tee, Zt bays ee 2 2 es Sets ee ee re 26. 75 

The common labor was paid $2.75 per day. 
(7) The labor cost of clearing 13,350 feet of right of way was 

$2,454. This is at the rate of $977 per mile. The stand of timber 
through which the right of way ran was cutting out about 50,000 
feet per acre, consisting of Douglas fir and hemlock. It averaged 

about 32 inches in diameter, breast high. The chance from the 
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standpoint of down timber, brush, and dead snags was unusually 
difficult. There were no heavy fills. 

GRADING THE RIGHT OF WAY. 

Fills and cuts are introduced to equalize the irregularities of the 
soil, the process being known as grading. 

Fills on standard gauge logging roads should be from 12 to 14 
feet wide on top. The standard slopes for an earthwork fill are 14 
horizontal to 1 vertical. When the fill is made of the material from a 
rock cut, it is possible to make a stable embankment with a slope 
ratio of 1:1. On sidehill work, where a slope of 14:1 or 1:1 might 
be a very long slope, it is often advisable to make a wall of rock or 
timber that will have a slope ratio of 2:1 or steeper. 

In cuts the roadbed should be wide enough to give room for a 
drainage ditch on either side. This will require from 2 to 3 addi- 
tional feet on each side, and the cut should be about 16 feet at the 
base. With cuts in the hardest rock the slopes will be $:1, or nearly 
perpendicular. As the soil becomes less firm the slope may be flat- 
tened until, for a soil of firm earth or gravel, a slope of 1:1 may be 
permissible, although a slope of 14:1 is commonly adopted. The 
aim is to move-as little dirt as possible. 

Main-line logging roads are graded up carefully, and suitable 
ditches are maintained. Even on level sections it is desirable to 
elevate the track and put in ditches because of the lower cost of 
maintenance during wet weather. On spurs a minimum of fill and 
cutwork is done, and ditching is not resorted to unless absolutely 
necessary. 

For the purpose of constructing a road as well as for calculating 

the earthwork, a grade profile or profiles may be prepared. This 
enables the engineer to fit the line to the ground in such a manner 
as to secure the best adjustment of the alignment and grade consist- 

ent with an economical cost of construction. It is not practical or 
necessary, however, for a timber appraiser to secure such intensive 

data, and his estimate of the cost of grading in a given case is not 
more than substantially correct. The appraiser’s estimate, however, 

should be high enough to cover all cost, a liberal allowance being 
made to cover unforeseen contingencies that may develop during con- 
struction. Handbooks prepared for the use of civil engineers deal 
with the methods of calculating the cubical contents of earthwork. 

The cost of the movement of earth depends to a great extent on 
the character of the material. The following extract from “ Log- 
ging,” by Bryant, shows the effect of the character of the material 
moved on the cost of grading: 

The movement of earth and rock in the construction of cuts and fills is most 

frequently done by contract. The unit on which payment is based is the cubic 
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yard, the material being measured ‘in place’”—that is, in the natural bank 

before it has been disturbed. It is customary to classify the material to 

be moved, and to regulate the price accordingly. The classification and quan- 

tity of material moved are determined by the supervising engineer. 

The following standard classification is in extensive use: 

(a) Earth, loam, sand, gravel, or clay. Material that can be handled with 

a pick and shovel, or that can be plowed easily. 

(6) Hardpan. Very dense clays and gravels, cemented with iron oxide. 

Soft shales that are easily worked may also be included. ; 

(c) Loose rock. Shales and other rock that can be quarried without blast- 

ing, although blasting may be resorted to occasionally. 

(d) Solid rock. Material requiring blasting for removal. 

The contract price per cubic yard for the removal of earth or rock usually 

includes excavating, hauling, and placing the material in a fill or waste pit. 

It is not customary to pay for making a cut and also to pay for a fill made 

from the same material; in other words, payment for a cubic yard is made but 

onee. Grading contracts may have an overhaul clause which provides that for 

all earth hauled more than a specified distance (“free haul”) the contractor 

shall be paid a stated sum per cubic yard for each 100 feet of overhaul. On 

logging operations the length of free haul ranges from 100 to 500 feet. 

The price paid for moving material varies greatly in different regions and 

is influenced by the length of haul, the kind of material moved, the character 

of classification, the degree of accuracy used in actual classification, and the 

season of the year; the cost of winter work being about 25 per cent higher 

than that of work done during the summer. 

The following prices were paid on logging railroad operations and repre- 

sent general contract prices on work of this character. The average work 

on logging roads, except on the Pacific coast, usually presents no special prob- 

lems, and can be performed with simple equipment which does not require a 

heavy financial outlay. Loggers are able, therefore, to contract with local 

men on favorable terms. ; 

Texas 
Louisi- and . 

Alabama. ney. ears Washington. 

sas. 

Material. 
Bonus Bonus 

for for 
Contract Free Contract | Contract | Contract Free - overhaul a F F overhaul 
price. haul. per 100 price.! price.} price.} haul. per 100 

feet. feet. 

Cents. Feet. Cents. Cents. Cents. Cents. Feet. Cents. 
Martins 22s ae 25 300 0.5 14 20 16— 20 100 0.5 
ISIC IO Na Le tetera (9 ae seats es | ae ay 9 |e re eee 25 100 5 
Loose rock.......--..- 35 300 3p meas tome lI Be ne 35- 45 100 -5 
Solid rock........--.. 65 300 BW Saces oe ne SeeCEaEeae 75-125 100 a) 

1 No limit to free haul, but it was not great in any case. 

Much of the grading for logging railroads is done by hand; that 
is, by pick and shovel work. This is particularly true of sidehill work 
where the bank may be picked away and shoveled to the lower side. 

Light work on fairly level ground is done in the same way, the dirt 
being borrowed from ditches or borrow pits. Frequently, moderate- 
sized cuts and fills, under favorable soil conditions, are handled in 
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the same way, the material from the cuts being mostly wasted and 
that needed for the fills borrowed. 

Pick and shovel work is usually done by day labor, as are all other 

parts of railroad construction, contract work not being regarded 
favorably by most operators in the region. The cost of digging and 
spreading dirt by pick and shovel is commonly about $0.15 to $0.25 
per yard for common loam and $0.30 to $0.35 for heavy soils. ‘ 

In large cuts the dirt is moved to adjacent fills with wheelbarrows, 
two-wheeled hand dump carts, or push cars. The cost of such work, 
where rock is not encountered, ranges from $0.30 to $0.50 per yard. 
In very large cuts it is sometimes the practice to lay a temporary 
track and remove the dirt by shoveling it by hand on flat cars, the 
cars being hauled out on the line to a point where the dirt can be 

used as ballast. | 
Many operators supplement the pick and shovel with power scraper 

work. The labor cost of this work ranges from $0.10 to $0.25 per 
yard, depending on the length of haul and the class of material moved. 
The cost of moving dirt at one camp with a power scraper during one 
season ranged from $0.28 to $0.38 per yard. The equipment con- 
sisted of a logging engine, Bagley scraper, lines, etc., the crew and 
the wages per day being approximately as follows: 

Hingineer = = 2 $3. 40 

SENT © TH EAT poe meses ae ee a a a a 3. 00 

2 wood ‘bucks, each 2s) 220 522 ios 0 oe ee 2. 15 

Hook. tender. S52 S382 te 5 Ie ee ee 4, 25 

Lor 2 riggers, each.“ 2) 2k oe ee 3. 25 

The following record shows what is included in the cost of power 
scraper grading at this camp, also the method of keeping track of the 

cost: 

Power scraper record. 

Time. Items of cost. Boba ee 

Hours. 
O02. se sce Moving machinery to, place =< = tes 2 cnr. cns Aotin ais oie sets oer eee eeeeeee $37. 50 $0. 0095 

Chunking right of way.........- 262.50 . 0668 
Boren PAVINE WALOL JING wc oc cece No cae ce eel lowe ae eee ene 40.50 - 0103 
92 Ge EO Rent on machinery, at $1.50 ‘ 352. 50 0897 

2 Ea eee Engineer, at $0.315; fireman, at $0.275; wood buck, at $0.25 206. 39 0525 
Babies se Hook tender; at‘ $0:50: -. 22. <2 ~ os ides coe ehte steers do eee ee 117.50 - 0296 

RIP EINE NON waite wares of bdbinnejnkwsecing via fy de secant a - 6 Se eet 153.43 . 0390 
Laborers (finishing work) es... 50022k02 scutes boetectee sale te cae Dee ate 69.33 .0176 
Yarding wood logs..........- ww cisize'bidieig/b'e wate ie oietb oteie epee etal o orto ra ro 16.55 . 0042 

Total'cost Moving see! VALOS... soccer aes a etala nice mie eee eee 1, 256. 20 . 3192 

Average amount of dirt moved per hour of actual scraping time, 16.7 yards. 

Ground, average conditions. 

Alignment, 40° curve. 

Remarks: Because of the alignment this cut was scraped from each end. 
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The equipment used with a power scraper consists of a logging 
engine, lines, blocks, etc. The cost and maintenance of the equipment, 
also the depreciation that should be written off annually, are dis- 
cussed under “Ground yarding.” In a general way this work is 
harder on equipment than ordinary yarding, since the percentage 
of time that the equipment is actually in use is larger. Several 
scrapers are used, the size and cost in March, 1916, of one of the 
best being as follows: 

Size. Cost. 

4 yards ___ ttle i a ee cag A> a Ry h pe hs Me $400 

LSS i AVCEITECO FSI te NMA ca eC Ser eoe ey te OS es eee ye el APO 450 

@ Varies Se ee ee ee eee = 500 

Comparatively few of the operators use a steam shovel. A 14-yard 
dipper steam shovel suitable for heavy work costs about $8,000 at 
Portland or Seattle. A smaller one with a {-yard shovel costs about 
$5,600 at these points. 

It has not been deemed advisable or practicable to enter into a 
lengthy discussion of the methods and cost of grading. Informa- 
tion of this kind is difficult to secure. It is easy to find out the 
amount of money expended by a logging operator for labor in 
railroad, construction, but it is usually impossible to get it classified 
into the cost of clearing right of way, grading, etc., in connection 
with the total length of line built, the total amount of earth moved, 
a classification of material moved, etc. 
The cost of grading, obviously, varies greatly. In places, for short 

‘stretches, it can be done for as little as $10 per station (100 feet). 
In other places it costs $20, $30, $40, $60, or more per station. Taking 

it straight through the country the cost of grading the spur rail- 
roads probably ranges between $30 and $50 per station. For ex- 

ample, the cost of grading 18,350 feet in one case, with pick and 
shovel, amounted to $6,664, which is at the rate of about $2,630 per 
mile. This does not include the cost of clearing the right of way, 
which was cleared for $997 per mile. It was a scratch grade for the 
most part, there being no heavy cuts or fills. The average cost of 
clearing right of way and grading 25 miles of track in another case 
during 1910, 1911, and 1912 was $2,300 per mile. The cost per 
station ranged. between $28 and $64, the average being $44. These 

figures do not include the cost of trestle construction. During this 
time, seven miles of rather heavy sidehill grade was constructed. 
There was little rock, and no heavy cuts or fills) The work was done 

_ by contract, the operator paying $40 per station when the cuts and 
fills did not exceed 3 feet in depth. It was all done by the pick-and- 
shovel method. Another operator working in moderately rough 
ground has cleared and graded the right of way for spur tracks for 
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a number of years at the rate of $1,500 per mile. Still another oper- 
ator who constructs from 14 to 30 miles of spur track per year has © 
found that the cost of clearing right of way and grading is from $27 
to $30 per station. This work includes cuts to a depth of 10 feet, 
fills to a height of 7 feet, with many of the cuts and fills running 
more than 5 feet. The operator lets the contract to two men, and 
the net profit to each has never been less than $250 per mile. 

TIMBERWORK. 

Much printed matter dealing with the character and cost of crib- 
bing, trestles, revetments, etc., and methods of construction is avail- 

able. A simple treatment is given in “ Logging,” by R. C. Bryant. 
For this reason the discussion given here is only very general. 

(1) Cribwork—In the past cribwork was extensively used and 
is still used in places to cross slight depressions or swampy ground. 
It consists of large logs laid at right angles to the track about 12 
feet apart, center to center. Two logs are laid lengthwise on these 
logs for stringers. The cost of cribbing, when the height runs from 
4 to 5 feet, is from $0.50 to $0.75 per linear foot, exclusive of the 
stumpage. From 400,000 to 500,000 feet board measure of logs is 
required per mile. 

Cribwork, however, frequently costs more than this, as is shown 
in the following cases: 

Case 1—The cost of a three-stringer crib bridge 83 feet in length 

and 5 feet high was $223.75, or $2.70 per linear foot, segregated as 
follows: 

Excavating, labor_____ eM Gn gs t RONS a eee Se A ey) 

Construction; Jabor2i2 24) 3s oF 5 Seer See eee eee 116. 25 

Rent. of equipments 22: bows Ve. eee ot ot ote ot rt ged ae 90. 00 

Minishing, labor == — =< se seen pe ee 5. 00 

Totalsii sith ih te SP Oe SO a ee eae ‘228. 75 

Case 2.—The cost of a cribbing 100 feet in length and averaging 10 
feet in height was $542.38, or $5.43 per linear foot, segregated as 
follows: 

Bxcavating, | laborg. oe su. a ES Ee ee eee $66. 75 

Construction; JaboR. 4. 23, Se eee 290. 63 

Rent, of equipment _ ee ee ee 172. 00 

Binishing, labor 2 ee ee 138. 00 

AM c:) in nn. ee oe | 542. 38 

This structure forms the tail of a switchback, with two bridges 
resting on one foundation, the alignment necessitating three 
stringers. There is one span 50 feet in length and two spans 25 feet 
in length, 
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Case 3—One camp in 1913 used crib bridges exclusively, the cost 
ranging from $2 to $6 per linear foot, exclusive of the stumpage, and 
varying for the most part with the height. Cribbings 20 feet in 

height cost about $6 per linear foot. 
(2) Trestles—Trestles are used in crossing streams and depres- 

sions when the cost of fills would be excessive, also on swampy or 
moving ground where no other method would be practical. The ad- 
vantage of this form of road on swampy ground is that a firm 
foundation is secured, stamps need not be removed, and the cost of 
maintenance for the first few years is low. The main disadvantage 
is the fire danger. This, however, can be minimized by clearing 
away the brush on each side. 
Two types of trestle are used in the construction of logging rail- 

roads in the region; namely, pile-bent and frame-bent trestles. 
(a) Pile-bent trestles are used largely in stream beds and swampy 

spots where good foundations for frame trestles can not be secured. 
They are used extensively, however, in locations adapted for the 
frame-bent type. Low pile trestle bents, up to a height of 25 feet, 
consist of 3 or 4 piles from 12 to 15 inches in diameter. On medium 
height trestles, from 25 to 60 feet, four piles are used. They are 
driven in a row across the roadbed with a pile driver to bedrock or 
solid bottom, being sawed off at the required height above ground. 
Hewn caps, 14 feet long, 12 inches and up in thickness, with not less 
than a 12-inch face, are drift-bolted on top of them. The bents, 
which are spaced 16 feet apart, are connected by two hewn or sawed 
stringers 16 or 32 feet in length and 17 inches and up in thickness, 
with 12 to 16 inch faces, a stringer being placed under each rail on 
top of the caps and at right angles to them to support the crossties. 
In many cases hewn stringers prove the cheapest in the long run. 

Guard rails are placed on top of the ends of the ties parallel to the 
stringers and spiked to every other tie to keep the ties from bunch- 
ing. Trestles over 25 feet in height, as a rule, are braced by standard 
methods. If a trestle curves heavily it is braced, even though it is no 
more than 15 feet high. 

The labor cost of constructing pile-bent trestles of the above de- 
scription is about as follows: 

Average height : eee 
5 to 10 feet (no bracing) ___________________ UNS permet at, 2 

10 to 15 feet (no bracing) Des fel enh “apna aA I ah ef Se gee 2. 20 

i toro tects (nov bracine 2. eels ee Oe eres ke UG 2. 50 

.20 to 25 feet (with bracing) _______________ Eige Gases OME SeE ert Tee Yee 3. 00 

25 to 40 feet (with bracing) ____-_-_-___-§_-__ oan en ee a 4.00 

AN toi eet (with, bracing) =o 22 222s Se a ee eas aay KO) 

1 Includes the cost of yarding the material to the site, 
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The following is the cost of several pile-bent trestles built in log- 
ging camps of the region during the past few years: 

Case 1—The labor cost of a pile-bent trestle 1,800 feet long and 
averaging 5 feet in height amounted to $900, or $0.50 per linear foot. 
The bents consisted of three piles; the caps and stringers were hewn 
hemlock timber. 

Case 2.—The cost of building a three-pile-bent trestle 160 feet in 
length and averaging about 20 feet in height amounted to $464, or 
$2.90 per linear foot, the cost being made up as follows: 

Excavating Gots... Wes a eg ee ee eae $106 

Labor, including surveying to the amount-of $40.75______________ 265 

Rent of machinery______ oa ee tg ee eS 60 

Hinishing, (including laying lof Steely). ee eee 33 

Total -22-001 su) busze Si ostugbr ctw Leaping erp iean a Deere es 464 

This amount includes the cost of yarding the material to the site. 
It does not include the cost of timber-or iron used. The caps and 
stringers were made of hewn timbers. 

Case 3—The cost of building a pile-bent trestle 1,200 feet in 
length and averaging about 10 feet in height amounted to $5,428.31, 

or $4.52 per linear foot, the cost being made up as follows: 

Stringers, “caps; and drone 222 ee ee $1, 450. 81 

490 piles (25 feet in length) at 7 cents per foot____________ 857. 50 

Towing? spilin gee LEE AT Ee ay LECCE A Oe ee ee 70. 00 

Lumber, 14,000 feet, at $8 per thousand__________________ 112. 00 

pa Ot) a ke pe hee a ae 2, 938. 00 

TU te Dna we 5, 428. 81 

Case 4.—The cost of a pile-bent trestle 135 feet in length and 
averaging about 28 feet in height was $5.20 per linear foot. This 
includes the cost of yarding the material to the site and building the 
trestle, also a rental of $5 per day on the equipment. It does not in- 
clude the value of the timber, sawed or otherwise. 

The bents consisted of four piles, the trestle being 47 feet at the 
highest point. Hemlock piling, hewn hemlock caps, and sawed 
bracings were used. There were three sets of bracing, made of 3 
by 8 inch and 3 by 10 inch material. 

Case 5.—The cost of building a pile-bent trestle 160 feet in length 
and averaging about 20 feet in height was $2.50 per linear foot. This 
includes the cost of yarding the material to the site and building the 
trestle, also a rental of $5 per day on the equipment. The bents 
consist of three piles, the highest point on the trestle from the ground 
being 20 feet. Rough hemlock timber was used for piling, caps, and 
stringers. 

Case 6.—The cost of a pile-bent trestle 160 feet in length and hay- 
ing an average height of 8 feet was $2.40 per linear foot. This 
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includes the cost of yarding the material to the track and building 
the trestle, and also a rental of $5 per day on the equipment. The 
bents consisted of three piles, the highest point on the trestle from 
the ground being 12 feet. Rough hemlock timber was used for 
piling, caps, and stringers. 

Case 7—The cost of building the following pile-bent trestle was 
$389.05, or $2.28 per linear foot. This total does not include the 
value of the timber used for piling, nor the value of the sawed caps, 
stringers, and bracing. 

Structure. i. 

HTN coy treat eee ay open eters etc newer ie NRT AYP eee Ne cre Mew Ne feet__ . 170 

NMI D er MO Typ Ue See Ts SSE AE BE SCI SS 39 

Averace Henothr ore pilin: ere epg ts ee Neda yy Th Diakee! Sethi: feet__ 20 

Average penetration of piling. —2.. bs feet__ 10 

SE SOLE ONS ee Ns ee Ee len cere PR ede 7 

Sawed stringers, 8 by 16 inch Douglas fir. 

Bracing, 300 feet b. m. (8 by 12 inch). 

Alignment: 100 feet, 28°; 70 feet tangent. 

Cost. 

Moyinegmachimeny itosplacet suas mers e ee y Eee yey $42. 77 

Wardine material tOesite. £2). dee eh EF kee. nytt Bhs besa iy Baeko 

PS Sera ae a aD ae rn eee ee 117. 36 
TACINS ESTEEM SOLS) AGC Sis Sere a TT. 46 

HEADY AT OF Teed CC Katey tac) ie ed Les al sens a A 18. 50 

ECA AEs 1D ee ea: Pee BE AE ge Ee eA eR eR, SAAN Re ee IA, US 

SURV. atl Opeamn ayRnen od ak) SPEIER a Re Oe ADL Ae St eR Se 19. 09 

Drift bolts, 200 pounds, at $2.25 per 100 pounds___*__-_______ 4. 50 

EVE MILANO fare CUTTP TIT TNE ee Seer a a ee eee ee 58. 50 

otal. 2OOL soe BRE Re DUES Se Ee Be sie UD 

The cost of driving piling for pile-bent-trestle construction varies. 
In one case piling was driven, cut off, and capped at the rate of $1.86 
per pile. 

The daily cost was as follows: 

ERO TGE Td Ae es aca) LA 9 te Gl eee Ot Sd toy Su PS sa $4. 00 

1 SD aeatt SYS) Sen ate eae aes It pea Je Se IEE a i 3. 50 

HERI TIN NTN ees lye ts eB ee Ans Ae BEES LE iE as ee eS Paps (5) 

Bs TOOLS Nal Sze Nie kes EI ge inn 5 “EU Cp a ea 9. 00 

FROtaletlaporwcos tie ou 4105 sk eek seater ye et ee 19. 25 

EVEN halla OMMEG [oa eM tise os 2 wa ek ee es yee Ek 10. 00 

TotalMeosts2222 IAD es Be hs eh Di BOERS S NISBET EAL: 29. 25 

Average daily output, 16 piles driven and capped. 
This trestle was 2,000 feet long and consisted of three-pile bents, 

spaced 16 feet apart. It averaged about 10 feet in height, the pene- 

tration of the piling averaging about 15 feet. 
61861°—Bull. 711—18-——13 
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(6) Frame-bent trestles are made of both round and sawed tim- 
bers. If the former material has to be brought from a considerable 
distance, it is advisable to use the latter, since it is easier to fit and 
is more durable. On the longer main-line logging roads, most of the 
frame trestles are built of sawed timber, the trestles on the spurs 
being usually built of round timbers. Not infrequently, however, 
the stringers used in connection with the construction of the trestles 
on these latter roads consist of sawed timber. Where suitable pole 
timber is available, a rough-timber trestle can be constructed more 
cheaply than one with a sawed frame. 

The general appéarance of a frame trestle is much the same as 
that of a pile trestle. The bents, which are spaced 13 to 16 feet apart, 
consist of four legs made of round timbers 14 inches and up in diame- 
ter or 10 by 10 inch or larger square timbers. Each bent rests upon 
a sill, which may be either a log or a 10 by 12 inch sawed timber. 
Round or sawed timbers are used for caps and stringers. 

In computing the cost of frame trestles, the lumber used is com- 
monly included at $12 per thousand feet. A convenient way of 
figuring the cost of any trestle is at so much per 1,000 feet of the 
material contained in it. This cost includes lumber, bolts, and other 
supplies, and the labor of building the foundations and framing the 
trestle. The cost of several representative standard-gauge frame 
trestles recently constructed on logging railroads in this region is 
given in Table 31. 

TasBLe 31.—Cost of frame trestles. 

Maxi- 
Length, | mum Feet Total | Cost per Cost Ber 

feet. height, b.m. cost. M feet. fone 
feet. os 

620 52 | 105,000 $2, 800 $26. 66 $4. 52 
652 28 60, 000 1, 565 26.08 2.40 
762 8 68, 000 1,704 25.06 | 2.23 
202 32 28,000 743 26. 54 3.68 
140 34 19, 000 487 25.63 3.34 
238 31 31, 000 724 23.35 3.04 
272 41 45,000 1,030 22.89 3.77 
144 54 30, 000 713 23.76 4.95 

TRACK MATERIALS. 

The following discussion has to do with standard-gauge material. 
Crossties—Both sawed and hewn ties are used in constructing log- 

ging railroads. Where the logging operator is also engaged in the 
manufacture of lumber, and the sawmill is close to the logging camp, 
most of the ties used are sawed. Independent loggers, as a rule, use 
hewn ties exclusively. 

Sawed ties vary in size. The usual size,on standard-gauge roads 
in the region is 7 by 9 inches by 8 feet. Ties 7 by 8 inches by 8 feet 
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’ are also used. In many cases ties 6 by 8 inches by 8 feet are used 
on side tracks. A large percentage of the sawed ties used in logging 
roads are culls. . 

Common-carrier roads, in purchasing hewn ties in the region, gen- 
erally demand that the ties shall be made of Douglas fir and be 
peeled; that they shall not be less than 8 feet nor more than 8 feet 2 
inches long, with the ends sawed off square; that they shall be hewn 
on two sides, straight and true to an even thickness of 7 inches; that ° 
they shall not be less than 6 inches, nor more than 9 inches, wide at 
the widest place on the face; that there shall not be less than 56 
square inches at the smallest cross section; and that ties shall be 
made from sound, live timber, “taken out of wind,” and free from 
splits, shakes, unsound knots, and score hacks. They will, however, 

accept 10 per cent of No. 2 ties, which are similar in every respect to 
No. 1 except that they may range from 7 feet 11 inches to 8 feet 3 
inches in length and may be 50 square inches at the smallest cross 
section. | 

The specifications of hewn logging railroad crossties, here desig- 
- nated as No. 8 ties, sometimes provide that ties shall not be less than 
7 feet 9 inches nor more than 8 feet 3 inches in length; that they shall 
not be less than 64 inches in thickness; and that the width of the 
face at the smallest end shall not be less than 64 inches. 

In one case, a logging operator paid a contractor $0.23 per tie for 
making and delivering No. 1 hewn ties along the right of way, the 
contract providing that 10 per cent of the ties could be No. 2’s. The 
contractor was paid $0.19 for making and delivering No. 3’s along 
the right of way. The tie contractor sublet the contract, paying 
$0.11 for No. 1 and No. 2 barked ties in the string. Where the ties 
were hewn, barked, and sawed, the tie contractor paid $0.13 per tie. 
The tie makers received $0.085 for No. 3 hewn ties in the string. 
The ties had to be skidded an average distance of from 150 to 200 
feet to the right of way. The contractors, as a rule, received about 
$0.16 per unbarked logging-railroad tie; that is, for making the ties 
and delivering them along the railroads. Ties used in the construc- 
tion of logging railroads in the region are, as a rule, made of Douglas 
fir and hemlock, preferably the former. The above cost does not 
include the value of the stumpage. 

The number of ties used per mile depends on the character of the 
roadbed, the size of the rail, the weight of the locomotives used, 
character of the ties used, etc. In the more or less permanent main 
logging railroads, 16 ties per 30-foot rail, or 2,816 ties per mile, are 
ordinarily used. Where the ties are small and inferior, 17 or 18 
may be used per 30-foot rail. This latter is particularly applicable 
to the spur lines, Sometimes 14 or 15 are used per 30-foot rail, 
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The volume of timber in sawed ties when 2,992, 7 by 8 inches by 8 
feet ties are laid per mile amounts to 111,600 feet, and 95,700 feet 
when the same number of 6 by 8 inches by 8 feet ties are laid. At 
$12 per thousand feet, the cost per mile for ties is $1,339.20 in the 
first instance, $1,148.40 in the second. The cost of hewn ties per 
mile ranges from $600 to $750. 

Ties used in main-line logging railroads last seven or eight years, 
- provided a good class of Douglas fir ties is used. Six years is a con- 
servative figure. Ties used in spur roads do not last so long, since 
the operation of taking them up and relaying them is hard on them. 
Spur railroad ties may be used in three or four different locations, 
provided the total period of use does not exceed four or five years. 

Steel rails —Rails are classified according to their weight in pounds 
per linear yard. They are sold by the long ton. While the standard 
rail length is 30 feet, shippers reserve the right to include 10 per cent 
of from 24 to 28 foot rails in a given order. 

Rails varying from 45 to 60 pounds per yard may be observed on 
the logging railroads in the region. Fifty-six and 60 pound rails 
are the more common, 60-pound on the main lines, 56-pound on the 
spurs. Many operators, however, use 60-pound steel on both the 
main line and spurs. 

The use of heavy rails has paid. ‘They depreciate less in use and 
in the lifting and relaying. Furthermore, they can be used with 
fewer ties and on a poorer roadbed than the lighter rails. 

The number of long tons of rails of different weights required per 
mile may be found by multiplying the weight per yard by 11 and 
dividing the result by 7. 

: ‘ 60d 
Example: Weight of rail, 60 pounds per yard, then —7 = 94 

tons and 640 pounds. 
The weight in tons of several representative sizes of rails per mile 

is as follows: 

Weight of rail per Welghice reek per 

yard. 

Pounds Tons Pounds 
45 +70 1,600 
50 78 1, 280 
56 ial Ia RE ee 
60 94 640 
65 102 320 
70 LOR Aylin ere 

The following were the f. o. b. prices of steel rails in Chicago in 
March, 1914: 

45 pounds per yard and down, $27 per ton. 

50 pounds per yard and up, $28 per ton, 
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The freight rate from Chicago to Pacific coast terminal points is 
$11 per ton. In estimating the cost of the rails to be used in a given 
case, one should add the cost of transporting the rails from the 
terminal point to the camp. 

In 1914, first-class relaying rails at Pacific coast terminal points 
were worth about as follows: 

45 pounds per yard and down, $35 per ton. 

50 pounds per yard and up, $36 per ton. 

Second-class inspected relaying rails were worth nets as fol- 

lows: 

45 pounds per yard and down, $29 per ton. 

50 pounds per yard and up, $30 per ton. 

It is customary to figure the life of steel rails at 20 years. This is, 
no doubt, about right for the rails used in main-line logging roads. 
Possibly it is too high for rails used on spurs, where the grades and 
curvature are heavy, the roadbed is relatively poorer, and the steel 
is taken up and relaid often. A life of 15 years, with a scrap value 
of 20 per cent of the initial cost, is thought to be a better basis for 
estimating the depreciation on rails so used. 
Angle Fone —Kither angle bars or fishplates are used to strengthen 

and brace the rails at the joint. The usual method is by means of 
angle bars. They are bolted on each side of the joint with two bolts 
in each rail head. 

The weights of angle bars for four typical weights of rails are as 
follows: 

Weight of | Weight of 
- Size of rail. angle bars | angle bars 

per pair. | per mile.1 

Pounds. Pounds. 
Ad MOUN Gna em emo N cyte eck ok et eck slob oN. eyo he tne ar Rao a ek 21.5 7,675 
SUYSC UII TS nce EBS aa Seno peese pRB dae Seb each CEBeU Saas ta Sansa aiaap 23.4 8, 354 
PSST OMEN W AN peels melee ye SS ataie 3 ave Af oa teara aia Si chica cf doysi bya dare cial Ee a2 oe 28.0 10, 396 
GUS HIOG! eet soon op eaebaccecoes see cess sor eebed 22664 oe>ocespseeeebee see mnaece 31.4 11,210 _ 

1 Standard requirements call for 352 joints per mile. 

The cost of angle bars f. o. b. Pacific coast terminal points in 1916 
was approximately $2.05 per hundredweight. The cost of angle bars 
per mile for four typical rails is as follows: 

Cosvick 
i i angle bars 

Size of rail. per mile of 

track.t 

AS OMG AM yas ws Sate Pe ee ED STEVE AE NSLS MIA SA Sk niin tate theta tcarabete at late tere Sine Staastatetetoe sale ae $158. 00 
50-pound rail............. NORE! TOOL Tee SRN RE AGRE BIS SR N35 172.00 
Escroroyrmaval nese oe BAAS Bie re 28 Rees Eo eee eee ee Ue ee ne Se Se ents Rene eee net 213.00 
CUFT G PING HEM on b 4a ques aan Gud b los andes epee RBegeoes J: ec boo cecosbe Socnecouseesaebor sospee 230.00 

1 Amounts do not include the cost of transportation from Pacific coast terminal points to the right of way. 
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Bolts and nuts—Four bolts and nuts are required at each rail 
joint. They come in kegs of 200 pounds each. The approximate 
price at Pacific coast terminal points is $3 per hundredweight, or 
$6 per keg. With hexagonal nuts, the quantity required per mile, 
also the cost, is as follows: 

2 Number 
: Size of | Number Cost per 

Hau. bolts. | in keg. | 0;keGS | mile. 

Inches. 
A ponnd Fal oer seas eet eee eee pM 5 Rac pe yc 3 py? 245 5.2 $31.00 
EPONA eee NS a ee ee: Se er 34 by = 270 5.7 34.00 
56-pOUNG Ta ee eee ee ee ne eee 33 by $= |* 270 5.7 34. 00 
re typ eye] EBACE Bt ns!) EM MN, eM Fy Pama nny Ped wine ay Loupe Ene at Lae 34 by 270 5.7 34.00 

Spikes.—Rails are fastened to to the crossties by square spikes, 
which are usually 54 inches by 3; inch under the head. Four spikes 
are driven to each tie, one on each side of the rails. The cost f. o. b. 
Pacific coast terminal points is approximately $2.50 per hundred- 
weight, or $5 per keg. There are 400 of these spikes in a keg, and 
about 29 kegs are required per mile. The cost of spikes per mile of 
track is about $145. 

Turnouts—A turnout is a contrivance for passing from one track 
to another. The principal parts are the switch, the frog, and two — 
guard rails. There are two kinds of switches, stub and split. The 
split switch is generally used on the logging roads because of its 
greater safety. A turnout for 60-pound rail, including switch, frog, 
guard rails, ground throw and rail braces, costs about $100. With a 

high stand it costs about $10 more. 

STEEL LAYING AND REMOVAL. 

Laying and removing the rails, as a rule, is done by hand. It is 
done both by contract and day labor, the latter being by far the more 
common practice. For several reasons it is not known just what it 
costs logging operators to lay and lift track. Very few operators 
keep their accounts in such a way as to make this information avail- 
able. Then, too, this cost does not always include the same items of 
expense. Furthermore, conditions, wages, and efficiency of labor, 
etc., vary. Those desiring to secure a knowledge of cost of this work 
should familiarize themselves with what is said in connection with 
common carrier roads, bearing in mind that logging operators gen- 
erally pay higher wages, secure less efficient help, and seldom work 
under as favorable conditions. 

Track laying is here considered as the operation of loading the ties, 
rails, etc., on the cars, unloading this equipment, placing the ties and 
rails, and curving and jointing the rails. The cost of train service 
is not included unless it is so specified, 
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To lay the track costs from $250 to $325 per mile. One superin- 
tendent who has directed the building of more than 25 miles of 
logging railroad during the last three or four years estimates the 
cost of laying 1,000 feet of standard-gauge track with new steel as 
follows: 

Renibalaonel OCOMOULLV Gets tn ae ene tne wees Ae SIG 

iirarmecrew, fireman, and engineer 2222" 16 

HER OVTRE Th ites eh ees LA oe Ne a a 4 

sivehyemhand Sst phar Oke lt eae as _ sgubreelleeneibrets git be Ts nag moh bdiates 30 

MISO AEN Se Dee Pea A a noe OES ON Ee ee! Ea Re ek eae, bf 

This is at the rate of about $270 per mile. 
As logging progresses, the track is lifted and relaid on new spurs. 

This work usually takes place at the same time. Ordinarily, track 
can be lifted and laid for from $10 to $12 per station, the cost of 
lifting by hand when both rails and ties are taken up being about the 
same as the laying of the track. 

The cost of installing switches, when labor is paid at the rate 
of $2.50 per day, amounts to about $20 per switch. 

The cost of surfacing, which consists of shoveling earth in be- 
tween the ties, aligning the track, and tamping, amounts to about 
$300 per mile. 

Quite often material suitable for filling between and under the ties 
is not at hand and has to be hauled in on cars. Foreign material, 
usually consisting of gravel or broken rock, is known as ballast. 
Whether some material other than that found along the right of way 
is used will depend on the formation of the roadbed, the material 
along the right of way, what seasons of the year the track is to be 
used, and the period of time the track is to be used. If a spur is 
going to be used only during the dry season, no rock ballast will be 
used. Then, too, if rock ballast is very scarce, it will not be used on 
spurs during other seasons of the year. The same factors apply to the 
amount of ballast that should be used in a given case. 

In estimating the cost of surfacing with ballast one should know 
the character of the ground through which the right of way runs, 
also where ballast can be found. Where ballast is scarce and has to 
be hauled in at some distance the cost per mile may be considerable. 
The cost of surfacing the main-line logging railroad in one case 
-amounted to $1,800 per mile; in another case, $1,200 per mile. Most 
operators have found that it pays to use plenty of rock, gravel, or 
other ballast on lines that are to. be in use some time, since by so doing 
they reduce the cost of maintenance by more than enough to offset 
the cost of ballasting. Other advantages also result from a well- 
ballasted track. 
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TOTAL COST OF BUILDING LOGGING RAILROADS. 

The total cost of building 42 miles of logging railroad in one case, 
exclusive of ties, steel, fixtures, and certain other items indicated in 
the following discussion of the cost, was as follows: 

Cost per Ttems. Total cost. raate: 

Engineering and superintendence =. «2 2c2 tose acne ecm nc dS. ce $2,012. 25 $423. 63 
Construction; btldings, Cte cces ee sc oc cee en See ae ee 60. 00 12. 63 
Grading fools. oo ee ae To 102. 76 _ 21.63 
Clearing right of waysct sone ere ea ere eee 2, 295. 00 483. 16 
Haborerdding =. ee at Ee peaches oe swe ie ee os ee eae eee 8, 824. 05 1, 857. 70 
Powder grading........- TS eee hee ae cov epee 005 Seer Vetere See ee ree 1, 247. 57 262. 65 
Strimeeribridaes.. <6. eos oa ne cee oe re ee en eee 565. 50 119.05 
Trestiesonvhilly. ‘ces. pisses eee: eel oy Be as ee eee 4, 623. 63 973. 40 
TNOSUIGS BE SLOUGH oe cece rc en ee TE ane CEs Eat en cn ree eee 4,132. 00 869. 89 
Labor laying iracksct.<2.4... Aas 4 Ae ew adler pe ee ee eee 2,821. 50 594. 00 
abor surfacing ~~ 285 2s 3 Se ee cee mca cee lee er 6, 223. 66 1,310. 24 

A 1c) :) [eee nna Aelia: eerie’ "SE OTs PE vee Mae: wise Mat oS ye 32, 907. 92 6, 927. 98 

Starting at the bottom of the hill, the first 975 feet consisted of a 
pile-bent trestle. Another pile-bent trestle, 2,325 feet long, branch- 
ing from the main line and running in the same general direction, 
is included in the above cost. From the end of the first trestle the 
road passed along a very steep hillside, over one switchback, and 
around an oxbow. From the beginning to the end of the first 24 
miles of graded track the air-line distance was 12 miles. The last 
1? miles was fairly light construction, the road traversing rolling 
ground which was swampy in places. The maximum curve was 30° 
and the heaviest grade (favorable) was 64 per cent. After the top 
of the hill was passed there was an adverse grade of 5 per cent. 
The grade from the bottom to the top of the hill averaged 4 per cent. 
The cost of the engineering and superintendence includes the cost 

of the location and supervision, the salary and expenses of the 
resident engineer, also the salaries of his assistants. 

The preliminary work includes the cost of constructing living 
quarters for the laborers and pile-driving crew, also an office. 
Twenty-five per cent of this cost was charged against the railroad 
construction work. The cost of structures was as follows: 

Material’ .—_ = S22 ee es 3 PN eee eee eee ane $127. 30 

iabor ce je oS 2 a eS TAR ee 112. 65 

Motaloit 222 2k Ta et ere re ee ee eee 239. 95. 

The total cost of grading tools was $308.29. These tools at the 

completion of the work were transferred to the logging department, 
334 per cent of their cost, or $102.76, being charged against the 
grading. Practically all of the grading was done by hand. 

The cost of wire rope used in yarding material along the right of 
way and in driving piling, blocks, hooks, peavies, pike poles, logging- 
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engine repairs, oil, waste, grease, packing, etc., amounted to $975.17. 
At the completion of the road all this equipment, with the exception 
of lines and blocks, was transferred to the logging department, the 
‘construction department being credited with $100, leaving $875 
charged against the construction work. ‘The latter amount was 
written off as follows: $488 against the “hill trestles”; $427 against 
the “slough trestles.” 

The work of clearing the right of way includes the felling and 
bucking and swamping on the 30-foot right of way. The right of 
way ran through a fairly heavy stand of second-growth Douglas fir. 
On the hillside, about one-half the total distance, it was entirely 
handwork, the timber being felled clear of the right of way. The 
down timber on this part of the road was cut in short lengths and 
handled with peavies. On other parts of the lines, a logging engine 
was used in removing timber from the right of way. Large charges 
of powder were used. The cost of clearing at the trestles was not 
charged against the right of way, but against the trestle-constructing 
crews. 

The cost of this work was segregated as follows: 

VEN DONE) 2k ee SS Se Me ES ae eee ere ee eM ee ee abe $2, 035. 35 

I ONVLGNy oe axes ne Pt 2 SRR er Wa) Ped hed etches 259. 65 

OPE De ig BT Se A ed i Se 2, 295. 00 

The hand work cost about $528 per mile; the machine work about 
$419. The powder delivered cost about $0.105 per pound. 
_ The following wages per day were paid: 

Hand clearing. 

VENTE XSSTAVE WINN, ee eS RW ao See Re RR Be Er $3. 50 

ONL Pret entleetes ne 12 Rey Oa en Lee Rees Rhee ed oe eee sek RE RR 3. 00 

Waborers es. 2s i bh se SL SF ee RR NL PN AEE NR Se 2. 00 

eae ball CL Se ees ee eS a ee ae ea eee ee Lea eee OS By UE 

Second fallers______ ce AY sete, Geta hs ores Shales ee eee oe 3. 40 

BUICKERS eet it see De A ed ee 3. 25 

BEST COTS SUV SVT tees a Pe pen ya $5. 00 

J SEY TaVeYeye. (SRS Sees ee ee ee eae se ees A i eS a eee eee ee 8. 40 

1 BRTICE ET OVERS Ss en GR i os, = Baap ais eae eee eS 8. 00 to 8. 25 

TRS SETS ORIG eh a ig Nal ae Soper pe See al Se 2 Aula Le tk hahaa AOA ah ene 2.75 

The grading work was done entirely by hand. Eliminating the 
bridge and trestle work, there were 3 miles and 2,834 feet of line 
graded; 39,402 cubic yards of earth were moved on the entire line, 
being at the average rate of 211 cubic yards per station. The mate- 
rial was classified as follows: 90 per cent of earth; 8 per cent of 
loose rock (a soft sand rock) ; 2 per cent of solid rock. 
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The total cost of grading was classified as follows: 

eabor®. Lv 528 ts) eel eee Se) be Bini Ce ae $8, 824. 05 

PAO WOETS £) Sosa ht Pe Re ee ee ee ee a 1, 247. 57 

Total(3:53" miles) {2 a ee ee 10, O71. 62 

The average cost per mile when based on 3.53 miles of actual 
grading was $2,853.00; when based on 4.75 miles, or the total length 
of the line, $2,120.34. The following wages were paid: Grading 
foreman, per day, $3.50 to $4; laborers, per day, $2. 

There were 1,450 feet of cribbing for stringer bridges built on 
ground that was soft during parts of the year. The conditions were 
ideal for this kind of work, since the timber was long, straight, 
second-growth fir. The mud sills were spaced about 20 feet apart. 
The stringers were not barked, neither were they hewn on top. 

The hill trestles, 15 in number, were frame-bent structures. In 
length they ranged from 48 to 224 feet; in height from 10 to 45 
feet, averaging about 20 feet. Their total length was 1,656 feet. 
The bents were spaced 16 feet apart center to center. Hewn caps 
and stringers were used. The caps were 12 feet long and hewn to 
a 12-inch face on two sides; the stringers, 15 inches thick and hewn 
to an 8-inch face on two sides. The value of the stumpage included 
in these structures, as well as in other bridges, is not included in 
the cost. As these trestles were constructed on a steep side-hill, their | 
cost was higher than it would have been on level ground. The cost 
was segregated as follows: 

Cost per Items. Total cost. Racer teat 

100) 015 ee ee ee ee Cena es aA eee Sess oookoMnos $3, 567. 10 $2.15 
‘Bracing, materiale2a- vos. Sese ete eae oh eee seid Ra meee 3 378. 56 . 228 
Spikes'and drift bolts. 2 22. 022522 22252 heanseneo- =) edhe eaee a ee eee ee eee 229. 80 132 
IBridgeitools: - 25 2 Seas 2 aea eee geen ne ee ose aes Cee EEE Cee eee 448.17 - 270 

otal.o2k. 5.2 es bie Se ee eee 4, 623. 63 2.78 

The cost of the trestle at the slough does not include laying the ties 
and steel. The following items were segregated : 

Cost per 
Items. Total cost. ifeanevas ota 

aor ss se eon hae ee os to 2 OO aye ayes ooo SR ees $2, 187. 00 $0. 63 
Bracing miaterials oe one oe ce ete ee eee ee 70. 00 - 021 
LD yt ie (oe tne a! npr yes ee ee n= 6-5: 122. 00 . 037 
Pilitie fraps and'stringers. sce ds eee ee a eee 1, 242.00 373 
Brow, SKIG SUADS «tos aie n nc once coo DBs owe enc aceanc cage rene oes sat eee eee 4, 00 025 

Gols Feb. Me ees Peet ROSE. ooo ESTEE EE Se eee eee 427.00 127 

PT Obes cya ee 2s tr Ee RAS ele ER RS ee eee, eee 4,132.00 1. 213 

The above includes the cost of building 3,300 feet of 3-pile bent 
trestle, together with a 300-foot log dump, the driving of the piling, 
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hewing and placing the caps -and stringers, and the cost of the 
material. The trestles averaged about 8 feet in height, the bents 
being spaced 15 feet apart. The penetration of the piles was about 
15 feet. Five thousand feet of lumber were used in the bracings, 
which cost $14 per thousand feet; 41,400 feet of piling, caps, and 
stringers were used, which cost $0.03 per linear foot delivered along 
the right of way. 

The cost of labor for laying track was high, because 85 per cent 
of the line consisted of heavy curves with short tangents between. 
Fifty-six-pound steel was used. About 3,000 ties were laid to the 
mile. All bridges were double guard-railed; all curves single guard- 
railed. The foreman was paid $3.50 per day; the laborers, $2 per 
day. 

The track was surfaced with from 12 to 15 inches of broken-rock 
ballast. This was blasted out of a pit, broken, and loaded by hand, 
so that it was very expensive. 

MAINTENANCE OF WAY. 

Section screws are employed to keep the road ballasted up, main- 
tain the gauge, keep the ditches open, replace broken or decayed ties, 
and to make any other repairs that are necessary. The cost of this 
work per thousand feet depends on several factors. The following 
are the most important: 

(a) The cost per 1,000 feet is higher the greater the length of 
line in use. 

(6) The volume of timber hauled per year 1s a factor which oper- 
ators can very easily overlook at the start, and which market condi- 
tions may make it difficult to control during the life of the operation. 
Ordinarily operators arrange for sufficient timber to enable them to 

' write off the cost of railroad construction economically. The sup- 
ply of timber does not, however, automatically take care of the 
maintenance of way, since this cost is distinct from railroad con- 
struction. While an exceedingly heavy traffic possibly requires more 
of an expenditure to keep a railroad in condition, there is no ques- 
tion that a small volume of traffic requires more proportionately. 
Because of this, the tendency is to increase the annual cut as the 
length of haul increases. Moreover, the recognition of this fact by 
the industry is one of the reasons why operators continue to run 
after market conditions suggest that they should close down. 

(c) The maintenance cost in some cases is unnecessarily high be- 
cause the road was poorly constructed in the beginning, the result 
being that the construction of the road really continues throughout — 
the life of the operation. The tendency at the present time is to 
build better logging railroads. 
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(d) The principal part of the maintenance of way is the labor of 
section crews. Ordinarily five men under a section foreman should 
keep 6 miles of main line logging railroad in good condition. 

With the exception of a small expenditure for tools and rail fas- 
tenings, the rest of track maintenance is made up of tie replace- 
ments. The life of ties is taken up in the discussion headed “Track 
materials” in this section. 

EQUIPMENT. 

The equipment in the main consists of locomotives and cars or 

trucks. 
(1) Locomotives—There are two general types of locomotives 

used, rod or straight connected, and geared. The type used in a 
given case is determined largely by the grades and curvature of the 
road. 

The rod engine is universally used on the common carrier rail- 
road. In it the power is transmitted from the cylinders to the 
drivers by means of a connecting rod. Rod locomotives have a 
longer wheel base than geared locomotives, and so can not take as 
sharp curves. They make better time, however, and cost less for 
maintenance, proving the most satisfactory type on relatively long 
hauls and where the road is smooth, well maintained, and of easy 
grade. To secure good service with a rod engine, the maximum 
grade empty should not exceed 3 per cent; the maximum grade 
loaded, 14 per cent. However, there are a number of rod engines 
working on roads having grades of 5 per cent. The maximum 
curves permissible are about 25 degrees. 
A special form of rod locomotive is used to a limited extent in the 

region. Its essential features are two sets of 2ngines mounted under 
the boiler, each connected to two independent groups of drivers. 
This has the effect of materially shortening the wheel base, permit- 
ting the use of heavy rod locomotives on roads having curves that 
are too sharp for the regular type of rod locomotive of the same 
weight. It is claimed that this engine can start greater loads than 
the ordinary rod engine of the same weight. One weighing 121 tons 
is operated on a road having 35-degree curves and 8 per cent grades. 
There are several makes of rod locomotives on the market. 

Bryant, in “ Logging,” states that the first geared locomotive was 
constructed about 1885 by E. E. Shay, a Michigan logger; and this 
type of locomotive, with some modifications and improvements, is in 
extensive use to-day. Two other forms of geared locomotives are 
now in use in the region. 

Most of the locomotives used in logging in the region are of the 
geared type. This is because sharp curves, heavy grades, and rela- 
tively rough roadbed, which the geared locomotive is designed to 
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overcome, are characteristic of logging railroads. Geared loco- 
motives may be observed working on main-line logging railroads 
where the grades are 2 per cent for loaded trains and 5 per cent for 
empties, and on spurs where the grades are as high as 7 or 8 per 
cent, or even 10 per cent on short stretches for empties and 5 per 
cent for loaded trains. 

With the geared locomotive, every wheel under the locomotive and 
tender is a driving wheel, the wheels being arranged in pairs on 
swivel trucks. The trucks are connected one with another by an 
articulating shaft, the power being transmitted to the driving wheels 
through a series of bevel gears. This arrangement gives a maximum 
amount of tractive force with a minimum total weight, a short- 
truck base, and a form of truck that will readily adjust itself to an - 
uneven track. There are two types of geared locomotives; namely, 
the center shaft and side shaft. 

The weight of the locomotives used in the region varies, depend- 
in on the maximum grades and maximum loads. In the case of the 
rod engines, the total weight ranges from 42 tons or less to 120 
tons. The larger engines are used for long hauls. The weight of 
the geared locomotives ranges all the way from 42 tons or less to 
100 tons. Most of these locomotives, however, range from 42 to 
60 tons, 42 and 50 ton locomotives being used on the spurs, 
60-ton locomotives on the main lines. Locomotives of the latter 
weight are also used on the spurs. 

The hauling ability of a locomotive depends largely on the trac- 
tive force, the frictional resistance, and the resistance of the road to 
gravity. The tractive force is the power for pulling a train, includ- 
ing its own weight, and amounts in pounds, as a rule, to from 20 to 
23 per cent of the total weight on the drivers. The resistance due to 
friction varies with the character and condition of the roadbed and 

rolling stock. Logging cars of good construction and with well 
oiled bearings should have a rolling friction of from 12 to 20 pounds 
per ton of weight handled. Where the conditions are first class, 
this will not be too high; but if the roadbed is poor and the journals 
are not well oiled, the rolling friction may be as much as 25 or 30 
pounds. The frictional resistance due to curves is extremely varia- 
ble, since it is governed by so many factors, of which the degree of 
curvature is the principal one. It is the general rule to assume the 
resistance due to curves for standard gauge to be one-half pound per 
ton per degree. The grade resistance is 20 pounds per ton for each 
1 per cent of grade. 

The hauling capacity of a locomotive, in tons of 2,000 pounds, is 
determined by dividing the tractive force of the locomotive by the 
sum of the resistance due to gravity, rolling friction, and curve re- 
sistance, and then deducting from this result the weight of the loco- 
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motive and tender. The estimated hauling capacity of given weights 
and types can usually be found in catalogues of manufactures. In 
Table 32 the estimated hauling capacity of rod and geared locomo- 
tives is given. 

The approximate cost in 1914 of rod and geared locomotives at 
Pacific coast terminal points was as follows: 

TABLE 32.—Cost, weight, and capacity of engines. 

ROD. 

. Hauling capacity (exclusive of engine 
Weight. and tender). 

Cost. 

On 1 per 3 per 4 per f 
Total. | grivers, | Level cent cent cent 

Tons Tons Tons Tons Tons. Tons 
1, 240 415 140 90 $9, 500 

55 40 1, 630 545 185 125 11, 200 
67 49 1,970 665 225 150 13, 900 
71 7 22 B32 28 BEAGLE OE ake RS aeeal , 500 

GEARED. 

° Hauling capacity (exclusive of engine and tender).! 

Weight, | so ee 
in work- Grade. ote 
Grae a a ee |W 

iLawal 4per | lper | 2per 3per | 4per | 5per | 6per 
‘| cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. | cent. 

Tons. Tons. | Tons. | Tons. | Tons. | Tons. | Tons. | Tons. | Tons. 
PAN 312 570 357 198 133 97 74 59 | $5, 670 
28 | . 1,550 673 422 235 158 116 90 72 ; 
32] 1,740 757 476 265 179 132 102 81 | 7,040 
36 | 1,815 788 493 273 183 133 102 81} 7,910 
42 | 2,071 900 563 311 207 151 115 91 | 8,260 

80 | 4,301 1, 868 1,169 648 434 317 242 192 14) 980 
90 | 4,965) 2,160] 1,360 755 508 374 289 230 | 16,090 

1 Hauling capacity given is calculated on an assumed rolling friction of 8 pounds per ton. 

These prices do not include oil-burning equipment, which can be 
installed for from $400 to $500 per boiler. For shipment. to the 
Pacific coast all locomotives under 42 tons in weight are loaded on 
flat cars, and the freight rate is $1.50 per hundredweight. Larger 
locomotives are shipped on their own trucks at a rate of $0.88 per 
hundredweight, plus $200 for a messenger to accompany the engine. 
For 82-ton to 80-ton locomotives the shipping weight is from 5 to 
8 tons less than the working weight. 

It is not possible to state the maintenance cost of locomotives, 
because it depends on so many factors. One logging superintendent 
is of the opinion that it ranges between $600 and $1,000 per year. 
He stated that the upkeep of three locomotives, 18, 36, and 42 ton, 
during the last year of operation amounted to $2,425, and that the 

upkeep of a 60-ton engine, which averaged 60 miles per operating 
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day, amounted to $1,121 during this year. Another logging super- 
intendent estimated the maintenance cost per year of locomotives as 
$600 for rod and $1,100 for geared. 

The following data, based on four years’ time, were furnished by 
a logging superintendent. The information has to do with four 
geared locomotives, one 60-ton and three 50-ton. 

Maintenance cost of locomotives. - 

Average Total 
Number] Total pveraee amount smount 

Year. ofloco- | yearly Thea timber Heal at e 
motives.| cost. fi hauled aiEMGIO" 1918 

ve. (feet) locomotive 
i (feet). 

WOW See SAE ASS Aieiiels AIS ee are iene a al a ae Tee 4 $1, 540 $385 | 28, 000, 000 7, 000, 000 
TEGO GEA rene VG a ERY GAR OF IL SI, Bae te 4 1,620 405 | 27,000, 000 6, 750, 000 
HOD co EO a ECU ae Case ea RS rad 3, 000 750 | 40,000,000 | 10,000, 000 
TOT TN ee os SCRE a AAAS RE eto Ce a 4 1,100 275 | 38, 000, 000 9, 500, 000 

“AL YO pHa Ras S53 RRA BER AR oe Shae a OR i i FPA Ot | ach Sblet-l ACE ESE ell ogee es oe eats 
PARE TELS Cle mete su tesiee Mer MUS ane RAVI a ec Aly ial Hak (ators a eaters te emcee a anna a CIC RY UR 

If locomotives have the proper kind of treatment, the maintenance 

cost per year will probably range from $400 to $700 for geared loco- 
motives and from $300 to $400 for rod locomotives. 

The service demanded of locomotives on logging railroads is 

usually severe, the result being a relatively short life. For the pur- 
pose of a timber appraisal, the life of rod locomotives used on a main- 

- line logging railroad may be placed at 20 years, the life of geared 
locomotives at 15 years. If the work to be done by the latter type is 
particularly trying, 12 years should be used. 

Cars.—Three types of log cars are used in the region; namely, flat 
cars, skeleton cars, and separate trucks. 

Flat cars are not used to any extent except where the logs are 
hauled over a common-carrier railroad, in which event the cars are 
not owned by the logging company. Of course, all logging com- 
panies have three or more for use in connection with construction 
work, etc. There are a number of makes and sizes on the market. 
The standard low logging flat car, built in the region, is 41 feet long 
and accommodates 42-foot logs. It has a capacity of 80,000 pounds, 
weighs 26,700 pounds, and costs about $850 f. o. b. Seattle. When 
equipped with very satisfactory patent bunks and chocks it costs 
about $925. 

The skeleton car consists of two pair of four-wheel trucks joined 
together by heavy timbers, and is very satisfactory where it is 
desirable to use air brakes. One make, which is used as much as any, 
costs about $750 f. 0. b. Seattle. This price includes air equipment, 

-also patent bunks and chocks and automatic couplers. The car is 
built in lengths up to 56 feet over all, has a capacity of 80,000 pounds, 
and teweiets about 19,000 pounds. 
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In most cases where the logs are not hauled over common-carrier. 
railroads, disconnected trucks are used. There are a number of makes 
and sizes on the market. One truck, which is used as much as any, 
cost about $750 per set f. o. b. Seattle in 1913. This price includes 
patent bunks and chocks, also automatic couplers. Each truck is 
equipped with chains for binding on the logs. These chains cost 
about $20 extra per set of trucks. 

The number of cars required varies considerably. Where the out- 
put amounts to from 175,000 to 200,000 feet per day, the number 

ranges from 25 to 60 or more. The number required for a given 
operation depends on the following: | 

(1) The amount of timber handled daily. (2) The volume of the 
average load, which runs from 6,000 to 8,000 feet. (3) The average 
number of cars hauled per trip. (4) The method of loading. If it is 
possible to store logs on the landing without interfering with the 
operation of transporting the logs from the stump to the landing, a 
smaller number of cars may be employed than where the logs have to 
be loaded practically at the time they are delivered at the landing. 
(5) Method of unloading. The longer it takes to unload the logs, 
the greater the number of cars required. (6) The distance that the 
logs have to be hauled, also the number of divisions the road is 
divided into. 

For the purpose of a timber appraisal, the maintenance cost of flat 

cars may be placed at about 10 per cent of the purchase price; skele- . 
ton and disconnected trucks, at about 6 to 8 per cent of the purchase 
price. The life of flats and trucks may be figured at from 10 to 12 
years. If they are kept in proper repair, their life will be much 
longer than this. 

OPERATION, 

Under this heading will be discussed the cost of transporting logs 
from the landings to the dump. The elements of cost are the same 
as for yarding, loading, etc. 
A general idea of the operation of logging railroads has been given. 

The labor required, as well as the amount of equipment, depends upon 
the daily output, length of haul, grades, etc. In some operations one. 

locomotive is sufficient. This engine hauls the empties out to the 
woods, switches them to the landings, picks up the loaded cars, and 
hauls them to the dump. Larger operations with longer main lines 
require a locomotive in the woods distributing the empties and 
switching out the loaded cars to a point where they can be picked up 
by the main-line locomotive. Still larger operations require four or 
five locomotives. If the output is large and the haul long, two of 
them may work on the main line. 

The number of locomotives and train crews employed should be 

ample to keep plenty of empties available at the landings, since 
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delays in the yarding and loading department caused by waiting for 
cars materially increase the cost of these steps in the operation. 

The average volume of timber hauled from the landings to the 
dump per locomotive per day seldom amounts to less than 50,000 
feet or more than 100,000. Taking it straight through the region, 
the average output of timber per locomotive per day amounts to 
about 75,000 feet. It should be borne in mind, however, that average 
figures of this character are of little value. 

To get an estimate of the number of cars and locomotives to be 
used, which has a direct bearing on the items of depreciation, re- 
placements, maintenance, supplies, and labor, the timber appraiser 
works roughly as follows: 
The total amount of timber included in the sale, the period allowed 

for the removal of the timber, and the length of the cutting season 
fix the average amount that should be logged daily. Whether the 
transportation of this amount will require the services of one, two, 
three, four, or more locomotives is the next thing to be decided. If 
a proper field examination has been made, the appraiser knows the 
approximate lengths of the different hauls during different periods 
of the operation, also the approximate rise and fall on different sec- 

tions of the track, which information will determine the type and 
weight of the locomotives to be used. The appraiser then estimates 
the number of locomotives or the number of train crews. In a given 
case he may decide that one locomotive will be ample for the first 
two years; that after the second year two will be required; and that 

- after the fourth year three will be required. In this way he arrives 
at a basis for estimating the labor and other costs per thousand feet 
for operating the trains. 

In connection with the above it should not be forgotten that loco- 
motives lose considerable time each day in switching, unloading, 
taking on fuel and water, etc. A geared locomotive may be run at 
the rate of 12 miles or more per hour on ordinary logging railroads, 
so that it would seem that they should travel 60, 70, 80, or more miles 

per day. Seldom, however, do they do this, 25 to 35 miles being good 
work for a locomotive working on spurs or relatively short main 
lines. Not infrequently they do less than this. 

Most operators charge to “ Railroad operation” the cost of haul- 
ing men to and from their work, hauling rails, ties, ballast, etc., used 
in constructing and maintaining the railroads, hauling water to log- 
ging engines, etc. It is perfectly proper to charge them under this 
heading or under a special heading. From the standpoint of a tim- 
ber appraiser, the main thing is that in estimating the cost of rail- 
road transportation he has to consider the amount of track to be 
built, the amount of material to be used for ballast, whether port- 

618¢1°—Bull, 711—18——14 
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able or stationary camps are used, and whether water for the log- 
ging engines will be hauled, pumped, or supplied by a gravity system. 

Labor cost—<A train crew is generally made up of an engineer, 
fireman, conductor, and brakeman. For a long train two brakemen 

may be employed. 
The following list is intended to approximate the wages—average, 

high, and low—paid the members of the train crews by the logging 
companies in the region during the past six years: 

Wages per day. 

Position. 
Average.| High. Low. 

Locomotivelenpineer (2026 5-2 jase te oacie Saree eect eee eee $4. 00 $4. 50 $3. 75 
MIRGEMAN s: 32:5 45 sian so be eee Se we eae tn oes whe see Cine Seen OC Eee 3.00 3. 25 2.75 
Conductor orthead brakemane 2372 sec 2 eae Sees Se ee eee ak one eee eee 3. 50 4.00 3.25 
Brae mams oss shee sccioeteis ae eapeta aire Ss atar= layers Sete eile pepe ii Saye ae re 3.25 3. 50 3.00 

The average cost per thousand feet varies greatly. For example, 

the labor cost per thousand feet for the operation of trains at 20 

camps in the Puget Sound region in 1913 was as follows: 

Number of camps: Cost per 1,000 feet. 

Di Bi a ie Aaah ps eS ae i (os Ne ar leer yi a ere $0. 10-$0. 15 

Za MPO Yea DS EMS iy SHOT aS AE ee EE A poop NTI ESS hs ee to .15- .20 

Hse ES A ee rs GE ~20- .25 

Pi Sst oo 23 He ee ee .25- .380 

Da A peat Vy ge dn lla 5 Po aa 2 ter 81 

5 | aes ee nL Ms eee OMe meee Nee) vena wer A uy SNOT . 40 

Pe ceed oT ee ee a ee . 50 

Fuel—aA. very considerable item in the cost of operation of logging 
railroads is the cost of fuel burned in the locomotives. The fuel may 
be wood, coal, or oil. Wood, asa rule, is not used when coal or oil can 
be secured at a reasonable price. 

On account of the danger of setting fire with sparks from wood or 
coal, oil makes the most satisfactory fuel. In many cases it is also 
cheaper. It does not take so long to take on oil as wood or coal, which 
means a saving of some operating time. Then, a saving in fuel and 
water is effected, particularly on heavy grades, and the hauling ability 
is increased, because the steam pressure can be held at a desired point 
by increasing the oil feed under the boiler: It is not possible to do 
this with wood or coal, since merely opening and closing the fire box 
has a marked effect on the efficiency of the locomotive under strained 
conditions. While bituminous coal is possibly no more satisfactory 
than wood from the standpoint of the fire risk, it is preferred to wood 
when it can be secured at a reasonable price. Firemen prefer it be- 
cause the labor of firing it is not so exhausting. A more even fire can 
be maintained with it, and less time is lost in taking on coal than 
wood. 

’ ’ 

foe — 
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The relative value of the three kinds of fuel is approximately as 

follows: 
One ton of good grade bituminous coal is equivalent to 14 cords of 

oak wood or from 2 to 24 cords of soft wood, and from 130 to 190 

gallons of crude oil. For example, in one case 1 ton of coal did the 
work of 3 barrels of oil. The distance from the camp to the dump 
was 20 miles. A 60-ton locomotive made two trips per day, the total 
distance traveled amounting to 80 miles. When hauling 120,000 feet 
per trip, 6 tons of coal costing $4.25 per ton were consumed per day, — 
and when hauling the same volume of timber per trip 18 barrels of 
oil, costing $1.10 per barrel, were consumed, a saving of $4.50 per 
day resulting from the use of oil. . 

The amount of fuel consumed daily by logging locomotives is ex- 
tremely variable, depending on the mileage traveled, the loads hauled, _ 
the number of heavy grades encountered, and the efficiency of the 
fireman. Roughly, a logging locomotive burns from 150 to 200 
pounds of coal per mile, 150 pounds when the grades do not exceed 
2 per cent, 175 pounds when the grades range between 2 and 5 per 
cent, and 200 pounds when they exceed 5 per cent. These approxi-' 
mations are based on a 50-ton geared locomotive making about 
36 miles per day. Using these figures and assuming that 1 ton of 
coal is equivalent to 3 barrels (126 gallons) of oil, a locomotive burns 
about 94 gallons of oil per mile when the grades do not exceed 2 per 
cent, 11 gallons when the grades range between 2 and 5 per cent, 
and 124 gallons when the grades exceed 5 per cent. On the same 
basis a logging locomotive will burn from 5 to 8 cords of split wood 
per day. 

The cost of oil is discussed under “Ground yarding.” Coal deliv- 
ered costs from $4 to $5 per ton. Split wood costs from $1.75 to $2.50 

per cord when cut into 22-inch lengths and delivered along the track. 
Miscellaneous costs—The cost of lubricants, waste, etc., amounts 

to from $0.01 to $0.02 per thousand feet. 

MAINTENANCE OF LOCOMOTIVES AND CARS. 

Repairs to locomotives and cars are made by the blacksmith and 
machine shop department or by some one connected with it. This 

department also repairs the logging engines and other equipment. 
Of course, some repairs are made on this equipment by the operating 
crew. Operators prefer to make the heavy repairs during the slack 
seasons or during chutdowns. 

Investment in shops——The investment in the blacksmith and ma- 
chine shops ranges from $1,000 to $8,000. Ordinarily it amounts to 
from $4,000 to $5,000. In many cases these shops suflice for both the 
mill and the logging camp. 
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Cost.—The cost of the repairs on shop equipment is hee up in the 
discussion of equipment in this section. 

The shop crew ranges from two to seven men. In one large camp 
having relatively elaborate shops, the crew was as follows: Master 
mechanic, machinist, car tinkerer, blacksmith, blacksmith assistant, 
and carpenter. 

The following list is intended to approximate the wages paid in 
the region to the members of this crew during the years 1911-1916: 

Wages per day.. 

Position. ; 
Average.| High. Low. 

Master Mechanic! sss .2 ess. Vee Pe ees on see See eee =e ees Seen ee aaa $4. 50 $5. 00 $3. 50 
CD DRMUG 25.52 5 ade saos ines so dasmesasssanossstoscosssassosoosesasascsa55= 8. 50 5. 00 3.00 
Cry eee saeco oro dsqcs bon apaeeeecedeennec rma cocesnsobameadcrencos 3.00 3. 25 2. 7, 
Blacksmiths 555.28. Ne ccisecs wees ene tat Sa ee eae es =e eee eee 3.75 4.00 3.5 
Blacksmith assistant : 25. 2=hse ee oe chee eee ee etnies TOPS SADT ey VC 3.00 3.25 Dia 

TOTAL COST OF RAILROAD TRANSPORTATION. 

The following gives the total cost of railroad transportation in a 
few specific cases. In each case the costs are based on a year’s output. 
These cases will serve to show what the total cost consists of, how it 
varies and why, also the way the items are segregated in the most 
‘satisfactory cost statements. 

Case 1.—Cost of railroad transportation. 

Cost per 
Items. thousand 

feet. 

CO petanion LRDOL) i evista ia craic Si0:c 0 aha Sa) <tere, ais Sialosere/o te iale ssi! c 1c 2) -1S.c)e rot oe eae $0. 275 
aintenance of line(Wabor) 2). i222. 258 22 Sn dedesuid cejnala ola soc e nes Oe eee nae ae ae 0. 268 

Maintenance'of locomotive and trucks! (labor) i. ioc cesscne ee ene eee eee eee ene - 122 
Maintenance of trucks, repair parts, and materials....-............-..--.-------+------------ - 04 
Maintenance of locomotives, repair parts, and:materials: + ja-0.. case ee see eeer aeener eee .05 
Sand (labor)... .be. celeb pieces edad dicts bec «alee sles meee eee nan See ee eee eee - 008 
Supply house Mabon) |<! 2. -icie/cininle ntein sicje:sieisie ni s|o einfoisinaisiate ee eee eRe ee eee ee eee - OL 
PELE E (SUPDPHIES) 2. oie 2 eset is sige bie 5 Hee Ee a tatel a oe ee ee ee ere ee . 001 
Buel Onl. co so ceein otis stein od woleyd wnis a 'cias,e biases o/alsieiein emg ee ee eee eee ee -10 
Oil, waste, and grease..........- - 025 
Deprec iation on main line cradle. - 10 
Depreciation on track supplies... as - 06 
Railroad construction spurs’. 6022202 aueeesiccieincay ccs selene eee nee eee ee eee . 283 

Total ys3oq faites eins oe eee bees ee Bae eee ice ee tee es Te Bye Sn ee 1.312 

The average railroad haul from the landing to the dump was 
about 4 miles. The first 3 miles was over the main line, the rest 
over the spurs. The grade on the main line, with the exception 
of a short stretch, was favorable, averaging about 4 per cent. In 
places the favorable grade was more than 4 per cent, running as 
high as 8 per cent for a short distance at one point. There was 
about 700 feet of adverse grade on the main line. which averaged 
about 4 per cent. 
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The cost of constructing the spur lines was below the average, 
since the surface of the country was relatively smooth and little 
down timber and brush had to be contended with. The soil, how- 
ever, drains poorly, which made it necessary to ballast most of the 
spur railroad with rock ballast. This had to be blasted out of solid 
rock, broken up by hand, and hauled about 2 miles upgrade. When 
ballast was not used, the upkeep of the spurs was abnormally high. 
A 45-ton geared locomotive worked between the camp and the 

dump, about 3 miles, hauling about 6 loads per trip and making 
about 6 trips per day. A 45-ton geared locomotive hauled on the 
spurs, bringing in three loads at a trip. The spur railroad hauls, of 
course, varied in distance, but the average haul was about 14 miles. 
The adverse grades on these lines did not exceed 4 per cent. A 
24-ton rod engine was used to haul the men to and from their work; 
also to haul supplies, ties, steel, oil, etc. 

The cost is based on a year’s output of 50,300,000 feet. A portion 
of the salaries of the foreman, bookkeeper, and timekeeper, and all 
the salary of the civil engineer, are prorated against the labor cost. 

(a) Operation (labor): Three locomotives were operated, with 
train crews as follows: 

Per day. 

BES TT CC Tyee waren ane BS i ee Ee dee ee SOO) 

FEAST ESEVT eAITi Vptemente Ns eee a ag nay ae UT a eee a Bo 3. 25 

Head brakeman__________ me ee Aaa Cee eet aE tO) 

SS EOIN esa OO Teed CE TNA IN ema Po ee eS ae 3. 75 

HESS TOI OSUIT @ Ty meee me NE pa eee PI pal ee El I 5. 00 

TSUNEO ENT a te on ed pee oh er SS) 

] BAERS ECS PANGS acct Sak IP IS Ny ae rsp 4,50 

J RTE Salta ys Aaa sae SR Se So, eae 2.75 

PES AIT eM eA ee Ey 8 es pg age A I al 3. 25 

The tracks, main and spur, were kept in better condition as to sur- 
face and alignment than is ordinarily the case. No great amount 
of time was lost in unloading, a train of six cars being unloaded in 
about eight minutes on the average, sometimes in five minutes. The 
main locomotive traveled about 36 miles per day and the one on the 
spurs about 30 miles. From 200,000 to 225,000 feet of timber was 
hauled per day. The volume of the average load was 5,000 feet. 

(6) Maintenance of line (labor): This segregation includes the 
labor cost of keeping all railroads in good condition as to surface 
and alignment, keeping ditches open, and taking care of slides. 
It also includes the cost of considerable ballast. The total mileage 
maintained at any one time did not exceed 54 miles, so that the cost 
of this work seems excessively high. It should be explained that 
the main line was used for the first time at. the beginning of 1917 and 
that several rather large slides occurred during the year. 
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(c) Maintenance of locomotives and trucks (labor): This segre- 
gation includes the labor cost of repairing the three locomotives 
already described and 33 sets of trucks. The upkeep of the engine 
ised on the spurs was very high because the engine was not built for 
the service demanded of it. It was of an early type, having a very 
light driving shaft, which caused a number of breakdowns during 
the year. 

The regular machine and blacksmith force consisted of the follow- 
ing: 

Per day 

Blacksmith: 22222225222) se Re eee $5. 00 

Blacksmith’s “Helper 2 ee ee 35 2S) 

Meehanie 2 6228 i) Bye Se Ee eee 5. 00 

Car: finkerér 250) he ee ee ee 3.20 

During a part of the year, a mechanic assistant and a carpenter 
were employed; then, too, when a locomotive was in the shop, the 
train crew assisted with the repairs. It should be stated that the 
blacksmith and his assistant spent a large part of their time in re- 
pairing logging equipment, such time being charged against the 
cost of upkeep of such equipment. 

(d) Depreciation on track supplies: This segregation includes the 
depreciation on ties, steel rails, bolts, nuts, spikes, rail braces, tie 
plates, angle bars, etc. a 

CaAsE 2.—Cost of railroad transportation. 

Cost per 
Items. thousand 

feet. 

C Yeti Gabor). san% soc ses cos eee seston nd ee ek See Seee ee eee SAE Ee $0.19 
Maintenance of line (labor) s... 222.225 s2cas secede ese ded ee See eae eee .188 
Maintenance of locomotives, cars, and trucks (labor). .--. 222.2225 esas sees nee eres .155 
Maintenance of locomotive repair parts and materials..............---.---2---..------0e------ . 06 
Maimtenance of cars:‘and tracks, and materials, - 22-2920. sea. 4 sae enn eee eee .05 
Bite] Of) oi io:e fo se 8S hose ne ads tA Se BO eases ed te aa Ee ee .10 
Oil; waste, grease, and packing ......- 2c: 2250022 Fosse cog fs eins das Joes ee eee Eee eee eee . 02 
Depreciation on main-line construction .09 
Depreciation ontrack SUPDPHES ./0:.:6:2 si ose oh Cees cicto wie Seite ae es oe ee eee . 04 
{GR jae aoc Seo shighe= pottoesboac he beiss- . 04 
Spur railroad construction (labor)....-.-.--.-.---------- reich bap ato rpots See Rea 29 
Spur railroad construction (powder) .2- 4.) 222-2:51.24 [ee 03 

Total 55.52 dices fot pes lb setae wee 2b bs cob eat eee ee ee ee eee 1. 233 

The year’s output on which this cost is based was 37,788,000 feet, 

the average output per day amounting to about 150,000 feet. 
A portion of the salaries of the foreman and bookkeeper, and all 

the salary of the civil engineer are prorated against the labor cost. 
Two geared locomotives, one 33 and one 42 ton, were used to haul 

the logs and do miscellaenous work about. the camp, including rail- 
road construction. The haul from the landings to the dump and 
the camp (buildings) had practically a water grade, the 42-ton 
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locomotive at times handling 18 loads over this portion of the road. 
The average grade on the two miles of main line between the camp 
and Spur 1 (woods’ terminus cf main line) averaged 54 per cent, the 
maximum grade amounting to 6 per cent. The 42-ton locomotive 
‘pulled four empty flats from the camp to the siding. The heaviest 
grades on the spurs amounted to 9 per cent. The average spur haul 
from the landings to the main line was about 1 mile. Twenty flats 
(length, 41 feet; capacity, 80,000 pounds) and six sets of trucks were 
used. Oil was burned as fuel. 

The 42-ton locomotive worked on the main line between the 

dump and Spur 1, a distance of about 5 miles; the 33-ton engine 
worked on the spurs. In the morning the 33-ton locomotive would 
move four empty flats from the camp to the siding at Spur 1. The 
49-ton locomotive averaged four or five trips per day between the 
dump and the siding at the camp, and roughly twice as many trips 

- between the latter siding and the siding at Spur 1. The two brake- 
men, with the assistance of a man regularly employed at the dump, 
unloaded the cars with log jacks. 

(a) Operation (labor): The train crews consisted of the follow- 
ing: - 

42-ton : ; Per day. 

VED PAMSRTUT AYES es eB eh oe PE eagle Ce yh al i GH Bs Wola hl Ba ag ree Deg $5. 00 

FeCAC TD RAKe aa Se) ee Se eas eee tr ee 4925 

DECOM MEO Ee WT Ane eas ee ear NT Sod ba Ela e Le 3, 05D 

33-ton: — 
Ta Sa OC ere a ae at ac ee PS EE eT 4, 50) 

Weadeprakeman 0202 2) 0200 1s 2 SS SLY VRS ees UNE ee EERE 4,75 

FSSC O I ONE | 8) OV EzN ES 02 ys SNL ee i ea re aL ae ee oe 75 

The difference in the wages was not due to differences in the work. 

but rather to length of service with the company. 
~ (6) Maintenance of line (labor): This segregation includes the 

labor cost of keeping all roads in good condition as to surface and 
alignment, keeping ditches open, taking care of slides, and hauling 
and digging gravel. It includes the upkeep of about 6 miles of line. 
During the year a large portion of the track was ballasted with 
gravel, the ballast being secured from the bed of a river with a power 
scraper. There are a large number of heavy cuts, and the formation 
is such that slides occurred frequently during the west season. 

The section foremen were paid $3.50 per day; the hands, $2.50 per 
day. : 

- (¢c) Maintenance of locomotives and cars (labor) : This segregation 
includes the labor cost for repairing 2 locomotives, 20 flat cars, 6 
sets of trucks, and 2 gravel cars. 
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The regular machine and blacksmith crew consisted of the fol- 
lowing: 

Per day 

Blacksmith: 226) oe ee ee ve $5. 00 

Blacksmiths’: helper. 5s gs ee ee 3. 50 

NIRLCHINISE = 2 a 5. 25 

Machinist's helper. 2 ke ce a 3. 25 

Car *tinkerers2 J So A eee 33245) 

@arpenters ce Se ete fe. ey 1 OE) a ee 3. 50 

Second carpenter____..._.-__._._---_“_Us 3 32 ee eee 3. OU 

Rigging. Mana 28 he ee 3. 40 

This crew, in addition to repairing the locomotives, fiat cars, and 
trucks, made the repairs on the logging equipment, the labor cost 
of which was $0.077 per thousand feet. 

CASE 3.—Cost of railroad transportation. 

Cost per 
Items. thousand 

feet. 

Operation Gabor) is: 2.52... 52. bests daw picisiesle winwecs cen eckmeiabe cc occ seeee Seer EEE EEE eee ee Eee $0.12 
Maintenance of trucks (labor) i422 is2 sew ssecin setncens bck oe eee ee eee eee ee eee eee eee | - 018 
Maintenance of locomotive (labor).................-..------ Lane -O1 
Spur construction and maintenance (labor)............----- - 262 

aintenance of trucks (labor, repair parts, and materials)... -02 
Maintenance of locomotive (labor, repair parts, and materials) See -015 
Mug Woods. oo = oss 5 oso be de cces cena ee cess She a ddsk aces sete ae see Ree ee ee eee eee -05 
Oil, waste, grease, And Packing ... 5.5. soca cc comsictse circ s eee cs SSE Soe ee eee ee eee -O1 
Depreciation on equipment and track supplies...............2.----0- sense cee eee eeceeeeeeeees .14 
Miscellaneous: ....2c5scseccdebanaseie cone cee sas eeiele nee ouleleee Sune Eee eee eee cen - 03 
OP IPGL SNE Jo. eo a pce ticw socaw cos dac dacs ec.cre Saoce cere Co bne ee En ee 1.25 

Total. oso: oancc--sqccece sess pence cSccoe ved qncwe see ee neh: oe er eee Ce eee ee 1,925 

In this case it was possible to locate the railroads practically any 
place without encountering heavy grades, since the ground for the 
most part is relatively level. The spur lines were ballasted and kept 
in good alignment. 

The company had been operating about 3 years and at the time 
the above costs were secured had a cut of about 7 years ahead. 

The year’s output on which these costs are based amounted to 
50,000,000 feet. : 

(a) Operation (labor): This segregation includes the cost of op- 
erating a 52-ton geared locomotive on the spur lines, hauling the ' 
logs from the landings to a siding at the camp. The logging engines 
were working on two spurs; one about 1 mile from camp, the other 
two about 2 miles from camp. To take care of the output of the 
camp, which was about 240,000 feet per day, it was necessary for 
the train crew to work overtime. The logs were hauled from camp 
to Puget Sound, a distance of about 12 miles, by contract, at a rate 
of $125 per thousand feet This rate included the cost of dumping, 

sorting, and rafting. The train crew consisted of the following: 
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Per day 

AS) CO Tote mete eee EE ew eg ee $4. 00 

VERSE XESS 0S SI a ee Rs a BD 

J ESTEE WCET G1 Bap js SS fl eS a a A 4. 00 

(6) Maintenance of trucks: This includes the maintenance of 56 
sets of trucks, 

RAILROAD INCLINES. 

Inclined tracks for lowering logs are becoming an important engi- 
neering feature of logging operations. They have been used a long 
time in the region, but only in connection with short inclines of light 
grades and where ordinary logging engines furnished the power to 
raise or lower-the roads. It is only within the past six years that 
operators began to consider it practical to lower loaded cars for long 
distances over heavy grades and with specially constructed equip- 
ment. 

Heretofore large bodies of timber standing on plateaus or on 
mountain sides high above the main-line railroad were reached by 
a series of switchbacks or detours. If the amount of timber did not 
make such a railroad practical, chutes were used. In either case 
the expense of moving the timber was large. - At the present time 
long inclines are used to transport logs from plateaus to the lower 
levels, the incline in such cases connecting two systems of railroads, 
one on the plateau and the other on the flat below; or to lower logs 
cut on mountain sides, such inclines running practically straight 
up the slope, with lateral spurs radiating from them. 
The roadbed of inclines does not demand the heavy construc- 

_ tion required where trains pass, because there is no pounding action 
such as is produced by a locomotive. An uneven grade is not a se- 
rious handicap unless there are portions where the grades are so 
gentle that cars will not be pulled to the foot of the incline by 
gravity. While it is desirable that inclines be built in a straight 
line, it is not strictly essential. 

There are two systems of inclines in use; the one-way incline, in 
which one or more loaded cars are lowered on the down trip, the 
empties being returned on the up trip; and the counterbalanced sys- 
tem, in which a loaded car descends as the empty car ascends. 

COUNTERBALANCED INCLINE. 

The first long railroad incline to be used in a logging operation on 
the Pacific coast is of the counterbalanced type. This incline was 
put in operation in 1912, and it is still the longest incline in use in 
the region. It has a length of 8,000 feet and a fall of 3,100 feet, 
which means that the grade averages 45 per cent. The grade is very 
uneven, varying between a maximum of 78 per cent and a minimum 
of 10 per cent. 
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Another incline of this type was put in operation in Washing- 
-ton in 1914. A brief description of this incline and the method of 
its operation follow: 
From the sawmill the logging railroad follows a valley for a dis- 

tance of 24 miles on a broken grade, the maximum grade being 34 
per cent. At the incline end of the railroad there is a 1,600-foot 
tangent, which breaks into a 24-degree curve. This curve connects 
with a short stretch of tangent track which forms the foot of the in- 
cline. At the foot of the incline there is a passing track for the 
storage of empty cars. This track, being connected with the main line 
at two points and having a 4 per cent grade, permits the empties to 
be dropped out on the main line toward the incline by gravity. 

The incline is 5,300 feet long and straight for its entire length. 
It has a vertical rise of 1,500 feet, the maximum grade being 56 per 
cent, the minimum 15 per cent. The latter grade occurs at the pass- 
ing point. : 

Starting at the bottom of the incline, there is a single track until 
the passing point is reached. From this point to the top of the in- 
cline there is a double track. At the upper end of the incline the 
tracks are laid 6 feet 84 inches apart, center to center, except at the 
passing point in the middle of the incline, where they are 12 feet. 
apart, center to center. This arrangement insures ample clearance 
for the rope and permits the transportation of camp buildings, log- 
ging engines, and other equipment, up or down the incline, on cars. 

At the top of the incline there is a gravity siding on which the 
empties run. ‘This siding branches from the incline proper and runs 
along below the logging road for a short distance before connecting 
with it. 

The hoisting line passes through sheaves on the top of a tower or 
headworks set at the top of the incline near the hoisting engine. 
These sheaves, six in number and set tandem, equalize the strain on 
the line. The sheaves are not overloaded, each one being calculated 
to carry a load of 2,000 pounds, one-sixth of the downward pressure 
of the line at this point. 

The lowering engine is located 350 feet back from the head of the 
incline and 250 feet from the headworks. It is mounted on a 55-foot 
sled, which is set level in a pit. A timbered bulkhead is set between 
the front end of the sled and the dirt wall of the excavation. The 
runners of the sled, together with the hold-down weights for the 
brakes, are embedded, thus insuring a very substantial setting. 

The hoist consists of a large gypsy drum, equipped with suitable 
brakes to control the load in its descent, the motive power being fur- 
nished by 11 by 13 inch engines of the reversible type. It is equipped 
with two sets of gears, one set having a gear ratio of 5 to 1, the other 
15 to1. This arrangement gives a high speed—900 feet per minute— 
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when loaded cars are descending the incline, and a low speed for pull- 
ing up locomotives, yarding engines, etc. There are two sets of 
brakes—one operated by hand, the other by steam. This minimizes 
the danger of losing control of the load. Both brakes have tre- 
mendous holding power. The steam brake is so arranged that in the 
event of the steam line’s becoming disconnected, the brake would 
be automatically thrown on, thus stopping the engine. This function 
of the brake is controlled by a 1,400-pound weight. In other words, 
when the engine is cold the brake is set, it being necessary to use 
steam to lift the weight. The hoist is strongly made throughout, 
weighs approximately 35 tons, and costs $6,500 f. o. b. Portland. 

The lowering line is wrapped around the gypsy four times, so that 
~ either end can be moved up or down the incline. It consists of 14 
inch Warrington construction wire rope, which has an approximate 
strength of 98 tons. The stress on the rope in operation amounts to 
about 29 tons, giving a factor of safety of 3.35. A lubricant, con- 
sisting of pine tar and skid oil, is applied to the line three times a 
week. This keeps the line in good condition and greatly prolongs its 
life. 

It has been pointed out that this line leads through sheaves on a 
tower at the head of the incline. To reduce further the friction and 
wear on the line, suitable rollers—10 in number—are placed at points 
where heavy breaks in the grade line occur and where the line comes 
in contact with the ground. These rollers are made of manganese 
steel, with the ends higher than the center, to keep the line traveling 
in the center of the track. 

In hooking the load to the incline cable, a bridle with a choker 
hook spliced in each end is placed over the load. A long strap with 
an eye splice in each end is then passed under the load, through the 
chokers of the bridle, and back over the draw head of the flat car. 
A heavy clevis is used to fasten the incline cable to the bridle. To do 
away with any side pull that may result from the tightening of the 
cable, a short piece of chain is fastened around the draw head over 
the bridle ends. This brings the incline cable pull to the center of 
the track. If this were not done, the line would not travel in the same 
place each time, and so it eid be impracticable to Dots track 
rollers. 

Electric bells, located at the top and bottom of the incline, are 

_ used for a signal system. These are supplemented by telephones at 
the bottom, at the passing track in the center of the incline, and in 
the lowering engine house, thus affording communication for the 
entire length of the line and increasing to a great degree the effi- 
ciency and safety of the operation. 

The operation of the incline is briefly as fallons: A 94-by 10-inch 
yarding engine, located about 75 feet from the hoist from which it 
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receives its steam, hooks on to an incoming load and spots it on the 
incline proper. This spotting engine also kicks the empties over 
the switch and upon the gravity spur track. The descending load 
brings up the empty car—standard Northern Pacific flats—their 
passing taking place at the middle of the incline. The load is under 
brake control for the entire distance, it being necessary to use steam 
only at starting. <A trip from the headworks is made in six minutes. 
A daily output of 50 cars, or 250,000 feet, could be readily handled 
over the incline in a 10-hour working day, this being at the rate of 
five cars per hour, or one car in twelve minutes. 

The total cost of the incline—construction, installation of equip- 
ment, equipment, etc.—was approximately $22,250. This cost may 
be itemized as follows: 

1. Cost of clearing right of way for incline proper and gravity 

sidings, top and bottom, also site for headworks and hoist______ $500 

2 Cost) of grading right of way22l]- 2) 2s) See 2, 000 

8. Cost of laying and surfacing track, dirt ballast was used__________ 800 

4. Cost of headworks, including labor, material, equipment, ete_____ 150 

5. Cost of installing hoist, including labor and material, ete__________ 1,000 

G: Gost Of tes. 22 Se 900 

7. Cost of steel and fixtures (60-pound steel, at $40 per ton) __________ 4, 200 

SCost of track':rollersii_l2) 5 Oe) Se Se ee eee) 

9. Cost of lowering line (5,800 feet of 14-inch line) _~________________ 3, 200 

10. Cost.of lowering engine, f. 0. b. Portland=222222 22s. eee 6, 500 

1d. Eingineering. = 2. a ee 500 

12. Miscellaneous (labor, equipment, freight, etc.)___________ ees Darton 600 

13. Spotting engine (second hand) with equipment___________________ 1, 500 

Total “C0st2 2222232 = 2 ae eee ee ee eee phi Ss 22, 250 

The cost of operation, including depreciation, maintenance, sup- 
plies, ete., is estimated as below. In this estimate it is assumed that 
125,000 feet of timber is handled daily over the incline. 

Cost per 
1,000 feet. 

Labor (includes an engineer at $3.75, a hooker and unhooker at $3.00, 

and \a chaser at $2,752. 222 4. 222 ee ee $0. 10 

Maintenance of grade and ties (labor and material) __________________ . 02 

Maintenance of lowering engine *—- 2) 232) eae eee eee 01 

Wire: ropes. 222226. seo so) See ee i eee 05 

Wue@le= eh ee ees 2 ie SR ee 04 

bubricants:22 02 en a ee 01 

Depreciation on, improvements 22-2222 o ee eee ee . 06 

Depreciation on hoist, steel, and other equipment_____________________ . 04 

Miscellaenous = 222-2. Se i ee eee . 01 

Totaluj2ce so paies isda. ele co et es ee ee ee 0. 34 

ONE-WAY INCLINES. 

There are two classes of one-way inclines: The single-line system 
and the two-line system. 

Se 
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SINGLE-LINE SYSTEM. 

The single-line system has been most used by logging operators on 
short inclines. That it is adapted for rather long hauls, however, is 
indicated by the following: 
An operator was confronted with the problem of opening up a 

body of timber, estimated at 150,000,000 feet, which stood on a 
plateau high above the existing railroad system. To extend the 
railroad to reach this timber would have involved the constructing of 
a series of switchbacks having a total length of 4 miles and cost- 
ing $32,000; so an incline was built. It was determined that a special 
lowering engine would be too expensive, considering the fact that 
this type of engine could be used for no other purpose. A combina- 
tion engine—one that could be used first for incline purposes and 
later as a road engine—was selected. This engine has 12 by 14 inch 
cylinders and a 72-inch boiler, the arrangement permitting the fore 
end to be converted into a standard road engine with a few changes. 
The main drum is fitted with a 10-inch shaft, also with a special 

brake. 
The incline is built on a straight line, and has a length of 2,000 

feet and a maximum grade of 664 per cent. Wire rope 14 inches in 
diameter is used for a lowering line. 

The incline has a capacity of 25 cars per day, the average load 
amounting to about 7,600 feet. One truck is lowered at a time. 
An average round trip takes 15 minutes, 4 minutes for lowering the 
load and 8 minutes for returning the empty to the summit. The 
other 8 minutes are taken up in hooking and unhooking loads, and 

- In idle time. 
The lowering engine cost $6,500; the grading, track laying, etc., 

$4,700. 

TWO-LINE SYSTEM. 

The first incline of the two-line type was installed in 1914. The 
logging manager who devised the scheme was confronted with the 
problem of removing the timber from 9 square miles of mountain- 
side the lower boundary of which was about 1,200 feet above the 
main line railroad that ran along the base of the slope. The timber 

along the bottom of the slope had been logged to this railroad by 
the ordinary ground yarding method. To open up the timber on the 
mountainside with a system of railroad spurs of the usual type would 
have meant the tying up of a large quantity of steel rails, and very 
long, heavy switching; or, in other words, a heavy investment and 
high operating cost. It was decided that the topography of this par- 
ticular area would permit the use of a railroad incline from which 

lateral spurs could be projected on practical grades, or grades on 
which a geared locomotive could be operated. 
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Largely because of the shape of their holdings and the topography 
of the area, the company had to construct three inclines. These in- 
clines proved very satisfactory. In length they ranged from 4,000 
to 6,000 feet. The grades varied. The grades on the first one ranged 
from 6 to 18 per cent, with the exception of 600 feet of 14 per cent 
grade. In the case of one of the others, the maximum grade was 30 
per cent. While the aim is to build these inclines on a straight line, 
or nearly so, it is not always practical to do so. For example, in one 

case 1,200 feet of the in- 
cline was on a 12 degree 
curve. 

The incline proper is 
constructed as in the case 

- of an ordinary railroad 
spur. There is a siding 
for the accommodation of 
empties at the bottom of 
the incline, also at points 
on the incline where the 
lateral spurs, about one- 
fourth mile apart, con- 
nect with it. See figure 70. 

The power is furnished 
by an 11 by 18 inch hoist- 
ing engine of the reversi- 
ble type, which is placed 
at the top of the slope 
(fig. 70). This engine, 
which has a drum capac- 
ity of 12,000 feet of 14- 

Fic. 70.—Location equipment and tracks, two-line inch cable, is mounted on 

Pat SE a a sled and can be moved 
from one location to another in the same way as the ordinary ground 
varding engine. It has ample power to handle five loaded cars on a 
40 per cent grade. 
When the system is in operation, the lowering line leads from the 

engine, which is placed to the left of the incline, then through a 
block on the lowering car, and thence to a stump or deadman near 
(he engine but on the opposite side of the incline (fig. 70). This 
doubles the pulling power of the engine. 

The loaded cars, where the grade will permit, are attached one to 
the other in the usual way, with the head load attached direct to the 

lowering car (fig. 71) by a tag line. Where the grade is steep, the 
method shown in figure 72 is used. The lowering car has a heavy steel 
frame and is 16 feet long. A large compound block (fig, 73), tri- 

: 

se 
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angular in shape and composed of three 3-foot sheaves (fig. 74), is 
mounted on its deck. The lowering cable passes around the sheaves 
and over two rollers mounted on brackets on the side of the car. This 
arrangement gives a clearance of 14 feet between the moving and 

Fic. 71.—Loaded car, two-line railroad incline. 

dead line. This car can be equipped with a gasoline engine, thus 
making it self-propelling. ns 

The lowering line never touches the ground. ‘The dead section of 
it rests on skids laid along one side of the-track. These are placed 
about 20 feet apart and at right angles to the track. The moving 

Fig. 72.—Lowering car, two-line railroad incline. 

section of the line on the other side of the track leads over ordinary 
sheaves placed about 100 feet apart, the sheaves working in stands 
that have flared sides. On the inside of the curves the section of the 
line leads over light twin-road rollers, while on the outside of curves 

-the dead section of the line is held in place by brackets, which auto- 
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matically release and pick up the line when the lowering car passes 
that point. 

The operation of this system is as follows: The friction on the 
hoist is released and the weight of the lowering car takes the line to 

; the bottom of the grade, except 
where the grade is slight. Over 
such grades the car propels itself 
by means of its gasoline engine. 
The lowering car is attached to 
the empties, and the hoist pulls 
them up the incline. The lateral 
spurs being reached, the hoist is 
stopped, and the empties are 
dropped on a siding where the 
locomotive operating on that spur 
can get them. When the cars are 

loaded a locomotive takes them to 

the point where the spur joins the 
incline. The hoisting car is then 

| lowered, as before, and is used to 

Fig. 73.—Hoisting block, two-line rail- pull the loaded cars up the grade 

WQE 3, SEGRE: past the switch and upon the in- 
cline ready for their trip down the incline. 
When operating the 4,000-foot incline, which had a maximum 

grade of 17 per cent, four cars scaling 32,000 feet were lowered at 
one time, and it was felt that 40,000 
feet would not have constituted an 
excessive strain on the engine or 
line. The company, however, made 
a practice of lowering only three 
loaded cars and taking back six 
pairs of empty trucks, since their 
operation did not demand that more 
loaded cars be handled at a trip. It 
never took more than 10 minutes to 
lower the three loaded cars. Dur- 
ing the time this incline was in use 
no cars were derailed or logs lost. 
In the case of the 6,000-foot incline, 

which had a maximum grade of 18 Fic. 74.—Hoisting block (top plate 
detached), two-line railroad incline. 

per cent and a 12-degree curve, 
26,000,000 feet of timber was lowered without a derailment. On 
this incline as many as five cars, or 50,000 feet, were lowered at a 
trip. In the case of the 4,800-foot incline, which was laid on a 
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straight line and had a maximum grade of 30 per cent, two cars 
were lowered at a trip, 40 cars being lowered in a day. 

The operating labor cost per thousand feet varies, of course, with 
the average amount of timber lowered on the incline per day, the 
total daily labor cost being to a great extent fixed. The total daily 
labor cost amounts to about $13 per day, as follows: 

Per day 

iy CM OMMCC = Seah OU Asher. eh) es) Oe es ee ee gh cp. ed bees hs GRADO 

dveehBe Meme nee pol bn Pye) bay publ ae obama Te Uh a SE oe ee oa | Die) 

dL VOCE cero EN nie Meee ar OR ae Oe Sees SUES a eS ae ae Se meee 3. 50 

SL ageless 0 Ge ceca OE Ne mg 3. 25 

11 Do oes ae 0 GS a See ee re AAD OT) Oey Re 0 ae ee 13. 00 

The life of the lowering line is not known, since no lines have been 
worn out so far. One line has been used to lower 50,000,000 feet, 
and it seems that it is not more than one-half worn out. 

The fixed investment in the incline equipment proper’is approxi- 
mately as follows: 

Lowering engine, together with the sled and small ‘equipment 

used around: the’ engine sais Sie ene ee ee eae $7, 350 

Lowering ear _____ 2S AE EAR, ee Rg ahaa sailed nea I 1, 500 

SEEVO OMEN Si!) 1 MGid ee eee ees ea Dee aN te ee oo 500 

i OOO) feet aliz inchs Cablerens Le eu INN eet Ny EP ey 3, 500 

Miscellaneous equipment__ Ae aL eet a Neg ies eat a She eal ees 200 

ASG tre le Rea PE a ara 1 G5 98S Yan lies ES 2 DEMO WO AE 9 3 eee Le oh 13, 050 

UNLOADING. 

Logs as a rule are unloaded, or dumped, into mill ponds, streams, 
or tidewater. Very small operators sometimes unload logs to, and 
store small quantities on, the land. The latter is a very unusual prac- 
tice in the fir region of the Pacific coast. 

A number of different methods are used. Only two principles, 
however, are involved. The logs may be pushed from cars, or in con- 
nection with a superelevated track they may be pulled from the cars 
by gravity. 

As a rule, cars are unloaded by means of a rollway, or dump, and 
an unloading machine. When the logs are dumped into a mill pond 
or stream, the dump, serving as a part of the railroad track, is gen- - 

erally built along the bank. To dump logs into tidewater it is nec- 
essary to extend the track over the water. 

The aim of all operators, of course, is to unload logs as cheaply as 
possible. The cost of this step, however, must be considered in con- 
nection with the cost of other steps in the logging operations. In 
other words, a nice balance should exist between the total cost of un- 
loading logs and the total cost of transporting the logs from the 
landings to the dump and the cost of booming and sorting. This is 

- 61361°—Bull. 711—18——15 
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particularly true of the balance as it relates to the cost of railroad 
transportation. It is obvious, therefore, that the method, equipment, 
and improvements to be used in a given case depend on a number of 
factors. There is also, of necessity, a relation between the character 
of the improvements and equipment and the method used. 

As a general thing the train crew constitutes all, or the major part, 
of the help used in unloading. This means that the train is held at 
the dump until the logs are unloaded, the time depending on the 
speed of the method. When the railroad haul is short and the output 
small, a slow method with simple improvements and equipment is 
the cheapest, all things being taken into consideration. If the log- 
ging train is crowded because of a long haul or a large output, a more 
elaborate method may be necessary than may seem to be justified by 
the unloading operation in itself. 

If the water is deep and has a current, the dump may have only 
one track and be comparatively short, making it possible to use a 
stationary unloading rig satisfactorily, since the logs will float away 
as soon as they are dumped. While still, deep water does not greatly 
increase the difficulty of unloading logs, it does constitute a draw- 
back. If logs are dumped rapidly into still, deep water, the dis- 
turbance caused by their falling will not be sufficient to keep the logs 
from piling up, necessitating in some cases the employment of an 
extra man. Shallow water is a serious drawback. Where the un- 
loaded logs do not float away, more or less breakage results when the 
logs are thrown on the pile that forms. This is especially true in the 
case of cedar logs. Then, too, a jam of this kind increases the work 
of the boom man. Under such conditions, a long dump in connec- 
tion with a portable unloading machine, or some other device for 
unloading the logs at different points along the dump, is generally 
used. 

DUMPS. 

Where the track is built along the bank of a stream or pond, an 
inclined dump, over which the logs roll into the water, is generally 
used. The length, breadth, pitch of skids, strength, etc., depend on 
the topography and soil formation of the location, the size of logs, 
the method of unloading, etc. The dump may consist of a frame- 
work composed of three parallel sets of stringers, spaced about 8 feet 
apart, which extend to the water’s edge for 60 feet or more. The 
outer stringer, possibly the middle, projects over the water’s edge 
and is supported on piling or timbers that rest on solid bottom, 
while the other stringers are supported on round or square uprights 
placed from 4 to 6 feet apart. Heavy timbers, generally round, are 
placed on top of and at right angles to the stringers. These timbers 
are generally laid flush, forming an unbroken floor, with a pitch of 
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from 15 to 25 degrees. The upper ends are placed slightly below the 
level of the car bunks. Asa rule, every third or fourth timber is shod 
with railroad iron. The total cost of a 60-foot dump of this type, 
including labor, material, supplies, etc., and excluding the cost of the 
track, is ‘about $500, 

Quite often, as has been indicted: the dump is built on piling over 
the water. The trestle, for the chavs proper, may be long enough to 
accommodate 20 cars or more. An additional length of trestle is 
usually necessary to get the cars to deep water. To protect the 
trestle from falling logs, a row of piling is driven flush with the 
ends of the ties and far enough from the rail to permit the passage 
of cars. This row of piling, forming an unbroken wall, is capped 
with a brow skid, the top of which is a little below the top of the car 
bunks. It is usually faced with a similar row of piling, the second 
row being beveled off at the top. If a stationary unloading machine 
is to be used, the dump proper is not more than 70 or 80 feet in length 
and placed at the most advantageous point, taking into consideration 
the depth of the water and the arrangement for sorting and rafting. 

The cost of dumps of this character varies greatly, for the most 
part because of the differences in the type, size, and location. The 
method of unloading also influences it. With these factors known, 
it is possible to estimate the cost with substantial accuracy. The cost 
data given under the head of “ Railroad transportation” will assist 
in making an estimate. Further assistance can be secured from cost 
data published for the use of engineers. The price of piling de- 
livered to a given location, the contract price of driving, and the cost 

_ of sawed timber can be learned. If the trestle is built over salt water, 
the maintenance cost will be much higher than if it is built over fresh 
water. 

PRICE OF PILING. 

The price of piling varies from 6 1/2 to 10 cents per linear foot. 
Douglas fir is usually used, although hemlock is sometimes used in 
small quantities. The selling prices of winter-cut Douglas fir piling, 
with 10-inch tops, delivered to the tidewater of Puget Sound, was 
approximately as follows in April, 1916: 

Cost per linear foot. 

OMA OE RO Obs UL eC See a= 2 or 2 UU EUR ETN Se eee ek $0. 080 

Ay tO a O MLO OE ATO UCSB us S. 2isey ons 5 ae Die een cae la ey . 085 

55 foot piles_____ xe Lo EAS 

The specifications for piling may include the following: That 
piles 20 to 30 feet in length shall have 9-inch tops; that piling 30 feet 
or over in length shall have 10-inch tops; that the piling shall not be 
less than 14 inches nor more than 22 inches in diameter at a point 
6 inches from the butt end; that there shall not be more than 1} 
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inches of the sapwood at the top of the piles; and that a line drawn 
from center to center shall le within the pile. 

COST OF DRIVING PILING. 

Pile driving is usually done by contract. Contract prices vary, for 
the most part with the size of the job, the distance the equipment has 
to be moved, the character of the structure, the length of the piling, 
and the character of the formation the piles are to be drivenin. When 
the piling is driven in relatively deep water, the ¢ontract price for 
driving amounts to about $1.50 per pile. 

Contractors figure that the cost of driving amounts to about $1 
per pile, and that their profit should amount to about $0.50 per pile. 
The following shows the approximate daily cost per pile-driving 
erew to the contractor. 

Cost per day. 

Labor: 

Roremayy | 2 SU Se ES iE eh a Ree Oe $5. 00 

MN ING er 8 Hh Bs oes RN Seen ee eat eh phi ias 4 yak eae os on ee ns eek 4. 00 

Loftman _—_ z este! BETES Seve ss Se eee 3. 00 

Boom man_ pe ND iUak ere oi hip Aa Sl og we lpor ated i lpn esi 3. 50 

Roustabonte =) 2 eae eee es eg SN es Slee 3. 00 

Potalecsx2 elas ST WL Sek dais Es ee ae eee 18. 50 

Pile driver: 

Fuel and other supplies, maintenance and depreciation of equipment, 

mterest on investment, etcl 22222 ee eee 10. 00 

Grand: total =~ 2st ee ee 28. 50 

A crew will drive from 25 to 30 piles in a day. 

LIFE OF PILING. 

The average life of piling in salt water under ordinary conditions 
is from 3 to 4 years, the maximum 5 years. Where the water is less 
salty, the life of piling is longer. For example, at or near Belling- 
ham, in the waters of Bellingham Bay, it is about 7 years. This is 
due to the fact that the Nooksack River-discharges a large volume of 
fresh water into this bay, hindering the rapid growth of the animal 
life that is so injurious to piling. There are other cases where the 
life of piling driven in salt water is longer than this. 

COST OF PILE-BENT TRESTLES. 

The cost of trestles is discussed in works dealing with the economics 
of engineering construction. The cost of five-pile-bent trestles of 
standard construction when built over the tidewaters of the region, 
the piles averaging about 40 feet in length, amounts to about $6 
per running foot. This is the complete cost exclusive of the rails. 
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The cost of a bent with 15-foot centers is approximately as follows: 

5 piles, driven and capped (material and labor), at $10 DEE piles $50. 00 

2,200 feet of. timbers in place, including labor and material (timber, 

iron, spikes, bolts), at $19 per thousand feet________________________ 41.89 

PROC OS tas C TOM ee a ee pee SEs aoe 91. 80 

The following indicates the character, size, and amount of mate- 

rial used : 

5 piles, averaging 40 feet in length. 

1 cap, 12 by 14 inches by 14 feet. 

2 sway braces, 3 by 10 inches by 14 feet. 

6 stringers, 8 by 16 inches by 15 feet. 

12 ties, 6 by 8 inches by 12 feet. 

3 ties, 6 by 8 inches by 14 feet. 

2 guard rails, 6 by 8 inches by 15 feet. 

2 planks, 2 by 12 inches by 15 feet. 

30 boat spikes. 

6 bolts, by 11 inches. 

4 bolts, # by 19 inches. 

4 bolts, # by 29 inches. 

5 drift bolts, ? by 24 inches. 

4 drift bolts, # by 82 inches. 

METHODS. 

SUPERELEVATED RAIL. 

A number of operators unload their logs very satisfactorily by 
means of a superelevated track. The railroad track is laid parallel 
with the dump and so that the top of a car in passing will be about 
6 inches away from it. The outer rail is elevated from 12 to 16 

inches, thus throwing the side of the car next the dump at a lower 

level. Most of the logs will roll from the car into the water when 

the car stakes are removed, the dogs on the car bunks lowered, or 
the binder chains loosened. The remainder of the logs are rolled off 
the car by means of logging jacks, levers, or makeshift gill pokes. 
This is one of the simplest methods of unloading, being extensively 
used, especially where the output is small and the logs are dumped 
into a mill pond. It may be used with all types of dumps. 

LOGGING JACKS. 

The depth of the water and the height of the track above the 
water may make it necessary to dump the logs at different points 
along the dump rather than at one point. Under such conditions, 
if the output is small or if the train crew is not crowded, it may be 
economical for the train crew to unload the logs with logging jacks. 
To facilitate unloading with this method, the track is slightly super- 
elevated, which results in some of the logs rolling from the cars 
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when the car stakes are cut or tripped or the binder chains loosened. 
The remainder are pushed from the cars with logging jacks. 

At one camp where unloading is done with this method, a crew 
of three men—two brakemen and a dump man—unload eight cars, 
averaging about 7,500 feet to the car, in about 30 minutes. The 
dumping is seldom accomplished in less than 20 minutes, and it 
sometimes takes an hour. The cars are equipped with patent stakes. 
Considerable time is lost because the brow skid is too high. The 
logs average about 2,000 feet in volume. — 

TILTING DUMP. 

The tilting dump is used by a few operators. The dump is usually 
built in paired sections, each 40 feet in length, with 30 feet of sta- 
tionary track between. This arrangement permits logs of any length 
to be dumped. Two cars loaded with 40 foot logs can be dumped at 
the same time. When the logs are longer, one load is dumped at a 
time, a truck being “ spotted” on each of the two sections, which are 
tripped simultaneously. 

Piles capped with timbers form the foundation. The roller tim- 
ber—a stick 42 feet long and 20 inches square—and two stringers, 
supporting a floor of ties and the latch stringers, form the platform 
of the dump. The five latch timbers on each section of the dump 
extend about 2 feet beyond the ties on the land side and are fastened 
down by means of iron latches. This arrangement holds the sec- 
tions level when the loads are run on. The center latch timber, 
which is known as the trip timber, is longer and larger than the 
others, being 36 feet long, 9 by 18 inches at one end, and tapering to 
9 by 12 inches at the other, or latch, end. The roller timber works 
on heavy cast-iron chains which rest on the sills. 

The operation is simple. When the cars are spotted, the chains 
taken down, and the latches knocked off, gravity causes the dump to 
revolve 15 degrees on its axis, rolling the logs from the cars. This 
action is due to the fact that the center of the track is placed about 
3 inches from the center of the roller timber on the water side. The 
dump is brought back into position by the workmen walking out on 
the trip timber. Loads heavy on the land side will not trip the 
dump. Under such conditions, the tilting action is started by lifting 
up on the trip timber. Slabs will not always roll off at the inclina- 
tion provided, making it sometimes necessary to use a gin pole and 
parbuckle line. The design of the dump is shown in a general way 
in figures 75 and 76. 

At one camp which uses this method, three men—two brakemen and 
the locomotive fireman—dump the logs at the rate of one car per 24 
minutes, a large part of this time being consumed in taking down and 
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Trip timber Frame 

1 4” Planking 

Fic. 75.—Floor plan of a tilting log dump. 
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Fic. 76.—Details of a tilting log dump. 
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putting up the binder chains. If the trucks were equipped with 
patent stakes, the time consumed in unloading would be considerably 
less. 
The cost of dumps like that described above varies with different 

locations and different soil formations. Under ordinary condi- 
tions, the cost, not including the approaches, should range from 
$2,000 to $2,500. The maintenance of one of these dumps for 7 years 
cost about $300 per year. During this time the dump was practi- 
cally rebuilt through maintenance. 

GIN POLE, 

A number of operators unload logs under conditions that render 
a gin pole and parbuckle line a practical method. The gin pole, 
which is about 35 feet in height, is erected along the track on the 
land side, with the $-inch parbuckle line leading through a sheave 
block at the top of the pole. In unloading, one end of the line is 
passed under the load to the opposite side of the car and fastened 
to the brow skid. When the line is tightened by power applied at the 
other end, the load is raised from the car bunks and pushed from 
the car. With this method a mast, or pole, to which a cross arm is 

braced about 20 feet from the track, is used in most cases instead of 

a gin pole, the parbuckle line leading through a sheave block at each 
end of the cross arm. The cross arm extends over the track about 
8 feet. 

The logs are dumped at one point, which, as has been suggested, 
is not practical under all conditions. Some operators eliminate this 
objectionable feature by using a number of gin poles erected car 

- Jengths apart along the dump. 
The power as a rule is furnished by the locomotive, the hand work 

being done by the train crew. When a number of gin poles are used, 
the locomotive is the only practical source of power. In some cases, 
where it is desirable to unload as quickly as possible, the power is 
supplied by an ordinary logging engine, generally an old one, necessi- 
tating the employment of an unloading engineer in addition to the 
regular train crew. If the logs are unloaded in a pond near the 
mill, the power may be furnished by a hoist, the steam being fur- 
nished by the mill. In one case a 6} by 10-inch single-drum hoist is 
used, the machine being operated by the locomotive fireman. The 
engineer spots the cars and the brakemen adjust the parbuckle line. 
When the dump is located near a power plant, an electrically driven 
hoist may furnish the power. In one case, a 30-horsepower West- 
inghouse motor, connected with the drum shaft by a double-reduction 
gear, is used. The two drums are operated on this shaft by ordinary 
logging-engine frictions. One drum carries the parbuckle line; the 
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other, which can be operated independently, is used for miscellaneous 

purposes. 
This method is slower when the locomotive is used to spot the 

cars and to furnish the power in unloading than when the power used 
to operate the parbuckle line is furnished by a separate engine. With 
the former source of power it takes from 2 to 8 minutes to unload a 
car of logs; with the latter, from 1 to 14 minutes. 

GILL POKE, 

(1) One of the simple gill-poke devices is as follows: The track 
on the entire length of the dump is slightly superelevated. Parallel 
to the track on the land side, and about 5 feet above the level of the 
track, there is a timber with notches cut at proper distances. The 
arm of the poke is a stick of wood 4 by 34 inches by 6 or 8 feet, which 
is shod with a sharp steel prong at the pointed end and has a collar 
at the blunt end. In operation the pointed end of the poke is placed 
against the logs and the heel is inserted in one of the notches in the 
timber, the positions of the poke being such that it will push the logs 
from the car when the car is put in motion. Thirty-two cars, con- 
taining 150,000 feet, have been unloaded with this method in 20 
minutes. 

(2) Another gill-poke device is shown in figure 77a, b. The top of 
the center pile, to which the arms, or sweeps, are hung, is about 12 
feet above the level of the track. The arms are about 30 feet in length, 
the center pile being so located as to enable them to reach across the 

track when the machine is in operation. The four piles which sur- 
round the center piling are bound together with a 1-inch wire cable 
and serve no other puropse than to brace the center pile. In the case 
shown in the figure, the distance from the arms to the ground is about 
12 feet. If the distance is greater than this, additional piling is neces- 
sary. There are 2 or 3 inches of play between the center piling and 
the points where the arms are joined together, making it possible to 
raise or lower an arm preparatory to engaging a load of logs. A 
heavy plate of iron is bent half around the center pile at the point 
where the arms press when in operation. With the chock blocks 
tripped, the train crew can unload several cars of logs per minute. 
Under ordinary conditions the total cost of this device installed 
ranges from $600 to $800. 

(3) Two arms are sometimes used. In one case they are 17 feet 
long and made of channel and angle iron. They are 18 inches wide 
except at the ends, where they are made 36 inches wide to give a 
broad surface to repel the logs. They are bolted opposite to each 
other on a 24-inch journal, and braced with a turnbuckle. The arms 
and journal are set on a shaft 11 feet long and 10 inches in diam- 
eter, cut down to 8 inches where the journal is fastened to admit 
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(Top plan view.) An improved device for unloading logs, 77a. Tia. 
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(Side view.) ’ Fic. 77b.—An improved device for unloading logs. 
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the attachment of a collar with ball bearings. The rest of the shaft, — 
or the part which is 10 inches in diameter, is set in a concrete base, 
high enough to allow the arms to clear the bunks, and far enough 
from the track to permit either arm when at right angles with the 

$ $ track to reach 1 foot be- 
yond the outer rail. The 
concrete base is 9 feet 
square at the bottom and 
6 feet square at the top. 

arms are fitted with steel castings. 
These steel castings have sharp cut- 
ting edges, one of which engages a 
load of logs as the train moves to- 
ward the unloading device, penetrat- 
ing the nearest: log, thereby doing 

away with the ne- 
cessity of attaching 
the arms to the car 
by a cable or some 
other method. 

In unloading the 

train moves toward 
the unloader slowly, 
seldom finding it 
necessary to stop. 
The average time 

consumed in uwn- Fic. 79.—Cross section of two-poke 

loading 15 cars of 0S oe 
logs, containing approximately 70,000 feet, is about 
8 minutes, which includes the coupling of cars, 

ic. 80._-Counter. knockirg out the blocks, etc. 

weight pile, two- The cost of making and installing the machine 
poke log unloader. described above amounted to $1,000; $900 for mak- 

ing and $100 for installing. At the end of three years of use nothing 
had been spent for repairs. The cost of operation, other than train 
crew labor, consists of about one gallon of lubricating oil per year. 
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(4) Figures 78, 79, and 80 show another type of two-poke log 
unloader. The two arms with this method, however, engage the 
load at the same time. Gravity is used to pull the arms into posi- 
tion to engage the load of logs. A line fastened to the arms leads 
through a block hung to a pile, thence through a block at the top of 
the pile. To the free end of this line a weight is attached. It is 
thought that the drawings are self-explanatory, making comments 
‘dealing with the construction and operation of the device unneces- 
sary. The machine is said to unload one car of logs per minute 
under favorable conditions. In one case, with this device, cars were 
unloaded at the rate of one car every 3 minutes. 

The total cost of making and installing this device.depends on the 
location, ranging from $700 to $1, 000. The bill of material is ap- 
proximately as follows: 

BILL OF MATERIAL. 

Piles: \ 

83 50-foot piles. 

1 75-foot pile. 

Caps: 

66 linear feet 12 by 14 inch timbers. 

24 linear feet 12 by 12 inch timbers. 

2 pieces 6 by 12 inch by 14 feet. 

1 60-foot log, 2 feet in diameter. 

2-% inch by 30 inch bolts. 

3 3 inch by 16 inch bolts. 

10 # inch by 16 inch bolts. 

10 2 inch by 7 by 3 inch washers. 

30 # inch by 24 inch drift bolts. 

240 square feet 4-inch sheet iron. 

60 6-inch boat spikes. 

Booms: 

2 50-foot logs, 1 foot 6 inches in diameter. 

2 unloader points. 

2 4 inch by 6 inch by 12 feet sheet iron. 

28 # inch by 20 inch bolts. 

32 2 inch by # inch by 3 inch washers. 

40 Z-inch cable clamps. 

4 1 inch by 9 feet turnbuckles. 

21 inch by 20 inch I bolts. 

2 1 inch by 4 inch by 1¢ inch washers. 

1 14-inch sheave wheel. 

1 1 inch by 16 inch bolt. 

1 4 inch by 3 inch by 18 inch sheet iron. 

2 1 inch by 4 inch by 14 inch washers. 

2 10-inch single sheave blocks. 

1 20-foot 1#-inch log chain. 

2 4 inch by 1 foot 6 inch diameter sleeves. 

2 4 inch by 4 inch diameter rings. 
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PORTABLE ENGINE. 

Where it is not practicable to dump all the logs at one spot, or 
where it is desirable to dump them at different points, it may be 
necessary to use a Self-propelling unloader, which runs on an inde- 
pendent track along the main track. Moving from car to car, the 
machine unloads each car in rapid succession. To unload, the line is 
passed under the load and made fast to the brow skid. The friction 
drum is thrown in, tightening the line. This action raises the load 
free from the bunks, and at the same time pushes it off. This ma- 
chine can also be used as a general utility car for building bridges, 
picking up stray logs along the track, building track, ete. 

There are two types of portable unloaders. One has a stationary 
boom, a single drum, and reversible engines. The other has a live 
boom, which makes two drums necessary. <A live boom increases the 
use of the machinery, since it makes it possible to reach out over the 
pond to break jams or pick up loads from barges. The engines of 
this type of unloader are not reversible, they are made to back by 
a change of gears. The machines have a capacity of about 20 tons 
and will run up an 8 per cent grade. .The stationary boom machine 
is shown in figure 81. 

The selling prices of these unloaders f. o. b. the factory are: Sta- 
tionary-boom type, $2,500; live-boom type, $3,500. Since the use of 
this machine necessitates a second track, the cost of constructing a 
dump is greater when it is to be used with a portable log unloader 
than when some other method is to be used. 7 

The work of unloading is generally done by the train crew, 
with the assistance of an unloading engineer. In some cases when 
the logs are delivered at the dump by a common carrier railway com- 
pany the unloading is done by the booming and sorting crew. The 
work proceeds about as rapidly with this method as any other. 

WATER TRANSPORTATION. 

Water has been used to transport logs in every important lumber- 
ing region of the United States. It is still used extensively in the 
eastern part. In other regions it has to a great extent been superseded 
by railroads, because of the exhaustion of the timber supply near 
drivable streams, the extensive logging of nonfloatable species, and 
the increased wale of stumpage. 
Water transport never gained the foothold on the Pacific ee 

that it did in other () berate regions, and it is now of minor 
importance, except where the loge are brought to the shores of the 
Columbia River, Puget Sound, Grays Harbor, Willapa Harbor, and 
other points on the Pacific Ocean, and then rafted and towed to the 
mills. The superiority of railroads over river driving was realized 
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by logging operators before the timber resources of the region under 
discussion were to any extent opened up. Furthermore, this region 
is not traversed by numerous streams suitable for the driving of the 
large timber that is characteristic of the region, Of course, logs are 
frequently dumped into relatively large rivers near their mouths and 
allowed to float singly for short distances to the sorting and rafting 
works. 

= 
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Fig. 81.—Stationary-boom unloader. 

Flumes and sluices are used in different regions of the United 
States to transport sawlogs, shingle bolts, crossties, cordwood, pulp- 
wood, mine timbers, and the like from the forest.to the mills, drivable 
streams, or railroads. In the Douglas fir region, however, log flumes 
are not used. To the knowledge of the writer only one logging op- 
erator uses one. For this reason a discussion of log fluming has no 
place in this publication. Fluming is dealt with in Bulletin 87 of 
the Department of Agriculture, under the title of “Flumes and 
fluming.” 
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DRIVING. 

The driving of logs on rough water and small streams is practiced 
only to a limited extent in the Douglas fir region, and, excepting a 
few cases, only in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Harbor sections. 
Most of the timber so transported is driven on improved streams by 
separate driving companies at fixed rates per thousand feet, the 
driving of timber on unimproved streams being a very primitive 
method, which is resorted to only to a limited extent. Very little 
National Forest timber has been, or will be, driven in the form of 
sawlogs. 

RATES, 

The following are the driving rates on the Humptulips and Wish- 
kah Rivers in Washington: 

On the Humptulips River all logs 40 feet and under in length 
vary from $0.30 to $0.60 per thousand feet. The airline distance 

ranges from 14 to 34 miles. On logs 42 to 60 feet in length the rate is 
from 45 to 75 cents, and on logs over 60 feet in length the rate is from - 
65 to 95 cents. The cost of breaking out landings is borne by the log- 
ging operators. On the Wishkah River the rate for logs 40 feet and 
under in length ranges from 60 to 75 cents per thousand feet. The 
distance is from 15 to 28 miles. On logs 42 to 60 feet in length the 
rate is from 75 to 90 cents, and on logs over 60 feet in length from 95 
cents to $1.10 per 1,000 feet. A number of splash dams have been 
established on these rivers. 

The driving companies assume charge of all the logs delivered 
afloat in the ponds of the dams or in the bed of the rivers below the 
dams, but, as has been pointed out, not in the landings. They operate 
their dams, and sluice, drive, and sack all logs in accordance with the 
driving act in the State law. The companies reserve the right to 
select the time when the streams shall be sacked, with the under- 
standing that sacking will continue until all logs are delivered in the 
booms. 

SORTING AND RAFTING. 

It is the common practice of many logging operators to dump 
their logs into large streams or tidewater, so that the logs may be 
sorted, rafted, and towed to the mills. Two forms of rafts are em- 
ployed. In a few cases in the Puget Sound region, the log output is 
dumped into rivers and made up into round, temporary rafts, the 
contents of such rafts being made into permanent rafts when they are 
delivered to tidewater. Practically all rafted logs, however, are made 

into permanent rafts at the unloading point. 

SORTING. 

In the early history of lumbering in the region, logs were bought 
and sold on the basis of “camp run;” that is, a logging operator 
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sold all the logs produced by his camp at an average price per 
thousand feet regardless of the percentage of the several species or 
the size and quality of the logs. At that time, when the selling price 
of the logs was low, or when the price of stumpage was low and the 
cost of logging considerably less than it is now, this method seems 
to have been satisfactory. As the price of logs advanced, the prac- 
tice of selling on the basis of species and grades sprang up. Now the 
bulk of the log output of independent loggers is sold on this basis. 
Furthermore, independent loggers are giving considerable attention 
to the matter of further standardizing existing grades, also the 
question of the feasibility of increasing the number of grades. That 
there should be satisfactory standard grades for logs and that the 
grades should be as numerous as is practical can not be questioned. 
The loggers of British Columbia seem to have gone farther in the 
way of defining the log grades than those of the Columbia River and 
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Fic. 82.—Booming and rafting works. 

Puget Sound regions, and it would seem that the loggers could go 
still farther in any one of these three regions. 

RAFTING. 

Figures 82 and 83 show the sorting and rafting works in the case 
of two operations in the Puget Sound region. AI] works of this kind 
in this region are much the same, any differences, for the most part, 
being the result of differences in location and capacity. The main, 
or sorting, pocket, into which the logs are dumped, is a large area 

surrounded by logs chained end to end and held in place by piling. 
The rafting pockets, lanes leading off from the sorting pocket, are 
about 75 feet wide and from 800 to 1,000 feet long, and consist of 
parallel rows of piling, the piles being driven from 15 to 60 feet apart. 
Dolphins, consisting of three, four, or five piles driven in a cluster and 
bound together with a cable, are located at several points for mooring 
posts for tug boats and completed rafts. In addition to these im- 

61361°—Bull. 711—18——14 
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provements certain equipment, such as boom sticks, boom chains, 

peavies, axes, and pike poles, are required. 

After the logs have been unloaded into the boom different species: 

and grades are poled to different parts of the sorting pocket. This 

operation is not a distinct operation in the sense that all logs are 

sorted before rafting begins, since sorting and rafting may be con- 

sidered as occurring at the same time. The rafters then string boom 

sticks across the far end and along both sides of the rafting. Rocka. 

Logs of approximately equal lengths are then poled or floated down 

the rafting pockets and stowed parallel to each other in the far end. 

Each row is known as a “tier,” and two tiers usually constitute a 

“ section.” Manifestly all the logs in a section can not at all times 

run parallel with the outside boom sticks, some of them being placed 

Pe ee ee 

onadeuadDeoctc 

RAFTING: 

POCKETS 

PILING 
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Fic. 83.—Booming and rafting works. 

at right angles to these sticks. The main consideration is to place 

the logs so that the raft will be as compact as possible. As soon as 

a section is filled, a boom stick, called a swifter, is placed across the 

end at right angles to the outside boom sticks in order to keep the 

logs closely packed. New sections are then made up in the same 
manner, 10 to 14 sections constituting a raft. This applies to tide- 

water booms, where the work can be carried on only during a favor- 

able tide. On large streams the procedure is practically the same. 
The cost of a rafting and sorting works depends for the most 

part on the capacity, the method of sorting the logs, and the spacing 

of the piles. In the case of the works shown in figure 82, the cost 

amounted to $1,000. The total number of piles driven was 250. The 

piling, which averaged about 32 feet in length, cost 63 cents per 

linear foot or $2 per pile. The cost of driving was $2 per pile. 
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In the case of the works shown in figure 83, the cost was about $1,500, 
the piling costing $4 per pile in place. 

The maintenance of sorting and rafting works depends for the 
most part on the life of the piling. In the case of the $1,000-works, 
the piling has a life of about 4 years; in the other case, 8 years. This 
means that the annual maintenance cost amounts to $250 and $188, 
respectively. 

Outside boom sticks are from 75 to 82 feet in length; swifter sticks, 
from 66 to 70 feet. They are straight, sound, have a little taper, 
average about 16 inches at the small end, and have holes bored at 
each end for the insertion of boom chains. The average cost of an 
outside boom stick, with holes bored, is about $11; the average cost 
of swifter sticks similarly prepared, $7.50. Boom chains for out- 
side sticks, made of 1-inch iron and weighing 80 pounds, cost about 
$4.50 per chain. A swifter chain, made of a little lighter iron, 
costs about $3.50. These chains are from 6 to 8 feet long and have 

a ring at one end, a toggle at the other. Standard light driving | 
peavies are used in rafting. They cost about $2 each. The pike 
poles, which average about 24 feet in length, cost about $5 each. The 
total cost of boom sticks and chains for a complete raft is as follows: 

MOUSide BOOM’ StICKS at SilQs use em wud uenwrs ten Oa ST) $310. 00 | 
AOMS Waker StICKS) Athi O0 Ulises ee eee ee ali Ne i Seo 75.00 

Sle boome Chains: at Bai Ok 26 ek sore ee 139. 50 

HORS Wier CHAINS wate povOOk oes es eee ee ee Se oa 35. 00 

Bonin wholes for 4) sticks. =e ase See 41. 00 

"TOGETHER SRV SEIS SC $600. 00) 

_ The life of boom sticks averages from two to three years. Boom 
chains have about the same life. Of course, in fresh water this equip- 
ment lasts much longer. 

Sorting and rafting in the Columbia River and Puget Sound re- 
gions are ordinarily done by the logging operators with day labor. 
In a few cases it is done by separate companies at fixed rates per 
thousand feet. The rates in one case in the Puget Sound region are 
35 cents per thousand feet for western red cedar and 25 cents per 
thousand feet for the other species. These rates include the unload- 
ing as well as the sorting and rafting of the logs. The logging com- 
panies furnish their own boom sticks. 

In the Grays Harbor region logs driven or dumped into tidewater 
or the Chehalis River are generally rafted and sorted by separate 
companies at fixed rates per thousand feet. The sorting and rafting 
company operating at the mouth of the Humptulips River charges 
the following rates: For catching, sorting, rafting and delivering 
at the boom, 50 cents per thousand feet on logs or other timber 
products under 40 feet in length; 15 cents per thousand feet extra 
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for logs 42 to 60 feet in length; 35 cents per thousand feet extra for 
logs over 60 feet in length. The company reserves the right to base 
its charges on the mill scale or its own scale at the boom. Upon 
receipt of logs in the boom the company proceeds to raft them with- 
out unreasonable delay. As soon as a raft is ready for delivery and 
in absence of instructions from the owners as to its disposition, the 
company reserves the right, after giving five days’ notice, to store 
the logs and to charge 10 cents per thousand feet for each thirty 
days or any fraction thereof. When logs are stored an additional 
charge of 25 cents per thousand feet is made for rafting and deliver- 
ing the logs to the storage grounds. The company operating at the 
mouth of the Wishkah River charges the following rates: For 
catching, sorting, and delivering at its boom in suitable sticks fur- 
nished by the owners of the logs, 40 cents per thousand feet for all 
logs and other timber products under 40 feet in length; 15 cents 
per thousand feet extra for logs 42 to 60 feet in length; 35 cents per 
thousand feet extra for logs over 60 feet in length. The storage 
charge is 25 cents per thousand feet for the first month and 10 
cents per thousand feet for each additional month. This charge in- 
cludes the cost of delivering the logs to storage. 
Logging operators frequently contract the sorting and rafting. In 

one case the operator paid the contractor $1 per car for unloading, 
sorting, and rafting. This is at the rate of about 13 cents per 
thousand feet. The contractor only furnishes the operating labor, 
the dump and booming grounds being kept in repair by the logging 
operator. 

The labor cost of sorting and rafting, where it is done by logging 
operators, ranges from 6 to 17 cents per thousand feet of output. In 
the case of 18 operations in the Puget Sound neil the following 
range of labor costs was found: 

Labor cost 
per thousand 

feet. 
Number of camps. 

13 to 15 

In the case of 8 operations in the Columbia River region the fol- 
lowing range of labor costs was found: 

Labor cost 
Number of camps. per Ly eigiatts 

eet. 

Cents. 
Dirac wc bso tes ae ee 8 to 10 
2 Pec | SOO Hie ae 12to 14 
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The variation in the labor cost of sorting and rafting is due to 
differences in the conditions under which the men work, or the 
average volume of timber sorted and rafted per man. In the case of 
a tidewater operation, a crew of seven men, working under favorable 
conditions, sorted and rafted 500,000 feet per day. The crew and 
wages were as follows: 

Tvareteastars AVL Se I ee ah Ye $125. 00 per month. 

VBAGYO Lay Oa eT psig ea a ee a es ae. ee ca 3.560 per day. 

Eh STEPSTI C2) fy SU Me ce eed ea ee (each) __ 3.00 per day. 

Under adverse conditions when the wind is blowing in the wrong 
direction this crew will do less. In running water where the current 
carries the logs down the rafting pockets, a crew of four men may 
average as much as 500,000 feet per day. Asa rule, each member of 
the crew, including the foreman, will average from 40,000 to 60,000 
feet per day. 

TOWING. 

In the Columbia River and Puget Sound regions the cost of towing 
the logs from the booms to the mills, as a rule, is borne by the manu- 
facturers, while in the Grays Harbor and Willapa Bay regions this 
cost, as a rule, is borne by the independent loggers. The operation 
is performed by separate companies at fixed rates per thousand feet. 
The rates charged in the Columbia River, Puget Sound, and Grays 
Harbor regions are as follows: 
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TABLE 35.—Rates for towing Douglas fir logs on the Columbia River, 1915. 

Bae: | 9/8 se eee : agit + a@;|/ go] 3 q 
8 owes 58 = ou Si (re gal/Hgles| ss] s, P b| 3 ; 
a Ro aIieo| se] ae S| aS a= 3 
A 23/09/83 |S0|S5/8e/b8) 0° 18 oke',3 ‘ Bah VS 7/25/54 = a 

Destination. 2 ra S a3 | 35 [FA |e 2 ae ba |S Bm | a 

S| 3/2 |eh|S8| -e|/sei sala | 2) | ¢ 
be ° & OD 4 id) 5 g o° om wn » ° i= 5 
<3) xs} oO v KY 6S Bo Ee wm Be oO i= 2 

|| Sil a Sas ) | 8a] ee eee ieee att cc 
P| Fil ales lai das eee ae > |218 

POruand on ae eas $0.50 $0.50 ($0.50 /$0.50 |$0.55 |$0. 60 |$0. 65 |$0. 65 |$0. 85 |$0.90 |.-----]--..--]-...-- 
Vancouver: Wns Seleeeee pees se -50 50 5 -60}| .65 6. (Ch SSS | ees Ie baa 
St. Helenso.- 22222 2i aes oe see a Koseec! bse sbslibScese -45 50 0 70 73) |aos3-'|ssesnelsosse0 
Kalamare e252 55 60] 695 | 4 25) ee ce lose dol 2 el oe Se | se al ee $0720))-22---|.---- 
Rainier tcf o sss 60} © 55) | FeQ5 te 2 sens be ee ae Bes ee a ere AOU Meat ei tee wis 
IPTESEOUE oe oe 60+) 2 DB 2b" a ecal Sess a) osc] hee Re eee eee my). | eR el 
IW ESEDOMn oso ne 7 . 60 D5 sel Fe ce = |e ete Sey ee eee eee 75 | .35 |$0. 20 | $0. 25 

NoTEe.—These rates apply to tows of 200,000 feet or more. Tows of less volume are 
considered as containing 200,000 feet. 

The rates for towing cedar, cottonwood, and hemlock on the Co- 
lumbia River are 10 cents higher than the rates on Douglas fir logs. 
When cedar, cottonwood, or hemlock tows contain less than 200,000 
feet the rates applying to Douglas fir tows are increased as follows: 

Less than 50,000 feet, 50 cents extra. 

From 50,000 to 100,000 feet, 40 cents extra. 

From 100,000 to 150,000 feet, 35 cents extra. 

From 150,000 to 200,000 feet, 25 cents extra. 

The rate for returning boom sticks from Portland to Gravs Har- 
bor and Youngs Bay is 75 cents per stick; from all other points, 50 
cents. 

On Grays Harbor the towage rates from the booms to the mills at 
Hoquiam, Aberdeen, and Cosmopolis, including the use of the sticks 
for rafts, range from 10 to 30 cents per thousand feet. For ex- 
ample, the rate from the boom at the mouth of the Humptulips 
River to Hoquiam and Aberdeen is 25 cents per thousand feet, and 
from the same point to Cosmopolis it is 30 cents per thousand feet. 
From the boom at the mouth of the Wishkah River to the nearest 
mills the rate is 10 cents per thousand feet, and from the same point 
to the most distant mills at Hoquiam the rate is 20 cents. 

Starting with 1894, several rafts of logs have been towed each 
year from the Columbia River to southern California. These ocean- 
going rafts contain from 4,000,000 to 5,000,000 feet of timber, or 
approximately 10,000 piles. They are built cigar-shaped, generally 
about 900 feet long and from 50 to 60 feet wide, and draw about 24 
feet of water, with 12 feet above the surface. 

GENERAL EXPENSES. 

Operators find “ General expenses” a convenient term to designate 
costs which are not related to any distinct step in the logging opera- 
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tion, such as supervision of the operation as a whole, office ex- 

penses, taxes, selling costs, and miscellaneous items like cruising and 
fire protection. This classification has not been standardized, and 
different items of expense are included in it. 

General expenses are the most easily overlooked of any in making 
a timber appraisal. Their inclusion in the calculation is as im- 
portant, however, as the cost of felling and bucking. The principal 
general expense charge is general superintendence. 

WOODS SUPERVISION. 

Many operators include in woods supervision al] the supervision 
of the logging operation from the woods to the raft or mill, also cer- 
tain general expenses around the camp, such as the pay of the book- 
keeper, timekeeper, scaler, logging engineer, night watchman, etc. 

Other operators prorate such expenses against the major departments 
of the logging operation. Asa rule the salary of the logging super- 
intendent or manager does not appear under this heading. The 

salaries of the foreman, bookkeeper, timekeeper, etc., are given under 
the heading “ Logging in general.” 

FIXED CHARGES. 

SUPERINTENDENCE. 

In the main the industry is not burdened with a superabundance 
of general salaried help; and low salaries for managers and logging 
superintendents, considering the character of the work and the capital 
invested, are the rule. 

The cost of superintendence per thousand feet varies from 7 to 
20 cents. The cost of superintendence and commissions in the case 

of twenty camps in the Puget Sound region and ten camps in the 
Columbia River region is as follows, commissions including the 
amounts paid by some of the operators to an association or individual 
for selling the logs: 

Cost per 
Number of camps. thousand 

feet. 

Puget Sound region: Cents. 
Gere 2 sac es eee 7 to 10 
Geae. Vaskemceeeeoss 11 to15 
Uses Se Aes A eas 16 to 20 

Columbia River re- 
gion: 

ATEN S. Jeeta Ouran lee 8 to 10 
See athe seers 11 to15 
Se SE MPSS a 16 to 20 

The camp of one independent logging operation running four 
sides is in charge of a foreman who receives $200 per month. The 
general superintendence of the whole operation, including the dis- 
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posal of the log output, is in the hands of a manager who receives 
$5,000 per year. The manager spends from one-fourth to one-third 
of his time in the woods. The salary of the camp foreman is charged 
directly to the cost of running the camp; that of the manager, to 
general expense. No officer of the company other than the manager 

receives a salary. The help at the head office, other than the manager, 
consists of a bookkeeper and office boy. 

In the case of another independent logging operation running four 
sides, the camp is directly in charge of a foreman who receives $175 
per month. This foreman has an assistant who receives $125 per 
month. A logging superintendent, who spends practically all his 
time in camp, has general charge of the operation, the disposal of the 
logs, and the purchase of equipment and supplies. The camp office 
is practically the only office this company has, since all paper work 
is performed in the camp. This operation has a general manager, 
who, having a number of interests, does not give much attention to 
the affairs of the company. His salary is $1,000 per year. The 
salaries of the superintendent, foreman, assistant foreman, and book- 
keeper are charged as camp expense. 

In the case of another independent logging operation there is no 
general expense as far as general superintendence is concerned. A 
logging superintendent, who spends practically all of his time in 
camp, directs the operation. He is assisted by a felling and bucking 
foreman, a logging foreman, and a railroad foreman. These three 
men are directly responsible to the superintendent. The felling and 
bucking foreman directs the felling and bucking department; the 
logging foreman, the yarding and loading departments; and the 
railroad foreman, the construction and maintenance of the railroad. 
The superintendent has direct charge of the operation of the train. 
The superintendent receives $4,000 per year; the felling and bucking 
foreman, $125 per month; the logging foreman, $150 per month; and 
the railroad foreman, $125 per month. The salaries of the manager 
and foremen, as well as the salaries of the bookkeeper and scaler, are 
charged under the heading “Camp Expense.” The company has 
no office other than that in the woods, and pays no salaries other than 
those mentioned. 

In the case of an operation that both logs and manufactures, the 
logging camp is directly in charge of a camp foreman. This opera- 
tion has an output of about 125,000 feet per day. A manager, who 
has general supervision of both the logging and manufacturing opera- 
tions, receives $5,000 per year, one-half of which is charged against 
the logging. 

GENERAL OFFICE EXPENSE. 

General office expense may include clerical help, rent of office quar- 
ters, association dues, and the like. One bookkeeper, who is a stenog- 
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rapher, with possibly an office boy, should be ample help of this 
character for the largest independent logging operations. 

TAXES. 

Taxes on standing timber are frequently considered as an operat- 
ing cost. Many operators, however, consider the tax on their timber 
as one of the costs of carrying stumpage. In connection with national 
forest timber appraisals this factor does not enter. Equipment and 
improvements are subject to taxation, regardless of where they are 
used or made, and so appraisals should always provide for taxes of 
this character. The system of taxation, also the rates, are discussed 
briefly in the section headed “ Logging in General.” 

MISCELLANEOUS COSTS. 

There are certain costs which may be grouped with or apart from 
general expenses; others should properly be so classed. The cost of 
workmen’s compensation acts falls into the former class; the cost 
of fire protection, into the latter. Except as fire protection is main- 
tained to protect woods equipment and improvements, it seems to be 
a charge for carrying stumpage rather than a logging cost. A con- 
siderable proportion of the fire fighting done by operators is, how- 
ever, for the purpose of protecting equipment, improvements, and the 
like. Forest service timber sale contracts require each purchaser to 
use his employees in fighting fires on certain defined areas. The cost 
of this work may be properly included in the appraisal as a logging 
cost. 

EXTRA COST OF LOGGING UNDER FOREST SERVICE REGULATIONS. 

The preceding discussion of logging methods and costs, unless 
otherwise noted, is based on what is happening on private timbered 
areas. However, since the utilization of Douglas-fir stands within 
the National Forests is practically the same as that of similar stands 
on private lands, it applies for the most part to operations upon 
National Forests. There is this difference: Logging upon the Na- 
tional Forests is conducted under contracts with the Government, 
which provide certain regulations relative to cutting, utilization, 
logging, and fire protection. Compliance with these contracts 
ordinarily involves a little extra labor and thus adds to the cost 
of logging. For example, Forest Service timber-sale contracts deal- 
ing with Douglas-fir stands provide for the leaving of seed trees, 
from the base of which brush and other inflammable material is re- 
moved; the building of fire lines around certain areas, the felling of 
snags, the burning of slashings, the cutting of lower stumps, the 
utilization of more of the tops of the trees, and the logging of a 
higher percentage of the defective material than is ordinarily prac- 
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ticed in cutting private stumpage. The cost of this extra work 
varies from 8 to 15 cents per thousand feet. 

TOTAL COST OF LOGGING AT ONE OPERATION. 

The following deals with the cost of logging at a rather large 
operation in the Pacific Northwest during 1910, 1911, 1912, and 1913. 
Unless otherwise noted the discussion following the tables applies to 
1912. It is impossible to discuss all the costs given. For the most 
part, the classifications are those of the operator. 

CHARACTER OF COUNTRY. 

Part of the area logged during 1912 is shown in figure 20. The 
country is mountainous, rough, and badly broken. The slopes in 
general are steep. No rock outcrops or cliffs were encountered. 

The streams are not of drivable size, but are so located as to make 

it unnecessary to pump water for long distances. 

SOIL. 

The soil is sandy loam with a clay subsoil. It drains poorly, 
making it necessary to gravel-ballast all spur railroads used for a 
year, also those used during the wet season. Practically all the bal- 
last was hauled 3 miles. 

OUTPUT. 

The output for 1912 was as follows: 

Munber | Contents 
Species. Scale. of logs. of pyeraee 

Fect b. m. Feet b. m. 
Woulglasifir iso 2et Sass Se ELSE. at ae a ie cee 32, 204, 222 14, 369 2,241 
SPEUCO o-6 Sec cece hei Re eH ee Oe Seo ape Soe ee 829, 157 94 1, 667 
Gedaricas. sir. ci fe RE Se ak. Se ee ee nee 2, 868, 684 2,665 1,076 
ertlodki ss ao sjac eh ee eae oy eee ee soe ea a 1, 886, 065 2,301 819 

Total. scasistosssssoees ates Secs s eee eek eee eee ee eee ee 37, 788, 128 Ue oP!) | |S aa 

Numbersof machine days: ===. 3s 2 eae Se ee ai Beate 531 

Average scale per operating day, feet b. m.-__-_____________~-__-/ = 151, 797 

Average scale per yarding engine per yarding day, feet b. m_-________ 71, 164 

Average number of logs per yarding engine per yarding day__________ Si 

Averageiscale per log; feetibs Miss ets. Ve ase ies eee ee eee 1, 904 

Number; of cars) loaded. a ek a ee 5,099 

Average scale per Car: 28 =... si kes ee eee eee 7,410 
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Total cost. of logging. 

LABOR. 

[Output, feet board measure. Cost per 1,000 feet.] 

1910 1911 | 1912 1913 
Items. SS SS SS 

16, 722, 000|26, 605, 000 37, 788, 000)41, 870, 000 

PET nee Ne Se cicice ctancice es cms te eal ee Eee anes ee JMR $1. 104 $0. 313 $0. 168 $0. 230 
DRTC KAN OMe eae te ease Sciacca... Bettas «act ate eile Spe wine [Pe etectdla le 457 - 382 . 390 
Sin Weepialirayigs 2-6 Ste SU i ee ee ne ae 1.995 1.124 746 503 
di, I@aKalinayy Grivel syynholalole, Cat ao ee be awe eeereaae soe seTa sere one 4llaceracecos Seecuabosr| AbSHEEsnac 040 
4h, Milonmbate (hovers Giles} 98 aks Beek oe ese pbocee sobesssocces|-oorsconod|Socauesoqe 044 080 
Gee AHI GUITA CONS TTUCHI OM Stele) sree is te = 1a sis = ao -yatalainiote lets cine ea ey aa = <latelea |= a'atelaie elarase - 030 . 090 
PN OOUI CRU AIC EIGHSLOMM sites chs cis ety ee ate Wee nise wien elon eee [ements crstela a] hcinieeis aa = lleyaretaiiere Sale . 056 
Sep Ole-vOaAd\CONStLUCHLON.\-c)-.- -'sa<%52'- 252g 4 =o bide scle <j semis eee Slefeja == oie - 046 . 016 - 016 
(2) LL oraX lite Ves = ea lies a ae a capa et eR cg Sr 24 | - 152 Ali) . 147 

HOM SpUmTallroad construction a= te! 3222 S252 nase ones - 528 313 296 . 467 
ie Rvannoad malntenanee.<.s..-scc-c ieee scice se eeece- meee secs - 346 . 154 . 189 . 300 
AQ aInOACVODELALLONI= © cice.ajjni- 22 eeis = ee 6 = cleemiacie teil. - Pah ee - 459 - 152 . 190 . 180 
ils}, Oismllop ye ia yes5) 4 les a ee ea eee a ree ed - 110 ROLE eee eens . 009 
14. Maintenance, locomotives and cars.----......-..----------- - 261 . 187 155 . 100 
15. Maintenance of logging engines and other equipment...-.-..|..........|..-...---- .077 .126 
GRMEMe a Ky Abele fersieette ae © sicie a slceeieleieicint = Seis athe teins yee 
NOI. CAT oto = cio etic te isa toe slate iene 2 os boc wee 
OSPR O@) fiCeramiaves cntyrse sae c eee ce Seieseseeeee 
19. Camp management 
0}, Nib ee)l PNAC WE ASE Ao SS Shh os ecosetoospe esses aoaseeaoconee nos s : 

FINO {iat lesepe = Siero Poe oe Rae Se gs REAR Ie eee 5. 241 3. 147 2. 436 2. 789 

SUPPLIES, REPAIR PARTS AND ea eh AND REPLACEMENT OF SMALL EQUIP- 

il. WHO ROO. os abssnosesdesseesaceeseoceaseposasceuseodocosca $0.495 | $0.403 | $0.180 $0. 214 
%, IRIGRIOE .- o coospsognoc oseseocososass acess ess00s¢s00ss5 00000 poscanesaa||socoso0eue - 064 - 045 
SB elocksmandwnoOkSs) aces sser oaise= 5-25-15 =< fore ajc =e ise yall pane eyepiece |'s Se cise metal - 021 018 
44, 1Sioie)l @illlehavel Senay oles See ete eeou ese scaSEsebAcH Senn asosocs - 120 - 066 - 202 . 256 
5. Fuel wood, locomotives . 069 BOQS Al cee wc race eareiceeeiens 
GOilvandiereases =o... 1-4 ---- =i= - 040 - 030 - 027 043 
Fi, \WWESii@ Bias ORV atcha) BARE aie SAC nah apa ee ss aoee Soe hASn Arash a Aeeqaacac nnoeeaenee 5008 | seeeconass 
@, Powter, 2.2. cess5seosebondssecnstosecsencs senses a= cenosed|lsncdodsassonooccobas - 048 - 055 
Gi. SiNOID Sui OUIES. 56 occ oceccorcucosansbensandessdessoscosaeccu5 - 146 . 088 - 030 051 

10. Shop tools....- wn ene nee nee eee ene eee eee - 076 - 045 - 001 . 027 
iitemnackiandeeradineiCOolsss cytes serene sine -l= joo = pole esters eleisie einieteterel Senieicieieeee SOL eee seen 
12, MWins@alibTaGOUS WOOSs + b455 se oecsogesosreeoenesonesobasaseosee| |e suadasuea Moosoacens SOOT Baaaeeeeaee 
iB welling amd jouckine tools =o 2-2 oe a ao ae wae alae eins = om | n= einl in cS | eeosanease 
ISSWioodsiwatensystem, SUpples= 2-8 925.5 2s eae ene nece 017 -O11 . 005 016 
1G). WNIGS. Be aseeneeaose goeonargegscossebcesyonscssscsouscceszes 052 . 040 - 050 . 027 
i6eMEscellaneousisupplies:. 255... - 22-4245. 25202222 fe eee - 030 - 021 - 023 . 040 
17/4 ANGIE Nhe SS seasecnnee joossoscceaecenecasoscos onecouseoeees . 150 - 080 BP eacceseceo 

PROG a rercieia spars ene cinta wialare(s sins cae etsis siasresersemtom mae 1.195 . 812 - 790 792 

CAMP EXPENSES. 

AP EVe MGMT SMG OL- WA ye oa) a posatnypeteiain wis Saye asa aroieyayol=layeitiaitois satis $0. 108 $0. 069 $0. 046 $0. 022 
2. Sorting and rafting (contract work)........----------------- - 450 - 450 . 450 - 450 
3 CIMA < J SagdeSee Sd dReR ean oede 4 See EHS PeEpoSBEa eran Sar se po Hess anesed Bea sapnscor Meare aaane 002 
abo CGMP oo oo enepascoossoncce seece ssocneseseaossoccassosoIaRC - 053 (83) Nocsscosase 003 
5, ANE ONGIO Cas Soaks Jap ce aces cess ae aes eo peeeae sae cane sooUmAcane BOOZ eeeisetae 30051; |Eyscaeteteer 
6. Boiler inspection, fire and liability insurance...........-..-.- - 105 - 064 - 045 . 050 

TO alae eee eres ieee oe eis acacia stcmee serine 718 - 636 546 527 

DEPRECIATION. 

lea Miain-linemallnoad erad ese actin .nelan's <s-1\- s!=mleielniale/sisteeiseieetaieie $0. 149 SO O96 5 [oe tinsetys sa] eseleae wets 
2, GNIS GC(UWDMNC No 22 52 oss eo seeu see cena sgesarasesdescosess|ssocsccosdbooceseaac $0. 038 $0. 076 
3. ILO Eatin CinGes es odeec daa Honan aseneaSE anes osueossolesAsaae -101 - 090: 041 . 072 
APIGOCOMOLVES He ss aa eee ose See BRE BeBe ope Esaacdc| Cpodcr ane o COBBOCTeEe . 059 . 050 
Gy LROUiaNe Sel ee Bes Seer ae See an ee EER RE Se ee aaaccoseaoe - 106 - 060 - 023 - 038 
6. Bulldings and equipment-.........-.-..-.--.-- PHS age Gor SOs ato seOenoes emesis . 012 015 

PO Gall ee ht gaa eee EAS a tee Ee 8 oK hee el fe bie ne ee - 356 - 246 173 251 

1. General management $0. 092 $0. 070 $0. 081 
2, MESS 58 Sook ddagasen cee See ce bbe Hae BeRBneEebEcseronarccossesae : - 045 . 040 . 037 

MOtalet are arene We Mo Soi do ee aoa Mie Uae tena - 084 . 137 . 110 - 118 

Grandi totaleyne oe ee oes hs s/s tens eeki namie eee 7. 594 4.978 4.055 4.477 
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DISCUSSION OF LOGGING COSTS. 

LABOR. 

The cost of felling and bucking (1 and 2) in 1912 and 19138 includes 
the wages of the fallers, buckers, head bucker, and the assistant to 
the head bucker, also a portion of the camp supervision. In 1910 and 
1911, an assistant to the head bucker was not employed, and the cost 
of camp supervision was classified under a separate heading. 

The head bucker has charge of the felling and bucking, and, with 
the aid of an assistant, marks the trees into log lengths. The timber 
is large and the country rough, making the work of bucking hazard- 
ous. It is difficult to get the buckers to cut the logs the proper 
length, and the assistant to the head bucker has been found profitable. — 
The log lengths are measured with a tape. 

In 1912 the shortest logs cut were 16 feet long, but there were few 

cut shorter than 24 feet. A few 60-foot logs were cut, and a large 
number of 40-foot logs. The logs averaged about 32 feet in length. 

During 1912 the operation averaged a little more than 8 sets of 
fallers and a little more than 16 buckers. In March there were 10 
fallers and 16 buckers. 

The wages paid in 1912 were as follows: 

Head tallerso. 3 te ee per day__ $3. 75 

Second} falilers2+ ese. =o Sens es ee ee do____ $3. 40- 3.50 

TBC CTS Bate eee ape a aa do____ 3. 25 

Head Ducker ieee a lh ee ean eee dos 3.75 

Assistant to head bucker____________=____do____ 3. 00 

It is the policy of the logging superintendent to bring the logging 
spurs close to the timber, so that it can be single-hauled (3 and 4) 
from the stump to the landing, unless the cost of constructing the 
spurs is excessively high or the operation of trains on them is im- 
practical. Of course, other factors would influence him in deciding 
whether it was impractical to build a spur line to open up a body 
of timber. Figure 20 shows that much of the timber logged in 1912 
was double hauled. This timber, as in the case of 1913, was hauled 
over the ground. The amount of double hauling fene in 1913 is 
suggested by the labor cost, which appears as a separate item. 

At the beginning of the year 1911 no timber was opened up ex- 
cept two small tracts, one of which had to be roaded and yarded a 
maximum distance of 7,500 feet; the other, a maximum distance of 
4,000 feet. In both cases the timber had to be moved downhill. Later 
in the year other tracts were opened with pole roads and chutes, this 
timber being transported 5,000 feet at times. Fully 60 per cent of it 
was double hauled. 

In 1912 and 1913 all the scalers’ wages and a part of the camp 
supervision were charged against the cost of yarding and ee aig 
The following yarding crew was used in 1912: 
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FELOOK ten Or an0 Sk ave Shek a ee ee oe per day__ $5. 00-$6. 00 

TE Weta VCG Teak sayy ep Sa eee ea ee eC te dol. 3. 75— 4:25 

PB) RENSESREY NSAI Aaa AU age a gee ea OSE IR pare do_____ 8. 00- 3.50 

SSW PSSA Rt BD Ne do_--— 38. 00— 3.25 

CHU aa eS ena RI eM pa Ss aa NG a a dos2273; 00= 3:25 
CRulfseraics i SaNCaly ah 4 Ses Gb A A SR amenity do____ 2.50 

At times it was deemed necessary to use four riggers besides the 
head rigger, also an extra chaser. 

When double hauling was in progress, it was necessary to use the 
following additional men: Engineer, $3.50 per day; 1 or 2 chasers, 
$3.00 to $3.25 per day. 

The above crews were employed when oil was used as fuel in the 
logging engines. 
Moving logging engines (5) includes the cost of moving all logging 

engines, such as yarding, swinging, roading, loading, and power- 
scraping engines, from one site to another. 
Landing construction (6) includes the cost of building eight land- 

ings. The cost includes clearing of site, constructing landings, dig- 
ging engine settings, raising gin poles, and putting rigging on gin 
poles. 
Woods water system (7) includes the cost cf the laying of pipe 

lines and the pumping of the water for logging engines. 
For loading the logs (9) in 1912 a gin pole, crotch line and grabs, 

and a double-drum loading engine were used. The loading crew 
during the major part of this year consisted of the following: 

AVS HIM CRINT GC Tousen ile A US Load Be ee le A per day__ $3. 25 

AESDSTUYS@S Tithe sl memos ese IN Ee re tae ee A a es does Pee TS 

VERSUS] GeO Kee SO UE Gee re LT ae) doness BH (a) 

SUEDE) LCS ere a mee ae PE ane do_=-_ $3. 25— 3. 50 

Firemen cut the wood for the loading engines, also started the fires 
in the roading or yarding engines, which burned oil. One-half of the 
fireman’s wages was charged against the loading, the other half 
against the yarding. At times only one loader was charged against 
the loading, the chaser with the yarding crew doing the work ordi- 
narily done by a second loader. 

Spur railroad construction (10) includes the cost of clearing right 
of way, grading, laying the track, and ballasting the track with 
gravel. It is ne* nossible to give the total length of spurs built in 
1912. Three pieces of spur track, amounting to 6,800 feet, were built 
for $5,448, which is at the rate of $4,225 per mile. 

Railroad maintenance (11) includes the cost of keeping all rail- 
roads in good condition as to surface and alignment, repairing 
trestles, keeping ditches open, taking care of slides, and digging and 
hauling gravel after the roads had been put in operation. In 1912 
it includes the upkeep of about 6 miles of track. During this year 
section foremen were paid $3.50 per day; section hands, $2.50 per 
day. 
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Up to May 1, 1916, three locomotives (12) were used, two of which 
“were geared 28 and 42 ton locomotives, and one a 22-ton direct- 
connected engine. During the remainder of the year another 42-ton 
geared engine was added, and the 22-ton direct-connected engine dis- 
carded. In 1912 the haul from the landings to the dump averaged 
about 6 miles. The conductor and brakeman, together with a man 
regularly employed at the dump, dumped the logs. The train crews 
in 1913 were as follows: 

42-ton: 

Fine ineert 222 sos oS ee ae per day__ $5. 00 

Conductor 22 2b. eh se ee ee ee Mose 14.25 

Brakemanees ose sees ee oto Sa eee ee (O22 Sp riy 

33-ton: 

En eineer' ais tae ho A ee ere eee do____ 4.50 

i Conductor? 222250 St eee DOs Sawn a7 

Brakeman, 2... 53) Say Ak ee ee eee Coes TS 

The locomotives burned oil. 
Maintenance of locomotives, cars, logging engines, and other 

equipment (14 and 15). During 1912 20 flat cars and 6 sets of 
trucks were used. It is impossible to give the logging-engine days 
in logging, chunking-out, grading, landing, construction, gravel dig- 
ging, loading, pile-driving, etc. The following machines were 
used during some part of the year: Four 10 by 13 inch; two 11 by 13 
inch; one 94 by 11 inch; one 9 by 10 inch; one 84 by 10 inch; one 
7 by 9 inch. 

Three sides were operated until April 1; after that date two. 
Double hauling was done at different times during the year. 

The regular shop crew was as follows: 

Blaeksmaitla pclae et SS oe sh ee cee lila, per day__ $5. 00 

Blacksmith. helper... 86 2s 2 ee ae do__..._ 13. 50 

Miaehinigh) ese ass ieee NS MIE IRAP cys EERE: 
Machinist helper: == Se ee ee GO ea 745) 

Car tinkerer'” 2 22 2 ES ee ee eee COP SS S25 

Carpenter 0222 VOves Lo e ee eee eee doutes! 350 

Second .carpenter, £_- = 222 26> ae ee do__-_ 3.00 

Rigging man's 0 t= Pe do_--_ 38.40 

Camp management (19) includes the cost of camp foreman, time- 
keeper, bookkeeper, etc. During 1912 and 1913 this cost was pro- 

rated against the major department of the operation. 
Wire rope cost includes the cost of the main hauling, trip, and 

main loading lines. | 
Rigging cost includes the cost of chokers, tag lines, crotch lines, 

straps, ete. 

Powder cost includes the cost of the powder used both in yarding 
and railroad construction. 

O 
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ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE OF POWDERY MILDEW. 

Apple powdery mildew is usually considered as of only minor im- 
portance and principally affecting nursery stock in the eastern part 
of the United States, only becoming serious in restricted localities. 
Occasionally it is severe in Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and the 
East on old trees, but in the apple-growing districts of the Pacific 
coast the conditions are such that it often becomes serious. The 
arid climate of the hot interior valleys of the Pacific Northwest has 
proved.an effective safeguard against fungous diseases in general, but 
apple powdery mildew is endemic. 

In these regions, where deciduous-fruit growing, and especially 
apple growing, has become such an important industry, orcharding 
is generally carried on under very intensive conditions and the in- 

1 Acknowledgment is due Dr. Charles Brooks, of the Office of Fruit-Disease Investiga- 

tions, Bureau of Plant Industry, for many helpful suggestions during the course of the 

work, and to Messrs. H. J. Newcomer, of the Bureau of Hntomology, and M. M. Brown 

and lL. C. Carey, formerly assistants in spraying experiments, who actively assisted in the 
field work. 
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dustry is highly specialized. In the Wenatchee Valley, Washington, 
where the experimental work herein reported was carried on, the 
arable land is almost entirely taken up with apple orchards; and, 
having a high valuation, it is cut up into small holdings, the average 
orchard area being somewhat less than 10 acres for each owner. 
Great attention is given to every detail of the orchard operations; 
pests and diseases are vigorously combated, and every effort is made 
to produce a maximum amount of the perfect high-colored fruit 
which has made this region notable. Imperfections and markings 
affecting only the appearance of the apples cause a loss of grade 
and consequent financial loss to the grower. If, as in the case of — 
apple powdery mildew, there is added to this effect a lessened pro- 
duction, every effort to remove the cause is justified. 

The seriousness of apple powdery mildew is greatly modified by 
the character of the season in any given year. The spread of in- 
fection is greatly facilitated by a rainy spring. During seasons 
when conditions for spore germination are most favorable the 
disease assumes epidemic proportions and is the cause of serious loss. 
It not only attacks the foliage and tender wood growth, but also 
destroys fruit buds and directly attacks the fruit. In the Wenatchee 
Valley the russeting of the fruit is considered one of the most serious 
effects of the disease. 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE. 

The first mention of the disease in this country was made by 
Bessey (1)* in 1877. He reported a serious outbreak of powdery 
mildew (Podosphaera kunzei) on seedling apples and cherries in 
the college nursery in 1871. 

The fungus was first described as Sphaerotheca leucotricha by 
Ellis and Everhart (2) in 1888. | 
Galloway (8) carried on the first extensive experimental work and 

published the first recommendations for control. In 1889 he fe- 
ported that the disease occurred abundantly through all the region 
east of the Mississippi. He found that it was confined to attacks 
on young trees in the nursery, especially seedlings, the leaves becom- 
ing dry and brittle and of so little use that the trees were rendered 
worthless for budding. He stated that the disease is spread by 
wind dissemination of spores, aided by insects, rain, and other agents. 
He pointed out that the ascospores are of no practical importance 
and that the fungus winters over in mycelial form. In a later publi- 
cation (4) he reported the successful use of ammoniacal copper- 
carbonate spray in controlling the disease. 

1 The serial numbers in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited” at the end of this 
bulletin. 
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Burrill (5) in 1892 changed the name of the fungus to Sphaero- 
theca mali (Duby), identifying it with Lrysiphae mali of that au- 
thor, but this fungus was later identified as Phyllactinia corylea 
(Pers.) Karst. 
Grout (7) accepted Burrill’s identification. He found that the 

perithecia matured late in the season and were usually found on the 
shoots, seldom on the leaves, which he suggested might account for 
the rarity of their collection and the confusion in nomenclature. 

In 1894 Pammel (6) called attention to the disease in Iowa, stating 
that it was of common occurrence. He recommended the use of 
Bordeaux mixture instead of ammoniacal copper carbonate as a spray, 
In a‘later publication (8) he discussed the confusion in nomen- 
clature and suggested that it is doubtful whether perithecia of Pod- 
osphaera oxyacanthae were ever actually seen on the apple in this 
country. 

The early confusion of the identity of the fungus was cleared up 
by Salmon (9) in 1900. He definitely referred the fungus to 
Podosphaera leucotricha. 

The first report of the disease from the State of Washington was 
by Lawrence (10) in 1905. He described the different species of 
powdery mildews occurring in the State but did not recognize 
Posdosphaera leucotricha. 

In 1910 Stewart (11, p. 318-821) reported that he had found no 
other species than Podosphaera leucotricha on apples in New York. 
He found the disease chiefly on water sprouts and nursery stock, but 
also found it on the terminal growth of trees 36 years old. He noted 
that the Chenango and Black Ben Davis varieties are particularly 
susceptible. 

In 1914 Ballard and Volek (12) published a very complete descrip- 
tion of the occurrence and control of the disease in the Pajaro Valley 
of California, where the climatic conditions are particularly favor- 
able to the development of the disease in serious epidemic form. 
They found that fully 90 per cent of the foliage of susceptible varie- 
ties, such as Yellow Newtown and Yellow Bellflower, was frequently 
diseased. They found that Bordeaux mixture gave very poor mildew 
control. Copper acetate and copper oxychlorid were effective against 
the mildew, but caused injury to the fruit and foliage. Dilute lime- 
sulphur solution and solutions of sulphids in general were likewise 
injurious. About 125 different materials were tested for foliage 
spraying, and as a result it was found that sulphur in some finely 
divided form was the most efficient. Specific directions were given 
for the preparation of an “iron-sulphid” spray whereby the soluble 
sulphids so injurious to foliage in that climate were eliminated. At- 
tention was called to the importance of pruning out diseased twigs 
as a supplemental aid in control. The important relation between 
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tree vigor and susceptibility to mildew was shown and experiments 
were reported which demonstrated the possibility of foliage stimula- 
tion through spraying with various compounds. 

THE CAUSAL ORGANISM. 

The cause of apple powdery mildew is the fungus Podosphaera 
leucotricha (EK. and E.) Salm. Another species of Podosphaera, P. 

oxyacanthae (DeC.) De- 
Bary, has been reported as 
the cause of this mildew 
in some eastern localities, 

but the writer has never 
found it on the apple in 
the Pacific Northwest. 

The two species can 
not be distinguished ex- 
cept in their perfect 
stage, when marked dif- 
ferences are observed. 
In the case of Podo- 

Fic. 1.—Perithecium and ascus of Podosphaera Sphaera leucotricha there 

lsctriche, (8 ent’) Gaim, (the forme are to ae 
ages on the perithecia. 

The basal appendages are short, twining, and rootlike, while the 
apical appendages are long, slender, stiff, and rarely divided at 
the tips. Perithecia of P. owyacanthae have appendages placed more 
or less equatorially and all dichotomously branched at the tips. 
They are usually all of one type, but rootlike basal appendages are 
also sometimes found. The mn 
distinction between the two 
species is shown in figures 1 
and 2. 

It is probable that much of 
the confusion which has 
arisen in regard to the iden- 
tity of the species involved is n hoe 
due to the fact that in most lo- Fic. 2.—Perithecium and ascus of Podosphaera 
ealities the perfect stage is pro- orycanthae (DeC) DeBary. (The former is 

cad bu t sparingly. How: magnified 80 times and the latter 420 times.) 

ever, in the Wenatchee Valley this stage is abundant, and repeated 
examinations of perithecia have never revealed other than Podo- 
sphaera leucotricha on the apple. P. oxyacanthae has, however, fre- 
quently been found by the writer on the native bitter cherry (Prunus 
emarginata (Dougl.) Walpers) and on the western chokecherry 
(Prunus demissa (Nutt.) Walpers) growing in close proximity to 
apple trees. 
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DISSEMINATION OF THE FUNGUS. 

In the Wenatchee Valley the spread of the fungus during the 
erowing season is largely dependent on the prevalence of dews. 
Light rains occasionally occur, but moisture for most of the spore 
germination is found in the dews, which are of almost nightly oc- 
currence. While the humidity of the air in the Wenatchee Valley is 
usually very low, it is much higher in the orchards which are being 
irrigated. The daily range of temperature varies between 25 and 
30 degrees F. during most of the early part of the season, and often 
it 1s even greater ; csmnaeummly dews are frequent and occur in the 

orchards when other sections are free from them. 
Spore dissemination is doubtless accomplished by the agency of 

the wind. During the early part of the season strong winds are of 
common occurrence and often blow steadily for days. The branches 
of the trees are whipped about, and the conidia are scattered around 
and lodged on tender young leaves and shoots. With the coming of 
nightfall and dews, favorable conditions for spore germination arise 

and infection proceeds. 
Beetles were often found feeding on the mildew, and they may be 

responsible for some of the spread ae the fungus; but they were never 
found in sufficient numbers to indicate that they were important 
agents in its dissemination.? 

The perfect stage of Podosphaera leucotricha begins to appear as 
early as the middle of June, when black speckled patches of peri- 
thecia form in the felted mycelium on twigs, leaf petioles, and mid- 
ribs (Pl. I, fig. 1), and occasionally on the fruit. 
The perithecia have been observed from year to year in an at- 

tempt to determine definitely whether they play any appreciable 
part in the dissemination of the fungus. The dates of the earliest 
collection of perithecia in the Were hes Valley during the course 
of this investigation are as follows: 

In 1915, on June 22, three months after the appearance of the first leaves. 

In 1916, on June 13, two months after the appearance of the first leaves. 

In 1917, on June 29, two months after the appearance of the first leaves. 

Twigs bearing perithecia were brought into the laboratory at fre- 
quent intervals in the spring for examination to determine the date 
at which the spores were shed. None of the perithecia were found 
ruptured until fully a month after conidia had become abundant on 
the current season’s growth. Frequently no ruptured perithecia 
could be found until after new perithecia had developed on the cur- 

rent season’s growth. Early in the spring it was difficult to break 

1Tdentification of the insects discovered feeding upon the mildew has been made by 

Mr. BE. J. Newcomer, of the Bureau of Entomology, as follows: The most abundant, 

a ladybird (Psyllobora borealis Casey) ; the next common, a small, pointed, black and 

brown beetle (Pentaria nubilia Le Conte) ; and the rarest, Anthicus nitudulus Le Conte. 
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the perithecia under a cover glass for microscopic examination, but 
after soaking in water for 24 hours they were much more easily 
broken, indicating that rainfall would facilitate natural ascospore 
dispersal. However, rainfall adequate for this purpose is always 
lacking in the Wenatchee Valley at this season. 

Repeated attempts were made to inoculate tender young foliage 
with ascospores obtained from perithecia of the previous season’s 
growth. A suspension of spores was sprayed on Jonathan leaves 
with an atomizer. Some of the leaves were inclosed in glassine bags 
in order to increase the humidity, while others were left exposed. 
The work was done between the middle of May and the first of June, 
when the disease was actively spreading in the orchards. The results 
were always negative. It would appear from these studies that the 
ascospores play little, if any, part in spreading the disease and that 
they are unnecessary to the overwintering of the fungus. This con- 
clusion is in agreement with the results of the investigations of 
Ballard and Volck (12) in the Pajaro Valley of California and the 
earlier work of Galloway (8). 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DISEASE. 

In the Wenatchee Valley the writer has found the disease in its 
conidial and perithecial stages on twigs, foliage, and fruit of the 
apple, and occasionally also on pear twigs and foliage. It sometimes 
attacks the blossoms, and in this case frequently the entire blossom 
cluster, with its attendant leaves, is involved. Affected flowers are 
dwarfed and hypertrophied and set no fruit. The petals are de- 
formed, are of a greenish or yellow color, and soon become covered 
with a powdery coating of spores. (PI. I, fig. 3.) 

The first appearance of the disease is usually manifested in small 
grayish or white feltlike patches of mycelium on the under sides of 

_ the leaves, which become crinkled and curled. (PI. II, fig. 1.) Often 
the presence of the fungus can be detected before the appearance of 
the felted mycelium by the mottled color of the infected leaves, ac- 
companied: by a corrugation of their surface. The patches covered by 
the fungus rapidly enlarge, and generally the entire leaf becomes cov- 
ered with the felted mycelium and a powdery coating of spores. 
When very young leaves are attacked they have a tendency to increase 
in length but not in breadth and gradually become somewhat folded 
longitudinally. (Pl. I, fig. 1 and Pl. II, fig. 1.) Infected leaves be- 
come greasy and eventually so brittle and parched that they fall from 
the tree. The mildew spreads rapidly down the petiole of the leaf 
to the twig, which becomes covered with mycelium and spores. Twig 
growth is soon checked, and in severe infections the twig is killed 
outright. (PI. IT, fig. 2.) In the Wenatchee Valley, trees covered 
with terminals killed by powdery mildew are frequently seen after a 
season of severe infection. 
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A serious phase of the disease is found.in the case of twigs stunted 
but not killed. New leaves are infected as rapidly as they appear. 
Buds formed on such twigs are infected by the overwintering myce- 
lium, and in the spring the fungus resumes activity when the leaves 
unfold, thus performing a function vital to the spread of the disease 
in carrying the fungus over from season to season. On such twigs the 
internodes are much shortened and the lateral buds are crowded to- 
gether. (Pl. II, figs. 3 and 4.)° These buds are characterized by a 
purplish red color and an elongated shape, and they are always de- 
layed in opening from a week to 10 days behind normal buds. (PI. 
IT, figs. 4 and 5, and Pl. IIT.) 

In cases of severe infection the formation of new fruit buds is pre- 
vented and the following season is one of a light crop or no crop at 
all. Vegetative growth, however, is favored by the absence of a fruit 
crop; hence, during such a season the trees are given an opportunity 
to recuperate their vigor and resist the mildew for the time being. 
But the following year an increased crop is produced, and mildew, 

again being favored by reduced vegetative vigor, resumes virulent 
activity and so tends to produce a periodicity of crops that is very 
undesirable. 

The effects of fruit infection are to dwarf the apple and produce 
a russeting of the skin beneath the mycelium. (PI. I, fig. 2.) Fruit 
infection usually occurs early in the season. Active infections on 
apples after the skin has become hardened have not been observed, 
and it is therefore probable that danger of such injury is past before 
the apple is half grown. Infected apples often show elongated stems, 
while the basins are generally russeted. 

SUSCEPTIBILITY OF VARIETIES. 

The varieties of the apple found to be most susceptible to the dis- 
ease in the Wenatchee Valley are Pryor Red, Jonathan, Newtown, 
Black Ben Davis, Grimes, Esopus (Spitzenburg), Fameuse (Snow), 
and Stayman. No variety appears to be immune, but among the 
least susceptible are Winesap and White Pearmain. Of these varie- 
ties the Pryor Red and Fameuse are not commercially important in 
the Wenatchee Valley. 

IMPORTANCE OF THE DISEASE IN THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST. 

Apple powdery mildew occurs in all of the apple-growing regions 
of the Pacific Northwest, but its economic importance in any of 
them varies from year to year. Investigations by the writer have 

- shown that the disease is of little economic importance in the Willa- 
mette Valley of Oregon and the sections of Washington: west of the 
Cascade Mountains. In these sections infection seems to be confined 
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to watersprouts and terminals and has not been observed to be as 
severe as that often met with in the irrigated regions. Where apple 
scab is prevalent, as in these more humid sections of the Northwest, 
the ordinary sprayings with lime-sulphur solution for scab control 
are effective against mildew, and its control in these sections, there- 
fore, presents no unusual difficulty. In such districts as the Spokane 
Valley, Wash., the Hood River valley, Oreg., and other sections 
where natural rainfall can be relied upon for part of the mois- 
ture necessary for tree growth and where spraying for apple scab is 
generally practiced, the growers and horticultural inspectors are 
agreed that apple powdery mildew is of little or no economic im- 
portance. However, in the hot interior valleys, where irrigation 
is entirely depended upon for moisture supply and where fungicidal 
spraying has been regarded as unnecessary, the disease has demanded 
serious attention, and the development of a safe and effective spray- 
ing schedule has been attended with peculiar difficulties. Reports 
of the State horticultural inspectors indicate that serious loss is often 
experienced. Mr. C. W. Gilbreath, State horticultural inspector in 
the Walla Walla (Wash.) district, is authority for the following 
statement regarding the disease: 

The damage from apple powdery mildew in this district grew heavier each 

succeeding year and reached its maximum in 1915. As a resuit many orchards 

showed a reduction in crop of 25 to 50 per cent. Jonathan and Newtown are the 

most susceptible varieties. 

That the disease is equally serious in the Yakima Valley, Wash., 
where the largest acreage of apple orchards in the Northwest is 
found, is indicated by the following statement of Mr. H. E. Water- 
bury, State horiticultural inspector for the district: 

Mildew. is prevalent all over the valley on certain varieties, such as Jona- 

than, Spitzenburg, Newtown, and Rome. The loss occasioned is chiefly loss in 

vitality, which can scarcely be measured. I do not know of any orchards that 

do not have some mildew. There has been considerable loss from the so-ealled 

mildew scratches (russeting) on the fruit, which has reduced the grade. In 

some places the Black Ben Davis was so badly marked that fully 25 per cent 

had to be culled. 

Observations by the writer in the Wenatchee Valley indicate that 
orchards often have shown a reduction of fully 75 per cent of the 
crop as a result of mildew infection and that frequently nearly all 
of the new wood growth is attacked, while foliage infection may 
reach 75 to 90 per cent. Its damage was most severe in many parts 
of the valley in 1914 and 1915, but each year sees appreciable losses 
in some orchards due to mildew infection. In 1915 many crops of 
Jonathan and Black Ben Davis were complete failures, due to the 
severity of the 1914 infection, while many other varieties were 
seriously damaged through fruit russeting, foliage infection, and 
twig blighting. Alarm over impending damage became so general 
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APPLE POWDERY MILDEW—I. 

Fic. 1.—A late stage of foliage infection on Pryor Red watersprouts. Note that many of the 
leaves have been shed and that those remaining are covered with conidia and are somewhat 
folded longitudinally. The twigs are covered with mycelium, embedded in which may be 
seen the dark patches of perithecia, usually located at the base of a leaf and extending up on 
the petiole. Fic. 2.—Mildew russeting of a Black Ben Davisapple, August, 1916. Fic. 3.— 
Mildewed blossom cluster from a Pryor Red tree. Note the abundance of conidia over 
leaves and blossoms and the deformity of the blossoms. 
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APPLE POWDERY MILDEW-—II 

Fic. 1.—Portion of the terminal growth of a Black Ben Davis tree, showing an early stage of 
foliage infection. Fic. 2.—Branch of a Jonathan tree, showing a terminal spur killed by an 
infection of the previous year and three spurs blighted during the current season. This branch 
had been sprayed with lime-sulphur solution and the mildewed leaves were severely burned, 
while the healthy foliage was unharmed. Fic. 3.—Branch of a Pryor Red tree, showing two 
years’ growth, with lateral buds on the portion infected during the first year pushed out into 
spur growth. Note the shortened internodes. Fic. 4.—Terminal growth on a Pryor Red 
tree, showing shortened internodes on the infected portion. The noninfected buds are swelling, 
while those infected are still dormant. Fic. 5.—Portion of a branch of a Pryor Red tree, show- 
ing noninfected cluster buds opening and considerable expansion of healthy foliage, while in- 
fected leaf buds near the tip of the branch arestill nearly dormant. Fic. 6.—An apple, showing 
injury resulting from the application of sulphur-dust sprays in the Yakima Valley in 1917. 
Fic, 7.—Pryor Red apple, showing sulphur injury, the type of injury which may be expected 
to follow applications of sulphur sprays after the advent of hot weather in the arid valleys of 
the Pacific Northwest. 
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APPLE POWDERY MILDEW-—III. 

Branch from a Jonathan tree, showing a terminal twig killed by the infection of the previous 
year. Note that the petals are beginning to fall from the healthy blossoms on the lower por- 
tion, while the blossoms from the infected buds near the terminal twig are not yet open. 
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in 1915 that for the first time in the Wenatchee Valley systematic 
spraying for a fungous disease was undertaken. 

In general, the methods followed were based upon the recommen- 
dations of Ballard and Volck (12) for the Pajaro Valley of Cali- 
fornia; but since the climatic conditions under which they found 
soluble sulphids injurious to foliage were not prevalent in the 
Wenatchee Valley, the somewhat laborious process of removal of 
these compounds from the iron-sulphid spray was not attempted 
and a modified formula was used. (See formula 7, p. 11.) A con- 
siderable quantity of commercial spray preparations was also used. 
According to a report of Mr. O. T. Clawson, then State horticul- 
tural inspector for the Wenatchee district, the following quantities 
of spray materials were sold for mildew spraying in 1915: 

Commercial, sulphur pastes sea ee 17, 850 pounds. 

Hime Sul phir -SOlUtloM -— = Se 11, 600 gallons. 

Iron sulphate (for making iron-sulphid spray)____ 31, 000 pounds. 

SPRAY INJURY. 

Tt has not been difficult to control the mildew effectively with any 
one of several of the sulphur spray materials commonly employed 
for spraying, but their use during the intensely hot summer weather 
in the arid districts of the Northwest has invariably been attended 
with severe fruit burning and some foliage injury. 

The importance of climatic factors on spray practices in mildew 
control has been pointed out by Ballard and Volck (12). However, 
the difficulty experienced in the Pajaro Valley of California, i. e., 
defoliation and the dropping of fruit caused by sulphur injury, is 
seldom met with in the irrigated regions of the Northwest, appar- 
ently because of the absence of the foggy weather which is so prev- 
alent in the Pajaro Valley. Sulphur burning on the fruit is found 
to be the chief reaction induced by climatic conditions in the irri- 
gated sections of the Northwest. Fruit dropping following sulphur 
injury is only occasionally met with, and foliage injury usually is of 
minor importance when it occurs at all. However, sulphur spotting 
of the apples has often resulted in more loss than the mildew would 
have caused. Growers have therefore largely abandoned attempts to 
spray for the disease until a safe spraying program could be developed. 

Sulphur spotting is always confined to apples on the south and 
southwest sides of the trees and involves only those apples exposed 
to the direct rays of the sun during the hottest part of the day. 
Apples shaded by the foliage are never affected. 

In the Wenatchee Valley no injury has resulted from sulphur 
sprays applied before the middle of May. Sprays applied after this 
date have generally resulted in the fruit burning as soon as hot 
weather starts, and sprays applied early in June have invariably 

62859°—18—Bull. 7122 
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resulted in injury. In some cases intense burning sunlight has not 
occurred until fully two weeks after the spraying was completed, 
but still severe burning of the fruit resulted. - 

The adoption of adequate spraying methods is largely dependent 
on the safety with which they may be used. The data secured 
on injury in connection with the use of various sprays during the 
course of the experiments reported below will therefore be of value 
in pointing out the weather conditions under which burning occurs, 
the type of injury resulting, and the time at which the sprays may be 
safely applied. These data are presented in connection with the ex- 
periments herein reported. 

ORCHARD SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS. 

The orchards used were adjacent to each other and for the 

purposes of this work can be considered as one. The trees used 
were a solid block of the Pryor Red and Jonathan varieties, the 
experimental plats each consisting of adjacent rows of seven trees 
each, while the Black Ben Davis plats comprising a like number of © 
trees were located in double rows extending across the orchard. The 
trees were 14 years old at the beginning of the experiments in 1915. 

The Pryor Red trees have a very open habit of growth, and al- 
though they had been cut back severely to bring them into more 
workable shape they still had a spread of about 30 feet and were 
about 30 feet high. When in full foliage they required about 25 
gallons of spray material per tree. The Black Ben Davis trees 
were not spread out as much, but were more compact and dense. 
They required about 20 gallons of spray material each. The 
Jonathan trees were smaller than those of the Black Ben Davis and 
more open, requiring about 10 to 15 gallons of spray material per 
tree. All had been infected with mildew for several years, the dis- 
ease being especially severe in 1914, when the crop of the Pryor Red 
trees was reduced to an average of 2 bushels each, although the trees 
were otherwise capable of producing at least.30 bushels. The Black 
Ben Davis and Jonathan trees had produced a somewhat heavier 
crop than those of the Pryor Red, but in every case the foliage and 
twig growth had been seriously infected and many terminal branches 
had been killed. . 

The experiments were undertaken to determine— 

(1) The most effective fungicides for use against apple powdery mildew. 

(2) The most desirable dates for spraying. 

(3) The possible toxic effects of the various spray materials tested. 

A high-power spraying outfit of 200-gallons capacity was em- 
ployed, a pressure of 200 to 250 pounds was maintained, and eddy- 

i1These experiments were carried out at Wenatchee, Wash., in the orchards of the 

V. & W. Land & Improvement Co. and of Mr. A. P. Kornbau, to whom acknowledgment is 

due for many courtesies extended during the course of the investigations and for active 

cooperation at all times, 
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chamber nozzles of the “ driving-mist ” type were always used. One 
line of hose was operated from the top of the sprayer, where special 
attention was directed toward covering the terminal branches in the 
tops of the trees and the outside parts of the trees. Another line of 
hose was operated from the ground and directed against the interior 
parts of the trees and upward against the under side of the leaves. 
In this manner an endeavor was made to cover completely all of the 
vegetative and fruit surface on each tree and obtain as complete pro- 
tection as the different spray materials could afford. The details of 
the experiments are presented in Tables I to LV. 

The materials tested are listed below, with a statement as to the 
manner of their preparation or dilution. In connection with each is 
given the formula number referred to in the spraying schedules. 

List of the spray materials tested, showing the composition of the formulas 
used. 

Pormula 1—Commercial lime-sulphur, 34° Baumé, diluted 14 to 50. 

Formula 2.—Commercial lime-sulphur, 34° Baumé, diluted 1 to 50. 

Formula 3—Commercial lime-sulphur, 34° Baumé, diluted 1 to 75. 

Formula 4.—Commercial lime-sulphur, 34° Baumé; diluted 1 to 100. 

Formula 5.—Self-boiled lime-sulphur, 8-8-50. Add 8 pounds of'sifted sulphur 

to 8 pounds of stone lime, slaking in a barrel. Stir well, and add sufficient 

water from time to time to keep it from burning. After ebullition ceases, 

dilute to 50 gallons and strain into the spray tank, when it is ready for use. 

In practice it is best to make up enough for 150 to 200 gallons at once. 

Formula 6.—Iron sulphid (Ballard’s formula). Dissolve 10 pounds of iron 

sulphate in a barrel containing 50 gallons of water. Add lime-sulphur solution 

until no more precipitate forms. Allow the precipitate to settle and drain off 

the supernatant liquid. Again fill the barrel with water, stir up the precipitate, 

and allow to settle, and then drain off the clear liquid as before. Continue this 

washing process until the yellow color disappears from the clear liquid. Make 

up to 50 gallons for stock solution. For spraying, stir the stock solution well 

and dilute 10 gallons in 90 gallons of water to make 100 gallons of spray. 

Formula 7.—Iron sulphid (Wenatchee formula). Slowly add 2 pounds of 

granulated iron sulphate to 100 gallons of water in the spray tank, keeping the 

liquid well agitated. The iron sulphate goes into solution very quickly. Add 3 

quarts of lime-sulphur solution (at a strength of 34° Baumé) and use imme- 

diately. 

' Formula 8.—Colloidal sulphur.* Dissolve one-half pound of cheap glue in hot 

water and add to 50 gallons of water in the spray tank. With the agitator run- 

iThis formula was adapted from ‘a rather meager description of a method for pre- 

paring colloidal sulphur contained in the Gardener’s Chronicle, Aug. 7, 1915, by J. M. 

Hector and S. J. M. Auld, of University College, Reading, England. They employed 

this material against American gooseberry mildew at Heston, England, but a complete 

report of their work has not been published. In a letter to the writer, dated Mar. 

10, 1916, Prof. Hector furnished the formula used by them. It differed from the 

one here described in that they employed gelatine instead of glue and hydrochloric acid 

instead of sulphuric acid, and they made up a stock solution, which was diluted for spray- 

ing. Prof. Hector stated that the chief objection to its general use was its expensiveness. 

However, by the substitution of glue and sulphuric acid, as employed in formula 8, its 

cost is greatly reduced. The formula as used at Wenatchee has been satisfactorily em- 

ployed against apple scab in the Willamette Valley, Oreg., and against prune brown-rot 

in Clarke County, Wash., in experiments carried on by the Office of Fruit-Disease Investi- 

gations. : 
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ning, add 14 gallons of commercial lime-sulphur solution; then add commercial 

sulphuric acid until the yellow color is almost but not entirely replaced by 

white. It usually requires about 0.9 pint of sulphuric acid for 14 gallons of lime- 

sulphur solution. When arsenate of lead is to be used in combination with this 

material it should be added after the acid. Colloidal sulphur spray made up 

in this manner analyzes approximately as follows, depending upon the composi- 

tion of the lime-sulphur used: Polysulphid sulphur (calcium as sulphur), 0.09 

per cent; thiosulphate sulphur (calcium as sulphur), 0.08 per cent; sulphate 

sulphur (calcium as sulphur), 0.08 per cent; free sulphur, 0.41 per cent; 

insoluble matter other than sulphur, 0.009 per cent. 

Formula 9.—Finely ground sulphur material of the following composition: 

Water, 41.44 per cent; sulphur, 55.15 per cent; organic matter (in the form of 

glue), 1.94 per cent; ash, 1.47 per cent. Dilute to 7 pounds to 50 gallons of 

water. 

Formula 10.—¥Finely ground sulphur material of ‘the following composition: 

Water, 14.82 per cent; sulphur, 76.72 per cent; organic matter, 1.80 per cent; 

ash, 6.66 per cent. Dilute to 6 pounds to 200 gallons of water. 

Formula 11.—Sodium-sulphur material of the following composition: Sodium 

polysulphid, 56.84 per cent; sodium thiosulphate, 36.56 per cent; sodium sul- 

phate, 0.66 per cent; free sulphur, 3.38 per cent; iron and aluminum oxids, 0.14 

per cent; water, 2.42 per cent. Dilute to three-quarters pound to 50 gallons 

of water. ; 

Formula 11a.—Same as formula 11, but diluted to 14 pounds to 50 gallons of 

water. 

Formula 12.—Sodium-sulphur material of the following composition: Sodium 

polysulphid, 55.06 per cent; sodium thiosulphate, 40.80 per cent; sodium sul- 

phate, 2.17 per cent; free sulphur, 1.56 per cent; water, 0.41 per cent. Dilute 

to 1 pound to 50 gallons of water. 

Formula 12a.—Same as formula 12, but diluted to 14 pounds to 50 gallons of 

water. 

Formula 13.—Barium-sulphur materia! of the following composition: Barium 

polysulphid, 67.44 per cent; barium thiosulphate, 8.67 per cent; barium sulphate, 

5.15 per cent; free sulphur, 17.28 per cent; water, 1.46 per cent. Dilute to 

4 pounds to 50 gallons of water. 

Formula 14.—Bordeaux mixture, 4-4-50, 

Formula 15.—Ammoniacal copper carbonate prepared as follows: Dissolve 

5 ounces of copper carbonate in 3 pints of ammonia (25 per cent solution, 

which should be diluted before using). Dilute to 50 gallons in spray tank. 

Formula L.—Lead-arsenate paste, 2 pounds to 50 gallons of water, or pow- 

dered lead arsenate, 1 pound to 50 gallons. Where used in combination with 

fungicides, this designation appears in the spraying schedule, together with the 

number of the fungicidal formula. 

Formula S.—Soap. The addition of 2 pounds of potash-fishoil soap to 50 

gallons of spray for a spreader is indicated where this designation appears, 

together with the number of the fungicidal formula in the spray schedule. 

SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS IN 1915. 

The results of the spraying experiments conducted in 1915, together 
with the resulting spray injury and the control established, are— 
shown in Table I. 

Aside from the foliage injury shown in Table I, very severe burn- 
ing of exposed fruits was noted on June 9 on the south and south- 
west sides of the trees. An estimate of this burning in the various 
plats was not attempted because of the almost entire absence of a 
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crop. Stayman Winesap (Stayman) trees, bearing a heavy crop and 
situated: alongside the Black Ben Davis used in this experiment and 
sprayed by the orchard owner with iron sulphid (formula 7), showed 

-on this date about 30 per cent of exposed fruit on the south and 
southwest- sides very severely burned. Besides this, defoliation to 
the extent of 50 per cent in many instances had taken place, and a 
heavy drop of fruit had been caused. Subsequent observations indi- 
cated that this variety is particularly subject to injury of this nature. 

TABLE I.—Results of spraying experiments for the control of apple powdery 
mildew at Wenatchee, Wash., in 1915. 

Foliage injury.¢ 
Spray | Dates of ap- eins Foliage Variety and plat. formu- plicati Bes ————|—_ |: in 

la.a On Apr. 28.| On June 4. | On July 29.|} Total. fected. 

Black Ben Davis: Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. | Perct.| Per ct. 
INO RTE RR Ree? Gy eS (Ses Lae DN 0 aaa aI Wh || 00 Rs AR ee ee Y 1.4 

20, June 15, 
July 15. 

INC) GALT Re 4p fea Se Apr. 24, May |...........- (¢) Er a DS 6 1.5 
20, June 15, 

ous 24 ite cee 73 pr. c 3 x 
Rotaees eee US May 20. |'3g.._..... N o in-/ Slight in- \ 4 3 

We gamer a. hes crease, crease. 

Wy aera Apr. 24, May 
INI Ci eae Ie eo 20. Lista Sie Ue a Delta NES 10 333 

1L....| June 15....... 
Apr. 14, 24, ‘ 

a y 20 : TES MOO Slight in- 
NO. 5. - 2.22022 2- 222202 1a... 4 u ve 15, se aa {5 Cea aN crease, \ 6 “8 

uly 15. 
INIOM Gis meme sc ae ore Tae Apr. 14, 24, )...do.....- OF) is eee EEO O Lents 4 .9 

: M ay 20, 5 
June l5, 
July 15. 

INI Fine ake cel ah (a SABAH asa AN Oe SMEG eT Te al PS tec a Fa ma ES Ss 1.1 
20, June 15. 

INO. 8 (Check) =. 22-222} 22 2. INGLES Pa y.CG =| eere serrate lie tascam Der \k or ean Fahne aaa 35. 1 
Pryor Red: Re iy 

Ts... AE Noni) | Niko sinc 
NO. 9.. 22.2. 2--22--2++ | isi Pap dea Side 20 j....--- { crease. crease. \ 20 2.8 

ion ere May 20, June 
OMT Omani 2 eae Ie pea ENT ill be meee Fast MN ery pe Stare apy | LL Bh caren aN nara ease Ee of 6.5 

Oui vee sli@A TEN 24 tee oe 
13yeee ace July 

5. 
Now U1... 2-22. 2e- 222s Lee May PADS Riots) (i ae REC SSC GO Re eas 2d__.....- 2 6.1 

jt eee Apr. 24, May |} qj: . |fLess than layne 
0 ORT | 20, June 15. |p SHeht tp tap e r | Sleht in- \ Dyle elONG 

iby Te) ibd UG see urning- || cent. GREETS 
12a....| Apr. 24, May 9% 

TGS an a aa 20, June 15.|+..do...... | caecsenis Nana 16| 14.9 
py Iby|! ane Wa Ne oo ecee 

IN (OTN ANA a kera SAUL oe 2), Te pe HAC rs 24) Maly: Nie Simian een Nena). eas EES AR 1 10.6 
20, June 15, 
July 15. 

Noisl5) (check) 22! gfe clos. 3 Notisprayedss| seer ys| tote t... rcs. seine Meee eee 20.1 

@ For composition of sprays used, see pp. 11-12. 
6 Buds in the ‘‘pink”’ (just before full bloom), Apr. 14; petals fallen, calyx not yet closed, Apr. 24; other 

applications at the time of regular codling-moth sprayings. 
¢ Foliage injury expressed in percentage of leaf-surface reduction. 
d On southwest side of trees. h Increase. 
e Very slight leaf spotting. # Defoliation. 
Ff Increase on southwest side of trees. 4 Defoliation (consisting only of infected leaves). 
g Leaf spotting and margin burning. k Leaf spotting. 

Since climatic factors are known to play such an important part 
in the development of spray injury, the following data will be of 
interest in connection with the injury noted. The records of the 
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Washington section of the Weather Bureau show the following con- 
ditions prevailing at Wenatchee es the period when spray in- 
jury occurred: 

Measurable precipitation. 

April, none. 

May, 1.77 inches, distributed over May 1, 2, 9, 10, 11, 14, 17, 23, 24, 27. 

June, 0.21 inch, distributed over June 10, 11, 12, 23. 

July, 0.28 inch, distributed over July 4, 8, 14, 26, 27. 

Mean maximum and minimum temperatures. 

: Maxi: | Mini Maxi- | Mini- Month, 1915. - oS a are Month, 1915. | est 

Marit Sens LeU es 70.3 do: 9:\\ Tome, paced ee ee 80.1 53.5 
Mayeoni sc seseteseeetes see ecee 68. 2 46.:0"|| Waly sees ee eee ee ener 86. 4 57.9 

The maximum temperature was between 80° and 90° F. on April 16, 17, 18, and 

19, on May 4, 6, 7, and 8, on June 8, 6, 7, 18, 14, 15, 20, and 21, on July 5, 7, 8, 

17, 18, 26, 29, and 30; between 90° and 100° on June 4, 5, 22, 23, 29, and 30, 

and on July 1, 4, 19, 20, 24, 25, and 31; and above 100° on July 2, 3, 71, and 23. 

The above temperatures are shade temperatures. The tempera- 
tures on fruits exposed to the direct rays of the sun were naturally 
much higher. Tests made to indicate what this difference might be 
showed that the temperature was 20 to 30 degrees higher in the 
sun. From this it appears that the sun temperature ranged well 
above 100° F. on five successive days (June 3-7) just before the 
appearance of the fruit burning. No other excessive temperatures 
were recorded between the date of the last spraying and the appear- 
ance of the injury. With the continuance of the hot weather the 
injury was observed to increase to some extent, but most of the fruit 
exposed to direct sunlight was injured at the start. There was no 
indication that the scanty precipitation had any effect on spray in- 
jury either to fruit or foliage. The foliage injury appeared to be 
the result of toxic action of the wet sprays, probably intensified by 
the bright sunlight, since it began to appear so shortly after the 
application. 

It was a rather difficult matter to arrive at an accurate or repre- 
sentative measure of the control established, especially in the case 
of infected leaves and twigs, which constitute the principal mani- 
festation of the disease. The variation in the crops of fruit was so 
great among the different plats that no data could be secured on 
fruit russeting ; hence the results had to be measured by the condition 
of the vegetative parts. An empirical estimate of the degree of infec- 
tion is largely influenced by the personal equation, and an inspection of 
all the foliage and twigs was manifestly impossible in an experiment 
of this magnitude. Actual counts were therefore made to show the 
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amount of mildew on definite branches of each tree, thus presenting 
a fair average of conditions over the plat. This method removed 
the personal equation and allowed the results to be placed on a per- 
centage basis for comparison. In detail the method employed was as 
follows: An equal number of representative branches were in- 
spected in the tops and around the lower arts of the trees in each 
plat; each leaf cluster was taken as a unit, and if any of its leaves 
showed active mildew infection the unit was so counted. Several 
thousand such units were examined in each plat about.a month after 
the last spraying. The results, as shown in Table I, indicate the ef- 
fectiveness of the sulphur sprays, and particularly of lime-sulphur 
solution, in controlling apple powdery mildew. On trees sprayed 
with lime-sulphur solution the mildew infection was reduced to a 
negligible quantity, while the check trees were badly diseased. The 
less favorable results obtained from the use of the other materials 
can be attributed partly to the fact that they did not possess as ef- 
ficient wetting power as the lime-sulphur solution, a point which will 
be more fully discussed in a later paragraph. However, in the case 
of the sodium-sulphur sprays the poor results were doubtless in- 
fluenced largely by the relatively low concentration of polysulphids 
and free sulphur, which can be regarded as the active ingredients. 

SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS IN 1916. 

The results of the spraying experiments conducted in 1916, to- 
gether with the resulting spray injury and the control established, 
are shown in Table II. In 1916 most of the Pryor Red trees were 
sprayed with the same materials as in 1915, but the Jonathan and 
Black Ben Davis trees, which were not included in the 1915 experi- 
ments, were given two applications of iron sulphid, formula 7 (see 
p. 11) by the owner of the orchard. 

In the spraying experiments in 1916 only a negligible amount of 
foliage injury developed early in the season. Only about 5 per cent 
of tip burning was found prior to June 22 in plat 13. On that date, 
however, some injury appeared in nearly all plats. Sulphur spotting 
of the fruit began to appear on June 18, and by June 20 a consider- 
able portion of the exposed fruit which had been sprayed with sul- 
phur preparations was severely burned. As in 1915, the injury was 
confined to the portions of the tree receiving the direct rays of the 
sun in the hottest part of the day. The extent of the injury was esti- 
mated by actual counts of several hundred apples on the affected por- 
tion of each tree. It appeared to be most severe where the deposits 
of spray material were heaviest. In considering the fruit injury it 
was found that high temperatures had again prevailed between the 
time of the completion of the last spraying (June 10) and the date of 
the first appearance of the sulphur spotting on the fruit (June 18). 
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Thermograph records during the period from June 8 to 18 revealed 
the following temperatures: 

Maximum shade temperatures. 

3 Maxi- Maxi- 
Date, 1916. ane Date, 1916. sHItEFAL 

U DER: FIN 
STEETIOI RS cere on ee are es Peay, Se Rt 90"|-Funet4 ts. 2Eee ee Sse ne See Eee 97 
DEORE We cee es foe OCR wees ees 72. | OUMOT5 ese NR ae ag Sg eee ee 100 
TUNG LOSE ee | ee ane BAL eae AE Ag Sih Jumel6w eee eee eta) eee ae 102 
Apo kak Hee RNAS Soi Se ee tee we EV ih tbh a=) by AGU Sete Si ee os eee ee ae 100 
A LEI CE  v ee ee OR ete ari cfs 9 A 90'| Tune Ist eco. VIDOE. eee 82 
LAY bec hi he eee Seep eee A ee a a ee eee 95 

There was no measurable precipitation during this period. The re- 
- sults again emphasized the danger of applying sulphur sprays when 
hot, burning sunlight is expected to prevail. 

TABLE II.—Results of spraying experiments for the control of apple powdery 
mildew at Wenatchee, Wash., in 1916, 

Spray injury.¢ 

Spray il atesoflap-il 1 ek, a P| ae eee Foli- 
Variety and plat. | formu- Les OAD On dune 22) On Aug. 1. Total. age in- 

Pete Ja.a plication.) | psc yuo hs sspcroeg arg MERE cer 
Foliage.| Fruit. |Foliage.) Fruit. |Foliage.| Fruit. 

Jonathan: i Per ct.| Per ct.| Perct.| Per ct.| Perct.| Per ct. | Per ct. 
ie eee 

Noval exec. 58 | May 10, June 1 | @ | @ 1 18 11 
5SL 0 A 

6 Ars 2253 ie Tes. 
INO ZEB ue eee May 10, June 1 10 (d) (d) 1 10 1.4 

6L Tignes 

9 JASDY. 22eeeeek 2 
INORBR es eeeen se 21, | May 10, June 2 10 (e) (e) 3 10 4 

10, July 21. 
3 EAT 22 eee eee 

NO Arie: 38 P= - May 10, June 3 12 (a) (a) 3 12 3 
3L 10.” 

A PAY. Q2esgee ni 
NOHO Ee oe eo eee 41, | May 10, June 1 13 (d) (d) 1 13 5 

10. 
8 Ate 22s oe a 

INO: 6.22 Soaps ae May 10, June 5 21) (4) (d) 5 21 2 
8L Loeb : 

No: (check) 2322.55.53 Notsprayed:: hese sc S46 ose sales eee eee Eee te Beare 4.0 
Pryor Red: Apr. 22 

(et eee Se "| May 10, June 5|. s7| @ | @ ithe pa, | hp td 
TE 10 

1 2390) ae) ee ee 
WNonojensnae caayete ci May 10, June 1 19 (@) (d) 1 19 1.0 

1L 10 

9 IAD 22 cwek rae = 
No: l0fes4 eet. May 10, June |;..-..-. 25 (@) (Galore Be a) 1.5 

9L 10 

1B MADE H22 Ss a8 
IN Oden ce cerccte May 10, June 2 43 | (a) (d) 2 43 atl 

13 L 10 

Nai. ee lla | Apr. 22, May 1 32] (a) (d) 1 32 1.4 
10, June 10. 

INO LOT oer ee 11a". ..%. dos -eec- 5 35 g 50 (ad) 55 35 1.5 
NOs14 Fosse cae 2 iW. eee Gove: = het eeeaes 17 (d) @)ipel acre aeas 17 1.2 

10 ANDY. ates see | 
NObADS pte sas teu May 10, June |}-..-..-..- 22) (a) (Denlkes sae 22 1.1 

10 L 198° 

No. 16/ (check). ..|.---:-.- Not sprayed 2|!b bs ehacs Sse eee aes eens ee eee eeeemtate 16.2 
Black Ben Davis: 

Wo: Wii dos dP acoze 148 aely Doe Faia cl erecta |f -Deegel bead bal aet eons Slee earn e (oil 
2 pr. 22 : h 1S ERIN fidiene Sosa 32. Hes! Boe sit mm) [~~ | @ | @& 9.4 

No. AS(ChECK) oe s\-e nae en. Wot sprayed .|...22.-slorsv calec sa are cent coe Slee ee ae aeeeetare 15.1 

«2 For composition of sprays used, see pp. 11-12. 
b Buds in the “pink” (just before full bloom), Apr. 22; petals fallen, calyx not yet closed, May 10; other 

a ppl ications at the time of regular codling-moth sprayings. Wherelead arsenate is not shown in the sched- 
ule for the applications on May 10 and June 10, separate applications of this material were made following 
ae 0 ungicida etre ane, in order to avoid possible spray injury from combining sprays reputed to be chem- 
ically incompatible. . 

c Foliage injury expressed in percentage of leaf-surface reduction; fruit injury expressed in percentage of 
injured apples found on the south side of the trees. d No increase, e Slight increase. 

/ Trees sprayed in the same manner as in 1915. g Increase, h Slight injury. 
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An experiment begun after the development of the fruit burning 
and designed to test Bordeaux mixture for late application showed 
that while some measure of control could be established by the use 
of this spray, it was objectionable because of the heavy deposit of 
spray material which remained on the apples until picking time in 
October and prevented proper coloring. Apples in plat 17 lacked 
about 50 per cent of the red color which had developed on unsprayed 
fruit of the same variety. 

Lime-sulphur solution was applied late in July to fruit which had 
no sulphur spotting and which it was thought might have sufficiently 
hardened the skin to be resistant to sulphur burning. The results, 
however, demonstrated that injury might still occur from applica- 
tions of lime-sulphur as late as July 21. 

Severe foliage injury developed in plat 13 after midsummer. This 
injury was the result of the combination of the sodium-sulphur ma- 
terial and lead arsenate, as is indicated by the fact that no late in- 
jury developed in plat 12, where the lead arsenate was omitted. The 
results prove the incompatibility of lead arsenate and the sodium- 

sulphur sprays. 
The disease control established in 1916 on Pryor Red trees reflected 

the cumulative effects of spraying for two years with the same ma- 
terials, except in the case of plat 15, where a finely ground sulphur 
material had been substituted for the iron sulphid used the year be- 
fore. For some reason very little mildew developed on the Jonathan 
trees, although in 1915 they had been as badly infected as the Pryor 
Reds. The method of measuring the control established was the same 
as that followed in 1915. Many of the trees yielded a fair crop of 
fruit, especially on the Jonathan plats; but among the Pryor Red 
trees the crop was uneven, and no attempt was made to obtain data 
on fruit russeting. The results again showed the effectiveness of sul- 
phur sprays in controlling mildew and indicated that the benefits of 
these sprays are cumulative. 

SPRAYING EXPERIMENTS IN 1917. 

The results of the spraying experiments conducted in 1917, together 
with the resulting spray injury and the control established, are shown 
in Table III. These experiments were confined to Pryor Red trees, 
which, with the exception of the checks, were not included in similar 
plats in 1916. 

As a result of the demonstration in the earlier work of the injuri- 
ous effects of spraying with sulphur preparations during the season. 
of hot, burning sunlight, the experiments in 1917 were planned to 
determine (1) what degree of control can be established by careful 
and thorough spraying with sulphur sprays before the danger period 
and (2) what sprays, if any, can be substituted for the sulphur ma- 
terials, especially during the hot weather. 
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There was no injury from the copper sprays, and again foliage 
injury from sulphur sprays was negligible, while as a result of late 
spraying sulphur spotting of the fruit resulted in material loss. A 
period of hot weather, again preceded the first appearance of fruit 
injury, as is shown by the following statement of the maximum tem- 
peratures recorded by a shaded thermograph in the near vicinity of 
the experimental plats, covering the period between the last spraying 
on June 11 and the appearance of severe fruit burning on June 19. 

Mazimum shade temperatures. 

Date, 1917. sexy. Date, 1917. aia 

FA ° F. 

Mine. Soo C ee See ae eee eee 74. | POUTIO TS os ec ca a eee a a 98 
JUNO M2. er eee si ee Se 81. |) Jane162 tt Ae ss PASS 91 
UNOS =. an canoe sesinn cheese teens 87. .||. dune 'L7- >a. eheecaeioee ss eesee eee 79 
Ahit: Ge Pere eek aya See ee Lee Sek he 95 || June 18lias. side seeeosce. eeee re wees 90 

Taste IIIl.—Results of spraying experiments for the control of apple powdery 
mildew on trees of the Pryor Red variety at Wenatchee, Wash., in 1917. 

Spray injury.3 Infected. 

Spray Dates of Plat. foreidin ly opicdions On June 19. On July 9. Total. oy Oe , 
Foliage.) Fruit. 

Foliage.| Fruit. |Foliage.| Fruit. |Foliage.| Fruit. 

‘ Per ct. Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ct. | Per ci. 

No. 1... aes 1 33 | (4) (4) 1 33 7s) | eae 

eae 
i) ee , Tee... |) Maly 225 asal bcd a NG. See ollece oe Bk eee eee 2.4 1.5 

Hy fee oa 
a ae © 

No.8... 2 seco se My eae. Sale An cls oceanic el bees acleeeeeee CEE REeEe | sae ee ae PERF || SR ees 
12S) 

No. 4.....- octet | 4 45] (4) (5) 4 45 1.8 5 

1 oa: 
No. 5.....- iL. { AE, (Miles Ls eaiednee tn sme siae | lela e 5.5 9 

1 era: 
No. 6.. 15 Lecce c|: Mayo sonal | el 2 ees ea 5.8 2.0 

etre a 
She 

No.7 jase, «Play 22.22oe eos 2 ele eee ee 4.0 1.2 

14 Bos 
No. 8...... 14 81555.) May moore eiNiieeny, hit), Le Pas eee Pee bes 8.7 2.0 

rie arse 
Di arae i 

[| ES 19)| = ee (4), ait aes 19 2.2 9 

7 sae ue 
No. 10..... OL... .| May 22: Me ett NS ee eee 1.9 8 

ie. 
G5 te), 

No. it? 3.55 9 Leo. ca| May 22 ee Wh enone onan dcepe acl, weed ee eee 2.2 4 
16 Tevet 

No. 12.. sowed oe cal! INOLSDIBY BU: loccec cscs -caccille oc occ the som ater | eae chee | Coat eee 17.4 6.8 
(check) 

1 For composition of sprays used, see pp. 11-12 
2 Buds in the “pink” (just before full bloom), May 9; eee fallen, calyx not yet closed, May 22. June 

il Be eres at the time of regular codling-moth sprayin 
lise injury expressed in percentage rot leaf-surface Feduction; fruit injury expressed in percentage 

ofinjured apples found on the south side of the trees. 

4 No increase. 6 Heavy drop of injured apples. 
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The method of measuring the degree of control of foliage infec- 
tion was the same as in the earlier work. The results again showed 
the effectiveness of the sulphur sprays and indicated that in seasons 
like that of 1917 good mildew control may be established by careful 
and thorough spraying with either lime-sulphur solution, colloidal 
sulphur, or sulphur in some other finely divided form, if the fungi- 
cides are applied at the time the buds are in the “ pink” and again as 

-soon as the petals have fallen. These experiments also demonstrated 
that there is little difference in the efficiency of Bordeaux mixture 
and ammoniacal copper carbonate for mildew control, but both are 
less efficient than the sulphur sprays. In the case of thé Bordeaux 
mixture, the same objection arose as in previous years, 1. e., apples 
sprayed with it failed to develop a good red color. For this reason, 
therefore, if it is necessary to spray for mildew after the advent of 
hot, burning sunlight, ammoniacal copper carbonate is to be pre- 
ferred to the sulphur sprays. 

In 1917, for the first time since the experimental work was begun, 
a fair crop of fruit was obtained on the Pryor Reds and gave the 
first opportunity to obtain data on the effects of spraying in the re- 
duction of mildew russeting of the fruit. While the Pryor Red 
variety is less subject to russeting than some others, and while there 
was only a small amount of the trouble even on the check trees, the 
results, as shown in Table III, indicate that the russeting can be 
eliminated by proper spraying. This is a matter of considerable im- 
portance with such solid-color and high-grade varieties as Grimes, 
Jonathan, Newtown, and Esopus (Spitzenburg), and with others 
where the marking is prominently displayed, and causes a loss of 
grade and lowered returns. The efficiency of the different sprays in 
preventing mildew russeting of the fruit proved to be about the same 
as in the case of foliage infection. 

Tn 1917 it was also possible for the first time to compare the cumu- 
lative effects of the different sprays used in previous years in the 
prevention of bud blight and in insuring a crop of fruit. These data 
were obtained only in the case of the Pryor Red variety and are pre- 
sented in Table IV. The plat numbers refer to the designations of 
the plats in 1916. 

TABLE LV.—Average yield of fruit per tree of the Pryor Red variety in 1917, 
showing the cumulative effects of different sprays used in previous years for 
the control of apple powdery mildew at Wenatchee, Wash. 

Crop in- Crop in- 
Average crease Average | crease 

Plat. yield. over Plat. yield. | over 
check. check. 

Bushels. | Per cent. Bushels. | Per cent. 
INIORS) oe SS ea SE eek es 18 50! | PINOWTSs aeesseeee eile soe eleiais 20 
INGE On or epse sates opeiisica sais cle 22 83 (0 We a eee es ms Sara DUS | Eee Seen ne 
IN OMILON eens seo edcecs eee ae 18 BON INO betes cesicitecnisoseere 16 33 
INOF seat actcuces cindsicsciscigss' 15 25a BIN Os Gomemeserr cciccices acces Gra shee eae 
IMO P16 Gogu SBA BE OOSOREEOGOOLD 17 42 
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The unsprayed trees were located adjacent to the sprayed trees 
and all wereof the same age and size, and except for the spraying 
all were treated alike; yet those in plat 9, where the mildew had been 
most effectively controlled by spraying with lime-sulphur solution, 
produced an average of 83 per cent more fruit than the checks, and 
other sprayed trees also yielded greatly increased crops. 

INJURY TO FRUIT AND FOLIAGE. 

Only a small amount of foliage injury was usually found accom- 
-panying the fruit spotting. The foliage injury generally developed 
so soon after the application of the sprays as to indicate that it was 
induced by the wet sprays. However, hot, burning sunlight undoubt- 
edly increased foliage injury as well as fruit spotting. The addition 
of lead arsenate to the sodium-sulphur sprays also resulted in in- 
creased injury and demonstrated the incompatibility of these spray 
materials. 

The general appearance of the fruit injury or sulphur sunburn 
was the same in all plats. (Pl. Il, fig. 7.) The injury was 
confined to apples exposed to the direct rays of the hot midday or 
early afternoon sun. The injured area was of a reddish brown color, 
usually sharply marked but of irregular outline, and soon became 
depressed. The affected skin became wrinkled, hard, and leathery, 
often scurfing off or becoming traversed by cracks which extended 
deep into the flesh of the apple. The injury most often appeared in 
the calyx region, probably due to the collection there of much of the 
spray material. Deposits of spray material usually were clearly 
discernible over the injured areas. 

The conditions under which this fruit 1 injury occurred were identi- 
cal in each of the three years of the experiment, i. e., it followed the 
advent of hot, burning sunlight, and only those fae nh which were ex- 
posed to the direct rays of the sun at the hottest part of the day were 
affected. The burning was generally more severe where the sulphur 
was applied in its free state. This fact, together with the delay in the 
appearance of the injury until after the occurrence of hot, burning 
sunlight, indicates that the burning of the fruit is not the result of 
any caustic action of the various sulphids at the time the fruit was 
wetted. The exact manner in which sulphur sunburn takes place has 
not been demonstrated. . 

During the course of the spraying experiments several of the trees 
developed the “ collar-rot ” disease, and others suffered severely from 
drought at certain periods. In such cases, where the vitality of the 
tree was reduced, the spray injury, especially the foliage injury, was 
much increased. 

In view of the recent revival of dusting for fungous-disease control 
in certain sections of the United States, the question arises as to what 
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reaction might be expected from the application of sulphur dusts in 
the production of sulphur spotting. There was no opportunity for 
investigating this point in the work at Wenatchee, but since it was 
demonstrated that the-sulphur spotting of the fruit is the effect of 
hot sunshine on sulphur per se and not the result of toxic action of 
sulphids in solution, there appears to be no reason why the injury 
should be mitigated by the use of sulphur dusts instead of liquid 
sprays. Confirmatory evidence on this point is furnished by Mr. 
F. E. De Sellem, formerly State horticultural inspector in the 
Yakima Valley, Wash., who reported to the writer very severe fruit 

spotting as following the application of sulphur dust in 1917. 
(Pl. I, fig. 6.) The dust was a mixture of powdered lead arsenate 
and superfine sulphur, such as ordinarily has been used in recent 
dusting operations in the Eastern States. A power dusting machine 
was used in making the applications, and the climatic conditions 
under which the injury occurred were reported to be similar to those 
which obtained in the Wenatchee Valley when the injury occurred 
there. 

Recent observations of Hundley (14) indicate that in the Yucaipa 
Valley, Cal., slight sulphur spotting may occur when the hot sun- 
shine is delayed for as long a time as 60 days after spraying. Hund- 
ley found fruit. injury resulting from sulphur applied in several of 
the forms used in the experiments at Wenatchee, and he records a 
marked difference in susceptibility to injury in orchards at different 
altitudes. He also found those trees most susceptible to spray injury 
which were low in vitality either because of drought or some other 
condition. 

Apparently the application of sulphur in any form as a spray 
material for apples is dangerous in a hot, dry climate during the 
summer season, for in the production of fruit “spotting” or sulphur 
sunburn high temperature and burning sunlight are the controlling 
factors. Are! 

SPRAY MATERIALS. 

In these experiments the lime-sulphur solution appeared to spread 
better than any of the other materials tested except colloidal sulphur. 
Lime-sulphur solution possesses great powers of penetration through 
the felted mycelium and spore coating, and it appeared that much 
of its beneficial action was due not only to its spreading qualities but 
to its immediate caustic effect, which destroyed the mycelium and 

conidia of the fungus. This conclusion is in agreement with the re- 
sults noted by Eyre and Salmon (13) in their investigations of the 
fungicidal properties of certain sprays when used against mildews. 
They demonstrated that, against mildews, solutions of polysulphids 
act fungicidally as such and not by virtue of the sulphur which 
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is deposited when they decompose. However, it is certain that such 
deposits of sulphur on healthy parts act in a protective manner 
against potential infections. This being true, the advantages of 
lime-sulphur solution are at once apparent, for not only does it 
exert an immediate effect against existing infections, but by its de- 
position over healthy parts free sulphur is soon made available and 
distributed where protection is needed. 

It was found that colloidal sulphur possessed greater spreading 
power than any other material tested. The uniformly excellent con- . 
trol established by its use is doubtless to be traced to this fact. It 
appears that this material combines the most desired elements for 
control, since it not only possesses excellent spreading qualities and 
thereby deposits a very uniform coating of almost ultramicroscopic 
sulphur particles to form a protective coating over healthy parts, 
but at the same time it possesses in its excess lime-sulphur solution 
sufficient causticity to produce an immediate effect on the fungous 
mycelium and conidia. With the exercise of intelligent precau- 
tions in its preparation there would doubtless be no reason for not 
advocating its use on a commercial scale in general orchard practice, 
especially where mildew infection isesevere. However, since good 
results attend the use of commercial lime-sulphur solution it is doubt- 
ful whether many orchardists would go to the trouble of making the 
colloidal sulphur. 

With the iron-sulphid sprays, the finely ground sulphur materials, 
and the sodium-sulphur materials, from one-fourth to one-third more 
spray material was required to cover the same surface with an efli- 
ciency approximating that of either colloidal sulphur or lime-sulphur 
solution. This apparently was due largely to the greater surface 
tension and interfacial tension of these materials, giving them less 
ability to wet the foliage and twigs, especially when covered with- 
mildew. ‘This also resulted in lessened spreading power, and conse- 
quently many places inaccessible to the direct force of the spray 
when applied were not reached and remained unprotected. The 
addition of soap, when not chemically incompatible, would increase 
the spreading power and: the value of such sprays. The poorer 
results obtained from the use of these sprays were also partly due 
to their lower concentration of active fungicidal ingredients. 

Bordeaux mixture, if combined with soap, spreads very readily, 
but it proved objectionable in the climate of the Wenatchee Valley 
because of the pale fruit color developed under the heavy spray coat- 
ing. Black Ben Davis apples sprayed with Bordeaux mixture failed 
to develop more than 50 per cent of the normal red color of this 
variety and were discriminated against on the market on this a¢count. 

In the Wenatchee Valley there are no rains to wash off the spray 
coating, and fruit sprayed with Bordeaux mixture in July still 
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retains it at picking time in the fall. Moreover, the control estab- 
lished by the use of this material did not approach the results ob- 
tained from the more efficient of the sulphur sprays. 

Self-boiled lime-sulphur offered the same objection as Bordeaux 
mixture in that heavy deposits of spray material remained on the 
apples and prevented their proper coloring. It likewise proved less 
efficient than several of the other materials. It appeared to give 
some protection to healthy parts after application, but it failed to 
destroy existing infections, and conidia were abundantly pushed up 
through the spray coating. 
Ammoniacal copper carbonate closely approximated the fungicidal 

action of Bordeaux mixture and left no objectionable deposit on the 
apples. For this reason it is preferred to Bordeaux mixture for use 
in spraying during hot weather. 

The barium-sulphur preparation appeared to approximate the 
action of commercial lime-sulphur solution against mildew, but it 
proved more toxic to fruit and foliage during hot weather 

SUMMARY OF CONTROL MEASURES. 

The results noted demonstrate— 

(1) That sulphur sprays are superior to Bordeaux mixture or ammoniacal ~ 

copper carbonate for mildew control. 

(2) That, except possibly in seasons of exceptionally heavy infection, apple 

powdery mildew can be commercially controlled by sprays applied before 

hot weather starts and consequently before there is danger of sulphur 

spotting of the fruit. ; 
(3) That while Bordeaux mixture and ammoniacal copper carbonate may be 

- less efficient as control agents than lime-sulphur solution or other sulphur 

sprays, their use may be advisable in years when continued spraying may 

be necessary. 

(4) That ammoniacal copper carbonate is preferable to Bordeaux mixture for 

this purpose, since it does not leave an objectionable deposit on the fruit 

and thereby prevent normal coloring. 

(5) That in the case of sulphur sprays efficiency is dependent on (a) the im- 

mediate caustic effect of the sprays on the fungous coating and (0) the 

deposit of a protective coating of free sulphur over noninfected areas. 

Both a and 0 are largely dependent on the spreading qualities of the sprays, 

which, in turn, are dependent on the surface tension and the interfacial 

tension of the sprays. 

DORMANT SPRAYS. 

A possible influence of winter or dormant sprays of strong lime- 
sulphur solution on the overwintering fungus has been suggested, but 
these experiments do not point to any such influence. Each year 
just after the buds had begun to swell, but before the appearance of 
the first leaves, the check trees were thoroughly sprayed with hme- 
sulphur solution at a strength of 34° Baumé. These trees always 
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became infected many times as severely as those which received in 
addition to the dormant spray the proper foliage spraying through 
the active growing season, as shown in Tables I, II, and III. The 
reason for this lack of effect of the dormant spray is to be found in its 
inability to reach the overwintering mycelium in the buds. If the 
perithecia alone were concerned there might be some beneficial effect 
from such sprays, but since these are known to be unnecessary in 
carrying over and disseminating the fungus little is to be gained by 
their destruction. 

PRUNING EXPERIMENTS. 

Many growers have endeavored to control mildew by pruning out 
the infected parts, both in the winter and while the infections are 
active during the growing season. By the removal of infected twigs 
the immediate effect secured is to eliminate a source of infection for 
the remainder of the season; the permanent effect is to prevent the 
overwintering of the fungus and the spread of the disease the follow- 
ing year. Hence, if all mildewed shoots and infected buds could be 
removed, the disease would doubtless be eradicated, and the practice 
of such pruning could be depended upon to hold the disease in check. 
However, in cases of severe infection, eradication by this method 
would involve not only the serious mutilation of the trees and often 
the destruction of practically all the new growth, but also a great 
amount of labor. In order to demonstrate the practicability and 
efficiency of this method the following experiments were undertaken. 

Six Jonathan trees were very carefully gone over before they came 
into leaf, and every sign of mildew that could be detected was re- 
moved. At this time the terminals infected the previous year and 
bearing infected buds could be detected by their silvery gray color 
and glistening appearance in the sunlight, their stunted growth, and 
the reddish color and slender, elongated shape of their lateral buds, 
which were also less advanced than norma! healthy buds. 

After the active growing season began it was found that in spite 
of all the care in pruning, these trees were liberally covered with in- 
fected leaves coming from widely distributed buds on older branches 

that had escaped detection earlier in the year. To have distinguished 
these with certainty as infected at that time would have involved an 
inspection of every single bud on the trees, a task manifestly imprac- 
ticable. When this result became apparent the experiment was con- 
tinued to demonstrate the benefits to be derived from dormant prun- 
ing as a supplemental aid to foliage spraying during the growing 
season. The trees were sprayed at intervals of four weeks until the 
middle of July, receiving in all four applications of lime-sulphur 
solution diluted 1} to 50, the same as plat 3 in 1915. For comparison, 
six unpruned Jonathan trees in the immediate vicinity of the pruned 
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plat were also sprayed in like manner.. At the end of the season it 
was plain that while there was less infection on the trees which had 
been pruned, the difference in control was certainly not sufficient to 
pay for the extra labor involved in the very careful examination of 
the dormant trees. These results are contrary to those obtained by 
Ballard and Volck (12) in the Pajaro Valley, Cal., and are un- 
doubtedly due to the difference in spraying practices followed. On 
account of climatic conditions it is impossible in the Pajaro Valley 

- to use lime-sulphur solutions or other sulphur sprays known to pos- 

sess the power of easily wetting and penetrating the mildew. How- 
ever, in the Wenatchee Valley full benefit could be had from the 
wetting effects of the lime-sulphur solution, and consequently better 
control could be established by spraying. 

GENERAL NOTES ON THE CONTROL OF THE DISEASE. 

Tt was always found that mildew first appeared before the blos- 
soms opened—on the foliage expanding from dormant buds. By the 
time the trees were in full bloom conidia were being shed in abun- 
dance. This indicates that an application of fungicides must be 
applied earlier, and the experiments have shown that the first appli- 
cation should be made at the same time as in the case of apple scab, i. e., 
just after the cluster buds have separated, while the blossom buds 
are in the pink. There is little to be gained by an earlier applica- 
tion, because so little foliage is expanded, and the delay of the in- 
fected buds prevents an earlier spread of the disease. Most of the 
blossom infection results from mycelium carried over in the blossom 
buds from the previous year and not as a result of conidial dis- 
semination of the current year. It is not, therefore, probable that a 
spray applied at the time mentioned would have much beneficial 
influence in preventing blossom infection, but it is extremely im- 
portant in cleaning up incipient foliage infection and in protecting 
the healthy leaves. If this treatment is followed by others at such 
intervals that all of the new foliage is protected as it expands, 
adequate protection is gained. The experiments indicate that after 
the “ pink” spray the disease can be held in check in ordinary years 
by combining the fungicides with the first two regular applications of 
lead arsenate used in codling-moth control. If supplemental spray- 
ing is required, the applications should be made at intervals not 
greater than four weeks. 

There is a strong prejudice in the Wenatchee Valley against the 
combination of lead arsenate and lime-sulphur or other sulphur 
sprays. This seems entirely unwarranted, for in the course of 
these experiments no detrimental effects were observed from the 
use of the combined sprays except as noted in the case of the 
sodium-sulphur materials. It has been repeatedly demonstrated 
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in other parts of the country that the combined spray is not only 
the most practical method of applying insecticides and fungicides 
when both must be used, but that the combined spray is more effi- 

" client than separate applications. 

Orchard studies indicate that tender young foliage is most easily 
infected and that terminal growth is especially susceptible. The 
striking thing about a badly infected tree is the preponderance of 
mildewed terminals, which give it a whitened appearance. Most of 
this infection takes place early in the season, up to the time that 
vegetative growth is largely completed, but infection continues as 
long as new foliage is being formed. It frequently happens in 
the irrigated sections of the Northwest that a secondary vegetative 
growth takes place in the latter part of the summer, after the re- 
sumption of irrigation following a period of drought. In infected 
districts such new growth is usually attacked by mildew after its 
spread had apparently ceased with the checking of the earlier vege- 
tative growth. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

(1) Apple powdery mildew is generally prevalent in the arid 
regions of the Pacific Northwest. It attacks foliage and twigs, reduc- 
ing the vitality of the tree, and also attacks the young fruit, causing 
an objectionable russeting of the skin. It has often caused a reduc- 
tion of more than 50 per cent of the crop in infected orchards, and 
it causes a further loss in a reduction of vitality that is impossible 
to estimate. | 

(2) The disease is caused by the fungus Podosphaera leucotricha 
(E. and E.) Salm., which winters over in dormant buds in mycelial 
form. Ascospores can not be regarded as essential to the propaga- 
tion of the fungus. It is spread by conidia disseminated by the wind, 
and possibly to some extent by insects. Dews furnish sufficient 
moisture for spore germination. 

(3) Dormant sprays of lime-sulphur solution at a strength of 34° 
Baumé (a dilution of about 1 to 9, when lime-sulphur testing 34° 
Baumé is used) have had little or no effect on the overwintering 
fungus and have not hindered the spread of the disease. 

(4) Pruning out diseased shoots can not be depended upon alone 
to effect control of the disease when it is present in epidemic form. 

(5) The disease is readily controlled by applications of sulphur 
sprays during the growing season. However, after the advent of 
burning sunshine, which can be expected in the hot interior districts 
of the Pacific Northwest after the first of June, the use of sulphur 
spray materials is certain to cause severe fruit injury. 

(6) Bordeaux mixture is less effective than sulphur sprays against 
powdery mildew and leaves such a heavy deposit on the fruit that it 
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does not color properly. Ammoniacal copper carbonate is practically 
as effective as Bordeaux mixture against this disease and leaves no 
deposit on the fruit to hinder coloring; it is therefore preferable to 
Bordeaux mixture for such use. 

(7) The results of mildew contro] are cumulative, and with the 
establishment of adequate control the crops of fruit are substantially 
increased. 

(8) These experiments have shown that the disease can be effec- 
tively controlled ‘by spraying in accordance with the following 
schedule, which is recommended : 

First application. Spray with lime-sulphur solution diluted 1 to 50 when 

the cluster buds have separated, but before the blossoms open—the ‘ pink ” 

spray. 

Second application. Spray with the same material in combination with 

lead arsenate for codling-moth control as soon as the petals fall and before 

the calyx is closed. 

Third application. Spray with ammoniacal copper carbonate in combina- 

tion with lead arsenate for codling-moth control about three or four weeks 

after the second application. 

If subsequent applications are necessary they should be made at 
intervals not greater than four weeks, using ammoniacal copper car- 
bonate as a fungicide. 

In spraying it is important to cover every part ofthe leaves and 
twigs, and special attention should be given to the terminals. A 
pressure of 200 to 250 pounds should be maintained, or sufficient to 
drive the spray in a fine mist through the tops of the trees. High 
pressure is especially important if spray materials are used which 
have poor spreading qualities. Eddy-chamber nozzles of the “ driv- 
ing-mist” type should be used. 

(9) In the production of sulphur spotting of the fruit, high tem- 
perature from burning sunshine is the determining factor. It is 
believed that the injury is not the result of toxic chemical action of 
sulphids in solution at the time of spraying, but it probably is due 
to the heating of the spray deposits to such a degree that death of the 
adjacent cells occurs, the results being partly due to the physical 
effects of the heat and partly to the chemical effects of volatilized 
sulphur compounds. 
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HOW TO MEASURE SUCCESS IN FARMING. 

To be successful as a business, a farm should earn a fair rate of 
interest on the investment and return to the operator fair wages for 

labor and management after paying all expenses, including deprecia- 
tion. In the locality under consideration in this bulletin 5 per cent is 
assumed to be a fair rate of interest on invested capital. It is just 
about what 68 landlords in this locality averaged from rented farms, 
and is about what the average reliable real-estate loans would net the 

investor. } 
Wages for labor and management are commonly known as labor 

income. The average labor income of the 342 farms studied was found 
to be $356.55. The following is a business statement of the average of 
these farms showing how labor income is derived : 

Total capital (cwner’s and tenant’s capital combined)_ $17, 029. 00 

WViotkanmer cap italh ets: esate s'est ee 3, 494. 00 

OCA ECCIDESS Shek ay ts Seow) = 1 _ 2 eps Be sus $2, 896. 00 

Total expenses, including unpaid family 

LGN SOUP ya ES el On ee 1, 688. 00 

IDE Eitan ab Ove Oo) Maer he RE a ee eae 1, 208. 00: - 

Five per cent interest on investment ($17,029)_______ 851. 45- 

aie re in comers: 2.5522 _ |. Te 356. 55 

64337°—18—Bull. 7183——1 
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In addition to the labor income of $356.55, this average farm fur- 
nished a part of the family living and a house to live in, the value of 
which is estimated to be $500. Besides, an average of $81 for unpaid 
labor was charged in expenses, which should be regarded as a part 
of the income of the family. Thus the total net income of an average 
family owning their farm might be summarized as follows: 

intereston-invesimentuce =. = seed ew os hen ee $851. 45 

ahorwncome == “es SP ON) | AR ee oe ee 356. 55 

Estimated value of family living and house furnished by 

TAC Par os ke 2 ep 500. 00 

Wnpaiditamily" laborGc" 224 _ eee eee ees 81. 00 

Totals. 25 222 2 Se Ee 1, 789. 00 

Labor income is commonly used to measure the business success of 
cne farm as compared with another. It does not always show whether 
an individual is a successful or unsuccessful farmer. 

FACTORS WHICH MAKE SOME FARMS MORE SUCCESSFUL THAN 
OTHERS. 

Two definite objects should be kept in mind when considering 
successful farming, namely, obtaining profits and maintaining soil 
fertility: The ordinary diversified farm to a large extent must 
depend on crop rotations and a proper system of live-stock farming 
to maintain the fertility of the soil. On nearly all farms in the 
part of Kentucky studied, however, lime and commercial fertilizers 
are used to great advantage. 
The factors which most directly affect profits are: Size of business, 

crop yields, returns from live stock, type of farming, diversity, and 
the selection and proportioning of crops and live stock. 

SIZE OF BUSINESS. 

A matter of first importance in farming is the size of the busi- 
ness. However skillful or energetic a farmer may be, or however 
fertile his land, he can not hope for business success if his business 
is not on a large enoughscale. Inthearea studied 29 farmers on farms 
under 100 acres in size made an average farm income of $370 and 
a labor income of only $81. Such an income, in addition to what 

the farm may furnish for the family living and a house to live in, 
could not be counted as more than a wage. Sixty farms averaging 
286 acres in size made an average labor income of $356, while 46 
farms averaging 715 acres in size made a labor income of $1,133. 

The extent to which a farmer may enlarge his business depends 
on the capacity of the operator to organize and operate a large busi- 
ness, and on available capital and labor. Among the 342 farms 
studied, $134,000 was the largest amount of invested capital handled 
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by any individual farmer. The large diversified farms require a 
heavy investment in live stock, and experience has shown that 
handling live stock involves considerable risk, so that farmers hesi- 
tate to use their own capital too freely in live-stock investments; 
for the same reason it is difficult to borrow large amounts for such 
ventures. 

On the farms studied the most common way of enlarging the farm 
business is by renting additional land. Of the farmers visited, those 
who rented additional land almost invariably made higher profits 
than those who farmed only the land they owned. Fifty-five farm ~ 
owners out of 342 farmers rented additional land and made an aver- 

age labor income of $552, while the average labor income of farm 
owners without additional rented land was $222. Sixty-eight were 

tenant farmers, and these made the highest labor income, $656.13. 
The good farmer will aim to make the net earnings of his farm 

as high as possible. Net earnings are what is left after subtracting 
from receipts all expenses excepting a charge for rent of land, but in- 
cluding a charge for management.’ Net earnings as thus defined 
would be what a farmer could afford to pay a landlord for rent. The 
average of 342 farmers made the land earn $3.14 per acre, net. The 
average of 140 more successful farmers made the land earn $6.14 per 
acre. The average of all others, representing the less profitable 

farms, was $1.05 per acre. Difference in quality of soil only partly 
accounted for the difference in land earnings, since all these farms are 
located on land similar in kind and topography. Neither did the 
prices of land vary widely on the different farms. The differences — 
evidently were due mainly to farm practice and organization. The 
farms showing highest earnings per acre were better stocked, had 
greater diversity, less idle and waste land, and better economy in the 
utilization of horse labor. Farms over 400 acres in size averaged 
about 120 productive days’ work per horse, while farms under 100 

acres in size averaged but about 80 days. The cost of man labor was 
also lower on the large farms. 

CROP YIELDS. 

Next in importance to size of business in profitable farming is crop 
yield. While low crop yields in large measure account for the very 
low profits on many of these farms, a good many farmers were able 
to make fair profits in spite of low yields. It is even possible to 
secure high yields at too great expense. It must always be kept in 

1 When taking the farm records each farmer was asked to estimate the value of his 

services as manager, not including the labor he performed. The average of these esti- 

mates was $459. The average cost of labor on the farm, including an estimate of the 

value of the operator’s actual farm labor, was $782. Thus the cost of management was 

58 per cent of the labor cost. 
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mind that the money expended in getting higher yields should in- 
crease net returns by more than this expenditure. 

In order to secure good crop yields under the system of farming 
in vogue in the locality under discussion it is necessary to use com- 
mercial fertilizer. The practice of liming the land is becoming well 
established and is a means of rapidly building up its fertility. In 
order to get proper results from fertilizer and lime, however, the soil 
must also be kept supplied with humus. Grass and clover are de- 
pended on mainly to supply this requisite, but these, sown usually 
with wheat, frequently fail to make a stand, thus interfering with the 
usual rotation. In this way the land loses in fertility; and in order 

to allow it to recuperate, it is often allowed to lie idle a year or more. 
This fact, in large measure, accounts for idle improved land on many 
farms. 
Many practices for insuring a stand of grass and clover-have been 

tried with more or less success. Among these are the spreading of 
straw on the land sown to wheat and grass-clover mixture. Another 
practice is to summer fallow the land. Then, after thoroughly har- 
rowing and packing the seed bed, the grass-clover mixture is sown 
without a nurse crop. Sometimes land thus prepared is covered with 
straw, to conserve moisture and protect the young plants. The prac- 
tice of liming the land, as previously mentioned, has proved to be one 
of the most effective means of insuring a stand of clover, and when 
this practice becomes established the problem of maintaining fertility 
will be largely solved. 

Lespedeza, widely known as Japan clover, is finding its way slowly 
into the system of farming in this locality. It is found growing in 
most waste places, along highways, and is creeping into the pastures. ° 
This legume may be sown with red or alsike clover in the early 
spring. In places where the soil is too poor for the grass and red- 
clover mixture, the lespedeza will usually grow, and while it will not 
get high enough to cut for hay it will furnish pasture, besides holding 
and enriching the soil. It will reseed each year, thus holding the 
land indefinitely if not disturbed. It matures later than most meadow 
grasses and other legumes, thus furnishing good summer and fall 
pasture. On fertile soil it makes a good hay crop, or it may be cut 
late in the fall for seed. 

The proper stocking of the farm is one of the most important file! 
tors in maintaining good crop yields. This depends largely on suc- 
cess in maintaining meadows and pasture. Thus the problem of 
stocking the farm is closely related to the problem of insuring each 
year a stand of grass and clover. If the farmers in this region will 
establish the practice of liming the soil, in order to make the grass 
and clover crop more reliable, and if they will sow alsike clover and 
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lespedeza with red clover and raise more live stock, the most funda- 
mental and important problem in farming for this locality will be 
solved. : 

RETURNS FROM LIVE STOCK. 

While crop yield is one of the more important factors in farming, 
the return from live stock is just as important in proportion to the 
amount it contributes to the receipts of the farm. In general, live 
stock is kept on the farm to serve three major purposes: (1) To in- 
crease the value of grain and feedstuffs on the farm by feeding them; 
(2) to utilize waste products; and (3) to maintain the fertility of the 
soil. The analysis of 342 southwestern Kentucky farms showed that 
the profits in farming increased with the increase in the amount of 
live stock kept on a given area of land. Farms that had the equiva- 
lent of one cow or horse to 7% or 8 acres of land were almost invariably 
more profitable than those that had a higher acreage per animal. 
The same records showed also that crop yields increased with the 
increased amount of live stock kept on a given area of land. 
An important cause of loss on unsuccessful farms in this region is 
the waste of feed on live stock, especially of corn fed to hogs: Corn 
is now a high-priced feed and it occupies a considerable portion of 
the crop area on each farm, so that unless great care is exercised in 
feeding it the farm will suffer loss. : 
-A common way to measure profits in live stock is to compare net 

receipts from live stock (gross receipts less value of purchases) with 
the value of feedstuffs consumed. The average of 342 farms showed 
that $107.57 in net receipts was made for each $100 worth of products 
fed. These products were valued at farm prices and included the 
farmer’s estimate of the charge for pasture. The average of the best 
39 farms had $226 net receipts for each $100 worth of feed consumed 

and had an average labor income of $1,155. The average of 46 farms 
showing greatest loss in feeding was $33 loss for each $100 worth of 
feed consumed. These farms showed a minimum labor income of 
$84. A great deal- of the material consumed as feed could not be 
valued, for if not consumed in this way it would have been largely 
waste. 

. 
TYPE OF FARMING. 

The usual type of farming carried on in southwestern Kentucky is 
wheat, tobacco, and general live-stock farming, these enterprises being 
the three main sources of income. Small farms usually find it profitable 
to specialize on some particular enterprise, such as tobacco, dairying, 
or hay. Diversity of crops and live stock, however, is an important 
factor on such farms. The larger the farm the more important the 
wheat crop becomes, but successful farms of this type have large 
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diversity. On farms of 200 to 300 acres in size there is a tendency to 
make dairying an important enterprise. Of the 342 farms studied, 
however, only about 24 were regular dairy farms. Most of these sold 
market milk directly to consumers. Thirty-four farms sold butter, 
cream to creameries, and some market milk. The farms on which 
dairying was made a special enterprise were nearly always more 
profitable than farms without the dairy. The average successful farm 
of all sizes had more dairy cows than the less successful farms, show- 
ing that dairying as a farm enterprise is to be encouraged in this 
locality. It is doubtful, however, whether the strictly dairy type of 
farming should be generally recommended, though dairy farms are 
generally profitable where a market for milk is accessible. 

Generally speaking, on large and medium-sized farms, from one- 
half to two-thirds of the total farm receipts should come from live 
stock. 

Tobacco is an important enterprise on nearly all types of farms. 
About 12 per cent cent of the crop area on the average small farm is 
planted to tobacco; on large farms, 6 to 8 per cent. 

SELECTION OF ENTERPRISES. — 

The important crops that have been selected through long experi- 
ence in farming in this section (about 125 years) are winter wheat, 
dark tobacco, corn, oats, timothy, and red clover. For many years 
these have characterized the system of farming. More recently cow- 
peas, soy beans, and lespedeza have also found an important place. 
Productive live stock, which have been found profitable to handle, 
are cattle, hogs, sheep, and poultry. The average successful farm of 
about 300 acres of improved land will be found to have crops distri- 
buted approximately as follows: 

Per cent of improved land devoted to pasture and to crops, and per cent of crop 

area devoted to specific crops. 

Distribution of improved land: Acres. Per cent. 

Crop areal 22. 220s) eee eee 225 7D 

Pasture: 221-0. Sorry Aa ae eis ee ays epee eee 7D 25 

Distribution of crop area: 

Wheat. 225. a CR eee 45 

TODACCO 22 oe ee ees 20 9 . 

Corn soe Sl ee ee 55 25 

Other ceredl sit Le ee ee 12 5 

Meadow. hayae- US, 2 eee ee 23 10 

Miscelfaneous' cropse22 = 2s Bee Oe See ee 14 6 

About 8 per cent of the land on the average farm is practically waste 
or idle land. This is a source of great waste on farms in this section. 
The less the waste or idle land on farms, the greater were the profits. 
Fifty-five farms averaged 18 per cent of waste land, and the average 
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labor income of these farms was $158, as compared with $356, the 

average of all farms. 
Live stock on the average successful farm of 300 acres of improved 

land was distributed approximately as follows: 

Live stock on average successful farm of 300 acres of wmproved land. 

Per Per 100 acres 
farm. improved land. 

pee ta ts ae 6 2, 

SU @iWNE ISO CLE a a EN a 6 2 

TEU) LS ak AI 2 elas 8) Da RS De dad 60 20 

SLOGhmaGaibt less ses out ire iss | AE aa Ee 6 2 

See meee aber 45 15 

OMG ypeereeit ore || A RE ES 150 50 

NT OTUKGNS COC Kets Seeks Te ce a ek Bd 10 3 

Acres improved land per 1,000-pound animal, 6.6. 

Ordinarily farms in this section are not as heavily stocked as they 
should be. The diversified farms on this type of soil should have a 
carrying capacity of at least one 1,000-pound animal for each 6 to 7 
acres of improved land. 

| DIVERSITY. + 

A proper diversity of sources of income is an important factor in 
profitable farming. In the first place, this stabilizes the income 
from year to year. It is seldom that conditions which make one sin- 

gle crop unprofitable will affect all crops in the same manner. For 
instance, dry weather during the latter part of May and June may 
have a bad effect on corn and tobacco, when usually such conditions 
are favorable for wheat. In the second place, by means of diversity 
a better distribution of labor is secured. Tobacco furnishes work 
during every month of the year. Other crops require attention for’ 
shorter periods during the growing season. By long experience 

_ these various crops have come into an adjustment which meets all 
conditions in a practical and generally advantageous manner. Of 
course, on many farms a better adjustment could be secured by more 
careful planning along the lines indicated by general experience. 

Farms between 220 and 300 acres in size proved to be the most 
efficiently organized among those studied, and had, also, the most 
profitable degree of diversity. They showed about three-fourths as 
much of their receipts from live stock as from tobacco. Receipts 
from wheat and tobacco were approximately equal in amount. About 
equal amounts were received also from hogs and sheep, and from 
cows and stock cattle. On farms of this size more receipts come from 
hogs than from sheep and more from stock cattle than from cows. 
On small farms—75 to 100 acres in size—receipts came mainly from 

~ some one enterprise like dairy products, hay, or tobacco. 
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Farms of average size—about 300 acres—showed the most profit- 
able diversity when receipts were distributed about equally between — 
wheat, tobacco, and live stock, with a few minor sources of income, 
such as clover seed, poultry, hay, and corn. 

ROTATION OF CROPS. 

Probably no other term has been repeated so often in discussing 
agricultural problems as the term “rotation of crops.” On most 
diversified farms everywhere some kind of crop rotation is practiced. 
Experience will teach farmers that, except under special conditions, 
one crop can not profitably be grown continuously on the same plot 
of ground. When, for various reasons, complete rotation systems 
can not be carried out and when a sufficient amount of manure is 
not available to supply the needed humus and plant food, some land 
usually lies idle a year or more at a time to recuperate. Such a prac- 
tice is a source of great waste on farms, as already has been pointed 
out. 

When all the land on the farm is about equally adapted to such 
crops as can be grown in a locality, a quite regular crop rotation 
develops. Where such crop rotations prevail the farmer can predict 
with practical certainty the crop which will be grown on a certain 
field one or two years hence. In the locality where this survey was 
made, however, though the land is generally level to rolling in 
topography, there is considerable diversity of soil on different parts 
of any individual farm. This condition, together with the fact that 
grass and clover often miss a stand, makes it difficult to follow a 
definite system of rotation. Thirty-two farmers out of 342 stated | 
that they followed no system. The great majority, however, have 
some system which they aim to follow. In the majority of cases 
this was given as corn or tobacco, wheat, and grass and clover. 
Often a part of the wheat field is plowed after harvest, disked, har- 
rowed, and rolled. This process is called summer-fallowing. In 
the fall redtop, sometimes with timothy, is sown along with the 
wheat. The general practice is to sow clover in the early spring. 
Sometimes clover alone is sown on the wheat land and left to hold 
the ground only one year, when it is turned under and followed by 
corn or tobacco. If grasses are sown with the clover and make a 
good stand, the land may remain in sod two or three years for 
meadow or pasture. When clover is cut for hay a second growth 
comes on, which, if the season is favorable, is cut in the fall for seed. 

It will thus be seen that the problem of rotations in this locality 
is very complicated. Instead of the system becoming a mechanical 
one, as is the case in some sections, the farmer here modifies it each 
year to suit such conditions as may prevail at the time of prepara- 
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tion and planting. To follow such,a system successfully requires 
exceptional experience and good judgment on the part of the farmer. 

Such being the conditions, the proportioning of crops on the 
land each year is an important factor in profitable farming in this 
section. This proportion is in a general way quite uniform on farms 
of the same size and type and has become very definitely established 
by custom. Hence the successful farmer in this locality makes the 
amount of each crop he should grow a matter of first importance, 
and the rotation must be adapted more or less accordingly. 

The building up of the soil by means of lime, commercial fertil- 
izer, legumes, and live stock will undoubtedly result in more regular 
systems of rotation. 

GOOD FARMING INCREASES THE VALUE OF THE LAND. 

The average price of land represented by the 342 farms studied 
was $64 per acre, ranging generally from $50 to $150. The average 
net earning capacity of the land, as previously stated, was $3.14 per 
acre,! so that the average price would just about be supported by 
the earning capacity of the average farm, figuring interest at 5 per 
cent, or about the net rate which farmers with money to loan can 
get in this locality. Thus, if the average farm in this community 
can be made to earn $5 per acre, the value of land here would be 
pushed up to $100 per acre. This fact affords an opportunity for 
increased profits to the farmer who has skill in growing crops and 
live stock and who, besides, understands the principles of farm 
organization for this locality. 

THE PRACTICAL VALUE OF STANDARDS OF FARM ORGANIZA- 
aeeel". 

In nearly all inquiries made oe farmers and others relative to 
organizing and operating a farm, some or all of the following ques- 
tions are asked: (1) What crops, and how many acres of each,should | 
be planted? (2) What kinds of live stock, and how many of each 
lind, should be kept on the farm? (8) How much labor is required. 
to do the work, and how many work animals are needed? (4) How 
much working capital is needed for live stock, machinery, and sup- 
plies? (5) What should be the receipts and expenses for a year’s 
business on the farm? (6) What yields are to be expected from 
crops, and what returns should be expected from the various kinds 
of live stock? 

Though these can not be answered with precision, all are practical 
questions which every farmer should carefully consider, and which 

1 As was pointed out on page 3, $3.14 is what the average farm would earn for a 

landlord if he rented it. This ie be 5 per cent on a valuation of about $63 per acre. 

64337°—18—Bull. 713 
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emphasize the need of standards of organization and practice that 
are approximately correct for safe and reliable farming, based on 
the experience of successful farmers. 

In asking such questions as these the size of the farm is in mind as 
a basis for calculating these various factors. In some sections, 
however, as in the cotton belt, the number of mules or horses avail- 
able is the basis for organizing the farm business. In sections where 
dairying is the prevailing type of farming the number of dairy cows 
is the basis. In most sections, however, where diversified farming is 
the rule and where the land is comparatively high in price, the basis 
of farm organization is the size of the farm rather than the number 
of work stock or dairy stock needed to equip it. Thus, in this locality, 
where differences in types of farming are based largely on the 
amount of land available for a farm, and where diversified farming 
is the rule, the amount of improved land available should be taken 
as the basis of farm organization. 
No farm organization, however well it may measure up to stand- 

ards based on the experience of the best farmers, can prove successful 
if the operator is not efficient, if yields are much below the average 
of the community, if prices of cash crops should be abnormally low, 
or if live stock should not show a substantial profit on feed con- 
sumed. On the other hand, the farm organized on the basis of the 
experience of the best farmers and operated by an industrious and 
efficient manager could hardly fail to be.successful with average 
yields and prices. 

STANDARD YIELDS AND FARM VALUES FOR IMPORTANT CROPS 
AND PRODUCTIVE ANIMALS. | 

Table I shows the average yields and farm values for important 
crops on the most successful 140 farms in 1915, also the estimated nor- 
mal yields and farm values of these crops. The figures given for nor- 
mal yields are based on estimates of 20 to 25 farmers in the locality. 
In estimating normal farm values the 1915 Yearbook of the United 
States Department of Agriculture was consulted, and account also 
was taken of local conditions and the range of prices prevailing for 
several years past, during which time the writer has been familiar 
with farm conditions in this region. 

It will be observed that the yields for wheat and corn were abnor- 

mally low in 1915, the year to which the farm records applied. The 
yields for tobacco and hay, however, were higher that year than the 
normal, which to a large extent compensated for low yields of cereals. 

Farm values for live stock and live-stock products were generally 
higher in 1915 than the normal. This is shown in Table II. The 
normal values were estimated on the basis of prices ruling in the 
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general markets, account being taken of shrinkage, freight charges, 
and local conditions. 

The weights given for hogs, stock cattle, and lambs are averaged 
estimates. The production and receipts per cow and the production 

and receipts per 100 poultry are the averages based on the most suc- 

cessful 140 farms. Twenty-five of the 140 successful farms made the 
production of milk and butter an important enterprise, and the cows 
on such farms were rated as dairy cows. On the 115 remaining suc- 
cessful farms the selling of milk and butter was only incidental to 
the purpose of keeping the cows. On such farms the main purpose 
is home supply. On all farms poultry were kept mainly to supply 
food for the family. 

TABLE I.—Yield and farm value of important crops for 1915 compared with esti- 
mated normal yields and farm values. 

a Average for 140 suc- = 
cessful farms in Petty teat 

Unit of 1915. q 
Crop. YaClO ope, iv teees AP i 

Yield per Yield per 
eras Value. aera Value. 

GBI G5 OS SCRE AE SEE era |e a a Bushel.. 11.27} $1.10 18 $0. 96 
COLNE eee epee erry sy obey cere ried SAN) oe do..... 29.0 - 66 35 -60 
BNO D ACC OME EET Me mine coe e ke cen ciied viet cee Pound. 878.6 0603 850 

Ve EEE Teno oe eine cas nseb u's aclseinteme vices Toneeas. 1 14. 56 1 12.00 

TABLE II.—Average farm values of live stock and live-stock products for 1915 
compared with estimated normal farm values. 

Values and receipts. 

Live stock and live-stock products. Basis of comparison. 

1915 Normal. 

Hogs (200 pounds weight). ................202c0c2eeeeeeeee 100 pounds Dates inewseeieislare $6. 75 $6. 00 
Stockers (750 pounds weight) .....................-2--ss--/-----dO. . 665 ..02.2.-200-- 5.50 4.50 
Lambs (75 pounds weight). ............-.-..2--------22--[--- 08 ao Le eauca tee casceene 8.00 6.50 
NMeon(G;poundsiweicht): ~~. 2220.2. see ne nece nsec cen MGWOUN Gene so ecececences 34 28 
Dairy cows (530 gallons per cow). ......-..--------------- peeps per cow........ 882505 |. scsegaoee 
Average farm cow (370 gallons per cow)...-.-----.--------]-----O.-.-.....5-------- 22n30) | emesis 
omltry,(G2/eres\per hen)... ..-.2.-c2cccee eee oes eene eee per 100 hens. . 46028 |e ose eeeel 

A STUDY OF FIVE INDIVIDUAL FARMS WHICH, IN GENERAL, 
ILLUSTRATE GOOD STANDARDS FOR THE ORGANIZATION OF 
FARMS IN THE AREA STUDIED. 

AN 89-ACRE TOBACCO FARM. 

NTO BOVEC het Car eye: tee ee NN LD RE iS Ee acres__ 83 

LEPGTGL” CUOY a) EWES eT aN ANS ha I te do__- 49 

TE-G Gy ETERS UN Ns ap eR ree OE SPS eee aw do__- 34 

Business statement : 

Weinevotowner’s land (75 ackes)i22__--- Sees $7, 000 

Value of rented land (14 aS sy | A oe, Bis OE LIT as 2 eee 1, 200 

Working capital______ (eG es Ses OATS a eae ge a eh 1, 168 

SEG SOG ES mS = RN ea eae) en es 1, 583 
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Wxpensesou tek oh a RD ee 

Marm incomes 22 ob ee ees Res ee BL 

Interest on operator’s investment, at 5 per cent____________--____------ 

ADOT ANCOMeN hii A2 Es. 28k a | Te ee 

Crops Acres. _ Yield, 
Ganniieied seit (ii teoite te a 15 —«-85 bushels 
WinGate 204 ae Ae ere Beran Fees Cis a ee Eee 15 10 bushels 

TODRCCO =. tes Se ee Be 5 a Pe 14 821 pounds 

Miscellaneous (crops22 2s 2 ee es Bey pases eee 2 eee 

Num- 

Live stock: 

. 

OF AGRICULTURE. 

Per cent 
of crop 
area. 

31 

31 

28 

10 

Number 
per 100 
acres of 

ber on improved 
farm. 

COWS 22a es i Ea oe ene gel Spal 2 

YOUN, sStO CR a 2 2 

Hogs. ee oo Re Be een ge een eer 14 

Poultry 2.2 | I en ee ee a 200 

land. 

Man labor: Approximately 800 days of man labor were required.= No hired 

labor was employed. Work was done by the operator and family, the total 

labor employed being the equivalent of about 2.5 year hands. 

Horse labor: Approximately 350 days of horse labor were required. Two 

mules were kept to do this work. 

Capital: The average value of owned and rented land was about $90 per 

acre. The working capital was $1,168, or $14.07 per acre of improved land. 

The distribution of working capital was: 

Wie SUC ec eS ar hl $619 

IMU SCIOTO 201 

WMe@ed" ane Supplies en a gp 198 

Cash, to rime DUSimess ce aac oe ee ee 150 

4 RUG) 127) (Ns et DS ee eS pepe SMe A 1, 168 

Expenses: The farm expenses amounted to $630, or about 40 per cent of 

receipts. 

Sources and amount of receipts: 

We ab A a aE i RG 9c SM $125 

TRODACCO ats ae a Mu a 949 

DTI yaa TN a ee 129 

Hoge: 2-2) bes ie, = NS IE IG SEE 5 9 ai Vikas 5 he aT 

Poultry ee ee ae ee eee 107 

Inerease: inventory — 222822 ee eb og ee ert a ee ee 196 

POCA Ae ene NN oo Se ee 1, 583 

Sixty per cent of receipts on this farm were from tobacco, 28 per cent of the 

crop area being devoted to this crop and more than half the man labor. For 

these reasons such a farm may be classified as a distinctly tobacco farm. 

_ Receipts were $19.07 per acre of improved land. 

Though the labor income in this instance was not high, it was 
above the average of the farms surveyed, and the farm could be 
rated as successful. 
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The small successful farms varied in type much more than large 
farms. Some of them specialized on dairying. One farm, 83 acres 
in size, specialized on meadow hay and made a labor income of $884. 

The 89-acre tobacco farm just analyzed made about the average 
yield of tobacco. The price obtained, however, was 8} cents per 
pound, which was much higher than the average for that year. This 
shows that the tobaccc must have been of good quality. 

It will be noted that while the main source of income was tobacco, 
five other sources contributed materially to the farm income. Suc- 
cess on a small farm depends much on making the minor enterprises 
contribute to the income. 

_ A 138-ACRE DIVERSIFIED DAIRY FARM. 

kniprovedmland area 22 eel ee ee acres__ 136 

(CHROYD SARS eae ale la a2 rt ae el doza== 97 

JEG SERDORS). GW er Ae iu a ed Eien Se aml NA a ao ce do___— 39 

Business statement: 

Valneramownedreland (135 acres) 222 eee es ee $13, 500.00 

Waluevotrented land \(3:deres) 22... ea 600. 00 

VS IELTS. ERAN hss sh ak i Su UMM te apm ae ek Yel ua a 2, 975. 00 

SEB EMT OUEST eee EE oO AE a eS ee as 2, 404. 00 

Praiensesy tit wt tae tec fet RE Tot vara. gt ey eet: 952. 00 
LISTING OTC ier aes Mea! oN een "bene Bd ge hee gel tL 1, 452. 00 

5 per cent interest on investment_______=__-__-_-_-_- 839. 00 

ATEN TO Tamm NTT CONC yee ere Sr Ne” RR ee Die a ee 613. 00 
Per cent of 

Crops: ; Acres. Yields. crop area, 

CCAOQTERDY ss RIE cece pee 2S seek A() 382 bushels. 41 

RUVATT@ Hes eee tence erases cl ee es 30 13 bushels. 31 

Meadow _____ SEE EY A 8 ee ea ie ie i EE 8 14 tons. 8 

PRGUACE One. Atieute: yo bst Serer) ipl eee eee 12 857 pounds. v¢ 

WEScellameous, CROPS. Meee es. ee. te ADI ey Ee a eebin es Se 13 

Number per 
100 acres of 

Live stock: Number. au ae 

(COONS) RO 2 oh ae ATT ANN MEA TSR RE ZS MarR as LS Re 10 7.4 

AVC RRS 10 Clete eee ee NE es | dg te alee OP eae) 8 5.9 

J BETO sch As el a MP i re MR cs ce Dp RE 1 shes 

TSU GRS - as A HNN ene” "= ras men a oa 17 12.5 

TE GACUEESY ye paces pmlc he ein lp age RAMA i tr te Rane hae 100 74.0 

Man labor: Approximately .740 days of man labor were required. The op- 

erator and one year hand, with some help by the family, did the labor on this 

farm. The total labor employed was the equivalent of about 2.7 year hands. 

Horse labor: Approximately 550 days of horse labor were required for the 

work on this farm. Two horses and three mules were kept on the farm. 

Capital: The land was valued at $100 per acre. The working capital was 

$2,975, or about $22 per acre of improved land. 

The distribution of working capital was as follows: 

MARSOC Kerr a mea TAL ise | pT a $1, 684 

ATVUFeN Ce Lesa Yeay pipette acne ora ccc ANG TM as pe I 366 

Te elena SUID PO CS eee ee” ete eS Ee 625 

Cash to.run business_______________---______ AO ST AAS ERIM WADE ORO! Bas Os 300 
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Sources and amount of receipts: 

- Wheat 20 ee $400 

"RopaccOe!_ 2 ee | ee 360 

| D1. \ eee ie eo es Se ee lee eh eee 2 AMES ES es eT eS) Sal 1, 080 

Women stock i os a ps ee hs a cw ee. 0 a ee 271 

THO SSP ane tot al ie ie a a 220 

ROUGRYa 12s eS ee 21 

Other “sources. -2+ 22. Fee 2 ee 102 

otal 2-2-5 oe eh ke a ee a a 2, 404 

The receipts amount to $17.70 per acre of improved land. Receipts from the 

dairy are greater than from any other one source, being 43 per cent of the total. 

Receipts from the four other major sources were pretty evenly distributed. 

The selection and proportioning of crops were similar to the common diversi- 

fied farms. It then may be classified as a diversified dairy farm. 

Expenses: Expenses were $952, or about 40 per cent of receipts. 

This farm was well organized for the general dairy type of farm- 
ing in this locality. About 43 per cent of the total receipts were 
from dairy cows. The balance of receipts was well distributed to 
crops and the various kinds of live stock found to be profitable here. 
This distribution shows proper diversity. 

Receipts per cow were $103, showing good quality for the dairy 
business. About an equal amount of receipts were from market 
milk and butter. The average for 24 dairy farms was $88.50 per 
cow. 

Crop yields were about normal, and the proportioning of crops and 
live stock conformed fairly well to standards set by the more suc- 
cessful farms in the community. However, if this land had been a 
general diversified dairy farm there should have been about 14 acres 
of tobacco instead of 7, and about 30 acres of corn instead of 40. 

Both man and horse labor were well utilized. The farm was much 
better stocked than the average. There were 5.6 acres of improved 
land to each 1,000 pounds of animals. The average of 342 farms 
was 20.5 acres per 1,000 pounds of animals. Fifty-four farms, show- 
ing less than 10 acres of improved land per 1,000 pounds of animals, 
had .an average labor income of $621, or nearly twice that of the 
average farm. 

A 160-ACRE DIVERSIFIED GENERAL FARM. 

Improved land’ areal) 2 ee eee acres__ 156 

Crop ‘sreattes Se eh eee ee 2 eee diosa 126 

Pasture ibs ORs Uh Fee OSS NT nee ee Eee eee ee do 30 

Business statement: 

Value of land; at’ $80 per acre 22> ee ee ee ee $12, 800 

Working. capitalist i. sme 2 OO Fe ete UREN 1 AE 6, 499 

Receipts 2222 se ase a ee ee ee 5, 847 

EX Pen S@S$-~reetersee eer et ee re 2,116 

Warm i0C0M@ 222 a ee eee 3huleab 

5S\per cent interest on investment: _. Bee eee - 965 

Labor income. 2222225. 2 202. eee eee oe 2 66 
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? Per cent of 
Crops: Acres. Yield. crop area. 

(CHT: Geel ae eel eee Seed ee SR, eee 25 40 bushels. 20 

Valls Gains < 3M Co aes ee ie eee). | 2 ee 40 25 bushels. 32 

(Calg: {S556 ORS AN ee ei ae aie emg) 3s eS 12 50 bushels. 10 

lismalciy SOS eer ee elt) See nee, eee 25 14 tons. 20 

hie. ee ee Cee = toe ae 20 1,000 pounds. 16 
Pompeani(Gaonple crop)-.------.--2.-.----s sees - OE ions Utetafate Ss aexeta aay 8 
DATE Ce ee Te SS See eee. “COs 7 a ane aera. Seager 4 

Number per 
100 acres of 

A improved 
Live stock: Number. land. 

(OOWESlsste esc eek ee eR oS ee eet 3 1.9 

long sock ee - /eeaaeen 2 Ws 
Core ke CENT Ie ee ee a 32 20.5 

ela et alata to alo s+ + = = 2 no ain) nein cit uate ee 46 29.0 

RPM et ean te toh oc oso +» « a eI Se wee ttew ena 100 64. 0 

Man labor: Approximately 1,500 days of man labor were required on this 

farm: About 700 days’ labor required by the 20 acres of tobacco was done by 

a cropper. The remaining 800 days’ labor was done by a year hand, the 

operator, and some family labor. 

Horse labor: Approximately 820 days of horse labor were required on the 

farm. The owner furnished horse labor to the cropper raising the tobacco. 

Seven work animals were kept on the farm to do this labor—2 horses and 5 

mules. 

Capital: The value of the land was $80 per acre. Working capital invested 

amounted to $6,499, or about $41 per acre of improved land. 

The distribution of working capital was approximately as follows:. 

Dawe shag SO Re eer ee $4, 298 
Mer cline iyyewer ee eee TCR SE ee 516 

RCC Ce AUNT CAS UD ULES Someta see se ees ee Se 685 

ISTE OM IANNIS AINA se ees ete eo. | ee Et Sed 1, 000 

Sources and amount of receipts: 

NB SR a gem EN ae ee 302 $1, 250 

PT aT a (CC Cee rm aa a a etl ag a ee ha ae eran 1, 300 

AC oy iise cei Seas Pe eS I eee ee 130 

BNE LOCK een Deus ea ee 225 

Rai Oe Kame se retecne se we IE ca oa a 2 he cs on tet ND) 1, 495 

BREN es coerpa ea ee a IR oo ose oes a ilies 637 

SEEN s 5 emuenn ma ay es A a tg ln no ae J 400 

Increase inventory, and other sources___----____________ 410 

5, 847 

The receipts amount to about $37.50 per acre of improved land. Receipts are 

about evenly divided between wheat, tobacco, and live stock, making’ the type 

a distinctly diversified general farm. 

Expenses were approximately $13.50 per acre, or about 36 per cent of receipts. 

This was an unusually successful farm for the region. Its success 
was due largely to high crop yield and profits in feeding stock cattle. 
A large amount of the stock feed came from cowpeas and alfalfa. 
Twenty-five tons of these products were fed, mostly to stock cattle. 
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The sources and amount of receipts shown above indicate a good 
degree of diversity. The proportioning of crops and live stock con- 
form to the standards of the more successful farms. Both man and 
horse labor were well utilized. The farm was unusually well stocked, 
there being the equivalent of about one 1,000-pound animal for 3 
acres of improved land. These factors indicate excellent organi- 
zation. : 

A 315-ACRE DIVERSIFIED GENERAL FARM. 

Tmproved.@ande oneasd S22 23 ee eee acres__ 296 

@rop parent. 2. 3 eee eee do. =. 200 

IRasture. 6 oe oe 2 a doZ ses 56 

Idlew crop Jando ee | ee dossh 40 

Business statement: 

Value. of. Vand. 2- 222.2 2-2) eee eee $23, 625 

Working capitals. 22 ee 5, 165 

Receipts. 4,777 

IXpenses— 8. a ee 1, 917 

Parm incomes its! 2 SE ae geen ne 2, 860 

5 per cent interest on investment______ poles Fe ee Ase es hee 1, 440 

Tabor. Imecomess == oc I i ae ee cee a 1, 420 

Per 
cent 

Crops: | . Acres. Yield. Sea. 

Worse fir AEE ME aes Aa Ri oe 55 40 bushels. 28 

Wiheate 2 2 A AAS Oe 80 _ 10 bushels. 40 

MG ACO Wi 2 ONS BEERS OL Les aD SSA RCS 50 1.6 tons. 25 | 

MODACCOS 22 oe et eee 11 800 pounds. 5 

Giilier Chopse2te Ge eee ES a eee 4. Pa Cee 2 

Number 
per 100 
acres of 

; improved 
Live stock: Numbers. and, 

CowsEs 2S 22 ee wt ties = SS 2 Ss eee 7 2.4 

Baliga 26) oe ee ec et ly Dee aor 1 pao fee 

Younes stock22.-2 20. yp eg ee 1.7 

Stock: cattle w2- 2 3 i 7 2. 4 

Sheep. = ae ee NSS rr 41 13.8 

Hogs. 202 ee 42 14. 2 

Poultry_-2- 222 oa kk ees ee 40 13.5 

Man labor: Approximately 1,400 man days’ labor was required on this farm. 

Two regular year hands were employed. The equivalent of two year hands 

was hired as extra labor. Besides this, family labor was utilized equivalent to 

about one year hand. The operator did no manual labor on the farm. 

Horse labor: Approximately 1,000 days of horse labor were required on this 

farm. Ten head of work stock were kept—2 horses and 8 mules. 

Capital: The land was valued at $75 per acre. Working capital amounted 

to $5,165, or about $17.50 per acre of improved land. Working capital was dis- 

tributed as follows: 

Live! Stodk ics, Sieve) CCU GEE i) VRE: 2h OTe ERT as oe eee $2, 636 

Machinerysn22. 43-22) poepes lah a) BE ti ee ee ee pe 1, 717 

Feed ‘and ‘supplies. 2. 3 ee eee ee 622 

@Cash.to run busSiness___.__ =. = > ee eee 200 
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Sources and amount of receipts: 

AWG 2 eS ee eee ee Sener ee eee $700 

NGL CEO) es TE Si EE ee pee ere 506 

ET eres este eee ye 8 a 700 

AC urerEsc ed meses « memin eat OL. Re eS ee 450 

TEYSUTTE SY i 5 SS SR Le a ee 508 

SRST Tete em nee aN en ge re i Se Se te 140 

UC ECA uM Omen ee cree Sa. 2 eee We eee oe ee eS 555 

SSIES |e ne RE IE en | a ee eee ee 210 

TCE A SS Se SE es See eee er ees 328 

hia Shimon tor NelshhOrss2 ss 22a, PRM ee es oe 8 ee 530 

MERGES CUM OMIEOINV es ee ey 150 

BTC frei) | een EN Se eRe Sa TIE ee a 4,777 

The receipts amounted to $16.14 per improved acre. About 34 per cent of 

receipts are from live stock, fairly distributed to stock cattle, hogs, sheep, and 

dairy cows. The balance of receipts are fairly distributed to wheat, tobacco, 

hay, clover seed, and outside laber. ‘This distribution would put the farm in the 

class of diversified general farms. 

In spite of low crop yields for wheat and tobacco, this farm was 
fairly successful for its size. Yields less than normal for two im- 
portant cash crops—wheat and tobacco—while having a large influence 
in lowering profits, did not prevent business success, because much 
larger profits than usual were made on live stock. For every $100 
worth of feed consumed, live stock netted the farm $201. This was 
one of the most highly diversified farms studied. Six of the 11 
sources of income were nearly of equal value. Diversity is one of the 
important factors influencing profits in farming. No better illus- 
tration of this principle could-be given than the results on this farm. 

While strong in diversity and quality of the live-stock business, 
there were some weak points in the organization of this farm. Stand- 
ards based on the most successful farming would have required 20 
to 25 acres of tobacco instead of 11 acres. Best standards would have 
required also more live stock. Instead of the equivalent of. thirty- 
seven 1,000-pound animals, the number should have been at least 50. 

- Forty acres of land was idle, showing that the farm was having 
difficulty in maintaining fertility. Idle land on the farm is an im- 
portant negative factor in profitable farming in this locality. It 
frequently determines profit or loss. 

A 1,091-ACRE DIVERSIFIED GENERAL FARM. 

iNT TRON; CAI ease a aE Ne acres__ 952 

(QUROID CURSE eS ere ip = 602 

AEA USC We CV Cte ee ree ret SS TS Ee Pe er et dom=== 320 

Mellen (enna eee ee Ed Boor ee 5S | aes FETED. OF AE ej (Gea meh 30 
_ Business statement : 

Kelnevor owner land..205 acres, at $T>mmeeee a See $15, 225 

Value of rented land, 888 acres, at $80_---_-_-=-________________- 71, 040 
NAY CLELSHTa ea!CCEST OT GT ei a eae A ene DS 12, 312 
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Receipts _=—--=--__- S22 eee $12, 053 

Expenses, including ‘$2,200 cash rent__ ee eee 6, 470 

Harm “aneome —2 2S. ee ee ee 5, 583 

5 per cent interest on operator’s investment... ¢. |.) 1, 377 

Taher guceme.— 20 ee 4, 206 

Per cent 
Crops: Acres. Yield. © ofarea. 

Onan Ae ee a re) See 175 30 bushels 29 

i aS as Mies Sey SS eS aCe I 275 13 bushels 46 

Meadow! 2 one] a meenne wel ee 65 1 ton 11 

Ona CCO = =e © ae eee ee 750 pounds 7 

eV RCHS: Se ee 30" +) on EE 5 

Otherserops2= 220s ee ee ee Pima ae S| re 2 

Number 
per 100 
acres of 
improved 

Live stock: Number. land. 
Cows 52s we ye ee Se) | ea ees Sa ee 22 2.3 

Bulls SIL) BAL LU Ue ote Lee. | SEE a are eee Tie penrt. 

Young. stock. eee 20 21. 

Stock. cattle. te. So ee 24 2, 5) 

TORS 2 ee 8 ee 215 23.0 

Poultry 22. st oe ee 105 11.0 

Man labor: Approximately 4,000 days of man labor were required on this 

farm. This labor was performed by 7 year-hands, extra labor amounting to 

4 year-hands, and the operator. 
Horse labor: Approximately 2,700 horse days were required. Twenty-two © 

work stock were kept—4 horses and 18 mules. 

Capital: Operator’s land was valued at $75 per acre and rented land at $80. 

Working capital was all furnished by operator, amounting to $12,312, or 12.82 

per acre of improved land. 

Working capital was distributed as follows: 

Hive’ stock Ugo th Gi ty 2212 a eee eee $5, 645 

Machineryos 525204 hs ptes Sia bo on ey Boe Sa ie ee ee Spee ee 1, 742 

eed ‘arid supplies2: <6 22523 so 8 ee ee! 3, 425 

Cash to xin, farce se oe i a a eae ee 1, 500 

Sources and amount of receipts: 

Wheat. .— = tele ee ee ee $3, 610 

Tobace@o! 222 {S001 He VERS PE DPS es 9 COR thd SE fee geen eee 1, 688 

1S |) eee ee Ea ee ee Pe ee es IMOR IS a eg eee ee 1, 080 

COWS pss 2 2 i ee 2 ag ee 1, 515 

Young, stock==_ <2) 22552" 2 eee. oe ee 355 

Stock “cattle. 2222 2 ee a ee ee nee 855 

HMorseS.2) 22-3222 2 a et ee ee ee 330 

Pasturing ‘and feeding stock222--2-_- - Sees ee ee eee 346 

HOgS 2528 Le ee ee ee pence 2 220 

Other soureesi tise ss Ss Ee a ee 151 

Totalin =o 22s see ee. 2 eee es Ne ee 12, 153 

Receipts amounted to about $12.80 per acre. On this farm wheat is the source 

of highest income. As a rule, in this locality the importance of wheat increases 

with the size of the farm. Receipts, however, are about equally divided be- 

tween crops and live stock. The type is largely that of the diversified general 

farm, 
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Expenses were $6,470, including $2,200 paid in cash rent. This farmer did 

a successful farm business. Crop yields were somewhat below normal. Profits 

on live stock, however, were good and above the average, the live-stock receipts 

being $145 for each $100 worth of feed consumed. A great factor in the 

success of the business was 888 acres of land rented for cash, a little less than 

$2.50 per acre. The landlord received, however, about 3 per cent on his 

investment. 

This farm should have carried more live stock to conform to the 
standards of the more successful farmers. The equivalent of 114 
1,000-pound animals were carried, when the number should have been 
about 150. No sheep were kept. The organization could have been 
improved if there had been about 150 ewes. This would have about 
rounded out the stocking of the farm. 

Field crops were proportioned approximately according to the. 
standards of the average farm of this size. 

ADDITIONAL COPIES 
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SPOILAGE OF CRANBERRIES AFTER HARVEST. 
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(The work done in Massachusetts was in cooperation with the Massachusetts 

Agricultural Experiment Station.) 
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INTRODUCTION, 

IMPORTANCE OF SPOILAGE AFTER HARVEST. 

Three million dollars’ worth of cranberries are, on the average, 

produced annually in the United States. Although effective control 
measures are practiced by many growers, a considerable portion of 
the crop, certainly not less than 10 per cent, is lost through fungous 

diseases before the fruit is picked. Large losses also frequently ap- 
pear after picking. In some respects this spoilage is more trouble- 
some than that which occurs earlier. Fruit which spoils after it is 
packed and shipped has cost the grower for handling and packing, 
and further expense is frequently involved in claims for allowances, 

shipments refused, inspection, and sometimes reseparating at the 
market. On the average, at least 15 per cent of the crop is estimated 
to be lost between the field and the consumer. 

A less obvious but even more serious effect upon the demand for 
and sale of cranberries is that produced by marketing spoiled fruit. 
“Time and again,” says Mr. A. U. Chaney (38, p. 30)1, “have I no- 

1 The serial numbers in parentheses refer te ‘‘ Literature cited’’ (p. 20). 
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ticed that a retailer who has unsound and unattractive fruit in his 
store has blocked his sale of cranberries.” As the trade becomes more 
and more critical, not only of cranberries but of other fruits, the 
time is rapidly approaching when (2, p. 30) “ growers must recognize 
the absolute necessity of producing fruit that will be sound when it 
goes before the consumer.” 

PLAN OF THE PRESENT WORK. 

The senior writer has carried on investigations of the diseases of 
cranberries since 1901. During the past two years (1916 and 1917), 
however, the problem has been taken up with special reference to the 
iosses which occur after picking. Field work and storage experi- 
ments have been carried on in Massachusetts and New Jersey; labora- 
tory studies of material shipped from these areas and from Wiscon- 
sin, Michigan, Oregon, Maine, and West Virginia have been made at 
Washington, D. C.; fruit has been inspected and studied in most of 
the important markets east of the Mississippi River; and experimen- 
tal shipments have been made from cranberry-growing centers to 
Washington. New York, and Chicago. So far as practicable, the 
field work in New Jersey and in Massachusetts has been conducted 
along similar lines, in order to avoid errors due to peculiar local con- 
ditions. 

The investigations in Massachusetts have been carried on in co- 
operation with the Massachusetts Agricultural Experiment Station, 
the work at the State bog at East Wareham being in charge of Dr. 
H. J. Franklin (4,5). Prof. F. W. Morse, of the experiment sta- 
tion, has also taken up certain important phases of cranberry respi- 
ration in relation to spoilage. While the investigations are not yet 
complete, the present paper aims to present the more important re- 

sults and the conclusions thus far obtained in order that they may 
be immediately available to cranberry growers. 

CAUSES OF CRANBERRY SPOILAGE. 

The spoilage of cranberries is due in general to one or more of the 

following causes: Freezing, insect work, bruising, drying out, natural 
ripening processes, fungous rots, and smothering. The writers pro- 
pose to employ the term smothering to designate the pathological 
conditions produced in fruits by sufficient interference with respira- 
tion, whatever the cause of this interference. 

As the cause of freezing and the means of its prevention are well 
understood and the work of insects is outside the province of this 
paper, these two causes of spoilage will not be discussed. 

BRUISING. 

Loss due to bruising is by no means confined to actual crushing of 

berries by careless handling or spilling in sorting or packing houses, 
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_ though this is in itself a cause of considerable loss and should be 
carefully guarded against. 

Very important and more difficult to eliminate are the numerous 
unnoticed injuries occurring in the processes of harvesting, separat- 
ing (milling), sorting (hand screening), and packing the fruit. It 
has been shown that these injuries, while too slight to affect the im- 
mediate sale of the fruit, indirectly bring about serious losses by 

starting decay. This relation of bruising to the starting of fungous 
rot will be considered later. 

Slightly injured berries also dry out and shrivel much more quickly 
than sound fruit. Shrinkage in storage will be reduced, therefore, 
by care in harvesting and handling the fruit. 

DRYING OUT. 

Cranberries held in storage will gradually shrink even though no 
decay occurs. An experienced observer (6, 1913, p. 20) estimates 
this shrinkage as high as 10 per cent in the case of Karly Black cran- 
berries held in common storage at the bog for late trade. A part 
of this loss is due to the natural ripening processes mentioned below 
and part in some cases to the actual loss of water by evaporation. 
Bruising the fruit increases its rate of drying out and shriveling. 
The rate at which water is lost by evaporation depends in part di- 

rectly on the moistness of the air. In tests made by keeping weighed 
quantities of cranberries in containers with air of known humidity 
it was found that for any given temperature the loss in weight in- 

creased with the decrease in the humidity of the air. (Table I.) 

TABLE I.—Decrease in the weight of cranberries of the Howe variety held for 
386 days in air of different humidities at certain temperatures. 

Relative humidity (per cent). 

Air conditions. 

100 80 65 35 aQ 

Temperature 5° to 10° C. (41° to 50° F.): 
OSS im Weight... .2 cs. 2.2 semen ac - per cent 0 4 5 6 9 

Temperature 2° to 5° C. (36° to 41° F.): 
OSS MMW OIG os ee ecte ites ccinicincicise sisi tes = do 5 1.5 3 4.5 6 

a Over concentrated sulphuric acid. 

It is evident from these results that considerable humidity in the 
air of the storehouse is desirable to prevent the drying out of the 
fruit. Under the conditions ordinarily obtaining in cranberry store- 
houses the humidity is sufficient to prevent any serious loss from dry- 
ing. In New Jersey the higher temperatures after picking are favor- 
able for drying, and under some conditions of storage fruit kept for 
a long time may actually shrivel. 

Tt should be mentioned in this connection that in a series of tests 
extending through both 1916 and 1917, in which cranberries of both 
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the Early Black and the Howe varieties were kept in containers of 
known humidity, using a method already described by one of the 
writers (13), no direct relation was found between the humidity of 
the air and the amount of rot of the fruit. Berries kept as well in 
very moist air as in drier air unless they were actually wet. 

NATURAL RIPENING PROCESSES. 

Like other fruits, the cranberry when picked is a living organism, 
carrying on its vital activities, which may be referred to in general 
as ripening processes. Of these processes one of the most important 
is respiration. Under normal conditions the respiration of a fruit 
is marked by taking in oxygen and giving off carbon dioxid. In this 
process the living matter of the fruit is broken down and the berry 
gradually loses weight. If continued long enough this process would 
end in the destruction of the berry. It has been demonstrated that 
respiration goes on more rapidly at high than at low temperatures; 
consequently, the cooler the berries can be kept without freezing the 
longer they will live and the better will be their condition. 

SMOTHERING. 

CONDITIONS WHICH CAUSE SMOTHERING. 

In a paper published with the report of the Massachusetts 
Cranberry Station for 1916 (11) the writers called attention to 
the spoilage of cranberries caused by insufficient ventilation. As 
pointed out at that time, cranberries kept in tight cans or in an 

atmosphere of carbon dioxid lose their crispness and bright color, 
become dull red and flaccid, and taste bitter. Since this kind of 
spoilage is apparently caused by conditions which check normal 
respiration, the writers designate it as smothering. Experience has 
shown that whenever cranberries of good keeping quality are cov- 
ered with some inert gas, such as carbon dioxid, buried for some 
time in a big pile of berries, shut up in a tight container, kept under 
water, or subjected to other conditions which prevent normal res- 
piration, smothering occurs. ‘The exact causes of this spoilage, as 
well as the nature of the changes brought about in the fruit, are now 
the subject of investigation by Prof. F. W. Morse, of the Massa- 
chusetts Agricultural Experiment Station. 
When berries are under water or under carbon dioxid, death due 

to smothering occurs in a short time, often in one to two weeks, 
whereas in tight containers or in large piles it results so slowly that 

if the berries are of inferior keeping quality fungous rot may de- 
stroy them before the effect of smothering appears. In case rot- 
producing fungi are present, they develop rapidly on the weakened 
berries, and a mass of rotten fruit results. 
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WATER STORAGE. 

Storing cranberries under water is frequently recommended as a 
means of keeping them for long periods. Berries stored in this way 
soon die as a result of smothering. They can not, however, wither, 
nor do they decay, since the growth of rot-producing fungi is pre- 
vented. Water-stored berries do not have the bitter taste character- 
istic of most smothered fruit and are therefore suitable for cook- 
ing if used as soon as removed from the water. Such berries are, 
of course, unsalable. 

The effect of storing cranberries in tight packages and under 
water as compared with storage in ventilated packages was shown 
by a series of tests made at the State experimental cranberry bog, 
East Wareham, Mass. In one experiment, uniform lots of appar- 
ently sound berries, of both the Early Black and the Howe varie- 
ties, were stored dry in closed bottles, under water in bottles, and in 
ventilated boxes. The results of this test are given in Table II. 

Taste Il.—Results of storing cranberries under different conditions for 36 
days. 

Number of berries. Total 

Conditions of storage. ee 

Total. | Rotten.) Smothered. cent). 

Temperature 3° to 8° C. (37° to 46° F.): 
Omilermy Aber MOO bblO.cecias wei atincisia tale ciniciis = << 'steieters| eras cise e's 0 All. a 100 
Imclasadthottles dryset esse. ee soaks. See 1,054 777 | None apparent. 74 
Jin Well Biel [eep<- Soa SacngecespEeonbodeEnesenbaseossca- 1, 364 382 0 28 

a As explained in the text, these berries were still fit for cooking. 

The results shown in Table II are typical of those obtained in other 
tests, some of which were carried out at much higher temperatures 
and with other varieties of cranberries, and have been further sub- 
stantiated on a commercial scale by shipments in various types of 
packages and by storage tests. These will be considered later. 

PREVENTION OF SMOTHERING. 

Smothering may be prevented by ventilation. Berries should be 
stored in ventilated boxes, never in barrels, and the boxes should be 
so piled as to allow circulation of air through the berries. Cran- 
berry storehouses should be provided with ventilators, which should 
be opened whenever cold air can be admitted without danger of 
freezing. Ventilated packages should be used where practicable. 
These points are also of importance in the control of fungous dis- 
eases and are discussed further in that connection. 
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FUNGI. 

IMPORTANCE. 

The writers’ observations (10) indicate that rot-producing fungi: 
cause at least one-half of all the loss in cranberries after picking. 
These fungi are, however, by no means of uniform importance in 
different regions or in different seasons. A study of a number of 
neighboring bogs during a single year or of a single bog through a 
series of years can not fail to impress the investigator with the ex- 
treme variation in the loss due to decay. 
An illustration of the variation in the amount of rot over a con- 

siderable area in different seasons is found in the annual reports of 
the board of inspectors of the New England Cranberry Sales Co. for 
the last five years, as given by the chairman, Mr. H. S. Griffith (6). 
The crop of 1913 was described as “remarkably free from fungous 
disease”; in 1914 and in 1915 there was a large percentage of un- 
sound fruit; the crop for 1916 was unusually sound up to November 
1, after which a noticeable, though not very serious, amount of end- 
rot developed; the crop for 1917 was in general of good keeping 
quality, with a small amount of fungous disease. As these inspectors 
determine the brand of the crops from representative bogs over much 

of the Massachusetts cranberry area, their reports, no doubt, repre- 
sent fairly well the condition for the entire region. 

The prevalence of rot in some seasons seems to be associated with 
weather conditions which would favor the growth and spread of 
fungi. Our knowledge of these relations is too slight, however, to 
permit of very definite conclusions. Differences in the amount of 
rot on different bogs or on various portions of one bog are often 
related either to lack of vigor or to excessive growth of the vines, 
due to various causes. These relations will be considered later. 

PRINCIPAL CRANBERRY FUNGI WHICH CAUSE FRUIT ROTS. 

Vhe fungi which cause the decay of cranberries after they are 
picked are in a large part those which attack the fruit on the vines. 
The molds which cause decay of such'perishable fruits as strawberries 
and raspberries are rarely found on cranberries and are, therefore, 
of slight importance. 

Among the diseases which are the principal causes of losses of 
cranberries in storage are early-rot (8), caused by Guignardia vac- 

cinii Shear, which is also the cause of scald and blast, and which is 
especially destructive to fruit on the vines and early in the season 
in New Jersey; end-rot (9),caused by Fusicoccum putrefaciens Shear, 
common on fruit in storage, especially late in the season and in the 
northern cranberry regions; bitter-rot, caused by Glomerella cingu- 
lata vaccinit Shear; ripe-rot, caused by Sporonema oxycocci Shear; 

and blotch-rot, caused by Acanthorhynchus vaccinii Shear. Soft-rot, 
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caused by Penzcilliwm spp., is rather common on fruit held late in 
storage, but is usually associated with other rots, and is not of great 
importance. Ripe-rdt develops at a lower temperature than any 
of the other rots, except end-rot, and is most frequent in Massa- 
chusetts. 

CONTROL OF FUNGOUS DISEASES. 

Bog Management. 

Since all the fungi which cause important storage rots of cran- 
berries are found on the bogs and in large part gain entrance to the 
berries before they are picked, control measures should begin with 
the bog. Not all of the factors which determine the abundance of 
fungi are understood at present; in fact, it sometimes seems as if 
a bog is free from rot-producing fungi in spite of the treatment it 
receives rather than because of its management. Certain phases of 

bog management seem, however, to have a direct relation to the 
keeping quality of the fruit produced. An excessive growth of vines, 
whether produced by too much nitrogenous plant food or some other 
cause, generally results in diseased fruit. 

Many cranberry growers believe that frequent flooding to prevent 
injury from early frosts in the fall seriously affects the keeping qual- 
ity of the fruit, although this is not uniformly the case. The writers 
had under observation one bog which during the fall of 1917 was 
completely submerged on 12 nights, and the fruit still showed excep- 
tional keeping quality. 

If the water is held for a considerable period continuously, how- 
ever, the result is very likely to be disastrous. Cranberries of the 
Early Black variety on the Massachusetts State bog, which had been 
submerged for two weeks after the bulk of the crop was harvested, 
showed a great increase in the rot of the flooded fruit as compared 
with the fruit harvested before the flooding. In this case, indeed, 
a serious infection of Sporonema owycocci (ripe-rot) occurred on the 

berries which had been submerged. Only a few of the berries picked 
before this flooding were found to be infected with this fungus. In 
northern cranberry regions during cold periods bogs are sometimes 

flooded and the water held so long that the fruit may be actually 
smothered. This practice is certain to injure the fruit. 

The holding of winter flowage until mid-July, thus sacrificing one 
season’s crop, is occasionally practiced in both Massachusetts and 
New Jersey as a means of reducing pests; this is one of the treat- 
ments recommended by Franklin (4) and by Scammell (7) for the 
reduction of several destructive insects. During the year following 
this treatment a large crop of berries of excellent keeping quality is 
said to be obtained, and the benefits, both in the reduction of field 
rot and in the improvement of keeping quality, are frequently said 
to persist for several years. 
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Spraying. 

Thorough spraying has been found in all localities to reduce rot 
and improve the keeping quality of the fruit. In New Jersey and 
on Long Island, where there is always considerable loss from fun- 
gous disease before picking and where spraying has been practiced 
in some cases for 10 years, thorough spraying has been found 
profitable and no injury to the vines has been observed. 
Experiments were conducted with the Early Black variety at 

Whitesbog, N. J., during 1917 to determine the times at which 
Bordeaux mixture should be applied in order to control fungous dis- 

eases most effectively and economically. Blast, early-rot, and a 
storage rot, all due to Guignardia vaccinii Shear, were the principal 
causes of loss on this bog during the year. Bordeaux mixture of 
the formula 44-50, with about 1 pound of resin-fishoil soap, was 
used throughout the experiments. | 
A single thorough application of Bordeaux mixture after the blos- 

som buds had begun to open increased the total yield by more than 
10 per cent (from 178 to 192 bushels per acre) by controlling blossom 
blast. Two applications before blossoming were no more effective 
than one. An application immediately before the spring reflow 
showed no effect in the control of fungi. No trace of the spray was 
observed on the vines when the water was removed. The applica- 
tions before blossoming had no effect in reducing the rotting of the 
fruit after picking. 

Protection of the berries from infection during the first month 
of their growth resulted in very satisfactory control of both field 
and storage rots. This was accomplished by two thorough applica- 

tions, one near the close of the blossoming period (before all the 
petals had fallen) and another two weeks later. By these applica- 
tions alone the total yield was increased, the rot at picking time was 
reduced from more than 20 per cent to less than 2 per cent, and stor- 
age rot from 6.7 per cent to 1.9 per cent. These two sprays applied 
at the proper time effected a saving of 44 bushels of marketable 
cranberries per acre, or one-fourth of the crop. Any delay in mak- 
ing the first application after blossoming resulted in a marked in- 
crease in both field rot and storage rot. 
A third application after blossoming was of no increased benefit 

in these experiments. It must be repeated, however, that early-rot 
was the only fungous trouble of importance on this bog; furthermore, 
the berries were picked before the middle of September. It is doubt- 
ful whether two applications after blossoming will give satisfactory 
control with all varieties or where other diseases, such as bitter-rot, 
are concerned. A similar series of experiments with cranberries of 
the Centennial variety in New Jersey during 1917 gave unsatisfactory 
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and unreliable results because of severe frost injury. Further ex- 
periments along this line are necessary and are in prospect. 

The use of Bordeaux mixture with resin-fishoil soap, which has 
been found to be the most effective fungicide for cranberries, is 
recommended. One application should be made just after the blos- 
soms begin to open and should be repeated every two weeks until 
August 15. 

In Massachusetts small plats of berries on the State bog which 
were sprayed with Bordeaux mixture for several years in succession 
have shown some injury to the vines. More experiments are neces- 
sary in order to determine the cause of this injury. As no injury 
of this kind has been observed in New Jersey or on Long Island, 
the writers feel that where losses from rot either before or after pick- 
ing are heavy the benefit from spraying will more than offset any 
probable injury. 

Dry Picking. 

Experiments conducted on a number of bogs in New England 
have indicated that cranberries should be picked dry. The results 
shown in Table III are summarized from tests made in 1917. In 
each case from 4 to 10 bushels of berries were picked early in the 
morning while still wet with dew and an equal quantity taken from 
an adjacent portion of the bog as soon as the berries were thor- 
oughly dry. 

Taste Ill.—Comparative resulis of storing cranberries that were picked wet 
and dry in 1917. 

Percentage oi rotten 
Davai cranberries. 

Variety. Locality. storage. 

Picked dry.|Picked wet, 

Marly Bla@keesceeeisicnecleoss acces East Wareham, Mass............ 51 
FLOW Creer aticcsccs cock csclucteee cece issieles (0 (0) ee RES oO A 40 
Tayi hy, 184) FeV Eee a thee a South Wareham, Mass.......... 220 
WHORES an Sater ise coe Scceisionncece ce Madrid} Me..2225 2 aenur es tiie 5.0 

a Contained about 10 per cent of rotten berries when picked. 

That the inferior keeping quality is due to the fact that the berries 
were wet and not to any injury received in picking is indicated by 
the fact that similar deterioration in keeping quality followed where 
boxes of berries which had been picked dry were wet with clean 
water. 

During the latter part of the shipping season cranberries are some- 
times removed from a cool storage house to a warm room for sort- 

ing and packing. If the humidity of the air is high, moisture fre- 
quently condenses on the berries to such an extent that they become 
wet and sticky. This is injurious to their keeping quality and should 
be carefully avoided. Cranberries should never be _barreled or 
shipped in this condition. The desirability of packing and, if pos- . 

61728° —18—Bull. 7142 
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sible, sorting in cool rooms, which will prevent wetting the fruit by 
condensation from the air, is further considered under the next 
topic. 

Low Temperature. 

A study of the temperature relations of many of the fungi which 
‘cause fruit rots of cranberries (14, pp. 524 and 525) has shown that 
‘most of them grow very slowly, if at all, below 10° C. (50° F.). 
The only conspicuous exception is the end-rot fungus, which grows 
somewhat even at 0° C. (382° F.). The rate of growth of all these 
fungi, and consequently of the rot which they cause, increases rapidly 
with rise of temperature above 10° C. (50° F.). As already men- 
tioned, the ripening processes which result in the death of the cran- 
berry itself also go on more rapidly as temperature rises. 

As an illustration of the effect of temperature on the keeping 
quality of cranberries, the results of temperature tests conducted at 
Washington, D. C., during 1916 and 1917 may be cited (Table IV). 
Equal quantities of apparently sound cranberries from uniform lots 
were kept at different temperatures in the refrigeration apparatus 
described by Brooks and Cooley (1). 

TapLe LV.—lffect of temperature on the keeping quality of cranberries as shown 
by tests made at Washington, D. C., in 1916 and 1917. 

Percentage of cranberries spoiled in storage at temperatures—! 

. Days in 
Variety. 7 

i SLRS: 0° ¢. 520, 10°C 15°. 20° C. 
_ (32° F.). (41° F. ). (58° F.). (59° F.). (68° F.). 

een) Blackoeeacesteccs sees 28 2 12 19 
praapatctaistete steralea haverete sa etole 28 1 9 13 

Tee OSE ae Stones SS Ls Sate 25 2.5 15.5 19 
HariveBlackpecs snes ee ca! bleeacis 60 16 48 72 

Dog) ee Pe eee 60 29 jl 66 
1D ee Secor See 56 39 92 99 

LON C)=2 8s ee ee ee semen 67 8 48 76 

ca the Bartenol neti Titan touts Wee Teeule. oe Thich are given in Tabie IV,it was observed that cran- 
berries color more rapidly at relativ' ely low temperatures (5°C., 41° F.). It is, then, desirable from every 
point of view for cranberries to be kept as cool as practicable. 

When cranberries are picked they are usually at a temperature 
considerably warmer than that of the air, and the sooner they are 
cooled the better. To this end it is desirable that cranberries should 
be removed from the bog as soon as practicable and placed in the 
shade. They should be stored in ventilated boxes, never in barrels, 
and the boxes should be so piled as to permit free circulation of air 
among the boxes. 

The storehouse in which cranberries are held should be kept as 
cool as is possible without danger of freezing the fruit. This can 
be done most economically by having the house provided with ade- 

quate ventilators to admit air at the bottom of the building. These 
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ventilators should be open during cool weather and closed when the 
temperature of the outside air rises above that of the storehouse. 

As already stated, cranberries which are held in the chaff and 
shipped during cold weather are frequently brought from a cold to 
a warm room for sorting. In order that sorters may work com- 
fortably and efficiently the room in which the work is done must 
be at a temperature of at least 15° C. (60° F.), while the fruit in 
storage is often at a much lower temperature. If cool cranberries 
are held in a warmer room long enough for proper screening, their 
temperature is considerably raised, and if they are barreled in this 
room the higher temperature may be maintained long enough to 
affect their keeping quality seriously. As an instance of the injury 
to keeping quality which may result from such treatment, a test 
made in the fall of 1916 may be cited. Equal quantities of Early 
Black cranberries were taken from a barrel which had been kept 
for some time at a temperature of 7° to 10° C. (45° to 50° F.). One 
portion was taken to a warm room, about 24° C. (75° F.), and care- 
fully hand sorted, the process taking in all about 40 minutes, after 
which the sound berries were returned to the original temperature. 
An equal portion was sorted in the cool room. At the end of 10 
days the two lots were again sorted, with the results shown in 

Table V. 

TABLE V.—Comparative results of sorting cranberries in warm and in cool 
rooms, in the autumn of 1916. 

Berries rotten 10 days 
after sorting. 

Number of 
Treatment. peas 

Number. Per cent. 

SORLGMeM ARWALM OOM 2/6 oa icc wise meimcbyecisina oo cin Asa eiyeeaisiaawisieis 973 153 17 
SONVSCMIMIATCOOMTOOMM ass eo Nese ea cns ic cece alc ce cot cca ceene ees neeees 968 88 

To avoid loss from this source and from wetting the fruit by con- 
densation from the air, berries should not be sorted in a heated room 
unless necessary. When weather conditions make this imperative 
they should be removed from the warm room as soon as possible 
and should not be packed in the sorting room. Packing in a warm 
room means including in the barrel a quantity of warm air, which 
in a tight package retains its heat for a considerable time. 

Perhaps the most efficient means of overcoming this difficulty is 
one that can be readily arranged where sorting belts are used. This 

_ method is used by at least two growers, one in Massachusetts and the 
other in New Jersey. The separators and packers are in a large room 

which. is kept at the temperature of the fruit, while the belts carry- 
ing the fruit to be sorted pass through a smaller inside room which 
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is kept at a higher temperature and in which the sorters work. 

With such a system, using belts 30 feet long, no berry is exposed to 
warm air for more than 1 minute and the air in which the berries 
are packed is as cool as that in-which they were stored. Careful 
temperature tests made in such a sorting house in Massachusetts 
showed that with the temperature of the berries at 7° C. (45° F.) and 
that of the sorting room at 18° C. (65° F.), the temperature of the 
berries was raised not more than 1 degree centigrade in sorting. 

Ventilation. 

Adequate ventilation of the cranberry storehouse is necessary first 
of all as a means of lowering the temperature of the fruit as soon 
as possible after it is picked. Its importance is not by any means 
confined to the effect on temperature, however, for, as pointed out 

earlier, improper ventilation results in smothering and sometimes in 
increased decay. In order to obtain the best results,- cranberries 
should be stored in ventilated boxes which are so piled as to permit 
a free circulation of air among the berries. 

The same principle may well be extended to the packages in which 
cranberries are shipped, particularly for the early shipments, which 
are frequently made during very warm weather. In this connection, 
the writers carried on experiments during both 1916 and 1917, in 
which berries were shipped in containers of different types. The 
results of these experiments are summarized in Table VI. In general 
it may be stated that the fruit in the smaller, well-ventilated con- 
tainers kept better than that in the barrels. Of these containers the 
ventilated half-barrel box is perhaps the most satisfactory. 

Ventilated barrels in which there are from 28 to 32 small openings 
(every other stave having two notches in each side) offer a convenient 
substitute for the tight barrel and one which may be introduced at 
slight expense and without the delay and effort incident to intro- 
ducing a new package to the trade. Such barrels are now in use for 
early shipments by at least one large grower. While the writers 
have as yet been unable to carry out satisfactory comparative tests 
of ventilated and tight barrels, in a simple shipment of Early Black 
cranberries from Massachusetts the berries in the ventilated barrels 
appeared drier than those in the tight barrels. It is hoped that next 
season it will be possible to make shipping tests of a size sufficient 
to settle the question as to the amount of advantage derived from 
using ventilated barrels. 
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TABLE VI.—Shipping tests of cranberries in different types of containers during 
1916 and 1917. 

Percentage of spoilage. 

Point of receipt and 

examination. In tight | In venti- 
barrel. | lated crate. 

Variety. Year. Point of shipment. 

Rarly Pac key paste sa 1916 | East Wareham, Mass..| Washington, D.C..... 38 29 
(0) Sel ae eee 1916 | South Wareham, Mass.| Livermore Falls, Me.. 23 16 

BETO WORE aitee acess cole 1916 | East Wareham, Mass..| Washington, D.C....- 21 11 
[De Re eae LOI | revere LO ee VE Os NOMI CAE Ohana ew Mea 22 a18 
LD Yo) Sea tol A ae 917 | Wareham, Mass....... ING WOLD Kaeser eee 13 9 

a Ventilated half-barrel box. 

In this connection it may be noted that cranberries color better in 
well-ventilated containers. 

Careful Handling. 

DECAY INCREASED BY BRUISING. 

Bruises caused in harvesting, separating, or sorting cranberries 
form, as already stated,an important cause of increased decay. This 
was strikingly shown by a test made at Whitesbog, N. J., in 1916, 

using Centennial cranberries immediately after harvesting, before 
they had been separated or sorted. Each berry in a 10-pound sample 
was examined critically for the presence of scratches, bruises, or 

other blemishes which were so slight as not to be noticed in a casual 

inspection or picked out by the most careful sorter. Nearly one- 
fourth of the berries were found to be so injured; all of them were 
marketable and, to the inspector, apparently sound; they showed no 
signs of fungous decay. The injured and uninjured berries were 

placed in separate ventilated corrugated paper boxes and left in the 

storage house for two months. At the end of that time they were 
reexamined and the results noted, as shown in Table VII. 

Taste VII.—Relation of slight injuries to the keeping quality of cranberries, 
as shown by a test made at Whitesbog, N. J., in 1916. 

Z 

Rotten after being 
Number stored two months. 

Condition before storage. erries 

Number. Per cent. 

FS DITANG Ls otha 3s yh HM Re AU SSS OE) Se TS RO 2) ial 97 
Shightlyanjured, but) marketable.) .0 2222. 220---2- 2-2 eeensee esse 697 316 4 won 

Table VII shows that after two months in storage there was ten 
times as much rot among the previously bruised berries as in the 
sound ones. Many of these unnoticed injuries occur in each process 
of handling the fruit. This emphasizes the need of care and of 
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improvement when possible in methods of harvesting, separating, 
sorting, and packing cranberries. 

HARVESTING. 

Careful experiments in which the keeping quality of hand-picked 
cranberries was compared with that of scooped berries have not 
shown any very decided advantage in favor of either method, pro- 
vided the scoopers were not allowed to pick up dropped berries from 
the ground. 
A series of tests in New Jersey in the fall of 1916 showed that the 

keeping quality of these dropped berries was much inferior to that 
of berries picked or scooped from the vines. The results of these 
tests are summarized in .Table VIII. The experiment: with Early 
Black cranberries was conducted by -Mr. Franklin §. Chambers. 
Adjacent similar plats of each variety were marked on the bog; then 

the berries from half the plats were picked by hand by experienced 
pickers and the remainder harvested by experienced scoopers. All 
berries were stored for two months in ventilated 1-bushel boxes in 
adjacent piles in a ventilated storage house. 

TapLe VIII.—/ffect of different methods of harvesting upon the keeping quality 
of cranberries, as shown by tests made in New Jersey in 1916. 

Condition noted (per cent). 

Total Immediately after 
Variety. Method of harvesting. weight harvesting. Rotten 

(pounds). after Rot 
SS ee ene 5 developed 

i store in storage. 
Hee Rotten. | months. 

aoe Black --22-- Picked =. ¢.2seeee eee eee 1,148 (2) (1) 1 Pilate eer eemte 
ee Soa ae Scooped 2b eee? 3. 1, 054 ( ) AP ee. fate sas 

Coheed Dns PiCkeG clas a meer eles 171 12 6 17 11 
Dp Ae a EES Scooped!) ss 54 Beene ees 164 18 5 12 7 
Dozer cceenere Picked up after scoopers - - 38 34 6 25 19 

Bowes 25 22558 Pickedie: Bs eae 2 ee oat CO | ae ere ra —1 4.5 3.5 
Ibsen Pe Seoopeds i soseeremere ease O84.| Sa aeee eee —1 4.2 ou 
Doreen oe 5. t. Picked up after scoopers . - AYN Ae eee —l1 18.1 17.1 

1 Not determined. 

Berries picked up from the ground after scooping, as Table VIII 
shows, bore a much higher percentage of the shght injuries men- 
tioned above than did any of the other fruit, and, as was to be 

expected, this was the cause of their poor keeping quality. It seems 
from this evidence that if dropped fruit is picked up from the 
ground it should be kept separate, in order not to lower the grade or 
keeping quality of all the berries. 

It is probable that neither method of harvesting can be said to be 
best under all conditions, but that factors other than keeping quality. 
such as length and uniformity of pine g growth, will influence or de- 

termine the method to be preferred in any Santiemlen locality. 
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SEPARATING AND SORTING. 

Very important and difficult to eliminate are the numerous un- 
noticed injuries caused in the processes of separating, sorting, and 
packing the fruit. Franklin (4, p. 21) has published data which 
show that the bruising caused by running berries through the sepa- 
rator and by dropping them into a barrel markedly increases the 
amount of rot. The results of the investigation of the writers fully 
substantiate these conclusions. Great injury is also caused by squeez- 
ing the berries in sorting. In this process the decayed berries are 
often detected by touch even more than by sight, and much sound 
fruit is thus squeezed or pressed unnecessarily. The resulting bruises, 

while imperceptible, frequently serve to start decay. 
An illustration of the relation of bruises received in separating 

and sorting to the development of decay in storage is found in the 
results of a test made at Whitesbog, N. J., in the fall of 1917, in 
which 75 bushels of Early Black cranberries were picked on Septem- 
ber 14 from plats which had been thoroughly sprayed during the sum- 
mer. On September 21 the berries from each plat were divided into 
three representative parts. One part was then set aside in the storage 
house without further handling. The second part was sorted by 

hand on stationary sorting tables by commercial sorters, the percent- 
age of unsound fruit noted, and the sound berries placed in the storage 
house. The berries remaining were then separated by machine and 
finally by hand in the usual commercial manner, the percentage 
of unsound fruit noted, and the apparently sound berries placed in 

storage. In this last method practically all unsound berries were re- 
moved by the machines, and the berries therefore suffered very little 
by handling during the final process of hand sorting. 

All the berries were stored for nearly six weeks in ventilated stor- 

age boxes of 1-bushel capacity in a house in which the temperature 
varied from 15° C. to 7° C. during the season. For purposes of 
further comparison, 82 bushels of the Early Black variety that were 

picked on the same day (Sept. 14) from unsprayed plats on the 
same bog were divided, handled, and stored at the same time and in 
the same manner as those from the sprayed plats. Berries of good 

keeping quality (sprayed) were thus compared with those of poor 
_ keeping quality (unsprayed) as to the effect upon them of separating 
_or sorting before storage. 

On October 31 all the berries were removed from storage, sorted 
by commercial sorters, and the percentage of unsound fruit noted. 
The results are summarized in Table LX. 
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tenes IX.—Jncrease in amount of rot due to separating or sorting cranberries, 
as shown by tests made at Whitesbog, N. J., in 1917. 

Results noted (per cent). 

\ 
Total 

oa Rotten Increase Conditions of test. Sept. 21 a Rot of storage 

(1 week (after 6 developed | rot due to 
after =e eA in storage. | previous 

picking) storage). handling. 

Berries of good keeping quality (sprayed): 
Hand sorted before storage. ...........-..-.---.---- 1.6 5.9 . 42 1.9 
Separated and sorted before storage. .-..........-..|.---.------- 5.7 4.1 1.8 
Not handled before storage. - 3.9 CONG A SBR eT 

Berries of poor keeping quality (unspray ed): 
Hand sorted before storage.................---.---- 21.6 30.4 8.8 7.8 
Separated and sorted before storage. ...............|..---.------ 28.3 6.7 5.7 
Not/handledbeforeistorages et Sessa OE OE ee ieee 22.6 LOS Sa ee oe 

Table IX shows that even with berries of excellent keeping quality 
the amount of decay developed in storage was nearly doubled by a 
previous sorting either by hand or by machine and that the effect of 
hand sorting was at least as severe as that of machine separating. 
On berries of potentially poor keeping quality the effect was similar 
but very much more marked. It appears that these berries did not 
decay in storage any faster than the sprayed berries unless they had 
been bruised previously by sorting, but that when so bruised the rot 
developed rapidly and in large amount. Here, again, hand sorting 
alone proved slightly more injurious than separating by machine. 

This experiment indicates that the berries should be handled as 
little as possible and as late as possible before disposal, especially in 
the case of fruit of bad or doubtful keeping quality. 

As another example of the increase in the amount of decay which 
is caused by hand sorting, the results of a test made at Wareham, 
Mass., in the fall of 1917 may be cited. Ten bushel boxes of Early 
Black cranberries were scooped on September 12 in such a way that 

two boxes came from each of five different regions of the bog, the 
two boxes from each region being as nearly alike as possible. All 
the berries were stored with abundant ventilation at a temperature 
which varied from 15° to 5° C, (59° to 41° F.) as the season ad- 
vanced. Five boxes, one of each pair, were carefully hand sorted on 
October 3 and the good berries replaced in the boxes and held until 
November 6, when all the berries were sorted. The results, sum- 

marized in Table X, indicate that the sorting on October 3 more than 
doubled the amount of rot during the following month. 
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TABLE X.—I/ncrease in rot due to the sorting of cranberries, as shown by a 
test made at Wareham, Mass., in 1917. 

Condition noted (per cent). 

Treatment. R 
otten on otten on 
Oct. oy. 6. Total rot. 

Sorted once during storage..........2.-..02 222 e cece eee eee ee eee eee 4.3 15.8 20.1 
INOMSONPECLCUTINIE ISTO Ae eee ee eee eee oe eke ae ae 11.0 11.0 

To avoid such losses as have been cited, all berries, especially those 
of doubtful keeping quality, should be handled as little as possible, 
they should be cleaned as near the time of shipping as possible, and 
in sorting care should be exercised not to touch or bruise the berries 
unnecessarily. It is possible that separating machines may be de- 
vised which will injure the fruit less than those at present in use. 
Improvement can certainly be made in the methods of hand sorting. 
The most thorough sorting is not necessarily the best if it is accom- 
panied by too much handling of the berries. Sorting belts in which 
the berries pass from the separator over a slowly moving belt which 
carries them in front of the sorters and deposits those not removed 
in a box or barrel at the end have the advantage of making it un- 
necessary for sorters to handle the fruit roughly, provided there is 
some device for turning the berries on the belt. An easer* of some 
kind should be used to prevent bruising when berries drop into a 
barrel or other container. 

SHIPPING IN THE CHAFF. 

When berries come from the bog they have more or less leaves, 
broken vines, or other foreign matter mixed with them. Fruit in 
this condition is said to be “in the chaff.” 

As a result of the knowledge of the fact that the processes of 
cleaning cranberries increase their tendency to decay and that it is 
advantageous to place them before the consumer as soon as possible 
after cleaning, some growers have attempted shipping berries in the 
chaff and having them cleaned at destination. For berries particu- 
larly subject to decay after sorting this plan is apparently to be 
recommended. 

The writers have had the opportunity to test this method in only 
one instance, a shipment of berries from a bog in Wareham, Mass., 
to Chicago, Il Two varieties were used in the experiment, and 
equal quantities of berries as uniform as could be secured were 
chosen. Half of each lot was carefully separated and sorted before 
shipment and the shrinkage noted; the other half was shipped in 
the chaff. At destination all lots were run through a separator and 
the shrinkage again noted. The berries were packed in Wareham on 

1 Waser is a term the writers apply to any device for breaking the fall to prevent 

bruising. 
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October 26 and examined in Chicago on November 15, 1917. The 
results are given in Table XI. 

Taste XI.—Comparative results of shipping cranberries before and after clean- 
ing, as shown by tests made in 1917. 

Shrinkage noted (per cent). 

Variety. Condition when shipped. Tnse 
In first et 

+ rating at Total cleaning. icago. 

McFarlin}. 7. oeee teen ee ee Tn chafl. ... | ceeee senses ane ae eee eee 28.7 28.7 
Dosis: sxc ara oe Separated and sorted............ 20 10.2 30.2 

Middlenoro®. 2.) poser cee ree in Chat... . oper ee ac acee) ese eaee 27.0 27.0 
Ori asec ee abate Separated and sorted............ 20 15.5 35.5 

1 Contained more than 10 per cent of frozen berries. 

It will be noted that with both varieties the total loss of berries 
was greater with those cleaned before than with those cleaned after 
shipment. This is particularly marked in the case of the Middleboro 
variety, which contained no frosted berries and therefore gave a 
more accurate test. 

Shipping in the chaff naturally involves the extra expense of 
freight charges and containers for the chaff and decayed berries 
which would be taken out in cleaning. On the other hand, if fruit 

is shipped in the chaff it may be held in storage and run through a 
separator as sold. Under these conditions hand sorting will not 
be necessary and the cost of preparing for sale is materially reduced. 
In deciding whether to attempt shipping in the chaff each grower 
will have to take into consideration his own expense of separating 
and sorting, the probable keeping quality of his berries, and whether 
the consignee has adequate facilities for separating the fruit. Ship- 
ping in the chaff will then be confined to consignments to large 
dealers and will be most profitable in the case of fancy fruit of rela- 
tively poor keeping quality. 

SUMMARY. 

Recent observations and investigations have shown that about 15 

per cent of the cranberry crop is lost between the field and the con- 
sumer. The losses are due in part to fungous rots and in part to 
smothering. 

Bruising of the fruit occurs in the operations of picking, separat- 
ing, sorting, and packing. Such injury is not only a direct cause of 
spoilage, but renders the fruit much more liable to decay. Much 
more rot has been found in roughly handled or bruised fruit than 
in carefully handled fruit. 

No direct relation has been found between the humidity of the air 
in which the fruit is kept and the amount of rot which develops. 
Death and spoilage of cranberries will finally result from natural 
ripening of the fruit. This process is hastened by high temperatures 
and reduced by low temperatures. 
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Cranberries kept in tight packages which do not permit ventila- 
tion soon die from smothering and are of little value for food. Such 
fruit is soft and the tissues are discolored. Spoilage by smothering 
may be caused by keeping the berries in large piles, by having them 
too closely crowded in unventilated storerooms, or by flooding for 

too long a period, especially in warm weather. 
Extended investigations indicate that at least one-half of the spoil- 

age of cranberries after picking is due to fungous rots. These vary 
much in prevalence and destructiveness in different seasons and lo- 

calities, depending upon a variety of factors. 
The chief rots which develop after picking are early-rot, caused by 

Guignardia vaccinii; end-rot, caused by Fusicoccum putrefaciens; 
bitter-rot, caused by @lomerella cingulata vaccinii; ripe-rot, caused 
by Sporonema oxycocci,; blotch-rot, caused by Acanthorhynchus vac- 

cm, and soft-rot caused by species of Penicillium. The fungous 
rots which develop after picking, as well as before, may be largely 
prevented by spraying with Bordeaux mixture to reduce infection. 
Improved bog management also increases the vigor of the vines and 

tends to reduce rot. 

Cranberries picked and stored or packed wet show more rot than 
those picked and packed dry; when cooled as soon as practicable 
after picking and kept at low temperatures they show a great reduc- 

tion in the amount of rot. The most favorable temperature for keep- 
ing berries is 82° F. Temperatures above 50° F. produced rapid 
increase in the development of rots. Berries warmed by being kept 
in a heated room while being sorted showed an increase in the amount 
of rot. 

Ventilated barrels or other ventilated packages used in distribu- 
tion gave less rot and other spoilage than tight packages. 
A comparison of different methods of harvesting the fruit showed 

but slight differences in its keeping quality. 
A study of the effect of separating fruit by machines and by hand 

sorting showed but little difference in the result. All lots developed 
much more rot than the check. The results indicate that separating 
and sorting should be delayed until the fruit is to be shipped. 

Cranberries shipped in the chaff, that is, without cleaning or sort- 
ing, and separated and sorted at destination, showed less loss from 
rot than those separated and sorted before shipment. 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS. 

Spray thoroughly to prevent fungous infection. 
Pick and handle the fruit with great care to avoid bruising. 
Cool the berries as quickly as possible after picking and keep them 

cool until they are shipped. 
Store and handle the fruit in a cool, well-ventilated building, and 

use ventilated packages, especially for early shipments. 
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The popular motive for attracting birds is esthetic enjoyment. 
The sprightly activity of birds, their beauty of form and color, and 
their interesting and often charming notes have a wide appeal. Thou- 
sands of persons, therefore, have taken steps to increase the number 
of birds upon their own property. While less has been done by con- 
certed public effort, still a begining has been made. Any campaign 
of this kind must take into account the economic as well as the 
esthetic results of bird attraction and protection. Birds are beneficial 
aS enemies of a great variety of pests, and it is claimed by several 
observers that an abundance of birds on their grounds has kept in 
subjection all the ordinary enemies of trees, shrubbery, and herbage. 
At all events, birds exert a steady influence in reducing the numbers 
of injurious plant feeders and should be particularly useful in public 
reservations, where beauty and utility so largely depend upon pre- 
serving the vegetation. 

1 Information on attracting birds is contained in the following Farmers’ Bulletins: 621, relating to the 

Northeastern States; 760, to the Northwestern States; 844, to the Middle Atlantic States; and 912, to the 

East Central States. 

Notr.—For general distribution among organizations and individuals interested in the protection of wild 

birds. Of especial value to those in charge of parks, cemeteries, and other public and semipublic reserva- 

tions. 

64452°—18—Bull. 715 
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The classes of public reservations upon which more attention might 
well be paid to attracting birds include the national parks, monuments, 
and forests; national bird reservations and game refuges; and State 
and municipal parks, including, when spacious enough, those sur- 
rounding public buildings, botanical and zoological gardens, the 
environs of reservoirs and waterworks, and parkways, boulevards, 
and roadsides. 
Among semipublic reservations upon which bird-attraction methods 

could be profitably applied are the grounds of colleges and other 
schools, cemeteries, fair grounds, and the right of ways and other 
parked areas of transportation lines. 

NATIONAL RESERVATIONS. 

The Federal Government has wisely set aside various tracts of 
public land, either to preserve areas of great scenie or ethnologic in- 
terest, or to assist in the perpetuation of such natural resources as 
forests, game animals, and birds. The primary purpose of these reser- 
vations, to preserve objects of great interest, may well be supple- 
mented by an attempt to increase within safe limits their natural 
attractions, among which are birds. 

On the national parks and monuments, which are great public 
recreation grounds, birds may well be increased, because of their 
strong appeal to many tourists. In the Yosemite National Park 
much has already been done in the way of erecting bird houses and 
planting fruit-bearmg shrubs, especially near the main thoroughfares. 
The methods that may be followed are those described in the Farmers’ 
Bulletins cited in the footnote on page 1, and in No. 609, entitled 
Bird Houses and How to Build Them. 

The objects of the national forests are primarily utilitarian, and 
they will certainly be furthered by an increase in the number of birds. 
Great efforts are now directed toward reducing rodent’ pests in 
national forests, as a Measure of protection not only to the forests, 
but also to crops on adjomimg lands. Upon the same principle, 
an increase in useful birds within the forests will have a beneficial 
influence throughout the environs of these reservations. The 
methods recommended for this purpose are those mentioned in the 
preceding paragraph. 

On the national bird reservations and game refuges, which have 
been established for the precise purpose of preserving and increasing 
wild life, the use of bird-attraction methods should be an essential 
part of the administration. To make these places more attractive 
to birds in general and to benefit the smaller birds directly, the 
measures already referred to should be used. The problem of better 
fitting the reservations for other birds may be treated as dual, involv- 
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ing catering to, and thus increasing the numbers of, waterfowl, and, 
with the same objects in view, improving suitable ranges for upland 
game birds.* 

ATTRACTING WATERFOWL. 

The chief attraction for our most important waterfowl, the ducks 
and geese, is a copious supply of food, furnished by aquatic and semi- 
aquatic plants. Since these plants are the basic source of food of 
small animals, as insects, crustaceans, and fishes, upon which ducks 

and geese as well as other waterfowl feed, it is evident that increasing 
the vegetable food resources of wild ducks and geese also improves 
living conditions for all the other feathered inhabitants of marshes and 
lakes. 

The vegetable food of wild fowl is derived from a great variety of 
plants. An important part of it consists of the tubers, seeds, and 
foliage of submerged water plants of the groups of pondweeds, musk 
grasses, wild celery, widgeon-grass, coontail, and milfoils. The 
plants which at least in part float upon the surface, including the 
waterlilies, duckweeds, water primroses, water pennyworts, and 
frogbit, also supply much wild-duck food. Semisubmerged plants 
of value comprise a long series of bur-reeds, arrowheads, smartweeds, 
and other plants, as thalia, pickerel weed, and watercress, together 
with all the marsh grasses and sedges, among which are some of the 
most ihportant species, as wild rice, wild millet, cord and switch 
grasses, meadow grass, and bulrushes. A similar and valuable 
duck-food plant suited to drier ground is chufa, but a large number 

of shore plants of entirely different character produce large quan- 
tities of food for waterfowl. These are mast and fruit-producing 

shrubs and trees which grow in shallows or on the margins of bodies 
of water. Among them may be especially mentioned buttonbush, 
water elm, water privet, swamp holly, cypress, hackberries, oaks, 
hickories, ashes, red haws, and grapes. 

Cover plants which furnish concealment for nests, as well as fer 
the birds themselves in time of need, are almost as important to 
wild fowl as food. Fortunately, many plants furnish both food and 
cover, the most valuable being the bulrushes and such marsh grasses 
as reed, salt, cord, and switch grasses. 

Furnishing waterfowl resorts with as complete as possible an 
assortment of the plants named is certain to result in an increased 
number of birds frequenting them. Methods of propagating most 
of these species are described in two bulletins of the United States 
Department of Agriculture: No. 205, Eleven Important Wild-Duck 

- Foods; and No. 465, Propagation of Wild-Duck Foods. 

1 Where local conditions warrant, these projects should receive attention also in national parks and forests. 
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IMPROVING COVERTS FOR UPLAND GAME BIRDS. 

The favorite resorts of upland game fowl have long been known as 
coverts, no doubt on account of their being admirably adapted to 
covering or concealing the birds. Such coverts are usually charac- 
terized by an abundance of low but dense and stiff or thorny shrub- 
bery, together with luxuriant growths of grasses and weeds. These 
plants supply also an important part of the food of grouse and quail; 
and adding goodly stocks of them to suitable areas in our national 
reservations will do much to preserve and increase the upland game. 

Bob-whites frequently use coverts of rose, alder, and blackberry 
bushes, and also.thickly set barberry and bayberry and dense banks 

B35M 
Fig. 1.—Wild geese in Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, Cal. 

of honeysuckle. These plants furnish food for the birds, but 
they should be supplemented by others more exclusively adapted 
for this purpose. Sumach, Japanese clover, buckwheat, sorghum, 
millet, vetches, cowpeas, and any plants of the pea family producing 
small seeds are valuable and should be sown in large quantities. 
The seeds of milk pea (Galactia), partridge pea (Chamechrista), hog 
peanut (falcata), wild bean (Strophostyles), and smartweeds (Poly- 
gonum) are important natural foods of the eastern quail, but should 
be encouraged only where they can not become weed pests. 
Western quail are fond of the seeds of sumach, bur clover, alfilaria, 
lupines, napa thistle, and turkey mullein plants; but where these 
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plants are liable to become nuisances the food plants recommended 
for the eastern quail will serve. 

Coverts for grouse, as the sharp-tailed, should abound in such plants 
as rose, sumach, blueberry, bearberry, buffaloberry, dwarf birch, 
andalder. The ruffed grouse thrives among scrub oak, bayberry, rose, 
sumach, dwarf birch, alder, poplar, willow, and such fruit-bearing 
plants as partridge berry, hawthorn, viburnum, wild grapes, mountain 
ash, blueberry, blackberry, and cranberry. Cover of this nature is 
suited to the heath hen also and to the imported pheasants and the 
Hungarian partridge, but in all cases it is well to supplement the 
food supply furnished by these shrubs and trees by planting small 
grains and legumes as recommended for quail. 

B806mM 
Fig. 2.—Cedar waxwings at a bird fountain. 

STATE, MUNICIPAL, AND OTHER PARKS. 

Parks adorn public places and educate and recreate the people. 
‘They may be improved for all these purposes by increasing their 
bird population. Moreover, the alterations that need be made to 

improve a park as a bird haven may, and should, themselves be 
made to add to its attractiveness. For instance, water is used to 
enhance the beauty of most parks, and a water supply is one of the 
most potent attractions for birds (fig. 1). Bird baths (figs. 2 and 3) 
or fountains may take the form of small displays of water, which 
may be added to many parks without being obtrusive or conflicting 

with the general design. 
An artistic martin-house well placed in one of the small open 

lawns that most large parks contain (fig. 4), would not only increase 
the beauty and interest of the place, but would add to its dignity 

_ by suggesting a specific usefulness for the space. As for nest boxes 
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for other birds, they may be so inconspicuously placed that the 
chief evidence of their presence would be the increased number of 
birds, and decreased injury to vegetation by imsect pests. The 
perfection of specimen trees in parks and the work of the tree surgeon 
on imperfect trees make it necessary to supply nest boxes if the 
hole-nesting birds are to have any chance of inhabiting parks. 

Feeding stations for birds are made in a number of sightly designs, 
and the principles upon which they are built allow of their being 
extensively varied or incorporated into other park structures. The 
greatest usefulness of feeding stations in parks, aside from the preser- 
vation of birds, is in rendering the parks more attractive to the public 
in winter. The feeding of birds is carried on with most obvious results 

B805m 
Fig. 3.—Flicker at a bird fountain. 

during the colder months, and adding this feature to parks appeals 
strongly to thousands of lovers of nature. 
By means of feeding stations it is possible to attract to convenient 

observation points several species of the most interesting and valu- 
able birds. Such stations are particularly pleasing to children. As 
evidence of the value of the method, the following statement of 
experience by Theodore Wirth, Superintendent of Parks, Mmneapolis, 
Minn., is presented: 

For the past five or six years we have maintained a number of feeding stations in 
various parts of our park system, with very satisfactory results. I give you a list of 

the birds which stay with us over winter. The permanent winter-birds found in 

the vicinity of our parks are the chickadee, blue jay, white-breasted nuthatch, 
downy and hairy woodpeckers, and screech owl; winter visitors, the redpoll, tree 
sparrow, and junco; irregular winter visitors, the evening grosbeak, Bohemian wax- 
wing, and snow bunting. It is safe to say that a large number of these species are 

staying in the parks on account of the food supplied them. The feeding of the wild 

birds in the parks is a great success and will be continued. 
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Supplying water, nest boxes, and winter food goes far toward 
making a bird-haven, but it is important also to supplement the 
summer food. This can best be done by planting fruit-bearing 
shrubs and trees. Shrubs and trees are essential elements of park 
composition, but according to the judgment of bird lovers better 
choice than is often made is distinctly possible. 

The guiding principle in park planning should be beauty, but it 
should not be a temporary or one-seasonal beauty. Hence it follows 
that shrubs and trees which produce colored fruits, and retain them 
for long periods, are preferable to plants whose chief decorative 
contribution is a short burst of bloom. Such shrubs are handsomer 
at all times after flowering and are particularly valuable in winter 

Tp 

Fig. 4.—Martin house in parklike surroundings. ANeee 

when every bit of color in the landscape is precious. They are 
valuable moreover in supplying bird food. The kinds preferred by 
birds are shown in Table IJ (p. 8), and the species most suitable for 
various sections of the country are listed in the Farmers’ Bulletins 
mentioned in the footnote on page 1. 
A few further suggestions as to the use of fruit-producing plants 

are not out of place. The ideal American park is natural woodland, 
modified and embellished, or a planting that follows natural lines. 
Informal treatment is almost universally preferred to formal. From 
the standpoint of bird attraction this is fortunate, since clipping 
shrubs either prevents or reduces the production of fruit and causes 

_ the plants to form such solid and dense surfaces that they are un- 
i inviting to birds. | 
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TasBiE [.—Preferences of birds among genera of fleshy fruits. 

Number Number 
ofspecies | . of species 

of birds | of birds 
Common name. Scientific name. known. | Common name. Scientific name. | known 

toeat | to eat 
the the 

fruit.! fruit. 

Juniper: red cedar... .. Juniperus....... 36 | perberry .--..=--- Schinusxee-2 3. 10 
Greenbrier_ 22.92... 4 Smilazt.. 20-522 38 || Ally Mei Palate arias Tec. ee 38 
Bayberry $c 2222-2 oke MyMises sco. | | 64 || Suppl @e-jack...-.-...- Berchemia....... 12 
Hackberry =... --2e- Collie. es 38 || ‘Buckthorn. -.-..--.... Rhamnus.. WA 16 
Mulberry.:2.tftes. 7233 MOUSE 6 oe fo ce YA (C0) oS Bea ee eee ee Vitis ss ee ES 71 

(Pokeberby 2 52. -2- 3-8 Phytolacca.....-- 48 |, Virginia creeper. .-.-. Parthenocissus... 39 
Barberry. este 35 25 ‘Berperise esse 10 || Buffaloberry.......-- Shepherdia.-..-- 13 
Spicebushi: 42.22 22k Benz secre 17 || Wild sarsaparilla. .--- ‘Amalia: re e3 233 14 
Sassafras) tc eos Sassafras..-.---- 15;|| Wo ewoodes. se. 8 Conpiss nen 7 
Currant; gooseberry -.-| Ribes....-------- 30) SSOUnPUMe ss. 5 see INYSSQ.-.22------ 36 

Strawherny.- o-eceeees Fragaria....-..- 42 || Bearberry....------.- Arctostaphylos. . . 12 
Raspberry; black- | Rubus....-.----- 114 || Huckleberry. ----.---: Gaylussacia.-..-- 30 

berry. Blueberry... -5--<-2+ Vaccinium ..---- G2 
(ROSE 2S sess teens ROS) 28 2 eerie de 17 || Mexicanmulberry-..-| Callicarpa.....-- 10 
Mountain ash.-...-..- SOnbuSie seeee aes 14 || Partridge berry. --.-.- Mitchella.-...-.. 10 

Chokeberry ...:.------ ARONO =e secre 13) | Splder: 22 he see ae Sambucus .....-- 101 
Rediawe: oreo see oe Oratequsieess-n2 30 || Smowhberry-.---.------ Symphoricar pos - 22 
Juneberry... 2-4--+---- A melanchier..--- 38 || Black haw. -.--..-.---- Viburnum.....-- 26 
Ghemy-/plumees ee -- Prunus ...--=--- 66 |) Honeysuckle.....--.- Lonicera....----- 15 
SUMAC AS eee y= TTS ase 8 55 2b- 76 |) 

1 When 19 or more. 2 Nonpoisonous species. 

It may further be said in favor of untrimmed shrubbery that the 
normal form and beauty of the plants, together with the resultant 
play of light and motion, are preserved. With this treatment a 
park has naturalness and life; under formal treatment the sugges- 
tions are those of restraint and immobility. 

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS. 

If bird-attracting devices are a desirable addition to the resources 
of ordinary parks, they are a positive necessity in zoological gardens. 
Is not an abundance of native birds, giving opportunity for observa- 
tion under natural conditions, preferable to a display of the same 
species in cages?) Whenever a species can thus be put on exhibition 
in the wild state, it should be done. Bird fountains, nest boxes, 
and feeding stations are the devices which make the achievement 
possible. 

BOTANICAL GARDENS. 

Bird attraction may well be cultivated also in botanical gardens. 
The presence of numerous birds will not only make the park more 
entertaining to visitors, but will also result in decreased trouble 
from injurious insects. When spacious, the grounds surrounding 
all kinds of public buildings are available for bird-attraction centers, 
and should receive similar treatment to parks. Fair grounds also 
may be mentioned here; much effort usually is made to beautify 
them, and part of it could well be in a form beneficial to birds. 
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PARKWAYS, BOULEVARDS, AND ROADSIDES. 

There exists in most parts of the United States either a supersti- 
tion, a conviction, or a legal requirement that roadsides be shorn of 
their vegetation at least once a year. The result is that most country 
roads are very uninviting in summer. Hot and gray with dust, the 
highway stretches away before the traveler, often without a single 
tree to break the monotony of the view or afford relief from the rays 
of the sun. This baldness is brought about chiefly by two causes: 
(1) Fear that the roadside will unduly increase weeds and insect 
and rodent pests, and (2) lack of public spirit. 

Fortunately, we have in this country examples of well-kept park- 

ways and boulevards which border cultivated lands. Their ample 
parking is grown to grass and embellished with herbaceous flowers, 
shrubs, and trees. Yet the farm lands they border are neither 
overwhelmed by weeds nor devastated by insects and rodents. 

The question of roadsides propagating vast numbers of noxious 

weeds may be viewed in more than one light. For instance, the 
mowing of waysides for long series of years has not done away with 
the need of cultivating crops; indeed it can not, for cultivation is 
necessary for other reasons (as loosening, aeration, and water con- 
servation) than the destruction of weeds. Furthermore, the amount 
of cultivation customarily given crops is sufficient to control all the 
weeds the land-will grow, and this number is generally present de- 
spite the razing of roadside growths. On the other hand, the lack of 
verdure and shade and the general dreariness of roadsides make it 
very desirable that a different treatment of these most extensive 
public parkings be adopted. Placmg vines upon fences and planting 
numerous shrubs and shade trees! along the way will not only render 
the roads more attractive but will tend to keep down the dust. 

So far as the effect upon birds is concerned, there can be no doubt 
that suppression of roadside vegetation is a potent factor in restricting 
their numbers. The same can be said of fence rows, which to an 

ever increasing degree are made to occupy the minimum of space; 
farmers may gain a planting row about every field by the destruc- 
tion of vegetation along fences, but they lose the services of the birds, 
their best allies in fighting insects. Shrubby fence rows are among 
the best harbors and nesting places of small birds, and it is certain 
that encouraging an abundance of birds to live on farms is a profitable 
policy. It is greatly to be desired, therefore, that more be done 
to beautify roadsides and fence rows, not only as a Measure to con- 
tribute to the comfort and pleasure of man but also substantially to 
increase a great economic asset—the bird population of the country. 

1 Tn plantings of this nature, it will be well to omit the common barberry, which serves as an alternate 

__ host for wheat rust; and wild cherry, which is so favorable a nursery for tent caterpillars. 
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RESERVOIRS. 

The grounds surrounding reservoirs of drinking water usually are 
well fenced and carefully guarded to minimize contamination. This 
results in freedom from disturbance, a boon so highly appreciated 
by birds that in itself it goes far toward making these places satis- 
factory bird havens. Such reservations can be greatly improved 
for this purpose, however, by the use of bird houses and proper 
plantmg, measures which will be in no way deleterious to the water 
supply, but which will greatly benefit the birds, and through them 
the vegetation of the reserve and adjacent country. 

Reservoirs for other than drinking water usually can be sown to 
aquatic plants, thus making them attractive to many water birds. 
The character of the planting will depend on circumstances; if a 
marshy Margin is permissible, the place may be made into an excel- 
lent resort for wild fowl. If only submerged plants are desired 
and as clean a growth as possible, sago pondweed may be planted. 
Broader-leaved plants furnish much greater surface for lodgment of 
sit and growth of alge. The methods of propagating a variety of 
aquatic plants are described in Department Bulletins 205 and 465. 

COLLEGE AND OTHER SCHOOL GROUNDS. 

The campus, like the park, has suffered from formal landscape gar- 
dening. Wall-like hedges, closely cropped circles, or triangles of 
shrubs, and mathematically designed edgings, beds, and gardens 
have gone far toward robbing school grounds of merit in the eyes of 
man, and have almost spoiled them for birds. 

All of the arguments made in connection with parks show also the 
desirability of taking birds into consideration in campus planning. 
There is in addition the very important objective of keeping up an 
important educational resource. There is hardly an advanced 
school in the country that does not offer one or more courses of bird 
study. The study of birds out-of-doors is essential to a good bird 
course, and this need should be kept in view by those in charge of 
college and school grounds. Sylvan campuses where formerly 
birds abounded have been so filled with buildings, so gardened and 
formalized, that birds are now scarce. If possible, some corner 
(preferably of original woodland, where that exists) should be 
allowed to run wild. Judicious addition of food-producing plants 
should be made there, and the campus in general improved for birds 
by allowing shrubs to make natural growths. Puttimg up nest 
boxes would make up for the hole-eliminating activities of the tree 
surgeon. Winter feeding would be very interesting and instructive 
to many students and could be carried on as part of the course of 
bird-study classes. Finally, the teacher of ornithology might well 
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have an advisory capacity in relation to the planning and treatment 
of the campus. 

CEMETERIES. 

Cemeteries have the reputation of beimg good places for birds. 
The reasons, one must infer, are seclusion, freedom from disturbance, 
and an abundance of trees and shrubs. The last-named factor is by 
no means least, nor on the other hand is it so perfect as not to be 
susceptible of improvement. Selection of shrubs and trees with the 
needs of birds in mind would not interfere with the general plan of a 
cemetery, but would make it a still better resort for birds. 

Formal landscape gardening is more prevalent (perhaps excusably 
so) in cemeteries than in other public reservations, yet there are very 
beautiful cemeteries in which formal composition plays little part. 
Here, as everywhere, the informal or naturalistic planting is most 
favorable to birds. Nest boxes can be added without being obtrusive, 
and bird fountains may be made to harmonize with the surroundings 
or even to serve as memorials. 

The movement to convert cemeteries into bird sanctuaries and to 
improve them for the purpose is already well under way and is being 
fostered by the National Association of Audubon Societies. A 
pioneer in this work, H. S. Mann, secretary of the Forest Lawn 
Cemetery Association of Omaha, Nebr., reports: 

We have been very successful in attracting birds to Forest Lawn Cemetery. The 

cemetery contains 320 acres, all fenced, and is located north of the city limits of 

greater Omaha. It has an abundance of trees and shrubbery, about 250 acres of the 

half section being unimproved at this time. A creek runs through the southern por- 

tion of the cemetery and east and north of it are great stretches of wild lands. 
Bird houses, feeding stations, and baths have been erected in the cemetery. Quan- 

tities of tangled underbrush and small fruit-bearing bushes and vines have been set 

out and preserved for the birds. With these attractions, free from annoyance of cats, 

hunters, and children at play, it is a paradise for birds. 

_ Bird students visit the cemetery frequently, as a larger number and a greater variety 

_of birds may be found within its sacred enclosures than anywhere else in this section 

of the country, excepting perhaps the great Fontenelle Forest Reserve of 400 acres 

on the Missouri River adjoining the y on the south. 

RIGHT OF WAYS. 

A number of railroad companies have already made considerable 
effort to beautify their right of ways and station grounds. In some 
places the roads are paralleled for many miles by hedges, and the land 
on either side of the tracks is covered by beautiful turf. About the 
stations, hedges, shrubbery, and flower beds are common. If this 

‘planting could be aimed in part, at least, toward attracting birds 
it would be very effective and great good would be done. If the 
clumps of shrubs were formed of kinds furnishing bird food (see 

Table I), if more of them were placed along the right of ways, if the 
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hedges were allowed to bear fruit, and if the fence poles or possibly 
even some of the telegraph poles bore bird houses, thousands of birds 
could live where very few do now. 

The suggestions made are by no means without practic ‘al value to 
the right of way itself. For instance, supplying bird boxes is the best 
method of preventing damage to poles by woodpeckers, which come 
anyway under present conditions and make theirown homes. Hedges 
or fences densely covered with vines would decrease, if not entirely 
obviate, expenditures for the movable snow fences now extensively 
used. 

The project of increasing the number of birds along the right of 
ways should interest the agricultural development bureaus of rail- 
roads. The small birds that are most easily encouraged when shrub- 
bery, nest boxes, and water supply are provided, are chiefly bene- 
ficial. Increasing their numbers would result in great destruction 
of insects on hemes farms, a very practical bit of agricultural 
improvement. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The use of bird-attraction methods on numerous public and semi- 
public reservations in the United States would result in a decided 
increase in the number of birds and in the usefulness of the reserva- 
tions. Benefit would accrue not only to these areas but, through 
increased destruction of injurious insects, to all adjoining lands and 
the country atlarge. The lands are available, the methods are known, 
and the certainly useful results wait only upon the interest and sup- 
port of the administrative authorities. 
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GENERAL NATURE OF THE AREA AND THE STUDY. 

This bulletin presents a study of a farm-management survey of 
73 southeastern Ohio hill farms, on 25 of which the survey was con- 
ducted for five successive years, 1912 to 1916, inclusive.t. All these 
farms are located in one township of Washington County. (See 
fig. 1.) In common with many other areas of the hill country 
drained by the Ohio River, the land here is fairly productive and 
comparatively low priced. The farms are some distance from rail- 
road points, and the wagon roads are hilly and unimproved. 
-The findings for this area, though strictly applicable only to the 
rms surveyed, offer valuable suggestions to farmers located on the 
numerous similar areas of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, 

West Virginia, and Kentucky. 

OBJECTS OF THE STUDY. 

_ The objects of this study were: 
(1) To ascertain the type of farming followed and the profits 

ealized in a long-established agricultural community of the hill 

“4 1 During the first two years the survey was conducted in cooperation with the Ohio 

Agricultural Experiment Station. During the three succeeding years it was conducted 
by. the Office of Farm Management alone. 

— 63263°—18—Bull, 716——1 
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country of Ohio where the price of land is comparatively low and 
railroad points are reached with considerable difliculty. 

(2) To determine the importance of such factors as the size and 

the quality of the farm business as they affect the economic organi- 
zation of farms in such an area. 

(3) To bring out the farm practices that enable some farmers to 
excel others in single enterprises or in the entire farm organization. 

(4) To determine how nearly the farm profits of a single year in 
such an area are indicative of those realized over a period of years. 

(5) To note agricultural changes that may take place during a 
five-year period in such an area. 

Be ane W. VA .- 

“> 70 Grafton and Baltimore 

Fic. 1.—Map of Washington County, Ohio; Palmer Township shaded. 

' ~(6) To determine the yearly variations in crop yields, in prices 
‘received for products, in the quantities of the several products avail- 
able for sale, and in the expenses of operating the farm business, and, 
so far as practicable, their effect upon the farm profits of the area. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 

For five years the average annual sales of 25 farms were $925 per 
farm, and of this amount 45 per cent was required for operating ex- 
penses. With a fair rate of interest allowed on the investment the 
labor income averaged $187. Or, with a fair wage allowed for the 

‘farmer’s labor, the return on the investment was 3.4 per cent. This 
was in addition to the value of food products, fuel, and use of house, 

5 : 
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furnished by the farm without money cost. The value of such items 
was $325. 

_ The farms averaged 156 acres, worth $30 per acre. One-half of the 

land was in pasture and one-fourth in corn, wheat, and hay. The 
crops were mostly fed to beef cattle, poultry, fine-wooled sheep, hogs, 
and work stock. Practically 75 per cent of the receipts was from the 
sales of live stock, including eggs, wool, and dairy products. 

So far as profits were Peace, one year was good, one poor, and 
three might be considered normal. 

Profits varied widely. Some farmers made more than enough to 
support their families and were enabled to reduce indebtedness, 
improve their farms, buy more land, or make other investments. 
Others realized no more than enough to supply the necessaries of life. 
The two outstanding factors affecting such differences were the size 
and the quality of the business. On small farms, with poor crop 
yields and a poor quality of live stock, the sales but little more than 
covered expenses. On large farms, with good crop yields and good 
live stock, the sales far exceeded the expenses. 

In ao years there was a decided change from sheep to cattle. 
Sheep decreased 58 per cent and cattle increased 68 per cent. The 
decrease in sheep was greater on farms that kept sheep primarily for 
wool production than on farms selling lambs and wool. 
When this study began, butter was the only dairy product sold; 

at the end of the five-year period several farmers were selling cream. 
The sale of dairy products increased $50 per farm. 

_ Putting up silos aided several farmers to carry more live stock. 
Corn yielded 44 bushels per acre for the five-year average, wheat 

14 bushels, and hay 1.2 tons. Yields for the different crops were 50 to 
100 per cent better some years than others, but in no case did all the 
good yields or all the poor yields fall in a single year. The amount 
of feed raised each year varied less than the yields of individual 
crops. ee 

Price levels increased 23 per cent from 1912 to 1916, and operating 
expenses 11 per cent. 

_ There were much wider variations in the amount of crops sold 
than in the live stock sold. For two years the quantity of all prod- 
ucts sold approximated the five-year average, for two years it was 
above the average, and for one year decidedly below. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF AREA. 

LOCATION. 

Palmer Township, Washington County, the area selected for this 
study, is in the hill section of southeastern Ohio and is representa- 
tive of much of the hill land drained by the Ohio River. The town- 

ie | 
| 
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ship is strictly rural. There are no towns within its borders, and 
only two country stores. (See fig. 2.) These serve as markets for 
such produce as butter, eggs, and poultry. A few small towns (not 
railroad points) le within inte proximity to the township, and some 
of the farmers do part of their trading there. 

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES. 

A secondary line of the B. & O. R. R. extending along the Muskin- 
gum River from Zanesville to Marietta and Parkersburg and reach- 

Fig. 2.—A representative church, schoolhouse, and country store. Palmer 'Township 

has three churches, seven schools, and two country stores. 

ing to within 4 miles of the area furnishes railroad facilities for 
the farmers in the northern part of Palmer Township. Each termi- 
nus of this line connects with main lines of the B. & O. system. 
Another railroad through the hill section from Marietta to Palos, 
thence connecting with other lines to Columbus, reaches to within 
5 miles of Palmer Township, and had furnished shipping facilities 
to those farmers living in the southern part until it was abandoned 
in the fall of 1916. The central part of the township is about 
equidistant from each of these railroads. 8 
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An electric line from Beverly to Marietta and Parkersburg, termi- 
nating within 6 miles of the northern boundary of the township, is 
of much service to these people in reaching Marietta, the county 

seat, a city of some 13,000 population. The average distance of all 
farms studied from their railroad market point is 6.3 miles, with 
a range of from 4 to 9 miles. 
None of the wagon roads within this area are macadamized. Those 

extending to the railroad points are also unimproved except about 
1 mile out from Waterford, the first half mile of which is paved with 
brick, and the second half mile macadamized. The wagon roads, 
often very hilly, are usually dry and smooth during the summer and 
fall seasons, but become very muddy or rough during the winter 
and spring months. 

HISTORY. 

In Washington County is the oldest white community within the 
State of Ohio, Marietta, situated where the Muskingum River joins 
the Ohio, having been settled in 1788. On May 19, 1851, what had 
formerly been parts of Waterford, Watertown, Roxbury, and Wes- 
ley Townships were organized into Palmer Township, which took 
its name from one of the pioneer families. The first settler in what 
is now Palmer Township moved there in 1796. Two great grand- 
children of this pioneer are now farmers in the township. As early 
as 1806 a teacher was engaged to teach a school in Palmer Township. 
Religious meetings were customarily held in private houses until, in 
1837, a Methodist church was built. The first store was opened 
about 1825. Contrary to the usual custom of making first settle- 
ments along the streams, those of Palmer Township were made on 
the higher plateau-like land back from the streams. 
_ The early agriculture of this area differed little from that of the 
present day in the main crops grown or in the classes of live stock 
raised. Since the early settlement corn, wheat, and hay have been 
the important crops, and horses, cattle, sheep, hogs, and poultry the 
live stcck kept. From time to time there have been adjustments and 

readjustments in the farm organization, which have resulted in 

variations in the comparative importance of different crops and of 

different classes of stock, but not in a permanent elimination of any 
of those named. 

- In 1902 or 1903 oil was discovered in the township. The develop- 

ment was rapid, reaching its maximum in 1905. After 1907 only an 
occasional well was drilled, until 1915, when development revived. 

Only 6 of the 25 farms upon which five-year records were taken and 
but 10 of the 73 farms included in this survey have had any oil pro- 
duction. Oil production has added somewhat to the income of some 

\ ie iE 
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of the farms studied, but all income from this source has been 
ignored in connection with the study herein presented. 

The population of Palmer Township, by 10-year periods, was as 
follows: In 1860, 618; in 1870, 671; in 1880, 591; in 1890, 541; in 
1900, 614; and in 1910, 621. 

SOILS. 

The soils of Palmer Township have been described under the gen- 
eral classification residual shale and sandstone soils.t These soils, 
underlain by shales and sandstone, have given rise to two distinctly 
different soil series, the Dekalb and the Upshur. 

The Dekalb is represented in this township by a type known as 
Dekalb silt loam. The soil of the Dekalb silt loam is a grayish 
yellow or light yellowish brown mealy silt loam, varying in depth 
from 6 to 12 inches, with an average of about 9 inches. The typical 
soil has a smooth, velvety feel and is rather mellow and easily tilled, 
although it has a slight tendency to run together. In cultivated 
fields the surface soil when dry is usually a very light gray with a 
pale yellowish tinge, but when moist, as in freshly plowed fields, the 
color is more nearly a light yellowish brown. As a rule, the Dekalb 
silt loam has very little, if any, lime carbonate present, and over a 
large part of the area, particularly in poorly drained places, there is 
undoubtedly a deficiency of lime. On the whole, the Dekalb silt 
loam is not considered a very productive soil without fertilizers. 
One of the principal needs of this type is organic matter, which may 
be supplied by the growing and turning under of clover, rye, or other 
green manuring crops, or by the addition of stable manure, to which 
this soil gives a ready response. The texture of the subsoil is such 
that it is retentive of fertilizers, and a permanent improvement of 
the land may be brought about by proper cultivation and fertilizers. 

The Upshur series is represented by the Upshur clay, which is 
known throughout the section where it occurs as “red clay land.” 
The type consists of an Indian-red, purplish-red, or reddish-brown, 
heavy clay loam to clay, underlain by a red, very heavy, plastic clay, 
which extends to a depth of 3 feet or more. In its typical develop- 
ment there is very little difference between the soil and the subsoil, 
but in some areas the red clay is overlain by a thin layer of material 
which is lighter both in color and in texture. The type is very plastic, 
and sticky when wet, and it cracks badly upon drying, the cracks 
varying in width from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch, and 
extending in many cases to the depth of a foot. This soil erodes 

1See Reconnaissance Soil Survey of Ohio, Advance Sheets, Field Operations of the 

Bureau of Soils, 1912, U. S. Department of Agriculture, pages 36-45, from which the 

above soil description and much of the topographical description is abstracted. 
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easily, and for this reason much damage has been done by washing. 
On the whole, the type is a rather strong soil, and were it not for the 
steepness of the slopes and the difficulty of cultivation it would be 
prized much more highly than it is. 
Under the residual shale and sandstone soils another series of soils, 

designated the Meigs series, has been established. It represents a 

Fic. 3.—Scenes representative of the topography of Palmer Township. In the upper 

picture the surface features grade from rolling to hilly, with steep slopes occurring 

here and there. In the lower picture the greater part of the surface grades from 

hilly to steep, with occasional small areas of rolling or plateau-like land near the 

erests of the slopes. Approximately one-half of the entire surface of these farms 

grades from rolling to hilly, and one-third from hilly to steep. 

gradation between Dekalb silt loam and the Upshur clay, or a mix- 

‘ture of the materials constituting them. 
The farmers’ estimates of the proportion of their farms repre- 

sented by each of these soil types were as follows: 

t 
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Dekalb silt loam (locally known as white or yellow soil), 44 per 

cent. 

Upshur clay (locally known as red clay land), 8 per cent. 

Meigs (locally known as mixed soil), 48 per cent. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The hill country proper of Ohio, which includes the township 

studied, is well described as consisting of a succession of hills and 
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from the date of the last killing frost in the spring to the first killing frost in the fall. 

sharp-winding ridges, separated by deep, narrow valleys. The hilly 
country represents the western extension of the Allegheny Plateau, 
which has been so deeply eroded and dissected that all remnants of 
the plateau surface have been removed. The greatest amount of dis- 
section has taken place along the Ohio River and its larger tribu- 
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taries, where the hills rise rather abruptly to an altitude of 300 to 500 
feet above the streams. Asa rule the slopes are very steep and more 

or less benchy, while the crests of the ridges are narrow, sharp, and 
irregular. Back from the main streams (Palmer Township 1s so sit- 
uated) the streams of a minor character have not cut so deeply, and 
the hill slopes, as a whole, are less steep, the crests of the ridges more 
rounded, and the altitude above the valleys is not so great. Through- 
out practically all of the hilly section the surface features are so 
uneven that the ridge-crest roads are not free from heavy grades. 
(See fig. 3.) 
The elevation of Palmer Township varies from 680 to 955 feet 

above sea level.t. Most parts are very steep and broken, but there are 

several small areas with surfaces slightly rolling. Large unbroken 
fields, however, are seldom found. 

CLIMATE. 

The region is one of cool winters, the average winter temperature 
being about freezing. The summers are moderately hot, with an 
average temperature just above 70°. .The rainfall is about 40 inches 

a year. March usually has the largest number of rainy days, the 
average being 12, and September the smallest number, with an aver- 

age of 7. 
The diagrams in figure 4 show graphically the monthly rainfall 

and the growing season, from the last killing frost in the spring to the 
first killing frost in the fall, for each of the years included in the 
survey; also the average rainfall during the last 24 years and the 
growing season during the last 13 years.” 

TYPH OF FARMING. 

The farmers of this section practice a general or mixed type of 
farming, which doubtless has been partly determined by the topog- 
raphy, the character of the soil, and the marketing facilities. 
About one-half of the land is used as pasturage for beef cattle and 
fine-wooled sheep, and one-fourth in growing feed crops for the live 
stock kept on these farms. The type here followed is practically the 
same as that found throughout the hill section. 

Of the crops grown, corn, wheat, and hay are considered the major 
crops, While oats and soy beans are frequently grown as minor crops. 
More of each of these crops is used on the farms for feed, seed, or 
household purposes than is sold. Of the total production, one-third 
of the wheat is sold, one-sixth of the hay, one-tenth of the oats, and 

1 Topographical map of the State of Ohio, U. 8S. Geological Survey. - 

2The data contained in this graph wer ecompiled by Mr. W. G. Reed from the observa- 

tions of the U. S. Weather Bureau located at Amesville, Athens County, Ohio, a distance 

of 14 miles, and with weather conditions similar to those in Palmer Township. 

63263°—18—Bull. 716——2 
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one-eighteenth of the corn. Practically all farms have small apple 
orchards. Most of these were intended primarily for home use, 
although a few are used commercially in a small way after the house- 
hold needs have been supplied. 

In addition to beef cattle and fine-wooled sheep, nearly one-half 
of the farms have flocks of over 150 chickens, and these form one 

of the important enterprises of the township. The’ production of 
market hogs is also important, although somewhat limited on ac- 
count of the limited production of corn. Some of the farms raise 
one or two colts a year, but the production of colts for the last 
five years has been of comparatively minor importance for the entire 
township. 

FARM TENURE. 

Only a small percentage of the farmers in Palmer Township were 
tenants. This condition holds good for the entire hill section. The 
1910 census shows that 18 per cent of the farmers in the hill counties 
of Ohio were tenants, while in the more level counties of the State, 
31-per cent were tenants. Some owners in this area rented other 
land, usually a field or two, which they farmed with their own land 
as a farm unit. Since there were so few tenants, and the additional 

acreage rented by owners was so small in most cases, the data for 
such farms have been summarized and used in this bulletin as 

though the operator owned all the land he farmed. 

METHOD OF STUDY. 

During November and December, 1912, the writer visited the farm- 

ers of Palmer Township and made a record of a year’s business trans- 
actions of these farms, together with an inventory of the farm in- 
vestment for the beginning and the end of the farm year.1_ This year 
extended from November 1, 1911, to November 1, 1912, and it is 

designated as “the farm year 1912” in this bulletin. This visit was 
repeated each fall for four additional years, and records of each 
year’s business transactions were taken.* 

Each year some records were eliminated, because a large propor- 
tion of the operator’s time was engaged in teaming or in some other 
occupation not directly connected with the farm business; because 
the operator rented out a considerable proportion of the crop acre- 
age; or because the record was incomplete or obviously inaccurate. 

Usable records were obtained for five years on 25 farms, and for 
one, two, three, or four years on 48 other farms. In this study one 

1 An outline showing a method of analyzing the farm business, together with copies of 

the blank forms used in this survey, may be obtained by applying to the U. 8S. Department 

of Agriculture for Farmers’ Bulletin 661. 

2 During the visit in 1915 the writer was assisted by Mr. R. D. Jennings, and in 1916 

by Mr. Earl D, Strait, both of the Office of Farm Management, 
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of the objects was to.determine important yearly variations. This is 
best done by comparing the same farms over the five-year period. A 
study, based upon the data for the farms with the five-year records is, 

he presented below. 

| 

| When studying the farming of an area from a business stand- 
point some advantages are derived from extending the study over 
& period of years rather than limiting it to a single year. A study 
of the yields of crops, prices received for products, expenses in- 
ca in operating the farms, etc., when extended over a period of 
years will give economic information that can not be obtained from 
the study of a single year. By extending the study over a period of 
years data are furnished that show the yearly variations of the many 
ems that enter into a year’s farm business, and that define the 
nes taking place in the agriculture of an area. Studies like 
Bhoce are best made by comparing results on the same farms for sev- 

eral years. In this area, usable records were obtained from 25 farms 
every year for five consecutive years. These farms were quite repre- 
sentative of all those in the area, and the results derived from the 
study of this group, whether by years or for the entire period, should 

A FIVE- YEAR STUDY OF 25 FARMS. 

_ 1Certain terms used in this bulletin are here defined: 

Farm investment.—The value at the beginning of the farm year of all real estate, ma- 

chinery, live stock, and other investment used to carry on the farm business. It includes 

a value of the farm dwelling, but not the household furnishings. 

_ Receipts. —The amount received from the sale of crops, the net increase from stock, and 

Hive receipts from outside labor, rent of buildings, etc. The net increase from stock is 

found by subtracting the sum of the amount paid for stock purchases and the inventory 

yalue at the beginning of the year from the sum of the receipts from stock products, sales 

of live stock, and the inventory value at the end of the year. If the value of crops or 

‘supplies on hand was greater at the ene. of the year than at the beginning, the difference 

‘was considered a receipt. 

Hapenses.—The amount of money paid out during the year to carry on the farm busi- 

ness, together with the value of the unpaid labor performed by members of the family. 

Tf the value of crops or supplies at the end of the year was less than at the beginning, this 

was considered an expense. Household or personal expenses are not included. 

; Farm income.—The difference between receipts and exyenses. It represents the amount 

Of money available for the farmer’s living above the value of family labor, provided he 
has no interest to pay on mortgages or other debts. 

_ Labor income.—The amount ‘that the farmer has left for his labor after 5 per cent 

interest on the farm investment is deducted from the farm income. It represents what he 

‘earned as a result of his year’s labor after the earning power of his investment has been 

‘deducted. In addition to the labor income the farmer received a house to live in, fuel 

(when cut from the farm), garden products, milk, butter, eggs, etc. 

_ Per cent on investment.—The rate returned on the farm investment after the value of 

‘the farmer’s labor is deducted from the farm income. It represents what the investment 

‘earned after all expenses have been deducted and the farmer has received a fair wage for 
his labor. 

Animal wnit.—In order to compare the different classes of animals and to compute the 

total amount of live stock on these farms all stock has been computed in terms of animal 

units. In this area one horse, cow, or steer was counted as one animal unit; two head 

of young stock (of the above kind) were counted as one animal; 10 sheep, 5 hogs, or 100 
chickens were each counted as one animal unit. The number of productive animal units. 
neludes all stock except work stock, 
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prove a source of valuable suggestion to other farmers of the com! 

munity. The greater part of the following discussion centers aroun¢ 
this group of 25 farms. 

SUMMARY OF THE FARM BUSINESS. 

A brief summary of the business conducted on these farms is pre 
sented in Table I. The data shown are averages for the 25 farms fo 
each year from 1912 to 1916, with the five-year average in the las| 
column. 

TABLE I.—Swmmary of the farm business of 25 farms for a period of five years 

1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

Averages, all farms, by years. 

Item. 

1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 

PSTN areas ste os een Eee acres. - 158 156 156 154 156 
Cropiareaess | ess eek ates dozens 44 42 39}. 44 46 
Number of productive animal units --.._.- 13.5 14.4 15.3 14.9 16.1 
Number of work: stock 22 seca soe2 oases 2.6 2.7° 2.6 2.8 PPT 

Investment <( eeec. sec emcn A eeeee ee aye Ae $6, 087 $6, 214 $6, 422 $6, 527 $6, 639 $6, 37 
Receipts.) sae ose ace eee ee eee keene 868 796 934 916 1,112 92 
EEXPeDSeS 282.2 <masssca dee mba tice eoeeeee 412 375 423 430 456 
WarmincOme==\=- oc. es cun eho eee ee eeee 456 421 511 486 656 
Interest on investment, at 5 per cent--.._. 304 311 321 326 332 
habor income sito -e- lee ses ae ne nee eee 152 110 190 160 324 

Valucioffarmer’s labor-peseee cae eee eee $288 $281 $295 $290 $298 
Per cent on investment @_.........----.--- 2.8 2.2 3.4 3.0 5.4 

WarmcinCOme on. 2 s-8en. Abe. eaisee enone $465 $421 $511 $486 $656 
Value of unpaid family labor_....-...-.-.- 86 85 92 90 82 
Family mcome 0/25 2-22 = seas SSee aaa 542 506 603 576 738 
Interest paid on indebtedness. -.-.......... 19 19 14 12 6 
Amount available for family living........ 523 487 589 564 732 

Percentage of five-year average 

Crop yields 2 --s5- enaec es eeeee per cent... 110 | 89 94 106 A001, |... Se 
Receipts per animal unit...-....... dover 93 97 99 98 WS) | fo. 
Price received for farm products....do___. 91 98 99 100 112) | Se 
Quantity of farm products sold..-..-- do lsss 108 81 101 101 1093). 22. om 

a After deducting farmer’s labor from farm income. 
> The sum of farm income and value of unpaid family labor, or the amount available for family livin 

had there been no interest to pay. 

For the five-year period the farms averaged 156 acres, with al 
most one-fourth of the area in woodland and wasteland. The su 
face features being somewhat hilly or broken, only 43 acres per farn 
were used in producing crops, with about one-half of the farm are! 
left for pasture land. Most of the crops were fed to the stock kepi 
on these farms. There were 2.7 work horses per farm and othe 
live stock equivalent to 14.9 horses or cows, cattle comprising, mort 
than one-half of all the productive live stock. 

The farms were worth about $30 per acre, and this, with the valu 

of the live stock, machinery, etc., represented a farm investment oj 

s 

i 
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a 8. This investment, together with the farmer’s own labor, re- 
rned receipts amounting to $925 per year, $419, or 45 per cent, of 

which were used for expenses in connection with the farm business. 
After deducting the expenses from the receipts, the farm income, 
or the combined earning of the investment and the farmer’s own 
labor, was $506. With money worth 5 per cent, and this was the 
uverage rate paid by those in the area who bowen the farm in- 
stment should have earned $319. This amount deducted from the 

cen income leaves $187 for the farmer’s own pebers or his labor 

meome. On the other hand, if the value of the farmer’s labor, which 
le estimated at $290, be first deducted from the farm income, there 

is left $216, or 3.4 per cent, for the earning of the farm shares bruit, 
Lf to the farm income be added $87, the value of the unpaid family 

abor which was included as an expense, and then $14, the amount 
of interest paid on borrowed money, be deducted, there is left $579, 

r the amount of money available for the use of the farmer and his 
emily. 
Pit is well understood that a very significant proportion of the 
farmer’s living is furnished directly by the farm. This may be 
onsidered as an addition either to the labor income or to the per 
cent on investment. Data from 16 farm families in Palmer Town- 
ship show that the total value of three important items of the farmer’s 
living—food, fuel, and use of a dwelling—was $400 per family. Of 
this amount $325, or $90 per person, was furnished directly by the 
farm. The farm furnished in food products $215 per family and in 
fuel $23, the use of the dwelling being valued at $87. Of the items 
pought food cost $61 per Pally and the fuel $14.. The average 
family in this area consisted of 4 persons, or the equivalent of 3.6 
idults. 
_ From this table similar studies of the summary of the farm busi- 
ness may be made for each of the years over which the survey ex- 
tended, and comparisons of the summaries, one year with another, 
will show the main points of difference for the various years. 
_ The crop acreage did not vary more than an acre per farm from the 
five-year average except in 1914, when it was 4 acres below the aver- 
Be, and in 1916, when it was 3 acres above the average. 

~The number at productive live stock increased 20 per cent during 
the five years, and was accompanied with a change from sheep to 
tattle, the number of cattle increasing 68 per cent and that of sheep 
lecreasing 58 per cent. _ 
_ The farm investment increased each year until at the close of the 
period it was $552 more per farm than at the beginning. The in- 
*rease in the amount of stock and the higher live-stock prices account 
for more than one-half of this higher investment. 

i 
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The farm receipts for three years were within 6 per cent of the 
five-year average receipts, for one year they were almost 15 per cent 
below the average, and for the other year they were 20 per cent above 
the average. 

The farm expenses increased each year except in 1913, when they 
were lower than for any other year. The sales were also the lowest 
in 1913. | 

The farm profits, whether measured by the labor income or by the 
per cent on the investment, were within 20 per cent of the five- “yeas 
average for three of the years, while in 1913 they were about 40 per 
cent below the average, and 70 per cent above in 1916. ; 

In 1912 one-third of the farmers were in debt, the indebtedness 
varying in amount from $150 to $3,000; in 1916 only 1 in 6 was i 
debt. During this period the mortgages on four farms were paid off 
with money made from the farming, and on three others the mort- 
gages were decreased, while the amount was increased on but one! 
Indebtedness decreased more rapidly during the years showing 
greater profits, while in 1913, the year returning least profits, there 
was no decrease in the indebtedness. 

The yield per acre of crops, the receipts per animal unit from live 
stock, the price received for products, and the amount of the products 
available for sale are all important factors with considerable varia 
tions during the different years. For comparison these are shown fol 
each year in the summary table (Table I) as percentages of the five! 
year average. 

The yield per acre of the more important crops for the differen 
years varied from 89 per cent to 110 per cent of the five-year aver 
age; the receipts per animal unit from 93 per cent to 113 per cent 
the price received for farm products from 91 per cent to 112 pe 
cent; and the quantity of products sold from 81 per cent to 109 pei 
cent. 

Ts 

THE FARM AREA. 

The farm area for a farm includes the entire acreage operated aj 
one farm. The land may be all owned by the operator, it may be al/ 
rented, or it may be partly owned and partly rented. Of the farm 

area included in this group of farms 90 per cent was owned by oper 

ators, 8 per cent cash rented, and 2 per cent share rented. 
The slight variations in the farm area from year to year shown it 

Table I were due to variations in the acreage owned by four farm! 
ers—one selling part of his farm and three buying more land—and ti 
yearly variations in the acreages share rented by a few farmers 
The land share rented usually represented single fields and includec 
fields in corn, wheat, oats, and hay. 
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About 95 per cent of the entire acreage was owned or cash rented 
throughout all the years, and the changes in farm area that did occur 
were confined to a small percentage of the entire acreage included in 
the 25 farms. . 

Land, including buildings, was valued at $30 per acre in this area. 
Fourteen per cent of it was too rough for cultivation at all, and re- 
garding a much larger percentage it is questionable whether it should 

be cultivated. From figure 5 a general idea may be formed of the 
way the land was utilized. It shows the proportion that was still in 
woodland or waste land, the proportion that was used for pasture 
land, and that used for growing crops. This distribution of the farm 
area was rather uniform for the different years, the more important 
changes over the five-year period being a decrease in the proportion 
of woodland and waste land, with an increase in the proportion of 
crop land. 
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Fig. 5.—Distribution of farm area on 25 farms, Palmer Township, Washington County, 

Ohio. 

WOODLAND AND WASTE LAND. 

About one-fifth of the total farm area, or 34 acres per farm, was 
woodland and waste land. In 1912 the acreage of each was almost 

equal. The acreage of waste land remained constant during the 
entire five-year period, but that of the woodland decreased each year 
until in 1916 it was only about 70 per cent of the waste land. This 
was due to selling timber, or having it sawed into lumber, either for 

sale or for use on the farms. The total acreage of woodland was 432 
acres in 1912, with a decrease each succeeding year until it was 327 
acres.in 1916. This means that 105 acres were cut off during the 
five years, or about five-sixths of an acre yearly per farm. There is 
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a still left an average of 13 acres of timber per farm, varying from 
none to 64 acres on different farms. At this rate the present timber 

Fie. 6.—Second-growth white oaks about 50 years old. This block is about 5 acres in 

extent. Small areas of second-growth white oaks are found on several farms. Most 
~, of them are younger and not as large as those shown in the picture. 

stipply would last about 16 years, but it is probable that the timber 
will not be cut off at so rapid a rate in succeeding years as during 
the five years. 

= 
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ERODED LAND. 

The upper picture shows eroded land, the result of a few years’ neglect after slight breaks had 

occurred in thesod. The lower picture shows that continued neglect has resulted in the dis- 

appearance of all grass, and in the deeper gullying of the land. 
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RECLAIMING ERODED LAND. 

The upper picture shows the growth made by sweet clover that was sown broadcast on land 

after it had reached the condition shown in the lower picture in Plate I. The lower picture 

shows how erosion has been checked and the washes filled in after locust sprouts had been 

growing in the ravines of the washes for. three years. 
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Some of the land that was cut over during the five years was 

cleared and either seeded for permanent pasture or used for growing 

cultivated crops. However, the larger portion of it remains un- 
cleared and is growing to brush and briars. This is true also of 
some of the land that had been cut over a few years prior to 1912. 
On land that has been left this way for several years second growths 
of the native timber trees are noticeable, and on some of the more 

open parts bluegrass has obtained a stand. 
Most of the land that was cut over about 20 years ago has since 

been handled in one of the following ways: 
(1) Cleared and used for cultivated crops. 
(2) After clearing, used for permanent pasture, the pasture grasses 

having come in voluntarily or the land having been seeded for. 
pasture. — 

(3) Some blocks or clusters of second-growth white oaks that give 
promise for future timber supples are permitted to remain, the 
underbrush in some instances being removed and in others not. 

(4) Young white oaks and black walnuts when more or less scat- 
tered are sometimes permitted to remain, all less desirable species and 
the underbrush being removed. The land is afterwards used for pas- 
ture, the grasses coming either spontaneously or from seedings. 

Figure 6 illustrates the practice described as the third method. 
These white oaks were estimated at about 50 years old. The photo- 
graph was taken from a block about 5 acres in extent. 

Blocks of younger trees on other farms bid fair to equal these in 
time. On several farms part of the cut-over land has been handled 
as described under methods 3 and 4. With a yearly decrease in the 
available timber supply, it is most probable that similar practices 
will be used with parts of the more recently cut-over lands. To say 
the least, such practices are well worth consideration. 

Old locust trees are scattered over the township, having been 
planted years ago near buildings or along fences. Clusters of young 
locusts are found here and there, where they have spread from the 
roots of stumps or from seeds scattered from older trees. On a few 
farms locust groves have been set out. The locust borer is a serious 
problem to those who desire or have tried to grow locusts. When old 
trees are made into posts the effects of this insect’s work are readily 
seen, and young trees are frequently killed by this pest. In spite 
of the borer, however, locusts are grown in the township, and an 
attempt should be made to grow them on every farm. They may fur- 
nish posts for the farm, but even if they should not, they are well 
worth trying on rough land that is producing little or no pasture. 
The pasture in all probability will be improved. 

63263°—18—Bull. 716——3 
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Part of the waste land of this area is the result of erosion. Un- 
protected soils on these hillsides erode easily. Any slight breaks in 
the sod furnish starting places for washes and after a few years’ 
neglect often result in a condition much like that shown in the upper 
illustration in Plate I. If neglected a few years longer gullies similar 
to those shown in the lower illustration may be worn. On several 
farms are areas where conditions prevail similar to those indicated in 
one or both of these illustrations. Such areas vary in extent from 
small fractions of an acre to 15 acres or more. These conditions, 
prevalent throughout the hill section, exist through neglect. When 
smal] breaks in the sod are first made a little grass seed and manure 
scattered over the bare soil will prevent further washing; but the 
longer the matter is neglected the more difficult it is to overcome. 

The upper picture in Plate II shows sweet clover growing on land 
that had reached the stage indicated by the lower illustration in 
Plate I. While the work was only experimental, it indicates what 
may be done to reclaim such land. In the spring of 1913 one-half 

bushel of white sweet-clover seed (hulled) was sown on 4 or 5 acres 
of this land. The stand obtained was by no means perfect, but it 
was encouraging. ‘The plants that grew from this seeding matured 
seed in the fall of 1914 (the white sweet clover being a biennial) 
and reseeded themselves. The illustration was photographed in 
November, 1916, shortly after the reseeding had matured its crop of 
seed and the foliage had dropped off. It indicates the stand obtained 
and the growth made from the reseeding. In a number of places on 
this land bluegrass and white clover were already coming in at 
that time. ; 
On an adjoining farm 25 locust sprouts were set in the ravines of 

washed land, also in the spring of 1913. Most of these lived, and 
in the spring of 1917 the washes where they grew were about one- 
half filled in. (See lower picture, Pl. II.) 

These simple experiments indicate that sweet clover sown on eroded 
areas and locust sprouts set in the gullies are effective means in 
checking erosion. The sweet clover is also a soil improver and an 
excellent forerunner for bluegrass pastures. It should be noted that 
the sweet clover thrives better on the red than on the white or yellow 
soils. 

PASTURE LAND. 

Pasture land comprises about one-half of the farm area. Fully 
two-thirds of the pasture land admits of cultivation, but when con- 
sidering how difficult it is to cultivate and how easily the soil erodes 
it is hardly advisable that much of it be broken, except for occasional 
reseedings. Only a small proportion of the total pasture land was 
included in the rotation area. 
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The acreage used for pasture land was rather constant, the yearly 
range averaging from 75 acres to 79 acres per farm. The carrying 
capacity of this pasture land was about 5 acres per horse, cow, or 
equivalent, but the number of acres so required varied widely on 
different farms. During the five years 10 of these farms carried the 
equivalent of a horse or cow on 4 acres or less of pasture, while on 8 
farms it required 6 or more acres of pasture land for the equivalent of 
each cow or horse. With about one-half of the land used for grazing 
and with so large a proportion of the farm receipts from live stock, 
the carrying capacity of the pasture land is of major importance to 
the farmers of this region. The practices in handling the pastures 
on those farms that carried as much, stock on 4 or less acres of pas- 
ture land as others did on 6 or more are worthy of careful study—a 
eloser study, indeed, than has been given them through this syrvey. 
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Fig. 7.—Distribution of crop area on farms studied. 
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THE CROP AREA. 

The yearly range in crop acreage on the 25 farms has been shown 
in the summary table (Table I). The five-year average was 43 acres 
per farm. In 1916 it was 2 acres more per farm than for any other 
year, and in 1914 it was 3 acres less per farm than for any other year. 
This was the year with least wheat acreage, and it was to it that the 
greater part of the shortage in crop acreage in 1914 was due. 

The distribution of the crop area for the years covered by this 
study is shown graphically in figure 7. 

CORN. 

About one-fourth of the crop area was in corn. These farmers 

aim to produce all of the feed used on the farm, and during the five 
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years they produced 90 per cent of the concentrates used and prac- 
tically all the roughage. They considered corn their most impor- 
tant cereal and the cheapest source of concentrates. The importance 
of corn in furnishing feed for the live stock of this area may be seen 
from Table X, page 42. During this five-year period 56 per cent 
of the total feed requirements, exclusive of pasture, was supplied by 
corn—75 per cent of the concentrates and 32 per cent of the rough- 
age. All farmers raised corn and much the greater part of it was 
grown from grain. Occasionally on a few farms a small acreage of 
the corn was planted so late or had eared so poorly that it was har- 
vested for fodder only. Of the total corn acreage for the five-year 
period about one-sixth was used in growing corn for the silo. 

Prior to the period covered by this survey there had been but one 
silo in the township, and it was put up in 1911. The number of 
silos has increased until at the close of the five-year period, Novem- 
ber 1, 1916, there were 22 in the entire township, the greater number 
of which were built in 1915 and 1916. Of course, the proportion of 
the corn acreage grown for the silo has increased each year and de- 
cidedly so in the last two years. In 1912, 12 per cent of the corn 
acreage on the 25 farms was put in the silo and in 1916, 30 per cent. 
Whether or not putting up silos has increased the corn acreage on 
those farms can not be stated positively, yet the data show that on 
the farms which had silos during the last two years, but did not have 
them during the first three years, the corn acreage for the last two 
years had increased 13 per cent over that of the first three years, and 
that on the farms which have no silos the corn acreage for the last 
two years has increased but 5 per cent over that of the first three 
years. No doubt these silos were built in order that more stock might 
be kept, an assumption substantiated by the data from the farmers 
with silos and from those without. On the farms that put up silos 
the amount of stock kept has increased 22 per cent, while on the 
farms that did not put up silos the amount of stock increased but 5 
per cent, or just as much as the corn acreage was increased. While 
the farmers who put up silos increased the amount of stock kept 
much more than they increased their corn acreage, yet this greater 
increase was not altogether because of the silos, for there was also 
an increase of $2.57 per animal unit in the amount of feed bought. 
By increasing the corn acreage 13 per cent, building silos, and pur- 
chasing a small additional amount of feed, they were enabled to 
keep 22 per cent more stock than they had been keeping. 
A few farms were found which occasionally grew small acreages 

of cowpeas or soy beans, which were mixed with the corn when 
filling the silos. 
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SMALL GRAINS. 

The total acreage of all crops that have been classed as small- 
grain crops equaled the corn acreage. These include wheat, oats, 
rye, timothy seed, soy beans, field beans (navy), and buckwheat. 

Of these crops, wheat was of much the greatest importance, occu- 
pying about 80 per cent of the small-grain acreage. With the yields 
and prices usually received, many of the farmers think that growing 
wheat on an extensive scale would not be very profitable. Yet all 
of these 25 farmers usually grew limited acreages of wheat. ‘The 
reasons given for growing some wheat were that it fitted well in a 
rotation, it was a good nurse crop for grass seedings, it was a good 
feed oe poultry, it supplied the family with flour, and the straw 
furnished bedding for the live stock. 

In 1914 the crop acreage was less than for any other year. This 
was the year with least acreage in the small grains and with the 
smallest proportionate acreage in small grains. This was due to a 
‘decrease in the wheat acreage. 

The yearly data on wheat production on these 25 farms are shown 
in Table II. The point of main interest in this table is the effect 
of yield per acre upon the acreage sown for the following year. In 
1912 the yield per acre was 14 bushels, or the same as the five-year 
average. Following this normal yield, a normal acreage was sown 
for the 1913 crop, which yielded only 9 bushels per acre. Following 
this low yield, two of the farmers who had been raising wheat did 
not sow any, and those who did sow decreased their acreages almost 
25 per cent. The 1914 crop, however, produced 18 bushels per acre. 
The good yield for this year, together with the good prices received, 
was such a stimulus to greater effort for 1915 that all but one of the 
farmers sowed wheat, and the acreage was greater than for any 
previous year. The resulting crop was the largest for the five years, 
and, although more of this wheat was fed on the farms than during 
previous years, receipts from the sale of wheat were more than for 
any other year. The acreage for the following year was as large 
as that of 1915, but the yield per acre dropped to 11 bushels. It will 
be noticed that the amount of wheat used on these farms totaled 
almost 500 bushels more during 1915 than during any other year. 
With the larger wheat production, some of the farmers thought it 
better to feed wheat to poultry and hogs than to sell the wheat and 
buy the feeds. The price of wheat being high in 1916, all farmers 
sold more closely, and as a result less was used on the farms than 
during other years. 
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TABLE II.—Total acreage and production of wheat on 25 farms for five years, 
1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

9 5-year Item. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 average. 

Number of farms producing wheat ---.-..-. 23 23 21 24 ps3 23 
Acreace of whesti ss 9 .- coce cocci esses 230 240 164 254 254 228 
Yield per acre, bushels ......:.......------ 14 9 18 18 11 14 
Production of wheat, bushels.....----.-.-- 3, 353 2,184 2,918 4,616 2,540 3, 122 
Quantity of wheat used, bushels @.......-- 1,932 1,797 2,040 2,536 1,728 2,007 
Quantity of wheat sold.....-..-- anaes 1,421 387 878 2,080. 812 1,115 
Receipts from wheat .-..--- ----| $1,393 $375 $1, 046 $2, 398 $1, 230 $1, 288 
Price received per bushel.......-----.----- $0. 98 $0. 97 $1.19 $1.15 $1. 52 $1.16 

a Includes that used for bread, seed, and feed. 

Only about one-half of the farmers raised oats, and statistics show 
that less of this crop is grown than in former years. The principal 
reason for this is the low yield per acre, which is usually less than 
30 bushels, a very low feed value per acre. In Palmer Township, 
where the acreage that can well be devoted, to cultivated crops is 
somewhat limited, it is a good farm practice to grow crops that return 
a comparatively high feed value per acre. An acre of corn in this 
area produced fully 24 times the feed value that was produced from 
an acre of oats. Fields with poor stands of grass were sometimes 
plowed, sown to oats, and seeded again to grass. This practice is 
followed almost as frequently as that of growing oats in the regular 
rotation. 

Rye has occupied an unimportant place in the crop acreage of 
Palmer Township. Only a few of the farmers raised rye, and then 
only for an occasional year or two. It was usually seeded instead of 
wheat, but has made very little progress in displacing wheat. 

The other crops included under small grains were grown in small 
acreages and on scattered farms. They were of little importance to 
the township as a whole. 

HAY. 

Hay occupied 46 per cent, or almost one-half of the crop acreage. 
The main hay crop consisted of either clover or timothy, or clover 
and timothy mixed. The clover and timothy was often still further 
mixed with bluegrass or redtop, especially if the meadows were of 
more than two years’ standing. 

Such crops as oats, wheat, rye, millet, sorghum, cowpeas, and soy 

beans were occasionally reported used for hay. These occurred as 
small acreages, and combined they totaled only 4 per cent of the hay 
acreage. 

Soy beans for hay have grown somewhat in favor with a number 
of farmers during the period of this survey. One farmer grew 2 
acres in 1912 and four farmers grew 11 acres altogether in 1916. 
Five grew soy beans for hay in 1914, to supplement the main hay 
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crop, which yielded less than a ton per acre that year. Most of these 

men prefer the soy bean to the cowpea for a hay crop, believing it 
better adapted to local conditions. _In growing the soy bean for 
hay it is essential to use varieties that make a good growth. Farm- 
ers in this area have found the medium green and some of the black 
varieties best adapted for hay production. They have learned also 
that unless soy beans have been grown on the land in recent years 
inoculation gives better growth. 

Wheat, oats, and rye, when used for hay crops, represented acre- 
ages on which these crops had wholly or partially failed as grain 
crops, or for some other reason could not well be harvested as grain. 
When millet, sorghum, soy beans, or cowpeas were sown for a hay 

crop, it was usually done in order to meet an anticipated shortage in 
the main hay crop. Sorghum has been grown for hay by a few 
farmers for several years, and with good report in most cases. Soon 
after cutting, it was piled in bunches in the field, where it usually 
remained until during the winter, when it was hauled and fed. 

Some attempts to grow alfalfa have been made in Palmer Town- 
ship, but most of them have failed. On the other hand, a few suc- 
cesses have been reported, and alfalfa can probably be grown with 
some degree of success on part of the land in the township. How- 
ever, it must be borne in mind that the drainage, lime, fertility, and 
inoculation requirements of the plant must be met before it can be 
grown successfully. 

Some farmers harvested the second crop of clover for seed. <A 
few harvested clover seed nearly every year, while others had only 
an occasional crop, and 6 of the 25 had none during the entire 
period. ‘The few farmers who usually had a crop of clover seed 

_ were thus enabled to supply their own needs and have a small sur- 

plus for sale. If more attention were given to growing clover, more 
seed could be harvested and thus the cash outlay for one of the 
main items in the expense for seed might be reduced. More atten- 
dion should be given to growing clover, not merely for seed produc- 
tion, but to help maintain fertility and to furnish feed. 

MISCELLANEOUS CROPS. 

The area devoted to miscellaneous crops was about 5 per cent of 
the crop area, or 23 acres per farm. It included the acreage devoted 
to fruit, potatoes, annual pasturage crops, soiling crops, and green 
manure. Of these, fruit was the most important, occupying about 
nine-tenths of the miscellaneous crop area, or a little more than 2 
acres per farm. The greater part of the fruit grown was apples, 
although most farmers had a few peach, plum, cherry, pear, and 
quince trees scattered about the dooryard, in the gardens or among 
the apple trees. The acreage devoted to these fruits was very small 
and so hard to measure that it was not estimated unless the trees 
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occupied a definite blocked-out area. These fruits were used almost | 
exclusively in the homes; the sales from them averaged but $4 an- 
nually per farm. 

The land used for growing apples ranged from that occupied by a 
few scattered trees to 6 acres per farm. The apple orchards on one- 
half of the farms did not exceed 2 acres in size, and but 4 of the 25 
farms had orchards of more than 4 acres. 
Growing apples for commercial purposes has-not been very profit- 

able in this township, although the receipts of a few farms have been 
somewhat increased from this source. The average yearly sales of 
apples, including cider and vinegar, was $28 per farm for the 25 
farms, with only 1 farm exceeding $100. Eight of them sold no 
apples during the five years. Southeastern Ohio is considered a very 
good section for apples, and much of the soil in Palmer Township 

probably is well adapted to apple production. Although the or- 
chards of the township are fairly well cared for, pruned, sprayed, 
and in a few instances fertilized, few of them have been profitable. 
The actual yearly sales from the orchards in the last five years have 
been $15 per acre. The main reasons for such low returns were: 

Loss from frost. Some of the orchards are located on fiat land, 
where they do not have good air drainage as protection from 
frost. 

Uncertainty of the crop. But one farm of all those studied had 
enough apples every year to have some for sale after the house- 
hold need had been supplied. Most of the orchards did not 
bear more than two or three years in the five. 

The long haul to shipping point. 
Low prices, averaging $1.25 per barrel. 
Some orchards had what are considered poor market varieties. 

Rome Beauty, Grimes Golden, and Ben Davis are the leading 
market varieties of winter apples grown in this locality. 7 

The potato acreage, aside from that of the home garden, was small, 
totaling 2 acres per year on six farms. For the five-year period barely 
enough potatoes were grown for home use. The farmers aimed to 
plant only enough to meet this requirement. With a good potato 
year some had a small surplus to sell, but with a poor year, and three 
of the five years were poor potato years, many of them did not raise 
enough for their own use. 

On three scattered farms small acreages were sometimes planted 
to annual crops that were used for pasturage. The total area so used 
averaged 4 acres per year. Rye was most frequently grown for this 
purpose, although cowpeas, soy beans, oats, rape, and buckwheat were 
also reported. A few farms occasionally grew small acreages of 
corn, rye, or cowpeas that were fed green, and four farmers grew on 
an average 1} acres per year of rye, oats, soy beans, or cowpeas that 

were plowed under or disked in as green manure. 
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CLOVER AND LIME. 

The farmers of this township have experienced difficulty in getting 
stands of clover; so much that some have quit sowing slave seed. 
When they were asked if they had any trouble in securing stands 
of clover, many replied, “ Not if I top-dressed.” Perhaps for this 
reason more manure has been applied as a top-dressing to wheat—to 
be followed with clover and timothy—than in any other manner. 
Most of these farms did not supply enough manure to top-dress all 

the wheat land each year, and the seeding of clover on these fields 
or parts of fields not top-dressed failed more often than on those 
that had been top-dressed. 

Lime would aid materially in lessening the number of clover fail- 
ures. Several of the farmers have used lime in a limited and experi- 
mental way within the last five years and with very few exceptions 
report favorable results. Most of them realize the importance of 
using lime, but they are at a disadvantage in getting lime to the 
farms, the haul is so long. The nearest available source of lime at _ 
present is a limestone crusher about a mile out from Waterford. 
This crusher is in operation at all times of the year when farmers 
would be likely to haul lime. Even though it is a big job to get lime 
to these farms, if each farmer would spend a day or two now and then 
in hauling lime, several tons could be put on each farm in a few 
years, and the results would be well worth the effort. 

CROP ROTATION. 

_ In the succession of crops in Palmer Township three rotation sys- 
_ tems are practiced: | 

A three-crop system of corn, wheat, and grass. 
A two-crop system of corn and grass. 

A four-crop system of corn, oats, wheat, and grass. 
The three-crop rotation was most common, with corn and wheat 

one year each and with a great variation in the number of years 
occupied by grass. Based upon this variation, the three-crop rotation 

_ may be divided as follows: A three-year rotation during which each 
| crop was grown one year; a four-year rotation during which corn 

and wheat were grown one year each and grass two years; and a 

_ rotation of corn and wheat one year each followed by grass for an 
indefinite number of years, usually from two to five, but with ex- 

| tremes from one to seven years. 
— Only one farmer regularly practiced this three-year rotation 
| throughout the five years, although two years ago another farmer 

shortened his rotation period to three years, reducing the grass for 
_ hay to one year instead of two. 

| _A few farmers practiced the four-year rotation of corn and wheat 
one year each, and grass two years, but among those practicing a 

63263°—18—Bull. 7164 
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three-crop rotation more grew corn and wheat one year each and then 
seeded to grass, which remained for an indefinite number of years, 

depending upon the number of years the grass maintained a good 
stand. 

None of the farmers reported a definite time period for the two- 

crop rotation of corn and grass. Their main object is to keep a field 
in grass as long as possible. On the several fields used for the rota- 
tion, the one with poorest stand of grass is broken and planted to 
corn. In the fall, after the corn is cut, the land is prepared, in the 

same manner that land in corn was usually prepared for wheat, and 
seeded to grass alone. Usually clover is sown on this land the spring 
following. This practice seems to be just as successful in obtaining 
a stand of grass as when seeding with wheat. 
A few farmers grew oats in their rotation, making a four-crop 

rotation of corn, oats, and wheat one year each, and grass for an 
indefinite number of years, usually two or more. 

Some of the farmers reported no rotation, meaning that there was - 

such irregularity in the succession of crops on their farms that no 
definite rotation prevailed. Following a crop of corn the land might 
be seeded to wheat or grass, or it might be bare over winter and 
seeded to oats the following spring. On individual farms with sev- 
eral rotation fields in grass, it frequently happened that there was a 
greater acreage with a poor stand of grass than the farmer cared to 
put in corn, in which case he sometimes put part of this acreage in 
oats and then seeded again to grass, and sometimes sowed wheat, 
followed by grass. 

In all these rotations the grass crop was usually composed of 
timothy and clover mixed, although sometimes timothy was seeded | 

alone, and occasionally redtop or bluegrass was seeded with the 
timothy or with the timothy and clover. In the three- and four-year 
rotations mentioned, the grass crop was invariably cut for hay, but 
in those rotations extending over an indefinite number of years, after 
being cut for hay from one to three years, it was sometimes pastured a_ 
few years. ; 
The fact that practically one- fourth of the crop land was in corn, 

one-fourth in small grains (mainly wheat), and nearly one-half in 

hay, would seem to indicate that a four-year rotation of corn and 
wheat, one year each, and hay, two years, was a standard for this — 

area. However, from a study of the individual farms, it by no 
means appears that a majority of the farmers practiced such rotation. 
Yet the farmers who practiced this rotation have accomplished more 
in the last five years than those who did not. There was more uni- © 

formity in the amount and variety of crops they produced; they 

accomplished more per man and per horse; they had better crop — 
vields; they made more money. 

> 
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The suggestion that this crop rotation be more generally practiced 

is made with a full realization of certain difficulties encountered in 
planning and carrying out such a system in this area. The broken 
character of the surface renders it difficult to arrange the desired 

number of fields of the same size to be used in the crop-rotation sys- 
tem. However, the surface features of the farms on which rotation 
systems have been established were no more favorable for this arrange- 

ment than are those of many of the farms lacking a definite 
rotation system. It is largely a question of a farmer realizing the 

importance of such a system. When this is once realized, by careful 
planning the fields of most farms can be arranged more favorably 
for establishing a definite crop-rotation system. 

RECEIPTS. ~ 

The farm receipts in this area amounted to $925 per farm for the 
five-year average, ranging from $796 in 19138 to $1,112 in 1916. (See 
Table 1). There was considerable diversity in the sources of income, 
as shown by the percentage distribution of the receipts in Table ITT. 
The sales of live stock, together with such products as butter, cream, 

egos, and wool, amounted to $672 per farm, while the sales of crops 
amounted to $165 per farm. Approximately, then, almost three- 
fourths of the receipts were from live stock and its produets. 

Taste III.—Percentage distribution of receipts on 25 farms over a period 
of 5 years, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

e 5-year 
Item. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 average. 

Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. . 
2 10 16_ 20 16 18 (CRO HCE A ese A eee 26 

Live stock receipts: i 
(GHD Ce Seo a sae a ae ee ee 19 27 23 28 31 26 
iEVorses and: Colts... 22--52-------2- 4 ; 1 3 1 1 2 
Sheapandwooles-c-s2o5- teres ee =-s 20 12 13 12 12 14 
OP See eee tees em cise ioc ec acccs- 7 13 16 13 13 12 
Poulimy aNGlOLeS- sas - Sees os ses oe 17 20 20 18 18 19 

Total stock receipts.....------------ 67 73 | 75 72 75 te UD 

Miscellaneous receipts. ---..--------------- 7 | 17 | 9 | 8 9 9 

a Includes sale of dairy products. 

CATTLE. 

Most of the cattle in this area represented good types of the beef 
breeds. A number of the bulls were pure-bred Herefords or Short- 

horns, and some pure-bred cows were kept on a few farms. More 
receipts were obtained from cattle than from any other source. For 
the five-year average, cattle receipts amounted to $240 per farm, 
increasing from $168 in 1912 to $339 in 1916. This increase of over 

100 per cent in the cattle receipts is attributed to an increase in the 
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number of cattle (Tables IX and XIII), higher prices received | 
(Table XI), and the growth of dairying (Table IV). 7 
Dairying has always been but a small part of the farm business in 

this area, and for the period covered by this study receipts from the 
sale of dairy products amounted annually to but $53 per farm, or 
less than one-fourth of the total cattle receipts. However, a notice- 
able increase in dairying has taken place during the five-year period. 
In 1912 the dairy receipts for none of the 25 farms exceeded $100, 
while in 1916 they amounted to over $100 for seven farms. 

In 1912 the dairy receipts on these farms amounted to $27 per farm, 
and were entirely from the sale of butter. The following year one 
farm began shipping cream. In 1914 a cream station was operated 

Fig. 8.—Cattle sales, including small quantities of butter and cream, comprise one- 

fourth of all the farm receipts. The yearling steers and heifers shown above are to 

be sold the following year. They represent the prevalent type of cattle raised in 

the area. 

at Waterford, and in the spring of 1915 a creamery was started at 
Vincent. Though there has been no rapid advance in dairying in 
Palmer Township, the selling of cream stimulated it until in 1916 
the sale of dairy products amounted to $77 per farm. This growth 
is shown by years in Table IV. | 

Taste I1V.—Growth in dairying on 25 farms, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, 
Washington County, Ohio). 

Item. ¢ 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 

Receipts from dairy products (per farm)...........-.. $27 $38 $50 $70 $77 
Per cent of total farm receipts from dairy products... 3 5 5 7 
Per cent of dairy receipts from cream a...............|.....-..-- 14 30 65 68 

| 

a Toinclude all dairy products except butter. 
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The percentage of the total farm receipts from the sale of dairy 
products was less in 1916 than in 1915, not because the dairy receipts 
were less in 1916, but because the receipts from other sources were 

somewhat more. 
POULTRY AND EGGS. 

All farms kept poultry, and the sales of poultry and eggs consti- 
tuted the second highest source of income, amounting to $169 per farm, 

Fic. 9.—In Palmer Township the sales of poultry and eggs have amounted to more than 

those from any other source except cattle. The poultry house shown in the upper 

picture is typical of those on many of the farms that receive over $200 per year from 

the sale of poultry and eggs. It was built in 1914, with a total cash outlay of $63 

for material, and accommodates 130 hens during the winter. The flock of White 

Leghorns in the lower picture is one of the flocks from which over $200 worth of 

poultry and eggs are sold each year. 

of which total $138 was from the sale of eggs. Chickens represented 
97.5 per cent of all poultry kept, and the sales of chickens and eggs 
amounted to $167 per farm, or 99 per cent of all poultry and egg 
receipts. On 18 of the farms all of the poultry was chickens. The 
prevailing breeds were the White and Brown Leghorns, although 
Barred Plymouth Rocks and Rhode Island Reds were also kept on 
some farms. Turkeys were reported on five farms and ducks or 
guineas on occasional farms. (See fig. 9.) 
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Receipts from poultry and eggs varied on individual farms from 
$61 to over $300. Of the 25 farms 8 received less than $100 annually 

from this source, 7 received from $100 to $200, and 10 received over 

$200. The number of chickens kept varied from 60 to 330, with an 
average of 164 per farm. Table V shows the average receipts per 

farm and per hen from the different-sized flocks. Flocks of 201 to 
330 hens, with such returns as shown in the table, did not of them- 
selves make high labor incomes for their owners, but the sales of 
chickens and eggs from these flocks constituted 23 per cent of the 
farm receipts, and the farmers made fair labor incomes. The data 
do not indicate that a flock of this size is the maximum-sized flock 
that may profitably be kept in this area, for the flocks of over 200 
hens brought higher returns per hen than those of fewer than 200, 

and their owners realized considerably higher labor incomes. The 
magnitude of the poultry enterprise may well be increased on prac- 
tically all farms of the township. For those who at present have 
small flocks it may not be desirable rapidly to increase their flocks, 
but they could well be gradually increased as experience and skill in 
the management of poultry flocks is acquired, until every farm 
realizes over $200 annually from the sales of chickens and eggs. In 
fact, the flocks in Palmer Township could safely be increased so that 
in a few years the income from poultry and eggs would be doubled. 
The poultry enterprise was the source of the largest item of income 
on nine of the farms and of second largest on six farms. In addition 
to this enterprise being one of the leading sources of income, it is 
further commendable because its receipts are distributed throughout 
the year. They are greatest during the spring and early summer 
months, but there is not a month of the year without some receipts 
from this source. Poultry is also of considerable importance as a 
source of the home food supply. | 

TasLE V.—Relation of number of chickens kept per farm to receipts per hen on 
25 farms (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio.). 

Average | Receipts 
Number | number from 

Classification of farms. of flocks. of chickens Heceipts 
chickens | and eggs} Pet Aen. 
per farm. | per farm. 

Farms keeping— 
60-100 chickéns.. 7. ooo 05. 2 soe ose ee ee ae nee Seen = eee 6 88 $82 $0.93 
101-200 chickenss! +. + ¢)s5. bes =. See ss a eae ee). 14 156 157 1.01 
201-300 CHICKCDS: 2,2 5.255. Sete a wei eee de oe eee eee 5 274 295 1.08 

Allermss = 2.) eo ee 25 164 | 167 1.02 

As already pointed out, 40 per cent of the farms realized annually 
ove $200 from poultry and eggs, and this was accomplished with- 
out serious interference with the other farm operations. 
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In connection with the poultry enterprise, data in addition to 
those obtained in the regular farm management survey were gathered 
on a number of farms. In these cases some member of the family 
kept a record of the flock for the farm year 1913. The data for 
11 farm flocks show that 83 per cent of the yearly egg production was 
sold, 3 per cent was used for hatching, and 14 per cent for house- 
hold purposes. These flocks varied in size from under 100 to over 200 
hens, and the annual production was 86 eggs per hen. Approxi- 
mately one-half of the yearly production was during the three months 
March, April, and May. The lowest egg production was during 
November, with an increase each succeeding month until April, the 
month of highest production. After April there was a decrease each 
succeeding month until the end of the farm year (Oct. 31). The 
highest price received for eggs in that year was 38 cents per dozen 
in November, the low- 
est 15 cents per dozen 
in April. Figure 10 
shows graphically a 
comparison of the 
monthly egg produc- 
tion and the prices re- 
ceived each month. 

PRICE PER DOZEN - CENTS. 
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23 of the 25 farms, the 
number in the flocks Fig. 10.—Monthly egg production and prices received on 

farms studied. 
varying from 1 to 146. 
For the five-year period sheep, including wool, brought the third 
highest item of income. Receipts from this source amounted to $128 
per farm, or about one-seventh of the total. The greater part of the 
receipts from the sheep enterprise came through the sale of wool, 

which amounted to $84 per farm. All sheep reported were of a 
fine-wool breeds. (See fig. 11.) 

Returns from sheep were low when compared with returns from 
other classes of stock. The receipts for each 10 head of sheep were 
$34.30, while those for each cow, or her equivalent in other cattle, 
were $31.20, for each 5 hogs $53.90, for each 100 chickens $99.80, and 

for each 2 colts $48.10. 

The actual sales per animal unit from cattle were less than from 
sheep, but they did not include the value of any products used by the 
family. Data obtained from a number of these farms show that 
cattle furnished more toward the family living than any other class 

coal 
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of stock, and that when proper credit was given for this, the returns 
per animal unit from sheep were lower than those from any other 
class of stock. | 

_ This does not mean that sheep were unprofitable on all the farms. 
In reality they were profitable on some farms. Profit or lack of 
profit from sheep seemed due not so much to the sheep themselves as 
to different practices of farmers in handling them. They have been 
kept mainly for wool production, and on some farms: were kept for 

several years with no other returns than the wool they produced. 
A few farmers have been following the practice of keeping flocks 

of ewes that produced lambs in April or May. The better ewe lambs 
were retained, and the remainder sold, either in the fall when about - 
6 or 7 months old or after shearing when about 1 year old. Over one- 
fourth of the farmers that kept sheep have followed this practice to 

Fic. 11.—Most of the farms had flocks of fine-wooled sheep, which grazed on the hill- 

sides during the pasture season. Flocks of ewes that raised lambs which were sold at 

12 to 14 months of age returned much higher receipts per head than flocks kept only 

for the wool they produced. 

some extent and all report favorably. Table VI shows the number 
of sheep kept per farm, the per cent of the sheep receipts that were 
from wool, and the receipts per sheep for the farms that have prac- 
ticed selling lambs and for those that have not. The farmers who 
sold lambs received $1.12 per head more from their sheep than those 
who did not.* 

TaBLe VI.—Rcceipts per sheep for farms that practice selling lambs and for 
farms that do not (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

Per cent : Number * Receipts 
Farm group. pete of sheep mace DES per 

per farm antl: sheep. 

Harms selling lampSio.. =. 22tee- 2 a - nie Som tela et7 ae 7 40 60 $4. 40 
Farms not.selling lampss 2c: abies 4-0 Lob 324 es eds ee eee 16 38 69 3.28 

1 Sheep and wool both brought higher prices in 1917 than during the years covered by 

this study, and with the higher prices the farmers selling lambs still obtained higher 

receipts per head than those not selling them. ’ 
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HOGS. 

The receipts from hogs for the five-year period averaged $118 per 

farm, or one-eighth of the total receipts, and varied from $61 per 
farm in 1912 to $154 in 1914. A few of the farmers bought pigs for 
growing their own pork supply, but most of them kept one or two 
brood sows. Sixteen per cent of the farmers sold no hogs, 44 per 

cent sold from $42 to $100 worth, and 40 per cent sold over $100 
worth. The production of hogs in this locality is necessarily limited 
because of the small amount of corn produced. 

HORSES AND COLTS. 

Horses are kept on these farms primarily for the work they do, 
and but few of the mares raise colts. Most-of these colts, after grow- 
ing into horses, are either sold or replace horses that have died or 
that have been sold. The receipts from horses and colts were there- 
fore low, amounting to only $28 per IE or about 2 per cent of the 
total receipts. 

CROP SALES. 

The total crop sales amounted to mL per farm, or $4 less than the 

sales of poultry and eggs. 
Almost all crops produced were represented in the crop sales, but 

over seven-eighths of the total crop sales were from the four crops, 
wheat, hay, fruit; and corn, named in the order of their importance. 
The remaining one-eighth of the crop receipts amounted to $18 per 
‘farm, and included the sale of clover seed, potatoes, oats, rye, soy 
beans, straw, fodder, cider, and vinegar. 

MISCELLANEOUS RECEIPTS, 

In addition to selling live stock, butter, cream, eggs, wool, and farm 
crops, many of the farmers received some money from the sale of 
umber, posts, wood, or shackle poles, for the rent of pasture or farm 
buildings, for the use of part of the farm equipment, such as the farm 
machinery or the farm team, and for part of their own labor or time. 
These have all been considered receipts of the farm business and 
designated “ miscellaneous receipts.” ‘They totaled $81 per farm, and 
made up a little less than one-tenth of the total farm receipts. Most 
of these receipts were for work done off the farms, either by the 
farmers alone or with their teams, and included such work as day 
labor on other farms, official work, road work, hauling coal. and 
moving oil rigs. 

EXPENSES. 

All costs in connection with operating the farm business above 
_ those of interest on investment and value of the farmer’s own labor 
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are included in the farm expense. For the five-year period these 
averaged $419 per farm and amounted to 45 per cent, or almost one- 
half of the farm receipts. These expenses, with the exception of 
$87, the value of the unpaid family labor, all represent money paid 
out. The farm expenses for the different years were shown in Table I. 
For three of the five years they approximated the five-year average, 
for one year they were about 10 per cent below the average, and for 
1916 they were 9 per cent above the average. For the purpose of this 
discussion the expenses have been grouped in six classes, viz, labor, | 
repairs and depreciation, feed, seeds and fertilizer, taxes and insur- 
ance, and miscellaneous. The proportion each class represented of the 
total expenses each year and for the five-year average is shown in 
figure 12. 
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LABOR. 

The value of all labor on the farms, except that performed by the 
farmer himself, was $136 per farm, or about one-third of the total 
expenses. Of this amount, $87 was for 3.6 months of unpaid family 
labor and $49 for 1.6 months of hired labor. About 90 per cent of 
the labor was performed by the farmers and their families, with a 
comparatively low cash expense for labor. One farmer kept a hand 
throughout the year, another had a hand for six months of the year 
and four kept hands for a few months during the summer. In all, six 
farmers each had a regular hired hand for part or all of the year | 
and with a total expense of $554,for regular hired labor. Almost as 
much of the labor hired, however, was for hands for a single day or 
a few days at a time now and then during rush periods. More or | 
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less extra labor of this sort was hired on 24 of the farms, at a total 
cost of $489. 

The labor expense was practically the same for the first four years, 
and in 1916 it was 4 per cent above the five-year average. 

REPAIRS AND DEPRECIATION. 

Expenses for repairs and depreciation included repairs on machin- 
ery, dwellings, other buildings, and fences, and depreciation on dwell- 

ings, other buildings, and machinery. These were all considered cash 
expenses. The expenses for repairing machinery, buildings, and 
fences represented only those actually paid out, and did not include 
the value of any repairs made by the farmer himself or of any repair 
material furnished from the farm. The expense for depreciation of 
machinery and buildings was equivalent to a cash expense. While we 
do not think-of money as actually paid out for depreciation, yet it 
was paid for new machinery to replace that worn out, for replacing 
old buildings so far gone that others were built in their stead, and 
for such extensive repairs to buildings as would avoid the necessity 
of replacing them for several years. 

The annual expense for repairs and depreciation amounted to $81 
per farm, or 20 per cent of the total farm expenses. The expense for 
depreciation was about twice that of repairs. 

The annual expense of all farms for repair of machinery was $4 
per farm, or slightly over 1 per cent of the inventory value of the 
machinery; that for depreciation was $25 per farm, or nearly 8 per 
cent of the inventory value. The total annual cost for upkeep of ma- 
chinery was $29 per farm, or 9 per cent of the inventory value. New 
machinery was bought to the amount of $37 per farm. 

For all farms the annual expense for keeping the dwelling in repair 
was $6 per farm and that.for depreciation was $10. The total annual 
expense for repairs and depreciation of the dwellings was $16 per 
farm, or 12 per cent of the value of the dwellings. 

The expense for repair and depreciation of the other farm build- 
ings was greater than that for the dwellings. The average annual 
repair expense was $7 per farm and that of depreciation was $18. 
The annual repair and depreciation expense together were $25 per 
farm, or just a little over 3 per cent of the value of the buildings. 

The expense for fence repair includes not only slight cash expenses 
for repairing fences but also the cash outlay for new fencing when it 
is to replace that worn out. The average annual expense for keeping 

fences in repair on all these farms was $11 per farm, or 7 cents per 
acre. The reason for such a low expense for fence repair in this area 
may be readily seen from figure 3 (p. 7). With so many rail fences 
most of the fencing material was furnished by the farm without cash 
outlay. 
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FEED, 

The annual expense for feed bought on all these farms was $38 
per farm, or nearly 10 per cent of the total farm expenses. For all 
farms about one-twelfth of the feed expense was for roughage, 
mainly hay, and eleven-twelfths for concentrates—corn, middlings, 
bran, oil meal, cottonseed meal, tankage, poultry feeds, and in a few 
instances oats and wheat. 

FERTILIZER AND SEED. 

Expenses for fertilizer and seeds were $65 per farm, or about one- 
sixth of the total farm expense. Of this, $42 was for fertilizer and 
$23 for seed. 

Most of the fertilizer used in Palmer Township was 14 per cent 
cr 16 per cent acid phosphate. On a few farms steamed bone was 
the source of their phosphoric-acid supply, and occasionally farmers 
used both of these fertilizers. Some farmers used ready-mixed goods, 
with analysis of something like 2-8-2. Some farmers have practiced 
mixing fertilizers to some extent, generally using nitrate of soda, acid 
phosphate, and muriate of potash. Most farmers seemed to think 
that acid phosphate was the preferable form in which to get the 
supply of phosphoric acid. The expense for fertilizer included that 
for lime, which amounted to only a few dollars per farm. 

Most of the seed expense was for clover and grass seeds. As shown 
on page 23, very few of these farms produced all the clover seed used 
on them, and the production of timothy seed received even less atten- 
tion than that of clover. In reality, practically all farmers bought 
all the timothy seed they used. In addition to the purchase of clover 
and timothy seed, several farmers bought bluegrass or redtop. Of 
course, a farmer occasionally bought seed corn, wheat, oats, or rye, 
but the expense for such seeds was of little importance when com- 
pared with that for clover and grass seeds. The annual seed expense 
for all these farms was 50 cents per crop acre. 

INSURANCE AND TAXES. 

The insurance carried on buildings and contents and live stock cost 
$5 per farm and varied from $3 to $6 for different years. Prac- 

tically all the insurance was carried in mutual companies. 
Taxes amounted to $48 per farm, increasing from $45 in 1912 to 

$51 in 1916. The combined expense for insurance and taxes was $53 

per farm, or one-eighth of all farm expenses. 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES. 

All farm expenses not already discussed have been combined under 
“miscellaneous expenses.” In this group were included all such 
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expenses as feed grinding, silo filling, fodder shredding, horseshoe- 
ing, breeding fees, veterinary, spray material, twine, thrashing, 
clover hulling, baling, hire of machinery, fuel and oil for farm work, 

rented pasture, and team work. Not one of these items of expense 
amounted to 2 per cent of the farm expenses, and combined they 
amounted to $39 per farm, or nearly one-tenth of all farm expenses. 
More than one-half of this amount was for the four items of horse- 
shoeing, breeding fees, thrashing, and baling. 

THE INVESTMENT. 

The farm investment consists of real estate and working capital. 
The real-estate investment is separated into land, dwelling, and other 
buildings, and the working capital into live stock, machinery, feed 
and supplies, and cash for operating the farm business. For the 
five-year period the investment averaged $6,378 per farm, increasing 
from $6,087 in 1912 to $6,639 in 1916. The average real-estate invest- 
ment for the five-year period was $4,773 per farm, or three-fourths 
of the total investment; the working capital was $1,605 per farm, 
or one-fourth of the farm investment. , 

The percentage distribution of the farm investment in this area 
from 1912 to 1916, inclusive. together with the five-year average, is 
shown in Table VII. 

Taste VII.—Percentage distribution of investment on 25 farms over a period of 
five years, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

; 5-year Ttem. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 average. 

| Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. 
Loge ayG bie oe ls ae ge Persea ato ia acl she 48 47 45 45 44 46 
{LD pI] i a a ae ee a 16 16 16 16 16 16 
Other buildings -..---..----.-------------- 14 13 13 13 13 13 

Prveslestates 202: acccues se eseee es - 78 76 74 74 73 || 75 

Loeshde | 13 15 16 16 17 15 
MiG olnginys se ee eo oes er oseereas souee does 5 5 5 5 5 5 
Feed and supplies.....-.---.-------------- 3 3 4 4 4 4 

ash ...-.--------------------------------- 1 1 1 1 1 

Myorkingtcapitalies-: 80... 210o2--:- 22 24 26 26 27 25 

€ 

REAL ESTATE. 

The greater part of the real-estate investment was in land, this 
including all farm improvements except buildings. The five-year 
average investment in land was $2,912 per farm, or less than one- 

half of the farm investment. 
The dwelling as a rule represented good and substantial types of 

buildings. As would be expected in any farming area that had been 
settled for more than 100 years, the dwellings here were of widely 
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varying ages—some at least 75 years old, while two were built during 
the five-year period covered by this study. Many of the dwellings 
were from a third to half a century old and parts of some of them 
had been built originally of logs. However, most of these have been 
so remodeled that it would be difficult for the casual observer to dis- 
tinguish them from the more recent frame dwellings. Brick dwell- 
ings were found on but two of the farms studied. Aside from these 
and the few that have been remodeled from old log houses, the dwell- 

Fic. 13.—Two Palmer Township farmsteads. The dwelling shown above is one of the 

27 ranging in value from $1,000 to $1,800; the one below is one of the 31 with a 
range of from $400 to $1,000 in value. The other buildings shown above are repre- 

sentative of those with values ranging from $1,000 to $1,800; those below are repre- 

sentative of the other buildings ranging from $400 to $1,000 in value. 

ings were of frame structure. Most of the dwellings were in good 
repair and well painted. Several have slate roofs. Many of the 
farmers evidenced considerable pride in having their homesteads 
appear neat and attractive. (See fig. 13.) 

The average value of the dwellings was $1,014, with variations 
from $300 to $3,500. The dwellings on one-half of the farms were 

valued at less than $1,000 each, on one-third of the farms at from 
$1,000 to $1,400 each, and on one-sixth of the farms at $1,500 or more 
each. 

All buildings aside from the farm dwellings were listed as “ other 
buildings.” The main part of the investment in this class of build- 
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ings was in barns, although many farm buildings, such as sheep 
stables, wagon houses, corn cribs, granaries, poultry houses, and an 
occasional tenant house, were included with the barns. The invest- 
ment in this class of buildings was $847 per farm or somewhat less 
than that in dwellings. It represented about one-eighth of the farm 

imvestment. 

WORKING CAPITAL. 

The investment in live stock represented more than one-half of 
the working capital. For the five-year average it amounted to $982 
per farm, or about one-sixth of the farm investment. 

The investment in machinery was 5 per cent of the farm invest- 
ment and amounted to $319 per farm, or $7 for each acre of crops. 

Feed and supplies included the value of all crops on hand at the 
_ beginning of the year that were intended to be fed on the farms or 
used as seed. It consisted principally of corn and hay, although 
wheat, oats, and timothy, clover, and soy-bean seed were also listed 
under feed and supplies. This investment amounted to $247 per 
farm, or less than 4 per cent of the total farm investment. 

The average amount of cash carried on hand for use in the farm 

_ business was $57 per farm, and represented a little less than 1 per 
cent of the total investment. 

With a gradual increase in the farm investment from 1912 to 
f 1916, the percentage each item represented of the total investment 
_ would have been uniform from year to year if the several items had 
increased in the same proportion. Increase in the investment in 
dwellings, other buildings, machinery, feed and supplies, and in the 

cash used for operating the farms kept pace with the increase of 
_ the total farm investment, and shows practically the same percentage 
of the total investment each year. The investment in land, how- 
ever, remaining about the same throughout the period, shows a 
yearly decrease in its percentage of the total investment. The in- 
vestment in live stock, increasing more rapidly than any other item 
of the investment, shows a yearly increase in the percentage of the 

_ farm investment. 

YIELD PER ACRE OF THE MORE IMPORTANT CROPS. 

The yield per acre of the important crops over the five-year period, 
as shown in Table VIII, was much greater than the acreage varia- 

tion of these crops. In 1912, 1914, and 1915 the yields of corn were 
practically the same, while 1913 was decidedly the best corn year 
and 1916 the poorest. © 

Wheat gave an average yield i in 1912, with low sihileé in 1913 and 
1916 and with good yields in 1914 and 1915. 

sie 
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Hay yielded 14 tons per acre in 1912 and 1916, the best two hay 
years, while in 1914, the poorest hay year, the yield was slightly 
less than 1 ton. 

For each crop there were good years and poor years, but in no 
year were all crops good or all crops poor. The year 1912 had 
average corn and wheat yields and good oat and hay yields; 1913 
had good corn yield, average oat yield, and low wheat and hay yields; 
1914 had an average corn yield, good wheat yield, and low oat and 
hay yields; 1915 had average yields of corn, oats, and hay and a good 
wheat yield; in 1916 the yields of corn, wheat, and oats were low, 
while that of hay was good. There was no year without some good 
crop, so that each year had a fair amount of feed for the stock. The 
crop yields, as a whole, were highest in 1912 and lowest in 1913. 

TaBLe VIII.—Yield per acre of the principal crops on 25 farms over a period of 
five years, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

VK Five-year 
Crop. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 average, 

| 

COM occ o!3o5 55. ose eee bushels. - 43 52 43 44 35 44 
Wheat... 33sec a ee eee emnae do..-- 14 9 18 18 i 14 | 

The reason assigned for the poor wheat crop in 1913 was injury | 
from Hessian fly and for the poor crop in 1916, winter killing. | 
The reason for yearly variation in the yields of corn and hay may | 
best be found in the rainfall diagram on page 8. It is generally con- | 
sidered by those who have made correlations between rainfall and 
corn yields that the amount of rainfall during the month of July | 
ereatly influences the corn yields. July, 1913, had greater rainfall | 
than any other July of the five-year period, and it was the year | 
with best corn yields. On the other hand, July, 1916, had less rain- | 
fall than any other July of the period, and 1916 was the year with | 
lowest corn yields. July, 1914, had little rainfall, but the season be- | 
ing the latest of any of the five years, the rains of early August | 
sufficiently offset the July drought so that the corn yield for that | 
year was about normal. | 

The total rainfall during the months March to June, inclusive, or | 
during the growing season for hay, was greatest in 1912 and 1916, | 
the two years with best hay yields, and least in 1914, the year with | 
lowest hay yields. 

THE KIND AND AMOUNT OF LIVE STOCK: | 

The total amount of live stock kept each year is shown in Table | 
IX, together with the percentage each kind represented of the total 
productive live stock. There was a gradual yearly increase in the 



amount of stock kept on these farms, with the single exception of 
1915, when it was slightly less than in 1914. While this increase in 
stock was only 2.6 animal units from 1912 to 1916, yet it was an in- 
crease of 20 per cent, and, when considered in connection with the 
rising prices of animal products, was quite significant in increasing 
the labor income. 

TABLE IX.— Relative amount of live stock kept on 25 farms over a period of 
five years, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

Distribution of animal units. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 

Total productive animal units per farm........--..-. 13.5 14.4 15.3 14.9 16.1 
Percentage of total productive animal units in— 
} CRWHD) 226 635) Sona Bee ees See ee 41 45 49 53 58 
ee Horsesiand' colts @_....22.-.-02-2--2-2------2---- 4 4 4 4 4 

GEDic cnn nS aCe Sopa Uee ee ei eee 35 28 21 19 17 
LICES 5 suc Ca dS a dss ese Dare SACO See EE ee ane 9 11 15 13 10 

/ TED TITY oon did Se uee ie ease Rese ee setae aaa 11 12 1 11 11 

a Does not include work stock. 
i 

With a gradual increase in the amount of stock kept there were also 
changes in the number of stock of the different kinds, especially in - 
‘éattle and sheep. The number of cattle increased 68 per cent from 
1912 to 1916 and the number of sheep decreased 58 per cent during 
the same period. Both the increase of cattle and the decrease of sheep 
represented gradual changes. There were more cattle and fewer 
sheep each succeeding year. 

THE AMOUNT OF FEED REQUIRED FOR LIVE STOCK. 

The feeds produced on the farms for live-stock consumption in this 

area were corn, small grains, and hay. While a small quantity of feed 
was bought, the baie of he feed, exclusive of pasture, was derived 
from these crops. To determine the relative importance of these 
crops as sources of feed, and the amount of feed required per animal 
unit per annum for the live stock kept on the farms in this area, a 
system was used for reducing the feeds to a common standard. This 
standard, known as a feed unit, represents the expression of all feeds 

consumed when compared with the feeding value of a pound of corn. 
In the footnote under Table X is given the relative value of each 
feed used on these farms. 

_ The percentage of the total feed units derived from each kind of 
* that has been fed by 25 farmers during each year of the five- 
year period and the average number of feed units they fed per animal 
unit are given in Table X._ This table may be practically applied in 
two ways: 

(1) With a given number of stock one can readily approximate the 
ifotal quantity of feed that will be required, the proportion of concen- 
trates and of roughage. 
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(2) With given quantities of various feeds, one can approximat 
the number of stock he will be able to carry, and determine if the fee 
is fairly well apportioned between concentrates and roughage. 

For these purposes the average over the five-year period should be | 
used for the standard, while the extremes in the different years may — 
be used to indicate possible variations. : 

% 3 

TABLE X.—Percentage of total feed units fron each kind of feed and the nme 
ber of feed units per animal unit on 25 farms over a period of 5 - 
1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

on Ee , Five-yeat i 
Distribution of feed units. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 average. 

Percentage of total feed units a from— 
Com (grain). a eee cece en eee 47 42 46 43 36 
AWIDGSE pee 5 Se cn Reis 8 hee es 10 7 6 5 7 
Oats yee 8 ue OE 2s Soni ee ap 3 2 1 1 1 
BUY O 2 28n eso Saatenytent ais SEaee Spee NOE! Soc See oe Coe (0) 1 (>) (d) 
Boneh ttecd \ keen: oat ee ee 4 3 4 6 7 ‘ 
Corn fodder (Stover) ss << s2s22: oss 11 9 9 9 7 
Cormstlage'se. eek sete es Se a 4 4 4 10 
DEE ee Ae eae ee wale ee eS Lee 25 33 30 31 32 

Concentrates, per cent of total feed units - - 64 54 57 56 51 
Roughage, per cent of total feed units -.___ 36 46 43 44 49 

Number of feed units per animal unit c.--- 2,365 2,745 2,846 2,711 2,698 |: 
Number ofacres of pasture per animal unitd 5.2 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.5 

a A ‘feed unit” represents the feed value of a pound of corn or its equivalent. 
1 bushel corn= 56 feed units. 
1 bushel wheat=60 feed units. 
1 bushel oats= 29.1 feed units. 
1 bushel rye=56 feed units. 
1 ton bought feed= 2,000 feed units. 
1 ton fodder (stover)=500 feed units. 
1 ton silage= 323 feed units. 
1 ton hay=800 feed units. 

Feed units computed according to table in Wisconsin Circular No. 37, June, 1912. 
b Less than one-half of 1 per cent. 
¢ In calculating the number of feed units per animal unit, straw when used as feed was not consider: 
ae was pasture. The feed value of pasture is generally placed at 8 to 10 feed units per animal unit 
aily. : 
d {ncludes animal units for work stock but not for poultry. re 

The following example will serve as an illustration of the first way 
in which the table may be applied: . 

A farmer keeps 6 cows, 1 bull, 3 horses, 50 ewes, 2 brood sows, and 
250 chickens. He will raise or feed out 1 heifer, 4 steers, 6 alee 50 
lambs, 40 hogs, and 120 chickens. He wishes to determine the quan- 
tity of feed required. The above stock is the equivalent of 39 
mature horses or cows. With 2,673 feed units required for each 
animal, the total feed requirement is 104,247 feed units. The con= 
centrates required for feed, as shown in this table, are 56 per cent of 
this total, or 58,378 feed units, which is the equivalent of 1,042 bushels 
of corn. The rombhage roquinede is 44 per cent of the total, or 45,869 
feed units, the equivalent of 57 tons of hay. Were corn the only con- 
centrate used, and hay the only roughage, these would be the ap: 
proximate quantities required. But in this area wheat, rye, oats, 
and various bought feeds, such as bran, middlings, oil meal, cotton- 

seed meal, and Pinkage are also sources of concentrate ee 
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silage and corn stover as well as hay are used for roughage. As 
shown in Table X, the number of feed units of corn is 42. per cent of 
the total, or 48,784, and this divided by 56, which represents the feed 
units value of a bushel of corn, is 782, or the number of bushels of 
corn required. After making a similar calculation for each kind of 
feed, the following approximate feed requirements for the above 
stock are obtained : 

Concentrates. Roughage. 

Conn 2 bushels__ 782 Corn fodder (stover)______ tons__ 19 
\ ULSD dow 122 Silage 22220 7. £15 SEIS TOL see NG 
OSS ee eee Oma 2, Mame hay S22 8G a CO=== 39 
iBowehtreed = 2 tons. — 226 

To illustrate the second way in which the table may be applied: 
A farmer has for feeding, 500 bushels corn, 50 bushels wheat, 12 

tons corn stover, and 23 tons mixed hay. He wishes to determine the 
amount of stock he can carry. The corn and wheat have the feed 
value of 31,000 feed units (5005650 60=31.000), and the corn 
stover and hay that of 24,400 feed units (12500-++23 x 800—24,400), 

or a total of 55,400 feed units. The total divided by 2,673 equals 20+, 
or the approximate number of animal units he can expect to carry 
without the purchase of additional feed. The concentrates in this 
case are 56 per cent of the total feed units and the roughage 44 per 
cent, or in the same proportion as the average for the 25 farms over 
the 5-year period. - 

On these farms most of the stock were on pasture during the 
pasture season, but the pasture consumed has not been included in the 
feed requirements. The feed value of pasture is generally placed at 8 
to 10 feed units daily per animal unit. Occasionally some straw was 
fed, but the quantity was very small, and it was not included in cal- 
culating the feed requirements. 

SBE SOURCES OF SUPPLY AND DEATH RATE FOR THE DIFFERENT CLASSES OF 
LIVE STOCK. 

Since live stock with its products is the source of so large a part of 
the income in this area, some data as to the sources of supply of the 
different classes of stock, together with the losses, are presented here. 
These data are for the 25 farms over the five-year period, and in the — 

- case of live-stock losses represent what ordinarily may be expected. 
_ The work stock consisted almost entirely of horses. Some of the 
farmers kept the same work horses throughout the five-year period; 
others changed all their horses, and still others changed some of 
them. Fifteen per cent of the work horses were changed each year, 
three-fourths of which were sold and one-fourth of which died. 
This indicates that the work horses are kept on the same farms for an 
average of 6% years. The horses disposed of were replaced by colts 
and by purchases—almost an equal number from each source. The 
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death rate for work horses was 4.2 per cent. The rate of depreciation 

for all work stock kept on these 25 farms during the five years was 
4.1 per cent annually. Twice as many colts were foaled during this 
period as there were horses that died, and 30 per cent more horses were 
sold than bought. The number of colts raised was more than suffi- 
cient to meet the death rate for the horses, although the latter might 
have been somewhat higher were it not that several horses were re- 

placed before they became very old. 
Cows were replaced just about as frequently as horses, the per- 

centage of the total number disposed of annually being 14.7 per cent, 
indicating that the average time cows are kept on the same farm was 
6.9 years. The death rate for cows was 1.4 per cent, or much lower 
than for horses. One-fourth of the cows were replaced by purchase 
and three-fourths by heifers from the home farm. About one-half 
of the heifers raised became cows and one-half were sold as beef stock. 
For the five-year period the‘average annual production of calves was 
89 per cent of the number of cows kept. About 85 per cent of the 
calves were kept until they were over a year old. Some were sold as 
yearlings, but the greater number, excepting the heifers that became 
cows, were carried over another year and sold as 2-year-olds. For 
all cattle the death rate was 2.9 per cent, of which one-half were 
calves under 1 year old. 

The main source of the sheep supply for each farm was lambs 
raised on the farm. There was some buying and selling of sheep 
among the farmers, but 80 per cent of the sheep were raised. Sheep 
losses were greater than those of any other class of stock, the death ~ 
rate being 7.7 per cent annually. The loss from dogs was insignifi- © 

cant when compared with that from other causes. The greater part 
of the losses were caused by the stomach worm. 

Almost 90 per cent of the hogs fed out on these farms were far- 
rowed on the. farms on which they were fed. The sows usually pro- 
duced two litters a year, and the average number of pigs was 10.5 
per sow annually. The death rate among sows was 6 per cent, and 
that for all hogs 4.8 per cent. 

FACTORS AFFECTING FARM PROFITS. 

The profits from year to year for the farms in this area are shown 
in Table I, on page 12. In 1912, 1914, and 1915 the profits were 
about normal, being within 20 per cent of the five-year average. The 
year 1913 was the poorest year and 1916 the best, whether the profits 
be determined by the labor income or by the per cent received on 
the investment. The labor income in 1913 was 40 per cent below the 
five-year average, and in 1916 it was 70 per cent above the average, 
or almost three times that of the poorest year. These were also the 
years with respectively the least and the greatest amounts of money 
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available for the farmers and their families, and when the least and 
the greatest reductions were made in the farm indebtedness. 

The year of least profits was the year with lowest wheat yields; 
the apple crop was also almost a failure. Wool sold lower, and the 
price of sheep was lower than in any other year, except 1914. Had 
the sales of these four items amounted to as much as the five-year 
average, the profits in 1913 would have reached those for the five-year 
average. 

The main factors contributing to the greater profits of 1916 were 
the higher prices received for most farm products and the greater 
quantities sold of a few products. All classes of live stock, as well 
as eggs and wool, brought higher prices in 1916 than in any other 

year. All crops, except hay and clover seed, sold higher in 1916 than 
the five-year average, although a few crops brought higher prices 
some other years than in 1916. (See Table XI.) 

TABLE XI.—Prices received for farm products on 25 farms over a period of five 
years, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

Five- 
Product. ; Unit. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 year 

average. 

ONTIR eee as ete Seas. Bushel $0. 46 $0. 76 $0. 76 $0. 72 $0. 81 $0. 70 
VW IRGR hss .20 8 eee eee ae Ore 98 -97 1.19 The 5s 1.52 1.16 
WO ALS te eens Se .-do.. 35 GAT | Mews ete hee 45 50 .48 
RVG 6-86 - abt Ae ne -do.. . 62 1.07 OOS ete yeaa oe eRe . 90 
BERS: a4 ean Bele ee Oem Ton..... 11.3 13. 73 14. 67 11.81 8.75 12.97 
TACIEIRDES ol en oe ae eee Bushel 59 1.00 1.50 ol 1.54 1.03 
@lover'seed ae ye eel. .-do 12.00 7.00 9. 33 10.3 9.10 9.55 
LES. eee Barrel. 1.40 1.00 1.05 1.44 ¥ 35 10s 
HID OS Mebee teeta Sle Le Se kL Dozen. 19 .19 19 .19 22 . 20 
WOUS 3) Sue ood Eee ne eeee Pound . 23 - 20 25 - 26 31 225 
Cat O Re Sees wt... 5. 70 Te 1B 6.97 7.29 8. 20 7.07 
HCE Dee bon tS. .| ead... 3. 22 3.00 2.97 4.30 4.56 3.61 
HULSp ae aoe oan See ee Cwites == 6. 52 8. 20 8.10 6. 60 8. 50 7.58 
BICKENS pee se sche ees Head... -42 43 -41 45 -48 -44 

More cattle and clover seed were sold in 1916 than in any other 
year, a few more chickens than in any other year except in 1913, 
more hogs than in any other year except 1915, and more hay than in 
any other year except 1912. (See Tables XII, XIII.) 

TasLteE XII.—Quantity of various farm products available for sale on 25 
farms over a period of five years, 1912-1916 (Palmer Township, Washington 
County, Ohio.) 

Five- 
Product. Unit. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 year 

average. 

ADIT is 0 5 Sy a ae eI en ee Bushels . 721 165 702 750 410 550 
WSR oe 4 ee ee ee adorei: 1,421 386 878 2,080 812 1,115 
‘OBS. ee eee aes oe eat .. do LOGE Et eeo eee. o 112 40 ud 
Ear@ Ln Eso ane ee eee eae . -do. 3 8 DOM Eee aes ee Nes pea ae 
132A Lo 33 eee See eee wee eras Tons...- 198 82 42 58 158 108 
IGE ES Sa eee ae ee Bushels . 105 40 6 254 68 95 
LOTGr BECCA eee Peed. - 14 8 2 7 80 22 
Apples... .. ovat a Seee Le eres Barrels... 855 49 1,161 289 372 545 
6. 1 uk RE IN pie a aCe .| Dozen 15,695 | 16,190| 19,468| 18,121] 17,400 17,373 

WiGGile 2 aia tee ae Pounds.| 10,483| 10,115 7, 348 7, 900 8,374 8, 844 
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The higher price for most 1916 products and the greater quantities 
or numbers of the products above mentioned sold both indicate that 
the labor income for 1916 should have exceeded that of former years 
even more than it did. This would be true except for two other 
factors, the increase in expense connected with operating the farm 
business and the decrease in the quantities or numbers of several 
farm products that were available for sale, both of which partly 
counteracted the higher prices received for most products. . 

The farm expenses in 1916 were greater than for any of the other 
years and 11 per cent more than the average for the five years. 
Most of this increase was for feed and hired labor. The expense 
for roughage feed in 1916 was slightly less than the five-year aver- 
age, while that for concentrates was 72 per cent more than the 
average. The quantity of concentrate feeds bought was 56 per cent 
more and the price 10 per cent higher. The expense for hired labor 
in 1916 was 28 per cent more than for the average of the five years. 
The number of months of hired labor was 21 per cent more oad the 
average wages 6 per cent higher. 

Aside from hay and clover seed, the quantities of all crops sold 
were less in 1916 than the five-year average, and there were fewer 
sheep and less wool sold than the five-year average. 

TABLE XIII.—Number of young stock produced over a period of jive years, 1912- = 
1916, on 25 farms (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio.) 

| Five- 
Kind of stock. 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 year 

average. 

WAV CS arctan 68 69 77 85 91 78 
Colts FAs 202 dah eee aces een eee 6 2 6 6 7 5 
PADS 5a: celocis sah. s aes Caen ees Seen 291 332 193 212 215 249 
Bigses. sche cusisccctosccpciss esses aereeses 184 232 320 | 318 273 265 

With the higher prices, but smaller quantities sold, the sales of 
corn, wheat, oats, and apples in 1916 were each ‘below the five-year 

- average, while the smaller quantities of potatoes, wool, and sheep sold 
were so affected by the higher price received that the sales of each in 
1916 were a little above the five-year average. The higher prices for 
these products were so counteracted by the quantities sold that the 
receipts from all of them in 1916 just equaled the five-year average 
receipts. 

The only crop with decidedly higher receipts in 1916 than in pre- 
ceding years was clover seed. It was a good clover-seed year, the pro- 
duction was over 300 per cent of the AMET AEE and the quantity sold 
363 per cent. The price received was 5 per cent below the average 
and the sales amounted to $29 per farm against a five-year average 
of $8. However, the production of clover seed has been a minor en- 
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terprise in the township and can not be considered of great impor- 
tance in affecting profits every year. 

The sales of hay in 1916 were but $7 per farm above the five-year 
average, the quantity sold being almost 50 per cent above the average 
and the price per ton 27 per cent below the average. 

The 1916 crop receipts exceeded the five-year average 9 per cent, 
and the stock receipts, including dairy products, eggs, and wool, 25 
per cent. 

The single enterprise most affecting the greater 1916 profits was 
cattle, the receipts from which were $99 (41 per cent) more than the 
five-year average, owing to higher prices and more cattle sold. 

_ The variations from year to year in the yields of the different 

crops, in the numbers of the different classes of stock, and in the 
prices received for crops and stock were so distributed above and be- 
low the average as to produce no great variations in the labor income 
for three of the five years. In 1916 a sufficient number of these varia- 
tions were above the average, and some of them were so much above 
the average as to produce a labor income considerably higher than 
the five-year average; while in 1913 they were sufficiently below the 
average to depress the labor income to 40 per cent below the average. 
These would indicate that in such an area as this, with a well-estab- 
lished and well-diversified system of farming, the variations in the 
quantities and prices of the several crops and kinds of stock above the 
average are so counteracted by those below the average as to produce 
little change in the labor income except when there is a general 
change in price levels, or a decidedly poor crop year. 

A STUDY OF 73 FARMS BY SIZE AND QUALITY OF BUSINESS. 

SIZE OF FARM BUSINESS. 

Tt is a well-established principle that the size of business of what- 
ever kind is one of the leading factors affecting its profits. The 
principle is as applicable to the farm business as to any other, and 
the data shown herein accord therewith. The number of acres of 
erops grown on the farms in this area was quite indicative of the 
comparative size of the business conducted on them, and it has been 

used in this bulletin as the measure of the size of the farm business. 
For this study in size all of the farms of the area from which usable 
records were obtained from one to five years, 73 in number, were ar- 
ranged in three groups, based on the number of acres of crops raised. 
Each of the 18 farms in the first group produced 30 acres or less of 

crops, each of the 29 farms in the second group 31 to 45 acres, and 
each of the 26 farms in the third group over 45 acres.! 

1%n addition to the 25 farms with five-year record, 48 other farms are here included— 

12 with two-year records, 12 with three-year records, and 12 with four-year records. The 

farms in each of these groups are almost equally divided among the different size groups. 

b 
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A brief summary of the business conducted on these farms is_ 
presented in Table XIV. The data shown are for the average of the © 
farms in the different-sized groups. Comparisons of these groups, — 
one with another, will readily show that the size of the farm busi- 
ness is a very important factor in returning profits. 

TaBLe XIV.—Summary of the farm business on 73 farms, by sizc of farm (crop 
area) (Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

[Except for number of farms, the figures are averages.] 

30 crop- | 31 to 45 | Over 45 
Item. acresand]| crop- crop- 

under. acres. acres. 

Numiber-offarms:. 22-80 o-0.. cece sce etee es; >-- 23 oe eee 18 29 26 
Warm area . 2.00 ete eo ee See... eee acres. . 88 120 196 
ChOP BlCAe2s28 2 once ee Senses hE cee tt ea oe 6 eee eee dos 24 38 57 
Number of productive animal units:-2-~ >. -.- 2 - eee eee eee eee 8.2 11.0 18.6 
Number of work stock: .< 3: -22-4-s4-20e70=2 3: eee eee i 2.2 2.4 | 3 

Crop'yield'peracre:@. 02 5 cece ee ce eee eee per cent. - 96 97 106 
Receipts per animal unital. 22.22 eee a eee eee doves 104 98 100 

Investment. .2 202... -22.26 2.221 2. eh ite he eee $3, 817 $4, 860 $7, 807 
Receipts... = -22.22 o2e55 sso ne ses Sao ee tee ee Oe eee 484 693 1, 152 
Pexpensess.222 22h 25.2 asessee noe eeeee 513 
Warm income. 2: +25. 222d epee see 5 639 
Interest on investment at 5 per cent -- 390 
Tabor incomes. ee et era eae | 249 

Value of fanmer’s labor2: 2222 3.46 Se ee ee eee : $287 — 
Per cent.on investment 0). 523 55528 Ss eee 2 a ee ee ee 74 2.2 4.5 

Warm income. s 2252.54.22. 22s I Se eee $252 $386 $639 
Value of unpaid family labor. i222. 2252 sos no ee oe eee 47 60 98 
Hamily income ¢!-2 22501 222. i2L 5) 4.2 ee eee eee 299 446 737 
Interest paid onindebteduess:... === ~ 5-0 se-= oe ee ee oe eee 3 13 18 
Amount available for family living: — 2. 22 522 ae os ae 296 433 719 

a Percentage of average for all farms. 
b After deducting value of farmer’s labor from farm income. 
e The sum of farm income and value of unpaid family labor, or the amount available for family living 

had there been no interest to pay. 

The farmers producing 45 acres or more of crops, on apparently no 
better land, used a little more fertilizer per crop acre and obtained 
better yields than the farmers obtained who produced a smaller acre- 
age of crops. : 
On the small farms the receipts per animal unit were slightly more | 

than on the large farms. This was mainly due to the proportionate 
numbers of the different kinds of stock on the farms of different size. 
Poultry represents a slightly higher percentage of the total produc- 
tive live stock on the farms with 30 acres or less of crops and returi.ed 
higher receipts than any other kind of live stock. 

The proportion of the farm area in woodland and waste land, in 
pasture land and in crop land was quite uniform in the different size 
groups, but the proportion of the crop land in corn and in the small 
grains varied somewhat on the different-sized farms. On the farms 
with 30 acres or under of crops the corn acreage was somewhat more 
than the small-grain acreage; on the farms with 31 to 45 acres of 
crops the acreage of each was about equal; and on the farms with 
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over 45 acrcs of crops the acreage of small grains exceeded that of 
corn. ‘That the farmers who did not raise over 30 acres of crops had 
a greater proportion of the crop area in corn and a smaller propor- 
tion in small grains than those who raised larger acreages of crops 
is quite natural, when the number of stock kept on the different 
groups of farms is considered in connection with the fact that prac- 
tically all the feed consumed on these farms is produced on them and 
that the farmers consider corn the cheapest source of concentrates. 
The average amount of stock kept on the farms with 30 acres or 

under of crops was 24 work horses, 24 cows, 4 head of young cattle, 
13 sheep, 5 hogs, and 110 chickens. This complement of stock required 
concentrates equivalent to 280 bushels of corn and roughage equiva- 
lent to 12 tons of hay. With the average yields of corn and hay on 
this group of farms it would require 7 acres of corn and 11 acres of 
hay to produce the required amount of feed, and these correspond 
with the acreages actually raised. ‘These farms had an average crop 
area of only 24 acres. With 18 acres used in aiming to grow enough 
feed for the stock, and with 2 acres in fruit, etc., it may readily be seen 
that only 4 acres, or a considerably smaller area than the acreage in 
corn, could be used in growing small grains. 

The farmers with 31 to 45 acres of crops would require 10 acres of 
corn and 16 acres of hay to grow all the feed required for the stock 
they kept. They did grow 9 acres of corn and 17 acres of hay, or 
practically enough feed for their stock. With 26 acres used in grow- 
ing corn and hay and 2 acres in fruit, etc., they had left of their total 

crop area of 38 acres 10 acres that were used in growing small grains. 
The farmers that raised over 45 acres of crops would require 13 

acres of corn and 22 acres of hay to produce all the feed required for 
the stock they kept. They did grow 13 acres of corn and 26 acres of 
hay, or a little larger acreage than required to furnish feed for the 
stock. ‘Thus, with 39 acres used in growing corn and hay and 8 acres 
in fruit, ete., they had left from their total crop area of 57 acres 15 
acres that were used in growing small grains. 
Fewer silos have been built on the farms with 30 acres of crops or 

under than on the larger farms. Only three of these farms have silos, 
and two of these were not filled in 1916. The farms with so small a 

crop acreage seldom raise enough corn to fill a silo and have enough 
grain feed for a minimum number of stock. They more often do not 

raise enough to fill a silo. Of the farms with 30 acres and under of 
crops, one in six had silos in November, 1916; of those with 31 to 45 

acres of crops, one in four had silos; and of those with over 45 acres 
of crops almost one-half had silos. 

Most of the sheep were found in the larger farms, the flocks being 
Jarger on the large farms than on the small farms, and a greater 
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percentage of the farms keeping sheep. The receipts from the sale 
of sheep and wool were $183 per farm, or one-sixth of the total re- 
ceipts on the large farms, while they were $50 per farm, or one-tenth 

of the total receipts on the small farms. 
On the small farms the percentage of the total receipts from crops 

was much smaller than on the larger farms, the result of a smaller 
percentage of the crop area being in wheat. On the other hand, a 
larger percentage of the farm receipts were obtained from poultry 
on the small farms. 

The small farms used a somewhat higher percentage of the farm 
receipts for expenses in operating the farm business than did the 
larger farms. The proportion of the total expenses for hired labor 
was a little less on the smaller farms, but that for depreciation and 
repairs and for feed was somewhat more. The other items of ex- 
pense represented about the same percentage of the total expenses 
for all groups. 
On the small farms the investment in land was proportionately 

less and that in dwellings more, and at the same time the dwellings 
were not so good as those on the large farms. The real estate was 
valued $2 per acre more on the small farms. 

The farms producing 45 acres or over of crops had a machinery 
investment of $6.11 per crop acre, while those producing 30 acres or 
under of crops had an investment of $7.67 per crop acre. 

QUALITY OF BUSINESS. 

As already shown (p. 48) the group of farms with the smallest 
business (smaliest crop acreages) had the lowest average labor in- 
come, and the group with the largest business (largest crop acreages) © 
had the highest average labor income. ‘This is usually true of groups — 
of farms, but 1t is not always true of individual farms; that is, not 
every farm having a large business’ has a higher income than every 
farm having a small business. In each size group of farms were 
farms with good labor tacomes, and farms with poor labor incomes. 
These variations in labor income must have been partly due to some 
other cause or causes than the size of the business, and the most im- 
portant other cause is the quality of business. 

The quality of the farm business either for an individual farm 
cr for groups of farms may be fairly well determined by comparing 
the crop yields per acre and the receipts per animal unit from live 
stock with the corresponding yields or receipts for all the farms 
studied. 

Of course, the character and fertility of the soil and the climatic 
conditions have great influence in determining crop yields, but within 
a restricted area, such as that in Palmer Township, these influences 
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are very likely to affect one group of farms as much as another in a 
given year, so that it may be said safely that the variations in crop 
yields on different farms or groups of farms in an area with similar 
soil and climatic conditions are due more to variations in the farm 
practice on the different farms than to the conditions just named, 
and that the crop yields on the different farms are therefore one 
indication of the quality of the business conducted on them. 

Receipts per animal unit are considerably affected by the prices 
received for the live stock and its products, by the time of selling, or 
by live-stock losses, but within a given area differences in receipts 
are often the results of actual differences in the quality of the stock 
or of differences in the live-stock practices on different farms. These 
practices, however, have been worked out or applied by the farmers 
after such study of the marketing problem and the problems of 
feeding and the care of stock as to enable them to reduce live- 
stock losses to a minimum and to have the right kind of stock to 
sell at the right time. The receipts per animal unit may therefore 
safely be said to be a very good indication of the quality of the 
live-stock part of the farm business. 

The crop yields per acre and receipts per animal unit have been 
worked out by comparing the crop yields and receipts per animal 
unit on each farm for each year with the average yields and re- 
ceipts for all farms for that year. This was done because the average 
yields of crops and receipts per animal unit were not uniform from 
year to year, owing generally to causes not entirely under the 
control of the farmers, such as weather conditions, insect injuries, 
or live-stock prices. Thus in this study of the effect of quality of the 
farm business upon profits, each farm was used as many times as 
there were yearly records for that farm, or a total of 245 records. 

In Table XVI are shown the effects of the size and the quality of 
the farm business upon the labor income. In determining the effect 
of either of those factors, care must be exercised to make sure that 
the profits shown are not the resultant of a combination of the two 
factors, rather than of the one it is desired to study. To eliminate 
this source of error as far as possible, when determining the effect of 
quality upon farm profits, the records were grouped into three size 
groups (by crop area), and each of these into three groups based upon 
the quality of the business. From these groupings, the effect of the 
quality of the business upon the average labor income of groups of 
from 20 to 36 farm records with similar crop acreages may be noted 

by reading the table from left to right. The effect of the size of the 
business when the quality is similar may be noted by reading the table 
downward. | 

It will be seen that both size and quality have decided effects upon 
the labor income, and that quality is fully as important as size. The 
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small farms with poor quality had nothing left for the operator’s 
labor after 5 per cent interest on the investment was deducted from 
the farm income. In other words, the average labor income for this 
group of farms was nothing. The average labor income of the 
large farm with poor quality was $88, while that of the small farms 
with good quality was $137. The medium-sized farms with medium 
quality had an average labor income of $125. The labor income of 
the large farms with medium quality was $213, while that of the 
medium-sized farms with good quality was $214. These figures in- 
dicate that so long as the size of the business is small and the quality 
poor the income may be increased more by improving the quality 
of the business than by increasing the size, but that with a medium- 
sized business with medium quality, the income may be increased 
as much by increasing the size, while maintaining the same quality, 
as by improving the quality while maintaining the same size. 

TaBLE XV.—Hffects of size (crop area) and quality of business upon labor 
income (245 farm records, Palmer Township, Washington County, Ohio). 

[Figures represent average labor income. ] 

Poor Medium Good Size (crop area). quality.a | quality.® | quality.c 

30. acres and lesS._): 2... 2s ies-3- ses he 8 one Ae aes (eae Se eee eee Eee ee Eeeeeeee $72 $137 
SEG 45!aereS: sii. SIO IAS as 4 es 2 ee ee eee $63 125 214 
OVer45.ACreSinic oac8.- Sank ee Soi So estg se ona ee ie eae eee eee eee 8 2 

a Poor quality includes: Poor "crops and poor stock; poor crops and medium stock; medium crops and 

eee tint quality includes: Poor crops and good stock; medium crops and medium stock; good crops and 

wd duality includes: Medium crops and good stock; good crops and medium stock; good crops and 

The influence of quality of the business, as shown in Table XV, 
is due to the combined weight of two quality factors, crop yields 
and receipts per animal unit. In order to determine the influence 
of each upon farm profits, the records were grouped so that farms 
with different crop yields but with similar live-stock receipts could 
be compared, and vice versa. These groupings show that for both 
crops and live stock quality had marked effects upon the average 
labor income, but that quality of live stock affected the income more 
than that of crops. The quality of the live stock had just about 
double the effect of the quality of the crops, and this should be ex- 
pected in this area. It was pointed out on page 49 that much the 
greater proportion of the crops produced on these farms reached 
their market through the medium of the live stock rather than by 
selling the crop direct, and Table III shows that a much greater 
proportion of the farm receipts were from the live stock than from 
the crops. Therefore, with the type of farming followed in this 
area, the quality factor of first importance is the live stock. With 
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whatever quality of crops a farmer produces, so long as most of 
_ them are marketed through his live stock, it is more important to 

get good returns per animal per unit than to get higher crop yields 
per acre. This is not intended to minimize the importance of obtain- 
ing good crop yields, but to emphasize the importance of having a 
good quality of live stock. 

The group of farms that had both poor crops and poor stock 
had an average labor income of $4 per year. The group with no 
better stock but with good crops had an average labor income of 
$134, while the group with no better crops but with good stock had 
an average labor income of $216. 

The group of farms with medium crop yields and medium stock 
had an average labor income of $108. The group with no better stock 
but with good crop yields had an average labor income of $212, 
while the group with no better crops but with good stock had an 
average labor income of $302. 

The farms with both good crops and good stock had the highest 
average labor income—$397. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

_ It has long been recognized that in order to maintain the well- 
being of an individual, or in fact to maintain the normal body proc- 
esses, proteins of sufficient quantity and quality are absolutely 
essential. The proteins normally occurring in the human dietary 
are of a quite varied nature and are derived from both the animal 
and vegetable kingdoms. Those foods which contain the largest 
proportion of protein and are ordinarily referred to as protein-rich 
foods are obtained largely from the animal kingdom and include 
such food materials as meats, eggs, and milk. 

1 Prepared under the direction of C.. F. Langworthy, Chief, Office of Home Economics. : 

Notre.—This bulletin records studies of the digestibility of protein supplied by soy-bean and peanut 

press-cake flours. It is primarily of interest to students and investigators of food problems. 

64347°—18—Bull. 717——1 
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The many studies which have been made to determine the actual 
importance for dietary purposes of the proteins supplied by meats, 
eggs, and milk show quite conclusively. that these proteins are of 
high biologic value. Unfortunately the supply of these food mate- 
rials is becoming constantly less adequate to meet the needs of the 
very rapidly increasing population of this country. Furthermore, 
these foods are relatively expensive, and consequently can not be 
eaten as freely as formerly by those of small incomes. As a result of 
these conditions, students of nutrition have given considerable 
attention to the possibility of replacing animal proteins with vege- 
table proteins, and as a consequence the demand for vegetable foods 
which supply proteins that are of value for human food is steadily 
increasing. The cereals which contain relatively small amounts of 
protein are already so extensively used that as a group they now 
supply nearly one-half of the total protein of the average American 
diet. While practically all of the common vegetable foods contain 
protein, the amount present in foods of vegetable origin is small except 
in the case of the legumes, which may be classed as protein-rich food. 
Accordingly it appears that a more extensive use of legumes as a 
source of protein is to be desired. Those legumes most commonly used 
in this country are the well-known navy beans, red kidney, and lima 
beans, the garden pea, frijoles, pinto beans, and several varieties of 
cowpeas. Many studies have been made of the nutritive value and 
possible uses of these legumes, and several investigators have con- 
ducted experiments to determine their digestibility. 

INVESTIGATIONS OF DIGESTIBILITY OF COMMON LEGUMES. 

The digestibility of hulled peas cooked thoroughly until soft and 
passed through a sieve was determined by Rubner,! who found that 
the protein was 72 per cent digested. In a second experiment in 
which the subject ate 600 grams of peas per day the digestibility was 
found to be 83 per cent. 

Malfatti ? determined the digestibility of the protein supplied by a 
porridge made of split peas and found it to be 86 per cent digested. 

Richter * reported that in an experiment in which the subject con- 
sumed 600 grams of purée of pea the proteim was 90 per cent 
digested. 
Snyder * conducted three experiments to determine the digesti- 

bility of pea protein and served a porridge (containing 82 per cent 
of water) made from dried peas. The porridge was eaten in conjunc- 
tion with a basal ration consisting of rice, milk, and sugar; one- 
third of the protein of the diet was supplied by the peas. He found 
that the average digestibility of the pea protein was 80 per cent. 

1Ztschr. Biol., 16 (1880), No. 1, pp. 119-128, 2. Arch. Hyg., 46 (1903), No. 3, pp. 264-273. 
+Jahresber, Tier-Chem., 15 (1885), p, 412, 4 Minnesota Sta. Bul. 92 (1905), pp. 267-270. 
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Prausnitz' in a study of the digestibility of white beans cooked in 
salted water until soft found that the protein was approximately 70 
per cent digested. 

Snyder? studied tne digestibility of navy beans which were prepared 
by cooking for 20 minutes in boiling water containing bicarbonate 
of soda, removing the skins, and baking the hulled beans in the 
usual way. The results of three experiments indicated that bean 
protein was 80 per cent utilized. 
Woods and Mansfield,? in a study of the digestibility of rations for 

lumbermen, included three experiments in which the ration contained 
beans, and found that the digestibility of the protein of the total diet 
was 85 per cent, and estimated that the digestibility of the bean 
protein was 78 per cent. 

Wait * conducted a series of 72 experiments to determine the 
digestibility of kidney beans, white beans, and three varieties of 
cowpeas eaten in conjunction with a basal ration consisting of bread, 
milk, butter, pork, bananas, and sugar, and found that the coeffi- 

cients of digestibility of the proteins were as follows: Kidney beans 
77 per cent, white beans 78 per cent, Whippoorwill cowpeas 70 per 

cent, Clay cowpeas 74 per cent, and Lady cowpeas 83 per cent. 
_ The general conclusion to be drawn from the experimental data 
cited above is that while the proteins of the more widely used legumes 
are quite well utilized by the human body, comparing very favorably 
in this respect with the cereal proteins, they are not as completely 
utilized as the proteins supplied by such animal foods as meats, eggs, 
and milk. 

SOURCE AND AVAILABLE SUPPLY OF SOY-BEAN AND PEANUT PRESS 
CAKE. 

Considerable interest has recently been aroused regarding the 
nutritive value of two legumes, soy beans, which as yet have not been 

_ extensively used in this country for food purposes, and peanuts, 
which, though well known and commonly eaten, have been used as a 
casual rather than a staple article of diet. It is of course true that 
soy beans have found limited use in some localities and that peanuts 
have been quite extensively used as a constituent of confectionery, 
as ‘‘salted peanuts,’ and more recently as ‘‘peanut butter,’ but 
neither has been very extensively used in the manner in which peas 
and beans appear in the dietary. 

During very recent years the production of both these legumes 
has grown many fold. The increase in the culture of peanuts is due 
very likely to the fact that the boll weevil has made the growing of 

1Ztschr. Biol., 26 (1890), pp. 227-232. 
2 Minnesota Sta. Bul. 74 (1902), p. 122. 

8U.S8. Dept. Agr., Office Expt. Stas. Bul. 149 (1904), pp. 60, pls. 4. 

4U.S, Dept. Agr., Office Expt. Stas. Bul. 187 (1907), pp. 55. 
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cotton unprofitable in many sections of the South and peanuts are 
now grown as a supplementary crop. The recent increase in the 
production of soy beans has probably resulted primarily from the 
present great need of additional food materials for both human and 
animal consumption. 

The present imperative demand for oils in the manufacture of 
explosives, coupled with the increased demand for oils for industrial 
and edible purposes, makes it highly probable that large quantities of 
soy beans and peanuts will be pressed in cottonseed-oil mills where the 
machinery is adapted for the expression of oil from these oil-bearing 
seeds as well as cotton seed. 

It has been estimated! that 150,000 bushels, or 9,000,000 peu 
of soy beans was pressed during the season (1917-18) in North 

Carolina alone, which produced more than 3,500 tons of press cake. 
In addition to the supply of domestic soy beans there are large 
quantities of beans which have been imported from other coun- 
tries. It is also reported? that the greater portion of the present 
unusually large crop of peanuts will be pressed. The residue, which 
remains after most of the oil has been removed from soy beans’ 
and peanuts, commercially known as press cake, contains a high 
percentage of protein. Such press cake has been very largely used 
as stock feed and, because of its high nitrogen content, for fer- 
tilizing purposes. It is at once apparent, however, that if care 
were exercised in grading and cleaning sound soy beans and in shelling 
and sorting sound peanuts, and if they were pressed under sanitary 
conditions, the resulting press cakes should be of considerable value 
for use as human food, and especially as a source of protein. Further- 
more, since the oil is not fully extracted by pressing, the ‘‘cakes”’ are 
also an important source of fat. Thusit would seem that the extensive 
studies which have already been made of the soy-bean and peanut 
proteins are of a very definite value and that further studies of the 
possible uses and value of high-grade soy-bean and peanut press cakes 
for human food are to be desired. 

FACTORS CONSIDERED IN DETERMINING FOOD VALUE OF A PROTEIN. 

In considering the value of any material as a source of protein 
for food purposes, at least three factors are ordinarily considered, 
namely, the amount, the quality, and the digestibility of the protein 
supplied by the material in question. The amount of the protein 
present in the material under consideration is determined by chemical 
analysis. The quality of the protein ordinarily is determined by 
either, or preferably both, of two methods: By ascertaining the num- 
ber and nature of the amino acids making up the protein molecule, 

1 Personal communication, Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau Plant Industry. 

2 Personal communication, Bureau of Chemistry. 
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or by ascertaining the biologic value of the protein by means of care- 
fully controlled feeding experiments with laboratory animals. Such 
experiments give data regarding the ability of a protein to support 
normal life processes, such as growth, maintenance, and reproduction. 
The amount of protein retained for body uses from the food eaten is 
generally determined by digestion experiments in which the protein 
under consideration appears as the sole or major portion of the protein 
in the diet. 

The amount of protein supplied by soy-bean and peanut press-cake. 
flours would obviously vary somewhat with the varieties of the 
legumes from which the flours were made and with the process of 
manufacture. Proximate analysis of the dried soy beans and pea- 
nuts shows them to have the following composition: Soy beans,! 
water 9.9 per cent, protein 36.5 per cent, fat 17.5 per cent, carbo- 
hydrates 30.8 per cent, and ash 5.3 per cent, the fuel value being 
approximately 1,950 calories per pound; peanuts’, water 9.2 per 
cent, protein 25.8 per cent, fat 38.6 per cent, carbohydrates 24.4 
per cent, and ash 2 per cent, the fuel value being approximately 
2,480 calories per pound. When the oil is expressed from these 
legumes the percentage of protein is correspondingly increased and 
the resulting commercial press cakes ordinarily contain from 40 
to 50 per cent of protein. The press cakes used in the study here 
reported, which were obtained by expressing oil from soy beans 
and peanuts in a small-sized expeller type of oil press, contained a 
larger amount of protein. But in any case the press cake should be 
classed as protein-rich material and on the basis of chemical analysis 
alone may well be considered as valuable food material. In order to 
ascertain the true value of these proteins for dietary purposes it 
is necessary to consider the factors referred to above, first, the 
quality of the protein as shown by the nature of the amino acids sup- 
plied and by its biologic value, and second, the digestibility of the 
protein. | 

THE AMINO ACIDS SUPPLIED BY SOY-BEAN AND PEANUT PROTEINS AS 
COMPARED WITH THOSE SUPPLIED BY COMMON CEREAL PROTEINS. — 

Since in the commercial utilization of soy-bean and peanut fiours as 
human food these flours would, in all probability, be grouped with 
the cereal flours and meals, it is natural to compare the amino acids 
obtained from glycinin, the principal protein of soy beans, and 
arachin, the principal protein of peanuts, with gliadin, zein, rye-pro- 
lamin, oryzinin, and hordein, the principal proteins of wheat, corn, 
rye, rice, and barley, respectively. 

1 Personal communication, average of 121 analyses reported by Forage Crop Investigations, Bureau 

Plant Industry. 

2U.S. Dept. Agr., Office Expt. Stas. Bul. 28 (1899), pp. 75. 
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A review of the literature of protein chemistry shows that while in 
general they are of a very complex structure the vegetable proteins 
yield on hydrolysis nearly all of the 16 amino acids which normally 
result from the decomposition of protein material. While all of these 
amino acids supply elements of value for food purposes, the results 
of carefully-controlled feeding experiments show conclusively that 
the dietary value of the different amino acids varies materially. 

No résumé of the literature of protein and aniino acid chemistry 
would be complete without special reference to the extensive investi- 
gations of Osborne’ to whom the present interest in this subject is 
in no small measure due. In this brief discussion of amino acids it is 
impossible to more than refer to the investigations which have been 
carried out by Osborne et al.,? Henderson and Dean,? Kauffmann,‘ 
Cohnheim,> Abderhalden and coworkers,’ Henriques,’ Willcock and 
Hopkins,® Miiller,? Rona and Miiller,° Michaud, McCollum et al.,” 
Folin and Denis,’* Hart and assistants,‘* Kajiura,” Wheeler,* 
Underhill,!”? Nollau and Kastle,'® Johns,’* and Geiling,” to determine 

1 Amer. Chem. Jour., 13 (1891), pp. 327-347, 385-414; 14 (1892), pp. 212-224, 629-661, 662-689. Amer. 

Chem. Jour., 19 (1897), pp. 236,237. Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 16 (1894), pp. 633-643, 703-712, 757-764; 17 

(1895), pp. 429-448, 539-567, 587-603. 19 (1897), pp. 525-582. Ztschr. Physiol. Chem.,33 (1901), pp. 225-239, 
240-292. Amer. Jour. Physiol., 5 (1901), pp. 180, 181. Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 24 (1902), pp. 140-167. 

Proc. Soc. Expt. Biol.and Med., 5 (1908), pp. 105-107. Science, n. ser., 28 (1908), pp. 417-427. The Vege- 

table Proteins [London], Longmans, GreenandCo.,1909. Ergeb. Physiol., 10 (1910), pp. 47-215. 

2 Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc., 16 (1894), pp. 778-785; 18 (1896), pp. 536-542, 542-558, 575-582, 583-609, 609-623; 

19 (1897), pp. 454-482, 482-487, 487-494, 494-500, 509-513; 20 (1898), pp. 348-362, 362-375, 393-405, 406-410, 

410-419, 419-428; 22 (1900), pp. 379-413; 25 (1903), pp. 328-353, 474-478, 837-842, 842-848, 848-853, 853-855. 
Amer. Jour. Physiol., 13 (1905), pp. 35-44, 436-447; 14 (1905), pp. 151-171, 259-286; 15 (1906), pp. 333-356; 
17 (1906), pp. 231-265; 18 (1907), pp. 123-128, 295-308; 19 (1907), pp. 53-60, 117-124, 468-474, 475-481; 20 (1908), 
pp. 470-476, 477-493, 494-499; 22 (1908), pp. 362-372, 423-432; 23 (1908), pp. 180-200. Jour. Biol. Chem., 3 
(1907), pp. 213-217, 219-225; 5 (1908), pp. 187-195, 197-205. Amer. Chem. Jour., 15 (1893), pp. 392-471. 
Jour Biol. Chem., 10 (1911), No. 10, pp. 303-325; 12 (1912), No. 8, pp. 473-510, figs. 26; 13 (1912), No. 2, pp. 

233-276, figs. 21; 14 (1913), No. 5, pp. 481-487; 17 (1914), No. 3, pp. 325-349, figs. 8; 18 (1914), No. 1, pp. 1-16, 

figs. 6; 20 (1915), No.3, pp. 351-378, fig. 10; 22 (1915), No. 2, pp. 241-258, fig. 1; pp. 259-280; 25 (1916), No.1, 

pp. 1-12, figs. 4; 29 (1917), No. 1, pp. 69-92, fig. 1. 

3 Amer. Jour. Physiol., 9 (1903), No. 6, pp. 386-390. 

4 Arch. Physiol. [Pfliiger], 109 (1905), No. 9-10, pp. 440-465. 
5 Hoppe-Seyler’s Ztschr. Physiol. Chem., 49 (1906), No. 1, pp. 64-71. 

6 Hoppe-Seyler’s Ztschr. Physiol. Chem., 47 (1906), No. 4-6, pp. 354-358; 51 (1907), p. 282; 77 (1912), No.1, 

pp. 22-58; 81 (1912), No. 4, pp. 323-328. Synthese der Zellbaustine in Pflanze und Tier. (Berlin, Julius 

Springer], 1912, p. 128. 

7 Hoppe-Seyler’s Ztschr. Physiol. Chem., 49 (1906), No. 2-3, pp. 113-123; 60 (1909), No. 2, pp. 105-118. 

8 Jour. Physiol., 35 (1906), No. 1-2, pp. 88-102. 

9 Arch. Physiol. [Pfluger], 112 (1906), No. 5-6, pp. 245-291, pls. 2, fig. 1. 

10 Hoppe-Seyler’s Ztschr. Physiol. Chem., 50 (1907), No. 4-5, pp. 263-280. 

ll Ztschr. Physiol. Chem., 59 (1909), No. 5-6, pp. 405-491. 

12 Amer. Jour Physiol., 29 (1911), No. 2, pp. 215-237. Jour. Biol. Chem., 19 (1914), No. 3, pp. 323-333; 2. 

(1915), No. 1, pp. 181-230, figs. 42; 20 (1915), No. 3, pp. 415-428, figs. 12; 28 (1916), No. 1, pp. 153-165, figs. 10, 

No. 1, pp. 211-229, figs. 17; No. 2, pp. 483-500, pl. 1, figs. 12. 

13 Jour. Biol. Chem., 11 (1912), No. 1, pp. 87-95. 

14 Jour, Biol. Chem., 13 (1912), No. 2, pp. 133-153, figs. 4; 19 (1914), No. 3, pp. 373-395, pl. 1, figs.11, Wis- 

consin Sta. Research Bul. 17 (1911), pp. 205, pls. 19. ‘Jour. Biol. Chem., 25 (1916), No. 2, pp. 239-260, pls. 9, 

figs. 9; 29 (1917), No. 1, pp. 57-68, pl. 1. 
15 Bio-Chem. Jour., 6 (1912), pp. 171-181. 
16 Jour. Expt. Zool., 15 (1913), pp. 209-223. 

17 The Physiology of the Amino Acids, F. P. Underhill, New Haven: Yale Univ. Press, 1915, pp. 169, pl. 
1, figs. 13. ; 

18 Amer. Jour. Physiol., 39 (1915-16), No. 2, pp. 162-171, pls. 8. Kentucky Sta. Bul. 197 (1916), pp. 21, 

pls. 16. 

19 Jour. Biol. Chem., 28 (1916), No. 1, pp. 59-65, 67-75, 77-87. 
20 Jour. Biol. Chem., 31 (1917), No. 1, pp. 173-199. 
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the nature and nutritive value of proteins, especial attention being 
given to the amino acids supplied. While it was found that under 
some conditions tyrosine, cystine, arginine, histidine, glutamic and 
aspartic acids may act as limiting factors in the diet, it seems to be 
very generally recognized by these students of nutrition that the two 
amino acids, lysine and tryptophane, are of especial importance in 
the dietary, lysine being essential for ‘‘growth” and tryptophane 
essential for ‘‘maintenance.’’ In view of these conclusions it ap- 
pears desirable to compare the amino acids resulting from the hydroly- 
sis of soy-bean and peanut proteins with those obtained by the hy- 
drolysis of the common cereal proteins. The amounts of amino acids 
resulting from the hydrolysis of the principal proteins of some com- 
mon cereals are brought together in the following table for comparison 
with those obtained by hydrolyzing glycinin and arachin: 

Amino acids resulting from hydrolysis of proteins of ccreals. 

c ¢ Gliadin,| Zein,’ Rye,4 | Oryzinin,| Hordein,’|Glycinin,3) Arachin,9 
Amino acids. wheat. | corn. |prolamin.| rice. barley. | soy bean.| peanut. 

Gilycinesees esses: see eee ts. 10.00 0. 00 0.13 5(?) 0.00 0.97 0.00 
JAIRO SES See ek ae ee ee eee 12.00 9.79 1.33 53.7 . 43 Net my 4,11 

ate 
Wealttitte 33502 ae See ee ee aa 13.34 1.88 | Not iso- 5(?) 13 .68 1.13 

lated. 
Luecine...-......-..-.- eS Sk 16. 62 19. 55 6. 30 514.3 5, 67 8.45 3.88 
IBNONME Bera es eerince eels s wees 113. 22 9. 04 9. 82 °53.3 13. 73 3.78 The B7/ 
Phenylalanine..............-.... 12.35 6. 55 2.70 62.0 5. 03 3. 86 2. 60 
Aspartic acid -.../.............. 1,58 1.71 25 5 4 Nol a 3.89 5.25 

ated. 
Glutamic acid.._..-........2... 1 43. 66 26.17 38. 05 614.5 43. 20 19. 46 16. 69 
SGnit®e6 codaeerdad Sansa a alaeae 1,13 1.02 . 06 (5) Not iso- | Not iso- | Not iso- 

lated lated lated 
MM WTOSIMNeHe= eee eae cidceto= = 2% 11,20 3.55 1,19 6.5 1. 67 1. 86 -5. 50 
Cysiime aye ey. is ese sy cise = was D4 Ds, lieve attra Not esti- 61.26 | Notesti-|.......... 85 

/ mated. mated. 
PA piIIMen ee Ne a ee 13.16 1.55 2, 22 69.15 2.16 5.12 13.51 
EMNSTIdine eee ee nee ee 22.19 . 82 .39 63.32 1. 28 1.39 1.88 
JUNIE LSS eo Sea ere ea 21.21 . 00 . 00 6 4,26 . 00 2.71 4.98 
INIMTNVONISy sean eee neo: 1 5, 22 3. 64 5.11 6 3.23 4.87 2. 56 2.03 
Tryptophane -...-.-.......-.--- 11.00 .00 | Present. 1) Present. | Present. | Present. 

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 9 (1911), No. 5, p. 426. 
2 Jour. Biol. Chem., 22 (1915), No. 2, p. 261. 

3 Amer. Jour. Physiol., 26 (1910), No. 4, p. 304. 

4 Osborne, Ergeb. Physiol., 10 (1910), p. 86. (In the absence of a name for rye protein, Osborne referred 

to the alcohol soluble protein as rye prolamin.) 

5 Osborne, Ergeb. Physiol., 10 (1910), p. 112. 

6 Jour. Biol. Chem., 22 (1915), No. 2, p. 275. 

7 Osborne, Ergeb. Physiol., 10 (1910), p. 90 

8 Osborne, Ergeb. Physiol., 10 (1910), p. 132. 

9C. O. Johns and D. B. Jones. To be published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry. 

It will -be noted on referring to the above table that the earlier 
analyses of gliadin, zein, rye-prolamin, oryzinin, and hordein indi- 
cated that these proteins supplied little if any lysine and tryptophane. 
In the more recent studies of oryzinin and gliadin it was found that 
on hydrolysis these proteins yield appreciable amounts of lysine. An 
unpublished investigation by C. O. Johns and A. J. Finks, Bureau of 
Chemistry, shows that hordein on hydrolysis yields approximately the 
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same amountof lysine as gliadin. However, the amount of these cereal 
proteins in some of the cereals is insufficient to supply adequate 
amounts of the essential amino acids, whereas soy beans and peanuts 
are rich in glycinin and arachin which yield a high percentage of 
lysine. In considering the dietary value of glycinin and arachin, 
from the standpoint of lysine and tryptophane, the consensus of 
opinion of biochemists seems to be well summed up in the conclusions 
of Osborne and Mendel ' who state ‘‘ We have shown that growth does 
not occur when lysine is lacking from the diet but takes place 
promptly on adding this amino acid to the otherwise adequate food,”’ 
and in the conclusions expressed by Abderhalden,? who says that 
tryptophane is an indispensable component in the dietary. 

It may also be noted, in discussing the relative nutritive value of 
proteins as regards the presence or absence of lysine and tryptophane, 
that Osborne and Mendel? state that lysine must be present in the 
diet since ‘‘the animal organism apparently can not synthesize 
lysine.’ These authors‘ also state that ‘‘Tryptophane can not be 
synthesized by the animal cells.’”” Accordingly, a theoretical con- 
sideration of the relative nutritive value of soy-bean and peanut pro- 
teins, based upon their amino-acid content alone would indicate that 
glycinin and arachin possessed a greater dietary value than the prin- 
cipal proteins supplied by the common cereals. 

BIOLOGIC VALUE OF SOY-BEAN AND PEANUT PROTEINS AS COMPARED 
WITH THAT OF COMMON CEREAL PROTEINS. 

Feeding experiments have been made by a number of investigators 
for the purpose of securing data regarding the relative biological 
value of proteins supplied by some of the cereals referred to above. 
Willcock and Hopkins * state that ‘‘loss of weight begins the moment 
it [zein] forms the sole nitrogenous supply.”” Osborne and Mendel *® 
report ‘‘We have now accumulated the results of a large experience 
in feeding zein, with the uniform consequence of decline when this 
protein forms the sole nitrogenous component of the dietary.” These 
results have been confirmed by Wheeler’ in studies with rats and 
later by Hart and McCollum,* who report that young pigs can not 
grow when the maize kernel is the sole source of nutriment. Hogan ® 
conducted experiments to determine the value of corn protein, zein, 
when fed as the sole source of protein, and concluded that trypto- 

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 25 (1916), No. 1, p. 2, figs. 4. 

2 Hoppe-Seyler’s Ztschr. Physiol. Chem., 96 (1915), No. 1-2, pp. 1-147. 

3 Jour. Biol. Chem., 17 (1914), No. 3, p. 334. 

4 Ibid., p. 328. 

6 Jour. Physiol., 36 (1906), No, 1-2, p. 100. 

6 Jour. Biol, Chem., 17 (1914), No. 3, p. 338. 
7 Jour. Expt. Zool., 15 (1913), No. 2; pp. 209-223. 

8 Jour. Biol. Chem., 19 (1914), No. 3, pp. 373-395, pls. 2, figs. 11. 

® Jour. Biol. Chem,, 29 (1917), No. 3, pp. 485-493, figs. 3. 
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phane was the first limiting factor and lysine the second when all 
_ other factors known to be essential to the dietary have been supplied. 

The nutritive value of the principal protein of wheat, gliadin, has 
also been carefully studied. Osborne and Mendel‘ found that ‘‘in 
order to promote the growth of experimental animals it is necessary 
to supplement gliadin with lysine.” 

Hart and McCollum? report ‘‘It is evident that the whole-wheat 
grain will not sustain growth and even leads to physiological disturb- 
ances when continued as the sole source of nutrients for but a short 
span of the entire period of growth.” In a later paper Hart, McCol- 
lum, Steenbock, and Humphrey * conclude that an exclusive diet of 
wheat grain and wheat straw is wholly inadequate with heifers for 
reproduction and in some instances for continued growth. 

The proteins of rye, rice, and barley have received much less atten- 
tion by investgators than those of wheat and corn. It appears that 
while rice and barley supply small amounts of total protein, orzinin 
and hordein supply relatively large amounts of lysine. Osborne, 
Van Slyke, Leavenworth, and Vinograd * in comparing the basic sub- 
stances yielded by the proteins of the endosperm of wheat (lysine 1.58), 
maize (lysine 0.97), and rice (lysine 4.26) with the figures reported by 
Thomas > for the percentage of assimilable nitrogen 40 per cent, 29 
per cent, and 88 per cent, respectively, say “‘It is rather striking that 
the figures for the utilizability of these proteins correspond so closely 
with the lysine which they yield.”’ 

Buckner, Nollau, and Kastle® in experiments with chickens in- 
cluded a diet in which both barley and rice were fed in conjunction 
with hominy, oats, and gluten, and were of the opinion that the 
unsatisfactory growth which resulted could be attributed to the low 
lysine content of the diet, which probably means that only small 
quantities of rice were eaten. Osborne and Mendel report feeding 
experiments with rats in which concentrated oat, rice, and barley 
proteins were added to an otherwise adequate diet. They state’ that 
“the total proteins of rice and barley in contrast with maize and oats, 
when furnished in diets containing 16 to 17 per cent of protein, 
supply enough of all the amino acids essential for growth.” 

It is interesting to compare these conclusions regarding the value 
of the cereal proteins with the conclusions reported regarding the 
value of soy-bean and peanut proteins. In a study of the relative 
value of some common proteins as supplements to corn gluten Os- 

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 17 (1914), No. 3, pp. 325-349, figs. 8. 
2 Jour. Biol. Chem., 19 (1914), No. 3, p. 276. 

3 Loc. cit. 
4 Jour. Biol. Chem., 22 (1915), No. 2, p. 276. 

5 Arch. Anat. u. Physiol., Physiol. Abt., 1909, pp. 257, 259, 261, 

6 Amer, Jour. Physiol., 39 (1916), No. 2, pp. 162-171, 

T Jour. Biol. Chem., 34 (1918), No. 3, p: 531, 

Clot (eto BUN, (tee 
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borne and Mendel! included experiments with a commercial soy- 
bean flour and a peanut meal (prepared by grinding peanuts from 
which the oil had been extracted) in a series containing such mate- 

rials as casein, lactalbumin, edestin, cottonseed protein, fish-meat 
meal, corn-oil cake, ‘‘vegetable-albumin flour” (largely gliadin), 
brewers’ grains (largely residues of corn and barley proteins), and 
pea meal. The authors state, ‘‘An inspection of these tables shows 
that lactalbumin is the most efficient supplement—those which are 
equally efficient are milk albumin and soy-bean flour.” The gain in 
weight reported for the experimental animals which were fed a diet 
which included the peanut meal indicated that this material ranks 
high as a supplement to corn gluten. Asa result of these facts the 
ni bane conclude that ‘‘The efficiency of these supplements presum- 
ably depends essentially upon their relative content of lysine and 
tryptophane.” 

Osborne and Mendel report? in a study of the relative values for 
functions of growth of isolated proteins included in a diet consisting 
of an isolated protein, protein-free milk, starch, agar, and fat that 
they were able to secure active growth with casein, ovalbumin, 
lactalbumin, edestin, glutenin, and glycinin (soy-bean protein), and 
that they secured little 6r no growth with gliadin, hordein, and zein. 

Osborne and Mendel ? in a report of results of experiments made 
with rats say ‘‘On diets containing either the soy-bean meal or the 
commercial soy-cake meal, together with fats and ‘ Protein-free 
milk’ or our ‘‘artificial’’ salt mixture, several broods of vigorous 
young have been produced, and these young have grown normally on 
diets the same as those on which their parents were raised. This is a 
further demonstration of the nutritive efficiency of this lezume, in 
striking contrast with the adverse results obtained with kidney beans 
and garden peas.” 

Daniels and Nichols * as the result of experiments with rats con- 
ducted to determine the biologic value of protein supplied by soy 
beans which had been cooked 30-40 minutes under 15 pounds pres- 
sure concluded that— 

The value of the protein of the soy bean has been demonstrated in all of our experi- 
ments. That animals fed rations containing 15.6 and 18.7 per cent of protein obtained 
solely from the soy bean have grown normally and in the latter case * * * [with 
the larger percentage of soy-bean protein] have produced successive litters of young, 
which in turn have reproduced, is sufficient evidence that the protein of the soy bean 
fulfills all physiologic requirements. The protein of the soy bean appears to be quite 
as valuable as the casein of milk. These findings are somewhat surprising in view of 
the fact that the protein of other legumens, namely peas and white beans, has been 

found wanting. 

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 29 (1917), No. 1, p. 77. 

2 Carnegie Inst. Washington Pub, No, 156, pt. 2, p. 83. 

3 Jour. Biol. Chem., 32 (1917), No. 3, p. 375. 

4 Jour. Biol. Chem., 32 (1917), No. 1, p. 95. 
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While several investigators are giving attention to the nature and 
value of the peanut proteins, as yet little information has been 
reported regarding the biologic value of these proteins. Daniels and 
Loughlin ! have recently reported a study of two peanut meals; one 
of which was ground roasted peanuts which contained the normal 
amount of peanut oil, the second was ground press cake which con- 
tained a relatively small amount of peanut oil. Regarding'the bio- 
logic value of peanut proteins the authors state— 

Rations consisting of 67.5 grams of peanut meal, supplying 18 per cent protein, 10 

erams of lard, 5 grams of butter fat, 11.4 grams of cornstarch, and 5.09 grams of suitable 
inorganic material proved satisfactory in every way. The curves of growth * * * 

[as one of the charts accompanying the paper shows] in all cases were similar to those 
generally considered to be normal. Reproduction occurred at frequent intervals and 
three generations were obtained. Good growth was secured also with a ration supply- 
ing 15 per cent protein from the peanut meal. The proteins of peanuts are comparable 
to those of the soy bean, since it has been shown that both legumes supply the essen- 
tial amino acids in sufficient amounts for normal growth and reproduction. 

In discussing the value of soy-bean flour it should also be noted that 
this material is especially valuable for food purposes since it supplies 
the water-soluble and to a limited extent the fat-soluble accessories 
essential in a complete diet. In this connection Daniels and Nichols ? 
say: 

It contains a high percentage of a physiologically good protein, a considerable 

amount of energy-yielding material in the form of fat and carbohydrate, and a fairly 
liberal supply of the fat-soluble food accessory, as well as ofthe water-soluble growth 
determinant. 

And Osborne and Mendel 3 state that— 

So far as we are aware the soy bean is the only seed hitherto investigated, with the 
possible exception of flax and millet, which contains both the water-soluble and [in 
limited quantity] the fat-soluble unidentified dietary essentials or vitamins. This 
fact, taken with the high physiological value of the protein, lends a unique signifi- 
cance to the use of the soy bean as food. 

Referring to the presence of the fat-soluble and water-soluble food 
accessories in peanut meal Daniels and Loughlin * say: 

That peanuts are lacking in the fat-soluble food accessory has been shown by the 
behavior of animals which were given rations containing no butter fat * * * 
Since all the animals receiving the 5 per cent butter-fat ration were normal in every 
respect, proof is fyrnished for the presence of a considerable amount of the water- 
soluble food accessory in the diets. When the peanuts formed 56 per cent of the ration, 
there was sufficient water-soluble B for the experimental animals. Like the soy bean, 
it needs only to have added suitable inorganic material and some of the fat-soluble 
food accessory to make it a complete food. 

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 32 (1918), No. 2, p. 296. 
2 Jour. Biol. Chem., 32 (1917), No. 1, p. 96. 

8 Jour. Biol. Chem., 32 (1917), No. 3, p. 376. 
4 Loe. cit. 
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Osborne and Mendel! also report that they have been able to 
demonstrate the presence of the water-soluble food accessory in 
peanut meal. 

In summarizing the studies of the nature and value of soy-bean 
and peanut proteins, referred to above, it appears first that chemical 
analysis of glycinin and arachin shows them to be relatively rich in 
lysine and tryptophane, amino acids essential for growth and main- 
tenance, and second that studies of their biologic value show them. to 
be more efficient proteins than those supplied by the common cereals 
or many of the common legumes. It appears then from these facts 
that soy-bean and peanut proteins have a high nutritive value and 
that further studies of their value in the human dietary are to be 
desired. 

THE DIGESTIBILITY OF SOY-BEAN AND PEANUT PROTEINS. 

This investigation was undertaken for the purpose of determining 
the digestibility of these proteins by normal individuals when eaten 
as a constituent of a simple mixed diet. It is of course recognized 
that the oil remaining in the soy-bean and peanut flours contributes 
to the food value of these flours, but no special attention is given to 
these oils in this study since previous studies of peanut ” and soy-bean 
oils ? have shown that both are very well utilized by the human body. 

PREPARATION OF SOY-BEAN AND PEANUT PRESS-CAKE FLOURS. * 

The soy-bean flour used in the experiments which follow was pre- 
pared by expelling the oil from 2 bushels of well-cleaned Mammoth 
Yellow soy beans which had been grown under controlled experi- 
mental conditions by Forage Crop Investigations of the Bureau of 
Plant Industry. In order to secure a more nearly complete removal 
of the oil than is usual, the cake was pressed a second time. The 
press cake thus obtained was of a yellow color and retained about 8 
per cent of oil. It was ground in a small-sized burr mill until all of 
the meal passed through a millimeter sieve. Through the courtesy 
of H. S. Bailey, of the Bureau of Chemistry, it was possible to pre- 
pare both the soy-bean and peanut flours under conditions approxi- 
mating those of the commercial oil mill, using for this purpose a 
continuous process expeller type of oil-expressing machine. 

In order to secure data relative to the fineness of this flour, a sam- 
ple was bolted, and it was found that 53 per cent of the flour re- 
mained on the 40-mesh sieve, 23 per cent remained on the 70-mesh 
sieve, 9 per cent remained on the 90-mesh sieve, 3 per cent remained 

1 Jour. Biol. Chem., 32 (1917), No. 3, p. 310. 

2U.58. Dept. Agr. Bul. 505 (1917), p. 18. 

2U.58. Dept. Agr. Bul., 687 (1918), p. 6. 

4In this paper the term ‘flour’ is used without reference to the coarseness of the ground soy-bean 

and peanut press cakes, 
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on the 109-mesh sieve, and 12 per cent passed through the 109-mesh 
sieve. In view of the high protein content of the soy-bean press 
cake it seemed of interest to determine whether the distribution of 
nitrogen was uniform for the fractions remaining on the different- 
sized sieves. For this purpose a press cake which had been ground to 
duplicate the fineness of commercial soy-bean flour was chosen. That 
portion remaining on the 40-mesh sieve contained 5.95 per cent of 
nitrogen, that on the 70-mesh sieve 7.62 per cent, that on the 
90-mesh sieve 8.06 per cent, that on the 109-mesh sieve 8.21 per 
cent, and the portion that passed through the 109-mesh sieve con- 
tained 8.32 per cent of nitrogen. 

As often prepared in the commercial expression of peanut oil, 
the peanut press cake contains, in addition to peanut kernels, ile 
shells and the thin red skin which surrounds the kernel. Come 
quently such commercial press cake, though suited for use as stock 
feed or fertilizer, is not suitable for food purposes; especially is this 
true when moldy or unsound peanuts are included, when the shells 
are dirty, or when the oil is not expressed under sanitary conditions. 
In the commercial preparation of ‘‘salted peanuts” clean shelled 
peanuts of good quality are ‘‘blanched” by subjecting them to an 
atmosphere of live steam just long enough to loosen the skin sur- 
rounding the kernels but not long enough to allow the kernels to 
absorb any appreciable amount of water vapor. A subsequent agi- 
tation of these kernels in a container provided with either a suction 
or a blower separates the skins from the kernels. The expression of 
oil by the cold process from such kernels produces a virgin oil and a 
high-grade press cake rich in protein. If shelled peanuts, from which 
the surrounding skin has not been removed, are pressed the resulting 
flour, though satisfactory for food purposes, is of a reddish tinge and 
has a somewhat different and less-pleasing flavor than that of the 
flour prepared from blanched kernels. 

In the study here reported of the digestibility of the proteins sup- 
plied by peanut flour a series of experiments was made with each of 
these types of flours. The peanut flour used in the first series of 
experiments was prepared by expressing the oil from blanched, 
roasted peanuts and grinding the resulting press cake. The flour 
used in the second series of experiments was prepared by the cold 
expression of shelled raw peanuts from which the red skin had not 
been removed. The reddish flour obtained did not possess the rich 
nut-like odor of that obtained from roasted kernels. A sample of 
the flour from the unroasted peanuts was bolted and sieved to secure 
data regarding its fineness, and it was found that 54 per cent of the 
flour remained on the 40-mesh sieve, 23 per cent on the 70-mesh 
Sieve, 13 per cent on the 90-mesh sieve, 5 per cent on the 109-mesh 
sieve, and 5 per cent passed through the latter sieve. 
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THE SUBJECTS OF THE DIGESTION EXPERIMENTS. 

Seven subjects with previous experience in experiments which 
were made to determine the digestibility of some edible fats assisted 
in this investigation. In general they were students of dental or 
medical schools and were of normal health and appetite. Their 
ages ranged from 20 to 40 years and their activities were such that 
they would be classified as moderately-active persons. As is always 
the case, they were instructed to exercise care in saving all uneaten 
portions of the food, in separating and collecting the feces, and in 
submitting reports concerning their physical condition before, after, 
and during the experimental period. Inasmuch as all seemed in 
their usual good physical condition throughout the entire time of 
the experiments, no detailed discussion of these reports is given. 

PREPARATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DIETS. 

As in all studies of this character, it was desired that the nutrient 
under consideration, in this case the proteins supplied by soy-bean 
and peanut flours, should comprise as large a portion as possible of 
the total protein of the diet. It is essential that the foods studied 
be prepared in an acceptable form and accordingly preliminary tests 
were made of a number of methods of preparing these flours for 
eating. As a result of these tests it appeared that ‘‘tea biscuits’’ 
similar to those so commonly made with wheat flour were well adapted 
to this purpose. The recipe used follows: 

Recre® ror Biscuits. 

16 cups flour mixture. 12 teaspoons salt. 
16 tablespoons lard, 10 tablespoons baking powder. 

6 cups water, ? 

In the soy-bean experiments the flour mixture was prepared by 
mixing equal portions of wheat flour and soy-bean flour. In the 
experiments with the peanut flour made from reasted kernels, the 
proportion was two-thirds wheat flour and one-third peanut flour, 
and in the experiments with peanut flour made from the raw kernels 
from which the red skin was not removed, the proportion was one to 

one. The wheat flour used in all cases was a commercial brand of 
patent flour, 

Biscuits made with flour and soy-bean flour or peanut flour one to 
one were satisfactory when only one-half or three-fourths inch in 
thickness; thicker biscuits being very often rather ‘‘heavy,” no doubt 
because the amount of gluten in the flour mixture was rather small. 
It was found that if the biscuits were very thoroughly baked (though 
not scorched) they possessed a much better flavor than those not so 
well done. 
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In order that the major portion of the protein supplied by the 
' experimental diet should be derived from the soy-bean and peanut 
flours, the accessory foods were chosen to supply only a minimum of 
protein, and included oranges, butter, and tea or coffee with sugar if 
desired. Since the subjects ate very generous amounts of the bis- 
cuits but had a very limited diet in other respects it was thought that 
they would use large quantities of butter. It was found, however, 
that though they could have all they wanted they ate on an average 
only about 56 grams daily. 

DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 

In this study of the digestibility of the proteins supplied by soy- 
bean and peanut flours the methods which were employed were very 
similar to those followed in the study of the grain sorghums.'' The 
usual 3-day or 9-meal experimental period was considered satis- 
factory for this study. No attempt was made to maintain a uniform 
body weight of the subjects or to maintain nitrogen equilibrium 
during the period. As is usual in such cases, sufficient food material 
was prepared at one time to supply all the subjects for the entire 
experimental period, representative samples of all the foods being 
retained for analysis. These samples and those of the air-dried 
feces of each subject resulting from the experimental diet were ana- 
lyzed in the usual way. The differences between the amounts of pro- 
tein, fat, and carbohydrates present in the foods and in the feces were 
taken to represent the amounts of these constituents digested. This 
method of procedure gives data regarding the digestibility of protein, 
fat, and carbohydrate supplied by the entire diet. Since in this 

_ study the coefficients of digestibility of the soy-bean and peanut pro- 
teins are of special interest they have been estimated by making 
allowance for the undigested protein material occurring in the diet, 
The method followed in estimating the digestibility of the proteins 
supplied by the soy beans and peanuts is indicated by the following 
equations; | 

[Weight of protein in accessory food materials] x [Percentage of 
‘undigested protein in each]=[Protein in feces from food other than 
bread]. Lohcin 

[Total protein in feces]—[Protein in feces from food other than 
bread]=[Weight of undigested bread protein.] 

[Weight of protein in bread]—[Weight of undigested bread pro- 
tein]+-[Weight of protein in bread] =[Kstimated percentage of avail- 
ability of bread protein.] 

In determining the amount of undigested protein present in the 
accessory food materials in the experimental diet it was assumed that 

"10.8. Dept. Agr. Bul. 470 (1916), pp. 30. 
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the protein’ of wheat flour was 93.8 per cent digested, the protein? of 
orange 85 per cent, and the protein? of butter was 97 per cent 
digested. | | 

It is, of course, recognized that the calculated values so obtained, 
for a special food, in this case soy-bean and peanut proteins, are 
probably somewhat low, since they include the errors due to consider- 
ing all fecal nitrogen not resulting from the accessory foods as undi- 
gested soy-bean or peanut nitrogen, whereas fecal nitrogen, as has 
been pointed out by Woods and Merrill, Crowther and Woodman,‘ 
and others,:is derived in part at least from bile residues, epithelial 
waste, stomach residues, mucus, and saliva. It is not believed, 
however, that in this instance the error occasioned by the inability to 
correct for this factor is significant, especially in view of the unusually 
large quantities of soy-bean or peanut proteins consumed. 

THE DIGESTIBILITY OF PROTEIN SUPPLIED BY SOY-BEAN PRESS- 
CAKE FLOUR. 

In spite of the very extensive use of soy beans by the oriental 
peoples there appears to be little experimental data reported regard- 
ing the digestibility of the proteins supplied by this protein-rich 
legume. However, the long use of the soy bean as a staple article 
of the diet by the Japanese and Chinese offers sufficient evidence that 
soy-bean protein is well tolerated by the human body. Oshima in a 
summary of Japanese nutrition investigations, which includes much 
interesting information regarding the digestibility of preparations of 
legumes in common use in Japan, reports three experiments ° in which 
the subjects ate approximately 200 grams of tofu..(soy-bean curd) 
daily in conjunction with cooked rice. The average digestibility of © 
the total protein supplied by these diets, of which 83 per cent was — 
soy-bean protein, was 95 per cent. 

Few studies of the digestibility of soy-bean protein have been made 
in this country. Mendel and Fine report * an experiment of six days’ 
duration in which soy beans supplied 90.5 per cent of the total 
nitrogen intake, the basal ration consisting of tomatoes, apples, 
oranges, milk, sugar, and butter. The soy beans were boiled in water 
for one-half hour and the tomatoes thoroughly incorporated with the 
resulting mush which had been salted to taste. The total nitrogen 
supplied by the diet was 85.3 per cent digested. The subject re- 
ported that he was in excellent condition throughout the whole 
experiment. Defecation was regular and no physiological disturb- 
ances were experienced. The same authors conducted two series of 

1U.8. Dept. Agr., Office Expt. Stas. Bul. 143 (1904), p. 32. 

2 Connecticut Storr’s Sta. Rpt. 1899, p. 104. 

3U.S. Dept. Agr., Office Expt. Stas. Bul. 143 (1904), p. 57. 

4 Jour. Agr. Sci., 8 (1917), pp. 429-477, Part IV. 

6U.S. Dept. ree Office Expt. Stas. Bul. 159 ee pp. 224. 

6 Jour. Biol. Chem., 10 (1911), pp. 433-458. 
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digestion experiments with laboratory animals (dogs). In the first 
series (three tests) the animals received a mush prepared by heating 
soy beans, lard, agar, bone ash, and water on a water bath for 4 to 6 
hours. In the second series (nine tests) the animals were ‘subjected 

to a thorough treatment with indigestible nonnitrogenous materials, 
to remove, as far as possible, the decmmulated intestinal débris,’”’ and 
were fed a mixture of soy beans, sugar, and lard which was awed 
to stand in water overnight. During the first series the animals ate 
an average of 86 grams of soy beans daily and an average of 58 grams 
in the second series. The digestibility of the total nitrogen of the 
diet was for the first series 80 per cent and for the second 84 per cent. 

In the present study the seven experiments conducted to determine 
the digestibility of the protein supplied by soy-bean flour were divided 
into two series, one of four and one of three tests. The interval be- 
tween first and second series comprised a rest period of two days on 
an ordinary mixed diet followed by an experimental period of three 
days during which the digestibility of a vegetable fat was studied and 
this by a second rest period of four days on an ordinary mixed diet. 
The experimental conditions and the subjects were identical for both 
series of experiments. Four subjects living under normal conditions 
assisted in the experiments which are reported in the following tables: 

Data of digestion experiments with soy-bean flour in a simple mixed diet. 

Constituents of foods. 

Experiments, subjects, and diet. cient hes 
: : arbo- Water. | Protein.| Fat. hydrates. Ash. : 

Experiment No. 669, subject A. F.: Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. 
eet containing soy-bean flour. 1, a5. 0 256. L 254.8 129.1 497.8 58. 2 

t c 19. I : 

Experiment No. 670, subject P. K.: 
Biscuits containing soy-bean flour. .... 1,571.0 513.3 286. 7 145.3 560. 2 65.5 
MUL eee hE eos. OE, 410.0 356. 3 3.3 ¢ 47.6 2.0 

TEIDTEIGS: ole ate eee mam S| ae 316.0 34.8 3.1 26816) |Beine sense 9.5 
BUGaettnsced cmc sone cciieic os asec es 1 EEE oon cae ees] DESEESCsee Bea eeeee ESUO Ue e 2228 

Total food consumed.......-.-.-.--- 2, 478.0 904. 4 293. 1 414.7 788. 8 77.0 
INSQES. cocbccecbecesotensocdesecs=s- een lee EPA) |b cocccees 3-4 33.4 36.3 18.9 
SOU t ailized syeese SS... ce yeec io |s coe 2s eee ees = | 239.7 381.3 752. 5 58.1 

edcentantiized te | ames |, en | 81.8 91.9 95.4 76 

Experiment No. 671, subject J.C. M.: 
Biscuits containing soy-bean flour. . 1,178.0 384. 8 215.0 109.0 420.1 49.1 
Gee een se ee... Se 446.0 387.6 3.6 9 51.7 Zee, 
IENIELCOR a2 ao nose 22 Aelia sos 2 eee oe 192.0 21.1 1.9 1G332j\|. scies vase 5.8 
DSR es Nacowc Scenic sSeass 2s djeeb ec. 2100) cemeteries |S se e e ee ales h QTGIOl ecssce oe 

Dotal food consumed................ 2,092.0 793.5 220.5 273.1 747.8 57.1 
ee eceececschcitccssesceeecece| .. “S40 Seat ose 36.0 13.4 30.4 14.2 

eicenit Wn P79 Ser eee Bpeerncec Mceccaeeee 184.5 9.7 717.4 42.9 

————— ee 
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Data of digestion experiments with soy-bean flour in a simple mixed diet—Continued. 

Constituents of foods. 

Experiments, subjects, and diet. Weight ae 
; ‘ arbo- Water. | Protein. Fat. hydrates. Ash. 

Experiment No. 672, subject A. A. R.: Grams Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. 
Biscuits containing soy-bean flour... 1, 296. 0 423. 4 236. 5 119.9 462. 2 .0 
AUG nee cinch se tat ieclas osemsee ee sisene 893. 0 776.0 7.1 1.8 103. 6 4.5 
SUL ORE Cs clerctcieionnntseraae Seale meee cane d 43.0 4.7 4 SONG eeesoees ws 1.3 
SHER Aa ees he Seodessessshoose Ue AUS 5a50.-..-e4l eecisacc = RARER sc Hos O Seance 

Total food consumed..........-...- 2,386.0} 1,204.1 244, 0 158. 3 719. 8 59. 8 
INECOSH 2. Soe .<tenismeclsia ces em tia tele eee 77.0) oemneaieee 28.5 12.1 25. 10. 5 
FATNOUNE UtUIZEM = oii = al-[aleeicineacinn Saal aicicie = sean | ee 215. 5 146. 2 693. 9 49.3 

Percent Wweilized soe ee eee cle eeciatciol| eves ete ciate] Eee eee 88. 3 92. 4 96, 4 82. 4 

Experiment No. 678, subject P. K.: 
Biscuits containing soy-bean flour... 1, 629.0 528. 0 287.7 83. 4 653. 4 76.5 
1) rh Hips ee Pes CR re eee 413.0 358. 9 3.3 7 47.9 2.1 
Butter. 4 -i- ee soem awa aciocecimacaeee 400. 0 44.0 4.0 SIONON Pee eee ee 12.0 
SI Sao siss gnc solscogsocsaSade tase YEU Se sco Salleaaeeos -- cls blsigeeninec PEDO oar saees oe 

Total food consumed.........-..--- 2, 688. 0 930. 9 295.0 424. 2 947.3 90. 6 
WOCOS Rie fc roe ternal este eee sacteaee 726. Of Beoeeeeeer 27.1 13.7 22.3 12.9 
AMON GUtIZeW eS oceans aia lala sine sie else eee ae eee 267.9 410.5 925. 0 77.7 

Per centiutilized’). 22-6 fe = enn eeraeiel see rose oo nee eee 90. 8 96.8 97.6 85.8 

Experiment No. 679, subject J. C. M.: 
Biscuits containing soy-bean flour... 1, 245.0 403.5 219.9 63.7 499. 4 58.5 
DTU Gees ee see See asimiae ctalapetenstoe 466.0 405. 0 3.7 : 54.1 2.3 
IBUTLC Reese. eae et nee enem see eee 206. 0 22.6 2.1 75 salia | Meee a 6.2 
SULA cane osopoencdansdadapodesane6se PSY CUM AO Senos qaoeeee om | Taeeeee ne PAY AU ee hoa teas 

Total food consumed..........-..--. 2,174. 0 831.1 225.7 239.7 810.5 67.0 
I 6CeSA Ue ea ees seis snes ee sete ate 85:0) Seaeeeeeee 30. 3 10.5 30. 4 13.8 
AMOUNT WOULZEE Mis = Satea ce eisiejntoimisie el=/a] main sinielareie | sire ots 195. 4 229, 2 780.1 53. 2 

Percent utilized. s3 os sia- sens coscaeleeee se ae al cee eee 86. 6 95. 6 96. 2 79. 4 

Experiment No. 680, subject A. A. R.: 
Biscuits containing soy-bean flour.....| 1,239.0 401.6 218. 8 63. 4 497.0 58. 2 
Rite. erste aeteed scence geleeees 1,384.0 | 1,202.7 11.1 2.8 160. 5 6.9 
TBUPEBOIS aan cieminete wlohe teieiciaietne eielerctatay= 46.0 5.1 4 SOe MN reels = 1.4 
SWI odacesancebazoseonecssnsndt geese ZEW en moosaosolédapsoose a|csscesoas 230:0 |.-........ 

Total food consumed.....-......-.-- 2,899.0 | 1,609.4 230.3 105. 3 887.5 66.5 
GCES 2) eee aoe ea erste aa aan oee 95-0) eee 31.6 7.8 40.5 15.1 
Amount utilized | <2 /:6)</2 se eayms -iels ol lactose ne ee eee 198.7 p7.5 847.0 51.4 

Percent utilized | 252.0040 ss. snes cs |ccee eee en eee | 86.3 92.6 | 95.4 | 77.3 

Average food consumed per subject per 
eet NS rcs croton Sechmhclntne aye ree ee 823. 1 355. 8 84.4 91.6 268. 1 23.2 

Summary of digestion experiments with soy-bean flour in a simple mixed diet. 

Digestibility of entire ration. Esti- 
2 mated 

digesti- 
Experiment No. Subject. cash pitty of 

A arbo- soy-bean Protein. Fat. hydrates. Ash. protein 

alone. 

Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 
bff | Se A) as 2, MAA gO Sine Sala ern eevee 7 94.7 97.0 75.8 88.0 
OLD sabia ae ate ders fais Sate» 12, SRP AR es aE ed rare 81.8 91.9 95. 4 75.5 79.4 
Cite cies a ones a sgt a UAE 38 aaa Aa gare 83.7 95.1 95.9 75.1 81.6 
OL a ooh ca eeces ss se 5s Pes Eien abeieedes bts 88.3 92.4 96. 4 82.4 87.5 
O71 8EBaS sits aise ava vobats sels 5 Oe eens 90.8 96.8 97.6 85.8 90. 2 
Of Geer seats seh eese coe aon DAUD, Miss ise n an Se eeVeeeNsre rn © 86.6 95.6 96. 2 79.4 85. 2 
A) Se ey oe BRA EY Hace Sateen aoe 86.3 92.6 95.4 77.3 85.0 

Petes fie Ne ye yds eR i ts 86.6 94.2] 96.3 78.8 85.3 
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In the experiments with soy-bean flour the subjects ate on an 
average 84 grams of protein, 92 grams of fat, and 268 grams of carbo- 
hydrate per man per day. The coefficients of digestibility for the 
entire diet were, for protein 86.6 per cent, for fats 94.2 per cent, 
and for carbohydrate 96.3 per cent. The digestibility of soy-bean 
protem was estimated to be 85.3 per cent. Referring to pages 
2 and 3 it will be noted that the digestibility of the proteins of com- 
mon legumes, as shown by numerous studies made by well-known 
investigators, is noticeably lower than this. It is quite possible that 
the method of preparation and of cooking may affect the digesti- 
bility to some extent, since in grinding the press cake the cells are 
without doubt quite thoroughly broken up. However, in those 
studies in which peas were served in the form of a purée the cells were 
also very thoroughly broken. The digestibility of soy-bean protein 
(85.3 per cent) compares very favorably with that of the common 
cereals. © 

Of the 84 grams of protein eaten daily 82 grams were supplied 
by the soy-bean biscuits. Since approximately 85 per cent of the 
total protein of the biscuits was soy-bean protein, the subjects ate 
on an average 70 grams of soy-bean protein daily. Inasmuch as none 
of the subjects reported any physiological disturbances as a result of 
this diet, it appears that soy-bean protein is well tolerated by the 
human body. 

The results of the experiments in general indicate that protein 
supplied by soy-bean press cake (ground to flour) is well assimilated 
and is too valuable to be overlooked as a human food. 

THE DIGESTIBILITY OF PROTEIN SUPPLIED BY PEANUT PRESS- 
CAKE FLOUR. 

As previously noted on page 13, two types of peanut flour were 
used in these tests, namely, one made by grinding the press cake 
resulting from the expression of oil from roasted, degermed peanuts, 
and the other by grinding the press cake remaining after the ex- 
pression of oil from raw shelled peanuts from which the red skin had 
not been removed. The roasted peanut flour was of a golden yellow 
color and that from the raw peanuts was of a decidedly red tinge. 
Seven experiments were made with flour made from roasted peanuts 
and four with flour made from raw peanuts. In the first series of 
experiments the ‘‘flour mixture” used for making the biscuits con- 
sisted of two parts wheat flour and one part peanut flour (roasted 
peanuts), and in the second series the ‘‘flour mixture” consisted of 
equal parts of wheat flour and peanut flour (raw peanuts). Since 
the same men served as subjects and uniform experimental condi- 
tions were maintained for both series, the results obtained should be 

_ directly comparable. 
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EXPERIMENTS WITH FLOUR MADE FROM ROASTED PEANUTS. 

The results obtained in the seven experiments in which peanut 
flour made from roasted nuts was studied are reported in the following 

Sugar 

Feces 

Experiment No. 635, subject J. C. M.: 

Carbo- 
hydrates. 

Grams. 
572.5 

tables: 

Data of digestion experiments with flour made from roasted peanuts in a simple mixed diet. 

Constituents of foods. 

Experiments, subjects, and diet. A pleut, 

Fi Water. | Protein. Fat. 

Experiment No. 618, subject P. K.: Grams Grams. | Grams. | Grams. 
Biscuits containing peanut flour. -...-. 1, 229.0 333.9 168.3 101.5 
Peanut oil : T3630) eietseeeres |erel= iste aes 136.0 
Yi ace eos 755.0 656. 1 6.0 1.5 
UP AT ae oo oh acivin= poe eres On mee eelelneraes 281.0. \he cetepiepinal ss «22% Seeeleas cee 

Total food consumed......-...---.-- 2,401.0 990.0 174.3 239.0 
Mees. she bicias See e ose cedaaenseae PHB) pasa scosc 10.9 6.1 
AMON UtHIZed seem encencieee eccrine es «seer eriaes | -Seeeeeree 163.4 232.9 

ley Crary whe g6eg csuoseooeRaed|aooosboscd|sccsooccsc 93.7 97.4 

Experiment No. 619, subject J. C. M.: 
Biscuits containing peanut flour. . .-- 993.0 269. 8 136.0 82.0 
PeaniiGiOil oy crcioece -oelyeseielsis ine eee cies CERO) Nogocouececiccoabeeece 89. 
TUT ees ET! Sad oe ae hee 1,056.0 917.7 8.4 2.1 

Stigarcche ss dsistbeccec esate sacs 19220) Woes sclesctocl eee = « ee ee stains ses 

Total food consumed......-..------- 2,330.0 | 1,187.5 144.4 173.1 
TNE COSE Se cicte Sena be alse hana ener SLO Geese ee ee 19.5 8.5 
Amount utilized. ease eas meee tees ease |acemne lees | eeeren eee 124.9 164.6 

Per cant wtilized ss crocsgis cn beott «-oe-| ce ee | 86.5| 95.1 

Experiment No. 620, subject C.J. W.: 
Biscuits containing peanut flour. ..-.-- 1, 188.0 322.8 162.6 98.1 
Beant tones ssc ere seiseceeeicee IE SEU eee Sooa- ladeeoosed = 199.0 

PUILES cate ios es eb Elathh EE 751.0 652. 6 6.0 1.5 
SUSAP ena = site eo eeicee ceceaceosebiensers 1: AU ensos ohe4| |Sseeepore o||ooseanos 

Total food consumed........-....--- 2,302.0 975.4 168.6 298. 6 
HECESE. 52 -clzjscececneeaethe te eeeRee eee SOON) temic 33.3 14.4 
AMOUNT TItIIZEG secs nce cee ee eiee ee | Sener eeee | Gere eeeere 135.3 284.2 

Percentiutilized S126 8226 ye5- ce ae a| tee S| eee eee eee 80. 2 95.2 

Experiment No. 633, subject A. A. F.: 
Biscuits containing peanut flour..-.-.. 2, 244.0 712.5 349. 2 114.9 
FTUL GS = etn ete acme sem ecEe ane 762. 0 662. 2 6.1 1.5 
(Peanut oie ssi seas ek Shots see ets 107.0%} -\-:Seeees|eethe ss cee 107.0 
SUIPAT a ici2acs ceisvice ceiate Hee chive cen oneee 233.0. ]s.. 22cm os. -ceeneeeme snes 

Total food consumed....-.....-..--- 3,346.0} 1,374.7 355. 3 223. 4 
Hecasest FACE eee ee ee ee cee GAL OU. eae 23. 2 11.2 
‘Amount Utilized - ose eect oes cence gale Seecek deer eee eee 332. 1 212. 2 

Per cent utilized 00 -2sce-ecdec os setae ee eae ee 93.5 95.0 

Experiment No. 634, subject P. K.: is 
Biscuits containing peanut flour....... 1, 923. 0 610. 5 299. 2 98.5 
Fruit . 0 3.9 1.0 
Peanut oil 4. 

Biscuits containing peanut flour ...... 1,589.0 504.5 247.2 81.4 691.9 
Li ena Fore ea ee. eee ay 869. 0 755. 2 7.0 il5 74 100. 8 
PEAVY OUb sass atils an ceaeleinsm's ta aae 190:.0\03. . SSRs st es 190. 0 
BST SAN teh a ale! dial orate aPoesla im) s\ate stem wintarmoriet 197.0) | unin cslereeets| se cie)> = etal ereerereieets 197.0 

Total food consumed...........---.- 2,845.0] 1,259.7 254. 2 273.1 989. 7 
LCE Ss Oe ee Ae Die Ce ie 40,0) cee aoe 16.8 aie 11.7 
PPRESNOTETAG TL GLU ZO wo; ote ats is wsivia.cwsis’ereinia wis a cillnaieise\aia « || See ee 237. 4 267.8 978.0 

BB TCONU Lt ZOU c cigiaiuicaie = aisia nice obidje oie| Meee wicicintela| Ante eee 93.4 98.1 98.8 
a | a | | 
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Data of digestion experiments with flour made from roasted peanuts in a simple mixed 
diet—Continued. 

Constituents of foods. 

Experiments, subjects, and diet. yeient pie 
. ; arbo- 

Water. | Protein. Fat. hydrates. Ash. 

Experiment No. 636, subject C. J. W.: Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. 
Biscuits containing peanut flour....... 1, 928. 0 612.1 | - 300.0 98.7 839. 5 77. 
LUE oo oe BOS Reo E ABP OORO CEE Ee cei 878. 0 763. 0 7.0 1.8 101.8 4.4 
BGA MOU ee seleieiaisjo c= seinlasial= =\> =~ 2 eel PARE) |locance saodllecaconccoc PEED lc bgoocene dl oaBnoEeose 
(ERE or ch co sbpboberoddasocedbpdeos a6 19450) Pee eee ral afisitletee aia] eftetoetem eats OAR O eee O52 2 

Total food consumed...-.....-...-.- 3,203.0} 1,375.1 307.0 303.5 | 1,135.3 82.1 
COS BRS ie ee aacyaiciesisls missle /uaueiee GSO ienesistemete 6. 4 10. ; 8.0 

PATTON DATIUZOC es) soe mien nie cei icinicinn sen ee see celeaeteesclcels 280. 6 292.9 | 1,117.3 74.1 

fpemeentmriizedt osm tuo" set ee ee ae 91.4 96.5 98. 4 90.3 

Average food consumed per subject per day. 915.5. | 390.2 | 81.3 87.3 333. 6 23.0 

Summary of digestion experiments with flour made from roasted peanuts in a simple 
mixed diet. 

Digestibility of entire ration. Esti- 

mated 
digesti- 

Experiment No. Subject. alle puny ; 
: arbo- of peanu 

Protein. Fat. hydrates. Ash. protein 

alone. 

i Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent. 
BL eee yasteraasloleleicisic ciate ON sa paeioricioee sin cyaititiere 93.7 97. 4 99. 1 93.6 93.5 
TG ere aaecieie leet tate Siete sccatto S4 SEK QAI Fess ol eRe ie a 86.5 95. 1 98.0 84. 4 75.0 
(CEA Se oes Be ae oe mt CUNT, Wikeiney eo crsynicre Nara 80. 2 95. 2 97.3 80.7 60. 7 
(TAS pee SAT OO Nae ee TA ALS I Hupaenees iis) 26-2 my 93.5 95. 0 98. 3 91.5 92.9 

eee arts Rapes eit aaidicc fe oS IP Ke pau 2a cose 90. 9 91.0 98.3 87. 2 86. 9 
HE eee er Se aera Pd OY Gan i sea a 93. 4 98.1 98. 8 90. 9 92.6 
GRIT ES tester ats ol ny aD A ee ge C0 SWreeene Sajuccies cue ee 91.4 96. 5 | 98. 4 90. 3 87.9 

PAC Or eMmemrame i ysts.! SURE Cue Ce 89.9 95.5 | 98. 3 88.4 | 84.2 

On an average the subjects ate 81 grams of protein, 87 grams of fat, 
and 334 grams of carbohydrate daily, which supplied about 2,445 
calories. The coefficients of digestibility of these constituents sup- 
plied by the diet as a whole were found to be 89.9 per cent for pro- 
tein, 95.5 per cent for fat, and 98.3 per cent for carbohydrate, indi- 
cating that the diet was quite well utilized. The above value for the 
digestibility of the total protein of the diet becomes 84.2 per cent 
for the digestibility of peanut protein alone when correction is ap- 
pled for the undigested protein occurring in the accessory foods. 
The diet as a whole supplied 81 grams of protein daily, of which 79 
grams were derived from the peanut-flour biscuits, and approxi- 
mately 34 grams were obtained from the peanut flour. No physio- 
logical disturbances were noted by any of the subjects, indicating 
that this amount of peanut protein was well tolerated in these 
experiments. 

In this series of experiments the subjects ate on their biscuits in 
place of butter peanut oil which was expressed from the blanched 
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peanuts from which the peanut flour was prepared. The average 
amount eaten was 55 grams daily; and apparently it was well 
digested, since the total fat of the diet—principally lard and peanut 
oil—was 95.5 per cent digested. This compares very favorably with 
the figures reported for the digestibility of lard! and peanut oil? as 
determined in earlier studies. 

EXPERIMENTS WITH FLOUR MADE FROM RAW PEANUTS. 

The data resulting from the four experiments made with peanut 
flour made from raw peanuts are summarized in the table which 
follows: 

Data of digestion experiments with flour made from raw peanuts in a simple mixed diet. 

Experiments, subject, and dict. 

Experiment No. 696, subject P. K.: 
Biscuits containing peanut flour......- 
Butter 

Feces 

Peri centitttilized’=)4- so cecs/ seca sco eee 

pepermens No. 697, subject J. C. 
Biscuits containing peanut fou Perey 
Butter 

ee ers 

Total food consumed 
Feces 
Amount utilized 

Per cent utilized 

Experiment No. 698, subject A.A. R.: 
Biscuits containing peanut flour....... 
Butter 

See eee ad 

Feces 

Per cent utilized 

Experiment No. 699, subject W. E. T.: 
Biscuits containing peanut flour....... 
Butter 

Feces 

day. 

Constituents of foods. 

Wee 
of foods. . Carbo- 

Water. | Protein. Fat hydrates. Ash, 

Grams Grams Grams Grams Grams. | Grams. 
1,571.0 384, 4 386. 9 238. 2 480. 0 81.5 

337.0 37.1 3.4 28054 || Poe aie 10.1 
390. 0 338. 9 oa .8 45,2 2.0 
224.0) Vecreeeieee fore saivre Soeeeieete cite see OPE AU eae 

2,522.0 760. 4 398. 4 525. 4 749. 2 93.6 
84,0 | ccecesecc 35. 4 15.5 20. 4 12.7 

aioe nia tele atetall Serepeeuaieies 358. 0 509. 9 728. 8 80.9 

cece Saal eae Ree 91.0 97.0 97.3 86. 4 

1, 168.0 285. 8 287. 6 177.1 356. 9 60. 6 
246. 0 27.0 2.5 200d eS eRe See 7.4 
795. 0 690. 8 6.4 1.6 92.2 4.0 
228:'0);| caste tice oo ce ale epte | Sale cetemieee D2R30i ee ce cee ee 

2,437.0 | 1,003.6 296. 5 387.8 677.1 72.0 
emcees 30. 4 8.2 24, 4 6.0 

bdo wade sesh Poe 266. 1 379. 6 652. 7 66. 0 

Scletel see 6 | jeeeieeteres 89. 7 97.9 96. 4 91.7 

1,419. 0 347. 2 349. 4 215.1 433.6 73.7 
3 is .0 9 0 

f 5 Bil 3 7 

1U.8. Dept. Agr. Bul. 310 (1915), p. 21. 2U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul, 505 (1917), p. 18. 
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Summary of digestion experiments with flour made from raw peanuts in a simple mixed 
diet. 

Digestibility of entire ration. Esti- 
mated 

: i digesti- 
Experiment No. Subject.. rect bility 

. arbo- of peanut Protein. Fat. hydrates. Ash. protein 

alone. 

Per cent. | Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent.| Per cent. 
ROD MO mee pps fe Pass octet aelsiavs eicinetee 91.0 97.0] - 97.3 86. 4 89. 4 
(37) i a Sa CJS OP Pach es aes 89.7 97.9 96. 4 91.7 87.6 
(HOD. OR ene SES ae JE ZN RCS a ees Amo 89. 6 96. 2 96. 9 84.6 87.3 
DYO Nees sete dab sicic <= $< boo Ww UNA 3 SUBS eEORReGer 91.4 95.0 98.1 85.9 90.5 

PAR OLE PONE eric me ciele||'s a= sens calcite ineeislsjeeoeciseu 90. 4 96. 5 97. 2 87.2 88. 7 

As indicated by the above table the subjects ate on an average 
106 grams of protein, 117 grams of fat, and 224 grams of carbohy- 

drate daily, which supplied approximately 2,370 calories. The 
average coefficients of digestibility of the protein, fat, and carbohy- 
drate supplied by the diet as a whole were 90.4 per cent for the pro- 
tein, 96.5 per cent for the fat, and 97.2 per cent for the carbohy- 
drates. 

Of the average amount of protein eaten daily (106 grams), 103 
grams were supplied by the peanut biscuits, 65 grams being con- 
tributed by the peanut flour. This amount of peanut protein, much 
larger than that likely to be found in the ordinary mixed diet, was 
eaten without any noticeable digestive or other disturbances. 

The digestibility of the peanut protein alone, estimated for pea- 
nut flour made from raw nuts, was found to be 88.7 per cent, a 
value which is not significantly different from the value (84.5 per 
cent) found for the proteins supplied by peanut flour made from 
roasted nuts. Accordingly it would appear from these figures and 
from the figures given above for the protein, fat, and carbohydrate 
of the peanut-cake diet as a whole that neither roasting nor the pres- 
ence of the peanut skin materially affected the thoroughness of 
digestion. 

SUMMARY OF ALL EXPERIMENTS WITH PEANUT FLOURS. 

In order to compare carefully the values for the digestibility of 
protein, fat, and carbohydrate supplied by simple mixed diets, which 
include peanut flours ground from cakes from roasted and from raw 
peanuts, the results which have been obtained in the two series of 
experiments here reported have been brought together in the table 
following. 
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Summary of digestion experiments with flour made from peanuts in a simple mixed diet, 

Esti- 

digest Experi- 4 igesti- 
ment Kind of peanut flour. Subject. |Protein.| Fat. hy diene Ash. bility of 

fe) ° peanut 
protein 
alone. 

Per cent.|Per cent.| Per cent, |Per cent.| Per cent. 
or 7 97. 99.1 93.6 93.5 6185225 - eae from roasted nuts...... Picea 93. 4 

le ERGs Cans a C. Mo) 86.5 | ree 98.0 84.4 75.0 
2 ee SCR) aA UN COTW aeos 80.2] 95.2 97.3 80.7 7 
Gaamece ee fio) Sie eee TAA ERS. 93.5 95.0 98.3 91.5 92.9 
oe ie Gon ee eee ae ae pseiee Lat gee 90.9 91.0 98.3 87.2 86.9 

fy eer 7 EAE cgi TACOMA ae 93. 4 98.1 98. 8 92 
Garman |, 23 donfesk eee ot Eee Sain! Cae Ween 91.4 96.5 98. 4 90.3 87.9 

JATWOra BONS 2. Rake nce] 5 Oe 89.9 95.5 98.3 88. 4 | 84.2 

6968252 Flour from raw nuts......... PK eee ee 91.0 97.0 97.3 86. 4 89.4 
BS AP AM Og eI cl root J.C. Meeee 2 Sul aay 97.9 96. 4 91.7 87.6 

AA cae ae Pee MORNE EO SG AG A. AAR. Am 89.6 96.2 96.9 84.6 87.3 
Bone eae sc Gr pean Seren AW Bonne 91.4 95.0 98. 1 85.9 90.5 

Average......---- Pe ONAN OR Gael 90.4| 96.5 | 97.2| 87.2 88.7 

Average of alltests.....|.......--..---.- 90.1 95.9 | 97.9| 87.9 | 85.8 

Considering the experiments with peanut flour as a whole it would 
seem fair to assume that the average data obtained for the digesti- 
bility of peanut protein should be sufficient for quite general appli- 
cation, since a total of eleven different tests was made with six dif- 
ferent subjects and two different types of peanut flours. Considering 
the ration as a whole or considering the peanut protein alone, the 
coefficients of digestibility obtained with the two types of peanut 
flour are in close agreement. The average coefficients of digesti- 
bility for the diet as a whole—90.1 per cent for protein, 95.9 per cent 
for fat, and 97.9 per cent for carbohydrates—indicate that the experi- 
mental diet was, for all practical purposes, as well utilized as the 
ordinary mixed diet, the coefficients of digestibility ' of which have 
been found to be 92 per cent for protein, 95 per cent for fats, and 97 per 
cent for carbohydrates. These figures would seem to indicate that 
peanut flour is itself well assimilated and that it did not exert any 
unfavorable effects upon the digestibility of eee other foods included 
in the diet. ‘ 

Comparing the average values obtained for the digestibility of 
peanut protein alone in the individual experiments it is found that 
peanut protein is 85.8 per cent digested, a figure lower than that of 
milk, meat, or egg proteins, about equal to those of cereal proteins, 
and somewhat higher than that of the common legumes. From the 
previously published data summarized above and the results of these 
experiments it appears that the peanut supplies a protein which 
yields essential amino acids, is well tolerated by the human body, 
and is very well digested. In view of these facts it seems that peanut 
flour prepared from high-grade press cake may well assume an im- 
portant réle in the human dietary. 

1U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 142 (1902), p. 26. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS REGARDING THE VALUE OF SOY BEAN AND 
PEANUT FLOURS AS FOOD. 

Soy beans and peanuts are classed as a ‘‘sure crop,”’ and both 
yield valuable products (press cakes) whose chief use at present is 
said to be for stock feeding. The boll weevil has made the growing 
of cotton unprofitable in some sections of the South. As a result, 
during the last season or two, the culture of soy beans and peanuts 
has increased with unusual rapidity. This situation, coupled with 
the present great demand for oils, has caused many of-the cotton- 
seed-oil millers to utilize their machinery for pressing soy beans and 
peanuts. The resulting soy-bean and peanut press cakes when 
ground yield a flour very rich in protein and, as compared with 
cereal flours and meals, fairly rich in fat. 

Chemical analyses reported by previous investigators of glycinin 
and arachin, soy-bean and peanut proteins, show that both, by hy- 
drolysis, yield lysine and tryptophane, two amino acids recognized 
as essential for growth and maintenance. 

Investigators studying the biologic value of these proteins by ex- 
periments with laboratory animals have shown that soy-bean and 
peanut proteins when employed as the sole source of protein in an 
otherwise adequate diet support in a satisfactory manner the normal 
body processes of growth, maintenance, and reproduction. 

In view of these facts it seemed highly desirable to study the dpe 
tibility of the proteins supplied by soy-bean and peanut flours pre- 
pared by grinding press cakes obtained by the expression of oil from 
clean sound soy beans and peanuts. 

The experiments here reported were made with normal young men 
students engaged in moderately active pursuits. The soy-bean and 
peanut flours were eaten in the form of a well-known type of ‘‘quick 
bread” or ‘‘biscuit’’ as a part of a simple mixed diet. None of the 
subjects reported any digestive or other physiological disturbances 
in connection with these diets, indicating that as regards the time 
and method of cooking, the soy-bean and peanut flours were satis- 
factory. 

The figures, 85 per cent for the digestibility of soy-bean protein 
contained in ground cake and 86 per cent for the digestibility of 
peanut protein present in ground cake, indicate a very satisfactory 
utilization of these proteins by the human body. If allowance has 
been made for that portion of the fecal nitrogen which resulted from 
epithelial cells and bacteria instead of including it in the undigested 
residues of the soy beans and peanuts, the coefficients of digestibility 
of soy-bean and peanut proteins would have been somewhat higher. 

The figures obtained for the digestibility of the proteins supplied 
by soy-bean and peanut press-cake flours compare very favorably 
with those obtained for cereal proteins and are somewhat higher than 
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those obtained for some other legume proteins. Perhaps the differ 
ence between the digestibility of the soy-bean and peanut protein 
as shown by these experiments and the digestibility of the ecommo 
legumes reported by other investigators is due in part at least t 
the soy bean and peanut having been finely ground. It is hope 
that additional experiments will give more data on this point. 

No attempt was made to ascertain the limit of tolerance for soy: 
bean and peanut flours when included in a simple mixed diet, bu 
since in seven experiments with soy beans the subjects ate an averag 
of 70 grams daily of soy-bean protein and in four experiments wit 
peanut flour the subjects ate an average of 65 grams of peanut pro 
tein daily without any observed symptoms of physiological disturb 
ance, it should be very evident that these proteins are tolerated b 
the human body in amounts in excess of those which are likely to b 
found in the ordinary mixed diet. 

Since in household economy the soy-bean and peanut flours woul 
be used to supplement wheat or other cereal flours, and since numer 
ous investigations of the value of soy-bean and peanut proteins fo 
food purposes indicate that these proteins have a nutritive valu 
nearly if not quite equivalent to that of meat, milk, and egg pro 
teins, it would seem that these flours could be very properly classed 
as both wheat and meat substitutes. 
From these facts it is very evident that it is highly desirable to use 

for human food such soy-bean and peanut press cakes, by-products 
of the oil mills, as can be properly prepared for food purposes rather 
than to continue to use them exclusively for stock feeding and ferti- 
lizing purposes. 

The data obtained in this and other investigations give sufficient 
evidence to justify the belief that soy-bean and peanut flours, rich in 
proteins that are well digested and of high biologic value, should 
prove especially valuable additions to the human dietary. 
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OBJECT OF THE BULLETIN. 

Running a portable sawmill is no longer an easy occupation. The 
more accessible timber in the West has mostly been cut out or burned, 
and to-day the principal stands are far back in the hills, making log- 
ging and milling expensive as well as strenuous work. Profitable 
operation calls for first-class logging equipment and modern mills, 
and for good business ability, skill, and hardihood on the part of the 
operator. Physical weaklings are more out of place in logging work 
than in any other kind of virileemployment. Mere physical strength, 
however, is not in itself sufficient. A successful logger needs to be 
“strong’’ in the head as well as in the muscles. 

This bulletin offers to portable sawmill operators suggestions 
regarding methods of organization, milling, and logging which have 

63262°—18 1 
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been proved by experience to give the best results. It is meant par- 
ticularly for operators in National Forest timber, but should be useful 
to other owners of portable mills where conditions are like those in 
the National Forests. 

GENERAL SUGGESTIONS FOR PORTABLE SAWMILL OWNERS. 

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP. 

Before purchasing a new mill or moving an old one to a new 
location, an operator should carefully inform himself regarding the 
following points: 

Amount of timber available for his operations. 
Kinds and grades of lumber the timber will produce. 
Density of the stand and conditions governing its cutting and 

removal. 
Method of marking timber to be cut. 
Method of scaling and lengths allowed for trimming. 
Penalty scale for broken trees and logs left on the ground. 
Length of time each year during which operations can be 

profitably carried on, and annual cut. 
Labor and supplies required and working capital necessary to 

finance the job. 
Margin of profit on which the business can be operated. 
Stumpage prices and how obtained. 
Payments and manner of making them. 
Logging costs and methods. 
Number of teams available for logging, for delivering lumber, 

and for hauling supplies. 
River and road improvements necessary. 
Brush disposal, and cutting and utilization of defective timber. 

Capacity, equipment, and power of mill. 
Milling or manufacturing costs. 
Distance to market and condition of roads. 
Capacity of market and prices for different grades. 
Competition. 
Possibility of establishing a small retail yard. 
Amount of lumber which market conditions require to be car- 

ried in stock. 
Market for by-products, such as mine timbers, railroad ties, 

telephone, telegraph, and power poles, field posts, cordwood. 
Responsibility for fire. 
Sanitary regulations. 

If there is doubt about your ability to meet any of the conditions 
affecting the operation, go slow. It is a great deal better to find out 
beforehand that the chances are against success than to discover 
this fact only after you are in and can’t get out. 
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CAPITAL REQUIRED. 

Insufficient working capital is one of the prime causes for the 
‘failure of a small sawmill to make a reasonable profit. Even in a 
small operation considerable working capital is necessary for cur- 
rent expenses. Money must be available to pay for the equipment 
of the mill, the wages of the crew, the building of sheds, tracks, yard, 
‘bunk and cook houses, stables, and blacksmith shops, and for cur- 

‘rent expenses and repairs. Money is needed to carry a stock of 
lumber on the mill yard. These items of expense should be worked 
out in advance, and when money is not available at reasonable rates 
of interest, the prospective operator will be prudent if he resists the 

‘desire to become a sawmill owner. While it is true that a few have 
made a success from a very slender financial start, the chances of 

doing this are so remote that to embark in the sawmill business 
without the requisite capital is more of a gamble than a legitimate 
business proposition. A junked mill with an accompaniment of a 
few old axes and broken-down teams and harness, a rusty cross-cut 
saw or two, and, worst of all, several big bills and perhaps a mort- 
‘gage, make a poor showing after several years of hard work. 

CREDITS. 

The unwarranted extension of credit is an almost universal prac- 
tice among small operators, and usually results in disaster. The 
successful mill man sells for cash or negotiable paper. It is a com- 
‘mon practice, however, to sell a Joad or two of lumber on time right 
along, even though the man who sells it owes his employees for labor 
or the merchant for supplies. If such a man is not mighty alert, 
he will soon find himself badly in arrears with his payments. 
Should that come about, the end of his career as a sawmill operator 
is in sight. 

COST KEEPING. 

The most important step in the operation of a sawmill is the open- 
ing of a simple set of books-in which is recorded faithfully the cost 
of everything relating to the business. In the absence of such a rec- 
ord an operator is sailing on an unknown sea “ without chart or com- 
pass.” Yet, except in a very few cases, this necessary side of the 
business is entirely neglected. In a long experience with portable 
mill owners it was not until quite recently that the writer met one 
who gave it proper attention. 

No elaborate system of cost keeping is needed by the small opera- 
‘tor. All that is required is some simple form of accounting by which 
he can tell the value of his investments, the cost per thousand feet for 
Jogging and milling, the stumpage cost per thousand, the cost of re- 
‘pairs and new investments, the depreciation on logging and milling 
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equipment, and the losses incidental to his business. Over against 
this should appear the value of the lumber sold by grade and the 
value of the yard stock by grade. Keeping a record of this kind is 
something that the average ‘mill man is thoroughly competent to do 
himself, or he can get some member of his family to do it for him. A 
salaried Beer eener is neither necessary nor desirable; he would cost 
too much. Once started on a simple system of cost keeping, the op- 
erator will, it is safe to say, be so much interested in the knowledge 
and insight which it gives him of his business that he will need no 
urging to keep it up. 

While on the subject, it is pertinent to*remind operators that hay, 
grain, vegetables, meat, etc., which are produced on their ranches 
“nil consumed on their log suing operations should be charged against 
the sawmill account at the same price they would have cost if or- 
dered from a storekeeper. The operator’s own time, as well as that of 
his team while employed on the logging job, should also be charged to 
operating expenses. Very few sawmill men do this, the general 
idea seeming to be that if the business pays for the hired help and 
merchandise actually purchased from the store it is doing all that can 
be expected of it. Many operators seem to think that because they 
have made no money in the past, there is no possibility of making a 
better showing in the future. As long as operators have this feel- 
ing, it is morally certain that their condition will remain unchanged. 
Only when the men in the industry realize that they are engaged in 
a pursuit which calls for the best that is in them, and that increasing 
profits will reward their efforts, will the portable mill business take 
and hold its proper place among the staple industries of the country. 

ORGANIZATION. 

There are two ways in which an operator can organize his logging 
and milling work to obtain satisfactory results and at the same time 
know approximately how much each operation costs. One way is to 
keep the legging distinct from the milling, preferably carrying on 
the former during fall or winter, provided snow is not too deep. By 
this plan onan? logs can be piled up in the mill yard or skidded up 
along the main road to keep the mill running during the season. 
The other and less desirable way is to take the entire crew into the 
timber and cut logs ahead for the season’s run, afterwards werking 
enough skidding and Ae teams to keep the mill supplied with 
logs. 
The usual plan, however, is to log for a few days and mill for a 

couple more. This plan is neither economival nor efficient, for mill 
workers are very rarely good loggers and loggers are very rarely good 
millmen. Moreover, the axes, saws, and logging equipment get mis- 
laid or are thrown aside after a few days’ use. No one set of men is 
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responsible for keeping them safe or in proper trim, and so valuable 
time is lost in assembling the equipment and getting it in working 
condition. 

MILL SITE. 

A number of points have to be considered in connection with the 
location, of the mill. It should be near the water supply, but the 

_ buildings, and especially the toilets, should be so placed as to prevent 
any danger of the water becoming polluted. At the same time the 
mill should be at a point in the timber where there is from 500,000 to 
1,000,000 feet of stumpage available for one setting, and where it will 

_ not be necessary to haul or skid the logs over long distances or uphill. 
_ Because a mill is small and portable is no reason why it should be 

_ moved very often, unless there is a good economic reason for doing so. 

( 

Select a central site in the first place, where water and other condi- 
tions are favorable, and move only when the cost of moving, building 
new roads and camps, etc., can be saved by a shorter haul. The 
operator who moves his mill without figuring the attendant cost is 
likely to find that, though his mill may be small and portable, the 
expense of a new setting will not be small or very profitable in a 
financial way. 

Yard and piling space must be provided for the lumber and slab 
piles, and a right of way for from 700 to 800 feet of narrow-gauge 
track on which to run the lumber from the mill to the yard. There 
must be a landing deck for logs, with log decks and skidways, and 

_ provision must be made for the economic handling of sawdust and 
bark. Convenient locations must be found for the bunkhouse and the 
camp dining room and storeroom. Toilets and covered refuse pits 
are other essentials. 
A rough ground plan of the proposed plant will materially assist 

the operator in selecting sites for the different buildings. In some 
instances tents can be substituted for wooden structures. Dry wood 
for domestic use is sometimes an important consideration. The entire 
area round the mill and buildings should be cleared of brush and 
débris and kept cleared. Two or three milch cows and a few hogs 
and poultry can be maintained around a small mill at very little 
expense 

LABOR. 

It is essential for the success of a small mill operation that the 
logging crew should be made up of experienced men. Green hands 
may succeed fairly well around the mill handling lumber or sawdust, 
but the wocdsmen must be trained or else they will not do enough 
effective work to pay for their board. Green hands attempting to 
fell, skid, load, and haul logs are only about 25 per cent efficient, 

without reckoning the loss from broken timber, split trees, etc., 
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which if taken into account would reduce their efficiency close to 
zero. The custom of trading lumber for imexperienced labor, so 
preyalent in many places, should never be practiced by the small 
operator. 

A real knowledge of how to handle horses is very essential in 
logging. Thousands of dollars’ worth of good horseflesh is ruined. 
by ill-tempered, incompetent teamsters. No part of the operator’s | 
investment needs closer supervision than the hauling. <A poor 
teamster is poison (I know of no more expressive term) to a good 
team. An operator will save money by keeping his horses idle in 
the barn, no matter how badly their services are needed, rather than 
allow a brainless teamster to pound them through the timber and 
over rocks, stumps, and mud holes. Discharge such a person at once. 
Teams when properly handled will be 100 per cent efficient all the 
time and thrive. , 

High wages do not always secure the service of competent labor, 
particularly in woods work. One gang of sawyers may cut the same 
amount of board feet in logs as another gang, and yet may cut their 
logs with such a disregard of correct lengths and of crooks and with 
such an indifference as to how the trees are felled for skidding pur- 
poses that the value of their labor may be only 50 per cent as much 
as that of the other crew, who do their work as it ought to be done. 

The millman who neglects to supervise his operations rigidly is 
surely preparing the way to financial disaster. An operator usually 
works hard at some particular job, such as sawing, and leaves the rest 
of the work to run itself. His proper place is “ bossing the job,” and 
if he does that thoroughly he will have his hands full. In order to 
instruct men in woods work, the operator must understand it himself. 

If he lacks this knowledge it would be wise for him to keep out of | 
the portable-mill business or else hire a competent man to run it 
for him. 

Clean, wholesome living and sleeping quarters for the men, as well 
as properly cooked food, deserve close attention—a good deal more 
attention, in fact, than is usually bestowed upon them. “Sour 
dough” grub and rough living may sound very romantic in a cheap 
novel, but when actually practiced they fail to bring results. Pay 
the men good wages and feed them well, and see that they earn it. 
Always have money on hand to pay off men if they quit or you dis- 
charge them. 
Make it very plain that you want value for every cent you pay 

in wages or in board. Tolerate no “deadheads” around your camp. 
Be boss yourself or delegate the job to some one who is qualified 
to fill the bill. Do not make your camp a dumping ground for all 
your male relatives. You are supposed to be running a sawmill— 

not a rest cure. 
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In short, inject a lot of energy and vigor into the business, or 
leave it to some one who can. 

COMMISSARY. 

Every operator should keep a small supply of dry goods in stock 
for the use of his men, and also such articles as tobacco, matches, 
pipes, medicine, and writing pads and pencils. Old magazines and 
books are easily obtained and are eagerly read. The supplies enumer- 
‘ated should be bought in bulk or by wholesale, in order to cover the 
cost of freight and handling. Kerosene and lubricating oils should 
be purchased by the barrel, and enough camp supplies, such as flour, 
feed, pork, potatoes, hay, groceries, and canned stuff, should be kept 
in stock to avoid the necessity of sending a man and team to town 
every week. The item of supplies is an important one to the success 
of the job and should be handled economically. 

MARKETING. 

Every town and village on a railroad has at least one retail lumber 
yard, and very often more than one. It is one of the first insti- 
tutions to be established after the advent of the railway. In towns 
and villages remote from the railway, however, lumber yards are 
seldom in evidence, although there may be and usually are half a 
dozen portable mills hidden away in the. hills in the vicinity. Yet 
a lumber yard is as much a necessity and could command as much 
business in many of these remote communities as the one or two 
yards in the railway town. 

Right here is an opportunity for wide-awake portable mill owners 
to establish themselves in the lumber business. The surprising thing 
is that so few have taken advantage of it. If a rancher needs a load 
of lumber and sees a yard right in town he will buy material and 
take it home with him; whereas if he knows that he has to drive to 
the mill 10 or 12 miles in the hills over a wretched road, and is 
not sure of getting what he wants when he arrives there, he will 
naturally put off a disagreeable job as long as he can. Eventually, 
if he has business in the railroad town, he will purchase from the 
retail yard there. An occasional short item in the local paper tell- 
ing the public something about the activities of the local sawmill 
and the amount of lumber turned out daily, with the stock on hand, 
makes interesting reading for the local public, particularly for people 
who need lumber. 

There are scores of towns and villages in the inter-mountain coun- 
try where such opportunities exist to-day. Yard space would cost 
very little and teamwork is cheap, and the millman who takes a 
little pains in milling and grading his lumber and putting it up in 
neat piles will soon have his mill running steadily to keep up with 
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the demand. There is little to be gained in sawing out a lot of lum- 
ber and keeping it hidden away in the hills. For every man, woman, 
and child in the United States 375 feet of lumber is used annually; in 
new States three or four times asmuch. Montana, for example, uses 
1,234 feet per capita, and it is a moderate estimate that a community 
of 500 people will use up a quarter of a million feet annually. 
A small mill operator who opens a yard and keeps 100,000 feet of 
lumber in stock, along with a moderate amount of shingles, lath, 
and building material, can establish a remunerative business very 
easily. Be it understood that lumber in this sense means lumber 
that is properly sawed, surfaced (when necessary), edged, trimmed, 
graded, air dried, and properly piled. You can not run a successful 
lumber yard with rubbish anywhere. 

The heaviest demand in newly settled communities is for low- 
grade lumber, viz, No. 3 common and dimension, the very class of 
material which:the portable mills can supply most readily. The 
upper grades will always find a remunerative market. A small 
mill, if properly handled, can successfully hold a competitive market 
for low-grade lumber and dimension against similar products pro- 
duced in a large mill and shipped into the local market. 

GRADING LUMBER. 

The necessity for grading the product of small mills can not be 
emphasized too strongly or too often. Every millman is able to dis- 
tinguish between good and bad, rotten and sound lumber, and what 
sort of a log is best adapted for inch lumber and what for plank, — 
dimension, finish, and so on. But when it comes to being able to 
tell at a glance what defects in a board causes it to grade No. 1 
common instead of inch finish very few can make an intelligent dis- 
tinction, yet those men have been handling such lumber perhaps a 
lifetime. They have simply neglected to use their powers of 
observation. 

The Western Pine Manufacturers’ Association of Spokane, Wash., 
issues free a little booklet containing the rules for the grading of pine, 
fir, and larch, which is distributed by their secretary to anyone in- 
terested. To a man handling lumber every day this little book will 
be invaluable. To have lumber to sell and no grading rule to sell it 
by is a condition that spells certain loss for the sawmill owner. If 
he doesn’t study grading himself, his son will, with the result that the 
boy will learn more about the lumber business in a month than his ~ 
father has been able to pick up in years. There is no “royal road” — 
to a knowledge of lumber grading—you must learn it yourself. 

It sometimes happens that when an enterprising mill operator, who 
has adopted modern methods in milling and grading his output, is 
negotiating the sale of a bill of lumber with a prospective purchaser, 
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another operator with an old mill up in the hills will jump in and 
take the order away from him at a lower price. That particular bill 
of lumber, it is safe to predict, will be sawed in any old way, with 
the result that the purchaser is dissatisfied with the material he gets, 
and concludes that native timber is no good, and never buys any more 
of it. By this sort of thing the unprogressive mill operator spoils a 
lot of good lumber at no profit to himself. It doesn’t pay to drive 
away future trade for the sake of a single sale. In these days men 
no longer have to use the roughest kind of lumber for lack of some- 
thing better. They may use it once, but it is a moral certainty that 
they won’t come back for any more. The way for an old-time oper- 
ator to get and hold trade is to turn to modern methods, not to try 
to put another and more progressive man out of business. A new 
order prevails in the lumber business, and no one knows better than 
the small millman that there is no profit in logging along the old 
lines. A determined effort must be made to get out of the old rut and 
place the portable mill industry on a paying basis. 

AUXILIARY PRODUCTS. 

The demand for lumber and dimension stuff—the regular products 
of the mill—is always supplemented by a demand for the more 
finished products, such as planed lumber, siding, flooring, lath, 
shingles, etc., which require special machinery for their manufac- 
ture. The millman will find that he can get more for his best 
erades of lumber if he can furnish them as required by the local 

trade. Considerable waste may be saved in the utilization of short 
lengths and slabs, which otherwise would be lost. There is money in 
reducing waste when it can be partially transformed into a salable 
product. | 

SOME DON’TS FOR SAWMILL OPERATORS. 

Before outlining in detail the necessary equipment for a portable 
mill and how it should be operated a few suggestions as to what 

to avoid or, in other words, what not to do may not be amiss. To 
mill operators: 

1. If you have a market and a cutting capacity of 500,000 feet 
per year, do not enter into a contract with the Government, or with 
anyone else to cut 5,000,000 feet in three years. 
B® 2. If you are financially unable to make more than $300 in advance 
payments, do not sign a contract to pay $500. 

3. Do not sign a contract with the Government to cut timber on a 
National Forest without carefully going over the area and finding 
out for yourself what species of timber you are expected to cut and 
where it is located. © 

4, Do not try to fell timber with a dull, rusty cross-cut saw and 
wooden wedges. It won’t pay. 

63262—18—Bull. 7182 
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5. Do not try to keep your axes sharp and serviceable with a rusty 

file. Try a grindstone. 

6. Do not try to skid saw logs without skidding tongs, swamp hook, 

cant hook, and chain. Handspikes and hand-beam levers are out of 

fashion. 
7. Do not try to haul saw logs on a lumber wagon. Try a heavy 

truck or a logging sled if you have sufficient snow. : 

8. Do not try to haul saw logs uphill or over rocks and brush. 

Build a road. . 

9. Work steadily and systematically. If half your crew leaves on 

Saturday and does not return to work until the following Tuesday, 

get steadier men. Blow your whistle at 7 o’clock every morning 

and get to work at 7, not 9. — 
10. Do not unload your saw logs all over the mill yard and then 

roll them over rocks, boulders, slabs, brush, and mud holes with a 

handspike. Build a downhill skidway in front of the carriage, and 

the logs will roil down by gravity. 

11. If your mill can manufacture 10,000 feet per day, see that it 

does that every day you run it. Capacity cutting for one day dur- | 

ing the season does not count. . 

12. If your boiler is old and leaky, get it repaired and inspected. 

A rusty, leaky boiler is likely to stop all business quite suddenly. 

Watch the water gauges. 

13. Use dry slabs and clean water in making steam. Green slabs, 

dirty water, and a leaky boiler make a bad combination. Use the. 

mud cock frequently. 

14. Do not try to manufacture merchantable lumber with a dirty, 

rusty engine set on a rotten foundation with a shaky mandrel, rotten 

belting, a saw out of “true” and running at half speed under insuffi- | 

cient steam from a leaky boiler. It can’t be done. — 

15. Do not expect your mill to be a profitable business if you leave 

your mill machinery exposed to the weather the year round. You 

will soon have a junk pile, not a sawmill. 

16. Do not expect to get the value of your lumber if you throw it 

in a heap in the mill yard instead of piling it properly and grading it. 

17. Do not sell your lumber on credit or on time. You have not 

sufficient capital to do a credit business. 

18. Do not keep your accounts on a shingle or marked up on a 

board. A small Dr. and Cr. account book is much more satisfactory. 

19. Do not try to run a sawmill, however small, by rule-of-thumb, 

hit-or-miss methods that your grandfather practiced. They will 

not work in this day and age. 

20. Do not forget that this is the twentieth century and that the 

management and successful handling of a portable mill is a twen- 

tieth-century problem. 
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THE MILL AND MILLING. 

_ If the operator is already provided with a mill, the size of his 
eperations will depend on the power and capacity of that mill. If 
‘he plans to purchase a new mill, he should figure on one with the 
“power, capacity, and.equipment necessary to meet the requirements 
of his capital, his market, and his logging equipment. Lack of sufli- 
‘cient power, even for driving the saw, is a common handicap for 
small mills. An effective 25-horsepower engine will, if properly 
handled, keep a circular saw working to capacity and ‘at the same 
time will run a small planer and edger. 

The type of mill in most general use in Forest Service District 4 
is one cutting from 2,000 to 20,000 feet per day. The following dis- 
cussion, therefore, will be confined to two classes of this type, one 
cutting from 2,000 to 10,000 feet per day and a heavier one cutting 
from 10,000 to 20,000 feet per day. The smaller mill will be called 
Class A, and the larger, Class B. 

Sawmills are generally classified as right and left hand mills, 
according to whether the log passes to the right or to the left of the 
saw, viewed from the front. In ordering equipment for an old mill 

“it is always necessary to specify whether the equipment is needed for 
a right or left hand mill. 

_ Portable mills are usually equipped with rack and pinion or 
cable drive, and friction or belt feed or a combined belt and fric- 
tion feed. Shotgun feed is not used in small mills. The variable 
friction feed is so called because the sawyer can vary the feed to cor- 
‘respond with the power or the size and species of timber to be cut, 
easing down on knots and frozen timber and increasing the feed at 
will. With the same power a variable friction-feed mill is said to 
cut from 25 to 40 per cent more than a belt-feed mill. There are no 

belts or springs to break or give trouble. The belt feed is a combi- 
nation of belt and flat face frictions so arranged that the feed and 
gig back frictions are continuously driven in opposite direction by 
an endless belt: direct from the mandrel. A single lever operates the 
feed and gig back by shifting the bull wheel from one friction to 

the other. The shaft of the bull wheel has a pinion on the opposite 
end which operates the wire cable drum, doing away with all inter- 
“mediate gears and securing a strong direct drive for the carriage. 
The friction shafts have babbitted boxes with screw adjustment to 
take up the wear in the frictions, and a substantial idler is provided 
to keep the endless feed belt always tight. Wire cable or rack and 
pinion drum can be used on both belt-feed and friction-feed mills. 

“Never buy anything because it is cheap” is a form of advice that 
-applies very particularly to a sawmill. Going a little further, it 
might be laid down as an excellent business maxim: Never buy an 
‘old second-hand mill, no matter how cheap it can be purchased. Re- 
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gardless of type or make, however, a mill will turn out to be a lia- 
bility rather than an asset unless it is set up properly and kept in 
good running order, and the work conducted on a business basis. 

The word “ portable” as defined in the dictionary means “ capable 
of being borne or carried, easily transported, conveyed without 
difficulty.” The average portable mill owner, however, seems to take 
this definition too literally, for when he purchases a new mill, or 
moves to a new site, he pays as little attention to setting it up or — 
lining the machinery properly as he would in the case of a thrashing 
engine or a steam plow. The usual procedure is to clear off a level 
space of ground, set down the engine and boiler and block them up 
a little, adjust the belting, get up steam, and start the saw. The 
moving and setting up is not taken seriously. Regardless of the 
length of time a portable mill is to remain on the same site, the 
engine bed should be solid, the belting properly adjusted, the engine, 
sawmill, and carriage properly lined up and housed and all working 
parts oiled and the shafting in line and all parts in good working 
order. Otherwise it is impossible to manufacture good lumber. 

In general, the life of a portable mill may be placed at from 12 | 
to 15 years. One hundred and fifty days is the maximum time it is 
in active operation each year, so that, if not properly cared for, a 
portable mill may be said to “rust out” faster than it wears out. 

REGULAR EQUIPMENT. 

CLASS A. 

Following are the various parts and equipment of a class A mill 
complete and their cost in 1916. Since the entrance of the United 
States into the war, prices have fluctuated to such an extent as to 
make it impractical to give those likely to be in effect when this 
bulletin is issued. It has been thought best, therefore, to give 1916 
prices throughout as a basis for estimates. 

Savemill (husk and” carriage)... ee eee $254. 00 

Sawdust conveyors, 25-foot 2-4 5. =.) ae ee ae eee pe 35. 00 © 

48-inch chisel-tooth, circular saw, 8 gaugel: 22535332 62. 00 

60-inch solid-tooth circular saw, 7 gauge_____-=-___ = 5 = 82. 00 

Engine and boiler; 15 horsepower. 222 eae ee 776. 00 

Pony edger_____~ Pee ee ae en eRe prey ae Lens NE on A 145. 00 

PR PRIMI = aa 280. 00 

Shingle machines se" 22s Se ee PRS Nd! COWRA EIS 160. 00 

Lath maill vand “bolterBe via as 2 2. hes eee 200. 00 

Shingle: buncher! and (packers. 2 -2 >. 2-252 53 ee eee 10. 00 

Axes, cant hooks, shovels, wheelbarrows, etc_____-________________ ne 20. 00 

Chisel tool files, dozen. 22262 = a eS 5. 00 

Total 228 ee ee ee 2, 029. 00 
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The equipment of the sawmill usually consists of— 

Husk frame, 7 by 3 feet, built of 84 by 74 inch timbers. 

Variable-friction feed. 

Steel mandrel, 2% inches by 4 feet 4 inches. 

Board roll and spreader wheel and saw guide. 

Carriage 16 feet long and 26 inches wide, of 34 by 54 inch timber. 

Feed rack, 22 feet long. 

Four trucks with 6-inch wheels and 14-inch steel axles. 

40 feet of V and flat rolled steel track. 

Two head blocks, opening 34 inches, with duplex dogs. 

Ideal set works with quick receder. ; 

14-inch polished-steel set shaft. 

There is also furnished a mandrel pulley up to 24 inches diameter, 
belt tightener, foundation bolts, cant hook, oil can, and wrenches 
for rack and pinion-carriage drive. Also trackway timbers bolted 
together with steel, track attached. 

The price of a sawmill so equipped, as shown in the preceding 
cost statement, is $254 f. o. b. Chicago. The manufacturers allow 

15 per cent discount on time, and 20 per cent for cash. The total 
shipping weight is 2,550 pounds. Way timbers are 450 pounds extra. 

Extra equipment: 

Manila-rope drive with sheaves, add____ eee ern ee Told ABE uk ars a $10. 00 

RUN iTs Che eat em CLIN Ls eA GL CL ees a Eas CY J ers MeL ae 25. 00 

For each additional foot of carriage, add é uch)! Relea Le 3. 50 

For each additional foot of set shaft, add 1s a 5 Moreh Schl are ter nt . 60 

Trackway timbers, if not wanted, deduct_____ ~ 16; 00 

Belt tightener, if not wanted, deduct__________________ wate OO 

A top-saw. attachment is too heavy for this type of mill. All 
mandrels are made for saws with 2-inch center hole and two 23-inch 

pinholes on 3-inch circle, and are adapted to any power from 6 to 
15 horsepower. This outfit can cut 2,000 feet per day with a 6-horse- 
power engine, or from 7,000 to 8,000 feet per day with a 15-horse- 
power engine. It will carry a saw up to 52 inches and logs up to 
36 inches diameter. 

CLASS B. 

The class B mill is heavier and of larger capacity than the class 
A mill, and has an independent rack beam near the center of the 
carriage. It is adapted to engines of from 15 to 40 horsepower, and 
will cut from 10,000 to 20,000 feet per day. Saws up to 60 inches 
may be used. The headblocks will open to receive a log as large 
as 54 inches in diameter. The parts and equipment are— 

ee cree are ih ete eS ee $454 
oe 

Sawdust conveyors______— IM Oe Se TARDE ALIS SON heel a? te aa ne TR 35 

48-inch inserted-tooth circular saw, 8 gauge__ Lapeer Sore, 62 

cUsindn solnekroodn Chere Shin, eee 82 
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Hngine and boiler, 25 horsepower 22 ee eee $1, 058 | 

Pony -edgeroi. 222 ee 145 

Trimmers: 222i 322e3 2 ee ee 280 

TRUE Wo Vey fe ae ag: yee ee ene zs bs eee Ce UES: es Sd hc a 169 

Raley Sa yy eee nna te enema me EE ee EN 60° | 
Shotmesletaeeh te 2 ae a a a 160 

aM MUG And sb Olte rsa = aa toe 2 a = Seer ee renee ne DOG 

Shinslespunchervand! packers. sau aes A AS EN es Sales ea 10 

Tools,caxes,, canty hooks, shovelS,ctcl 2) 0s=. sas Sei gnememepemrme Rete. 20m 
Inserted-tooth files, per dozen________________ AS al aS 6 | 

To tallatsee = See Seas ipeapnp Mise) oS aoe eS a 2, 741 

Discount 20 per Cents a eo ie ES eee ene ee 548 

The equipment of the sawmill consists of— 

Husk frame 8 feet 6 inches by 4 feet built of 44 by 114-inch timbers. 

Variable-friction feed. : 

Steel mandrel 24? inches by 5 feet 6 inches long. 

Mandrel pulley 24 by 12 inches. 

Board roll, spreader wheel, and saw guide. 

Carriage 24 feet long, 40 inches wide, timbers 54 by 54 inches. 

Feed rack 82 feet long. 

Six trucks with 10-inch wheels and 1 -inch steel axles. 

Fifty-six feet of V and flat rolled steel track. : 

Two head blocks opening 48 inches with Grant duplex dogs. 

Twenty feet polished-steel set shaft, 

Trackway timbers framed and bolted together in sections with steel track 

attached, belt tightener, foundation bolts, cant hook, oil can, and wrenches. 

Rack-and-pinion carriage drive. 

Saw not included. Weight 5,250 pounds. 

The extras are— 

INV vaull erento aerobics) \yAk nay loverhiers, kokole a ee $10 ; 

Wire-Gable ariel syed la Carrels Oy ail Ce eae eg 36 

Carriage? Saclay Aca Ue Lomealls tote Hel Cl Clee epee eee ee ee 

Set shatt, each additonal’ LOO, el Ce eee ee ee eee ee il 

Top saw attachment, add_. 22220520202 25 eee em ee 80 

ABR anehy lmhoaloreves rhe GaVoyn AyyavonKeyols CK Ghi(CG joe 20 | 

Belt tightener, it Not wanted. Ged Cte a ee eee ee ee ee 14. 

Sawdust conveyor fixtures (weight, 142 pounds). : 

Top mandrel is 1té inches diameter and made for standard saws with 2-inch 

hole and 8-inch pin holes on 38-inch circle. Weight, 1,075 pounds. 

The average cost of setting up the mill is— 

Mill (with machinery on the gr ound) en PeENaPPRN On Jerre FP ab AS ow beeen $300 
IELOUISIM oes ae ren ee ye raat Pp een NI NE sate Po 2 oe sn 250 

Boarding and sleeping camps. _— 222 See ee 200 
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AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT. 

EDGERS. 

A 33-inch pony gang edger with a capacity of from 5,000 to 11,000 

feet per day has two saws with single-pressure roll, and cost in 
1916— 
Waihesold=teoth Saws. _ = pec pee ORR = §ilal5) 

© SHEE, EDS COVES CGT OCC) USES a ee 175 

‘A discount of 40 per cent is allowed from these prices. Specifica- 
tions for edgers of this size are— 

Floor space, 18 feet 6 inches by 48 inches. 

Width inside, 33 inches. 

Guide adjustment, 4 inches. 

Mandrel pulley, diameter, 11% inches. 

Mandrel pulley, dimensions, 8 by 8 inches. 

Saws, diameter, 14 inches. 

Speed, revolutions per minute, up to 2,000, 

Feed belt, 8 feet long, 4 inches wide. 

Maximum opening between saws: Two-sSaw edger, 24 inches; three-saw 

edger, 20 inches. 

Weight: Single roll, 1,300 pounds; double roll, 1,400 pounds. 

PLANER. 

Planers are built in two sizes, to surface up to 16 inches and 
90 inches wide and from + inch to 6 inches thick, with or without 

countershaft, as ordered. No belting is furnished. Feed belts require 
13% feet of 14-inch belting. 

One pair planer knives, weight 745 pounds: Dp 
IGEN Meo, YAtA CoOmeonKeris lant _ $152 

AV mB GaMays: \yalilay COMA VeES Ne Re ee fe BEE eS ORME A G}S) 

Pony planer, weight 1,700 pounds: 

PDTC) ds jel te spe th ppars 08 ice sa Lyle Sain SE EA (iy 

LAND © [nist Ms lela ss TE Be chi ue pater be Obes abst! 5 URS CMe atlas he UAT 

Bianereangd matcher 2225 2052 i a ut Ki ARNO ai pon Seas ie 360 

Prices are subject to discount of 20 per cent, Romiencn. 

SAWDUST CONVEYORS. 

Sawdust conveyors are labor-saving devices that constitute a good 
investment. The standard 25-foot conveyors consist of the necessary 
sprocket wheels, bevel gears, sprocket and gear shafts, boxes, collars, 
50 feet of carrier chain with conveyor attachments, and 10 feet of 
drive chain. 

ERECClOM 20-tOOt COMVEVOLS as Gescripeds 22s ss euw) (eo  eeeee $35. 00 

TEETGS) FOCSTE TOON DSA SH AVS UO SF eR oo pe ae OU a $0. 45 

Longest run recommended____--_--_- > poe en Premeetas 60 

PMD RO SMG EB WLM aes ae eat AL se Oe Skye ye eS pounds__ 150 
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No. 4 machine, for boards from 8 to 24 feet, weight 3,110 pounds_________ 

Oo Ol oO 

- 

TWO-SAW TRIMMER. 

CUT-OFF SAW. 
‘ 

Timbers in main frame 34 by 34 inches. 

Timbers in table frame 2 by 4 inches. 

Mandrel (steel) 11s inches for saw with 14 inch hole. 

Mandrel pulley 4 by 4 inches. 

Size of saw, 20 inches. (Any size can be used from 18 to 24 inches.) 

Floor space 4 by 10 feet. 

Shipping weight, 480 pounds. Price f. 0. b. Chicago, $70. Iron parts 

only, no saw. Discount 22 per cent. 

LATH MILL AND BOLTER. 

Frame, 8 feet long, 37 inches wide, and 27 inches high. 

Lath, saw, 10 inches; bolter saws, 22 inches. 

Driving pulley on each mandrel, 8 by 8 inches. 

Speed of lath saws, 2,700; bolter, 1,400. 

Weight of combined machine, 1,050 pounds. ‘ 

Complete with 3 lath saws and bolting saw, $200. Discount 22 per cent, 

f. o. b. Chicago. 

GANG LATH MACHINE. 

SUVS apse eee eae ity ai ges 2 Seg a a AUT Pac Me te an $130 

Ee Iii he Re ES STMT acpeen GEN aE we ete CoS cas Sytem La ae 134 

S21 omen ns POR NO ge as Prep We nel PDS NL eal Pipl Ne i i ga 13 

SE WSs See Sr tees eae Loe ie ate Ss Te AE ces bE enya ete eee 142 

20 per cent discount f. 0. b. Chicago. : 

Frame, 37 inches long, 37 inches wide, and 27 inches high. 

Lath saws, 10 inches. . , 

Driving pulley on mandrel, 8 by 8 inches. 

Speed of saws, 2,700 r. p. m. 

Weight, 675 pounds, net: 

SHINGLE MACHINE, 

Cuts 16 to 18 inch shingles with 86-inch saw, $160; 20 per cent discount, 

f. o. b. Chicago. 

SHINGLE BUNCHER OR PACKER. 

Size of bunch, 20 inches wide, 30 inches long. 

Price, $10. Weight, SO pounds, 

Discount, 20 per cent f. 0. b. Chicago. 

ENGINES AND BOILERS. 

TYPES AND CAPACITIES. 

The usual specifications for a 15-horsepower engine and boiler 
suitable for a class A mill are— 

Size of cylinder, 8 by 10 inches. 

Revolutions per minute, 100. 
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Diameter of pulley, 44 inches. 

Face of pulley, 10 by 10% inches. 

Diameter of boiler, 32 inches. 

Length of furnace, 44 inches. 

Height of furnace, 33 inches. 

Width of furnace, 26 inches. 

Number of 3-inch tubes, 26. 

Length of tubes, 78 inches. 

Shipping weight, 7,800 pounds. 

The price is $776. The following are furnished as regular equip- 

ment: Oil cups, sight-feed lubricator, steam gauge, water gauge, 

whistle, gauge cocks, throttle, blow-off check, stop and safety valves, 
smoke stack, grates, governor, belt pulleys, pet cocks and wrenches, 
stack and guy wires, steam and exhaust connections and injectors. 

The center crank horizontal engine mounted on a water front open 
bottom locomotive boiler is suitable for class B mills. The engine is 
firmly bolted to brackets securely fastened to the shell of the boiler. 
Tt can also be detached and used separately. 

The fittings and fixtures comprise grates, water column, water 
gauge, gauge cocks, steam gauge, safety valve, check and stop valves, 
whistle blow-off valve, stock and guy rods, injector attached, fly- 
wheel pulley, oil cups, sight-feed lubricator, throttle valve and nip- 

‘ples, automatic governor and belt, pipe connection between boiler 
and engine, and exhaust pipe; pump and heater instead of injector 
and spark arrester extra. 

The usual specifications for a 25 or 30 horsepower engine attached 
to locomotive boiler, suitable for class B mills, are— 

25 horse- 30 horse- 
power. power. 

STAR Off CYANO 2 5 ABS acy ses eae ee em Rote As ioral aap inches..| 10 by 12 10 by 12 
EERO LULHONSHOCTAUMMULC ae hela ce bce hcas o Miele ben ictie eae Ae eee eee be beeen 160° 190 
AME LeMAOfMO Meares esac ek kU bey ee ya) A eS oka S ....-inches..| 24 and 52 24 and 52 
Face of pulleys.-.-...- St TAY i Coe RR ern er tee ate marr aes TANS MS hae aa do....| 12and 124 | 12 and 124 

BD AIMNS LETRO I DOMLOT Nea in ss he oT Oe Ta Del het ws a apne ee eae do.... 36 36 
BPOCIUA My OMMMITMMACE eee he ose Be none kus alten BA SNS SSeyn noo do..-- 52 52 
SHCHOUTONUIMACEHe Nees Ceol eee eo OL eet eee SADDAM do.... 38 40 
File @URAEEATOIDS ssl ce Ne a Mm a SEE OF TRIE CS dos=e= 30 30 

RESUME TONS-INCMitWIseSaee. ce. Sk te Sk A ees 34 34 
“LBS ON RGIBCEY Scogoseeedgouaseecaosno seeps es aeseu sede escecdoasccucuue inches. . 96 120 
ANTE LOTORSIMOKES TACK =e a us oa Mae eee ea 3 do... 16 16 
LEIDEN Oi SOOKE INGE S e564 Tee eeE es oer eee eM R EE auE ee SAS coos saeceEaneS feet. 25 25 
SIERO SLO ATMS IDO Messe 53.0 eat oe wenn a dem See cemee aeons see inches. . 25 25 
SUED Die OSTOETOI TOUTS dhe ee ee a NMR SOAS OS 1S ae do.... 3 3 
PB NIME ETHOS Koes a tee cote os eiase Sens Wes ot coh UN a eel a AE doze. 32 3 

The water-front, open-bottom boiler has proved to be one of the 

best types. With the open bottom there is no dead water space below 
the grate surface, such as exists in the water-bottom boilers, to fill 
with mud and sediment. The open bottom permits the free discharge 
and easy removal of ashes, thus providing free draft, an important 
consideration in the case of the poorer grades of fuel such as are 

63262°—18—Bull. 718 ——3 
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used in mountain mills. The fittings and fixtures comprise grates, 
water column attached with gauge cocks, water gauge, steam gauge, 
safety valve, check valve, stop cock, whistle, blow-off valve, stack and 
guy rods (four times the length of the stack); injector and spark 
arrester extra. 

The usual specifications for a 25 or 30 horsepower boiler are— 

25 horse- | 30 horse- 
power. power. 

Diameter ot bollersse seach: 22h See ss De een a incbes_- 136 36 
Leng thyof fireynoxes ss se 220m 5 ain ie GF LE a ee dors 52 52 
ELI HG OPTS PONE Me Se. et serge ty cee Nee et dors 38 40 
Wid th of freiboxefa5 Se. er). Mee ere) ie Peake ee ee dose.s 30 30 Number of 3-inch’tilbes je 522s ae  ecee eelcr 34 34 
henge thioftubes: tig gs ins Os seas 2 ere of See bey inches... 96 120 
Thickness of shell.........- Boe See ee ee ee ew sen doce: 4 4 
‘Thickness of iurnsce platess-w255-3 UA sec ee ae Fico ee dole: oy a4 Thickness of tube sheets and heads...................- Bote ae cane eae donne: 3 
Sizejof domox-seet do. oleh eee Gee | acy eet gun ere ee ee do....| 20 by 24 20 by 24 
Diameter of stack dozaes 16 16 
Length of stack........-. feet. 25 25 Number ofsteclan stack pas posse nanos ia 1 eee eee ee 16 16 Weight of bare boiler, on skids pounds... 5,300 5, 800 
Weight, with fixtures attached Goeses 6, 300 6, 900 

The following is a list of the component parts of a 25 and 35 
horsepower center-crank horizontal engine and the approximate cost 
of replacing each part: 

] 

25 horse- | 35 horse- 
power. power. 

Sizeoreylinderth a4 ee Pe ets aires a elec ae be Rah inches..| 10 by 12 10 by 13 Bediiramessearncre seen cease ore SRR rete Scsate en, oe he ne ee feria isu a $114.00 $114.00 
Connecting rodicomplete so 20) es Be en ee eae ee 58.20 64. 40 
Crank shaft; complete o2e28 oilseed as Bel eau rence eee 96.00 116. 00 
Crank: pin, Drass soce sits. 5 2 yc eee hee kc Uta e a re eoeaner aaa 13.00 14.00 Crosshead-pin wrasse = /sec6 yes aie tei. PHC TOES 6) aS a ie a 7. 50, 7.50 Crosshead;, completet. Sr -k0, cc. cue. 88k ko eer Oe ea at eee aaa 26.52 26. 52 Cylinder heads plaints. tae Mes ce he il le a ae Oe ee 13.20 15. 60 Cylinder head, with gland ...____ 2S 28 SUR ee eee ae Oe ne 19.80 24.00 Cylinder; completel is: 4.0 ry oc. 7s vs ais Sere 0 nam 69. 60 78. 00 
Hiecentric rom Sie AEN. ois SEMA Re Rade tae aie eek oo ce en an a ana 5.40 6.12 Hiecentric rod headip kyot2 eh ieee llc ee Ei 2 a ee ee ae 7.68 7.68 Mecentricand Straps. see APy gs 3125 eno su ar 5 yess Ake ee 12.00 13. 68 ity wheels. (2 SiS oe 2 Fake Ra asses 3 acer nett os aa oe a 46.80. 46. 80 
Goyernor pulley soo. 2 Ae aen aaah cata endanger 6.12 6. €0 
Piston ring jeachees. 4S Nie Maal eek hos aka ahs 2.40 2.70 
Riston)ring with rod fitted AMyssa) 594 es hee we og 15.72 18.24 
Piston-rodiglama@!! 32: Ju¥et cba ee Oe RS en: eee 3.48 3.48 

OVio wine dein ft Oe'dn aeralnie amet asta ae awa as Pee, 2 ot eR Rien See aie 13.90 13.90 
Steani-ChesticOner. 7s sect sakes ee Se ae S235 OS ple ae 8.34 8.34 
MLV G Sie. SW we BOI LOT cal Re Sie aps a La Soe eee cee 3.72 3.84 
Valvestomb to) 0, 222. 22 Fp mO seth RS Woh” 0 ain Stier ee Goes a nn 6.54 6.72 
Walve-stemipland )5 22: So aed a Sd Ade RIT st eles Sa Seae rane ar Peed). 4.86 4.86 
Walve-stem#bar: 2%. eel. Uk S Dahl ede eta Gli cae: Sa 7.26 7.26 

CARE OF BOILER. 

The first duty of an engineer when he enters his boiler room in 
the morning is to ascertain how many gauges of water there are in 
the boiler. Never unbank or replenish the fires until this is done. 
If the water is low, cover the fires with ashes or fresh coal and close 
the drafts and ash-pit doors. Do not turn on the feed or tamper 
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with or open the safety valve. Let the steam outlets remain as they 
are. In really dangerous cases draw the fires. 

In cases of foaming, close the throttle and keep it closed long 
enough to show the true level of the water. If the level is suffi- 
ciently high, feeding and blowing will suffice to correct the evil. 
In cases of violent foaming caused by dirty water or a change from 
salt to fresh water, or vice versa, check the drafts and bank the 
fires in addition. If leaks start in the boiler, repair them at once. 

To blow off, clean the furnace and bridge of all ashes and débris. 
Allow the fire box or brickwork, as the case may be, to cool down 
for an hour or two before opening the blow-off. The pressure should 
not exceed 20 pounds when a boiler is blown out. Blow out at least 
once or twice in two weeks. In case the feed becomes muddy, blow 
out some every day. When surface blow cocks are used they should 
often be opened for a few minutes at a time. After blowing down, 
allow the boilers to become cool before filling up again. Cold water 
should never be pumped into a hot boiler; it will cause sudden con- 
traction in the plate. In tubular boilers the handholes should often 
be opened and all dirt and sediment removed. When boilers are fed 
in front and blown off through the same pipe the mud and sediment 
in the rear end should be cleaned out. Raise the safety valves cau- 
tiously and frequently; otherwise they are likely to become fast in 
their seats and useless. 

Should the gauge at any time indicate the limit of pressure allowed, 
see that the safety valves are blowing off. Keep the gauge. cocks 
clear and in constant use. Glass gauges are not reliable. In pre- 
paring to get up steam after the boiler has been open or out of serv- 
ice, great care should be taken in making the manhole and handhole 
joints. The safety valve should then be blocked open, and the neces- 
sary supply of water run or pumped into the boilers. In tubular 
and locomotive boilers this should be until the water shows at second 
gauge; in vertical tubulars a higher level is advisable as a protec- 
tion to the top end of the tubes. After this is done fuel may be 

placed on the grate, dampers opened, and fires started. If the 
chimney or stack is cold and does not draw properly, burn some oily 
waste or light chips at the base. When steam issues from the safety 
valve, lower the valve carefully to its seat, and note pressure and 
behavior of steam gauge. Under all circumstances keep the gauges, 
cocks, etc., clean and in good order and things generally in and about 
the engine and boiler in a neat condition. When a blister appears on 
the boiler there must be no delay in having it carefully examined 
and trimmed or patched. Particular care should be taken to keep the 
sheets and parts of the boiler exposed to the fire perfectly clean, and 
all tubes, flues, and connections well swept. This is particularly 
necessary where wood is used for fuel. z . 
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The extent of the heating surface of a boiler depends on the length 
and diameter of the shell and the number and size of the flues. It 

is customary in calculating the heating surface of the shell to con- 
sider that two-thirds of it and the entire surface of the flues is ex- 

posed to the action of the heat. 

STEAM BOILER WATER. 

A steam boiler needs good water as much as it needs good fuel. All 
water used in boilers contains more or less impurities and acid. Im- 
purities which cause trouble include soluble salts of calcium and mag- 
nesium, bicarbonates of alkaline earths, and sulphate of lime. Water 
containing more than 0.005 per cent of free sulphuric or’ nitric acid 
is likely to cause serious corrosion, and more than one-tenth of 1 per 
cent of acid will cause scale. Hard water invariably forms scale, and 
comparatively soft water may also do so if the boiler is used too long 
without being emptied. Foaming is caused chiefly by an excess of 
alkaline salts, which causes the water to form suds as if soap had 
been placed in it. 

Scale not only decreases the efficiency of the boiler but also causes 
deterioration; for, when it is sufficiently thick the conducting power 
of the boiler is reduced, and the tubes and plates become overheated 
and crack or burst. Again, the scale may keep the water from sec- 
tions of the heated plates for some time, and then give way, causing 
large volumes of steam to be suddenly generated, possibly resulting 
in an explosion. It has been demonstrated that 4 of an inch of scale 
in boilers causes a loss in heat transmission of from 10 to 12 per 
cent, and this loss of heat increases with the thickness of the scale. 
A porous scale retards the heat transmission more than a solid scale. 
It sometimes happens that different kinds of scale may be found in 
the same boiler, owing to the different temperatures of the sheet in 
different parts and to the circulation of the water. The scale on the 
tubes is also different from that on the sheets, owing to the same 
causes. 

Methods for the purification of feed water consist of the use of 
feed-water heaters, scum catchers, and blow-off valves, or chemicals 
placed in the boiler or in the water before it reaches the boiler. Puri- 
fying chemicals placed in the boiler are soda ash, caustic soda, phos- 
phate of soda, tannin compounds, fluoride of soda, and aluminate of 
soda. Asa rule, the expense of purifying feed water with chemicals 
makes it prohibitive for small mills. The use of feed-water heaters, 
scum catchers, and blow-off valves, however, is strongly recommended. 

To prevent the adherence of scale to the boiler shell, many sub- 
stances have been used, such as potatoes, kerosene, and other remedies, 
organic and mineral. Of the boiler compounds found on the market 
none have given more general satisfaction than those which have soda 
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and some form of tannic acid as their base. Tannic acid has a shght 
action on the iron of the boiler and is reasonably efficient in prevent- 
ing scale from sticking. 

To prevent scale, or at léast to diminish the injury it does to 
boilers, the feed water should be heated by live steam under boiler 
pressure in a separate vessel before going to the boiler. By allowing 
the water to settle for some time, sediment, mud, and dirt will be got 
rid of. Oil from the’engine cylinder is particularly injurious to 
boilers, and, when noticed in the condensed steam, should be carefully 

. removed, 
STEAM PUMPS. 

If water can not be obtained under sufficient pressure to cause it to 
flow into the intake by gravity, some sort of pump is necessary. 
Usually the pump runs by steam. If the pump runs badly, make sure 
the water valves and water pipes are all right before examining the 
steam end. When the pump is not in use in cold weather open all 
the cocks and drain plugs to prevent freezing. Always see that the 
pump has a full and steady supply of water to work on. Do not take 
the pump apart to see what is inside as long as it does its work well. 
Set a pump on a level solid foundation so as to avoid undue strain on 
the pipes and resulting leaky joints.. Long pipes should be larger 
than short ones, to allow for increased friction. All pipes should 
be as short and straight as possible. A foot valve and strainer 
should be attached to the suction pipe. 

Use few elbows, tees, and valves, substituting full round bends for 
elbows, and wyes for tees; sharp bends greatly increase the friction. 
Care must be taken to guard against leaks in the suction pipe, as a 
very small leak will supply the pump with air to its full capacity, and 
little or no water will be obtained. A suction air chamber made of 
a short nipple, a T, a piece of pipe smaller in diameter than the 
suction pipe and from 2 to 3 feet long, and a cap, screwed upright 
into the suction pipe close to the pump. are always useful, and when 
the suction pipe is long, in high lifts, or when the pump is running 
at high speed, it is a positive necessity. Its use insures a steady 
and uniform flow of water through this suction pipe and prevents 
“ pounding ” or “ water hammering.” 

Use good cylinder oil, and oil the steam end just before stopping 
the pump. Keep the stuffing boxes full of good packing, well oiled, 
and just tight enough to. prevent leakage without excessive friction. 

WATER POWER. 

As a general thing, water power is not practicable for a portable 
mill. -It may be found in one location, but not in the next. It is 
cheaper than steam, but the source of power is neither uniform nor 
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continuous; it is not as capable of control as is steam, and in most 
cases it gives low speed and low capacity. Decriptions of various 
types of water wheels will be found in the Appendix. 

BELTING. 

Belts transmit power from the engine to the saw. The heavier the 
belt the more power it transmits. Belt tighteners are required when 
a belt itself is not heavy or long enough to cause sufficient sag. The 
sag should always be on top, in order to increase the are of contact 
with the pulley. Belts are made either of leather, rubber, or . 
fabric. Leather belts are sold either single or double. The trans- 
mitting power of a single belt is only 70 per cent of that of a double 
belt. Rubber belts stand moisture better than leather and are cut 
from 4 to 4 inch shorter per foot than the circuit on which they run. 
They are run with the seam side out, while leather belts are run with 
the grain side in. Rubber belting is sold as 2, 4, 6, and 8 ply, the 
4 ply being equal to single leather belting, the 6 ply to hght double 
leather belting, and the 8 ply to heavy double leather belting. Small 
mills are usually equipped with either fabric or rubber belting. 
When ordering belting of any kind it is necessary to. specify 

(1) diameter of driving pulley, (2) its revolutions per minute, 
(3) diameter of driven pulley, (4) distance of pulley centers, 
(5) horsepower to be transmitted, and (6) width of pulley face. 
Leather belting is spiked or joined either by studs or by belt 

cement. Next best to the cemented joint in a leather belt is that 
made with a rawhide or other lace. But this joint in a leather or any 
kind of belt must be made properly. Large lacing holes and a big 
bunch of lace may be almost as harmful and cause as much “jump” 
in the belt as a double row of studs. Where leather belting is ex- 
posed to moisture and waterproof cement is not accessible, lacing 
may be resorted to; but, as a general rule, all leather belts should be 
cemented. 

In lacing a fabric belt never use a hollow punch, because it cuts 
the stitches and weakens the belt. Use a pointed awl. Cut the ends 
of the belt perfectly true with a try-square and punch or bore two 
rows of holes in each end. The holes in the second row should be 
punched directly back of the holes in the front row. The holes in both 
ends of the belt should also be directly opposite.. No hole should be 
less than one-half inch from either edge or end of the belt. The holes 
should be spaced three-fourths inch from center to center. When 
an odd number of holes are to be laced, begin with the center hole; 
and when an even number, start with either of the two center holes. 
The straight stitch and hinge are the two forms of lacing in most 
general use. Other methods of splicing fabric and rubber belting 
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‘are also used in emergencies. Special endless belts with a diagonal 
3 are supplied by some manufacturers. 

_ A belt should be capable of transmitting from 5 to 25 per cent more 
“power than is actually needed, the excess capacity being governed 
by the type of drive, the snp excess for heavy main drives, and the 
greatest for neal belts. Never use belts the full width of the 
pulley face, as a shght lack of alingment may cause part of the belt 
to run beyond the edge of the pulley and perhaps against a shifting 
finger or pulley flange. This is sure to result in loss of power and 
perhaps in a badly damaged belt. On the other hand, a belt too 
‘narrow necessitates high tension to transmit the required power, thus 
‘causing excessive journal friction and the early destruction of the 
belt. 

Generally speaking, single belts, if heavy enough to carry the load, 
aa be used on small pulleys. i single belt should never be idle 
‘than 14 times the diameter of the smallest pulley. Where small 
diameter pulleys and the load would require an unusually wide single 
belt, it is advisable to substitute narrower pulleys and a narrow 
‘double belt. Thin wide belts give the best service; working verti- 
‘cally, a thick narrow vertical belt will not grip the pulley well. 
Double belts of medium or heavy weight should never be used on 
pulleys less than 12 inches in diameter, or, even better, on pulleys 
less than 20 inches in diameter. 

Belts too heavy for the load weave back and forth on the pulleys. 
‘This is best illustrated by a belt working under intermittent loads, 
which runs straight while carrying the maximum or proper load 
but shows a tendency to weave when the load is reduced. ; 
The tightness with which belts are adjusted to the pulleys is of 

prime importance. If they are put on too tightly, there is a large 
unnecessary loss of power from excessive friction at the bearings, to 
say nothing of the overstrain and injury to the belt itself. If, on the 
other hand, the belt is too loose, it is likely to flop around and jump 
from the pulleys, particularly when a load is suddenly thrown on 
or off. The slacker a belt can be run up to a certain point while 
doing its work satisfactorily, the greater the economy. In installing 
belting and taking it up, it should be remembered that certain kinds 
of belting are affected by weather conditions, lengthening and 
shortening according to the amount of moisture in the air. Instances 
have been known where the babbitt was melted out of the boxes and 

k even shafting pulled out of alignment as a result of belting being put 
on too tight. 

Be sure to note carefully whether your shafting is properly in 
line. More belting is ruined by improperly lined shafting and pul- 
leys than in any other way. The belts under this condition are 
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either kept on the pulleys by guides or rub against hangers and tear 
or stretch on one edge. Belts so stretched will not run straight and 
may slip the pulleys at any time. Remember that because your shaft- 
ing was once in line it does not follow that it will stay so indefinitely. 
It is a very simple matter to connect two pulleys by a band in such a 
way that when one pulley is turned the other will go round. It is 
not at all a simple matter properly to proportion a drive and select 
the size and quality of belting which will transmit power most effec- 
tively and economically. 

Shafts should not be located too close together. There should 
be distance enough between them to allow the belt to recover some- 
what from the strain applied on the tight or working side. This 
distance depends entirely upon the size of the belt and pulleys, but 
should be sufficient to allow some slight sag to the slack side of the 
belt. Neither should the shafts be too far apart, for in such cases 
the weight of the belts draws heavily on the shafting and increases 
the friction load in the bearings, at the same time causing the belt 
to swing from side to side and sometimes to run off the pulleys. 
This constant swing is sometimes the cause of crooked spots in the 
belt, which wear out rapidly. 

It is the best and most economical practice to use pulleys of large 
diameters, thus obtaining a high belt speed, which means a saving 
both in the transmission of power and in the wear and tear on the 
equipment. The speed of the belt being the same, pulleys of large 
diameters effect a slightly greater transmission of power than do 
those of small diameter. The speed of the shafts being the same, 
the advantage in favor of large pulleys over small ones is in pro- 
portion to their diameters. Wooden or leather-covered pulleys have 
a greater transmitting power than iron. Cold-rolled shafting is 
said to have 30 per cent greater strength than hot rolled. The usual 
diameters for shafting are from 14 to 34 inches. The proper speed 
is from 300 to 400 revolutions per minute, and its transmitting power 

3 £ 

is given as LT P. PD is diameter of shafting in inches, & 

revolutions per minute. 
Shafts that are to be connected with each opiten by belts should be 

far enough apart to allow a gentle sag to the belt when in motion. 
When narrow belts are to be run over small pulleys, 15 feet is a good 
average, the belt having a sag of from 14 to 2 inches. For larger belts 
working on larger pulleys the distance should be from 20 to 25 feet, 
with a sag of from 24 to 4 inches. For main belts working on very 
large pulleys the distance should be from 25 to 30 feet, with a sag 

of 4 or 5 inches. If the distance between pullies is too great the belt 
will have an unsteady flapping motion which will tend to destroy 

bs aa 
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both belt and machinery. Regardless of the width of belt or diam- 
_ eter of pulley, the adhesion of the belt to the pulley is the same in 

‘ all cases, provided the arc of contact and aggregate tension or weight 
_. are the same. Thus, other things being equal, a belt will slip just 

as readily on a pulley 4 feet in diameter as it will on a pulley 2 feet 
~ in diameter. To obtain the greatest amount of power from belts the 

pulleys must be covered with leather. This will allow the belts to run 
slack and will increase their durability by 25 per cent. 

CIRCULAR SAWS. 

KINDS AND COSTS. 

Cireular saws are either of the solid-tooth or inserted-tooth type. 
The advantages of inserted-tooth saws over solid-tcoth saws are: The 

_ bits are cheap and can be readily set in position with the special 
wrench; less experience is required in dressing the saw; there is less 

filing and gumming; there are fewer saw repairs, which is important 
in a backwoods locality; and the diameter of the saw remains un- 
changed during its use. The disadvantages are: The saw kerf is 
heavy; the teeth are larger and fewer than in a solid-tooth saw; 
feed is comparatively slow; and the cost is higher. _ 

For big logs and high speed a double circular saw must be used. 
The two saws are hung to revolve in opposite directions, so that the 
sawdust from the top saw will not be thrown into the lower one. 
The advantages of a top saw (double mill) are: It will saw bigger 
logs than a single mill; it will make a truer cut and saw lumber 
more evenly; it takes faster feed, saws more lumber, and entails less 
expense for saws and less repairs. The top saw may remain inactive 
when small logs are being cut, to avoid using up power. Inserted 
teeth are not used in a top-saw rig. 

The approximate prices of solid-tooth and inserted-tooth saws 
f. o. b. Seattle, in 1916, were: 

Approximate price of solid-tooth and inserted-tooth saws. 

Solid Inserted 0 Solid | Inserted 
Size. tooth. tooth. Size. tooth. | tooth. 

AV STTEGL ON = oy nega te ee oe $23 S442 POL Chylas = 22S ese neha eis os ek 8 $52 $81 
BP -INCHe ee ae nt eh 26 BOM SAI Gliese ttc ote we tke ov ey 58 91 
GTEC ee ees Eee eae 30 Sera ih Goa ol Wes oe ee leet ee a 66 99 
A Gad Che yaya ea ad le PEL 36 DL RO Sel Cha eaeey oie eee hs Soe 74 110 
AR ETTIVGIVS Joss ees alee eee 41 G2 a RG OEIC eee he ee ae Ee 83 121 
PIUEINCH eee er. th Ao e ese | | 47 HOS G2 1m Chime sses kr seg beth ee 94 134 

The amount of horsepower required for a circular saw is equal to 
approximately one-third of the saw’s diameter in inches. In large 
mills each horsepower is supposed to manufacture 1,000 feet of lum- 

ber per day; in small mills only one-half that amount. 

(63262°—18—Bull. 718-4. 
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In ordering a circular saw be careful. to give the following speci- 

fications in detail: 

. Diameter of the saw in inches. 

. Right or left hand mill. 

. Gauge of saw at center and at rim, 

. Number of teeth in saw. 

. Style or pattern of tooth, solid or inserted. 

. Diameter of mandrel hole, diameter of pinhole and distance, center tu 

center cf pinholes. 

7. Number of revolutions of saw per minute, while in cut. 

8. Greatest feed in inches per revolution and kind of feed. 

9. Species of timber to be sawed. 

10. Spring or swage set. 

11. Horsepower available and size of belt pulley. 

12. Engine speed and size of mauidrel pulley. 

aun r ON 

SIZE, 

The size of the saw should be governed by the size of the logs to 

be cut, regardless of the amount of power used. The diameter of the 

saw should be approximately one and a half times the diameter of 

the largest log to be cut. For instance, a 36-inch log needs a 54-inch 

saw, a 40-inch log a 60-inch saw. The width of the widest board 

which a single circular saw can cut equals the radius of the saw 

minus 3 inches; that is, a 60-inch circular saw can cut a board or 
plank 27 inches wide. ‘ 

HANGING A SAW. 

Set the saw plumb and true. Set the saw guide and adjust the 
guide pins clear of the teeth and just touching the plate. This 
should be done while the saw is in motion, care being taken that the 
pins do not push the saw to one side or rub hard enough to cause 
friction. After screwing the saw up between the collars examine 
the front or log side of the saw to make sure that it is flat. Never 
attempt to run a saw that is dishing on the log side, as it will be 
sure to draw toward the log and be ruined. It does not follow that 
because one saw works well that another will do so on the same 
mandrel, or that two saws will hang alike on the same mandrel. 

It is absolutely necessary that the saw mandrel should be perfectly 
level, so that the.saw will hang exactly plumb. If it is found to be 
rounding on the log side, cut a ring of paper about half an inch 
wide the size of the collar on the outside, oil it, and stick it on the 
face of the tight collar around the outer cage. Then cut another: 
ring of paper the same width, making the hole the same size as the 
hole in the saw, put this small ring between the loose collar and the: 
saw, and screw up the collar. If the two rings are not enough, put 
in more until the saw stands straight and true. If the saw hangs: 
dishing on the log side, reverse the rings of paper; that is, put the. 
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small rings between the saw and the fast collar and the large ring 
against the loose collar. If the saw heats in the center when the 
mandrel runs cool in the boxes, cool it off and give it a little more 
lead into the log. If the saw heats in the rim and not in the center, 
cool it off and give it a little more lead out of the log. Circular 

_ saws, revolving as they do at high speed, have a tendency to stretch 
on the rim, which causes them to cut out of line, dodge knots, run 
snaky, and become hot in the rim. 

HAMMERING A SAW—BLOCKING. 

To overcome rim expansion, saws are loosened in the body by ham- 
mering. This operation is called “blocking,” and the effect on the 
saw is called tension. If after long use or through accident a saw 
will not run true and requires hammering, great care should be exer- 
cised in bringing it back to proper adjustment. Hammering should 
hardly ever be done by anyone except an expert. However, if con- 
siderable care is exercised, a person who is a fair mechanic should 
attain good results by practice and observation. 

After taking the saw from the mandrel, stand it upright on the 
floor and examine it carefully on both sides with a straight edge for 
any inequalities such as lumps. Mark these lumps with chalk on 
the full or convex side, then place the saw on a block of wood and 
hammer lightly on the high side. Don’t hammer the saw on an 
anvil, for that will change its tension. 

If struck too heavily, the plate will be dented or the lumps knocked 
through to the other side. When the lumps are knocked too far it 
is practically impossible to get them back or to restore the equality 
of the plate. Lumps are sometimes round, but are usually oblong. 
To remove round lumps, use a round-faced hammer, which leaves an 
‘impression one-half inch in diameter. To remove oblong lumps, use 
a cross-faced hammer. The blows should follow the direction of 

the lump. Never use an ordinary carpenter’s hammer; it will ruin 
the plate. Do not be content with putting the straight edge on once 
or twice and hammering a little. After a few blocks, apply the 
straight edge again, and continue alternatively applying the straight 
edge and lightly hammering until all inequalities are removed 

The saw should then be placed on an anvil (not a wooden block) 
and examined for tension. Jaise one side so that the center of the 
saw just clears the anvil while the opposite side rests on the bench 

or wooden board, which should be 1 inch below the surface of the 
anvil. The body of the saw should be loose enough to drop away 
from a straight edge placed across the log side evenly from rim to 
rim. If a 36-inch straight edge is used on a 48-inch saw, you should 
be able to see light between the straight edge and the center. Always 
try the long side for this drop. If you find there is not sufficient 
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tension, the plate must be hammered lightly all over on both sides 
to within 6 or 8 inches of the center and to within 2 inches of the 
bottom of the sockets. The hammering must be distributed evenly 
with a round-faced hammer. When adjusting the tension, leave the 
shanks in the plate. i 
When hammering a saw it is necessary to know the speed at which 

it is to run. No saw will run properly unless hammered for the 
correct speed. A saw when running must be perfectly flat on the 
log side, although some sawyers prefer to have the edge lean slightly 

‘ towards the log when the saw is standing still. This means that it is 
dished a very little on the log side. If, however, any such dish is 
allowed, it would, of course, be so slight that it could not be distin- 

guished by the naked eye and could hardly be found with a straight 
edge. 

A saw often becomes full on the log side. By this is meant that 
the rim has been forced away from the log so as to cause the dish 
on the board side. If there are no uneven spots in the plate other 
than this dish, the saw can easily be brought back by lightly ham- 
mering on the log side. 

Always make sure before any hammering is done that the part 
of the saw which is to receive the blow is well bedded or flat on the 
anvil. In a perfect saw the apex or point of the V of the socket is 
central with the plate. If it is not central, the bit, when inserted, 
will lean to one side. ‘This causes the saw to lead into, or be forced 
away from the log, as the case may be, and besides dishing the saw, 
divides the strain on the bit and shank unevenly, causing them to 
break. 

SAW SPEED. 

There is a wide difference of opinion as to proper speed of saws... 
The manufacturers give the maximum speed at which their saws may 
be operated with safety on the basis of the highest power the saws 
are calculated to withstand. These speeds can not be used for portable 
mills because of insufficient power. They are given by saw makers 
to show what the saw will stand and not what it is supposed to ac- 
complish in practical work every day. While speed is power, it is 
easy to consume all the power in speed without doing any work. A 
48-inch saw run by a 10-horsepower engine should have a speed of 
300 revolutions per minute, or to give the best results, 350 revolutions 
per minute, and should have 24 teeth. The proper saw speed for 
portable mills running with 20 horsepower and under may be ob- 
tained by multiplying the horsepower by 360 and dividing the prod- 
uct by the circumference of the saw. 

For 20 horsepower the teeth should be 5 inches apart, which will 
give 30 teeth to a 48-inch saw. With larger power the teeth should 
be closer together until they reach the limit of 3 inches apart. As 
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the power be increased the speed of the saw is increased correspond- 
ingly. 

Saws for cutting hard wood or frozen timber are run at a higher 
speed than those cutting soft timber, but have more teeth. 

If a saw is run at a faster or slower rate than it is hammered for, 
it is sure to work improperly and give trouble. A saw hammered to 
run at 500 r. p. m., if run at 350 to 400 r. p. m. in the cut, will be loose 
in the center and tight around the rim. This will cause it to run 
snaky or crooked in the log, heat rapidly in the center, and consume 

a great deal of power. On the other hand, if a saw that is ham- 
mered for slow speed, say 300 or 400 r. p. m., is run at 500 r. p. m., 
it will stretch too much and be tight in the center and loose and 
wobbly in the rim. This will cause it to heat on the rim, “ flutter,” 
run crooked in the log, and consume power uselessly. Improper 
speed and giving the saw too much lead into the log are the causes of 
nearly all the trouble experienced with saws in portable mills. 

The following table, based on a saw 48 inches in diameter, may be 
of use in determining proper saw speed. 

Horsepower. 

Distance between teeth from point to point.-............- inches. . 7 7 6 
PREGIRIMSaWieeenne ae sot eset nee esse lel bewasesend number..}| 22 22 24 24 30 30 
S/OCRO ONSEN oe os cope See ee ae eee eee revolutions per minute..| 300 300] 300 300 | 400 450 

To find the proper speed of larger or smaller saws, multiply the 
speed given for a 48-inch saw by 48 and divide the product by the size 
of the saw selected. A larger saw should have a greater number of 
teeth and a smaller saw a lesser number, the distance apart remaining 
the same. In the case of a double mill, both saws should have the 
same rim speed. 

FILING, 

Solid-tooth saws.——Do not file all the teeth from the same side, 
especially if each alternate tooth is bent for the set. File the teeth 
that are bent from you on one side and leave them on a slight bevel, 
with the outer corners a little the longest, and then reverse the saw 
and treat the other side in the same manner. Never file any saw 
to sharp or acute angles at the throat or roots of the teeth, but on 
circular lines. Any saw is likely to crack from sharp corners. The 
filing of angles or square corners will cancel the warranty of the saw. 

Saw teeth wear narrow at the extreme points; consequently they 
must be kept spread (swedged) so that they will be widest at 
the very points. The teeth should be kept as near a uniform shape 
and distance apart as possible. The back or top of the tooth leads or 
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guides the saw in a measure, and should be filed square across. If 
a saw is frozen, always thaw it out before attempting to set the 
teeth. 

The greatest wear on the saw is on the under edges of the teeth. 
File nearly to an edge, but not quite, leaving a short bevel of one- 
thirty-second of an inch wide on the underside of the point. But 
in no instance file to a fine point or thin wire edge. Do nearly all the 
filing on the underside of the teeth and see that they are well spread 
(swedged) at the points. File square across and have them pro- 
ject alike on both sides of the saw. 

On crosscut saws, bevel the front of one tooth one way and the next 
tooth the opposite way. File rip saws square in front; use a light 
hammer in swedging, from three-fourths to 1 pound, holding the 
swedge so that the teeth will spread at the points. Swedge out wide 
and then dress down to the required width. Most cases of saws 
“crumbling” are caused by the use of too delicate a swedge. In 
such cases the corners of the tooth are not strong enough to stand 
the cutting strain. 

Be sure to have a side file for jointing the teeth and keeping all 
the points the same length on each side of the saw. 

The cost of changing solid-tooth saws into inserted-tooth saws is 
usually $1.50 per tooth plus one-half the list price of a solid-tooth 
saw of the same:size. 

Inserted teeth—It is not economical to spend much time filing 3 in- 
serted teeth, because new points are cheap and are quickly inserted. 
It should never be necessary to swedge the bits. Light filing on the 
underside is the only thing required to keep them sharp, because the 
cutting point tapers g or adnate and allows plenty. of clearance, even 
though the point is worn almost entirely away. Swedging 1 is likely 
to injure the shoulders and sockets, unless great care is taken in the 
operation. Use a light 1-pound swseraion and hold the swedge so that 
the teeth will be spread at the point. Have a cup of oil, together 
with the teeth, placed conveniently near you at the back of the saw. 
Take the wrench and place the pins in the holes in the shank, turning 
the latter so that the hook projects sufficiently to receive the bit. 
Pick up a tooth with the other hand and dip the grooved segment 
into the oil, then place it in position and hold it firmly and evenly 
with the sides of the blade, and at the same time press the wrench 
downward until the shank fits into its place. The inserted teeth 
are exact in width and the spread uniformly good. If extra nice 
work is desired, try a gauge on the side of each tooth. If any are 
found to project a trifle too far, reduce them with a side file, being 
careful to preserve the same relief of the corner. No flat surface 
should be allowed on the side of the teeth, which must be relieved 
from the very point. 
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A properly adjusted set of inserted teeth should be used until worn 
out. Sharpen them as often as necessary by filing on their underside 
with an inserted tooth file, i. e., a mill file with one round edge. After 
being sharpened several times they should be relieved on the sides. 
Should a shank become straight or compressed, because of the saw 
being run on iron, so that it will not hold the bit firmly, lay it on 
the anvil and strike it with a hammer on the inner edge until it 1s 
expanded sufficiently to hold the bit. Do not try the experiment of 
bending each alternate tooth for the set. If there is any difficulty in 
removing an old bit for the purpose of inserting a new one, never 
hammer the wrench or the bit, but place a blunt cold chisel on the 
heel of the shank, taking care it does not touch the saw plate, and 
tap lightly with a hammer. This will start the bit and shank and 
enable you to remove them easily with the wrench. It is important 
that all the bits should be of equal length. In order to insure this, 
get a small segment or section of an old plate that can be easily held 
in a vise, and insert the bit that needs sharpening or swedging. 

For winter sawing use a sharp bevel bit with a narrower cutting 
point than that used in summer. Saws over 48 inches in diameter, 
when made thinner than 10 gauge, 7% scant, are not guaranteed. 

KEEP YOUR SAWS IN GOOD CONDITION. 

If through constant wear a saw becomes weak and limber, the 
sockets become out of round, and the teeth show a tendency to break 
or fall out, discard it at once, or send it back to the factory to be fixed 
up. Saws which have passed through a fire can be repaired if any 
life is left in the plate, but, of course, can not be made as good as new. 

Shoulders of inserted-tooth saws that are broken off by running 
against iron or stone can be welded on again, provided they are not 
broken off too deep in the plate. If they are broken too deep 
to weld, the saw can sometimes be renewed by inserting a piece 
of steel and boring a new socket. The tendency to discard saws or 
“serap” them is very general in all mills, big and little, though in 
many instances, particularly in small mills, the fault lies with the 
sawyer and not with the saw. A little more attention to the proper 
care of saws would remedy this evil. If an operator leaves his ma- 
chinery unhoused, as many operators do, he creates a condition which 
no amount of instruction can remedy. 

LOG DECK. 

Every mill should have a good soiid log deck or skidway capable of 
holding from 100: to 200 logs, and built with enough pitch to permit 
the logs to roll down to the carriage by gravity. Logs should be 
piled in the yard in such a way that they can be moved to the log deck 
with the least possible expense and labor. This the small operator 
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commonly fails to do. As often as not the logs are banked in a mud 
hole. Sometimes 300 or 400 logs are left scattered all about the 
yard, so that a man and team are kept busy in getting them to the 
log carriage. When no team is available, the logs are often rolled 
by hand over slabs, rocks, and bark. The mill is stopped and all 
hands are called on to help. 

This is surely an unnecessary waste of time and energy. Logs 
should never be dumped in a place from which it will cost at least 
half as much more to get them to the lcg deck as it did to load and 
haul them to the yard. Instead they should be piled on flat skidways 
in the yard, with ends touching the log road. The hauling team 
should then be able to keep the saw supplhed directly from the 
woods or from the logs in stock. If the main log deck is kept full 
all the time the mill is running, there is little chance that logs will 
litter the yard. 

NARROW-GAUGE LUMBER LORRY TRACK. 

A narrow-gauge lorry track is almost indispensable to a small mill. © 
The track should be at least 700 feet in length and so constructed 
that one man can shove a loaded lorry or car over it. The lumber 
piles should be built on either side of the track, to enable the lorry 
man to unioad the lumber in front of the pile which its grade 
calls for. Slabs can be moved by the same means. A switch and 
double track just outside the mill will enable the off-bearer to load 
an empty car while the lorry man is unloading another in the yard 
and piling some of the lumber. Lorry trucks have a 264-inch gauge 
and 23-inch tread. The axles are of steel and can be used in wood 
frames without boxes. The size of the wheels varies from 8 to 16 
inches, the weight from 110 to 262 pounds. 
From a labor-saving standpoint the lorry track is one of the most 

important adjuncts to a portable mill outfit. It revolutionizes com- 
pletely the old manner of handling lumber and does away with the 
unseemly clutter of slabs, lumber, and other débris around and in the 
mill, 
Wher water is available a log pond and jack slip are also very 

desirable. 
SETTING UP A PORTABLE MILL. 

For foundation timbers place two pieces 10 by 10 inches by 14 feet 
long on either side of the saw pit (which is supposed to be 3 or 4 feet 
deep and underneath the husk frame) well bedded in the ground and 
extending out under the track stringers, taking care to have the one 
that is under the front end of the husk (where the sawyer stands) 
placed back far enough to clear the large gear wheel and so that the 
swinging stirrup will not strike it. One piece 6 by 6 inches by 8 
feet, is saddled into the two big pieces spanning the saw pit and 
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underneath the far rail of the track. Never make the mistake of 
placing the large gear wheel between the pinion and the saw; it 

should be outside of the pinion. First set the husk frame and 
secure it to the bed timbers just where you want it. Then put the 
large gear wheel, with its shaft which carries the rack pin on into its 
proper bearings, in the central section of track timbers just where it 
is to work. Then lay this section of track timbers in position on the 
bed timbers beside the husk frame and push it forward until the 
large gear comes into proper mesh with the feed pinion on the end 
of the sliding friction shaft. The inside stringer next to the husk 
frame has the flat track attached to it, and is higher than the outside 
stringer, to provide for the difference in height of the flat and V track. 
The V track is placed on the outside stringer. When track string- 
ers are not shipped with the mill, care should be taken to have the 
inside stringer higher, in order to bring the top of both tracks on a 
level. Stringers may be made of any size timber, but where the rack 
pinion shaft passes through the inside stringer the thickness must not 
be over 34 inches, otherwise the track pinion can not be lined with 
the rack on the front side of the carriage. (When the mill is a large 
one, No. 4 or over, this does not apply.) When stringers are not over 
34 or 44 inches the crossties should be placed 18 inches apart, but if 
heavier stringers are used the ties can be 2 feet or more apart. 

The husk and track stringers are not always on the same level on the 
large cross sills. In most cases the head block base must be elevated 
by placing a separate piece of timber under each end of the husk 
on top of the cross sills. Head blocks should be 1 inch above the 
saw collar. Do not line up under the head blocks, but raise the 
stringers or lower the husk frame until the blocks are in proper 
position. 

To insure square, accurate lumber the husk frame, track, car- 
riage, and head should be set perfectly level. The nose or front 
end of the head blocks should clear the saw by one-half inch. Set 
the track perfectly parallel with the front side of the husk frame 
and see that it is true and level from end to end. After setting the 
head blocks and set works on the carriage, pull the knees forward 
until they are even with the front end of the head block bases, then 
tighten the set-shaft coupling, and after that raise the set shaft so 
that the pinions will mesh deep enough in the racks under the knees 
to take up ali lost motion. Then fasten the set-shaft bearings on 
the side of the head block base. These bearings are adjustable, to 
provide for raising and lowering the set shaft. Run the knees back 
and forth a few times to see if they come up even with the nose of 
the bases. If there is any variation it can be adjusted by the set- 
shaft coupling. The mandrel must be level, and the journal must 
fill the boxes and should be so constructed that there will be no 
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movement endwise when the mandrel is running. The mandrel must 
fill the eye of the saw, but enter freely. Always use a wrench and 
never a hammer on nut of arbor. The pins in the collar must have 

a fair bearing. Sometimes when driving them in a burr is thrown up. 
If not carefully filed off this tends to throw the saw over to one side. 

After the mill is set up and before starting, move the carriage 
slowly by means of the shding paper friction. When everything is 
in good order this friction can be turned easily by hand and the car- 
riage moved in either direction. If it.can not be easily moved, ex- 
amine the gear and pinion to see that they do not mesh too deep or 
bind against the flanges; see that the rack pinions do not mesh too 
deeply in the rack under the carriage; also examine the set col- 
lars on the track axles to see whether they are too tight and need 
slight loosening. The carriage will run hard when the track is 
not level and straight. Give the saw from one-eighth to one-fourth 
inch lead in 20 feet, according to the condition of the saw and charac- 
ter of the lumber to be made. More or less lead is given the saw 
by means of set screws on either side of the main mandrel bearing. 
Do not try to lead the saw by pulling it over with the guide. The 
wood pins in a saw guide clear the bottom of the saw teeth by an inch. 
A good way to give proper lead to a saw is to turn the rear head 

block up opposite the center of the saw, and fasten a stick or board 
on the head block so that the end of it is set one-eighth inch from the 
saw. Then run the carriage back until this stick is 20 feet from the 
center of the saw. ‘Then stretch a line from the end of the stick 
along the face of the saw, so that it touches the saw on both edges. 
Tf it does not touch the saw on both edges, adjust the main mandrel 
box by the set screws on each side of it until it does. You then have 
one-eighth inch lead in 20 feet. This is called slewing the mandrel 
to regulate the lead. ‘The same result may be obtained by sighting 
over the saw and fixing the saw plane for a radius of 10 feet. This 
-may be done by placing two shafts vertically into the ground 10 feet 
from the saw center, behind and in front of the saw. Then a hori- 
zontal stick is fastened to a head block so as to just touch the for- 
ward staff. Then the carriage is gigged backward to the other verti- 
cal staff, where the horizontal stick must lack exactly one-eighth of 
an inch from touching. The belt holes or set screws in the boxes of 
most mandrels are slotted, and it is only necessary to loosen the set 
screws and move the boxes one way or the other by a few light blows 
of a hammer in order to get the proper lead. 

OPERATING THE MILL. 

First see that everything has been set up according to directions 
and all nuts are tight. Then with kerosene or benzine carefully 
clean the turned surfaces of the friction disk and the sliding friction 
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shaft, taking care that no oil or grease or any foreign substances get 
‘on the paper frictions. Nothing should ever be put on these; simply 
keep them clean and dry, and covered so that the greasy sawdust will 
not get into them and cut them out. If the frictions should become 
wet, a little fine sawdust will dry them nicely. All bearings must be 
kept clean and supplied with an abundance of good machine oil. 
‘Where grease cups are used, they must be filled with a good grade of 
grease and kept covered so that dirt and grit will not work into them. 
Tt is a good plan to go over all of these at regular intervals and clean 
out the oil holes. 

Start the mill up slowly, see that the bearings are not too tight, 
and also that they do not run hot. Do not try to cut up a log the 
very first thing. Run the mill empty for a while and watch every 
working part to see that there is no heating and that nothing needs 
adjustment. Be a little slack on the frictions until you learn just 
how to work them nicely. By carelessness or crowding the pressure 
on the frictions before everything is working nice and easy, you may 
grind a fiat place on the sliding paper friction and destroy its use- 
fulness. When everything is properly set up and correctly adjusted 
a very slight pressure of the hand on the feed lever is all that is 
necessary to run the carriage when sawing. 

Do not fasten the stirrup in any way at the bottom, but leave it 
free to swing back and forth as the feed lever is pressed to or from 
the disk. The upper end of the stirrup must be fastened to the iron 
lug at the bottom of the yoke of the sliding box with a cap screw. It 
must also fit up in the socket of the sliding box, so that it will move 
the box forward and bring the sliding friction up against the disk 
when the feed lever is pressed forward. 

SAWING. 

For your first sawing pick out moderate-sized logs. Do not try to 
get full capacity out of your mill for the first day or two. See that 
the log is dogged firmly to the knees, saw slowly and get the “hang” 
of your mill, and let the working parts all get in good running order. 
Use an extra quantity of oil until everything is working easily and 

_. smoothly. By studying the set works on the carriage, you will soon 
learn to cut any desired thickness of lumber. 
A working knowledge of how to run a saw can be easily acquired. 

Of course, it is the better way, if possible, to take lessons from some 
one who has already had experience of this kind. If, however, no 
one is available, start very slowly until you know just what feed 
you can give the various-sized logs. To insure that the logs will be 
cut to best advantage, the amateur sawmill operator should take a 

' pair of dividers or a piece of string and a pencil and lay out several 
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circles representing sizes of different logs, and then draw in the ends 
of the boards or stock in the way you wish to cut them. You will . 
soon learn the best way to turn and handle logs so as to get the 
most desirable and best-sized pieces out of each log. Keep your mill 
clean and take away the sawdust and do not let everything become 
covered up with oil and dirt. Keep all nuts tightened up and look 
your mill over every day before starting. You will thus save many 
shutdowns. 
As opposed to this plan, many sawyers cut their logs up “alive” 

without turning the log at all, edging the boards afterwards with 
the circular saw. This system may be dismissed as the very “ limit” 
in wasteful milling. Another plan, which is followed by quite a 
number of operators, is to slab off the boards on four sides of the 
log, leaving the wane on each board, and cutting up the squared por- 
tion into planks or boards. This method of sawing is made to act as 
a grading medium for the lumber; and, accordingly, we find such 
operators selling their lumber as square edge, sheeting, and waney 
edge, with square-edge lumber topping the price list and the others 
in order. In reality, the waney edge, if run through an edger, 
is the best lumber cut from the outside of the log, although by this 
method classed as lowest in price and grade. However, this is a 
little better than the “saw-’em-alive ” system, for it enables the oper- 
ator to secure a higher price for his product, although mixing his 
grades unintentionally. The better and more successful class of oper- 
ators keep close supervision on the sawyer to see that he gets the 
maximum amount of good lumber out of each log, grade their lum- 
ber more or less carefully, and pile it in the yard according to grade 
and dimensions. They are generally equipped with a light planer 
and edger, and some few have a floorer. A few of these operators 
occasionally buy the better quality of lumber from the less thrifty 
millmen of the “saw-’em-alive” class, grade, edge, and surface it, 
and make more profit than the man who logged and milled it in the 
first instance. : 

The greatest defect in connection with a portable mill seems to lie 
in the irregular size of the lumber produced, arising from the in- 
ability of the sawyer to get the proper “lead” in sawing. Next to 
this is lack of sufficient power in boiler and engine. The effective 
horsepower available in most cases is far below what the mill owner 
supposes. He may have an engine of 25 or 30 indicated horsepower, 
while the effective power for working purposes may be only 10, 
owing to the excessive friction, badly lined machinery, poor belting, 
and leaking cylinders. Under such conditions the only thing for the 
millman to do is to employ a competent mechanic and have his mill 
overhauled and put in proper shape. The operator who does not 
keep his mill in good working order had better get rid of it at once. - 
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PILING LUMBER. 

Every pile of lumber should rest on three strong horizontal ground 

sills. The front sill should be higher than the middle and back sills. 
The front of the pile should be given an overhanging “batter” to 

protect it from the rain. The usual pitch is 1 foot to 10. The tiers 
of boards are kept apart by three or four well-seasoned crosspieces 

ealled “sticks” sawed about 1 inch square and placed directly over 
one another in the tiers. The usual width of a pile is from 6 to 10 
feet, and the distance between piles ought to be 3 feet.. Each pile 
must contain equal lengths, as “overlaps” are sure to get spoiled. 
A sufficient air chamber should be left in the center of the pile so 
that the stock may dry rapidly. When fresh-sawed lumber is 
allowed to touch, discoloration of the portions touching is sure to 
ensue. Each pile should have a roof 12 inches high in front and 
6 inches high in the back, projecting on all sides. In order to pre- 
vent end cracks, the sticking should be placed exactly at the ends 
and slightly projecting over them. Inch boards and planks should 
be handled carefully when being piled or loaded on wagons. If 
slammed down violently, as is the custom, end checks are likely to 

develop into cracks or splits which spoil the grade of the piece. 
A 2-acre yard or piling space is necessary for a smail mill carrying 

50,000 board feet in stock. Select good level ground for your lumber 
yard and see that the lumber is neatly piled according to size and 
grade. You will get more for your lumber if you can show it to a 
customer in this condition than where it is all dumped in a heap. 
Remember that the mill run is ordinarily sold at a loss to the mill- 
man, as the buyer grades it according to the lowest quality in the 
whole pile and not according to the high grades which, in properly 
piled stock, would be sold separately and at higher prices. 

FIRE PROTECTION. 

There is little use in going to the expense of putting up a mill if 
it is allowed to burn down. Fire is an ever-present danger. For 
writing a policy on the ordinary small mill fire insurance companies 
charge a premium equivalent to 20 per cent of the mill’s value, which 
makes the expense of insurance prohibitive in most cases. It is up 
to the owner, then, to provide fire protection. This can be done by 

installing liquid chemical extinguishers or dry chemical extinguish- 
ers or water hose that can be attached to the boiler. Liquid chemical 

extinguishers may freeze in winter, and dry chemical extinguishers 
are expensive. The most practical equipment for a portable mill 
is water hose, and in the following table is given the capacity of such 
hose at various pressures : 
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Capacity of water hose at various pressures (size of nozzle, 1 inch). 

Pressure of nozzle. 

40 60 80 100 
pounds. | pounds. | pounds. | pounds. 

Pressure at pump with 100 feet of 23-inch rubber hose, pounds. . 48 73 97 121 
Gallons perminute - 3. Seen He oe 5 ec ek ie SE ee 155 189 219 245 
Horizontal distance thrown, feet ....-..-.-.-2.-:---2--2-s222 jee 109 142 168 186 
Vertical distance fects. a5 asso) 292s 225s ee os pe eee 79 108 jeedol 148 

LOGGING. 

SAW CREW AND EQUIPMENT. 

For a mill cutting 10,000 feet (from 9 to 11 logs per thousand), 

two pony gangs are necessary. If the sawyers do not understand 
felling and how to get straight logs and good lengths out of the tree. 
after it is felled, it may be necessary to have an experienced under- 
cutter with the two gangs. One of the crew should be able to file and 
fit a saw properly. Incidentally, the saw should be a good one, so 
that the filer does not waste time trying to sharpen it, or the sawyers 
lose 5 or 10 minutes in every cut. The same applies to axes. An axe 
is intended to chop, not to bruise timber, and must be kept sharp if 
it is to be used effectively. It should be ground on a grindstone, not 
rubbed with a file. It would be interesting to know how many men 
working round a small mill understand how to grind an ax properly. 
The knowledge of making ax handles, oxbows, and yokes is a lost 
art, yet when a man is working 20 or 30 miles away from a hardware 
store and there are no ax handles in camp, this knowledge would 

come in handy. ; 
A saw gang of two men, equipped with the proper tools and work- 

ing in timber which will run from 8 to 10 logs per 1,000 feet, will 
ordinarily cut between 5,000 and 6,000 feet per day, the logs varying 
in length from 12 to 16 feet. The average wage for this class of 
work in 1916 was approximately $3 per day, board not included. If 
the average cut is 5,000 feet per day, the cost per 1,000 for sawing 
would be $1.20. On the other hand, take two equally good sawyers 
and equip them with a rusty worn-out saw, poor axes, and no wedges, 
and the best they can cut will be around 3,000 feet per day. At the 
same rate of wages this timber will cost the operator $2 per 1,000 for 
bucking alone. The latter crew loses the price of a new crosscut saw 
every seven working days, or the price of a new ax every day. Lack 
of good cant hooks, swamp hooks, logging chains, ete., cuts further 

into the profit margin. 
Each saw gang should be provided with a pair of good steel wedges 

(preferably forged crucible tool steel) and a maul to drive them. 

The usual practice is for the sawyer to stop and whittle out a wooden 

: 
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wedge when he needs it. In doing this a gang of sawyers loses more 
time each day than is represented by the cost of a set of good steel 
wedges. If not equipped with a maul, a sawyer will spoil a dollar 
ax in five minutes trying to drive steel wedges with it. Tying the 
wedges together with baling wire when not in use will prevent them 
from being lost. Each gang should have a flat bottle, easily carried 

in the hip pocket, to hold kerosene with which to spray the saw 
occasionally. 

CROSSCUT SAWS. 

Ordinarily a 6-foot saw is best adapted to the size of timber in the 
inter-mountain country. In some stands, however, a longer saw is. 
necessary. The back of the saw is always somewhat thinner than 
the gauge of the teeth, and usually about two gauges heavier on the 
ends, which makes it stiffer and prevents “buckling” when the 

_ sawyer pushes a trifle on the back stroke. 
There are two kinds of teeth, viz., the cutting teeth and rakers. 

Only the points of the cutters actually cut into the fiber; the rakers 
are meant to plane off the fiber severed by the cutting teeth and to 
drag the sawdust out of the cut. A curved saw will cut faster and 
with less exertion than a straight saw. . 
A filer’s outfit consists of a joimter, a raker tooth gauge, files, 

a raker swage, a set block, and a ight hammer. In fitting a saw the 

teeth should first be jointed or made uniform in length. To do this 
place a 9-inch file in the jomter and, by means of the large screw, 
spring it to suit the curve of the saw and pass it lightly over the 
points of the teeth until it touches the shortest tooth. Then place 
the tooth gauge over the cleaner drag teeth and file them down to the 
gauge, afterwards filing them squarely across to a point as desired. 

If the saw requires setting, place the setting block on a log that 
has been leveled to receive it, then place the saw upon the setting 
block so that the point of the tooth to be set projects over the apex 
of the beveled surface fully one-fourth of an inch. Then give two or 
three strokes with a ght hammer on the side of the tooth over the 
apex fully one-fourth inch from the point which will usually give 
the required set. Then move the tooth forward over the bevei or 
channelling block and strike it a sharp blow directly over the point. 
This will make a slight depression below the point of the tooth, 
which serves to keep the cutting edges flush, giving them greater 
cutting power and relieving the pressure on the back of the tooth. 
Regulate the set by gauging each tooth with the tooth gauge. Take 

the gauge in the left hand and place it against the side of the saw. 
The point on the short end indicates the least set, and the point on 
the lone end indicates a little more set. Experienced saw filers sa g if y 
that setting should never go lower than half the length of the tooth, 

eS 
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should never exceed twice the gauge of the tooth, and that more set 
is needed in long saws and for softwoods than for short saws and 
hardwoods. 

The side file should be used to remove any feather edge or burr 
left in filing and to even up the set perfectly. This can be done while 
the saw is in the vise or filing clamp. Place an 8-inch mill bastard 
file in the recess on the side file and tighten the screws holding the 
file. Be particular that the saw is held firmly in the clamp. Pass the 
center of the file lightly against the teeth until the burr is removed 
and the set evened up. Care should be taken not to use the side file 
more than is necessary to remove the feather edge and even up the 
set. The wrench may be used to lessen the set if necessary, but should 
never be used to set the teeth. This should be done only with a 
hammer upon the setting block or on any hard and slightly beveled 
surface. Notice carefully the manner in which the saw is filed when 
new, and file as nearly as possible along the same lines. 
To secure the best results, the saw should be sharpened after being 

set. If it is desired merely to swage the point of the rakers, this may 
be done with a light blow of the hammer on the extreme point of the 
raker teeth. A raker gauge, the flange of which rests on the points 
of the cutting teeth, is useful for inexperienced saw filers. The filer 
ean reduce the projectmg points with the file until stopped by the 
edge of the gauge. In this manner tooth after tooth can be rapidly 
and correctly reduced to an even length by any unskilled operator. 
A saw now on the market has the teeth in groups of three, the 

center one a cutting tooth and the ones on either side rakers. The 
cutting teeth are set, but the rakers are not. The saw can be used 
for any kind of timber, the teeth varying in size according to the 
work they are to do. The raker teeth are beveled to form a sharp 
point and have cutting edges, thus forming a combined raker and 
cutting tooth. This is the distinctive feature of the saw. 

In ripping, the bottom of the kerf is cut sideways. This causes 
the saw to rip faster and easier than the old-style ripsaw, which 
works chisel fashion and has to cut the wood almost square across the 
grain. The set which is given the cutting teeth assists the rakers 
very materially by cutting the kerf a little wider than the raker teeth 
and by cutting the sides of the kerf perfectly smooth. This causes 
the saw to run freely and easily. Ripping is done by cutting, instead 
of tearing, as is the ease with the old-style ripsaw. 

In crosscutting, the teeth cut in four different lines in the kerf. — 
In this way the fibers are cut in small, short pieces and are much 
easier to break out than if they extended clear across the kerf. As 
all teeth are of the same length they loosen the sawdust clear to the — 
bottom of the kerf, thus removing much friction that occurs where — 
a square raker tooth is used. This style of tooth works equally well : 
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in ripping, miter, or crosscutting, and in all kinds of soft and hard 
wood, as well as where knots occur and the grain is tangled in many 
different directions. That the saw will cut faster and run easier 
either way than any other saw that is filed for one purpose is claimed 
by the makers. No gauge is required to cut the raker teeth down to 
the proper length, nor does it materially interfere with the proper 
working of ae saw if raker or ene teeth are filed shorter than the 
others here and there 

In filing this saw, roi down the points of the teeth with a flat file 
until the file touches every tooth. Set the cutting teeth (the middle 
teeth in every group) a good ways back, making a gradual bend, 
then pass a flat file along the sides of the teeth to even the set. File 
all the raker and cutting teeth almost to a point; then file to form a 
chisel point. Pass a flat file along the sides of the teeth to remove 
the featheredge. Keep the saw in a leaning position, as it enables 
you to file a full bevel. The more bevel you give the teeth the faster 
the saw will cut. Carefully notice the shape of the teeth in a new 
saw and file to conform with them as nearly as possible. 

The file should be laid between the teeth, with its flat side on the 
bevel of the tooth you are filing, but without touching the point of 
the next tooth. Each tooth is filed separately. The teeth, when new, 
are cut deeper than is required for the angle of the tooth, so that 
the bevel is full only a little ways down from the point. After a 
few filings, however, the bevel will be full clear down to the base of 
the tooth. In this way every filing will gum all teeth except the big 
gullet, and that should be filed frequently to afford plenty of room 
for cleaning out the sawdust. This can be done with the edge of a 
flat file, or with a round one, if you prefer a round gullet. Do not 
file the gullet wider than it is in a new saw. 

NOTCHING AND FELLING. 

_ The proper method of felling, bucking, skidding, and loading logs 
is one of the principal subjects upon which the average mill operator 
needs information. When not properly handled, it is likely to be: 
one of the costliest items in his business. | 
Run a cut in the butt of the tree to be felled as deep as the size 

of the tree calls for and at right angles to the direction in which the 
tree is supposed to fall. Take the axe and chip out a notch above 
the cut or below it, leaving a clear notch in the butt.. When the bark 
is rough at the base of the tree, chop a girdle round in the line of the 
saw cut. But before doing this, select the best ground on which to 
fall the tree, to prevent breaking or pinching when the tree is being 
made into logs.. If the tree to be felled leans heavily in one direc- 
tion, it is the better plan to notch a little to one side or the other to 
which the tree leans, and after starting the cut in the opposite side 
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of the tree (notch) “saw round” or cut the corners, leaving a couple 
of inches of the fiber between the saw cut and the notch uncut on one 
corner. In this way the strain which will be exerted when the tree is 
falling will pull the body of the tree in the direction you want it to 
fall. “Sawing round” prevents a leaning tree.from splitting on the 
stump and possibly breaking the saw. 

In felling very tall straight timber with a heavy crown it is some- 
times difficult to ascertain in which direction the tree leans the heav- 
iest until the saw is half way in the cut, when the saw becomes fast 
and requires heavy wedging to loosen it. In wedging such trees, great 
care should be taken to prevent them from coming back over the cut 
and injuring the men. Thick wooden wedges are used in extreme 
cases of this kind. Men felling timber should always yell “ timber” 
before the tree starts to fall, and when it starts, should remove the 
saw and stand clear. 

The tree should never be completely severed from the stump. Or- 
dinarily a tree, when falling, will break off 2 or 3 inches of the fiber 
between the saw cut and the notch. A heavy notch which leaves a 
long stub on the butt log should be avoided. 

Sawyers should endeavor to fall the timber as favorably as possible 
for skidding purposes, and in a way to prevent the cuts from pinch- 
ing the saw. A little care along those lines will perceptibly affect 
the volume of cut. Keep count of the number of legs each gang cuts 
per day. 

If a tree lodges in another when falling, fall the one it is lodged 
against at once, or, if you are an expert in judging the direction of 
falling timber, fall another one against the one lodged so as to bring 
down the latter. Never continue working around a lodged tree. It is 
likely to nit you when you are not expecting it. 

After a tree is down, the limbs should be cut off close to the bole 

and thrown out of the way. The next step is to measure off each log 
by placing the measuring stick (8 feet long) flat on the bole and 
clipping a piece of bark off at the end of the first 8 feet, then mov- 
ing the stick forward to the exact length of the log to be cut and 
making a plain notch in the bark for 2 or 3 inches over the exact 
length, to allow for trimming and broomage on the ends. Walk 
alongside the tree, and not on it, when measuring the logs. 

All logs should be straight. Ifa sweep occurs in a tree, cut in the 
sweep. Ifa cut pinches, cut a double length log and get the teamster 
to pull it out to where it can be sawed without “ pinching.” If there 
is a break, cut up to the break and start your next log on the other 
side of it. If a crotch is in the tree, cut out the crotch, but don’t 

waste any lumber in doing it. If a felled tree balances on a knoll 
or on another tree, prop the light end. If part of the bole is limby 
and part is smooth, have as much of the smooth portion as possible 
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in one or two logs and the rough knotty portions in different cuts. 
If a tree is punky or dozy or has dry knots or blind punk, measure 
off the logs so as to confine the defective part, as much as possible, to 
one log length. Sever each log completely from the one next to it. | 
Cut up all down timber and skid it before felling any green timber 
on top of it. Do not leave a “chip” at the bottom of each cut—it 
annoys the skidder. Do not saw anything but the log.. If the ground 

is higher than the bottom of the log, “saw short” or dig a channel 
for the saw; look out for rocks. Do not allow your saw to “ run ”— 
make a square cut every time. 
Where there is an undercutter on the job—and there should not 

be one unless he understands his business—it is a good plan to have 
him notch a number of trees ahead for the sawyers to fell. This 
enables the sawyers to work to better advantage with the skidders. 
Before bucking up any of the down timber, the undercutter can trim ~ 
the trees ahead of the saw gang, who will then have no brush to re- 
tard their work, while the skidding teamster can figure ahead on his 
skid roads. Brush disposal should follow skidding. 
A logger should cut his log lengths with a strict regard to the 

current prices for lumber of different lengths. Then, if he grades 
his lumber, he will not sell what should be 2-inch No. 1 shop, 12 inches 
wide, 18 and 20 feet long, as No. 3 common. 

PREPARING SPECIAL PRODUCTS. 

Mine props, telegraph, telephone, or power poles should be trimmed 
and peeled, piled carefully according to lengths, and air dried before 
shipment. The successful marketing of such special products de- 
pends largely on how they are prepared. Ifa mine operator gives an 
order for a carload or two of 7-foot mine props and gets an assort- 
ment of green props of irregular lengths with the ends chopped or 
“chewed ” off, the bark on, and snags all over the bole, be assured 

that if he accepts them at all it will be at a reduced price and that he 
will look to some other source for material in the future. Careless 
preparation has in more than one instance prevented the utilization 
of large quantities of timber which, if properly handled, would have. 
been entirely acceptable to the mining operators. When a mine op- 
erator has to “fit” each prop after receiving it, that is, trim the 
knots off, peel it, and square the ends to the proper length, he is doing 
work which you should have done, and he knows it. Again, if a 
mine operator places an order for green lodgepole pine, do not try 
to pass off dead timber of the same species or ship a mixed carload 
of alpine fir, white fir, aspen, and lodgepole. You may work off one 
-carload, but that will be all. ida 

-When such material has to be shipped by rail, freight charges be- 
| come an important factor in favor of the local man. Yet the foreign 
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shipper who prepares his mine timbers properly can, on a 400-mile 

rail haul, create and hold a market for the same species of mine prop 

material which the local operator can not sell at all, although his 

product is 300 or more miles closer to the consuming center. The sole 

reason is that the local man does not prepare his material properly. 

- Tell the mine operator just what species of timber you have for sale 

and ship it to him properly made up and you will hold his trade. 

THE MAIN LOGGING ROAD, 

A logger should never forget that it is cheaper and more economical 
to haul a load of logs a quarter of a mile to his mill on a downhill 
road or on the level than it is to haul a similar load a rod uphill. 
Run the main road through the stand to be cut, if the ground is level, 
or below the timber if the stand is on a side hill. Keep your cutting 
area compact, and when you make a skid road,take out all the timber 
tributary to it before you move to the next one. 

If you have to haul up a hill, double up; do not figure on loads that 
one team can handle over a hill. If the road is too steep, use a block 
and line. Do not waste time in trying to force your single team to 
haul a load which a four-horse team can hardly get away with. If 
the ground is rough and rocky, use dynamite and build a good main 
road and keep it in good order. Breakage and wear and tear on 
equipment and horses over a bad road will buy a lot of powder and 
keep a road in fine shape. 

One thousand feet of logs weigh approximately 44 tons. It would 
take a good team to haul such a load over a paved street. Why try 
to haul it over rocks, ruts, and logs when logging in the hills with 
a pair of cayuses? A logger should remember that the value of the 
time lost and the injury to teams and equipment while struggling 
to pull off impossible stunts in logging is always a prolific source of 
loss. If iced or even snow roads were possible. it might be different; 
but a dirt road must be well built. 

If the timber is large, use a gin pole and crotch line in loading; 
use bunk chains or corner binds in holding the first tier of logs on 
the truck or sled. A couple of logs on top of the binding chain will 
hold them taut. A spring pole is dangerous to use and not a safe 
bind on a load of logs. Have your toggle bind and grabs on the un- 
loading side. . 

It sometimes happens that part of the timber is relatively close 
to the mill and part farther away and not so accessible, and the 
character of the road such as to prevent the hauling of a maximum 
load every trip. In this case it will be found economical to skid up 
the “ close” timber along the main road and “ top off” the long-haul 
loads to their full capacity on their way to the mill. 
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SKIDDING, 

Skid or dray roads are not supposed to receive as much attention 
in construction as main logging roads. Nevertheless, they should be 
kept reasonably clear and should be laid out with considerable care. 
On steep hillsides it is sometimes feasible to build bench roads along 
the face of the hill. The logs are skidded to the nearest bench and 
then rolled by hand to the next bench, and so on down to the base of 
the hill, where the trucks can handle them to the landing. In some 
cases where the power (oxen or horses) is available and the distance 
to the mill is not over half a mile logging “from the stump” can 
be done to advantage. 

Use a di‘ay or go-devil to skid the logs out to the main road. 
Skidding logs by chain, except on a downhill haul, or on level, smooth 
eround, is waste of time. A team can haul three logs on a dray. over 
rough ground with less effort than it takes to haul one log by tongs 
or a chain. 

When a tree is cut into logs in the woods, the skidding teamster 
should place his dray alongside the end log with a short skid resting 
on the dray, set his swamp hook low down on the far side of the log, 

hitch his whiflletrees to the swamp-hook chain, start up his team. 
and roll the log onto the bunk of the dray. If the log is a big one, 
it should be peeled on the side which drags on the ground. If your 
team can haul more than one log, fasten the first log on the dray and 
move up to the next and repeat the same operation. If the tree has 
fallen in a position difficult to load easily, hitch on the block and line 
and boost the log out to where it can be handled. Do not make your 
team pull a log on the chains or tongs out of a pothole or from 
between two rocks or stumps simply for the satisfaction of seeing 
them do it. Get the log out in the easiest and quickest way possible 
and spare the team and rigging. 
When loading logs on the skidway, place the ends which will come 

on the front of the load even. This can be done very easily when 
filling the skidway, but not so easily with the skidway full. “ Ross- 
ing,” or peeling the bark off logs, particularly large ones, will make 
skidding easier and prevent insect attack. “Snipping” the forward 
end is also resorted to, but a log so large and heavy that the front 
end digs into the ground when being hauled on a chain or tongs 
should be loaded on a dray. 

Logs on a travois or dray should be balanced on the bunk of the 
dray in such a manner that approximately two-thirds of the weight 
ef the load is behind the bunk. Logs will haul easier when the 
heaviest end drags on the ground. They should be so balanced that 
if the runners should strike on a rock, the dray will partially lift 
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and slide over the obstruction. If the load rests wholly on the bunk 
and runners, the team will be unable to lift the load. 

In addition to the main binding chain, on the end of which there 
is usually a round hook, a skidding teamster should always be pro- 
vided with a grab or fit hook with which to keep his load snug and 
to take up slack when necessary. 

Snags and stumps should be removed or cut low along a skid road. 
Windfalls and loose rocks should be thrown out of the road, and 
chuck holes filled up. Never try to haul or skid logs over a swamp or 
bog unless it is frozen hard enough to carry teams; build a corduroy 
road. If water is available, the skidding teams should be fed in the 
timber. Build a brush shelter equipped with feed boxes and keep a 
few days’ supply of hay and grain stored there. Remove the harness 
while the horses are feeding. Never, if it can be avoided, throw grain 
on the ground for teams to eat. Have fly nets for tne horses in warm 
weather and keep the horses shod. 

Skidding equipment consists of good harness, whiffletrees and trace 
chains, logging chain, cold shuts, tongs, swamp hook, cant hooks, ax, 

“Sampson,” travois or dray, skids, block and line. A jackknife 
dray, with a 3-foot bunk spiked and fitted with bunk chains, 1s pre- 

ferred. This dray is so constructed that if it strikes any obstruction 
it will “jackknife,” or partially fold. There should be spike skids 
for decking on the skidways.when teams are not available. Both 
smooth and spiked skids should be shod with iron on one end to 
prevent slipping. When teams are not available and the logs are 
small (10 per 1,000 feet), two men can load (“spike”) logs onto a 
truck or “deck”; but when large logs are being handled a gin pole 
and loading line (parbuckle) is necessary. If the men are inexpe- 
rienced in the use of cant hooks, as is usually the case in small opera- 
tions, a crotch loading line is preferable, because one end of the log 
can not slide ahead when rolling up the skid, as it is likely to do in a 
single line, particularly if the log is larger at one end than at the 
other. Several small logs can be “sent up” in a crotch line at one 
trip, but not so easily in a single line. 

SKIDWAYS. 

A skidway should be centrally located and the approach so graded 
or so gradual as to avoid an uphill haul. The end of the skids should 
be blocked or preferably bridged apart, so that the team will have 
firm footing when crossing the skids. The front end or head blocks 
should, if possible, be high enough to make it possible, when the 
skids rest on them, to roll on the first tier of logs by hand. The 
skids should have a slight slope toward the front. The ground 
alongside the skidway should be cleared of brush, so that the longest 
log will not catch on the ends. It is not worth while to build a skid- 
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way at all if logs can not be handled from it faster and with less 

effort than they can be loaded among the brush on the dray road. 
The purpose of a skidway is to expedite the work. A poor skidway 
will retard it. 

_ Chaining or tonging logs onto a skidway, except on a close haul, 
is not recommended. A tonged or chained log, unless turned on the 
chain or tongs before it strikes the skids, will tear up the approach 
and make hard hauling. A dray is much better, for besides hauling 
more logs to a trip it is not so hard on the approach to the skids. 
A skidway should be 4 feet wide or wider, if the logs are double 

length, and long enough to hold at least one day’s haul without deck- 
ing. The skids should be tolerably straight, of equal height, and 
free from knots. If the skids are unusually long they should be 
blocked up in the center to prevent them from sagging or breaking. 
‘If possible, it is a good plan to embed the hind end of the skids in 
the ground. If the logs are small and light, a light-built. skidway 
will answer the purpose; if heavy logs are to be loaded, make it solid. 

I have seen four men with two teams struggle for two hours to load 
an 800 board-foot log on-a truck from smooth skids and fail, while 
all the time the teams stood idle. Yet with an improvised parbuckle 
(a rope spliced to a logging chain) the same log was loaded with the 
aid of a team in five minutes. In this instance the haul to the mill 
was a quarter of a mile, and it took four men and two teams one-half 
a day to land that log on the mill yard, and cost the operator $7, or 
at the rate of $9 per 1,000 for loading and hauling alone. The log 
was the butt cut of a five-log tree and not entirely severed from the 
next log. Instead of skidding the five logs to the main road where 
there was a good skidway chance, and where that log and another 
one could have been loaded by hand upon the truck, the operator 
attempted to load the log at the stump. The heaviest part of the 

haul was from the stump to the main road. Owing to the position of 
the logs, only one could be loaded on the truck, even though the four 
horses might have handled more than one. The men had no cant 
hook or swamp hook with which to roll the log ever and no loading 
- line or parbuckle by which to load it. Handspikes and an old peevy 
and a piece of a logging chain were the only equipment available. 
_ The operator, on being asked how he expected to load logs with such 
equipment, replied: “ Oh, all our logs are not as big as this one; the 
boys usually breast them up.” If this man had had a dray or go- 
devil, a swamp hook, cant hook, and loading line, with a skidway 
close by on the main road, his teamster could have loaded this log 

on the dray, hauled it to the skidway with the other logs in the tree, 
and loaded two logs on the truck very easily. The hauling team 
could have made six trips a day instead of two, and the loading and 
hauling would have cost $1.80 per 1,000 instead of $9. 
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In practice it invariably happens that a small-mill operator who 
watches this part of the work carefully makes a success of his busi- 
ness. The average operator usually lets the job by contract to inex- 
perienced men at twice what it could be, or ought to be, done for, in 
order to be rid of it. At a conservative estimate the logging to small 
mills costs $1.50 to $2.50 per 1,000 more than it ought to cost. This 

unnecessary expense swallows up the greater portion of the profits | 
that can be made in operating a small mill. Misdirected energy in 
this line means a loss to the operator which can not be made up. 

CHUTES. 

When the country to be logged is split up into narrow canyons or 
gulches and is not too steep, chute logging can be carried on with 
more or less success. When the chute has a heavy grade and the logs 
attain a high velocity at the landing, the loss in breakage is too heavy 
to justify this method of handling timber. In fact, chute logging 
is most successful where the grade is so hight that horses are neces- 
sary to keep the logs moving. Twenty or more logs dogged in a 
string propelled by horsepower can be taken over a chute rather | 
cheaply. 

If the distance to “ chute” exceeds a mile, beats should be laid off 
in one-fourth mile sections, with a man and team to keep each one 
clear. In small operations, of course, one man and team or one 
horse and man are enough. In addition, a team or single horse is 
needed to keep clear the point where the logs are being delivered to — 
the chute. 

When the grade is heavy, soft steel goosenecks are used to check 
the speed of the logs, and the delivery end of the chute is elevated 
in order to insure that the logs will fall flat instead of striking “ end 
on.” Logs handled in this way are generally split in the end and 
badly bruised up, even when they are landed in water. 

Chutes are usually built of 20-foot logs laid two abreast and hewed 
trough-shaped by cutting away the inner faces. The logs are drift 
bolted to. bed pieces that are sunk firmly in the ground, 12 to 14 feet 
apart. The average size of chute timbers is 14 inches at the top. 
The average cost of chute construction is $3 per rod. 
A chute in which logs run by gravity is called a running chute, 

and one with which horses are used, a trailing chute. Sometimes 
logs will run on one part of a chute and are trailed on other parts. 
Heavy logs will run on lighter grades than small, hght, short logs. 
Trailing chutes should be greased, or, if the weather permits, iced. 

The main trouble about chutes is that very often they are not con- 
structed properly, particularly chutes built around sharp curves. A 
running chute should never be built with a bad curve. It costs too 
much to keep in repair, and logs will be constantly jumping. In 
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small jobs when the ground is adapted to chutes and the operator has 
- some experience in chute building, their use is strongly recommended. 
The cost will not be more than that of a good road, which few oper- 
ators build. Moreover, the cost of trying to get his logs to his mill 
over a bad road will be avoided. Small operators seldom cut logs over 
18 feet in length, and these can be taken around a pretty sharp curve 
on a trailing chute. The operator must, however, build a good chute, 

or else he can not use it. 
‘Big logs should be peeled or rossed for chuting. The average 

cost of trailing logs in a chute varies from 50 cents to $1.50 per 1,000. 
Well-built chutes will, if kept in repair, last from 7 to 10 years. If 
not needed for that period the timbers can be taken up, and after all 
the spikes are removed can be cut into lumber. The usual grades 

Per cent. 
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Hardwoods are better than conifers for chute ccnstruction. The 

erade of inlet must be steep, and the outlet in running chutes should 
be into a pond of water of sufficient depth to keep the logs from 
striking bottom. 

LOADING LOGS. 

It is important to load in the right way, for every time a log is 
moved unnecessarily there is a cut in the operator’s profit. 

Dig a hole for the gin pole deep enough to prevent the pole from 
sliding out but loose enough to admit of the pole being pushed back 
a few inches in order to clear the logs when the load is being hauled 
away. Make the gin pole fast to the sway bars of the truck or sled 
with a short chain and grab. See that the truck or sled is in proper 
line with the front end of the logs to be loaded. Set up the skids 
with the ironed tips resting on the bunks or sway bars and (as this 
is addressed to portable millmen) use a crotch line with light swamp 

hooks on either end. Make each dog fast in the end of the bunk 
or in the side of the sway bar. After it is passed round the log 
hitch the loading line on the whiffletree or equalizer, start the team 
up slowly, and see that the log is coming fairly on to the bunks and 
not faster on one end than the other. Be careful that one end does 
not miss the bunk and fall between them on the reach or hounds, 
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A crotch line is recommended for portable mill loggers because it 

is much safer for inexperienced loaders, although slower than a 
single line. After a little practice in the use of cant hooks, however, 
a grecn man will soon learn to “cut” a log which is inclined to go 
endwise on the skids (cannon). In such cases the loader should step 
in front of the lower end of the log and catch it smartly with his 
hook, at the same time pulling so that the end will slide forward 
on the skids. If he happens to be on the side which is moving too 
fast, he should catch the log smartly from behind and by a sudden 
pull hold that end while the other or slower end slides forward. 
This operation requires quickness and dexterity in the use of the 
hook. A green hand is likely to catch-his hook too deep in the 
timber, with the result that he gets a severe jolt and his cant-hook 
stock is broken. 

A loader should never stand behind a log going up in the chain. 
When a log is safely on the load he should have the next log rolled 
down to the skids, help to pull back the chain far enough to encircle 
the log and to reach the load, and hand the swamp hook to the 
loader, who makes it fast to a log already on the load, usually the 
log in front of the one beside which he intends the log in the chain 
to lie. The top loader grabs the log with his cant hook, after fasten- 
ing his swamp hook in the log to prevent it rolling over when the 
team pulls on the chain, yells to the teamster to go ahead, and keeps 
clear of the log as it rolls into its place. A good top loader figures 
ahead on where he intends to place his logs in order that the load 
will balance. If one side of a sled load of logs is heavier than the 
other, the load usually becomes “bunk bound” and will not steer 
eed and naturally, if a truck is not loaded properly, it will 
tip over. 

Corner binds and binding chains should be used in hauling logs 
on a truck or sled. Binding or spring poles are not reliable, peaks 
being dangerous if they eaape to ik Good stout block brakes 
are a requisite on steep hills. These should be secure enough to en- 
able a logger to stop “ dead” on the steepest hill—rough locking the 
hind wheels with stout chains if necessary. The neck yoke, breast 
straps, and hame straps should be carefully looked over every day 
and kept in proper shape. 

The cross haul for the team should be brushed out and the ground 
leveled off so that the team can haul to good advantage and turn 
around easily. Sometimes when a block ek used on the oe pole the 
loading team pulls parallel to the load and along the road. If this 
can be done, the crosshaul can be dispensed with. 
When a load is taken off the front of a skidway the remaining 

logs should be rolled down to the front, in order to make room for 
more logs on the end. It does not pay to deck (pile up) logs in a 
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smal] operation. Medium-sized logs can be decked a couple of tiers 
high in spiked skids quite easily, thereby saving the expense of a 
decking team and teamster. 

If you are hauling on a snow or ice road, keep the space in front 
of the skidways on’ een the sled stands ee from bark and chips. 
Figure on loading the heaviest logs on the bottom of the tier. If the 
sawyers Jeave any knots on the logs, trim them off close to the bole 
and see that the binding chains or omeles are grabbed on the un- 
loading side. If the sawyers have left a “chip” on the bottom of 
the cut, set the “Samson” (which should be higher than the log) 
on the near side, drop the swamp hook over the far side of the log, 
and fasten in the dog. Make the swamp-hook chain or logging chain 
fast with a half hitch around the top of the “Samson,” and hitch 
the team to the chain. One pull from the team usually breaks the 
chip or turns the log over so that the teamster can reach it with his 
ax. If the teamster is not equipped with a swamp hook and does not 
understand how to use a “ Samson,” he can take a “roll” on the log 
with his log chain, with the draft down low on the side of the log 
opposite his team, and if the log is not too heavy and the chip too 
large, can lift the log far enough with his team to enable him to cut 
the chip with his ax and roll the log on to the dray. 

The jackknife dray has a roller in front set on gudgeons in the 
nose of the runners. A stout bunk armed with spikes connects Ue 
runners. If the dray strikes any obstruction it will “ jokin te 
partially fold, hence the name. 

SCALING. 

There are many rules for the measurement of saw logs. None of 
them, however, is mathematically exact, simply because a saw log. 
is not a mathematical figure. Also, the unit of sawed lumber is 
144 square inches, or a piece of board 12 inches square and 1 inch 
thick. Any rule purporting to give the actual amount of board 
feet which a log of a given diameter will saw out is, therefore, only 
an approximation. 

The Decimal C rule is the one adopted by the Forest Service for 
scaling Government timber. This rule is made by dropping the 
unit figures of the Scribner rule and accepting the nearest tens as 
correct values. The contents of logs as given by the Scribner rule 
were found by drawing diagrams outlining the smaller end sections 
of logs and computing the board feet in the boards that could be 
sawed from them. 

The Doyle rule, which is extensively used, is based on the follow- 
ing formula: Deduct 4 inches from the diameter of the log, square 
one-fourth of the remainder, and multiply by the length of the log 
in feet. This gives the approximate contents in hoard feet. Another 
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rule of more ancient origin, which gives the same results, is to deduct 
4 inches from the diameter of the log as an allowance for sawdust 
and slabs, then multiply the remainder by half itself, and the product 
by the length of the log in feet, and divide by 8. The quotient will 
be the number of square feet contained in the log. Still another giv- 
ing the same contents is, deduct 4 inches and square the remainder, 
adding to or deducting for the aliquot parts of a longer or shorter 
log. 

The Doyle rule gives less values in board feet for 16-foot logs up 
to 28 inches in diameter than the Scribner or the Decimal C rule, 
and above that diameter gives greater values. Between 22 and 28 

inches in diameter, however, there is only a slight difference between 
the two rules. The 14 single logs ranging from 8 to 21 inches in 
diameter scale by the latter rule 12 per cent more than with the Doyle, 
though logs scaled by the Decimal C rule overrun the log scale by 
an average of 10 per cent when manufactured into lumber. 

The requirements of the Forest Service call for the measurement of 
sound material in the log irrespective of grade. Allowance is made 
for bad defects, such as rot, shake, check, cat face, crooks, worm- 

holes, etc., or a serious combination of one or more such defects in 
one log. In timber of high commercial value. logs are classed as 
cull that have two-thirds of the gross scale defective; in the case of 
inferior species, such as fir, lodgepole, and balsam, one-half of the 

gross scale. 
It very often happens that timber or logs containing only one-third 

of the gross scale in merchantable lumber will not pay the cost of 
handling unless the jumber obtained is high grade. In such cases 
the scaler should possess a knowledge of grades and be qualified to 
differentiate between a log that pays for merchandizig and one 
that does not. 

The only true analysis of what a defective log will scale is found 
by seeing it opened up in the mill. A scaler’s ability to make proper 
allowance for defect hinges on his experience in this particular re- 
spect. Defects such as large loose or unsound knots, an occasional 
knot hole, a great deal of pitch and pockets, some red rot and bad 
season checks, large wormholes, and any amount of blue stain, unless 
combined in one log, affect merely the quality or grade and not 
the quantity of merchantable lumber produced from the log. They 
are therefore not recognized as justifying a scaler in discounting 
the gross scale of a log. 

The fact of logs overrunning the log scale—that is, cutting more 
board feet than is shown on the Decimal C rule=shieuteal not be 

considered by a scaler in making allowance for defect. This matter 
of overrun is, in Forest Service sales, taken into account when ap- 
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praising the timber and establishing the stumpage price, and is not 
relevant to scaling. 

The following grading es for western yellow pine logs are 
suggested by the Forest Service for use in eastern Oregon and Wash- 
ington, and could be profitably used by portable mill operators in 
any section of the country: 

No. 1 clear logs shall be 22 inches or over in diameter inside the bark at the 

small end and not less than 10 feet long. They shall be reasonably straight 

grained, practically surface clear, and with not less than 25 per cent of their 

scaled contents capable of being cut into C select and better. 

No. 2 shop logs shall be 18 inches and over in diameter inside the bark at the 

small end, not less than 8 feet long, and with not less than 30 per cent of their 

scaled contents capable of being cut into No. 2 shop or better. 

No. 3 rough logs shall be 6 inches and over in diameter inside the bark at the 

small end and not less than 8 feet long, and having defects which unfit them 

for classification in the two above grades. 

C select grade means lumber 4 inches wide or wider. Knots, blue 
stain, some pitch or season checks are admissible. A 4-inch or 6-inch 
piece would show lght traces of pitch or season checks. Heavier 
indications of pitch and season checks are permissible in wider 
boards, but should not be scattered all over the board. Medium blue 
stain, covering one-third of the face, if not in combination with other 
defects, is admissible. 

No. 2 shop means a grade of lumber valued for cutting purposes 
only. The grade of No. 2 door cuttings will admit of one defect in 

one piece. This may be a small sound knot not to exceed five-eighths 
of an inch in diameter, or a light-blue stain which does not extend 
over more than one-half the surface of the piece on one side, or, in the 
absence of all other defects, one small season check not to exceed 8 
inches in length and showing on one side of the piece only. Each 
plank of No. 2 shop should contain either one of the following: At 
least 25 per cent of No. 1 door cuttings or not less than 334 per cent 
of No. 1 and No. 2 door cuttings combined. 

Rough logs of the grade lower than Nos. 1 and 2 consist of Jum- 
ber the general appearance of which is coarse, admitting many de- 
fects in inch lumber and all defects common to dimension lumber 
that do not materially impair the strength of the piece. 

LOGGING OUTFIT. 

Following is a logging outfit for class A mills and its cost: 
4 teams and harness, at $400 Pas ia SON DLE SI BL _._ $1, 600 

Saws, axes, wedges, cant OOS: chains, and blacksmith outfit__________ 150 

2) MORASS eS + 1s UTC Ee i ea he a phat) ua 250 

2 lumber wagons noes a a BPO AOS ai HL oe Oy 2a NO AO 200 

Camp cook outfit___________ pl oon sir Me Nes 2 & 100 

Sleeping camp ____.____ HaleA SAN lh icp aM 50 

ubeicatine) oil and kerosene.) 0 i pO SND 20 
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The following equipment would be suitable for a class B mill: 

5 teams and. harness, at $400. -.222 20 eee eee $2, 000 

Saws, axes, wedges, cant hooks, chains, and blacksmith OUR eee 150 

PLO ATM OUI C KS! ea PES ia eect emammunartine, Anis oe eee ee ee 250 

PMUIMIDEN WAGONS) so = abs he es Bas es oak ae nee eee ee 200 

Bo MCU TEASE uae ee es elie 2 aol oT a 10 

COOKMCAMpVOUthi= = etn NR ae a eee Ea LOR Em a RESPEC 150 

Slee piney! carr eee ta eS EEE tn ieee 70 

Lubricating oil and kerosene____~ Mien Cxieergr ey fh IS dR Te Lis A AES 20 

Total 2a e eel eee Oe sin ee SEED) Yank STA ai ROLE 2, 850 

Below is given an outfit of blacksmith tools for small loggers and 
others doing their own work: 

Coal and borax. 

60-pound anvil, with hardies. 

Leg vice, 35-pound, opens 4 inches. 

Lever forge, 60-pound. 

Upright drill. 

Round shank drill. 

6 taps and 8 set dies. 

Cold chisel. 

Assorted punches. 

Tongs, pincers, and rasps. 

Farrier’s knife. 

Shoeing and turning hammer. 

Hoof parer, horseshoes and nails, ealks, and sling for shoeing unruly horses. 

The following constitute logging accessories: & geing 

Logging trucks, Montana, $130 each. 

Lindsay self-loading skidder, 2 wheels, 24 inches diameter; 5-inch tire, $30; 

8-inch tire, $35; 10-inch tire, $40. 

Four-wheel logging trucks: Weight, 1,200 pounds, capacity, 4,000 pounds; * 

weight, 1,800 pounds, capacity, 10,000 pounds. ; 

Large-size. cant hooks, 53-foot stock. 

Swamp hooks, steel. 

Skidding tongs, opening 24 to 30 inches. 

Hmery or carborundum wheels, 10 inches diameter and 1 inch thick. 

Runners, with McLaren’s casting, finished and ironed, set of four. 

Bolster plates, four to a sled. 

Gudgeon pins. 

King bolt. 

Pole caps. 

Tote sleds. 

Logging sleds (no bunks), complete. (Shipping weight, 2,400 pounds. ) 

Big wheels, 7 to 10 feet high. 

Lumber buggies, capacity, 2,000 pounds; weight, 300 pounds. 

Dump carts, 2-horse, weight, 1,900 pounds; 1-horse, weight, 1,300 pounds. 

Two-horse wagons with box, weight, 1,850 pounds. 

Boot calks for driving boots. 

Square shovels, D handles, 88 inches over all. 

1 This rig includes whiffletrees, evener, stay chains, neck yoke, or tongue cha‘ns. Brake, 

$10 extra. Two-wheel carts with straight or arched axle. 
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Round shovels, D handles, 38 inches over all. 

Shovels, long-handled, square pointed, 61 inches over all; round pointed, 61 

inches over all. 

Spades, D-handles, 39 inches over all. 

Snow shovels. 

Earth augers for holes 5 to 8 inches diameter; 8 to 14 inches diameter. 

Posthole. tamping bars. 

Hayforks, 4 tines. 

Manure forks. 

Manure D-handled forks. 

Railroad and grading plows. 

Wheel scrapers. 

Slushers. 

Slushers, double bottom. 

Wheelbarrows, tubular steel frames. 

Wheelbarrows, wood. 

Dynamite, 40 per cent (20 cents per ecund in 25 to 50 pound boxes). 

Caps, per 1,000, No. 3. 

Safety fuse, 50 feet in coil, 2 coils in a package, per 1,000 feet, single tape. 

Blasting powder, 25-pound sheet-iron kegs, black F. 

Blasting machine, size 13 by 9 by 6% inches, weight 35 pounds, capacity 1 

to 80 holes. 

Following is a list of tools and stores: 

Pickarooms or hookaroons: Axe-handle shape; straight handle. 

Pike poles with straight pikes, 14 to 16 feet. 

Pike poles with hook and straight pike. 

Straight pike only- 

Pike with hook. 

Adz handles. 

Spike maul handles, 

Riveting and farrier’s handles. 

Round chain hooks. 

Corner bind or fid hooks, flat. 

Half round fid hooks. 

Boom chains made to order. 

Log jammer blocks. 

Loading blocks. 

Skidding tongs. 

Rollway breaking hooks. 

Loading hooks. 

Swamp hooks, steel. 

Cant hooks, iron clasp. 

Cant hooks, steel clasp. 

Peavies, malleable socket. 
Peavies, steel socket. 

Cant hook and peavy handles. 

Cant hook and peavy hooks. 

Top loader, heavy steel. 

Peavy sockets. 

Cant-hook clasps. ° 

Toe rings, iron. 

Toe rings, steel. 

Hook and peavy bolts. 
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Ax handles, single bitted. 

Ax handles, double bitted. 

Axes, single bitted. 

Axes, double bitted. 

Broadax handles, Michigan. 

Pick and mattock handles. 

Maul handles, 

Broadaxes. 

Driving batteaux. 

Paddles. 

Anchors. 

Road rutters. 

Badger road rutter. 

Snowplow and road rutter (Hau Claire). 

Logging sled stock: Pole, rock elm;.white oak. Finished and iron pole, 

and roll, elm; roll, oak. 



APPENDIX. 

WATER. 

One gallon of water weighs 84 pounds and contains 231 cubic 
inches. One cubic foot of water contains 74 gallons, 1,728 cubic 
inches, and weighs 624 pounds. One cubic inch of water evaporated 
under atmospheric pressure is converted into approximately one 
cubic foot of steam. The height of a column of fresh water equal 
to 1 pound pressure per square inch is 2.31 feet. In usual computa- 
tion this is taken at 2 feet. 

To find the pressure in pounds per square inch of a column of 
water, multiply the height of the column in feet by 0.434. Approxi- 
mately every foot elevation is equal to one-half pound pressure per 

square inch, allowing for friction. 

Pressure of water for each foot in height. 

; Pounds Pounds Pounds 
“ 4 per 5 c = per 2 x per 

Feet in height. square Feet in height. square Feet in height. square 

inch inch inc. 

| esceeaks 

epee er, tee Se rebel k ORAS A ee ae 2 oe eee 65498 | P50E Ss Basset vere 21.65 
Dat tee en nae he i ee a SOnllPAQaa ee <4 eee eet tS AU eae Aas See marae as oe 30. 32 
Boe) cio Nee oe ae eae DET GAD DMs sees yA bet ester” POSS2 a SORE eek poe tReet Pe aes 34. 65 
FLO eee ae este BUTS Ss 8 ASO AQ are see leeepoee Difco 2al Oe ee eerie eae ete ie 43.31 

To find the velocity in feet per minute necessary to discharge a 
given volume of water in a given time, multiply the number of cubic 
feet of water by 144 and divide the product by the area of the pipe 
in inches. Doubling the diameter of a pipe increases its capacity 
four times. A miner’s inch of water is approximately equal to a sup- 
ply of 12 gallons a minute. 

Measurement of an open stream by velocity and cross section — 

Measure the depth of the water at from 6 to 12 points across the 
stream at equal distances between. Add all the depths in feet and 
inches together and divide by the number of measurements. This 
will give the average depth, which when multiplied by the width will 
give the area of the cross section. 

The velocity of the stream can be found by laying off 100 feet 
along the bank and throwing a float into the middle, noting the 
time taken in passing over 100 feet. Do this a number of times and 
take the average. Then divide this distance by the time, and it will 
be the velocity at the surface. As the top of the stream flows faster 

57 
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than the bottom or sides the average velocity being approximately 
83 per cent of the surface velocity at the middle, it is recommended to 
measure a distance of 120 feet for the float to run and reckon it 
as 100. 

Multiply the area of the cross section by the velocity of the stream. 
in feet per minute, and the result will be within 12 per cent of the 
discharge in cubic feet per minute. 

To compute the capacity of pumping engines —Multiply the area 
of the water piston in inches by the distance it travels in inches in a 
given time. Deduct 3 per cent for slip and rod displacement. The 

product divided by 231 gives the number of gallons in the time 
named. 

Barometric pressure varies at different altitudes with an equiva- 
lent variation in the vertical suction lift of the pumps. 
An “atmosphere,” 14,5 pounds, at 62° F. is equal to a column of 

mercury 29.9 inches high, or a column of water 33,% feet high. 

Water at high temperature can not be raised any considerable 
distance by suction, as the vapor discharged from the water follows 
the receding piston of the pump and resists the entrance of the 
water; consequently, to pump hot water always have the supply 
above the pump so that it will be supplied from a head. 

STEAM. 

Under the ordinary atmospheric pressure of 14.7 pounds per square 
inch, water boils at 212° F., passing off as steam, the temperature 

at which it boils varying with the variation in the pressure. Steam 
rising from water at its boiling point (212° F.) has a pressure equal 
to the atmosphere, viz, 14.7 pounds to the square inch at sea level. 
To evaporate 1 cubic foot of water requires the consumption of 74 
pounds ordinary coal, or about 1 pound of coal or 24: pounds wood 
to 1 gallon of water. Steam is transparent, colorless, dry, and 
invisible except when partly condensed, when the mist makes it 
visible. Dry steam does not contain any free moisture; wet steam 
contains free moisture in the form of spray or mist and has the same 
temperature as dry saturated steam of the same pressure. Saturated 
steam is steam in its normal state, that is, steam whose temperature 

is that due its pressure, by which is meant steam at the same tem- 
perature as that of the water from which it was generated and upon 
which it rests. Superheated steam is steam at a temperature above 
that due its pressure after leaving the liquid from which it is 
generated. 

One cubic inch of water evaporated into steam at 212° F. becomes 

1,645 cubic inches, that is, nearly 1 cubic foot. Water introduced 
into superheated steam will be vaporized until the steam becomes 
saturated and its temperature becomes that due its pressure. Cold 
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_ water or water at a lower temperature than that of the steam, when 
introduced into saturated steam, will condense some of it, thus lower- 

ing both the temperature and pressure of the rest until the tempera- 
ture again equals that due its pressure. The speed of steam for 
designers of steam piping is about a mile and one-half per minute 
and sometimes much more. 

There is a saving of approximately 1 per cent in fuel burned for 
every 11° that feed water is warmed before being run into the boiler. 
If sufficient exhaust steam is available and cold water at 70° is 
raised to 210° the saving in fuel will approximate 12 per cent. 

FUEL. 

One cord of air-dried hickory or hard maple weighs about 4,500 
pounds and is equal as fuel to 2,000 pounds coal. 

One cord of air-dried white oak weighs about 3,850 pounds and is 
equal to 1,715 pounds coal. 

One cord of air-dried red oak or black oak weighs 3,250 pounds 
and is equal to 1,450 pounds coal. 

One cord air-dried poplar, chestnut, or elm weighs 2,350 pounds 
and is equal to 1,050 pounds coal. 

One cord of air-dried yellow, white, or lodgepole pine weighs 
2,000 pounds and is equal to 625 pounds coal. 
From the foregoing data it is safe to assume that 24 pounds dry 

wood is equal to 1 pound average-quality soft coal, and that the fuel 
value of the same weight of different woods is very nearly the same. 
That is, 1 pound of hickory is worth no more for fuel than a pound 
of pine, assuming both to be dry. It is important that the wood be 
dry, as each 10 per cent of water or moisture will detract 12 per cent 
from its value as fuel. This fact should be noted by small mill 
operators who use green slabs for fuel and sell the dry ones. In one 
case observed by the writer the dry slabs were sold in the mill yard 
at 1 cent each and the green ones used to fire with. During the after- 
noon the mill stopped four times, averaging 15 minutes each time, in 
order to get sufficient steam to run the saw, and then the sawyer had 
to “back up” the carriage several times to enable the saw to gather 
sufficient speed to cut a foot or two farther into the log. 

Evaporative power of 1 pound of various fuels at atmospheric 
pressure (14.7 pounds).—1 pound good coal will evaporate 10 pounds 
water; 1 pound crude petroleum will evaporate 16 pounds water; 1 

_ pound natural gas (25 cubic feet) will evaporate 20 pounds water. 

WATER WHEELS. 

The horse power of falling water is expressed in the formula 
VCH <62.5 

33000” which means that the volume of discharge in cubic feet 
3 
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per minute multiplied by the height of fall in feet, multiplied by the 
weight of a cubic foot of water, and divided by 33,000, gives the horse 
power per minute. 

Amount of water required to develop a given horsepower with a given available 
effective head. 

Flow of water per minute. 

Effective head. Sa Se EE 

LOR. 20 ce aes 30 eee Ope. ies 

Cubic feet.| Cubic feet.| Cubic feet.| Cubic feet. 
BOPS Stee c cic sabi as ee a a at ea, bee 125 250 375 500 
GOTO sea Rees ae oa BOE ee ee eee 104 208 312 416 
ZOTOE Te eee AR ae ae ie Ea er eS ee a ee nee 88 177 266 355 
SOLER NS. 23s Uses o ae SME wera a are ets ae cn 77 155 232 311 
QOPESE a 2 kiss )- nn ere cela Se coke eee ene rae he oe ee ee ae 70 140 210 280 
LOO feet ss et ee as - 2 Ree MP eee cee 63 125 186 248 

1 Horsepower based In 85 per cent efficiency of the wheel. 

Water wheels are built either overshot, breast, undershot, or tur- 
bines. ; 

Overshot wheel_—The effective power is 60 to 75 per cent of possible 

power. The proper velocity of the circumference is 5 feet per second 
and is equal to approximately one-half the velocity of the water. 
The water velocity must be greater than the rim of the wheel. In 
falls of from 20 to 40 feet in height the overshot wheel is more 
effective than a turbine. The buckets should have a capacity three 
times as large as the volume of water actually carried, should have 
holes in the bottom in order to allow the escape of air, and have a 
depth of from 12 to 14 inches and be 12 inches apart at least from 
centers. The speed necessary to run a sawmill with this power is 
obtained by countershaft or gears. 

Breast wheel-—The water acts by weight and impact, dropping 
vertically into the buckets. The efficiency varies from 45 to 65 per 
cent of possible power and works best in falls from 8 to 16 feet hav- 
ing a discharge from 20 to 80 cubic feet per second. The speed of 
the wheel should be such as to fill the buckets one-half their capacity 
each revolution. Other forms of breast wheel are called “high 
breast,” “ low breast,” and “ flutter” wheels. The old form of water 
wheel had radial buckets, but the modern idea is in favor of curved 

buckets which give a higher efficiency. 
Undershot wheel—The undershot or current wheels have a low 

efficiency and are usually anchored in rapid streams in such a position 
as to be safe during floods or high water. The size of the wheel 
varies. It usually has 12 blades, each one of which is submerged 
as it passes directly under the axle. All of those wheels have become 
practically obsolete in this country. 

The Pelton turbine is a type of axial flow impulse turbine in which 
a small jet issues from a nozzle and strikes on a series of cups of 
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the shape of two hemispheres joined together at the center by a 
straight thin rib. By this means the jet is split and returned with- 
out serious shock. The speed of the rim should be one-half of the 
jet velocity to give the highest efficiency. The water works by im- 
pact and pressure and not by weight, as in vertical wheels, and 
greater speed is directly transmitted, which makes a turbine wheel 
better adapted for sawmill purposes than a vertical one. 

The advantage of water-power mills is less operating expense. 
The disadvantages are: Water-power mills are not portable; the 
source of power not uniform or continuous; not as capable of control 
as steam; and in the majority of cases results in low speed and low 
capacity. 

ENGINE FRICTION BRAKE. 

The engine friction brake is an instrument for measuring the 
power which an engine can give off for external use. It is usually 
applied to a flywheel and will give results if the belting is properly 
adjusted and the shafting in line. The object of a flywheel is to 
compensate for the irregular turning movements, and to prevent the 
consequent variation of speed from exceeding certain predetermined 
limits. The energy stored in a flywheel varies as the square of the 
velocity and directly as the weight. In the case of solid cast iron of 
good quality the velocity of the rim should not exceed 80 feet per 
second and in built-up wheels 50 feet. 

STANDARD HORSEPOWER. 

Standard horsepower is 33,000 foot-pounds. A foot-pound is 
1 pound lifted 1 foot per minute or any equivalent amount of force, 
such as one-half pound lifted 2 feet or 12 pounds lifted 1 inch per 
minute. The horsepower of an engine may be determined by the 

following formula: H. ee When P=mean effective 
) 

pressure, L=Ilength of the stroke in feet, A=average net area of 
piston, and N=number of revolutions per minute. To calculate 
horsepower, multiply the area of the piston in square inches by the 
speed of the piston in feet per minute and divide the product by 
33,000. The result is the horsepower value of 1 pound mean effective 
pressure, which, if multiplied by the whole mean effective pressure, 
will give the indicated horsepower. The net effective horsepower is 
the indicated horsepower less the friction of the engine. 

GEARS. 

The word “ diameter” when applied to gears is always understood 
to mean the pitch diameters. Diameter pitch of the gear is the num- 
ber of teeth to each inch of its pitch diameter. If a gear has 40 teeth 
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and the pitch diameter is 4 inches, the diametral pitch is 10, or, 
properly speaking, the gear is 10 diametral pitch. Circular pitch is 
the distance from the center of one tooth to the center of the next 
tooth measured along the pitch circle. If this distance is one-half 
inch, the gear is said to be one-half circular pitch. 

CALCULATING THE SPEED OF SAWS, PULLEYS, AND DRUMS. 

EXAMPLES. 

1. A 30-inch pulley, making 180 revolutions per minute, drives a 
countershaft with a 12-inch pulley. What is the speed of the smaller 
ee 18030+12=450 r. p. m. 

2. A countershaft is to make 450 r. p. m., driven by a 30-inch pul- 
ley making 180 r. p.m. What will be the diameter of the counter- 
shaft pulley? 18030+450=12-inch pulley. 

3. What will be the diameter of a pulley making 180 r. p. m. to 
drive a 12-inch pulley 450 r. p.m.? 45012+180=30-inch pulley. 

SAW GAUGE. 

Stubs’s standard English gauge is in general use by saw manufac- 
turers in this country. 

Decimal 
No. of wire gauge. Fractional equivalents. Ag uiva- 

; ent. 

Inch. 
INOS Aoi. 2 ose op oes = cee sees eens aoe epee ts inch sean; 25.22.22 eee ee ee eee oe . 300 
IN OR ORE Se MSE Dp enn 2 eR Pe EOE D go neh full 23526 Soh a eee er . 284 
INO S38 oe ee ae eee ee aee opens nee ere a7 4nch scant.o. 2" sane een Ae as . 259 
INO 48. DA spate ee ok eee $2 inch full; 225. 2322: ee eee ee . 238 
INOS 52 cad eis petaae se eee ee eee een ee x inch full =... sa ccecc tesa oe eee ee . 220 
ING. Gsaaie coe Se ein Oe ee #2 inch scant 2... cs ee eee - 203 
IN DATS a ap Sie arc cee tor a a epee i eee 44 inch full ee eee ee eee hy - 180 
INOS8 222 2a. Se eA aos aa eee eee See nae at inch scant: 220/323: See ere 165 
BN OO BSS Syoccs cit ra ape ae me uae ee ai achilles ee ne pee I Ami aE ae id -148 
No. 2; ineh s¢ant 4. .)32- 34: nee Bae ee eee . 134 

4inch scant.- 3. ok oe eee eee eee -120 
i inch secant .- - 109 

..-| #;inch full... - 095 
-| & inch full... Boas eee eee . 083 
ar Scante acer . 072 
as inch full....3 3.5252 sr rae ee eee eee ace - 065 
yz inch scant...--..:---.- tates ce tes nanaces - 058 
er inch full. tk SAS Ee ete eee ore . 049 

MILL-MACHINERY TERMS. 

Back (of a saw tooth)—The upper or convex part of a saw tooth. The lower 

or concave portion is called the face. 

3it—A tooth used in an inserted tooth saw. The knives used on the cutter 

heads of surfacing machines to cut*a tongue and groove. 

30ard mitl—One that makes a specialty of 1-inch and 2-inch lumber as com- 

pared to a timber mill which cuts lumber of greater thickness. 

3umper—A device placed at each end of the carriage run to absorb the shock. 

It is usually a piston fitted with a cylinder which contains live steam or air, 

buffer. 
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Cant flipper—‘IT'wo or more horizontal bars placed in a line of live rolls; the 

outer ends are fastened to a common shaft attached to the piston of a steam 

cylinder and the near ends are pivoted to a firm support. On elevating the outer 

| ends, cants and boards are transferred to a temporary storage point behind 

: the gang resaw or edger. 

Carriage—A frame on which are mounted the head blocks, set work and other 

mechanism for holding the log while it is being sawed and also for advancing 

the log toward the saw line after a cut has been made. The carriage frame 

is mounted on trucks which travel on tracks. The carriage is moved by 

steam, feed cable, or rack and pinion. 

Carriage dog—A steel tooth, several of which are attached to a carriage knee 

and operated by a lever. Their object is to hold the log firmly on the carriage. 

Carriage feed—The power used to drive the carriage back and forth. It may 

consist of a rack and pinion, a cable device, or a large cylinder and piston. In 

large mills the steam cylinder is used for short carriages and the cable for 

long ones. In portable mills the rack and pinion or cable feed is used. 

Carrigge receder—A device on the under side of a carriage which automatically 

shunts the carriage frame on its axles about 3 inch away from the saw line. 

The carriage receder is used only in band mills; its use prevents the log from 

hitting the band saw. 

Chip breaker—A roller or bar in front of cutter knives on a planing machine 

to prevent splinters from being torn from the face of the board as it is being 

surfaced. 

Circular gang mill—A machine usually used to cut 1-inch flooring strips from 

4-inch and 6-inch cants. 

Circular saw—One having cutting teeth on the circumference of the plate. 

Dished saw—Circular saws May assume a Shape like that cf a dish. The con- 

cave side is spoken of as the dished side. 

Double-cutting band saw—Has teeth on both edges and cuts on both ronan 

and backward run. 

Double mill—A mill having two head saws. 

Hdger—A frame supporting an arbor on which are mounted several saws, feed 

rolls, press rolls, and power transmission gear. It is used to square-edge 

lumber and also to rip it. 

Edge stacker—A machine which piles lumber on edge on dry-kiln trucks. 

Feed rolls—Live rollers with a smooth, corrugated, or rough surface which 

holds the lumber and pushes it into an edger, resaw, planer, etc. 

Telloe—One of the segments of the rim of a wheel between the spokes and the 

tire. 

Floorer—A planer and matcher combined which makes flooring. 

Friction nigger—A long lever armed with teeth used to turn logs on a carriage. 

Gang edger—An edger that has fixed saws. ; 

Gang mill—A machine with a heavy frame supporting a sash which carries 

straight saw blades. The sash runs in upright slides and is driven from below. 

Gang saw—One from 6 to 10 inches. wide and 4 feet in length with teeth on one 

edge, suspended in the sash of the gang and cutting on the down strokes. 

Syn.—Gate saw. 

Gauge—The thickness of a saw blade. 

Head block—The part of a carriage which holds the log and upon which it rests. 

Hach head block consists of a base, a knee, a taper set, and a rack and pinion 

gear. 

High track or dollyway—An elevated tramway which runs from the sawmill 

to the yard. 

Hog—A refuse grinder. 
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Hookaroon, pickaroon—A curved pike fitted to handle, used in pulling ties or 

lumber into place. 

Horizontal band saw—aA band saw which runs horizontally. 

Husk—The frame supporting the arbor and other parts of a circular saw. 

Inserted tooth circular saw—One in which removable shanks and bits are in- 

serted in the sockets on the rim. 

Jump saw—One that can be raised or lowered in a vertical line. 

Jack slip—The trough up which the bull chain hauls the logs. 

ixnee—The part of a carriage holding the dogs and also the levers operating 

both the dogs and the taper set. 

Log deck—The platform in a sawmill upon which logs are stored preparatory to 

placing them on the carriage. 

Log lift—Cable slings, spaced several feet apart—employed to lift logs from 

water. 

Loose—A saw is said to be loose when the surface falls away) too much from the 

straight edge. 

Lumber buggy—Dolly lumber truck. 

Lumber jack—A tripod armed with a blunt spike on top, used as a fulerum to 

pass the lumber up to the lumber piler. 

Matcher—A surfacing machine used in a planing mill for finishing lumber of — 

average width and thickness. Syn.—Joiner. 

Out of round—A circular saw is said to be out of round when it is not a per- 

fect circle. 

Overhead trimmer—One which has the saws hung above the table. 

Pond saw—A power-driven drag saw used to cut logs in a mill pond. 

Press roll—A live roll which holds the lumber against the feed roll when passing 

through a machine. { 

Resaw—A circular or band mill used to resaw boards, cants, plank, timbers. 

Syn.—Pony band mill slab saw. 

Rift gang mill—A machine for cutting edge-grained flooring strips from a cant. 

It consists of a number of small circulars set on the arbor of an edger. 

Rock saw—A circular saw or a planer head which removes a wide kerf on the 

upper surface of the log in front of the cut of the head saw. 

Rotary veneer machine—A machine that cuts or peels a thin endless sheet of 

wood from a round log. 

Sash saw—An upright band of steel toothed on one edge stretched in a sash 

or frame and used singly usually in a water-power mill of limited capacity. 

Saw arbor—The shaft and bearings on which a circular saw is mounted. 

Saw guide—A device for steadying a circular or band saw. 

Screw rollers—Rollers with a coarse thread which throw the board or slab to 

one side as the piece passes over it. , 

Set beam—A shaft on a sawmill carriage connected with the set works bearing 

pinions, one of which meshes into a rack in each headblock and moves the 

knees back or forth as desired. 

Setting block—A small steel block on which the tooth of a crossecut saw is. 

placed and then struck with a hammer to give it the proper set. 

Set works—The mechanism on a sawmill carriage by means of which the 

setter advances the knees and the log toward the saw line after a piece has 

been cut from the log. : 

Set-works scale—A dial on a Sawmill carriage which shows the distance between 

the saw line and the face of the knee. 

Shank—Device for locking inserted teeth into the sockets of a circular saw. 

Shotgun feed—Steam feed. 
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Single band—A band saw with one cutting edge; a double band is toothed on 

both edges. 

Single mill—A mill with one head saw. 

Sizer—A machine for surfacing timber. 

Slasher—Seyveral circulars mounted on the same line from 16 to 24 inches apart 

for cutting up slabs, edging, etc. 

Solid-tooth circular saw—One in which the teeth are cut-into the rim of the saw. 

Spring set—When one tooth in a saw is sprung slightly to the right and the 

next one to the left alternately ; crosscut and narrow band Saws are spring 

set. 

Standard band mill—One having a 50,000 daily capacity from a single band. 

Steam feed (or shotgun feed)—A long cylinder with a piston which is fixed to 

the rear end of the carriage and propels it back and forth. 

Steam niggers—A heavy-toothed lever worked by steam cylinders which is used 

to turn logs on the carriage. 
Sticker—Small pieces of boards placed between courses in a lumber pile or . 

machine used in a sash, door, and blind factory for shaping doors, sash rails, 

sash bars, and muntins. 

Swage—A tool used to spread. the points of the teeth of a saw. 

Swage set—Hammering the points of the teeth to a width greater than the 

thickness of the saw. Head saws are usually spring set and some rip saws 

also, ; 

Taper lever—A lever attached to the knee of a carriage headblock which throws 

either knee out of alignment when cutting churn-butted logs. 

Tension—To make a band or circular looser in the middle than on the cutting 

edge, by hammering. 

Throat—The rounded cavity below the points in w hich RENTON gathers and is 

carried from the cut.- 

Tire—Is that part of a band-saw blade 1 inch or more back from the throats 

which has not been stretched to conform with the segment to which the rest 

of the blade is tensioned. ‘This leaves the saw tighter at the tire than it is 

in the middle. The width of the tire varies with the width of the saw and 

the amount of tension carried. 

To gig a carriage—Running the carriage back after a board is cut from the log. 

To gum a saw—To grind out the throats of a saw. 

To hammer a saw—To round it with a hammer in order to adjust the tension. 

To hang a saw—To place a saw in position ready for operation. 

To jack logs—To pull logs from the pond into the mill on an endless spiked 

chain, Syn.—Bull chain, jacker, log haul. 

Top saw—The upper of two circular saws on a head saw, both being on ‘ihe 

same husk. 

Whip saw—A saw operated by two men used to cut logs into lumber. Syn.— 

Pit saw. 

LUMBER TERMS. 

Backing board—The last board in the log left on the carriage. 

Barn boards—Boards used for barn siding. The cracks between the boards 

are covered with battens. 

Base—Interior trim which is fastened to the walls of a room at the floor line. 

Battens—Narrow lumber used to cover cracks between siding boards. 

Bevel cribbing—Boards beveled on both edges, used to cover the sides of a 

- ecorncrib. 

Bevel siding—Lap siding, siding weather board. 
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Block setter—One who operates the set works on a sawmill carriage. 

Blued lumber—Lumber, the sapwood of which has been stained by fungi. 

Box boards—Lumber of a specific quality from which boxes are manufac- 

tured. 

Box shooks—Pieces of lumber cut to size for boxes but not assembled. 

Break down—To cut a log into cants or of a size which can be sawed on the 

main saw. : 

Bull head—A term used by sawmill filer to describe the action of a saw when 

it leads in or out of a cut. 

Cant—A log which has been slabbed on one or more sides. 

Casehardened lumber—Material, the exterior of which is dry, while the interior 

remains moist. The result of quick drying in an overheated kiln. 

Ceiling—Lumber usually finished on one side only and used for wainscoting, 

ceiling rooms, ete. 

Chimney—An opening left from top to bottom in a lumber pile to admit air 

and hasten drying. 

Chipped grain—A defect in lumber caused by the grain of the wood being 

torn out in patches by the action of the planer knives. 

Clapboard—Siding 4 to 6 inches wide and 4 to 20 feet long tapering to a thin 

edge on one side. 

Case knot—One surrounded wholly or partially by pitch or bark. 

Coarse-grain lumber—Material with wide annual rings. 

Comb grained—The best quality of quarter-sawed lumber, the growth rings of 

which are nearly at right angles to the face of the board. 

Common boards—Applied to four grades of lumber of a quality inferior to 

finish. The widths run from 4 to 12 inches. 

Common dimensions—Applied to 2-inch stock ranging from 4 to 12 inches wide 

and 3-inch stock from 6 to 12 inches wide. 

Custom sawing—The sawing of lumber under contract prices per 1,000 board 

feet. — t ‘ 

Carriage setter—Rides on the front end of the carriage and sets the dogs which 

hold the log in place. ; 

Drop siding—A pattern of lumber used to cover the exterior sides of buildings. 

'Syn.—Cove siding, German siding, patent siding, rustic. 

Face side—That side of a board which shows the best quality. 

Featheredge—When a board is found thinner on one edge than it is on the 

other it is said to have a featheredge. Term also used to describe an over- 

sharpened cutting edge. | 

Feed—The length of lumber cut at one revolution of the saw, expressed in 

inches. 

Fencing—A grade of rough inch lumber 4 to 6 inches wide. 

Fine @rain—Lumber having the annual rings close together. 

Finish lumber—The higher grade of lumber used for interior finish in buildings. 

Five-ply veneer—Made up of five pieces of veneer glued one to the other, also 

called laminated wood. 

Flitch—A. thick piece of lumber with wane on the edge. 

Furring—A narrow strip of inch lumber which is nailed to rafters and joints 

as a backing for laths. 

Jointed flooring—A flooring strip which instead of being tongued and grooved 

has the sides cut on a bevel edge. Syn.—Lap siding. 

Joist—A dimension timber used to support the floor of a building. 

Knocked down—A machine or article taken apart in order to facilitate ship- 

ping. Abbreviated as K. D. 

Large knot—One that is over 13 inches diameter. 

a 
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Load—In foreign markets 1,680 pounds weight of lumber or 50 cubic feet cargo 

space. 

Lumber tally—The scale of the log after it is cut into lumber. 

- Mill run—All of the lumber without regard to grade which has a shipping value. 

Moulding—The narrow strips of lumber moulded in various patterns used in 

interior finish. 

Odd lengths—Lumber trimmed to odd feet, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15. 

Off-bearer—The man who stands behind the saw and takes away the lumber and 

slabs. Syn.—Tail sawyer, swamper. 

Ogee moulding—One having a double curve formed by a concave and convex line. 

Overrun—The difference between the lumber tally and mill scale. 

Parbuckle—A device for loading logs. It consists of a chain or rope in the 

form of a sling attached to the wagon or sled. 

Partition—Lumber used for interior partitions where both sides of the board 

are exposed. 

Pile bottom—The foundation (timber or concrete) on which lumber is piled. 

Pin knot—A knot which is sound and not more than one-half inch in diameter. 

Pitch—The angle between the back of a tooth and a line drawn from a point of 

the tooth to the back of a band saw or to the center of a circular saw. 

Pitch pocket—An opening or space between the annual rings containing pitch 

in coniferous trees. Syn.—Pitch seams. 

Plain sawed—AlIl lumber which is not quarter sawed. Syn.—Flat grain, bastard 

grain, slash grain. 

Pony gang—A saw crew of two men who do their own swamping. 

Porch decking—A tongue and grooved board, the upper face of which is grooved 

in order to carry off rain water. , 

Quarter-sawed—In hardwoods, when the lumber is cut parallel or nearly so 

with the medullary rays. In soft woods, when the growth rings do not tip 

more than 45° from the vertical throughout the entire length of the board. 

Syn.—Center sawed, comb grained, edge grained, figure grained, rift sawed, 

Silver grained, vertical grained. 

Rip—To cut a board lengthwise. . 

Rock pine—The Chicago name for hemlock. 
Sampson—An upright lever used for rolling logs. It is attached to the log by a 

chain. ; 

Short length—Lumber from 4 to 10 feet. . 

Sidings—Boards sawed from the outer portion of a log when the central part is 

made into lumber. 

Slack cooperage—Containers for nonliquid products consisting of two round 

heads and a body composed of staves held together with hoops. 

Slat—A sawed piece of wood 74 by 2% by + inches, used in pencil manu- 

facture. : 

Small knot—A sound knot not more than three-fourths inch in diameter. 

Snake—To make a wavy cut in sawing. 

Snipping—The act of rounding off the end of a log to prevent the latter from 

sticking in the ground. Syn.—Sniping. 

Sound knot—One which is as solid and hard across its face as the surrounding 

wood and firm enough to retain its place in the board. 

Spike knot—A knot sawed lengthwise in the board. 

Spline—A rectangular strip of wood which is substituted for the tongue on 

heavy factory flooring. 

Stepping—A grade of lumber worked to a size suitable for steps. 

Stock boards—Of even widths, usually 8, 10, and 12 inches. 
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Straight grain—A piece of lumber is said to be straight grained when the 

principal wood cells are parallel to its length. 

Swamp hook—A hook to be attached to a chain used for rolling logs. 

Tail sawyer—Off-bearer. 

Tally—A record of the number of pieces and grades which are cut in the mill. 

Tight cooperage—Containers for liquids consisting of two round heads and a 

body composed of several staves held together by hoons in such a manner as 

to hold. liquids. 

Timber—4 inches by 4 inches, and larger dimensions, 

To box a log—To throw a log from the log trough upon the mill deck by means 

of a log kicker. 

To box the heart—To cut boards from all sides of the heart, leaving the latter 

as a piece of timber. F 

To jack lumber—Means to pass up boards to the piler on top of the pile by 

leverage on an upright pole or a short board projecting from the front of the 

pile. 

To saw around a log—To cut three or more faces on a log in order to get the 

best quality of lumber in each cut. 

To saw alive—To make all cuts on the log parallel, without canting the log.. 

Torn grain—A defect on surfaced lumber caused by the fibers of the wood 

being torn by the planer knives. 

Uppers—Finish lumber. 

Veneer—A thin piece of lumber cut on a veneer machine. There are three kinds 

of veneer, viz, sawed, sliced, and rotary cut. 

Wane—Bark or decrease in wood on the edge of board, plank, or timber. 

Washboard lumber—Poorly sawed lumber with ridges on the face of the boards. 

Woods scale—The scale of the logs made in the woods. 

Wood fiber—Narrow shavings cut from a round block of wood by a special 

machine. : 
Yard lumber—Lumber which has been air dried. 

ABBREVIATIONS. 

I. .—Cost, insurance, and freight. 

O. B.—F ree on board. 

A. §8.—Free along side. 

G.—Flat grain. 

G.—Vertical grain. 

I. F. E.—Cost, insurance, freight, and exchange. 

. & H.—Dressed and headed. A flooring strip which has been surfaced, 

tongued, and grooved on one side, and also has a tongue on one énd and a 

groove on the other, so that the joints may not necessarily come over a 

joint. 

D. & M.—Dressed-and-matched boards, which have been tongued, grooved, and 

matched. 

BE. G.—EHdge grain. 

W. A. L.—Wider, all lengths. 

AW. & AL.—AIl widths and all lengths. 

5/4, 6/4, 8/4—14 inches, 14 inches, and 2 inches. 

Kk. D.—Kiln dried or knocked down. 

S. 48. C. 8 —Surfaced on 4 sides in the 1/16-inch caulking seam on each edge. 

S. M.—Surface measure. 

S1 8S. 1E—Surfaced on one side and one edge. ) 

T. B. & S.—Top, bottom, and sides. : 

T. & G.—Tongued and grooved, 

SO Se ee 
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WOMEN’S RURAL! ORGANIZATIONS ARE NUMEROUS AND VARIED. 

The rural telephone, better roads, the automobile, and rural tree 
delivery have greatly facilitated communication in rural districts. 
Women whose homes are on the farms are taking advantage of the 
improvement in means of communication and are endeavoring in an 
organized way to further the development of every phase of activity 
which will mean better home life on the farm, broader and bigger 
agricultural opportunities for the future, and an ideal rural com- 
munity life. 

Organizations have been small and simple, but they are permeating 
country life. For example, in one Southern State having three- 
fourths of its land area in farms there are over 500 women’s rural 
organizations. The organizations represented are: The Homemakers’ 
Clubs, the Parent-Teacher and School Improvement Associations, 
the Daughters of the Confederacy, the Cooperative Clubs, the Eastern. 
Star, the State Federation of Women’s Clubs, and the Woman’s 
Christian Temperance Union. In addition there are a number of 
ladies’ aid and missionary societies, and neighborhood and family 
clubs not belonging to any of the county or State organizations. 

1 All organizations located in places of less than 2,500 inhabitants are considered as “rural.’’ This is 

in accordance with the definition of rural territory adopted for the Thirteenth (1910) Census. 
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A single organization, of national character and not usually con- 
sidered rural in its interests, the General Federation of Women’s 

: : . : y 
Clubs, counts among its locals in the open country, in hamlets, and — $ 
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Fic, 1.—State Federation Clubs in places of less than 2,500 inhabitants. 
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in small towns, over 3,500 women’s organizations. (See fig. 1.) The 

National Woman’s Christian Temperance Union has twice this num- 

ber. (See fig. 2.) 
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There are two national farm women’s organizations, the National 
Farm and Garden Association and the National Congress of Farm 
Women. Adequate means of communication is one of the most 

= 

Each dot represents one union. 

Fic. 2.—Woman’s Christian Temperance Unions in places of less than 2,500 inhabitants. 

difficult problems of these organizations. The first-mentioned of 
these two organizations publishes a quarterly bulletin and holds 
annual and semiannual meetings in widely separated parts of the 
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country in its effort to méet this difficulty. The National Congress 
of Farm Women has thus far relied upon annual meetings, but it is 
felt that this is not adequate. 

There are State organizations of farm women in Ilhnois, Iowa, 
Kansas, Ohio, Missouri, Michigan, Oklahoma, Texas, and Utah, 
varying in activities. In establishing these State organizations 
assistance has been rendered by State appropriations, as in Illinois; 
by farmers’ organizations, as in Michigan and Ilimois; by the exten- 
sion departments of the State agricultural colleges, as in Iowa and 
Missouri; and by farm papers, as in Ohio, Oklahoma, and Michigan. 

In some States the State Federation of Women’s Clubs considered 
holding separate sessions of women interested in farm and in city 
problems, but the interests of the homemakers, whether they lived 
in the city or in the country, were found to be so much alike that the 
idea of separate meetings was abandoned. » 

County organizations of farm women are more active than State 
or National organizations. The family clubs in Minnesota and 
Michigan bring the women of the county together. In many 
instances this has resulted in a county organization of women belong- 
ing to the farmers’ clubs, such as the County Women’s Club. which 
meets at Hastings, Minn.t In Cerro Gordo County, Iowa, the county 
fair brought to the women a realization of their power to help the 
county, which resulted in a county federation of a number of local 
clubs. The increased interest which farm women have been taking 
in the State Federation of Women’s Clubs has resulted in the organ- 
ization of county federations in many States and the same recognition 
is given them as is given city federations. A list of counties in which 
there are county federations of women’s clubs is given below: 

Counties having federations of women’s clubs. 

Illinois: Maine: Michigan—Continued. 
Kane Kennebec Lenawee 

Indiana: Knox Oakland 

Delaware Maryland: Oceana 

Jay Montgomery St. Joseph 

Madison Michigan: Van Buren 

Randolph Allegan New York: 

lowa: Berrien Allegany 

Cerro Gordo Cass Chenango 
Clinton Eaton Cortland 

Kansas: Genesee New Mexico: 

Marion Tonia Dona Ana 

Morris Jackson Ohio: 
Osage Kalamazoo Huron 

i The names of clubs given are those of which the writer has had opportunity to gain personal knowledge. 

They are given as illustrations. Many other clubs which have not been mentioned are doing a work 

equally important. 

ee 
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Oklahoma: Pennsylvania—Continued. Texas—Continued. 
Grady McKean Gregg 

Logan Montgomery Hidalgo 

Kiowa Westmoreland Lubbock 
Garfield Texas: Washington: 
Harmon Armstrong Grays Harbor 

Pennsylvania: Bee Skagit 
Delaware Cameron Snohomish 

Erie Colin | Yakima Valley 
Greene De Witt 

The clubs of the Department of Household Science of the Illinois 
Farmers’ Institute have ‘county meetings. One of the national 
associations has its work organized by counties. In State meetings 
members and delegates from the same county are seated together 
and reports of the work accomplished are made both by the county 
presidents and by the State chairman. Rural clubs in the country 
around the county seat frequently form a county organization to 
cooperate in establishing a rest room for farm women or in working 
for a woman county agent or a county appropriation for some other 
educational or charitable purpose. 

ORGANIZED EFFORT OF WOMEN DEVELOPS HOME LIFE. 

Through baby-welfare conferences and contests arranged by clubs, 
mothers study the development of their children and have the 
opportunity of securing instruction on health subjects from the com- 
petent physicians whose services for this purpose can be secured 
without expense. The civic committee of the Montgomery County 
Federation in Maryland arranged for such a welfare conference at 
the county fair. Twenty-five children were examined, of whom 
many were found to be subnormal, the physician reporting malnutri- 
tion as one of the main causes of the trouble. Mothers could remedy 
this to some extent by planning a better balanced diet for their 
children. Several national organizations of women are encouraging 
the celebration of baby week, which is already observed yearly by 
hundreds of farm women’s clubs. A club of country women living 
near Renwick, Iowa, celebrated baby week by cooperating with two 
other local women’s clubs in holding a baby contest in Renwick. 
The State Agricultural College, through its extension service, detailed 
a physician to make mental and physical examinations, and a 
specialist to speak on child welfare, and local physicians volunteered 
their assistance. The rural women were notified by telephone, 
notices were published in the local paper, and prizes of five-dollar 
savings deposits were offered for the boy and girl between the ages of 
six months and three years found to be in the best physical condition. 
To defray incidental expenses each member of the club voluntarily 
contributed 30 cents. The prizes, equipment, and rooms for exami- 
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nation, as well as the services of doctors and nurses, were donated. 
Such contests are promoted by a single club or by several cooperating, 
but are most successful when open to all mothers and children in the 
township or county, regardless of club affiliation. 

The study of foods at club meetings raises the standard of family 
health and tends to remove physical defects caused by malnutrition. 
The woman’s club is often the only channel open to the married 
woman through which to continue the study of such subjects.1 The 
Troy Culture Club, of Eagle Grove, Iowa, was organized for this pur- 
pose in 1910. Meetings were held every other week in the farm 
homes. The committee for the day prepared the food and looked 
up scientific facts to be discussed. Various methods of preparing 
different vegetables were shown in season. The leavening value of 
beaten eggs in omelets and in cake was studied in comparison with 
yeast and baking powder.. Types of food constituting a balanced 
ration for the family were studied. These clubs form at present the 
most direct channel through which to promote the conservation of 
wheat and the use of war breads and meat substitutes. 

More varied diet in many farm homes has been made possible 
through canning clubs, which are to be found in every State of the 
Union and which are especially successful in the South. Vegetables 
of all kinds, fruits, and even meats, are canned for home use.” 

The promotion of penny savings by women’s organizations has 
done much to encourage thrift in farm homes. The Harvard 
Woman’s Club, a rural club in Massachusetts, instituted a stamp- 
saving campaign. A committee of two was appoimted to manage 
the work and 35 children have established savings accounts. The 
Pepperell Women’s Club, in Massachusetts, including farm women as 
members, though not strictly rural, started a work of this kind in 
December, 1916. Insix months the children had saved $400. They 
bring their pennies to the school, give them to the teacher or to some 
responsible club woman, who opens an account in the child’s name 
at the bank as soon as $1 is saved. 

Labor-saving devices have been installed in many homes and new 
ideas of household efficiency developed through club work. At 
Potomac, Md., a number of such devices were constructed and 

exhibited at the community fair held in the schoolhouse. In order 
to prevent continual stooping to pick up clothespins while hanging 
out the washing, a clothespin bag was made on a coat hanger to slide 
along the line. A homemade fireless cooker * was shown as a device 

1 Most of the extension departments of the State agricultural colleges give assistance in organizing clubs 

ofthis kind andfurnish program material and trained demonstrators in domestic science. 

2 Bulletins on canning may be secured from the United States Department of Agriculture and from the 

State agricultural colleges. Farmers’ Bulletins published by the Department of Agriculture are: No. 839, 

Home canning by the one-period cold-pack method; and No. 853, Home canning of fruits and vegetables, 

1917. 

° Directions for constructing iceless refrigerators and fireless cookers may be found in Farmers’ Bulletin 

No.771, Homemade fireless cookers and their use; and Famers’ Bulletin No. 927, Farm home conveniences. 
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for cooking foods while 
attending to other duties. 
Another exhibit was a 
homemade white-enam- 
eled iceless refrigerator’ 
designed to save unneces- 
sary steps and lifting in 
putting food into the well 
for cooling. These and 
similar devices free the 
home maker from much 
unnecessary routine work 
and give her more oppor- 
tunity to attend to other 
home problems. 

Clubs organized for 
purely social purposes 
often become instru- 
mental in interesting the 
members in home eco- 
nomics and community 
work. Thisisillustrated 
by a social club near 
Wyanet, Ill. After hold- 
ing social meetings for 
two years in the homes 
of the members they re- 
organized as the Wyanet 
Household Science Club. 
A five-day school of do- 
mestic science has been 
secured from the univer- 
sity, at a cost of about 
$15; papers on home 
topics are read at the 
meetings, with an average 
attendance of 45; and oc- 
casional outside lecturers 
are secured. Figure 3 
shows an afternoon joint 
meeting of two women’s 
rural clubs. 

Such activities as these 
reduce thesense of drudg- 
ery inevitable to the wo- 

“SQNIO [ANY S,WOULO A OA} JO ZUTJOOUT YUIOf—"e “DI, 

1 See footnote 3, page 6. 
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man who works alone everyday. They bring women together for 
discussion of the problems of daily life in such a way that they may 
return to their work with a sense of companionship, renewed en- 
thusiasm, and interest in their accomplishments. 

COUNTRY WOMEN COOPERATE FOR BROADER AGRICULTURAL 

OPPORTUNITIES. 

Women are cooperating in practical efforts to solve agricultural 
problems. Personal experiences in seed selection for the production 
of corn were discussed before the National Congress of Farm Women 
at its last annual meeting by a delegate who has had marked success 
in corn and hog raising. Some women of rural clubs in Iowa have 
been experimenting with seed selection and germination. Various 
women’s colleges located on large farms have arranged for groups of 
students to remain on the farms during the summer vacation to 
learn to operate the machinery and to study farm management. The 
National Farm and Garden Association has published in its official 
bulletin articles about the work done by members, describing various 
agricultural activities in which women farmers have been successful. 
Mention is made of the success of a woman at Whitesbog, N. J., as a 
grower of cranberries and large blueberries; of one at Wilmington, 
Del., in raising prize poultry; and of another at Newtown, Pa., who 
runs a darge dairy farm and raises Ayrshire cattle. This association 
also assists in securing suitable positions for women trained in agri- 
culture and for other women wishing to do agricultural work. 

To encourage tree planting and flower growing, trees, plants, and 
roots have been collected and distributed by women’s rural clubs. 
The Big Timber Woman’s Club, of Montana, distributed among the 
women of the town 70 dozen asters for planting. To a community 
fair in Arkansas, promoted by a number of rural community clubs, 
each woman brought seeds, cuttings, or roots from all of the flowers 
grown on the premises. These were not sold, but exchanged, thus 
introducing a wide variety of plants for the beautification of all the 
homes in the community. In order to earn the money for trees and 
shrubbery the Women’s Civic Improvement Club, of Huntley, Mont., 
planted beets in the acre and a quarter of ground which it wished 
to develop into a park. 
Through the study and dissemination of information relating to 

marketing, women’s organizations are assisting in agricultural de- 
velopment. At a federation meeting of the Logan County Farm 
Women’s Clubs of Oklahoma a portion of the time was devoted to a 
discussion of problems connected with the grading, sorting, and 
packing of peaches for market, as the women assisted in harvesting 
the peach crop. Again, marketing the apple crop was similarly 
discussed by the women’s clubs at Sunnyside, Wash. A farm 
woman’s club in Denton, Md., whose membership comprises many 
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progressive farm women in the locality, made a study of the extent 
to which members of their club were selling farm products. It was 
found that during the past year seven members had sold nearly 
$1,000 worth of farm products, including eggs, chickens, canned 
goods, pigs, and butter. ‘Some members were cooperating in shipping 
eges, and others were carrying eggs a number of miles for shipment 

when they could have shipped with their friends near by. One 
member was securing high prices for infertile eggs and had more 
customers than she could supply, while others were willing to assist 
in supplying infertile eggs to the trade. The advantages of various 

methods of marketing were discussed by members from their own 
experiences. 

Practical experiments in marketing have been carried on by a 
number of women’s rural clubs in Pike County, Ill., which have 
aided members in marketing farm products, especially eggs and 
chickens. The rural club encouraged the work among its members 
and secured names of prospective buyers from clubs of city women, 
and while neither city nor country clubs assumed any financial 
responsibility, they stood for upright dealings on the part of members 
and thus helped to establish the necessary confidence between 
people personally unknown to each other. 
By creating an interest in natural history and in agricultural 

education among girls and boys, women’s rural clubs are endeavoring 
to prepare them to take advantage of agricultural opportunities 
already open. Agricultural shows and exhibits stimulating com- 
petition in production are fostered by rural clubs in many localities. 
In Massachusetts a woman lecturer of a local grange arranged for 
such an exhibit, where 59 varieties of grasses were displayed, together 
with rare woods, such as blue beech and ironwood, to be found in the 
locality. The bird department exhibited lists of 90 birds which 
had been seen in the neighborhood, and the flower department showed 
160 classified flowers. Junior Audubon societies have been organized 
‘by women’s clubs, the children holding classes and studying birds 
under the direction of members of the clubs. While these studies 
may not in all cases have direct bearmg upon agricultural produc- 
tion, they frequently stimulate an interest in practical agriculture. 
The Women Farmers Club of Missouri has offered an annual scholar- 
ship of $25 for the study of practical farming to the girl who scores 
highest in planting and cultivatimg a certain amount of ground 
according to the rules of the boys’ corn contest. 
Many clubs are instrumental in obtaining better opportunities for 

reading. Volunteer librarians gather Government bulletins on 
agriculture and other material of interest in rural communities, and 
lend them to members of the community. The women’s clubs of 
the State of Montana have cooperated in what is called a vocational 
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congress, the object of which is to present to girls throughout the 
towns and rural districts of Montana the vocational opportunities 
open to women. The congress includes conferences on agriculture, 
home economics, art, education, and newspaper work. Each club 
selects a representative girl from the high school in its district and 
pays her traveling expenses to and from Bozeman so that she may 
attend the vocational congress which is held at the State College. 

4 

The college bears the expense of the speakers and the meetings, and | 
the club women in the town of Bozeman entertain the delegates in 
their own homes during the three days’ visit. This has not only 
benefited the girls, but their reports to the clubs sending them have | 
been the occasion of joint meetings of local clubs and of wider interest 
in vocational opportunities. 

The efforts of country women in cooperating for broader agricul- 
tural opportunities have been positive and constructive. They 
have shown a desire to work out agricultural problems in a funda- 
mental way which will enable them to maintain high standards of 
home life on the farms. 

FARM WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS PROMOTE COMMUNITY LIFE IN THE 
COUNTRY. 

With home conveniences on the farm the women have time to 
consider community needs and to plan for community development. 
Farm women have been able to give much time to those things which 
they believe helpful to all, and their activities have been so numerous 
that those mentioned here can serve only as illustrations. 

Rest rooms for farm women * have been established in many States 
through the joint efforts of local clubs of rural women, in cooperation 
with organizations of women in town, chambers of commerce, and 
public officials. A room is maintained in a location convenient to 
country women for their own use when in town. Couches, easy 
chairs, reading material, and sanitary conveniences are provided. 
Community fairs” or school fairs have been promoted by farm 

women in Montgomery County, Md., St. Joseph County, Mich., and 
in nearly all other States. The purpose is largely educational, but 
the meetings serve as opportunities in some localities to introduce 
athletic contests as well as industrial and agricultural competition. 
A county federation of women’s clubs in Maryland arranged for an 
automobile pageant at the county fair, with about 20 beautifully 
decorated automobiles, some of them representing various women’s 
organizations. 

Home economics and manual training are often introduced into 
the rural schools as a direct result of club work. The Federation 

1See Agricultural Yearbook Separate 726, Rest Rooms for Women in Marketing Centers. 

2See Farmers’ Bulletin 870, The Community Fair. 
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of Rural Clubs in Grand Junction, Colo., provided funds for the 
equipment for manual training in one rural school and for domestic 
science in another, the school trustees agreeing to provide the rooms 
and the instruction in both instances. In a rural community in 
New England, club women taught sewing to the children after school 
so successfully that in the latter part of the year time was given 
during the school day for this work, and provision was made for 
paying for such instruction from public funds. The Pettis County 
Home Makers’ Club, a Missouri rural club of nearly 200 women, was 
instrumental in introducing domestic science into 10 of the rural 
schools in that county. Women’s organizations in a number of 
Western States have promoted the building of homes in connection 
with country schools, in order that adverse boarding conditions in 
the country might not deter teachers from accepting positions in rural 
schools. 

Entertainments to which all members of a community are invited 
are frequently given by rural club women. At Renwick, Iowa, these 
take the form of evening socials for the entire family, more than 100 
attending. In another locality an annual picnic is held, to which 
everybody is invited, each county club contributing to the general 
entertainment; the Midland County Club, for instance, agrees to 
furnish a tableau representing the Thirteen Colonies. Sometimes a 
club secures a speaker to give an evening address in the church, in the 

_ Grange hall, or in the community building. Amateur theatricals and 
rural pageants, such as the one held in Thetford, Vt., are arranged 
for by rural club women. In one county an annual hunt is held; two 
leaders choose opposing teams and a score card is planned to encourage 
only the killing of farm pests. The women join in the hunt and pro- 
vide the dinner. Community Christmas trees‘ are held in many 
rural places. In Shelby County, Tenn., there were seven such enter- 
tainments one year. The trees were trimmed by the school children 
with homemade decorations. The programs consisted of the singing 
of Christmas carols, Testament reading, and stories told by the older 
people of their first experiences at Christmas. Those born in foreign 
lands told how Christmas was observed there. 
Community singing has found general favor. The Farm Women’s 

Club of Edmond, Okla., started community singing in the school- 
house. A competent person to direct and a suitable place for meet- 
ing appear to be the chief requirements. Club songbooks and official 
club songs frequently develop a social spirit. 

The interest in rural history, which some rural clubs are promoting, 
helps to develop community life. Members of the Women Farmers’ 
Club in Missouri, living in adjoining counties, arranged for markers to 

1 See report entitled “Community Christmas Trees,’ published by the Pan-American Union, Washing- . 

ton, D.C. 
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be placed on the old Santa Fe Trail and also on the road which now 
follows the trail blazed by Daniel Boone on his way to Salt Lick in 
Howard County. Neighborhood celebrations and dedications roused 
community interest in these events. A community history is being 
compiled by an organization of men and women in the progressive 
agricultural community of Sandy Spring, Md., of which organization 
the president, secretary, and historian are women. Each year acom- — 
munity historian is appointed to write a record of the achievements of 
the community for the current year, which is read at the annual mass 
meeting. Several volumes of this history have been published. 
Other rural clubs, such as the Evergreen Daughters of Ceres, near 
Eagle Grove, Iowa, are studying the State laws affecting women and 
children in connection with the study of town and State history. 
Women’s clubs have been instrumental in securing better roads. 

Dinners were served to road workers by the women of the Clarksville 
Pike Social Club, near Hopkinsville, Ky. In a county in Iowa, where 
‘Ca Travel on Gravel” campaign was in progress, the Troy Culture 
Club, near Eagle Grove, furnished meals for all volunteer workers on 
the roads in that community. In another locality the Mothers’ Club 
furnished lunches for the men on ‘‘Road Working Day.” Members 
of the Missouri Women Farmers’ Association pledged themselves to — 
furnish teams for work on roads in their localities and to drag the roads 
in front of their own homes. . 

Rural cemeteries have been improved and kept in good condition 
through the activity of rural club women. The work of the Women’s 
Cemetery Association of Dysart, Iowa, may be cited as an example. 
This association has a membership of over 150 women. The cemetery 
was given to the town some years ago, but no one attended toit. The 
undertaker sold the lots. Several members of the community felt 
that the women would be able to improve the general appearance of 
the grounds and asked that they undertake it. The women in return 
invited all public-spirited people to meet in the cemetery one cvening 
and help clear away the débris. Subsequent meetings were held and 
pledges were made to meet the expense of improving the cemetery. 
Reports of the progress of the work were given at monthly meetings, 
and though only a few attended these meetings, all were enthusiastic 
about assisting in the work when called upon to do so. The women 
undertook to sell the lots themselves, raising the price from $10 to 
$25 and more, depending upon location. Money was raised in this 
way and through popular subscription, so that now they have over 
$2,000 in the treasury. A caretaker is hired for the summer months 
at a salary of $45 per month. 

Clean-up and paint-up campaigns have been popular in the country 
as well as in the city. At Glendale, Ariz., the women’s club of 75 
members offered prizes for the largest refuse heaps. One hundred 



: 
and sixty school children collected 60 such heaps, which were removed 
by the town authorities. Fences and trees are whitewashed, and fly 
and moth campaigns are successfully carried on by women’s clubs. 

Arbor Day is celebrated in many localities by planting shade trees 
in the schoo! yards and on country roads. A county in California 
pianted a large number of shade trees on country roads, every woman’s 
club in the county being responsible for certain portions of the road. 
The courtyard in Ashland City, Tenn., was turned into a park by the 
woman’s club there. 

Women’s clubhouses are frequently used as community centers. A 
recreation hall was built by the Ladies’ Literary Society, a rural club 
near Exeter, Me., as early as 1865. It is still in existence and has 

~been managed by the same organization of women since its construc- 
tion. There is a stage for speaking and dramatic entertainments, 
the Grange meets here, the young people may secure the hall for 
social gatherings, and equipment for cooking and serving is provided. 
On a reclamation project in Arizona a splendid type of rural club 
undertook the building of a clubhouse immediately upon being organ- 
ized, as there was at that time no available meeting place large enough 

for public gatherings. It is said that at the time of the organization 
of this club in 1907, when the meetings were held in the members’ 
homes, the members were very widely scattered and drove on trails and 
through sagebrush to the meetings, some driving as far as 17 miles. 
Funds were raised by subscription for the clubhouse, the business 
men contributing a substantial sum. The families of the members 
helped, and when the time came for construction much of the hauling 
and actual work of building was done by them. The clubhouse was 
used at once for a union Sunday school and has always been available 
without charge for any community enterprise. Its maintenance is 
provided for largely through rentals to the young people for their’ 
social gatherings. The Heaton Point Household Science Club, in 
Illinois, unable to build a clubhouse, bought 100 trays, spoons, and 
folding chairs to be used by any person in the community for special 
entertainments or for any large gathering. 

Women’s rural clubs have done much to further the employment 
of trained workers for the county, such as women county agents, 
county nurses, and county social service workers. The woman State 
agent for Mississippi has said that the women’s clubs in that State 
have been constant and earnest supporters of woman county agent 
work in home economics. They have given financial aid, used their 
influence to secure appropriations, bought canning club products, 
and given the work a prominent place on their programs. In St. 
Joseph County, Mich., money was raised through the sale of Red 
Cross stamps and in other ways to pay part of the salary of a county 
nurse. In some rural communities the women’s organizations have 

WOMEN’S RURAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR ACTIVITIES. 13 
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been able to arrange for medical inspection in rural schools. In 
Wolfeboro, N. H., the women’s club induced the local dentist to 
inspect without charge the teeth of all school children, including 
those from rural and village schools. Volunteers from the women’s 
club attend to the clerical work and funds are furnished for dental work 
when necessary. A county nurse for public health work is employed 
by a county social welfare league in Montgomery County, Md. All 
local women’s organizations in the county which wish to work for 
health improvement are invited to belong to this social welfare league. 
The nurse receives a salary of $100 per month and works with the 
county health officer. Her particular work the first year was directed 
toward reducing the death rate from tuberculosis and improving 
general sanitary conditions. The women’s club of Pepperell, Mass., 
paid the salary of a trained nurse for a short time for the purpose of 
interesting the public in a district nursing association. This latter 
association is composed of men and women and is supported by $1 
membership fees, with an appropriation of $200 from the town, 
together with fees of 25 cents an hour for those who can pay for the 
service. A number of Red Cross nurses have been employed under 
the rural nursing department of the American Red Cross and the 
local women’s rural clubs have greatly assisted in promoting the 
success of the work. Rural women’s organizations have given some 
assistance in making provision for county social service workers, 
such as county probation and juvenile court officers and children’s 
aid society workers. They have also cooperated with these workers 
in caring for the dependent children of the county. 

Philanthropic work is carried on by many women’s rural organiza- 
tions. The farm woman’s free time, taken while resting from more 
strenuous labor, is frequently spent in knitting, crocheting, and sew- 
ing for sales to raise funds for charitable and religious purposes. The 
Congregational Ladies’ Aid of Huntley, Mont., has contributed $1,000 
in this way during the past seven years toward the support of the 
church. Barrels of canned fruit and crates of eggs, besides cash 
donations, are sometimes sent to local orphanages. An “Ege Day” 
is sometimes held, when each member contributes a dozen eggs or 
more, which are packed in cases at the club meetings. This has been 
done by farm women’s clubs in many States, among which may be 
mentioned the Norden Ladies’ Aid, on a Montana reclamation project, 
and the Boone Township Club, in lowa. At Glendale, Ariz., the eggs 
were contributed at Easter and used for an egg hunt in the town | 
park. Each child paid a small fee and the money was used for philan- 
thropic purposes. A room in the town hospital is maintained by a 
rural club in Jowa. Seventy-five dollars was spent for the original 
equipment and special conveniences are added from time to time. 
War sufferers are assisted by local federations of women’s clubs. 
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Such an organization in Traer, Iowa, through donations received from 
clubs in Tama County, contributed a carload of new clothing for 
relief in Belgium. A hundred dollars in money was raised in this 
town of less than 1,300 inhabitants by holding a Belgian tag day. 
The Home Improvement Club, a woman’s country club near Clear 
Lake, Iowa, was instrumental in donating a carload of corn for Bel- 

_gian relief. The club arranged for newspaper notices and church 
_ announcements requesting all who were willing to contribute to bring 
the corn to the farmers’ cooperative elevator, from which it was 
shipped. Club members personally gave corn to the value of $100. 
Farm women have spiritedly undertaken Red Cross work, sewing, 
knitting, procuring wool for others to knit, collecting clean linen and 
cotton goods, and preparing bandages. Some of this work is best 
done under the direct supervision of the local Red Cross chapter. 

The club work directed toward improving community life in the 
country has been varied but constructive and has been planned to 
include as workers all who wish to help. The results have been 
beneficial to the whole community and have tended to promote a 

community interest in country life and country problems and a 
closer intimacy with national needs. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

A knowledge of the natural feeding habits of mallard ducks is of 
value in connection with the propagation of the species in a semi- 
domesticated condition, as these ducks are used more commonly for 
this purpose than are any others. It is especially useful also in rela- 
tion to the improvement of bodies of water and marshes as feeding 
srounds for wild ducks.+ 

The wild ducks ordinarily occurring within the United States are 
at present considered to represent 39 species, distributed among 22 
genera. They are divided into three groups: The mergansers 
(Merginz), known also as fish ducks, or sawbills; the river ducks 
(Anatine), also called shoal-water, puddle, or tipping ducks; and the 
sea ducks. (Fuliguline), also called deep-water, or diving ducks. 

Although food preferences vary in each of these groups, those of the 
mallards are fairly representative of their group—the river ducks. 
The mallard genus, Anas, comprises three species which are among 

1 For specific information on this topic see Bull. 205, U. S. Dept. Agr., Eleven Important Wild-Duck 

Foods, in which are discussed musk grass, duckweeds, frogbit, thalia, water elm, swamp privet, edigrass, 

Wwidgeon-grass, watercress, waterweed, and coontail: pp. 25, figs. 28, May 20, 1915; also Bull. 465, Propaga- 

tion of Wild-Duck Foods, in which are discussed wild rice, wild celery. pondweeds, delta potato: wapato, 
chufa, wild millet, and banana waterlily; pp. 40, figs 35, Fepruary 23, 1917. 

Note.—This bulletin presents a technical study of the food habits of three species of mallard ducks: The 

mallard, the black duck, and the southern black duck. The vegetable food preferences exhibited will serve 

as a guide to certain wild-duck foods that may be propagated when it is sought to increase the es of 

these valuable game ducks, either in the wild state or in domestication. 

64336°—18—Bull. 720——1 
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our most valuable game ducks and includes the most important single 
species—the common mallard (Anas platyrhyncha). The others are 
the dusky or black duck (Anas rubripes) and the southern black duck 
(Anas fulv igula). 

These river ducks rarely dive so as to disappear entirely beneath 
the water, but obtain their food in shallows by dipping the head and 
neck or by submerging all of the body but the tipped-up tail. Vigor- 
ous paddling with the feet is needed to maintain the latter position 
in the water. The food usually is obtained within 12 to 16 inches of 
the surface, and as a result river ducks obtain fewer of the under- 
ground organs of aquatic plants than the diving ducks. These root 
systems of the plants include the rootstocks, stolons, tubers, and 
winter buds, which are stocked richly with nutriment. However, 
the river ducks wax fat by their own way of living, and although they 
are distinctly successful foragers, expediency seems to be their rule, 
as they are more nearly omnivorous than any other ducks. 

MALLARD. 

(Anas platyrhyncha.) 

The mallard (see frontispiece) probably is the most abundant wild 
duck in the world, and its range covers the entire northern portion 
of the earth. Wherever it occurs it is popular and is usually the 
favorite waterfowl. Various races have claimed it for their own, and 
in consequence it has received such names as English duck and canard 
frangais (French duck). Other common names are wild duck, green- 

head, gray mallard, and stock duck. The last name refers to the 
fact that the mallard is the source of most of the breeds of domesti- 
cated ducks. That it is possible under controlled conditions to pro- 
duce mallards typically wild both in appearance and behavior has 
been taken advantage of on duck farms, where birds are reared both 
for market and sport. 

The ease with which the mallard can be bred makes it the best 
species for wild-duck farming. This is an industry which should be 
developed as extensively as possible, in order to supplement the de- 
creasing natural supply of game. The mallard is not only susceptible 
of great increase by game farming, but also may very easily be assisted 
to increase in the wild state. Its breeding range is so extensive that, 
at least in the northern half of the United States, where local con- 
ditions are suitable, strict protection throughout the spring almost 
certainly will induce it to nest. 

Its beauty and popularity, hardiness, adaptability, and fecundity fit 
the mallard as no other duck is fitted to be the game duck of the 
future. Upon it should be centered a large share of the interest in 
duck farming and wild-fowl protection. Whatever is learned about 
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increasing the numbers of the mallard and whatever is done to protect 
and preserve it undoubtedly will prove of benefit to many other species 
of wild ducks. 

FOOD HABITS. 

A total of 1,725 gizzards of the mallard, many of them accompa- 
nied by well-filled gullets, have been examined. Twenty-five 
were collected in April, August, and September, but not being 
enough fairly to represent the food in these months were not tabu- 
lated. One hundred and forty-seven stomachs were examined ! 
after ascertaining the percentages, which as quoted in the following 
pages are derived from analyses of the contents of 1,578 stomachs. 

These were collected in 22 States and in 2 Canadian Provinces. 
Louisiana is much more heavily represented than any other State, 
with Arkansas, Wisconsin, Texas, and Florida next in rank in the 
order named. ‘The over-representation of Louisiana and Arkansas 
tends to give undue importance to the duck foods common in those 
States. This is especially noticeable with regard to products of 

_ plants of cypress swamps. 
Some of the stomachs of mallards were scene: on. account of 

the large numbers of individual objects they contained. For in- 
stance, one collected at Hamburg, La., in February, revealed 
about 28,160 seeds of a bulrush (Scirpus cubensis), 8,700 of another 

sedge (Cyperus ferax), 35,840 of primrose willow (Jussiza sp.), and 
about 2,560 duckweeds (Lemna sp.) as the principal items, a total of 
more than 75,200. 

Another stomach collected at the same locality in December con- 

tained no fewer than 102,400 seeds of primrose willow (Jussixa lepto- 

_ carpa), besides a number of other items in smaller numbers. The 
seeds in this stomach if sowed one in a place and a foot apart each 
way would suffice for 24 acres of ground. 

About one-tenth (9.47 per cent) of the food of the mallard is 
derived from the animal kingdom and nine-tenths from the vegetable. 

VEGETABLE Foop. 

Approximately nine-tenths (90.53 per cent) of the entire con- 
tents of the 1,578 mallard stomachs examined was derived from 
the vegetable kingdom. The largest proportion of the food drawn 
from any single family of plants came from the sedges and amounted 
to 21.62 per cent of the total. Grasses rank next in importance, 
supplying 13.39 per cent; then follow smartweeds, 9.83; pondweeds, 
8.23; duckweeds, 6.01; coontail, 5.97; wild celery and its allies, 4.26; 
water elm and hackberries, 4.11; wapato and its allies, 3.54; and 
acorns 2.34 percent. Numerous minor items make up the remainder. 

1 By E. G. Holt and D. C. Mabbott. 
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SEDGES (21.62 PER CENT). 

Practically all the sedges contribute to the diet of the mallard. 
Their fruits, or akenes (the seeds with their immediately investing 
coats), are of most importance, although the stems, leaves, root- 
stocks, and tubers also are eaten. Seeds or other parts of bulrushes 
were found in the greatest number of stomachs. Unidentified bul- 
rush seeds occurred in 540 gizzards, from 400 to 1,200 insome. The 
akenes of river bulrush (Scirpus fluviatilis) were identified in 45 
stomachs, and those of Scirpus cubensis in 286. No fewer than 
28,160 akenes of the latter species were obtained from the crop and 
gizzard of a single mallard. Akenes of sedges of the genus Pim- 
bristylis occurred in 279 stomachs, the largest number in any one 
being 1,000. Eighty-seven hundred seeds of a Cyperus were taken 
from a single gizzard; tubers of these sedges also were found. Saw 
grass (Cladiwm) is rather important among the sedges fed upon by 
the mallard, and its seeds were identified in 246 stomachs, 1,100 
being the largest number found. 

GRASSES (13.39 PER CENT). 

Wild rice (Zizania aquatica) is the most important of the grasses 
fed upon by the mallard. The value of this plant as a duck food is 
not exaggerated in popular opinion, and it is unfortunate that the 
plant is almost as erratic and disappointing in its responses. to 
attempts at propagation as it is valuable as a duck food in the 
places it chooses to grow. Wild rice was found in 91 of the stomachs 
examined for this report, and no fewer than 1,200 to 2,400 kernels 
had been devoured by single birds. The kernels are sometimes 
taken in sprouting condition, and the leaves of the plant occasionally 
are eaten. 

Among the more important of other wild grasses represented in the 
diet are: Wild millet (Echinochloa crus-galli), switch and crab grasses 
(Panicum), rice cut grass (Homalocenchrus), salt-marsh grass (Spar- 
tina), and white marsh or cut grass (Zizaniopsis). : 

Grain, which is largely produced by plants of the grass family, 
may best be considered in the present connection. “Oats, corn, 
barley, wheat, buckwheat, and rice were found and together consti- 
tute 2.99 per cent of the totalfood. Rice only was certainly gleaned by 
the birds from cultivated fields and all of it was waste. Mallards 
eagerly feed on rice in the shock when opportunity occurs. Thus in 
1917, when various factors delayed harvesting until the arrival of | 
wild ducks from the north, mallards destroyed about $35,000 worth 
of rice in the vicinity of De Witt and Stuttgart, Ark. Probably 
all the other grains found in the stomachs of the birds examined 
were put out as bait for the birds. This is not to say that mal- 
lards do not feed in grain fields, for they are well known to do so. 
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For instance, Kumlien and Hollister’ state that large numbers 
of mallards wintering on the prairies of Wisconsin feed chiefly 
in the cornfields. In Manitoba? they are said to feed in wheat 
and barley stubble, rapidly becoming fat. It has been said that 
mallards at times are destructive to sprouting grain, but this is 
hardly true. Even if mallards did feed extensively upon sprouting. 
erain, little if any harm would result, as they would only nip off 
the leaves, not dig up the grain. 

SMARTWEEDS (9.83 PER CENT). 

The seeds of smartweeds are produced abundantly in wet situa- 
tions. Well filled with nutritious material, it is no wonder they are 
a favorite with wild ducks. The seeds of 13 species of smartweeds 
have been identified from stomachs of the mallard, besides buck- 
wheat, Brunnichia, and dock, which belong to the same family. A 
mallard collected at a locality where buckwheat was used for bait 
had about 750 of the large akenes in its crop and gizzard. A smart- 
weed with a prickly four-angled stem and arrow-shaped leaves (Po- 
lygonum sagittatum) is a favorite with mallards. Its seeds were 
identified in 107 stomachs, as many as 2,000 beig found in one. 

No fewer than 4,500 seeds of the water pepper (Polygonum hydropiper) 
were taken from the crop and gizzard of another mallard. 

PONDWEEDS (8.23 PER CENT). 

The pondweed family is important to almost all ducks. These 
submerged plants are abundant and widespread, usually produce a 
good crop of seeds, and often have fleshy rootstocks and foliage 
which are wholly edible. Seeds of pondweeds, not further identified, 
were found in 431 mallard stomachs, up to 560 in number in a 
single instance. Ftemains of six species of the genus Potamogeton 
were found during the analyses. The most important species for 
the mallard as well as for other ducks is the sago pondweed (Pota- 
mogeton pectinatus), of which stems, foliage, seeds, rootstocks, and 
tubers all were eaten. Among other plants of this family, widgeon- 
orass (Ruppia maritima) was found in 72 gizzards and bushy pond- 
weed (Naias flexilis) in 67. No fewer than 5,500 seeds of eelgrass 
(Zostera marina), a salt-water representative of the family, were 
found in a single mallard’s stomach. 

DUCKWEEDS (6.01 PER CENT) AND COONTAIL (5.97 PER CENT). 

Duckweeds (Lemnacez) thickly cover the surface of the water in 

southern swamps, and coontail (Ceratophyllum demersum) fills the 
water beneath. Both contribute materially to the subsistence of 

1 Bull. Wisconsin Nat. Hist. Soc., III, Nos. 1-3, p. 17, 1903. 

2 Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus., XIII, 1890, p. 476. 
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mallards frequenting their home. The former were found in about 
300 of the mallard stomachs examined, and there were thousands in 
some of them. Coontail was found in 669 stomachs. The leaves of 
the plant as well as the seeds are eaten. The largest number of seeds 
found in any one gizzard was 150. 

WILD CELERY AND ITS ALLIES (4.26 PER CENT). 

Wild celery (Vallisneria spiralis) is well known for its value as a 

wild-duck food. It is most important to the diving ducks, which 
are able to feed on the rootstocks and buds, but shoalwater ducks 
occasionally obtain these parts of the plant and in the proper season 
can feed at will on the leaves. Thirty-eight of the mallards exam- 
ined had fed on wild celery and 135 upon the seeds of a related plant, 
frogbit (Limnobium spongia). Another plant of the same family, 
waterweed (Philotria), was found in small quantity in only two 
stomachs. 

WAPATO AND ITS ALLIES (3.54 PER CENT). 

Wapato belongs to the family of arrowheads, many of which have 
large and nutritious tubers. The mallard is not particularly adapted 
to get food requiring such strenuous digging, but nevertheless man- 
ages to obtain a share of the coveted tubers where they are abun- 
dant. From 6 to 8 tubers of the delta potato (Sagittaria platyphylla) 
were taken at a single meal by some of the birds, as were no fewer 
than 11 tubers of another species of Sagittaria. Tubers, stems, and 
seeds of Sagittaria were found in more than a hundred stomachs, 
and seeds of the related water plantain (Alisma) in three. 

SEEDS OF TREES AND SHRUBS. 

Where trees and shrubs bearing nutritious fruits are so situated 
that their products fall into the water, they sometimes become an 

important source of wild-duck food. Those most important to the 
mallard are trees of the elm and oak families. The water elm 
(Planera aquatica), a common tree of southern swamps, has large 
nutritious seeds which remain for months in a pertect state of pres- 
ervation in the water into which they fall. There they are found 
and eagerly devoured by wild ducks. One hundred and fifty-nine of 
the mallards examined had fed upon these seeds, no fewer than 200 
of them being taken by a single duck. The seeds of hackberry 
(Celtis), a tree also of the elm family, were found in 46 stomachs; 
and altogether seeds of plants of this family compose 4.11 per cent 
of the total food of the mallards examined. 

The next largest item of mallard food produced by trees is acorns. 
These were found in 37 stomachs and form 2.34 per cent of the whole 
subsistence. Mallards sometimes resort in flocks to woods where 
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they can obtain acorns, and occasionally a bird takes so many that 
it is unable to fly. In connection with acorns it is appropriate to 
mention hickory nuts, contained in 96 mallard gizzards. These hard 
nuts might be thought beyond the powers of a duck to digest, but, 
on the contrary, they are taken care of with ease, being broken by 
the great pressure exerted by the gizzard as they are on the point of 
entering that organ. Once wholly within they quickly are ground 
to fine fragments. 

Seeds of buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis), a crooked, stiff- 

branched shrub of swamps; were taken from the gizzards of 428 
mallards. Hundreds of them were present in some stomachs. 
They compose 1.76 per cent of the food. Buttonbush and the 
water elm find a congenial home in cypress swamps, and in these 
swamps tree-borne seeds, or mast, are an important element of duck 

food. The cypress itself contributes to this supply in two ways. 
The rounded cones or balls of the cypress after falling into the water 
separate into their constituent scales, which are of a size convenient 
for ducks to swallow. Such scales were found in 113 of the mallard 
stomachs examined. On the twigs and leaves of cypress grow a 
‘number of kinds of galls. These are deformations of the plant caused 
by the deposition of gallfly eggs and the subsequent feeding and 
erowth of the larve. Some of those on cypresses are beautiful both 

in shape and color, simulating flowers. They were eaten by 60 of 
_ the ducks examined and together with cypress scales or seeds com- 

pose 1.33 per cent of the total diet. 
Among other noteworthy articles of food derived from woody 

plants are grape seeds, found in 339 stomachs, those of redhaws in 
184, poison ivy in 96, hollies in 80, the clevenlbaane bamboo vine, supple 
jack, or black jack in 60, dogwoods in 51, willow capsules in 32, 
Styrax in 30, bayberries in 35, swamp privet in 26, and tupelo or 
Swamp gum in 24. 

MISCELLANEOUS VEGETABLE FOOD. 

Additional items of vegetable food that deserve special mention 
are the waterlilies, waterpennies, and heliotrope. - Of the waterlilies, 
seeds of water shield (Brasenia) were found in 70 stomachs, and of 

the floating waterlilies (Castalia) in 27. All the waterlilies together 
constitute a little less than 1 per cent of the food. Seeds of water- 
penny (Hydrocotyle) were taken from 226 gizzards and make up 1.39 
per cent of the subsistence. Seeds of a heliotrope (Heliotropium 
indicum), a plant introduced from India, are a curious item found 
in a large number (104) of mallard stomachs. On the average, how- 
ever, they form but a slight percentage of the food. 

Other plant foods of interest and of some importance are alge, 
including musk grass (Chara); seeds of pickerel weed (Pontederia 
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cordata); of thalia, a plant related to the cannas; of saltbush, water 
crowfoots, water milfoil, and mermaid weed; water hemlock; and of 
Spanish needle, or bur marigold. 

AntmAL Foop. 

The animal food of the mallard duck though extremely varied 
may be classed in five main groups: Insects, which constitute 2.67 
per cent of the total diet; crustaceans, 0.35; mollusks, 5.73; fishes, 
0.47; and miscellaneous, 0.25 per cent. 

INSECTS (2.67 PER CENT). 

The mallard’s attentions to insects are divided about equally 
among beetles, bugs, and dragonflies, which together constitute 1.4 
per cent of the total diet. All other insects make up 1.27 per cent. 
As would be expected, the beetles eaten are mostly denizens of the 
water. They include among others both larve and adults of the 
crawling water beetles (Haliplide), small spotted beetles, most often 
seen among alge and other aquatic plants. Twenty different kinds 
of predacious diving beetles (Dytiscidz) also were identified, both 
adults and larve being taken. The latter, so voracious that they 
have earned the name water tigers, are very destructive to other 
water-dwelling creatures and are a pest in fish ponds. Two partly 
predacious groups, the water scavenger beetles (Hydrophilide) and 
the whirligig beetles (Gyrinid&) also are preyed upon by the mallard. 
Among, other beetles included in the dietary are ground beetles 

(Carabide), which are chiefly useful; and leaf beetles (Chrysome- 
lid) and weevils, which are injurious. Of the leaf beetles, a group 
(Donacia) occurring in the mallard’s habitat, and naturally fed upon, 
live upon waterlilies. The adults rest on lily pads or skip about on 
the water surface; the larve live in tough cocoons on the lily stems, 
from which they secure both food and oxygen. One of the weevils 
identified in the food is the rice water weevil, a pest to cultivated rice. 

The bugs (Hemiptera) eaten by the mallard are practically all 
aquatic forms. They include water boatmen (Corixide), hundreds 
of which have been found in a single stomach; back-swimmers 
(Notonectidz), water scorpions (Nepide), giant. water bugs (Belos- 
tomatide), creeping water bugs (Naucoridz), and water striders 

(Veliide and Gerride). All these bugs are predacious, but whether 
they do more good than harm is a question, as many of them prey 
upon small fishes. Besides the Hemiptera already mentioned, a 
variety of other bugs occasionally are devoured by the mallard. 

Dragonflies, or snake-feeders, are active and expert insects on the 
wing, but in the younger stages they live in the water, where many of 
them fall a prey to the mallard. No fewer than 100 dragonfly 
nymphs have been found in one mallard’s gizzard, and from 30 to 40 

a eT ik OO rte gt a 
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in others. Adult dragonflies were found in only one stomach. 
These insects prey upon mosquitoes, but their nymphs destroy young 
fish also, so that on the whole they are of no pronounced economic 
benefit. 

Most of the other insects eaten by the mallard are more or less 
aquatic in habits. For instance, the flies (Diptera) eaten are chiefly 

those having aquatic larve, and it is the larve that are usually 
obtained. These include craneflies, mosquitoes, gnats, horseflies, 
soldierflies and flowerflies. Seven adult mosquitoes (Culex restuans) 

were found in one mallard’s gizzard. Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, Health 
Commissioner of Pennsylvania, commends the mosquito-destroying 

capacity of the mallard. He writes: ! 

After trying the ability of fish to devour larve and pups of mosquitoes, with varied 
success, I built two dams near together on the same stream, so that each would have the 

same environment for the breeding of mosquitoes. Each covered nearly 1,400 square 

feet. In one twenty mallard ducks, Anas platyrhyncha, were permitted to feed, while 

the other was entirely protected from waterfowl, but well stocked with goldfish, 

Carassius auratus, variety americanus. 
The one in which the ducks fed was for several months entirely free from mosquitoes, 

while the pond protected from ducks and stocked with fish was swarming with young 

insects in different cycles of life. 

To the infested pond ten well-fed mallard ducks, Anas platyrhyncha, were then ad- 
mitted, and asthey entered the pond they were first attracted by the larval bactrachians, 

tadpoles. They, however, soon recognized the presence of larve and pupz of the 

mosquito and immediately turned their attention to these, ravenously devouring 

them in preference to any other foodstuff present. At the end of 24 hours no pupze 

were to be found and in 48 hours onlya fewsmall larvee survived. The motion of the 

water, made by the ducks, of course drowned some of the insects—what proportion 

can not be estimated. 
For some years I have been using ducks to keep down mosquitoes in swamps that 

would have been very expensive to drain, but I never fully appreciated the high degree 

of efficiency of the duck as a destroyer of mosquito life until the foregoing test was 
made. 

Mayflies, stoneflies, and caddisflies also are consumed, usually as 
larve. More than 200 caddisfly larve have been obtained from a 
single stomach. Caterpillars,including an aquatic form which lives 
in nests made of duckweed, occasionally are disclosed by stomach 
examination. 

The other insects eaten include afew ants and other. Hymenoptera, 
Orthoptera and their eggs, and bird lice (Mallophaga). The last- 
named undoubtedly are obtained from the bird’s own body. That 
mallards at times feed extensively upon grasshoppers was observed 
particularly during outbreaks of the Rocky Mountain locust, when 
from 12 to 49 of these insects were found in various stomachs by 

Prof. Samuel Aughey.’ 

1 Journ. Amer. Med. Assn., L. XIU, no. 14, p. 1203, Oct. 3, 1914. 

2 First Ann. Rept. U.S. Ent. Comm., Appendix IT, p. 58, 1877. 
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According to W. Stanley Hanson, of Fort Myers, Fla., mallards 

are effective enemies of another pest of this group, namely, the mole. 
cricket. He says: 

My flock of mallards have completely destroyed the mole crickets in my grounds. 
The ducks feed at night, when the little mole, so destructive io certain parts of Florida, 

is doing its work. 
CRUSTACEANS (0.35 PER CENT). 

Although a considerable variety of crustaceans are eaten by the 
mallard they do not form an important element of the diet. Craw- 
fishes are of most interest among them on account of their destruc- 
tive habits. They were eaten by 51 of the mallards examined, and 
from 4 to 6 specimens were found in some stomachs. Other crus- 
taceans devoured by mallards include water fleas, sand fleas, sowbugs, 
fresh-water shrimps, and crabs. 

MOLLUSKS (5.73 PER CENT). 

Mollusks, the most important element of the animal food of the 
mallard, comprise three-fifths of this and 5.73 per cent of the total. 
Fresh-water snails are represented most numerously, no fewer than 
50 sometimes being taken at a single meal. Small bivalves also are 
eaten and as many as 23 were found in a single stomach. 

OTHER ANIMAL MATTER (0.72 PER CENT). 

Among miscellaneous animal matter taken by the mallard, fishes, 
constituting a little less than half of 1 per cent of the total food, are 
most important. Remains of frogs were found in 19 stomachs. 
One record of especial interest relates to a duck collected in December, 
by J. A. Spurrell, at Wall Lake, Iowa. For two days before this was 
killed. it had frequented a small patch of open water in a creek, 
caused by the water from a drain. The bird had eaten two craw- 
fishes and two or more frogs, which it must have secured from the 
muddy bottom to which such animals retreat during the winter. 

Other animals found in mallard stomachs were nematode worms, 
_ including the so-called hairworms; fresh-water bryozoans, marine 
worms, earthworms, water mites, and spiders. 

Besides the foregoing items of animal food, the following are stated 
by various writers to contribute occasionally to the food of the mal- 
lard: Barnacles, leeches, snakes, mice, salmon eggs, and carrion, 
including dead salmon and other fishes. 

BLACK DUCK. 

(Anas rubripes.) 

The black duck is a close relative of the mallard. In size and 
form the two species are practically identical, and in both the female 
has the same loud resonant quack that distinguishes the mallards 

q 
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from all other ducks. .The black duck differs radically from the 
mallard in coloration, however, and also is different from that species 
in having the sexes colored alike. In temperament, furthermore, 
the black duck varies considerably from its more abundant relative. 
It is wilder, seldom lapsing from an attitude of intense wariness; it 
appears keener in every way, and its senses of sight, hearing, and 
smell are constantly alert. It is, therefore, a gamier species than the 
mallard, and for the same reasons is not so susceptible to domestica- 
tion. It is also distinctly more nocturnal in habit than the mallard. 

Vernacular names for the species, other than the one commonly 
used, include dusky duck, black mallard, black stock duck, and 
canard noir. 

Breeding from Virginia and Iowa north to Hudson Bay and Lab- 
rador, the black duck ranges in winter from Nova Scotia south to 
Florida and Louisiana, and casually to Colorado.! It is not dis- 
tributed uniformly over this region, however, and the probabilities 
are that a large majority of the individuals winter in the Atlantic 
Coast States from New England to the Carolinas. 

FOOD HABITS. 

Unevenness in distribution results in the black duck’s feeding more 
extensively than the mallard in salt marshes and other areas char- 

acteristic of the coast region. In such places animal food, as mol- 
-lusks and crustaceans, is abundant and contributes more to the sub- 
sistence of ducks than is the case in inland waters. Accordingly, the 
black duck consumes almost three times as much animal food as the 
mallard. The actual percentages, contrasted, are, respectively, 24.09 
-and 9.47. Due to its habit of frequenting salt water, the black duck 
also devours far more eelgrass (Zostera marina) than the mallard. 
The total percentage of vegetable food is 75.91. 

The number of black duck stomachs examined was 622. In tab- 
ulating the results 232 stomachs were excluded, as they were either 
nearly empty or were taken in poorly represented months. The 
statements as to percentages of food, therefore, are based on the con- 
tents of 390 stomachs collected in the six months from September to 
February. This material was obtained in 19 States and in 2 Cana- 
dian Provinces. The distribution both geographically and through 
the months is very satisfactory. 

VEGETABLE Foon. 

Three-fourths (75.91 per cent) of the food of the black ducks ex- 

amined consisted of vegetable matter, and fully half.of this was 
derived from such submerged plants as the pondweeds, eelgrass, and 

1 Opinion is now almost unanimcus that there are two forms of the black duck, ared-legged bird (A nas 

rubripes rubripes), occupying the whole northern and interior range of the species; and a dark-legged race 

(A. r. tristis), occurring along the Atlantic coast up to the Gulf of St. Lawrence. 
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wild celery. The pondweed group alone, including the ordinary 
pondweeds (Potamogeton), bushy pondweed (Navas), widgeon-grass 
(Ruppia), horned pondweed (Zannichellia), and eelgrass (Zostera), 
composed 32.34 per cent of the total diet. Leaves, stems, tubers, 
winter buds, and seeds of pondweeds are eaten, and 700 seeds were 
found in a single stomach. No fewer than 4,000 seeds of eelgrass 
were taken from the gizzard and gullet of one black duck. Wid 
celery is an important food plant, but as it was not tabulated sepa- - 
rately, its percentage can not be stated. 

Following the pondweed group in importance are the grasses and 
sedges, each contributing nearly 11 per cent to the diet of the black 
mallard. The most important grasses are salt-marsh grass (Spar- 
tina) and wild rice (Zizania). Some stomachs contained from 1,000 

to 1,200 grains of wild rice. Cultivated rice was found in two giz- 
zards, to the extent of 720 kernels in one. It was gleaned from 
fields already harvested. A notable part of the total percentage of 
grasses was made up of corn supplied to the ducks as bait. One 
bird had taken 227 kernels at a meal. Wheat, also used as a bait, 
was found in one stomach. 

The sedges which supply most food to bine ducks are the bul- 
rushes (Scirpus). Mainly the seeds of these plants are devoured, and 
2,000 have been found in one stomach. The tubers, as a Pale! are 
sparingly eaten, but one species (Scirpus pauciflorus), common about 
the southern end of Hudson Bay, has a tender propagating bud 
which is eagerly eaten by ducks, and of which the black duck takes 
itsshare. Of other sedges, the following total numbers of seeds were 
taken from single stomachs: Carex, 320; twig rush (Cladium), 720; 
and Fimbristylis, 900. The stems, leaves, and rootstocks of sedges 
also are eaten occasionally. 

Smartweeds are important to the black duck as also they are to 
many other wild fowl. Their seeds make up a twentieth of the food 
of this bird, and nine different species were identified; from 2,000 to 
3,200 were found in individual stomachs, and in one the enormous 
total of 36,300. 

Seeds of bur.reeds (Sparganium), usually not .a conspicuous ele- 
ment of wild-duck food, were found in 144 stomachs of black ducks, 
to the number of 200 to 250 in several. They make up 3.37 per cent 
of the diet. Algze form a larger element of the food of the black duck. 
than of most of its relatives. This is merely because the maritime 
habits of the bird give it access to seaweeds. Musk grasses (Chara), a 
fresh-water group, also were among the alge eaten. 

Other items of vegetable food worthy of mention are the seeds of 
water shield (Brasenia), waterlilies, and coontail (Ceratophyllum), 
which together form 1.36 per cent of the food; leaves, roots, and 
tubers of various wapatos; seeds of pickerel weed, and of grape and 
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mermaid weed. Items of especial interest, although of less impor- 
tance, are huckleberries, of which more than 800 seeds were found 
in one stomach and 200 in another; seeds of a wake-robin, or trillium, 
of which one bird had devoured 523; of sea purslane, reaching a 
total of 800 in the single instance found; and of common ragweed, 
900 of which had been consumed at a single meal. Seeds said by 
Nuttall to be taken by the black duck additional to the vegetable 
food revealed by these stomach examinations are of a bog plant, 
Scheuchzeria palustris. 

' AntMAL Foop. 

As usual, the animal food consists of a larger number of different 
items than the vegetable, although individually these are of very much 
less importance than the plants. In all, they compose 24.09 per cent 
of the total. A little over half of this, namely, 12.27 per cent, is made 
up of mollusks or shellfish. Both bivalve and univalve shells are 
eaten, but many more of the latter, in accordance with their greater 
abundance. Of the bivalves, the common blue mussel (Mytilus 
edulis) is most important. It was found in 35 stomachs, and to the 
number of 30 in a single instance. This shellfish is enormously 
abundant, and although used to some extent for food and fish bait, 
can not be said to have a value that renders the birds feeding upon 
it economically injurious. 

Univalves were taken in all stages, including eggs. No fewer than 
650 snails were found in one stomach and of univalves and bivalves 
together 1,200 were present in a single case. Shells of the genus 
Litorina are frequently taken, and five species were identified. A 
common introduced form, L. rudis, was found in 38 gizzards, in one 
to the number of 150 individuals. 

Crustacea, including barnacles, sand fleas, water fleas, sowbugs, 

shrimps, crawfishes, and crabs, are next in importance to Mollusca 
in the animal food of the black duck. They compose 7.99 per cent 
of the total diet. Hundreds of the smaller kinds were present in 
some stomachs, as were also as many as 60 sowbugs and 30 crabs. 
In asingle instance a specimen of the common edible crab (Callinectes 

sapidus) was identified. : 
The other items of the animal food that form noteworthy per- 

centages are insects and fishes. The insects taken are largely aquatic 
beetles and bugs, but dragonflies, especially in their immature stages, 
earwigs, crickets, grasshoppers, caddisflies and their larve, two- 

winged flies, and ants also are taken. The rice water weevil was 
among the beetles eaten, 20 being found in one stomach. In all, 
insects amount to 1.89 per cent of the food. Fishes and their eggs 
were found in 20 stomachs and compose 1.34 per cent of the subsist- 
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ence. Aneel and some killifishes. (/undulus), neither of particular 
food value, were identified, and the fish eggs eaten probably also 
were those of Jullifishes. Another item of animal food worthy of 
mention is marine worms of the genus Nereis. These were found 
in 17 stomachs, no fewer than 25 in one. These worms prey to some 
extent upon oysters and other shellfish. 

Elements of the animal food of the black duck credibly reported 
by other observers * but not found during the present investigation 
are: angle-worms, the sand flea Gammarus ornatus, the isopod Idotea 
marina, and the snail Campeloma decisa. 

Foop oF THE YOUNG. 

Having gizzards from representatives of three different broods of 
black ducks allows brief discussion of the food habits of the young. 
As is the case with a majority of birds, the percentage of animal food 
taken by the young is much higher es by the adults. For the three 
broods examined it ranges jeoma 40 to 79.25 per cent. The constitu- 
ents of this part of the food are practically the same as those taken 
by adults with the exception of fish eggs. All of a 6-day-old brood 
of five black mallards taken on Wallops Island, Va., May 18, 1910, had 
eaten eggs of fishes, probably of the little killifishes so abundant in 
salt marshes. The food of a brood from James Bay, Canada, taken 
July 13, 1914, consisted on the average of 96 per cent caddis larve. 
The vegetable food of the young showed no peculiarities, except that 
possibly more odds and ends, rare items in the dietary, were picked 
up than would be by an equal number of adults. Such were seeds of 
marsh mallow (Hibiscus), cleavers (Galium), Hypericum, lamb’s- 

quarters (Chenopodium), amaranth, Lippia modiflora, and rose. The 
Wallops Island brood mentioned made on the average 47 per cent of 
its food of alge. ; 

SOUTHERN BLACK DUCK. 

(Anas fulvigula.) 

The southern black duck inhabits peninsular Florida and a narrow 
strip of marsh and swamp land bordering the Gulf of Mexico from 
Florida to Texas. Usually it is considered to consist of two subspe- 
cies, the Florida duck (Anas fulvigula fulvigula), and the mottled | 
duck (A. f. maculosa), the latter living in Louisiana and Texas. 

However, these are treated together here as the southern black duck. 
This is a smaller and lighter-colored bird than its northern relative 
and may be recognized by the plain creamy buff throat and foreneck. 
In the northern black duck these parts are streaked with dusky. 

1 This does not include the generalization of Audubon. 
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Besides the vernacular names already mentioned, the following 
are applied to this species: Summer duck, summer French dtick, 
canard noir d’été, canard des isles, and Mexican mallard. In gen- 
eral, the habits of this poe are much like those of the northern 

- black mallard. 
FOOD HABITS. 

The fact that the black duck takes a notably larger proportion of 
animal food than the common mallard probably is due, as has been 
noted, simply to greater availability of this class of food to the black 
duck, as that species spends more time in coastal marshes, where 
animal food is more abundant and accessible through a longer season. 
The southern black duck, living in an area where cold weather is 
experienced only occasionally and for only short periods, has a better 
opportunity to get animal food than the black duck. It responds to 
this superior availability, which after all is the guiding principle in 
the choice of food by birds, by making 40.5 per cent of its diet of ani- 
mal matter. This exceeds the proportion taken by the black duck by 
approximately 15 per cent, almost the same difference as between 
that species and the seliente 

Fifty-one stomachs of the southern black duck have been examined 
and analyses of 48 of them were used for the percentages. Although 
this is a rather small representation of the species, the stomachs are 
distributed fairly well through the six months from November to 
April and represent all the usual haunts of the species—the Ever- 
elades and the river marshes of Florida, the coast marshes of Louisi- 
ana, and the coastal lakes and lagoons of Texas. It is probable, 
therefore, that they afford a reasonably accurate idea of the feeding 
habits of this species. . 

VEGETABLE Foop. 

Grasses are the most important element of the vegetable food of 
the southern black duck, forming almost half of it. Frequently the 
rootstocks are dug up and devoured, and some stems and leaves are 
eaten. Of the grass seeds consumed, cultivated rice is most impor- 
tant. Most of that found in the stomachs was waste, being taken in 
winter, and as it included red rice, some good was done by eating it. 
However, as the southern black duck spends the summer in the 
country where much rice is grown, it has the opportunity of feeding 
upon the crop in the younger and more appetizing stages. It is said 
to do this sometimes to a destructive extent. However, the game 
value of the duck makes it undesirable to take aggressive measures 
against it on behalf of the rice crop. A toll large enough, if not too 
large, is taken of the birds during the hunting season. 

Next to grasses the seeds of smartweeds are preferred. They form 
almost a tenth (9.54 per cent) of the total diet. No fewer than 800 
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seeds of prickly smartweed (Polygonum sagittatum) were taken from 
a single stomach. The seeds and tubers of sedges compose the next 
largest item, namely, 6.34 per cent. Seeds of waterlilies and coontail 
make up 3.11 per cent and seeds, stems, and foliage of pondweeds and 
widgeon-grass, 1.6 per cent. Other items of vegetable food worth: 
mentioning are bayberries and seeds of buttonbush. 

ANIMAL Foop. 

As is true of both of its close relatives, the southern black duck 
consumes more mollusks than any other kind of animal food. These 
shellfish compose five-eighths of the animal diet and nearly 27 per 
cent of the whole food. Snails as large as one inch in diameter were 
among those eaten. Insects, making up less than a third as much of 
the food, are next in importance. Dragonfly nymphs, rarely adults, 
water bugs, caddis larve, a variety of beetles, and flies, including 
horsefly larve, are the principal items taken. Crustacea, chiefly 
crawfishes, contribute 2.77 per cent of the food, and fishes, no doubt 
small worthless kinds, 2.57 per cent. 

TaBLeE I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found. 

Black Southern 
. Common 

Kind of food. ~|mallard.| duck. pede 

Total mumber of stomachs'examinedes. 9. Sasa see see en eee 1, 725 622 “51 

SUBKINGDOM EUTHALLOPHYTA. 

Unidentified’al ete i on23 bebe oe aaa Berea nO ee eee 21 Shas Se Sees 

Chara sp (Musk grass) erst ee eee ee nee eee Se Tce tee ee eee 29 eee ace 

Fucus sp. (seaweed) x: so. Jose. 222 sn BERS Das Seer ee eee eee Cia Ea ae 

Ricciellasp (hosting liverwort) eee ne setae eee Aa | ee een eee. |e 

MOSS oo 2 ai5 nc on sclnaintece ose oC outs Seen cee ae nae dios SI ee ee oe Pe paper ea state Pe a ait nem 

SUBKINGDOM PTERIDOPHYTA. 
Marsileacez. 

Marsilea vestita:(pepperw ort)) <-262 2 54:55. - steG eee eee ecb eee S01 SORE Spells cancer 

Marsilea'sp.'(pepperw.ort),.2 -<220-6 eee sean pee Cee eee eee eee ON RS ASA Sees ee Sect os 

Equisetacee. 

Equisetum'sp..(horsetail)|s J+ 2-3 22s eee nee tence en seen ee enone IE itratatnicte liste aie ols af 

SUBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA. 
Pinacee. # 

Pinus tacda (loploly piney eee 422: sess eee ee ee Oaleore yeaa aL y= ae 
Pinus sp. (pine); needlesiwer v2 =. 22. 2 - seconde ow cosas Soe ee eee ne ee ee eters Ph eee 

Picew'sp. (spruce), needless... 0-2 s-522 2-22-2228 2S Soe” He 1 Ap ectat oe 

Taxodium distichum (bald ¢ypress) <.. -\. /s-.- 5... nes ne seeeeeees 113 iA eee ae 

Taxodium distichwm (bald cypress), galls .......-..-.-------------+--- GO) Seen oie elie) ee 

Sparganiacez. 

Sparganium androcladum (bur reed).......-..-------0--00---0--2e- ee 6 Ot Pau. oes 

Sparganiwm eurycarpum (bur reed) ....-....----2---c-nnn-se onan n-ne 25 OD a aeepee 

Sparganiiwm sp. (VULTOCH).« <e.-eanyncie'n' ote veo o.a cles «Mane Beeere oe eee 116 (Eo) ee ei 

ee EE ge ee ee a ee Se ee ee es, 
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-Tasre I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Kind of food. 

Motalnumberolstomachs'examined....-...-2-2-.2.c220+4e%ae--e0ersh ames 

SuBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. 

Potamotegonacez. 

Potamogeton lucens (shining pondweed).....-..-.--------------------- 

Potamogeion prelongus (white-stemmed pondweed)..----.-.--------.- 

Potamogeton foliosus (leafy pondweed)...........--------------------- 

Potamogeton friesit (Fries pondweed).........--.-------------------:- 

Potamogeton pusillus (small pondweed)........-.-------------+------- 

Potamogeton pectinatus (sago pondweed).....-..--------------------- 

Potamogeton perfoliatus (redhead grass) ......-.-.--------------------- 

Potamogeton sp. (unidentified pondweed)........-.-.-.---.--------2-- 

Ruppia maritima (widgeon-grass).........-.------------- Ra as UU! a 

Zannichellia palustris (horned pondweed).......-.------------------- 

POR CROMTOTUTLCGA(COLOLASS eee tins sc seo a teeta eewe Sos ase ese ve 

Naiadaceze. 

NAT SMenIASY (MOUS hiv; POMC Weed)i22 4s--5-- 552 se eens Sanaa seats 

Juncaginacee. ; z 

_ Triglochin maritima (arrow-grass) 

Alismaceze. 

ENT ACOMUSSD aC DULAC) eee sesecie a cisiase scale Soa ee a neu Noy Aol aaa 

Alisma plantago-aquatica (water plantain).......-.....-.--.---------- 

PAL STUASDY (VALCTPlANTAI) MA A522. se sind ao sean e awe nsansaane ss 

Sagittaria platyphylla (delta potato) 

Sagitiaria latifolia (wapato) 

IESG OT UBIO CRESK (ROOSC-ETASS) ea vase ae see cisia,o Se eee een a Se 

Sagitiaria graminea? (grass-leaved wapato) 

SEGAL SD A (GUTOWEICA Cl) 15 ses 08 3p. oo 42) eu eine late oon Nn el UD NE 

Damasonium ealifornicum 

Hydrocharitaceee. 

Philotria canadensis (waterweed) 

Vallisneria spiralis (wild celery) 

Limnobium spongia (frogbit) 

Graminee. 

Hirticheradsti SARCTASSOSE eye west ase slays 2 orci clu) star cre eA ro ere Nyy ae 

Zea mays (Indian corn) 

WONG LEUSD ape meet yan NG eer tes ds AAR os gu ate 

Paspalum distichum 1 

LPO LITO SOW 39 Be GOO E EEE OA RETR EE Se ce a aN 

Echinochloa crus-galli (wild millet) 

PAO RICUATIAS ION (SWE CHISTASS) mio: cea) tk MaMa UE oI 

Panicum dichotomiflorum (switch grass) 

Chziochloa lutescens (yellow foxtail) 

Cheztochloa sp. (foxtail grass) 

GEOMMSOs (CLOW ETHESS) eee se eek eS Pre se es ial LE RSP ES 

Zizaniopsis miliacea (cut grass) 

ZIZUNIONCG UCC C) (WAL TICE) as thee = /sls.ssaleniee ele cetelelateve rae ct ecto ercroerel ete 

Homalocenchrus oryzoides (rice cut grass)...............--------------- 

Homatlocenchrus lenticularis (cateh-fly grass) 

Homalocenchrus virginicus (falserice)......-......-------------------- 

Homalocenchrus sp. (unidentified cut grass). 

Common] Black Poutlend 
mallard. | duck. dace 

1, 725 622 51 

BUHE EMA DIy. ENN. Sl 
Hid |S Bus Seah: 
2 gy tas) ae 
ZA TAS) ake Tea NRE ER ee 
BAN HY RON b as Nee 

43 19 1 
ea BOOS a |e 

431 Ld A a 
85 101 4 
10 PN ei meen 
4 TAIN Bee 

7 32 1 

PRISESNORENN BIROINEN CE 

illest apes at As a 
ees ae 
SAN RO as FR 

SOUND Lyte Par ID oi s2 
2 BOP ee 

OMAN) 2 Ta Ge ae 
piterestied> a eo ee 

23 SEO Co 210 
a es ec, ESN 

DH IBY AG WROD th UA 
38 SSR MIE ne A 

135: ORE SN OT, 

74 (lta aa 
14 TOD 

ch a Saba Tl Shae 
1 RE Ae ae NB 
Qi ia tie PSSA AIAN, (3 iy 

69 | 4 2 
68 | 13 2 
ne SCY Ae AR 
DPR NANI 
8 | 1 1 
1 karohlavce wlan) og 

41 | BUPA 10) 
91 SOMA NED) 
CSR gee ye ic 
DANAE SOMME OL 
iyi, 0 at 

13) | 1 1 

2 Paspalum boscianum and Eriochloa punctata also have been identified from a common mallard’s stomach 
by L. H. Dewey. 

64336°—18—Bull. 720-3 
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TasBLe I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Southern 
Kind of food. conan ae plage 

Total number of stomachsexamined..,.. 22222-22622 --|. 44d eee se 1, 725 622 51 

SUBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. 

Graminez—Continued. : 

Oryza sativa (cultivated Tice)..)s2 cies. 2. 1 eh eee 60 2 7 

Avene'saiiva (cultivated oats)... ...2.......-.2 besiahah pee eae 3) Hehe eens. ae 

Duanthoniasp. (Oat Prass) -)2 oo 222-1 02 s45-12 4 52/2 kas ae ee Ets | es NHRC. 

Spurting sp. (salt-marsh' grass). 35.) Ss025. 22s .45253) 22S ese 20 GRAREL ee Le 

Lepiochloa floribunda (feather grass)......-....----+--+-----0-22-525--- Re eee seam eemysteaey a) 4 hs 

Hragrosiis Sp. (1GVOSTASS) (6: ees eee eee Sad dread Eyrainet pig Sp Mecsas ecsl a ae ee 

Monanihochloé tittor aus 2 eon. sce soe se soe ve oe ae eee ; 7 5 1 

Distichlisepicata (salt Brass) 25222. 32) 2! oe. 2. eee ZUR, cle bait aie eee 

Panicularia nervata (meadow grass)......-...----.-------- Pe yee pee es es at co | Care Ca ea 

Pow sp. Qneadow/erass). .2). 5-2. 3.242552: asi od 2 Soot eee Se SLE iE 

Festuca brochyphylia (fescue grass): . 2-2-5: 4....2 2h a: ase ee eee Eee To Syebe ees 

‘Bromus Sp. (brome erass) $4234.26 I25 425 26 = Ss ee THB Ses AR ae ee 

Hordeum satu m (parley) sa. ek ae oe ee HENS eae ets 

Hordeum murinum (wald parley). 42-5 205222625. o ee eee 1M Aegan weal reels 

Prikicum Levi: (WNEAT) Se «66556 -8 elses ee 1 Pe abe 

Cyperacee. 

Unidentified'sedges. 3. .2-ee as es ee ee ae dee eer 114 DSU RON 6 2h 

Cyperusiesculentus (Chufa). 2222-542 ee eee ees 1 1 2 

Cypenusjferar (chita) ioe 5 sec a em aoe oe el ee ee eee TO Oe ee oo alee 

Cyperts sp. (Chula. 622.06 oo oe eee moet alae ee eee ae er 48 5 ¥, 

NEM DUS PUNILOSISA PLAITie PUTS) eee eee eee ee eee ee eee eee UAT MS Ih cise 

SCUPUS LUTIONS (TIVE DUITISH) aso 3 ee ee eee eee eee 45 CASHES 32 

Scirpuscubensis (bulrush):..:.....-.-..-..-..2-+-2...4:44240 ees Pel Moe Bho eee 
Scirpus americanus (three-square)-.2.-- 2222-25-22 hess 2520 esse eee Zi WINE 2 Ha ASCARI NTA 

SEU PUSPOUCI LOTUS (Club=uSh) oa. 4652 nee ee ee eee eee eee pasa eRe Sy ihe Le Se 

Serpussp-(unidentitied bulrush) ease )222 45-02 se=ee eee ee eee 540 194 6 

leocharis sp. (Spike-Tusw) yo. 92) sea yas aso eee eee eee 37 13) Ska ee 

Himbnistylssp: (SCA8C) ess sea eeasac eee oie Mpeeed at ase s256 5 279 25 3 

Psilocarya nitens (bald rush)......--..--------- Seen Ne ai 2 eee SI ee A a 

PSiOCOTy Sp (ald TUS) pee se eee soe ee 2 dake SS ea Ne ae TOM ee eie ee ele Baten 

Cladingneffuswim (SAW: BTASS) bee ajc bl hee a eee erst) 8 16 

Cladium mariscoides (twig TUSD) sooner eee ee bee eee eee ee ee eeee i TNE oe ies 

Rhynchospora corniculata (pollywog)..-.----------------2+---+---+-+-+- j 24 2 : 7 

Riynechospora sp. (beaked Tush) io .0 oe jee ee eee EEE eee Ee Lee Dh |p unemekrs 3 

DUCNTOMENM SDs eee ta ee ete ee heer EEE OEE oe Gilera Ses 

Scleria reticularis (aut rush)... <-- 02h eee ee eee Se eee Ee ee Oe 2 See eee ce 

DCLEUL CONT EV ORE, COUETUSH) epee este ee eh ee eee ee Ree eee eee nee eee Ag. CSO ey Oe 

Acieria sp: Cant rush) soo) a se seas ee ee ees bee 1S i ERE ale 

Carex decomposita (panicled sedge).....-.---.-:.-------------20ee-bete HITS ORES SALAD 

Corexiiwpuling (BOP SCAZE)) no. pocee cence ek eee eee eekee nee ee eee TH the Roel uh 

Carex lwpuliformis (hop sedge)......------------- Lea cae Lae a AEA DAA RNAV. 

Carex gigantea (hop sedge) ...--...-..- bck iain cS x bm RO a Vek Soho col oa A 

Carerigp; (SCARG) eis sei teeter sen sore bere yacecche ry ke mcer eee reer eee 28 OMe ek = eo 

Aracee. 

Peliandravirginicw (hog wampee)..-..:s----------.-.1de823-e Rey). fs SLU oLne LY ea) 1 

Lemnacez. 

Lenma-minor. (small GuckwWeed) .0icc +s <\- o--(0.c.n.0neejan ent HOSE. SE oi TOM sree eh hae, A 

Lemna trisculca (star. duckweed) s40-...'-). p+)" s74!) ales ya eels } Liners aia eeieunnn ssf. 

Lemna sp. (unidentified duckweeds)...........-.---.+----------+- Lie 247 En ta Slers e 
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Taste I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

: Common) Black 
Kind of food. mallard. | ane 

Total number of stomachs examined....-..-.---.....---06---- Pest E 1,725 622 

SuBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. 

Lemnaceze—Continued. 

Spirodela polyrhiza (greater duckweed)....-.-...-------------+--------- 2 

Wolffia columbiana (water meal).---..-.......-..-----.----+--+--+----- 3 

Menpiaspe(watenmeal) ses sh... ansehen oe eee aoe 65 

Eriocaulacez. 

PEIZACHAO MUS) -t (DLPOWOLb) asec ant dasccls 2 cio hee sehen toa ames roel ERS 2 Breas 

Xyridacezx. 

PMUTisisps Gyellow-CyCG)SLAaSS). 2222 s4s.s2 ce sess haeenemenee waders Miiseo 1 

Commelinacez. 

Ganmennaspn(Gaylower))) .-s-222<2-- «-5 goose soe o ee esse eee 1 

Pontederiacez. 

ROniedena corns (pickerel weed)... - -«s2s-s25- a4 -eeesee see sence ee 31 

Liliaceze. 

(Ure eral era e(o ls Sue eee ee arena ee Ans eae SE LOORRECHARE 2 

Convallariacez. 

Magimenuspa alse; SOlomon?s|seall)) 57252 sues ee aye state yay a ae er ay | ya ee 

Trilliacee. 

UMN D RIDES Baoncteessaeeeeeecocer Pcoceceurcbecot coor sseceeenberercsoamesccode 

Smilacez. 

SHMLDISD (ELEC DEAT) Se rick 3 3.<| tat Socio Sa eae eos ae 6 

Marantacee. i 

IMTUL OR DEE T IC CLE LB aie sey apart oe Vaart panna) eh aa ay eS eI REP A A Ie t 2 

Juglandacez. 

Eivamonnn Logica. (DLGheL PECAN) eo sae 2 Eee see eee ee meer en 7 

BEDE O OAS Ted (ELL COTA) s sla a ste toto =lxia\a)2 sahara joie ro) Art Eo ane 89 

Myricaceze. . 
MGC ORCENLENO, (WAY DELIV) bs a1 \=1<t) = more roto yore ee eee 5 

Myrica carolinensis (bayberry).. -- - - 0 ae et at 1 

BGmICOAS ai (DaiylOCL Ty) myaee a -er tesiel- =e) ees NE yale phy as Pane tlt) ted 29 

Salicaceze. ; 
Salix sp. (willow), leaves and capsules...........-.--.-----+---------- 32 

Betulacez. 

Carnimusicanolinianag (hornbeam) - <2 e ee eee eee eee eee eee nee pee 3 

BE ilGA SI0e (DIT CD) Uae e eee eee soc acess LAROMB ONDER Tear RAE not 1 

Fagacee. 

QUETCUESHELUON Gyn CLO DK) See 2/eiaic Lepore eee eel cree Rie leaves 1 

QUCAIS VOOM (OVS ORM) pode ee beesee sees bce sceecuccdseeaeesonade 1 

OrrereUSsiSi > (UNL CNbIeAlOAKS) 2 5-61 tacras- ates v aed ee 35 

Ulmacez. 

Plomenmaguatica(waterelm) 2... ..-2 225-0222 aee ee orb ABEaEonoMe 159 

CANES TI STSGY OATISS (ke aN) eae See Se ee eset sens seotoseesaek 3 

CGHE Sito (WEG Attn) aoe Soe Ses eaeReEeeeedeos socecmoanenoneser maaan aan 43 

Polygonacee. 

nainenypersicanoides) (SOLGenmi COCK) <n ones ee eg eee eee eae ee 1 

PEUTILCIAS ok (CLOCKS) sateen eiete mie jo/aieynin = 2/2 ata) Cer eT rete Re Oe 10 

Polygonum amphibium (water smartweed).............--------------- 117 

Polygonum arifolium (prickly smartweed)........-.--- iat PEMD 2 8 
Polygonum aviculare (knotweed)....--..----.-22---200-222200ee2eee eee 13 
Polygonum convolvulus (climbing buckwheat)......-..-.----.--------- 3 

Polygonum dumetorum (climbing buckwheat)..........-.---.--------- | 1 

Polygonum hydropiper (water pepper)....----22-+-22s2220-5222-2-2-22- 137 

Southern 
black 
duck, 
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Taste I.—Iiems of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Southern : Common] Black Kind of foed. es cs black 
mallard.| duck. eerie 

Total numberof stomachs/examined..... ..-(2:<,-:-.-.diceimnnannicmncinece eee eee 1,725 622 51 

SUBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. 

Polygonaceze—Continued. 

Polygonum hydropiperoides (water pepper) -.----.-.-.----------------- 0 NSS ere | bee 

Polygonum lapathifolium (smartweed).......-.......-.--------------- 3) 7) | 

Polygonum opelousanum (smartweed).........----..----.------------ 53 7\\ fe SO 

Polygonum pennsylvanicum (smartweed).....-.----..---------------- 8 3). Eo eS ae 

Polygonum persicaria (smartweed)..-...-.------+--+---------+--------- 10 (a The ae 

Polygonum punctatum (smartweed).......-.-------«----------------- 2 DRA O Tes eS. 

Polygonum sagittatum (prickly smartweed)..-......-.---.-.----------- 407 47 16 

Polygonum sp. (unidentified smartweeds)....-.......-...------------ 191 45 1 

Fagopyrum esculentum (buckwheat)......-.--.-----.----------------- oy eee a. 

BRUT ICH CHT ROSH RE: oo bois aja are te a he dioica as SE eee A. 3. Sees Hp to ef. £ 

Amaranthacee. 

Amaranthus'sp i (timbleweed).55 so-s.scnc- ese caeos ones pee ee ae eee 4 Silesia sz 

Chenopodiaceze. 

Chenopodium album (lamb’s-quarters)......-------------------+------ Die yes poe | Le = 

Chenopodium sp.i(lamibis-quarxters) > 225552225 52o40-e ee eee 6 1 ee 

IS QISOLA:;KA14 (SALW OTL) S555 Bo aes So ee coe eee eee 1 Apleeanee tht af. 2 

Almnipierispti(Salb bush) eee bsace emcee eee Tei eee 3. pal Se eo 

SLUCOTNICOMDIGUA (PICKET ASS) a.= ase se see eee ee eee Eee ee A Mies sated oy Veeel ee es 

Salicornia'sp | (pickle grass). 22.5 <.a4so--ei see ae eee ee | eee 2) || 

Phytolaccacez. 

Plytolaccammencanal (pokeweed) pe. - cece e eee eee eee AWitianare Brats seine ok 

Reb Tt males ae he Ss) feats he eT a AL eel eee aes OP a ce agi apes te 
Portulacacez. 

Portuince olenaced (purslane) Meeere ects sree eeeceneAeee eee eer eeE eee TES ees eg (oe 

Aizoacez. 

Sesusvium maritimum (Seapurslane) =. oe open eeine eee eel see eeaeee Bi RE oa 

Caryophyllacez. 

Unidentified \chickweed toa -eeeeece sm siece seeeeeeee Besadsa22assa02- pees ees ease... oa 

AN EnOri@Sp. (SANGWOLL) UNS a2 c= nn mine ane eee ae eee ee eee ees PAT Sie ose be 

Ranunculacee. 

Batrachium trichophyllum (white water-crowfoot).......-...-.-------- AM ccetesceahMeelteeh. 

Batrachium sp. (white water-crowfoot).......:-------------------sece- Balke ale Ho Bsigeans 

Ranunculus delphinifolius (yellow water-crowfoot).....--...-.-------- LORS sists eon iE ae Ses 

Ranunculus missouriensis (yellow water-crowfoot)....--...----------- Sheree ine Oe 

RONUNCULLSISD s (CLOWLOOL) ee een ene ees eae eee Reece Eeere eee Eee eee eee PT Fe Seo) eee 

Ceratophyllacez. 

Ceratophyllum demersum (coontail)-.--- oe nee nen eee eee i 669 12 1 

Cabombacez. 

Brasenia schreberz Gvater Shield)- = <...c25e. been oer e ee eeee > cee eee 70 33 1 

Cabomba caroliniana (Carolina water shield)......-...--.------------- isd eeereee tay (Se os 

Nympheacee. 

Nymphza advena (spatterdock)....... 2.2 2-2-2000. n-e- nnn eneennnnene Sb Sac sb amar sey Coke = 

Nymphxa americana (spatterdock)... 2 a2 ogee no cee ne ce nee nnn enenoeal seve mee Ue Tks 

Nymphea polysepala (spatterdock).....--.--------------+-0---- eee DMN Sel eb ieetele aia eine eta wie oie. 

Nymoplzw'sp: (spatterdocla): 2... c-250-2-2 222-256 -eeeeeneeeaeeene '8 1 6 

Castalia mexicana (banana waterlily): ....----.------..sceeenenisee nee TOA Sel aeine ies 1 

COSTA SDs, (WVAbOULULY) Poe ww ciei=. einai e a cio o oe 2 aie anmiaiaeiniee ee ee 14 2 

Unidentified Waterliliog): Hes occ cose ene s onic cn amis cl eee eee Silas Zee SEG wei 3e 

Papaveracee. 

IPCDAVEESD: (DOPDY)) scale tc <'=/s x ain iaiw isin @)sieis/ele e(nielpielaleie'a/5/=/</sleleiate reeves aie SSO scic) oC DBE EeS 
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TasLE I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Kind of food. 

otal number of stomachs'examined.__..........02.-------------------*-- 

SUBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. 

Capparidacez. 

Cleome serrulata (three-leaved spider flower) ..........---------------- 

Altingiacee. 

Liquidambar styracifiua (sweet gum). RG 5 Sy as 

' Platanacez. 

IML SOCCHICTIECIIS! (SY. CAMOLO) a = 22 - <2 <2 2/2 See ea eee iaitaicle = 

Rosacez. 

EOSESD (LOS) scisis\aie/clejeisoceice sae -- == 2S ee eR tis SS 

TU OTESES Pet (ACK CLL) ase stainic cyan 215 2 wis Gis 2S Se eee eee eee seein 

Malacez. 

CrOpLOUS SPs (TOM AW) Saat ats wie <n = o/s yo noe $= eae eee Ree elie 

Amygdalacee. 

ETAL SUELO UILUL TUT (CHOKECHELLY) |= = === 52222 see eee eee ota ite 

PRUTLU GS De (CHOLY,) ayes ateint 2 cele sisis Sc coe Sache e cece eRe scmeceseeccee 

Cesalpinacee. : 

OPSSTORS DA (SONNA) Me tsesia So ate ciao ia) = bm, o:c(e oo clei seis ER CE eee ee 

Fabacez. 

7 OLDLTUSD en (ClOV.CL) Saiciainiaaisisinizjo'+ sivis o'= cis cee eee esis eielete Neisiae 

- Medicago denticulata (bur clover)..-...-.--.--.----------------------- 

PES MCU CEES (USM CLOVCL) ers <2 siniai-iis oe Se eles eee nae ae esas ase 

Lespedeza striata (J apan clover) elses omic aie Sec ew red ee aera eres 

SUTOPLOSLYLESISP=AGwald DCAM) 2-5 22 <2 a2 a eenla vee ee eaeeins -es see ciel= 

ASUMSAtIUUNY (CUlbIVAted Ped) =.= += 2 += --eeneeees nesses ieee 

ni em ieee sas atelesilatie aie cei wisicte os cao eee ee fee see este seineis 

Geraniacez, : 

GOON UNLON GUD CS Eisele elas ole aia eei~ oa = le eee ae eee en aee 

Geranium sp.-.....- Scena SOB BE ANB ES BERS-Sonace nck baconcsoaceneceac 

Rutacee. 

Ciinusisinensis) (cultivated orange). -.-.----2- 25-22-26 45- 4-2-4222 226 

Euphorbiacez. 

; CT OLOTNS IO (SDUEEO) cee acdc «ie tele e dents ssn ERE Ee eee ae ere: 

LIOR SO. (QOL) b-cachocousoUse een seneccesaceescuac Sone aeeeaere 

Callitrichacez. 

Calinchespa(waterstalwOnt)=—- <2 1-20-42 eee eeeeeeee as =nee eee 

Empetracee. 

Empetrum nigrum (erowberry) .-------------------------++----2------ 

Anacardiacez. 

EILUSIGLODT OA SIMOOLMISHIMNAC) = 2 <e =a Sonne se ee ete eee ae eee 

Rnusitoxicodendron (POISON IVY). --------------2--222sr ee ene en neon e =e 

USSD iDiG CnbieGSUMIAC) ae clacn (= = [eee eee eee eee eae 

Aquifoliacez. 

I EEUOMLONION Oy OU POM) ace -aisi ino seinen cle <i> eee eee eee eee 

I CCCCICLas (Swarr D OLY)» saver -f.= an)e = = ile eee eee eee eee 

NEE UCTLCTULOLG: (OlACKs a1GOl) 2. <= + <1-\-- = 1s cies ase eee eee eee aoe 

TL ELIS Das (OM YA assess iticcie e ¢ <1 'nislsie viele sine eo Depo eae ete enes 

Sapindacez. 

Cardiospermum halicababum (balloon vine)-.-....--- 2 BEAU aS oon Eanes 

Balsaminacez. 

inupotiens.oi flora (bouch-mMe-NOb) oo = 2. =o ee eee eee eee ese =e 

Vitacez. 

US SD (GRETIO) 2 cobs be choca oe dacsoessouceooce one soncstoscceseassasas 

19 

Black Southern 

duck. 

622 

black 
duck. 

51 



22 BULLETIN 720, U. 8S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

TaBLeE I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the nwmber 
in which found—Continued. 

Kind of food. Cora 

Total number of stomachs examined ............-------------+------------ 1,725 

SUBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. 
Malvacez. 

iMatoaisp= (mallow) ess. 2 <- emecistins acieicie== ates ewete pace Meee eee rear » 

Sida‘sp: (iailigrass) este soa eae eae ae eS ee eee ee eee ae a 6 

Hibiscus moscheutos (rose mallow). ..--..---.----------- 0-02-02 cores |oneee enna 

Hibisews'sp. (Marsh mallow) sec ~ 202-22 se aes = ele eee Site cece 4 

Unidentified sot 2 ar. se ccc ce eee ech ae eee eee eee 2 

Hypericacee. 

FLY PENICUTE SP oe ea a Ee ee 

Passifloraceze.. 

Passiflora incarnata (passion flower).-...-.---------------------------- 1 

Cactacese: 

Opiuntiasp: (prickly; peal) 22. seers eee ene ae eee eee ee 1 

Lythracee: 2 

Decodon verticillatus (willow herb) ......-.---------------------------- 15 

Onagraceze: 

Jussiea leptocarpa (primrose willow) ....--./-...-.-.---------------+- 2 

Jussiza sp: (primrose willow); 22 2-2-- 2-22 2-22 005 sos seen eee ener eee 3 

Haloragidacez: 

Eippuriswiigaris) (bottle brush) S22 -4-5--2s-enee ees saan cee eee 47. 

Proserpinaca pectinata (mermaid weed).........---------------------- 4 

Proserpinaca sp. (mermaid weed)......./.-.-.-..----+------+---------- 52 

Myriophyllum heterophyllum (water milfoil)............-.--.---.------ 2 

Myriophyllum sp. (water milfoil)._..-......22---.--222------22---25-- 86 

Ammiacee: 

Hydrocotyle sp. (waterpenny)..-...---.----.------------------- esa wee 226 

Centelia asiatica (waterpenny)'---<-----+2-2-- 22222-2250 222-+--2 ses eee 4 

Apiim graveolens (Celery,) -22cnseh = a2 eka oe Seine eee Se eee Ree 2 

Cieutespawvaterihemlock) sen. 2 se sao2 nas tee eea ne Ree ee eee eee 24 

Unidentified = 5... 220s. aod . oo inde ene bam ee Seek ee ee 1 

Cornacez: ; 

Cornus florida (flowering dogwood).......-.....--.-.-.---.----------- 1 

Cornus nuttallii (flowering dogwood)...........--.-.---.---..-------- 1 

Cornus alternifolia: (dogwood) 22.2 - 2-24-2206 sae ee oe eee eee nee 1 

Cornnusasperifolia (dogwood) =se-eee eee ene cease eee ee eee 28 

Cornus occidentalis! (Gogwood) 2s) 225-22 c aces cee eee ee eee eee 2 

Cornus'stolonifera (d0gwo0d) hoes. 42-2 ae eee see seen 1 

Cornus'sp: (dogwood). oo) saecp des asase coon cnera-c case ee sneer ee neeee 17 

BBexchemia voir» (blackjack) see eeer se - eee eee eee . 60 

Nyssa aquatica (tupelo).........------------ scicbdecbanowacseacotsecese 22 

Nyssa'sylvatica (SOUT: CUM) Secs szmmicces aisle cee = nicest = oeiereis cle eee ee 17 

Nyssa spx (GUPElOy 22s 8a soe soc sac on cones cee echoes ace oeeecneereEs 2 

Fricaceer: 

Ledumn sp. Clabrador tea). = /aee..- sete ens sete - 2 = sine ena setae meee 1 

Arctostapnylossp-'(Kinmikannue) 0202-2 yee oie tni eto oe a atetatnialelaraioie eee 1 

Vacciniacere: 

Gaylussacia baccata (hucklebetry)- + 2-2 222-5. 2.2.2 2222 2 oe oe eee eeee eee 

Gaylussaciaisp. (huckleberry)o.- ~~... 2-202 -2 o.32 eet oe cee cesses eee Eee eee 

Vaccinium sp. (bldeberry) staee - 02 22522 222525 ot aonisoes oe een eel | See eereeeeee 

Primulacesz: 

Anagajis arvensis:(plmapernel): 5: = 5 2.2 1-eeee=2- pes acisiseeweesaneenee 2 

Ebenacee: 

Diospytos virginiana (persimmon).........-..-.-.--- BED CEIIOAAE COEIE : 1 

Black 
duck. black 

duck. 

622 51 
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FOOD HABITS OF MALLARD DUCKS. 93 

TasLe I.—Items of vegetable food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

“ Southern 
Kind of food. iy f soon eink eee 

Total number of stomachs examined.............-----+.---------++5-+---- 1,725 622} =~ +51 

SuBKINGDOM SPERMATOPHYTA—Continued. . 
Styracacee: ; : 

eStyrax americana (smooth storax)-..-..-.2...-<-5.ceesecs neces eect eee: Saree nee E-Series ‘5, 

Styrax pulverulenta (downy storax)...-...-.....-------+-+------------- Di IES syle a SRN a gai tia 

IS EYRAUIS De (SLOLAR))s se cicnececiece cise. = AOR ASER Cbd COS DO CBE DOR ERO IOE SS 24S See eal atin ieee 

‘Oleacez: a 

PER ONULUSIS Del ( ASI) laniae ea crates eyeters oils eieienicinie rw electors are Rosccosceose 4 easaes bee slain aan 

Adelia acuminata (swamp privet) ....--.-.-.----------+--+-+-----4+----- 26 isn We oubnebiniaap 3 

Menyanthacee: Alaa 

Menyanthes trifoliata (bog bean)..........---- Fp Pate a rah ra ai 6 fA ies aati i 
Asclepiadaceze: 

Asclepias sp. (milkweed).........-.---------- Pee sosasesnaaees SSob0dor Deena) jeuoaeee i 

Convolvulacez: rg 

Tpomaasp. (morning-plory)). = ..<:-<-2-.s--< sees eens gases oss - 5-2 - Ouse eee (oeaO eas 

UO ATaUI GU eSay ATT Et6 eer i es eas Ce IRS ae re a a ea) ee ee Bales WD aes Sere sleet | 

Cuscutaceze: : . ie 

MR CQUSCULT SIU (OCOEL e222 80 e% aloes 2 wycibis Jaciz nae nee Sea seele sees Se etects oe 19] -- By ea 2 

Boraginacee: : ; 

Heliotropium indicum (heliotrope)...-.-.----------------------------- LOS creek ies 3° 

Heliotropium sp. (heliotrope)...-.--.-.-------+-- Bie eee iieciaee a aisle ie Ss eae Ses Ss ese 

Verbenacez: 

BV ENUCNUSD sane eee ene er fe ata lere e njs.e ape oracare aie Sicyeiepeleeints Leo eee tanh ehore irk (8 Noeedessorcleoosecs es 

SE UINDUCMIVOMLLON Op pecta persia cieyere ast </ajaictesc ealesio we ce sielnste meee een tase ales ee | sete eas by La eet ons 

AED DUS mes epee cians ie oie eo cis cleislosiciecle seme fila ean Dal erate oes res HA 

Plantaginaces: : ' 

Plantago rugelii (plantain) ...... bie aioka, Senior pee eee ence = eee ee Soe See Bae 

Rubiacez: ; 
Cephalanthus occidentalis (buttonbush)......-.---..-.---------------- 428 8 7 

Diodia virginiana (buttonweed).....--- Sk Se ER CREE eee acle cl: 1 EE (eo camera cree eee 

Wrodinceres\(buttonweed)sea-- 2 o-- 2-2 - cc nse cnee ee cee en ene ee DOW a Ses Stel are | eae aca 

Diodes (DuULtOnWeed)e-jc- a) ciate chee ee cen ee de sieeeee eines ence lc 4 |eobespesesllesocus eee 

eG CLL MAS Ton (CLOAVIELS) a oat) isfe l= aiarsin's c nies occ cies bees s atare Sales ocniaiom ete HO see Oy eet See 

BEA SY CHOERLOALETUA) OLA ape) rears 22s =) 2fs)1=) = 2)n(ularcie © oe eine ofa sia i eres Dele Hee ee meee ore 

Caprifoliacez: ; 

Triosteum perfoliatum (feverwort)......-------------+---------------+- MO EB csSeaas Hashes eae 

Symphoricarpos racemosus (snowberry).-...--------------------------- Pile cH oaede|sosesaoLos 

Symphoricarpos sp. (Snowberry)..-..--------------------------------- JE eSoneoe ane sadeeuatioa 

Ambrosiacex: 

Ambrosia elatior (ragweed)...-....-----------+-eee22 eee eeeeee Ye ele 2 Det 

Almbnosia trifida (Tazweed).-._........-..2--.---- Sennen enn ese en k Bele es ev ek er ya 
PAUMOTOSLOIS Ds (TAP WCCO) sacs = cir = /cns chao 2 2 win win ~iclelaya wines = een i ereieiainl= i coaceeqoual|zooatcboos 

Composite: 
SEL ALOTIRU TS [ee Aen ts ase ee ee BSE Has cic Beem ena ele aaeeen ocd Seneee eos 
EHO EUS Spei(SUUTOWED) aoe sss) eee aoe ee ae eno eee Ss pS |e ec ate tase Beas 
Bidens bidentoides (Spanish needles) .......-...--------------+-+----+- A eee se eed el Seah 
Bidens cernua (bur marigold)..........-------------++++-+0-2--------- TSE erereoes | Mememmanee 

Bidens frondosa (Spanish needles).......-...-.------------------------ Wh ecsece ders seosecose 

Bidens sp. (Spanish needles). ......---.---------+----++--+---+- eee eee ee 47 Wi eeeeite ster 

Cordis sos (Ghistle sais t oeisiad ee bos Soe als 3 Sea oe se seems soc 6 Qi eeae eetiee 

WiniiGlemmiceel ooo saeasedesosescasees Toes iia, cimiatay ny SENTENCE Barer ST Nora es DY essen Peete aol ests Ac eaete 



24 BULLETIN 720, U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

TasiE II.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found. 

Black Southern 2 Common 
Kind of food. black 

mallard.| duck. duck. 

Total number of stomachs examined ..........-.-.----------0-s--25------ 1,725 622 51 

SUBKINGDOM CCELENTERATA. 

Aleyonaria: (sea fans) % o. <..<< Jos de soc ve we eentec code cere teid eae aoe eee Bilteee ee 

Ebydrozoa'Ghydroid)y-2 sek cc ods asd ew abcde se asedioe de adc detest eeSees lcseesa sce 

SUBKINGDOM NEMATHELMINTHES. 

Gordiidse/(hairwornt)te .)saseccsdes Sas Sas 2S Sos eae epee eee Ne | Peet cers Sac SSten8 ose 

SUBKINGDOM MOLLUSCOIDA. 

Phylactolaemata (fresh-water bryoz0a).........----------------2ee--ecees 1d sa one] eres eee 

SUBKINGDOM ECHINODERMATA. 

Niehinoideas (sea urchin) seen aac oe ee eee Ricamaatcee| sos eee Di) saeste ess 

SuBKINGDOoM ANNULATA. 

Unidentified annelid’ = .2<5.225o. eee bens a eee ccs = oe pean ee eee Cee eee 1 |....------]---------- 

Eun bricomorphay(earthwOrn) sess ee saeco eee eee eee eee eee eee HG Base eh ral seneels'2 28) 

Nerets'sp.{ (Marine wOrm) use. oo ew ee eee ee eee ee eee j 2 nA eee cae = 

SUBKINGDOM ARTHROPODA. 

Ciass Crustacea (CRUSTACEANS). 

Unidentified ei. cag Bake Sore on ab se Sec aso a ease eee 3 P5alisaess cede 

Order OSTRACODA. 

‘Bivaived crustacean) unidentified: - 5. .-2e-sasenassae seen cee eee eee eee 2 ae cee esate a 

Cantona Spree. ee oe aso tos cas bce ee hea Ce Cee 0 eo Se ary PP ee 

Order COPEPODA. 
Water fleas s2o20- ssohq cen be ccee coe eee SRee ee EO Ene SCE Oietce sconce eek sone 

Order CIRRIPEDIA (Barnacles). 

Balanus ampnhitrite . 002.055.522.065. Seed eae see eee eee eee eee Pee eee tReet 

Chthamalus fragilis........- oo dS vine se ceee see cau cece ces enaie eee See Se eee eS | Seer ee. oe 

Unidentified ..........-.-...-: foc ae saison eciesieciecind se cicle seme eeanemnce cena! Moe ee eats I BeeSoem eos 

Order AMPHIPODA. 

Unidentified - sc ooo atsn ces ccc ee tence ce sen ce aren cee nen eee eee q 18 IL el AOS 

Gammaridz (sand-fleas). é 

Gammarus Onnulatus: © ooo 222 sore can ae Sais See aens see Re ee Eee Pal geese 

Gammarus locust. =< 2-2 dee cee ce cece eet ee nee Cen Ee . 1 1 gl eee 

GOMIMOATUS MATINUS. -.onF0cccncens coms catessce seen a sceteeee en coer eeeeEe eer eetes S| Page Ms = — 

GOMMATUS BD ii.0 ooo dwn ce seen ae as cele meee eee one oe eee eee 1 in esi rien ‘ 

Podoceridz. 

Amphithoe ruoricaia >: . 2. eon a neccswe wee sak ne = decien CORSE Ee ree See Uses oedeee -- 

GrUBi COMPIG . Woo 2. 25 0 oA = oe ins walle Dante Se aes oe pe eee ee Re ee] HERES eeeee Pl AceSesoS 

Photide. . 

Microdeutopus grillotalpuse. ... <2... 2-2 222scscc~ s-o== cee anenien be en oe eee i a epee Si 

Orchestiide. 

TA YONEN TE OZFCOW sae wow ania sameon 5 2 alana = oanine ciese nee eee eno eeeees Pod i Ae cl ABSA 

FyQlelie Gente... 25 0.2 Mie oe so eco cose nt bssces costae tenes eee enee |S e eee Dee 

FIY Clea KNICKeTDOCK ert. -55 22sec ness => oss ee skh hoor ees eee ee eee Uo Seo ecmcal are aic o- 

Ofchestia Gris ©. 3 == 2 occ c ce sccccostectcces ce wees eee ane eee ae ae aaa : DY Sales eee 

TOMTUS MEQQLODIRGUNUS 5. oes cece bes os cuca soesce mss steadtne conse aoe e eee Li. | 



FOOD HABITS OF MALLARD DUCKS. 25 

Taste II.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Kind of food. 

Total number of stomachs examined..................-2..------+--e-e-e-- 

Ciass Crustacea (CRUSTACEANS)—Continued. 

Order ISOPODA. 

Pen Ota itt OG Mepeptaye estas alajaps aise asioe a st icin cic as cinis ceicis Biabloeeieicieaio awe eieicie nis 

Oniscide (sowbugs). 

VO TULSUTESHOSCLUUS se Seta eo so )ara(SaS fae ae raicinsc/ 2 aicis ome are mlatearen eats etme sire ase 

MMC ONEI OO sere aia a) cir ase inisewcia.s cco Seales omemaemencimen waceem eines 

Asellide. 
ALSAES Be osaeScOSGbe BESS Ce ee Ce eee es is Sees char ae : 

MVCUILCUES CLULUSI SD atatere ei cic (=n siainvstsisioie cinie x's o si we nine Seraieiaercuethoeteis Selermsinle weicle 

Idotheidz. 

SE LOLI CIENT LODO epee nics ia sere See sis ies Saas che Als, ide nee eee eee se Sees See 

LOL COAUILILILICO a aj rerapetcie als aie) sore ee e's rarcio’e va iain eee Slee ee sae see 

HQOLCUR DOS DRONE seis) -\ saci sis os nisin s&s ee wie sec Sane emee ee eee cess 

Order DECAPODA (Shrimps, Lobsters, Crabs, etc.). 

Suborder Macrura (Shrimps, Lobsters, etc.). 

MTT OMG OG eee acres cin hee aes boinc ois o Sead ncn wisep meee mebicne aeeeOesee 

Crangonidse (sand shrimps). 

CrAGOSEPLEMSPINOSUS. 22 Soc «<= - ccc e cs sce ca cnc ceneecsececsccceeseceels 

Palemonide (fresh-water shrimps). . 

Palzmonetes exilipes....--- Ue eae MaRMEA RS ep eo 1 na ee 
PACU ENTLOTUCLES LU ILUQ OT 1Gia ate one ree ore ie sisi oie. & ve, o 2 in) said aire ee SEE mae ces nie Sree 

° PRUPATTTUAIS BOs se SAGAR Seis i la eee ea 

Astacidee (crawfishes). 

COMUATUSONGUSECLUS noo = ciple, xia vwlonisin ese =n oc cmissiaee es eee eeeacse ses 

CU TUDTUSICLON Pyare aie ci sicineee oso 2 Se) Sie Sosa i alee Ine ee sIoe ee Geena 

CO MOUNUS CUO e re arse isis seine sa = be = oie sine seree onesioeee pnd eeerere san 

CU MOCTUSLUU ILS Hoe see Soni o Ss 2x sso sjeins Saas cm de Se eee See eee eee ole 

Winidlentihed mses se ssc ae sa isae = = ee Sn ss cain caine eeemeintet came cise ona 

Suborder BRAacHYuRA (Crabs). 

(WET OM ase etter torte Soke ot vistoc vis siete eee Sabememoecsosc cane seuss 

Pilumnide (mud crabs). 

ENEODENO PEL CLAM SBY2 - 2 =n cicsnlo cin cine ve on se ocieiscc nc seicisoeicee cimcwels s 

Hexapanopeus angustifrons......-.-----+-2-2- 2-2 e eee eee ee ee eee eee eee 

Portunide (green crabs). 

COREA ESITUCIULS apres oe is a cia cm cieleic os ae. 5 sao eine ole EE Sees aise ct 

Callinectes sapidus (edible crab).....-..-.-----------------------2---- 

Ocypodide (fiddler crabs). 

Piplopodar(mMillipeds) 2. os. cc = 2% « «ine oso ov a's So mennwee sek ee uecieees 

Ghilopoda(centipedes).-- =: '5.22'- 02 east tecieeeceeeeeceeeees ened 

Cuass Insecta (INSECTS). 

Superorder AMPHIBIOTICA (Damselflies and Dragonflies). 

Unidentified odonate nymphs and adults (few of latter)......-.-......... 

Order ZYGOPTERA (Damselflies). 

Common 
mallard. 

1, 725 

144 

Black Somer 

duck. ack 
duck. 
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TaBLe L1.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number ' 
in which found—Continued. 

Baal Southern . ‘ vs Fait Peg Common 
Kind of food. black 

; mallard. | duck. danke 

Total number of stomachs examined......... 2.222. .22 2-20-02 ee eee ee eee ee a | 1,725 622 | 51 

CuLass Insecta (INSEcTS)—Continued. 

Order ANISOPTERA (Dragonflies). . 

Unidentified nymphsiand adtilts << s: 0522. cecc2eccc ene es oeeeeoen eee eaeee 21 |. Qilossice see ; 

Zischnide. 
Gomphinse . ness ecowe cane cand a soa Sensi ca ace on ene ee RCE EE eeee 7) Nes say lr ae Rael 

ESHNMCOUSONNICE aa. coe seen toes son osciae cons see ee eee eee eee eee 1 1 eee serene resrstess : 

ZESRNG SD as oo Seyee eas eee ose CRESS oan Cee ee eee Dill vuteactae feet hs. eae 

AMOS GUNIUS ae sane eae O noes eee Ree eee OT REECE ae palate ese 
DFOMOGOMMDNUS'SD os esse ee on Sooo eee eee Aalst pith inal. 

Libellulide. 
Macromia illinoensis......-. ord aes Ret eae oe REELS Aa nantae: Pol Nreieetaas close = «acm 

Pachydiplax longipennis......--------------------- Penewsseoesssccases= Be x mrelaetarai =o ae rete 

Tel GONEUTIO. SP oe. 2ee See hee oe en Sa Eee eee Esyberteties icone ie Me 

sUNId entihed a. sen santas eee te Tene Sees erences pa eats. el nea 

Order AGNATHA (Mayflies). 

Unidentified mayflies and nymphs.........-.....-.-.+---- Pen 8 Ne Ea (4) Gees | oe eae 

Order DERMAPTERA (Earwigs). 

ANiSOlEDIS: MATiLIM Moo. sosd Sie eae See sete see Sas See See eee Oeee eee De cir: 

Order ORTHOPTERA (Grasshoppers, etc.). 

Unidentified Orthopera and eggs.....-....--.-.--------ee2-- eee eee neon nce 20. rch it an ie Ne che 

Tettigide. arly 
INOMOLEHIE SP) <8 one ccs core ae eee ee ee Fi Ves ee ERE Cee 

TREE ITA ON ILLUS yah Se oe ae rea nabs iG | ee cess st ele ; 

Unidentified sso... Hee ney he ects Ac ARCS Sree jC hepa tNevihl lagna 
Acridiide. ~ : 

MCLOMODUUSIOIUILL AILS eee eee ee eee eee eee ee es SeMSG SOS ca aes WS ccrsmeteise S| arcmin c/a eae 

MeELONODUUS!SDP ate sicni wee St 2 eje oe ace n s isare sles Seems ose ee ere ree ee ge ne 

Schistocencajamericand ot es- cee eee mate eecma a ene ene cence eee Celi lesaeesaak: Neo st cies 

Onidentified sos ngce esiaeendeees sack acote eee eee eee Se KEE) IGE cre marae | neve ailotaes 

WWoeustidees(ereeh) prasshoppels) see see ee seen eee eee eee eee eee eee Gp Ae oF oe ee meee 
Gryllide (crickets). : 

IN CM OUIUS8| SD seectaee «nee eeneieae eee ete eae e eee eee ee eee 3. Pei ees 

Order PALEOPTERA (Roaches). 

Unidentified roaches and eggs..........-.------ ereeey eT eCin LEGALS Qvale Sane ee setae eee re ey 2 Sane 

Order MALLOPHAGA (Bird Lice). oer 

Unitdontiieds. S228). ce denos ive hoses caasseccti denen asso ee a) axe ly Dale a 

Order HETEROPTERA (True Bugs). - sme A 

Unidentified. = 2 seine si iain wis sisicie'stec scicie sees ccin ace cee teclec Ree eee 27 Qulkveredcne 

Corixide (water boatmen). = 

Conic QUAOMINGALES. op =~ sds oie o's wiv e 01s sin 5 biome oni nselne oe Eee ee eee Diy ercracs eatianes peiscattie cts 

CONILOM OTT ISIE. Xe sein ain clots o'aiois Siena e ose eeisyn cial-/ate oleate BEANS soso) Tile vic eieein s/s |> ae’ aie sae 

Uinilautiflerd: Shen sid. MMR AS. cope acucamecaeaase cade ceeeAee: See Boilie, were bas 4e! +6 
Notonectidze (back-swimmers). Gs a kas) 

Notonecta insulata,,....02 aides ocsvwonsvcees-chdusss.hsace ae eee - L-). 22.2 fae Barsifeieints ~'s se bh 

I OLOMECED S's) 'aiwhain.a,0) n's/<'allnin/o1e\a 2's aiwinia cio (n(a'aja\o ala,s) as cieiaiel-ulamiaeei Salata ete as ARUN ENE IE ar fbn sted ceo see 

EVE STON Gans. ated aj0:5. ase s aiaidie'si sda sivis,sjas aaicle.cee vee cladaGielaane Beep eee F OalSiteeacees |esevewsene 

Nepid (water scorpions). wet 

MONGU OSD 6322 hn cegedevadevaeeccewneee cece ote toe e ee eRe eae fe el Seton cieiete eral Sie. e (ea sisiaisie 



FOOD HABITS OF MALLARD DUCKS. 

TaBLE II.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

27 

Kind of food. pont eny eek 

Total number of stomachs examined...........-......--22----eee eee eee 1,725 622 

Cxass Insecta (INsEcts)—Continued. 

Order HETEROPTERA (True Bugs)—Continued. 

Belostomatide (giant water bugs). 

LULL ESTO REM S tora oe olor i a ea Sia is Bis Se lewis c,bin Seals Spnbere ne seers steisielslele 69 2 

IUpCembine deanery hepa ec eo enc A el ee ee ee 1 2 

Naucoride. 

PIC hOGCOMISIFCITLON GL USM as Sao asic als s\cioitate bs wc bis a S oe scien a ee ci ncisoelomimcle Son|sessesen 

SIE LOCUNLS SD) Semi ea ees min wists Se Mise es aE sedis Scie eamemeomeeeuse cme ees 104 3 

Reduviide (assassin {DEG Hen BE SESAME BEE OE Re cine ticicer Bone naSadaene ae AE een 

Gerride (water striders). 

a GENIESIITIONOUNMEUS 22 a a in\= 2 icia <= eiiec ce Secs See toe cence Seen eemise seins eects Meet ee 

CRISIS TER es ay teja ie lniiais 2 wicisisin, aie beet se sceece eases eemeeree see ccisos DN eyreters wi ceiels 

(mn emtitiedeeer Sactes cine -ic cc ce sh euidse ue cee eeecceeameceeecmrcsecss Wee Ses 

Saldidee (shore bugs). 

IS LLCS RE eee cic oie cis aicininya od ise eels al ke ae SS Ee ee tee ee sitchen: AAA AML LGN SS 

Veliidz (water walkers). 

BUIESOVELLORTIULISO MLE Mae nia cies eke oe ook Nec eee EEO EERO ceo eee I aN ae a 

BMEIMOUULESHLES DCNUUS itera) ere stem ie ee ot OE Sone Been REE EO eee LE ee ai he 

BIGOT OUELLOAS etna aiaraie oh (a) ate vinGls be s boc Bae Re EERE EERE EEE RER EERE ee Dh AOE 

Wind ented hae hans n cso scete eco list -epeeeeseew scene ehbeeehcasae ce >A rad a 

Lygeide. 

Myodocha serripes......- SoA SO ae ae ee oe NR ADRS i ela Spas Wile Saree 

Coreidee. 

COPIA CUIBDS bo Sc BSUS eB OCHRE a EE EAA ee S epics s nit renee PaaS eS ce 

HEC DLOGLOSSUSHPNY LO PWS a2) 35 sao Ue see wia de oe Selene ee eke eee eee Talay oe 

Leptoglossus sp.....- Cd SACRA eae Re PRA NS eae sil Aan tenses a dnc eee ies 

IIE UDOUULSIECTIMIN GLI tere is osisie Se scle's Sr es eee SE oe ee Uae yeaa a 

Pentatomidee (stink bugs). 

DROS CURIS SO ios 5c babes Oo Ce da R aS See Ao Sai noes see Bee 2d eae Sa 

BINEZELNOS Deas rere tore cae cate eis Oe siele sis woe ee Jae s eS eOR ERE eet eter e Eee IM ete 

RWiran emit Geese cae oc incieiae s Lac oc oe disks Smo oe ek eee RE EON e Le Bin age 

Seutellenidse (Shield bugs). .- 2.262. .0. see ee eee cee cee cee ee eee eee Hed) aE 

Cydnide. 

GEOLOM USI ODUSCUS aa eta Senso Dew SO Bee Se SE ee eee eee Sa Smee tes 

Wan de mtiticdea et eee siacisc ee ec ces cenceeeeeee See ate ee Hacer DANES BY SN 

Order HOMOPTERA. 

Membracide (tree hoppers). 

Atymnasp...-.-- ES eatis AGE a Sea aR aeC Bre GoneouEeeeoLane Lilieeae Sate 

OCTES CUS Diets ete ert cies elee co nyein(c Saisie aie cee eee ECE USDaraa aces i iRaseeraees 

LUCE GODS CUPRUTTT SS BSAA OMe meneame Aree cena n Oe Bite e ose sua Dey taye o 

(Wimnidentined es nis cee eR tea eee Be Suwa tel cea ae lees Mopeice 

HUMOR ce mas emer eee Tee E Son Gare dma eee a eeenemeieeen sce se ullan Wilemeieee ste 

SB CLG co mepe rere ee sn eae Sed A a SL ee JEL e CEES ea eee ; TM eee ee 

Jassidee (leafhoppers)......-...--.--------- eee BER one apenee ose ten ae Wella aetna 

PRpnidi deer (Mlamt-leeye ie. oe Shet ees eho ec Lo ee Se ee Ss BP eer 

Order MEGALOPTERA (Stoneflies). 

Chauliodes sp. (Dobson larve)....-.-...--------------- 2-2 ee eee eee eee eee Tele etre sees 

WOnVAalisiSpe (OvSOnManvee) et. 3s. 5 sac scacss sos 5ccse soseenaeeeee tens sese 1s | seen 

Order PHRYGANOIDEA (Caddisflies). 

PREG LONLTECAS eevee hs ee oie aetorese tae tr Peete reer EU OEE TOC eee 2 1 

Unidentified caddisflies and larve............----------------2------ 32) 13 

Southern 
black 
duck. 

51 
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TaBLE II.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Black Southern 5 
Common Kind of food. mallard. | duck. Pied 

Total number of stomachs examined..................---.20-eeeeeeeeeees> 1,725 622 51 

CLASS Insecta (INSECTS)—Continued. 

Order LEPIDOPTERA (Butterflies and Moths). 

Ceratocampide. . 

Anisota sp..(pupre of oak caterpillars). .=.-- =... 52 -.--sssccseeee enters 

Noctuids (cutworms) a. 2... 35.00. 2 een eee a eee | ee [ee 

Unidentified chrysalids..........2-.c-sl2ce0-sseeseleleccoseeee A Gee heey eee 
Unidentified caterpillars. - 225-6 Sie sce oe ence ee re ee 

Order COLEOPTERA (Beetles). 

Unidentified heetles: 4-c225.2 ss <i sen aec sss os oo eon nee 

Cicindelidz: (tiger beetles)... 22.2422 5-4 424 = e524 heed ek at eee eee 

Carabide (ground beetles). 

Anomoglossus pUsillus sc 2.555525 Ase See ce ee eee eee 

Bembidium Nigripes = 2. og -52= aes see ose a soe Senos Re ee eee 

Bembidium versicotor: . = 24200: 22 22082 2585 see eon hee ae Oe SEE EEE Seer 

Bem Uid ue TUS Pictek Bind iss wie Seid ne Ses Soe eo ee Bee rae ae 

Clivina bipustulata. oe. oo S55 once saccte N= oe ee ae ree ee 

Dy Sschirtusisp .. 522-2122 Sa2 cae ceo ses soo oe 0 Oe ee 

Galerita' Spe ss. tS a ae ee ee 

Harpalus autumnalis.......----- SS Ae. gene cise BoC ee Ce ane Pere 

Bebia analis 425 88284 Set S28 Se sso ee eae eee 

Levu Ornaia.s. = 2 ss se Seas a 282 Shee Ons Bee ee eee 

DieDiU SD ee so soe ES SS ee eae ee ee ee ee eee eee 

LOLONATUS VElOT 5a sas oe 5 ae EE Sicicine Be SE EE Ee 

Oodes fluvialis ee ees ae ae end ee ne eee ee Eee 

Plotynius striatopiunctatus2 2-26 3.2 8222 + eke nee oe eee eee 

Searles subterraneus 5-225 Se se ee ae Be eee 

Seariles sps ss. Sh tse See ee ee oe ee 

Unidentified i. oer 0. eit suisebebees cet eo se eee 

Haliplide (crawling water beetles). 

Haliplus punctatus =: 22222 55c52 eee pe be ace eek ce se ee Pee eee 

Haliplus triopsis', ses: fo ik sss ae Safe ae ee eee eae ee eee 

HOlipiis spa Bao cone eee eae eo ee Eee Bee 

Peltodytes pedunewlatus.. 22) 2:0 fei 52 322i sels nate ce ee ee eee ee 

Peltodytes Spx =5 G5 22 2-22 ae PR a en eee 

“Unidentified!s 25 )2c2 jock Pace RS TOS Ree eR eee eee eee eee 

Dytiscidz (predacious diving beetles). 

ACiliUSPrOtrernus...2- - san los Babe se ne Soten see hae nee een Oe EEE 

A gatius punctulalus «see 32S See oboe tee cht eee ce Saree eee 

Canthydrus bicolor’... 5.) - ees se a ee ee ee eee 

Canthytruspuncticoilis 22 4222225282 ste ee acne eee eee eee 

Canthydrusunicolor..\c aes a 3 hth es eee ee oe nee ee eee eee 

Oanthydrus Sp. 27> Ssccas =Beno = o8 2 = Soe be hett Leek cca ey see eee 

CElaNn@ G7 O88UNG on. « Sans apdeconinele soccer oe se 4Shee eRe ae eee eo 

COLUM DUS SP oe. 5 oinja'5 2 5s Bp aon oss Sosa Sean doe cea e eee eee eee 

COMPAS INA UUS <0 ce oe eee nine side swis onan S23 hea ae eR eR Eee eee 

COMPMDELES SP isha = aie icra Re Said iw a isn eee coe selec ae ere ee ore 

Copelatius GlypNicus sco 22- ) cco Ats tes = hice Sos at aoe see nee ee ere eee 

COptoroniis interrogate nc cee rere rete lec =v as secre Sadar basco 



FOOD HABITS OF MALLARD DUCKS. 29 

Taste I1.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Kind of food. 
Common 
mallard. 

Total number of stomachs examined 

CLASS Insecta (INSEcTS)—Continued. 

Order COLEOPTERA (Beetles)—Continued. 

Dytiscide (predacious diving beetles)—Continued. 

SDD OTES SDoocoost coageses enc sede oud oGOs Ee Sone as beeesndSoeesoeoeS 

Dytiscus verticalis.........-.-------+---- ici si Ae apa ota is aha ie 5 abe 

Hydrocanthus tricolor 

PE ATOPONUSYMOCESLUS...- = ==). seo sse = fesse 5) 262562 eves ee se2sehsesss 

EVAR O POMS LEN EDTOSUS s.r. 255552) eis sss - soe add e eee eee se dees es 584 

FINCTOPONUSIS Damar os anes se a Soaees eco scisk saatelyac tees es oes sece sas 

EY OTOVOTWS|COMPTESSUS se 2 = 2 2 ee ee eee ene ee ee kee cece 

ELYOTOVGLUSOUCSUS|sa-~ -)5 3-225 oe aoa )nScne Assets beee aeeeebee eect eee 

SEIU L OVALS Date aniate on gains sah sjaiselsts Sige SaaS SSS eReoaS ce cdeaceade 

PALCCODILIVUSIOLCUDLCMIS 2 =n cienniais oie ise since asides Sade eh eseeee eee csaece sees 

“accophilus maculosus 

TINCEOPNUWUS PTOLUNUS. - on = ee ae ee we eee eee eee ena 

Len Ene O eta erate eee mn ea eK abe Eee RRR oki ees 

Gyritfide (whirligig beetles). 

PPINETULESIEMONGINGLUS = «<< «ose aSoeelas Hons ceas ociat bose seal ehscs Soncnlaes 

DGPS SO on caasspsocosdsocsas sHepesodoscasa6sescacaespeeccdass4aEuee 

CURTIS (HTS 3 Sac BOBO H SB EOD GC Te BEE REe BoTORARSS oR Soe aoea ae AeA eric 

Rr MLILIUSTEU CUMULUS mets ral aielate lave sialaia = i2s sete) = eset ee PRO Senile Ase mele 

GYTINUS SP... ------------ 22-22-2222 eee eee ee 

Hydrophilide (water scavenger beetles). 

ISATORID SW aa ooops 2c as oo seocanvosedosenadesonaascrecebodcoscnease 

BE AGRUIS REE S so sock s56 2 that Sue's ak aeataeeeeeeeeeeee Weis ols 445 
Cercyon Sp..--------------- Bissieeiciste'= is Scie ee ee SORE EA ERR a Se sees 

Cy mUiodybOlAcUstTis ?. —- -o- roc sais -= = 22 See cece e senses esses ese ehese 

IDOLOS CGB sm co secbe bade ade bane deddegce ebrodsce ocdedsacnecooeadeune 

HEICIO DELLS LORUGIS maton = ninra a = e = 2 oe es Saree ane sees eee ee eee ee is 

PFTEL a PHOMUSIS MEER EEA Geyser vero bet airs sk ckan Mee eenne ence wwenn | 
ELVOTODIMUUSIE NIL IG LLOTIS 2 ina -1<s\=)2.= =/o)= (= \a'n1J te Sas ee eee aeee = eis el = 

LED PPOMINNUS Se 6 Sc bogeogdousdaddoodaduaneesassoacc sscacosbacnassedede 

PEAY TU SIEUNCLUS HH rsa) sialn cloner ioe Sat ak BEM REE EE Cone ee a ets 

Tropisternus nimbatus . 

TOD RIGFINNS J Ono cacecced sodesed0s0 5605 sen56+ Se madcooeeoodasuaasseas 

(Wmadomiine deeper iss iaici= = cierto o\-joaen «cee eee eee ee nee eee See ee 

Silphidee (carrion beetles). 

Necrophorus pustulatus 

Staphylinide. 

OW TUS: DISUTIOUUS soe Na iaala a!a(s\m ais =iaiel='='= aia e's oe BRR eee ee Desens sees oe 

Lathrobium longiuscula 

LHD DOS WOVE aaep cocod abu aneoedancdceeaccesocoscouuosocoseeeoers 

emi demtitie die este. acne ine(ani-e =. ee CREED Beem ont am see 

Scaphidiidze (shining fungus beetles). 

Scaphidium quadriguttatum .-....---...-.-2--------22-22 eee eee eee eee 

Erotylide (banded fungus beetles). ; 

Ischyrus quadripunctatus.....--.----2 0-222. e eee e eee ee ee eee eee eee 

PCG LOD UCTUCUSCLOLG =< nia caas ers see ni= Bs See ela SRE eee EEE Sa eee 

Histeridz (shining carrion beetles). 

EAESLCTRCLS POT ie eer rsicsisa rae wes vac e clots dixie sto bia ie coe ee neise Sars Soka 

FELIS CTAVENTUUS rays al eta ors) Saimin sieiaia Ne aie ele SUSle esleia Srelote Wis ee sie ee sisi ee 

Southern 

ci duck. 
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7 

Tasie I1.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

* Kind of food. 

Total numberof stomachsiexamined...-..:... 2252-0. eee oe eee 

CLASS INSECTA (INSEcTS)—Continued. 

Order COLEOPTERA (Beetles)—Continued. 

Parnide. 

Heterocerid (mud beetles) . 

Teter OCerais OT WIVES noe ocean cnc aes oe aisles Meee Ree 

FT eb Cr OCETUS COU OTIS # oa. ice Boel Poe ate sis Se See oD Eee 

eterocents tristis =. 2 5 <. so go esas isle sisi e Sano EEE 

Elaterid& (click beetles). 

Dr astertus €legan sete soonade se 25. os sels = 2a cciet so eee 

Dr aSteriUWs SP moa 5 54s sens seas eie gens 30 Ss Seen SS)= oe ee eee 

Unidentified: ...<5b3s.0 2 eteic isso sees es eee eee eee eee 

Lucanide (stag beetles). 

PARSONS COTMULUSE Ge we gases nc oso seed Jas eee eee 

PASSALUSISD las. PS vic owe see sn eas oe See ase eee eee eee 

Scarabzeide (leaf chafers). 

ALENIUS COUMMIUS RM 2 a a,5 coe eae ena eis es eee Eee eee 

A teeniusistrigatus: 20.02 aiscaen ssgeooe sae Nessse Sone Lee 

AtLLNIUS SD. Face ich cin de deensigs se sD Sec Seems eee ee eee | 

FAG Y PHOS Doriacje sen oaa0 5720s ade se naaeoseaedasesscosssesec25225205°¢ 

(OPN US Dn aebee Sassen ecenosactonsssuesascossacacoansenccoacnssacsoce- 

Chalepustrachypyguss =o. ace iaee o-e se ee e ee eee eee 

CLEOtUB GLODOSUS Ae aioe a7) == risa lala eso ee ea ee ee Eee eee Seat Ss 

Onthophigusihecet een s-e a= seen eae ee ee eee 

Onthophagus pennsylvanicus .....-.-----.----------------------------- 

Onto pig1.s | SPhe-p eee eee eee eee eae eee Eee ers ones oo ae eee 

PIU ZAUS CONTUIS EL ate oarore olalsiaiee le eee ee ee eee eee eee 

EYL DILIGIES D Sane eee ee ee eee eee ee pma SAE osesdaceSeecaasdae se 

Unidentified so 2 ei asso 5e bacdse a eeees oe eee eee see eee 

Chrysomelide (leaf beetles). 

CE OLOTO CUTIE lee aa alae eee eee eee 

ET OLICOTY | ae eee eee eee eee Eee ee ee eee ee een ee eee 

MI OCKT OUSIE CNELCOM IS a2 ae oe een oe nein eee lo ee ee eee Eee ee eee 

GQidionychis CONCINNEL = poe ee aoe o-oo ee eee EEE eee 

CHOOT CHIS|SCMI OTIS = ae ene ooo eae ee ee eee eee eee 

Rystena JWUMSONIGS 3) 22S ante os sso ae oecee'- os bees See eee ee aes 

Ty POpHOTUs CONEWUS 27-12 = tele tam et te lolol eee eM Eee ee eee 

lUnidentitied:-<-aese se seeere ose ece eee eere bas = abe eae Eee ete 

Tenebrionide. 

ATAVUS DILIUN EUS am = mae ain a nlcilainien ose eee) ee eee eee ee 

Blapatins SP eee teria = alse leer ine ens eee ee abe eee Ree ene 

ODOETUVUS MOTUS Sas 2 aioe ola e emia nial later la torch falta teal 

DIDO WAY SENT UGITIEUNY tee = a w)n'n arn a /aw'2 oe alee nee ae eee 

Wniiderttified: io. = Ae Ce. bocce eect ee ee eee ooo oe 

Anthicide (flower beetles). 

ATIYIICUS SPi5 wo 2 tan eee «SS s saint nielnioleine seein eee 

TOMOMEPUS PIELETT UDUUS ew ole wre aim pola lanio ote = = nin/aisial ale cine == stole ee 

Blac || cutbems 
duck. aC duck. 
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FOOD HABITS OF MALLARD DUCKS, 81 

~ asi IT.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
4 in which found—Continued. 

Kind of food. Ce ae black 

- Total number of stomachs examined..............--------------22+-+20+0+ i aetn725 622 51 

CLASS Insecta (INSEcTS)—Continued. 

Suborder RHYNCHOPHORA (Weevyils). 

EGTA ITOOL 3 Soca oaseaen obads Hee eB ee He RBS ReSren ne Coppel ec rH aconoscaEe 18 [Aliseaas smh ac 

Otiorhynchide. 

DBR CGS SDL ee ee A PE 2 Bs ge oe Uae area 
Otiorhynchus ovatus .....- TTA OU IE Ne A188 Se fi [encase 

_ Curculionide (snout beetles). 

Levan aya oye ee eS ee eae ae ie eh a Pe 
Conotrachelus affinis....-.-.--- Gan CORRE BEER Orne obat oa HoscenoErconEEe ene Se cana aoeaee eoeeen eae 

Conotrachelus erinaceus... - - OS ee IR See 2 ce Se iT 2 neem EA oe 

COMDAOG IAMS SOs cds Saar eas cee asses as Ree ee SE Aceaccoco a seteadceeeaadad Areas area Wwencalai| Mpeg a 

JDASSCMDODHTUS SHIDIDIGE SS Joann dee SbaeeneonseeeneeaeseonbeoceoceusooeDeae 18 IMS tess hae 

LEED UDI SOs edad eeoes EOEE MOE SEC ReeArC CeO e SESE Accra on Soe enc sree CN eRe Oo ne nelle anace eens 

ASTLONOLUS fMONEAUS 26 42)- 2 oc4e cies - see eee ee uae saan Ma eesietats oe Mees Sakae s 

_ Pachylobius picivorus.......---- Dass Asus oll esate Saal sial a eats anes pean Dili epeeisk Gaevle cee Sts a ay | 

Sitones hispidulus...........2.-.------++-+-- Fe RE Ee Oe See ane leemeeenions 4 Dn eee ee es ay 2 | | 

Tylopterus pallidus...........-.----+- Ree Ost Seba oe cama Votetan 2 ease Son Se meshes Agee | 

Calandridze (billbugs). | 
___-—“Sphenophorus sp..--...--------- AAA aP ROE Pisa Ek ILLN eRe eae nae 8 2 1 | 

_ Scolytidee (barkbeetles) ......-.-.-.-------- Valo Saisie ners SAD eee eee eit Dl sae eae airy (ey ten ee | 

_ Anthribide. | 
Senha ater Vinee RRR e eee EET Se i Ae reese SEA IN rated 

Order DIPTERA (Flies). 

MEME EAM tSe spec e/a 8 se fs ae cies apie =n seeidiciyd lejos cialeios sense le eae 1 Biases ecb 

‘Unidentified larve............. ee ts So ta kk ea . A emcee 
_ Unidentified pupe..........-- i oi UPd eed ame RCO a Vent ga ted Sa 55 3 piel 

_ Tipulidze (eraneflies). 

d Unidentified eggs, larvee, pupz, and adults........-.. tN Sais auc She Aner SHES eae crack 

_ Chironomidse (midges). 
MEMO LODOGOINS De oe cece we ok eee e ee bck cake ee teee cede sku edad PE te ke Nad ae 

iWmidentitied midgesjand lanvee.--.-.-.2-522. 222 2-2e-522--2--22- 558. - 28 Al saaewossas 

_ Culicidze (mosquitoes). ; ; 
ORTICTATESTILE TI SAY ere ciate = Mis aR ele Cie ols Sd ae ae eS ee ee el TW eee peerage cee eee 

_Dixide. 

IDTEG Soe LeeebeeSheqoqdee ea eee Ter BAR EEE Ae Sone ae Soo cocoa oar op aaes Dee UNE AS eae 

Busyichodudes|(mothflies) 2.5. ...2 22:02... 222-222 ead ce ee see cece ee est a Ablealt-yseasaseteyeptel eae aet 

pCecidomyiide: (gall midges) ..............2--2-22222000- Gaerne snr 1 | 1g eee iaclr a Tee i nd | 
_ Stratiomyiide: (soldierflies). ; ; | 

) Odontomyiasp..............: SURE Nido ood au seen naneaee Al acer satek Ne A oe | 
Memeiuent ified larvae... 2.6. 2.22.20. 02.02 0e eee eee besee vite ete bes. esa ES AERO 1 | 
_ Tabanidze (horseflies). | 
BRAID UNs pete me ek cesce su eu le! oe ee RU Neier Uae eee 1 | 

Unidentified larve.................-. HN SAC sat ae aes ce aU OS 7 1 1 | 

STL @YDOOT CLES eis alk te hae tS Jil Talleiebartaa au 8 | 

OTE: 5a aes BON a aR ee Testi egw measieeal OAL Montane | 
_ Syrphidee (flowerflies). : | 

yy R105 SPOS ele ae ge te ee go nce ‘fe SEIS Sa RED ic | 
me Unidentified larvee'and pupe......-.----2.----222.2 esse eee cece ene see 15 Shi lee eecerys 4 | 

_ Ephydride. | 
SeeWnidentiged pups and adults’... {:..22....-2 dee. J tenet v eee. 5 leet edt 
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Tasik IT.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Southern 
: Common} Black Kind of food. black mallard.| duck. angie 

TLotalmumber-of stomachs examined... --...---scsseesss-ee see eee 1,725 622 51 

Crass Insecta (InsEctTS)—Continued. 

Order HYMENOPTERA (Ants, Bees, and Wasps). 

Wnidentified 2.6 a Fees tee ace Seas wcsag ee ced ones Soe eee eee eee ~5 SSM As ayotevancte 

Apoidea (DGS) 22 «oe <se mec Geate deco seee Sect ke eae ae oe See ee Eee ee gl Seee cece keer nce oe 

Vespoides, (Wasps) ..255 setasei es ese cciealc cs odes aces Steee eee eee } OUlesaee meen caehGcitee 

Chrysidoidesa (cuckoowwasps) (sessc2 = snses sc oo ae eee ee eee ee Renee sl eter ctees | nets ater ron 

Ichneumonoidea (parasitic wasps). 

ELOMITELES'SD ose). Se ee ee ee ee (See poster LG | eee roe (Gee on locas 

PREOGENESISD =< — mas eosin Soa ok oe eee TT escent eS eae 
Formicoidea (ants). 

Unidentified -.... 5-6 - -2ctssace cen fase tec eee eee ee eee ee Eee eee 33 2 la Sem 

Formicidz. 

COMmponotusisD’.sh = a4 sete oe ose e oes eae eee eee taeioaae gee Shih le se SS ey Re 

OTIMMUICUSD see =e nei OSS ee gn ee eee eee 9) (GoOk eS 2 8 eee ie 

Pheidole dentate... soso 2 Jens ao ios oe Sa eee eee ee 1 by FS a | a Pe 

PONE OPACICEP Sa 2- a2 = one nigadesocsence sis oe eee Ses eee EEE alt | ee ete le eee 

Unidentified........ ta cle e Bs SaaS RIDES OAL ake a ESS SE eee Cee ib ecetees lara (emi stc, seaisiss 

Tenthredinoidea)(Sawiflles)t.s--ce-2-2 220 acco eee eee eee eee 2} ess Seis ales Bae eon Pas 

Crass Arachnida. 

Order ARANEIDA (Spiders). 

Unidentified spiders and cocoons......:.........-------+------+--------- 27 Dita sees 
SCHIZOGYNAISD 40 Ma scans os Sasa ee ee 245i tyes ones = nil | ho er ee TU ase ee 

Order ACARIDA (Mites). 

Etydrachnidse (watermmiltes))2 245. s5--0- ss seach eee ee ee eee eee gee ore 14 DIE Ras ata eT 

Oribatidee oe so5- 2 ose SSO eee yee Oe ee oe ee ns Te PeP SLE A see 

SUBKINGDOM Mollusca 1 (MOLLUSKS) 

Unidentificdh: -2hia% 625-395 swe seers PU eee re See ye 20 SINS 

CLass Gastropoda (UNIVALVES) 

Wnidentifiedss 2772 20S. teas teaee oe ooo ee ee eee een 561 71 18 

Muricide. 

Nucella lapillus. 3. ooo bo done wade ein es ss ee oe eee | eee Deiat eee 

Urosalping cinereus); 202 so. 02. 22 c nob Sonos Hace sk eon e eee eee eee bl ere 

Nasside. 

Tlyanassa obsoleaa= oo 5 sconce. Soack ee fo dee teen ooo CECE en ee 8 1 

INGS8G COULD. io aN On ees he ee iba artes Soa Ree. 
Nasee Ombigua: 2 si oes 20 ene sare aan aa eens hee OEE CREE See eae eS 

Nassasp.....-- apenas een Pee eee ere tone setadscssscasee Gil... soc ucceee 

Columbellide. 

ANMCHIS, QUOTO 22. ses 2 Nee none J ookd ata od ese Oe eee Cee ee BS ee 

Altachis Obese > forges ges focs lee ees oo oe nae He eee ee EEC 4 A oo ee 

Aistyrisilumnata 300 ee - iste sad scosceons stiacst yoee epee Ree Eee eee 3 in BEES 

Pleurotomide. 

CUAUTENG JEW Eis es ars ok ow oc on oda a sce coarse bes See Oe eee ee | Cee ee Do en ere 

Moarigilia stellata s- 2. 1gee- 85.2 = cic odacacdeae aecstcns senna eRe ee eee ee 1 Fis rer es 

TU ONGHT SD «sac does co oe soca ne coe ce ee Sone eee ae Ee Lh eetee Ae: shank 

1 Besides the dle here listed for the southern black duck, Mr. F. C. Baker (O. & O. 14, 39, and Proc. 
Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, 1889, p. 267) adds the following: Cylichna oriza, Utriculus cana Os, Trun- 
catella subcylindrica, and Odostomia impressa. 
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TasLe II.—Jtems of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 

Tinian taal Common 
mallard. 

- ‘Black 
duck. 

Southern 
black 
duck. 

otal number of stomachs examined: .-2/05. 222-2222. 4220 2202 --222----2 22 

CLASS Gastropoda (UNIVALVES)—Continued. 

Calyptreide. 
OME DIL MMMCON VED Mae ose owen cele s Beis See cece eee ele = sits oye ees 

OOP OMULOM OTIC OLONS S ee eee cates tei a2 eloads\e 2 as Seca eae aye Aas 

Pyramidellide. pent : ; 

OR OSLOTILUAL TIED TESS apes eis) ate he ale oe eee eee ee ee oe seas s 

OUMOSKOMUUTILCTLESELOIN JUL Om ee ta ay- om 2s 2 rai tania ease see Sele wie cee 

OULD STOTILIAS Deep yas a se eee cites sins Siac t hha od eo eae erie ose Seo alae 

PII TDOTULLENS DRA Er ae NS ean Se Soe can ences eee Wises Napeury es 

Litorinidee. —_ 

PP CIEDURUUIVEL Urn Seer eer ia (ee No oe eiSie ne Seine Seis eas OE sole 

Ditorina litorea.......-.-------- Be seer Sie es aR ak a a Na 

Litorina pailiata......- Ieee ach Ha) aye te Beaver eee ieee h raat cata 

LEONE TORUE Yo tc S61 I TEN RE ea a ees aa eee 

PEE LORUILOAS() somta eee a) ata e oe a en oe Sala! nian le Beeler Ree reo Sa psd ae 

Modulidee. 
i: BROOD UU SII OC NLU S sarapeie) oslo = care oS ale x ars stays =a eS Bee aoe alae ete Se 

_ Cerithiide. 

Bittiwm nigrum........--- Be ae eee oer releinic eee ey Niue La taka dy 
~ Bittium Glad sesses saa sel eee COPA SSS Ge B Rea e Eso See ASE Sa Seen mene 

Rissoide. - 

BEACIZLOUIDCULORS US (Lenape este ea lee earns ety ais oe) Na ela yet reek cree 2 isis Bh 

_ Amnicolide. 
PAV TUIEGLORULTIVOS Uefa ae aetna ya 1S oe pee AROS en ls Shs Sola Oe 

MAlnnicolaolinacea ss | i Ls 20 ve ee aRiecoeay 
Ammnicola parva,.....--------- Barc eats ile oleae tn ome nell es au 
PAU ICOLOXDENOCULE sere sea Sree eee le aia oo sah pele wee Mes Sei eee Oe 

PANTUTUCOLOND ON OL = (ara siete aic sie Se tise Se eS acces ss oes sees ss eee sseactl: 

PAU TT ZCOLOIS Pes oe ee eo oe ee i ohs eS ns eA De ea 

Be Eg ULL LCST UTE Sp == tae ee 

 ‘Valvatide. : 
WOLVELOISINCEN se 2 eo ee oe Bs pase eee ine Mate ace SNE 

IIL ORL TACONUILOL Ota. am te oe anal ese = ES ae se eee Oe ase a eee 

(VORRCHD OR GINS 5 Ge sa SACRE OEE oE eae E OEP Ey een See ie et ae 

Vaivata sp.....- pa ate Maree) Speirs (olaraic)zisie (eras eisis.a sete eee Rican mea ak cease Ee 

_ Viviparide. 

BER fuiparountertertas (055) 20 neous hcl c be 8 isons. beep ekeansee 
ORI DELOMOUNOECISG hs Joes Hose ae See eis eee eee e Seman soe qe lee ee 

N Campelomassps ..s s/o shag eo ssec oe eee Se i) RET pease ete 

_ Ampullariide. : j : Hoey,» 

RIL OTIC Spee ate fie Myce. | 5 Po eM Tek aay 

_ Neritide. : 

DIMER ITT CCLUUOL Danan Saee ects See cieia= ie REE ane emai tecien yee oe ae 

es BNET RTUILORCUNGUILICO re iay tats vats Net 2/8 ce) aa eres ye hie re Mme Ec 

 ‘Trochide. 
Margarites IDA DITCR See ae ceel CBE SE Oa SHOES CER eOGe Bee Coen Be ee er ecars 

1,725 622 51 
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TaBLeE II.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

Common] Black | Southern 
Kind of food. mallard. | duck, | black 

Total numberorstomachsiexamined. --.....s.- .cashen cece meee ee ees 1, 725 622 51 

CLASS Gastropoda (UNIVALVES)—Continued. 

Triforide. 

PTIfONIS SPs sacra nese See SaaS sac bie oe nine bes rt) AS OSE eee CECE | See 1 Se vide Se 

Cylichnide. 

Cylichnaconaliculatae- 2 3). aie ee Se oe ee ee oe ee eee Uae are ce 

Zonitide. 

Viire@ SPs coe ngs cob caccace decease ee teue oot cote SOO aE eee eee eeeeeE TLS erate me tea ene eee 

Helicide. 

Polygyraespiloca ao 2. coke sean cc ee ote shee oases CeCe Eee el ea atte ee 

POY GYTE SPs a= 2e oe dais as Coe oe es heen eae eee OR ee ee eee Call isieis AOS Ole ae aes 

Pupide. 

Vertigo. Sp. 2 o<. Soa obs ce tc sens cn Seen siecen see a) Se aH oS eee Ee Cee EEE eee hi Coa 8 See ape eRe aee 

Succineide. 

SUccined avard i. 2 5.5.0 222s be co ose sence as eee ee EEE EE Eee Eee il | Geereeee rs 

Auriculide. 

Melampus bidentatus 2.525 vae ssc anon ene een pee eee Pee eee 72) |e Sa ene 

Lymneide. 

Lymneea columelia=:. 222. eee ST easly bh ae ee 
Lymnexa palustris......-.--------- Benne ne ee inane alee hha atqontod Sil ecmeceeelaeate es ce 

Lymnwe techellan 2 io Boeke eNews ee eee Cee eee | nee estes 

LY MNLOMUNCUUOS jo5 sone oe ese ee ee aE Eee DM termes lis ae cet occ 

LY MNBGSP ax Asencio de Se specie ed te ss ee ee Sek ee 6 I hee erie a 

Planornbisialabamensise sso. sos sos sas Se eco Ae oe ae eee A res eve pene tae mney rm 

Planorbis campanulatus.......-..------------ Ensen ae nosanouacoenons< 1 Tet eacee 5. 

iPlanor bis dilatatis =... 92 cSacn nals eee eee eee eee Eee C1, eavare shpat SR 

Planorbis dUryt on. cio eos oes oo eke ec oo esc bose eee Oe Cee See ee 4 

Planorbis exacuous. -62 825) sss. eesee ee Sees ee ee Ihe Ree na Bate | ne eden 

PLOROLOLS MIT SUL aaa eee alias de oe Sana es See ee a hal ee ers See Sis eee a 

Planorbisiopercularis:.2 22.2.2. 2242s e see 2g ee ee EEO 7A) | estes rite ae| Soecersae 

Planorbis Parvusss nese oss ede Cone oe ee 5s ea sl ae eescaaae 
PlONOTOISTTIVOWWIS «5,0 s2c.0b Se soe Se ae Ae ee ee WU) eee eee 7 

‘Planorbis vermicularisz <i... Se a5 sack see eRe eee eee Thy Gare Soe Csi eae esata 

Planorbis:wheatleyt. «22.555 se Ac 22s see aces te eee eee eee 1 eae et sdetbeace 

Planorbis Sp. 2 =o oss sce oh coos ee ee ee ee lO Ree 15 ibd Sees 

IPompholys costatas =2- hes Bee seer nee ee ee cee ee ae Ei Speke ceioe | es al ee 

Segmentina armigera. .3 = 4.20 n ce oe Se 2 See ee ee eee BU Pe Slag cas i aR a 

Segmentina obstricta.. .-\... 55 set bose oe se cee Soe see eee The a anes hai oo eee 

Physide. 

PHYS ONCiMONI Ecco. cekia hee cence ae sien Maas Saree ae ee EE EE eee 2 Stal he Petes at 2 Sle a 

Physa:heterostropnd - 2's io hoe wane eee oie = cas one ine ee ee 15 1 hel ae ea 

IPRYSC SD o ess ct soe eee Cee oo ee mee DPN Wee 2 2 

CLAss Pelecypoda (BIVALVES). é 

Unidentified ts 226. 25-5 ssn2. 2cMe se dealt oc.2 Arde te ee ee eee 16 9) 1 

Myide. 

Mya arenaria: (soft-shell Claim) |... «2.52, 210 aye ose nwie & eid tel See ae ee Oe eee de ese 

Mactride. 

MUU Rid Vater Gig 22 6 = 5 aso Faseiore ws orqiwnin iwroerwinininisieinielo se /atswinlolelafal= Aetetal eee | leat eS 1 

TRON GUE CUNEDUD oa sree ntrin s No ae /a)= sisi wrets rand = clare shear eidl oct eet ee Dill sciks cre Go REELS ie 

Tellinidx. 

MOCOMM [U8 Cag «'o:5 6 sin S sniaid o's wivtela,s viervis Muscles eu. aeslns Sew ae akan ae eae eaeete Dalene ties See 
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TaBLE II.—Items of animal food identified in stomachs of mallard ducks and the number 
in which found—Continued. 

~ Southern 

Kind of food. Tmallard.| duck, | black 

Total number of stomachs examined............-----------------+-----+-- 1,725 622 51 

CLAss Pelecypoda (BIvALVES)—Continued. 
Veneride. 2 

(GATAT AD DITO @ SRB CR OEE SE CERO CREE AEP ARSE SHE Serer 1 cD VS he AEE 

HLTETAL TLL DENTE S SSC Sse A A a ete ee OE i 82 Oe he | 1 ees ree 

IPODIIOSLOMINED. 952 a eeeio te 5-22 le aan ae mene tae arg ye DN Wee pega ell ao es coat 

Spheriide. 

COT COCYEIOSIAUCILG sien ak) meets eth So eh jae Sh i ak 1 Sep Sy I 2 3 Dhl era Soe ee 

COTMECCYCLOSHINALVUNM arin Slane sc eis oSac hs Se eee oe eos eee I eee ae sees yeep ecee 

| Cormeocyclas splendidula.. ... 20... --- +. 2 oe. e eee a cece et cecne cess] Ue eae ee Ss (Be ei 

| CONEOCU CLUS VONILDTLE rere ote ne Nock ee Sos SAS ee ee ee ee DAS See ne 

MPMI ONILEOLY CIOS DESICWL OTE os. 55 Setsje csclie pjesme oo ce's See oes Vee ae eee ae Dh ee payer eis ee Deak ae 

MOGI ITCOCUCIESRDINGTINICUTIV Bisse o = eto. wah epee g ee TEE Eee eee ee ee ON Uric 
GCOMCOCUCLES) SDs sen talais me x) cto Sols Seinincn = = a «= 2 5 oie Syeisleie se Is esa = Gp ieee a oe HRA ok 

Spherium partumeium...:..------------+-----2---2--2 Ve sled eae RA Dh Re ee OAS aE 2 

IS OILEE TELL TINS Dp Sere de ois a 2 oe ea eee eet ee de CN eccereeenc | Hoseaeseer 

Cardiide. 

Gay dim OrONlandicw Nis as 3-5 9282 ae sce tek ao saa 28 ees ee ee ee elon sone s Tp Eoee arc eee 

Unionide. 

COIS Dee eiseeeiseesctotae desi ncs Se Scie pales eb mle Seeimetene See ete reas ie Sse eee oe ae eee 

Nuculide 

EN ILCULOXDCLPILLILOM ONL aia ate raye = 21>, 2 =o 12:4 2's in Soleo oe ye ae OE ee cess a|e saci as ess dL heya be ie, 

INRGOIED OOTTITDIES SASS SEC BRR AE SECM SE EEE SEER E ese Ge aao eae eee oat ee eae a 

Mytilide. . 
Mytilus edulis (common mussel).......---.---------- Fey ea le Re 1 Stay | aaenmeyercons 

SED LO LIMPILEC LIU Omens ey eras ey foes cle\ iz) s'= $2) SSE wo)s me ee S mickey ella ie eyes tex IU Se eames ee 

SUBKINGDOM CHORDATA (VERTEBRATES). 

Ciass Pisces (FISHES). 

Wimidentiied amas {aac ier srcincise Settee eee. Biticd cota sess Balsa eee ames 36 18 3 

Anguillide (eels). 

PAULO EI LLERCHLTUSU IVC wats ia ects 2210) Spe\ssini=ya'a cynics 21S SSI ae eee ae elec oul seco HLS pe Ap 

Poeciliide (killifishes). 

RU IULLU SES alter Bye yes ays S22 8s n2 Deimce\eisye Heyes talo me eee cise wees eke | ee dane eis Dale Maem 

Cyprinodontide (top minnows). 

Cyprinodon variegatus...........-.--2---02-02e-- 2 ee ee Eee 38 | Anant ee IR et 

Ciass Amphibia (FROGS, TOADS, AND SALAMANDERS). 

amideey@rogs): 220-2 k soso n eee BEBE aNd SEE ROR ETD ae eRe nee 19 pal cease sea B 

_> CLASS Mammalia (MAMMALS). 

“Bit of mammal bone.....-. ESS 8S NUR SS SALT. SAN ER Se Rew RY. oll Ase TURE NLN Wears eee 
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BEET-SUGAR MILLS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

In the United States in 1916, 84 beet-sugar mills were standing 
and equipped for extracting and refining sugar from beet roots. 
_ The first of these had been built in 1870 at Alvarado, Cal. During the 
| summer of 1916, 7 of the 84 mills had been erected and equipped 
' for the campaign of 1916-17, and 15 additional were built and 

equipped for the handling of the 1917-18 crop, making a total of 99 
beet-sugar mills now standing. (Table I.) 

| During this period of 47 years, 5 other mills were built, 3 of which 
have burned, 1 has been dismantled, and 1 has been utilized for some 

| purpose other than that of making beet sugar. Of the 99 beet-sugar 
_ mills now standing (fig. 1), 19 were first erected at some point other | 

than the place where they are now located; but owing to certain limit- 

63212 °—18——_1 Al 
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ing factors in beet-sugar production these 19 mills have been removed 
to other locations (fig. 21 and Table II); 2 of these were built in 

ology 10. 
itt Vino.t 

‘ 

1 

1 ARK. 

= } OKL, 

eee H ' -o==4 MISS.I 
‘ ‘ 

TEX. : 

Fig. 1—Outline map of the United States, showing beet-sugar mills in operation 

(o) and those standing idle (x) in 1917. 

Canada and removed to the United States, and 1 was built in this 
country and removed to Canada. 
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Fic. 2.—Outline map of the United States, showing the original location of 19 beet- 

sugar mills (BH) and the points to which they were removed (R). 

1Jn this figure 1H shows the original location of mill No. 1 and 1R the point to which 

that mill was removed; 2E the original location of mill No. 2 and 2R the point to 

which it was removed; and so on for each mill listed in Table II, 
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TaBLe I.— American beet-sugar mills in 1917. 

Location. Capacity.1 
Date Date 

No. erence: Name of company. eee es ' on 
jon. i rigi- res- | larged. State. Town. nal art 

1 | California......--. Alvarado........-- 1870 | Alameda Sugar Co.....-.- 50 800 | 18942 
2 | Nebraska......-- Grand Island...-.- 1890 | American Beet Sugar Co. - 359 500 | 1916 
Sul Oita Ce eee ok IDG) 0 ne Seco cecoe 1891 | Utah-Idaho Sugar Co...... 300 | 1,250] 1900 
4 | California.....-.- (ChinoPeere seas 1891 | American Beet Sugar Co. . 400 | 1,100} 1895 
bi ee OH Soe = Tos Alamitos..-... 1897 | Los Alamitos Sugar Co.... 350 800 | 1898 
6 | Wisconsin.....-. Menomonee Falls.| 1897 | Wisconsin Sugar Co....... 500 690 | 1901 
Te Oibale eee oes c= Opdeneer eee sec _ 1898 | Amalgamated Sugar Co... 350 500 | 1912 
8 | California........| Oxnard.........-- 1898 | American Beet Sugar Co-.| 2,000} 3,000 |........ 
| Banos Owe ees se Betteravia......-- 1899 | Union Sugar Co..-......-. 1,000} 1908 

LOM Eee Glo) Soe eeeeee Spreckels........--] 1899 | Spreckels Sugar Co ; ASD0OF |e aets << 
11 | Washington....- NViwenlyeteesee sees 1899 Waspiueton State Sugar 350 500 } 1906 

12 | Colorado........- Grand Junction...| 1899 | Western Sugar & Land Co. 350 700 | 1906 
13 | Michigan.......- Holland........-.-- | 1899 a Louis Sugar 350 SOON Eanes 

0. 
TES Ps ORE ene Bayi@ibyeees cee. 1299 | Michigan Sugar Co.....-.- 600 | 1,400] 1912 
ns (Sees Gp gaesouepoe WG oc Lonessoouee S09 pene COM ese eee ees aR cree 600 | 1,400] 1912 
1 (cl eee Gores et Bay City....| 1899 | West Bay City Sugar Co.. 500 MOM lost cece 
170m rn Osea es Carotene ceseae 1899 | Michigan Sugar Co......-. 600} 1,200) 1902 
18 | Colorado......-.--. ease Ford......-| 1900 | American Beet Sugar Cc..| 1,000] 1,800} 1912 
Ou SS Goes Aes =< < Sugar City.......- 1900 | National Sugar Manuiar- 500 500 | 1916 

turing Co. 
20), OHIO. <2 52-5 5--< Fremont......---- 1900 | Continental Sugar Co.....- 350 AGSuleceee as 
21 | Michigen.......-. Marine City....--- 1900 Ween Sugar Refining 350 GUD) jooecaune 

0. - 
7 el eee GOs 3.0... Saba ee 1901 | Columbia Sugar Co........ 400 | 1,500] 1907 

Bay City 
23 |..--- 60) See a Scbese Lansing........-.- 1901 | Owosso Sugar Co.......--- 600 600 |---.---- 
24 See Loveland..........| 1901 | Great Western Sugar Co..| 1,000] 2,000} 1912 
Zon Uitahiee..j.e' = 22 - BOgames- scsceces ee 1901 Amalgamated Sugar Co... 400: 600 } 1912 
26 | Colorado-......--| Greeley........--. 1902 | Great Western Sugar Co..- 700 | 1,000} 1911 
Da\rtans dow. J.P s<.. avoneies oaeee soe 19020) eee outer (as oe aes x : 600 | 1,100} 1911 
28 | Michigan......-- Carrollton........- 1992 | Michigan Sugar Co.......- 800 BUD jlecescans 
2 eee GOs joc adcsnec Mount Clemens..-| 1902 | Mount Clemens Sugar Co.. 600 600 |---.-..- 
30 |....- doles. Croswell........... 1902 | Michigan Sugar Co......-.. 600 TOON canoe ls 
SL alee dose.e eee: Sebewaing......-. 1902 |_.... Gore. .2 ei 600 S50N (4-3 faeee 
CPs) LOI ell aa eee Garlandeeenese se 1903 | Utah-Idaho Sugar Co....-. 700 78D |\e5a5e540 
33 | Idaho..........--| Idaho Falls....... 1903 |..... dos eae 600 750 | 1995 
34 | Michigan......-- St. Louis? 1903 Holland: -St. Louis Sugar 500 600 |-------- 

; () 
35 |..... GOscaa-ues-c: Menominee.......:| 1903 Menominee River Sugar | 1,000] 1,200] 1907 

0. 
20 ace acs BSR sore Qwosso........--- 1903 | Owosso Sugar Co......-..- 1,000} 1,200] 1907 
37 | Colorado.....-.-- Fort Collins....... 1903 | Great Western Sugar Co...| 1,200} 2,150] 1911 
Si aeons Goes Siseneee Wiradsors ee. S222. 1903 |....- OSE eae Max hey oa pe 660 | 1,100} 1911 
S15 ae ae GO nse 55 esas Longmont.....-.-- 1903 |..._. GOS ee ets 600 | 2,109 | 1911 
40 | Wisconsin.....-. Chippewa Falls...| 1904 Chippewa Sugar Kefining 600 U0) lscosecoc 

41 |... Gow seattle e Janesville......... _ 1904 Rock County Sugar Co.... 600 700 |----- Baie 
42 | Idaho.........-- .| Biackfoot......... 1904 | Utah-Idaho Sugar Co...... 600 700 | 1911 
43 |... Goes. h2t Sugaryen.d fe » 1904 |..... (CYoye Sees eee ee aus, 700 900) zee es = 
44 | Utah.........-.. Lewiston.......... 1905 | Amalgamated Sugar Co. . 600 800 | 1911 

ichi 1905 | Continental Sugar Co.....- 690 Gite) ooo ssoo5 
1905 | Charles Pope, Chicago... -. 350 500 |----=--- 
1965 | American Peet Sugar Co..- 400 500 | 1907 
1905 | Great Western Sugar Com 600 | 1,100} 1912. 
1995 | United States Sugar Co.. 600 600 |---.---- 
1305 | Southwestern Sugar & 800 800} (?) 

Land Co. 
1906 | Great Western Sugar Co... 750 ; 1,100} 1912 

: 1906s) |eeeee Ore es Syste. Se oe 600 | 1,150] 1912 
53 |...-- GOL ee Beseade Swink Sh es RN ee 1906 | Holly Sugar Corporation..| 1,200] 1,200 |--....-- 
54 | Montana-.-.....- Billings........... 1996 | Great Western Sugar Co-.-| 1,200] 2,050} 1912 
55 | Kansas.......--- Garden City-.-...-..- 1906 Carer acu, Sugar &] 1,000] 1,000 |---.-.-. 

and Co 
56 | California.....--- Wisaliawee soe. 1906 cart Joaquin Valley Sugar 350 AQ) |leSeeesse 

0. 
| Bee's do.......----| Hamilton City....| 1906 eaceure ace Valley Sugar 600 700 |-------- 

0. 
58 | Minnesota....-.-- @haskal sc ss2..--2 1906 | Minnesota Sugar Co....... 600 GND) leceaccae 
59 | Colorado.......--| Las Animas.....-- 1907 | American Beet Sugar Co.. 700 |} 1,000 |--.-.--. 
GON owe 2a so oe. 22. Wanverhyayae sem a=) 1907 | Icwa Sugar Co............ 400 GU) losacbons 
61 | California.....--- Corcoran........-- 1908 | Pacific Sugar Corporation. 600 600 Sseeeee 
62.022 Gi) Seen ee Santa Ana........ 1908 Bournem alifornia Sugar 600 600 (3) 

0. 

1 Number of tons of beets that may be sliced each 24 hours. 2 Rebuilt in 1879, 1887, and 1889, 
Acquired by the Holly Sugar Corporation. 

Me 
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TABLE I.—American beet-sugar mills in 1917—Continued. 
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Location. 

No. 

State. Town. 

63 | Nebraska........ Scottsbluff........ 
640 Ohies... Seescee Paulding... 
Goll. ae C038 6.285. Findlay... 
Ga Uae eo aac Elsinore. 
674|| Newada....02822. Rallon ea shake 
68 | California.......- Anaheim.......... 
698E: J-2 Gos. shes: 5 Huntington Beach 
(We Baa ee dos: (6 Santa Ana (Dyer). 
VimilLdahoss Sees Burley cise 2 sees 
72)’ Ohio?.2: 3 ease Toledonc:) asso 
TNs wank dos ee Oftawa cat? se 
74 | Indiana... Decatur es 28 ae 

(Ol) Uta ee eee oe Payson. stage? 24 
WOulueaee dorks see IDayanvinatonen sake 
77 | Wyoming....... Sheridan. hsss225-4 

WSiesaes Gor castes ce THO VEL ts sto = keke 

79 | Idaho.... .| Twin Falls-....... 
80 | Nehraska.......- Genin gen paced = 
R16} Udtahe > .. 2 ae fs Spanish Fork..... 
SO see doit 2 West Jordon..... 
ey eae dose eee’ Brichsgmisass ee tts 
84 Orezon'..42eas-2 Grants Pass.....-- 
Boil Tdahor sso 2s| Peatleeaane en cceee 
S6ul\RUitaheee saan Smithfield. .....-. 
80 sae Gons3 oe Delta sess Ae 
88 | Colorado.. A PBrightoneeee sas ee 
89 | Nebraska........ Bayard soee see: 
90 | Montana..:...... Missowlas os. Sasa 
CT | eee G0 sae Hamilton......... 
923) LOWSs ab. setae Mason City.......- 

93") California:-o25..- TRA CYizasse oes 
94 cn Sea (CVT Ee AS or ee Mantecdas: ssse2e-e 
950}: itabls sosteaseese MOrOni sa. sepeesee 

960/525 GOs Sc ae5en Cormishicaoes) sees 
97)| Idaho: --.slesi.2 Shelley <2 Fo ise 
98 | Wyoming....... Wiotland 2 se2. 2-2. 
99 | Washington.....| North Yakima.... 

Capacity. 
Date 

Name of company. en- 
Origi- | Pres- | larged 
nal, ent, 

Great Western Sugar Co...| 1,200} 1,850] 1912 
Columbia Sugar Co........ 700 800 |. 
Continental Sugar Co.. 600 871 |. 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co...... 500 500 
Nevada-Utah Sugar Co.... 500 500 |. 
Anaheim Sugar Co.......- 500 859 
Tiolly Sugar Corporation. . 750 | 1,200: 
Santa Ana Sugar Co....5-- 600] 1,200}; 1914 
Amalgamated Sugar Co... 400 600 | 1912 
Toledo Sugar Co........-- L5000)|) 21510015. <-intarare 
Ottawa Sugar Co.......... 600 HOO G.4- fa 
ee Louis Sugar 700 SOU aretaeiorerstel 

0. 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co...... 500 100) [bie skates 
Layton Sugar Co.......... 500 On| surapasjajais 
tiene Sheet Co onions 4 600 O00)\enito hale 

ig Iforn Basin Sugar Co.. = 
{eigt Western Sugar Co... \ 600 750 | 1916 
Amalgamated Sugar Co... 600 G00) crac nee 
Great Western Sugar Co...| 1,000] 1,000 ].......- 
Utah-ldaho Sugar Co...... 750 | 1,000} 1916 

Wisse Co (oe eee ee 500 (sot) ee see se 
ba ire dose: 25... 500 500 |......-- 
eee 0.222: scanden saeeae 500 GOO WEE A. See. 
Amalgamated Sugar Co... 500 OOH Eye ote siete 
La dou hee. Pee 600 G00"|... 22). 
Delta Beet Sugar Co...... 1,000} 1,000 ;........ 
Great Western Sugar Co...| 1,000] 1,000 ]........ 

crete (0 Ko ee ee eee rea 800 S00 |.----.-- 
ee (6 Kop EN SISTeteye SAVE et EK O0, 0) [Mena LEON] ear ee 
Montana-Utah Sugar Co.. 500 500i |2. 22 22.6 
Nowhere Sugar Corpora-| 1,200} 1,200 ]........ 

ion. 
Pacific Sugar Corporation. 600 600) ||... 
Spreckels Sugar Co.......- 1,000 |} 1,000 }.....-.. 
a Sugar Corpora- 400 AGO i a aneeas 

ion, 
West Cache Sugar Co..-..- 500 D0Os |p 2- eee 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co..-... 600 (NO ee sae 
Wyoming Sugar Co......- 600 600) | Po. ees 
Utah-Idaho Sugar Co...-.- 600 1009 eos soc, 

Of the three mills that were burned, little is known about the actual 
working of the one at Staunton, Va., or the one at Eddy, N. Mex. 
The former operated for two years and the latter for three years, but 
evidently they were not sufficiently successful to warrant rebuilding — 
them. They were of small capacity and constructed from second- 
hand material. The mill formerly at St. Louis Park, Minn., which 
was burned in 1906, operated with fair success during each of the 

The mill at Watsonville, Cal., which 
was erected in 1888, was closed in 1899 and has since been dismantled. 
The mill at Pekin, Ill., erected in 1899, was closed in 1890 and has 
since been transformed into a glucose plant. Further data regarding 
these five mills are given in Table ITI, 

seven years of its existence. 



TABLE Il.—Original and present locations of the removed 
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bol ' 

og Where built. a 
4g) ro) o:n oP 

a} > 2 <= {e) 

as | State. Town. | <4 

1891 | Nebraska. ..} Norfolk... .. 1905 

1897 | New York. -.| Rome...-..- 1905 

1898 Jol... do......| Binghamton] 1904 

1898 | Oregon...... La Grande..| 1912 
1898 | California...| Crockett... .| 1908’ 

1898 | Michigan....| Bay City... .| 1907 
1899 |..... Goreeee. en Har-| 1902 

or. 
1899 |_.... Goren Rochester. ..| 1905 
1899 |_.... COW a ss Kalamazoo..| 1904 

1899 | Nebraska. ..| Leavitt.....; 1910 

1900 | New York..| Lyons...... 1911 

1901 | Michigan....| Saginaw. ...| 1905 
1902 | Ontario. .... Dresden.....| 1904 
1902) ae. do......| Wiarton. -..] 1908 
1903 | Michigan....| East Tawas.| 1906 
1905 | Colorado....| Holly-.....- 1915 
1906 | Idaho....... Nampa. -...| 1916 

1906 | Michigan....| Charlevoix ..| 1912 

1911 | Colorado. ...| Monte Vista.| 1916 

Present location. ape 

Ballance 

Stat Town BS ate. own. | iS 

Colorado....| Lamar...... 350 

CaJifornia...} Visahia...... 200 

Idahoeisseee Blackfoot. . - 350 

mes et does o22|) Burleye: 2-2 350 
California. ..| Corcoran... .|500-1, 000 

VOWS eeccebe Waverly....| 350-500 
Ontario. .... Berlin....... 350 

Wisconsin...) Madison. . .. 500 
penis do......| Chippewa 500 

Falls. 
Nebraska. ..| Scottsbluff. .,500-1, 100 

California...| Anaheim... 600 

Colorado. ...| Sterling..... 600 
Wisconsin...| Janesville... 600 
California...| Santa Ana. . 350 
Minnesota ..| Chaska...-... 600 
Wyoming...| Sheridan... 600 
With yeaa SpanishFork 750 

Ohio as Ottawa. ...- 600 

Wyoming...| Lovell...... 600 

5 

beet-sugar mills. 

Original owners. 

Bloniols Beet Sugar 
0. 

First New York 
Beet Sugar Co. 

Binghamton Beet 
Sugar Co. 

Oregon Sugar Co. 
California Beet 

Sugar Refining Co. 
Michigan Sugar Co. 
Wolverine Sugar 

Co. 
Detroit Sugar Co. 
Kalamazoo Sugar 

Co. 
Standard Beet 

Sugar Co. 
Eaabite State Sugar 

0. 
Saginaw Sugar Co. 
Dresden Sugar Co. 
Colonial Sugar Co. 
Tawas Sugar Co. 
Holly Sugar Co. 
West Idaho Sugar 

0. 
West Michigan 

Sugar Co. 
San Luis Valley 

Sugar Co. 

The 99 mills now standing are for the most part favorably situated 
for extracting and refining beet sugar under present conditions. In 
many instances certain limiting factors will need careful considera- 
tion and readjustment before a sufficient quantity of raw material 
ean be assured annually to make all of them permanently successful 
under normal conditions as beet-sugar centers. 
sugar mills have been crowded in too rapidly, so that it has not been 

In many areas beet- 

possible to readjust the farming operations and install the required 
drainage, irrigation, etc., with sufficient rapidity to provide the neces- 
sary well-prepared acreage of sugar beets to insure a normal mill run. 
Consequently neither the mill owners nor the growers have received 
under these conditions a maximum return for the money and labor 
invested. 

TABLE I11.—Beet-sugar mills destroyed or used for other purposes than making 
sugar. 

Location. 

Date 
erected. 

State. Town. 

.| California... .. Watsonville...| 1888 
..| Virginia....... Staunton... .-. 1892 

.| New Mexico. -| Eddy.-.....--. 1896 

.| Minnesota.....| St. Louis Park} 1898 
Tilinois........ Pekin......... 1899 

Name of company. 

Western Beet Sugar Co...-......- 
O. kK. Lapham 
Pecos Valley Beet Sugar Co...... 
Minnesota Sugar Co...........--- 
Illinois Sugar Refining Co.......- 

Present status. 

Closed,} 1899. 
) Burned, 1894. 

Burned, 1903. 
Burned, 1905. 
Closed,? 1890. 

1 Dismantled. — 2 Not known. 3 Glucose plant, 1902. 
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For several years the Office of Sugar-Plant Investigations, jointly 
with the Office of Farm Management and independently, has been 
studying the agronomic conditions found in each of the existing and 
in some of the prospective sugar-beet centers. It is the purpose of 
this paper to discuss the conditions which have been brought out in 
these studies and to point out in a general way the factors that are 
favorable and those that are unfavorable for the production of sugar 
beets. The primary object of this paper, therefore, is to give a gen- 
eral survey of the beet-sugar industry and to encourage the more gen- 
eral application of those principles and practices which make for 
better returns to the grower and to discourage those practices which 
tend to reduce the yields and quality of sugar beets and of other 
crops and to unbalance the relation between crop production and the 
kind, number, and quality of the live stock on the beet farms, the ul- 
timate object being an increased production of sugar and a stabiliza- 
tion of the beet-sugar industry. 

SOIL. 

Almost any fertile soil capable of producing good crops of other 
kinds will, if properly handled, produce good sugar beets. More de- 
pends upon the physical condition of the soil and the way in which it 
is handled than upon the so-called kind or type of soil. Extremely 
sandy soil or soil of a decidedly gravelly type is not usually satis- 
factory for sugar-beet growing. 
Raw soil—Generally speaking, raw soil or new ot does not pro- 

duce as large yields of sugar beets as may be obtained from soil that 
has been under cultivation for some time. In recent years much new 
soil has been brought under cultivation through the use of the sugar 
beets; this in a measure has had a tendency to reduce the average 
yield of sugar beets in this country. The argument in favor of grow- 
ing sugar beets on new soil is that this crop will bring the raw soil 
under control and place it in good tilth for other crops more quickly 
than almost any other crop now produced on a large scale on Ameri- 
can farms. It must be expected, therefore, that so long as new sugar- 
beet territories are being opened in the partially developed sections 
of the United States this factor, tending, to keep down the average 
yield of beet roots, will be effective. Also in many of the older sugar- 
beet sections in which the growing of sugar beets is being extended 
from year to year, whereby new lands are being brought under culti- 
vation, this factor will be more or less effective in holding down the 
average yield. In those sections where sugar beets have been grown 
for many years, as, for example, in Utah, and in which a minimum 
acreage of new soil is being brought in from year to year, the average 
yield of beets per acre is strikingly above the average for the entire 
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country. Usually the grower who utilizes new soil for sugar-beet pro- 
duction expects a comparatively low yield and is generally satisfied, 
for the reason stated above, if the crop pays the cost of production. 
While this is one of the causes of the low-average yield of beets per 
acre in this country, it is by no means the only one. 

Worn soil.—In those sugar-beet sections where this crop has been 
grown for a number of years without proper attention to the main- 
tenance of soil fertility and an adequate supply of humus, the yield 
of sugar beets has been reduced. There are few sugar-beet areas in 
‘which the soil fertility has been maintained or improved to the 
limit of possibilities. It is apparent, therefore, that by proper at- 
tention to soil conditions from the standpoint of fertility the average 
yield of beets per acre may be greatly increased. The worn condition 
of the soil is not due alone to the growing of sugar beets. All other 
farm crops when grown without reference to increasing the supply 
of available plant food in the soil and without proper attention to 
the humus in the soil tend to reduce the yielding value of the soil. 

Sugar beets are no harder upon the soil-than are the other crops 
generally grown; all require the same plant foods in slightly differ- 
ent proportions. If not supplied with the material removed by the 
various crops or if the plant foods in the soil are not made available 
by the application of humus and by proper cultivation, the soil be- 
comes worn and infertile, and the yields of all crops, including sugar 
beets, are greatly reduced. 

Quality of the soil—Soils vary widely in their original- qualities, 
both physical and chemical. All agricultural soils are supplied in 
varying proportions with the necessary plant foods for crop pro- 
duction. Soils that have plant food present in great abundance 
may be said to be rich. They are not fertile, however, unless these 
plant foods are in soluble form or unless they are rendered soluble 
as rapidly as the various materials are required by the plant in the 
process of growth. The quality of the soil from the standpoint of 
fertility may be greatly improved by proper cultivation, crop rota- 
tion, and the addition of humus, as well as by the application of 
lime or other material that will improve its physical condition. In 

“special cases special treatments, such as subsoiling and drainage, are 
needed to make the soil highly productive. 

SUBSOIL. 

In the growing of sugar beets the subsoil is often of equal im- 
portance with the surface soil. 

Hardpan.—F¥ requently the surface soil is underlain by a hardpan 
which it is impossible for the beet roots to penetrate. The hardpan 
“may be of natural formation or it may be induced by improper 

—_— — = , page 
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tillage. If it is close to the surface and of such material that it can 
not be broken up successfully, the growing of sugar beets suitable 
for sugar making is impossible. Beets produced under such condi- 
tions will be short, with a resulting low tonnage, or they will be 
pushed out of the ground and consequently will be low in sugar and 
purity. The nature of the hardpan is of considerable importance 
in this connection. If it is of rock and near the surface little can 
be done to improve its condition for sugar-beet culture, but if it is 
simply a close and compact form of soil it may be broken up with a 
subsoil plow. An extremely hard subsoil is sometimes found in 
the sugar-beet sections, especially in local areas, and this condition 
sometimes constitutes a limiting factor in the production of this crop 
in those areas as a whole or on certain farms or fields, depending 
upon the location and distribution of the hardpan. If the hardpan 
is present at a great depth it may result in holding too much mois- 
ture in the surface soil, thereby rendering the conditions unfavorable 
for sugar-beet production; if the hardpan in this case has sufficient 
slope to carry the water off, the unfavorable condition may be relieved 
by proper drainage. . 

Porous soil——The reverse of the preceding condition is sometimes 
found in sugar-beet sections in which the porous subsoil is of such a 
nature and of such a depth that great difficulty is experienced in | 
keeping the soil supplied with moisture during the growing season. | 
Rain or irrigation water passes rapidly through the subsoil and is 
soon out-of reach of the growing plant. If the porous subsoil is 
very deep and extremely porous the ground is unsuited for sugar- 
beet culture. Frequently something can be done to relieve this con- 
dition to a limited extent by proper cultivation and by supplying 
the surface soil with sufficient humus to enable it to retain enough 
moisture to produce a fair crop. A heavy crop of beets can not be 
expected on a thin surface soil underlain with an extremely porous 
subsoil. 

TOPOGRAPHY. 

The unfavorable topography of an area is frequently the limiting 
factor in the production of sugar beets. Mountainous areas can not 
be utilized for the development of the beet-sugar industry unless 
the valleys are sufficiently large to support a mill or are favorably 
located with reference to an existing mill and composed of sufficient 
fertile, tillable soil so that beets of proper quality and in sufficient | 
quantity can be produced at a reasonable cost. Many small valleys, 
especially in the western United States, might be utilized in the } 
growing of sugar beets were it not for the fact that they are too | 
small to support a sugar mill and too far from existing mills to | 
permit the beet roots to be transported at a sufficiently low cost. 
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This problem may be solved by utilizing some practical means of 
drying the beet roots. It is possible to reduce the weight of the root 
by about 75 per cent without changing the quality or lessening the 
quantity of sugar present. If this can be done with sufficient rapidity 
and at a sufficiently low cost it will be possible to handle to advantage 
the product of many small valleys and other limited areas. A sugar 
mill can not be financially successful under normal conditions unless 
it is supplied with a sufficient quantity of raw material to produce a 
run of approximately 100 days each year, and it is desirable that a 
considerable part of the supply be within wagon haul of the mill. 
Any factor which reduces the working capacity or the operating time 
of a sugar mill increases the cost of production of the sugar. The 
small valleys mentioned above are sometimes used to supplement the 
beet crop produced in other sections provided the hauling distance 
by wagon or rail is not too great. 

Hills —Generally a hilly country is not satisfactory for sugar-beet 
culture, especially if the. hills are inclined to wash. The nature of 
the soil of the hills is an important factor in determining whether 
sugar beets can be grown. Hauling heavy loads in a hilly country is 
also a matter of serious consideration. Usually from 3 to 5 tons of 
beets are hauled at each load, and if hills must be climbed the loads 
must necessarily be reduced and the cost of hauling consequently 
increased. ‘This in itself may be a limiting factor in the production 
of sugar beets in some otherwise favorable sugar-beet_ areas. 

Level land.—In irrigated countries it is desirable that the surface 
of the soil be sufficiently level to permit uniform irrigation. An ex- 
tremely level area, however, is objectionable because of the difficulty 
in spreading the water over the entire field with sufficient rapidity. 
This is especially objectionable in the case of sugar beets, which 
should be watered between the rows only, as shown in Plate I, figure 
2. Again when the land, especially in irrigated sections, is very 
level alkali frequently appears on the surface after repeated irriga- 
tions. Sugar beets will tolerate a small amount of alkali, but all crops 
are injured by excessive quantities of alkali in the soil, especially 
when the plants are young and tender. 
folling—Other things being equal moderately rolling land is 

more desirable for sugar-beet culture than either extremely hilly or 
very level areas. This is especially true in those sections where sugar 
beets are produced under rainfall conditions. In irrigated sections 
rolling land is not as desirable unless the topography of the country — 
is such that the area under cultivation can be irrigated readily. Under 
irrigation conditions it is desirable that the land have an even 
surface with a gentle slope of at least 7 feet to the mile. If the slope 
is too marked the irrigation water passes over it too rapidly unless 
special care is taken in applying the water. 
118 Bull. 721-2 

4 
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CLIMATE. 

One of the most important factors in determining the suitability of 
a given area for sugar-beet culture is the climate. Frequently all 
other conditions are favorable, while some climatic factor renders 
sugar-beet growing unprofitable. - 

Temperature.—Successful sugar-beet growing has been confined to 
the temperate region in practically all beet-sugar producing coun- 
tries. Frequently sugar beets will produce a satisfactory tonnage of 
roots in warmer areas, but for some reason they generally are not 
sufficiently rich in sugar to make them profitable in sugar making. 
This is notably the case in nearly all parts of the southern United 
States. Occasionally areas are found in these warmer zones where 
sugar beets may be grown successfully. This is true in southern 
California and in some parts of Arizona and New Mexico, where the 
adverse condition of temperature is overcome by growing the beets 
during the so-called winter months or at least by getting the plants 
started in the winter or early spring. In some sections the elevation 
and the temperature of the prevailing wind are sufficient to modify 
the climate so that sugar beets may be produced with profit. If the 
winter months are too cold for the production of beets and the sum- 
mers too warm for the proper storage of sugar in the roots, the 
limiting factor is established which renders profitable sugar-beet 
growing impossible with any of our known varieties. Should it be- 
come desirable to extend the culture of sugar beets into the warmer 
sections of the country, it is possible that suitable varieties could be 

- developed that would be profitable from the standpoint of both ton- 
nage and quality. 

Another important consideration is the fact that high tempera- 
tures tend to encourage spoilage. This may be overcome by passing 
the beets through the mill as rapidly as they are harvested and by 
harvesting the roots as soon as they are matured. Regarding the 
lower temperatures, sugar beets have been successfully grown in 

practically all of our Northern States, and several beet-sugar mills 
are operated successfully in Canada. It is apparent, therefore, that 
the lower temperatures do not constitute a limiting factor in sugar- 
beet growing in any of our agricultural sections. It would seem that 
a short growing season would render sugar-beet production unprofit- 
able in many northern areas, but the sugar beet is readily adaptable 
to many adverse factors, and usually in those sections where the 
growing season is short the sugar beet grows rapidly and stores sugar 
in great abundance. Some of our most satisfactory sugar-beet sec- 
tions, therefore, are to be found in our more northern States. 

During the period just preceding the beet harvest the difference 
in temperature between day and night is an important condition in 
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the development and storage of sugar. The young beet plant very 
early in its life begins to store sugar, but its maximum activity along 
this line is reached in the fall, when the difference in temperature 
between night and day is most apparent. This difference seems to be 
necessary for the proper elaboration and storage of sugar and is 
apparently a limiting factor in the production of sugar-beet roots 
sufficiently rich in sugar to make them profitable for sugar-making 
purposes. It is probable that the absence of cool nights at the end 
of the growing season permits the continued growth and develop- 
ment of the beets, thereby using up the sugar in plant growth instead 
of storing it. 

Moisture.—Moisture is necessary for the production of profitable 
crops of sugar beets. This reaches the soil in the form of rain or 
snow, or it may be applied artificially. Our present sugar-beet area 
extends over a portion of the humid and the irrigated sections of the 
country, as shown in figure 1. 

In the humid sections the moisture falls largely during the winter 
months, although there are usually frequent rains during the spring 
and summer. Occasionally some parts of the humid portion of our 
sugar-beet area are visited by heavy rains in the early spring, which 
greatly delay the planting of the beets as well as of other crops. This 
is sometimes followed about midsummer by a severe drought which 
greatly retards crop growth. If these conditions were of frequent 
occurrence over wide areas they would constitute a limiting factor in 
sugar-beet growing in the humid sections; but they have occurred in 
this country only in limited areas and at long intervals. Occasionally 
rainfall is abundant at harvesting time, sometimes injuring the 
sugar-beet crop by producing a second growth of the plants, which 
greatly reduces the sugar content. The extent of this injury de- 
pends upon the condition of the beets and the duration of the rainy 
period. If this is followed by a period of favorable weather the 
sugar content will be restored wholly or in part, depending upon the 
duration and nature of the weather. It sometimes happens that the 
beets must be harvested before the lost sugar is fully restored, either 
to prevent the roots from freezing in the ground or to avoid a tem- 
porary shutdown of the mill. Consequently, a second growth due to 
late rains may cause serious losses to the grower and to the sugar 
company. A season in the humid region in which the rainfall is 
just sufficient to maintain a steady growth until near harvesting 
time, followed by continuous fair weather accompanied by cool 
nights and warm days, makes conditions most favorable for the pro- 
duction of sugar beets so far as the humid area is concerned. These 
Conditions prevail generally in the humid sections where sugar beets 
are grown. 
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In the irrigated sugar-beet areas usually less than 20 inches of 
moisture falls during the entire year, and frequently many of the 
showers are so light that they are of no practical benefit in crop pro- 
duction. Sugar-beet growers in those sections depend largely upon 
irrigation. Frequently the showers that fall in irrigated areas are 
detrimental rather than helpful in the production of sugar beets, 
since they frequently cause the soil to crust. If this crusting occurs 
shortly after the seed is sown the young plants have great difficulty in 
breaking through to the light, with the result that the stands are 
very seriously injured and replantings are necessary. If the show- 
ers occur soon after the beets are up and the ground crusts around 
the young plants, the air is cut off from the roots and growth is 
interfered with. This may sometimes be remedied by prompt culti- 
vation, although the plants are often so firmly embedded in the crust 
that cultivation is difficult without serious injury to the plants. 
Sometimes a moderately heavy roller of one of the types shown in 
Plate II will produce the desired result in breaking the crust. In 
irrigated sections every effort should be made to retain the fall or 
winter moisture in the soil, and if the ground is dry in the fall, 
irrigation is generally desirable. The soil should be sufficiently 
moist when the seed is planted to produce prompt and complete 
germination, and there should be sufficient moisture in the soil to 
maintain a steady growth for several weeks. As soon as the plants 
indicate that they are suffering from lack of moisture they should 
be irrigated. When beets wilt during the day and fail to revive at 
night they should be watered without delay. Usually from one to 
three irrigations during the growing season are sufficient to produce 
a crop in most of the irrigated sections where sugar beets are grown. | 
When beets are irrigated the soil should be thoroughly wet, and every 
effort should then be made to retain the moisture as long as possible 
by frequent cultivation. 
Sunshine-—The third element of climate which has a Fea ef- 

fect on the quality of sugar beets is light, over which man has little 
control except in the selection of locality. It is generally believed 
that direct sunshine is an important factor in the production and 
storage of sugar in the beet. Observation indicates, however, that 
diffused light is almost, if not quite, as effective in producing and 
storing sugar as direct sunlight. The importance of light should not 
be overlooked, however, since without it the leaves could not manu- 
facture sugar. Beet sugar is all made in the beet leaves by the action 
of light upon the leaf green when moisture and carbonic-acid gas 
are present. Without light this action in the leaf can not take place, 
no matter how favorable may be all other conditions for growth and 
sugar production. 
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SUGAR-BEET STAND. 

One of the most important factors in sugar-beet production is the 
stand at harvest time. A perfect stand of beets with the usual 
width of row and the proper distance of spacing would consist of 
30,000 to 40,000 plants to the acre. If each of the beet roots har- 
vested weighed 1 pound, which is below the average in most fields, 
there should be 15 to 20 tons of roots per acre. As a matter of fact 
the sugar-beet stands as a rule are only from 50 per cent to 80 per 
cent perfect, and the average yield of beets in the United States is 
about 10 tons. Absolutely perfect stands are not to be expected, con- 
sidering the many factors influencing the stand and the large area 
in sugar beets, which is now nearly 700,000 acres annually. However, 
there should be no difficulty in greatly increasing the percentage of 
stand, thereby increasing the yield per acre. Careful attention has 
been given to the factor of stand during the last few years, and by 
actual count in many fields in all parts of the sugar-beet area it has 
been found that the stand at harvest time very frequently is as low 
as 50 or 60 per cent. It is very seldom that a field has more than 80 
per cent of a perfect stand at harvest time. Many factors influence 
the stand, some of the most important of which have been carefully 
studied. : 
Seed.—The quality of the seed is a primary factor in the stand of 

sugar beets. All beet seed imported from foreign countries must be 
up to a certain standard of germination and purity; otherwise it need 
not be accepted. As a rule sugar-beet seed stored under proper con- 
ditions will retain its vitality six or seven years. Usually we have 
no means of knowing the age of the seed that is shipped to this coun- 
try, and it is entirely possible that seed imported is sometimes near 
the limit of its vitality and if held over for one or two years may de- 
teriorate in germinating power. It is customary for sugar com- 
panies to retain a part of their seed from year to year to provide 
against replanting or to take care of belated contracts. All reserved 
seed as well as new lots should be carefully tested for germination 
before it is given out to the growers. If the germination of the seed 

‘is too low to produce a good stand of beets at the usual rate of plant- 
ing, either the seed should be discarded entirely or a sufficient quan- 
tity of seed should be planted to insure a stand. 
With American-grown seed no difficulty should be met in ascer- 

taining its age; in fact, all American-grown seed is utilized within 
a year or two following its production, so that at present there is 
no danger of the home-grown seed losing its germinating power be- 
fore it is planted. All American seed, however, should be tested 
‘carefully for germination, for the reason that certain conditions dur- 
‘ing the process of growth, development, and storage of the seed 
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may render it weak or nongerminable. One of the most important 
factors affecting beet seed adversely during its development is the 
false chinch bug, which occasionally appears in some beet-seed grow- 
ing localities. These insects infest the beet-seed balls and stalks 
and by sucking the juice from the plant may prevent the seed from 
maturing. Careful experiments are now under way, in cooperation 
with the Bureau of Entomology, looking to the control of this pest. 
The health and vitality of the beet root when planted for seed is an- 
other important factor influencing the quality of the seed. Beet 
roots that have been weakened by Phoma rot or other diseases of the 
root will sometimes produce seed stalks, and frequently the seed will 
form; but the plants often die before the seed is mature. If the 
seed stalks bearing the nonmatured seed are harvested and the seed 
balls from these stalks are mixed with the matured seed, it is evident 
that the percentage of germination will be materially reduced. Hot 
dry winds at the time the seed is forming tend to prevent the seed 
balls from maturing. 

The water supply during the growing season has also a marked 
effect upon the quality of the seed. If the supply of moisture is too 
low, especially at the time when the seed is forming, all will not ma- 
ture and the yield of viable seed will be reduced. In the humid sec- 
tions where seed is grown we have no direct control over the mois- 
ture supply except in so far as we are able to retain the moisture in 
the soil by proper methods of cultivation. In the irrigated sections 
wherever water is constantly available the moisture supply is un- 

-der the control of the grower. It is not advisable to undertake the 
growing of sugar-beet seed in those irrigated sections where an 
abundant supply of water is not available for irrigation when needed. 

The seed bed.—The condition of the seed bed as a factor influenc- 
ing sugar-beet stands is of an importance equal to the quality of the 
seed. In general, the seed bed should be firm and moist and capable 
of retaining its moisture under all conditions for a considerable 
period. In order to produce such a seed bed the soil should be thor- 
oughly supplied with humus. The ground should be plowed in the 
fall, in order that it may catch the winter rain and snow, and the 
surface should be harrowed as early as possible in the spring, in 
order to retain as fully as possible the moisture in the soil at that 
time. The seed bed should be worked from time to time to destroy 
‘the weeds that may appear, as they rob the soil of moisture as well as 
of fertility. Just before planting, the seed bed should be thoroughly 
worked down and firmed, so that the surface will be uniform in tex- 
ture and in firmness. If the bed is not uniformly firmed, the drill 
wheels will sink deeper in some places in the field than in others, with 
the result that some of the seed will be so deeply covered that the 
plants will not reach the light or they will be more or less retarded, 
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producing a spotted or uneven stand. The seed should be drilled 
into the firm seed bed, so that it will be constantly in contact with 
the moist soil. (Pl. I, fig. 1.) Poor stands are probably produced 
oftener by too deep and uneven planting, due to a poorly prepared 
seed bed, than by any other cause. 

Date of planting—No specific date for planting beet seed can be 
given, since much depends upon local soil and weather conditions. 
In general, however, it has been found that the soil should be warm 
and uniformly moist before the seed is planted, as beet seed will not 
germinate satisfactorily in a cold, unevenly moistened bed. A few of 
the stronger plants may come up in the moist spots if the seed bed is 
not too cold, but the stand will be uneven and far from perfect. It 
is advisable, therefore, to see that the soil conditions are right before 
planting. Generally there is a planting period of several weeks 
during which the seed may be placed in the ground with good 
results. It has been observed that late plantings will frequently ~ 
give better results than the very early plantings. It is not advisable 
to plant in soil that is too dry or too wet. If the soil is too dry and 
irrigating water is available, it is best to irrigate before planting; if 
irrigating water is not available and the indications are favor- 
able for rain, it will usually be advisable to wait until rain has fallen. 
If the ground is too wet when the seed is planted, there is danger of 
the seed rotting and thereby failing to produce a stand. 

Winds.—In some localities wind is an important factor affecting 
the stand of sugar beets. Aside from the effect of wind upon seed 
formation, as previously noted, wind is effective in two ways in in- 
juring the stand of beets. If the soil is sandy, strong winds may shift 
the sand so that the seed is covered too deeply and the young plants 
can not get through to the light, and if the beet seedlings are up the 
wind may carry the fine particles of sand against the tender plants 
with such force that they are destroyed or severely injured. This 
frequently occurs in level areas where strong winds prevail in early 
spring. The destructive effect of winds may be overcome, in part 
at least, by drilling in the seed at right angles to the direction of 
the prevailing winds and by ridging the ground slightly between 
the rows. 

Crust—In many sugar-beet localities the soil has a strong ten- 

dency to crust if it is moistened and then quickly dried. Showers 
sometimes fall shortly after the seed is planted, followed by sun- 
shine and drying winds, and in cases where the soil has a tendency 
to bake a very hard crust will frequently form, which will either 
prevent the young plants from coming through to the light or will 
cause a very uneven stand. The crust formed will vary in thickness, 
depending upon the nature of the soil and the conditions of the 

_ weather. If the crust is thin and the young plants have not been 
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caught in it, a hght harrow or a roller will sometimes put the sur- 
face in shape so that the plants will break through. If the crust is 
thick and the plants are embedded in it, there is frequently no remedy 
except to harrow the ground and replant. A crust may be prevented 
or greatly retarded by the use of lime and by keeping the ground 
well supplied with humus. 

Blocking and thinning.—A good stand of beets very largely de- 
pends upon careful blocking and thinning. Blocking consists of cut- 
ting out a portion of the beets by means of a hoe or other suitable 
implement (Pl. ITI, fig. 1), usually operated at right angles to the 
row, leaving the remaining beets in tufts from 8 to 10 inches apart. 
This should be done while the beets are very small. It is very easy 
for the careless workman to strike the row at an angle, making the 
distance between the tufts very much greater, and frequently the 
tufts themselves are destroyed by careless use of the blocking imple- 
ment. When the plants have been destroyed, practically nothing can 
be done to replace them. Transplanting to vacant spaces has not 
been found practicable on a commercial scale. 

The thinning is done by hand and consists in pulling out from 
each tuft all the plants but one. Careless workers will often destroy 
or pull out all the plants from the tuft, thereby reducing the stand. 
The young plants when thinned are frequently left with the dirt 
removed so that the tender stems are subject to the influence of the 
rays of the sun, the heat of which sometimes destroys the young 
plants. The dirt, therefore, should be brought around the plant that 
is left, thereby protecting it from injury. 

Cultwating.—Many otherwise good stands of beets are seriously 
injured by the cultivator, either by covering the young plants with 
dirt or by tearing them out. This injury is sometimes due to care- 
lessness and sometimes to accident. Sugar beets are usually culti- 
vated by means of a 4-row cultivator (Plate IV, fig. 1). If by acci- 
dent or otherwise the cultivator is permitted to shift so that several 
plants are injured or destroyed in one row, the same number of plants 
will be injured or removed from each of the four rows. This is a 
common cause of poor stands in many fields. A few beets cut out of 
four rows here and there in the field each time the beets are cultivated 
will have a marked effect upon the final stand and will greatly reduce 
the yield of beets harvested. The success in operating the cultivator 
depends upon the condition of the seed bed and upon the animals and 
the driver, as well as upon the adjustment of the implement. By 
careful attention upon the part of the driver, nearly all the injury 
due to cultivation may be avoided, provided the seed bed is in good 
condition and the drill rows are straight. When the beet leaves cover 
the ground, as shown in Plate IV, figure 2, the crop is laid by, and no 
further work is done until the harvest begins. 
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Fic. 1.—PLANTING SUGAR BEET SEED WITH 4-RowW DRILLS, WHEREBY THE SEED 

SHOULD BE PLACED AT A UNIFORM DEPTH, IN STRAIGHT ROWS, AND IN A FIRM 
SEED BED. 

Fic. 2.—A FIELD OF SUGAR BEETS, SHOWING FURROW IRRIGATION; EVERY ALTERNATE 
ROW FURROWED. 
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Fia. 1.—THE SMOOTH ROLLER, A USEFUL IMPLEMENT IN PACKING THE SEED BED BEFORE 
AND AFTER PLANTING. 

Fic, 2.—THE CORRUGATED ROLLER, AN IMPLEMENT WHICH BREAKS THE CRUST AND 
RIDGES THE GROUND AGAINST WIND EFFECT. 
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Fia. 1.—BLOCKING AND THINNING SUGAR BEETS, AN OPERATION THAT Must BE PER- 
FORMED BY HAND AS SOON AS THE BEETS ARE LARGE ENOUGH. 

Fi@. 2.—FLOODING A FIELD OF SUGAR BEETS, A METHOD OF IRRIGATION WHICH 
DESTROYS THE STAND OF BEETS AND INJURES THE SOIL. 

Sn 
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Fie. 1.—A 4-Row CULTIVATOR, WHICH IF NOT CAREFULLY USED MAY DESTROY A 
GooD STAND OF BEETS. 

Fia. 2.—A FIELD OF SUGAR BEETS WHOSE TOPS COMPLETELY COVER THE GROUND, 
AT WHICH STAGE THE CRoP MAY BE LAID By. 
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Diseases affecting stand.—One of the common agencies affecting 
the stand of sugar beets is disease. Nearly all of the sugar-beet dis- 
eases are due to parasitic organisms. One of the most serious 
affecting the stand is the damping-off of the young beets. Later 
in the season root-rot does considerable damage in some localities. 
Leaf-spot frequently injures the beets and reduces the tonnage, but 
does not often destroy the stand. All fungous diseases may be greatly 
reduced or entirely controlled by proper cultural methods, including 
the proper rotation of crops. There are several diseases which some- 
‘times destroy entire fields. The disease known as “curly-top” be- 
longs to the group. This is an obscure disease, the cause of which is 
“not definitely known. The Office of Sugar-Plant Investigations in 
cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology is making an earnest 
effort to determine the cause of this disease and to find a practical 

‘means for its control. Another serious pest affecting the stand of 
beets is the sugar-beet nematode. The nematode first appears in a 

field here and there, destroying a few beets. From year to year this 
becomes more marked if beets are grown continuously in the infested 
fields, and eventually the whole field will be affected and a worthless 
crop will result. The Office of Sugar-Plant Investigations in coopera- 
tion with the Office of Agricultural Technology is carrying on ex- 
tensive experiments in all areasinfested with the sugar-beet nematode, 
with a view to controlling this pest in a practical way, so that profit- 
able crops of beets may be grown in spite of the nematode. For a 
further discussion of sugar-beet diseases, see pages 44 to 47. 

Insects affecting stand—There are several insects affecting the 
stand of sugar beets. The most common during the early stages of the 
beet are wireworms and cutworms. The latter usually cut off the root 
at some distance below the ground. Asa result the plant dies or pro- 
duces a very short root. Sometimes the cutworms destroy beets here 
and there in the field, but when the pests are numerous the entire 
stand may be destroyed, necessitating replanting in order to produce 
acrop. White grubs also are serious pests. They are the larve of 
the May and June beetles. They occur frequently in sod ground and 
are to be expected in beet fields where beets follow sod. Later in the 
season army worms and related pests frequently do considerable 
damage. Even if the stand is not seriously injured by the pests the 
tonnage is greatly reduced. For a further discussion of insect pests 
affecting sugar beets, see pages 47 and 48. For a list of publications 
relating to sugar-beet diseases and insects, see pages 55 and 56. 

Rodents affecting stand.—In some localities ground squirrels and 
other rodents are a serious menace to the sugar-beet crop. They feed 
upon the beets from the seedling to the mature stage, but do most 
of their damage when the beets are about half grown. They some- 
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times make serious inroads upon the stand of beets. These pests may 
be destroyed by the use of poison or by trapping. 

WATER. 

Excess or deficiency of water may be a limiting factor in sugar- 
beet production. 
Precipitation—tIn the humid sections of the sugar-beet area beet 

growers depend upon rainfall and snow for the necessary supply of 
soil moisture. Usually the snow and the spring rains put the soil in 
good condition for planting, and the summer rains keep the crops 
growing until the end of the season. Whether the precipitation will 
furnish an excessive amount of moisture for the soil will depend upon 
soil conditions as well as upon the amount of precipitation. For 
uniform soil conditions, however, the consideration of precipitation 
is of vital importance in the growing of sugar beets. Excessive pre- 
cipitation may be detrimental in two ways: (1) By preventing a 
proper preparation of the seed bed, and (2) by saturating: the soil to 
such an extent that the air is excluded from the plant roots and the 
proper growth of the plants thereby prevented. Likewise, a deficiency 
of precipitation may make a proper preparation of the seed bed impos- 
sible, or it may put the seed bed in such condition that the germina- 
tion of the seed or the subsequent growth of the plants may be 
impaired. Excessive precipitation may be remedied under cer- 
tain conditions by a proper system of drainage. (See pp. 21-23.) 
The lack of moisture may be remedied in part (1) by putting the 
proposed seed bed in a proper condition to catch and hold the 
fall and winter moisture; (2) by subsequent cultivation, where- 
by a mulch is formed on the surface of the field, thereby retarding 
evaporation; and (38) by supplying the soil with a suitable amount 
of humus. 

Irrigation —tThe use of irrigating water is theoretically simple, but 
its practical application is very complex, calling for a knowledge of 
plant growth and soil requirements based upon experience and good | 
judgment. It is one of the most important factors. in sugar-beet 
production in the semiarid regions. Good crops are sometimes ruined 
by a lack of knowledge of the water requirements of plants and 
by want of experience in applying the water. 

There are four sources from which irrigating water may be ob- 
tained, namely, from reservoirs, direct from streams, from flowing 
wells, and by pumping. A reservoir is a storage place in which an 
excess of water due to melting snows or from other sources may be 
stored for future use. Stream irrigation implies either a continuous 
or an intermittent flow of water in a river bed which may be drawn 
upon when needed. Pump irrigation is practicable when the sub- 
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surface water is present in sufficient quantity and at a shallow enough 
lepth to supply the necessary water for crop production at a reason- 
ible cost. 

Reservoirs are either individual storage places which supply mois- 
ure for a single farm or part of a farm or they may be community 
snterprises operated by the landowners or by an irrigating company. 
Community reservoirs are sometimes filled direct from permanent 
streams and sometimes they are filled during freshets, while individ- 
ial reservoirs are frequently supplied with water by pumping; in 
his manner pump irrigation may be direct or indirect. By direct 
rrigation the water is pumped into the ditches or laterals and spread 
it once upon the fields; by indirect irrigation the water is pumped 
mto a reservoir, from which it is distributed upon the field when 
needed. There are difficulties to overcome in each of the methods . 

of irrigation mentioned. In utilizing water from a community res- 
srvoir it is necessary for all farmers under the ditch from this reser- 
voir to use the water at a time agreed upon by the majority of the 
isers, regardless of the requirements of all of the crops to be watered. 
[In case the water is not used by one or more farmers when the reser- 
voir is open, they must await the next opening of the reservoir, which 
nay be several weeks later, regardless of the injury that the lack of 
water may cause to their crops. The reservoir can not be opened at 
she will and pleasure of each water user. To do so would cause a 
sreat waste of water, which is often of greater value than the land 
tself. 
Water from a community reservoir is usually prorated and meas- | 

ired to each farmer so that he is able to obtain only his share; like- 
wise, in using water from a stream in which the supply is limited it 
s prorated and measured, and irrigation must cease when the allotted 
aumber of acre-feet has passed through the gate, regardless of the 
srop requirements. If the pumping plant is a community plant 
practically the same regulations obtain as in the case of the com- 
munity reservoir, that is, each farmer entitled to water must use it 
ut a definite time agreed upon by a majority of the users, whether 
ais crop needs water or not. It would, of course, be too expensive 

(0 operate the pumping plant for a limited number of farmers whose 
srops were not in need of water at the regular irrigating period. 
The individual plant is usually more satisfactory from the stand- 
point that water may be available when needed. The expense, how- 
aver, of installing and operating individual pumping plants has fre- 
juently been beyond the means of many of the farmers in a given 
community. It is apparent, therefore, that the water supply for ir- 
rigating a sufficiently large area to insure the growing of the neces- 
sary acreage to enable a sugar mill to operate successfully is fre- 
quently the deciding factor in the growing of sugar beets. The prob- 
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lem of water supply should be considered carefully before any large 
sum of money is expended in the erection of a mill in any locality 
in which irrigation is necessary. ‘ 

If the water supply in a given area will insure the growing of 
only 5,000 acres of sugar beets annually under proper crop rotation 
and under other conditions favorable to sugar-beet culture, it would 

not be advisable to build a mill having a capacity greater than 500 
tons per day. It frequently happens that a large part of the water 
used for irrigating purposes is wasted either by badly constructed 
ditches or by improper methods of irrigating. Ditches are im- 
properly constructed when they allow an excessive amount of seep- 
age or when they are so easily clogged that they overflow. Under 
the methods in practice it is sometimes impossible to avoid using 
water on certain fields when it is really not needed. Occasionally 
the water is turned on from the reservoir or the community pumping 
plant is put in operation before the water is actually needed by any 
of the growers. Much can be done to delay the first irrigation and 
to extend the time between irrigations by proper preparation of the 
seed bed and by proper cultivation. In most irrigated areas the 
actual water supply is limited, and in order to meet the crop re- 
quirements as nearly as practicable there should be no waste of water 
beyond the unavoidable losses due to seepage and evaporation. 
Methods of irrigation—There are two general methods of irrigat- 

ing sugar beets, namely, by flooding, as shown in Plate ITI, figure 2, 
and by the furrow method, as shown in Plate I, figure 2. The first is 
generally detrimental to sugar-beet production and is wasteful of 
water. In flooding the entire surface of the field, more water is 
used than would be used by the furrow method. There is a much 
larger surface for evaporation. The air supply is cut off from the 
beet roots, and as soon as the ground begins to dry after a flood irri- 
gation the surface frequently forms a crust, which further cuts off 
the air supply, promotes evaporation, and incases the beet plants in 
such a way that it is very difficult to cultivate or otherwise work the 
plants without doing some damage. It is argued that flood irrigation 
is necessary in certain sections where the slope of the land is slight, 
but it is seldom the case that the slope is not sufficient to enable the 
careful irrigator to use the furrow method, especially if proper lat- 
erals and cross ditches are used. In using the furrow method of 
irrigation a furrow is made between the rows of beets or between 
each alternate row and the next, as shown in Plate I, figure 2, and 
frequently this furrow is smoothed or sledded out by an implement, 
as shown in Plate V, figure 1, which is drawn lengthwise through 
the furrow, leaving its surface smooth and well adapted to carrying 
the water. The water should be turned into these furrows and 
should be confined to them entirely, without flooding the surface 
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around the beets. The water should be allowed to flow until the 
soil is thoroughly wet. The head of water which is used in furrow 
irrigation must not be too large, as shown in Plate IIT, figure 2. 
The size of the head must be governed by the slope of the land, by 
the nature of the soil, and by the number of furrows that can be 
supplied at one time. 
Leveling —In order that irrigation may be properly done the field 

must be carefully leveled, as shown in Plate V, figure 2. This is 
frequently a limiting factor on many fields and occasionally in an 
entire community. The lack of success in at least one sugar-beet 
area is due primarily to the failure of the growers to level the ground 
properly. It usually requires several years to level a field properly 
for furrow irrigation, for the reason that the depressions that are 
filled during the first effort to level the field will usually settle and 
still leave slight depressions, while the higher points from which the 
soil was removed to make the fills do not settle and an unevenness 
results. If the leveling process is repeated for two or three years 

_ the ground is generally sufficiently level to admit of furrow irriga- 
tion. If the ground is very uneven the Fresno scraper may often 
be used to good advantage. In some localities the surface of the 
soil is by nature sufficiently level to admit of proper irrigation. In 
other sections the slopes are sufficiently long and the source of the 
water supply so high that it can be carried to the highest point and 
distributed over large areas without going to the expense of leveling 
the ground. In the process of leveling, the better surface soil is 
removed from the high point and carried to the depression. It is 
then necessary to improve the areas from which the better soil has 
been removed, either by the use of stable manure or a leguminous 
crop. Sometimes several years are required to make a leveled field 
uniform in fertility as well as in firmness of surface. 
A very coarse soil, especially if it has a porous subsoil, is irri- 

gated with great difficulty, and frequently much time and money are 
wasted in leveling such lands, as they are not adapted to the grow- 
ing of sugar beets or other intensively cultivated crops. 

DRAINAGE. 

Drainage has an important bearing upon sugar-beet growing in 
general, as well as upon the production of other farm crops. Large 
areas of land that are now too wet to be cultivated could be put under 
tillage and produce good crops if properly drained. Other large 
areas now under cultivation are in many instances becoming water- 
logged, especially in the irrigated sections, and will soon be unfit 
for crop production unless they are drained. In some instances the 
further expansion of the sugar-beet acreage is limited to the bringing 

in of areas through drainage. 
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Natural drainage.—Fortunately a large part of the tillable area 
now devoted to sugar-beet culture has a natural drainage. This may 
be due to one of several conditions. 

(1) The surface of the ground may be sufficiently rolling to drain 
naturally. In some instances the slope is so great that the water 
passes off too quickly, and consequently the land is unproductive 
because of excessive surface drainage. 

(2) Certain areas have a natural drainage due to a sloping sub- 
soil. As previously noted, some areas have a subsoil that is more 
or less impervious to water. If the impervious subsoil is sloping, 
the water falling upon the surface soil will pass through to the sub- 
soil and gradually disappear along the sloping subsoil. In this case 
natural drainage is satisfactory and needs no particular attention 
provided the impervious subsoil is not too near or too far from the 
surface, and provided further that there is a natural outlet, so that 
the water will not eventually pat up along the-slope or incline of 
the subsoil. 

(8) The natural drainage nécuapieied by means of a porous 
subsoil has been already noted. There are localities in which the 
subsoil is so porous that it is almost impossible to hold sufficient 
water in the seed and root beds to produce a crop of beets. There 
are therefore localities in which the natural drainage is of such a 
nature, either through a lack of of moisture or through an excess of 
water, that natural drainage constitutes a limiting factor in sugar- 
beet. production. 

On the other hand, there are areas and fields in which artificial 

drainage must be practiced in order to put the soil in condition for 
sugar- -beet production. Several systems of artificial drainage are 
in general use. 

The open ditch.—An open ditch constitutes one of the methods by 
which this limiting factor of excessive moisture is removed. It is 
the least expensive method of providing artificial drainage, especially 
from the standpoint of labor and material involved. However, 
considerable tillable ground is lost through the construction of open 
ditches. This loss is due to the space occupied by the ditch and by 
the ditch bank. In constructing an open ditch these points should 
be kept in mind, so that the least possible loss of tillable area will 
result. The open ditch constitutes a barrier which can not readily 
be crossed in the usual farming operations. It is advisable, wherever 
practicable, to construct these ditches along the edges of the field, 
along roadsides, and in places where they will interfere least} 
with the farming operations. Sometimes it is necessary to cross} 
the fields with ditches in order to drain, the soil properly; in such] 
cases the fields and ditches should be so laid out that the ditches 
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will run lengthwise of the field, thereby avoiding the crossing of the 
ditch in the usual farming operations. The size and depth of the 
open ditch will depend upon the length and fall of the ditch, the 
location of the subsoil, the amount of water to be carried, and the 
position of the outlet. It should always be deep enough to prevent 
any interference of the water table with the crop to be grown. 

The blind ditch—The most satisfactory method of artificial drain- 
age is the blind ditch. In the construction of this ditch tile is used 
most commonly. Many fields that otherwise would not yield profit- 
able crops have been reclaimed by the blind ditch. These ditches 
should be laid out very carefully with reference to direction, depth, 

_and slope, so that the entire area under consideration will be drained 
thoroughly. The size of the tile is very important. Tiles that are 
too small must never be used. This is false economy, and it frequently 
results in added expense in that the small tiles must be taken up and 
replaced with larger ones. The tile should be large enough to carry 
off the water quickly in times of excessive rainfall, deep enough not 
to be disturbed by the plow or other implements, and laid so care- 
fully that the ends will fit against each other evenly and a gentle 
and continuous fall provided, without depression or elevation. 
The outlet of the blind ditch should be kept open that the water 
may flow freely. 

SEEPAGE. 

Seepage is closely related to drainage. Many fields or areas that 
otherwise might be profitable for crop production are rendered use- 
less by seepage. This is especially noticeable in those areas where 
irrigation is practiced. Seepage is detrimental to the soil in several 
ways: (1) As a loss of water, especially in cases where water has 
been stored for irrigating purposes, and (2) through a loss of the 
use of the land, either because the soil is too wet for crop production 
or because of the accumulation of soluble minerals which are brought 
to the surface through seepage. The injurious soluble minerals 
usually are known as alkali. 

Seepage from streams.—Some streams are so located naturally that 
a portion of the water seeps out into the adjacent soil, forming 
marshes or waste places due to excessive moisture; this is especially 
true where the fields adjacent to the stream are low, level, or under- 
Jain with an impervious subsoil. The nature of the bank of the 
stream is of importance in this connection. If the overflow at flood 
time is prevented by the construction of dikes the land may be 
made productive by drainage. Usually these marshlands when 
‘drained are very fertile and produce good crops, though they are 
not always the best for sugar-beet production, since they sometimes 
produce large roots low in sugar. 
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Seepage from ditches——It is sometimes necessary to construct irri- 
gating ditches higher than the surrounding area in order to carry 
the water across low places or to carry it long distances. It is very 
common for the water to seep through the ditch bank in such cases 
and to saturate the surrounding fields, especially if the soil in those 
fields has a high water-holding capacity. Ditches constructed of clay 
or other close-textured material seep to a less extent than ditches con-— 
structed of sandy or other porous material. In the case of sandy 
ditches the holding capacity may be increased very greatly by oiling 
the surface of the ditch with crude oil; this can be applied economi- 
cally only in those localities not far removed from the source of oil 
supply. Where the oil is available it may be spread over the inner 
surface of the ditch when the ditch is empty and should be allowed 
to soak into the soil. A second or even a third application of the oil 
will improve the condition of the ditch. Ditches treated in this man- 
ner will carry water with almost no loss, and when the work is done 
properly the oiled surface will frequently last for several years. If 
the oil is spread over the ditch bank, weed growth will be prevented, 
or at least decidedly retarded. Tihese i is always some seepage from | 
the ordinary untreated earth ditch, and the amount of damage done’ 
by this seepage will depend upon the nature of the ditch and the | 
soil of the adjacent fields. The seeped areas may sometimes be ren- 
dered tillable by drainage. 4 

Seepage from earth reservoirs —The area of land datinsed by | 
seepage from earth reservoirs is less than that from ditches, but the | 
total is considerable and is usually progressive; that is, a small area | 
first’ appears to be water-logged and this gradually increases from | 
year to year until large areas involving fields and sometimes entire 
farms are destroyed. . Seepage from reservoirs will depend upon the 
construction of the reservoir and upon the nature of the surrounding | 
country. Reservoirs are sometimes constructed in mountainous areas 
for the purpose of catching and storing flood waters due to melting | 
snows. Generally the location of these reservoirs is such that no | 
damage 1 is done to the soil through seepage; the only loss in such| 
cases is caused by the quantity bf water which seeps away and be-| 
comes unavailable for irrigation purposes. In other instances reser- | 
voirs are constructed of cement, which is nearly impervious to water, | 
and consequently little or no loss from seepage results. The serious’ 
injury due to seepage from reservoirs takes place in those localities | 
in which the reservoirs are constructed entirely or in part of earth i) 
and in which the surrounding country is composed of tillable land; | 
in such cases the loss due to seepage is sometimes of considerable} 
importance. || 

Alkali.—As already indicated, one of the serious results of seepage 
is the accumulation of alkali in the surface soil. In such cases 
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Fia. 1.—A SLEDDING IMPLEMENT USED IN SMOOTHING IRRIGATING FURROWS IN SUGAR- 
BEET FIELDS, BEING SOMETIMES HELPFUL IN DISTRIBUTING THE WATER. 

Fic. 2.—A FLOAT USED IN LEVELING THE SEED BED FOR SUGAR BEETS. 
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FiG. 1.—PREPARING LAND FOR SUGAR BEETS BY PLOWING UNDER A CROP OF ALFALFA, 
ONE OF THE BEST GREEN FERTILIZERS WHEN THUS TREATED IN THE FALL. 

Fia. 2.—HAULING SUGAR BEETS TO THE MILL, THE COST BEING GREATLY REDUCED 
BY GOOD ROADS. 
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there must be more or less alkali dissolved in the water. As this 

water rises to the surface of the soil it brings with it the salts held 
in solution. After the water evaporates from the surface of the 
soil the alkali remains, and it may eventually accumulate to such 
an extent that crop production is greatly reduced or rendered 
entirely impossible. This condition is a limiting factor in the pro- 
duction of sugar beets as well as other crops in certain portions of 
the sugar-beet area. The sugar beet is one of the most alkali resistant 
of our farm crops, but even with this plant the limit of endurance 
is sometimes reached or exceeded, and beet growing becomes un- 
profitable. Alkali in the seed bed is especially troublesome, since 
the young plants are very tender and therefore susceptible to this 
and other adverse conditions. If the beet plants are well started 
before the alkali accumulates in the surface soil, much less damage 
will be done, as the subsequent growth of the plants is less affected 
by the same amount of alkali. The alkalinity of a soil may be 
reduced by the use of irrigation water, provided the irrigating water 
is comparatively free from alkali and a satisfactory drainage system 
has been established. 

FERTILITY. 

Elements of plant growth.—By fertility in this connection is meant 
the ability of the soil to produce a good crop. The difference between 
a rich soil and a fertile soil should be kept in mind—that is, a soil is 
rich if it contains a considerable quantity of each of the elements 
required by the plant in the process of growth. Unless, however, 
these elements are available to the plant and the physical conditions 
of the soil are such as to promote plant growth, the soil can not be 
said to be fertile. If a single element required by the plant, though 
present, is not soluble, this condition will render the soil infertile. 
In order that an element may be available to the plant, it must be 
soluble, and it must dissolve rapidly enough to supply the plant with 
that particular element as rapidly as the plant requires it. Certain 
elements are always available when present; other elements must be 
acted upon by certain substances under certain conditions in order to 
become available or soluble. It is apparent, therefore, that fertility 
is one of the limiting factors in the production of sugar beets as well 
as of other crops. 

The sugar beet requires the same elements of plant food that are 
required by other field crops, but in slightly different proportions; 
for example, a 10-ton crop of sugar beets (which is approximately 
the average yield for the United States) will require about 30 pounds 
of nitrogen, 14 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 71 pounds of potash; 
a wheat crop, yielding 20 bushels per acre, will require 41 pounds 
of nitrogen, about 13 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 17 pounds of 
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potash; a corn crop, yielding 40 bushels of ears to the acre, will 
require 56 pounds of nitrogen, 21 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 23 
pounds of potash; clover yielding 2 tons of hay per acre requires 83 
pounds of nitrogen, 18 pounds of phosphoric acid, and 88 pounds of 
potash. These elements are required by all field crops, and, in addi- 
tion to these, seven other elements are required in much smaller quan- 
tities. These elements are always present in agricultural soils in 

larger or smaller quantities. The two questions, therefore, with 
regard to soil fertility, so far as the composition of the soil is con- 
cerned, are whether the required elements are present in sufficient 
quantity to produce the desired crop and whether the elements are 
available or soluble in such quantity and at such time during the 
growing season as the plant requires. In addition to the presence 
of these elements, as indicated above, the soil must be in proper 
physical condition to promote plant growth in order to be fertile. 
In the production of sugar beets a moderately fertile soil is required. 
If the soil is lacking in fertility the roots may be too small to produce 
sufficient tonnage to make the crop profitable to the grower. Under 
ordinary farm conditions there is little danger of the soil being too 
fertile for satisfactory beet growing. Occasionally spots are so fer- 
tile that large roots low in sugar are produced, as, for example, an old 
feed lot, a barnyard which has been turned into a portion of the field, 
or a spot where an old straw stack has been left to decay. These areas 
are small and insignificant when compared with the total sugar-beet 
acreage in the United States, but they sometimes have an important 

bearing upon the results on an individual farm, especially where the 
sugar-beet acreage on that particular farm is small. The greatest 
danger from the standpoint of fertility arises from the lack of those 
physical conditions or the absence of available plant foods to produce 
large yields. The principal problem, therefore, in this connection 
lies in the improvement of the fertility of the soil. Soils may be 
rendered infertile through natural causes, such as leaching, and 
through artificial causes, such as single cropping, improper crop rota- 

tion, and the improper proportion of live stock to crop production. 
One of the principal methods that may be employed to increase soil 
fertility is the addition of humus to the soil, either in the form of 
stable manure or of green crops plowed under. 

Stable manure.—One of the most satisfactory methods of supply- 
ing humus to the soil is the proper use of stable manure. A close 
relation should exist between the number of live stock on the sugar- 

beet farm and the acreage under cultivation. Studies in practically 
all parts of the sugar-beet area indicate that the number of live stock 
on most farms is too small for the most profitable production of 
crops and is usually below the possibilities in both live-stock and 
crop production when we consider the number of acres under culti- 
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vation and the satisfactory crops that the tillable area is capable 
of producing when properly fertilized and tilled. Furthermore, a 
considerable portion of the stable manure produced on most sugar- 
beet farms is wasted or rendered only partially effective either by 
not giving it proper care or by the method in which it is handled in 
connection with crop production. In addition to the humus con- 
tained in stable manure considerable quantities of plant food are 
present, which if properly handled add to the fertility of the soil. 
This plant food is largely soluble; consequently the leaching process 
to which the stable manure is in most cases subjected, owing to the 
fact that it is usually exposed to rains and snows, frequently causes 
much of the fertility to be lost. Again, stable manure is often 

spread upon the fields and left exposed to the weather, until a large 
part of the volatile plant foods have passed off into the atmosphere. 
Much of the nitrogen is often lost in this manner. The best results 
in utilizing stable manure in connection with sugar-beet production 
are obtained by applying the manure to the crop preceding the beet 
crop; this allows the manure to be theroughly worked into the soil. 
Tt is a common practice in many localities where manure spreaders 
are not used to haul the manure from the feed yard or stable at times 
when there is no urgent work to be done and to dump it in piles, to be 
spread at some convenient time before the ground is plowed. This 
is a wasteful method, especially if the piles are left for some days 
or weeks without spreading, often resulting in much loss of valuable 
material through leaching. However, this method is preferable to 
spreading the manure and leaving it on the surface of the ground 
exposed to the action of the sun and wind. If the manure is spread 
and the ground can not be plowed immediately, it should be disked 
whenever practicable; that is, if the ground is not frozen. Fortu- 
nately the manure spreader is becoming more and more common, and 
where the number of live stock on the farm warrants it there is 
probably no other implement of greater value to the farmer. The 
full value of the spreader is not realized, however, unless the manure 
is plowed under or worked into the soil immediately after spreading. 

Green crops.—Green crops plowed under provide another source of 
humus for soil improvement. Any vegetable matter plowed under and 
worked into the soil will add humus, though certain crops are more 
valuable for this purpose than others because of the plant food as 
well as the vegetable matter which they contain. The so-called legu- 
minous crops, such as peas, beans, clover, and alfalfa, are among 
the best for supplying humus to the soil. These crops should be 
plowed under in the fall, so that they will have abundant opportu- 
nity to decay before the growing season begins the following year. 
In irrigated countries the ground should be irrigated thoroughly, if 
necessary, before plowing, so that there will be sufficient moisture 
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in the soil to bring about the desired change in the crop that was 
plowed under. In the case of such crops as clover and alfalfa usually 
one or more cuttings are made for hay, and the later growth is 
plowed under when it has attained the height of 1 to 14 feet, 
as shown in Plate VI, figure 1. If cowpeas are used for green 
manure, they are usually planted in midsummer and plowed under 
when they have attained their normal growth in the fall. All crops, 
when used for this purpose, should be plowed under while they are 
still green. 

If for any reason a leguminous crop can not be grown for green 
manure, other crops, such as oats, rye, barley, or even sorghum, may 
be used. Maintaining the humus in the soil is more difficult in the 
irrigated than in the humid sections of the country. The climatic 
conditions, especially the hot winds, seem to have a decidedly reduc- 
ing effect upon the quantity of humus in the soil. Humus in irri- 
gated sections is doubly important, since it is necessary not only in 
maintaining and improving soil fertility, but it also has a decided 
advantage in increasing the water-holding capacity of the soil. 
The green crops will add little material that was not already in 

the soil. They may, however, bring up the elements required for 
plant growth from considerable depths and, when plowed under, 
deposit them in soluble form in the surface soil. For this reason 
deep-rooted crops are to be preferred to the shallow-rooted ones. At 
any rate, some deep-rooted crops should be included in each rotation 
system. The green crops, especially the legumes, may increase to 
some extent the nitrogen content of the soil. Stable manure, if ap- 
plied in sufficient quantity, will supply at least a part of the neces- 
sary plant foods besides adding some humus to the soil. Ee 

Commercial fertilizers —If the required elements are not present in 
the soil, or if those present can not be made readily available, they 
should be supplied in the form of so-called commercial fertilizers. 
The composition of the fertilizer used will depend upon the require- 
ments of the crop to be grown and upon the condition of the soil 
which is to be used for crop production. From the figures given 
above it is apparent that a sugar-beet or clover crop should have an 
abundant supply of potash, while for a wheat or corn crop special 
attention should be given to the nitrogen supply. A complete fer- 
tilizer consists of nitrogen, phosphoric acid, and potash. Compounds 
containing these elements are mixed in different proportions for dif- 
ferent crops and for different soil requirements. It frequently ap- 
pears that a complete fertilizer is not required. For example, there 
may be present in the soil an abundant supply of available potash, 
while the supply of nitrogen and phosphoric acid is deficient. In 
that case a fertilizer containing the required amount of nitrogen and 
phosphoric acid only should be applied. Under certain conditions 
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commercial fertilizers do not seem to be effective. This may be due to 
the physical condition of the soil. The greatest benefits are obtained 
from commercial fertilizers when the soil is well supplied with 
humus. There should, of course, be a sufficient supply of moisture 
in the soil to dissolve and hold in solution the plant foods that are 
already present or that may be supplied in the form of a commercial 
fertilizer. The benefits arismg from the use of fertilizers, whether 
stable manure, green crops, or mineral compounds, are frequently 
noticeable over a period of several years: hence in estimating the 
value of a fertilizer the results of several seasons’ crops should be 
taken into account. 

CROP ROTATION. 

Occasionally a farm is found on which beets are grown on the same 
field year after year. While this seems to give satisfactory results 
for a time in some instances, it is in general a poor method and one 
that can not be recommended, since it tends to encourage the develop- 
ment of certain sugar-beet pests which eventually render the crop un- 
profitable. The rotation practiced in the various sugar-beet areas 
must necessarily depend upon the crops that do best. in these several 
localities, as well as upon the other crop and live-stock requirements 
of the farm. In some areas, for example, the Irish potato is a profit- 
able crop and forms an important link in a system of rotation with 
sugar beets. In other areas the Irish potato is not successful, and in 
such sections it would be a waste of time and money to undertake to 
utilize it in rotation with sugar beets. Again, there are areas in 

which the muskmelon is very satisfactory and rotates well with 
sugar beets or other crops; in other parts of the sugar-beet. terri- 

tory the muskmelon can not be grown with success. In planning the 
rotations, therefore, one must have in mind not only the crops that will 
rotate well with sugar beets, but also the success of those crops inde- 
pendently. The grower must also consider the practicability of 

handling such crops from the standpoint of his returns; for example, 
in some sugar-beet areas alfalfa gives good yields, but because the 
hauls are so long the value of the alfalfa under normal conditions is 

not sufficient to pay the transportation charges and leave a reason- 
able profit. Therefore, unless there is an abundance of live stock to 
utilize the alfalfa locally or unless it is needed as a soil improver, 
it is not a satisfactory rotation crop in certain localities in spite of 
the fact that it produces satisfactory yields. Our studies of the 
various sugar-beet sections indicate that live stock is an important 
factor in crop rotation on the sugar-beet farms. As already indi- 
cated, certain crops can be grown to advantage if there is an abund- 

ance of live stock to utilize them. Even if certain crops could be 
sold from the farm at a reasonable return above the cost of produc- 
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tion, it would be poor policy to sell them, for the reason that by so 
doing a large amount of plant food would be shipped away. Live 
stock, if properly handled, enable the farmer to keep a larger propor- 
tion of the plant foods on the farm than could be done if the crops 
themselves were removed. Feeding the crops on the farm is the best 
practice, and will generally yield the largest returns per unit of 
land and per unit of labor, especially if the proper relations between 
crops, live stock, land area, and labor are established. It is apparent, 
therefore, that several objects may be accomplished by proper crop 
rotation, all of which must be kept in mind in order to reap the 
greatest returns from the sugar-beet farm. 

Effect on the soil—As has been previously noted, all plants . 
require certain plant foods, and these elements are utilized by 
different plants in different proportions. The rotation of crops 
insures a better utilization of these plant foods than can be obtained 
by growing a single crop. Certain crops are deep rooted while 
others are more shallow. The deep-rooted crops tend to stir the 
soil to a greater depth and in this way make the plant foods more 
readily available for the shallow-feeding crops. Certain crops aid 
in the production of certain plant foods, as, for example, the 
leguminous crops store nitrogen, which is rendered available to the 
other crops grown in rotation with the legumes. Again, certain 
crops require more or less cultivation, as is the case with sugar 

_ beets. This stirring of the soil tends to expose the plant foods to 
the action of the elements, thereby rendering the mineral material 
available for the use of the beet plants and the plants of succeeding 
crops. 

felation of pests to crop rotation.—The rotation of crops tends to 
reduce or to destroy plant pests which depend upon certain plants 
for their existence. As is well known, some plant pests live and 
thrive only on certain plants. If these plants are grown year after 
year in the same field, they furnish favorable breeding conditions 
for the propagation and increase of these pests. By changing to 
other crops, plants upon which the pests can not live or upon which 

they do not thrive may be grown and the pests thereby destroyed or 
reduced to a minimum. Frequently the pests have resistant forms 
or stages in which they can exist in a dormant condition for several 
years, as is notably true of the brown-cyst stage of the sugar-beet 
nematode and the resting-spore stage of certain fungi. In such 
cases it is necessary to plan the rotations with a view to starving 
out these pests. To do this the rotations must be of such a length 
that crops upon which these pests can not thrive may be grown for 
several years in succession. In some cases other methods must be 
resorted to in order to control the destructive pests, but a large 
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number of the sugar-beet pests, including some of the fungi and 
bacteria as well as insect pests, may be controlled by crop rotation. 

Effect of sugar beets upon other crops.—As a rule, the effect of 
sugar beets upon succeeding crops is beneficial. This is especially 
true of the small grains; that is, small grains grown after sugar 
beets will almost invariably produce larger yields than when these 
grains are made to follow other crops. The sugar beet does not 
produce plant foods, as do the legumes, but owing to the long roots 
and the methods of cultivation employed in growing and harvesting 
the beet crop the soil is put in splendid tilth, thereby forming good 
seed and root beds for the crops that follow the beets. These in- 
direct benefits to the growers are important in considering the ad- 
visability of growing sugar beets and should be estimated at their 
just value. These indirect benefits due to sugar-beet growing have 
only a remote bearing upon the price paid for beets and upon the 
price of sugar. They should, however, be considered in figuring the 
profits derived from sugar-beet culture. 

COMPETING CROPS. 

Crops grown in competition with sugar beets may or may not 
be suitable for rotation with sugar beets. By competing crops is 
meant those crops grown in sugar-beet areas which appear to be. 
more profitable or more easily produced, or for some reason are so 
favored by the farmer that he may possibly prefer them to sugar 
beets. Some of the competing crops do not lend themselves readily 
to a rotation with sugar beets. In such cases the competing crops 
may be a limiting factor in sugar-beet production on an individual 
farm, or if the crop is a general one it may be a limiting factor in 
sugar-beet production in a given community. A crop may compete 
with sugar beets because of its market price, because of the small 
amount of labor involved in its production, because of the peculiar 
fitness of the soil for the growing of that crop, because of local mar- 
ket conditions, or because it fits more closely the requirements of the 
individual farms than any other crop. The competing crops in the 
sugar-beet sections are such as beans, tobacco, potatoes, muskmelons, 
alfalfa, and grains. Other crops may temporarily be competing with 
sugar beets and some of those mentioned may for local or other 
reasons temporarily cease to be competing crops. Most of the com- 
peting crops may form with sugar beets a satisfactory crop-rotation 

_ system in one or more of the recognized sugar-beet areas. 
Beans.—In our farm-to-farm survey we have found beans a com- 

peting crop in several localities, and under existing conditions it is 
| one of the strongest competitors. This crop is easily produced and 
| under present conditions it is bringing a fair return to the farmer 
| for the labor and money invested. In some of the areas studied 
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beans have ceased to be a competing crop because of local conditions, 
the chief of which is the presence of certain bean diseases. It was 
believed that beans could follow beans profitably in the same field 
for a number of years, but this crop, like all others, is more satis- 
factory in the long run when grown in proper rotation with other 
crops. As in the case of sugar beets, continuous cropping with beans 
has enabled certain diseases of the bean to be propagated from year 
to year, thereby becoming more widespread and more destructive, 
until bean production in certain areas is no longer profitable. If 
properly handled beans should be a good crop to rotate with sugar 
beets. They should not compete with the sugar beet to the exclusion 
of the latter, for the reasons above stated. The diseases affecting 
sugar beets and beans are for the most part very different, and for 
this reason these crops rotate well together. Again, the sugar beet 
leaves the ground in good condition for the production of the bean 
crop. If the beet crop has been properly handled the weeds are 
eliminated, and in this respect the field is left in a good condition 
for beans. If beans are planted on a field filled with weed seed, 
either considerable time and labor must be spent in destroying the 
weeds or they must be allowed to grow to the detriment of the bean 
crop and be an annoyance and added expense when the beans are 
harvested. Furthermore, sugar beets leave the ground in good 
physical condition for a bean crop; on the other hand, if beans pre- 
cede beets they will leave the ground in good condition for the sugar 
beets. The order of rotation, therefore, with these crops is not par- 
ticularly important. 

Tobacco.—Tobacco is not generally grown in the sugar-beet areas, 
but there are a few localities in which tobacco and sugar beets are 
both produced. While the tobacco crop is expensive to handle, the 
returns under favorable conditions make it a strong competitor. 
The methods used in growing tobacco do not usually lend themselves 
well to crop rotation; for example, tobacco fields are usually heavily 
fertilized with commercial fertilizers. Part of the results to be ex- 
pected from these fertilizers should be apparent during the second 
or even the third year after it is applied. Owing to this large expense 
growers usually expect to use the same field for the tobacco crop for 
a series of years, consequently it does not admit of ordinary crop 
rotation. Again, the tobacco crop requires a large amount of labor, 
some of which conflicts with the labor necessary for sugar-beet pro- 
duction. If, however, a farmer can obtain sufficient labor to handle 
both crops there should be no serious difficulty in producing both 
sugar beets and tobacco, especially if both of these crops are produced 
on comparatively small areas on the individual farm. It may be 
found, also, that these crops will rotate one with the other to the 
advantage of both. 
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_Potatoes.—In certain areas studied, the potato under present con- 
ditions is one of the strongest competing crops with sugar beets. 
Where these crops are grown in rotation, however, the results, from 
the standpoint of yield, are satisfactory. Unfortunately, certain 
diseases affecting potatoes attack sugar beets also; this is notably 
true of the scab. With the price of potatoes higher than for many 
years past, the tendency in the especially good potato area has been 
to increase the potato acreage and diminish the sugar-beet acreage 
correspondingly. ‘The chief danger is that when the potato crop is 
harvested the price may be lower and the results somewhat disappoint- 
ing. It should be noted in this connection that the prices paid for 
sugar beets are in practically all cases fixed before the seed is planted. 
The returns from this crop, therefore, depend only upon the yield 
and quality of the beets produced. As-already indicated, sugar 
beets and potatoes form a part of a satisfactory rotation, but neither 
of these crops should immediately succeed or follow the other because 
of the diseases that are common to both plants. There should be 
one or two years of intervening crops, such as small grains or alfalfa. 
Alfalfa.—tn some localities studied, alfalfa has appeared to be a 

strong competing crop with sugar beets. This is true in part because 
of the tendency to leave alfalfa sod without breaking for a number 
of years, thereby making a very long rotation or, in some cases, what 
amounts to no rotation; for example, certain areas have been found 
in which alfalfa has remained undisturbed in some fields for upward 
of 20 years. Alfalfa is an inexpensive crop to produce, provided a 
good stand is obtained. This is not difficult if the ground is well 
prepared and properly handled at seeding time. After the alfalfa 
has become established the expense of maintaining the crop is slight, 
and the chief expense in connection with alfalfa production consists 
in irrigating in certain sections and in harvesting and marketing 
the crop. 

In some sections where alfalfa grows well it is not a competing 
crop with sugar beets, because of the remoteness of these areas from 
the market, but in cases where the alfalfa is used locally to advantage 
or where the markets are accessible it competes strongly with the 
sugar beet and may exclude the latter.to such an extent that beet 
production is so reduced that the operation of a sugar mill is not 

~ possible. A sugar mill should have a sufficient quantity of beets to 
imsure a run of at least 100 days each year, whereas the average 
run for 1917 was only 74 days. (Table IV, p. 34.) Sugar beets 
may be grown in rotation with alfalfa to good advantage under 
certain conditions, and our studies have shown the advantage of these 
conditions in several instances. This is especially true if the farmer 
looks upon the alfalfa crop as a soil-improving crop as well as a crop 
from which direct satisfactory returns may be expected. In such 
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cases alfalfa may be grown two or three years, and at the end of this 
period the last crop of alfalfa is plowed under for the improvement 
of the soil, thus putting it in good condition for one or two crops of 
sugar beets. It is not desirable to grow sugar beets immediately 
after old alfalfa, because the old alfalfa roots are large and woody 
and interfere seriously with cultivation. It is better to follow old 
alfalfa with a noncultivated crop, such as grain, which in turn may 
be followed by sugar beets. 

TABLE 1V.—Beet-sugar production, 1916-17. 

Av- 
de an Total | Aver: | Aver- | aver- erage 

age per- age per- rice 
Location and ee of| Da aYS lof Heels yield tons of | centage| centage| #8°.Co | Tons of 3 id | _ Total 

ear. sugar ar- Bevis fex- lof sugar| .cf | Sugar | “per | Paid for o 8 ' ating, ieee r £2! cient of| made. | P beets. 
mills vested. Seo duane trac- | inthe are ton 

a - | tion. | beets, | PUMYY- for 
beets 

California 
LOLG Es fae 11 108} 141,097) 10.37] 1,462,895) 16.15) 18.35) 84.13) 236,322) $6.30 $9,311,000 

x ia ae 14 92] 161,909) 8.16 1, 321, 716| 15.84) 18.48) 82,91 209, 325| 7 aie 125, 000 
olorado 

1O1gRt ee 14) 102) 188, 568} 10. 25) 1,933,591] 13.04) 15.00} 85.79) 252,147) 6.06 12, 236, 000 
7 cage eo ee 15 91| 161, 476} 10. 84 1 749, 875, 13.39) 15.40) 85.16) 234,303) 7.28 13,526,000 

aho: 
1SIG? 32 ie 5 86) 42,135) 7.87) 331,478] 13.84) 16.95) 86.39) 45,874) 6. 16 2,199, 000 
OO fey ee tpl 7 70| 37,745) 7.59) 286,446 13.40) 16.74) 84.84 38, 376} 7.06) 2,203,000 

Michigan | 
WOIGE Ss. 223 15 49! 99,619) 5.05! 502,705) 13.79! 16.37) 85.221 69,341) 6.14! 3,337,000 

eter SHS see 14 53] 82,151) 5.62) 461,721 13.91 16.28) 86.57 64) 247) 8.04! 4,215,000 
0: , 
1916 oe Was -by 4 45) 24,767) 5.56] 187,696] 13.24; 15.89} 83.36) 18,234) 6.83) 1,008,000 

BE ae erase 5 70} 24,234) 8.36} 202,624/ 12.08) 16.24) 86.25 24° 467| 7.18 il 580, 000 
ah: 
fee ieee es 11 95} 68,211) 10.38} 708,237} 12.75) 16.05) 84.79} 90,277) 5.73) 4,577,000 

Babee se 15 82) 80,289) 8.68 696, 522} 12.01) “15.61) 82.27) 83,662) 7.04/ 5,368, 000 
other States 

BA S6a5ce 14 66} 100,911) 8.35) 843,071 12.87} 15.69} 82.67) 108,462) 6.18) 5,471,000 
iol? i ERIS 21 60} 116 993] 7.75) 906,641} 12.22) 15.17) 81.87) 110,827) 7.37) 7,175,000 

All te tes: - 
ame eees 74 80} 665,308] 8.90) 5,919,673) 13.86) 16.30) 84.74) 820,657) 6.12/38, 139, 000 

ole eee ue 91 74| 664,797] 8.46) 5,625,545] 13.60) 16.28) 83.89) 765,207) 7.39 44” 192, 000 

Fruit.—tIn several sugar-beet areas fruit has been found to be a | 
competing crop. In several instances the sugar beet has been elimi- 
nated or shifted to other areas, or reduced in area below the point of 
a profitable mill run. It is sometimes possible to grow considerable | 
areas of beets in orchards when the trees are small, but as the 
orchards get older and the trees increase in size the space between the 
rows must necessarily become smaller and smaller until finally the 
sugar beet is excluded. When fruit growing has become general in 
a sugar-beet area, as has been the case in several instances in certain’ 
localities, sugar-beet growing and diversified farming in general 
have been practically eliminated. Occasionally some misfortune 
overtakes the fruit industry and the area again returns to general 
farming, including sugar beets. In one locality studied the entire 
cycle has been passed through, and the fruit growers are now remov- 
ing their trees and returning to general farm practice, including the 
growing of sugar beets. 
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FARM EQUIPMENT. 

The equipment on the sugar-beet farm is a matter of vital impor- 
tance. It covers a wide range of subjects, which may be grouped 
under four general heads, namely, soil and water, implements, live 
stock, and labor. If a farm is lacking in any of the essential parts 
of the equipment and if these parts can not be supplied, successful 
sugar-beet growing is not possible. The equipment differs to some 
extent in different localities, especially between the humid and irri- 

gated sections. 
SUITABLE SOIL. 

As previously noted, a suitable soil, together with a satisfactory 
subsoil, is one of the first requisites in the production of sugar beets. 

Soil is not usually classed as a part of the farming equipment, but 
it is in fact a very essential part. If the soil is very sandy or ex- 
tremely rocky, it is not probable that it would pay to undertake the 
growing of sugar beets. Certain conditions of soil may be changed 
or modified by proper cultural methods, so that an otherwise un- 
favorable soil condition may be changed to a sufficiently favorable 
condition to enable the farmer to produce a satisfactory crop of beets; 
for example, a hard subsoil may sometimes be broken up in such a 
-manner that a sufficiently deep soil for the production of beets is 
produced. Again, an infertile soil due to lack of humus, to a scarcity 
of lime, or to improper crop rotation, etc., may be remedied at a 
small cost and an otherwise unproductive soil rendered productive. 
As already noted, a soil containing an excess of moisture or one in - 
which the water table is too near the surface may be made productive 
by proper drainage. It is apparent, therefore, that soil, from the 
standpoint of equipment, may be a permanent limiting factor, which 
in some cases can not be overcome sufficiently to enable the farmer to 
produce a satisfactory crop of beets, while, on the other hand, this 
part of the farmer’s equipment may in many cases be modified by 
proper treatment and the barrier to sugar-beet. production removed. 
This part of the farm equipment, however, like work stock, imple- 
ments, etc., is just as essential for the production of other crops as 
for the production of sugar beets. 

IMPLEMENTS. 

Many of the implements used in sugar-beet growing are the same 
as those used in the production of other crops, though some special 
implements are necessary in order to grow sugar beets successfully ; 
this is especially true of the drill shown in Plate I, figure 1, and 
the cultivator, Plate IV, figure 1. 

Drills and cultivators—Sugar beets are grown in rows about 20 
inches apart, and there is a special drill for the planting of sugar- 
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“beet seed. There are a number of sugar-beet drills on the market — 
which seem to be fairly satisfactory. In some localities the farmers 
own their beet drills, and in others they are owned by the sugar 
companies and rented to the farmers at a small charge per acre. 
Most of the drills made for planting sugar-beet seed are so con- 
structed that they will plant four rows at a time, as shown in ‘Plate I, 
figure 1. Likewise, the cultivator is especially adapted to sugar- 
beet work, and will cultivate four rows corresponding to the drill. 
This is very important, as will be noted by those who have had ex- 
perience in using a cultivator in such narrow rows. In planting 
four rows at a time many deviations from a straight line will occur 
in each of the four rows, which can, therefore, be followed more 
readily with a 4-row cultivator with less damage to the plants. The 
beet cultivators are usually equipped with various implements for 
stirring the soil, depending upon the soil conditions and the size of 
the beets. 
Plows.—The ordinary walking or riding plow can be used in turn- 

ing the soil in the preparation of the seed bed. The two-way plow © 
is well adapted to the sugar-beet crop, for the reason that it pro- — 
duces no dead furrows. This is especially important in the irri- 
gated areas. In some localities the disk plow is frequently used, 
although the ordinary moldboard plow is in most common use. The 

advantage of the disk plow for deep plowing is that it enables one 
to stir the soil to a good depth if the plow is properly constructed 
and adjusted, without bringing too much raw soil to the surface. — 
The plows in use vary from the walking moldboard plow through 
various types of sulky plows to the disk plow, with its numerous 
variations. In some types of soil it is especially desirable to give 
an occasional deep plowing. 

The best results are obtained by fall plowing, as has been shown © 
by our survey as well as by personal experience. Fair results may be 
obtained by spring plowing, provided the soil has been previously | 
in good tilth. ; 
Harrows.—In preparing a seed bed for any crop the disk harrow 

is a valuable implement. It is frequently used to advantage before | 
the ground is plowed. When so used it puts the surface of the — 
ground in such condition that holes or spaces are nowhere left when | 

the ground is turned with the plow. The disk harrow is used some- — 
times in breaking up lumps or clods after the plowing has been | 
done; however, if the ground has been plowed when in good con- | 
dition and has been properly treated after plowing, there will be no — 
large lumps or clods, and hence no necessity for the use of the disk | 
harrow to break them up. In case weeds start before the time for 
planting the sugar-beet seed, the disk harrow is sometimes useful 
in destroying the weeds. The proper preparation after the ground — 
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is plowed consists in harrowing, preferably with a spike-tooth har- 
row or other form of this implement, which simply stirs the sur- 
face of the ground and makes a moderately fine mulch. It is a 
more or less common practice to harrow at the end of each half day 
or, at the latest, at the end of each day, the ground just plowed. 
This is a practice to be especially recommended in cases of spring 
plowing, since it has a tendency to hold the moisture in the soil, 
thereby leaving it in good condition to form a satisfactory seed bed. 
In case of fall or winter plowing it is better to leave the ground 
rough, in order that it may catch or hold the winter snows and rains. 

The scraper and float.—In the irrigated sections leveling is some- 
times necessary in order to put the ground in condition to be irri- 
gated. As pointed out on page 21, ground which is not level or 
nearly so can not be satisfactorily irrigated. This is especially 
true with a crop like sugar.beets, which must be irrigated by the 

furrow method. If the ground is leveled before the plowing is 
done, the Fresno scraper is commonly used. If the leveling is 

left until after the ground is plowed, an implement called a float 
is frequently used; this consists of two planks placed on edge 
and so framed together, about 6 or 8 feet apart, that they can be 
dragged sideways over the field, as shown in Plate V, figure 2. This 
has the advantage of not only leveling the ground, but it tends to 
break up the small clods and puts the ground in good condition for 
further preparation of the seed bed. Frequently the Fresno scraper 
is used before plowing if the surface is very uneven, and the float is 

used after plowing in the same field. The two operations are quite 
distinct; the former is usually called scraping and the latter level- 
ing. The scraping is necessary only when inequalities in the surface 
of the field are very marked. The time and labor spent in leveling 
will be repaid in the production of sugar beets, both from the stand- 
point of yield and from that of labor saved in irrigating. 

The roller—Another implement of considerable importance in 
sugar-beet growing is the roller. There are two types of this imple- 
ment, as shown in Plate II, figures 1 and 2, namely, the smooth roller 
and the so-called corrugated roller. The latter is desirable in those 
localities where there are high winds, since the corrugations tend to 
prevent the soil from shifting under the influence of the wind. The 
chief advantage of the roller is its surface-packing effect. If the 
root bed is inclined to be loose the subsurface packer should be used 

immediately after plowing. As previously noted, the seed bed for 
sugar beets should be decidedly firm, for two reasons at least. The 
firmness: of the seed bed tends to hold the moisture, and at the same 

| time it prevents the sinking of the drill wheels, in which case the 
‘seed is frequently planted too deep. The seed bed that is unevenly 
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firm or in which there are soft spots or areas is always unsatis- _ 
factory, as it results in an uneven start of the beet plants, which 
interferes with the handling of the crop. 

Harvesting tools—At harvest time the beet lifter, a special imple- 
ment not required in harvesting other crops, is necessary. (Pl. VII, 
fig. 1.) There are two forms of this implement, namely, the double- 
pointed lifter and the side lifter. In the former, one point passes 
along each side of the beet root at a depth of several inches below the 
surface and is so constructed that the beets are loosened and slightly 
lifted. The side lifter passes along one side of the beet row and 
loosens the beet, usually without lifting it; in either case the roots, 
after they have been loosened, can readily be pulled and thrown into 

piles. Care should be taken in using these lifters to see that the 
beet roots are not broken. Considerable loss frequently results to 
the grower from the breaking of the roots so that the lower part of 
the beet is left in the ground. 

In topping beets by hand, heavy knives closely resembling a large 
butcher knife are used; in some localities sickles are used for this 
purpose. This work, now done by hand, as shown in Plate VII, 
figure 2, may be done by machinery. (See also Pl. VIII.) In load- 
ing the beets on the wagons specially constructed forks should be 
used. The special construction consists of a knob of metal on the 

end of each tine, so that the beets are not punctured when they are 
forked on to the wagon. Special beet racks, as shown in Plate VI, 
figure 2, are commonly used in hauling the beets to the factory or 
dump. These special racks are necessary in facilitating the unload- 
ing of the beets at the dumps, where the beets are emptied from the 
wagons on to the cars. If the beets are forked from the wagon the 
ordinary wagon box may be used, but generally the beets are dumped, 
in which case racks with hinged sides are necessary. Furthermore, 
the special rack holds more roots than the ordinary wagon bed, 
thereby reducing the cost of delivering the crop. 

Sugar-beet harvester—Heretofore the most laborious operation con- 
nected with beet culture has been the harvesting. This operation 
consists of three parts, lifting, pulling, and topping, as described 
above. The pulling and topping have been done entirely by hand at 
a cost of $7 to $9 per acre. Many attempts have been made in — 
this country and in Europe to construct a mechanical harvester. Re- 
cently, several types of this implement have been improved, and it 
is expected that they will be available to harvest at least a part of the 
1918 acreage. One type of harvester, as shown in Plate VIII, figure 
1, is a motor-driven device which lifts the beet entirely out of the 
ground and tops and piles the roots. Another type of harvester, as 
shown in Plate VIII, figure 2, is a horse-drawn implement which 
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tops the beet and then lifts the root. Each implement is operated by 
one man; hence the saving in labor and in labor cost are considera- 
tions that appeal to the beet grower at this time when the labor short- 
age is acute. 

LIVE STOCK. 

The live stock on the sugar-beet farm should consist of work stock 
and other animals. One of the most important parts of the necessary 
equipment on a beet farm is the work stock, which should be sufficient 
in number, size, and quality to handle the work readily. For the 
heavy work, such as deep plowing, lifting, and hauling the beets, 
heavy work animals, such as those shown in Plates II, V, and VI, 
are desirable. The size and quality of the work stock, therefore, is 
an essential part of the equipment. The horses should be capable of 
being trained so that they will follow rows when cultivating. Large 
animals, if properly trained and handled, will do this work without 
injury to the beets and may be used unless small animals are avail- 
able for this purpose. Apparently the tractor is taking the place 
of work animals in some localities for many of the operations on 
sugar-beet farms. A farm tractor should be of simple and durable 
construction, moderate in price, easily and cheaply operated, and 
capable of making fair speed when required. 
Animals other than work stock are essential on the sugar-beet farm 

in order to utilize to the best advantage the beet tops and pulp 
as well as the other feeds grown in rotation with the beets, and also 

to furnish the necessary farmyard manure required to keep up and 
improve the fertility of the soil. The particular kind of stock, 

whether dairy cows, beef cattle, sheep, etc., will depend upon the 
| lecality, especially with reference to the markets, upon the kind of 

labor obtainable for handling the stock, and upon the other farm 
- erops produced. 

LABOR. 

The question of labor on a beet farm is of vital importance, and 
unless labor is available at the proper time it will constitute a 
limiting factor in sugar-beet production. Other things being equal, 
*a beet grower with sufficient dependable labor of good quality at his 
command will handle the crop to the best advantage. For those 
growers who have not a sufficient amount of labor available for the 
production of sugar beets in addition to the other farm work, the 

sugar companies will usually undertake to obtain laborers. These 
laborers usually are transient, coming into an area at the beginning 
of the growing season, caring for a given acreage of beets during 
that season, and returning to their homes after the beets are har- 

vested. In some instances they go out year after year to work in the 
same locality and for the same farmers. Frequently they rent land 
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after a few years of experience and remain in the community 
throughout the year; such workers sometimes purchase land, thereby 
becoming landowners and employers of labor. The labor imported 
into an area for work in connection with sugar beets is handled un- . 
der contract at a fixed price per acre. Before he leaves his home 
the laborer demands a contract stipulating the acreage that he will 
be allowed to handle and the price per acre that he will receive for 
the labor. Labor problems are more fully treated on pages 41 to 48. 

BEET BY-PRODUCTS AND LIVE STOCK. 

Live stock on a sugar-beet farm constitutes an important factor in 
the success of beet growing from two standpoints: (1) The utilization 
of beet tops and pulp and (2) the production of stable or barnyard 
manure. 
Kind of le stock to feed_—Sugar-beet tops and pulp are good feed 

for all kinds of live stock, including chickens, hogs, sheep, cattle, 
and, to some extent, horses. Generally the tops and pulp are fed 
to sheep and cattle. There are several methods by which the beet 
tops may be utilized for feed. They may be pastured off, a process 
which consists in turning the live stock into the beet field after the 
beets have been harvested and the roots removed, as shown in Plate 
IX, figure 1. The tops are left scattered over the ground, and this 
method of feeding results in the ground being more or less trampled. 
Sheep especially are inclined to travel more generally in paths, 
thereby trampling the ground unevenly. In no case should the pas- 
turing of the tops be permitted when the ground is wet, since the 
ground itself would be seriously injured by trampling in that con- 
dition and many of the tops would be wasted by being trampled into 
the ground. While live stock thrives on beet tops and pulp, other 
feed must be used in finishing the animals for the market. Beet tops, 
especially the crowns, contain considerable mineral matter which 
is beneficial to live stock, but it should not be fed in too large quan- 
tities. Aside from pasturing the tops they are sometimes allowed to 
cure partly and are then gathered into piles, hauled to the feed yard, 
and fed in racks, one form of which is shown in Plate IX, figure 2. 
This is a much more economical method of utilizing the tops, but it 
involves the additional expense of gathering and hauling. The tops 
may also be used as ensilage. When chopped with straw, cornstalks, 
or other roughage excellent silage is produced. Both the tops and 
the pulp are excellent for dairy cows, since they act as a tonic upon 
the animals as well as a food and increase the flow of milk. Pulp 
is used either fresh or dried. It is dried artificially, either by itself 
or in combination with molasses. When dried by itself it contains 
the same substances as when fresh; when dried with molasses it, of 
course, contains the added sugar and mineral matter. The object 
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Fia. 1.—LIFTING THE BEETS, THE FIRST OPERATION IN HARVESTING THE CROP BY HAND. 

FIG. 2.—TOPPING AND PILING A CROP OF SUGAR BEETS BY HAND. 
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| 
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Fia. 1.—A Motor-DRIVEN BEET-HARVESTING MACHINE. 

Fia. 2.—ONE TYPE OF HorRSE-DRIVEN BEET HARVESTER. 
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Fic. 1.—PASTURING BEET TOPS AFTER THE RooTS HAVE BEEN HAULED AWAY. 

Fic. 2.—FEEDING BEET Tops IN RACKS, A METHOD LESS WASTEFUL THAN PASTURING. 
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in drying the pulp is to make it easier to handle. About 80 per cent 
of the weight is lost in drying and when dried it can be shipped 
long distances. It should be soaked for several hours before it is 
fed to stock. 
Number of live stock to keep—It is apparent that there should be 

a suitable ratio between the number of live stock and the available 
tops, pulp, and other feed on the farm. As stated above, animals 
can not be finished for the market on the beet by-products, and unless 
other feed is available it will not be advisable to purchase animals 
for feeding purposes with a view to turning them on the market 
later. If the farmer is provided with dairy cows, it is advisable to 
furnish them with one or two feeds of tops or pulp each day. The 
tops, when cured or pitted, will keep for several months; the pulp 
when left in a large pile will not spoil for feeding purposes, except 
in a thin layer on the surface. If the teps or the pulp are fed heavily 
to dairy cows, a distinct increase in the flow of milk marks the top 
and pulp-feeding period, and there will generally be a distinct falling 
off in the flow of milk when this feed is discontinued. Since the 
supply of tops and pulp is limited, it is better to continue the feeding 
over a longer period, giving a smaller amount to each of the animals 

daily. The tops and pulp should always be fed in combination with 
other feeds in order to make a balanced ration. 

LABOR PROBLEMS. 

One of the most serious problems on many of the beet farms is that 
of labor. The difficulties in connection with the labor question as 

related to sugar-beet culture are due to the fact that a part of the 
work must be done by hand and is tedious and, furthermore, the 
labor in connection with this crop is not continuous. For example, 
there is a period in the spring when considerable labor is required 
for the blocking and thinning of the beets, as shown in Plate ITI, 
figure 1. The work during midsummer is light, consisting of a little 
hoeing. In the fall there is another increase in the labor require- 
ment, due to the harvest, followed by the winter months, when little 

or no field work in connection with this crop is done. The need 
for labor at harvest time is apparent, as the beets must be harvested 

promptly when they are mature. The reasons for pushing the beet 
harvest are several: Fall rains may set in and cause the roots to 

deteriorate in quality, the roots may be frozen in the ground if har- 
vest is delayed, the mill must have sufficient roots to operate con- 
tinuously, and the farmer must get the beet crop out of the way in 
order to do his other fall work. The question of securing and hold- 
ing the necessary labor for the handling of this crop has been one of 
the serious problems in sugar-beet growing in this country. Beet 
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labor may be classified under three heads—the family labor, the com- | 

munity labor, and the hired labor, the latter being divided into sev- 

eral classes, such as regular, transient, and contract labor. 

Family labor—By this term is meant the labor furnished by the — 

family which has contracted with the sugar company to grow the 

beets. It may be the family of the landowner or the family of the 

tenant. Usually the most successful operations in sugar-beet grow- — 

ing are in those localities where the labor is handled by the family 

of the grower. In these localities the beet acreage per farm is 

usually small and the beet labor is not burdensome. This class of 

labor is usually more vitally interested in the success of the crop 

than other kinds of labor and therefore greater pains are taken to 

produce and maintain good stands. 
Community labor—By community labor is meant the exchange 

of labor between the beet-growing families in a given community. 

Usually not all the beets in a given community are ready to be 

thinned or harvested at the same time, and since both of these opera- 

tions must be done as promptly as possible when the beets are ready, 

it has been found advantageous for families in the same community — 

to use the exchange-labor method in handling this crop. This ex- 

change system is not confined to the beet crop, but is a common 

practice in many localities in carrying on all kinds of farm work 

which needs to be done quickly, such as haying and grain harvesting. 

General labor—By general labor is meant that labor which is_ 

employed by the day, month, or year for the general farm work. 

Transient labor is that part of this labor that comes and goes with- 

out any certainty as to its permanency and with little responsibility 

as to the results of the work. It is seldom used in handling the 

sugar-beet crop, as it is not sufficiently dependable. All farming 

communities are familiar with this kind of labor to a greater or less 

extent. It is unreliable and unsatisfactory, but sometimes enables a 

farmer to get through a temporary rush period without serious dam- 

age to his crop. On many farms there are monthly or annual 

laborers who take part in all of the farming operations, including 

the sugar-beet work. Usually this class of labor is very satisfactory 

in the beet fields, and those farmers are fortunate if by the aid of 

their general helpers they are able to care for the beet crop in addi- 

tion to the other work. 
Contract labor.—This is the most common class of labor employed 

to do the handwork in caring for the sugar-beet crop, and, as the 

word implies, the work is done under contract. The term contract 

labor as used in this connection is often misunderstood. It is thought 

by some who are not familiar with beet-growing conditions that the 

so-called beet-labor contracts are decidedly to the advantage of the 

landowner or of the sugar company and that such labor is compelled 
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to work under contract. Usually the sugar company has no interest 
in the contract labor except in helping the grower to get his work 
done at the proper time and in the best possible manner. The land- 
owner or beet grower desires a contract, so that he will be sure of the 
necessary help in handling his crop at the proper time, but above all 
the laborers themselves desire a contract which specifies the number 
of acres that a given individual, family, or other group of workers 
will be permitted to handle and the price that they will receive per 
acre for their labor. These contracts are usually made with so-called 
labor families, although individuals and groups of individuals some- 
times enter into the contracts. The labor families are usually in the 
cities during the winter, employed in mills or factories, and in the 
summer they go out and work in the beet fields. For their own pro- 
tection they must have a contract before they can afford to leave their 
employment to take up a new line of work. Many of these families 
return from year to year to work for the same beet growers. The 
contract labor usually covers all of the handwork used in growing 
the beet crop; namely, the blocking, thinning, hoeing, pulling, and 
topping. The landowner and tenant do all the teamwork, from the 
plowing of the land to the hauling of the beets to the sugar mill or 
loading station. The hand laborers usually work for a specified rate 
per acre, a part of which amount is furnished them after each opera- 
tion. Occasionally they receive a specified bonus for each ton above 
a yield agreed upon. The object of this bonus is to encourage the 
laborers to maintain the best possible stands and to produce the 
highest possible yield per acre. 

- During the present acute labor shortage many localities have or- 
ganized the school boys and girls, especially for the beet-thinning 
work. 

THE SUCCESSFUL GROWER. 

The successful production of sugar beets on any farm depends to 
a great extent upon the temperament of the farmer and upon his 
attitude toward the production of this crop. As in other lines of 
business, the man’s ability to conduct his business successfully is 
largely a matter of individual temperament, judgment, and ability 
to do the right thing in the right way and at the right time. There 
are many farmers, as there are many men in other lines of business, 
who are not adapted to the kind of work upon which they are 
engaged. It is not to be expected that these men would have any 
‘more success in the growing of sugar beets than in other lines of 
agriculture. Again, there are farmers well adapted by temperament 
to the particular line of farming which they are following, but who 
would not be successful in some other line of agriculture; for 
example, a man might grow grain on a large scale and do it very 
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successfully. He might not at all be adapted to dairying or to the 
feeding of live stock. Some people can not handle live stock suc- 
cessfully, even though they have right ideas in regard to the han- 
dling of crops; likewise, the grain farmer may not be adapted to 
the growing of sugar beets. Frequently grain production is extensive 
rather than intensive, while sugar beets should be handled intensively 
rather than extensively. At any rate, intensive methods should be 
employed in growing this crop. Some. growers of the extensively 
grown crops, like grains, forage, etc., sometimes become very suc- 
cessful growers of sugar beets, but generally they prefer the line of 
agriculture which they have followed and from which they do not 
wish to. depart. The same is true of the live-stock man, although 
the man who handles live stock, especially dairy cows, is more 
inclined to take up the growing of such an intensive crop as sugar 

beets and is more apt to succeed in this line of agriculture than 
the grain or forage crop man. This does not apply, however, to the 
live-stock man who grows for the market, and especially the man 
who produces or handles large herds of cattle. The point to be made 
in regard to the grower is that he must have the natural qualifications 
for intensive agriculture and must be fitted by training and experi- 

4 

ence for the growing and handling of crops requiring intensive | 
cultivation. 

DISEASES. 

Diseases are among the most apparent limiting factors in sugar- 
beet production. A crop of beets that might otherwise be very 
profitable is frequently turned to a loss by some disease. The sugar 
beet, like all other plants, is subject to disease from the time it 
begins its growth until it is harvested; and even after the plants are © 
harvested, if stored under certain conditions, the beets may decay to 
a greater or less extent, impairing or destroying their value for 

A 

sugar-making purposes. Some of the diseases are well known and — 
easily controlled; others, while known, are handled with difficulty; — 
and still others are obscure as to their causes. The losses produced — 
by diseases may be brought about by a destruction of the plant itself — 
or by some injury which reduces the size or quality of the beet root. 
Damping off—Among the diseases which attack the beet during : 

the early stages of its growth is the so-called damping-off. There 
are several forms of this disease, due, apparently, to different organ- 
isms. Frequently the young beet plants turn black just at the surface 
of the ground, fall over, and die. Sometimes the entire root turns 
black and softens, and sometimes the blackening is confined to the 
outer layer or epidermis. In the latter case the beets frequently 
recover. This disease is caused either by a fungus or a bacterium 
which is in the soil or on the seed when planted. If the disease is 

= 
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widespread, so that the stand is seriously injured, the field should 
be disked and replanted. Damping-off is more common in the early 
spring, when the ground is damp and not thoroughly warm, but the 
disease will not occur unless one of the damping-off organisms is 
present. 
Nematodes.—The sugar-beet nematode is a minute wormlike or- 

ganism, sometimes called an eelworm, which attaches itself to the 
root and when present in sufficiently large numbers retards the growth 
of the beet. There are several species of the nematode which attack 
the sugar beet, but only one is considered especially serious; hence, 
this species is known as the sugar-beet nematode (Heterodera 
schachtii). This pest has been known for many years in Europe 
and has existed in isolated localities in this country for more than 
a decade. It is spreading, both by its own activity in certain stages 
of its existence and by being carried from the present infested areas 
by various agencies. The pest lives in the soil from year to year and: 
travels slowly, so that the infested area is gradually increased, until 
frequently an entire field or even a group of fields may become use- 
less from the standpoint of beet production. Unfortunately, this 
pest will attack many plants besides the sugar beet. This makes 
it extremely difficult to control by crop rotation, which is one of 
the best methods known for the control of many of our plant pests. 
However, there are a number of plants that the nematode attacks 

_to a very slight extent or not at all. Again, the nematode passes 
through several stages of development; one of these is known as 
the brown-cyst stage. In this stage the nematode is very resistant 
to unfavorable conditions and will remain alive in the soil for a 
number of years; the exact length of time is not known. ‘The Office 

of Sugar-Plant Investigations is making every effort to determine 
the crops that are resistant to the nematode under the local soil 
and climatic conditions where the nematode exists and also to deter- 
mine the proper length of the rotation with these resistant crops, 
so that the nematode will be eradicated or at least reduced to such 
a small number that sugar beets may be grown with profit. Various 
soil treatments also are being tested on nematode-infested areas. 
Some of these tests are very promising but will need to be repeated 

-before anything definite can be said regarding their beneficial effects. 
Careful surveys have been made in some of the infested areas, and 
all fields or spots in fields containing nematodes have been listed 

_ and marked, either for study or for the purpose of growing crops 

_ other than sugar beets on them. A similar campaign is planned in 
the other infested areas where the sugar-beet nematode has gained 
a foothold, while a careful watch is being kept over all sugar-beet 
areas in order to detect and combat the pest on its first appearance. 

Curly-top.—This disease of the sugar beet is confined to the west- 
ern part of the United States. So far as is known, it has not been 
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seen in the eastern portion of the sugar-beet area or in any of the 
beet fields of foreign countries. It has appeared in practically all 
States west of Minnesota and Iowa where sugar beets are grown 
commercially, although it has not been seen in all of the sugar-beet 
areas of the West. It is not due to unfavorable climatic or soil 
conditions, nor is it due to the kind or quality of seed used. It is 
connected in some way with a so-called leafhopper, which appears 
to be only a carrier and not the real cause of the disease. A further 
study of curly-top is being undertaken by the Office of Sugar-Plant 
Investigations in cooperation with the Bureau of Entomology, in 
the hope of being able to determine the exact cause of the disease, 
and especially for the purpose of finding some practical means of 
control. Curly-top does not usually occur to any serious extent two 
years in succession in the same field, although there are some excep- 
tions to this rule. Frequently it will occur over a given area, de- 
stroying or stunting to a worthless size practically all of the beets for 
a season and then almost entirely disappear, so that the next year 
beets of good tonnage and quality may be grown on the same fields. 
It is possible that there are other carriers besides the leafhopper and 
that certain soil and climatic conditions favor the development of 
this disease. The real cause, however, is undoubtedly organic in 
nature; it is probably either an organism or an organic compound ; 
but until this cause is known little progress can be made in finding a 
reliable method of control. Curly-top has played an important part 
in elosing at least two beet-sugar mills and has caused losses of 
hundreds of thousands of dollars in other localities. 

Root-rot.—There are several destructive diseases of the sugar beet 
known as root-rot. One of these is due to a fungus called Phoma 
and another is due to a fungus known as Rhizoctonia. Other root- 
rots less extensive or little known are due to other fungi or to bac- 
teria. The Phoma rot seems to be more prevalent and more destruc- 
tive than the Rhizoctonia. These fungi attack the beets in the field, 
usually in midsummer. Sometimes they destroy the plants before 
they are harvested, causing a serious loss to the grower. In other - 
cases they make only a slight attack on the beet in the field, but 
develop more or less rapidly when the beet has been placed in storage, 
either for sugar-making purposes or for seed production. ‘The 
Phoma fungus causes more loss to stored roots than any other agency, 
especially if the temperature favors the development of the fungus. 
These diseases are found in all parts of the sugar-beet area in this 
country and in Europe. The most successful means of combating 
the root-rot of beets in the field is crop rotation, and if it does not get 
started in the field there is little danger of its developing in storage. 
Leaf-spot.—There are two fungi that produce spots on the leaves 

of beets which are more or less general throughout the United States 
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and Europe. One of these is known as Cercospora and the other 
as Phoma; the latter is the same fungus that produces the root-rot. 
When the spores of either of these fungi fall upon the beet leaves 
and the conditions are favorable the fungus growth attacks the tissue 
of the leaf, producing distinct and characteristic spots. The Cerco- 
spora fungus does not generally attack any part of the beet plant 
except the leaf blade and the petiole, while the Phoma may attack 
leaf and root. If these fungi are present in large numbers they may 
do considerable damage to the beet crop. If the attacks are severe 
early in the season, the growth of the beets is retarded and conse- 
quently the yield is reduced. If the attacks do not occur until late 
in the season, after the beets have practically reached their normal 
growth, the diseases will reduce the sugar without appreciably af- 
fecting the tonnage. If these fungi attack the beets in midsummer, 
both the yield and the quality will be generally reduced. These 
diseases may best be controlled by deep fall plowing and by crop 
rotation. Crop rotation is especially recommended where it can be 
practiced, but in cases where it is necessary to follow beets with beets 
after these diseases have appeared, the ground should be plowed in 
the fall to a good depth, not less than 12 to 14 inches. In fact, all 
plant-pathological problems, from a practical standpoint, are closely 
connected with the cultural phases of crop production. Production 
can not be successfully studied without a knowledge of the diseases 

affecting that particular crop, nor can the disease of a crop be in- 
telligently considered with reference to control measures except in 
conjunction with the cultural practices and with a knowledge of the 

conditions under which that crop is grown. 

INSECTS. 

The principal insects affecting sugar beets have been treated in 
various publications of the Bureau of Entomology. A list of these 
publications is given at the end of this bulletin. Among the im- 
portant forms which affect the leaves are the webworms and the 
beet army worm. In some localities blister beetles, flea- beetles, and 
local pests do considerable damage, mainly by destroying the foliage. 
They also have a retarding effect on the growth of the beet, but the 
principal injury is due to the destruction of the foliage and the con- 

“sequent expenditure of energy and food required by the plant to 
produce a new set of leaves. Usually these insects start in small 
areas on one side or a corner of a field and spread rapidly. Of some 
species there are several generations in a season, and if weather con- 
ditions favor their development much damage is frequently done. 
In the case of insects working early in the season the tonnage of the 
‘beets may be greatly reduced, and if the insects continue until late 
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in the season the sugar content also will be lowered considerably. 
Sugar-beet insects as a general rule are more or less local and are 
seldom very destructive for more than one or two years in succession. 

All biting or chewing forms of insects are susceptible to poisons 
and may be controlled by the use of arsenate of lead, Paris green, or 
other arsenicals. 

The leafhopper previously mentioned as a carrier of curly-top 
is frequently very destructive indirectly. It punctures the leaves or 
leaf blades of the beets with its slender beak and injects into the 
plant some substance or organism which exerts a decidedly unfa- 
vorable effect upon its growth. 
Among insects working in or near the roots are cutworms, wire- 

worms, and white grubs, all of which are very destructive. White 
grubs are abundant in sod land; therefore such lands should not 
be selected for growing sugar beets. Wuireworms and cutworms as 
a rule are more destructive early in the season while the beets are 
small. They frequently destroy the stand to such an extent that 
replanting is necessary. Cutworms come from the surface of the 
ground and cut off the plants during the night. They may be de- 
stroyed by the use of poisoned baits, according to directions which 
will be furnished by the Bureau of Entomology. Wireworms usu- 
ally follow the row of young beets when they have begun their work 
of destruction, and since they usually remain in a row a second plant- 
ing should be made in the same direction, so that the rows are par- 
allel and several inches from the original planting, i. e., without 
harrowing or disking. By pursuing this method the second plant- 
ing will often become so large that little wireworm damage will be 
done. Other remedies, however, are necessary.? 

The false chinch bug is a serious enemy to seed beets, frequently 
appearing in immense numbers and working on the growing tender 
seed stalks and leaves. When present in large numbers it frequently 
absorbs by suction so much of the vital juices of the plant that either 
the seed stalks are destroyed or the seed fails to mature. This in- 
sect may be controlled by the use of contact sprays, among which 
nicotine sulphate, 40 per cent, is most valuable.. Experiments in co- 
operation with the Bureau of Entomology are now in progress to — 
determine whether or not spraying seed-beet fields is a practical 
method of controlling this pest.? 

BY-PRODUCTS. 

The principal by-products connected with sugar-beet growing and 
beet-sugar production are the beet tops, pulp, and lime. The first 

1See Bulletin 123, Bureau of Entomology, U. 8S. Dept. Agr., ‘A preliminary report on 

the sugar-beet wireworm,” G8 p., 23 pls., 9 figs. 1914. 

2See Farmers’ Bulletin 762, ‘‘ The false chinch bug and measures for controlling it,” — 

4p., 2 fig. 1916. | 
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two of these have already been considered under live stock. The 
lime is an important by-product of the mill used in purifying the 
Juice in the process of separating the sugar from the nonsugars in 
solution. For this purpose limerock is obtained and burned. The 
limerock should be as pure as it is possible to find it and should be 
thoroughly and evenly burned. The beet juice is treated with this 
burned limerock, and a large part of the mineral matter taken up by 
the beet plants in the process of growth combines with the lime and 
is removed by filtering. The lime is then washed out or otherwise 
removed from the mill and is known as waste lime or lime sludge. 
Large quantities of this material accumulate at the various mills 
and may be used as a soil improver and as a fertilizer. It is bene- 
ficial not only because of the lime, which tends to improve the phys- 
ical condition of the soil, but because of the mineral matter that the 
lime has removed from the beet juice. The use of this material as 
a fertilizer has not come into general use in this country. In some of 
the beet-sugar countries in Europe this by-product is all used in 

making commercial fertilizers. It is used in part as a filler in the 
manufacture of fertilizer and in part as a soil improver just as it 
comes from the sugar mill. It therefore has in this country two 
possibilities: First, it may be used just as it comes from the mill, 
and, second, it may be used in the manufacture of commercial fer- 
tilizers. -When first removed from the mill it is wet and can be 
handled with difficulty, but it soon dries sufficiently to be handled 
readily, is friable and easily incorporated with the soil, and should 
all be used in improving farm lands. In some localities where the 
value of this material has been realized it is washed out and carried 
ih ditches or flumes to the fields, where it is spread by the irrigating 
water. In this way it may be handled quickly at a minimum cost, 
and if care is taken it may be evenly spread. As soon as the ground 
on which the lime has been spread is sufficiently dry it should be 
plowed and the lime thoroughly mixed with the soil. For sugar- 
beet culture there is very little danger of getting too much lime in 
the soil. Beets not only thrive well on limed soil, but the lime seems 
to have a beneficial effect under some conditions in retarding the 
development of certain plant diseases. 

ROADS. 

One of the most important factors in developing a beet-sugar in- 
dustry is that of roads. Certain localities otherwise adapted to 

- sugar-beet growing have been found in which this crop can not be 
recommended or encouraged because of the condition of the roads. 
Fortunately, the interest in roads during the past few years has 

_ greatly reduced the number of such localities. Road building and 

_ sugar-beet culture have been mutually helpful. It is only by having 
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good roads that crops which must be hauled to market in numerous 
heavy loads can be handled successfully; likewise the demand that 
these crops have made for good roads has stimulated their building 
and improvement, as shown in Plate VI) figure 2. There are three 
points to be considered in connection with roads as related to sugar- 
beet culture: (1) The length of the haul, (2) the topography of the 
country, and (3) the nature of the roadbed. In general it has been 
found that 4 or 5 miles is the maximum distance that sugar beets can 
be hauled profitably. It is apparent that the distance depends to a 
great extent upon the topography and the nature of the roadbed. 
If the country is hilly, and especially if the hills are steep, it fre- 
quently is unprofitable to haul sugar beets. Unless at least 3 tons 
of beets can be hauled per load the conditions must be very favorable 
to make the handling of this crop profitable. In the survey by the 
Office of Sugar-Plant Investigations, cooperating with the Office of 
Farm Management, it has been found that, other things being 
equal, the cost of delivering beet roots increases directly with the 
distance. In this survey the topography and the care of the road- 
bed were practically the same for all cases compared. It is ap- 
parent that it would be more expensive to haul a short distance 
over a poor or hilly road than several times that distance over a 
level stone road, as shown in Plate VI, figure 2. In speaking of the 
hauling distance, reference is made not to the distance from the fac- 
tory but to the loading station or point of delivery. In this respect 
the grower near the sugar mill has no advantage over the grower 
many miles away, provided the latter is near a beet dump. 

The railroad haul is another point to be considered. As a rule, 
beets can not be transported more than 100 miles with profit, at least 
under normal conditions. There are, of course, circumstances under 
which longer hauls are permissible and profitable. Frequently in try- 
ing out a new sugar-beet section it is necessary to haul the roots 
several hundred miles, but in such cases it is not expected that any 
considerable profit will be obtained from these beets, and, in fact, 
they sometimes are transported long distances at a loss in order to 
determine whether beets of sufficient yield and quality to make beet- 
growing profitable can be grown in a given locality. The length of 
the railroad haul depends to some extent upon the local conditions, the 
returns that may be obtained, and whether the haul is over a single 
road or over two or more lines. 

CONTRACTS. 

All sugar beets grown commercially for sugar-making purposes 
are grown under contract. These contracts are issued by the sugar 
company and are signed by some official or agent of the company and 
also by the beet grower. The principal points covered in the contracts 
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include the acreage to be planted, the price to be paid for the beets, 
the methods of handling the crop, the time of harvest, and the regu- 
lation of delivery. Contracts are necessary because a definite acreage 
of sugar beets is required in order to make a successful mill run. 
Each mill should have enough raw material for at least a 100-day 
run, although the average operating period for 1917 was only 74 
days, as shown by Table IV. It would be a source of loss to the sugar 
company to undertake to operate a mill with beets enough for only 
50 days, or at half capacity. Knowing the average yield of beets per 
acre in a given locality, it is comparatively simple to determine ap- 
proximately the number of acres that will be required to produce a 
satisfactory run under normal conditions. Furthermore, it is im- 
portant that the sugar company shall have a written agreement or 
contract setting forth the time of delivery of the beets. Beet roots 
must be delivered in sufficient quantity to supply the mill from day 
to day. It is very expensive to close a mill and let it remain idle even 
for a few hours during the sugar-making period; hence, there must 
be some understanding with regard to the delivery of the beets. On 
the other hand, the beets must not be delivered too rapidly, since 
they might deteriorate in quality if stored too long, especially in 
certain localities or under certain climatie conditions where the 
spoiling of the beets before they could be put through the mill might 
be a matter of considerable magnitude. 

The growers require a contract because they must be insured a 
market for the beets at a fixed price. This is one of the few crops 
grown on a commercial scale in which the market price is known even 
before the seed is planted and for which there is no market of any 
importance except for sugar-making purposes. 
There are three general forms of contract so far as the price to be 

paid for beet roots is concerned, namely, the flat rate, the sliding 
scale, and the profit-sharing plan. This feature of the contract 
relating to the price of beets differs with different companies and in 
different localities. 

Flat rate—tThe flat-rate contract fixes a definite price which the 
farmers are to receive for the beets regardless of the quality of the 
roots. It is usually stipulated in the contract that the roots must 
possess a specified sugar content and purity in order to be accepted, 
but in all of the beet-growing areas there is no record that any 
sound beets have been rejected because of poor quality. The advan- 
tage in this clause in the contract lies in the fact that the fields that 
are not testing as high in sugar and purity as is required by the 
contract can be held until a later date before harvesting. Usually 

the sugar content of the roots increases rapidly in the fall, so that 
a delay of a few days at or near harvesting time frequently means 
a decided increase in the sugar content and an improvement in the 
purity of the roots. The flat rate is the price per ton for the clean 
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and properly topped roots. It differs in different localities and 
recently has been increased, owing to the high price of sugar. 

Sliding scale——The second form of contract so far as the price of 
the beet roots is concerned is the so-called sliding scale. The other 
features in the contract, aside from the price to be paid for the 
beets, are usually the same as in the flat-rate contract. The sliding 
scale of beet prices is based either upon the percentage of sugar in. 
the beet or upon the market price of sugar at a given time and place, 
or it is based upon a combination of the sugar in the beet and the 
price of sugar. In those contracts in which the scale of prices for 
beets depends upon the sugar content of the beet root there is a 
minimum price per ton for a beet of a given quality and an in- 
creased price per ton for each per cent or fraction of a per cent of 
sugar in the beet above the minimum. The minimum price and the 
minimum quality of the root agreed upon differ in different locali- 
ties, but are definitely stated in the contract. The rate of increase 
also varies in different localities; for example, one sugar company 
may agree to pay a minimum price of $4.50 per ton for beets testing 
12 per cent sugar, while another company may agree to pay a mini- 
mum price of $5 per ton for a minimum of 14 per cent sugar content. 
They may also agree to increase the price 25 cents or 334 cents per 
ton for each per cent of sugar above the minimum. 
The price scale for beets, based upon the market price of sugar, 

was in use in several localities for the first time in 1917. In these 
contracts the price of sugar at a given time and for a definite, stated 
period is taken as the basis. If the price of sugar at the place and 
for the time specified is $6 per hundred, for example, the price paid 
for the beets will be $6 per ton or $7 per ton, as may be agreed upon 
and specified in the contract. Usually a minimum price to be paid 
for the roots is stated in the contract. This would seem to be an 
equitable arrangement, since the greatest profit to the grower and 
to the sugar company would result when the price of sugar is high, 
and both would share the smaller profit or the loss when the price of 
sugar is low. | ! 

Profit sharing.—In the profit-sharing contract the grower is guar- 
anteed a fixed minimum price for beets, the sugar companies to accept 
a minimum price for sugar, which presumably will give the grower 
and the sugar company approximately the same profit per ton of 
beets. It is further agreed that all profits in excess of the amounts 
above mentioned shall be divided equally between the grower and 
the sugar company. In areas where this contract is offered the 
grower, a flat-rate contract is available, if desired. 
Tare.—One of the important factors in handling beets is that of 

tare, and it forms an important clause in the contract. Tare con- 
sists of two distinct parts, one of which is the dirt which clings to the 
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beet roots when delivered and the other is the part of the crown that 
is sometimes left on the beet when the beet is topped. Tare is 
obtained by taking a sample from a load of beets and weighing it 
carefully. The dirt is then removed from this sample, usually by 
means of a stiff brush, and the beets, if. not properly topped, are 
correctly topped and the cleaned topped roots again weighed. The 
difference between the original weight of the sample and the clean, 
properly topped beets is the tare. This is usually reduced to a per- 
centage, and the entire load is tared on the basis of the sample tared. 
Most sugar-beet tare houses are provided with scales that give a 
direct reading of the percentage of tare for each sample as it is 
weighed. | 

AREA COMPETITION. 

' The competition between adjacent beet areas may or may not be 
of advantage to the beet-sugar industry, as a whole, and consequently 
may or may not be beneficial to beet growers residing within those 
areas. If the acreage in a given area is sufficient to support two 
mills, for example, the competition in securing acreage for each of 
these mills may, if properly handled, stimulate the development of 
the industry in that area. If, on the other hand, a sugar mill is 
established in a given area having a limited sugar-beet acreage, due 
regard being had for proper crop rotation, and a second mill is built 
in the same area the results may be disastrous to both of the mills 
and may result in retarding or preventing the development of the 
beet-sugar industry in that locality. 

In all lines of business, competition is desirable under certain con- 
ditions, but in the beet-sugar industry a certain acreage of beets is 
necessary in order to enable a sugar mill to operate on a profitable 
basis. If a competing mill draws upon the beet acreage in a given 
locality to such an extent that the raw material is not sufficient to 
provide a satisfactory and profitable run for either of the mills, one 
or both of them must necessarily suspend operations. This result 
must lead to disappointment and financial loss on the part of those 
who have invested in the mills, and it deprives the growers of the 
benefits of sugar-beet production, inasmuch as the closing of the 
mills must necessarily leave the growers without a market for their 

product. 
Sugar-beet producing areas may sometimes be extended by bring- 

ing in lands not previously under cultivation, by the development or 
extension of suitable means of irrigation, or by instituting or extend- 
ing a suitable drainage system which will reclaim lands not now 
under cultivation. In this manner areas that are now capable of 
“supplying but one mill with raw material may eventually be made 
to supply two or more mills. In all cases the necessary acreage for 
the maintenance of a mill should be in sight, without injury to exist- 
ing mills or to local growers, before any money is expended in the 
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erection of a mill. If this point is kept in mind, some of the financial 
losses and disappointments which investors have experienced in the 
past will be avoided. . 

SUGAR-BEET SEED. : 

One of the most important factors influencing beet-sugar produc- 
tion is that of seed. Not only must there be an adequate supply of 
seed to plant the necessary acreage for each sugar factory, but the 
seed must be of high grade, that is, it must be capable of germinating 
so that a good stand will be produced, and it must be capable of pro- 
ducing beets of satisfactory yield and quality. The present varieties 
of sugar-beet seed are apparently very much mixed, as indicated by 
commercial fields in all parts of the beet area. . Efforts are being 
made at each of the beet-seed stations of the Office of Sugar-Plant — 
Investigations to produce distinct strains of high quality for selection 
and planting. In connection with this work we are endeavoring to © 
increase the yield and quality of the seed and to meet the present 
emergency by increasing the acreage of beet seed. 
Imported seed.—Until within the last four years practically all 

sugar-beet seed planted in the United States was imported from 
Europe. This imported seed consisted of more than 20 so-called 
varieties, many of these varieties being simply strains bearing the ~ 
name of the growers or the locality where the seed was produced. 
There appears to be but little difference in results between the varie-— 
ties imported. More seems to depend upon soil and climatic condi- © 
tions and the cultural methods used in growing the crop than upon 
the particular variety of seed used. Under present conditions Russia, | 
is the only foreign country from which beet seed in quantity may be 
obtained, and considerable difficulty is experienced in getting suf-— 
ficient seed from that source. } 
Home-grown seed.—In recent years efforts have been made to 

produce American strains of sugar-beet seed and to produce them in — 
commercial quantities in this country. In 1917 about 5,000 acres of 
beet seed were grown, yielding about 55,000 sacks of oo while a 
still larger crop of American-grown seed is in prospect for1918. This — 
supply of home-grown seed will do little more than care for the in- 
creased number of new sugar-beet areas that have developed during — 
the last two years. Even with an increased home production, we 
must continue to look to foreign countries for a considerable part of | 
our beet-seed supply. The importations, therefore, must continue to 
amount to more than 100,000 sacks, of 110 pounds each, if our pres- 
ent acreage of beets is maintained. In order to make our beet-sugar 
industry safe we should produce annually from 16,000 to 20,000 acres _ 
of seed to supply our present mills. This acreage of seed must neces-_ 
sarily be increased from year to year in order to care for its expan-_ 
sion if the American beet-sugar industry is to be made safe and 
permanent. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

From the fact that the experience and methods of the European 

countries have been worked out and are at present practiced under 
an entirely different set of conditions, forestry in America is con- 
fronted with the necessity of formulating its own fundamentals as 
regards forest organization, working plan, and general silvicultural 
procedure in the virgin forests of the Northwest. Since a large 
number of the basic principles of an ideal forest organization depend 
upon a proper understanding and appreciation’ of the progress of 
decay in the forest and the general deterioration of the stand and of 
individual trees, the problem is largely one of a pathological nature. 
The need of reliable figures from which an adequate conception of 
the loss to the forest through the death and disease of individual 

trees or stands and through various other causes instrumental in 
reducing the maximum annual increment is self-evident when any 
attempt is made to establish a rotation or cutting age for any one 
species. It is necessary also to concentrate the collection of these 
data upon a single tree species or upon a single type in order to secure 
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figures which can be applied to the practical operations of forestry. 
Meinecke,' in a recent paper on this subject, has clearly expressed 
the need of concentrated work upon single tree species, with a special 
aim to secure accurate data adaptable to practical use. In order to 
make a beginning in supplying the fundamental knowledge for a 
solution of some of the more vital problems bearing on the regula- 
tion of the forest with regard to the peculiarities and activities of 
the more economic fungi, a series of detailed studies has been in- 
stituted, beginning with the western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla). 
In the present study, an attempt has been made to secure for two 
principal types of the typical stand all available data bearing on the 
relationship of decay to the many factors concerned in its inception, 
development, and spread, and to determine, if possible, which of the 
factors concerned in the life history of western hemlock has the 
ereatest influence in the development or retardation of decay. | 

PRESENT STATUS OF WESTERN HEMLOCK IN THE TRADES. 

The regulation of hemlock in the northwestern forests is probably 
one of the most difficult silvicultural problems with which foresters 
have to deal. Not only has this species for many years in some 
parts of the West been considered little more than a ‘“weed”’ in the 
forest, to be removed in as expedient and thorough a manner as 
possible, but a widespread prejudice on the part of the lumber trade 
has kept the products of western hemlock much in the background. 

The common occurrence of heart-rot, the susceptibility to fire and 
frost, etc., have also led to a much advanced theory of a general 
decadence of this really valuable species. Western hemlock can not 
be considered in any sense a decadent tree, as is evidenced by its 
splendid height and diameter growth in localities where it reaches its 
best development. There are approximately 90,000,000,000 feet board 
measure of western hemlock in the United States and Alaska, and 
most of this is found in Washington and Oregon.’ Only recently 
have the millmen placed hemlock upon the market under its rightful 
name. In 1908, 90,000,000 feet of western hemlock were reported. 
cut, and this increased to 248,000,000 feet m 1910.2 The rapid 
increase in cut tends to show that the true value of western hemlock 
is hereafter to be recognized and that the prejudice against its name 
is gradually disappearing. 

Several mill owners with whom the subject of the soundness and 
durability of hemlock lumber has been discussed state that too fre- 
quently the lumber decays rapidly after being sawed. This is not 

1 Meinecke, E. P. Forest pathology in forest regulation. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 275, 62 p. 1916, 

* Hanzlik, E. J., and Oakleaf, H. B. Western hemlock; its forest characteristics, properties, and uses. 

In Timberman, v. 15, no. 12, p. 25. 1914. 
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due to a poor physical quality of the wood, but usually arises from 
the fact that great difficulty is experienced in determining the actual 
extent of the advance decay from the more evident heart-rot when 
the trees are bucked and scaled in the woods. Some of the logs go 
to the mills to all appearances sound, but in reality with a part of 
the log in the incipient stages of decay.. Consequently, when the 
log is sawed into boards they check or completely fall into a dry 
crumbly decay when exposed to drymg conditions for any con- 
siderable length of time. Such conditions cause a discrimination 
against western hemlock by those who have witnessed this deteriora- 
tion after sawing. A better understanding of the real causes under- 
lying this result and a true conception of the usefulness of hemlock 
wood will aid greatly in removing such objections as the trades now 
hold against lumber sawed from this species of tree. 

ECHINODONTIUM TINCTORIUM. 

THE FUNGUS AND ITS HOSTS. 

With few exceptions, as will be shown, Hehinodontium tinctorvum 

E. and E. (figs. 1 and 2) is the cause of practically ali the heart-rot so 
widely prevalent in hemlock throughout the Northwest. Being the 
only hydnaceous fungus of its kind and the only member of its genus, 
something of its history should be given. The fungus was ticst 
described as Fomes tinctorium by J. B. Ellis from the original speci- 
mens collected in Alaska by J. G. Swan. The teeth were broken 
from these specimens, and Ellis mistook the pits or scars for pores 
and called it a Fomes.t The fungus was next collected at Jansville, 
Idaho, by C. V. Piper, who sent it to Lloyd. Lloyd published it as 
Hydnum tinctorvwm. In a letter to the senior writer, Lloyd states 
that Ellis suggested that the fungus might well be the type of a new 
genus and should be called Hchinodontium tinctoriwm. Lloyd used 
this name in his article and it was the first time the name was 
employed. In 1900, Hennings, of the University of Berlin, received 
some small specimens from Japan. Ignorant of the work of Ellis 
and Lloyd, he published the fungus as representing a new genus, 
callng it Hydnofomes tsugicola* The name Echinodontium first 
published by Lloyd has become so thoroughly established in forestry 
circles that any attempt to depose priority and use any other names, 
which in some respects are far more applicable, for instance, Hydno- 
fomes, would lead to some confusion in the ranks of practical foresters; 
hence the name given by Ellis and Lloyd will be used. 

1 Bilis, J. B: New fungi, mostly Uredinew and Ustilagineze from various localities, and a new Fomes 

from Alaska. Jn Bul. Torrey Bot. Club, v. 22, no. 8, p. 362. 1895. 

2 Lloyd, C. G. Mycological notes, no. 1, p. 2-3. 1898. : 

3 Hennings, Paul. Fungijaponici. In Bot. Jahrb. [Engler], Bd, 28, Heft 2, p. 268. 1900. 
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The chief gross character by which the fruiting organ of the fungus 
may readily be recognized is a hymenium consisting of numerous 
firm, thick, sharp-pointed teeth of a light-brown color (figs. 1 and 2). 
The upper surface is almost black in old specimens (figs. 3 and 4), 
usually of a lighter color when young, and concentrically zoned, 
each zone representing a year’s growth. In a growing condition the 
outer zone is white or brown, context solid, and of a Mars-orange 
to orange-rufous color.!’ The minute characters of the fruiting organ 
are: Spores hyaline, broadly ellipsoid, 4 by 6 u, teeth covered with 
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Fic. 1.—Sporophore of Echinodontium tinctorium on hemlock. Bottom view, showing fresh hymenium 

or spore-producing surface. 

short colorless sete or microscopic spines. The hymenium of the 
young growing fungus is by no means toothed in the beginning 
but is typically dedaloid, a character often misleading to the unin- 
itiated when the interior has not been examined. 

On account of its tinctorial property, the powdered fungus mixed 
with tar or oil is used by the Indians as a war paint. The fungus 
is likewise employed by the Indians of Alaska for medicinal purposes 
and as a dye. For the latter reason it has received the common 
name of Indian-paint fungus. Since an oily alkaloid has been 
detected by the analysis of the fungus, there is a possibility of its 

1 Ridgway, Robert. Color Standards and Color Nomenclature, pl. 2. Washington, D. C., 1912. 
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possessing therapeutic properties of some value. Tannin has been 
found in considerable quantities in the fungus. 

From specimens preserved in the Laboratory of Forest Pathology 
at Missoula, Mont., the host range of Echinodontium tinctorium 
is as follows: Tsuga heterophylla, T. mertensiana, Ales grandis, 
A. concolor, A. lasiocarpa, 
A. nobilis, A. magnifica, 
and A. amabilis. ‘The 
fungus has not been re- 
ported on A. venusta. 
Its occurrence on A. 
arizonica is reported by 
Hedgeock.!' Inthe very 
rarest of cases EH. tinc- 
torium occurs on Picea 
engelmanni and Pseudo- 
tsuga taxifolia. The fun- 
gus rarely occurs on any 
but its common hosts 
and is only of economic 
importance in the con- 
sideration of problems 
relating to. the genera 
Abies and Tsuga. The 
specimens which reached 
Berlin from Japan grew 
on Tsuga dwersifolia. as 

< 

he 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION. 

In view of the fact that 
many of the more serious 
wood-destroying fungi 
are distributed over the Fig. 2.—Echinodontium tinctorium growing out of a blaze, 

world, it is interesting to ' which was the source of infection. Note the spines on the 

i fungus. 

note that the geographic 
range of Hchinodontium tinctorium is limited. Except the speci- 
mens from Japan, it has not been found outside of western North 
America. To judge by specimens on hand in the Laboratory of 
the Office of Investigations in Forest Pathology of the Bureau of 
Plant Industry and as reported by others, the range of this fungus 
in North America extends from Alaska to northern Mexico and as 
far eastward as the limits of the range of grand fir and hemlock on the 
western slopes of the Continental Divide in Canada and Montana. 

1 Hedgcock, G. G. Notes on some diseases of trees in our National Forests. In Phytopathology, 

vy. 2,n0. 2, p.78. 1912. 
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The fungus is most abundant and of greatest consequence in western 
Montana, Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and British Columbia. 

THE DISEASE CAUSED BY ECHINODONTIUM TINCTORIUM. 

OUTWARD SIGNS OF THE DISEASE. 

To be able to recognize or discriminate between the more dangerous 
and less harmful diseases should be a part of the everyday knowledge 
of the forest officer in charge of the marking. The following state- 
ments will be of some value in this respect. 

The decay-producing fungus proper is the mycelium in the wood, 
not the ‘‘conk” (fig. 5) without. The appearance of a fruiting body 

Fic. 3.—Sporophore of Echinodontium tinctorium, showing upper surface. 

is in most cases an index of the intensive development of the fungus, 
at least within a certain volume of the tree infected. It means that 
a good part of the food materials of the heartwood at that poimt 
are exhausted. A single average-sized sporophore situated on the 
first 16 feet of the trunk for all practical purposes may be taken to in- 
dicate an unmerchantable condition of the heartwood of all points 
below and into the next 16-foot log above the first. A sporophore 
situated well up on the trunk may be taken to indicate undesirable 
material throughout the main part of the tree. Little need be said 
concerning the presence of more than one sporophore. It will be 
observed that the largest usually has smaller ones above and below it. 
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This generally indicates that the largest sporophore marks the area 
of greatest decay and that the decay has traveled both ways. In any 
case, trees bearing more than one sporophore situated some distance 
from each other are not merchantable and should be cut down and 
burned or fire-girdled. 

The presence of sporophores on the tree is an indication of a fairly 
advanced stage of decay throughout a good portion of the tree. On 
the other hand, the absence of sporophores does not always indicate 
soundness. A few cases may occur where the tree is so old in decay 
that the sporophores have died and fallen away. The discoloration 
of the bark at the point of attachment or the hole left by the rotting 

Fie. 4—An old sporophore of Echinodontiwm tinctorium on hemlock. Top view, showing the zonation 

and the relation to intensive decay. Ey 

branch may readily be noted.. The old sporophores, which have a 
remarkable resistance to decay, may be observed on the ground at 
the base of the tree. Pounding on the tree is a fairly accurate 
method of determining soundness, down to a particular stage of rot. 
In doubtful cases, remarkably accurate results may be obtained by 
pressing the ear firmly agamst the tree while pounding. Previous 
to this, the bark should be removed over a small area in order to 
secure an uncushioned sounding point. 

Probably the most practical method for the average marking officer, 
in the absence of visible defects, is the presence of red color a half ce 
or so within the dead branch stubs. This reddish coloration of the 
rot LE. tinctorium is an index of an advanced stage, and its appearance 
so far out on the dead branch as to be detected by merely breaking 
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off the branch is a sure sign of the typical rot within. The red color 
may not show at the base of every branch, in which case several may 
be examined. If the red color does not show after the knot has been 
opened with the corner of an ax, the branch may still show a yeliow- 
ish dry-rot or the usual flinty consistency of a naturally pruned 
branch has given way to a loosened condition of its annual rings. 
This may be taken to indicate an initial stage of the rot only at ie 
point, however, for the heartwood of the tree may be entirely decayed, 
due to the fungus having entered at another point. Knocking off 

Fie. 5.—Sale area after logging (private logging operations), showing defective hemlocks left standing, a 

waste of valuable material and a menace to the surrounding forest. Note the ‘‘conks”’ on the trunks. 

a few dead branches with an ax does not require much time and is a 
very good method to use in such a case. 

In general, individual trees growing under suppressed conditions 
or a type developing in a close stand can be expected to disclose a 
Jarge amount of decay, especially when growing on moist river- 
bottom sites. The slope type of stand must be judged more care- 
fully, and it is often the case that in vigorous stands an infected tree 
will yield the first two logs sound while the upper portion of the trunk 
will be in the last stages of decay. Under such conditions sounding 
by blows will not be found practicable, but the presence high on the 
trunk of many branch stubs, dead branches, and sporophores will 
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always indicate the true condition. Moist sites of various slopes 
and exposures are generally found to produce a greater development 
of decay, and invariably the older trees in such stands are badly 
infected. This is indicated by the data secured from lumbermen 
given in the pages that follow. The early formation of branch stubs 
through the premature dying of the lower crown due to overshad- 
ing can always be depended upon as an indication of existing decay, 
and it will usually be found that the center of infection is located in 
that portion of the trunk bearing the largest number of dead branches 
or branch stubs. The presence of many branch stubs, the presence of 
branch stubs show- 
ing unmistakable rot 

-colorations, the ap- 
pearance and num- 
ber of sporophores, 
many injuries (in- 
cluding frost cracks), 
old age, and unmis- 
takable signs of re- 
duced vigor are all 
very reliable indica- 
tions upon which a 
marking officer may 
learn to base his judg- 
ment for the deter- 
mination of decay in 
western hemlock. 

GENERAL CHARACTERIS- 
TICS OF THE ROT. 

The spores of. 
, Fig. 6.—Cross section of a young hemlock, showing heart-rot at a 

Echinodontium § tinc- whorl ofbranch stubs. In this case there are five dead branch stubs, 

torium upon germi- all of which were possible agencies in conveying the disease into 

the heartwood. 
nation penetrate the 
host mainly through the dead broken branches or branch stubs 
(figs. 6 and 7). This has been confirmed by the data taken in the 
study of the relation of injuries to decay. A few infections are trace- 
able to fire and logging scars, frost cracks, or other injuries. In a 
few instances, on areas other than those upon which data were 
secured, it has been found that the burls on hemlock caused by 
Razoumofskya tsugensis were points of infection. 

The hyphz on germinating follow the central nonresinous heart- 
wood zone of the branch stubs and continue inward to the main 
heartwood of the tree (fig. 8), spreading more or less uniformly up 
and down the trunk from the point of infection. The decay is char- 
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acterized in hemlock and grand fir by its uniformity in occupying 
the heartwood (figs. 4 and 8). In alpine fir the rot in cross section 

takes on a somewhat stellar development, due principally to the 
concentration of the hyphe along-certain of the medullary rays. 

In badly decayed living trees it is invariably the case that the rot 
not only occupies the entire heartwood of the trunk but the heartwood 
of the branches as well (fig. 9), extending in some of the larger ones 
a distance of several feet, causing the formation of sporophores at 
some distance from the trunk. 

The advance rot of Echinodontium tinctorium is very difficult of 
detection and unless accompanied by small brownish discolorations 

or by reddish or 
brownishstreaks can 
not be detected with- 
out a very close ex- 

- amination. In the 
early stages of the 
decay the wood as- 
sumes a faint yel- 
lowish, spongy tex- 
ture. Sometimes this 
stage is intensified 
by the presence of 
small, hardly dis- 
cernible brownish 
areas, whichlater de- 
velop into the typi- 
calrot. The exten- 
sion of the advance 

Fic. 7.—Section of hemlock, showing a branch stub as a meansoffirst . rot beyond the typi- 
infection of heart-rot. The decay has commenced spreading into : 

the heartwood from the end of the branch tissue. cal rot can gr eatly 

according to the con- 
ditions. Some accurate data are at hand to determine the average 
height of the advance rot beyond the typical rot. Such data will 
be found very useful to scalers in determining the amount of cull to 
deduct from the gross scale in order to cut out all the advance rot 
which might later develop into the crumbly decay complained of by 
dealers in hemlock lumber. Meinecke? states that in the white fir 
(Abies concolor) of this region the advance rot produced by EL. tinctorvum 
extends about 2 to 6 feet beyond the typical rot. From the data 
collected on more than 200 hemlocks of all ages and sizes an exten- 
sion of 1 to 5 feet has been found to be general. A single figure 

1 Weir, J. R. Destructive effects of Trametes piniand Echinodontium tinctorum. Jn Phytopathol- 

ogy, V. 3, no. 2, p. 142. 1913. 

2 Meinecke, E. P. Forest-tree diseases common in California and Nevada, p. 52. 1914. Published by 

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 
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can not be used to express this relation, since it varies with all the 
factors influencing the progress of the decay. As a rule, it would 
be safe to add to the linear estimate of the cull 14 feet beyond the last 
recognizable punky area or area showing the slightest yellowish dis- 
coloration. The typical rot (figs. 4, 8, and 9) is readily recognizable 
and has a characteristic reddish brown to brownish yellow color, 
often spotted with areas of a more vivid rust color and occasionally 
showing streaks or lines of a dark red to reddish brown hue. Its 
texture is very pronounced and this, combined with its color, forms 
the basis for the scaler’s common name for the defect ‘‘stringy 
brown-rot.” In the last stages of decay the heartwood is entirely 
disorganized, giving place to large cavities in the butt logs and some- 
times in the logs above. The stringy nature of the rot can be readily 
seen in this stage and also in-the ends of logs badly but not hollow 

Fig. 8.—Longitudinal section ofan old sporophore of Echinodontium tinctortwm on hemlock, showing its 

ueiaintoa to branch stubs. 

rotted, especially 1 in the grass- -stublile effect (figs. 4 and 10) produced 
by the sawing. The brick-red color of the sporophores is often found 
distributed through the typical rot and in the branch stubs in the 
final stages of decay. 

AREAS STUDIED AND FIELD METHODS USED. 

The areas selected for study lie in the drainage basin of the Priest 
River in Idaho. Throughout this region western hemlock is rather 
evenly distributed, extending downward from the subalpine zone 
into the upper limits of the yellow-pine zone. The species attains 
its best development on damp north slopes and is found greatly 
suppressed when growing as an understory in the dense bottom 

stands. 
One of the factors promoting the development of forest-tree fungi 

of the region is the high annual precipitation. The dry periods of 
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the year are comparatively short, so that the sporophores of peren- 
nial fungi may never at any time be entirely dried out. During the 
late fall, extending into December and coincident with the formation 
of new fruiting surfaces of the Indian-paint fungus, rain falls almost 
constantly. The average annual precipitation is between 20 and 30 
inches, increasing rapidly with elevation, reaching a maximum of 
more than 40 inches in the higher slopes. 

In the spring of 1915 investigations were begun on the river- 
bottom and slope sites of the Priest River valley in Idaho. The 
general altitude of the region is about 2,450 to 2,500 feet. The 

meanderings of the Priest River in former times created a number of 

Fic. 9.—Cross sections ofa hemlock branch in which heart-rot extended 10 feet out from the trunk, showing 

how the larger branches may be affected. 

swamps and bayous, which are filled with water during the greater 
part of the year. The interlying areas are poorly drained. 

The whole region is one of dense forests, composed of western white 
pine (Pinus monticola), western red cedar (Thuja plicata), western 
larch (Larix occidentalis), Engelmann spruce (Picea engelmanni), 
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga taxifolia), western hemlock (Tsuga hetero- 
phylla), grand fir (Abies grandis), western yew (Taxus brevifolia), 

western birch (Betula occidentalis), and cottonwood (Populus tricho- 

carpa). 
The soil is a moist sandy loam, with much alluvial material and 

not well drained on the river-bottom sites. There is a great depth 
of humus, litter, and needles. On the above-described site, ten 
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separate plats were laid out, comprising 5.7 acres. The river-bottom 
and slope types were first selected for investigation, for the reason 
that at these elevations and under the existing conditions grand 
fir and hemlock are heavily diseased. The plats represented a 
variety of age classes, mixtures, and successions. 

The investigations on grand fir and hemlock were carried out 
simultaneously, but the data on the former are reserved for a future 
report. The influences of site and elevation on the distribution and 
amount of decay were considered, and the data were consequently 
divided according to the two sites indicated. In order to get the 
percentage of rot of hemlock and grand fir, a clean cut of these species 

Fig. 10.—Section through a trunk of hemlock, with an old sporophore attached. The stringy nature of 
the heart-rot and the grass-stubble effect due to sawing are both characteristic. 

was made. The trees were bucked in such lengths (16 feet and 
shorter) as to determine the transverse and longitudinal extent of 
the decay; also the point at which the decay was greatest. That 
section of the trunk containing the upper extension of the decay was 
fully dissected, in order to determine the exact upper limit. The 
diameter of the rot at each log end was measured and recorded. 
The rot in each tree was measured in detail. A full analysis of the 
stump was also made. A uniform stump height of 18 inches was 
maintained throughout. The age of the tree was determined at this 
point, and four years added to the age at the stump, giving the 

entire age.! Before the trees were felled, full notes on the external 

1 This average age at stump was secured by taking data on a number of seedling hemlocks in the same 

stand and determining the age corresponding to the stump height of the felled trees. 
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appearance relative to environment, etc., were recorded. Each 

tree was designated by a number. Altogether, 201 trees of western 
hemlock were cut on the ten areas, and about an equal number of 
grand fir. The hemlocks considered in this study are numbered from 
1 to 201. No selection of trees was practiced, but all trees on the 
areas laid out were cut. 

Aside from a few cases of secondary decay, the cause of which 
could not be definitely determined from a chemical and anatomical 
study of the rot alone, the occurrence on hemlock of the more common 
fungi of the associated species was practically nil. In a few cases 
the rot of Trametes pint and Polyporus schweinitzii was found in 
hemlock, but since the merchantable parts of the same trees were 
wholly decayed by Echinodontium tinctorium, all decay of the species 
on the areas is attributed to the latter. This is equivalent to saying 
that practically 100 per cent of all cases of decay in living hemlock 
were due to #. tinctorium. This is by no means an unusual condition 
for the region. In fact, the finding of any other fungus working as a 
first agent of decay in hemlock is a rarity. 

METHODS USED IN PRESENTING DATA. 

The methods used in preparing the data for presentation and com- 
parison are the result of an attempt at standardizing such factors 
as, in ordinary field observations, are usually determined by an 
ocular method not involving exact measurements. Any attempt at 
standardization of such factors as are included under ‘‘Seriousness of 
injury,” ‘‘Degree of vigor,” or ‘‘Crown rating” is bound to meet with 
difficulties. So long as the same standard is used consistently 
throughout the work, a slight amount of arbitrary standardization 
will not in the least reduce the value of the results. 

The total volume of the tree, less the stump, inside of the bark was 
first secured in cubic feet by means of the paraboloid formula,' 
V=(BH~+2), and the table of basal areas.2, The diameter (inside of 
the bark) at the stump was used to secure the above figure. The 
total volume of rot in the tree, less the stump, was secured in cubic 
feet by a similar method. As an experiment to determine the shape 
of the rot column, the outlines of the rot column of several infected 
hemlocks were mlottee on coordinate paper. It was found that 
these rot outlines conformed closely to the general outlines of the 
trees. It was also found that the formula used to secure the volume 

of rot more nearly included all the rot found within the trunk than 
did the Smalian method. ‘The dissection of the trees and the plotting 
of a few of them on coordinate paper showed that the formula as 

1 Graves, H.S. Forest Mensuration, ed. 1, p. 88. New York, London, 1906. 

2Graves,H.S. Op. cit., p. 430. 
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here used allowed for such rot as was to be found outside of a straight 
line drawn from points on the rot sections appearing at both ends of 
the logs and such rot as was found extending outward from the heart- 
wood along the branch whorls. The advance rot is included in the 
total rot in every case. The rot percentage was secured from the 
two given volumes. 

The basis for classifymg the seriousness of injury is given as follows: 

0 = No injuries. 

x = 1 to 4 branch stubs, no frost cracks, and very few miscellaneous injuries 

(less than 2). 

xx = 5 to 9 branch stubs, one frost crack, and a superficial blaze, logging scar, 

or other slight injury. 

xxx = 10 to 15 branch stubs, not more than 2 frost cracks, deep blazes, logging 

sears or fire scars, and slight lightning injury. 

Xxxx = 15 or more branch stubs, more than 2 frost cracks, and heavy injuries 

(injured and broken top, severe lightning, and other injuries). 

The grouping of trees according to the crown class has, in general 
forestry practice, been almost entirely done by ocular estimate. In 
the present study the four gradations of the crown class were taken 
from Forest Service Bulletin 611 and were used with the crown size 
in composing the standard for crown rating. The actual size of the 
crown and the crown class are used to determine this rating. The 
crown sizes in square feet (length by width of crown) for each age 
class are grouped together, the largest and smallest sizes compose the 
extremes of the large and the very smali crown divisions, respectively, 
the remainder ranging in order of size between these two. The 
eroup is then divided into four equal classes: Large, average, small, 
and very small. The individual trees are then given their respective 
crown rating according to the following outline: 

(1) Crown size, large. (Crown class 1.) 
(2) Crown size, average. (Crown class 2.) 
(3) Crown size, small or one sided. (Crown class 3.) 
(4) Crown size, very small. (Crown class 4.) 

The vigor of a tree is indicated by the size and condition of its 
crown and by the favorableness or unfavorableness of the position it 
occupies, as well as by the narrowness of the sap zone and the fineness 
of its annual rings. The injuries which the tree receives during the 
course of its development also play an important part in influencing 
its vigor. ‘The rating for vigor has therefore been based upon the 
following three factors, in the order of their importance: (1) Width 
of average ring in sap, (2) crown rating, and (3) the degree of injury. 
This rating for vigor at least comes nearer registering the true condi- 
tion than a mere ocular estimate. The fixing of the standard or 
average width (as in 00 where the width is 0.12 to 0.19 inches) was 

1 Terms used in forestry and logging. U.S. Dept. Agr., Bur. Forestry Bul. 61,53 p. 1905. 
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secured from a careful checking of all the data and from the table 
by Hanzlik and Oakleaf ! giving the average annual diameter growth 
for western hemlock as obtained under average conditions in western 
Washington. 

Rating of Vigor. 

o=Thrifty.—Width of average ring in sap 0.20 inches and up; 1 in crown 

rating; classed as 0 or x under degree of injury. 

oo=Fair.—Width of average ring in sap 0.12 to 0.19 inches; 2 in crown 

rating; classed as x or xx under degree of injury. 

ooo=Poor.—Width of average ring in sap 0.04 to 0.11 inches; 3 in crown 

rating; classed as xx or xxx under degree of injury. ; 

oooo=Low.—Width of average ring in sap 0.03 inches and less; 4 in crown 

rating; classed as xxx or Xxxx under degree of injury. 

Other methods specially adapted to develop certain data will be 
found explained under the headings which follow. 

The size of the average ring in the sap is the most important 
factor in the vigor determinations. The injury ratings (as a or xz) 
in the oo vigor class are intended to give a certain leeway in so far as 
the injuries found on the trees are concerned. Many trees have an x 
rating for injury, yet the vigor as indicated by crown size and by 
width of average ring in sap indicates a thrifty tree. A similar 
leeway is given the other vigor classes. 

INFECTION AGE. 

In studying the life history of a particular type, such as the river- 
bottom type of western hemlock, it becomes evident in the course 
of the work that certain age classes within that type represent a 
definite stage in the development of decay. This has been brought | 
out by Meinecke ? in his work on white fir (Abies concolor). The 

factors governing the entrance and development of a fungus in its 
host tend to determine a certain average age which indicates the age 
of first infection, an age at which the stand is most liable to first 
infection by the fungus and below which the infection rarely occurs. 

Judging from Meinecke’s* discussion of the age of infection, he 
defines it as the age at which ‘‘infection rarely leads to more than 
negligible decay unless the tree is handicapped by quite unusually 
severe conditions.’ An attempt has here been made more accu- 
rately to define this average age. The youngest trees only were 
used and of these only those which were infected. This age is briefly 
outlined as the average age of the youngest trees open to first 
infection by the fungus. 

1 Hanzlik, E. J., and Oakleaf, H. B. Western hemlock; its forest characteristics, properties, and uses. 

In Timberman, v. 15, no. 12, 1914, p. 25-33, tab. 3. 

2 Meinecke, E. P. Forest pathology in forest regulation. U.S. Dept. Agr. Bul. 275, p. 47-48. 1916. 

3 Meinecke, E. P. Op. cit., p. 48. 
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Table I represents all the trees of the 41 to 62 age class, inclusive, 
taken from plats classed in the river-bottom and southwestern-slope 
types. The 15 and 9 youngest trees of each site (river bottom and 
southwestern slope), respectively, were used to secure an average age 
representing the infection age. This age for each tree was secured 
by means of the formula, A,=A—(V~+V,), where A, equals age 
of first infection, A equals age of tree, V equals volume of rot of 
the tree, and V, “equals the average annual increase in rot volume 
for the age class in which the tree is included. This last figure is 
obtained from Table II. It was attempted to use the first 15 trees 
of the southwestern-slope type. This gave an infection age of 70 
years but included trees as old as 99 years, while the oldest tree 
of the river-bottom type was only 62 years. In using 9 trees, the 

oldest tree of the slope site is 75 years, giving a more equal 
comparison. 

TaBLe I Data relating to the infection age of heart-rot in western hemlock on plats of 
the rwer-bottom and southwestern-slope types. 

Approxi- | Probable | Number of 
Age. te Moles oH mate value age of infected 

: ‘ " for V+V1. | infection.! |trees(basis). 

River-bottom type: 2 Cubic feet. Years. Years. 
46 years... td 82 0. 07 2 44 
48 years. . 83 - 03 1 47 
54 years. : 84 . 06 2 52 
54 years. . 85 - 68 19 35 
55 years... . 86 .32 9 46 
55 years . 87 0 0 0 
53 WOR 46 oes es So ee ae dees See a eee 838 36 10 46 
GY) SYGRIES c.g 0 bas on ee Cds ae aes oe eee eenemene 89 27 8 49 13 
Gi) WEEE + Spee oe Rene cee Ore eee ene cere 90 .19 5 52 
GS \/GRLIS = Ay AS Bae BO eon SSE e AEA eee eee 91 44 13 45 
GO WEES. cade Skt ae ese oe Gen eE oe eee eee 92 (0) 0 0 
Gilby Cansei ee cesta ee eeeaseee ae 93 59 17 44 
OY WER 2 5 Sooo Soe Se EOE a AOE eer emer 94 1.11 32 30 
GP WGERIS 5.6 56 45 Se Reo EAE SOE SSeS eae Se ees 95 1.13 32 30 
@Y WGI Soo Gaon Bene See es tee eee eee 96 12 3 59 

ANSTO 5 Boba Boo Oe eee ene ER eee fence ial eee ll cht) or geese eee er 44.5 

Slope type: 3 
A Iay Cour Sereynye en nase So ceed Seal es OM toe Mar a 1 0 0 0 
Bf WORMS co Se Gapaeoe Sno e ene an ECE S Cass 2 -07 4 53 
GOR CASRN eccrine te eee AA Nee eect 2 3 0 (0) 0 
G2RV. CAT Stee rereterste tata acisersis oes sie jo teice ceteris 4 0 0 (0) 
G7) WEBI =. pe SB Gos E bbe Cea eon ee eee Een nn anee 5 0 0 0 4 
TAD) SERIES = os GIRS RS RN ae le a 6 3 7 9 61 
(23 GRU ob ADO ORD OBA OC EE OE SCE DEE oOo ee 7 - 51 26 46 
(OWES Shin SAS AOD Co ee nee tee 8 5 itil 6 69 
(ORV CALS ee alesis seis elslciovcte sclo o eee ie sees s 9 0 (0) 0 

AIGUENS 25 sas op ce ime bas Heat es Gee ene ROE ees. l\Sccech aoa eae eee BYe) sansa eeesocc 

1 Formula: Ai=A—(V+Vi). Vi=0.035. 
2 Site description.—River-bottom flat, very moist; soil not well drained; stand very dense. Almost 

- allindividuals ofthe tolerant species, such as western hemlock and grand fir, were overtopped or suppressed. 
3 Site description._Southwestern slope, partly flat; old-age class of a white-pine type in which the 

hemlock has become a climax species; soil fairly moist and well drained; stand not overcrowded. 

Table I shows that the average infection age for the river-bottom 

type is 44.5 years and for the southwestern-slope type 57.3 years. 
It thus appears from a comparison of the results shown in this table 

63424°—18—Bull. 7223 
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that the average infection age for the slope type is higher than that 
for the river-bottom type. This is undoubtedly due to the fact that 
the environmental factors in the river-bottom type are more favor- 
able to early attack by the fungus. Crowded stands, much shade 
and suppression, and a higher percentage of atmospheric and soil 
moisture all presumably contribute to the earlier infection in the 
stands situated along the river bottoms. 

It is to be understood that the figures as given in the tables that 
follow are not to be taken as absolute. The small numerical basis 
for some of the data, especially in Table I and part of Tables IT and 
III, and other sources of unavoidable error, make it plain that. the 
figures given are to be interpreted, as indicative of the true conditions 
and not as an absolute analysis. The general tendencies must first 
be ascertained and the methods for determining theni developed 
before absolute figures are presented. 

Taste IT.—Average annual increase in the volume of heart-rot in infected western hem- 
lock trees of the several age classes, on plats of the river-bottom and southwestern-slope 
types. 

Average volume of 
rot (cubic feet). 

Interval }_\-—___ uber 

Age class. eee ppc Annual cued 
= increase rees 

classes. /As capes between | (basis). 
age 

classes. 

River-bottom type: Years. Years. 
46 to 56 years ; LW eas ass 0.27 0 6 
57 to 62 years 60 8 -55 - 035 7 
63 to 70 years 66 6 82 - 045 32 
71 to 80 years 75 9 2.23 -16 39 
81 to 90 years 86 il 3. 62 «13 19 
OL to 102 Wears oes so ete en nee eee ea eee ee : 95 9 4.04 -05 7 
HOS TOG yy Cars oe ae ae oe ee ae eee 114 | 19 4.21 -O1 6 

All agetclasses). 2322 'S.cee ses ee eee eee ener ris a a eee eats ka [pdeoccses: 2.25 07 116 

Slope type: r 
DATO MOR CALS ape 2 alee teen see eee ee as 62pEEe eee eee el 4 Le 2 
TARO DY CTS oe om Se eee ee ee ee 74 10 -31 -02 2 
S050’ BO sy eats BOE eee. Senet nee eee ees 94 20 1.42 - 06 6 
LUO S20 VCRtS es eee ee pane ae 110 17 14.31 -81 6 
34 to 160 years...--- Sonceesace tats scccsseectes: 149 38 16. 89 07 9 

NOZ COUT OU VOARS een eee vie ee eee oe ele 172 23 19.16 -10 11 
184 to 200 yearbeen- omer ee eee ee ae 193 | 21 46. 62 seal 12 
PA pe pliie oa shee te 5 oe ooo Ser soe Jan esomee » 216 | - 23) 46.56 a.62 13 
ZB LONGUS FOALS sem ate Saya meials = On See tee at tae 254 38 73.43 s (al 12 

All age classes:.2 2-122 ssce Sess. ee eee eas | Bas ee 24.30 | - 46 | 73 

a Interpolated. 

RELATION OF DECAY TO SITE AND TO AGE. 

Western hemlock, which ranges in decay from 50 to 100 per cent 
of trees infected in some localities and quite generally so over large ~ 
areas where the species occurs in nearly pure stands, may be entirely 
free from its principal disease (heart-rot, caused by Hchinodontium 
tinctorium) in some regions. 

. 
‘ 

{ 
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In order to determine the distribution of Hchinodontium tinctorium 
and the extent of the damage produced by it as influenced by various 
environmental factors, a series of questions was prepared and sub- 
mitted to the timber and mill owners in all parts of the Northwest. 
In response to a total of 151 letters sent out, 44 replies dealing with 
hemlock were received. A certain number of the replies were con- 
fined to grand fir alone. The replies to the questions were prepared 
by experienced scalers and cruisers, to whom the writers desire to ex- 
press their thanks for the careful attention and willingness shown to 
further the progress of the investigation. In most cases the ‘ conks”’ 
(figs. 1, 2, 3, and 4) of the fungus chiefly responsible for the decay in 
hemlock for the region were sent by the recipients of the letters. In 
practically every instance the fungus was FE. tunctorvum. Many of the 
northwestern regions not covered by these letters were visited; hence. 
it was possible to gain a fairly accurate knowledge of the range and 
destructiveness of this disease along with the data on other phases of 
the study. Since the questions given out dealt with a variety of 
factors, the information thus obtained is submitted under the various 
sections of this paper covering the particular point under discussion. 
Four of the questions concerned the influence of site on the distribu- 
tion and prevalence of decay. 

The belief that conditions of soil, moisture, exposure, and altitude 

ereatly influence the distribution and prevalence and the amount of 
decay caused by a particular fungus in the forest is supported by the 
data thus obtained. Out of 44 different observations covering a 
ereat range of territory, including the entire economic range of the 
tree in the United States, only three observers report a uniform dis- 
tribution of decay in hemlock for all conditions. All other replies 
indicate great differences in the amount of heart-rot as influenced by 
soil, slope, and elevation. The topography and soil of those regions — 
from which a uniform condition of defect is reported are so uniform 
in themselves that no great variation could be expected. The ques- 
tion of the influence of the site on the prevalence of the fungus 
Echinodontvum tinctorvum, it appears, depends on the moisture condi- — 
tion of the soil and its porosity and not upon soil quality. The fungus 
may occur on hemlock growing on any type of soil, but occurs to a 
ereater extent on trees growing on wet, undrained sites. This is 
found to be true at any elevation, showing very clearly that the ex- 
cessive moisture conditions of the site are highly favorable to the de- 
velopment of the principal attacking fungus. The answers indicate 
that the soundest hemlock is usually associated with a rich, well- 
drained soil. In wet,-shallow soil the root system can not attain its 
normal position but must stay near the surface. If the soil is suffi- 
ciently loose to enable the roots to penetrate deeply, but is undrained, 
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as in semiswamp, bottom sites, decay is prevalent and a retardation 
of growth also results. No relation between the composition of the 
soil and the prevalence of the fungus has been observed. Hemlock 
growing on lime, sand, or clay soils as a base.for the regular humus 
layer exhibits no greater proclivity to fungus attack than do other 
species. Of the total answers received, 41 stated definitely that the 
least defective hemlock was found at the upper elevations and slopes 
and upon well-drained soils. The most defective stands were en- 
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Fig. 11.—Diagram showing the relation of various factors to the age classes of western hemlock on plats 

of the river-bottom type. : 

countered at lower elevations, on flats and bottom sites, and upon 
poorly drained soils. 

As the tree grows older it reaches a certain period in its life at which 
its vigor seems to have rached its maximum, after which time the 
vitality of the treeebbs. This is often spoken of merely as old age and 
is the resultant lowering of vigor due to the increased unfavorable 
environment of its surroundings. Many factors enter into this rela- 
tionship, competition with younger and sturdier trees for light, water, 
and food being the principal ones. Not the least of these factors is 
the effect of cumulative injuries received throughout its life. . Many 
writers on forest pathology have expressed this opinion, and the data 
following (Table IV) convey a like conclusion. Von Schrenk* states 
that ‘‘it has been pointed out that as trees grow older they become 

1 Schrenk, Hermann von. Some diseases of New England conifers: A preliminary report. U.S. Dept, 

Agr., Div. Veg. Phys. and Path. Bul. 25, p. 51. 1900. 
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more liable to insect and fungus attack. An old tree has many 
vulnerable points, such as old branches and wounds,” and naturally 
these injuries open the tree to more and greater infections. Hartig 1 
does not believe that old age is a natural inherent condition, but says: 
“Tn itself, the feebleness of old age is not a natural condition attribu- 
table to internal causes. The older a tree is, so much the more 
numerous are the dangers through which it has had to pass, and so 
much the greater is the number of its injuries and wounds through 
which parasites and saprophytes can find an entrance into its inte- 
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Fic. 12.—Diagram showing the relation of various factors to the age classes of western hemlock on plats 3 

of the southwestern-slope type. 

rior.” From the data secured by questions sent to a large number 
of lumbermen in the Northwest, it was found that a majority of the 
answers received indicated that the older age classes of hemlock were 
very much more defective than the younger. Médller? has shown 
that, with the increase of age in stands infected with Trametes pini, 
there was a corresponding 1 increase in the percentage of trees infected, 
and the data given in Table III and figures 11 and 12 also show 
plainly that with increasing age there is a definite increase in the 
amount of decay. 

1 Hartig, R. Textbook of the Diseases of Trees, Translated by William Somerville, p. 7. London 
and New York, 1894. 

2Moller, A. Uber die Notwendigkeit und Moglichkeit wirksamer Bekimpfung des Kiefernbaum- 

schwammes Trametes pini (Thore) Fries. In Ztschr. Forst. u. Jagdw., Jahrg. 36, Heft 11, p. 677-715, 
2 pl. (partly col.). 1904. 
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Taste IIIT.—Averayzes computed from field data relating to heart-rot in western hem- 
lock based won trees of the several age classes on plats of the river-bottom and south- 
western-slone ty es. 

Vclume : 
(cubic feet). Ret percentage. 

Num- | Diam- scene iL avai 
Type and age ber of | eter Heicht (hei ht Crown For stand. 

classes. anes press Bee: — rating. vigor 
DaSIS ). ign. width). 5) For z 

th) Total. | Ofrot.| Glass ae 

Total. | fected 
trees. 

River-bottom Square 
type: Inches.| Feet. eet. |Degree. 

41 to 100 years. 113 5.9 47.0 400. 0 BH) | eta! eA eS) Dist 26.6 96.7 
101 to 160years 7 8.4 65. 7 609. 5 2:16)|) soe 4il losonsuronG: 23.6 

Slope type: 
41 to 100 years. 15 8.4 62.6 574. 2 2.6{ 2.8] 19.8 . 62 Sul 
101 to160 years 18 13.6 88.9 833.3 2a) (Sh Lal Po2NGN ios 2Onleecont 
161 to 200 years 23 17.5 | 106.0 761. 6 3.5 | 3.3] 107.6] 33.50] 31.1 |} 30.8 90. 1 
201 years and 
OVEL- seen 25 21.5 117.0] 1,458.6 2.4] 3.5] 175.5 | 59.40] 33.8 | 

From the viewpoint of the natural increase in heartwood due to 
larger size, etc., coincident with age, it is presumed that the amount 
of decay would increase proportionately. The figures obtained in 
the case of the southwestern-slope type show this to be not only true 
in this respect, but the proportion of the volume of decay to the 
total volume of the tree is also much higher. In the river-bottom 
site (Table III) the average volume of rot increases from 1.9 cubic 

feet in the 41 te 100 year age class to 3.6 cubic feet in the 101 to 160 
year age class. In the southwestern-slope type (Table III) a better 
comparison between age classes can be made. Here a definite 
increase in rot volume from the 41 to 100 year age class to the 201 
year and older age class is evident. Table If also shows an irregular 
increase in the average annual increase in rot volume between age 
classes, though the general trend of the figures in Table II shows a 
gradual increase from the younger to the older trees up to the age 
class 81 to 90 years, after which a gradual decline is noted. This 
fact might possibly reflect the rate of growth of the tree and therefore 
of the heartwood and indicate a dropping off in rot activity simul- 
taneously with a slowing up of the annual growth. 

RELATION OF DECAY TO VIGOR, CROWN RATING, SIZE, AND VOLUME, 

Decay in western hemlock is the main factor of depreciation outside 
of fire. No other destructive agency operates upon this tree to cause 
so much waste and none is so difficult to control. The preceding 
data have shown how the tree, especially when growing in river- 
bottom sites, is subject to attack by this fungus at an early age, and 
for the youngest age classes the river-bottom type shows a greater 
average volume of rot than the southwestern-slope type. In the 
data secured from lumbermen of the Northwest it is found that a 
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high rate of decay is general in western-hemlock and grand-fir stands 
and especially so in low, poorly drained bottoms. The hemlock and 
also the grand fir reacts more favorably in the sites where the factors 
concerned in the growth of the tree are less favorable to the advance 
of the attacking fungus. 

The relation which such factors as vigor, crown rating, size, and 
volume bear to the inception and progress of decay has never been 
thoroughly demonstrated. A difficult part of this task lies in ob- 
taining comparable figures to indicate the rating for lack of vigor, 
the crown rating, the degree of infection, and the degree of injury. 
By standardizing these factors on numerical data, a basis for com- 
parison has been secured. In the first part of Table II are arranged 
the averages of 120 trees, taken from the various plats worked as 
growing on the river-bottom site. In this table the total height 
represents a measurement from the ground to the tip of the tree. 
The crown size is given as the product of the height of the crown by 
the width. The crown rating and lack of vigor are determined from 
the field sheets, according to the standard outlines given. Simi- 
larly, the total volume and the volume of rot determine the rot per- 
centage. In the column ‘‘Lack of vigor,” the figures represent the 
relative numerical values, determined in the following manner: All 
trees (18) of the 101 to 160 age class were grouped together (second 
part of Table III). Three of these trees had a lack of vigor repre- 

sented by 00, 10 trees by 000, and 5 trees by 0000. 3(00) equals 
6(0), 10(000) equals 30(0), and 5(0000) equals 20(0), which gives a 

total of 56(0). This figure divided by 18 gives 3.1(0), which is indi- 
cated by 3.1. This gives a numerical basis for the relative values 
of lack of vigor in plotting the graphs. A similar method was applied 
to the data in the column under crown rating, and the results secured 
were used in the plotting of the graphs (figs. 11 and 12). This method 
was also used in the ‘‘Average degree of injury” column in Table IV 
and in plotting points for the graphs im figures 11 and 12. 

The process was applied to the trees of the various plats which were 
growing upon the southwestern-slope sites, and the resulting data 
are arranged in the second part of Table III. Pathological graphs 
were then constructed from each of the two parts of Table III, using 
all the factors concerned and arranging the units in such a manner 
as to secure the least confusion im following the individual graphs. 
In the graph in figure 11, constructed from the figures relating to 
river-bottom plats in Table III, the first points to be noted are that 
the diameter, height growth, crown size, total volume, and volume 
of rot all increase with the increase in age. This is found to be true 
also in figure 12 (with the exception of crown size), which graphically 
expresses the data given for plats of the southwestern-slope type in 
Table III. -In searching for those factors most prominent in their 
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relations to the degree of infection and included within the first — 
eight factors of the graph, there is apparently no one which stands 
out. The factors of height, diameter, crown size, total volume, and 

lack of vigor show increase with increased age, so that no special 
importance can be attached to these in so far as any one directly 
influences the rate of decay. The data herein given are not sufficient 
proof that vigor is the one outstanding factor influencing decay; 
since vigor is expected to decrease with increased age, the parallelism 
of increased decay and decreased vigor can not be interpreted as a 
direct influence exerted by vigor. No doubt vigor plays an im- 
portant part in the speeding up or slowing down of the rate of decay 
in a tree, if only this relation could be determined accurately and 
definitely. 

The total rot percentage for the entire stand of the bottom type 
is 26.6, as compared with 30.8 per cent for the slope type. This 
slight difference in the percentage of total rot for the two types (where 
a greater difference might be expected) is significant and is no doubt 
due to the fact that under each site are grouped all the trees, ranging 
from the youngest to the oldest. A comparison of the percentages of 
infected and uninfected trees for the two sites shows a striking differ- 
ence in results from different methods of presenting the amount of 
infection in a stand. In the river-bottom type, 97 per cent of the 
trees were infected and 27 per cent of the wood decayed. In the 
slope type, 90 per cent of the trees were infected and 31 per cent of 
the wood decayed. A comparison of these figures indicates that ease 
of infection is the facter in which the bottom type exceeds the slope 
type and the rate of spread of decay in the trunk is less speeded by 
bottom location, if at all. The latter belief seems to be borne out by 
the fact that the rate of spread in the bottom type must necessarily 
have been slow, since the stand was composed of comparatively young 
trees of small heartwood content. 

In the slope type the environment is favorable to the full develop- 
ment of tree growth, with an environment equally unfavorable to the 
development of fungi. The reverse is true of the river-bottom type. 
This is evidenced by the facts brought out in Table III (figs.11 and 12), 
which show that decay is more pronounced in the river-bottom type 
than in the other. The graphs also show that in the 41 to 100 year 
age class (Table III) the conditions for the best development of the 

health of the trees were far below those for the 101 to 160 year age 
class. 

RELATION OF DECAY TO INJURY AND TO SPOROPHORES. 

The relation of injuries to decay in respect to furnishing entrance 
points for infection has been accepted with little opposition, and in 
many instances in culturing fungi it has been found that the opening 
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of the protective tissues of the host plant was necessary in order to 
produce infection. <A portion of the field data was obtained with the 
principal object of determining the part played by the degree of injury. 
All injuries were noted as to size, height on tree, side of tree affected, 

total number, and condition (whether healed or not healed); when- 
ever possible the age when the injury was inflicted and the time taken 
to heal were also noted. A special effort was made to determine, if 
possible, the particular injury causing the original infection. This was 
generally taken to be at the point on the trunk where the oldest sporo- 

-phore appeared. Table IV gives summaries for the river-bottom 
and southwestern-slope types, respectively, based upon an age-class 
division of the trees. 

TasLe IV.—Relation of injuries causing heart-rot tothe age and to the total stand of 
western hemlock trees on plats of the river-bottom and southwestern-slope types. 

Infection traced to— 

Uninfected | Av- 
Branch Frost Broken | Miscellane- trees, erage lNym- 

Type and age class. stubs. cracks. . tops. ous injuries. om ber of 

jesse S| oft trees 
in 

Num) per Num-) poy Num-| pe, |Num-| por |Num-| Per [17% 
ber of} cont, [Per f! cent, |Pet Of} cent, |Per Of] cent. | ber. | cent 
trees, x pmees: * | trees. * | trees. 7 : ; 

| 

River-bottom type: 
41 to 100 years.......... 103 | 91.2 1) U0 By | OLB I GAN ae AN Shs || aT) |) asl} 
101 to 160 years......__- 7 100.0 Osea OF Re OUIESEese On|/KSese: 2. 05 7 

MObAT eceete eae ee 110 | 92.5 1 sil 3] 255 BA WA 4} 3.3 | 1.14 120 

Slope type: : 
41 to 100 years.......... 9 | 60.0 I< S77 On\Baceee CO) ee toe Dilpoosou| Lae 15 
101 to 160 years......... 12 | 66.6 O ieagoee 1 5.7 74 \) dite ib 3 | 16.6 | 2.1 18 
161 to 200 years......... 16 | 70.0 1) 4.0 3 | 13.0 3 | 13.0 ORES 2.5 23 
201 years and older.....- 22 | 88.0 OF Eas 2) 8.0 1] 4.0 Op aes 22 2.6 25 

otal ee once 59 | 72.8 2 2.6 6 7.4 6 7.4 8} 9.8 | 2.1 81 

a Windfall scars. 

Table IV shows that by far the greatest percentage of infection was 
attributed to branch stubs (figs. 6, 7, and 8). 

‘This amounted to 92.5 per cent in the river-bottom type and 72.8 
per cent in the slope type for the total stand in each type. Broken 
tops come second, and miscellaneous injuries, such as windfall and 
logging scars, etc., reached a percentage of 7.4 in the slope type and 

1.6 in the river-bottom type. Grouped under miscellaneous causes 
were such injuries as blazes, logging, windfall and fire scars, lightning, 
etc., and a considerable amount of sapsucker injury. The first infec- 
tion was not attributed to a certain injury unless the development of 
a sporophore on it (fig. 2) showed this to be the most apparent point 
of infection. The relative degree of injury as determined upon a 
basis of age class is shown in figures 11 and 12, taken from Table IV 
under the head of ‘‘Average degree of injury.”’ This shows an increase 
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in degree of injury with an increase in the degree of infection and with 
increased age. With increase in age the cumulative chances for 
infection i to injuries of all kinds, and especially to branch stubs, 
increase appr eciably, and it is but natural that the older trees beari ing 
many injuries and a high degree of injury should show an equally 
high degree of ig ee 

The two types of stand compared on the basis of the amount of 
injury are found to vary but little in the general relation between 
the degree of infection and the degree of injury. In both types the 
groups of higher rot percentage also show a higher degree of injury, . 
and similarly the groups of lower rot percentage show a smaller degree 
of injury. In both sites the infections traced to branch stubs bore 
the largest percentage and the frost cracks the smallest. Broken 
tops in both instances camé second in importance. 

In the southwestern-slope type (Table IV), the percentage attrib- 
uted to broken tops was larger than in the river-bottom type (Table 
IV), due to the more exposed location and to the older stand. Infec- 

tions traced to branch stubs in the slope type equaled 72.8 per cent 
of the total, while in the river-bottom type it equaled 91.5 per cent. 
It would appear that in spite of the younger age class the river- 
bottom type developed more infection-producing branch stubs than 
the other. A reason for this may be found in the fact that the 
crowded, suppressed condition of the river-bottom stand was much 
more favorable to the infection of branch stubs than the other more 

open type of stand. The high proportion of branch-stub infections 
to injury infections can be partly explaimed by the fact that the 
trees of the river-bottom type, being younger, had fewer injuries. 

In the slope type the largest amount of injury was found in the 
oldest age class (201 years and older), and in the river-bottom type 
it was also found in the older age class (101 to 160 years). In the 
slope type 10 per cent of the trees were uninfected, and in the river- 
bottom type a much smaller percentage (3) was uninfected, showing 
by this comparison a more favorable environment for the ateackine 
fungus in the river-bottom sites. 

The slope type exhibited more frost cracks, broken tops, and mis- 
cellaneous injuries to the stand than the eee type, which is 
due partly to the older age and partly to the more exposed situation. 
The wind plays an important part in both the formation of frost 
cracks and in the broken-top condition of many of the trees. It was 
particularly interesting to note that most of the oldest and largest 
frost cracks were found to have formed in the hollows between the 
root spurs. This seems to be more general in the slope type, where 
the exposure to high winds and the height of the t.ees Gn connection 
with low temperature) appears to play an important part in their 
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formation. The swaying of the trees by the wind when the low 
temperature has set up a stress within the tissues of the lower trunk 
would cause the cracks to form at right angles to the swaying move- 
ment and in the root-spur hollows, where the least resistance to 

splittmg was to be encountered. The swaying of the tree alone 
sets up varying forces of strain and rupture in the lower part of the 
tree, and when the tissues are contracted or prevented by low tem-_ 
peratures from adjusting themselves, a frost crack eventually occurs. 

Sporophores of fungi, if they develop at all, appear after a certain 
period has elapsed from the time of first infection. This period, up 
to the present time, has not been determined for most of the xyloph- 
ilous fungi, at least not for Echinodontium tunctorium. Such deter- 
mination would involve a considerable amount of careful inoculation 
work upon trees absolutely free from fungous infection, which in the 
case of wood-destroying fungi would extend over a period of several 
years. The relation which sporophores bear to the development of 
decay in the host and to the degree of infection can more easily be 
determined. A careful field study of the tree in question with 
reference to recording all possible data relating to the sporophores 
has developed several interesting facts. Little work has been done 
along this line tending to give actual figures as a basis for con- 
clusions. The data collected are grouped under the two parts of 
Table V for the river-bottom and slope types, respectively. Under 
the heading ‘‘Position on tree,” the sporophores were grouped to 
indicate whether the northerly growing sporophores were more 
numerous than those growing on the southerly side of the tree. The 
remaining columns in Table V are self-explanatory with the excep- 
tion of the column headed ‘‘Relative position along trunk.’ This 
refers to the vertical position of the largest sporophore with respect 
to the other sporophores on the same tree. For example, tree 
No. 50 had a total of five sporophores, of which the third one from 
the ground was the largest. This condition was expressed by the 
figures 3-5, indicating that the position of the largest sporophore 
was in the center of the group. ‘This method was used throughout, 
and the resulting figures were used to determine whether the largest 
sporophore was found more commonly in the center or toward either 
end of the group. 

The river-bottom type with reference to its sporophore data 
(Table V) is in general very similar to the slope type. Out of a 
total of 119 trees, 70 (59 per cent) were sporophore-bearing trees. 
On these 70 trees a total of 149 sporophores were found, of which 
131 (88 per cent) were living and 18 (12 per cent) were dead, giving 

_an average of 1.8 live sporophores to a tree and 1 dead sporophore 
to every 4 trees. These figures show a much larger percentage 
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of live sporophores than those of the slope type. Almost all (96 
per cent) of the largest were living, which was equally true of the 
sporophores in general. The average height from the ground is 
8.7 feet. The northwest .to north-northeast grouping held 53 per 
cent of the total sporophores, the southwest to south-southeast 
grouping 27 per cent, the east 9 per cent, and the west 11 per cent. 
Most of the sporophores are grouped on the northern aspect of the 
trunks, with a smaller percentage on the southern. Upon dividing 
the sporophores into groups corresponding to the eight principal 
points of the compass, it was found that most of them (23 per cent) 
were on the northwest side, the next largest on the south (18 per 
cent), and the smallest number on the southeast (3 per cent). 

The figures in Table V, river-bottom type, relative to the number 
of sporophores are plotted in figure 11 and show the relation between 
the degrees of infection and the number of sporophores. To avoid 
the awkwardness of using such an expression as ‘‘1.3 sporophores”’ 
in the diagrams, it was thought proper to term this factor ‘‘ Number 
of sporophores per 10 trees’? and use the same figures after multi- 
plying each by 10. This does not alter the comparative value of 
the figures. These data and the -pathographs indicate how the 
increase in the number of sporophores keeps pace with the increase 
in the degree of infection. 

In the southwestern-slope type (Table V), out of a total of 81 
trees 54 (67 per cent) bore sporophores in varying numbers. These 
54 trees carried a total of 210 sporophores, of which 141 (67 per 
cent) were alive and 69 (33 per cent) were dead, giving an average of 
2.6 live and 1.2 dead sporophores per sporophore-bearing tree. — 
More than half (60 per cent) of the largest were living. These data . 
indicate that the number of sporophores increases with increased | 
age and with increase in the degree of infection as expressed by the rot 
percentage. This holds true for all the age classes except the oldest, 
which is found to have a smaller total number of sporophores and a 
smaller number per 10 trees than the 161 to 200 age class. This 
may be due to the fact that the maximum sporophore production 
has been reached in the 161 to 200 age class and to the further fact 
that on old trees the older sporophores are often found to have 
dropped to the ground. An average of all the figures relative to — 
the vertical position of the largest sporophore gave a figure which ~ 
placed it at or very near the middle point. This would seem to — 
indicate that the decay spreads more or less in both directions up — 
and down the trunk from the point of original infection; consequently 
the sporophores are produced on either side of the largest as the 
decay progresses. This is, of course, not true in every case, but the 
average condition is found to be such. 

no 
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The distance from the ground of the largest sporophore ranges 
from 4.5 feet in the case of younger suppressed trees to 78.5 feet in 
the case of a large 300-year-old veteran. The average height in- 
dicated 39.9 feet. The grouping of the sporophores in respect to 
their cardinal positions on the tree gave some very. interesting 
figures. The largest number of the sporophores (38 per cent) was 
found in the northwest to north-northeast grouping, 27 per cent in 
the southwest to south-southeast, dnd 21.5 and 13.5 per cent in 
the west and east groupings, respectively. Upon dividing the 
sporophores into groups corresponding to the eight principal points 
of the compass, it was found that 25 per cent were on the north 
side, the next largest on the west (21 per cent), and the smallest 

number on the southwest (4 per cent). The data for the slope type 
show the largest number on the northerly side of the tree. No 
such overwhelming percentage was secured as in the work of Méller,! 
who assembled data on the sporophores of Trametes pini (Brot.) Fr. 
and found that 45.8 per cent of the sporophores appeared on the 
west side of the tree and 89.4 per cent on the westerly side. This 
westerly side included all sporophores listed in ne north, south, and 
west columns. 

Figure 12, the southwestern-slope type, represents in the respec- 
tive column the sporophore data taken from Table V. The same 
relation is found to exist between the degree of infection and the 
total number of sporophores as is found in the river-bottom type. 
The number of sporophores per 10 trees ranges from 13 in the 41 to 
100 age class to 24 in the 101 to 160 age class, exhibiting a con- 
siderable increase between the two. In the slope type a similar 
rate of increase can be noted, which is constant between all the age 
classes except the two Ogee 

THEORY OF INFECTION. 

Suppression caused by shade combined with a crowded condition | 
of root spacing as well as crown spacing tends to reduce vigor appre- 
ciably. A poorly drained soil having a large amount of soil moisture 
is another factor to be considered in this connection. 

Upon the vigor of a tree depend all its vital functionings, its ability 
to enlarge and elevate its crown toward better lighting, to secure 
raw material and manufacture food, to compete with its neighbors, 
to quickly heal wounds, and to resist attack by fungous enemies. 
The predisposition or inherent susceptibility of a tree to disease is 
not considered a sufficient cause for the extensive attack and devel- 
opment of a fungus in that tree. It is believed that low vigor or a 

1 Méller, A. Uber die Notwendigkelt ae Méglichkeit Ww Piiecestion Beldnpavie des ‘Kiofernbaurm 

schwammes Trametes pini (Thore) Fries. Jn Ztschr. Forst. u. Jagdw., Jahrg. 36, Heft 11, p. 677-715, 

pl. (partly col.) 1904. 
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natural weakness in healing injuries, producing resin, etc., combined 
with environmental factors is responsible for the intensive and 
extensive fungous activity within this species of tree. At the same 
time it must be borne in mind, especially in the case of hemlock, 
that such a natural trait as the absence of any great amount of 
protective resin must be considered as playing an important part 
in the entrance of the disease. The foregoing data have clearly 
shown that one fungus is responsible for almost the entire amount 
of heart-rot found in western hemlock, that the river-bottom type 
exhibits more decay than the other (comparing ‘the youngest age 
class), that this type also exhibits a remarkably early decay, and 
that as a whole.a large amount of heart-rot is found in hemlock at 
early periods in its life. 

Dense stands growing in moist, poorly drained soils develop a 
large number of suppressed or low-vigor trees. This is more com- 
monly the case when the stand is overtopped by older trees of 
other species. The low vigor due to the overshading of the lower 
crown causes’ the early and numerous formation of shade-killed 
branches. These in time produce branch stubs which are believed 
to be responsible for most infections by Hchinodontvum tinctorium. 
The shading of the crown, especially the lower crown, not only 
causes the eventual formation of branch stubs but produces a moisture 
and shade condition favorable to the germination and entrance of 
the fungus. As a theory of infection for hemlock types, this is 
corroborated by the fact that in thinnings made by cutting out the 
more merchantable species the secondary crowns formed rapidly and 
vigorously by an enlargement and thickening of the regular crown. 
This fact, coupled with the observation that very few living sporo- 
phores were found 10 years after the thinning, strengthens the theory. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS. 

As a preliminary to the discussion of the main points brought out 
in the foregoing pages, it is essential to review briefly the main 
silvicultural characteristics of the tree in question. It will then be 
easier to point out the importance of the various factors influencing 
decay and to arrive at certain conclusions regarding the action of 
the fungus EKchinodontium tinctorum during its life history on the 
host. 

The western hemlock, as indicated by its distribution, requires a 
cool and moist climate for its development, and an important fact 
in this connection is its splendid maximum development along the 
western slope of the coast ranges, where it receives an annual rain- 
fall of from 70 to 100 inches.! 

1 Allen, E. T. The western hemlock. U.S. Dept: Agr., Bur. of Forestry Bul. 33, p. 10. 1902. 
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Its moisture requirements seem to be the principal limiting factor 
of its distribution, since it is found growing on a variety of soils. 
Its altitudinal range extends from sea level in Alaska, British Colum- 
bia, Washington, and Oregon to an altitude of 6,000 feet, and in 
Idaho and western Montana it is found at a maximum altitude of 
5,000 feet. Ltis always at its best in cool moist draws or north slopes. 
Regions with a relatively high humidity favor its development, 
although at some of the higher altitudes the humidity is much less 
than in the bottom-land sites. 
A very tolerant species, it is found to thrive in Idaho and Montana 

in the white-pine type, generally in a mixed stand. Referring to its 
tolerance, Sudworth ' says it is ‘“‘very tolerant of shade throughout 
life, especially in seedling stages. In later life vertical light is neces- 
sary for best growth. Allowed overhead light, it recovers remarkably 
well from long suppression and renews rate of growth. Prolonged 
suppression in dense shade greatly checks growth. It thrives in cool, 
open, humid places with abundant soil moisture.” 

No natural thinning takes place under normal conditions, and in 
mixed stands the pruning of the lower branches is a slow and imper- 
fect process. Shade causes the lower branches of the crown to die, 
and these remain on the trunk until broken by wind, windfalls, or 
other causes. This condition leaves the tree with a large number of 
branch stubs open to infection by fungous spores. 

Hemlock in its green condition contains 40 to 60 per cent of its own . 
dry weight of moisture,’ a relatively large amount compared to the 
other trees of the region. This fact has a direct bearing upon the 
action of the fungus in the heartwood and accounts for the water- 
logged condition of the base of the tree which is often encountered in 
stands growing on poorly drained soils. | 

In summing up the points brought out by this study the most pro- 
nounced results are found in the variations in the action of the decay 
‘in the two types studied. A glance at the plat descriptions given for 
each type (Table I) will show the variation in slope and exposure as 

well as the marked difference in soil and atmospheric moisture. The 
river-bottom type, growing as a dense suppressed stand on a heavy 
undrained soil in close proximity to the river and to its numerous 
sloughs, presupposes its greater susceptibility to the attack of the 
fungus. In the absence of trees of an older age class it can only be. 
assumed that the rot percentage would increase with age. The fact — 
that the rot percentage in the older age class was lower does not — 
invalidate this assumption in view of the small number of trees it 

1 Sudworth, G. B, Forest trees of the Pacific Slope, p. 95. 1908. Published by U. 8. Department of 

Agriculture, Forest Service. 

2 Hanzlik, EB. J., and Oakleaf, H. B. Western hemlock; its forest characteristics, properties, and uses, 

In Timberman, v. 15, no. 12, 1914, p. 25-33, tab. 3. 
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contains. The total percentage of infected trees as well as the total 
rot percentage of this type in comparison to the slope site bear out 
this statement (Table I1I). The relation of moist sites to the degree 

of infection of a stand has been noted by Hartig,’ who says: ‘‘The 
climatic conditions peculiar to a given district may render it especially 
liable to outbreaks of certain diseases. Thus, in alpine districts 
proximity to lakes and narrow valleys specially predisposes to cer- 
tain fungoid diseases, because the moist air of such places favors the 
fructification of fungi in a high degree.”” The loss of vigor due to the 
unfavorable environmental conditions and principally due to sup- 
pression by shade is responsible to a certain extent along with other 
factors in the rapid and universal spread of the decay on this site. 
Meinecke ” states: “The relative extent of decay by Hchinodontium 
tinctorvwm is far greater in slow-growing, suppressed white firs than in 
thrifty ones.” And in discussing the susceptibility of hemlock to 
injury Hanzlik and Oakleaf * state: “Broken branches and injuries 
to the bark account largely for the spread of conk (Trametes pint) 
and the stringy brown-rot (Hchinodontium tinctorvum), these being 
more. abundant in overmature stands and in suppressed stands over- 
topped by mature growth.” 

That on the river-bottom type the trees are decayed at an earlier 
age, is brought out by a comparison of the data given. The river- 
bottom type in comparison with the slope type exhibits not only 
extensive decay at an earlier age and a younger age of infection but a 
larger number of branch stubs and sporophores for similar age classes 
for the stand. The data secured from the lumbermen of the north- 
western region also aid in determining the fact that hemlock is more 
defective on lower elevations, on bottom or flat sites, and on poorly 
drained soils. 

In making use of pathological data in the determination of patho- 
logical cutting ages for a stand, the rot percentages as given here for 
separate age classes of the stand are of some value. With the rot 
percentages as a basis (indicating the ratio of the rot volume to the 
total volume of the stand for each age class), the forester can deter- 
mine a cutting age for that stand, using all the economic and silvicul- 
tural factors to aid him in a correct determination. The average 
annual increase in roti volume between age classes can also be used 
to advantage in determining the rapidity of increase in rot volume. 
Forest pathology can thus serve to furnish pathological data for 
particular stands, which data can be applied by the practical forester 

1 Hartig, R. Textbook of the Diseases of Trees. Translated by William Somerville, p. 10. London 

and New York, 1894. 
2 Meinecke, E. P. Forest-tree diseases common in California and Nevada, p. 27. 1914. Published by 

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service. 

8 Hanzlik, E. J.,and Oakleaf, H. B. Op. cit. 
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in a solution of such forest-regulation problems as are appreciably 
influenced by the presence of decay in the stand. When once the 
forester reaches the point in his calculations upon a proposed sale 
where he can determine a certain rot percentage as the maximum to be 
considered in a stand in order to secure the required amount of sound 
material at a minimum cost, with this rot percentage as a basis it 
will be comparatively easy to compute the cutting age of that stand. 

METHODS OF CONTROL. 

The methods of control applicable to such types as are here under 
discussion can be little other than extensive. The foregoing data, 
owing to the small number of trees included in some of the age classes 
and to apparently unavoidable errors, are not to be taken as exact 
in determining the cutting age but are given merely as an aid to this 
determination. Intensive control methods can not be applied to 
logging operations where extensive logging methods are practiced. 
Methods such as can be readily incorporated into the usual routine of 
logging operations and conforming to the practice of the Forest 
Service are the only ones which can hope to fill the need for forest 
sanitation among the all-practical lumbermen and foresters. Inten- 
sive control can be practiced to a limited extent only upon such sales 
areas as warrant the additional cost. 

The control of wood-destroying fungi is not a matter comparable to 
the curative treatment of human disease, but is solely dependent for 
its success upon prevention. With few exceptions there is no help for 
a stand after it is once attacked by the fungus; hence, if preventive 
measures are to be effective they must precede the infection, or at 
least precede the period when the production of spores endangers the 
remaining healthy trees. There are several methods applicable to the 
hemlock type, and these can be grouped under two heads, sanitation 
clauses in timber sales* and pathological rotations. Under the 
first come such suggestions as girdling, killmg by burning of infectious 
cull material and piled brush, thinning, and the direct cutting and 
burning of infected material. Under the second appear such methods 
based upon a study of the area in question as would lead to a cutting 
cycle aiming to secure the maximum amount of sound material with 
a minimum risk of future infection and at a minimum of cost. Each 
particular sale area has its individual variations affecting the patho- 
logical condition of the stand. © The species in the mixture and the 
relative percentage of each, the slope and exposure, the moisture 
conditions, the cost of logging, the value of the species in the stand 
(in fact, all the environmental and economic factors) have to be 

taken into consideration before an attempt can be made to determine 
a method of control. 
ae oe ale ears 

1 Meinecke, EF. P. Op. cit., p. 62. 1914. 
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A pathological survey of sales areas made with the object in view 
of determining the best method of incorporating sanitation clauses 

or of establishing pathological cutting ages would be an important 
step toward a practical and effective means of reducing the, total 
amount of good timber going to waste every year in our forests. 
Girdling by the ax as a method of removal of infected trees left 
standing on a sale area is not to be recommended as an effective 
means of control. If the situation allows of no better method, then 

the girdling should proceed, the utmost care being exercised in 
severing all the transporting tissues. The recuperative ability of 
hemlock in regard to the healing of wounds is very great (fig. 13). 
Merely cutting a cleft in the outer sapwood, leaving the chip in 

Fie. 13.—Cross sections of grand fir (at left) and western hemlock (at right), showing the resuit of imperfect 

girdling by the use ofan ax. 

place, will not suffice. The wound is very apt to heal, and even if 
it does not the tree may continue to live for years because the trans- 
porting tissues have not been actually severed. It is to be remem- 
bered that the wood of hemlock, owing to its nonresinous nature, 
probably retains its ability to conduct water and food substances 
longer than that of many of its associates; hence it will be found 
necessary to insist upon thorough girdling. Some notable instances 
of the longevity of even thoroughly girdled hemlocks and firs have 
come to notice in which the trees continued to live for five to eight 
years although the bark and part of the wood had been removed 
entirely around the tree for a foot or more. Trees under the shock 
of this wounding will sometimes produce as much seed in the year 
following as during several years of normal life. This point is im- 
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portant in connection with the girdling sometimes done for the pur- 
pose of removing seed trees of undesirable species. 

In view of the need of a rapid destruction of fungus-infected trees, 
viz, those that may not be considered safe to leave on sales areas, 
there is much in favor of burning the trees severely and allowing 
them tostand. Girdling trees by fire is an old and successful practice. 
There should be sufficient loppings from the other merchantable 
trees that when piled about the base of the hemlocks and burned 
will effect their death without much injury to the forest soil or to the 
seeds of desirable species which may be embedded in the soil. 

Thinnings whenever conformable to the conditions of the sales 
areas are of importance in greatly increasing the vigor and there- 
fore presumably the ability to resist fungus attack in the remaining 
infected trees, and apparently reducing the number of viable and 
spore-producing fruiting bodies produced. 

Under certain conditions where it is found practicable, a method 
of control by fire can be very effectively used. It has.been observed 
that. in cases where the down logs of hemlock were left in a suffi- 
ciently shaded and moist situation sporophores of Echinodontium 
tinctorium were developed, which were a source of infection to the 
remaining stand. The cutting of all infected trees and the piling 
and burning of all infectious cull material along with the brush will 
not only remove the fungus-infected wood but will prevent the 
formation of ilgotlomenwen tine sporophores. 

SUMMARY. 

Western hemlock, a tree subject to prejudice by lumbermen and 
now beginning to find its place in the lumber markets, is abundantly 
distributed throughout the northwestern United States and western 
Canada. § 

It is found to be subject to a large percentage of decay, which is 
partly accountable for the prejudice against it. 

Echinodontium tinctorium E. and E., the Indian-paint fungus, is 
responsible for practically all the decay in standing timber of western 
hemlock, causing a stringy brown-rot of the heartwood which extends | 

to all parts of the tree. 
In general, the sites and associations of western hemlock are 

favorable to the development of decay, and the moisture relation 
seems to play an important part in this respect. The absence of 
large quantities of resin, the tolerant habit of the species, the early 
and abundant formation of branch stubs, and the large number of 
spores produced yearly—all these are important factors in the rapid 
and extensive development of decay in the stand. 
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The fungus enters mainly through branch stubs. Frost cracks 
play a minor part as first-infection injuries. From the point of first 
infection, apparently coincident with the largest sporophore, the. 
decay extends up and down the heartwood until all the susceptible 
heartwood is attacked. The extent of decay is found to increase 
with age. A high degree of injury, large numbers of sporophores, 
low vigor, and smaller crown sizes appear to develop more or less 
parallel with the increase in decay. 

The environmental factors in the river-bottom type are more 
favorable to the early and extensive development of decay. A large 
percentage (97) of the total trees of the northern Idaho plats examined 

were found to be infected. Of 10 trees less than 60 years old and 
3.5 inches in diameter breast high, 9 were infected. 

‘ The environmental factors in the southwestern-slope type are less 
conducive to early decay. The maximum development of the fungus 
is not reached until the stand is old. 
A large number of sporophores are produced on both sites, the 

river-bottom site on a comparison basis of age class showing the 
greater number. The 48 trees over 160 years of age bore an average 
of 3.7 sporophores per tree. 

Pathological cutting ages based upon data secured by thorough 
pathological surveys and adjusted to the economic factors concerned, 
if applied to all stands of hemlock, would aid greatly in checking the 
spread of the disease and would determine the cutting age of the 
stand before the mcrease in rot became too great for economic 
logging. In the present study this could be applied to the slope 
type only, since the trees of the river-bottom type are all below 
merchantable size. : 
A rigid sanitation clause imserted in all timber-sale contracts 

involving western hemlock should be aimed principally at the destruc- 
tion by fire of all infectious cull material as well as all infected trees 
left standing. Girdling by the ax is not recommended. 

These two control methods, when adapted to the situations they 
best serve, will pave the way to the sanitation of the western hemlock 
stands as well as other types of forests in the Northwest. 



THE PRESIDENT TO THE FARMERS OF AMERICA. 

[Extracts from President Wilson’s message to the Farmers’ Conference at Urbana, Ill., January 31, 1918.] 

The forces that fight for freedom, the freedom of men all over the world as well as 

our own, depend upon us in an extraordinary and unexpected degree for sustenance, 

for the supply of the materials by which men are to live and to fight, and it will be 
our glory when the war is over that we have supplied those materials and supplied 
them abundantly, and it will be all the more glory because in supplying them we 

have made our supreme effort and sacrifice. 
In the field of agriculture we have agencies and instrumentalities, fortunately, 

such as no other government in the world can show. The Department of Agriculture 
is undoubtedly the greatest practical and scientific agricultural organization in the 
world. Its total annual budget of $46,000,000 has been increased during the last 

four years more than 72 per cent. It has a staff of 18,000, including a large number 

of highly trained experts, and alongside of it stand the unique land-grant colleges, 

. which are without example elsewhere, and the 69 State and Federal experiment 
stations. These colleges and experiment stations have a total endowment of plant 

and equipment of $172,000,000 and an income of more than $35,000,000, with 10,271 

teachers, a resident student body of 125,000, and a vast additional number receiving 
instruction at their homes. County agents, joint officers of the Department of Agri- 

culture and of the colleges, are everywhere cooperating with the farmers and assist- 
ing them. The number of extension workers under the Smith-Lever Act and under 

the recent emergency legislation has grown to 5,500 men and women working regu- 
jarly in the various communities and taking to the farmer the latest scientific and 
practical information. Alongside these great public agencies stand the very effective 
voluntary organizations among the farmers themselves, which are more and more 
learning the best methods of cooperation and the best methods of putting to practical 

use the assistance derived from governmental sources. The banking legislation of 

the last two or three years has given the farmers access to the great lendable capital 
of the country, and it has become the duty both of the men in charge of the Federal- 
reserve banking system and of the farm-loan banking system to see to it that the 

farmers obtain the credit, both short term and long term, to which they are entitled 
not only, but which it is imperatively necessary should be extended to them if the 

present tasks of the country are to be adequately performed. Both by direct 

purchase of nitrates and by the establishment of plants to produce nitrates, the 

Government is doing its utmost to assist in the problem of fertilization. The 
Department of Agriculture and other agencies are actively assisting the farmers to 
locate, safeguard, and secure at cost an adequate supply of sound seed. 

The farmers of this country are as efficient as any other farmers in the world. 
They do not produce more per acre than the farmers in Europe. It is not necessary 

that they should do so. It would perhaps be bad economy for them to attempt it. 
But they do produce by two to three or four times more per man, per unit of labor 

and capital, than the farmers of any European country. They are more alert and 
use more labor-saving devices than any other farmers in the world. And their 
response to the demands of the present emergency has been in every way remark- 

able. Last spring [1917] their planting exceeded by 12,000,000 acres the largest 

planting of any previous year, and the yields from the crops were record-breaking 

yields. In the fall of 1917 a wheat acreage of 42,170,000 was planted, which was 

(38) 
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1,000,000 larger than for any preceding year, 3,000,000 greater than the next largest, 

and 7,000,000 greater than the preceding five-year average. 

But I ought to say to you that it is not only necessary that these achievements 

should be repeated, but that they should be exceeded. I know what this advice 

involves. It involves not only labor but sacrifice, the painstaking application of 

every bit of scientific knowledge and every tested practice that is available. It 

means the utmost economy, even to the point where the pinch comes. It means 

the kind of concentration and self-sacrifice which is involved in the field of battle 

itself, where the object always looms greater than the individual. And yet the 
Government will help and help in every way that is possible. 

It was farmers from whom came the first shots at Lexington, that set aflame the 
Revolution that made America free. I hope and believe that the farmers of America 
will willingly and conspicuously stand by to win this war also. The toil, the 
intelligence, the energy, the foresight, the self-sacrifice, and devotion of the farmers 

of America, will, I believe, bring to a triumphant conclusion this great last war for 

the emancipation of men from the control of arbitrary government and the selfishness 
of class legislation and control, and then, when the end has come, we may look each 

other in the face and be glad that we are Americans and have had the privilege to 

play such a part. 
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HISTORICAL. 

In 1842 the superintendent of the Government cotton plantations 
at Broach, India, sent specimens of a very destructive cotton insect 
to the distinguished English entomologist, W. W. Saunders. The 
specimens were described as a new species, Depressaria (now Pectino- — 
phora) gossypiella, by Mr. Saunders in a paper presented to the 
Entomological Society of London on June 6, 1842 (9).2. This is the 
first published record concerning the insect which is now attracting 
so much attention in the principal cotton-producing countries of the 
world. 

For 61 years after the publication of Saunders’s description no 
published statement regarding the pink bollworm was issued. In 
1904, however, an article was issued by J. Vosseler (10) regarding the 
great injury done by the insect in German East Africa. Within 

1 Pectinophora gossypiella Saunders ; order. Lepidoptera, family Gelechiidae. 

2 Numbers in parentheses refer to ‘‘ Literature cited,” p. 27. 

63886°—Bull. 723—18—__1 
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the next few, years several additional articles dealing with the 
problem caused by the pest in German East Africa appeared. In 
1909 D. T. Fullaway (5) published an account of the pink bollworm 
and its relation to cotton culture in the Hawaiian Islands, stating 
that it appeared to have been introduced from India within a very 
few years. 

Only a few more or less technical papers were published from 
1909 to 1913. Since the latter date a considerable literature has been - 

built up, consisting largely of papers emanating from Egypt, where 
the pest has attracted increasing attention. 

ORIGINAL HOME. 

The original home of the pink bollworm is probably India and 
possibly Southern Asia generally, and its original host plants were 
the wild and cultivated cottons of that region. If this natural range 
of the insect extended to Africa it must have been limited to Central 
Africa and at least it did not extend to the Nile Valley region where 
cotton has been an important cultivated crop for a century or more. 
The occurrence of the insect in Egypt is apparently traced definitely 

to large shipments of'seed cotton or imperfectly ginned cotton from 
India in 1906-7, and the spread of the insect from the points in the 
lower Delta near Alexandria, where this cotton was sent for regin- 
ning, throughout the Delta, and ultimately throughout Egypt, is so 
circumstantial as to leave no doubt as to the entry of the insect. at 
that time into Egypt. With the first occurrence of the insect in 
Egypt it was confused more or less with other insects commonly 

found in cotton bolls in that country, and this confusion led to a 
statement by Dudgeon (4) that this insect had probably been in 
Egypt for many years. The careful investigation of the situation 

and determination of original points of infestation and spread by 
expert entomologists in the employ of the British and Egyptian Gov- 
ernments have fully disproved this early surmise and pointed out the 
circumstantial introduction of the insect into Egypt as noted. 

As already noted, the pink bollworm has been recorded as a cotton 
pest in India since 1842, and the original report made by the Superin- 
tendent of the Government Cotton Plantation at Broach, India, is 
of sufficient importance to be given in full, as follows: 

The inclosed is an insect which was very destructive to the American cotton 

which was sown here (Broach) on light alluvial soil. The egg is deposited 

in the germen at the time of flowering, and the larva feeds upon the cotton seed 

until the pod is about to burst, a little previous to which time it has opened 

a round hole in the side of the pod for air, and at which to make an exit at 

its own convenience, dropping on the ground, which it penetrates about an 

inch, and winds a thin web in which it remains during the aurelia state. Curi- 

ous enough, the cotton on the black soil was not touched by it. The native 

cotton is sometimes affected by it. 
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The significant thing in the paragraph is the statement that the 
insect was very destructive to the American cotton and that “ native 
cotton is sometimes affected by it.” The fact that the American cot- 
ton was much more affected than the native varieties is in accord 

with the general experience with imported plants in relation to na- 
tive plant pests, and with introduced pests in respect to native plants. 
The American variety was apparently unresistant in comparison with 
the native cottons of India which, with little doubt, had been long 
associated with this pest,and which have developed a certain amount 
of resistance. 

The later records of this insect show that it was reported from 
India on several occasions prior to 1900 or about that period, and 
those records determined also its occurrence eastward through Burma, 
Siam, and the Philippines, long prior to what was undoubtedly its 
original entry into Egypt in 1906-7. 

The insect was first noted in Egypt in 1911, and the first severely 
infested field, one near Alexandria, was noted in the year following 
(1912). The increase of the damages from this insect in Egypt has 
been steady since 1912 and this in spite of very laborious and ex- 
pensive control operations enforced by the Egyptian Government. 
_ The present distribution, therefore, of the pink bollworm is reason- 
ably traceable to spread from Southern Asia in comparatively recent 
years. The possible exception is German East Africa, and even there 
the natural explanation of its occurrence is its recent introduction 
with cotton imported from India, although there is the possibility, 
already noted, that the natural range of the insect may have included 
Central Africa and that the African infestation may therefore have 
come from such native stock. 

PRESENT RANGE. 

With the exception of two infestations in Texas, which it is hoped 
will be stamped out, the known range of the pink bollworm is as 
follows: 

East Africa, West Africa, Egypt, Nigeria, Sudan, Zanzibar, India 
(very generally), Bengal, Ceylon, Burma, Straits Settlements | Cbtine, 
Philippines (Luzon), Hawau, Brazil, and Mexico. There fg also a 
record from Japan, although this may be erroneous. At any rate 
it is not confirmed by Prof. Kuwana, government entomologist, ac- 
cording to a statement published by Fullaway (5). The introduc- 
tion of the pink bollworm into Brazil and Mexico is very recent, and 
the available records show very clearly how it was accomplished. — 
As these are of special interest at the present time, the particulars 
will be given. 

The information from Brazil comes through Mr. Edward C. Green, 
superintendent of the Cotton Department of the Ministry of Agricul- 
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ture, who has published a very full statement on the subject (8). 
During 1913 Mr. Green made a trip of inspection through the greater 
portion of the cotton-producing area in Brazil. Special attention 
was paid to the seed, not only in the fields but in the ginneries, and 
no infestation was found. In 1916, however, another trip showed 
that the pink bollworm was present over wide areas in the States 
of Parahyba, Rio Grande del Norte, and Ceara. It seems that in 
the years 1911, 1912, and 1913, the Government of Brazil imported 
nine tons of Egyptian cotton seed. This seed was not fumigated as 
it was not suspected that any injurious insect was likely to be carried 
by it. A test for germination showed 89 per cent viable. It is al- 
together likely that a percentage of the unviable seeds were those 
attacked by the pink bollworm. All of this seed was sent to agri- 
cultural inspectors in various States and by them was eure ae 
further throughout the cotton-growing districts. 

There can be no doubt that the general establishment of the pink 
bollworm in Brazil was due to the importation of the Egyptian seed, 
and that incalculable losses to the country could have been fod 
if proper quarantine precautions had been taken. 

In Mexico the pink bollworm was introduced in 1911. During that 
season two importations of Egyptian seed were made. One consisted 

of 125 sacks and was planted near Monterey; the other, of 6 tons, 
and this was planted in the vicinity of San Pedro in the Laguna. 
From what is known of the abundance of the pink bollworm in 
Egypt in 1911 it is probable that both shipments of seed were in- 
fested and that both of them contributed to the present infesta- 
tion in Mexico. It is true that. cotton culture has not been con- 
tinued in the vicinity of Monterey, but the crop of Egyptian cotton 
produced there in 1911 attracted considerable attention and much 
of the seed was shipped to the Laguna. 

The work of determining the spread of the pink bollworm in 
Mexico was greatly facilitated by the cooperation of the Mexican 
Government. The Minister de Fomento, Sr. Pastor Rouaix, Sr. 
José Duvallon, Director de Agricultura, and Prof. Julio Requelme 
Inda of his department, showed the greatest interest in the matter 
as soon as the presence of the pink bollworm in Mexico was known. 
Sr. Duvallon dispatched a special representative, Sr. Alfonso Mada- 
riaga, to Northern Mexico, where he spent some months in making 
examinations in the Laguna. His findings corroborated in every 
way the discoveries made by Mr. Busck. 

Very recently specimens of the pink bollworm have been received 
from China. They were collected by Mr. H. H. Jobson, who at the 
present writing (May, 1918) has just returned from China. Mr. 

Jobson’s notes are as follows: : 
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The collection which I have was secured from the seed room of one of the 

ginneries in Shanghai and from the fields at Tungchow, about 12 hours’ ride 

by boat up the river from Shanghai. The infestation is more or less general 

throughout China ; however, there may be some small areas where it is not 

present. A majority of the cotton grown within a radius of 100 miles of 

Shanghai is shipped into that port before being ginned, and from evidences 

found at the ginning establishments there is no doubt but what all those re- 

gions are infested. In fact, the larve are so numerous that by going into the 

seed room of the gins a person may secure any number of them within a very 

‘short time, as they may be seen crawling around over the seed and on the 

walls. 

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION IN MEXICO. 

As far as absolutely definite evidence shows, the pink bollworm 
is confined to three loealitres in Mexico, one of which is the Laguna 
district, a valley isolated by mountain ranges about 200 miles from 
the Texas border. The Laguna, in which the bulk of the total Mexican 
crop is produced, consists of about 1,200 square miles of land. Mr. 
August Busck, on a trip to Mexico in the early part of 1917, ob- 
tained saneples of cotton seed from 40 of the estates in that region. 
Thirty of these samples were found to be infested and later records 
indicate infestation on ranches from which no insects in the seeds 
were received. In short it is evident that through the shipment of 
cotton seed from one part of the Laguna to another and possibly 
through the flight of the insect, the pink bollworm has become gen- 
erally established there. Although the distribution of the pest is 
naturally irregular at the present time, it is certain that it will be- 
come uniform in the course of a few years, and that most energetic 
steps must be taken by the planters to control or eradicate the insect. 
Other localities known to be infested in Mexico are Allende, about 
40 miles south of Eagle Pass, and the Trevino ranch, immediately 
opposite Del Rio. Te both cases the infestations were the result of 
the receipt of seed from the Laguna. 

NATURE AND AMOUNT OF DAMAGE. 

The pink bollworm affects cotton production in several ways. In 
the first place it destroys a certain number of bolls or portions of 
bolls, in which case the lint produced is short and kinky (fig.1). The 

_ injury, however, does not ‘end with the reduction in the yield of 
lint. The crop of seed is correspondingly reduced, and what is ob- 
tained is of light weight and poor grade. In the crushing of 
Egyptian seed in England it was found that the oil content was 
lower than normal by about 20 per cent, and that the oil actually 
secured was of dark color and comparatively low value. The work 
of the insect is also of importance in connection with seed for plant- 

) 
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ing. The percentage of germination is naturally low and much 
larger quantities must be planted to secure a stand. 

It is evident from what has been said that the pink bollworm must 
be of interest to all classes of persons concerned in the cotton trade 

as well as to those engaged more especially in the cultivation of the 
crop and the utilization of the seed. 
The most accurate information concerning the damage by the 

pink bollworm is in a recent paper by L. H. Gough (7). This in- 
vestigator conducted studies in lower and middle Egypt to determine 
the number of bolls attacked by the pink bollworm. The samples 
consisted each of 100 green bolls taken at random in fields in various 
localities. These samples were sent to Cairo where they were given 
a very careful examination. The total number of bolls examined in 

Vig. 1.—At left, normal cotton boll; at right, boll injured by the pink bollworm. 

this work was 106,400, and the examinations were continued from 

July to November. The following are the results of this investiga- 
tion: 

Percentage infested during July, less than 10. 

Percentage infested during August, from 10 to 25. 

Percentage infested during September, from 25 to 75. 

Percentage infested during October, from 75 to 89. 

These figures show in a very striking manner the great damage of 
which the pink bollworm is capable. They may be taken as a fair 
indication of the injury which would be done in the United States, 
as the seasonal conditions here are similar to those in Egypt. In 
short they show that approximately 25 per cent of August bolls and 
50 per cent of the September bolls would be destroyed or rendered 
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practically valueless by the insect. They further illustrate the rapid 
increase of infestation of green bolls with the advance of the season, 
and indicate the possibility of a high reduction of yield, particu- 
larly in all late-maturing cottons where the second and third pick- 
ings are of importance. Fortunately for Egypt, one of the principal 
varieties of cotton grown there, the Sakellarides, matures its crop 
early and yields most of its cotton with the first picking. In spite 
of this favorable condition, however, and of expensive control opera- 
tions enforced by the Government, a very conservative estimate by 
experts indicates a loss of at least 17 per cent to the Egyptian crop 
due to this insect. In the Hawaiian Islands the pink bollworm has 
prevented the development of the cotton industry which at one time 
showed considerable promise. With relation to German East Africa 
a statement is made that the pest normally becomes so abundant in 
two or three years after its introduction in the field as to necessitate 
abandoning the crop (11). 

In Brazil the Minister of Agriculture recently has collected data 
for an estimate of the damage to the cotton crop caused by the pink 
bollworm by addressing communications to the governors of the 
‘principal cotton-producing states of the Republic. The following is 
a summary of the results of this investigation: 

Losses on account of ravages of pink bollworm in Brazil: Crop of 1917. 

Brazilian state. American currency. 

NEURITES pS al ae re ag lp $ 750,000 

LEB UI Ty see aa ae ae ies é Se ee iste eel LNT Sat 500,000 

i Wearan aa 28 a et wae ak BYE Lyla 10,000,000: 

Rio Grande do Rome Mie Fe TORRES es (ee 5 ee pete 2 2,500,000 

JE-EE VERS) BN OS IN Renee as | Sn _. 95,925,000 

Pernambuco ___-_-_______ BADR IS NT 1s Ser. = _______ 5,750,000 

JNUEYEROPNGE ol ENS sg ge ee a Lays Sheba 2 Steen 1,575,000 

The loss referred to in the table ran from 30 per cent of the crop 
in the State of Alagoas to two-thirds of the crop, or 30,000 metric 
tons, in the State of Ceara. 

In Mexico the actual injury caused by the pink bollworm was 
investigated by the Joint Commission representing the Mexican and 
American commissions. This commission visited many plantations 
in the Laguna in 1917. It reported that the loss to the crop of 1917 
chargeable to the pink bollworm was not less than 30 per cent. Mr. 
August Busck, who was a member of the commission, personally 
estimated losses ranging from 30 to 50 per cent, with individual 
fields showing even higher losses. 

DESCRIPTION AND LIFE HISTORY. 

The pink bollworm has four stages, namely, egg, larva, pupa, and 

adult or moth. The moth (fig. 2) resembles somewhat the common 
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clothes moth of this country. From tip to tip of the extended wings 
it measures from three-fifths to four-fifths of an inch. It is of a 
dark-brown color, the forewings ending in a rather sharp point. The 
hindwings are somewhat broader than the forewings and end in an 
even sharper point. The eggs are very small objects, somewhat oval, 
about one-twenty-fifth of an inch long and one-fiftieth of an inch 
broad. The surface is white and finely wrinkled. The larva (fig. 3) 

: @ when first hatched 
’ s yy is glassy white with 
7G light-brown anterior 

markings. It grows 
rapidly, and when 
mature measures 

nearly a half inch 
in length. It is cy- 

Zy, yyy) Wi YM . lindrical, white, with 4 | “Lg iy) Hy the dorsal side 
strongly colored 
with pink. 

The pupa (fig. 4) 
is about two-fifths of 
an inch in length, 

Yipee; reddish brown, the 

“Wf io posterior end pointed 

Tic. 2.—The pink bollworm (Pectinophor ssypiella) : ae ence Brie 
ne Adult. Much Culeneed: “(Busck.) aeons hooklike process. ; 

There are several 
insects found in bolls of cotton in the United States which may be 
mistaken for the pink bollworm. One of these is the so-called pink 
cornworm or scavenger bollworm (Pyroderces rileyi Walsingham), 
which frequently is found in decaying bolls, especially those which 
have been injured by disease. It has not been known to attack 
healthy bolls. It 
does not normally 
make its way into 
the seed, and this 
fact will help in 
distinguishing it 
from the pink boll- 
worm. Another insect which may be mistaken for the pink bollworm 
is the common bollworm of cotton (Chloridea obsoleta Fabricius). 
This is the same insect that feeds on corn and is known in some parts 
of the country as the corn earworm. It bores holes through the car- 
pels of the bolls, feeds for a short time, and then proceeds to another 

Fic. 3.—The pink bollworm: Outline drawing of larva, 

showing structure. Much enlarged. (Busck.) 
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boll. In the early stages it sometimes assumes a somewhat pinkish 
color. It may be distinguished from the pink bollworm by its habits, 
especially by the fact that it does not feed altogether in the interior 
of the bolls and that it is not found within the 
seeds. When full grown it is much larger than 
the pink bollworm, measuring about 2 inches in 
length. 
The insect most likely to be mistaken for the 

pink bollworm is the boll weevil. Although the 
boll weevil is sometimes found in seeds, it gener- 

ally is found feeding within the interior of the 
boll. It discolors the fiber considerably, and this 
causes the interior of the boll to assume a more or 
less decayed appearance, quite unlike the appear- 
ance of bolls infested by the pink bollworm, in 
which decay generally does not occur. This so- 
called cleanliness of the work of the pink bollworm 
is one of the most useful characteristics in differ- 
entiation. 
The accompanying illustrations will assist the 

reader in deciding whether the work in question is 
that of the pink bollworm or some other insect join: Pupe. 

Tuch enlarged. found in cotton bolls. tote ee 

Fig. 5.—Exit holes of pink bollworms in cotton bolls. 

Figure 5 shows on the left the appearance of the interior of an in- 

jured boll, and on the right the characteristic small circular opening 
made by the larva for the purpose of allowing the adult to emerge. 

63886°—18—Bull. 723-2 
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Figure 6 shows on the left the characteristic opening made by the 
ordinary bollworm (CAloridea obsoleta). It is of large size and 
surrounded by a raised margin. The exit holes of the pink boll- 
worm, on the left, are much smaller, more regular, and without raised 
margins. 

Figure 7 shows the appearance of locks of cotton, exhibiting typi- 
‘al injury by the pink bollworm. ; 
Figure 8 shows individual seeds infested by the pink bollworm. 

In the lower line are the “double seeds.” These are frequently 

Fic. 6.—Two bolls showing distinction between exit holes of the ordinary bollworm’ 

or corn earworm (Chloridea obsoleta) and those of the pink bollworm (Pectinophora 
gossypiclia). The large hole in the boll to the left was made by the ordinary boll- 

worm and the two small ones in the boll to the right are typical of the pink boll- 
worm. 

found as the result of the webbing together of two seeds by larvee of 
the Jater stages in order to obtain more room for pupation. 

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the pink bollworm in a burr and the 
typical opening made by this insect when it makes its way from one 
lock to another. . 

Although these descriptions may help in enabling any one to 
determine whether the pink bollworm is present in a cotton field, it 
will always be best to send any specimens to an entomologist without 
delay for authoritative determination. It is extremely important 
that any possible infestation by this insect be brought to attention 
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at the earliest possible date, that prompt eradicative measures may 
be taken. | 

Fic. 7.—Cotton locks showing typical injury by the pink bollworm (Pectinophora 

gossypiella) . 

Under the authority of the Federal Horticultural Board, Mr. 
August Busck spent a number of months in the Hawaiian Islands in 
1905 studying the life history and habits of the pink bollworm. His 

Fie. 8.—Cotton seed containing pink bollworms, opened to show the cells. Both the 

single and double seeded cells are shown, the double-seeded ones being broken apart. 

paper (2) on the subject is by far the most complete of any which 
has been published. The following statements regarding the life 
history and habits of the pest are based upon Mr. Busck’s paper: 
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The eggs are laid singly or in small groups on the green bolls or 
in the flowers. Generally the eggs are to be found near the points of 
the green bolls in the sutures marking the locks. As many as 4 
eggs may be, found in this situation and altogether as many as 20 
eggs have been found on a single boll. It is estimated that a female 
will deposit in the neighborhood of 100 eggs. These hatch in from 
4 to 12 days. 

The larva, immediately on hatching, bores its way into the boll. 
The infested bolls sometimes become recognizable by a reddish or 
blackened discoloration which follows aac Mr. Busck finds, 

however, that the only conclusive ex- 
terior srideace of infestation. is the 
egeshell at the entrance hole or the 
larva itself within the boll. 

The food of the larva is the seed » 
within the boll. It devours one and 
generally proceeds to the next above. 
‘Ordinarily a single larva does not 
make its way outside of the lock 
which it first invades, but occasion- — 
ally the adjoining lock may be en- 
tered. It is to be noted that the 
larva restricts itself to the interior 
of the boll and never makes its way 
to the outside for the purpose of 
reaching another boll. When the 
larva reaches full growth it often ‘1eé. 9.—Pink bollworm on carpel of 

cotton boll, which shows also typical protects itself by webbing two seeds 
hole made by worm while travel- 
ind “from onesies to. the wee together, the attachment being made 

to openings brought into contact by 
the insect. These “double seeds” are characteristic of the work of 
the insect. Usually they are not destroyed in the process of ginning, 
and they furnish the best means of determining quickly oe any 
lot of seeds is infested. 
During the summer the larva stage occupies from 20 to 30 days. 

Later in cine season this stage may Be more or less indefinitely pro- 
longed. Gough (6), in Egypt, found that larvee would remain in a 
quiescent condition for over two years. Mr. Busck caused infested 
seeds to be placed in small bales of cotton in Honolulu. Examina- 
tions made up to 18 months after the time of baling continued to 
reveal the presence of live larve. It is thus evident that the larva 
stage may be prolonged over at least two growing seasons. It is this 
feature in the life history of the pest which has facilitated its car- 
riage to many remote quarters of the earth, 
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After a variable time, as has been indicated, the larva transtorms 
into a pupa or chrysalis. This stage lasts from 10 to 20 days and then 
the moth emerges. The life of the moth is rather short. Under 
favorable conditions Mr. Busck succeeded in keeping some specimens 
alive for 32 days, but under the same conditions the great majority 
of the insects died in from 14 to 20 days. 

The moth is seldom seen in nature. Its habit is to hide during 
the day under stones or brush. The normal time of flight is from 
6.30 to 8 p. mt. Although apparently capable of prolonged flight, 
they prefer to go no farther than the first cotton field. The moth is 
so quiet in its habits and so easily overlooked that many may occur 

Fig. 10.—Typical holes made by pink bollworms through cotton-boll carpels. 

unnoticed in the field. In fact Mr. Busck states that frequently he 
walked through cotton fields in the Hawaiian Islands where the 
moths had been emerging daily for an indefinite time, and where 
many thousands must have been present, without seeing a single one. 
Statements to the effect that the pink bollworm is attracted to lights 

have appeared in the literature. Mr. Busck paid particular atten- 
tion to this point and demonstrated that in Hawaii lights have no 
attraction whatever for the insect. In fact, the moths were clearly 
repelled by light. In Egypt experiments have shown some degree 
of attraction to light but not enough to form the basis for control 
measures. 

1 Standard time. 
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The question of the food plants of the pink bollworm is one which 
has been discussed at considerable length. There are statements in 
the literature to the effect that the species feeds on pomegranates in 
Egypt, on milo in Hawaii, and in Egypt and India on teel, okra, and 
hollyhock. The record poate to pomegranates has been Sidnaws: 
by Mr. H. A? Ballou, who has recently published a statement to the 
effect that it was an error. With reference to milo Dr. D. T. Fulla- 
way has made a statement that the record was from a single specimen 
from a fallen fruit and that this specimen may well have been a 
stray larva which crawled into a cracked milo fruit for pupation. 

Mr. Busck’s observations in the Hawaiian Islands did not reveal 

any food plants other than species of the genus Gossypium, that is 
cottons. More recently, however, a statement has been published to 
the effect that the insect has been reared from a closely related plant 
belonging to the genus Hibiscadelphus. 

The subject of the food plants of the pink bollworm in Mexico 
and Texas is now receiving very special attention. The extent to 
which okra, hollyhocks, and various wild malvaceous plants will 
have to be considered as host plants for the insect in nonéotton zones 
depends upon these investigations, which are being prosecuted thor- 
oughly and with the utmost geet dispatch. ~L 

As far as observed, the insect has no preference for cultivated varl- 
eties of cotton. The perennial or Caravonica, Chinese,’Sea Island, 
and American Upland varieties growing in Hawaii were attacked to 

the same extent. Similar observations have been made int eyet and 
India. ' 

NATURAL ENEMIES. > 

The pink bollworm has a number of insect enemies wherever it 
occurs. In the Hawaiian Islands Busck found at least six species at- 
tacking it. Other species have been recorded from Egypt, Brazil. 
and India, 
By far the most important enemy of thé pink bollworm is a small 

mite known as Pediculoides ventricosus Newport. This is a com- 
mon enemy of insects and occurs throughout the world. It seems to 
have increased to a very considerable extent in Egypt, but it does not 
appear that it is likely to be sufficiently abundant at any time to 
serve as an important agency in controlling the pink bollworm. 
Neither does it appear from the available records that any insect or 
mite enemies of the pest are likely to be of any practical importance 

in controlling it. 
It is interesting to note that the mite to which reference has been 

made also pitadles human beings. In 1914 large quantities of 
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Egyptian cotton seed were shipped to London. The laborers em- 
ployed in handling this seed became affected by a rash of the skin 
caused by the punctures of the mite. The irritation was severe and 
resulted in a strike for higher wages. Recently the writer has 
learned from Mr. E. C. Green that in Brazil, since the establishment 

of the pink bollworm there, children who play about seed houses 
soon become affected by a dermatitis which probably is the same as 
that which has been found to follow the attack of the mite in other 
parts of the world. 

PRECAUTIONS TAKEN TO PREVENT THE INTRODUCTION OF THE 

PINK BOLLWORM INTO THE UNITED STATES. 

Prior to 1913 a considerable number of planters and others inter- 

ested in the production of long-staple cottons in the United States 
caused small importations of Egyptian seed to be made. They were 
planted in many of the southern States, but did not result, for vari- 
ous reasons, in the establishment of the culture of Egyptian cottons. 
The Department of Agriculture also made special importations. _ In 
1902 a considerable quantity of seed was brought from Egypt and 
small experimental plantings were made at Pierce and San Antonio, 
Tex., and at various other points in the Southwest. That the estab- 
lishment of the pest did not follow any of these importations is due 
to the recent introduction of the insect into Egypt. 

With the approval of the plant quarantine act on August 20, 1912, 
_ the Department of-Agriculture for the first time obtained - “arrears 

to regulate the importations of plants and plant. products from for- 
eign countries and to take the steps necessary to prevent the intro- 

_ duction. of injurious insects and plant diseases by such importations. 

‘The pink bollworm was one of the first insects to be considered after 
the plant: quarantine act went into operation. Its foreign status and 
its menace to American cotton was first brought to the attention of 
the Federal Horticultural Board in April, 1913, and on May 20 of 
that year a formal hearing was called at Washington to consider 
the advisability of prohibiting the importation of cotton seed from 

all foreign countries. No special opposition was encountered and a 

quarantine was promulgated on May 28, 1913, to take effect on 

July 1 of that year. This quarantine forbade the importation into 
the United States of cotton seed of all species and varieties, and cot- 
tonseed hulls from any foreign locality and. country excepting the 
Imperial Valley in the State “ot Lower California in Mexico. The 
importation from this region in Mexico was covered by regulations. 
The importance of this on was shown in May, 1913, oy the re- 
ceipt in Arizona of a shipment of 500 pounds of Egyptian seed 
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which was found to have an infestation by the pink bollworm of 
about 20 per cent. Thanks to the quarantine law in Arizona and the 
activity of Dr. A. W. Morrill, the State entomologist, the whole ship- 
ment was destroyed by fire. 
A little later (Aug. 18, 1913), on the recommendation of the ex- 

perts of the Bureaus of Entomology and Plant Industry of this 
department, this quarantine was amended in such manner as to pro- 
vide, under regulation, for the entry, for milling only, of cotton 
seed from the States of Nuevo Leon and Tamaulipas, Mexico. A 
still later amendment permitted the introduction of seed from other 
of the nortliern states of Mexico. 

The reasons advanced for allowing such entry of Mexican cotton 
seed were that no insects which were not found in the United States 
were known to occur there, and that the culture of cotton is more or 

less continuous with that in the United States. The absence of any 
cotton pests in the Republic of Mexico which did not occur in the 
United States at that time had been established by field inspections 
by several of the entomologists of the department. 

To protect the United States from the possible entry ar the pink 
bollworm from the Territory of Hawaii, a domestic quarantine was 
promulgated June 24, 1913, prohibiting the importation of cotton 
seed and cottonseed hulls from this territory. 

It was thought that the United States was sufficiently safeguarded 
against the pink bollworm by the quarantines against cotton seed 
as such, but it soon came to notice that considerable quantities of seed 
were coming to the United States in bales of lint. A careful ex- 
amination of picker waste from a large number of bales of Egyptian 

cotton was made. It was found that considerable numbers of seeds 

passed around the rollers in the gins and some between the roller 
and the knife through small openings due to wear. The waste 
from 37 bales which was examined showed sound seeds, some of them 
infested, varying from 27 to 600 per bale. The average per bale was 
215. The variation in the different bales depended upon the grade 
of the cotton, the lower grades having many more seeds than the 
better ones. It was estimated on the basis of the examination of 
waste from the 37 bales that over 16,000 live larve of the pink boll- 
worm were being brought to the United States each year, of which 
several hundred went to the mills in the cotton belt. 

It thus became evident that a quarantine which did not take into 
consideration the seeds in bales of lint was inadequate. Conse- 
quently in May, 1914, a public hearing was held to discuss various. 
means of protection. The different proposals made were that foreign 
cotton be excluded altogether from the United States; that it be ad- 
mitted only under a guaranty that all seeds had been eliminated, or 
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that it had been disinfected; that it be allowed to proceed only to 
mills outside of the cotton belt; and that it be sent to southern cotton 

mills only after a period of storage of 18 months or more in northern 
localities. At the public hearing, and subsequently through con- 
ferences with members of the cotton trade and representatives of 
manutacturing associations whose assistance was very valuable to 
the department, it became evident that there were insuperable ob- 
stacles in the way of any of the plans mentioned. It therefore 
became necessary to make an exhaustive study of the possibility of 
destroying any infestation which might be found in the bales of 
lint. The use of cold was found to be impracticable. The use of 
heat was also impracticable on account of the time necessary to 
penetrate the highly compressed bales of Egyptian cotton and on 
account of the increased danger from fires when bales which had 
been heated were opened in the mills. 
About this time Mr. E. R. Sasscer, of the Federal Horticultural 

Board, and Dr. Lon A. Hawkins, of the Bureau of Plant Industry, 
had been conducting some experiments in the destruction of insects in 
various plant products by fumigation in a vacuum. It was found - 
that the knlling power of hydrocyanic-acid gas was increased enor- 
mously in vacuum and it thus became possible to reach certain 
classes of insects which heretofore had been uncontrollable. It there- 
fore seemed possible that the vacuum process might be utilized in | 
the fumigation of bales of cotton without necessitating their open- 
ing. A small experimental plant was established by the board at 
Washington and a long and what turned out to be a most interesting 
series of experiments was begun by Mr. Sasscer. 

While this investigation was in progress an order regulating 
the entry of all imported lnt cotton was promulgated by the 
Secretary of Agriculture April 27, 1915, effective July 1, 1915, 
and a domestic quarantine regulating the movement of cotton lint 
from the Territory of Hawaii to the mainland was promulgated 
June 11, 1915, effective on and after July 1, 1915. Under this order 
and quarantine, tentative regulations were issued governing and re- 
stricting the entry of foreign cotton and also providing for the 
screening of all rooms or buildings in which foreign cotton was kept 
and the daily burning of all grades of mill waste in which seeds of 

such cotton might be found. A corps of inspectors was employed 
and frequent examinations were made at the mills where foreign cot- 
ton was used to insure the faithful following of regulations. In 
general sympathetic coooperation was obtained. This was especially 
noticeable in the case of southern mills, the owners and managers 
of which seemed to realize the danger of introducing the pink boll- 
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worm and complied with the orders and regulations of the Federal 
Horticultural Board in the most hearty and public-spirited manner. 

In the experiments with vacuum fumigation of lint cotton con- 
ducted by Mr. Sasscer, under the direction and with the advice of the 
Federal Horticultural Board, tests were made with variations in the 
dosage of cyanid, the degree of vacuum, the length of exposure, the 
temperature, and also in the depth of penetration. Steel tubes 
pointed at one end were provided. These had perforations near the 
point and were sealed in such a manner as to be perfectly airtight at 
the other end. Insects were placed within them, and the tubes were 
then driven into the bales. After the experiment was performed the 
insects were removed for examination. In this way the exact effect. 
of the fumigation under all varying conditions at different depths 
within the bales could be determined. At the same time chemical 
tests were made by the Bureau of Chemistry of this department to 
run parallel with the tests with insects. These chemical tests con- 
firmed the rapid penetration of the gas. a 

As the result of a suggestion made following a conference of a 
‘committee of cotton manufacturers with the Federal Horticultural 
Board, the then Office of Markets and Rural Organization of this 
department conducted a series of manufacturing tests with cotton 
which had been fumigated with hydrocyanic-acid gas to determine — 
whether the fumigation by this agent would cause any injury to 
cotton fibers. The results of these tests indicate that such fumiga- 
tion of cotton did not cause any deterioration of the cotton, either 
as to percentage of waste, spinning qualities, tensile strength, or 
bleaching, dyeing, or mercerizing properties of the cotton (3). 

In the first series of experiments various insects more or less re- 
lated to the pink bollworm, but which are native to the United States, | 
were used. After the preliminary work was done and the probable 
requirements for destroying any insect in the bales of lint were 
determined, it was decided to add a series of experiments with the 
pink bollworm itself. For this purpose, under extreme caution to 
avoid escape, a number of insects were brought from the Hawaiian 
Islands. The results in all essential respects were similar to those 
that followed in the case of the insects treated previously. 

As the result of all of this work, which taxed the ingenuity of the 
investigators engaged in it, it was found feasible on a commercial 
scale to fumigate densely compressed bales of cotton and kill any 
insect which might be inside. 

On March 10, 1916, the fumigation of all bales of foreign cotton 
arriving at the United States was required as a condition of entry. 
Advance notice had been given to the importers and others con- 
cerned. In spite of considerable difficulties in obtaining materials 
and in working out mechanical problems, large plants were erected 
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in a remarkably short time and became available for use on the date 
mentioned. Two of these plants were erected in Boston and one at 
Oakland, Cal. A little later additional plants were erected at New 
York City and Newark, N. J., and two plants are now available in 
Seattle, Wash. These establishments have a capacity sufficient to 
handle all of the imported cotton without any special delay. The 

larger plants have a capacity of upward of 1,000 bales per day. 
_ The procedure to be followed in the fumigation of foreign cotton 
is given in an order of the Federal Horticultural Board (12). The 
kind of cyanid and sulphuric acid is specified. The rate is 6 ounces 
of sodium cyanid per 100 cubic feet. The cotton to be fumigated is 
placed in the fumigating chambers, the doors to these chambers are 
closed, and the air is exhausted until the vacuum gauge registers 25 
inches. At this stage the gas is generated in a retort connected with 
the large chamber. The valve of the connecting pipe is opened; after 
the expiration of 15 minutes air is allowed to pass through the gen- 
erator for 5 minutes for the purpose of removing any gas which may 
be present. The air valve on the fumigating chamber is then opened 
and the air allowed to rush in until the gauge registers 5 inches. 
The cotton then remains in the chamber for 1 hour and 40 minutes, 
making the total process of fumigation 2 hours. After the comple- 
tion of the exposure, t~ remove the gas the pumps are run again and 
a vacuum of 25 inches established. At this stage the valves are 
opened and the pumps kept running for some time to complete the 
washing out of the gas from the bales. The pumps are then stopped 
and the doors of the chamber opened so that the cotton can be re- 
moved and another lot put in. 

On December 27, 1915, Mr. R. I. Smith, the inspector of the board 
at. Boston, Mass., called the attention of the board to the fact that a 
considerable amount of cotton waste was being imported. Some of 

_ this waste was found to contain more than twenty times as much seed. 
as a bale of ordinary cotton. On this account the definition of the 
term “cotton” in the regulations was changed to include all grades 
of cotton waste except those resulting from processes of manufacture 
which render it mechanically impossible that seeds may be contained. 
These are the grades of waste resulting from the carding machines 
and subsequent processes in the manufacture of cotton. The require- 
ment of fumigation of cotton waste went into effect on February 16, 
1916. 

On April 11, 1916, the collector of customs at Norfolk, Va., tele- 
~ graphed the board that some 189 tons of cotton seed from Lagos, West 

Africa, constituted a portion of the cargo of the British steamship 
Appam, brought to Newport News as a German prize of war. In 

cooperation with the Office of Markets the board took immediate steps 
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to dispose of this seed, which was found to be infested by the pink 
bollworm. <A provisional sale had been made by the admiralty board 
to the proprietor of an oil mill in South Carolina. This was set 
aside as soon as the danger of introducing the pink bollworm was ex- 
plained. After considering a number of methods of disposing of this 
seed, it was finally decided to have it treated with sulphuric acid and 
thus made available as a fertilizer. Through the cooperation of one 
of the largest manufacturers of fertilizers this was done with the 
utmost dispatch. The entire lot of 4,000 bags of seed was placed in 
sulphuric-acid vats within four days from the time the presence of 
the seed at Newport News became known to the department. As an 
additional precaution the two holds of the Appam which contained the 
seed were fumigated with a heavy dose of cyanid, and the docks, 
lighters, and trucks, as well as floors and platforms, were thoroughly 
cleaned of any spavienall seeds, 

To guard against the possibility that the pink bollworm had escaped 
‘prior to the treatment which has been described, repeated inspections 
were later made of the cotton fields near Newport News, which are at 

a distance of about 10 miles. No traces of infestation have been 
found, and it now seems certain that the establishment of the insect 
from this seed was prevented. 

The chief inspector of the Board in New York City, Mr. Harry 
B. Shaw, reported in February, 1916, that there appeared to be con- 
siderable risk of introduction of the pink bollworm or other cotton 
insects with old burlaps which had been used for coverings of cotton 
and to which, as a rule, considerable cotton and occasional cotton 
seeds remain attached. Such burlaps are imported in large quanti- 
ties for paper manufacture and other uses, and an, investigation 
which was made of such imports in New York and Boston fully 
confirmed the risk of the introduction of cotton and cotton seed with 
such materials. An amendment was therefore added to the rules 
and regulations governing the importation of cotton into the United 
States, effective August 1, 1916, providing for the inspection and, 
where necessary, disinfection of all burlaps or other fabrics offered 
for import which had been used for covering cotton and to which 
cotton was adhering. 

The possibility of entry of uncrushed seeds containing living pink 
bollworms or other cotton insects with cottonseed products, such as 
cake and meal, became evident after careful examination of such 
imports, and to safeguard their entry an order restricting the admis- 
sion of cottonseed cake, meal, and all other cottonseed products, ex- 
cept oil, from all foreign countries was promulgated June 28, 1917, 
and regulations under this order were issued June 29, 1917, effective 
on and after July 16, 1917, 
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DISCOVERY IN MEXICO. 

Earlier in this bulletin attention has been directed to the fact that 
when the quarantine against foreign cotton seed was placed in 
operation the State of Lower California, Mexico, was not included, 
and that subsequently cotton seed was permitted entry, for milling 
purposes only, from certain northern States of Mexico. The reason 

for this was that several of the entomologists of the department had 
been in northern Mexico and had found no traces of infestation by 
any insects other than those which are known to occur in the United 
States. These explorations were made-some years ago, however, and 
it was still thought desirable to have new examinations made on ac- 
‘count of the suspicion that the pink bollworm or some other de- 
structive pest might have been introduced in the meantime. Accord- 
ingly arrangements were made in 1916 to dispatch an agent to Mex- 
ico. Shortly before the time fixed for his departure the activities 
of the bandits became so great that the trip had to be postponed 
indefinitely. If it had not been for these circumstances the presence 
of the pink bollworm in Mexico would have been known some months 
before it actually came to the attention of the department. 

_ On November 1, 1916, the department received from a planter in 
the Laguna, who was then residing in Mexico City, a number of 
specimens of cotton bolls which had been attacked by insects. The 
sender was under the impression that the insect was the boll weevil 
which, though introduced in the Laguna on numerous occasions, had 
never been able to maintain itself on account of climatic conditions. 
Several of the bolls were found to be infested by the boll weevil, but 
others showed the presence of the pink bollworm. The determination 
was first made by- Dr. W. D. Pierce and confirmed by Mr. August 
Busck and other specialists of the Bureau of Entomology. 

On November 3, 1916, the situation was considered by the Federal 
Horticultural Board, and on November 4 an amendment to the 
regulations extending the quarantine to cotton seed and cotton from 
Mexico was issued by the department. An investigation was imme- 
diately started to determine the extent of the infestation in Mexico 
and the number of shipments of cotton seed from that country to the 
United States. It was soon found that a large amount of Mexican 
cotton seed had been shipped to mills in Texas during the season of 
1916. In previous years no Mexican cotton seed had been shipped 
to the United States, and it was only the disturbed conditions in 
Mexico and the unprecedented high price of seed in the United States 
which caused the seed mentioned to be forwarded to the United 
States. 

It was found that a total of 446 carloads of Mexican seed had en- 
tered the United States during 1916 prior to November 4. These car- 
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loads went to mills at Beaumont, Pearsall, Kaufman, Hearne, San 
Antonio, Houston, Dallas, Wolfe City, New Braunfels, Grand View, 
and Alice. The amounts varied from one carload, which went to 
Wolfe City, to 114 carloads, which went to Beaumont. Ninety-three 
carloads were shipped to Hearne and 69 to Kaufman, both located i in 
regions where cotton is cultivated on every plantation. 

The State authorities in Texas were notified and the Federal Hor- 
ticultural Board began a campaign to expedite the crushing of the 
seed and the destruction of any scattered seeds about the premises. 
The cooperation with the State was through Hon. Fred. Davis, com- 
missioner of agriculture, the entomologist of his department, Mr. 
KE. E. Scholl, and the chief nursery inspector, Mr. E. L. Ayers. 

Agents of the Federal department visited the mills which had 
received the Mexican seed at frequent intervals through the fall and 
winter. The force was increased by the addition of three men de- 
tailed from the Office of Markets of this department. The proprie- 
tors of the mills and the State Cottonseed Crushers’ Association all 
assisted very materially in the work, which was done with the utmost 
possible dispatch and with great thoroughness. 

SPECIAL APPROPRIATION FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

In November, 1916, the department submitted to Congress an esti- 
mate for an appropriation of $50,000 to be used, first, in determining 
the possible presence of the pink bollworm in the vicinity of the 
mills which received Mexican seed and to stamp out any infestation 
which might be found; second, to enforce the quarantine against 
Mexican‘seed and cotton products which might carry the pink boll- 
worm. This appropriation became available on March 4, 1917. 

Under the appropriation the Federal Horticultural Board organ- 
ized a full field force. It consisted of one set of inspectors to make 
field examinations to determine whether the pink bollworm could be 
found, and another to enforce the quarantine regulations at the 
border ports. 

DISCOVERY IN TEXAS. 

As the result of the field examinations, to which reference has been 
made, the first specimen of the pink bollworm in Texas was discov- 
ered in Hearne, Tex., on September 10, 1917, by Ivan Schiller, an 
inspector of the board. This was found in a small field adjoining 
the oil mill which had received Mexican cotton seed. Later four 
additonal specimens were found, none of them more than one-fourth 
of a mile from the mill. On October 5 a specimen was found in a 
field near the oil mill at Beaumont by inspector H. C. Millender, 
and on October 25 specimens were taken at Anahuac, in Chambers 
County, by Mr. H. S. Hensley. The first two of these infestations 
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were undoubtedly due to the Mexican seed which had been shipped 
to the United States in 1916. The infestation in Chambers County, 
however, can not be attributed to such shipments. It was found to 
extend around Galveston Bay from Smiths Point:to the vicinity of 
Texas City. It was heavier near the Bay and diminished regularly 
toward the interior. After considerable investigation, in which all 
possible theories have been investigated, the conclusion has been 
reached that this infestation was probably due to Mexican bales of 
cotton which were shipped to Galveston in 1915. During this year 
several thousand bales of cotton from the Laguna in Mexico reached 
Galveston by way of El Paso. This cotton was on the docks at 
Galveston at the time of the hurricane of August, 1915. With sev- 
eral thousand bales of Texas cotton it was washed from the docks 
and distributed around the shore line, in some cases 75 miles away. 
Many of these bales were broken open by the force of the water. It 
is well known that Mexican bales contain large numbers of seeds, 
and cotton plants were found growing along the high water line 
during the fall of 1915 and the spring of 1916. ,.This theory, while 
not altogether satisfactory, is considered by Mr. August Busck, who 
has paid more attention to the study of the pink bollworm than any 
other entomologist, to be adequate to explain the known situation at 
the present time around Galveston Bay. 

As soon as the presence of the pink bollworm in Texas was dis- 
covered the Federal Horticultural Board, in cooperation with the 
Department of Agriculture of the State of Texas, undertook active 
measures to eradicate it. The work consisted at first of scouting 
to determine the limits of infestation, the destruction of any possible 
infestation remaining in the fields, and the safeguarding by various 
means of the cotton produced in the infested fields and in neigh- 
boring ones during the season of 1917. 

Entomologists were obtained from various sources. Twenty-five 
were engaged in the scouting work in Hearne,and later about 50 in | 
the work in southeastern Texas. As the result of this work it seems 
practically certain that the infestation in Hearne was limited to the 
immediate vicinity of the oil mill. In southeastern Texas infesta- 
tion was found from the vicinity of Beaumont, in Jefferson County, 
to Arcola, about 7 miles from the Brazos River. The northernmost 
point infested was in Liberty County, about 18 miles north of the 
town of Liberty. This area includes all of Chambers, Galveston, 
and Jefferson Counties, and Boren of Liberty, Harris, Brazoria, 
and Hardin Counties. 

The work of removing any Oecane infestation from the fields 
consisted of uprooting or chopping down the plants, the collection 

by hand of all locks or portions of locks which were found on the 
ground, and the burning of all the accumulated trash with the use 
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of kerosene. In this work 1,624 acres of land in the vicinity of 
Hearne were cleaned, and 7,170 acres in southeastern Texas. The 
work was not confined to telds in which infestation was actually 
found, but included fields at a considerable distance beyond the 
outermost points found infested. It involved the employment of an’ 
average of about 500 laborers for the months of November, Decem- 
ber, January, and February, and a portion of March. In many 
cases the laborers were assembled in camps and housed and pro- 
visioned by the department. In other cases, where the work was in 
the vicinity of towns, it was possible to employ local labor. The 
safeguarding of cotton products produced in the infested areas in 
1917 consisted of the milling of the seed under supervision at cer- 
tain mills selected because their construction would enable the work 
to be done with practically no danger of disseminating the pest. 
The baled cotton, so far as possible, was caused to be exported or 
shipped directly to northern mills. 

COTTON-FREE ZONES. 

In 1917 the Legislature of Texas passed an act intended to give 
authority to prevent the establishment of the pink bollworm in the 
State. Under this act authority was granted to quarantine the dis- 
tricts in which the insect might be found, and to establish zones in 
which the planting of cotton might be prohibited. Under this 
authority on January 21, 1918, the governor of Texas quarantined - 
the Hearne district as well as the territory found infested in south- 
eastern Texas. In the case of Hearne the quarantined area included 
a’territory within a radius of 3 miles from the mill. In the case of 
southeastern Texas the quarantined area included a safety zone on 
the outermost points infested approximately 10 miles in width. 

On February 25, 1918, following the recommendation of Hon. Fred 
W. Davis, commissioner of agriculture, the governor of Texas issued 
a peo aaecion pollen the levees of cotton in the quarantined 
areas. 

The finding of eres by the pink bollworm in Mexico not 
far from Del Rio in the spring of 1918 made it necessary to place 
in operation another section of the Texas pink bollworm act. Asa 
consequence a third noncotton zone was provided to include McKin- 
ney, Maverick, and Valverde. Counties. 

SPECIAL REGULATION AT MEXICAN BORDER. 

The risk of direct entry of the pink bollworm from Mexico by 
flight or by accidental carriage necessitated the provision in the 
regulations governing the entry from Mexico of cottonseed cake, 
meal, or other cottonseed products, including oil, that permits for 
such entry should be issued only for the products named produced in 
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mills located in the Laguna district of Mexico. The object of this 

proviso with relation to Mexico is to deter the erection of mills 
near the border of the United States with the consequent risk of 
escape of insects from seed brought for crushing to such mills near 
the border. 
In this connection it may be noted that active steps toward the 

eontrol of the pink bollworm have been undertaken in Mexico. A 
‘recommendation was made to the Mexican Government by a joint 
commission, one of the members of which is Mr. August Busck, of 
the United States Department of Agriculture, that the cultivation 
of cotton in infested regions be prohibited for a period of three 
years. It has not been possible up to the present time for the Mexi- 
can Government to place this recommendation in operation, but it 
has issued two decrees looking ‘toward the control of the insect. 
One of these is a quarantine against the main infested territory 
with a provision for a safety zone of considerable width. The other 
provides for the fumigation of all cottonseed produced, whether in- 
tended for crushing or planting. 

PRESENT WORK OF THE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. 

To meet. the menace of the pink bollworm the activities of the de- 
partment through the Federal Horticultural Board now include: 

(1) The exclusion from the United States of cotton seed from all 
foreign countries except the Imperial Valley of Lower California, 
Mexico, and its exclusion also from Hawaii; 

(2) Regulating and safeguarding the anes: of cottonseed products 
| from all foreign countries and from Hawaii; 

(3) Regulation of entry and dhsiatiectinn of all imported cotton 
and cotton waste, and also burlaps which have been used as wrap- 
pings of foreign cotton, including such material from Hawaii; 

(4) Survey, eradication, and control work in Texas in cooperation 
with the State authorities; 

(5) Regulation of rail and other traffic with Mexico; 
(6) Determination of distribution in Mexico and cooperation in 

control measures with the Mexican Government or local Mexican 
authorities; and 

(7) Investigation in Mexico of the life history and habits of the 
pink bollworm as a basis for control measures. 

Detailed information as to these activities and the quarantine and 
other restricting orders and regulations in relation to cotton and cot- 
ton products are given in the monthly numbers of the Service and 
Regulatory Announcements of the Federal Horticultural Board (13). 

In general the work in Texas consists of cooperation with the 
State of Texas in maintaining the cotton-free zones and safeguard- 
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ing the products produced therein in 1917, in extensive scouting to 
determine at the earliest moment the occurrence of the insect in any 
point in Texas or elsewhere, and in eradicative work. | 

The work at the Texas border ports consists of the regulation of | 
the traffic from Mexico to prevent the importation, through accident 
or otherwise, of any Mexican cotton seed. It includes the inspec- | 
tion and disinfection of baggage, the cleaning or disinfection of all | 
freight, express, and other shipments, except those which could not 
possibly carry infestation, restrictions on the entry of railway cars — 
from Mexico, regulation of the transfer of freight, express, and 
other shipments, certification of all cars or other carriers of mer- 
chandise as a condition of entry into the United States (excepting — 
merchandise or other materials of strictly local origin), and the 
cleaning of domestic cars as a condition of receiving freight originat-_ 
ing in Mexico for movement into the interior of the United States. 

The work in Mexico consists of cooperation with the Mexican Govy- 

ernment and the planters to stamp out the pink bollworm in that 
country. The main infestation in the Laguna offers a hopeful oppor- — 
tunity for eradication on account of the loss which the pink bollworm — 
has already shown itself capable of causing, and the fact that the 
cotton lands are owned by comparatively few persons. The other 
two infestations in Mexico are on individual ranches where it may 
be possible to have the planting of cotton abandoned for a series of | 
years beginning with 1919. The work in Mexico also includes an in- | 
vestigation of the life history and habits of the pink bollworm with — 
special reference to means of control. : 

| 
' 
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The first essential feature of an improved road is adequate drain- 
age. It is practically impossible to secure satisfactory results unless 
this feature be given proper attention. Another prime requirement, 
wherever a hard-surfaced road is to be constructed, is that a firm and 

unyielding foundation be provided. The purpose of this bulletin 
is to supply information concerning the proper methods of draining 
roadbeds, constructed of various kinds of soil, under different topo- 
graphic conditions, and also to explain how foundations may be 
designed to suit the soil conditions, the road surface, and the system 
of drainage. Since the quality of the soil has such an important 
influence both on the proper method of drainage and on the proper 
type of foundation to be employed, it is desirable first to discuss 
briefly some of the most important characteristics of the different 
kinds of soils ordinarily encountered in highway construction. 

PRIMARY SOILS. 

The texture and structure are the principal properties of soils that 
determine the manner in which they should be drained and prepared 
for road foundations. These are important because of their effect 
on the permeability and capillarity of soils. For the purpose of this 
discussion, primary soils may be classified as gravel, sand, and clay; 
but it should be borne in mind that many of the secondary or mixed 
soils, because of their more general occurrence in connection with 
road-building connections, are equally important with these. This is 
especially true of some of the more clearly defined derivative or sec- 
ondary soils such as loam, marl, gumbo, hardpan, etc. Where a soil 

is composed of two different materials, mixed in such proportions 
that its character is decidedly intermediate, 1t may be designated 

66998°-—18—Bull. 7241 
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conveniently by naming both materials, as sand-clay, sand-gumbo, 

eravelly-clay, etc. 
Clay.—Clay is a soil of very fine texture which results from the 

complete disintegration of rocks or minerals. Pure clay is very re- 
tentive of water and becomes plastic and unstable when wet. It 
is very difficult to drain, and, on that account, when it occurs in the 

subgrade of a road, the system of drainage should be designed with 
a view to preventing water from reaching the subgrade rather than 
to draining water from the clay. Most clays as they occur in nature 
contain more or less sand or gravel, which has a stabilizing effect by 
making the clay more easily drained and by furnishing a combina- 
tion of mechanically interlocking grains. A mixture containing 
about 50 per cent each of clay and gravel or coarse sand often makes 
an excellent soil of which to construct roadbeds. Such a soil, in addi- 
tion to being easily drained, has less “capillarity” than clay, and 
consequently does not need to be drained to so great a depth in order 
to prevent water from rising to the surface. Furthermore, it is 
moderately stable, even when wet. 
Sand.—Sand is made up of granular particles of mineral or stone 

which occur in nature and which will pass a 4-inch mesh screen. 
Particles which are too large to pass such a screen are called gravel. 
Nearly all natural sand consists of particles which are composed prin- 
cipally of quartz, individually very hard and durable. There is no 
coherence between the different grains, however, and soils composed 
principally of sand are unstable, unless properly confined and pro- 
tected from undermining, in which case a good quality of sand may 
make an excellent subgrade for some types of road crusts and for 
practically any kind of foundation. Sandy soils usually require very 
little drainage except when the sand is mixed with a considerable per- 
centage of fine silt. Sand so fine and evenly graded that it becomes 
saturated readily with water and remains so for more or less lengthy 
periods is called quicksand and has little dependable stability. 
Loam.—A wixture of soil composed of clay or sand and a consid- 

erable percentage of decayed vegetable matter is called loam. All 
such soils usually contain both clay and sand in greater or less 
amount, and the quality of the loam for road-building purposes is 
largely dependent on the proportion in which the sand and clay are 
present. Most loams are drained comparatively easily, but are subject 

to the disadvantage that the vegetable matter they contain may be 
incompletely decomposed and subsequent decomposition eventually 
may cause more or less settlement and shrinkage. 

Gravel.—Gravel is made up of small angular or rounded particles 
of stone which occur in nature and which are sufficiently large to’ be 
retained on a 4-inch mesh screen. Gravelly soils are distributed 
widely in the United States and vary greatly in quality. In general, 
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when a soil contains as much as 40 or 50 per cent of gravel and suffi- 
cient clay or other bonding material to hold the particles of stone 
together it proves very satisfactory as a material for a roadbed, be- 
cause it is drained easily and is very stable when compacted. 
Marl.—Mar] is a clay containing a large percentage of carbonate 

of lime. Frequently it contains shell fragments and nodules of 
chalk or silica, and other materials. It grades into calcareous clay 
on the one hand and into argillaceous limestone on the other, and its 
quality for road-building purposes varies to a considerable extent. 
In general this material has few advantages over ordinary clay for 
use in constructing a roadbed unless the percentage of lime carbo- 
nate be sufficiently high to give the material, when compacted, ap- 
proximately the character of limestone. 
Gumbo.—Gumbo is essentially clay or silt containing a high per- 

centage of decayed vegetable matter and a very low percentage of 
sand. It has a very strong tendency to absorb and hold water, and 
therefore is hard to drain. If drained properly it may make a fair 
subgrade on which to place the foundation of a road, but it has 
comparatively a very low bearing value, and where used as the 
foundation the design should be such as to give a greater distri- 
bution of concentrated loads than is necessary with most other soils. 

DRAINAGE. 

In the design of a road the drainage structures are planned 

to take care of water under three general conditions: (1) The rain 
that falls on the road surface or grade, (2) the rain that falls on 
contiguous land and flows in accumulated volume toward the road, 
and (3) ground water from any mediate or immediate source. The 
structures commonly used to provide drainage and meet these con- 
ditions are longitudinal side ditches, usually parallel or approxi- 
mately parallel to the center line; intercepting ditches to accommo- 
date water whose approach so close to the roadway as the side ditches 
is likely to cause injury; lateral ditches or culverts to conduct 
accummulated water away from or under the road; and subdrains. 

The side ditches are primarily to care for water flowing from 
the road surface and consequently are placed close to the surface 
or made a part of it, and their use is so general that it is universal 
practice to incorporate them into the design of the road cross 
section. If they actually are made a part of the surface, or an 
extension of it, they take the form of gutters. As gutters, their 
effect is not entirely the same as when constructed in the form of 

a ditch, as in the former case they do nothing toward draining the 
soil of the roadway, while as ditches they frequently reach such 
effective depth, as the result of cutting and filling along the grade, 
that they not only serve to carry away surface water but also do 
more or less toward lowering the water table under the traveled way. 
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Intercepting ditches also are usually approximately parallel to the 
center line but are more remote, often being placed outside of grad- 
ing lines as berm ditches. Not infrequently intercepting ditches, on 
account of the immediately local conditions, are constructed so close 
to the roadway that they can be incorporated into the general cross 
section, but in such cases their design is independent of the other 
cross-section details, except as limited by them. Extreme cases of 
this last condition exist when a road is constructed close to a drain- 
age ditch or irrigation canal, or when, as has occurred not infre- 
quently, the spoil bank of such a canal is used as a road grade. In 
such cases the side ditch is omitted sometimes on the side toward 
the intercepting drainage ditch, or a gutter design is used and the 
flow in the gutter frequently turned into the larger channel. Lat- 
eral or cross drains, whether involving the construction of culverts or 
not, are to divert the flow from any longitudinal drain into a nat- 
ural drainage channel. If this diversion involves crossing the cen- 
ter line it usually requires a culvert. If it does not cross the center 
line open lateral ditches are used. Subdrains are used to collect 
and carry to a suitable outfall water that exists or may accumulate 
periodically in the soil beneath the road surface or grade. Their 
use, design, and location depend on the presence of ground water and 

on thie nature of the soil. A retentive impervious stratum under- 

lying a road may prevent the downward percolation of surface 
water to such an extent as to do injury by saturating the soil, or 

the presence of springs or other flowing ground water may require 
their use. In general, subdrains are employed for three purposes 
appropriate to the conditions existing. They are used to divert 
‘springs or confined streams of underground water; to intercept the 
flow of underground water in the form of general seepage from 
sources more or less distant; and to lower the water table in places 
where the nature of the soil causes such water to rise too close to 
the surface to permit of securing adequate bearing values in the soil. 

These various forms of drainage structures may be grouped into 
two classes according as they provide for surface or subsurface drain- 
age. Obviously, as between the classes, the distinction is reasonably 
sharp, although, as pointed out, side ditches sometimes serve to lower 
the water table; but the distinctions between the various uses of the 
two types with regard to their respective purposes is often, if not 
generally, impossible of clear definition. This is true especially of 
subdrains. No matter what condition has led to the design and use 
of a subdrain, if occasion arises it may act in all of its common 
capacities. 

Further, these types of drainage structures must be grouped and 
interrelated so as to produce the effect desired under the existing 
conditions. The drainage problem, especially as affecting founda- 
tions, is essentially a local one. This is apparent in some of the 

7 
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older States where the system of State roads has changes in the 
foundation design at frequent intervals; and is, of course, doubly 
apparent from the location and relation of the constantly changing 
units of the surface drainage system. — 

In order, therefore, to plan intelligently a system of drainage for 
any particular road, it is necessary to take into consideration not 
only the local character of the soil composing the roadbed, but. also 
the topography of the adjacent land, the amount and rate of rainfall, 
and the availability of different materials suitable for use in con- 
structing drains. | | 
Topography has a very important influence in determining the 

relation of surface and subdrainage, and when one or the other 
drainage is more practicable. When the topography is such that 
the side ditches can be given a grade of as much as 1 or 2 per cent, 
subsurface drains seldom are necessary, except in unusually heavy 
clay soils and where springs occur; while, on the other hand, where 
the grade is level or nearly so, subsurface drainage may be required 
when the soil composing the roadbed otherwise would be compara- 
tively easy to drain. 

The topography of the land adjacent to a road determines to a 
considerable extent also the necessary capacity of the surface drains 
and the location of the appropriate structures. Watersheds having a 
fan shape, for example, empty the water which falls upon them into 
the drainage structures much more rapidly than long, narrow drain- 
age areas, because of the difference in time required for water from 
the more remote parts of the area to reach the outlet. Steep slopes 
deliver water at the outlets much more rapidly than flat areas; and 
impervious soils, by refusing to absorb precipitation, deliver greater 
percentage of rainfall at the outlet. 

The amount and rate of rainfall are the primary factors in de- 
termining the quantity of water drained off from the land, or 
“run-off,” as it is called. Since the capacity necessary for a given 
drain is fixed by the maximum run-off which it will be called upon 
to accommodate, a knowledge of the rainfall is essential in planning 
a system of surface drainage. In the design of surface drains and 
culverts it is usually necessary to consider only the maximum rate 
of rainfall and the maximum duration of time through which indi- 
vidual rains continue, but in the case of subsurface drains the 
duration of a wet season and its effect on the accumulation of ground 
water also may be of importance. During the most extreme local 
storms occurring in some sections of the United States the precipi- 
tation sometimes amounts to 7 or 8 inches in 24 hours, and in a few 
cases has been known to exceed an inch in one hour. Where the 
topographic conditions are favorable to a rapid run-off, such as is 
generally the case with an improved road, from 80 to practically 
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100 per cent of the total precipitation may be drained from the 
watershed during a storm. The extreme rate occurs principally in 
paved cities in the closely built up business sections, but 80 per cent 
run-off may occur in very steep, impervious or compactly shaped 
watersheds. Under the worst conditions, therefore, it may be neces- 
sary to design surface drains and culverts with capacity sufficient 
to remove about 6 inches of water from a watershed in 24 hours 
and to take care of an extreme precipitation of about 1 inch in 1 
hour. Under other circumstances, the maximum rate of rainfall 
may be considerably less than that mentioned above, and the maxi- 
mum run-off during storms may be only about 15 or 20 per cent of 
the total precipitation on the watershed, though this low run-off 
does not apply often to road drainage. 

CAPACITY OF DRAINS. 

The amount of water required to cover an acre of land to a depth 
of 1 inch is 3,630 cubic feet. If the maximum rainfall and run-off 
and the area to be drained can be determined, therefore, the total 
volume of water which a given drain should be designed to accommo- 
date can be computed readily. From what has been said, it is ap- 
parent that any estimate of the run-off necessarily will be a. rather 
rough approximation, and due allowance on the safe side always | 
should be made as a safeguard against possible inaccuracies in such 
estimates. 

The size of drain necessary to carry a given volume of water in a 
given time may he estimated from the formula w=c\/rs, in which v= 
mean velocity of water; v=hydraulic mean radius of the drain; s= 
the slope of the drain; and ca coefficient, the value of which depends 
on the character of the surface of the drain, the slope, and the hy- 
draulic mean radius. JKutter’s formula is the one generally consid- 
ered most reliable for determining the value of the coefficient, ¢. Ac- 
cording to this formula when English units are used, 

9» 41.64: .002 A ea 

a 

(410 6+ 
1+— 

lr 
in which s=slope ratio of drain; 7=hydraulic mean nershite in feet, 
and n=a constant which Agnes on the character of the surface be 
the drain. Under average conditions the value of m may be assumed 
as follows: for open ditches, 0.025 to 0.040; for cobble gutters, 0.020 
to 0.035; for concrete gutters, 0.015 to 0.020; for tile pipe, 0.015. The 
following tables have been. computed by means of the above formulze 
especially for use in planning: drainage systems. 
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Ve Lociry-Quantity TABLE No. 4.—For tile pipe with smooth joints. 

[Value of “mn” used is 0.015. Dis diameter of pipeininches. <A is wetted area of cross section of pipe in 
squarefeet. Rismeanhydraulcradiusinfeet. Cis coefficient taken for Sequalto 0.001. Qis discharge 
in thousand cubic feet per hour. The pipe is assumed to run 0.95D full.] 

Slope, in feet, per foot. 

D A R Cc 0.001 ; 0.003 | 0.005 | 0.01 | 0.02 | 0.03 | 0.04 | 0.05 | 0.07 0.10 

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q 

4 | 0.086 | 0.095 | 53.9 | 0.162 | 0.281 | 0.363 | 0.512 | 0.722 | 0.886 | 1.025 | 1.146 | 1.356 1. 61 
6] .193 | .143] 58.6] .485] .841 | 1.085 | 1.534 | 2.162 | 2.652 | 3.070 | 3.438 | 4.065 4. 848 
8| .343] .191 | 64.8 | 1.104 | 1.915 | 2.470 | 3.500 | 4.928 | 6.080 | 6.990 | 7.813 | 9.270} 11.050 

12] .771| .287| 73.7 | 3.452 | 5.990 | 7.730 |10. 925 |15. 410 18. 910 |21. 870 |24. 480 |28.950 | 34. 520 
15 | 1.200] .358] 77.9 | 6.360 |11. 030 |14. 230 |20. 130 |28. 380/34. 820 |40. 260 |45. 100 {53.350 | 63. 600 
18 | 1.734 | .430] 81.4 |10.520 |18. 240 |23. 550 |33. 300 |46.950 57.600 |66. 600 |74. 600 |88. 200 | 105. 250 

It will be noted that the trapezoidal open ditch has been assumed 
in computing capacity. This is by far the commonest type used in 
cross-section designs, although the dimensions vary within rather 
wide limits. This is supplemented by two ditches of the V type, one 
having a very flat slope. These indicate the transition in earth from 
the trapezoidal or dug ditch to the gutter type, which often can be 
made with the ordinary road grader. The common rectangular or 
“square” ditch, so frequently seen in some localities, especially in 
the southeastern part of the United States where sand clays abound, 
is not calculated. This type of ditch is not recommended for several 
reasons. In the first place there are very few soils that will stand 
with a vertical face, particularly if that face be presented to flowing 

water. Such materials as the loess of Adams County, Miss., and 
certain grades of sand clay in the Carolinas and Georgia are rare. 
Service tests indicate that such material will stand for years, but 
ordinarily nothing but a service test will disclose that characteristic,. 
and no amount of examination appears to furnish sufficient data for 
a decision as to whether or not an earthy material may be counted 
upon to stand practically vertical. The safest assumption in design 
is to rely on no unusual qualities in the soil at hand and to construct 
a ditch on one of the approved designs used in the tables. 

The V-shaped ditches have several favorable characteristics. They 
are not dangerous to traffic. They can be made with a grading 
machine and can be cleaned and maintained very largely with a 
grader, or for light work even with a drag. The highest velocity of 
flow in the ditch cross section occurs toward the side away from the 
road, and so the tendency to scour or wash, unless there be some dis- 
turbing obstruction, occurs first on the side away from the road and 
gives ample warning that attention is needed. These are the shapes 
that most closely approach common gutter design, and thereby lend 
themselves most readily to continued improvement by paving if the 
surface be advanced in type to warrant such a change. 
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The foregoing tables on page 7 are not applicable to short cross 

drains and culverts, because the condition of approach channels and 
outlets affect the capacity of these to a very great extent. Data for 
use in designing structures of this kind are furnished in other 
bulletins of the Bureau of Public Roads. 

DESIGN OF SURFACE DRAINAGE. 

Surface-drainage systems for roads consist of side ditches along 
road, paved gutters which are a development of side ditches and 
replace them, open intercepting ditches constructed to prevent water 
from reaching the road, and lateral or relief ditches to carry off the 
water which collects in the side ditches or in the intercepting 
ditches. Culverts and inclosed drains, which are constructed for the 
purpose of removing storm water fron the side ditches or gutters, are 
essentially a part of the surface drainage system and are not to be 
confused with subdrains, which have an entirely different purpose. 

CROWN. 

The amount of crown which the surface of a road should be given 
in order to drain itself properly is very important in connection 
with surface drainage and one of the early elements of considera- 
tion in drainage design. But, since this feature is necessarily in- 
fluenced by other considerations than efficient drainage, it will not 
be discussed at length in this paper. The Bureau of Public Roads has 
already published bulletins discussing the detailed design and con- 
struction of many types of improved road and reference may be had 
to these’ in determining the amount of crown necessary for the 
various types. 

SIDE DITCHES. 

Side ditches usually are necessary where roads are located in cuts 
or where they follow the natural surface of the ground. It is also 
frequently desirable to construct ditches approximately paralleling 
the road, even when in fill, in order to conduct water from a neigh- 
boring cut or berm ditch by a ready channel to some accessible 
natural drainage line. Tables 1A and 1B show the carrying capacity 
of ditches rane various forms and slopes, and figures 1, 2, and 3 

show the three cross-sectional shapes most commonly employed. 

A. ditch having the trapezoidal cross section shown in figure 1 has 
a greater carrying capacity for the same cross-sectional area, but 
unless the bottom be made relatively wide it erodes more easily ahem 
the ditches shown in figures 2 and 38. This section is adapted in 
general to locations where the slope 1 is eon ee ively ght and the 
amount of water to be drained is relatively large. For ele ditches 

1 Office of Public Roads Bulletins 48 and 45; Yearbook separate 73T. 
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D is usually made from 1 foot to 1 foot 6 inches, with W sufficient to 
give the required capacity. Where the ditch is not located sufficiently 
far from the road to avoid danger to traffic, and the grade is steep, 
it may be desirable to increase W and diminish D, in order to secure 
the required cross-sectional area and at the same time prevent erosion. 

SECTION OF EARTH DITCH 
Bie. 1: 

The section shown in figure 3 gives a ditch of comparatively small 
capacity, but the same amount of water flowing in a ditch of this 
shape will cause less erosion on steep grades than in a very narrow 
ditch of the cross section shown in figure 1. Another advantage of 
this wide, flat ditch is that it may be constructed easily and main- 

Slope /z*/ 

SECT/ON OF EARTH DITCH 
Fie. 2. 

tained by means of a road grader, while the other types of ditches 
require more or less pick-and-shovel work. One of its principal dis- 
advantages is that it must be extremely wide on light grades in order 
to carry any considerable quantity of water, and in deep cuts it may 
be very expensive to obtain the necessary width. 

Q S/ope / oy 
Slope /F:/ 

SECTION OF EARTH DITCH 
Fig. 3. 

Figure 2 shows a modification of the section shown in figure 3, 
which is intended to meet conditions intermediate between those de- 
scribed as being suited respectively to the other two ‘sections. 

Irom the velocity-quantity tables, pages 7 to 9, it is apparent 
that for a ditch of given cross section ‘the velocity of flow is de- 
pendent upon (1) the quantity of water the ditch carries, and (2) the 
longitudinal slope of the ditch. The velocity which causes erosion 
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varies considerably with the character of the soil traversed by the 
ditch, and, since it is impracticable to describe soils in exactly com- 
parable terms, no exact rules can be established for determining the 
safe velocity for water flowing in earth ditches. The heavy zigzag 
lines drawn through the tables are just below the maximum velocities 
which would ordinarily be considered safe for the most favorable 
soil conditions, and table 5 shows other safe velocities which may 
be assumed for given soil conditions. 

TABLE 5.—Safe maximum stream velocities for different soils and other 
materials. 

Mean velocity 
in feet per 

second beyond 
Kind of material. cineigin Gix@Siiain 

is likely to 
occur. 

ine sandeands Silt senses cennlen ien ns 0.5to 1.0 

Sandy loam, clay loam, and light clay....---. “1LOG® ie 
Stiff clay and other firm soils (not subject to 1.5to 3.0 
freezing). 

Coarse gravel and crushed stone.-..---.----- 3.0to 5.0 

Cobble gutters sand filled............--..--- 5.0to 7.0 

Cobble gutters grout filled......---.-- eee 10.0 to 15.0 
Nolidimocksandiconerete=-- 2-0 s---- 2242 54- =" 15. 0 to 25.0 

Remarks. 

These values would apply to some alluvial 
soils. : 

Average soil conditions. 
These values should be used for only very 

resistant soils in warm climates. 
These values apply to such materials as are 

ordinarily used for road crusts. 
The sand filler would be retained only by 

virtue of the rough surface. 
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As an example of how the tables may be used, consider a side ditch 
of the cross section shown in figure 3, in moderately stable loam soil 
and let it be assumed that the ditch will drain the surface on each 
side fpr an average distance of 12 feet from the center, or that the 
total width drained is 24 feet. Also assume the maximum rainfall 
at 1 inch per hour, the maximum run-off at 100 per cent, the allowable 
velocity in the ditch at 1 foot per second, and the longitudinal slope 
of the ditch at 0.05 or 5 per cent. From table 1B we see that in order 
for the velocity not to exceed 1 foot per second, the depth of water 
in the ditch must not exceed about 13 inches, and that this depth fixes 
the capacity of the ditch at about 500 cubic feet per hour. Under the 
given assumptions, the allowable quantity of water would flow into 
the ditch in a distance of 250 feet, and, if a greater length of ditch 
must be drained without the’water being turned off, some provision 
for protecting the ditch from erosion should be made below the 250- 
foot point. 

In practice it frequently will be necessary to modify the computa- 
tions by taking into consideration such contingencies as changes in 
the grade or curves in the alignment of the ditch, or the matter of 
water being turned into the ditches from intersecting roads or adja- 
cent fields. Where the grade of a ditch flattens out in descending a 
hill, for example, the velocity of the water will be checked where the 
change occurs, and a part of whatever soil it has in suspension will 
be deposited. Curves in alignment produce a tendency for the water 
to cut sideways, away from the center of the curve, and for this 
reason water following along the inside ditch of a curved roadway is 
very lable to erode the shoulder, and eventually may undermine the 
road crust, unless provision be made to prevent this. In general, 
wherever there are marked changes in grade, it is good design to 
proportion the ditches accordingly, especially where a descending 
grade flattens out or a curve occurs in the alignment. This is a 

- detail quite commonly neglected, but by observing it the velocity of 
the flow can be maintained sufficiently uniform to prevent both the 
deposit of sediment and the erosion of the ditch or grade. The prac- 
tice of turning into side ditches water from adjacent fields and inter- 
secting roads is very objectionable, especially on steep grades, and 
usually can be avoided. Where it can not be avoided, ample allow- 

ance for the additional water should be made in the computations. 
In order to supplement the data contained in the tables a limited 

number of observations have been made on roads in several localities, 

with a view to ascertaining just how the erosion of side ditches actu- 
_ally is affected by different conditions of soil and grade. The sec- 
tions of road selected for study were all so situated that the area 
drained by the side ditches consisted of only the roadway and the 
excavation slopes formed in grading the road. Studies were made in 
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Maryland, Ohio, North Carolina, and South Carolina, but the data 
so far secured do not warrant any attempt to take the locality into 
account in presenting the results. The conclusions which seem war- 
ranted at present may be stated briefly as follows: ° 

1. Except where the soil is sandy, the run-off, so far as the roadway and 

slopes are concerned, should be assumed as 100 per cent of the rainfall. 

2. For sandy soils the run-off varies considerably. Where the soil is as much 

as 3 or 4 feet in depth and the grade does not exceed 5 or 6 per cent, it appears 

that the surface run-off may usually be entirely neglected. For less depths of 

sandy soil the run-off may for present purposes be assumed as inversely propor- 

tional to the depth. This does not apply to soils consisting of very fine sand 

with a large percentage of silt, as such soils may be almost impervious to water 

and always erode very easily. 

3. The power of soils to resist erosion is much less when the ditch is first 

constructed than later. This is true especially where vegetation is allowed to 

grow in the ditches. ; 

4. Although the velocity of flow is independent of the length of ditch, the 

length affects the quantity of water passing any given point, and consequently 

affects the amount of erosion. Further, the tendency to erode on the steep sec- 

tion of a ditch, however short, will be practically the same as if the steep grade 

prevailed throughout the length drained. 

5. The relative carrying capacity of differently shaped ditches appears to be 

indicated with a fair degree of accuracy in the velocity-quantity tables given 

on pages 7 and 8, though the observed data bearing on this point are not 

sufficiently complete to warrant an exact comparison. 

6. It is theoretically possible to construct an earth side ditch of such cross 

section as to carry any given amount of water on any given grade without ero- 

sion. But the impracticability of widening the ditch indefinitely and the diffi- 

culty of maintaining a wide flat-bottomed ditch necessary to produce this result 

in practice usually serve to place a rather low limit on the capacity. 

7. Where ditches of ordinary cross section are employed, the most satis- 

factory way to prevent erosion is to provide outlets for the water at proper 

intervals, to be determined in the manner already discussed. 

8. Where for any reason outlets for the ditches can not be provided at proper 

intervals it usually is much more satisfactory to provide a paved gutter than to 

attempt to widen the ditch beyond the limits already described as conforming 

to good practice. The main reason for this is that a wide ditch, though prop- 

erly designed and constructed, easily may become partially obstructed, so that 

the channel is effectively narrowed and erosion results. Once started this may 

increase very rapidly. 

9. Side ditches may be protected to some extent from erosion by means of 

“bars,” “breakers,” or “drops” constructed across the ditch at such intervals 

that the slope from the bottom of one breaker to the top of the next one below 

does not exceed what is allowable for the soil and maximum flow of water in- 

volved. Such breakers frequently have been constructed of wood and sometimes 

of stone or concrete. Plate I is a photograph illustrating the method em- 

ployed. It should be noted that where drops are used much difficulty is ex- 

perienced sometimes in preventing the water from finding its way around their 

ends and cutting into the shoulders or banks. 

10. Where doubt exists as to the necessity for employing a paved gutter it 

frequently is permissible to withhold decision until time can demonstrate . 

whether or not the side ditch is adequate. This is true especially where the 
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gutter would be made of different material from the road crust, and constructed 

at a different time or by a different force of laborers. 

11. The maintenance of side ditches consists in keeping them free from ob- 

structions, and in reshaping them whenever this is desirable in order to prevent 

erosion. While a limited amount of vegetation may be advantageous to ditches 

on steep grades, it should not be such as to interfere seriously with the flow 

of water in the ditch. Where drops are employed they should receive frequent 

attention to see that they are not being undermined and that the water is not 

cutting around them. The design of drops sometimes calls for the use of brush, 

logs, saplings, cut stakes, etc., as. these often are the only inexpensive local 

materials available in rural sections. While such designs, if carefully con- 

sidered, may produce drops effective for a considerable period, their use is not 

recommended because of the great danger that the drop will break up under 

stress of unusual conditions and the floating parts seriously obstruct the 

ditch. , 

12. The following examples have been selected from notes regarding some of 

the existing side ditches which have been observed : 

Example No. 1.—Side ditch on Rock Point road, Charles County, Md.: 

Age of road, 14 years. 

Original shape of ditch, flat V. 

Width of roadway, 24 feet. 

Width of gravel surface, 15 feet. 

Average width drained by side ditch, including slope, 25 feet. 

Character of soil, very light clay. 

Slope of ditch (grade), 2 per cent. 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 400 feet. 

Ditch empties into cross drain at 500 feet. 

Example No. 2.—Same road and same conditions as example No. 1, except 
slope of ditch is 3 per cent: 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 200 feet. 

Ditch maintained with considerable difficulty below the 200-foot point by 

means of wooden breakers. 

Example No. 3.—Side ditch on Owings-Prince Frederick road, Calvert County, 

Md.: : 
Age of road, 4 years. 

Original shape of ditch, flat V. 

Width of roadway, 23 feet. 

Sandy-clay surface. 

Average width drained by side ditch including slope, 224 feet. 

Character of soil, very light clay with small percentage of fine sand. 

Slope of ditch (grade), 6 per cent. 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 100 feet. 

At 300 feet the ditch has eroded 1 foot below the original section, and below 

550 feet it is maintained with great difficulty by means of wooden 

breakers. Below 650 feet, in fact, the entire road has been washed out 

at least twice, notwithstanding the breakers. 

Example No. 4.—Same road as No. 3. 

Original shape of ditch, flat V. 

Width. of roadway, 24 feet. 

Sand-clay surface. 

Average width drained by side ditch, including slope, 25 feet. 

66998°—18—Bull, 7242 . 
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Character of soil, mixture of light clay and fine sand. 

Slope of ditch (grade), 6 per cent. 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 150 feet. 

Below 200 feet it has been necessary to employ breakers, and below 400 

feet the breakers have been washed out on several occasions and the 

ditch has become dangerous to traffic. 

Example No. 5.—Same road and same conditions as No. 4, except width 

drained by side ditch, 13 feet: 

Slope of ditch (grade), 14 per cent. 

Length, 600 feet, no erosion. 

Example No. 6. cr Washincions Balamone road: 

Age of road, 5 years. 

Oreinnit ane of ditch, wide flat V. 

Width of roadway, 27 feet. 

16-foot bituminous macadam surface. 

Average width drained by side ditch, 16 feet. 

Character of soil, sandy clay with considerable gravel. 

Slope of ditch (grade), 4 per cent. 

Total length of ditch, 900 feet. 

Below 800-foot point the ditch has eroded slightly, but maintenance is very 

light. 

Example No. 7.—Washington-Atlanta highway in North Carolina: 

Age of road, over 5 years. 

Original shape of ditch, irregular but approximates the cross section shown 

in figure 1, with average bottom width of abou 1 foot. 

Width of roadway, 24 feet. 

Earth road. 

Avverage width drained: by side ditch, 18 feet. 

Character of soil, clay.loam. 

Slope of ditch (grade), 23 per cent. 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 1,000 feet. 

Water turned off at 1,100 feet. 

Example No. 8.—Same road and same conditions as No. 7, except slope of 

ditch, 4 per cent: 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 500 feet. 

Ditch becomes dangerous to traffic below 600 feet. 

Example No. 9.—Same road and same conditions as No. 8, except soil is a 

very stiff clay and slope of ditch is 74 per cent: 

Length from summit to where erosion begins, 500 feet. 

Difficult to maintain ditch below 600 feet; water turned off at about 700 

feet. 

GUTTERS. 

Where the grade of a road is so steep that the ordinary earth side 
ditches can not be maintained satisfactorily at a reasonable cost, or 
where earth side ditches would be unsanitary or appear unsightly, 
it is customary to provide paved gutters for removing the surface 
water. The point at which it is economical to change from earth 

side ditches to paved gutters on account of the steepness of the grade - 

depends on the character of the soil and the amount of water to be 
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carried. The influence of these factors has been discussed under the 
heading “ Side ditches.” 

The proper type of gutter to employ depends on a number of con- 

siderations. Due attention should be paid in its design to having 
it of adequate size and properly correlated with the other parts of 

the surface drainage. If a ditch on a steep grade be replaced at 
some point by a paved gutter, the latter should of course be designed 
in harmony with the ditch it replaces. Ifa paved gutter receives a 

heavy discharge from side roads or elsewhere, the necessary changes 
‘should be made to prevent flooding. Often the distance of the gutter 
from the surface affects its design and type. A gutter paved simply 
to prevent erosion, and situated perhaps 10 feet from the edge of 

the surface, does not require the bearing strength of a gutter imme- 
diately adjacent to the surface and used often as an effective part 
of the traveled way. The surfacing material itself sometimes affects 
the gutter design, inasmuch as principles of harmony and uniformity 
of surface must be considered; and occasionally proposed methods 
of construction of the wearing surface affect the design of the gutter. 
All of these details must be considered, as well as the general ones 

of available materials and economic cost. 
Gutters may be constructed of Portland cement concrete, brick, 

cobble stones, angular fragments of stone, or other similar material. 

In some cases they are formed simply by constructing a curb along 

the edge of the road surface, as is done sometimes in city pavement 
construction. This method can be employed only where the road 
surface is made of material capable of withstanding the eroding 
action of water and where it is not important that ‘the earth 
shoulders be kept open to vehicle traffic. 

Gutters are made from 2 feet to 6 feet wide and from 3 inches to 
10 inches deep, depending to a great degree on the type of design, 

and the size is governed by the same considerations as govern the 
size of earth-side ditches. That is, they should have a cross section 
sufficient to drain the road without danger of overflow, and, in | 
‘order to determine this cross section, it is necessary to consider the 
area to be drained, the maximum rate of fainfall and run-off, and 

the character and slope of the gutter. Tables 2 and 3 give the 
capacity of gutters having various shapes, slopes, and cross-sectional 
dimensions. The values given in these tables were computed for 
cobble and concrete, respectively, but may be used in designing other 
type of gutters, provided the relative surface roughness of each 

type is properly considered. In Tables 6 and 7 will be found velocity- 
quantity figures for an alternative design for concrete gutters. In 
making the computations the cobble gutters were assumed to have 
their characteristic rough finish, and the concrete gutters a smooth, 
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even surface. In designing gutters it is well to bear in mind the 
following points: 

1. It is not usually necessary to extend a gutter entirely to the top of a 

grade, because, as examples cited indicate, there usually is not water enough 

flowing in the upper part of the side ditch to cause erosion. 

2. It is not usually economical to vary the size of the gutters on long 

grades so that they will have only the required capacity at all points; but 

changes may and should be made if any considerable change occurs in the 

required capacity. 

3. All gutters should be sufficiently strong to withstand the impact caused 

by an occasional vehicle being driven into them, but unless they are capable 

of withstanding constant vehicular traffic they should be designed so as to 

discourage the practice of driving into them. 

4. The grade of gutters should be made as uniform as practicable in order 

to prevent them from becoming partially filled by sedimentation, and should 

not be less than 1 in 200. 

Brief directions for constructing the most common types of gut- 
ters follow: 

COBBLE GUTTERS. 

Cobble gutters are ones constructed of rounded water-worn stones, 
ranging in size from 4 to 8 inches in their longest dimension. The 
stones should be sound, durable, and fairly uniform in shape. The 
construction of the gutter should proceed about as follows: 

First, excavate a trench to receive the gutter. The trench should have a 

width equal to the outside dimensions of the gutter and should be excavated to 

a depth of about 12 or 14 inches below the proposed grade of the gutter. 

Second, spread sufficient broken stone or gravel in the bottom of the trench 

to give a depth of about 6 inches when thoroughly compacted. The broken 

stone or gravel should be of the kind ordinarily specified for macadam or 

gravel roads and should be compacted thoroughly with hand rammers. 

Third, spread a layer of bedding sand over the foundation to such a depth 

that when the cobblestones are bedded into the sand and rammed thoroughly, 

they will form a gutter true to grade, line, and cross section. For cobblestones 

of fairly uniform size a depth of about 2 inches usually is sufficient for the 

sand bedding. 

Fourth, place the cobblestones. In doing this the larger and more nearly 

perfect stones should be selected and placed true to line and grade in the edges 

and in the row which forms the lowest part of the gutter. All stones should be ~ 

laid with their long diameter lengthwise of the gutter and should fit snugly 

one against the other. Each stone should be rammed until it no longer yields 

under the rammer, and any irregularities which may develop should be cor- 

rected by resetting the affected portions. While the ramming is in progress, 

sufficient coarse sand should be spread over the surface to keep the joints 

between the stones well filled. When the ramming is complete, the surface of 

the gutter should be uniformly true to line and grade. Wherever changes in 

the dimensions of the gutter are necessary, they should be made gradually, 

and not by abrupt off-sets. 

Fifth, where the grade of a cobble gutter exceeds about 5 per cent, and the 

volume of water it must carry is at all considerable, the interstices between 

the stones should be filled with Portland cement grout instead of sand, as 

above described. A suitable grout for this purpose may be made by mixing 
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together 1 part cement, 2 parts sand, and sufficient water to give the grout a 

consistency about equal to that of ordinary cream. When the joints are grouted, 

the bedding sand should not extend above the center of any stone; because, if 

it does, the grout is very likely to crack and spall out. 

This type of construction will give a gutter practically as strong 
as the road surface and may consequently be used in juxtaposition to 

COBBLESTONE GUTTER 

D=% Gross-section is segment of a circle. 

Use cobblestone 4" to 6" 
Sand bedding about 2" thick 

Fie. 4. 

it. If there is ttle probability that traffic will use a gutter, naturally 
such heavy construction is not necessary. There are cases when ade- 
quate gutters may be built on a thin course of cinders with a sand 
bedding course. If the soil be not noticeably poor, 4 inches of cinders 
or gravel will be adequate. In some cases, on unusually favorable 
soils, such as sands or sandy loams, it may be possible to build im- 
mediately on the soil in place or with nothing more than the sand 
bedding course added. 

GONCRETE GUTTER 

ROADWAY 
LS SUSY SUSU 

o 

D-% Cross-section iS segment of a circle. 

2:4 concrete about 6° thick 
Foundation of gravel, broken stone, or good quality earth. 

Fie. 5. 

Figure 4 shows a typical cross section for a cobble gutter, and 

Plate I is a photograph showing a completed gutter which was con- 
structed in accordance with the foregoing directions and which is 
now giving satisfactory service. Sand was used for filling the joints 

in this gutter. 
CONCRETE GUTTERS. 

There are two types of concrete gutters in general use. One has 
a curved cross section, as shown in figure 5, and the other is essen- 
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tially a sloping shoulder with a raised curb at the outer edge, as in 
figure 6. The first is adapted for use where the road follows the 
natural surface of the ground closely, and there is no especial dif_i- 
culty in securing the necessary width for road and gutters. Where 
the road is located in a deep cut, on the other hand, or where for any 
reason it is especially desirable to utilize the gutter as a part of the 
road surface, the second type should be employed. The method of 
construction is practically the same for vers types and may be de- 
scribed briefly as follows: 

First, the foundation should consist of broken stone, gravel, or a good quality 

of earth brought to the required shape and thoroughly compacted by rolling or 

tamping, as in the case of cobble gutters. The location and probable demands on 

the strength of the structure determine the expense justifiable in any case. 

Where earth is used as a foundation in cold climates, great care should be 

exercised to see that it is well drained, as otherwise freezing may cause the 

gutter to heave. 
~ 

CONCRETE GUTTER 

I:2:4 concrete about 6° thick. 
Foundation of gravel, broken stone, or good quality earth. 

Fie. 6. 

Second, the gutter paving should consist of concrete mixed in the proportions 

1 part of Portland cement to 14 parts of clean coarse sand and 8 parts of 

crushed stone or gravel that will pass a, 13-inch screen and be retained on a 

Z-inch mesh screen. If the paving is merely to prevent erosion and will take 

no traffic a 1-2-4 mix may be used. The concrete should be mixed to a rather 

dry consistency so that it will hold its shape in the gutter, and should be thor- 

oughly tamped until all the voids are filled and mortar flushes to the surface. 

The surface then should be brought to a smooth, uniform finish by striking off 

with a template shaped to conform with the cross section of the gutter and 

floating with a wooden float. In the case of the curb gutter, the mortar should 

be worked down into the face of the curb with a spade. 

Fourth, joints extending entirely through the gutter should be constructed at 

intervals of about 20 or 30 feet. The joints may be made conveniently by 

means of bituminous felt strips placed in the gutter during construction. The 

bituminous felt, which should be about 4 inch thick, is held in place with a 

template until the concrete is against it. 

Fifth, after the gutter is finished as above described, it should be protected 

from the drying action of the sun and atmosphere for about two weeks. This 

is necessary to prevent the concrete from developing excessive shrinkage, crack- 

ing, and being damaged otherwise from too rapid drying out. One of the most 

satisfactory ways of protecting the concrete is to cover it with canvas as soon 
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after it is placed as can be done without marring the surface, and keeping the 

canvas wet constantly. After about 24 hours the canvas may be removed and 

replaced with an earth covering about 2 inches thick. This earth covering 

should be kept moist by periodic sprinkling during the two weeks it remains on 

the pavement. 

BRICK GUTTERS. 

Brick gutters may be constructed in a manner similar to that 
described for cobble gutters, or they may be made as a part of the 
road surface, as in the case of the second type of concrete gutter 
described. They are used seldom cn country roads except in con- 
nection with brick pavements, and need not be especially discussed 
here, as the method of constructing the gutters should not be essen- 
tially different from that prescribed for the pavement. 

we BRICK GUTTER 

Use vitrified brick. 
Sand bedding about 2" thick. 
Foundation of gravel or broken stone. 

Fie. 7. 

COST OF GUTTERS. 

The cost of constructing gutters varies to a very great extent and 
depends principally on the design of the gutter, the construction 
methods employed, and the availability of materials. The amount 

of work to be done may also, of course, have an important influence 
on the unit cost, because this feature determines, in a great measure, 

the manner in which a force of laborers should be organized for 

carrying on the work. If the special conditions affecting any par- 
ticular case are properly considered the following data should af- 
ford a fairly reliable basis for preparing cost estimates for the three 
types of gutters discussed above. 

First, consider a cobble gutter of the cross section shown in figure 4, the 

foundation to be of crushed stone or gravel and the joints to be filled with 

Portland-cement grout. 

Materials required for 100 linear feet: 

Foundation, 0.20 cubic yard crushed stone or gravel. 

Sand bedding, 0.07 cubic yard sand. 

Cobble paving, 0.15 to 0.20 cubic yard cobblestones. 

Grout, 005 to 0.08 barrel of cement, 0.20 to 0.30 cubic foot of sand. 

Second, consider a concrete gutter of the circular section shown in figure 5, 
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the concrete to be mixed in the proportion 1 part cement, 2 parts sand, 4 parts 

crushed stone or gravel; the gutter to be given a1 : 2 mortar finish and to have 

a total depth of 6 inches. 
Materials required per square yard of gutter: 

Portland cement, 0.25 to 0.30 barrel. 

Sand, 0.070 to 0.080 cubic yard. 

Crushed stone or gravel, 0.14 to 0.15 cubie yard. 

Tar paper or bituminous felt, 

(If the mortar surface is omitted, this would reduce the cost about 5 or 6 

cents per square yard.) 

Third, consider a brick gutter, figure 7, similar in cross section to the cobble | 

gutter, the foundation to be of crushed stone or gravel, the paving to consist of 

vitrified paving brick laid on edge with the long dimensions in the longitudinal 

direction and the joints to be filled with Portland-cement grout. 

Materials required per square yard of gutter: 

Foundation, 0.20 cubic yard crushed stone or gravel. 

Sand bedding, 0.055 cubic yard sand. 

Paving, 40 paving brick. 

Grout, 0.03 to 0.04 661 cement, 0.014 to 0.16 cubic feet of sand. 

DROP INLETS AND CATCH BASINS. 

Drop inlets and catch basins are used to conduct water from side 
ditches or gutters into underground drains or culverts. On country 
roads they are used most frequently on side-hill locations where the 
water collecting in the upper side ditch or gutter can be removed from 
the road at intervals by means of a culvert across to the lower side. 
Where the development contiguous to the road is suburban in char- 
acter they may be required by a variety of conditions. Drop inlets 
usually are sufficient for this purpose and catch basins seldom are 
used in country-road work, except where it is especially desirable to 
prevent the silt and other foreign material carried by the water from 
getting into the underground drainage structure. 
Where catch basins or drop inlets are to be used, their location and 

design are of especial importance. It is almost as common a fault, 

however, to omit them as to introduce them improperly into the drain- 
age system. As indicated above, they are used to relieve the upper 
ditch or gutter and therefore have a close relation to the capacity of 

such gutter and its tendency to erode. Rightly placed, they afford a 
means of controlling the amount of water delivered by successive sec- 
tions of gutter to the sections immediately adjacent, and enabling a 
gutter of uniform cross section to be designed for long slopes. In 
handling hillside drainage it is good practice to clear the gutters at 
the crest of the grade. If water has been brought across a flat to the 
top of a hill it is likely that in heavy rains the hillside ditches will 
be overcharged unless relieved at frequent intervals. Culverts placed 
under the road to provide such relief should have some form of in- 
take that will direct water into them. The drop inlet may be used for 
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Fia. 1.—BRICK GUTTER OF SATISFACTORY 
DESIGN FOR SMALL FLOw. 

PLATE III. 

Fia. 2.—DRoP INLET OPENING WITH CAST- 
IRON GRATING. 
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Fia. 1.—CONCRETE GUTTER AND CURB OF DESIGN SHOWN IN Fic. 6. 

Fia. 2.—FRENCH TYPE OF SUBDRAIN WITH BELL AND SPIGOT PIPE AND STONE BACK 

FILLING. 



gutter continuous, so that if ve ; 
the inlet becomes partly or 8S | 
temporarily clogged the water & 8 1 
may continue along the gut- 3 § 
ter. On very steep gradesitis S& 
well to design the inlet open- Rs 

ing with a baffle on the lower 4 _ 
side, so that all water flowing 9 i 
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this purpose, and the culverts and inlets should be placed at such 
intervals as to prevent the ditch from eroding or overflowing. The 
distance apart depends on the capacity of the gutter as designed. If 

the gutter be large enough it may be possible to use few cross drains 
or culverts and. space them at intervals of several hundred feet. 
Under other conditions they may be required at intervals of as little 
as 50 to 100 feet. 

The design should provide an inlet that will carry all that the cross 
drain will, and usually there is little difficulty in securing this condi- 
tion. It is not essential that 
ithe inlet and cross drain be ; 
designed to clear the gutter if 
this be continuous, and the 
inlet entrance consequently , 
may be a flat grating or open- ri 
ing designed to admit only a 
part of the flow. Usually, 
however, if the expense of in- 
lets is incurred it is best to + 
clear the ditches at each point, Sy Eo 

and the capacity of the cul- PAGree) rads 
vert and inlet should be cal- 
culated accordingly. It is 
also good practice to make the 

in the gutter to that point 
~ will be taken. In the baffle CONCRETE DROP INLET 

Scale ? =1'-0" there should be a depression 
Wie. 8. along the upper edge to pro- | 

vide relief in case the inlet becomes interrupted. 
Owing to the difficulty sometimes had in clearing such culverts and 

inlets of obstructions it is well to give careful consideration to the 
probable conditions under which they will operate. If they are 
frequently under a head the inlet will run full but little difficulty 
will be experienced in keeping the culvert clear even at a very low 
slope; but if the prevailing storms are light and only a small flow 
occurs ordinarily in the culvert the pipe should be given sufficient 
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fall to clear. One-quarter inch to the foot, or about 1 in 50, will be 

sufficient under all usual conditions. Of course the pipe should 

be designed according to the proposed slope. Whatever specifica- 

SECTION 

CATCH BASIN 
Fia. 9. 

tion is used for or- 
dinary pipe cul- 
verts, cementing the 
joints under no cir- 
cumstances should 

be omitted when 
drop inlets or catch 
basins are used, on 

account of the pos- 
sibility of operation 
under head. 
The materials or- 

dinarily used in 
constructing drop 
inlets and catch 

basins are Portland 
cement concrete, 

brick, .or stome. 
Figure 8 shows a 
design for a drop 
inlet constructed of 
concrete and figure 
9 a catch basin con- 
structed of brick. 
The only essential 
difference between 
the catch basin and 
the drop inlet is in 
the space below the 
end of the culvert 
pipe which is pro- 
vided to collect 
sediment. Drop in- 
lets usually are 
somewhat smaller 
than catch basins, 

however, because 

the latter always 
must be large 

enough to make cleaning practicable, and the former usually are 

designed to provide the necessary capacity for drainage only. Figure 

10 shows a U-shaped head wall sometimes used for side-hill culverts 
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instead of the drop inlet and catch basin shown in figures 8 and 9. 

The dimensions shown in the figures are considered minimum for 

good practice, and it may be necessary to increase them where the 

volume of water to be cared for is large. 

The photograph in Plate III shows a cast-iron grating suitable 

for covering either a catch basin of the design shown in figure 9 or 

a drop inlet of similar design. Where. these structures are sufli- 

ciently far removed from, the traveled way to obviate danger to 

traffic the cover design in figure 8 may be used. The practice of 

CONCRETE “U" END WALL 
FOR PIPE CULVERTS 

aa | 
PLAN 

Tia. 10. 

leaving the tops open always is objectionable on account of danger 

to animals, and also because the opening becomes obstructed with 

sticks, leaves, etc. 
costs. 

Such structures as are shown in figures 8, 9, and 10 usually may 

be constructed of 1:2:4 concrete at a cost of from $12 to $18 per 

cubic yard, including all form work. The labor cost per cubic 

yard should seldom exceed about $10. 

The cost of suitable cast-iron covers, where senuenel designs are 

employed, averages about 24 cents per pound in place. 
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The cost of stone masonry for such structures varies from about 

$6 to about $12 per cubic yard, according to the amount of difficulty 

experienced in obtaining the stone. 

SUBDRAINAGE. 

In addition to the side ditches, gutters, etc., required for draining 

storm water away from the surface of a road, it frequently is neces- 

CONCRETE “L’ END WALL 
FOR PIPE CULVERTS 

PLAN 
Fig. 104. 

sary to provide a system of subdrainage to lower the surface of the 

ground water under the road. The elevation of the ground-water sur- 

face depends on the capillary power of the soil and the hydrostatic 

pressure to which the ground water is subjected, and under some com- 

binations of soil and topography this elevation may be such as to 

destroy the stability of the roadbed unless subdrainage be provided. 

The common methods of providing subdrainage are, first, by open 

ditches; second, by ditches filled with broken stone or gravel; third, 
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by tile drains; and fourth, by V-drain foundations. Each of these 
methods will be discussed briefly. 

OPEN DITCHES. 

Open ditches have been used frequently in some of the Southern 
States for subdraining roads through low flat sections. Ordinarily 
only one ditch is used, and it is located a few feet outside of and 
parallel to the road. This ditch usually is made about 2 feet wide 
and 38 or 4 feet deep, with the banks vertical. The material ex- 

cavated from the ditch is used to build up: the roadbed, and the 
surface water from the side ditches is turned into the deep ditch at 
convenient intervals. 
~The use of such ditches should be decided upon with care. There 

are ditches in the South, within the coastal plain, where sand clays 

and indurated clays occur a few inches underground, that have stood 
with vertical sides since the middle of the last century. They have 
been cleaned repeatedly and no doubt have become somewhat en- 
larged, but considering the cost of maintenance and the service given 
they have been entirely satisfactory. In other soils of a gravelly 
nature, however, the sides of such ditches would not stand, and the 
cost of keeping them clean would be excessive. 

The open ditch is not to be selected for use in all locations. At 
best, when used near roads, it is dangerous and often unsightly. To 
keep it far enough from the traveled way to reduce danger to pass- 
ing traffic to a minimum, it has to be deepened or lose somewhat its 
effectiveness. In general, this method gives fairly satisfactory re- 
sults for a short time, provided the ditch be dug to a uniform grade 
and supplied with a suitable outlet. But a ditch of this kind, under 
ordinary conditions, soon will become obstructed by the banks break- 
ing away and by the growth of vegetation, and is very seldom 
economical in the long run. There are few cases where a tile drain 
would not perform the work equally as well as an open ditch, and 

a tile drain possesses the advantage that when once completed, it 
will last indefinitely with practically no attention. 

If open ditches are used for subdrainage they should be located 
carefully and constructed so they will perform their intended func- 
tion. It is almost impossible to locate such a ditch that will not act 
somewhat as a-surface drain, and in this event the possibilities must 
be considered. Frequently the ditches are designed to act in both 
capacities, but this practice is distinctly faulty if the depth of ditch 
is Increased thereby much over what would be required for surface 
drainage alone. 

DITCHES FILLED WITH STONE. 

Ditches filled with broken stone or gravel sometimes are used as a 
substitute for tile drains to be described later. These have been used 
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in all sections of the country and, when properly constructed, usually 
have proved satisfactory for a considerable period of time. 
When such ditches are used it is common practice to place one on 
each side of the road immediately under the ditches. They are ex- 
cavated to a depth of from 2 to 3 feet with vertical sides, and usually 
are made about 18 inches wide at the top or just wide enough for a 
man to work in them conveniently. To be effective they must have 

a uniform grade and be carried to a suitable outlet. 
While common practice in this regard is as cited, it is not the best. 

Unless great care is taken in grading the material with which the 
ditch is filled, there is a marked tendency in all heavy storms for 
the stone-filled trenches to flush full of water heavily laden with silt » 
and become clogged. A much better design is to lay one ditch down 
the center of the road, sufficiently deep to lower the water table 
enough at each edge and to cover it with the surfacing material. In 

STONE DRAIN 

Top, earth filling. 
Center, dust to 2"in diameter. D=@ to3° 
Bottom, 2"to 4"in diameter. - 3 

inies alle 

this way, the amount of storm water it accumulates by percolation is 
a minimum and it gathers no silt. 

The stone or gravel used for filling these ditches should preferably 
be of a uniform size so that the percentage of voids will be high. A 
material consisting of rather large particles also is to be preferred 
because the individuals voids in such material are large and are not 
so easily filled by deposits of silt. 

If the subdrainage ditches are placed under the side ditches, the 

stone or gravel fill should be graded finer for about 6 to 10 inches 
near the surface, until the top 2 or 3 inches are sand, over which the 
natural soi] and silt will tend to form a covering and so retard the 
filling and clogging of the lower stone. This grading of material is 
entirely unnecessary if the ditch is located under the surfacing. 
Figure 11 shows a typical cross section for a ditch of this kind. In 
the cross section large stones of a uniform size are shown in the 
lower part of the ditch and finer material in the upper part. This is 
a very effective arrangement, as the fine material near the top pre- 
vents silt from being carried down by the surface water and de- 
posited in the interstices between the stone in the bottom layer. 
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TILE DRAINS. 

Tile drains are, in general, much superior to either open ditches 
or ditches filled with stone for subdraining roads, and though gen- 
erally more expensive than either open or stone drains, generally can 
be constructed at comparatively small cost. These drains, sometimes 
called French drains, are designed as shown in figure 11a. The depth 
of stone or gravel fill placed around and above the pipe varies accord- 
ing to the soil and ground. water conditions. In some instances the 
stone fill is carried to the surface, in others it is omitted entirely. If 
a complete interception of underground flow is required in highly 

stratified material, it is best to fill the trench entirely with stone or 
gravel, but this is rarely necessary and when unnecessary is a waste 
of material. In any case, precautions should be taken to prevent 

FRENGH DRAIN 
[Ds 

AS EN 
VINK 

a1 4" Inside Diameter 

Fig. 114. 

silt from entering the pipe or clogging the stone fill. It usually is 
effective to lay tarred paper strips or pieces of broken tile over and 
around the joints when the trench is to be back filled with earth. If 

stone or gravel fill is used the same arrangement of sizes should pre- 

vail as for stone drain already described, care being taken to have an 

unbroken layer of sand on top of the finest stone. 
Practice varies with regard to location of such drains. Ordi- 

narily, one lne of tile laid immediately under one of the side 
ditches and at a depth of 3 or 4 feet below the center of the road is 
sufficient, but where the soil is unusually retentive, two lines may be 
necessary. In some cases a single line of tile laid along the center 

of the road has proved satisfactory in retentive soils. 
Where, on account of the design of the side ditches, or for other 

reasons, it is not desirable to place a tile drain under the ditch or 
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gutter, it may be located in the shoulder under the edge of the sur- 
facing. The principal objections to locating the drain under the 
center of the road are that it is very difficult to back fill the trench 
in which the tile is laid so that no settlement will take place, and in 
case of injury to the tile repairs are hard to make and always inter- 
fere more or less with traffic. Where a center location is selected, 
corresponding care to insure proper alignment and grade and to 

prevent silting of the stone or pipe line should be taken. Where 
the road is located on a side hill it is usually satisfactorily subdrained 
by one line of tile placed on the up-hill side so as to intercept the 
flow of the ground water. 

SIZE OF TILE. 

The proper size of tile for any particular location depends upon the 
rate of the run-off and the slope of the tile. Where the topography 
is flat and no surface water is allowed to enter the tile directly it may 
be assumed safely that the maximum amount of water drained off in 
24 hours would cover the area drained by the tile to a depth of 
about one-fourth inch, or that the maximum run-off would be about 
35 cubic feet per hour for each acre drained. Where the topography 
is more or less broken or where springs empty into the tile, this 
maximum run-off may be increased very materially, and the probable 
influence of such factors as these always should be considered in fix- 
ing the size of the tile. 

In order to determine the area a given tile will drain it is necessary 
to know how far out on each side of the tile the level of the ground 
water will be affected. In loose sandy soils this distance may be as- 
sumed to be about 100 feet, while in stiff clays that tend to retain 
water the level of the ground water may be practically unaffected at 
a distance out of only 20 or 25 feet. For most soils that require sub- 
drainage it probably is safe to assume that the area drained on each 
side of the tile is from 30 to 50 feet wide. These distances are essen- 

- tially affected by the depth at which the tile is laid. To develop the 
highest service in sandy soils the depth should be from 3 to 4 feet, 
while in stiff clays the depth should not exceed 24 to 3 feet. Where 

deep freezing is likely to occur and heaving or disalignment of the 
tile can be expected, it should be laid deeper, of course, and the num- 
ber of lines increased if necessary to reduce the ground water peak 
between them. 

Table 4 shows the sizes of tile required to carry various amounts of 
water. An examination of this table will show that rarely under con- 
ditions ordinarily encountered in road work need the diameter of the 
tile be greater than 6 inches, and that for most conditions a diameter 

of 4 inches is sufficient. No matter how small mav be the amount of 
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water to be drained off, the diameter of the tile never should be less 

than 4 inches, because experience has shown that tile having a smaller - 
diameter is very liable to become obstructed by sediment. The larger 
diameters given in the table generally are used only where it is neces- 
sary to admit more or less surface water directly into the tile, or to 
provide for some unusual flow from springs. 

CLAY TILE, 

Clay tile of the diameters shown in Table 4 is manufactured in 
almost every section of the United States. The ordinary farm tile, 
without the bell joints, is the kind most generally used for subdraining 
roads, and is generally satisfactory when laid at the side of a road 
where it will not be subjected to heavy loads. The tile may be either 
round or hexagonal in cross section and should be straight longi- 
tudinally, well burned, and free from cracks. The nominal section 
lengths are 12 inches for the smaller sizes and 2 feet or 2 feet 6 inches 
for the larger sizes. In practice, the lengths generally are made 
slightly in excess of the nominal to allow for a small amount of break- 
age. The ends always should be cut square in manufacturing so that 
successive sections may fit together snugly, but seldom does this con- 
dition exist. To make a good fit it is necessary at the time of laying 

_to turn the tile over until the ends make the snuggest joint. If the 
cost of bell tile is not prohibitive they may be used to advantage in 
place of butt-joint tile. 

Table 8 gives the average weight and the average number of feet 
in a carload for the various diameters of field tile. The costs at the 
factory are subject to more or less variation, and freight charges on 
tile have been relatively high, so that the costs of pipe delivered at 
railroad points some distance from the factory are so constantly 
variable that tabular figures are of little value. Where more than one 
size of tile is shipped at the same time, the amount in a carload may 
be increased and the freight per ton decreased by nesting the differ- 
ent sizes. . 

TABLE 8.—Cost and weight of drain tile. 

Average Average Average Average 
cost per | Average | number cost per | Average | number 

Inside diameter. | 1,000feet| weight of feet Inside diameter. | 1,000 feet| weight of feet 
f.0. b. | per foot. in a f.0. b. | per foot ina 
factory. carload. factory. carload. 

Inches. Pounds. Inches. Pounds. 
8 12 6 

66998°—18—Bull, 7243 
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CONCRETE TILE, 

Concrete tile is made from Portland cement and sand or fine gravel 
and may be substituted for clay tile wherever conditions are such as 
to make the use of concrete economical. The only exception to this 
rule is that where the water a tile is intended to carry contains any 
considerable quantity of either alkali or acid clay is preferable to 
concrete, because concrete may be destroyed quickly by strong alkali 

or acid, while these materials do not affect clay tile seriously. Ma- 
chines for manufacturing concrete tile may be purchased for from. 
$40 to $100 and may be operated either by hand or by a suitable en- 
gine. Table 9 shows the size, weight, and quantities of materials re- 
quired for concrete tile of various diameters, and the following list 

of suggestions are practically sufficient to serve as a guide in the 
manufacture of such tiles. 

TABLE 9.—Conecrete tile. 

[Straight tile—concrete mixed in proportion 1:3.] 

Material re- | : Material re- 
cutee pe! 100 | : cued per 100 

ax. | Weight | cet. | sox. | Weight eet. 
Diameter. | ee | per | Diameter. eS r 

| Tae LOOb.6 | | 7) |) foots 
Ce- Aggre- Ce- | Aggre- 

ment. | gate. ment. | gate. 

Inches. Inches. |Pounds.| Bbls. | Cu. yds. Inches. Inches. |Pounds.| Bbls. | Cu. yds. 
(Vea ae ee aaa St 3 10.6 0. 67 0. 30 Q.. ton seeeeeme see 1} 38. 6 2. 44 1.09 
at Se eR oe | 3 13.1 83 87d lO ae es ee 1 42.6 2. 72 1. 20 
Gere i Sena 3 15.3 97 ~ far |e oes See a 14 46.5 2. 96 1.31 
IRS See Z 2143 1.36 G0 Helos tee per Racca 13 50. 4 3. 20 1,42 
CAE Sia ga Pe Bi By | sie Cs 88 

i. Use a reputable brand of Portland cement known to conform 
with some standard specification, such as that of the United States 
Bureau of Standards, published in their bulletin No. 33. 

2. The sand used as aggregate should be clean and graded in size 
from fine to coarse, with the coarse grains predominating. For the 
smaller sizes of pipe all the sand should pass a 4-inch mesh screen, 
but for the larger sizes it is economical to have the aggregate consist 
partly of fine gravel that will pass a 4-inch mesh screen. The pro- 
portion of gravel to sand should not be greater than 2:1. 

3. The proportion of cement to aggregate should be about 1:3, but 
if the sand be inferior in any respect the amount of cement should 
be increased. 

4. In making the tile, the concrete should be tamped into the forms 
so that no open or porous spaces are left, and the consistency of the 
concrete should be such that this can be done with comparative 
ease, 
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5. After the tile is finished and the forms removed it should be 
protected from the drying action of the sun and air and kept wet by 
sprinkling for at least seven days. Then the tile should for about 
60 days be left in a protected place before it is used. 

6. The cost of concrete tile depends on the cost of the materials 
of which it is composed and the cost and efficiency of labor. These 
are so variable in different localities that figures of general value 
can not be given. In general, the cost of concrete tile probably would 
average slightly greater for as smaller sizes and slightly less for the 
larger sizes than that of clay tile. 

LAYING THE TILE. 

In laying the tile work should begin at the lower end of the drain © 
and proceed up hill when bell tile is used, and, in general, the work 
of excavating, laying and back filling should follow this rule, so 
that the various steps may be taken and the ditch drained at all 
times. To insure that the tile is laid true to grade, it is necessary 
to employ grade stakes, which are usually set by means of an engi- 
neer’s level. These stakes should be spaced about 50 feet apart and 
offset sufficiently far from the line of the drain not to be disturbed 
while the ditch is being excavated. The excavation ordinarily is 
carried down to within a few inches of grade with plows, picks, 
shovels, ete., and the bottom of the trench is finished with a tile 
scoop. In handling the scoop great care must be exercised in order 

to bring the bottom of the ditch to a uniform grade and at the same 
time scoop out a properly shaped trench to receive the tile. 

The tile should be laid as the ditch is completed, and each section 
should be turned until the ends fit together closely. Small openings 
at the joints, due to slight unevenness of the ends, are permissible, 
provided they are made to come in the bottom of the tile, but any 
opening more than about 4-inch wide should be covered with a piece 
of broken tile, cement mortar, or heavy tar paper. In the case of 
fine sandy soils, all joints should either be wrapped with cloth or 
tar paper. This is necessary in order to prevent sediment from being 
carried into the tile. Wherever two drains come together, the junc- 
tion should be made preferably by means of T or V branches, be- 
cause, when it is attempted to cut straight sections of tile to fit an 

angle, one section is very likely to project into the other and cause 
more or less obstruction. In case it is necessary to use straight tile 
on curves the joints should be covered with pieces of broken tile. 
Curves in a tile drain always should be as gradual as the location 
will permit, and should be avoided if possible. 

As soon as the tile is laid it should be covered carefully to a depth 
of 5 or 6 inches with loose earth to hold the different sections in 
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proper position and: to prevent displacement of the pieces of tile 
used for covering the joints. The back filling then may be com- 
pleted, when convenient, with plows and drag scrapers, and after 

the surface over the drain has finished settling, it may be smoothed 
to the required shape with a road grader or-a split-log drag. 

If the drains are laid in the center of the road the back fill should 
be rammed carefully and firmly just as soon as enough has been 
placed to protect the pipe from displacement and damage. The back 
filling then should continue in layers, each one being rammed to pro- 
vide so far as possible against settlement. 
Where tile drains are constructed through unusually retentive soil 

and it is desired to secure the maximum efficiency from them, the 
trench should be back filled with crushed stone or gravel for 6 or 8 
inches around and above the pipe. The proper method of making a 
back fill of this kind is indicated in the typical specification on 
page 8&1. . 

HEAD WALL FOR DRAIN TILE 
le (Concrete, 1:2:4 mixture 

G 4 rods= Galvanized 

‘h about 12” corresponding’L’ 5-0" 
Irie. 12. 3 

TILE-DRAIN OUTLETS. 

Figure 12 shows an outlet for a tile drain protected by means of a 
head wall. The head wall prevents the end of the drain from being 
undermined and: destroyed and also holds the earth in place at that 
point. The swinging screen over the end of the tile, which is shown 
in the figure, is intended to prevent rodents and other small animals 
from obstructing the tile with nests during dry seasons. In the past, 
outlets have not always been protected in this way and as a result 
trouble has been experienced frequently. 

Satisfactory head walls may be constructed of stone, brick, or 
concrete. Wooden boards also have been used for this purpose, but 

are subject to the disadvantage that they must be replaced. every few 
years, while the other materials are practically permanent. The 
screen over the end of the tile may be made of steel rods sharpened 
at their lower ends, and is suspended from the head wall by means 
of staples and links. 

\wr 
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COST OF CONSTRUCTING TILE DRAINS. 

The cost of laying tile drains, including necessary ditching and 
back filling, varies largely on account of variations in costs of mate- 
rial and labor, as already indicated. Where stone occurs in the ditch, 

or where any other condition makes excavation unusually difficult, the 
cost will be increased substantially. Where the soil is unusually 
soft, it 1s necessary sometimes to place boards in the bottom of the 
ditch to keep the tile from settling out of line, and in this case the 
cost of laying the tile, including the purchase of the boards, will be 
‘increased still further. In the rare cases where the conditions are. 

such as to make it: desirable that the ditch be entirely back filled with 
crushed stone or gravel so that the tile may do its work to the best 
advantage the cost of stone or gravel may be considerable. The addi- 
tional cost of handling such cases would depend, of course, on the 
availability of the materials used in the back fill. In some cases the 
total cost, including all labor and material, has exceeded $50 per 
100 feet, although $10 to $12 per 100 feet are commoner figures for 

ordinary tile drain. 

V-Drain constructed of field stoné or gravel wnere seunlion is defective. Outlets to side ditches every 50 feet 
Ditches to be of sufficient depth to drain V-drain 

V- DRAIN 

Fig. 13. 

Suitable head walls and outlets for tile drains may be constructed 
at small cost. The design shown in figure 12 ordinarily can be built 

at a cost not to exceed $5 or $6. In some cases stone masonry may 
be employed at even a smaller cost. 

y -DRAINS. 

The V-drain shown in figure 13 and Plate V is especially adapted 
to localities where field stones can be obtained cheaply and in abund- 
ance. This type of drain is very effective when constructed properly 
and has the advantage that in addition to draining the subgrade of 
the road it provides an excellent foundation for the road surface. Its 
first cost 1s high when compared with the various types of side drains, 
but usually is much lower than the cost of side drains and Telford: 
foundation combined. The latter comparison is, in general, the more 
reasonable one to make, because under favorable conditions a V-drain 

may serve to replace the combination of Telford foundation and side 
drains, and would be used seldom, if ever, where only drainage is 
needed to produce a stable foundation. 
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As shown in the cross-section drawing, figure 13, the V-drain is 
formed by excavating the subgrade of the road so that its cross scc- 
tion will have the shape of a flat V. This V-shaped trench is filled 
with field stone of all sizes from 6 to 8 inches in diameter down to 
pebbles only about 1 inch in diameter. The larger stones are placed 
in the center and lower part of the trench, while the smaller are 

placed on top and near the edges. It usually is necessary to spread the 
stone in two or more courses, so that it may be compacted to form a 
firm, unyielding foundation for the road surface. The compacting 
should be done with a power roller weighing about 10 tons, but should. 
not be carried to such an extent as to fill the interstices between the 
stone in the lower part of the drain and thus prevent water from 
finding its way along the trench. 

Some designs for V-drain, in order to save stone, require that the 
drain be carried out practically to 0 depth at the extreme edges.. so 
that the stone or other road metal is practically without drainage at 
those points. j 
When V-drains of this design have been used in northern localities 

difficulty has been experienced with the edges of the road crust heav- 
ing in the spring. Probably this is due to the freezing of accumu- 
lated water near the edges of the drain. Such water will accumulate 
in the interstices as a result of shallow thaws that do not free the 
deeper areas of frost. The melted snow can not run off and fills 
the upper layers of the V-drain, especially near the edges, until the 
voids are too full to allow expansion on freezing. The result is that 
during succeeding freezes the edges of such drains will heave. The 
remedy is to increase the depth of V-drain at the edge and to provide 
drainage close to the surface through the shoulder so that such drains 
certainly will clear with the shallow thaws and permit water to flow 
freely from the V-drain. Experience indicates that the depth of 
V-drain, in addition to the surfacing material, should not be less 
than 4 inches at the edges, and that a depth of 6 or 8 inches is 
better. 

Outlets for conducting water away from the V-drain should be 
provided at all low points in the grade. These outlets may consist 
of tile running from the lowest point of the V to a culvert or cross 
drain, or of ditches filled with the same kind of material as that 
composing the V-drain and running from the lowest point in the V 
to any lower point outside of the road where they may empty. In 
low flat sections, it frequently is difficult to provide suitable outlets 
for drains of any kind, and because V-drain foundations give the 
appearance of being very stable, whether or not outlets are provided, 
this feature sometimes is neglected in their construction. The result 
of such neglect is that water collects at low points in the grade and 
the roadbed at these points becomes excessively soft, and both road- 
bed and surface soon are badly out of shape. 
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COST OF V-DRAINS. 

The most expensive feature of constructing a V-drain foundation 
is to collect and haul the field stones. The conditions affecting this 
part of the work seldom can be compared for different projects, even 
im a general way, and any cost data that might be given here would 

be more likely to prove misleading than otherwise. After the stones 
have been collected and hauled, the additional work required to put 
the foundation in shape usually is very shght, and its cost should not 
exceed a few cents per square yard. The cost of preparing the sub- 
grade to receive the stones 1s discussed on page 51. 

FOUNDATIONS. 

In order to avoid confusion in the following discussion, the term 
foundation will be used to designate a specially constructed artificial 
base upon which the road surface or crust rests, and the term sub- 
grade will be understood to mean that part of the roadbed, composed 
of natural earth or other similar material, which supports either the 
foundation, or in the absence of a foundation, the road crust. This 
distinction is purely arbitrary and is made simply for convenience. 

The purposes of a foundation are, first, to aid in distributing the 
pressure due to wheel loads concentrated on the road surface so that 
the intensity of pressure on the subgrade will not exceed its safe 
unit bearing power, and second, to prevent, if possible, the crust of the 
road from being disturbed by the upward pressure of the subgrade 
due to the action of frost, ground water, or other disturbing influence. 
The relative extent to which these respective purposes should govern 
in designing a foundation depends on the character of the road crust 
and of the material composing the subgrade as well as on climatic 
conditions. For example, in the case of a pavement consisting of 
comparatively small blocks, such as vitrified brick, bonded to each 
other very slightly or not at all, an entire wheel load might be con- 
centrated on only a few square inches of foundation, in which case 
it would be necessary for the foundation to take care of practically 
the entire distribution of the load. On the other hand, a monolithic 
pavement or a pavement in which the individual units are well 
bonded together might distribute the wheel loads sufficiently to ob- 
viate all necessity for further distribution by the foundation and if 
adequate drainage were provided and there were no danger of heav- 
ing of the subgrade, the foundation might be omitted entirely. 

LOADS. 

The heaviest vehicle that ordinarily has passed over a public 
highway heretofore is the 15-ton traction engine. Such engines 
usually are so designed that the rear axle carries about two-thirds 
of the total weight, which arrangement gives a concentrated pres- 
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sure on the road surface of about 5 tons under each rear wheel. The 
use of much heavier equipment is in sight, however, and unless some 

regulations be passed to prohibit it the occurrence of 10-ton or even 
heavier motor trucks on our local highways adjacent to large cities 
or between large centers that are only a few miles apart may become 
common. 

Slight irregularities in the surface, due to faults in construction 
or developed by the wearing action of traffic, have the effect of 
producing impact under moving wheels and this action serves sub- 
stantially to increase the pressure to be distributed by the road crust 
and foundation. On account of the impact which they produce 
swiftly moving motor trucks are sometimes more severe on road 
foundations than the heaviest traction engines, and if an improved 
road is to be subjected to any considerable volume of motor-truck 
traflic the impact feature should be given especial consideration when 
the road is designed. 

In asuming the maximum wheel load for any particular road a 
reasonable allowance should be made for future increase. Since 
motor trucks have come into use there has been a constant tendency 
to increase both their rates of speed and the loads they carry, and 
it is quite probable that this tendency will continue. Furthermore, 
many roads not now subjected to motor-truck traffic will attract such 
traffic after they are improved, and this possibility always should be 
considered. Increase in the volume of traffic also may be an im- 
portant factor, because a foundation ample to support an occasional 

heavy load might fail soon if the same load was often repeated. 

DISTRIBUTION OF PRESSURE. 

The manner in which pressure due to concentrated loads is dis- 
‘tributed by the various materials used in road construction never 
has been fully investigated, and any assumptions regarding this 
point that may be made at present would be purely conjectural and 
of doubtful value. In the past engineers have made the questions 
of when a foundation should be employed and of how it should be. 

designed wholly matters of judgment, and few, if any, rules have 

been formulated to aid even in making the judgment consistent for 
different conditions and materials. This lack of method is due 
directly to the absence of accurate knowledge. concerning the cone of 
dispersion and pressure distribution under concentrated loads, and 
until further experimental data are obtained the design of ‘road 
foundations necessarily must be based on rather uncertain empirical 
information so far as comparing the efficiency of different materials 
and methods of construction is concerned. 
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BEARING POWER OF SOILS. 

On account of the uncertainty regarding the manner in which 
pressure due to concentrated loads on a read surface is distributed 
by means of the road crust and foundation, very exact knowledge 
concerning the bearing power of the soil composing the subgrade 
would. be of small advantage in designing foundations. Such infor- 
mation would become of value only if a minimum bearing power 
were known, taking into consideration the effects of changing soil 
moisture. The most that can be done is to compare, in a general 
way, the soil conditions anticipated in the design with similar condi- 
tions on successful projects already completed and to consider known 
failures, the causes of which have been ascertained. 

Such tests as have made for the purpose of determining the bear- 
ing powers of different soils have given more or less contradictory 
results, ‘but all have shown a very wide variation for soils of prac- 
tically the same character tested under identical circumstances. The 
following table gives averages deduced from available test. results 
and may prove helpful in applying knowledge gained by experience 
in designing and constructing road foundations to similar work 
where the soil conditions differ from those already encountered: 

TABLE 10.—Safe bearing powers for different soils. 

Range of | Range of 
_ bearing power bearing power 

Kind of soil. (pounds Kind of soil. (pounds 
i per square . per square 

inch). inch). 

IDG a Wee seco COse DE eee EE eee 50 to 80. MOIS Glo army yaa as sok elias 3 Nye Se 3 to 10. 
IMIGISIAC) Ayre eis rinse ota 6 to 50. IDA? Siblaall yoy Ss Ee Ee ee eee 15 to 30. 
Sal Or sien oe Cossocosucconeace 20,60 8). = AV GBTSUIeN ensodseonacnetcoassoaes 1 to 10. 
Dies OAs eee sale ee es oe 10 to 20. Marlias: -aeSceee 2 Bye ck key te Ne ..--| Same as clay. 

This table indicates the extremely wide range of the available 
data and gives some idea of the value of judgment by the engineer 
in designing road foundations. It also demonstrates that figures in 
the matter are of little use with the very limited knowledge at our 
disposal. 
Under the conditions crdinarily encountered in road work, the 

soil composing the subgrade is lable to become at least slightly 
moist, due to capillarity, even when the road. surface is perfectly 

water-tight, and the effect of moisture in lowering the safe bearing 
power of the soil is an important consideration in determining 

whether a foundation is necessary and, if so, how it shall be designed. 
The effect, of capillarity can not be stated definitely, but that it 

has an influence on the condition and physical characteristics of the 
surface of the natural soil is certain. The amount of influence de- 
pends on meteorological conditions without and on various properties 
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within the soil, such as size and grading of soil particles, presence of 
organic matter, mineral salts, colloids, etc. Some of these properties 
produce opposite effects. The following table shows the height to 
which capillary water rises in certain soils m one day. 

TasLe 11.—Height to which capillary water rises. 

Inches. 

Wicht sand yisoules 3 Ass 2 Ss ELS A ee EP ee eee PETE 14 

Gersevielliy SSO Uy cee ee he ee See Res 5 Sen 2S Shh Sle 0 ie pag iis eea nena eget, 2) 

Decomposed -sranite: (loam). 2 ee ee Pal 

Heavy @ranite loam 22° 22 b ee CO eee 16 
Heavy clay loam —~_-___-= Sua 220 ee eee SOO N8 ee SC Ee 11 

Reavy la varias Dake 5 Pere Seer eee et SYS a CN fee TEER a ee EES Sree re PAPE 16 

Pure: Sand S22 ee eS ee eee eee elec bee os he CRS Sees ee eel et ea ae! 9 

In one day the capillary water moves upward about one-half its 
apparent final limit. In three days it moves about two-thirds its 
apparent final limit. In some soils the movement upward in the 
first two hours is as high as one-third of its movement for 30 days. 
In pure sand it rises in one-half hour approximately one-half as 
high as in’ one day and in one day about 70 per cent as high as im 

12 days. The movement is more rapid at the start in hght soils, and 
slows down rapidly. After three days the movement is exceedingly 
slow in pure sand. In heavy soils the movement is uniformly slower 
and more sustained. In light soils the per cent of water in the soil 
decreases rapidly with the height above the source, while in some 
heavy soils the moisture content is strikingly uniform at different 
depths. Horizontal capillarity occurs with much faster water move- 
ment and greater uniformity of moisture content. The speed and 
distance varies with different soils and ranges from 7 to 33 feet in 
the first 24 hours.t 

The action of capillarity indicates that if water is to stand or flow 
along a road embankment for even a few hours, regard must be given 
to the height of the subgrade above the water line, and the lateral 
distance of the water course from the road crust or foundation. 
Assuming that the supply of free water will not endure more than 
one day at a time, it is apparent that a height in the subgrade of 18 
inches above the water line will insure that the moisture content of 
the surface is not increased. Where the free water is present at a 
considerable distance to one side this height may be safely reduced. 
Shallow ditches a short distance from the center line tend, by hori- 
zontal capillarity, to increase the water content of the subgrade at a 
higher level than deep ditches similarly located. If the grade be 
through standing water or against a continuous source of free water 
so that the soil remains moist continuously, capillarity ‘will lift the 

+ Capillary movement of soil moisture. Unpublished report of Riverside Pxp., 1915— 

1917. W. W. McLaughlin. 
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water about four and one-half times higher than in dry soil.1, and 
this fact must be considered in designing cross section and grade 

across swamps, marshes, or against irrigation or drainage ditches 
in which water is present for long periods. These conditions affect 
the design or cross section and the establishing of grade in places 
where the presence of free water is foreseen or where run-off is ex- 
pected to be slow and considerable, if the full bearing power of the 
natural soil is to be developed. If, because of immediate local con- 
ditions, the design of cross section can not be made to meet the above 
requirements, then special drainage should be provided or additional 

bearing value provided through some suitable treatment. 
The way in which the subgrade is prepared also, of course, affects 

its bearing power to a very considerable extent. In fact, the exercise 
of proper precautions in the matter of draining and compacting a 
roadbed sometimes may give the subgrade ample stability for directly 
supporting the road crust, where otherwise, if these features were 
neglected, an expensive foundation might be required in order to 
afford the same degree of stability. 

INFLUENCE OF ROAD CRUST. 

The considerations that should determine the form of support to 
be provided for any particular type of road crust are (1) whether 
it is practicable to make the crust sufficient to distribute wheel loads 

so that the safe bearing power of a well-prepared subgrade will not 
be exceeded, (2) the relative cost of increasing the depth of the crust 
so as to take care of the necessary distribution, where this is prac- 
ticable, as compared to the cost of providing a suitable foundation of 
cheaper material, (3) the damage that would result to the road sur- 
face in case of slight settlement of the subgrade. 

All of these considerations depend largely, of course, on the char- 
acter or type of road crust to be employed. Where the crust is to 
be of Portland-cement concrete, or some similar type capable of dis- 
tributing adequately the pressure due to concentrated loads the 
foundation evidently may be omitted, provided the crust is made 

sufficiently thick to take care of the distribution of load. In the case 
of sand-clay, gravel, and macadam, furthermore, slight disturbance 
of the subgrade might not result in any very serious injury to the 
surface, because the materials forming the crust which might be dis- 
turbed would be rebonded soon by the action of traffic. With any of 
the types mentioned, however, it might be more economical to con- 
struct a foundation of cheaper material than to provide the addi- 
tional thickness of crust which otherwise would be required. This is 

i Movement and distribution of moisture in soils. F. 8. Harris and H. W. Turpin. 

Jour. Agr. Res., July 16, 1917, p. 117. 
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especially true of macadam and, as a consequence, both V-drain and 
Telford foundations have been employed frequently in connection 
with the macadam surface. It is less true of Portland-cement con- 
crete only because its power of distributing pressure increases very 

rapidly with the depth and also may be greatly increased by prop- 
erly arranged steel reinforcement which is usually cheaper to employ 
than any form of foundation. 

Other types of road crust, such as blocks or setts, asphalt, and bitu- 
minous concrete, are intended only as wearing surfaces and in gen- 
eral must be supported on some form of artificial foundation. There 
are, of course, exceptional subgrade conditions where this is not true, 
as, for example, in the peninsular section of Florida, where the cli- 
mate is mild and the soil consists essentially of sand which, when 
properly confined, has a relatively high bearing power under all 
weather conditions to which it is subjected. In this section brick 
roads have been constructed directly upon the sand subgrade with 
fairly satisfactory results. 

In this region where frost in the ground is abana it 1s neces- 
sary to provide only adequate hectare: The requirements of this 
nature should, however, receive careful consideration and types 
should be selected that can be repaired easily and successfully with- 
out loss of good material, in case the assumed bearing value of the 
soil is not developed in practice or decreases owing to deterioration 
of curbs, drying out of sand, or other strictly local causes. 
Under the conditions usually prevailing neither the thickness of 

the road crust nor the combined depth of surfacing and foundation 
is adequate to prevent entirely the upheaval by frost, providing this 
is sufficiently extreme. The question of combating frost action still 
remains unsettled and exceedingly difficult of solution. The damage 
caused by it 1s very great in some cases and the economic aspect of 
the matter is involved. In general, it is not advisable to prepare 
elaborate and costly foundations to save comparatively cheap roads 
from slight damage; on the other hand, a considerable expense in 
foundation construction would be warranted if assurances existed 
that the effect would be to save an expensive surface from all dam- 
age. The entire question doubtless hangs on the reduction of soil 
moisture in the premises and the removal of free water at all times. 
To effect this the various methods of drainage discussed will serve 
largely if judiciously applied. The use of shoulder drains and 
ample provisions for relieving the subgrade and ‘foundation near the 
surface of melted snow and ice in periods of alternate thawing and 
freezing will go a long way toward accomplishing the results de- 
sired. Generally in the northern part of the United States, the gla- 
ciated areas have well drained soils and frost action tends to be 
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local. Such sections as develop difficulties of this sort should be 
treated individually in order to get the best generally good results at 

lowest cost. ; 
FOUNDATION TYPES. 

The types of foundations in common use for country roads are 
(1) gravel, (2) crushed stone, (3) V-drains, constructed of field 
stones, (4) stone base, (5) Telford, and (6) Portland-cement con- 
erete. Selected earth, sand, and cinders also have been used fre- 
quently to improve the supporting power of subgrades, but since the 
addition of such materials makes no essential difference in the gen- 
eral method of preparing the subgrade, they will not be considered 
as foundation materials. Road foundations have been constructed 
of brick, boards, corduroy, and many other special materials, 
and such construction is no doubt sometimes justified, although it is 
usually of a makeshift nature. In these cases the problem generally 
is concerned with employing local materials which may be secured 
at small cost and is one to be solved on the ground or after all the 
affecting conditions have been considered. 

GRAVEL FOUNDATION 

Fie. 14. 

From what has been said it is evident that no very exact rules can 
be stated for determining what, if any, type of foundation should be 
selected as best for a general case. Foundation troubles are com- 
monly local and peculiar and yield most readily to special treatment. 
The considerations that should influence the judgment in making a 
selection for a particular case are efficiency, and availability of mate- 
rials, and cost of construction. It is possible to design foundations 
of any type mentioned above which would be efficient for any given 
condition of subgrade and type of road crust, but considerations of 
economy usually will serve to reduce the number of practicable types, 
for any particular case, to not more than two or three at most. 

In general, gravel foundations are adapted to cases where the road 
crust also is to be of gravel or some other simple type, or where only 
shght additional stability is required for the subgrade to support 
concentrated loads on the road surface without being deformed. 
But, if the gravel possesses high cementing value, it may be used 
satisfactorily for foundations where crushed stone or concrete other- 
wise would be required. (Fig. 14.) 

Crushed-stone foundations have been used for practically all types 
of road crusts where the subgrade conditions are favorable and a 
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good quality of stone is available. Such foundations usually are 
well adapted for road crusts of gravel, macadam, bituminous con- 

crete, and, where the traffic is only moderate, for brick. (Fig. 15.) 
The V-drain foundation is adapted to locations where field stones 

are readily available and where drainage of the subgrade is an essen- 
tial function of the foundation. 

Stone base is a modification of Telford where quarry spalls and 
broken stone are used, as in V-drains, but where the subgrade is 

shaped as for Telford. Such stone should be laid on the subgrade so 
as to bear firmly and not rock, but need not be broken, coursed, and 
wedged so carefully as Telford. It is finished with fine material, 

ee a 
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CRUSHED STONE FOUNDATION 
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like gravel, small stone, or sand, and rolled. Its use is similar to that 
of Telford. 

Telford foundations have been used seldom setae with macadam 

or gravel crusts. The reason for this is that the surface of a Telford 
foundation is irregular and such materials as gravel or crushed 
stone are well adapted to correcting the irregularities. Such advan- 
tage as Telford has over crushed stone foundations lies in the fact 
that since the individual stones are placed by hand larger stones are 
used that have greater bearing areas and give better distribution of 
pressure on the ign This j is an important consideration where 

TELFORD FOUNDATION 
Agadehy alts); 

the subgrade is not very stable and the necessary rolling of a crushed 
stone foundation might produce a wavy surface. (Fig. 16.) 

Concrete foundations are well adapted for use where the road crust 
consists of brick, asphalt, bituminous concrete, or any other material 
whose integrity and stability can be maintained only when extreme 
rigidity is supplied by the foundation. In addition to their rigidity, 
concrete foundations, when properly constructed, present fewer un- 
certainties due to lack of uniformity in materials and workmanship 

than any other type, and on that account are greatly to be preferred 
where the road crust is of an expensive type. Insurance against fail- 

ure due to lack of uniformity in the subgrade can also, perhaps, best 
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be provided by means of a concrete foundation, and under extreme 
conditions of this sort concrete is practically the only satisfactory 
foundation material. (Fig. 17.) 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION. 

No matter what type of foundation may be selected for a particular 
road or section of road it should, of course, be designed and con- 

structed with a view to meeting adequately the conditions involved. 
Since these conditions vary greatly, sometimes even on the same proj- 

-ect, it is manifestly impracticable to standardize either the design or 
construction of foundations except to a very limited extent. In the 
following discussion, therefore, no attempt will be made to do more 
than point out the limits of good design for each type of foundation 
and to describe, in a general way, what are believed to be the best 
methods of construction. Thus, unavoidably, much must be left to 
the judgment of those who design and superintend such work. 

Practical experience and observation disclose that the best roads 

usually have a great variety of foundations. These may have been 

gc wed ek mes lye 

5° to 8" 

CONCRETE FOUNDATION 

ues ale 

laid at the time of original construction, or added to meet conditions 
that arise from season to season. For long distances the changes 
often occur as frequently as every few hundred feet. Rarely are con- 
structed foundations now laid mile after mile, as was done formerly 
on the pikes of central Kentucky and elsewhere. The cost of such 
work is so great that the individual and local treatment has more 

generally been adopted by highway engineers. 

GRADING AND PREPARING THE SUBGRADE. 

The discussion on bearing power of different soils should be con- 
sidered in connection with what is said here regarding the proper 
method of grading a road and preparing the subgrade. The table of 
bearing powers given on page 41 is based on the assumption that the 
roadbed and subgrade will be prepared in accordance with some such 

methods as those described below. 
The shape of the subgrade varies somewhat with different types 

of foundations or road crusts, but this feature does not need to be 
especially considered here, because the recommended shape for the 
subgrade is shown for each type of foundation discussed. Where 
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the subgrade supports the road crust directly the cross section may 
be either flat or crowned to conform with the finished surface. The 
flat cross section generally is preferable, because when this shape 
is used the crown of the road will give a greater thickness of crust 
at the center where greater strength is desirable.. The cross section 
ef course may have any desired crown less than:that of the finished 
surface. 

The most important features to consider in forming a roadbed 
upon which any type of pavement is to be constructed are (1) ade- 
quate and effective drainage, (2) firmness and stability, and (3) uni- 
formity in grade and cross section. 

The question of drainage has been discussed separately in this 
bulletin and it is therefore unnecessary to give this feature further 
attention, except perhaps to emphasize its importance. This prob-. 
ably can be done best by calling attention to the fact that many 
earth roads have been converted from almost impassable stretches 
of mud into excellent driveways for all but extremely bad weather 
conditions by merely making proper provision for drainage with 
no other improvement whatever. 

The second requirement, firmness and stability, can be secured 

only after effective drainage has been provided. Soils which absorb 
moisture readily can not always be drained properly during wet 
seasons, and should not be permittéd to form a part of the roadbed 
except where full allowance for their reduced bearing power has 
been made in designing the foundation or road crust. While it is 
true that for some types of roads foundations are necessary only 
where soil conditions are unfavorable, it nevertheless is advisable to 
improve the unfavorable conditions so far as practicable by selecting 
the best available material for use in the subgrade, even when the 
very best type of foundation is to be employed. In order that the 
subgrade may be unyielding it is also necessary for the entire road- 
bed to be compacted thoroughly. In forming embankments the ma- 
terial should be spread in comparatively thin layers and each layer 

should be compacted by rolling or by properly directing traffic over 
it during construction. For this purpose a power roller weighing 
about 10 tons or a horse roller of less weight may be used. When 
the grading is substantially completed the subgrade in both excava- 
tion and embankment should be brought to its final shape by any 
suitable devices, and rolled. 

Until recent years the preparation of subgrade usually has been 
done by hand with pick and shovel, and in localities where labor is 
cheap still may be done so; but quicker and less expensive methods 
may be used to advantage now. If the grade is to be flat, a drag of 
railroad iron often is satisfactory. Telford, V-drain, and trench 
foundations generally can be cut with plow and grading machine 
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Fic. 1.—U HEAD WALL WITH PIPE CULVERT. 

Fic. 2.—CONSTRUCTING V DRAIN. 
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SETTLEMENT OF PAVEMENT ABOVE PIPE CULVERT. 
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Fic. 1.—DEPRESSIONS OVER UNEVEN BASE. 

Fic. 2.—RUTS AND DEPRESSIONS OVER WEAK BASE. 
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Fig. 1.—LAYING FIELD-STONE BASE. 

FiG. 2.—LAYING TELFORD BASE. 
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and finished with a light drag. Slips, wheelers, or Fresnos may be 
used with entire success by skillful workmen, and if the heavy grad- 
ing warrants its presence on the job a steam shovel in the hands of 
an expert operator can be used to do all but the finishing, which a 
light drag will do. 

It is impracticable. to supply detailed instructions as to the best 
methods for shaping and compacting all kinds of soil, because in 
many cases experienced judgment is the only safe guide. Where the 
soil composing the subgrade consists essentially of sand, for example, 
it may be necessary to wet the subgrade practically to saturation 
before it can be rolled satisfactorily, and in some cases pipe lines 
must be provided along the work to supply water for this purpose. 
On the other hand, clay soils can be rolled effectively only when 
comparatively dry, and when construction work is proceeding during 
wet seasons it may be necessary to provide additional facilities for 
draining the subgrade which would be wholly unnecessary if the work 
were being done under more favorable weather conditions. No mat- 
ter what the circumstances of soil and weather may be, the sub- 
grade, when completed, should conform closely in grade and cross 
section with the requirements of the plans and should present an 

even uniform surface. It also should be as firm and unyielding as 
the conditions will permit, because whatever the type of the founda- 
tion or the road crust, all loads passing over the surface must be 
supported ultimately by the subgrade, and unless this feature be 
sufficient the crust and foundation necessarily must fail. 

Some of the most important details which require careful atten- 
tion in preparing the subgrade, and are perhaps most frequently 
overlooked, are (1) back filling culvert trenches, (2) exclusion of 
vegetable matter from fills, (3) provision for draining any wet- 
weather springs that occur in the subgrade, and (4) the proper 
handling and use of materials contained in old road crusts which are 
to be worked into the new construction. 

The back filling of culvert trenches is a detail requiring the very 
closest attention if subsequent settlement of the subgrade and road 
crust, over the trenches, is to be prevented. Most specifications gov- 
erning this feature of the work make suitable provisions for having 
the back fills over all drainage structures properly tamped and com- 
pacted, but both engineers and contractors frequently have under- 
estimated the cost of doing such work satisfactorily, and as a result 
there has been a strong tendency to permit and to do less compacting 
than the conditions require. The amount of compacting necessary 
varies, of course, with the character of the soil composing the back 
fill: Where the soil contains considerable sand or gravel and is 
moderately moist, it usually may be compacted best by placing the 

66998°—18—Bull. 7244 
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back fill in layers not over 8 inches thick and thoroughly tamping 
each layer with a hand tamper. 

The thickness of the successive layers and the weight and face of 
the tamper should be adjusted to produce the most uniform and solid 
compression reasonably possible. Common practice often is inade- 
quate, sometimes the layers being made a full 8 inches thick and a 
light one-man tamper being used. On loose and friable soils a broad 
face is to be preferred, say 8 by 8 inches, and the weight may be raised 
to 50 pounds if double handles are provided and the work is done by 
two men. 

Where the soil is essentially clay and the trench is deep, the back 
fill should be deposited preferably in courses and a tamper having 
a smaller face and weighing 10 to 15 pounds used. 

If a clay or silt loam that readily breaks down in water is used, the 
trench should be filled at first to a depth of not more than 2 or 3 feet, — 
the material being tamped thoroughly as above described, and the 
partial back fill then may be kept covered with water for several 
days until the material has become thoroughly saturated and has 
finished settling. Subsequent layers should be added and “ puddled ” 
until the trench is filled completely. Then it should be permitted to 
stand for several weeks, until the back fill has dried out, before the 
subgrade is prepared and the pavement constructed. Not infre- 
quently it is cheaper to haul in gravel, or other material which may 
be compacted readily for use in back fills, rather than to replace clay 
according to the method above described. In some cases, where con- 
ditions were unusually bad, concrete has been used as a back-filling 
material. Plate VI shows a characteristic failure of a pavement 
over a culvert where the back fill had been poorly made.” 

The exclusion of vegetable matter from embankments is nearly 
always provided for in specifications covering road-improvement 
work, but in a great many cases the importance of this detail does 
not seem to be realized. As a rule, no especial harm results to a road 
from vegetable matter being placed in the slopes of embankments, 
because unequal settlement of the slopes would not. necessarily injure 
the road surface. When sod and roots are placed in the subgrade, 

however, even in very small quantities, serious damage to the sur- 
face may result from the porosity caused by the eventual decay and 
shrinkage of the vegetable matter. Further, roots near the edges of 
the surface are very likely to live and grow, and the result is a weak- 
ening of subgrade on a line where the pavement is especially ex- 
posed to damage. 

Wet-weather springs are not always in evidence at the time a road 
is being graded, and it is therefore important that the road be exam- 
ined carefully during wet seasons in order to locate troubles of this 
kind. Such springs usually may be drained successfully by means of 
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ditches filled with stone and provided with suitable outlets or by the 
use of tiling. Methods of constructing drains of either kind are de- 
seribed in another part of this bulletin. 
Where old road crusts or old base of broken stone, gravel, Telford, 

etc., are to be covered, the disposition of the old construction is im- 

portant. A highway engineer can commit no greater error than to 
abandon or destroy an old and well-compacted road crust if it can 
be used as a foundation for a new road. If the new construction is 
to be gravel or macadam, the lesser irregularities of the old surface 
can be filled with gravel or fine stone after the old surface has been 
swept thoroughly. These patches should be well watered, covered 

with screenings, and rolled. On a base so prepared the new road 
can be built. If a bituminous top is to be placed directly on the old 
crust, lean bituminous concrete can be used to excellent advantage. 

The old surface should be swept thoroughly, the depressed areas 

painted with the same bitumen used in the mix, and the patches laid 
and raked with care. A 3 or 4 foot straightedge with a handhole is 
convenient in bringing the patch to a true surface uniform with the 
old. The entire series of patches should be rolled and allowed to set 
for at least 12 to 24 hours ahead of the topping. 

If the new surface is to be wider than the old base or crust, it is 
more difficult to produce an even surface that will not settle at the 
edges. In many case; the only practicable disposition of the old crust 
is to loosen it and either waste the material or salvage it for the new 
top. Salvage methods usually are expensive. 

It should be borne in mind that when the old crust is left undis- 
turbed and simply evened up by the addition of new material, it 

is difficult to compact the new material as thoroughly as the old, and 
a tendency to uneven settlement of the subgrade will result. For 
this reason the greatest care should be used in making the prelimi- 
nary patches. Plate VII shows the results of neglecting this detail. 

In the premises the whole problem of making adequate use of old 
base is largely one of initial engineering. The grades should be laid 
with unusual care to take advantage of the old crusts, and where 

these are thin room should be left for necessary additional material. 
Where practicable it is always well to have the grading and drain- 

age structures for an improved road completed some time in advance 
of the pavement. This enables the roadbed to settle without doing 
any damage, and obviates the necessity for much of the tamping 
and compacting which otherwise would be necessary. 

COST OF SUBGRADE PREPARATION. 

The cost of preparing the subgrade of a road to receive the founda- 

tion or road crust depends to a very considerable extent on the degree 
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of care exercised in doing the rough grading, and to a less extent on 
the type of road crust or foundation which it is proposed to employ. 
The character of the soil composing the roadbed also may be an im- 
portant consideration in estimating the cost of this work, especially 
if any considerable period of time elapses after the completion of 
the rough grading before the subgrade is prepared. Some soils re- 
main loose indefinitely and are easily worked into proper shape, while 
others may become hard and compact in a very short time after 
being placed in a roadbed. 

The following examples of road-improvement projects completed 
under the supervision of the Bureau of Public Roads have been 
selected to illustrate how the cost of subgrade preparation varies 
with the local conditions. 

Example No. 1.—A macadam road in Montgomery County, Md. 

Area surface, 47,456 square yards. 

Character of soil, stiff clay. 

Grading done with steam-shovel outfit and not very carefully finished. 

Cost of preparing subgrade, 6.8 cents per square yard. 

Work done with pick and shovels. 

Cost includes necessary rolling. 

Example No. 2.—Several sections of gravel road in Leflore County, Miss. : 

Aggregate area surfaced, 189,535 square yards. 

Character of soil, light loam. 

Grading done with scrapers and fairly w ai finished. 

Cost of preparing subgrade, approximately, 1.4 cents per square yard. 

Work done with road grader and a limited amount of plowing required. 

Cost includes necessary rolling. 

Example No. 3.—A gravel road in Bexar County, Tex. 

Area surfaced, 100,000 square yards. 

Work consisted in scarifying and reshaping an old gravel road, and was 

done by means of a roller with scarifier and road grader. 

Cost of preparing subgrade, 3.8 cents per square yard. 

Cost includes picking out large stones that were turned up in scarifying, 

as well as all necessary rollings. 

Example No. 4.—A concrete road in Licking and Muskingum Goumiies Ohio: 

Length of road, 24 miles; width of concrete surface, 16 feet; character of 

soil, stiff clay. The rough grading was done with steam-shovel equipment 

and scrapers, and the work was in progress during 1914 and 1915. During 

1914 the subgrade was prepared almost immediately after the rough grad- 

ing was completed, and the average cost of its preparation was approxi- 

mately 3 cents per square yard. During 1915 the rough grading was com- 

pleted several months in advance of the subgrade, and the average cost of 

preparing the subgrade was approximately 7.5 cents per square yard. This 

large difference in cost is attributable partly to the fact that several wash- 

ing rains occurred between the time of completing the rough grading and 

the time of preparing the subgrade, and the work charged to subgrade 

preparations realiy included a considerable amount of rough aac s ee 

necessary by erosion of the rcadhed. 
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GRAVEL FOUNDATIONS. 

Gravel for use in road foundations should consist of sound, dura- 
ble pebbles mixed with sufficient cementing material to bond the 
individual particles together firmly when the gravel is spread and 
rolled. Clay is the only cementing material carried by most gravels 
as they occur in nature, though there are a few deposits that contain 
other cementing agents, such as iron oxide, lime carbonate, etc. 
Foundations bonded with the latter materials are much more reliable 
than those in which the binder is composed essentially of clay. The 
ordinary gravel foundation with clay binder is used in general only 
where the wearing crust is to be of gravel also, while if the binder 
consists of some stable mineral cement, properly constructed gravel 
foundations may be employed with brick, bituminous concrete, or 
other highly improved types of road crusts. 

It is customary to require that gravel used in foundations shall 
contain from 60 to 75 per cent, by weight, of pebbles ranging in size 
between such as will be just retained on a 1% or 14 inch screen and 
such as will just pass a 24 or 3 inch screen, and that the remainder 
shall consist of sand combined with some suitable cementing mate- 

rial. Where clay is the cementing material it should not comprise 
less than about 15 per cent nor more than about 20 per cent of the 
total weight. It is important that the gravel be evenly graded in 
size from fine to coarse and that the cementing material be uniformly 
distributed through the mass, because poor grading or poor distribu- 
tion of the clay content evidently would tend to produce unequal 
density of the foundation. - 

It very often happens that, in order to be made suitable for use in 
a road foundation, natural gravel must be screened to remove a part 
of either the fine or coarse material so as to keep the different per- 
centages within the limits mentioned above. It also is necessary 
sometimes to wash the gravel in order to remove excessive clay, but 
this process is expensive, and it generally is practicable to secure the 
desired results in some other way. When it is necessary to add clay 
it should be done as the gravel is placed by spreading a uniform layer 
of clay over each course of gravel and mixing the two together by 
harrowing. 

If this is necessary, it must be done with the utmost care and great 
thoroughness. When it is realized that one load of clay to a hundred 
of gravel increases the clay content approximately 1 per cent, it is 
seen how difficult 1t may be to raise the clay a few per cent through- 
out an entire job. Almost always too much is added, and the dis- 
tribution is exceedingly uneven. To obtain good results the clay 
should be as dry as possible, well pulverized, and distributed broad- 
cast with shovels just as screenings are on a macadam road. This 
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clay should be shaken down dry with a harrow and in no case 
wetted and rolled until the whole mass is well mixed. If large quan- 
tities of clay are to be added it is better to place it in a layer between 
a first and second layer of the cleaner gravel. The foundation then 
can be wetted and rolled without preliminary harrowing, and the 
clay will not stick to the roller wheels. Wet clay in contact with the 
roller can almost never be mixed into the gravel, and endless trouble 

_ results from permitting it to occur. 
Gravel foundations vary in compacted thickness from about 4 

inches up to about 10 inches, depending on the condition of the sub- 
grade and the character of the road crust, as well as somewhat on 
the quality of gravel used. The most usual thickness is from 5 to 
7 inches. Except that where the road crust is to be of some highly 
improved type a thickness of about 8 inches generally is used. In 
general, foundations of more than about 5 inches in thickness must 
be constructed in two or more courses, as otherwise, unless the per- 
centage of clay is unwarrantably high, it is almost impossible to 
produce a thorough bond between the particles by harrowing -and 
rolling. Figure 14 shows a typical cross section for a gravel foun- 
dation upon which the limiting dimensions are indicated. This 
cross section shows the subgrade and foundation crowned to con- 

form with the surface of the finished road, and probably is more 
frequently employed than any other form, but in some cases the sub- 
grade is made flat, or even slightly “dished,” and the whole crown 
of the road made up either in the foundation or the’road crust. 
This latter arrangement provides for additional thickness of the 
pavement near the center where it usually is desirable to have the 
greatest strength. The principal precautions to observe in con- 
structing gravel foundations may be described briefly and com- 
mented upon as follows: | 

1. The gravel should be delivered on the work in wagons or cars 
especially adapted to spreading each load uniformly over that part 
of the subgrade for which it is intended. Where loads are dumped 
in one spot and spread later with shovels, as is done frequently, it is 
almost impossible to secure uniform density of the foundation by 
subsequent harrowing and rolling. The spots where the loads are 

dumped will nearly always be more densely compacted than the areas 
in between and, as a result, uneven settlement soon will develop. 

2. Where it is necessary to spread the gravel in more than one 
course the thickness of the different courses should be approximately 
the same, except that the first course may be made somewhat thicker 

than the others because, in general, a thicker layer of gravel may be 
compacted on the subgrade than when spread over another layer of 

gravel, although compacted. It usually is impracticable to -have 

the finished thickness of any course greater than about 5 inches, and 
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in some cases 3 or 4 inches is as much as can be compacted satis- 
factorily at one time. 

3. After each course of gravel is spread it should be harrowed thor- 
oughly with a tooth harrow until the different sizes of particles and 
the cementing material are distributed thoroughly through the mass. 
Then it should be rolled repeatedly with a power roller weighing 
about 10 tons until the different particles are all well bonded together 
and the surface presents a smooth, uniform appearance. When com- 
pleted, the surface of each course should appear firm and unyielding 
and should be such that no particles of gravel will be disturbed by 
men walking upon it. 

4, Where it is necessary to add sand or clay to the gravel, in order 
to fill the voids, it should usually be done after each course is spread 
and before it is harrowed. But with some kinds of gravel and where 
certain types of road crust are to be used, it is permissible to add a 
limited amount of sand after the harrowing is all done and while the 
rolling is in progress, so as to secure a denser surface. This usually 
applies to the top course of the foundation when it is desirable to 
prevent bitumen, Portland-cement grout, or other similar material 
used in the surface crust from being wasted by penetrating into the 
foundation. 

5. Where the binder consists of some material other than clay it 
may be desirable to sprinkle each course with water while it is being 
rolled, and even where clay is used as a binder a limited amount of 
sprinkling may be necessary in dry weather. The sprinkling always 
should be done uniformly and in such quantities as not to wash the 
fine material out from the gravel or to soften the subgrade. 

_ 6. When the foundation is complete it should be uniform in grade 
and cross section. If depressions occur under the roller, they should 
be corrected by adding gravel and continuing the rolling, and this 
should be kept up until the foundation is able to support the roller, 
moving back and forth over it, without appreciable waves being 
formed in the surface. When the rolling is complete the foundation 
is ready to receive the surface crust immediately. 

COST OF GRAVEL FOUNDATIONS. 

In estimating the cost of a gravel foundation it is necessary to con- 

sider : 
1. The purchase price of the gravel it is proposed to use; 
2. The cost of delivering the gravel on the work; and 
3. The cost of Cea and compacting. The first two of these 

factors are evidently dependent to a very great extent on local condi- 
tions, and their influence on the cost of a given foundation can not be 
determined except by a study of the given conditions. The following 
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data are intended to serve only as an aid in making the necessary 
study: 

A. A cubic yard of loose gravel ordinarily weighs between 2,700 and 3,300 

pounds, the average weight being about 3,000 pounds. 

B. Loose gravel will shrink from 12 to 15 per cent in volume when compacted 

in a road foundation. In determining the loose volume of gravel required for a 

given project it is customary to compute the compacted volume and add from 

20 to 80 per cent to cover waste, shrinkage, and loss in handling. 

C. The average cost of loading pit gravel by hand into wagons is about 20 

cents per cubic yard. Where the amount of’ work to be done is sufficient to war- 

rant the installation of a steam shovel or the construction of a special scaffold 

so that wheeled scrapers may be used for loading, the cost of this work usually 

may be reduced, the reduction sometimes amounting to 50 per cent or more. 

D. The cost of screening gravel varies greatly according to the character of 

the pit-run material and the kind of screening equipment employed. Hand 

screening costs from 25 to 40 cents per:cubic yard, while with a properly ar- 

ranged mechanical screen the cost should not often exceed 15 or 20 cents per 

cubie yard. 

E. The cost of hauling depends on the equipment used and the condition of 

the road over which the hauling is done. With teams at $5 per day and the 

roads such that two tons may be hauled at a load, the average cost is about 25 

cents per ton mile, or 3874 per cubic-yard mile. 

F. The cost of spreading gravel, on five road projects recently supervised by 

the Office of Public Roads and Rural Engineering, ranged from about 3 cents 

to about 8 cents per cubic yard. The average cost was about 64 cents per 

cubic yard and the average cost of labor was about 20 cents per hour. The 

wagons used in all cases were built so that they dumped directly upon the 

subgrade and were designed to spread the material to a considerable extent 

while it was being dumped. Y 

G. The cost of rolling the gravel on the above five projects ranged from 

slightly less than one-half cent to about 1 cent per square yard. The average 

cost was about 0.6 of a cent per square yard. This included only the labor cost 

and if fuel for the roller and depreciation were considered the average cost 

probably would approximate 1% or 2 cents per square yard. 

CRUSHED-STONE FOUNDATIONS. 

Crushed-stone foundations have been made from practically all 
kinds of stone ordinarily available for such a purpose; and provided 
the stone be sound and durable, there is, in general, no occasion for 
limiting the varieties that may be so used. A moderately soft or 
brittle stone should prove equally as satisfactory for a foundation 
as one that is extremely hard and tough and usually would be much 
easier to crush, as well as to compact, than the hard, tough stone. The 
only requirements really essential are (1) that the stone shall possess 
sufficient resistance against crushing to withstand any load likely to 
come upon it, (2) that it will not‘be affected by the action of ground 
water, and (3) that it will bond together under the roller to form a 

dense, well compacted foundation. These requirements are based on 
the assumption that the foundation always will be protected from the 
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wearing action of traffic by scme suitable surface crust, but these 
requirements would not be sufficient for cases where stone from the 
foundation eventually might form a part of the wearing surface. 

In the case of water-bound macadam roads, for example, the so- 
called foundation course often is considered as a part of the wearing 
crust, because ultimately the stone of this course is expected to be- 
come the surface as the real wearing course is abated by traffic. Or 
it is expected that scarifying the road periodically when it is neces- 
sary to add new material will bring some of the lower course to the 
surface. This criticism would be applicable, of course, in less de- 
gree where it is purposed to maintain the road surface by bituminous 

- treatments, or for water-bound macadam roads maintained properly 
with a distinct wearing course and with a foundation not essentially 
a part of the macadam crust. ; 
The proper size of the stone for use in a crushed-stone foundation 

depends, first, on the depth of the foundation and, second, on the 
quality of the stone used. In order to have a locking or wedging 
effect under the roller it is essential that the stone be considerably 

less in longest dimension than the proposed thickness of the course. 
In general, no stone is used larger than 4 or 44 inches, and the maxi- 
mum screen specified usually is 3 or 34 inches for a 6 or 8 inch 
foundation course. If the foundation is 4 inches, the screen usually 
is specified to have meshes 24 or 3 inches in diameter. Soft or thinly 
stratified rocks that are likely to break into tabular fragments are 
used quite generally in larger sizes than a hard, amorphous rock 

with cubical or rhombohedral cleavage. If much tabular rock comes 
through in the tailings, it should be re-run through a lower crusher 
to produce more fine stone, as such material usually is short on the 
low sizes. As in the case of gravel, it is customary to fix the size by 
specifying upper and lower limiting screens which the material shall 

pass and be retained upon, respectively, and by providing that the 
stone shall be well graded in size between the limits specified. Where 
the stone is hard and tough and does not crush to any extent under . 
the roller it is impracticable to make the successive layers of the 
foundation more than 4 or 5 inches in compacted depth, because it 
is very difficult to compact a greater depth satisfactorily. In such 
cases the particles of stone preferably should be of such size that all 
will pass a screen having circular openings about 24 or 3 inches in 
diameter. If, on the other hand, the stone is moderately soft and 
brittle, the compacted depth of the foundation courses sometimes 
may be made as much as 5 or 6 inches and the upper limiting screen 
may have correspondingly larger openings. The lower limiting 
screen should, in general, be such that the amount of fine particles 
left in the screen product will be no more than sufficient to fill the 
voids and produce a dense, well compacted layer when the stone is 
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spread and rolled. Ordinarily a screen having circular openings 
from + to $ inch in diameter should prove satisfactory for moder- 
ately brittle stone, while in other cases, where the stone is hard and 
tough, it may be permissible to omit the lower limiting screen 
altogether. 

Not infrequently it is desirable to screen out certain sized par- 
ticles from the product of the crusher for use in the road crust or 
for some other purpose, and in such cases only the larger sizes, with 
perhaps a part of the dust or screenings, are available for use in the 
foundation. With some varieties of stone this arrangement may 
not be objectionable because the large particles will wedge in to- 
gether under the roller to form a fairly dense, compact foundation. 
But with other varieties, such as trap rock, for example, the large 

particles may not lock very readily and it may be necessary to fill 
the voids with either stone screenings, gravel, or coarse sand while 
the rolling is in progress, in order to aid in wedging the crushed 
stone particles firmly in place. ! 

The compacted thickness of crushed-stone. foundations varies in 
practice from a minimum of about 3 inches up to a maximum of 
about 9 or 10 inches. The small thickness of 3 inches should be used 
only for light-traffic roads where the subgrade conditions usually are 
favorable or where the road crust is capable of distributing the pres- 
sure under concentrated loads to a considerable extent, while the 
maximum thickness of 10 inches would be required seldom except 
where the surface crust is designed to withstand only the wear of 
traffic and the subgrade is poor. In the past the usual thickness has 
been about 6 inches, but under the heavy traflic which prevails at 
present on many of our improved roads the 6-inch foundation fre- 
quently has proved insufficient. This is shown by numerous partial 
or total failures of expensive road crusts, such as brick and bitumi- 
nous concrete, due to foundation failure. It is believed that with 
average subgrade conditions and road crusts of the kinds above men- 
tioned, the thickness of crushed-stone foundation should, in general, 
be considerably increased above the common practice of to-day. 

The number of courses in which the stone should be spread and 

compacted depends on the depth of stone that can be compacted 

satisfactorily in one course, and, as explained above, this varies with 
the quality of the stone used. Ordinarily not more than two courses 
are necessary, unless the foundation is to be of unusual depth. 

In some casds it has been found of advantage to use a crushed- 
stone foundation under a gravel wearing course. A recent design 
for heavy traffic where unusual speed of construction and immediate 
service were essential called for an 8-inch compacted quarry-run base 
and a 4-inch compacted gravel top. This made use of a relatively 
cheap but unsatisfactory macadam stone and a relatively expensive 
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but very quick bonding and satisfactory gravel. The soil was poor, 
being a micaceous clay, and the base was laid in two courses, with 

the first thoroughly harrowed to shake the finest to the bottom and 
close the foundation against the clay. No effort was made to close 
the top foundation course as the gravel topping served adequately 
to do this. 

Figure 15 shows a typical cross section for a crushed-stone foun- 
dation and indicates the limiting dimensions used in good practice. 
The proper manner of spreading and compacting the stone prob- 

ably can best be described by stating certain precautions it is neces- 
sary to observe in order to secure satisfactory results. In doing 
this it will be necessary to repeat several of the precautions already 
mentioned as being applicable to gravel foundations, because the 
two types of construction are very similar in many respects. In fact, 
where the gravel used is such as to compact readily without the pres- 
ence of clay the construction methods are practically the same as 
when crushed stone is used. 

1. The first precaution in constructing a crushed-stone or any other type of 

foundation, of course, is to see that the subgrade is well prenared of good 

material and that it is firm at the time the stone is spread. 

2. The stone should be delivered in vehicles adapted to spreading it out in a 

aiform layer to the required loose depth. If such vehicles are not available, 

the stone should be dumped on platforms and spread to the required depth with 

hand shovels. This requirement is of eSpecial importance because it iS prac- 

tically impossible to secure a uniformly compacted foundation unless some such 

method is followed. Where whole loads are dumped on successive spots of the | 

subgrade and spread by merely raking off the tops of the piles thus formed, a 

dense core will be formed where each load is dumped and the area between 

’ cores will be much less dense. When the layer of stone is rolled, the roller 

will tend to ride on the cores with the evident result that the foundation will 

aot be uniformly compacted and while its appearance may be satisfactory when 

first ,completed, lack of uniform density is almost certain to result later in 

irregularities, and these will continue to occur long after completion of the top 

or wearing course. : 

3. If in hauling and spreading the stone, the fine and coarse particles be- 

come more or less separated, as frequently is the case, each layer of the founda- 

tion should be harrowed with a tooth harrow until the different sized particles 

are distributed uniformly throughout the mass. When moderate care is used in 

handling the stone harrowing should not generally be necessary, though with 

some varieties of stone there seems to be a strong tendency for the dust and 

fine particles to become segregated while the material is being loaded into 

vehicles and in such cases harrowing may be very desirable. 

_ 4, After each layer of the stone is spread, and harrowed if necessary, it should 

be rolled with a power roller weighing about 10 tons, until it is thoroughly and 

uniformly compacted. The rolling should begin preferably at the edges of the 

road and progress toward the center, and should continue until no appreciable 

settlement is caused by additional rolling. 

5. In general, the voids in the top layer of the foundation should be filled 

by spreading coarse sand or stone screenings over this layer while the rolling is 

in progress. With some varieties of rather brittle stone the voids may be filled 
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fairly well by particles of stone crushing under the roller and in such eases the 

addition of sand or screenings may not be necessary. The character of the 

road crust also should be considered in deciding this point. 

6. In order to lock the particles of stone together satisfactorily it frequently 

is necessary to sprinkle a moderate amount of water over each layer of the 

foundation while the rolling is in progress. This is especially true of limestone 

where screenings are added after the stone is spread. Im all cases where 

water is used it is merely to flush the fine chips and dust into the interstices 

and by no means to produce a grouted surface, and it should be applied gently 

and in such quantities as not to saturate the subgrade and should be done only 

on sections of the foundations where rolling is in progress. 

COST OF CRUSHED-STONE FOUNDATIONS. 

The cost of constructing a crushed-stone foundation, after the 
stone has been delivered on the work, usually can be estimated with a 
fair degree of accuracy when the conditions affecting the work are 
understood. If the stone is hauled out in suitable dump wagons and 
the ‘price of labor is about 20 cents per hour, the spreading can be 
done at an average total cost of from 6 to 8 cents per cubic yard. 
Where the stone is dumped on boards and spread by hand this cost 
ordinarily will be just about doubled. 

The cost of rolling varies with the quality of the stone used. If 

a hard limestone or trap is used, about 100 cubic yards can be com- 
pacted per 10-hour day with a 10-ton roller, while with sandstone or 
soft limestone the quantity compacted per 10-hour day may be as 
much as 150 or 175 cubic yards. Assuming the loose depth of the 
foundation at 9 inches and the cost per day of a roller, including 
labor, fuel, and depreciation, at $12, the total cost of rolling would 

average from 2 to 3 cents per square yard. The cost of spreading 
and rolling combined would average from 34 to 5 cents per square 
yard. 

The cost of quarrying and crushing varies with the character of 
the stone, the layout of the quarry, and the equipment employed. 
Some of the largest producers of crushed lmestone market their 
product at about 50 cents per ton, or 65 cents per cubic yard, while 
in other cases, where the quarry face is shallow and the plant is small, 

the actual cost of quarrying and crushing sometimes is more than 
$1 per cubic yard. The following record is of a limestone quarry in 
Loudon County, Tenn., operated under the supervision of the Bureau 

of Public Roads in connection with a single road improvement 
project, may be of assistance in estimating costs for similar work 
in other localities. The quarry had been faced up, but required 
heavy stripping, and the presence of numerous clay seams made 
drilling and blasting expensive. The stone is a dark-blue, tough 
limestone, very similar in appearance to Knoxville dolomite. The 
depth of quarry face was from 12 to 18 feet. Blasting was done 
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with 40 per cent dynamite, fired by means of batteries, and the 
rock was hauled to the charging platform in dump carts. <A 25- 
horsepower engine and a No. 44 crusher were used. The record out- 
put was 1832 cubic yards in one day of 14 hours. The bins were of 
70 cubic yards capacity with three subdivisions. The scale of wages 
was: 

SuMeEINtenN Cem tes a oS Re a ee a per day__ $4. 50 

MIME KCCDOr Mss nie a ahs La we wf anaes pe eoes (| Que ela DOU 

Quvaereve LOremany tw sea _per hour__ . 20 

Drill runners_ AA hr, Ly Sg Ke ee age eae (QUE HED [eB 
| . 20 

Crusher feeders_____-___________ es ela Gotz 174 

Crusher engineman _________ bac pee BAS Oa COREL e 5 

OMG as TM alse I a Lio oe Hiei SOI na AAG 

Wuskilleds labors = == Lee oe eee Seek dee (QIN elf ele 

. 05 
» Water boy __ -- Lh Is ny Se, IR ae S(1G) es 

Cart and driver __ te. Fe PSP Eyee a AL vee eee ae d= 5 

The items of cost were: 

Labor: 

SUDO TEEN G C1N GCI Ce ase ge ey $128. 10 

ASSL oY To) Ty Ra ee estore ert N LPNS Ae Le as Cot A SE LY TEES. 219. 03 

line ela Shine 1s Se eee ee ee 412. 57 

Sled ciimieuesy seals aie Ua ease a wey hes Buk 

Hauling to and charging crusher____ a 1, 306. 38 

CEUs OMA MS CECENI C= eet ee ee a a 326. 74 

FRC AMES MO CUMS O Ta as Ene 42. 80 

Sharpening steel and small tools A TY = 214, 03 

Materials: 

Conlas a episatade Deh Ae Se eerie aN gees Bs 89. 45 

(Cilia 99 aL oT SNE NS ASRS ew, 2 tes ERE Le Pe 11. 20 

Dynamite, caps, and fuse____________ cians ws 261. 10 

Repairs to crusher__ Rt Ree mie as oe Pei 8 2 48. 70 

SOMA NT "LOLOL ee See as eee ee 64. 70 

Finance: 

Interest on investment, depreciation, etc.____________ 475, 85 

ANON RL I a Se SS ea 0 Te 5 ab Oe 4, 398. 46 

Total stone quarried and crushed__________ cubie yards__ 4, 932.3 

Cost per cubic yard for quarrying and crushing_________ $0. 80 

The cost of quarrying and crushing will average at least 25 per cent . 
higher for trap or granite than for limestone where the quarry con- 
ditions are similar. ; 

The largest producers of crushed trap seldom can afford to sell 
their product at less than about 65 cents per ton or 85 cents per cubic 
yard, f. o. b. plant, and where the stone is quarried in small quanti- 
ties the actual cost may greatly exceed those figures. For example, 

nine small trap and granite quarries in the State of Maine, operated 
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under the supervision of the Bureau of Public Roads, showed a total 
average cost for crushing and quarrying of about $1.25 per cubic 
yard. The total quantity of crushed stone taken from the nine 
quarries was about 55,000 cubic yards. 

V-DRAIN FOUNDATIONS. 

The proper method of constructing V-drain foundations has already 
been discussed under “ Drainage” on page 37. A typical cross sec- 
tion for such a foundation is sharma in figure 18 and the paiinary 
method of construction is illustrated in Plate V. 

TELFORD FOUNDATIONS. 

The stone used in constructing Telford foundations should be 
sound and tough, so that when wedged into the foundation indi- 
vidual pieces of the stone will not crack or be loosened when rolled 
or when irregularities are broken off with a hammer. Since the 

relation between the different particles of stone composing a Tel- 
ford foundation necessarily must be almost wholly mechanical and 
its rigidity, therefore, depend on the interlocking of slight irregu- 
larities in adjacent stone surfaces, it is evident that if the stone lacks 
in soundness or toughness, the individual particles might be loosened 
easily by the shearing off of these irregularities, and whatever load 
came upon stones so loosened would be transmitted almost undis- 
tributed, and therefore unreduced, to the subgrade. Such varieties 
of stone as soft limestone, brittle sandstone, and decayed granite 
could not, as a rule, be used satisfactorily in a Telford foundation, 
though, under favorable subgrade conditions, they might be used 
advantageously in a crushed-stone foundation. 

Satisfactory Telford foundations may be constructed of either 
quarried or field stone. But, in general, quarried stone is to be pre- 
ferred, not only because it usually is tougher and more durable, but 
because it is easier to obtain a good mechanical bond between fresh 
stone surfaces than between those which have been exposed to the 
weather for some time and worn more. or less smooth. It is also 
easier to secure a firm uniform bearing for pieces of stone having 
approximately plane surfaces, than where the surfaces are rounded, 
as is the case with field stone. 

The dimensions individual stones should have need not be fixed 
very definitely, except that the depth should be equal to the depth 
of the foundation. In general, the length should not be less than the 
depth nor greater than about twice the depth. If the length is less 
than the depth the stone will not be in a stable position, while if the 
length is greater than about twice the depth it is difficult to insure 
a uniform bearing. The minimum allowable width depends some- 
what on the quality of the stone used as well as on the dimen- 
sions. Where -an exceptionally hard and tough variety of stone is 
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used it is permissible sometimes to make the minimum width as low 

as 14 inches, but for most conditions this minimum should be pre- 
ferably not less than about 3 or 4 inches. The maximum allowable 
width is controlled by much the same considerations as the maximum 
length, and in general, should not be greater than about 9 or 10 
inches. 

CROSS SECTION. 

The cross section of a Telford foundation usually is shaped in one 
of three. ways: (1) The subgrade may be crowned to conform with 
the surface of the finished road and the depth of Telford made uni- 
form for all parts of the section; (2) the subgrade may be flat and ' 
the depth of the Telford increased from sides to center so as to give 

the required crown; (3) both subgrade and Telford may be given a 
flat cross section and the required crown secured by increasing the 
depth of the surface crust from sides to center. 

The first method, which is the one most commonly employed at 
present, has the advantages that the stones do not need to be sorted 
so as to secure a uniformly varying depth and that any tendency of 
the subgrade to settle irregularly will be counterbalanced in a meas- 
ure by the arch action of the tightly wedged Telford. 

The second method was the one employed originally and, while 
it is more expensive than the first, the extra depth it affords at the 
center may be of especial advantage where the subgrade consists of 

soul that is hard to drain. If the side ditches are not sufficiently 
deep to lower the ground water level below the frost line at the 
center of the road, an additional depth of Telford at this point evi- 

dently would decrease the hkelihood of heaving due to freezing of 
the subgrade. 

The third method affords practically the same safeguard against 
frost as the second, but is subject to the objection that the slightest 
irregular settlement of the subgrade will weaken, rather than 
strengthen, the mechanical bond between the different Telford stones 

and thus will increase the tendency for irregularities to develop. 
Figure 16 shows a typical cross section for a Telford foundation, 

and Plate VIII is a photograph illustrating the method of construc- 
tion. 

DEPTH. 

The depth of Telford foundations varies in common practice from 
6 to 8 inches. Where subgrade conditions are extremely unfavorable 
it may be advisable to increase the depth above 8 inches, but under 
no ordinary circumstances should a depth less than about 6 inches 
be employed, because when the depth is less than this it is hardly 

practicable to bond the individual stones together securely by wedg- 

ing and rolling. | 
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CONSTRUCTION, 

In constructing a Telford foundation the stones are set by hand on 
the prepared subgrade so as to break joints roughly in the courses, 
which should be approximately straight across the road. Each stone 
should be placed with its long dimension in the direction of the 
courses and should be bedded evenly on the subgrade. The stones 
should be set together as closely as practicable and should be wedged 

firmly in place by means of spalls as the setting proceeds. 
Ordinarily, the Telford stone is hauled out and distributed on the 

subgrade ahead of the men who do the setting, the individual pieces 
being of such size that they may be handled readily by one man. 
Then, as the stone is needed for use, it is broken to the required size 
with sledge hammers and placed in the foundation as above described. 
Under average conditions two laborers to each stone setter are re- 
quired to select and carry the stone to where it is needed, and to assist 
in wedging up the foundation with spalls. 

As the wedging proceeds all projections of more than about 1 inch 
above the intended surface of the foundation should be broken off 
with hammers and the spalls thus obtained used as wedges. When 
the laying and wedging are complete, the surface of the foundation 
should present a fairly uniform appearance and should be free from 
open or loose joints. 

As soon as practicable after the stone is placed the foundation 
should. be rolled with a power roller weighing about 10 tons. If de- 
pressions develop under the roller that indicate failure of stone or soft 
subgrade, they should be corrected by taking up and relaying the 
affected portions, and the rolling and relaying should continue until 
no such depressions occur. If the road crust is such as to require a 
smooth foundation, the irregularities of the Telford may be over- 
come by spreading a layer of coarse sand or stone screening over the 
surface while the rolling is in progress. In the past, however, Tel- 
ford foundations usually have not been employed except in connection 
with macadam or gravel road crusts, and with these the small irregu- 
larities of the Telford surface are not objectionable. 

COST OF TELFORD FOUNDATIONS. 

The cost of setting Telford varies with the character of stone used. 
Where the stone is laminated, for example, the individual pieces 
usually will be such as to fit snugly together and comparatively little 
wedging with spalls will be necessary. Thin-bedded limestone lays 
especially well in Telford construction. But if the stone is unstrati- 
fied, it will break into irregular pieces, and the work of breaking off 
projections and wedging up the foundation will be increased corre- 
spondingly. A study of available data shows that where the stone is 
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delivered on the work in sizes suitable for handling by one man it can 
be broken and placed in a foundation of ordinary depth at the rate 
of from 1 to 8 square yards per laborer per hour. Assuming labor at 
20 cents per hour and making a reasonable allowance for overhead 
charges, the cost of setting and wedging an ordinary Telford foun- 
dation may be estimated at from 10 to 25 cents per square yard; the 
variation being controlled by the character of the stone. 

The cost of quarrying and hauling has been discussed in connection 
with crushed stone and gravel foundations, and it is evident from 
those discussions that no definite rules for estimating these items can 
be stated. In localities where Telford foundations have been used ex- 
tensively the cost of quarrying generally varies between 40 cents and 
75 cents per cubic yard, according to the character of the stone and 
the methods employed, and the contract price for the foundation is 
between 50 cents and 90 cents per square yard. 

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS. 

At present concrete foundations are constructed almost exclusively 
of Portland cement concrete, and are used generally in connection 
with such types of road crusts as granite block, vitrified brick, wood 
block, asphalt, and bituminous concrete. The advantages possessed 
by concrete foundations for these types are: : 

1. Properly prepared concrete is more uniformly reliable in distributing the 

pressure due to concentrated loads than any other material of which road 

foundations are ordinarily constructed. Concrete foundations are to be pre- 

ferred therefore, for expensive road crusts such as those mentioned above, 

which might be damaged seriously by settlement of the foundation. 

2. For all practical purposes as foundations concrete is impervious to water 

and prevents the surface crust from being damaged by the action of ground 

water, or surface water from percolating through to the subgrade, where 

either of these conditions otherwise might occur. 

3. In case of slightly irregular settlement of the subgrade a concrete founda- 

tion may be sufficiently strong to act as a bridge over depressions which, with 

other types of foundations, would cause irregularities to develop in the road 

surface. The extent to which a concrete foundation affords these advantages 

is controlled by the design of the foundation, the selection of the concrete mate- 

rials, and the care exercised in construction. Hach of these features will be 

Giscussed briefly. A 

DESIGN. 

Figure 17 shows a typical cross section for a concrete foundation 
and indicates the limiting dimensions ordinarily used in good prac- 
tice. A lower minimum depth than 5 inches at the center is used 

_ sometimes, but hardly can be justified by experience, except where the 
surface crust is designed to aid materially in distributing the pres- 
sure due to concentrated loads. Plate IX shows an example of fail- 
ure where a sand-filled brick pavement was constructed on a 4-inch 

66998°—_18—Bull. 7245 
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concrete foundation. An inspection after failure showed that the 
foundation of this road was made of rather poor grade concrete, and 

“was not uniformly of the required depth, but the completeness of the 

failure would seem to indicate that even full 4 inches of good con- 
crete hardly would have been sufficient. In this case the subgrade 
conditions were fair and the road had held up under light traffic for 
about one year, when failure was caused by a few trips of a loaded 
motor truck. 

The maximum depth of § inches is sufficient for all obdinary, sub- 
gerade and traffic conditions, provided a good quality of concrete is 
used, and in most cases a depth of 6 or 7 inches has proved entirely 
sufficient. 
Though the strength of a concrete slab increases rapidly with an 

increase in depth, the conditions affecting the concrete road founda- 
tions are so involved that no data now available furnish reasons for 
a definite conclusion as to the rate of increase. When the probable 
effects of an increase of depth are all considered, such as greater 
strength as a simple beam, extra dead-weight to act against frost, 
additional resistance to cracking under changes of temperature and. 
moisture, additional strength to resist impact, and the Icwer per- 

centage of scant thickness produced locally by the unavoidable ir- 
regularities of subgrade, it is probable that a 6-inch slab foundation 
will. give at least twice the effective service that a 4-inch slab will 
give. 

If it be deemed advisable to employ a conte depth than 6 inches, 
it usually is permissible to decrease the depth from the center toward 
the edges. This is done by flattening the crown of the subgrade. 

CURBS. 

The types of road crust ordinarily requiring concrete foundations 
also usually require curbs of some kind to protect the marginal por- 
tions of the crust from disintegrating under traffic. The curbs may 
be made of either concrete or stone, and, for country roads, are de- 
signed to come flush with the road surface. Stone curbs should have 
a depth of from 12 to 18 inches, according to the depth of the frost 
line, and should be set before the foundation is laid. Concrete curbs 
may be constructed either separately or in combination with the 
foundation. In the former case they should have a cross section 
similar to stone curbs and should be constructed in place ahead of 
the foundation, while in the latter they may be simply flanges on the 

edges of the foundation, formed of rich concrete poured before the 
concrete of the foundation has taken its initial set. The proper thick- 

ness for both stone and concrete curbs varies somewhat with the con- 

ditions involved, but 6 inches is the thickness employed most com- 
monly. Four inches is the minimum: likely to prove satisfactory 
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under even the most favorable circumstances, while 8 inches is sufli- 

cient for the worst conditions, except in the case of stone curbs where 

the stone used is not of very good quality. In the latter case a thick- 

ness of as much as 12 inches has been employed. 
~ 

STEEL REINFORCEMENT. 

Tn a few instances concrete foundations have been reinforced with 

steel in order to secure the required strength with less depth. But, 
in general, the use of steel reinforcement has been confined to anchor 
rods for tying flange curbs on to the foundation. For this purpose 
one-half-inch rods spaced about 18 inches apart should be sufficient. 
The rods should extend about 1 foot back into the foundation and 

should be bent so as to project’ up into the curb near its inner face. 

MATERIALS. 

The materials composing Portland-cement concrete are: (1) Port- 

land cement, (2) sand, (8) gravel, crushed stone, or crushed slag, 
and (4) water. To secure high-grade concrete it is necessary that 
each of the constituent materials shall possess certain definite qual- 
ities. Inferiority in the quality of a single constituent may easily 
be responsible for complete failure of the concrete in which it is 
used, and can not be overcome by the relative excellence of the other 
constituents. While the cement and sand are the two materials 

most frequently responsible for failures, the coarse aggregate usually 
composes the bulk of the concrete, and if it is defective a correspond- 
ing weakness necessarily must be apparent in the concrete. 

In selecting materials for concrete availability is, of course, a 
very important consideration, but preference for local materials 
should be exercised only in so far as it can be controlled by such 
requirements regarding the quality of the materials as are known 

to have produced satisfactory results. Wherever any doubt exists 
as to the suitability of some particular material proposed for use in 
the concrete it should be subjected to such tests as will determine 

the points in question before its use is permitted. The following 
brief discussions of the different concrete materials should serve at 
least as a partial guide in making proper selections. 

Cement.— Portland cement is manufactured in nearly every section 
of the country, and most plants are equipped to turn out a satisfac- 
tory product. But the facts that poor cement sometimes may be 
produced by the most carefuly operated plants, and that good cement 
is damaged easily by age or exposure make it advisable to subject 
the cement to very careful investigation before it is used. Suitable 
specifications for Portland cement have been isued by the United 
States Bureau of Standards in their Circular No. 33 and by the 
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American Society for Testing Materials. Since copies of these 
specifications may be obtained readily the detail requirements which 
they contain will not be repeated here. 
Sand.—The strength of cement mortar depends almost as much on 

the quality of the sand used as on the quality of the cement. The re- 
quirements to which it should conform in order to produce a strong 
mortar are: (1) It should be clean. Sand which contains more than 
about 8 per cent by weight of foreign materials, such as clay or loam, 
is unsuitable for use in concrete. (2) It should be absolutely free 
from acids. Not infrequently sand banks will become impregnated 
with acids from decayed vegetable matter which seriously affect the 
strength of cement, and in order to provide insurance against the 
presence in the sand of such acids or other similar deleterious matter 
it 1s good practice to provide for testing mortar briquettes made of 
the sand and cement it is proposed to use in the work. (3) The sand 
particles should be graded in size so that the percentage of voids will 
be comparatively low, though a sand in which all the particles are 
moderately coarse usually is considered preferable to one in which 
very fine particles predominate. 

Because of the importance of the sand and the practical difficulties 
in grading it in large quantities it is customary to specify certain 
general physical tests, usually such as may be made with a set of hand 
‘screens, and in addition requiring that it shall develop a strength 
equal to or bearing a specified relation to a definite standard. A satis- 
factory specification is to require the dry sand to pass a one-quarter- 
inch mesh, that not more than 20 per cent by weight shall pass a sieve 
having 50 meshes to the linear inch nor more than 5 per cent shall 
pass one having 100 meshes per inch. Sometimes it is specified that 
not more than 60 per cent nor less than 20 per cent shall be retained on 
a sieve having 20 meshes per inch. Comparison with the mortar made 
with Standard Ottawa sand and the same cement in the same propor- 
tions and under like conditions is generally specified, to the end that 

the sand as it runs shall develop at least as good results as the stand- 
ard sand. For detailed specifications see United States Department 
of Agriculture Bulletin No. 249, Portland Cement Concrete Pave- 
ments for Country Roads. 

Coarse aggregate.—Coarse aggregate for concrete to be used 
in road foundations may consist of crushed stone, crushed slag, or 
gravel. It is claimed that coarse aggregate consisting of angular- 

shaped particles, such as crushed stone or slag, possesses some ad- 
vantages over gravel because of the better bond secured between the 

individual particles and the mortar of the concrete. This claim 
seems at least partially justified by the fact that foundations con- 

structed of gravel concrete usually have cracked somewhat worse 

than when the other materials have been used as coarse aggregate, 
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but it is doubtful if the difference would warrant any very expensive 
discrimination against gravel so far as concrete foundations are 
concerned. 

No matter what kind of coarse aggregate is used it should consist 
of sound particles of at least moderate toughness, and should be 
practically free from clay, loam, and other foreign matter. In 
general, the specification for coarse aggregate should be drawn with 
a view to securing the best material available, and not merely to 
exclude material of a known unsatisfactory character. 

The difficulties experienced in securing satisfactory coarse agere- 
gate frequently are due to a lack of facilities for preparing the 
natural materials available locally, rather than to any lack of natural 
materials. There are few gravel pits, for example, which furnish 
gravel suitable for use as concrete aggregate without washing, and 
this process, to be carried on economically, requires a rather ex- 
pensive plant. It is necessary also that stone be quarried, and slag 
must be selected carefully; and, moreover, both must be crushed 
before they are suitable for use as concrete aggregate. 

The size of the particles composing the coarse aggregate is an 
important consideration and usually is fixed by specifying upper 
and lower limiting screens which the coarse aggregate shall pass and 
be retained upon respectively. Experience has shown that for con- 
crete fundations the largest particles of coarse aggregate should be 
such as just pass a screen having circular openings equal in diameter 
to not more than one-third or less than about one-fourth the depth 
of the foundation. The lower limiting screen should have openings 
of from one-quarter to one-half inch in diameter according to the 
amount of fine particles present in the unscreened material. It is 
very desirable that the particles be graded in size between the upper 
and lower limits specified so as to secure a dense mass. This per- 

haps may be best assured by providing that not less than a certain 
percentage of the coarse aggregate shall pass and not less than a 
certain percentage be retained upon a properly selected intermediate 
screen. 

Water.—The water used in mixing concrete should be reasonably 
clear and practically free from alkalies, acids, vegetable matter, or 
other injurious materials. Ordinarily very little difficulty is ex- 
perienced in obtaining suitable water. 

PROPORTIONING. 

The proportion in which the materials should be mixed for con- 
crete to be used in road foundations depends, theoretically, upon the 
percentages of voids in the sand and coarse aggregate. In theory, 
the amount of cement should be just sufficient to fill the voids in the 
sand and coat the individual sand grains with cement paste, and the 
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amount of sand and cement mortar should be just sufficient to fill the 
voids in the coarse aggregate and coat the individual particles of 
aggregate with mortar. In practice, the percentage of voids varies 
considerably, especially in the coarse aggregate, even with materials 
from the same source, and it is impracticable to vary the proportions 
to correspond with the voids. It is customary, therefore, to fix a 

definite proportion, by bulk, in which the materials shall be mixed, 
without further reference to the voids than to consider the general 
nature of the aggregates it 1s purposed to use. This arrangement 
works out satisfactorily, provided the proportion be chosen intelli- 
gently. 

The percentage of voids in concrete materials average about as 
follows: 

: Per cent. 

Sizh 110 Dee ane oe a Un NO INE SURE T PT a So 30 to 40 
Gra vied 2 Ft Ea ee ey ap eT ETS Es we a 30 to, 45 

Crushed! istomes oes Shh ye eV ETES 1 Ry Rea a A Nc oa 35 to 50 

Crushed jstaeys se Ue eas oe EES ee ee 40 to 50 

The proportions most commonly used for road foundations are, 
where the coarse aggregate consists of gravel, 1 part of cement, 24 
parts of sand, and 5 parts of gravel, or 1 part of cement, 3 parts of 
sand, and 6 parts of gravel; where crushed stone or slag is used as 
coarse aggregate, 1 part of cement, 3 parts of sand, and 5 to 6 parts 
of coarse aggregate. Sometimes, when it is purposed to use espe- 
cially well graded coarse aggregate and great strength for the con- 
crete is not deemed necessary, it may be permissible to specify a pro- 
portion of 1:3:7, but in general, no concrete leaner than 1:3:6 
should be used in road foundations without first making a series of 
tests to demonstrate whether satisfactory results may be secured by 
using a smaller proportion of mortar. 

CONSISTENCY. 

The two considerations that should determine the consistency of 
freshly mixed concrete to be used in road foundations are: (1) It 
should be sufficiently wet to be spread, shaped, and compacted with 
facility. (2) It must not be mixed so thin as to lose its crown or to 
flow on grades after it is struck off and shaped. It has been claimed 
frequently that a rather dry mixture, provided it is properly tamped, 
makes stronger concrete than wet mixture, and this claim no doubt 
is partly true. But the additional tamping necessary to secure a 
dense mass, together with the extra difficulties involved in striking 
off and shaping the dry mixture, add considerably to the cost of 
doing the work, and it is doubtful if the advantage gained is com- 

mensurate with this extra cost. When the concrete will hold a crown 
of at least one-quarter inch to the foot immediately after it is placed 
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in the foundation, struck off and shaped, it is not at all likely to be 
seriously defective in strength on account of the mixture having 
been too wet. The consistency necessary to meet this requirement 
frequently is described in specifications as “ jellylike.” 
.The amount of water required to produce a jellylike consistency 

varies with the condition of the aggregates as well as with the 
amount of mixing a batch of concrete receives. In general, the better 
‘the concrete is mixed the less water is required, and the amount of 
water used for each batch should be just sufficient to produce the 
desired consistency when the batch has been mixed thoroughly. This 
amount can be best ascertained by trial, and frequently must be modi- 
fied from time to time as the work progresses. 

CONSTRUCTION. 

The different steps involved in constructing a concrete foundation 
should proceed in the following order: (1) The subgrade should be 
prepared in accordance with the method already described. (2) The 
materials should be hauled out and deposited on the subgrade. (3) 
The concrete should be mixed, placed, and properly finished. (4) 
The foundation should be kept closed to all traffic for about 10 days, 
and protected from too rapid drying out by a covering of earth or 
other suitable material. (5) The earth covering is removed and the 
foundation is ready to receive the pavement. 

Curbs are not mentioned above, because the order in which they 

are constructed depends on the type employed. If the curbs are sepa- 
rate from the foundation they should be constructed while the sub- 
grade is being prepared and before the foundation materials are 
hauled out. If constructed as flanges on the foundation, the outside 
forms should be set as the subgrade is prepared and then side forms 
while the concrete is being placed. Forms may consist of either 24- 
inch wooden boards or of steel channels, though the steel is to be pre- 
ferred. The forms should, of course, be set true to line and grade 
and should be well braced so as to resist springing out of shape 
when concrete is placed against them. : 

The materials may be hauled out in any one of several different 
ways. From the standpoint of economy alone, teams ordinarily 
would be used for small quantities of work and moderately short 
hauls, tractors or motor trucks for good roads and long hauls, and 
industrial railways where the roads are poor and the quantity of 
work to be done is sufficient to warrant the purchase of the necessary 
equipment. From a standpoint of excellence, the industrial railway 
is preferable to the other methods, because hauling over an industrial 
railway would not disturb the prepared subgrade in any way, while 
with the other methods it usually is impracticable to prevent the sub- 
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grade from being more or less damaged. Where hauling over the 
prepared subgrade is permitted it always tends to produce a lack of 
uniformity by increasing the degree of compactness of the parts 
traversed, and this may result easily in unequal settlement with con- 
sequent cracking of the foundation and road crust. 

If the locality of the construction is one where rains are heavy and 

frequent, or in a season having such rains, judgment should be exer- 

cised in placing the materials on the subgrade very far in advance 
of the time they are needed for use, because under such conditions 
the subgrade may become saturated under the material piles and not 
dry out before the concrete is placed. 
According to present practice concrete for road foundations is 

almost invariably mixed in a machine mixer. Hand mixing can be 
afforded only where the work to be done is inconsiderable and rarely 
produces as uniform concrete as machine mixing. In this discus- 
sion, therefore, it will be assumed that a machine mixer is employed 
in all cases. To accomplish satisfactory work under the conditions 
met ordinarily in foundation construction the concrete mixer should 
possess the following features: (1) It should be of the batch type, 
so that uniform proportioning of the material may be assured; (2) 
it should be fitted with a traction attachment so that it may be 
moved along the road under its own power as the work progresses; 
(3) it should include a device for distributing the concrete. This 
device may consist of a boom with a bucket traveler, a chute, or a 
revolving tube. The boom and bucket is to be preferred generally 
because it enables a greater area of foundation to be placed from one 
position of the mixer than either of the other devices, and conse- 
quently machines so equipped require less moving than others. 

Sometimes the concrete is mixed in a stationary mixer and hauled 
to its place in the foundation, but this method is objectionable be- 
cause it permits a separation of the component materials to take 
place between the time of mixing and the time of depositing. Ifa 
uniformly dense concrete is to be produced it must be deposited in 
the foundation immediately after it is mixed. Failure to secure 
uniform density impairs the strength of the concrete, and, in extreme 
cases, may cause cracks to develop in the foundation, thus greatly 
lessening its power of distributing stresses due to concentrated 
loads. 

The principal precautions essential to observe in mixing and plac- 
ing concrete in a road foundation are to see— 

1. That the amount and time of mixing is sufficient to secure a thorough 

distribution of the different materials through the mass and complete hydration 

of the cement. Tests have shown that increasing the time a batch of concrete 

remains in the revolving drum of a mixer, within reasonable limits, has very 

much the same effect as increasing the proportion of cement. The efficiency 

with which mixers work, as expressed in the strength of concrete, varies 
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ABOVE: SAND-FILLED BRICK ON CONCRETE FOUNDATION. BELOW: FAILURE 
OF SAND-FILLED BRICK ON 4-INCH CONCRETE BASE. 
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Fic. 1.—CONCRETE FOUNDATION WITH MARGINAL CuRBS READY FOR WEARING SURFACE. 

Fia. 2.—CONCRETE GUTTER, SHOWING RELATION TO FINISHED HIGHWAY. 
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CONCRETE FOUNDATION CONSTRUCTION. 
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CONCRETE ROAD CONSTRUCTION. 
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rather widely. With the average batch mixer, the minimum time should not 

be less. than about one minute and about 14 or 20 turns of the drum, and 

if practicable, an automatic timer or counter should be employed to see that 

this minimum is observed. 

2. That the subgrade is damp when the concrete is placed upon it. A special 

hose should be provided for sprinkling the subgrade and the sprinkling should 

be done in such manner as not to produce mud. The object of wetting the sub- 

grade is to prevent it from absorbing the water of the concrete, and the 

amount of sprinkling should be only sufficient to accomplish this purpose. 

3. That the concrete is placed with dispatch after it is mixed, and that it is 

of such consistency that it may be struck off immediately and shaped without 

danger of the layer becoming wavy or otherwise losing its shape. The con- 

erete should be compacted as it is struck off. This may be done by using the 

strike board as a tamper, or by some other suitable device. 

4, That no concrete is laid during freezing weather and that none of the ma- 

terials used contain frozen lumps. Freezing of fresh concrete may cause com- 

plete failure and nearly always impairs its strength. After concrete has set 

for four or five days, it is not likely to be damaged by freezing. 

5. That the new concrete foundation is protected from too rapid drying out 

by a covering of earth or other suitable material. The earth covering should be 

at least 1 inch thick and should be spread as soon as may be without damaging 

the concrete (ordinarily about 24 hours). The covering should remain on the 

foundation for about 10 days and should be sprinkled repeatedly and kept moist 

during this period. No loads whatever should be permitted on the foundation 

until it is 10 or 12 days old. The earth covering is of especial importance during 

the hot, dry seasons of summer but is sometimes omitted altogether in the 

spring or fall seasons when weather conditions are favorable. 

6. That no heavy loads are allowed on the foundation until after the road 

erust has been completed and opened to traffic. 

Plates XI and XII illustrate the different steps involved in the 
construction of a concrete foundation. 

SPECIAL CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS. 

In addition to the general method described above for constructing 
concrete foundations, several. special methods have heen tried, but 

none of these has proved of sufficient importance to warrant a detailed 

description. In one or two instances attempts have been made to mix 
the concrete in place on the road. According to this method, the 
materials were spread out in proper proportions, water added, and the 
mass mixed by means of harrowing. According to another method 
the coarse aggregate is spread and rolled as for a crushed stone. foun- 
dation, and the voids in the mass then filled, as nearly as practicable, 
with Portland cement grout mixed very thin and poured over the 
surface. 

A. modification of the common method has been employed lately 
in connection with brick pavement construction. The modification 
consists essentially in laying the brick before the concrete of the 
foundation has had time to set, and is really concerned more with the 
road crust than the foundation. This method promises to be of im- 
portance, but since its application is limited at present to only one 
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type of road, and since it has already been described in the office pub- 
lications on brick road construction, it will not be discussed further 
here. 

COST OF CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS. 

In estimating the cost of a concrete foundation it is necessary to 
consider the materials and the labor separately. Table 12 shows the 
quantities of the different materials required to build 100 linear feet 
of foundation 6 inches thick for the various proportions of mix ordi- 
narily used in foundation construction. In preparing the table the 
percentages of voids in the coarse aggregate have been assumed as 
35 and 45, respectively, for well-graded gravel and average crushed 
stone. The sand is assumed to be moderately well graded and each 
barrel of cement is assumed to have a volume of 4 cubic feet. 

TABLE 12.—_Showing quantities of materials required for 1 cubic yard of concrete. 

PROPORTION. 

Coarse aggregate to be well- | Coarse aggregate to be average crushed 
graded gravel or equivalent. stone or equivalent. 

Coarse 
Cement. Sand. aggre- 

gate. Coarse Coarse | Width 
Cement.| Sand. aggre- | Cement.| Sand. aggre- | (6 inches 

gate. gate. thick). 

Barrels. | Cu.yds. | Cu. yds. | Barrels. | Cu. yds. | Cu. yds. Feet. 
aa 0.90 1 2 4 1.38 0. 41 0. 82 O40 Po EROSOOR| A eee es. 

1 23 5 1.13 - 42 84 1.24 -46 BOP ea Seca 

QUANTITIES. 

23.00 6. 83 13. 67 25.17 7.50 15.00 9 
35.78 10. 63 21. 26 39.15 11. 67 23.34 14 

1 2 4 46. 89 12.15 24.30 44.74 13.33 26. 67 16 
46. 00 13.67 27.33 50. 33 15. 00 30.00 18 
51.11 15.18 30.37 55. 93 16. 67 30.33 20 

18. 83 7.00 14.00 20. 67 7.67 | + 15.33 9 
29. 30 10. 89 21.78 32.15 11.93 23. 86 14 

1 23 5 33. 48 12. 44 24.89 36. 74 13.63 27. 26 16 
37. 67 14.00 28. 00 41.33 15.33 30. 67 18 

| «640.85 { 15.55 31.11 45.93 17. 04 34. 08 20 

17. 83 7.83 13.17 19.33 8. 67 14.33 9 
27.75 12.19 20: 48 30. 08 13. 48 22.30 14 

1 3 5 31.70 13.93 23.41 34.37 15. 41 25. 48 16 
35. 67 15. 67 26.33 38. 67 17.33 28. 67 18 
39. 63 17.41 29. 26 42.96 19. 26 31.85 20 

16.17 ly 14.33 17. 67 7.83 15. 67 9 
25.15 11.15 22.30 27.49 12.19 24.37 14 

1 3 6. 28. 74 13.74 47.48 31. 41 13. 93 27.85 16 
| 32.33 14.33 28. 67 35.33 15.67 31.33 18 

35. 93 15. 93 71. 86 39. 26 17.41 34. 82 20 

14. 67 6. 50 9 
22. 82 10.11 14 

1 8 7 26. 07 11. 56 at 16 
29. 33 13.00 OSG) perme asl dewledage el beeere sere 18 
32.59 14. 44 33.70 |oc2 sonar cee eeieap eral meee me eet 20 
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In purchasing sand and coarse aggregate for concrete the unit of 
measure is quite frequently the ton instead of the cubic yard. After 
the quantities have been estimated from the preceding table, there- 
fore, it may be necessary to convert cubic yards into tons before the 
cost can be estimated. This can not be done accurately without 
some definite knowledge as to the relative heaviness of the materials 
it is purposed to use, but the foHowing list of average weights will 
afford a means of making an approximate conversion. In using this 
list it should be remembered that the extreme variations in weights 
of crushed stone may be as much as 10 per cent in either direction 
from those shown. 

Approximate average weights per cubic yard of various concrete materials. 

Pounds. 

Standard Ottawa sand_____--_-_ = REAL Nal RUSE eee Sent 2, 500 

Average clean bank ________________ 2 Seis Beats __ 2, 600 

Well-graded clean bank sand______ aS ae gl LUS i ae 2, 900 

Average washed gravel____________ ES eh ia AMO reat awr O10) 

Weell-eoraded washed: eravel 2 2205s oa 3, 000 

Crushed limestone sereened between 4 and 2 inches________ 2, 500 

Crushed sandstone screened between 4+ and 2 inches________ 2, 400 

Crushed granite screened between 4 and 2 inches__________ 2, 700 

Crushed trap screened between 4 and 2 incheg______________ 2, 800 

The cost of quarrying and crushing stone has been discussed in 
connection with crushed-stone foundations, and need not be discussed 
further here except to state that stone for use as concrete aggregate 
must be screened more carefully than when intended merely for use 
in a crushed-stone foundation. The additional cost occasioned by 

this extra care should not exceed about 5 or 6 cents per ton where 
adequate machinery is employed. 

In discussing gravel foundations some information as to the cost 
of screening has been included. In a well-arranged plant the cost of 
washing and screening should scarcely exceed the average cost for 
screening alone. Large producers of washed gravel ordinarily mar- 
ket their product at from 30 to 40 cents per ton f. 0. b. at the plant. 
Where the supply of gravel is limited, or the demand is small, the 
price may be increased greatly ; sometimes to more than twice what is 
given above. The cost of sand at the pit averages about the same 
as that of gravel. 

The cost of mixing and placing concrete may be estimated from 
the labor required to operate an ordinary street-paving concrete 

mixer, considered together with the mixer’s capacity. There are two 
sizes of such mixers in common use. The larger size has a batch 
capacity of about one-half cubic yard and requires about 35 laborers 
of all classes for its efficient operation, while the batch capacity of the 
smaller size is about one-third cubic yard and the number of laborers 
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usually employed in operating it is about 80. ‘The hourly output of 
the larger size should average about 18 cubic yards of concrete and 
of the smaller size about 12.5 cubic yards. Assuming the cost of 
labor at 20 cents per hour and making a reasonable allowance for 
depreciation of equipment and supervision, the cost of mixing and 
placing the concrete may usually be estimated at from 60 to 80 cents 
per cubic yard, | 

NOTES ON SPECIFICATIONS. 

The following notes on specifications are given as typifying what 
is believed to be the best practice so far developed in connection with 
the various features of highway improvement that have been dis- 
cussed in the preceding pages. These notes are given with a view to 
making the information contained in the text readily applicable to 
contract work. In order to. avoid repetition the notes on materials 
are separated from those on the methods of construction. 

MATERIALS. 

Cement.—The cement for use in this work shall meet the requirements of 

the standard specifications for Portland cement of the American Society for 

Testing Materials, adopted in 1904 and revised in 1916, serial designation 

C9-17. 

Provisions are made in these specifications for testing and storing the cement. 

Under certain conditions, if the cement meets the 7-day tests satisfactorily, it 

need not be held until the results of the 28-day tests are available. 

Fine aggregates: Sand. (See Bulletin 555, p. 19.) 

Stone or gravel screenings. (See Bulletin 555, p. 10.) 

Coarse aggregates: Broken stone or gravel. (See Bulletin 555, p. 9.) 

Broken slag. (See Bulletin 555, p. 15.) 

Cushion or bedding: Sand. (See Bulletin 555, p. 21.) 

Granulated slag. (See Bulletin 555, p. 15.) 

Grouting sand. (See Bulletin 555, p. 20.) 

Water.—The water used in the mixing of concrete or grout shall be free 

from oil, acid, alkali, or vegetable matter, and fairly free from clay or silt. 

Cobblestones.—Cobble paving shall be constructed of bank or river cobbles, 

sound in all respects and fairly symmetrical in shape. No stone shall be 

used which is less than 6 inches or more than 10 inches in its longest dimension 

or which does not have one lesser dimension at right angles to the length of 

at least 4 inches. If preferred by the contractor, quarried stones which, in the 

judgment of the engineer, are equal to the cobbles above specified, may be sub- 

stituted for the cobbles, provided that the limiting dimensions of the individual 

blocks of quarried stone shall be the same as those specified for cobbles. 

CLAY FARM DRAIN TILE. 

NOT EXCEEDING 12-INCH DIAMETER. 

[Copied largely from A. 8S. T. M. Standard Specifications C4—-16.] 

The tile shall be made from shale, fire clay, or surface clay by such method 

of manufacture as will insure excellence of product and uniformity in quality. 

The presence in the tile of visible grains or masses of caustic lime, iron 
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pyrites, or any other minerals which are known to cause slaking or disinte- 

gration of the tile shall be valid ground for rejection, unless satisfactory proof 

be submitted that the tiles are permanent and durable, and that the objection- 

able minerals are not present in quantity or condition to work damage, 

hee physical tests of the tile shall include strength and absorption tests made 

in accordance with the standard specifications for drain tile adopted by the 

American Society for Testing Materials in 1916. The average ordinary sup- 

porting strength shall be not less than 800 pounds per linear foot. The average 

absorption by the boiling test shall not exceed 11 per cent for shale and fire- 

clay tile, or 14 per cent for surface-clay tile. 'Tile made of mixed clays shall 

conform to the absorption requirements for surface-clay tile when the propor- 

tion of surface clay is 75 per cent or more, and to the requirements for shale 

and fire-clay tile for other proportions. 

All tile shall be inspected visually (1) to cull and reject imperfect individual 

tiles, and (2) to determine whether the tiles, independently of meeting the 

chemical and physical requirements, comply with the specifications of general 

properties, especially as statedi hereinafter. 

The bore of al! tile shall be approximately circular, the tile shall be approxi- 

mately straight, and the ends of the tile shall be so regular and smooth as to 

readily admit of making joints by turning: and pressing together adjoining 

tile. aa 
The sizes of drain tile shall be designated by their interior diameter. 

The tile shall have a minimum length of 12 inches. 

The tile shall be substantially uniform in structure throughout, as deter- 

mined by an examination of fractured surfaces. 

The tile shall have a clear ring when stood on end and while dry tapped with 

a light hammer. 

The tile shall be reasonably smooth on the inside. 

The tile shall be free from cracks and checks extending into the body of the 

tile in such manner as to decrease the strength appreciably. ‘Tile shall not be 

chipped or broken in such manner as to decrease the strength materially or to 

admit earth to the drain. 

The tile shall not vary from straight by more than 5 per cent of its length. 

The maximum and minimum diameters of the same tile, or the average diam- 

eter of adjoining tile shall not differ by more than 85 per cent of the thick- 

ness of the tile wall. The average diameter of a tile must not be less than 95 

per cent of the specified diameter. Exterior blisters, lumps, and flakes which 

do not weaken the tile and are few in number will be allowed, but only when 

their thickness does not exceed 25 per cent of the thickness of the tile wall and 

when their diameters do not exceed 20 per cent of the internal diameter of the 

tile. 

The vendor may appeal from decisions of the inspector on questions of 

strength or structure when such decisions are based on visual inspection alone, 

in which case the point at issue shall be determined by standard physical 

tests, the cost of which shall be paid by the appellant if the inspector was 

right, or by the purchaser if his inspector was in error. 

CEMENT OR CONCRETE TILE. 

Wherever cement or concrete tile is called for the tile used shall be equiva- 

lent in all respects to the quality and strength of clay drain tile, and shall con- 

form to Specification C4-14 of the American Society for Testing Materials. 
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CONSTRUCTION. 

SIDE DITCHES. 

The side ditches, when completed, shall have the general cross section indi- 

cated on the plans, and shall confirm in all respects to the lines and grades 

furnished by the engineer. Where the exact cross-sectional dimensions are 

not indicated on the plans for each particular section of the road, these di- 

mensions will be fixed by the engineer, with a view to providing adequate 

drainage without erosion, and shall be strictly observed by the contractor. 

In making excavations for side ditches care shall be exercised to see that the 

earth is not disturbed below the proposed bed of the ditch, and wherever it is 

necessary to fill in at the sides of a ditch, the material shall be thoroughly 

tamped as it is deposited so that it will offer practically the same resistance to 

erosion as the rest of the ditch bed. The ditch, when completed, shall present 

a smooth uniform bed and shall be kept free from obstructions during all sub- 

sequent stages of the work. 

The material excavated from side ditches will be paid for at the price bid 

for ditch or gutter excavation. 

COBBLE GUTTERS. 

Cobble gutters shall be constructed as shown on the plans or as directed by 

the engineer in writing, and, when completed, shall conform in all respects to 

the required cross section, line, and grade. The method of construction shall 

be as follows: 

TRENCH. 

Along the line of the gutter, as staked out by the engineer, a trench shall be 

excavated to the full width of the gutter and to a depth of 12 inches below the 

gutter grade. When complete, the trench shall be true to line and grade and 

the bottom shall be compacted and firm, and wherever filling is necessary in 

order to bring any part of the trench to the required cross section, the material 

filled in shall be thoroughly tamped. 

FOUNDATION. 

Upon the bottom of the trench, prepared as described above, shall be spread 

a layer of crusher-run stone or grayel, such that when thoroughly tamped and 

compacted it will have a depth of 6 inches. 

After the foundation material is spread to the necessary depth it shall be 

thoroughly compacted, by tamping, or otherwise, until the upper particles are 

not disturbed by men walking on the surface of the foundation. The founda- 

tion, when complete, shall be approximately parallel to the surface of the 

finished gutter. 

SAND BEDDING. 

After the foundation has been prepared as above described it shall be coy- 

ered with a layer of bedding sand. This layer shall have a loose depth of about 

2 or 3 inches as may be required to bring the gutter stones which are bedded in 

it to the required cross section. 

SETTING COBBLES, 

In setting the cobbles those which are largest and most nearly perfect shall 

be picked out and set in the edges and middle row of the gutter. All of the 
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cobbles shall be firmly bedded in the bedding sand and shall fit snugly, one 

against the other. They shall be set with their longest dimensions length- 

wise of the gutter and shall be so arranged as to break joints roughly. As the 

setting proceeds each cobble shall be rammed with a hand rammer weighing 

not less than about 20 to 30 pounds until it no longer yields under the rammer, 

and any irregularities that may be caused by ramming shall be corrected by 

taking up and resetting the affected portion. When the cobbles have been set 

and rammed as above described the gutter shall have the required cross section 

and shall present a uniform appearance. Where the gutter is to be grout filled 

eare shall be exercised in setting and ramming the cobbles to see that the 

bedding sand is not forced up into the joints above the center of the cobbles. 

SAND FILLER, 

Where the plans provide for the, joints of the cobble gutter to be filled with 

sand the sand used for this purpose shall conform to the specification for bed- 

ding sand and the filling of the joints shall proceed along with the setting and 

ramming of the cobbles. The sand shall be spread and swept over the surface 

of the gutter in sufficient quantity to leave a decided surplus on the surface 

after the joints have been completely filled. While the sand is being spread 

the entire surface of the gutter shall be repeatedly rammed so as to jar the 

sand thoroughly into the joints. After the joints are filled the gutter 

shall be true to the grade and cross section shown on the plans, and all of the 

cobbles contained in the paving shall be well bedded and so firmly held in 

_ place. © 

GROUT FILLER. 

Where the plans provide for the joints of the cobble gutter to be filled With 

Portland-cement grout the grout used for this purpose shall be prepared by 

mixing together, by volume, 1 part of Portland cement, 2 parts of sand, and 

sufficient water to produce a consistency about equal to that of ordinary cream. 

The sand and cement shall first be thoroughly mixed dry, and the water shall 

then be admixed. . After the grout is mixed it shall be kept constantly agitated 

until it has all been taken from the containing vessel and used in the joints. 

At the time the grout is applied the joints shall be entirely free from sand or 

other foreign material which extends above the center of the cobbles. The 

grout shall be repeatedly applied and swept back and forth over the surface 

of the gutter with a suitable broom or squeegee until the joints are. filled 

flush and the surface of the gutter presents a smooth uniform appearance. 

After the grouting is completed as above described the gutter shall be pro- 

tected for at least two weeks until the grout hardens. In case drying weather 

prevails during this period the gutter shall be kept covered with earth or some 

other suitable material and shall be kept moist by occasional sprinkling with 

water. 

CONCRETE GUTTERS. 

Conerete gutters shall conform to the cross-section drawing shown on the 

plans for such gutters and shall be true in all respects to the line and grade 

as staked out by the engineer. 

TRENCH. 

Along the line of the gutter as staked out by the engineer a trench shall be 

excavated to the full width of the gutter, with allowance for necessary forms, 

and to such depth, grade, and cross section that when the gutter is constructed, 
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as hereinafter specified, all parts of it will serve the required dimensions and} 
conform in all respects to the plans and engineer’s stakes. Wherever filling is 
necessary in order to bring any part of the trench to the required cross section, 
the material filled in shall be thoroughly tamped, and when the trench is com- 
plete it shall have a compacted and firm bed throughout. 

FOUNDATION. 

(If the climatic and subgrade conditions are such as to make a crushed- 
stone or gravel foundation necessary, the specification already given for the 
foundations of cobble gutters may be inserted here. ) 

FORMS. 

After the trench and foundation have been prepared as above specified, suit- 
able forms of either wood or steel shall be provided to receive the concrete 
paving. The top edges of the forms shall conform accurately to the line and 
grade required for the gutter. Qn curves in the alignment of the gutter the 
form sections shall be Sufficiently short to give the appearance of a continuous 
are rather than a succession of chords. The forms shall be sufficiently well 
braced to overcome all tendency to bulge out when the concrete is placed 
against them and shall have a bearing sufficiently uniform and stable to pre- 
vent all sagging while the concrete is being struck off and tamped. The bracing 
shall be so arranged as not to interfere in any way with the striking off and 
finishing of the gutter. The forms shall be clean when used and shall be smooth 
surfaced for all exposed faces. 

CONCRETE. 

The concrete shall be mixed in the volumetric proportion of 1 part cement, 2 
parts of sand, and 4 parts of coarse aggregate, with sufficient water to produce 
a mixture of such consistency that the concrete will hold its shape after being 
placed in the gutter, and finished to the required cross section. The mixing 
shall be thoroughly and uniformly done, either by hand or in a mechanical 
mixer previously approved by the engineer. Hand mixing shall be done upon 
a watertight platform of such area as to afford ample room for turning and 
mixing the largest batch which it ig purposed to mix at any one time without 
danger of mortar escaping over the edges of the platform. The procedure in 
mixing conerete by hand shall be as follows for each and every batch: 

1. Mix the cement and sand dry until the mixture is of a uniform color 
throughout. 

2. Spread the coarse aggregate over the mixed sand and cement, add water, 
and turn the whole mass three or more times until every particle of the aggre- 
gate is thoroughly coated with mortar. 

The turning should be systematically done, beginning at one end and turning 
outward from the pile. In this way the entire mass is turned over and no 
core or center left undisturbed. The second turning should be at right angles 
to the first, and the third again at right angles to the second. 

The concrete shall be placed in the forms immediately after the mixing is 
finished, and shall be spread, struck off, tamped, and finished before sufficient 
time has elapsed for initial set to begin. The foundation shall be moist when 
the concrete is placed. Tho striking off and tamping. shall’ be done with tem- 
plets shaped to conform with the cross section of the gutter and so operated 
as to insure a uniform surface. The finishing shall be done with a wooden float 
and when completed the surface shall present a uniform mortar surface entirely 
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' free from honeycombed spots, and no point in the surface shall deviate from the 

elevation indicated on the plan by more than one-quarter inch. 

JOINTS. 

Joints shall be made in the gutter at intervals of approximately 20 feet. The 

joints shall be one-quarter inch in thickness and shall be made by means of 

bituminous felt boards, which shall be perpendicular to the center line of the 

gutter and shall extend entirely through the concrete throughout the width of 

the gutter. 

PROTECTION. 

After the gutter is completed as above described the concrete shall be pro- 

tected from too rapid drying by means of a suitable covering. In drying weather 

the gutter shall be covered with canvas as soon as it is finished. The canvas 

shall be spread in such a manner as not to mar the surface of the gutter and 

shall be left in place for about 24 hours, until the concrete has hardened suffi- 

ciently not to be damaged by the spreading of an earth covering. It shall then 

be removed and the entire surface of the gutter covered with a layer of earth 

or sand about 2 inches thick. The earth covering shall remain on the concrete 

and be kept thoroughly moist for a period of two weeks, and during this period 

the concrete shall not be subjected to loads of any kind. 

TILE DRAINS. 

Tile drains shall be constructed where indicated on the plans and when com- 

pleted shall conform accurately to the lines and grades established by the en- 

gineer. The work of constructing tile drains Shall, in all cases, begin at the 

outlet end of the drain and proceed uphill. 

TRENCH. 

Trenches for tile drains shall be excavated to a uniform grade such that when 

the tile is laid it will rest on the bottom of the trench and have the required 

elevation at all points, and this shall be assured by means of a taut wire or 

cord stretched between standards established from the engineer’s stakes. The 

width of the trench shall be such that the tile may be readily laid according to 

the required alignment without the necessity of gouging into the banks of the 

trench. The bottom width shall in no ease be less than 10 inches. Where stone 

occurs in the trench it shall be excavated to a depth of at least 6 inches below 

the bottom of the tile, and the space thus made shall be refilled with earth of 

suitable character and thoroughly tamped before the tile is laid. Where the 

bottom of the trench is not sufficiently stable, in the judgment of the engineer, 

to support the tile without danger of unequal settlement 1 by 6 inch wooden 

boards shall be placed flat in the trench for the tile to rest upon. Where boards 

are required, the contractor will be paid for the actual cost of the boards de- 

livered on the work and for the work of placing them, plus 10 per cent. 

LAYING TIIE TILE. 

.In laying the tile the successive sections shall each be turned until the abut- 

ting ends fit closely together, and such small openings as may be unavoidable 

at the joints shall be made to come at the bottom. Any opening more than one- 

quarter inch wide shall be covered with either broken tile or cement mortar. 

Wherever two drains come together the junction shall be made by means of T 

or Y branches and not by cutting two straight sections of tile to fit at an angle. 

66998°—18—Bull. 7246 
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Where curves occur in the alignment the tile shall be laid accurately to the 

are of the curve, and if straight sections are used the joints shall be covered 
with broken tile or cement mortar. 

As soon as the tile is laid as above provided and approved by the engineer, 

it shall be covered to a depth of about 6 inches with earth which contains no 

stones larger than 1 inch in diameter and which shall be thoroughly tamped as 

it is placed: The earth used for this purpose shall be moist when it is placed 

over the tile and shall be of such quality that it will not run into the tile 

through the joints. The covering shall be very carefully done so as not to dis- ~ 

turb the tile in any way. 

After the tile has been carefully covered as above provided, the entire trench 

shall be back filled. The material used for back filling shall be thoroughly 

tamped as it is deposited in the trench, and if the engineer so requires, the 

material of the back fill shall be heaped above the proposed surface over 

the trench so as to allow for subsequent settlement. 

OUTLET. 

Tile drain outlets shall be protected with head walls as shown on the plans, 

and shall be covered with suitable gratings of iron or steel. The upstream end 

of the drain shall be filled with stone, concrete, or some other durable material 

which will prevent earth from entering the drain at this point. 

ALTERNATE SPECIFICATION FOR BACK FILLING THE TRENCH AROUND AND OVER A 

DRAIN THROUGH STIFF CLAY. 

Before the tile is laid the bottom of the trench shall be covered with a 2-inch 

layer of gravel or crushed stone of such size that all would pass through a 

14-inch. mesh screen and be retained on a one-half inch mesh screen. 

(Insert specification for laying tile.) 

After the tile is laid as above specified it shall be covered to a depth of 1 

foot with gravel or crushed stone of the kind specified for the bottom layer. 

This covering shall be thoroughly tamped over and around the tile, but in 

such a manner as not to disturb the tile in any way. The trench shall then be 

filled to the required depth with gravel or crushed stone of the size elsewhere 

defined in these specifications for ‘‘ No. 1 stone,” and the entire back fill shall be 

thoroughly tamped as it is deposited in the trench. The work of making the 

back fill shall be so carried on as to prevent sand, silt, earth, or other foreign 

material from getting into either the drain or the interstices of the back fill, 

and in case this requirement is not observed the contractor may be required 

to rebuild the drain entirely at his own expense. 

GRADING. 

Grading shall include the moving of all earth, stone, and any other material 

that may be encountered, all filling, borrowing, trimming, picking down, 

shaping, sloping, and: all other work that may be necessary to bring the road 

and subgrade to the required grade, alignment, and, cross section, the clearing 

out of waterways and old culverts, the excavation of all necessary drainage 

and outlet ditches, the grading of a proper connection with all intersecting 

highways, the grubbing up and clearing away of all trees, stumps, and bowlders 

within the lines of the improvement, and the removal of any muck, soft clay, 

or spongy material which will not compact under the roller, so as to make a 

firm, unyielding subgrade. 
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All trees, stumps, and roots within the limit of the improvement shall be 

grubbed up so that no part of them shall be within 6 inches of the surface 

of the ground or within 18 inches of the surface of the subgrade. 

Hmbankments shall be formed of good, sound earth and carried up full width. 

The earth shall be deposited in layers not more than 1 foot in thickness, and 

each layer shall be rolled or otherwise suitably compacted by distributing 

traffic uniformly over the surface until thoroughly compacted. 

All existing slopes and surfaces of embankments shall be plowed or scarified 

where additional fill is to be made, in order that the old and new material 

may bond together. When sufficient material is not available within the fence 

lines to complete the embankments, suitable borrow pits, from which the con- 

tractor must obtain the necessary material, will be designated by the engineer. 

If there is more material taken from the cuts than is required to construct the 

embankments as shown on the plans, the excess material shall be used in 

uniformly widening the embankments or shall be deposited where the engi- 

heer may direct. Wherever embankments are formed of stone the material 

shall be carefully placed, so that all large stones shall be well distributed and 

the interstices shall be completely filled with smaller stone, earth, sand, or 

gravel, so aS to form a solid embankment. 

During the work of grading, the sides of the road shall be kept lower than 

the center and the surface maintained in condition for adequate drainage. 

The grading of any portion of the road shall be complete before any sur- 

facing material is placed on that portion; and where the plans do not call for 

any substantial change in the grade of any existing section of the road the 

surface shall be completely scarified to a depth of 3 inches or more before the 

-subgrade is prepared. 
SUBGRADE. 

The subgrade, or that portion of the road upon which the roadway is to be 

constructed shall consist of good, sound earth brought to the proper elevation, 

alinement, and cross section, and shall be rolled until firm and hard. The 

rolling shall be done with a power roller, weighing not less than 10 tons and 

not more than 15 tons. Should earth be encountered which will not compact by 

rolling, so as to be firm and hard, it shall he removed and suitable material 

put in its place, and that portion of the subgrade shall be again rolled. When 

the rolling is completed the surface of the subgrade shall conform to the cross 

section shown on the plans, and shall have the proper elevation and aline- 

ment, and shall be so maintained until it is covered by the foundation or road 

crust. 
CRUSHED-STONE FOUNDATION. 

Where a crushed-stone foundation is called for on the plans it shall be con- 

structed after the curbs are set and in two courses of such thickness that the 

finished foundation will have the required depth shown on the plans. 

The first course of stone shall consist of a single layer of No. 1 stone spread 

uniformly to a depth of not more than 6 inches before compacting. The stone 

shall be spread by hand from dumping boards or from dump wagons of a type 

that will distribute each load of stone evenly over that part of the subgrade to 

be covered by the load. 

After the crushed stone of the first course has been spread to the required 

depth, it shall be rolled until it is thoroughly compacted and firm with a three- 

wheeled power roller weighing not less than 10 tons and not more than 15 tons. 

The rolling shall begin at the curbs and progress gradually toward the crown. 

All irregularities and depressions that may develop shall be immediately cor- 
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rected with No. 1 stone, and the rolling shall continue until the stone is well 

compacted and the surface is uniform in grade and cross section. 

The second course of stone shall consist of a single layer of No. 2 stone 

spread uniformly to a depth not exceeding 4 inches. The stone shall be spread 

and rolled in the manner prescribed for the first course. When completed the 

surface of the second course of crushed stone shall be smooth, firm, well com- 

pacted, and continuous, and shall have the cross section and grade indicated 

by the drawings. 

After the second course of stone has been spread, rolled, and completed as 

above specified, screenings shall be spread uniformly over the surface to a 

depth of approximately one-half inch. The spreading shall be done with 

shovels from piles along the road, from dumping boards, or from earts. In no 

ease shall an entire load of screenings be dumped directly upon the second 

course. 

After the screenings are spread they shall be dry rolled until the voids of 

the second course are filled. The foundation shall then be sprinkled with 

water from properly constructed sprinkling wagons and rolled with a power 

roller of the type and weight specified for the first course. The amount of 

water used shall be sufficient to wet the stone thoroughly, but shall be put on 

in such quantity and manner as not to wet and soften the subgrade. Screen- 

ings shall be added and the sprinkling and rolling continued until the surface 

ceases to show the marks of the roller and a grout of water and rock dust 

flushes ahead of the roller. 

After the foundation is completed, as above specified, no materials or traflic 

shall be placed or allowed upon it for at least 24 hours. 

TELFORD FOUNDATION. 

The Telford foundation shall conform to the cross-section drawings shown 

on the plans and when completed shall be true in all respects to the line and 

grade as staked out by the engineer. 

TELFORD STONES. 

The stone used shall be sound and durable and, in the judgment of the 

engineer, equal in quality to that obtained from the quarry located 

at The individual blocks shall be approximately rectangular in shape 

and shall conform to the following limiting dimensions: 

Depth—Equal to the depth of the foundation as shown on the plans. 

Length—Not less than the depth and not greater than one and one-half 

times the depth. 

Width—Not less than one-half the depth and not more than the full depth. 

SETTING THE TELFORD. 

The stones shall be set by hand with their long dimensions at right angles 

to the direction of the road and in approximately straight courses. They shall 

break joints roughly in the courses and shall fit in snug contact, one against 

the other. Each stone shall rest on its broadest edge and shall be rammed 

to a firm uniform bearing on the subgrade. 

After the stones are set as above provided all interstices that appear in the 

surface of the foundation shall be filled with spalls which shall be firmly 

wedged into place by means of a hand hammer. All projecting stones which 

extend more than 1 inch above the established surface of the foundation shall 
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be broken off as the wedging proceeds. When this process is completed the 

foundation shall present a true and uniform appearance and shall contain no 

stones that may be loosened or shaken with the hand or foot. 

ROLLING. 

After the foundation has been wedged and surfaced as above provided it 

shall be thoroughly rolled with a roller weighing not less than 10 tons. Any 

depression that may develop under the roller shall be corrected by taking up 

and resetting the affected portion, and the portion thus reset shall be again 

rolled. When the rolling is finished the foundation shall be uniformly of the 

required grade and cross section and every stone which it contains shall be 

firmly wedged in place, and the surface shall be free from all loose stone or 

other material which would be objectionable in the road crust. 

CONCRETE FOUNDATION. 

Upon the subgrade prepared as herein specified shall be laid a concrete foun- 

dation of the width and thickness shown on the plans. The subgrade shall be 

wet but not muddy when the concrete is placed upon it. The concrete shall be 

composed of the following materials, by volume: One part cement, 3 parts sand, 

and 5 parts of gravel, crushed stone, or crushed slag, and sufficient water to 

form a quaky mass, and shall be thoroughly mixed in a machine mixer of the 

batch type, so constructed and operated that the thorough mixing of the ma- 

terials will be assured. The concrete shall be so delivered to its place on the 

subgrade as not to cause or permit any separation of the materials. Wheel- 

barrows or other devices used for measuring the materials shall be of uniform 

capacity. The concrete shall be deposited in place immediately after it is mixed 

and shall be well compacted as fast as it is placed. The top surface shall be 

smoothed by troweling with shovels or by some other means approved by the 

engineer, and when completed shall not vary more than one-half inch from the 

proper shape and grade, as shown on the plans and profiles. The concrete foun- 

dation shall be kept wet by sprinkling with water during the first four days 

after it is laid. No hauling over it or rolling or tamping of brick upon it will 

be permitted for seven days after it is placed, and during this time it shall be 

properly protected from injury. Concrete shall not be mixed when the tem- 

perature of any of the materials is less than 35° Fahrenheit. Concrete shall not 

be used after it has begun to show evidence of setting, and no concrete which has 

once set shall be used as material for mixing a new batch. 

FLANGE CURBS. 

Concrete curbs shall be built on the foundation as shown on the plans. The 

concrete shall be composed of the following materials, by volume: One part of 

cement, 14 parts of sand, 3 parts of gravel or crushed stone, and water. The 

materials shall be thoroughly mixed in a machine mixer of the batch type or 

by hand. If the mixing is done by hand, it shall be done upon a water-tight 

platform with raised edges, in the following manner: The sand and cement shall 

be thoroughly mixed dry and spread out upon the mixing platform, and upon 

this dry mixture shall be spread the coarse aggregate. Water shall then be 

poured over the aggregate in such an amount that the resultant concrete will 

be of a quaky consistency. The whole mass shall then be turned with shovels 

until all of the materials are thoroughly mixed. ‘The concrete for the curb 

shall be placed upon the foundation before the concrete of either the curb or 

the foundation has taken its initial set, and care shall be taken, such as rough- 
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ening the concrete of the foundation and tamping the concrete of the curb, to 

insure that the curb will be firmly bonded to the base. The concrete shall be 

well tamped and spaded along the forms, so that when they are removed there 

will be no open and porous places on the sides of the curb. The top surface of 

the curb shall be floated or troweled to a smooth finish. The forms for the curb 

shall be smooth, clean, free from warp, and of sufficient strength to resist spring- 

ing out of shape. They shall be well staked and braced, and the top edges shall 

be at the same height and set true to line. To protect the curb from drying 

out too rapidly it shall, within 12 hours after it is placed be covered with gunny 

cloth, which shall be kept wet for five days. 

SEPARATE CONCRETE CUBBS. 

Where the plans call for concrete curbs separate from the foundation they 

shall be constructed before the subgrade is finally completed and shall have the 

cross section shown on the plans. Such curbs shall be constructed in sections 

not less than 6 feet and not more than 12 feet in length and shall be true to 

grade and alignment. 

The specification already given for concrete curbs constructed in combina- 

tion with the foundation shall also apply to curbs constructed separate from the 

foundation as regards proportioning, mixing, and placing the concrete, con- 

structing the forms, and all other features of construction which are not covered 

on the plans or in this specification. 

STONE CURBS. 

Where stone curbs are required, they shall be hauled and set before the 

subgrade is finally completed. The curbs shall be set to line and grade and 

shall be securely bedded in broken stone, gravel, or firm earth. In preparing 

the trenches for the curbs great care shall be exercised to see the material 

upon which the curb is to be set is well compacted, firm, and hard. 

Stone curbing shall be quarried from hard, tough, homogeneous stone. The 

individual blocks shall have the cross section shown on the plans and shall be 

not less than 4 feet in length. Each block shall be free from seams and all 

other imperfections and shall be neatly dressed and finished on all exposed 

faces. A 
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INTRODUCTION. 

LEACHING OATS with sulphur dioxid is a practice that has 
caused a great deal of controversy and discussion during the 

past few years. Durimg the past score of years the commercial 
hing of oats and barley has greatly increased until, at the present 
this process is carried on to a considerable extent in nearly all 
larger oat-producing sections, the fundamental object being 

to improve the appearance of the product which is to be placed upon 
the market, and it was with a view to ascertaining the merits of this 
practice that these investigations were undertaken. 

The character of the seasons in which oats are grown, and partic- 
ularly the weather conditions prevailing at harvest time, have an 

influence upon their quality, condition, and appearance and deter- 

1 Other publications pertaining to this subject are: 

Circular 40, Bureau of Plant Industry, U.S. Department of Agriculture: “‘A Simple Method of Detect- 
ing Sulphured Barley and Oats,” by W. P. Carroll. 

Circular 74, Bureau of Plant Indusiry, U.S. Department of Agriculture: ‘‘The Sulphur Bleaching of 

Commercial Oats and Barley,’”? by LeRoy M. Smith. 

Reprint from Circular 111, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture; “Improved 

Apparatus for Detecting Sulphured Grain,’’ by George H. Baston. 

Food Inspection Decision 145, Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agriculture: ‘‘ Bleached 
Oats and Barley”’. 

Service and Regulatory Announcements 15, Bureau of Chemistry, U.S. Deparment) of Agriculture: 
“Oats Bleached with Sulphur.’’ 

Service and Regulatory Announcements 16, Bureau of Chemistry, U.S. Department of Agricultur: 
“Oats Bleached with SO, and Oats Containing Added Barley.” 

67006°—18—Bull. 725 
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mine quite largely the manner in which they are subsequently 
handled. Oats grown and harvested in a dry season are usually 
sufficiently bright and bleaching is not necessary to give them a good 
salable appearance. It is only upon oats which are harvested in a 
wet season that sulphur bleaching is practiced to any considerable 
extent, although a certain percentage of the lower grades of oats of 
all crops have been bleached during the past several years. 

These investigations were begun in 1915, and it is deemed advisable 
to present at this time the data in reference to the methods most com- 
monly used, the results obtained by these methods, and the effects 
of bleaching on the grain itself. Many phases of the problem have 
not been investigated as yet, or sufficient data has not been obtained to 
justify their publication at this time. The attitude of the Depart- 
ment of Agriculture regarding the sulphur bleaching of oats is given 
in Service and Regulatory Announcements Nos. 15 and 16 of the 
Bureau of Chemistry. 

METHOD OF BLEACHING OATS COMMERCIALLY. 

The method of bleaching oats and barley commercially is practi- 
cally the same throughout the country, with the occasional exception 
of a few changes in the technique that have been made by the indi- 
vidual operator, either better to adapt the process to his peculiar 

needs, or to give him what he considers a product of better quality. 
Two methods generally are in use, and these methods are practiced 
interchangeably by individual operators. These two processes are 
known as the cold process and the warm process, the only difference 
being that in one case steam is used to moisten the grain, and i 
other cold water is used. The apparatus consists of a tower whi 
constructed of wood or concrete, an oven for burning the sulphur; 
cooling chamber, a suction fan for drawing the fumes from the cooling 
chamber to the tower, where they are brought in contact with the 
oats, and a jet for injecting steam or water as the oats enter the tower. 
Fumes resulting from burning sulphur are drawn up through the 
moist grain while at the same time the grain runs from the top of the 
tower to the bottom, bringing as nearly as possible every kernel in 
contact with the sulphur fumes. Fumes of burning sulphur are sul- 
phur dioxid (SO,), which when combined with water form sulphu- 
rous acid (H,SO,), SO, plus H,O=H,SO,, an active bleaching agent. 
It can readily be seen that the addition of water in some form is neces- 

sary for the formation of sulphurous acid and an ultimate bleaching 
of the product. After the oats have passed through the bleaching 
tower, they are usually run into a bin and allowed to stand over night, 
when they are cooled or dried as necessity may require, In the event 
that any considerable amount of water has been added during the pro- 
cess, it is usually necessary to dry out this excess moisture before the 
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erain can be shipped with safety. Some operators prefer to add 
as little moisture as possible, in which case the product merely 
requires cooling before shipment. Others maintain that they get 
a better-appearing product by adding considerable moisture, and 
then drying out the excess before shipment. 

The bleaching of oats and barley as practiced at the present time 
is a continuous process after the apparatus has once been set in 
motion, and very little attention is required except to see that the 
proper supply of sulphur is kept in the furnace, the proper amount 
of water is added, and that the grain is kept at a uniform flow. 
Some of the largest and most efficient bleaching plants have capac- 
ities of 2,000 bushels of grain per hour. 
Photographs of sulphur-bleaching apparatus 
are shown in figures 1, 2, and 3, which illus- 
trate some of the leading types of commercial 
bleachers. 

CHARACTER OF INVESTIGATIONS. 

In the fall of 1915, samples of oats were 
collected from representative sections in 
which the commercial bleaching of oats is 
practiced to a considerable extent, and these 
samples were carefully examined and ana- 
lyzed. The analyses of samples from the 
same lots of grain before and after bleaching 
were compared. Using these data as a basis 
ie further investigations, additional experi- 

ents were undertaken. Visits were made 
to some of the most important elevators 
throughout the Middle West that operate 
bleachers. Samples of as many different 
erades and qualities of oats as possible were 
obtained and studied. These were bleached 
by the regular process in vogue at the ele- 
vator, and also by modifications of this method which suggested 
themselves to the writer or were suggested by the operator of the 
elevator. Careful attention was paid to the amount of water 
absorbed, the atmospheric conditions, and the condition and 
appearance of the oats before and after bleaching. An endeavor 
was made at all times to improve if possible the appearance of the 
final product. : 

Each different grade or quality was carefully studied before and 
after treatment, and as many types of damaged oats as possible 

were obtained and examined. ‘The effect of bleaching on each kind 

Fic. 1.—A modern grain bleacher. 
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of damaged grain, such as weather stained, heat damaged, bin burned, 

and ground damaged, was carefully noted. This same line of experi- 
mentation was carried on at several representative poimts in order to 

Fie, 2,—A grain bleaching apparatus with square tower. This type is in very common use 

throughout the Middle West. 

get the benefit of varying conditions. Acknowledgment of apprecia- 
tion is made for the assistance and cooperation given by the owners 
and operators of the elevators where experiments were conducted. 
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In studying the comparisons between the natural and the sulphur- 
bleached grain, careful consideration was given to many sides of the 
problem. The comparisons, however, in this publication are those 
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Fic, 3.—A modern bleaching piant with round tower, showing the intake for oats which leads 
from the elevator to the bleaching tower. 

of laboratory tests—chemical, mechanical, and physical. The com- 
parison of the value of the grain as a food product before and after 
bleaching is a separate problem, the study of which has but recently 
been undertaken by the Department of Agriculture. 
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On examination of the table shown, in detail, in the appendix, it 
is found that almost the same conclusions hold true for the entire 
table. The percentage of germination, which is a very important 
factor from the standpoint of the planter, is in almost every case 
reduced by bleaching, and in some instances the power of germina- 
tion is killed entirely. It will be noted that the percentage of kernels 
appearing damaged to the eye is less after bleaching. There is a 
larger difference, however, in the percentage of kernels damaged by 
agencies other than heat, although the heat-damaged kernels are 
considerably less in number in the bleached grain. As will be 
noticed in pages 10 and 11 of the table, badly bin-burned oats were 
bleached, and in these two particular lots the oats appearing sound 
to the eye were increased in lots Nos. 89242 and 89245 from 14.4 
per cent before bleaching to 26.6 per cent after bleaching, and in 
lots Nos. 88672 and 88679 from 28 to 56 per cent, showing that the 
appearance of even badly bin-burned grain can be substantially 
raised by the bleaching process. 
By examining the table closely, several very interesting facts will 

be observed. The germination of oats is shown to be materially 
reduced by sulphur bleaching. The largest reduction is in sample 
No. 88087, which germinated 97.5 per cent before treating and 9.5 
per cent after treating, or a total reduction in germination of 88 per 
cent caused by sulphuring. In nearly every set of samples in this 
table, however, a large reduction will be noticed in the percentage 
germination of samples that have been sulphured. The fact that in 
almost every instance the bleaching of oats reduced the germination 
to some extent, and in some instances killed the power of germinationg 
entirely, is a serious factor whenever the grain is to be considered 
forseed. Thanks are due to the seed-testing laboratory of the Bureau 
of Plant Industry for making the germination tests. 

Too much attention can not be Feed to the quality of seed, for the 
same amount of time, labor, and money is required to sow a field of 
oats, whether the “a ilitae of the seed oats be high or low, and the 
product will be influenced directly by the percentage germination of 
the seed. A casual observer is probably more likely to be misled as 
to the true quality of oats than of any other grain for seeding purposes, 
because oats that have been sulphured present a very bright, clean 
appearance; therefore special care must be taken to ascertain whether 
this appearance is due to bleaching by sulphur or whether it is natural. 
It is not an uncommon practice throughout the smaller oat-growing 
areas for farmers to use for seed, oats that have been purchased for 
feeding purposes, especially when these oats appear to be of good 
quality. Usually very poor yields are secured when this is done 
because these oats may have been sulphur bleached and the con- 
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sumer not be aware of the fact. Seed men generally buy their oats 
under contracts stipulating that such oats shall germinate not less 
than a specific percentage, and further that they shall not be sulphur 
bleached. This provision, of course, safeguards the farmer when he 
buys oats from a seedsman who states that such oats are suitable for 
seed. However, as at present there is no general regulation govern- 
ing oat handling in intrastate transactions which requires that 
sulphured oats are to be labeled as such, the farmer generally is 
without protection and often sows oats that have been sulphured 

_ because he has no knowledge of such condition. Some growers are 
not acquainted with the sulphur-bleaching process, and do not know 
that this process injures the germination. 

In the column headed ‘‘Sulphur reaction” are shown the results 
of a qualitative determination, indicating whether the oats in question 
had been sulphured or not.'' In the column above referred to four 
designations are shown, namely: None, Slight, Medium, and Heavy, 
which indicate whether or not the oats have been sulphured, and if 
so, approximately to what degree. The moisture percentages will 
be found to vary considerably in the samples before and after sulphur- 
ing, according to the particular kind of method used. The weight per 
bushel, while not influenced materially, is found to bea little higher 
in most instances after sulphuring. 

In the column headed ‘‘Oats appearing sound,” it will be noticed 
that the percentage of such oats is increased considerably by bleach- 
ing, and in the column headed ‘‘Total oats appearing damaged,” 
it is noticed that there is a corresponding decrease. In the column 
hheaded ‘‘Oats damaged by agencies other than heat,” it is shown 
that in the sulphured samples the damage appears much less. In the 
last column, headed ‘‘Heat damaged oats,” it is seen that while the 
percentage of heat damage in many instances is small, there is a 
corresponding reduction in this factor by the bleaching process. 
By examining the table in detail, itis noted that the facts set forth 

in each set compare favorably with those in each of the other sets. 
In samples Nos. 88783 and 88830 it is shown that the total amount of 
oats appearing heat damaged was reduced from 54.8 to 31.4 per cent, 
a reduction of 23.4 per cent. In samples Nos. 89242 and 89245, 
however, it is seen that the total amount of oats appearing bin burned 
before sulphuring was 62 per cent while those appearing bin burned 
after sulphuring was 64.6 per cent. 

1 This method is given in detail in Circular 40, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agri- 

culture: ‘‘A Simple Method of Detecting Sulphured Barley and Oats,” by W. P. Carroll, 1909; and in 

Cireular 111, Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Department of Agriculture: ‘‘Improved Apparatus for 

Use in Detecting Sulphured Grain,’”’? by George H. Baston, 1913. 
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SUMMARY. 

1. The sulphur bleaching of oats has been practiced during the 
past score of years, but the practice has increased during the last 
few years. 

2. Investigations show that it is possible to bleach weather- 
stained, discolored, and damaged oats, giving them the appearance 
of natural oats of good quality. 

3. It is possible to improve slightly the appearance of badly bin- 
burned and ground-damaged oats, thereby concealing a part of the 
damage. 

4, The viability of oats is materially reduced by sulphur bleaching. 
5. The methods used for bleaching are practically uniform through- 

out the oat-bleaching sections, with an occasional modification to 
meet the needs of individual operators. 

6. The character of the season in which oats are harvested, whether 

a wet or dry season, has a direct influence upon the subsequent 
handling of the crop. Oats harvested in a dry season are rarely 
bleached, because they show little if any damage. 



APPENDIX. 

TaBLe I.—A comparison of oats before and after bleaching. 

[The figures shown in the table represent the analysis of samples as received, and the determination of 
other grain, seed, dirt, and foreign material has been omitted from the table. ] 

Before sulphuring 4 SSSECE BEEBE ERE 
After sulphuring-.......-......-. 

Before sulphuring--.......-...... 
Aller sulphuring (5 hours’ stand- 

ing). 
After sulphuring, after cooling. ... 

Before sulphuring - 
es sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ng). 
After sulphuring, after cooling. --. 

Before sulphuring................ 
After sulphuring, before cooling... 
After Su POUTnE, after cooling. . 
eee sulphuring, cooling, and 

clipping. 

Before sulphuring, before clipping 5 
Before sulphuring, after clipping. - 
After ease after clipping. . 
After sulphuring, cooling, and 

clipping. 

Before sulphuring 
After sulphuring, before cooling... 
After sulphuring, after cooling. -.- 

Before sulphurin 
After sulphuring, before cooling... 
After sulphuring, after cooling. ... 

Before sulphurin 
After sulphuring, before cooling. .. 
After sulphuring, after cooling. ... 

Before sulphurin: 
After sulphuring, before cooling. .. 
After sulphuring, after cooling. --. 

Before sulphurin 
After sulphuring, before cooling... 
After sulphuring, after cooling... 

Before sulphuring 
After sulphuring, before cooling. 
After sulphuring, after cooling. - 

Before sulphuring 
ee ae (from. sulphur 

ower 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 
ing). 

Pere be a (dried and 

clipped 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 
Before sulphuring (dried and 

clipped). 
eee ee (from sulphur 

owe: 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 

Laho- Ger 
ratory Re ee mina- 
No. “| tion 

123 Gi 
87897 | None... 56.0 
87898 | Medium 36) 

87899 | None.. 64.0 
87901 | Medium |..-.... 

87900 |...do.. 5 

87935 | None. 64.0 
87937 | Medium 3.0 

87936 |...do....| 10.0 

88074 | None....} 91.0 
88075 | Slight. 38.0 

.| 88076 | Medium] 45.2 
88077 |...do....} 49.0 

88087 | None....| 97.5 
88088 |...do-- 94.5 

.| 88089 | Medium] 17.5 
88090 |...do... 9.5 

88322 | None....| 93.6 
88323 | Medium] 26.0 
88324 |...do....] 33.0 

88338 ; None. 91.5 
88339 | Slight 1.5 
88340 |..-do- 55S 

88460 | None....| 95.5 
88461 | Heavy..| 39.0 
88462 |...do....} 29.5 

88528 | None....| 95.0 
88529 | Slight. 82.0 
88530 |...do....] 77.0 

88531 | None. 94.5 
88532 | Medium] 73.0 
88533 | Slight 78.0 

88534 | None....| 94.0 
88535 | Medium .5 
88536 |...do... 44.0 

87796 | None..._| 53.0 
87798 | Heavy ..|------- 

87797 | Medium 5 

87799 | None..--| 46.0 

87801 | Medium.| 13.0 

87800 | Heavy-..| 13.0 

87802 | None..._| 41.0 

87804 | Medium_| 21.0 

87803 | Slight_-_| 24.0 
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Taste I.—A comparison of oats before and after bleaching—Continued. 

Before sulphuring (clipped) . ---__- 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). - 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 

Before sulphuring. . ..------------ 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 

Before sulphuring. .___--------_-_ 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
oe (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 

Before sulphuring. .____-_____-__- 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 

Before sulphuring - .-------------- 
‘AtterSulpnuring= 2 eee 
After sulphuring and clipping . --_- 

Before sulphuring - .-------------- 
Atfersulphuring 2 js 5a! = Sears 
After sulphuring and clipping ----- 

Before sulphuring . .__--__-_-------- 
Atier/sulphurning: =.=: 7 2 eee 
After sulphuring and clipping - - -- 

Graded No. 3 White oats. 

Beforesulphuring* =_-2- = - = === 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
After sulphuring (1 hour’s stand- 

ing). 
After sulphuring, before cooling. _- 
After sulphuring, after cooling. __- 
After sulphuring and clipping ----- 

Graded No. 3 White oats. 

Before sulphuring . .-------------- 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
After pl arth before cooling_-.-. 
After sulphuring, after cooling. -_-- 

Bin-burned oats. 

Before sulphuring....------------ 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower). 
After sulphuring, before cooling--- 
After sulphuring, after cooling. . -- 

Graded No. 3 White oats. 

Before sulphuring. .-------------- 
After sulphuring (from sulphur 

tower), : 
After sulphuring, before cooling--- 
After sulphuring, after cooling. «-- 

Oats 
ap- 

Total | P®&™ | Oats 
on F wae Oats | oats | gas | ap- 
abo- rer- ca eight | ap- ap- E ear- 

ratory Suppor mina- Mow per_ | pear- | pear- peed are 
No. *| tion - |bushel.| ing ing Mi heat 

sound.| dam- iy dam- 
aged. thor aged. 

than 
heat 

PE Cho baer GOS) | -Baicts | Bact Awe. ch ||P. ct: 
87843 | None..._| 44.0 |-----_- 39.0 46.4] 51.6} 26.4 25. 2 
87844"! Slight—_2|-==. 722) Seas 38.0 46.6] 51.8 | 29.2 21.6 

87845 |___do..._ 9° 0" Eee 38.25 | 45.8] 52.2] 27.8 24.4 

87869 | None..._ TSONeeloea| “oot UP APA restates 7.6 77.2 
87870) | Heavy a|=e2s2e 17.2) 34.5 18.5 | 80.5 8.6 71.9 

SiS ee dose | ae INS | BR 26.0 72.4 8.4 64.0 

87892 | None...| 61.0 WN) 3229) 60.8 | 36.5 | 24.6 11.9 
87893 | Heavy. .|--_--_- 233 | 32:75) 73.6 | .24,8') 18:4 6.4 

87894 |___do..._ 7.0} 15.4] 36.0 ied 21.7 15.1 6.6 

87902 | None..._| 50.0} 13.3] 38.5 49.3 49.6 19.2 30. 4 
87903 | Medium_} 22.0] 17.8| 36.5 61.3 | 36.7 17.5 19.2 

87904 |__.do..._)] 14.0] 17.1 36.5 55.2] 43.6] 18.8 24.8 

$7939) "None_- = =| )80:0)/2 ee eee 49.6 | 48.8 ARNG | MavTL Ne ok 
87940 | Medium_} Be ee ee 70.8 PB OH e252 2.8 
87940. | 2=-dos,.-—|| 258; ON SRE eee ee See 68.6 29.8 29.0 8 

87942: Nones | -}) 914)0)/ 2a | ene POE) || vbsZ! ||. BAS 53.1 
87943 | Heavy .— 1D), ae eee 60.3] 37.0] 21.2 15.8 
87944 |___do-~ - ._ OG be. — Se ee 58.5 | 39.9} 18.5 20. 4 

$7945) | NoneS 22) 88:0) Sessa: (Eaeeaee 59.2 | 39.4] 38.8 -6 
87946 | Medium_ 35.05 |e= es | eee 24.2) | DAS A196) 4.6 
8794 7a None-=. =| ESO OR =e sos enone 65.0 | 33.2] 28.4 4.8 

88605 |__.do..._| 89.0} 14.3 36.0 79.6 | 16.0] 11.2 4.8 
88639 | Medium_| 84.0 UEP 36.5 92. 6 522 5.2 | Trace. 

88606 |___.do..._| 76.0 15545), 3730 92. 4 4.8 4.8 | Trace. 

88607 |__.do..._!. 56.5] 15.0!. 36.0 90.8 6.0 Dee 8 
88608 |__-do..._| 89.0] 14.6] 40.75] 84.4] 12.4] 10.0 2.4 
88609 |___do..._| 67.0 14.8 41.0 83. 2 13.6 12.0 1.6 

88610 | None..--| 63.0] 15.2] 37.0 88.8 8.8 7.2 1.6 
88611 | Medium_ 9:0'| 15:7)" 39:8 92.8 6.0 5.6 4° 

88640 |__.do..._| 53.5 15.7} 40.5 90. 6 7.8 7.0 .8 
88612 |_-.do..._| 66.0} 15.3] 39.5 88. 0 8.8 8.0 8 

88672 | None..--| 21.0 14.0} 35.5 28.0 69. 2 18. 4 50. 4 
88673 | Medium _|--_---- 14.7] 35.5 44.4 51.6 12.8 38.8 

$8696) -dow 2 |eeneee 15.0] 35.8 54.0} 48.2] 10.8 32.4 
85097 |=2 001. salnene 8 14.5} 35.6 56.0] 41.2 8.8 32.4 

88670 | None,,--| 79.5 | 14.2] 32.0 62.4] 35.6] 33.6 2.0 
88671 | Medium-| 22.5] 15.1] 82.0 26.0] 21.6] 20.4 1.6 

88698 |_-.do....| 26.0] 15.3] 31.8 79.6 | 17.6} 16.4 1.2° 
88699 |_--do_.. 44.61 15.4] 62,25] 80.2} 17.41 14.0 3.4 



BLEACHING OF OATS WITH SULPHUR. DIOXID. 

Taste I.—A comparison of oats before and after bleaching—Continued. 

Labo- 
ratory 
No. 

Graded No. 4 White oats. 

Before sulphuring. ...-----_----_- 88781 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 88782 
tower). 

Graded No. 4 White oats, clipped. 

Betoreisulphuring. -—------_--__-- 88757 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 88758 

tower). 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- | 88773 
ing). 

After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- | 88774 
ing—steam ). : 

Bin-burned oats. 

Betorelsulphurime see se 88783 
Before sulphuring, clipped. .---__- 88784 
After sulphuring, clipped (from | 88785 

sulphur tower). 
After sulphuring, clipped (from | 88786 
sulphur tower—steam). 

After sulphuring, clipped (24 | 88830 
hours’ standing). 

Clipped White oats. 

Before sulphuring . -..-_--________] 88846 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 88847 

tower). 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- | 88848 

ing). 

Graded No. 3 White oats. 

Betoresulphunme- 2-7 222 88726 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 88727 

tower). 
After sulphuring (loading into car)| 88728 

Graded No. 3 White oats. 

Beloresulphuring. .- 912 89231 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 89232 

tower). 
Aitersulphuring, before cooling___| 89240 
After sulphuring, after cooling. .__| 89241 

Bin-burned oats. 

IBeloresmiphumines). 2 2 oe 89242 
After sulphuring (from: sulphur | 89243 

tower). 
After sulphuring, before cooling___| 89244 
After sulphuring, after cooling. .=_| 89245 

Graded No. 3 White oats. 

Belore sup kumi see ee 89139 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 89140 

tower). 
After sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- | 89143 

ing). 

Graded No. 3 White oats, clipped. 

Betore sulphuring -. ..--------____ 89141 
After sulphuring (from sulphur | 89142 

tower). 
Af 89144 iter sulphuring (24 hours’ stand- 

ing). 

Sulphur 
reaction. 

None. .-- 
Slight .-- 

None.._- 
Heavy .- 

Slight ._- 

EAC a pcs 

None..._ 
Sedo ee 
Medium_ 

Heavy -- 

Bes LOM s ee 

None. .._ 
Heavy .. 

B(6 Kye 

None..._ 
Medium_ 

SSO 

None...- 
Slight___ 

does 
ed Owes 

None-.__ 
Slight ___ 

Sedo 
SECS Ss om 

None. -- 
Slight .__ 

Eead oe 

None..._ 
Slight_-- 

PEE dO ee 

Oats 
ap- 

Total | B°°7" | Oats 
Oats | oats | g see ap- 

Ger- | Mois Weight | ap- ap- | aed | Pear- 
mina-| ture per | pear- | pear- ing 
tion. * |bushel.| ing ing |4 Ae heat 

sound.| dam- | 80° | dam- 
aged ance aged. 

than 
heat 

1D. Gi, || IPS @is || EDS. || Io (olin || LPs Gis || 125 Gin | (ho Gn 
GIE© | 1233 \| BB.) || WOO |) PRES |) PAG 1.2 
75) | elidel esa2oners2e4n| ono) | 14e8 8 

(oH |) Wek01) B50) 79.2) 19.6] 16.8 2.8 
9.5 | 16.6] 38.0 94.8 4.0 45 0)\|22=a2e= 

45.5 | 16.0] 37.6 89.6 8.8 8.0 8 

27.5.| 16.5) 37.5 89.8 9.4 7.6 1.8 

10.5 | 12.1} 33.25] 28.0} 69.6] 14.8 54.8 
Allon OO) AsO | (Ale |) 1183, 58.0 
1.5 | 18.2) 33:0 45.0 | 52.0} 13.6 38. 4 

paz eae 25.5 |. 30.25] 39.8} 55.6] 12.8 32.8 

9:0 | 16.7:) 35.7 53.0] 45.0] 13.6 31.4 

82.0} 14.5] 40.4 92.4 6.4 4.4 | Trace. 
Be 18.6} 36.7 92.4 6.4 5.6, 8 

14.5} 18.3 |. 37.3 | 89.2 9.6 8.0 1.6 

TAO TA ea 87.6 | 11.6} 10.0 1.6 
pe ei ed WARS Ne eee PAO | PaO |) Ie) 10.0 

Bb) I WG,0) |ossee-e— 71.6} 25.2) 14.4 10.8 

90. 5 12.4] 33.0 82.0) 12.8} 12.4 4 
84.5] 12.8] 34.0 93.0 3.6 B52) 4 

82.5 | 13.0] 35.3 89. 2 4.4 4. Auescces 2 
WioO\ UT Nh Be a 86.8 6.0 630) |a==—2e= 

GS | MT |) BEG 14.4] 82.8] 20.8 62.0 
eyes Uleees 13.1 | 34.6 34.6 | 62.4 8.4 54.0 

LL shit |) Bio. & 37-6 | 61.2.) 17.2 44.0 
Hof |) USodk | BO 26.6 | 70.2 5.6 64.6 

90.0 | 12.0) 30.0 SUPA ae) |) EO) ee 
CoO |) ISG) 28 87.0 7.6 7.2 4 

84.0} 15.5] 25.0 (320s LOSS MOS. |==naaee 

95.5 | 12:6] 32.3 86.0 9.2 Oe See 
pee aes 18 | 27.3 88. 0 9.2 2) 

42-0) 19,1 || 28.7 88.8 ie? 7.2 |-----= < 
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